
From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:38:58 AM 

Barricades at NYC's former Occupy camp are removed 

r-I~arricades surrounding a park that selVed as a camp for Occupy Wall Street protesters were removed 
uesday, allowing protesters to stream back in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20126:13:52 AM 

Kobe scores 48, Lakers continue home rule 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 48 points - his fifth straight game with 25 or more - and the Los Angeles Lakers 

defeated the Phoenix Suns 99-83 Tuesday night to win their seventh straight at home and third in a row 

overall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:35:53 AM 

Slideshow: CES: The geekiest place on earth 

Ig~~""lview images from the 2012 International Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 9:04:45 AM 

Hand in cookie jar: Girl Scout official stole $311,000 

A former finance director at the Girl Scout Council of Greater New York on Tuesday admitted stealing more than 

$300,000 from the organization. Yaasmin Hooey, 35, of New York used the cash for cruises, cosmetic laser procedures 

and a $13,000 diamond ring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20129:16:26 AM 

US: Billionaire fugitive is 'most powerful' trafficker 

The u.s. Treasury Department called Mexican drug lord Joaquin "EI Chapa" Guzman "the world's most powerful drug 

trafficker" on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20129:53:11 AM 

Disunited kingdom? Scotland to vote on leaving UK 

Ig~~""lscotlandls devolved government said on Tuesday it wanted to hold a referendum in 2014 on breaking 

away from the rest of Britain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:54:22 AM 

India's 'shame': 4 in 10 kids malnourished 

Ig~~""IForty-two percent of children in India younger than 5 are underweight and nearly 60 percent are stunted, 

according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:02:13 PM 

US doctor jailed for sex with Cambodian boys 

A Cambodian court on Wednesday sentenced an American doctor to 10 years in prison for sexually abusing two 

underage boys. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:26:00 PM 

Even in death Jobs gives Apple a lift 

Ig~~""IAPPle was among the companies that received the most positive buzz last year, with those positive 

feelings spiking in October around the time Jobs passed away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 12:48:06 PM 

Video: Court considers easing TV profanity rules 

Ig~~""[he major television networks, including NBC, are challenging the FCC's policy of hitting them with big 

fines for broadcasting unanticipated bad language and nudity. The Supreme Court of the United States is 
taking up the case. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/201212:57:47 PM 

Twinkies maker files for bankruptcy protection 

Hostess Brands Inc., baker of such iconic American brands as Twinkies, Ding Dongs, Ho Ho's and Wonder Bread, has filed 

for bankruptcy protection, blaming rising labor costs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:00:32 PM 

Video: Police say gunman targeted rich elderly couple 

Ig~~""~he suspect arrested in the murder of Hector and Debra Rivera was the elderly couple's personal 

assistant. Police say money was a motive. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:11:56 PM 

The smart way to dig yourself out of debt 

Ig~~""~hose Christmas bills are going to arrive very soon and a lot of people who spent more than they planned 
are going to feel the squeeze. There's no need to be embarrassed. You are not alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:12:13 PM 

Syria's Assad makes rare public appearance 

Ig~~""lsyrian President Bashar Assad has made an extremely rare public appearance, joining thousands of his 

supporters waving flag and portraits of the leader in a central Damascus square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:22:36 PM 

Analysis: Romney's GOP critics will get more heat 

Mitt Romney's back-to-back victories in Iowa and New Hampshire will force his GOP rivals to make a crucial decision: 

Keep eviscerating the man that many see as the inevitable nominee, or temper their criticisms and dampen whatever 

hopes they have of overtaking him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:24:30 PM 

Tensions rise as Pakistan PM fires defense secretary 

Ig~~""lpakistan's prime minister has dismissed the defense secretary amid spiking tensions between the army 
and the nuclear-armed country's government, an official said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:26:19 PM 

Video: Offended? Ricky Gervais doesn't care 

Ig~~""IAS comedian Ricky Gervais gears up to host this weekend's Golden Globes, he tells Matt Lauer he won't 

change his routine this year to appease critics who say his jokes were offensive. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:41:23 PM 

Mrs Obama: Tired of 'angry black woman' stereotype 

First lady Michelle Obama is challenging assertions she's forcefully imposed her will on White House aides, saying she's 

tired of people portraying her as "some kind of angry black woman." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:50:30 PM 

Airport screener finds, turns in $5,000 

Officials are praising a Transportation Security Administration screener who turned in $5,000 cash that he found on the 

floor at Newark liberty International Airport. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 1:50:40 PM 

School puts troubled kids in 'scream room' 

Middletown parents, many of whom have children at Farm Hill Elementary School, are outraged about the way the 

school is dealing with misbehaving students. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20122:01:16 PM 

Chinese enrollment in U.S. schools skyrockets 

China sends more of its students to the u.s. than any other country - and those numbers are growing. Chinese parents 

sparing no expense to compete is fueling anxiety in America. NBC's Adrienne Mong reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20122:16:15 PM 

Moment of truth for the GOP field in SC 

First Read: Mitt Romney and the rest of the field signal a tough fight as South Carolina looks like a last chance to deny 

the front-runner the nomination. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 2:41:43 PM 

Pesticide found in orange juice -- is it safe to drink? 

Fears that the u.s. might ban imports of orange juice from Brazil drove orange juice futures to an all-time high on 

Tuesday as health regulators began testing all incoming shipments for traces of an illegal fungicide called carbendazim. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20123:00:16 PM 

'Tim lebow's Fire'? '80s song reworked for QB 

Ig~~""IBritish musician John Parr. who had a #1 hit with "St. Elmo's Fire (Man in Motion)" in 1985, wrote new 

lyrics for his song focusing on the Denver Broncos quarterback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20123:17:24 PM 

Up go the skyscrapers, down goes the economy 

Ig~~""IAn "unhealthy correlation" exists between the construction of skyscrapers and financial crashes, 

according to a new report from 8arclays Capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 3:38:43 PM 

Price of Communism: Czech churches get $6 billion 

Ig~~""IMore than 22 years after the fall of Communism, the Czech government agreed Wednesday to pay 

billions of dollars in compensation for property seized by the former totalitarian regime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:27:42 PM 

Video: Prank leads to mannequin vs. cop standoff 

Ig~~""IA family prank led to a standoff between Ohio police and a mannequin holding a fake shotgun and a beer 
bottle. WDTN-TV's Megan O'Rourke reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:28:01 PM 

Video: Pittsburgh mayor 'Tebows' after losing bet 

r-I~Uke Ravenstahl made good on his bet with Denver Mayor Michael Hancock, dropping to a knee in Tim 
ebow prayer pose. Msnbc's Chris Jansing reports. (Jansing and Co) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 4:34:56 PM 

Video: Girl tries to catch sisters, nabs thief instead 

Ig~~""IA 12-year-old girl using a hidden camera to catch her sisters going through her room while she wasn't 
home, caught a real thief instead. KNTV's Cheryl Hurd reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:38:06 PM 

Video: Pooch crowned world's tiniest working dog 

Ig~~""IA 3-year-old Yorkshire terrier named Lucy, weighing in at just 2.S pounds, has been crowned the smallest 
working dog in the world by the Guinness Book of World Records. WCAU-TV's Ted Greenberg 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:38:42 PM 

As Romney rises, private equity titans fear spotlight 

Ig~~""INYT: The attacks on GOP frontrunner Mitt Romney over his years at private equity firm Bain Capital is 

unnerving many buyout executives, especially those who support the GOP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20124:42:06 PM 

Stuck in ice: Alaska fuel convoy moves just 50 feet 

What a difference a day makes: After cutting through 53 miles of ice on Monday, a seafaring convoy trying to get fuel to 

ice-bound Nome, Alaska, made just 50 feet of progress through most of Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 5:05:41 PM 

WWII vet's dog tags returned after 66 years 

A Marine Corps vet who fought in World War II received an unexpected gift at his retirement home this weekend: a 

military identification tag he had lost more than six decades ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20125:18:34 PM 

French journalist, several others killed in Syria 

Ig~~""IA French journalist was among several people killed in Syria's central city of Homs on Wednesday, 

becoming the first Western reporter to have died in 10 months of unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 5:23:04 PM 

Natalee Holloway suspect: I killed Peru woman 

Joran van der Sioot pleaded guilty to murder Wednesday in the 2010 killing of a 21-year-old Peruvian woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 5:54:58 PM 

Homicide no longer a top cause of death in U.S. 

For the first time in 45 years, homicide dropped out of the top 15 causes of death in the United States in 2010, according 

to a new government analysis of mortality trends. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 6:01:28 PM 

160 billion planets in the Milky Way?! 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's Weblog: A statistical analysis based on a survey of millions of stars suggests 

that there's at least one planet for every star in the sky, and probably more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20126:12:35 PM 

US denies killing Iran nuke expert with magnet bomb 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is denying any role in the killing of an Iranian university professor working at a 

key nuclear facility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20126:13:36 PM 

Dog owners get second shot in 'I Cloned My Pet' 

Ig~~""lsaYing goodbye to a beloved furry friend isn't easy, but some former dog owners hope to ease the pain 
by saying hello to their friend again -- sort of. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20126:13:37 PM 

Handcuffed man steals police car full of guns 

Ig~~""lpolice in northwest Indiana have found a police cruiser they say was stolen by a handcuffed man who 

subsequently radioed for help in finding a key to unlock himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20126:19:14 PM 

Oh, how the Twinkie has fallen: Reflections of an ex-Twinkie tester 

Ig~~""IA former food executive who taste-tested the iconic American treat suspects that Hostess Brands' 

current financial woes may have to do with a lack of quality control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 6:28:20 PM 

E. coli- tainted venison kabobs sicken students 

A Minnesota high school science project that involved hunting and butchering deer -- including one road-kill capture -

and turning the meat into venison kabobs backfired when 29 students were sickened with a rare kind of E. coli food 

poisoning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 6:35:33 PM 

China hoops star becomes pandas' pal 

Ig~~""IRetired NBA star Yao Ming presided over the opening of a new phase in China's giant panda-breeding 

program Wednesday experts hope will help pandas born in captivity eventually assimilate back into the 
wild. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20127:03:16 PM 

More see class conflict between rich and poor 

Ig~~""IA survey released Wednesday finds that 66 percent of Americans see strong or very strong conflicts 

between rich and poor people. That's a 19 percentage point increase over 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:06:56 PM 

Video: Multiple Jets rip Sanchez 

Ig~~""lln the final segment of PFT Live, NY Daily News beat reporter Manish Mehta reports on Jets players 

quoted as not necessarily believing in QB Mark Sanchez. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:28:32 PM 

Final weeks were 2011's strongest for economy 

The final weeks of 2011 were the economy's strongest since it appeared to be slipping toward recession in late spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:34:21 PM 

Lohan owes $94,000 in back taxes 

Ig~~""~he starlet and newly minted Playboy pinup is on the hook with Uncle Sam for almost $100,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:51:38 PM 

FDA: J&J waited to report insulin pump problems 

Federal regulators have warned Johnson & Johnson that it could face fines and other sanctions for selling faulty insulin 

pumps and delaying disclosures of serious injuries to diabetics who used them. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 7:58:59 PM 

Psychiatrist: Casey Anthony 'surprisingly cheerful' in jail 

Two depositions from psychiatrists who evaluated Casey Anthony before she went on trial for murder were unsealed 

Wednesday, revealing more details about sexual abuse that Anthony's lawyer alleged she endured as a child. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 8:03:31 PM 

Officials: Heart doc falsified red wine study 

A University of Connecticut researcher known for his work on red wine's benefits to cardiovascular health falsified his 

data in more than 100 instances and nearly a dozen scientific journals are being warned, officials said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 8:34:50 PM 

Corey Feldman: I'll reveal pedophiles' names 

Ig~~""IFormer child star says he'll expose two abusers in an upcoming book, and that he believes the revelation 

will put him in danger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 8:51:45 PM 

Clean-cut Kutcher wants to continue on show 

Ig~~""~he actor ditched his long hair and beard, and said Wednesday that he'd be interested in coming back for 
more "Two and a Half Men." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/20128:52:17 PM 

Safest route to Nome? Alaska fuel convoy waits for word 

The fuel tanker and u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 8:53:27 PM 

New ride for wheelchair-bound drivers 

Until now, wheelchair-bound drivers had to convert a minivan to accept a necessary ramp or lift. The MV-llooks set to 

change all that. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 9:09:59 PM 

Stocks trim most of earlier losses, end trading flat 

Stocks ended trading flat Wednesday, after steadily fighting their way back from an initial drop early in the session. 

Worries about the European economy seemed to weigh on investors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 9:37:41 PM 

Marines: Video shows troops urinating on corpses 

A video posted on YouTube shows four combat Marines urinating on the corpses of three dead men in Afghanistan, 

Defense Department officials tell NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 9:46:54 PM 

Study explains the science behind your beer buzz 

Leave it to science to take the mystery out of the "I just love you so much, man," beer buzz. But their findings may lead 

to better treatment for alcoholics, according to a study in the journal Science Translational Medicine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 10:51:03 PM 

Twitter lashes out at Google search changes 

Ig~~""~witter lashed out at changes Google Inc unveiled for its search engine on Tuesday, describing the 
changes as "bad" for consumers and for Web publishers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 10:55:10 PM 

Iran leader talks tough against US in Latin America tour 

No surprise to anyone that we're hearing tough words during the Latin American tour of Iranian President Mahmoud 

Ahmadinejad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:14:39 PM 

Video: Watch 'Tea and Occupy' roundtable discussion 

Ig~~""IMsnbcls Richard Lui moderates a live discussion with members of both the Occupy movement and Tea 

Party affiliated groups. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:42:04 PM 

Video: Miss. Gov. Barbour goes on pardoning spree 

Ig~~""lon his last days in office, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour confused many of his constituents when, 

without explanation, he granted pardons or early releases to more than 200 convicts. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:44:12 PM 

FDA clears Canada OJ, holds other imports for tests 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:44:18 PM 

Video: u.s. denies killing Iranian nuclear scientist 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is denying any role in the killing of an Iranian university professor working at a 
key nuclear facility. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:46:39 PM 

Video: Journalist killed in Syria as uprising continues 

Ig~~""IFrench journalist Gilles Jacquier was among several people killed in Syria's central city of Homs on 

Wednesday, as the lO-month uprising against President Bashar Assad continues. NBC's Brian Williams 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:53:01 PM 

Video: Religious groups support unanimous ruling 

Ig~~""INBC'S Pete Williams discusses the u.s. Supreme Court decision and how it affects religious 
freedom. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:57:03 PM 

Silva: Breaking down NFL's divisional playoff games 

Ig~~""lsilva: Here's breakdown of the NFL divisional games this weekend, which focuses on each team's 

strengths, weaknesses, X-factors and the keys to winning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:57:39 PM 

Facebook fans seek bald Barbie for sick girls 

Ig~~""IFacebook fans want toymakers to create a Barbie that will resonate with cancer patients and other kids 

who suffer from hairloss 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/11/2012 11:59:27 PM 

Video: Candidates pull no punches in South Carolina 

Ig~~""~he battle for the Republican presidential nomination moves from New Hampshire to South Carolina, as 

candidates keep trying to slow the frontrunner Mitt Romney. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:14:56 AM 

Video: Can yoga wreck your body? 

Ig~~""IA Yoga instructor warns about the potentially debilitating effects of practicing yoga while out of shape. 
NBC's Chris Jansing reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:31:27 AM 

Gingrich camp threatens TV stations over 'fine' ads 

The former speaker's campaigning is threatening to sue TV stations that air attack ads by a Romney super PAC claiming 

that he was "fined" $300,000 for ethics violations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 1:03:29 AM 

Video: Chance Sandusky trial could be moved 

Ig~~""[he Centre County Commissioner admits he is leery of having the sex abuse trial of former Penn State 

football coach Jerry Sandusky take place in Bellefonte, Penn. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 1:11:10 AM 

Assassins target Iranian scientists with bombs 

Ig~~""~he assassination Wednesday of an Iranian scientist was similar to other killings aimed at the country's 

nuclear program, bringing new accusations by Iran that Israel or the United States is behind the string of 
attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 1:17:03 AM 

Haley Barbour defends clemency for 215 inmates 

A judge temporarily blocks the release of some inmates, including convicted murderers, pardoned by Gov. Haley 

Barbour. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20122:44:11 AM 

Mexican team bobbles heart headed for transplant 

Mexican medics are drawing catcalls after they dropped a heart being rushed to a hospital for a transplant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20123:17:04 AM 

Video: Stress 'affects every system of our body' 

Ig~~""IExperts from the American Psychological Association discuss the tough intersection of Americans' 

economic situation, their health and the impact of stress. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:12:48 AM 

Nowitzki lifts Mavericks past Celtics 

Ig~~""IDirk Nowitzki scored 16 points, driving past Kevin Garnett for the go-ahead layup with 5.1 seconds left 
and leading the Dallas Mavericks to a 90-85 victory over the Boston Celtics on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:52:51 AM 

Katy Perry, 'Harry Potter' are People's Choice 

Ig~~"'l'DeathIY Hallows: Part 2" won four awards, including best movie and favorite ensemble cast, while the 

singer, who was absent, took home five trophies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20125:12:20 AM 

Live chat: Coolest stuff at Consumer Electronics Show 

Ig~~""lwant to know what's hot at the Consumer Electronics Show in Vegas? What about the dirt behind the 

worst stuff? Join msnbc.com's Wilson Rothman at 6 p.m. ET/3 p.m. PT for a live chat with an illustrious 
panel of guests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:28:37 AM 

Santorum: Attacks on Romney are attacks on capitalism 

Presidential hopeful Rick Santorum on Wednesday hit his Republican rivals for their critiques of frontrunner Mitt 

Romney's record at Bain Capital, calling their criticisms of the former Massachusetts governor an attack on capitalism. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20126:02:47 AM 

Kobe scores big again, lifts Lakers to aT win 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant, who scored 48 points Tuesday, scored 40 and Andrew Bynum blocked AI Jefferson's shot 
with 1.9 seconds left in overtime to lift the Los Angeles Lakers to a 90-87 victory over Utah on Wednesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:31:55 AM 

Smart TVs: Maybe too smart for mere humans 

Ig~~""~here has been a lot of news about smart TVs and apps and interfaces this week at the Consumer 
Electronics Show. But just as 3-D TVs haven't captured the fancy of many buyers, there's no guarantee 

that smart TVs will do any better. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20127:13:21 AM 

Clippers extinguish Heat in overtime 

Ig~~""lchris Paul had 27 points and 11 assists, Blake Griffin added 20 points, and the Los Angeles Clippers beat 
the Miami Heat 95-89 in overtime on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20127:16:14 AM 

Mom forces son to wear 'I lie, I steal' sign 

A frustrated mom forced her wayward teenage son to stand on a busy street with a massive sign hanging around his 

neck, which read, "I lie, I steal, I sell drugs, I don't follow the law." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 7:58:03 AM 

Is West waging 'covert war' against Iran? 

Ig~~""~he assassination Wednesday of an Iranian nuclear scientist was similar to other killings, bringing new 

accusations that Israel or the United States is behind the string of attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 8:43:31 AM 

3 teens shot dead in Philly ambush 

Police late Wednesday arrested a man after three teenagers were shot dead in an ambush in Philadelphia, according to 

a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20129:13:16 AM 

Pakistan president leaves country amid tensions 

Ig~~""lpakistani President Asif Ali Zardari left for Dubai on a scheduled one-day trip on Thursday, local television 

stations reported, amid growing tensions with the army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 10:47:07 AM 

2 years after Haiti quake, thousands still in tents 

Two years after the devastating Haiti earthquake, billions in aid donations remain undistributed and thousands of 

people still live in tents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:26:01 AM 

Cease-fire agreed over 60-year Myanmar war 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's government signed a cease-fire agreement Thursday with ethnic Karen rebels in a major step 
toward ending one of the world's longest-running insurgencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:46:24 AM 

Video: Yes, it's true ... Colbert tops Huntsman in Carolina 

Ig~~...,~V host Stephen Colbert is from South Carolina, and he's not officially on the ballot for the state's GOP 

primary, but somehow he's beating fmr. Gov. Jon Huntsman by a percentage point. And in other water 
cooler news, Jon Stewart speaks Mandarin back to Huntsman. (Way Too Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:12:30 PM 

Few part-timers, but more working multiple jobs 

Hooray! There are fewer of you working part time. Boo! More of you are working multiple jobs. The job market 

continues to be a mixed bag for millions of workers across the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:15:54 PM 

The truth behind Suze Orman's new debit card 

Ig~~""lsuze Orman's new debit card created buzz this week. It has some nice benefits compared to some other 

cards. But it won't help you build credit and there are a number of fees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201212:17:23 PM 

The best, and worst, Dow stocks for 2012 

Ig~~""lln order to identify the best and worst stocks in the Dow for 2012, we reviewed the DJIA stocks which had 

the most and least implied upside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:35:11 PM 

Xbox workers in China threatened mass suicide 

Ig~~""IDozens of workers assembling Xbox video game consoles climbed to a factory dormitory roof, and some 

threatened to jump to their deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:39:02 PM 

Video: Video appears to show Marines urinating on corpses 

Ig~~""IAn investigation has been launched after video emerged that military authorities say appears to show 
u.s. Marines urinating on dead Taliban terrorists in Afghanistan. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:40:08 PM 

Video: Romney's rivals sharpen attacks in SC 

Ig~~""~he Republican race for the presidential nomination has moved to South Carolina, which holds its primary 

on Jan. 21, and frontrunner Mitt Romney's rivals are sharpening their attacks in the Palmetto State. NBC's 
Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:41:13 PM 

Video: Brokaw on the GOP presidential race 

r-I~BC'S Tom Brokaw shares his perspective on the GOP presidential race and discusses his new book, "The 
ime of Our Lives: A Conversation About America." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:42:31 PM 

Video: Van der Sloat pleads guilty to Peru murder 

Ig~~""~oran van der Sloat, the prime suspect in the disappearance of American teen Natalee Holloway in Aruba, 

will be sentenced Friday after pleading guilty to murdering a young woman in Peru in 2010 . NBC's Lilia 
Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:43:51 PM 

Video: Pardoning of killers fuels outrage in Miss. 

Ig~~""~here's outrage in Mississippi over outgoing Governor Haley Barbour's decision to pardon hundreds of 

inmates, including 14 convicted murderers. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:52:15 PM 

Video: 12-year-old girl catches thief on webcam 

Ig~~""IA California man is behind bars for stealing jewelry from a real estate open house thanks to a 12-year-old 
girl's webcam that captured him rummaging through her drawers. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:57:46 PM 

Defense chief condemns urinating Marines video 

u.s. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta has condemned a video that apparently shows u.S. Marines urinating on the 

corpses of Afghan men, promising to punish those involved. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 12:57:46 PM 

Taliban: Talks not harmed by urinating Marines 

A video showing what appear to be u.s. forces in Afghanistan urinating on the bodies of dead Taliban fighters will not 

affect efforts to broker peace talks, an Afghan Taliban spokesman said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201212:59:47 PM 

Flying families may have to pay extra to sit together 

Less-than-desirable seatmates on a flight include the drooler, the chatterbox and the space hog. These days, you could 

get someone who's all three: a kid, with nary a parent in sight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/201212:59:47 PM 

B-list celebs hit the high seas 

Ig~~""INOW is your chance to sign up for the just-announced Kate Gosselin cruise and sail away with the two
time reality-TV star, former "Dancing with the Stars" competitor and celebrity blogger for 

CouponCabin.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 1:00:11 PM 

Foreclosures drop but don't pour the bubbly yet 

Ig~~""IAbout 1.9 million homes entered the foreclosure process in 2011, the lowest level since 2007 when the 

recession began, according to a report Thursday by the foreclosure listing firm RealtyTrac Inc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20122:11:24 PM 

Nigeria: Main oil union threatens production shutdown 

Nigeria's main oil union said Thursday it would try to shut down the country's oil and gas production as part of a 

crippling national strike over spiraling fuel prices. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 2:24:42 PM 

Conservatives rally around Romney 

First Read: Attacks on Mitt Romney's Bain Capital record gets strong defense from conservatives who have been slow to 

warm to the GOP front-runner. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 2:31:48 PM 

Cheaper anti-aging products work just as well 

Did you know that the back of every cosmetic package contains a handy tool that can save you money? That tool is the 

list of ingredients, and if you know just a little bit about beauty science, you can save a lot of money. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 2:43:41 PM 

High school soccer goalie shot and killed 

A teenage soccer player at EI Camino Real High School was shot and killed Wednesday night, shortly after he returned 

home from a game 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 2:46:32 PM 

Coca-Cola alerted FDA about contaminated OJ 

Coca-Cola Co. says it alerted the Food and Drug Administration after it found some Brazilian growers had sprayed their 

orange trees with a fungicide that is not approved for use in the u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 2:52:01 PM 

Home Depot hiring 70,000 seasonal workers 

Home improvement retailer Home Depot said Thursday it has started to hire 70,000 seasonal workers for the spring, the 

company's busiest selling and hiring season. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 3:22:28 PM 

Va. college student vanishes during NYC visit 

An engineering student who came to New York City to celebrate the New Year holiday has not been heard from since 

Dec. 3D, and sources say the 22-year-old has a history of suicide attempts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 3:26:25 PM 

Video: Can a waterproof case protect a flushed iPhone? 

Ig~~""~he makers of Life Proof cases say that their gear can protect iPhones from water, dirt, snow, and shock. 
We thought we should test some of those claims - by attempting to flush an iPhone down a 

toilet. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 3:47:30 PM 

Year of the Dragon woes for China-U.S. ties? 

Ig~~""IWill the Year of the Dragon may be inauspicious for China-U.S. relations? Foreign policy experts weigh in 
on where U.S.-China relations are heading as both super-powers flex their muscles in Asia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:04:10 PM 

PFT's Picks: Pats will put an end to Tebowmania 

Ig~~""lpFTIS picks: Tom Brady and high-flying New England will overwhelm Denver, the Packers will throttle the 

Giants, the Ravens will handle the Texans but Saints-4gers is a toss-up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:08:13 PM 

Raising eligibility for entitlements costs, saves 

A CBO report found that raising eligibility age would reduce federal spending, but squeezing costs in one part of the 

health care system would lead to a bulge of increased costs elsewhere. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:10:59 PM 

25-foot ice ridge confronts Alaska fuel convoy 

What most people take for granted - how fuel gets to our homes and cars - is an epic story for Nome, Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:11:27 PM 

No, these celebs don't support Ron Paul 

Ig~~""INicole Scherzinger, No Doubt and Rise Against don't actually support the candidate, as recent tweets 

from the musical artists may lead people to believe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:12:20 PM 

NYPD: Car in Hudson was apparent suicide attempt 

A driver who was pulled out of Manhattan's Hudson River Thursday morning drove her car into the water in a possible 

suicide attempt, NBCNewYork.com reported Thursday afternoon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20124:28:32 PM 

5 common investing mistakes to avoid in 2012 

Ig~~""lso what kind of year will 2012 be? Will a stronger economy cause stocks to surge higher? Will the crisis in 

Europe hurt the u.s. stock market? Regardless, the fundamentals of investing remain the same. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:02:51 PM 

Video: Homeless woman struck by deputy speaks out 

Ig~~""IA homeless woman denies she was aggressive toward a deputy that struck her on a Los Angeles bus. The 
incident garnered national attention after video of the bus exchange was posted online. KNBC-TV's Kim 

Baldonado reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:05:41 PM 

Video: Woman uses iPad to nab iPhone thief 

Ig~~""IA Texas woman uses an app on her iPad to track down her stolen iPhone and help police arrest the thief. 
KXAS-TV's Scott Gordon reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:42:23 PM 

Study: 1 in 900 sex acts spreads HIV 

A heterosexual person infected with HIV will transmit the virus to their partner once in every 900 times the couple has 

unprotected sex, according to a new study conducted in Africa. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:43:05 PM 

Holiday season ends, jobless claims jump 

Layoffs soared as the holiday shopping season ended. Still, 2011 was a record year for retail sales, even though the year 

ended on a weak note for stores. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 5:50:28 PM 

Report: More monitors quit Syria over violence 

Ig~~""lseveral Arab League monitors have left Syria or may do so soon because the mission has failed to halt 

President Assad's violent crackdown on a popular revolt against his rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20126:02:10 PM 

Video: Cars: The next big gadget 

Ig~~""IAutos are increasingly taking the spotlight at the Consumer Electronics Show. But unlike smartphones 
and tablets, cars also have to take safety into consideration. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20126:15:33 PM 

Your bullying boss may be slowly killing you 

Ig~~""IIS your manager a bully? You're not alone. About 41 percent of American workers having been 
psychologically harassed at work. Workplace abuse is linked to stress - and stress is linked to a list of 

mental and physical ailments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:21:55 PM 

43% think God helps Tebow win, poll says 

r-~3 percent 01 respondents to a poll think "divine intervention" is at least partly responsible lor Tim 
ebow's success. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:24:32 PM 

One killed every half hour in Mexico drug violence 

One person died in drug-related violence every half hour in Mexico last year, according to the Mexican Excelsior 

newspaper, a sign that the violence surrounding the country's powerful cartels continues unabated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:26:29 PM 

Turkish court charges Duchess of York over orphanage film 

r-~ T u rkis h CO u rt has pressed ch a rges aga i nst Brita in's Du chess 01 Yo rk lor secret Iy Ii 1m i ng a rp ha nages in 
urkey. The court accused Ferguson in absentia of going "against the law in acquiring footage and 

violating privacy" of five children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:31:59 PM 

Anthony says she became pregnant after party 

Ig~~""lcasey Anthony told a psychiatrist that she became pregnant with her daughter, Caylee, after passing out 

at a party when she was 18 years old, according to court depositions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 6:52:40 PM 

Tanier: Let's give the Packers' D some love 

Ig~~""~anier: Green Bay did collect 31 interceptions - here are the key plays for the Pack and 4gers this 

weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 8:05:49 PM 

Iraq War's legacy: One Marine's five-year battle with PTSD 

Ig~~""IAfter serving four years as a Marine including two deployments to Iraq, Brian Scott Ostrom, now 27, 
returned home to the u.s. in 2007 with a severe case of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20128:23:11 PM 

Iran to discuss nuclear arms charges 

Iran agrees to discuss charges that it secretly worked on nuclear arms, after years of stonewalling and claiming its atomic 

activity was strictly for peaceful purposes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/20128:30:17 PM 

First winter blast disrupts flights, schools 

Parts of Connecticut got their first snow since October and snow-starved Chicago is expected to get hit later in the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 8:34:49 PM 

Man's iPhone stops Mahler symphony dead 

Concertgoers at the New York Philharmonic did not have to be musicologists to work out that the marimba was not part 

of the famous work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 8:36:00 PM 

Judge agrees Natalee Holloway is dead 

An Alabama judge agreed Thursday to declare Natalee Holloway legally dead, more than six years after the teenager 

vanished on the Caribbean island of Aruba. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 8:48:02 PM 

Tornado hits NC towns, injuring 15 

At least 15 people were injured, nines homes destroyed and another 47 damaged when a tornado struck two counties in 

western North Carolina. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 9:02:24 PM 

Slaying victim's sister to Barbour: 'I want answers' 

Among the people that Haley Barbour freed in his last act as Mississippi governor was the man who killed Tiffany Ellis 

Brewer's sister. "The governor needs to answer for this," Brewer said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 9:21:36 PM 

Video: Police: 'keys for cash' home scam spreading 

Ig~~""lcalifornia police say a scam called "keys for cash," where criminals move into in foreclosed homes in 

order to get banks to pay them to leave without wrecking the property, is spreading. KNTV's Cheryl Hurd 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 9:32:35 PM 

Insurance study: Women are better drivers than men 

In the proverbial battle of the sexes, women are better drivers than men. Or so says a new study by an online auto 

insurance group that hopes to dispel the long-standing notion that women are bad drivers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 9:57:23 PM 

Specter of SOPA haunts CES 

Ig~~""IRed Tape: Amid the glitz and glamour in Las Vegas, a grey could hangs over the annual geek-fest: The 

future of controversial anti-piracy legislation known as SOPA, which threatens to cause a bit of a civil war 
among tech firms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 10:22:30 PM 

Mercedes apologizes for using Che Guevara image 

Political conservatives and u.s. Cuban activists reacted with horror to Mercedes Benz's new ad featuring Marxist 

revolutionary Che Guevara. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 10:39:46 PM 

Private equity bigwigs fundraise for Romney 

First Read: Two of Mitt Romney's biggest upcoming fundraisers will be hosted by marquee names in the private equity 

industry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 10:55:50 PM 

Video: Is there a covert war against Iran? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel and former CIA officer Bob Baer share the latest about the assassination of a nuclear 
scientist in Iran. (Hardball) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:01:12 PM 

Experts: Some Barbour pardons lack key info 

Ig~~""IMany of the more than 200 pardons by Haley Barbour during his last day as Mississippi's governor 

seemed to have been done in haste, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:32:32 PM 

U.S. airlines attempt first fare increase of 2012 

Delta's $20 price increase this week was quickly matched by other domestic carriers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:40:53 PM 

Video: u.s. Marine video 'insane', says Afghan president 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Miklaszewski on the ramifications of the video that allegedly shows marines urinating on 
corpses. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:43:40 PM 

Video: Judge stops more prisoners from being released 

Ig~~""IFormer Mississippi governor Gov. Haley Barbour's pardons may have violated the state constitution. 
NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:48:29 PM 

Video: Republican attacks intensify on the trail 

Ig~~""~he sniping continues as Newt Gingrich defends his attacks on Mitt Romney. NBC's Ron Matt has 
more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/12/2012 11:55:43 PM 

Video: Haiti: Two years later 

Ig~~""lon the second anniversary of the devastating earthquake, the rebuilding effort has been painfully slow. 

NBC's Ron Allen revisits a family that had been in the process of adopting two little girls. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:01:43 AM 

Israeli high court keeps Israeli, Palestinian spouses apart 

An Israeli high court ruling has left one family in limbo because the husband, an Israeli citizen, will be forbidden legally 

from living with his Palestinian wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:06:54 AM 

Video: Homeless teen named semifinalist in Intel science competition 

Ig~~""ILOng Island student Samantha Garvey will have a chance at winning $100,000. NBC's Rehema Ellis 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201212:19:49 AM 

Links to CA murder suspect and more victims drawn 

An investigator has testified that a man on trial for the murders of four Northern California women kept a safe deposit 

box with photographs of two more women who appear to have been slain and items belonging to yet another who was 

last seen heading to a Bob Dylan concert in 1992. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:35:03 AM 

Extreme stress to blame in Marine urination video? 

Ig~~""~he answer to why Marines decided to urinate on dead bodies in Afghanistan could lie in the adrenaline

charged nature of combat, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:53:41 AM 

Heather Locklear hospitalized after 911 call 

Ig~~""IHer parents tell public she's not in any danger. TMZ says the actress mixed alcohol with prescription 

drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20123:45:15 AM 

No.7 Indiana can't complete rally vs. Minnesota 

Ig~~""IAustin Hollins scored a career-high 18 points to help Minnesota beat No.7 Indiana 77-74 on Thursday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:09:01 AM 

Complete Civil War sub unveiled for first time 

Ig~~""lconfederate Civil War vessel H.L. Hunley, the world's first successful combat submarine when it sank a 

Union ship in 1864, was unveiled in full and unobstructed for the first time on Thursday, capping a decade 
of careful preservation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:09:09 AM 

Knicks lose Carmela, fall to Grizzlies 

Ig~~""IRUdY Gay scored a season-high 26 points and the Memphis Grizzlies beat New York, which lost Carmela 
Anthony to injury, 94-83 on Thursday night to end the Knicks' winning streak at four games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20125:24:18 AM 

Knicks lose Carmela, fall to Grizzlies 

Ig~~""IRUdY Gay scored a season-high 26 points and the Memphis Grizzlies beat New York, which lost Carmela 
Anthony to injury, 94-83 on Thursday night to end the Knicks' winning streak at four games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20126:14:39 AM 

Video: 'Let's go' - Top gadgets at tech super show 

Ig~~""IBefore the 2012 Consumer Electronics Show wraps up, Wilson Rothman takes a tour of the floor to see 
the best in show. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20127:40:16 AM 

Howard's record-setting night at line lifts Magic 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard broke Wilt Chamberlain's nearly 50-year-old NBA record for most free throw attempts in 
a game, making 21 of 39 in the Orlando Magic's 117-109 victory over the Golden State Warriors on 

Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 8:24:41 AM 

Bahrain fires tear gas, stun grenades to halt protesters 

Bahraini security forces violently broke-up a protest in the Gulf kingdom's capital Friday, using tear gas and stun 

grenades to disperse the marchers, the BBe reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 8:40:22 AM 

Canada: Marriages of foreign gays are invalid 

The Canadian government is abruptly arguing that the same-sex marriages of many foreigners who wed in Canada are 

not valid, a move that could affect thousands of couples. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 9:08:57 AM 

Civil rights panel sticks to 'white only' pool sign ruling 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 9:49:29 AM 

New Orleans police HQ evacuated over grenades 

New Orleans police evacuated its headquarters and neighboring streets after live grenades were found in a car that 

belonged to a man who allegedly killed three people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 10:08:53 AM 

Myanmar frees many political prisoners 

Myanmar freed many of its most prominent political prisoners Friday in a long-awaited step toward national 

reconciliation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 10:25:41 AM 

Race relations and MlK's dream: Big generation gap 

Ig~~""lln its annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day report, the Boston-based group United for a Fair Economy says 

that racial disparities are increasingly becoming influenced by age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:10:14 AM 

Who's most gullible online? Not who you think 

Ig~~""~hink grandma and grandpa are the most likely to fall for Internet scams? Think again, suggests a study 

on gullibility. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201211:17:43 AM 

US warns of terror attack threat in Bangkok 

Americans are under threat of a terrorist attack in Bangkok, the u.s. ambassador to Thailand warned Friday, as 

authorities arrested a lebanese member of Hezbollah. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:07:53 PM 

iPhone 4s China release sparks scuffles, egg attack 

Frenzied scuffles and an egg-throwing outside a Beijing store at the launch of Apple's new iPhone 4S forced the 

company to close its China stores. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:29:22 PM 

Sloppy commute as Midwest gets first big snowstorm 

It's finally looking like winter in the Midwest as the season's first big snowstorm crawls across the region, greeting 

morning commuters with a sloppy, slippery drive. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:41:22 PM 

Video: Pentagon fears fallout from Marine video 

Ig~~""~he U.S. military is in damage-control mode after a video surfaced of Marines urinating on the dead 
bodies of Taliban fighters in Afghanistan. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201212:42:10 PM 

Why employers say they can't find workers 

Economists and labor experts say that in some industries, there is a legitimate talent shortage. Some think there are 

other factors. 'Employers have been spoiled by the recession.' 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 12:44:51 PM 

Video: Sheboygan roiled by odd mayoral race 

Ig~~""lshebOygan voters are being asked whether to throw their first-term mayor out before his term ends after 
a series of incidents involving the mayor -- an acknowledged alcoholic -- that critics say have held this city 

up to national ridicule. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:19:29 PM 

Dog tag lost in World War I returned to soldier's son 

Ig~~"'l'l'm amazed that these two people in France still remember and appreciate what the United States did 

for their country," says 75-year-old Kansas man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:38:20 PM 

Rock Center: Koppel grills Colbert on SuperPac 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:40:32 PM 

Study: Cold winters tied to Arctic summers 

Remember New York City's 2011 blizzard? Or Florida's 2010 hard freeze? Blame them on the summer. According to a 

new study, those are the type of extreme cold events in the northern hemisphere's winter that appear tied to warmer 

Arctic summers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:48:45 PM 

Colbert announces S. Carolina presidency plans 

Ig~~""lon last night's late-night talk shows, Stephen Colbert announced he may run for the presidency of the 

u.s. of South Carolina and Jon Stewart took over his Super PAC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:52:06 PM 

Video: Anchor homecoming reunites TODAY legends 

Ig~~""IBarbara Walters, Hugh Downs, Jim Hartz, Tom Brokaw, Jane Pauley, Bryant Gumbel, Deborah Norville, 
Katie (auric, Meredith Vieira and Willard Scott discuss their roles in shaping America's longest-running 

morning show. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 1:55:44 PM 

National pinball museum gets a replay 

Ig~~""ILike the metal balls in the pinball machines, the National Pinball Museum has been bounced around. It's 

new location in Baltimore is smaller but still offers a history gallery with original artwork and more than 
40 antique and vintage machines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20122:16:26 PM 

Woman says her fake penis got her fired 

A northeastern Pennsylvania woman claims she was fired from her job for wearing a prosthetic penis to work while 

contemplating gender reassignment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20122:16:36 PM 

Republican voters know GOP when they see it 

Ig~~""IAPpearance has always mattered in politics. But a new study might have Republican candidates working 

extra hard to look, well, more Republican, whatever that might mean. Political facial stereotypes may 
help conservative candidates get more votes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20122:17:59 PM 

Is 'Tangled' best Disney movie ever? 

Ig~~""IRapunzel and Flynn Rider return this week as part of a wedding short shown before "Beauty and the 
Beast 3-D." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20122:18:07 PM 

Best and worst of times for Romney 

First Read: Victory in New Hampshire was good news for Romney's primary campaign but attacks on Bain signal bad 

news for the general election. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20122:59:16 PM 

Woman jailed 45 years for killing son, 6 

A Texas woman was sentenced Friday to 45 years in prison for suffocating her 6-year-old son in a New Hampshire motel 

room and leaving his body along a dirt road in Maine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 3:03:06 PM 

Study: Cold winters tied to Arctic summers 

Remember New York City's 2011 blizzard? Or Florida's 2010 hard freeze? Blame them on the summer. According to a 

new study, those are the type of extreme cold events in the northern hemisphere's winter that appear tied to warmer 

Arctic summers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 3:06:01 PM 

Stocks drop amid reports of euro zone cuts 

Wall Street stocks sank Friday, amid reports that Standard & Poor's could downgrade the credit rating of several euro 

zone members. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20123:34:14 PM 

Woman gets jail time for messy yard 

MOUNT PLEASANT, S.c.- A woman who failed to pay a $480 fine for having a messy yard was sentenced to 10 days in 

jail, but came home a few days early to find an overwhelming amount of support from strangers in her community. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 3:37:46 PM 

Video: What's brewing in Pakistan? 

Ig~~""~he only brewery in Pakistan is a 150-year-old tradition. Business is booming despite strict prohibition 
laws. NBC's Amna Nawaz reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20123:41:11 PM 

Report: Jail for N. Koreans who didn't cry at funeral 

North Korea is punishing citizens who didn't cry during the orchestrated public mourning over the death of Kim Jong II, 

according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 3:42:49 PM 

Gunman kills 3 at NC lumber company 

Deputies later find suspect at his home with self-inflicted wounds; he is airlifted to hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:22:51 PM 

'One Life to Live' ends its 43-year run 

Ig~~""IAfter 43 years of daytime drama, "One Life to Live" will live no more once Friday's final episode airs. The 

end of the soap opera marks the end of a series of ups and downs for fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:35:23 PM 

Hearings set in Chinese-American soldier's death 

Legal proceedings will begin Sunday in the death of a Chinese-American soldier believed to have committed suicide in 

Afghanistan after allegedly being hazed by his fellow soldiers, the Army says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:45:10 PM 

Clinton: US ready to restore relations with Myanmar 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said on Friday that the United States was ready to start the process of exchanging full 

ambassadors with Myanmar. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:46:19 PM 

Friday the 13th superstitions? Don't worry! 

Ig~~""llf you are spooked by Friday the 13th, you're in for a whammy of a year. This week's unlucky day is the 

first of three for 2012. And it would come as no surprise if many among us hold at least some fear of 
freaky Friday, as we humans are a superstitious lot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:49:52 PM 

Video: Orphaned seals swamp Dutch nursery 

Ig~~""IFierce storms along the Netherlands' coast have separated a record number of seals from their mothers, 

doubling the orphaned seal population. TODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:53:34 PM 

Mayor: Slain teens' 'little butts' should have been in bed 

Outraged Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter lashed out after three 14-year-olds in his city were killed, calling the 

shooter "a dog," "idiot" and "a**hole. He also fumed at the boys' parents for not adequately supervising their children, 

saying that "their little butts" should have been in bed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:55:00 PM 

Thirst for beer keeps brewery alive in dry Pakistan 

The only brewery in Pakistan is a lS0-year-old tradition and business is booming despite strict prohibition laws, as NBC's 

Amna Nawaz reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20124:58:35 PM 

Jobs gains may not help Obama's re-election bid 

As the job market improves, it lures more people who gave up looking for work to start sending out their resumes. And 

that could drive the unemployment rate higher. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:06:08 PM 

Bored workers turn to chocolate, booze 

Ig~~""llf you're reading this because you are bored at work, you are probably also munching on some chocolates 

and guzzling coffee, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20125:13:53 PM 

Video: Capsule rooms for rent in Hong Kong 

Ig~~""~ravelers and students now have high-tech capsule rooms available in Hong Kong where rent is expensive 
and space is limited. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20125:16:44 PM 

Sinead's marriage is off -- again 

Ig~~""IMore sad news for Sinead O'Connor. Days after reaching out for help on Twitter after at least one suicide 

attempt, the Irish singer and husband Barry Herridge have split yet again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:24:57 PM 

Obama seeks power to merge agencies 

President Barack Obama on Friday took aim at his government's own messy bureaucracy, prodding Congress to give him 

greater power to merge agencies and promising he would start by collapsing six major economic departments into one. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:34:03 PM 

Rosenthal: Saints are PlayStation 3, 4gers are Atari 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: The 4gers and Saints will share a field Saturday afternoon in San Francisco, but they aren't 

playing the same game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:39:34 PM 

Girl, 9, who was taunted on Facebook, dies 

Ig~~""IA 9-year-old Detroit-area girl whose battle with Huntington's disease drew attention after she was 
taunted online in 2010 by her grandmother's former neighbor has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:41:33 PM 

Van der Sloat jailed 28 years for Peru killing 

A Peruvian court on Friday sentenced Dutch citizen Joran van der Sioot to 28 years in prison for killing a woman in Lima 

in 20lO, five years to the day after American teenager Natalee Holloway disappeared in Aruba. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 5:47:36 PM 

JPMorgan earnings miss, Europe drag stocks lower 

Stocks fell in morning trading after a rare earnings miss for JPMorgan Chase, the country's largest bank, and as reports 

swirled that European governments may get their ratings cut soon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 6:00:38 PM 

Video: Principal faces charges stemming from hypnosis 

Ig~~""lcriminal misdemeanor charges have been filed against a former Southwest Florida high school principal 
accused of using hypnosis on students. WFLA-TV's Lauren Mayk reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20126:11:11 PM 

Apple audit shows suppliers used child labor 

Ig~~""IAPPle has released an audit of its major suppliers, saying it found a number of violations including 

breaches in pay, benefits and environmental practices in plants in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20126:18:56 PM 

Homeless whiz kid will get a new home 

Ig~~""~he family of a Long Island homeless teen recently named one of the top science students in the nation 

will now have a home to call their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 6:40:55 PM 

420 Ibs. of cow brains seized at Cairo airport 

Officials at Cairo's international airport confiscated 420 pounds of frozen cow brains Friday from three Sudanese 

travelers who planned to sell them to Egyptian restaurants, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 6:46:44 PM 

'I saw the baby': Man finds tot in stolen car 

Ig~~""~erron Henry says he's no hero, just relieved he found a missing Houston toddler alive and well inside a 

stolen Jeep abandoned in an alley behind his restaurant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20126:54:18 PM 

Mont. school district: Missing teacher is dead 

Montana school district officials say a 44-year-old math teacher who went missing last weekend is dead, and the FBI said 

it has one man in custody and is questioning another. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20127:17:05 PM 

PFT: Fisher picks Rams over Dolphins to coach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:29:24 PM 

Recreating Afghanistan's soundtrack, one young musician at a time 

Ahmad Sarmast has helped some of the most disadvantaged children in Afghanistan learn how to play instruments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:34:38 PM 

Judge: John Edwards has life-threatening condition 

Ig~~""IA federal judge says she has two letters from a cardiologist saying ex-presidential candidate John 
Edwards has a life-threatening condition that will require surgery in February. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:35:55 PM 

Paula Deen to discuss health rumors on TODAY Tuesday 

Ig~~""lcelebrity chef Paula Deen will sit down with TODAY's AI Raker Tuesday, Jan. 17, in an exclusive interview 

to discuss reports that she has type 2 diabetes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:41:28 PM 

Transplant nurse donates own kidney to patient 

Ig~~""lwhen Clay Tabor, now 23, became critically ill and his kidneys failed, he faced a long wait on a transplant 

list. But then his nurse, Allison Batson, made him a life-changing offer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:52:08 PM 

At this coffee shop, random acts of kindness top menu 

Customers at the Corner Perk, an eatery in Bluffton, S.c., are often surprised to find that their checks have been paid in 

advance. Two years ago, an anonymous donor left $100 to pay others' tabs - and other patrons have been "paying it 

forward" ever since. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:52:38 PM 

Video: Five pardoned in Mississippi now missing 

Ig~~""IState Rep. Bobby Moak, D-Miss., shares the latest on the situation and talks about his efforts to curtail 
the governor's pardoning powers. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 7:53:08 PM 

Cops cry foul on DUI defense of Obama half-uncle 

Massachusetts police say they're discouraged by a defense lawyer's request to trawl through the record of the officer 

who pulled over President Barack Obama's half-uncle last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 8:06:58 PM 

'Words With Friends' saves man's life 

Ig~~""[he rise of social media has not only led to new friendships, but for two couples who met and played 

"Words With Friends," it helped prevent one woman from becoming a widow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20128:14:23 PM 

Radiation-spewing tissue holder recalled 

Ig~~""lu.s. home merchandise retailer Bed Bath and Beyond Inc is recalling tissue holders because one of its 

materials emits low levels of radiation, the company said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 8:39:04 PM 

Mercedes pushes minivan off ferry into harbor 

A minivan with two parents and two children on board plunged off the Balboa Ferry Friday morning after it was struck 

by another vehicle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20128:47:12 PM 

S&P cuts France's rating; more cuts seen 

Standard & Poor's cut France's credit rating Friday, the nation's finance minister said. The move is part of an expected 

downgrade for several euro zone countries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20128:52:19 PM 

Vets hold 'eat-in' to back Uzbeks' vandalized restaurant 

Ig~~""IA group of veterans held an "eat-in" to show support for an immigrant-owned restaurant after a man 
threw a 20-pound building stone through the front window. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20128:54:11 PM 

Video: Va. judge upholds ballot-access law 

Ig~~""IA federal judge has declined to rule that Virginia's primary ballot access law is unconstitutional, NBC's 

Pete Williams reports. The ruling is a setback for the four Republican candidates who failed to qualify for 
the state's March 6th primary -- Rick Perry, Newt Gingrich, Jon Hunstsman, and Rick Santorum. (Martin Bashir) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 9:09:57 PM 

Eurozone slammed by downgrades, collapse of talks 

Friday the 13th was not a good day for Europe. In the midst of the European trading day, news began circulating that 

credit agency Standard and Poor's would downgrade many eurozone countries, including France, Italy and Spain. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20129:10:17 PM 

'Bootylicious' fly named after Beyonce 

Ig~~""IBeYOnCe may be one of the biggest pop divas out there, but she isn't the only diva with that name. A 

previously unnamed species of horse fly with a glamorous golden butt has been named Beyonce because 
it is the "all-time diva of flies," researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/20129:50:11 PM 

Family: Paterno back in hospital for observation 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State coach Joe Paterno was admitted to the hospital Friday for observation due to minor 

complications from cancer treatments, his family said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 10:36:56 PM 

Will pop icons make music video in space? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Pop music's reigning power couple, Jay-Z and Beyonce, are welcome to 

make a video in space, Virgin Galactic says. They can even bring their daughter along. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201210:38:47 PM 

iPad 3 has 4G and high-def screen: report 

Bloomberg just released a report citing three unnamed sources who name specific details of Apple's next iPad. The iPad 

3 will have a high-definition screen, 4G LTE networking and a powerful quad-core processor, says the news service. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:13:15 PM 

Gene Hackman hit by a car while biking 

Actor Gene Hackman was airlifted to a Florida hospital on Friday after being hit by a car as he was riding his bike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:18:33 PM 

Judge: John Edwards has heart condition 

A judge agrees to delay the campaign-finance trial of John Edwards after his attorney presented two letters detailing a 

problem that will require surgery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:31:19 PM 

Red Tape: Wikipedia to join anti-SOPA blackout 

Opponents of controversial federal anti-piracy legislation known as SOPA seem to be picking up steam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:31:55 PM 

US to change disputed quote on MlK Memorial 

A quotation inscribed on the Martin Luther King Jr. National Memorial will be changed following months of complaints 

that the statement was edited out of its original context, a spokesman said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:43:39 PM 

Video: Mitt Romney pushes back 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich faced accusations that his supporters were inaccurate in their portrayal of Romney at Bain. 
NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/2012 11:46:24 PM 

Video: Plunging U.S.-Iran relations 

Ig~~""~he Strait of Hormuz has become a flashpoint and now tensions could escalate beyond angry rhetoric. 
NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/13/201211:53:47 PM 

Video: Road to retirement: How much will you need? 

Ig~~""IFind out what it takes to get back on track, even if you started saving late. NBC's Anne Thompson 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 12:00:15 AM 

Video: Making a Difference: good things in store for homeless teen 

Ig~~""lsamantha Garvey, the homeless student who was named a semifinalist in the Intel science competition, 
will move into a 3-bedroom home with her family. NBC's Rehema Ellis has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 12:42:25 AM 

10-year-old aspiring circus performer dies 

Tributes to a lO-year-old aspiring circus performer were pouring in after his death in an accidental hanging at his home 

near Bellingham, Wash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 1:02:16 AM 

HBT: Yankees trade Montero for M's Pineda 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Yankees acquired hard-throwing righty Michael Pineda and prospect pitcher Jose Campos from 

the Mariners for power hitter Jesus Montero and righty Hector Noesi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 1:10:01 AM 

Africa massacres: Fundraiser defends aid to tribe 

A Sudanese refugee says he led fundraising efforts for a tribe in South Sudan that now is accused of massacring 

hundreds of men, women and children. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 1:30:25 AM 

Video: Divisional playoff storylines 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Peter King break down the storylines heading into this weekend's divisional playoff 

games in the NFL, including the Broncos' game plan for Tim Tebow and the pressure the Patriots face to 
win. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 1:58:05 AM 

Smuggled bush meat brings viral threat to US 

A newly published study shows that "bush meat" and other wild animal products intercepted on their way into the 

United States often bring with them pathogens that can be deadly. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 2:04:05 AM 

HBT: Addition of Pineda a big win for Yankees 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 2:35:46 AM 

Live-blogging site says user data breached 

CoveritLive, a popular, Web-based live-blogging program used worldwide, said Friday it has discovered that "certain 

proprietary data files" of its users "were accessed without authorization," but that "no financial account information has 

been compromised." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20124:13:43 AM 

Rose returns, leads Bulls past struggling Celtics 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose returned from a one-game absence to score 25 points and help the Chicago Bulls hold off a 
second-half charge and beat the Boston Celtics 88-79 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20126:00:10 AM 

Tricky fuel transfer awaits tanker nearing Nome 

Ig~~""IA Russian tanker has muscled its way through hundreds of miles of Bering Sea ice several feet thick to 

deliver fuel to Nome. Now comes the tricky part: getting more than a million gallons of diesel and 
gasoline to shore through a mile-long hose without a spill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 7:20:23 AM 

Kobe pours in 42, Lakers hold off Cavs 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 42 points in his third straight 40-point performance, and the Los Angeles Lakers held 
on for their fifth straight victory, 97-92 over the Cleveland Cavaliers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 7:42:48 AM 

Wade hurt, Heat fall apart vs. Nuggets 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade sprained his right ankle in the fourth quarter and LeBron James' 35 points weren't enough 
as the Miami Heat fell to the Denver Nuggets 117-104 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201211:13:06 AM 

1 year after despot fled, Tunisians protest lack of jobs 

Ig~~""~unisians protested about growing unemployment Saturday as the country marked one year since its 

long-time despotic ruler fled, in the first victory for the Arab Spring movement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:39:44 AM 

Bomb kills 50 Iraq pilgrims, wounds 100 

A bomb killed 50 Shiite pilgrims near the southern port city of Basra on Saturday, an Iraqi official said, in the latest in a 

series of attacks during Shiite religious events. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:57:44 AM 

Cruise ship runs aground off Italy; deaths reported 

A cruise ship with 4,200 people on board ran aground, ripping a 16S-foot gash in its hull, off the Tuscan island of Giglio, 

and local officials reported six people died. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 12:25:33 PM 

Iran: We have evidence US behind scientist's death 

Iranian state television said Saturday that Tehran had evidence Washington was behind the latest assassination of one 

of its nuclear scientists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 12:38:40 PM 

Taiwan president wins re-election 

Ig~~""~aiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou was re-elected Saturday, leveraging his message of greater prosperity 

through expanded ties with China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 1:39:40 PM 

Passengers tell of panic on wrecked cruise ship 

Ig~~""lsurvivors who escaped a cruise ship that ran aground and tipped over described a delayed then panicked 

evacuation, as they crawled along upended hallways trying to reach safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 3:45:33 PM 

Tummy growling? Enjoy these 'unlimited foods' 

Ig~~""llf you're starting to struggle with the rigidity of your 3 meal, 1 snack-a-day food plan, try this list of 
"unlimited foods" that you can munch on. Click for more and to join Joy Bauer's lO,OOO-pound Weight

Loss Challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 3:50:50 PM 

Video: Winter arrives for much of u.s. 

Ig~~""~he Southwest and Rocky Mountains saw a bit of winter in December, but now Mother Nature is bringing 
cold temperatures to the rest of the nation. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports on winter's late 

arrival. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20124:48:55 PM 

Bachmann campaign: Stop playing Gingrich ad 

First Read: Michele Bachmann's former campaign manager is asking South Carolina radio stations to stop playing an 

advertisement he says is funded by a super PAC supporting Newt Gingrich. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20124:55:46 PM 

Trend against outsourcing brings jobs back from China 

Outsourcing manufacturing jobs to China is not as cheap as it used to be, and the United States is poised to bring those 

jobs back home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20125:10:16 PM 

Passengers tell of panic on wrecked cruise ship 

Ig~~""lsurvivors who escaped a cruise ship that ran aground and tipped over described a delayed then panicked 

evacuation, as they crawled along upended hallways trying to reach safety. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 5:42:06 PM 

Miss America crowning new winner in Las Vegas 

Ig~~""IMiSS America is getting ready to transfer her crown again to one of 53 pageant queens looking to prove 

they've got a winning combination of looks, talent and smarts to justify a yearlong run with the title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 6:46:46 PM 

Evangelical leaders back Santorum 

A group of 150 influential Christian conservative leaders on Saturday backed former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum as 

their choice for Republican u.S. presidential nominee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 6:55:55 PM 

Taiwan re-elects president 

Ig~~""~aiwan voters re-elected incumbent President Ma Ying-jeou on Saturday, endorsing his push for closer 
ties with Beijing and removing a potential irritant in Sino-U.S. relations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20127:10:31 PM 

Fever dream of guilt-ridden gadget writer 

Ig~~""IGiZmOdO's Mat Honan cuts to the heart of the meaning - and the meaninglessness - of this year's 

Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 7:59:55 PM 

Man dies day after killing 3 co-workers 

The man suspected of fatally shooting three co-workers and wounding a fourth at a North Carolina lumber company has 

died from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 8:30:48 PM 

White House criticizes online piracy legislation 

Ig~~""lwhite House officials raised concerns on Saturday about online piracy legislation in the works in Congress 

that top technology companies have decried as heavy-handed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 8:37:00 PM 

Egypt's EIBaradei pulls out of presidential race 

Egypt's reform leader Mohamed EIBaradei withdrew from the presidential race Saturday, saying a fair election is 

impossible under the military's grip nearly a year after Hosni Mubarak's ouster. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 9:02:04 PM 

Man gives up 94 hamsters 

A Massachusetts man has turned over 94 hamsters to a local animal shelter, telling officials he was running out of room 

in his apartment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/20129:21:15 PM 

Brutal winter leaves Alaska pining for fuel 

Ig~~""ILiVing in Alaska's outer reaches is challenging enough, but at least three remote communities also have 

experienced weather-related late deliveries of fuel so crucial to their survival during an especially bitter 
winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 9:38:31 PM 

Nations seek answers over Italy cruise accident 

The international mix of passengers and crew aboard the stricken Costa Concordia cruise liner added to the 

complications Saturday for Italian officials handling the emergency. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 9:48:38 PM 

Captain of cruise ship that ran aground arrested 

Francesco Schettino is being investigated for manslaughter, causing a shipwreck and abandoning ship, police told 

Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 9:56:08 PM 

Florida State rips No.3 North Carolina 90-57 

Ig~~""IDeiVidas Dulkys scored a career-high 32 points and Michael Snaer added 17 as Florida State stunned No.3 
North Carolina 90-57 on Saturday, snapping the Tar Heels' nine-game winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 10:19:38 PM 

eFT: Paterno 'didn't know exactly how to handle it' 

Ig~~""ICFT: Former Penn State football coach Joe Paterno said he "didn't know exactly how to handle" the 

sexual abuse case against former assistant Jerry Sandusky. Paterno said he "never heard of, of, rape and a 
man," so he left things to authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 10:27:21 PM 

Doomed Russian probe tracked in its final hours 

Ig~~""IRussials botched Mars probe mission Phobos-Grunt is fast-approaching a fiery death, with just one or two 

days remaining before it falls from space, experts and Russian space officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:10:51 PM 

Programming prodigy passes away at 16 

Ig~~""IArfa Karim Randhawa, the programming prodigy who became the world's youngest Microsoft Certified 

Professional when she was 9 years old, has passed away at the age of 16, according to reports from 
Pakistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/201211:17:26 PM 

Gingrich booed over Romney jab 

The audience at a presidential forum here Saturday booed Newt Gingrich for criticizing Mitt Romney's record at Bain 

Capital after Mike Huckabee, the host, told the crowd that candidates would not be allowed to attack each other. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:51:32 PM 

Video: Disaster on the high seas 

Ig~~""lpaniC ensues after a luxury cruise ship dubbed the "Floating Temple of Fun" runs aground off Italy. NBC's 
Claudio Lavanga reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:57:18 PM 

Video: Paterno: 'Didn't know exactly how to handle it' 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State football coach Joe Paterno, in an interview with The Washington Post, says he wishes 
he had done more to find out what was being done about Jerry Sandusky's alleged behavior. NBC 

national Investigative Correspondent Michaellsikoff reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/14/2012 11:58:43 PM 

Video: Evangelicals try to stop Romney 

Ig~~""IA major push by social conservatives involves 150 evangelical leaders uniting behind one of Mitt 
Romney's rivals to stop him from running away with the nomination. NBC's Peter Alexander 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 12:01:09 AM 

Facebook, Google, others face charges in India 

For the first time, Indian prosecutors are taking Google, Yahoo, Facebook and other networking sites to court for 

refusing to remove material considered insulting to Indian leaders and major religious figures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 12:02:15 AM 

Video: Iran alleges CIA planned assassination 

Ig~~""~ehran claims it has strong evidence that this week's attack on one of its nuclear scientists was planned 
and coordinated by the CIA. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 12:06:36 AM 

Video: A sanctuary for seals 

Ig~~""lseal pups found stranded on the Dutch coast after stormy weather are being nurtured back to health at a 
rehabilitation center in England. NBC's Duncan Golestani reports from London. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 12:13:48 AM 

Police: Arrested man is serial killer of homeless 

Mourners wept and placed flowers Saturday at the scene of the latest stabbing death of a homeless man in Orange 

County, and people who knew the victim said he had feared for his safety as police recently sought a serial killer 

suspected in the deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 1:01:38 AM 

Social media widen scope of Nigeria fuel protests 

Ig~~""IA nationwide strike and demonstrations have unleashed years of pent-up frustrations in Nigeria over its 

kleptocratic leaders, and the rage has grown even stronger across social media this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 1:31:48 AM 

What if humans were twice as intelligent? 

Ig~~""IYOU might someday be much, much smarter than you are now. That's the hope of neuroscientists focused 

on understanding the basis of intelligence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 2:02:43 AM 

eFT: Shocker! Oregon's Thomas turning pro 

eFT: Shocker! Oregon's Thomas turning pro 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 2:47:09 AM 

Butt-slashing suspect reportedly arrested in Peru 

A man suspected of slashing the buttocks of 13 women in the Washington, D.C., area has reportedly been arrested in 

Peru. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20123:00:10 AM 

Friends: Fla. bomb plot suspect was radical, loner 

The Kosovo-born American citizen accused of plotting bomb attacks around Tampa was a loner who had grown 

increasingly radical in his Muslim faith and publicly railed against Jews and Christians in videos he posted on the 

Internet, according to relatives and friends. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20123:13:22 AM 

Newlyweds rescued from capsized cruise ship 

Two survivors of a cruise ship grounding who were found nearly a day after the ship rolled onto its side have been 

identified as a South Korean couple on their honeymoon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 3:35:09 AM 

Cruise disaster unlikely to halt industry growth 

The luxury cruise liner that ran aground off the Italian coast has rattled even the most die-hard "cruisers" in an industry 

where catastrophic accidents are rare, but it's unlikely to do significant long-term damage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 3:53:22 AM 

Wahlberg says he wants to meet reputed mob boss 

Mark Wahlberg says he's considering a jailhouse meeting with James "Whitey" Bulger, but victim's relatives are 

criticizing the actor's interest in the reputed former mob boss. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 3:58:07 AM 

4gers win wild one, reach NFC title game 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco blows big early lead, but rallies to beat New Orleans 36-32 on Davis' TD catch with 9 

seconds left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 4:30:48 AM 

Wisconsinite wins 2012 Miss America crown 

Ig~~""ILaura Kaeppeler, a 23-year-old from Kenosha, Wis., won the Miss America pageant in Las Vegas Saturday 

night. Her platform during the competition was supporting and mentoring children of incarcerated 
parents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 5:43:05 AM 

Report: Suspect in serial killings 'sick' after Iraq 

Family members of a man held in the killing of four homeless people say he is an Iraq War veteran who was distraught 

after combat, the Los Angeles Times reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 5:55:45 AM 

SKorean ship partially sinks; 5 crewmen die 

A South Korean cargo ship was rocked by an explosion off the country's west coast Sunday, leaving five people dead and 

six others missing, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 6:09:24 AM 

Woman loses arm to flesh-eating bacteria from bath salts 

A New Orleans woman's experiment with the illicit drugs dubbed "bath salts" cost her her arm - and nearly her life -

after she was ravaged by flesh-eating bacteria that invaded an injection site. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 7:29:51 AM 

Brady, Pats punch clock on Tebow Time 

Ig~~""INew England reaches AFC title game as veteran QB throws six TD passes in 45-10 rout of Broncos on 

Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 7:46:54 AM 

Kobe's 42 not enough as Clippers top lakers 

Ig~~""lchris Paul scored 33 points, Blake Griffin had 22 points and 14 rebounds, and the Los Angeles Clippers led 
all the way in beating the Lakers 102-94 on Saturday night despite 42 points by Kobe Bryant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20127:47:19 AM 

Third survivor found on stricken cruise ship 

Rescue crews circling the wreckage of a cruise ship that ran aground off the Tuscan coast have heard sounds from within 

the ship, Britain's Sky News reported on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20127:47:19 AM 

Sounds heard from ship that capsized off Italy 

Rescue crews circling the wreckage of a cruise ship that ran aground off the Tuscan coast have heard sounds from within 

the ship, Britain's Sky News reported on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20129:17:21 AM 

Syria issues amnesty for crimes during uprising 

Reuters is reporting that Syrian President Bashar Assad has granted a general amnesty for crimes committed since the 

outbreak of a lO-month uprising against his rule, the state news agency SANA reported on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 10:22:37 AM 

'Consequences': Iran warns Gulf countries not to replace its oil 

An Iranian pro-reform newspaper says the country's OPEC governor has warned the country's Arab neighbors that 

Tehran will view any increase in crude production to counterbalance a potential embargo on Iranian oil as an unfriendly 

act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:35:55 AM 

Blast kills 18 during Pakistan religious procession 

An explosion on Sunday near a Shiite Muslim procession in the central Pakistani town of Khanpur killed 18 people and 

wounded at least 3D, police and emergency services officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 2:32:50 PM 

Video: Cruise ship survivors describe chaos 

Ig~~...,~wo of the 129 Americans who escaped injury when a submerged rock brought down a cruise ship shortly 

after departing an Italian port Friday tell TODAY's Lester Holt that the crew appeared was unprepared 
and unsure about emergency procedures. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 2:45:33 PM 

More snow in store for Midwest, Northeast 

As we kick off a new week, we may have a sense of deja vu from the Upper Midwest to northern New England. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20124:16:34 PM 

Divers find 2 more bodies on stricken cruise ship 

Two more bodies were recovered from the capsized Italian cruise ship, raising the official death toll to S, as investigators 

looked into accusations that the captain abandoned ship early. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20124:16:34 PM 

Italian prosecutor says captain left stricken ship early 

Two more bodies were recovered from the capsized Italian cruise ship, raising the official death toll to S, as investigators 

looked into accusations that the captain abandoned ship early. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20124:34:31 PM 

Fuel tanker off Nome, gearing up delivery 

Ig~~""IA Russian tanker with a cargo of much-needed fuel for Nome was moored less than a half mile from the 
Alaska town's iced-in harbor Sunday morning, the Coast Guard said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 6:40:42 PM 

Video: Evacuation from cruise ship 'absolute chaos' 

Ig~~""~he search for survivors continues from a capsized cruise ship off the western coast of Italy. NBC's 
Michelle Kosinski reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 7:32:45 PM 

Russian space probe crashes to Earth 

Ig~~""IA failed probe that was designed to travel to a moon of Mars but got stuck in Earth orbit has crashed into 

the Pacific Ocean, Russian officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 7:40:37 PM 

Small plane missing off Mass. coast is sought 

Crews are searching for a small plane that might be missing off the coast of Cape Cod. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 8:05:00 PM 

Perry: Marines in video are 'kids,' not criminals 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Rick Perry on Sunday accused the Obama administration of "over-the-top 
rhetoric" and "disdain for the military" in its condemnation of a video that purportedly shows four 

Marines urinating on corpses in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 8:08:34 PM 

Towering legend, flawed man? King's image evolving 

Ig~~""lon the National Mall in Washington, Martin Luther King Jr. is a towering, heroic figure carved in stone. On 

the Broadway stage, he's a living, breathing man who chain smokes, sips liquor and occasionally curses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/20129:10:42 PM 

Ravens' defense delivers in win over Texans 

Ig~~""~he Baltimore Ravens' defense delivered when it mattered in Sunday's divisional playoff win against the 

Houston Texans, forcing four turnovers in a 20-13 win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 10:18:33 PM 

Ship owner: 'Significant human error' by captain likely 

The owner of the capsized Italian cruise ship issued a statement Sunday saying it appears the ship's captain was at fault 

in the tragedy that has claimed at least five lives. Fifteen passengers remain missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 10:49:17 PM 

Cruise tragedy conjures memories of Titanic 

The ill-fated Costa Concordia cruise liner that ran aground and tipped over in Italy is yielding predictable comparisons to 

another tragedy 100 years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:07:07 PM 

'American Idol' turns on the music 

Ig~~""lsome thought the singing competition could never survive the loss of Simon Cowell, but judges Jennifer 

Lopez, Randy Jackson, and Steven Tyler proved them wrong. Also this week: "Red Tails" movie, "Ides of 
March" on DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:11:30 PM 

Santorum on Romney ad: 'Yuck' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:43:49 PM 

Thriller "Contraband" nabs box office title 

Ig~~""IAdUlt thriller "Contraband" starring Mark Wahlberg grabbed the weekend movie box office title, beating 

expectations with an estimated $24.1 million in ticket sales at u.s. theaters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:45:43 PM 

No.5 Ohio St. gets its revenge against No.7 Indiana 

Ig~~""ILenzelle Smith Jr. more than doubled his career high with 28 on Sunday to lead No.5 Ohio State to a 

surprisingly easy 80-63 victory over seventh-ranked Indiana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/15/2012 11:51:56 PM 

Video: GOP hopefuls stump in SC 

Ig~~""IWith six days until South Carolina Republicans vote, front-runner Mitt Romney's rivals were on the 

stump, looking for support. NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 12:07:27 AM 

Video: Cities face hard times 

Ig~~""lsome U.S. cities are taking drastic measures -- even selling off assets - to stay afloat. NBC's John Yang 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 12:13:33 AM 

Look for celestial triangle in the night sky 

Ig~~""ISkYWatchers who are out and about after 1 a.m. local time Monday will have an interesting celestial array 

to admire, composed of the moon, a bright planet and a bright star. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/201212:17:58 AM 

Gingrich goes to the dogs with Romney reference 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 12:20:45 AM 

Video: U.N. increases pressure on Syria's Assad 

Ig~~""~he international community is increasing its pressure on Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad to stop the 
violence in his country. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 12:54:52 AM 

NY pulls off one giant upset against Green Bay 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning threw three touchdown passes and the Giants shocked the Packers 37-20 in an NFC divisional 

playoff game Sunday. Manning threw for 330 yards, sending the Giants to San Francisco for the NFC 
championship game next Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 1:28:36 AM 

Deep thinkers list 'most beautiful theories' 

Ig~~""IFrom Darwinian evolution to the idea that personality is largely shaped by chance, the favorite theories 
of the world's most eminent thinkers are as eclectic as science itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 2:40:29 AM 

Huntsman to drop out of GOP race 

Campaign sources say he will support Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20123:41:11 AM 

Great quotes from the Golden Globes 

Ig~~""IRiCkY Gervais wasn't the only one who got in some great lines 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 3:47:37 AM 

FBI seeks possible burial site of missing teacher 

Ig~~""~he FBI on Sunday asked landowners in parts of Montana and North Dakota to check for possible burial 

sites in a search for a missing teacher and authorities identified two men they are holding in connection 
with her disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 4:20:25 AM 

Big night for big names at Golden Globes 

Ig~~""IMerYI Streep, Martin Scorsese, George Clooney, Woody Allen and Madonna were all winners at the 

Golden Globes Sunday night, with "The Descendants" and "The Artist" also picking up trophies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:33:07 AM 

Rosenthal: No favorite left in NFL playoffs 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: There are no big upsets left in the NFL playoffs. The Patriots, Ravens, 4gers, and Giants are all 

talented teams with obvious limitations. They are all fallible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 4:40:45 AM 

Stop the killing, UN chief tells Syria's Assad 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has told Bashar ai-Assad to "stop killing your people" and the Syrian leader offered 

an amnesty for "crimes" committed during a 10-month-old revolt against him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:59:02 AM 

Zappos reports info on 24 million customers hacked 

Red Tape Chronicles: Online retailer Zappos.com is telling 24 million customers that their personal information has been 

hacked, and forcing all of them to reset their passwords. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 7:23:42 AM 

Sixth body found in half-submerged Italian cruise ship 

Rescue workers searching the half-submerged hulk of a capsized Italian cruise ship found the body of an adult male just 

before dawn Monday, according to Italian television. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 8:20:59 AM 

Clijsters starts Aussie defense with win 

Ig~~""IKim Clijsters began her bid to defend the Australian Open title when she beat qualifier Maria Joao 
Koehler 7-5,6-1 in a first-round match Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 8:26:27 AM 

'Totally drug-resistant' TS strain reported 

Ig~~""llndian doctors have reported the country's first cases of "totally drug-resistant tuberculosis," a long

feared and virtually untreatable form of the killer lung disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:15:55 AM 

Israel-US war drill postponed over Iran tensions 

The United States and Israel have postponed their largest-ever military drill to avoid aggravating mounting tensions 

between Iran and the international community. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:25:53 AM 

'Bad year for ice': Snowmobile in lake tragedy 

Divers recovered the bodies of two men Sunday whose snowmobile sank on a lake, the first thin-ice related deaths in 

Minnesota in a mild winter that has left ice unreliable. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:42:00 AM 

Nigeria president offers concessions, cuts fuel prices 

Soldiers have barricaded key roads in Nigeria's commercial capital of Lagos as the president offered a concession to halt 

fuel price protests that he said were being stoked by provocateurs seeking anarchy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:15:57 AM 

AI-Qaida raises flag over Yemen town, seizes control 

Islamist militants have seized full control of a town southeast of Yemen's capital, raising their flag over the citadel, and 

pledging allegiance to al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahri, residents said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 12:53:57 PM 

Flight diverts after 'unruly' couple seeks Champagne 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 1:54:28 PM 

Homeless killing suspect warned dad of danger 

Ig~~""IDayS before being arrested, a Marine vet suspected in the deaths of four homeless men in California 

visited his father, who is also homeless, warning of the danger of being on the streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 3:31:40 PM 

Hackers disrupt Israel's stock exchange, airline, banks 

Ig~~""lcomputer hackers disrupted access to the websites of the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE) and Israel's flag 

carrier EI AI Airlines on Monday, officials at both companies said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:03:40 PM 

Divers resume search of stricken Italian cruise ship 

Among those still missing in from the wreckage of an Italian cruise ship that sank on late on Friday are an American 

couple from Minnesota. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:31:45 PM 

Huntsman ends campaign decrying 'toxic' politics 

First Read: Former Utah Gov. Jon Huntsman ended his campaign for president and backed Mitt Romney in the GOP 

primary. He bemoaned the negative state of politics in his exit speech. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 4:34:41 PM 

Happy birthday to style icon (and first lady) Michelle Obama! 

Ig~~""lwelre celebrating Michelle's special day by looking back at some of our favorite looks from the past year 

- and explaining how to steal her style. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:39:21 PM 

For stocks, another week of earnings vs. Europe 

Stock investors will return to a tug of war between signs of domestic strength and overseas concerns this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:45:59 PM 

Carnival and cruise sector count cost of disaster 

The cruise ship industry faces an uphill task to restore confidence among customers spooked by spectacular images of 

the stricken Costa Concordia flipped on its side and could suffer a major hit to sales in a key booking period. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20124:59:01 PM 

In rush to sound hip, bosses' titles get dumb 

In the past few years, the corporate suite has boomed, knighting nearly every department head with new, inventive 

chief titles likely dreamed up by the marketing team. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:08:43 PM 

Captain's favor to crew to blame for cruise disaster? 

The captain of the luxury cruise ship that capsized after hitting rocks off Italy had sailed perilously close to the coast to 

"make a bow" to people on a Tuscan island, according to media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:08:43 PM 

Divers search cruise ship as Italy moves to halt fuel leak 

A couple from Minnesota were among those still being sought on Monday in the wreckage of the Italian cruise ship 

Costa Concordia that sank on late on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:09:41 PM 

Overworked employees could strike back in '12 

December's employment numbers blew analysts expectations out of the water. Perhaps the news rustled the moat 

around the corporate kingdom's C-Suite. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:28:42 PM 

Flush-with-cash Super PACs are changing the presidential race 

This election season is the first presidential race to feel the influence of Super PACs, some of which have morphed into 

powerful outside organizations working solely on electing a presidential candidate of their choosing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:36:55 PM 

Obama evokes MlK: 'There is nobody who can't serve' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama evoked Martin Luther King, Jr.'s own words about public service Monday as 

Obama and his family celebrated the life of the late civil rights leader with a volunteer project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 5:37:34 PM 

Mailbag: Surprising 76ers are legit contenders 

Ig~~""INBA mailbag: Doug Collins is coaching up Spencer Hawes and Thaddeus Young to give the 76ers a real 
chance of earning a top-four seed in the Eastern Conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20125:58:16 PM 

US honors MlK with service 

Ig~~""IAmericans honored Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on Monday with a traditional day of service as well as a 

new wave of protests by Occupy Wall Street to promote causes of economic justice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20126:25:12 PM 

Video: Passengers say lifeboats got stuck 

Ig~~""IRescue operations have been called off after the Costa Concordia slipped further into the sea. Rescue 

workers had to be plucked from the ship by helicopter. ITN's Neil Connery reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 6:39:49 PM 

S&P downgrades eurozone bailout fund to AA+ 

Rating agency Standard & Poor's cut its credit rating of the European Financial Stability Facility, the euro zone's rescue 

fund, by one notch to AA+ on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 6:48:44 PM 

Doc: Keep baby's sex secret to stop abortions 

Doctors should not tell pregnant women the sex of their baby until 30 weeks into a pregnancy to prevent gender-based 

abortions, one physician is arguing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/20129:03:13 PM 

FDA fines Red Cross $9.6 million for blood lapses 

Ig~~""IFOOd and Drug Administration officials have fined the American Red Cross nearly $9.6 million for sloppy 

and unsafe blood management practices, the second multi-million-dollar penalty levied against the 

agency in the last two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 9:35:30 PM 

FBI seeks help finding teacher's body 

Ig~~""IAuthorities renewed calls Monday for landowners near the northern North Dakota-Montana border to 
look for signs of a missing Montana teacher's buried body. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 9:43:52 PM 

Child model with Down syndrome inspires thousands 

Ig~~""IRyan Langston, 6, has everything a casting director would want in a child model: charisma, a hip haircut 
and a knockout smile. He also has Down syndrome - which got everyone talking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:03:26 PM 

Copper socks helped Chilean miners' foot fungus 

The 33 Chilean miners who were trapped underground after their mine collapsed in August 2010 spurred an impromptu 

experiment, of sorts, into treatments for fungal foot infections. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:44:22 PM 

Princess cruise ship turned away due to illness 

Princess Cruises said Monday that it is surprised and disappointed that the Falkland Islands government turned away its 

Star Princess ship because a small number of people on board have stomach flu. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 10:54:25 PM 

Video: President: 'There's nobody who can't serve' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kristen Welker reports on the First Family participating in community service on Martin Luther King 
Day. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:09:03 PM 

Gingrich takes on Romney and Santorum 

First Read: With just five days to go before the South Carolina primary, Newt Gingrich is taking a much harsher tone 

against a couple of his GOP rivals while raising the question of electability. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:10:51 PM 

'Racy' N.D. tourism ad pulled after complaints 

Ig~~""[he advertisement was meant to showcase North Dakota's nightlife: Two young men and three women 

flirt through the window of a downtown Fargo motel bar. Printed next to them is the message: "Drinks, 
dinner, decisions. Arrive a guest. Leave a legend." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:43:20 PM 

Video: US couple still missing after shipwreck 

Ig~~""IOff the Tuscan coast of Italy, search and rescue efforts resumed Monday along the capsized cruise liner, 

three days since the ship struck rock and flipped on its side, with more than 4,000 people on board. NBC's 
Michelle Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:45:22 PM 

Video: Video from inside cruise ship shows chaos 

Ig~~""lvideo shot by a waiter inside the dining room of the capsized ship Costa Concordia shows scenes of 

chaos, moments after passengers became aware there was a problem. NBC's Harry Smith 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:50:24 PM 

Video: GOP presidential field shrinks by one 

Ig~~""~on Huntsman ended his campaign for president Monday on a cautionary note to fellow Republicans, 

urging them to abandon negative campaigning. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/16/2012 11:54:46 PM 

Video: Dramatic ravine rescue ends well 

Ig~~""lln Southern California, a car accident involving a mother and her two daughters ended up having all the 

elements of a Hollywood blockbuster: tragedy, suspense, a huge dose of courage, and a surprise ending. 
NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:15:42 AM 

Boy, 15, tells cops he killed sister 

Arkansas authorities were investigating the death of a 16-year-old girl as a homicide after her younger brother 

confessed to fatally shooting her this weekend, a local sheriff said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:49:54 AM 

Follow NBC News' live-Tweeting of the GOP debate 

Keep up with all the action in tonight's GOP debate from the experts at NBC News 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201212:56:50AM 

Unusually quiet January has investors puzzled 

After wild price swings that left investors bewildered and not a cent richer last year, stocks are rising again, and calm has 

settled over the market like blue skies after a storm. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:58:04 AM 

Romney takes fire on Bain record, tax returns 

GOP presidential front-runner indicates he will release his tax returns as his four opponents press him in the latest 

debate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 1:40:20 AM 

Explosions damage Italy tax agency: Naples police 

Three explosive devices blew up outside the Naples offices of Equitalia, a state agency that collects overdue taxes and 

fines, breaking windows but injuring no one on Monday night, a police official told Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20123:39:44 AM 

Nationally known ice climber dies after Colo. fall 

A Colorado sheriff says a nationally known climber who wrote books and numerous articles on the subject has died after 

falling 60 feet during a climb. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:18:04 AM 

Video: Super Sized: Super PACs raise millions in GOP race 

Ig~~""~hiS election year is the first to feel the influence of Super PACs, political action committees that can raise 

unlimited amounts of money in support of presidential candidates. The groups have raised millions of 
dollars and have used funds to attack opposing candidates. Rock Center Special Correspondent Ted Koppel 
reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:35:43 AM 

Video: Unthinkable: Italy cruise ship captain 'completely irresponsible'? 

Ig~~""ISiX people are dead and 29 people remain missing in the wake of cruise ship Costa Concordia running 

aground Friday off Italy's coast. Rock Center took a boat out to the partially sunken ship with an 
experienced yacht captain who said that the cruise ship's captain was "completely irresponsible." Crew 
members and passengers on the ship described the harrowing nightmare. Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:48:18 AM 

Wanted Women: Pakistani neuroscientist was on US 'kill or capture' list 

An excerpt from a new book published Tuesday about the war on terror, "Wanted Women: Faith, lies, and the War on 

Terror: The Lives of Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Aafia Siddiqui ," by Deborah Scroggins. "Wanted Women" tells the story of two 

extraordinary women catapulted to fame by the war on terror. Ayaan Hirsi Ali is the Somali-born activist and author of 

the bestselling autobiography "Infidel," whose life was threatened for her criticism of Islam. Aafia Siddiqui is a Pakistani 

neuroscientist and mother of three serving an 86-year prison sentence for firing on United States personnel who came 

to question her in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20125:05:44 AM 

Kansas drops No.3 Baylor from unbeaten ranks 

Ig~~""~YShaWn Taylor scored a career-high 28 points as No.7 Kansas dropped No.3 Baylor from the unbeaten 
ranks with a 92-74 win on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20127:06:40 AM 

PFT: Ex-coach says Chiefs bugged team facility 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:08:22 AM 

Italian shipwreck missing tally leaps to 29 

A stricken Italian cruise liner shifted on its rocky resting place as worsening weather disrupted an increasingly despairing 

hunt for survivors and authorities almost doubled their estimate of the number missing to 29 people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20129:24:35 AM 

Landmark shift: Majority of Chinese now live in cities 

Ig~~""IMore people in China are living in cities than in the countryside for the first time in the nation's history, a 

government agency said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10:59:53 AM 

Concrete balls threaten Indonesia train 'surfers' 

Ig~~""llndonesia has adopted a potentially deadly new tactic in an attempt to stop people illegally riding the 
roofs of trains: grapefruit-sized concrete balls hung over the tracks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:04:39 AM 

'Glimmer of hope' as divers blow holes in stricken ship 

Italian naval divers used explosives to blow holes in the hull of a cruise ship grounded off a Tuscan island to speed the 

search for 29 missing people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:09:57 AM 

Occupy Congress: Could it be politics as unusual? 

Thousands of Occupy protesters from across the country are expected to converge Tuesday on Capitol Hill to take their 

message to the halls of Congress. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:14:21 AM 

10-year-old suspected of stabbing friend, 12, to death 

El CAJON, Calif. -- A lO-year-old boy is suspected to have stabbed a 12-year-old friend to death with a kitchen knife, 

according to authorities. The older boy died Monday at a hospital after he was taken from his friend's home in EI Cajon, 

about 15 miles east of San Diego. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:32:03 AM 

Activists: Ethiopia clears people off land for foreigners 

The Ethiopian government is forcing an tens of thousands of people off their land so it can be leased to foreign 

investors, Human Rights Watch (HRW) said in a report released Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:35:52 PM 

Video: Cruise ship survivor: 'So much chaos' 

Ig~~""IMaria Papa and her daughter, Melissa Goduti, who were both on the ill-fated cruise ship that ran aground 
off the coast of Italy, talk to TODAY's Ann Curry about the harrowing and chaotic experience. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201212:37:00 PM 

Video: Rivals press Romney to release tax returns 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential frontrunner Mitt Romney faced tough questions from his rivals at Monday's 

debate in South Carolina, including a direct challenge to release his income tax returns. NBC's Peter 
Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201212:38:07 PM 

Video: Rove: Romney 'solidified hold on 1st place' 

Ig~~""IKarl Rove, the chief strategist for George W. Bush's presidential campaigns, tells TODAY's Matt Lauer that 
GOP presidential frontrunner Mitt Romney "solidified his hold on first place" at Monday's debate in 

South Carolina. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201212:43:23 PM 

The most hated companies in America 

Ig~~""lcustomers, employees, shareholders and taxpayers hate large corporations for many reasons. 24/7 Wall 

St. reviewed data to choose the 10 most hated in America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:44:55 PM 

Kim Jong Un won't 'last long,' half brother says 

Ig~~""IKim Jong II's eldest son has predicted that North Korea's regime will "not last long" under the rule of his 

half-brother, a newspaper reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 12:54:23 PM 

Court: UK cannot send extremist preacher home to Jordan 

An extremist cleric described as one of Europe's leading al-Qaida operatives should not be deported to Jordan to face 

trial because of the risk evidence obtained through torture would be used against him, Europe's highest court ruled 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:11:55 PM 

Did Paula Deen's diet cause her diabetes? 

Ig~~""IAfter all, bacon-egg-doughnut burgers can't be healthy for you. But experts say getting type 2 diabetes is 

about a lot more than just the food you eat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:12:30 PM 

Video: Widow: Pepper spray death was 'torture' 

Ig~~""162-year-Old Nick Christie died just hours after being repeatedly pepper sprayed at the Lee County jail in 

Ohio, raising questions of abuse by authorities. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:13:37 PM 

Video: Mom, daughters survive in car hanging off bridge 

Ig~~""~hanks to "an amazing stroke of luck," a mother and her daughters were safely rescued from a car crash 
that left their car dangling off the side of a bridge. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:13:46 PM 

Women held in Mexico-to-Ireland adoption racket 

Mexican investigators have detained seven women and seized ten children in connection with an apparent child

trafficking ring that aimed to supply babies to Irish couples. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:29:28 PM 

China's growth cools, but better than expected 

China's economy expanded at its weakest pace in 2-1/2 years in the latest quarter, with the sagging real estate and 

export sectors heralding a sharper slowdown in coming months. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20121:45:39 PM 

Call him 'speedy': Baby born on commuter train 

A New Jersey husband and wife are the proud parents of a bouncing baby born on the PATH train Monday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:01:34 PM 

Paula Deen: Diabetes diagnosis won't change how I cook 

Ig~~""IQueen of comfort cuisine Paula Deen confirmed to AI Roker Tuesday that she was diagnosed with type-2 

diabetes three years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:07:05 PM 

Good Samaritan shot trying to thwart robbery 

Jorge Alvarado, a Good Samaritan shot in the back of the head while trying to stop a robbery in Lynwood, is clinging to 

life, relatives said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:22:24 PM 

Exasperated coast guard official ordered captain to 'go aboard' 

Rescue workers discovered five bodies, increasing the death toll of the Costa Concordia accident to 11. Meanwhile, a 

transcript between a port official and the ship's captain was released on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:24:06 PM 

Video: The Greatest: Muhammad Ali celebrates his 70th 

Ig~~""IAS the legendary athlete and activist turns 70, TODAY takes a look at his remarkable life and shows how 

he is celebrating this milestone, sharing photos of Ali with his infant granddaughter. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:40:51 PM 

Report: UK police lose Olympic security documents 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20122:47:45 PM 

Teen girls' medical mystery baffles doctors 

Ig~~""~welve girls at one New York school have been plagued by mysterious tics and uncontrollable verbal 

outbursts. Officials have ruled out environmental causes, but the families say they want more answers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20123:02:47 PM 

6 reasons to love birthday gal Betty White 

Ig~~""IHere's just.a handful of the millions of reasons why Betty White is officially America's favorite 

nonagenanan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20123:02:54 PM 

Syria rebels appeal to world for help 

Ig~~""IA Syrian rebel army chief urged the world Tuesday to protect civilians in Syria, as a group of embattled 

rebel fighters tried to hold onto a hill town that has become a hub of revolt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20123:38:08 PM 

Americans keeping their autos longer than ever 

American drivers are holding on to their cars and trucks for a record 10.8 years, data show, as they put off buying new 

vehicles amid high unemployment and a struggling economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20123:50:55 PM 

Slightly more thriving than struggling in US 

We may be living in difficult economic times, but a little more than half of all Americans are still considered to be 

thriving, according to a Gallup analysis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:06:56 PM 

Video: Missing man's body found in theater bathroom 

Ig~~""IA Colorado man's body is found five days after he died of a heart attack in a movie theater bathroom. 
KUSA-TV's Nick McGurk reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:10:44 PM 

Americans raid savings, putting recovery at risk 

More than four years after the United States fell into recession, many Americans have resorted to raiding their savings 

to get them through the stop-start economic recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:13:23 PM 

Revealing plan: Official tries to ban pajamas in public 

Privates ought to remain private, says a Louisiana lawmaker who wants to ban people from wearing pajama pants in 

public. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:21:36 PM 

Video: Mom: My child was denied transplant due to disability 

Ig~~""~he family of a 3-year-old mentally disabled girl says a doctor at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia 
told them he would not perform a kidney transplant on the child because of her disability. WCAU-TV's 

Doug Shimell reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 4:34:04 PM 

Recession slows growth in public pre-K 

Ig~~""~he expansion in public prekindergarten programs has slowed and even been reversed in some states as 
school districts cope with shrinking budgets. As a result, many 3- and 4-year-olds aren't going to 

preschool. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:38:09 PM 

Romney pegs his tax rate at around 15 percent 

First Read: Mitt Romney said he plans to release his tax returns, which he estimated would show he paid an effective tax 

rate of 15 percent on his earnings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20124:49:09 PM 

Video: Koran made using 21 goats is world's largest 

Ig~~""IAn Afghan calligrapher has spent five years creating the world's largest Koran. TODAY.com's Richard Lui 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 4:50:53 PM 

Newfound meteorites confirmed as Martian 

Ig~~""lscientists are confirming a recent and rare invasion from Mars: meteorite chunks from the red planet 

that fell in Morocco last July. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20125:57:58 PM 

History through the lens oftoday: Native Americans 

Ig~~""lphotOjOUrnalist Andrew Lichtenstein is documenting sites important to America's past, with the idea that 

what he finds there reflects on what's important to people in the present. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20126:10:41 PM 

Obesity epidemic shows no hint of retreating 

Ig~~""IAmericals obesity epidemic is proving to be as stubborn as those maddening love handles, and it shows 

no sign of reversing course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20126:24:33 PM 

Lohan's progress report: It's all good! 

r-l~indSay Lohan's scheduled progress report in front of Judge Stephanie Sautner was short and sweet on 
uesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20126:25:36 PM 

Wozniak likes his Android phone a lot 

Ig~~""IDoes Steve Wozniak love his iPhone 4S? Oh yes, he does. But Wozniak says he also wishes it would do "all 

the things my Android does, I really do." Ouch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20126:25:47 PM 

Burger King test-drives delivery service 

Ig~~""lwant to have it your way, right away, without even setting foot outside your house? Burger King, home 

of the Whopper, is testing a delivery service at several of its locations in the Washington, D.C., area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20126:52:09 PM 

Occupy protesters bring their discontent to Congress 

Hundreds of protesters gathered on grassy knoll in front of the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20127:36:25 PM 

Video: Economy may become Obama's biggest problem 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's reelection chances could hinge on whether he can boost the fragile u.s. 
economy. Steve Case, a member of Obama's Council on Jobs and Competitiveness, explains how to turn 

the economy around. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20127:51:10 PM 

Oops! Passengers incorrectly warned of crash 

It was about 3 a.m. on a British Airways transcontinental flight when passengers heard an announcement that the plane 

was about to crash into the sea. But the automated message was a mistake. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:02:05 PM 

Google protests SOPA on home page 

Ig~~""IGoogle has made no secret of its opposition to the controversial anti-piracy measures in Congress, but 

now the search giant is contesting the bills by adding a protest Wednesday on its home page, the same 
page where those lovable Google doodles are often found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:21:51 PM 

Lost snowshoer burned cash, socks to survive 

Ig~~""[he survival of a snowshoer who spent two nights on Mount Rainier was being called a miracle, even as 

four others were overdue from treks up the mountain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:33:12 PM 

Will Facebook Actions make Timeline mandatory? 

Hey Facebook curmudgeons! Your days of avoiding Facebook's Timeline - either out of passivity or an understandable 

hatred of change - are coming to an end. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:34:13 PM 

Video: Supreme Court rejects student speech cases 

Ig~~""~he US Supreme Court has decided not to weigh in on two cases involving student's online freedom of 
speech. NBC's Pete Williams has the details. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20128:37:29 PM 

Banks rely on lending as trading profits shrink 

The nation's biggest banks are getting back to the business of writing loans to businesses and consumers after another 

year of dismal returns from in-house investment trading. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20129:05:34 PM 

Foot of snow in Seattle? City frantic after forecast 

Ig~~""IA major winter storm was headed for the Pacific Northwest, with the Seattle area expecting up to a foot 

of snow and mountain passes two to four feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20129:19:25 PM 

Turkey condemns Perry's 'terrorists' comments 

Turkey's Foreign Ministry condemns comments by u.s. presidential candidate Rick Perry, who said the country was ruled 

by "what many would perceive to be Islamic terrorists." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/20129:21:42 PM 

Fuel being transferred to iced-in Alaska town 

Ig~~""lcrews have laid a hose along a half mile stretch of Bering Sea ice and were hoping Monday to soon begin 

transferring 1.3 million gallons of fuel from a Russian fuel tanker to the city of Nome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10:00:36 PM 

Syrian tribal leader: I praised Assad at gunpoint 

A Syrian tribal leader apologized on Tuesday for backing President Bashar ai-Assad on state television, saying a gun was 

being pointed at his head while he made the broadcast last year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10: 14:49 PM 

Israeli embassy, Americans likely bomb plot targets 

An arrest and the discovery of bomb-making materials in Thailand represent "one of the most credible Israel-focused 

threats overseas in a long time," an NBC News analyst says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201210:37:09 PM 

Protesters underwhelmed by senator's staff 

Ig~~""lsome Occupy protesters from North Carolina meet with the staff of their u.s. senator during the Occupy 

Congress event and compare the experience to receiving a form letter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10:38:35 PM 

'Teen Mom' star Jenelle arrested ... again! 

Ig~~""~enelle Evans has been arrested for the second time in a week, this time reportedly for violating a 

domestic violence protective order. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10:41:54 PM 

Condoms required in L.A. porn films, council rules 

Actors in adult movies filmed in America's pornography capital would be required to use condoms under an ordinance 

granted final approval Tuesday by the Los Angeles City Council. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 10:56:44 PM 

Pedestrians: Wearing headphones can kill you 

The number of pedestrians wearing headphones who are killed by trains or cars is rising, a study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:09:51 PM 

Video: Lawmakers return to Washington 

Ig~~""INBC'S Luke Russert explains the main issues congress must address before the February 29th 
deadline. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:29:33 PM 

HBT: Lincecum wants record $21.5 million arbitration 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:31:20 PM 

40 dolphins die, 19 survive in Cape Cod strandings 

Nineteen dolphins that stranded themselves along Cape Cod have been treated and released, but several dozen others 

have perished since the strandings began. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:41:48 PM 

Video: New audio reveals cruise ship chaos 

Ig~~""IDuring a heated conversation the Italian coast guard told the captain of the Costa Concordia to go back to 

the ship. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:43:49 PM 

Video: Cruise ship's diesel fuel presents danger 

Ig~~""~im Fee, a yacht skipper for three decades, discusses the potential ecological problems related to the 
Costa Concordia disaster. NBC's Harry Smith reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:47:06 PM 

Video: Mitt Romney's 15 percent tax rate 

Ig~~""lwhile on the trail in South Carolina, Mitt Romney said he will release further details about his taxes in 

April if he secures the Republican presidential nomination. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:53:23 PM 

Video: Calif. car crash heroes speak out 

Ig~~""IA team of Navy Sea bees happened to drive by just in time to help save a mother and her two children. 
NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/201211:57:20 PM 

Group files signatures to recall Wis. governor 

Opponents of Wisconsin's Republican Gov. Scott Walker submitted nearly twice as many signatures Tuesday as required 

to force a recall election. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/17/2012 11:58:43 PM 

Video: Bill Clinton tackles child obesity 

Ig~~""~he former president formed the Alliance for a Healthier Generation to help kids stay active and eat 

better food. NBC's Chief Medical Editor, Dr. Nancy Snyderman, reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:07:17 AM 

Video: College essays in 25 words or less 

Ig~~""lsome college admissions departments are now asking prospective students to provide very brief answers 

to playful questions, similar to a tweet. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:13:53 AM 

Yahoo co-founder Yang resigns from company 

Ig~~""IYahOO co-founder Jerry Yang is leaving the struggling Internet company, as it tries to revive its revenue 

growth and win over disgruntled shareholders under a new leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/201212:56:47 AM 

Internet blackout against law fails to enlist big sites 

A blackout scheduled for Wednesday to protest against proposed legislation on online piracy has failed to get the 

support of the biggest Internet players. Despite calls for the participation of sites such as Facebook, Twitter and other 

big names, the biggest participants are Wikipedia and the social-news website Reddit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 1:05:22 AM 

Syria's 'Big Brother' looms over a tense capital 

Ig~~""lpeoPle in Syria's capital warn that the country's security forces keep a sharp lookout for dissent. NBC 

News correspondent Ayman Mohyeldin reports from Syria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 1:14:23 AM 

Potential fuel leak a concern for Costa Concordia 

The latest concern over the heavily listing Costa Concordia, which ran aground Friday night off the coast of Italy, is 

whether a fuel leak could lead to an environmental disaster in the region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 1:24:49 AM 

eFT: Video of LSU fan's assault sparks outrage 

Ig~~""ICFT: Cell phone video of sexual assault during BCS title game sparks calls for criminal investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 1:29:17 AM 

Venue for Obama's convention speech draws criticism 

The Democratic Party's decision to move President Obama's acceptance speech to the Bank of America Stadium in 

Charlotte has surprised some party activists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 2:45:30 AM 

New weapon aimed at Occupy: lynching charge 

At least two people in California have been accused of "lynching" under the state penal code - a felony that can 

"heighten the stakes for the protesters," according to a legal expert. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20122:47:06 AM 

Apparent smoke bomb tossed at White House 

Someone threw what appeared to be a smoke bomb over the White House fence Tuesday night, according to the Secret 

Service 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:00:25 AM 

Video: Do Celtics need to start over from scratch? 

Ig~~""lsports Talk's Chris Mannix and Adrian Wojnarowski say it could get worse for 4-8 Boston. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:25:30 AM 

Tanier: This weekend's tight ends are future of NFL 

Ig~~""~anier: Tight ends are still evolving. Given how athletically gifted they are, it's not surprising that the 
4gers and Patriots are finding new roles for players like Vernon Davis, Delanie Walker, Aaron Hernandez, 

and Rob Gronkowski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:48:37 AM 

Biggest excuse leads one to walk out on 'Loser' 

Ig~~""lltls only three weeks into the No Excuses-themed season, and already it seems as though the contestants 

have lost track of the message. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:59:34 AM 

Judging slump? Fatigue? 5 big 'Idol' questions 

Ig~~""IRagS-to-riches tales and nutty auditioners are no-brainers as the singing competition prepares to kick off, 
but there's a lot that's uncertain about this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20126:17:00 AM 

Wikipedia goes dark on piracy bill protest day 

Ig~~""~he midnight oil was burning across the United States by students before the English version of Wikipedia 

went dark at midnight, a blackout to protest anti-piracy legislation making its way through Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 7:28:52 AM 

Official: Pakistan snubs US envoy's request to visit 

Pakistan has told u.s. special envoy Marc Grossman that it is "not possible at the moment" for him to visit the country, a 

senior government official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20129:15:29 AM 

Prosecutor: Killer of homeless had list of targets 

Ig~~""IAn Iraq war vetern accused of stabbing four homeless men to death had a list of targets and "relished" 

media reports about his crimes, according to prosecutors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 9:51:07 AM 

Cruise ship search suspended after hull moves 

As hopes for finding 29 missing passengers faded on Wednesday, Italian divers suspended their search of the capsized 

cruise liner Costa Concordia after the vessel shifted on its resting place. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 10:31:01 AM 

Sarah Palin: 'I'd vote for Newt' in SC primary 

Sarah Palin on Tuesday urged South Carolina voters to support Newt Gingrich in their GOP presidential primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:04:06 PM 

Why did boarding school grad join al-Qaida? 

Ig~~""IMoeed Abdul Salam grew up in a well-off household and attended a boarding school, but later turned to 

radical Islam and blew himself up in Pakistan as the authorities closed in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:06:34 PM 

PhotoBlog: Founder of dog rescue group arrested after 128 dogs found in U-Haul 

Ig~~""IAnimal cruelty charges issued after dogs are found hungry, thirsty and living in squalor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:30:02 PM 

Defense cutbacks worry some military families 

Ig~~""~he moves to withdraw troops from Iraq and Afghanistan and cut military spending is translating into 

pocketbook worries for many military families. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:37:29 PM 

World Bank warns of downturn worse than '08 

Ig~~""~he World Bank warned of a possible slump in global economic growth and urged developing countries to 

prepare for shocks that could be more severe than the 2008 crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:42:01 PM 

Video: Cruise ship captain under house arrest 

Ig~~""lcaPtain Francesco Schettino, the man accused of causing the deadly wreck of a cruise ship off the coast 

of Italy, is out of jail and under house arrest, as additional bodies were found aboard the capsized ship. 
NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:45:10 PM 

Video: Christie: VP run not out of the question 

Ig~~""INew Jersey Gov. Chris Christie, a supporter of GOP presidential frontrunner Mitt Romney, tells TODAY's 

Matt Lauer a vice presidential run is not out of the question. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:46:14 PM 

Video: Doctor: Teens' mystery symptoms are psychological 

Ig~~""IDoctors are looking into a medical mystery that's left 12 girls at a New York school with Tourette-like 

symptoms, while an investigation at the school in December found no health hazards. TODAY's Amy 
Robach reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:47:06 PM 

Video: Report says pilot not at fault for model's injury 

Ig~~""IA preliminary report about the propeller accident that injured model Lauren Scruggs finds that the 

pilot was not at fault, but generates new questions. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:55:43 PM 

Video: Deadbeat parents owe $100 billion 

Ig~~""~he government's new initiative, "Project Save Our Children," aims to track down parents who haven't 

paid child support, but most are nowhere to be found. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 12:56:35 PM 

America's lunch hour on the endangered list 

Ig~~""IMore Americans than ever don't even have ten minutes for an actual lunch break. Only 35 percent of 

employees in this country say they almost always take a lunch break. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 1:59:43 PM 

Teen girls' medical mystery diagnosed as mass hysteria 

Ig~~""~welve girls at one New York school have been plagued by mysterious Tourette's-like tics and verbal 

outbursts. Now a neurologist who is treating several of the girls is coming forward with an explanation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 2:09:28 PM 

US economy losing competitive edge-survey 

Ig~~""~he United States is becoming less economically competitive versus other nations, with political gridlock 

and a weak primary education system seen as the main drag, according to a survey released on 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20122:13:47 PM 

Civic storm brews over Joplin 'tornado tourism' 

Ig~~""llt/s been eight months since Joplin, Mo., was devastated by a tornado, and now the city's Convention and 

Visitors Bureau is offering a map designed to facilitate visiting the city's most devastated places. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 2:22:48 PM 

Signs of momentum for Gingrich in S.c. 

First Read: Anecdotal evidence suggests some growth for Gingrich ahead of the South Carolina primary but does he have 

the time and numbers to win? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 2:29:40 PM 

Factories ended 2011 with a surge in output 

u.s. industrial output rose in December as manufacturing rebounded at its strongest pace in a year, countering a 

weather-related decline in utilities, Federal Reserve data showed on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:02:29 PM 

Homeless numbers down, but risks rise 

A report released Wednesday says the number of homeless people in America fell slightly between 2009 and 2011 

despite a teetering economy, but homeless advocates say the numbers don't tell the full story. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:03:52 PM 

UK soldiers arrested after Afghan sex abuse report 

Two UK soldiers serving in Afghanistan were arrested after they allegedly encouraged two children to touch them 

inappropriately. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:03:52 PM 

Report: UK soldiers accused of abusing Afghan youths 

Two UK soldiers serving in Afghanistan were arrested after they allegedly encouraged two children to touch them 

inappropriately, a British newspaper reported on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20123:18:58 PM 

Court approves eviction of Occupy London camp 

LONDON - A British court on Wednesday approved the eviction of anti-capitalist Occupy protesters from outside 

London's St. Paul's Cathedral. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:36:03 PM 

Homebuilders most upbeat in 4-1/2 years 

Ig~~""lu.s. homebuilder sentiment unexpectedly jumped in January to its highest level in four and a half years, 

suggesting the housing market is starting to heal, the National Association of Home Builders said on 
Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:37:42 PM 

Seattle snow ranges from dusting to dumped on 

A major snowstorm dumped 10 inches of snow overnight in some low-lying areas of the Pacific Northwest. Seattle saw 

just a dusting by early morning, but forecasters warned up to 8 inches could still fall. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:46:45 PM 

These are the states hemorrhaging red ink 

Ig~~""IBalancing the budget is not just a federal problem, but a state one as well. The Great Recession resulted 

in some of the worst state revenues and budget shortages of all time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 3:58:45 PM 

Video: 128 dogs found crammed in U-Haul, minivan 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Tennessee arrested two women after they discovered 128 live dogs, one dead dog and a 
live cat crammed inside a U-Haul truck and a minivan during a traffic stop. WMC-TV's Nick Kenny 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20124:10:15 PM 

Brother keeps hope alive as cruise search is halted 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20124:16:03 PM 

'Pillars of Creation' revealed in a new light 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Images from the Herschel and XMM-Newton probes reveal new details 

in what's arguably the most famous picture from the Hubble Space Telescope. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20124:27:34 PM 

7 teens charged in beating posted on YouTube 

Six boys and a 15-year-old girl are accused of participating in the beating and robbery of a 17-year-old male at about 4 

p.m. Sunday in an alley behind an elementary school just south of downtown Chicago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20124:32:07 PM 

Moviegoers demand refunds for silent 'Artist' 

Ig~~""lsome tell British theater staff they didn't know film lacked dialogue, was in black-and-white. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20124:39:30 PM 

Video: Surfer mauled by shark in Australia 

Ig~~""IA man has suffered serious injuries after being bitten by a shark on the east coast of Australia. 
Msnbc.com's Alex Witt reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 5:23:45 PM 

Jogger: Dogs gnawed me 'like I was hamburger' 

Joseph Finley says avoiding death was the only thing going through his mind when two pit bulls viciously attacked him 

during his early-morning jog along lake Michigan, an assault that ended up with the loss of his left foot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20125:34:12 PM 

Gingrich says he paid nearly a third of income in taxes 

First Read: The former House speaker told reporters he hopes to release his 2012 tax returns tomorrow, which he said 

he had been told would reflect the fact that he paid 31 percent in taxes last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 5:49:53 PM 

Video: Tiny dog alerts family to house fire 

Ig~~""~ucker, a l-year-old Yorkshire terrier-Beagle mix, is credited with helping save his family from a fire that 
tore through their Massachusetts home. WHDH-TV's Denise Rocco reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 6:06:37 PM 

Ex-Miss USA appears in court on DUI charge 

Ig~~""IFormer Miss USA Rima Fakih on Wednesday made an initial appearance in a Detroit-area courtroom in a 

drunken driving case that lawyers said could be resolved with a plea deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20126:10:33 PM 

What kids hear at school: 'You're so gay!' 

Elementary school students regularly hear and use negative comments such as "retard" or "you're so gay" in their 

schools, according to a report released Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 6:38:46 PM 

Serial sperm donor reveals he's a virgin 

A 36-year-old California computer specialist says he has fathered 14 children -- and is still a virgin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20126:39:14 PM 

Study: 1 in 8 low-income parents waters down formula 

Many low-income parents feel they must resort to "formula stretching," to keep their infants fed, even with government 

food assistance programs, a new study shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20127:11:50 PM 

Stop pirating my stories about SOPA, or I'll have to support it 

Bob Sullivan is as adamant a supporter of Web free speech as you'll find. But when his stories about Web free speech 

are stolen and posted in their entirety by "rogue" websites, it makes his head hurt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 7:24:36 PM 

Garth Brooks wants $500K donation back 

Ig~~""IHe says Oklahoma hospital agreed to name building for his late mother, but they say there were no 

conditions on the donation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20127:33:13 PM 

Report: Cruise ship captain claims he fell overboard 

A transcript of a conversation between the Italian coast guard and cruise ship Capt. Francesco Schettino reportedly 

reveals that the captain claims he fell overboard and did not abandon the ship. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20127:33:13 PM 

Missing cruise passenger turns up safe in Germany 

A German woman listed as missing from the Costa Concordia was located alive in Germany. Twenty-three passengers 

and three crew members are still missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 8:22:09 PM 

In wake of Web blackout, SOPA support weakens 

Ig~~""IAS websites from Wikipedia to Wired went dark Wednesday to protest anti-piracy bills, some co-sponsors 

of the legislation in Congress said they're withdrawing their support for the bills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 8:31:01 PM 

Obama rejects Keystone oil pipeline 

President Barack Obama has decided to reject TransCanada Corp's plan to build the Keystone XL Canada-to-Texas crude 

oil pipeline but the company, or others, could reapply, the State Department said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 8:38:44 PM 

Factories rev up, but hiring doesn't 

Ig~~""IA healthy pickup in production of manufactured goods last month added to the gathering momentum for 

the u.s economy. So far, that growth has done little to help the job prospects for millions of unemployed 
factory workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 8:56:41 PM 

Romney launches offensive against Gingrich 

First Read: Mitt Romney's campaign went on the offensive against Newt Gingrich on Wednesday amid signs the former 

speaker is rising in South Carolina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 9:23:40 PM 

Wahlberg sorry for 9/11 plane comments 

Ig~~"'l'TO suggest I would have done anything differently than the passengers on that plane was irresponsible," 

the actor says. "I deeply apologize to the families of the victims that my answer came off as insensitive." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20129:24:15 PM 

Romney leads in SC, but by tighter margin 

First Read: A new poll ahead of Saturday's South Carolina primary shows Mitt Romney in the lead, but with Newt 

Gingrich eating into the former Massachusetts governor's advantage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/20129:46:12 PM 

Pentagon: Thousands of sex assaults unreported 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said the Pentagon is preparing new initiatives to try to curb sexual assaults in the 

military -- which he believes could be six times greater than reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 10:10:53 PM 

Tanier: Great defense makes a long-awaited return 

Ig~~""~anier: Defense may not win championships anymore, but this year proved that it can still get you there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 10:26:34 PM 

Fatal shooting in hotel hosting US women's soccer 

A man was shot and killed in a restaurant of the hotel hosting the u.s. women's soccer team during the Olympic 

qualifying tournament. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 10:31:36 PM 

Canadian resident faces death sentence in Iran 

Iran has confirmed the death sentence of a man, who was accused of programming a porn website, according to media 

reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 10:43:02 PM 

American couple on cruise still missing, family says 

The children of a Minnesota couple missing since last week's Costa Concordia disaster in Italy said Wednesday their 

parents are not among those passengers whose bodies were recently recovered. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:13:26 PM 

Report: Air traffic control error led to near miss 

An error by an air traffic controller at a Mississippi airport almost resulted in a mid-air collision between a commercial 

jetliner and a small private plane, according to a report from the National Transportation Safety Board. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:19:04 PM 

'Modern Family' tot's potty mouth no big deal, experts say 

Ig~~""IBleeped-out swearing may be okay for adults on TV, but what about kids? The ABC show "Modern 
Family" is about to find out by airing an episode this week about a foul-mouthed 2-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:20:00 PM 

Video: Slow famine response cost lives 

Ig~~""lconditions in Somalia are getting worse not better. Thousands are heading for already overcrowded and 

under supplied camps in Mogadishu forced (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:45:09 PM 

Video: Newt Gingrich gains ground in South Carolina 

Ig~~""lln the final days leading up to the South Carolina primary, Newt Gingrich attacked Mitt Romney's tax rate 
revelation. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:51:08 PM 

Video: Critics: Mission to halt Syria violence a failure 

Ig~~""lsome say the Arab League observers' mission has been a failure. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:53:21 PM 

Video: Snow day in the Pacific Northwest 

Ig~~""llt may not have been the disaster some were predicting, but the winter storm shut down much of the 
region. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:58:45 PM 

Gingrich daughter's teen job may have been illegal 

Ig~~""IDuring the Republican presidential debate this week, Newt Gingrich shared a story about how his 

daughter worked as a church janitor when she was only 13. But that work may have been a violation of 
federal child labor laws Gingrich has denounced as "stupid." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/18/2012 11:58:51 PM 

Video: SOPA protest grows 

Ig~~""[he online revolt against SOPA has expanded to seven thousand websites. But those who support the 
'Stop Online Privacy Act' say online piracy costs billions. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:07:08 AM 

Video: Salvaging the Costa Concordia 

Ig~~""IAuthorities must decide what to do with the stricken 115,000 ton cruise ship. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201212:17:57 AM 

Rights groups: Time-out on Big Easy teen curfew 

Ig~~""~uveniles 16 and under would have to be off New Orleans' streets by 8 p.m. every night under legislation 

under consideration by the City Council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:05:38 AM 

Moyer, 49, attempting major league comeback 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:07:49 AM 

Costa Concordia owner pledges assistance 

Carnival Corp., whose luxury liner Costa Concordia capsized off the coast of Italy last week, said it was providing lodging, 

refunds and other support to people affected by the accident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:16:48 AM 

Video: Snow, not rain, falls in Seattle 

Ig~~""~ime lapse video shows inches of snow falling on a city where winter is typically wet, not 
white. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:41:19 AM 

Video: Colts face tough decisions 

Ig~~""IRUSS Thaler, Pete Najarian and Ben Maller debate topics around the NFL: Is there's any validity to Rob 
Lowe's Tweets that Peyton Mannning will announce his retirement? Should the Colts go with Peyton 

Manning or Andrew Luck as their quarterback next year? (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 2:03:26 AM 

US Navy rescues Iranian fishermen, again 

The guided-missile destroyer USS Dewey came to the rescue of a sinking Iranian fishing dhow in the Arabian Sea early 

Wednesday morning. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20123:12:14 AM 

Hands, feet found near severed head discovery site in LA 

Ig~~""llnvestigators found a human hands and feet Wednesday when they returned with search dogs to a hiking 

trail a day after two dogwalkers discovered a severed head in a bag below the Hollywood sign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:19:39 AM 

'Idol's' back with same winning formula 

Ig~~""IAS the extended introduction pointed out, the show has been around long enough that the current 

contestants have been watching it since they were in elementary school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:45:01 AM 

Billionaire donates for Washington Monument repairs 

Ig~~""IA billionaire history buff has stepped forward to donate the $7.5 million matching gift that's needed to 

start repairing cracks near the top of the Washington Monument from last summer's East Coast 
earthquake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 7:59:22 AM 

Pakistan crisis: PM faces top court in contempt case 

Ig~~""lpakistan's prime minister has made a rare appearance before the Supreme Court in a bid to avoid being 

held in contempt for refusing to reopen a corruption case against the president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 8:34:22 AM 

Railroad companies fight safety rules 

Less than four years after a California train disaster spurred passage of major safety legislation, railroad companies are 

pushing hard to relax the law's chief provision. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 9:38:34 AM 

AI-Qaida-linked magazine delivered to Gitmo 

Ig~~""IA copy of an al-Qaida-linked magazine was delivered to the Guantanamo detention camp for suspected 

terrorists, a military prosecutor revealed on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 10:00:07 AM 

NBC poll: Gingrich gains ground on Romney in SC 

With two days until South Carolina's Republican presidential primary, Mitt Romney holds a lO-point lead over Newt 

Gingrich, according to a new NBC News/Marist poll of the GOP contest in that state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:04:04 AM 

Arsonists torched black church after Obama's win 

Ig~~""~he last of three Mass. men charged in the burning of a predominantly black church to protest President 
Barack Obama's election was sentenced on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:15:37 AM 

Obama's elite fundraisers recieve plenty of perks 

President Barack Obama's administration is rewarding elite campaign donors in the same ways that its predecessors did, 

helping them win influence and access to power in Washington, according to an investigation published Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/201211:29:17 AM 

Marriott role brings more scrutiny for Romney 

Mitt Romney, who makes his business experience a talking point in his GOP campaign, was a director of the hotel 

company when it paid millions of dollars to settle kickback charges. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:05:49 PM 

Iowa Republicans to call caucus result split decision 

The Iowa Republican Party will certify this month's presidential caucuses as a split decision between Mitt Romney and 

Rick Santorum, citing missing data from eight precincts, the Des Moines Register reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:20:55 PM 

Kodak files for bankruptcy, secures financing 

Ig~~""IEastman Kodak Co filed for bankruptcy on Thursday in a bid to survive a liquidity crisis after years of 

falling sales related to the decline of its namesake film business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:27:05 PM 

Video: Film exposes rape in the u.s. military 

Ig~~"'l'The Invisible War" premieres Friday at the Sundance Film Festival. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:30:28 PM 

Companies that will be most-profitable in 2012 

Ig~~""IEach January, 24/7 Wall St. forecasts the publicly traded u.S. companies that will have the highest profits 

in the year ahead. This year, Apple is likely to pass Exxon Mobil as the most profitable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:34:14 PM 

China jails writer over 'people's rights' essays 

A Chinese court has sentenced a writer to 10 years in in prison on subversion charges for writing essays that urged 

people to defend their rights, a relative said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:35:14 PM 

For many, job loss would mean missing bills 

Ig~~""~he sudden loss of a job has become, if not commonplace over the last years, at least not very surprising. 

Yet many Americans remain unprepared for not having an income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 12:47:57 PM 

Video: First photos of model hurt by propeller 

Ig~~""~he first post-accident photos have surfaced of the Texas model badly injured when she walked into a 

plane's spinning propeller. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:01:13 PM 

Video: New submarine footage shows deep-sea beauty 

Ig~~""~he Triton 3300 submarine is giving a look at the unexplored regions of the ocean, seven miles deep, 

where millions of species may be undiscovered. Investigative journalist Oliver Steeds reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:24:01 PM 

Real-life James Bonds used fake rock to spy on Russia 

Ig~~""IFormer top British official admits bizarre claims are true. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:35:04 PM 

Student dies after tweeting, 'Thank you God' 

A student at Gardner-Webb University has died after she collapsed in class on her 21st birthday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:36:24 PM 

Video: Dr. Nancy: 'Paula Deen's behavior is egregious' 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S professionals, Dr. Nancy Snyderman, Donny Deutsch and Star Jones, discuss Paula Deen's drug
endorsement controversy and if Chris Christie's weight will affect his political career. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:45:22 PM 

Jobless claims drop to near 4-year low 

New applications for unemployment benefits drop to near a four-year low, government data show, providing further 

evidence that the u.s. recovery has gained some momentum. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 1:47:08 PM 

Video: Lights out! Incandescent bulb soon to be history 

Ig~~""ILOU Manfredini, host of the television show "House Smarts," explains why a new government energy 

standard will soon stop production on the incandescent light bulb. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 2:04:59 PM 

Penn State trustees agonized before finally firing Paterno 

Ig~~""lpenn State's trustees agonized over the future of legendary football coach Joe Paterno but ultimately 

decided to fire the Hall of Famer in part over what they said was his failure to go to authorities with a 
report of alleged sexual assault of a child by an assistant coach nearly a decade ago, according to a report 
published Thursday in The New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20122:17:59 PM 

Video: 'Nerds' starting to affect lawmakers' support for SOPA 

Ig~~""lparade of papers: The Morning Joe panel takes a look at the day's top headlines, including how the 

Internet blackout Wednesday is starting to soften the support for SOPA. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 2:25:23 PM 

Off the Bench: Tebowing out, 'Gronking' in 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20122:29:14 PM 

Man with two hearts survives double-sized attack 

Ig~~""IDoctors shocked to discover that Italian man who sought medical treatment for cardiovascular distress 

has two hearts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 2:35:24 PM 

December drop caps a grim year for housing 

u.s. housing starts fell in December as groundbreaking on rental properties posted a big drop, splashing some cold 

water on hopes the still-weak housing sector could boost the economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 2:39:59 PM 

Crew member down plays cruise accident in new recording 

Ig~~""IMinutes after the Costa Concordia struck a rock, an unidentified crew member told the Italian coast 

guard there was no emergency on board the ship, according to an audio recording aired on Sky TG 24, an 
all-news channel in Italy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20123:13:12 PM 

Colbert's Super PAC ad attacks ... Colbert 

Ig~~""~he 2012 presidential campaign: It just keeps getting better and better. Or, depending on your 

perspective, weirder and weirder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20123:14:57 PM 

Roddick out of Aussie Open with leg injury 

r-~ndY Roddick's bid to win another Grand Slam singles title nearly a decade after his first hit a roadblock 
hursday when a hamstring injury forced him out of the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 3:38:38 PM 

Moroccan 'unemployed graduates' set themselves alight 

Ig~~""IFive unemployed Moroccan men set themselves on fire in the capital Rabat as part of widespread 

demonstrations in the country over the lack of jobs, especially for university graduates, a rights activist 
said Thursday. Three were burned badly enough to be hospitalized. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 3:56:05 PM 

'Red Tails' flies, but never soars 

Ig~~""IWWII fi.l~ about African-American fliers never deals with racism head-on, though the action sequences 
are exciting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:08:32 PM 

Gingrich ex-wife claims he sought 'open' relationship 

Republican presidential candidate Newt Gingrich vowed that he won't say "anything negative" about his former wife in 

advance of a potentially damaging interview set to air soon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:14:52 PM 

Santorum declares victory after Iowa results 

The Iowa Republican Party releases final caucus count showing Santorum ahead but missing votes means real results 

may remain a mystery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:25:30 PM 

Defying donors, trainer sold horses to slaughterhouse 

A Pennsylvania horse trainer is facing felony charges after she allegedly sold as many as 120 horses to buyers for a 

Canadian slaughterhouse, reports the Philadelphia Inquirer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 4:44:33 PM 

Fire at prof's home reveals cache of child porn 

Authorities say firefighters in southern New Jersey uncovered a cache of child pornography while battling flames in the 

home of an architecture professor. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:44:51 PM 

PFT's picks: 4gers, Patriots will reach Super Bowl 

Ig~~""lpFT'S Picks: San Francisco will beat New York and New England will overcome Baltimore in Sunday's NFC, 

AFC title games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20124:56:37 PM 

USPS worker caught on video tossing package over fence 

Surveillance video captured a u.S. Postal Services employee tossing a package over the fence of a California residence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20125:11:54 PM 

Perry drops out of GOP presidential race, endorses Gingrich 

"There is no viable path forward for me," Perry told supporters on Thursday, adding that it was time for him to make a 

"strategic retreat." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 5:20:22 PM 

Video: Baby born in stuck hospital elevator 

Ig~~""lln the middle of Wednesday's major Pacific Northwest snowstorm, a baby was born in a stuck hospital 
elevator in Tacoma, Wash. KING-TV's Joe Fryer reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 5:22:40 PM 

UK prince's tour of duty to reignite Falklands dispute? 

As Prince William prepares to head 8,000 miles from home to serve as a helicopter pilot in the remote Falkland Islands, 

the traditional "Rule Britannia, Britannia rules the waves!" refrain seems rather far-fetched. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 5:26:57 PM 

Teacher limits kids' bathroom trips: 3 per week 

Parents at a Brooklyn elementary school are furious over a fifth-grade teacher's bathroom policy that prohibits students 

from jetting to the john more than three times a week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 5:54:01 PM 

Video: Watch live: NBC Republican debate 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - NBC's Brian Williams moderates a debate between 2012 Republican presidential 

candidates from Tampa, Fla. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20126:05:17 PM 

Video: Meet the canine star of "The Artist" 

r-I~ggie, the canine sensation in the new Hollywood film "The Artist," has skyrocketed to fame, and KNBC
V's Gordon Tokumatsu caught up with the rising star. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 6:33:24 PM 

Woman used young children to rob 84-year-old of life savings 

An 84-year-old woman said she was robbed of her life savings by a woman claiming she needed help cashing a check at a 

bank. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 6:35:56 PM 

Trans fat ban proposed for Colorado schools 

Colorado lawmakers are considering whether to require school districts to do away with margarine, vegetable 

shortening and other trans fats in what would be the nation's toughest ban on unhealthy fats in school foods. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 7:04:36 PM 

Wesseling: Fiacco's litmus test awaits Sunday 

Ig~~""lwesSeling: Ravens QB is better than people give him credit for, but he must crack a barrier Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:05:15 PM 

Child drowns, mom presumed dead in storm 

Ig~~""[he Pacific Northwest storm claimed at least one life, that of a child swept into a overflowing creek by 
flooding. Officials said the infant's mother was missing and presumed dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:07:11 PM 

Johnny Otis of 'Willie and the Hand Jive' dies 

The "godfather of rhythm and blues/ who for decades evangelized black music to white audiences as a band leader and 

radio host, has died at 90. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:19:56 PM 

White House 'flower czar' dies at 66 

Ig~~""IAS the chief floral designer to the White House, the late Nancy Clarke spent three decades lending her 

innate sense of color and style to the stately home of the presidents and working closely with the first 
ladies. She retired in 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:24:11 PM 

Red-carpet tot boasts star-studded baby album 

Ig~~""IHey Daniel Craig, nice tie, mind if I teethe on it? One British mom has made a hobby out of having her 

baby daughter's picture taken with a long list of celebrities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:24:19 PM 

Couples who cohabitate are happier than marrieds 

Ig~~""lwhile benefits of marriage reduce over time, couples who live together have more happiness, self 

esteem, study finds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 7:26:24 PM 

Fun in Mogadishu? Yes, it happens 

Ig~~""IName a a capital city with chaotic charm, white beaches nearby and stunning architecture? Mogadishu 

probably isn't first on the list, but NBC's Rohit Kachroo reports from the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 7:45:31 PM 

Iowa GOP switches stance, declares Santorum winner 

"Certified results show Rick Santorum leading or won by 34 votes," says Iowa GOP chairman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20127:46:17 PM 

Economy trumps all in South Carolina 

Ig~~""~om Brokaw reports tonight from the Palmetto State for 'Nightly News' series 'Main Street, USA.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 7:49:22 PM 

GM reclaims global sales crown 

Less than three years after emerging from bankruptcy General Motors is positioned to once again be the world's 

number one automaker. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20128:00:13 PM 

Layoffs easing for government workers 

Ig~~""IWith state and local government finances on the mend, layoffs of government workers has slowed. That's 

good news for them and for the economy as a whole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 8:41:38 PM 

Court: No forced abortion for mentally ill woman 

A Massachusetts appeals court has verbally skewered a judge who ordered that a mentally ill woman have an abortion 

against her will even if it meant she had to be "coaxed, bribed, or even enticed" into a hospital. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 8:43:53 PM 

NASA debunks mysterious triangular 'UFO' 

Once again, alien conspiracy theorists have attempted to use publicly available NASA images to prove that the space 

agency must be engaging in an elaborate UFO cover-up. And, once again, they've been foiled by the laws of physics. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 8:55:38 PM 

Study: Many teen moms surprised they got pregnant 

CDC report finds that one-third of teen moms didn't use birth control because they thought they couldn't conceive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 9:04:59 PM 

Pucker up: Obama kiss gets cheeky 

Ig~~""IAn Associated Press photo circulated Thursday shows what kind of looks like President Obama kissing a 

woman on the mouth along the rope line at Disney World in Lake Buena Vista, Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 9:08:50 PM 

Facebook's 'Like' button gets new friends 

Ig~~""IFacebook is working with third-party services and apps to add new verbs to the mix as part of an 
expansion of its "Open Graph" initiative, so you won't be limited to just "Like." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20129:11:22 PM 

Freestyle skiing star Burke dies from injuries 

Ig~~""lcanadian freestyle skier Sarah Burke died Thursday, nine days after crashing at the bottom of the 

superpipe during a training run in Utah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20129:17:19 PM 

Top photographer recalls Kodak's fading moment 

Ig~~""~he news that Kodak filed for bankruptcy protection saddened many, including (and maybe especially) 

the photographers who relied on the company's products for more than a century. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 9:27:20 PM 

Travel experts applaud Obama's pro-tourism measures 

President Barack Obama announced plans Thursday to ease visa requirements for tourists from certain countries, a 

move applauded as long overdue by travel experts. "Hallelujah," said Jay Caulk, general manager of The Travel Experts in 

Pompano Beach, Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20129:30:10 PM 

Jude law, dozens split $1 million from Murdoch case 

Ig~~""IRupert Murdoch's British newspaper company on Thursday agreed to pay actor Jude Law 130,000 pounds 

(about $200,000) to settle claims against the News of the World and The Sun tabloids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 9:53:51 PM 

Chapter 11 might not be final one for Kodak 

Ig~~""~anuary has been quite a month for iconic brands going belly-up. First Hostess Brands, maker of that 

oblong, creme-filled snack cake emblazoned in many a childhood memory, filed for bankruptcy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/20129:59:17 PM 

'Haywire' full of bone-crunching bravado 

Ig~~""IMixed Martial Arts champ Gina Carano is a ferocity and physical presence that makes her more than the 

match of the many men she flattens like pancakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 10:18:44 PM 

Video: Olympics terror drill on the Thames 

Ig~~""lscotland Yard and the Royal marines teamed up in a show of strength against terrorists who might target 

the Olympics, practiced high speed drills using helicopters and boats on the River Thames. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 10:27:54 PM 

Ice storm hits Seattle flights; 200,000 lose power 

A day after a storm covered Washington state in snow, the Seattle area woke up to an ice storm. Sea-Tac Airport was 

shut down for de-icing and nearly 200,000 homes and businesses lost power. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 10:30:57 PM 

More billion-dollar disasters added to 'extreme' 2011 

Last year's status as "extreme" in terms of weather was elevated further on Thursday, when government scientists 

announced that two more disasters topped the $1 billion mark and noted that, had it not been for La Nina's cooling 

effect, 2011 would have been much warmer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 10:55:03 PM 

Incoming! Solar blast heading our way 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The sun has unleashed a blast of electrically charged particles in Earth's 
direction, which should cause brighter-than-normal auroral displays this weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:02:49 PM 

Video: 'Cupid' the cat survives arrow attack 

Ig~~""IDoctors remove an i8-inch arrow from a stray cat. Jennifer Bauer reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:05:21 PM 

Army suicides down, but violent crimes up 

The number of suicides among soldiers has been leveling off but there's been a dramatic jump in domestic violence, sex 

crimes and other destructive behavior in a force that has been stressed by a decade of war, says a new Army report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:09:22 PM 

Calif. man drives SUV into subway tunnel 

Police arrested the driver of an SUV after he headed straight down a tunnel into San Francisco subway system, causing 

massive delays during a commute. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:10:57 PM 

Live-tweeting the GOP debate 

Join the NBC political team for live-tweets from tonight's presidential debate, with minute-by-minute updates and 

analysis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:11:39 PM 

Sex poses surprisingly low risk to heart patients 

Ig~~""IGOOd news: Sex is safe for most heart patients. If you're healthy enough to walk up two flights of stairs 

without chest pain or gasping for breath, you can have a love life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:33:52 PM 

Hudson Miracle survivors relive crash on 'NY Ink' 

Ig~~""lseveral of the passengers on Capt. Sully's plane gathered together to get the flight number inked on their 

flesh and relive the terrifying moments of their 2009 crash landing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:39:03 PM 

Army investigates video of sheep beating 

Army officials are investigating a graphic video of a sheep being beaten with a baseball bat by what appears to be u.s. 
service members in Afghanistan, The Army Times reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:49:36 PM 

Video: The search for Costa Concordia survivors 

Ig~~""lworkers risk their lives to find the 21 people who are still missing. NBC's Michelle Kosinski 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:51:52 PM 

Video: Inside Syria: the untold story 

Ig~~""~he Syrian government says the country is being attacked by extremists but some civilians say the only 
armed gangs in the city are the security forces. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/19/2012 11:54:06 PM 

US drone kills senior al-Qaida militant 

A militant who acted as a senior operations organizer for al-Qaida was killed in a u.s. drone strike inside Pakistan last 

week, a u.s. official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:04:58 AM 

Video: Repairing the Washington Monument 

Ig~~""~he monument was damaged during last summer's East Coast earthquake but billionaire David 
Rubenstein has offered to donate millions to restore it. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201212:06:08 AM 

Killer of 7-year-old girl commits suicide 

An apartment complex maintenance man who molested and killed a 7-year-old girl commits suicide in prison two days 

after being sentenced to life. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:08:36 AM 

Gang boasts on Twitter lead to 43 arrests 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have arrested 43 alleged members of two feuding gangs in Brownsville, Brooklyn - some of 

whom police say boasted about their shootings on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:18:46 AM 

Homes burn as high winds fuel blaze near Reno 

Fierce winds fuel a fast-moving brush fire through a valley south of Reno, destroying several homes and threatening 

many more along a stretch of u.s. 395. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:31:17 AM 

Worsening weather threatens Costa Concordia 

Ig~~""lltalian authorities hope to stabilize the wrecked cruise ship Costa Concordia as worsening weather on 

Friday could cause it to shift deeper into the sea, delaying plans to pump oil out of the vessel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:08:36 AM 

6 Marines die in Afghanistan helicopter crash 

A helicopter crash in Helmand province in southern Afghanistan killed six u.s. Marines, military officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:30:00 AM 

Gingrich angrily rebuffs questions about ex-wife 

Newt Gingrich opened a pivotal Republican presidential debate with a fiery attack on the media for publishing stories 

regarding new allegations made against him by an ex-wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:39:38 AM 

Gingrich and Romney spirited at GOP debate, but avoid tangling 

Newt Gingrich angrily dismissed questions about an ex-wife and Mitt Romney defended his private sector record early in 

a pivotal Republican presidential debate in South Carolina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:43:20 AM 

Anonymous knocks out FBI, DOJ sites 

Hacking group Anonymous said Thursday it knocked out the websites of the FBI, U.S. Department of Justice, the 

Recording Industry of America, Motion Picture Association of America and Universal Music as retribution for anti-piracy 

efforts by the government and private industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20123:10:03 AM 

Gingrich tax returns show he is among the very wealthiest 

Newt Gingrich releases his tax returns that show he and his wife made over $3 million last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20123:52:10 AM 

Wozniacki reaches 4th round at Aussie Open 

Ig~~""[Op-Seeded Caroline Wozniacki has advanced to the fourth round of the Australian Open with a near
flawless 6-2, 6-2 win Friday over Monica Niculescu of Romania. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20125:48:17 AM 

Federer wins, Nadal breezes at Aussie Open 

Ig~~""IROger Federer and Rafael Nadal each stayed on track for a semifinals showdown at the Australian Open 

with wins in the third round Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20126:02:02 AM 

LeBron, Heat too much for Kobe, Lakers 

Ig~~""ILeBron James shook off flu-like symptoms to score 31 points, Chris Bosh scored 15 and the Miami Heat 

won their second straight, topping the Los Angeles Lakers 98-87 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20127:42:00 AM 

CSN: Belichick could be greatest coach ever 

Ig~~""ICSN: We revere Noll, Shula, Lombardi, Walsh and Brown, but Bill Belichick could wind up the greatest 
coach ever - and it's a lot harder now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:01:31 AM 

'Avoidable': Cuban dissident dies after hunger strike 

A jailed Cuban dissident died on Thursday following a 56-day hunger strike, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:18:15 AM 

Broken bridge? No problem! Brave kids trek to school 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Indonesian children face precarious crossing since bridge's pillar collapsed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:54:56 AM 

Italy's island of comfort for victims of cruise ship wreck 

When Father Lorenzo first saw the Costa Concordia last Friday evening, it was near Giglio's harbor. What followed has 

been an extraordinary week for this small island with a winter population of just a few hundred. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 11:06:24 AM 

Rescuers flee capsized cruise liner after vessel shifts 

The cruise ship grounded off Tuscany shifted again on its rocky perch, forcing the supension Friday of search and rescue 

operations for the 21 people still missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 11:44:44 AM 

France eyes early withdrawal after Afghan attack 

France suspended military operations in Afghanistan Friday after the killing of four more French soldiers, President 

Nicolas Sarkozy said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201212:15:47 PM 

Poker players sue over online cheating scheme 

Eight American poker players who say they were victims of a cheating scheme on the popular Ultimate Bet website are 

suing a Canadian company and unnamed individuals, alleging they violated U.s. laws. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:19:53 PM 

Bombs in N. Ireland target 'positivity and progress' 

Two bombs planted by Irish Republican Army dissidents exploded in londonderry, Northern Ireland, on Thursday night 

in what appears to be a campaign targeting preparations for next year's 'U.K. City of Culture' celebrations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:40:35 PM 

Consumer groups rip mandatory arbitration ruling 

Would you give away your right to sue a company in court simply to get a product or service you want? It's likely you 

already have and you may not even know it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:43:55 PM 

Video: Gingrich slams media at GOP debate 

Ig~~""IAt Thursday's Republican presidential debate in South Carolina, Newt Gingrich slammed the news media 
for focusing on accusations by his ex-wife that he requested an "open marriage." NBC's Peter Alexander 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 12:52:19 PM 

Monitors: Gadhafi had undeclared chemical weapons 

International inspectors have confirmed that late Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi had an undeclared stockpile of 

chemical weapons, the organization that oversees a global ban on such armaments announced Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:37:02 PM 

Feds shut down popular file-sharing website Megaupload 

One of the world's most popular file-sharing sites was shut down, and its founder and several company officials were 

accused of facilitating millions of illegal downloads of films, music and other content. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:37:12 PM 

Video: Adios, Rick Perry 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Willie Geist takes a look back at Rick Perry's memorable campaign moments. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:40:09 PM 

Miracle baby born from single sperm 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio man who made no sperm and his wife, who had few eggs, have become parents thanks to a first

ever Cleveland Clinic case in which a single sperm that was frozen and injected into an egg resulted in 
pregnancy. Here, Jason and Jennifer Schiraldi pose with Kenley,9 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:40:45 PM 

Talking squirrel puppet reports from trial 

Ig~~""lltls courtroom drama crossed with "Sesame Street," as a television station barred from using cameras 

during a high-profile corruption trial covers the highlights with a nightly puppet show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 1:58:14 PM 

Cops: Man ate cat, used tail as necklace 

Ig~~""IA homeless man has been arrested after police say he skinned and ate a cat while camping inside a 

Phoenix, Ariz., warehouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20122:13:02 PM 

Cops: Teacher poured hot tea on students 

Police in southwestern Michigan are investigating a claim that a teacher dumped hot tea on a two students after they 

refused to stop fighting at school. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 2:26:55 PM 

Greece, banks near deal to prevent default 

Greece and its private sector creditors are converging towards a debt swap deal that would cause a real loss of 6S to 70 

percent for private bondholders, a banking official close to the talks told Reuters on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 2:27:29 PM 

First Read: Showdown in South Carolina 

Saturday's Republican presidential primary in South Carolina will determine if the GOP contest essentially ends or if it 

continues for the next several weeks or even months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 2:29:38 PM 

Prep football star expelled for X-rated tweets 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20122:33:16 PM 

Parents nix 'cougar' as school's team name 

A new school in Utah looking for a team name and mascot won't be getting the "cougar," in part because of parents' 

complaints about the word's "negative double entendre." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 2:40:06 PM 

Top Justice officials linked to mortgage banks 

Ig~~...,~op Justice Department officials were partners for years at a Washington law firm that represented a 

Who's Who of big banks and other companies at the center of alleged foreclosure fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20123:15:35 PM 

Home sales gain points to nascent recovery 

Sales of previously owned homes rose to an ll-month high in December and the supply of properties on the market 

dropped to a near 7-year low, pointing to a nascent recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 3:22:01 PM 

High court throws out judge-drawn Texas electoral maps 

In an unsigned opinion, the Supreme Court has thrown out a map created by a federal court in Texas that drew new 

congressional districts in response to the state's gain of four new seats in the House. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 3:26:25 PM 

Video: Chinese brace for Year of the Dragon travel rush 

Ig~~""IAS hundreds of millions of Chinese head home to celebrate the New Year with their families, the 

country's transportation system is struggling to accomodate nearly 3.2 billion passenger trips. NBC's 
David Lom reports from Beijing. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 3:48:20 PM 

Who knew?! President Obama can sing 

Ig~~""~he American public expects a lot from its president, but no one expected the AI Green song sample he 

delivered Thursday night at New York's legendary Apollo Theater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:00:14 PM 

Video: Caught on cam: Brutal jewelry store robbery 

Ig~~""IA thug is caught on camera viciously beating the owner of a jewelry store during an armed robbery. 
KHNL-TV's Minna Sugimoto reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 4:04:45 PM 

High court orders new maps in Texas 

The Supreme Court Friday morning rejected interim maps drawn by a federal court in Texas that created new lines for 

congressional and state legislative districts in the state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:05:19 PM 

Firefighters cut through wall to rescue obese man 

Firefighters had to cut through an exterior wall to rescue a man who became stuck in the bathroom of his cluttered, 

second-story apartment on Long Island, NY, officials told local media. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:13:45 PM 

Video: Three-legged rescue dog learns to surf 

r-~ rescued pooch learns to surf after losing one of his back legs and trains to become a therapy dog. KGET
V's Kelsey Thomas reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 4:20:00 PM 

Your job search likely to last months, data show 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyers are hiring more workers than they are firing these days, but if you lose your job these days, get 
ready for a long job search -- about five months long at least. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:27:08 PM 

Vote: Should a candidate's private life be open for scrutiny? 

Given the recent allegations surrounding Newt Gingrich's second marriage, should a candidate's private life be open for 

scrutiny on the campaign trail? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 4:34:03 PM 

Snow, sleet target Midwest and Northeast 

Snow is forecast for Chicago, Milwaukee and other Midwestern cities Friday as a winter system travels toward the 

Northeast, according to The Weather Channel. Snowfall accumulation may exceed 6 inches across the Chicago 

metropolitan area. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:45:53 PM 

Goat on the lam from Minnesota Nativity found safe 

A longhaired goat that ran away from a Minnesota nativity scene on Christmas Eve is finally back home after being on 

the lam for 25 days. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:46:23 PM 

Off the Bench: Kobe's ex-wife gets 3 mansions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:46:41 PM 

Singer Etta James dies at 73 

Ig~~"'l'Matriarch of R&B" perhaps best known for romantic hit "At Last." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20124:51:13 PM 

Leap second lives on after tiff over time 

Ig~~""[he leap second may live on for at least another three years, due to a stalemate between those who 
favor technological regularity and those who want to stick to nature's rhythms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20125:13:01 PM 

Doctor offers new details on teen girls' mystery illness 

Ig~~""IAfter a week of speculation and months of worry for the families of 12 girls affected by a mystery illness 
that causes severe Tourette's-like tics and verbal outbursts, the doctor who has treated 10 of the girls 

from upstate New York offered new details on their condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 5:33:44 PM 

New Google account users forced to join Google+ 

Ig~~""11 hope your torches and pitchforks aren't nearby, because Google - the Company That Claims It Does No 
Evil - is doing something that might make you want to reach for 'em. Apparently the search engine giant 

is now forcing new Google account users to join Google+ and Gmail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 5:35:00 PM 

Video: 12-year-old twin reporters hit campaign trail 

Ig~~""lzach and Faith Dalzell, 12-year-old twin reporters from South Carolina, have been asking hard-hitting 

questions on the 2012 GOP campaign trail. They discuss their reporting style and the GOP contenders 
with msnbc's Thomas Roberts. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 5:40:54 PM 

Video: Watch live: Colbert, Cain hold rally in South Carolina 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - TV host Stephen Colbert and former GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain hold a rally in 
Charleston, s.c. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20125:49:18 PM 

Terrorist killed UK soldiers as they collected pizza 

Ig~~""IAn Irish Republican Army dissident was convicted Friday for murdering two unarmed, off-duty British 
soldiers - the first such killings in Northern Ireland for more than a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 6:03:01 PM 

Monkey long believed extinct found in Indonesia 

Ig~~""lscientists working in the dense jungles of Indonesia have "rediscovered" a large, gray monkey so rare it 

was believed by many to be extinct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 6:30:05 PM 

Megaupload exec's homes raided, luxury cars seized 

Ig~~""lpolice in New Zealand on Friday raided several homes and businesses linked to the founder of 

Megaupload.com, a giant file-sharing site shut down by u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 6:35:46 PM 

Amish beard-cutting suspect willing to use electricity 

Ig~~""~he leader of an Amish splinter sect, who is accused in a series of beard-cutting attacks, is not opposed to 

allowing electricity installed in his home so he can wear a monitoring device. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20126:43:09 PM 

Video: Passerby catches amazing dog trick 

r-~ visitor to the U.K. posted this video after watching a dog do an amazing balancing act for a treat. 
ODAY.com's Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:01:54 PM 

FDA clears more OJ imports, but mum on Brazil 

Health regulators cleared more orange juice imports from five countries after testing for the fungicide carbendazim, but 

made no mention of samples from top grower Brazil, which accounts for half of u.s. juice imports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:05:27 PM 

Cruise ship rescue resumes but finding survivors unlikely 

Rescuers resumed the search for 21 missing people from the Costa Concordia that ran aground off the Tuscan coast one 

week ago after officials determined the ship has stabilized, but rescuers are increasingly unlikely to find survivors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20127:11:25 PM 

Greek bond deal won't fix Athens' debt woes 

Though a long-awaited deal between Greece and its investors might buy Athens some time, it will do little to fix the 

financially-crippled government's problems. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20127:14:30 PM 

Video: Stephen Colbert, Herman Cain hold rally in S. Carolina 

Ig~~...,~V host Stephen Colbert and former GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain hold a rally in Charleston, 

s.c. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:37:50 PM 

Congress withdraws anti-piracy measures 

u.s. lawmakers stopped anti-piracy legislation in its tracks on Friday, delivering a stunning win for Internet companies 

that staged an unprecedented online protest this week to kill the previously fast-moving bills. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:41:32 PM 

'Underworld Awakening' is sleep-inducing 

Ig~~""IKate Beckinsale sat out the third film, but returns for the fourth in the series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:46:36 PM 

Former teacher apologizes for slavery math lesson 

The suburban Atlanta teacher who resigned after an investigation found students were given math homework with 

word problems about slavery has apologized. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 7:51:59 PM 

Video: Live: Watch GOP candidates speak after s.c. primary 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - 2012 GOP presidential candidates react to the South Carolina primary voting 
results. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20128:05:12 PM 

Indonesian attacked for writing 'God doesn't exist' 

A 30-year-old Indonesian civil servant who was was viciously attacked by a mob after posting on Facebook that "God 

doesn't exist" is now threated with jail time for blasphemy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 8:28:09 PM 

America's most stressful cities in 2012 

Ig~~""IWith common factors such as traffic, crowds, noise, grime, and crime, cities are generally not perceived 

as oases of calm. But what makes one city more stressful to live in than the next? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 8:28:35 PM 

PhotoBlog: Despite dangers, divers continue underwater searches of the Costa Concordia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20128:37:16 PM 

Romney 'optimistic' in tight s.c. battle 

Mitt Romney said Friday he was "cautiously optimistic" he could still pullout a win in South Carolina's primary, where 

he's working to withstand a last minute surge by Newt Gingrich. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20128:43:57 PM 

Rosenthal: They believed, Alex Smith delivered 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: 4gers quarterback is two wins away from the ultimate glory after nearly being left for dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 8:52:31 PM 

Video: Watch live: The president's State of the Union address 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO: Watch President Obama's State of the Union address, followed by the Republican response 

delivered by Mitch Daniels, and then the Tea Party response delivered by Herman Cain. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 8:53:26 PM 

Former kidnapping victim Elizabeth Smart is engaged 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Smart, the Utah woman who was kidnapped at age 14 and held captive for nine months, is 

engaged, a spokesman said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20128:55:16 PM 

Film reveals new 'West Memphis 3' witnesses 

Ig~~""lpeter Jackson's "West of Memphis" documentary reveals fresh allegations in the 1993 murder case of of 

three young boys in Arkansas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 9:04:49 PM 

Stocks close mixed after earnings, data 

Stocks closed mixed Friday after a pair of bellwether corporate earnings fell short of lofty expectations, though a trio of 

strong results from Dow components kept index higher. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 9:22:25 PM 

Attorney: Maine accuser to drop suit against Fine 

The attorney for a Maine man who accused fired Syracuse assistant basketball coach Bernie Fine of molesting him says 

he's dropping a civil lawsuit filed in Pittsburgh. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20129:32:19 PM 

'Oozing' alien planet is a super-Earth wonder 

Ig~~""IA new look at an alien planet that orbits extremely close to its parent star suggests that the rocky world 

might not be a scorching hot wasteland, as was thought. In fact, the planet may actually be stranger and 
wetter than astronomers ever imagined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/20129:57:18 PM 

Stephen Colbert raises Cain in South Carolina 

Ig~~""ILate-night comedian Stephen Colbert brought his "exploratory committee," and satirical love for Super 
PACs, to South Carolina on Friday and teamed up with a familiar face - Herman Cain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:05:52 PM 

Man shot nail into brain and didn't know it 

Ig~~""IA suburban Chicago man thought the errant nail that discharged from the gun he was working with had 

whizzed by his head. Instead, it was lodged in his brain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:13:16 PM 

Megaupload chief had wild ride before arrest 

Ig~~""lln the Wild, Wild West-era of digital media, there is no cowboy quite like Kim Dotcom. Part Sean Parker, 

part Kevin Mitnick, Dotcom embodies the wildest age of Internet piracy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:21:27 PM 

911 call: Frantic moments after propeller hit model 

Ig~~""IRecounted in chilling detail where minutes seem like hours, the 911 call from the aftermath of the plane 

propeller accident that nearly killed Lauren Scruggs has been made public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:27:37 PM 

Gingrich foes revive ex-speaker's ethics woes 

Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum have fought to remind Republicans of the headaches they faced during the speakership 

of Newt Gingrich, including an ethics reprimand Gingrich has dismissed as partisan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:36:09 PM 

After drone hit on al-Qaida planner, is Zawahiri next? 

The u.s. pursuit of Ayman al Zawahiri remains a high priority. The u.s. has targeted Zawahiri five times by his own count, 

going back to the days after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:37:26 PM 

Belief in evolution boils down to a gut feeling 

Ig~~""IGut feelings may trump good old-fashioned facts, and even religious beliefs, when it comes to accepting 

the theory of evolution, new research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 10:43:18 PM 

Costa CEO says captain misled company, crew 

The cruise captain who grounded the Costa Concordia off the Italian coast did not relay correct information either to the 

company or crew after the ship hit rocks, the cruise ship owner's CEO said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/201211:05:11 PM 

Should parents lose custody of super obese kids? 

Should parents of extremely obese children lose custody for not controlling their kids' weight? A provocative 

commentary in one of the nation's most distinguished medical journals argues yes, and its authors are joining a quiet 

chorus of advocates who say the government should be allowed to intervene in extreme cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 11:08:14 PM 

Housing ends year on strong note, but prices still falling 

The housing market ended the year on a positive note with strong sales in December, but a glut of unsold homes will 

likely push prices lower through much of this year, forecasters said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Friday, March 29, 2013 6:25 PM 

IlIe, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

"Oversigning?" "Roster Management?" .... it's a challenge, whatever you call it 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 
Date: Friday, March 29, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: "jkowen@olemiss.edu" <jkowen@olemiss.edu> 
Su bject: "Oversigning?" "Roster Management?" .... it's a challenge, whatever you call it 

I-Man, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Being that you are a surpassingly knowledgeable scholar of NCAA rules, I am tuming to you as a sort of reality check on John Infante's proposed 
solution for oversigning, er, roster management. His proposal sounds workable, but I cannot figure out the downside? What say you? 

Off the record. 

BTW, John Infante is not related to me. 

I-Man 

*f..iillojiloJ!,,-., MARCHMAIJNESS:"UKE LITTLE LE.I\GUE" "" "The NCAA 
toumament right now Is kind of like LUth! League - yOll know, you give everyofU'la 
trophy for participating, L,et'sget tIle best warns out thme" , < • , < "They should be 
abh! to seed a field 1 through 6B, and do away with the' autOO1atic qUll.liflers," .. , Gary 
Wi!liam:;;, former Maryland coach, proposiF19 8. fl.mdamental a~a;aliofl of the tournament 
seledicm prooess (wMich, by the way .. would have left Florida Gulf Coast out ihis year) .... 
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Sunshine Only Solution for SEC Oversigning 
Problem 

The SEC seems to b~ running (w:! olop/ions when it comes to the perr;eptirln of n,s fooltiilll 
roams <'IS twers(gners .. 

8y Jofm Inlan1e, Bylaw B)og, 3·2)'·13 

I am generally not a fan o!the idea thai sWlshine and transparency is the universa!! 
disjnfectant, especially when it comes to colktge athletics. Thete am too many justifcalions, 
rabonalizalions, a8d rose-colored gtassm; to go around, Simply mquidng that athil&tic 
deoartn,tmts air dirty laundry '.\IOMks sel~ct:yely at best mrely at wom!. 

But the SEC is rapidly fur1fling out of options whlilrl it comEls to the perception of it~ fU'Jlbal1 
team~ as overslrrnm'S. Despite he fad that the SEC has been al the forefront in wming 
some resist m8Mnemerlt pr.aciices, thdr football programs are stf!! lagged wl!h the scarlet 
letter. This was a!acllamentoo by Vand~r!::d head coach James· FrankEn: 

"I think it's .ml1iiy hard for peoplr: on IIw outside to ttllk ,O'ibout,." FmnkJit'l said. "f think it 
in/emsting 10 hear what people ere sa)ling aoout lhis or /hal school thai signed aver. 
r don't understand how anyboar knows Ihat, • 

As much porogress as the SEC has made on this Issue, this are .. iage behirld. This has been 
the almosl unanimolls refrafrl from SEC coaches. OtJtside',s do not know the numbern. 
thsfGfnre thsy sholiid not discuss ovoll!rsigning, FHlnklin wsnt furthsr: 

"50 my point Is, f don '[ know how anybody wOilld be able to know tlclual!y who was 
on Um m:s/6{ il,'ld who iso'l baWd on scilr.!i'arships. You couid make a gues,~
estimate, but ooly the people inside lila program and that coach knows exactly how 
many peoplo are fotuming on scholarship, and >1111131 g.uys are rWl2ilr:;b!e," 

Asrde from beif1g anex8mple of why the SEC g,e!s the brunt of the criticism, Frankli~ also 
hirl!!:)d at a major problem lhal both sides of the bvemighr<g debate ha'<{8: making the 
debate abDut DveorsigninjJ, The problem with oversigdng is not whether OJ by how mlu:;h a 
team is projected to exceed 25 iFlttial countets and 85 ovemli schoiaroNps, The problem ts 
the roster manaHElmOlot, the individu<!i deci:;,ions thai ultima! .. ly kElSO th8 tElam wi1hinlhs 
Emit.s whel1 C8mp opel1S in August 

A leam being IJ.'o'BrSiignoo casts a doud on thosH dedsions,lt creatss an additional com::Si'fI 
that is. at best, very diffiwlt fur.lI coach to push out of their miind 'lihen making decisions on 
rerninirlg plays!s, it a15'0 makoo it e.;olsie, for oetsidll!rs to draw ac(mnectioo betWIl!Sfl an 
inc.omil1g recruit arld the l!>slS taiente-d player who had to make mom for him.. 

Franklin also ex.<O!gHemtes th"il impact and opacity of some 100gitimale, noncorltmvBr5!a!1 
methods that help a roam stay viithin scholarship limits: 

"I obvio!lslV think with Ihe' numoors that people am signing, sometime·s you loak at 
and say 'How ilS thalpossitle?'And you find outthai they wen) able 10 bring War 15 
guys in at midyear with (early Il.igh school gmdlla.tion). or gllYs am leaving early for 
the NFL or whatever il is. " 

For a team tn bring irl10-15 players at midyeHr arld myl use a'1Y of their 25 inilia~ ·c;OunrorS 
for the foHowlng )lear, ihe leam wc,uld 11eed 10 have In-iS initial countets remaining for the 
current year, Not to mention that they would fl!>ed 10-15 overall schoiarships available, 
either thmugh n!JtllScing thsm during ths f;;;11 or rspl<!dng midys<!rgmduatss. 

If an outsider lik" a waichden Of reporierever knows the reai initiai! cmmier number, he or 
shs can work from that poirll forward a!1d kGsp an eye Oi~ the m~mb8J, beGause thE! school 
inevitablyanno·unces evmy inilial schofarsl1ip it a.wards, Sam .. wfth most early depa.nutes, 
which are te8ked, anrlOuncoo, or cal'l be inferroo by comparing one roster to a previous 

ThiS:S why the reSistance to mieasiFlg schoilmship numbers, ·especia.lly l<siog FERPA as a 
,iaslHicabon,. seems so ha'a lD swaller"... Schools give Ihe publi'G enough information about 
indivldu8l players to get them irl thll! ballpark for the team. An anonymolJs .cour1l would have 
flO more privacy impl~calions lhat Moollndng NU signoos, and 'tj()ufd dispel any daubt 
about the school's scholarship situalkm. It is 110 surprise the assumptiOl1 then is thai sd1'~Dls 
have s·omelhirlg to hide in that overall cO<Jnt 

Aside fmm satislytng om morbid curiosity, what weuld releastng scho,arship numbers do fOJ 

athletes? Mostlyi! wauld maka the timil'1g of roster m.anagement movas more favorabl·e to 
the athist!>.lmaginll! a sCll!oario 'NhHrs a Sc:hODi was obligsd to rsl£!asEl its schalarshp 
nl~mh.~:c-~ ::lii'":r-.nminn h"'l- th~ fnlkltNiru"l $:.1.r.h.p,dl1~~' 



• S~ptemb~L Overall and !oltial OOllFltm-s f(H the ourrent yeOlr 

• January: Overall and initial counters forthe CUfrent and forowing year 

• M'arch: Overall and in!tial cmmlers ior lhe folkrwing year 

That tells you how nlH!))' spare schdl'ifshipe the school has when the seallOrl stoilis, the 
impact of mldye.ar emollees on the numbers, ilnd ultimakly wheth·er a schOOl is oversignea 
aftef the bulk of the regular signings are Gumpleted. 

8ecause the locus of rooter management ctitiGism is on schools who are oversllgned 
follcwing the regular signil'lg period, ,schools ,,/Quid he moli'I'aled to clear as much sJlace as 

possible prior to signing day, ~dl&ally prior to JaF1uary enrollment. This R>(pands the range oj 
opkms lor a. studenH'Ilhlete whose scholar.ship is in jeopardy. They cal'liook to transfer 
before sl:g~ing day, imsteed nf being forc.,d to choose bl&iweeF1 losing the~r scholarship and 

endlrlg their kolball career for medical masClrlS, 

That does no! am;wm thf! mal debeJf! ~n rosIer m;;nag<oment: to what ofolgm8 an athlete's 

athleUc ability should d:date hnw ;Iong a schoof supports his eO\Joahon, But i1 provides. ,a 
much bettet environment for that dehate to take pl",w,lf coaches continue to resist 
prcwiding mC!1-einformatktl1, they risk that en~irommmt tLim~F1g completely ag,1linst them, And 

if that happens, helphg peaple understand their scholarship numbers will seem like a tiny 
price 10 have pakt 

John il1mnle is !he founder/miltor of !he Bylaw Blog, This article has been reprinted on Clips 

with the author '5 permission. John infrmte is not related to IIw Clips Editar, 

SEC coach opines on over-signing rules 

MictiaEil Carvell, Al1anta Jaumal~Cons.tit1Jtion, 3·2&'13 

When asked if the SEC's n~w ovsr-sigfling rules wm~ working, Vand~('bH football DOOleh 

Jam!!!! Fra'n;~lin w,"nt fn a diff<!mnl dkl;!ction with his ans .... 'Uf. 

Twc years ago, the SEC MoPIM "roster management" rules to address the ,xmlwversral 
issue of over-signing, which i3lhe practkls of signhg more recruits than there are 
scho;larshlp Sp'J!S availa~Y!O?, As~art of !he legislation, SEC schools haw a 25·man 'salt 
C1Jf}" limit or. signees pet Glalls 

"I think iI's reatly hard for pe,ople on the Qutside to talk aoout," Fm.nklirl said, 'I thinK. it 

i;~teresting to hear what people are saying ahollt this cr that school that signM over, loon'! 
understand how anybody knows th.a1. FeT example, we h.ad a young mal1, Wamm Norman, 
Who recently had a pmss conference anti de(;;:d,ed 10 forgo his slxli'or year aM give up 

football. Medically, he jusl can't do I! a~ymOfe, 

'We II , ",-e've knownlhat for months but we hadn'J made that announcement unlii after being 
able \0 til;k with Warren ana his family', So my PO!!1t is, I dan't know hmli ilflybody'would be 

able to knQl.'1 adLl<llly who ',o,<as on (he mster and who isn't based on sch(:li'arships, You ,wdd 
make a gUMs,estim,ate, but only the poop~e ~r1Skle the program and tMt ooa,~h~nows 
exactly how many people .am retuming on soholarship, and what guys are available. 

"l obviously think w~th the numbers thaI people am stgning, sometime» you look at aFld say 
'How is Ihat posslb;;e'i' And you fina 'outthatthsy 'fiBre able to bring 100,' 15 guys if:] at 
midyear with (eady h;lgh school gradllation), ot guys are leavirlg early for the NFL or 

whatever it is, 

"The most imp,~rtant thing is that yo,u're ma.king decisfons that are in the best interests of 

the stud"mt-alh;ete, flTSt uf all. And second of all, lflthe bm;t interests of the SEC Olod y'IJLIr 

spedfic ;institutiol1. But it's gal 10 be in that order. You've g'ot to be ma~h!l decisiOn!; !hal ace 
in the best imerosts ·of the kids. As fong as those Jhings are happening, and we're making 
deGisii:ms as OJ, conferenGs t'1at llre golng 10 keep us competJt!ve, then I'm fine with it." 

Frankin may have boon bothemd a little bit by Vanderbilt appearing as ol1e of the natfon's 
top five schools on i1Jst month's "Over-signing )ml'.,:(' by caSSportsocom's Malt Hinton, It 
was based on wloffidal esbmates 011 av.a;llabie wllege rosters as of Feb, ~ 9, Alabama led 

the nation with 95 k;ds on scholarship (sirlDS changed after dism.issals, etc,), fdllcwed by 
'Nashirlgton (91), Vir,linia (90), Vanderbilt (8:9) and Oregon St<1te (88), Franklin had seen 
the aruGle, 



"I just think you have to he careful," he said. "Last year at Vanderbiil, we were five 
m::ho,larshiP'S .. mder. 'Ne had ao guys on s!;h'J'!arships .. , arld we gave some aW'ElY because 
we w'ere five urder. We co'uid've SigMd five more on signing day oociliise lNe don't usually 

really fo1fow that practice, It's ham for other pe·ople to kno'N that - Ihat a guy has left school, 
that a guy has transferred, 

"People lypkally dor{t know lmtispring ball "Iarts, and who'" oul ilt practice <md who's O~ 
YOI,r rosIer. [veri ths,n, them's some tl1i11go5 - ma>,ibe a glly is flot on the field, or maybe a 
guy has been slJsper1dad, it's really hard fot people to speculate. I think you havslolJe 
careful People get upset a01d c')FlcO!mfo!d t,ut th",Y r!;lally don't have the irotmmation. 

"The SEC does a tramendous job of goveming our conference and the ,coaches, and al! ihe 
lInlv';!mities that fall l/'i!!hi!1 it. I'm very, vmy comfortab'!1& thai they am making !he best 
decisions for our conference erld the game as a wh·tli(l,' 
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academic certification staff has provided some information 
rtaining to: 

1. Preliminary certification season and early academic 
qualifiers; and 

2. Tips and reminders for International prospective student
athletes. 

has received requests to reconsider initial-eligibility waiver 
EVV) decisions based on academic performance in the initial 

of full-time collegiate enrollment. Please note that pursuant 
lEW directive, coursework completed after initial full-time 

:::ollei;;lIat:e enrollment is not considered as part of the lEW 

I 

Thus, staff will not reconsider lEW decisions based on 
mic performance following initial full-time collegiate 

If a prospective-student athlete was on your 2012/13 I RL 
cycle and helshe deferred enrollment to 2013/14, remove 
the prospective student-athlete from the 2012/13 IRL cycle 
and add him/her to the 2013/14 IRL cycle. This well help 
the amateurism staff prioritize their case reviews. 

2. When looking at a prospective student-athlete's 
certification, if there is a decision for only one division and 
a decision is needed for both, please contact the NCAA 
Eligibility Center to inform it that the prospective student
athlete is on Divisions I and IllRLs and requires a 
ce rtificatio n fo r both. 



• is a new feature of this newsletter and is geared 
increasing the visibility and awareness of NCAA 

Center resources, which are located on the Member 
i Portal. In the coming months, "Tool Tips" will also 

ghlight other types of resourceful information the NCAA 
igibility Center provides to member institutions, high schools, 
rents and student-athletes. ==== 

Click here to subscribe. 

you would like to unsubscribe, please click the 'click here to be 
from this list' link in the footer of r email. 
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is the time of year that you may have late additions to 
nstitutional Request Lists (IRLs) and prospective student-

who are late registrants. Please allow for one day after 
prospective student-athlete has been added to the IRL or 

-n'"YIr,IQ1·.,ri his/her amateurism questions before contacting the 
rism certification staff. If the prospective student-athlete 

s competition that day, contact the NCAA Eligibility Center 
mer service staff with an urgent competition request. Due 
amount of time a review may take, the amateurism 

c:""tifi(c::lt,inn staff cannot guarantee a decision by the time of 

NCAA Eligibility Center understands how important it is for 
gh schools to be informed of the academic rule changes. As 
rt of the NCAA Eligibility Center's continuing outreach, letters 

been sent to the high school principals, school counselors 
athletics directors of every high school that has had at least 
prospective student-athlete register with the NCAA 

igibility Center in the last five years. 
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a prospective student-athlete registers with the NCAA 
igibility Center, the following notifications are provided to the 



prclsp·ectlve student-athlete as required per NCAA Bylaw 13.3: 

1. Admission and graduation data; 
2. Banned drug list and information about nutritional 

supplements; 
3. Notification of initial-eligibility standards; and 
4. Notification of organized-competition legislation (Division 

II). 

Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center will be pre
and available in video format in late September. The 

Eligibility Center staff will provide you with reminders for 
prospective student-athletes enrolling 2013-14 and some 
tips for the upcoming winterlspring season. There will be a 

IVE Q&A session Tuesday, September 25 at 4 p.m. 
time. This will be a chance for member institutions to 

in and ask any questions they have after viewing the pre
,.,("',nr"l.,rl Chalk Talk presentation. The links for the pre-recorded 

ntation and the Q&A session will be available on the 
Institution Portal the week of September 17. 
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Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
3/4/20143:30 PM 
3/4/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

FACMeeling 
4/8/20143:30 PM 
4/8/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

FACMeeling 
4/8/20143:30 PM 
4/8/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

FACMeeling 
4/8/20143:30 PM 
4/8/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

FACMeeling 
4/8/20143:30 PM 
4/8/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
4/8/20143:30 PM 
4/8/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FAC 1/2 Day Retreat (tentative) 
5/13/201412:00 AM 
5/14/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 11:46:24 PM 

Video: Winter storm wallops the Midwest 

Ig~~""lchiCagO is bracing for eight inches of snow, and airports around the region are experiencing massive 
delays. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/20/2012 11:48:30 PM 

Video: Reno fire: Thousands remain evacuated 

Ig~~""IMore than two dozen homes burned in the blaze before firefighters brought it under control. NBC's 
Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 12:00:01 AM 

Video: Underwater robots monitor Costa Concordia 

Ig~~""IDivers had to stay out of the water, at risk of getting injured by the beached ship. NBC's Michelle Kosinski 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 12:12:22 AM 

Stephen Hawking's cosmic curios explained 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The cosmic curios of the world's best-known physicist go on display at a 

science museum, chronicling the amazing 70 years of Stephen Hawking's life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 12:25:35 AM 

Syria's capital delivers show of support for Assad 

Ig~~""lpart concert, part celebration, but all for Syrian President Bashar ai-Assad: That's what it was like 

attending a pro-government rally Friday in Damascus. A strong contrast to protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 12:33:04 AM 

Tuskegee Airmen movie "Red Tails" a hard sell in Hollywood 

Ig~~"'l'NightIY News" spoke with "Red Tails" director Anthony Hemingway about the difficulty in selling an 

expensive movie with an all black cast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 1:48:42 AM 

Man admits dumping fireplace ash sparking Reno-area blaze 

Firefighters worked early Friday to hold the line on a fast-moving brush fire that tore through the Reno area, destroying 

more than 20 homes and forcing thousands of residents to flee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20122:32:11 AM 

Reality-TV winner just might go into space 

r-I~Cience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Reality-TV impresario Simon Cowell says the winner of "Britain's Got 
alent" could go into outer space on Virgin Galactic's SpaceShipTwo rocket plane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 3:25:54 AM 

Hollywood body parts identified as retiree 

Authorities have identified the man whose head, hands and feet were found in the Hollywood Hills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 3:52:43 AM 

Is some poor little planet getting blasted? 

Ig~~""lscientists suspect that an alien sun is slowly blasting one of its planets to pieces. Find out about the 
"super-Mercury" and more in this week's installment of the Weekly Space Hangout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:08:57 AM 

Gingrich, Romney heading for Ham House showdown 

The folks at Tommy's Country Ham House in Greenville are expecting a record crowd Saturday morning, and the mob's 

not coming for the grits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:34:03 AM 

Life goes on for Iranians 

Ig~~""IAS international tension with Iran mounts over sanctions creating a chokehold on the oil-rich nation's 

economy, life goes on for Iranians. U.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:49:02 AM 

Djokovic nearly flawless in Aussie Open win 

Ig~~""INovak Djokovic gave Nicolas Mahut a birthday he won't forget in a hurry, routing the Frenchman 6-0, 6-1, 
6-1 on Saturday to advance to the fourth round of the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:51:45 AM 

'Superman' dominates as Magic beat lakers 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard scored 21 points and grabbed 23 rebounds to lead the Orlando Magic to a 92-80 victory 

over Kobe Bryant, Andrew Bynum and the struggling Los Angeles Lakers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20127:12:28 AM 

Love's 3 at buzzer lifts T-wolves over Clippers 

Ig~~""IKevin Love hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer after Ricky Rubio's tying 3 with 20 seconds to play, lifting the 

Minnesota Timberwolves to a pulsating 101-98 victory over the Los Angeles Clippers on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20128:46:00 AM 

Taliban: We recruited French troops' killer 

The Afghan Taliban said on Saturday they had recruited an Afghan soldier who shot dead four French soldiers in the 

country's east a day earlier, prompting France to threaten an early pullout from the NATO-led war. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 10:30:41 AM 

Divers resume desperate search as Costa stabilizes 

Divers resumed the search of the wreckage of the capsized Costa Concordia Saturday after data indicated the cruise ship 

had stabilized in the sea off Tuscany. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 10:55:52 AM 

Beijing caves to public, releases pollution data 

Ig~~""lcaVing to public pressure, Beijing environmental authorities started releasing more detailed air quality 

data Saturday that may better reflect how bad the Chinese capital's air pollution is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 12:43:16 PM 

Attempt to return from exile is thwarted midair 

The spokesman for Madagascar's toppled president said the leader's attempt to end his exile in South Africa was 

thwarted in the air when his plane was forced to turn back after authorities on the Indian Ocean island closed their 

airspace to prevent his return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 1:16:27 PM 

Cougars extinct in East? No, say those who spot them 

Ig~~""lcougar sightings persist in the East nearly a year after the big predators were declared extinct in the 

region, a determination that some don't believe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 1:45:38 PM 

Yemen grants Saleh immunity to try to end crisis 

Ig~~""IYemenls parliament approved a law on Saturday granting outgoing President Ali Abdullah Saleh immunity 

from prosecution, part of a deal for him to formally step down after nearly a year of unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20122:15:28 PM 

Eating out tonight? Choose these skinnier options 

Ig~~""IFor most people, eating out is a normal part of their weekend routine, and you don't have to avoid 
restaurants just because you're watching your weight. Click for more and to join Joy Bauer's 25,000 

pound Weight-loss Challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 2:26:35 PM 

Woman's body found on Italy cruise ship 

Italian Coast Guard divers on Saturday found a woman's body in a corridor of a submerged section of the capsized Costa 

Concordia, raising to at least 12 the number of dead in the cruise liner accident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 2:30:01 PM 

Police: American kidnapped by gunmen in Somalia 

Gunmen kidnapped an American man in the northern Somali town of Galkayo on Saturday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20123:37:13 PM 

Serena, Sharapova advance at Aussie Open 

Ig~~""lserena Williams was so dominant in her 6-1,6-1 third-round win over Greta Arn at the Australian Open 
that there's probably only one shot she'll remember more than most. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 3:43:39 PM 

HBT: Carmona outed by mother of real Carmona 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 3:54:08 PM 

Video: Wives are fair game this year 

Ig~~""~he gloves are off in South Carolina, where the Republican candidates for presidents and their surrogates 

are engaged in an unusually personal campaign of words where even their opponents' wives and former 
mistresses are fair game. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 3:57:04 PM 

More than 140 killed in Nigeria attacks 

Ig~~""lcoordinated attacks claimed by a radicallslamist sect left at least 143 people dead in Nigeria's second

largest city, a hospital official said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:01:34 PM 

America's healthiest cities to visit 

Ig~~""IExcellent hotels are making it easier for guests to stop feeling like tourists and explore outdoor 

attractions like locals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20124:24:22 PM 

Video: Voters getting buried by negative political advertising 

Ig~~""lsome voters admit that the onslaught of negative campaign ads are making their decision a bit harder. 
NBC's Ron Matt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20125:07:23 PM 

Girl swallowed by crocodile as father watches 

A lO-year-old girl was swallowed by a crocodile as her father watched helplessly, Indonesian officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20125:13:43 PM 

Dempsey gets 1st American EPL hat trick 

Ig~~""lclint Dempsey became the first American to score a hat trick in England's Premier League, helping Fulham 
rally from a halftime deficit to rout Newcastle 5-2 Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 5:28:53 PM 

Obama to talk economy in State of the Union 

President Barack Obama says his State of the Union address on Tuesday will offer an economic blueprint that will "work 

for everyone, not just a wealthy few." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 5:34:49 PM 

Is Heidi Klum about to divorce Seal? 

Ig~~""llf it's true, the news will come as a shock to fans of the supermodel and her singer husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 5:54:35 PM 

SC GOP primary races to dramatic close 

Ig~~""IRepublicans Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich are not ceding one inch of South Carolina as the 
unpredictable campaign for the South's first presidential primary concludes - and certainly not Tommy's 

Ham House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20126:56:02 PM 

Britain OKs TV ads for abortion clinics 

Britain's broadcast advertising body has given the go-ahead for private abortion clinics to advertise their services on 

television, angering those who say that the move desensitizes the public to the practice. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20127:03:12 PM 

22 show horses killed in fast-moving NJ barn fire 

Authorities say a fast-moving fire destroyed a barn, killing 22 show horses owned by a noted New Jersey equestrian 

family and worth tens of thousands of dollars each. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 7:26:06 PM 

Vending machine based on the barter economy 

Ig~~""INormal vending machines are so ... boring. You put money in, candy comes out. But a new project aims to 

reconsider what a vending machine is and how we exchange good and services. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 7:58:50 PM 

Video: Romney, Super PAC spends $7.3 million in Florida ads 

Ig~~""IRep. John Mica, R-Fla., explains why the Sunshine State is a key primary for the GOP 

candidates. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 8:39:04 PM 

Man marries corpse, posts to YouTube 

Ig~~""IHopeless romantic or macabre publicity hound? A Thai man's decision to marry his dead girlfriend and 

post photos and video of the event to Facebook and YouTube is drawing mixed public reaction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 8:50:43 PM 

Fast-moving snowstorm hits Northeast 

A weekend storm blanketed the Northeast with a few inches of snow Saturday, creating slippery conditions and some 

delays at airports, though the storm was expected to move out to sea overnight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 8:57:54 PM 

Anticipated Ham House showdown never sizzled 

First Read: The much anticipated crossing of paths for Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich turned out to be a near miss with 

Romney arriving at the restaurant early and leaving before Gingrich arrived. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/20129:16:16 PM 

Reno fire that claimed 29 homes is contained 

Ig~~""IRain and snow helped firefighters surround a brush fire that destroyed 29 homes and forced thousands 

to flee near Reno, leading officials to declare the blaze contained early Saturday and lift all remaining 
evacuations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 10:02:32 PM 

Solar weather sparks stunning sky sights 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Forecasters say a blast from the sun should strike a glancing blow to 

Earth's magnetic field, starting Sunday, and create a mild geomagnetic storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 10:05:40 PM 

Girl sailor completes solo trip around the world 

Ig~~""ILaura Dekker set a steady foot aboard a dock in St. Maarten on Saturday, ending a yearlong voyage 

aboard a sailboat named "Guppy" that apparently made her the youngest person ever to sail alone 
around the globe, though her trip was interrupted at several points. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:01:25 PM 

Video: New Yorkers 'happy' to see snow 

Ig~~""IMany New York residents voice their approval as the Big Apple is hit with a snow storm. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:22:27 PM 

3 die in fire at students' off-campus housing 

An early-morning fire at a house near Marist College Saturday has left three dead and four others with smoke inhalation, 

authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:24:30 PM 

eFT: Paterno reportedly 'gravely ill'; family summoned 

Ig~~""ICFT: Reports coming out of State College on Saturday paint a decidedly grim picture of 85-year-old Joe 
Paterno's health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:40:33 PM 

Video: Election day theater in the South 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich and Mitt Romney battled nearly toe-to-toe for last-minute votes in the first-in-the-South 

primary. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:52:54 PM 

Video: States battle snowstorms, frigid temperatures 

Ig~~""IAfter a mild start to winter, much of the country is now covered in ice and snow and is dealing with 

plunging temperatures. NBC's Michelle Franzen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/21/2012 11:54:40 PM 

Florida State stuns No.4 Duke at the buzzer 

Ig~~""IMiChael Snaer made a three-point shot at the buzzer as Florida State upset No.4 Duke 76-73 and hand 

the Blue Devils a rare loss at Cameron Indoor Stadium on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 12:00:31 AM 

Gingrich wins South Carolina GOP primary 

NBC News projects that Newt Gingrich has won the South Carolina Republican primary, capping off a remarkable 

comeback for his presidential bid that reshapes the trajectory of the battle for the GOP nomination. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 12:21:15 AM 

Video: MSNBC analysis: 'Battle lines move to the right' 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Rachel Maddow is joined by Hardball's Chris Matthews to discuss how Newt Gingrich's victory 

will impact the GOP race and the Obama reelection campaign. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 1:22:34 AM 

Video: Romney: 'This election is a battle for the soul of America' 

Ig~~""IAfter finishing second in the South Carolina primary, Mitt Romney says the race is "getting even more 
interesting," and tells the crowd, "there is so much worth fighting." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 1:25:51 AM 

Conservatives, evangelical Christians rebuff Romney 

Mitt Romney, who just a few days ago seemed poised to win South Carolina, failed to appeal to conservative, lower

income, and evangelical Christian voters in the state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 1:49:33 AM 

Report: Japan withheld scary nuclear scenario 

The Japanese government kept secret a worst-case scenario report predicting a massive release of radioactive materials 

for a year at the Fukushima power plant, Kyodo reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 1:59:02 AM 

Notre Dame stuns No.1 Syracuse 

Ig~~""~ack Cooley scored 17 points and grabbed 10 rebounds Saturday night as Notre Dame upset No.1 
Syracuse 67-58 and handed the Orange their first loss after 20 straight victories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 2:39:07 AM 

Texas family survives ocean plane crash 

A tropical adventure turned into a terrifying fight for survival for a vacationing Texas family when their plane crashed 

into the ocean. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:07:41 AM 

eFT: Paterno reportedly 'gravely ill'; family summoned 

Ig~~""ICFT: Reports coming out of State College on Saturday paint a decidedly grim picture of 85-year-old Joe 
Paterno's health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20123:08:12 AM 

Video: Gingrich: 'I articulate the deepest-felt values of the American people' 

Ig~~""IAmidst cheers of "Newt can win," Newt Gingrich calls the s.c. race "humbling" and "sobering" to see so 

many supporters rally behind his political message. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20124:26:33 AM 

Santorum "glitter-bombed" at South Carolina Republican primary 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20125:49:45 AM 

Police: Dad threatened to shock girl inside cage 

A man is accused of punishing his 12-year-old daughter by binding her hands and feet with duct tape and sticking her in 

a dog cage, then threatening to electrify the crate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 6:01:55 AM 

Early voting opens statewide in Florida 

While voters in South Carolina turned out for the GOP primary there, another contest was just getting started to the 

south. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20127:14:43 AM 

Paterno reportedly 'gravely ill'; family summoned 

Ig~~""~oe Paterno's doctors said Saturday that the former Penn State coach's condition had become "serious," 

following complications from lung cancer in recent days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 8:26:08 AM 

Clijsters pulls off dramatic Aussie comeback 

Ig~~""IDown four match points and hobbling with an ankle injury, defending champion Kim Clijsters somehow 
rallied for a dramatic 4-6, 7-6 (6), 6-4 win over Li Na at the Australian Open on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 9:48:28 AM 

NYT: Santorum, optimistic, plans effort nationwide 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/201211:04:18 AM 

Iraq becoming 'police state,' rights group says 

Iraq's Shiite-led government has cracked down harshly on dissent, turning the country into a "budding police state", an 

international rights group said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 11:42:52 AM 

Officials: US killed British insurgent in Somalia 

A U.S. drone strike killed a British al-Qaida commander fighting alongside insurgents in Somalia, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 12:16:17 PM 

Nigeria's deadliest terror attack kills at least 178 

Ig~~""~he death toll from co-ordinated gun and bomb attacks in northern Nigeria has risen to at least 178, a 

doctor in its main hospital said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 1:06:56 PM 

Officials: US drone strike killed Somali insurgent 

A U.S. drone strike killed an al-Qaida official of Lebanese origin fighting alongside insurgents in Somalia, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20122:03:17 PM 

Libya could fall into 'bottomless pit', leader warns 

Mustafa Abdel Jalil, the head of Libya's ruling National Transitional Council (NTC), warned on Sunday the country could 

be heading towards a "bottomless pit" after protesters stormed a government office in Benghazi when he was inside. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20122:24:19 PM 

Drought returns to Sahel, bringing hunger 

For the third time in the past decade, drought has returned to the arid, western shoulder of Africa, bringing hunger to 

millions. Aid agencies are warning that if action is not taken now, the region known as the Sahel could slip into crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 2:30:01 PM 

eFT: Family reportedly weighing taking Paterno off ventilator 

Ig~~""ICFT: Joe Paterno is gravely ill, and his family is reportedly considering taking him off a ventilator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 2:34:44 PM 

Flash floods feared after Reno wildfire 

Ig~~""~he wildfire that destroyed 29 homes near Reno is contained. Thousands of evacuees are back home. 

And the family of the woman found dead says there's no point in prosecuting the remorseful man who 
accidentally started it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 2:48:36 PM 

Video: Gingrich: There's 'real pain' among the electorate 

Ig~~""~he morning after his victory in South Carolina, GOP presidential candidate Newt Gingrich tells David 
Gregory his win speaks to a "level of anger" among Republican voters. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:00:39 PM 

Video: Casey Anthony living in church? 

Ig~~""~he pastor of a Florida church refuses to confirm or deny reports that a Florida mother acquitted of killing 
her 2-year-old daughter is getting refuge in his church while she serves out probation for lying to police 

during their investigation of Caylee Anthony's death. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:01:29 PM 

Video: Prince William to join Kate on vacation 

Ig~~""IDuchess Catherine of Cambridge, who was known as Kate Middleton until her marriage to Prince William 

last April, is being joined by her husband in the Caribbean for a bit of rest and relaxation. But as NBC's 
Annabelle Roberts reports, the royal couple will be apart for six weeks when the prince's military unit heads to 
the Falkland Islands for training. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20123:02:16 PM 

Video: Girl's basketball squad is 146-0 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Jenna Wolfe speaks with members of a grammar school basketball team that has gone 

undefeated in 146 consecutive games spanning four seasons. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:35:01 PM 

Video: Gregory to Christie: Is character an issue for Gingrich? 

Ig~~""~he morning after a New Gingrich victory in South Carolina, the New Jersey governor and Romney 
booster tells "Meet the Press that the former speaker's record doesn't "stack up." (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:38:53 PM 

First Thoughts: What we learned from Gingrich's 12-point victory 

The day after a Gingrich win in South Carolina, two things are cemented: Romney hasn't yet closed the deal with 

conservative voters and this contest can still change in the blink of an eye. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20123:52:14 PM 

Paterno loses battle with lung cancer 

Ig~~""~oe Paterno, the longtime Penn State coach who won more games than anyone in major college football 

but was fired amid a child sex abuse scandal that scarred his reputation for winning with integrity, died 
Sunday. He was 85. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20123:54:13 PM 

Cruise ship captain: I was told to perform fatal maneuver 

Ig~~""~he operators of the Costa Concordia faced questions over their share of the blame for the shipwreck, as 

divers recovered another body from the stricken liner Sunday, bringing the known death toll to 13. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20123:54:13 PM 

Second body found aboard capsized cruise ship 

Ig~~""IDivers pulled out a woman's body from the capsized Costa Concordia on Sunday, raising to 13 the 

number of people dead in the Jan. 13 accident. Meanwhile, a top rescue official said unregistered 
passengers might have been aboard the stricken cruise liner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 3:54:55 PM 

Video: Paterno passes away at 85 

Ig~~""ILegendary former Penn State football coach Joe Paterno has died from complications related to lung 
cancer. NBC's Brian Mooar takes a look at the life of a sports icon. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20124:01:52 PM 

Cities where real estate is ripe for a rebound 

Ig~~""~he housing market is complicated on a national level, but zoom in and it's possible to identify cities that 

have not only reached a bottom, but are beginning to recover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20124:06:11 PM 

The top 10 employers of Gen Y workers 

Ig~~""IBY 2025, Gen Y is expected to comprise 75 percent of the total workforce, yet currently just 7 percent 

work for America's largest companies, according to one study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20124:27:17 PM 

Fed, earnings top Wall Street agenda this week 

Stocks rising, bulls rampant are motifs you might pick if designing a coat of arms for Wall Street at the moment. But the 

motto should read: Caveat emptor. Yes, buyer beware. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20124:48:24 PM 

Video: Penn State community mourns death of Paterno 

Ig~~""IMembers of the Penn State community gather around a statue of former football coach Joe Paterno in 

State College, Penn. NBC's Micelle Franzen reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20125:15:06 PM 

Mystery surrounds Air Force's secretive X-37B 

Ig~~""~he United States Air Force's secretive X-37B space plane has been circling Earth for more than 10 

months, and there's no telling when it might come down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 5:35:56 PM 

Digital lockers a growing piracy concern 

Digital storage services like Megaupload, which was accused of criminal copyright violations on Thursday, playa small 

but growing role in a broader piracy problem that continues to evolve and dog the entertainment industry. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 5:44:30 PM 

Rights group criticizes West on 'Arab exception' 

Ig~~""lpoPular uprisings sweeping the Arab world exposed biases by Western governments that supported Arab 

autocratic rulers, Human Rights Watch said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 6:25:38 PM 

5 diabetes-friendly swaps Paula Deen should try 

Ig~~""IBY now you've probably heard Paula Deen, 64, has type-2 diabetes. While diabetics in the past may have 
thought they were doomed to a life of deprivation, we now know that's just not the case - you just have 

to be smart about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20126:31:46 PM 

Video: Onlookers help family after sea plane crashes 

Ig~~""lvideo captures a Texas family being assisted by onlookers immediately after their sea plane crashes. (NBC 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 6:32:38 PM 

NYT: Why Apple won't make iPhones in the US 

Ig~~""~he New York Times: It isn't just labor is cheaper abroad. Apple's executives believe the vast scale of 

overseas factories as well as the flexibility, and skills of foreign workers have outpaced Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 6:52:44 PM 

China reports second bird flu death in a month 

China on Sunday reported its second bird flu fatality in a month following deaths last week in Vietnam and Cambodia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 7:03:55 PM 

Best Bets: Stephanie Plum hits big screen 

Ig~~""IBeloved book character jumps to movie screen in "One For the Money." Also this week: "The Grey"; "Real 
Steel" on DVD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20127:14:24 PM 

Giffords says she's resigning from Congress 

Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords announced Sunday that she'll be stepping down this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 8:44:35 PM 

Red-hot Malkin powers Pens past Caps in aT 

Ig~~""IEVgeni Malkin pounded home a rebound 1:31 into overtime to lift the streaking Pittsburgh Penguins to a 
4-3 victory over the Washington Capitals on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/20129:11:00 PM 

Video: Giffords announces resignation from Congress 

Ig~~""lln a video announcement posted on her official website Rep. Gabrielle Giffords indicates that she will 
resign from Congress. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 9:54:42 PM 

Evicted woman, 101, can't go home as promised 

Ig~~""[he federal government now says a 101-year-old Detroit woman it promised could move back into her 
foreclosed home four months ago can't return because the building's unsanitary and unsafe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 10:31:42 PM 

CSN: Look at the big picture with late Paterno 

Ig~~""ICSN: Yes, Joe Paterno failed in the Jerry Sandusky case. But that shouldn't outweigh everything else he 

did at Penn State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 10:58:03 PM 

US aircraft carrier enters Gulf without incident 

A U.S. aircraft carrier sailed through the Strait of Hormuz and into the Gulf without incident on Sunday, a day after Iran 

backed away from an earlier threat to take action. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 11:11:51 PM 

Patriots prevail vs. Ravens, gain 7th Super Bowl 

Ig~~""~he Patriots beat the stunned Ravens 23-20 in the AFC championship game Sunday after Baltimore's Billy 
Cundiff missed a 32-yard field goal attempt with 11 seconds remaining that would have tied the score. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/22/2012 11:49:18 PM 

Video: What's next for the GOP race? 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich's win in South Carolina has upended Mitt Romney's position as the presumed Republican 
front-runner. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:06:06 AM 

Arab league: Syria must hold elections 

Ig~~""IArab foreign ministers agreed that Syria's President Bashar Assad should delegate power to a deputy and 

set up a unity government as a prelude to early parliamentary and presidential elections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:32:03 AM 

NYT: Romney fan is private equity poster boy 

Ig~~""INew York Times: Today, many of these private kingdoms rival the nation's mightiest public companies. In 

all, the private equity industry oversees $3 trillion in global assets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:56:56 AM 

New state, new strategy as Romney comes out swinging 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:34:32 AM 

Steven Tyler criticized for football anthem 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:37:29 AM 

'Amazing' win over 4gers earns Giants title trip 

Ig~~""ILawrence Tynes kicked a winning 31-yard field goal in sudden-death overtime and New York beat the San 
Francisco 4gers 20-17 in the NFC championship game Sunday night to reach its second Super Bowl in five 

seasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20125:16:25 AM 

US warship sails into Persian Gulf amid Iran tension 

US Navy officials report the aircraft carrier Abraham Lincoln and its battle group steamed through the Strait of Hormuz 

into the Persian Gulf Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 5:36:59 AM 

Klum and Seal: 'We have decided to separate' 

Ig~~"'l'we have had the deepest respect for one another throughout our relationship and continue to love 

each other very much, but we have grown apart," the pair said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 5:54:46 AM 

Serena Williams bounced from Australian Open 

Ig~~""IFive-time champion Serena Williams is out of the Australian Open in a shocking upset, beaten Monday by 
unseeded Ekaterina Makarova of Russia 6-2, 6-3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:23:25 AM 

Tornadoes strike Arkansas as storms menace south 

Twisters downed trees and powerlines in Arkansas leaving thousands without power late Sunday, as forecasters warned 

that tornadoes and heavy storms could mete out damage to several southeast states into Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:26:35 AM 

Late-night 'Idol' guest? Jim Carrey's daughter 

Ig~~""~he highlight of the night was Jane Carrey, if for no other reason than it made Jennifer Lopez feel old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 7:49:02 AM 

Syria rejects peace plan, brands it a 'conspiracy' 

Syria rejected on Monday a request by Arab League foreign ministers that President Bashar Assad hand over power to a 

deputy and set up a new unity government. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20128:41:13 AM 

Masked men kill 8 mourners at Mexico funeral 

Eight men were killed in an attack on a funeral in a rural area of Guerrero, Mexican police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20129:17:57 AM 

Megaupload suspect denies Internet piracy 

The founder of file-sharing website Megaupload was ordered to be held in custody by a New Zealand court Monday, as 

he denied charges of Internet piracy. Two other suspects were arrested in Europe. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:29:50 AM 

Southeast on storm alert after twisters slam Ark. 

A line of "strong to severe storms" that could feature tornadoes pushed through several states early Monday, 

Weather.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:49:29 AM 

N. Korea marks New Year with 'kimjongilia' flowers 

Ig~~""lpYONGYANG, North Korea - Bundled up against the freezing cold, soldiers and children lined up Monday 

at Pyongyang's main plaza to pay their respects again to late leader Kim Jong II. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/201211:17:14 AM 

Interpol faces legal threat over hunt for dissidents 

A landmark lawsuit alleging that dictatorships and other oppressive regimes are using Interpol's alert system to harass or 

detain political dissidents is being planned by rights activists and lawyers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:05:59 PM 

Exclusive peek: B.H. 'Housewives' wedding finale 

Ig~~""~he show has given viewers little glimpses of Pandora's wedding through the season, but we have an 

exclusive clip of the finale event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:12:00 PM 

Tracy Morgan hospitalized at Sundance 

Ig~~""IActor and comedian Tracy Morgan hospitalized on Sunday night in Park City, Utah, where he was 

attending an awards ceremony as part of the Sundance Film Festival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:19:52 PM 

Many houses destroyed as storm hits Ala. 

Many houses were destroyed or damaged in parts of Alabama, officials said Monday, as a line of "strong to severe 

storms" pushed through several states. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:25:50 PM 

Video: Billionaire Buffett wishes a billion people a happy new year 

Ig~~""lchina celebrated its new year with a little help from American billionaire Warren Buffett. Buffett 

appeared on Chinese television playing a ukulele, singing "I've Been Working on the Railroad." (Way Too 
Early) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:34:12 PM 

Rescuers search destroyed homes after Ala. storms 

Firefighters started house-to-house searches in Center Point, Ala., early Monday amid reports that people were trapped 

after storms swept through the area. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:35:51 PM 

It's guys, not ladies, who splurge on lunch 

Ig~~""~he next time you stop in for a morning latte or head out for a restaurant lunch, take a look around - and 
don't be surprised if you see a lot of young men standing in line. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:40:14 PM 

Video: More bodies found aboard capsized ship 

Ig~~""IMore bodies were found aboard the cruise ship that capsized off the coast of Italy, raising the official 
death toll to 15. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:42:18 PM 

Video: Emotions run high after Paterno's death 

Ig~~""~here was an outpouring of emotion on the Penn State campus after the death of legendary football 
coach Joe Paterno, who lost his battle with lung cancer on Sunday in the wake of a child-sex scandal. 

NBC's Ron Allen reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:44:05 PM 

Video: Meet the world's most wanted Web pirate 

Ig~~""IMegaUPIOad founder "Kim Dotcom," the alleged mastermind behind one of the Internet's biggest and 

most lucrative schemes, appeared in a New Zealand court Monday morning as new details emerged 
about his extravagant lifestyle. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:49:17 PM 

EU adopts Iran oil embargo amid 'lockerbie' fear 

The European Union on Monday adopted an oil embargo against Iran over its nuclear program, a day after U.S., British 

and French warships sailed into the Persian Gulf. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 12:58:24 PM 

Cities with the longest way back from recession 

Ig~~""~hese nine regions are projected to recover less than 5 percent of the jobs lost during the recession this 

year. They were hurt by the housing crash and loss of private and public jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 1:07:36 PM 

Video: Plane crash rescue 'reaffirms faith in people' 

Ig~~""IAndY Atkins, who, with his family, miraculously survived a plane crash in the water off the island of Rotan, 
talks exclusively with TODAY's Savannah Guthrie about the experience. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 1:10:00 PM 

Video: Heidi Klum and Seal split: What went wrong? 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Savannah Guthrie and Matt Lauer discuss details of the surprising split between celebrities Heidi 
Klum and Seal after 7 years of marriage. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 1:19:03 PM 

'Headless Body in Topless Bar' killer seeks parole 

The murderer convicted of killing a bar owner, taking four women hostage and forcing one of them to cut off the dead 

bar owner's head during a drug-fueled crime spree three decades ago is seeking parole. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 1:27:28 PM 

4 die in NYC subway incidents in 24 hours 

Four men have died in New York's subway in less than 24 hours. Police say the mishaps - all on Saturday - are 

unrelated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 1:34:09 PM 

Many keep smoking after cancer diagnosis 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a new study in the American Cancer Society journal CANCER, a surprising number of cancer 
patients - including nearly 40 percent of lung cancer patients - continue to smoke after their diagnosis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:04:54 PM 

Where to celebrate the Year of the Dragon 

Ig~~""IBeginning Jan. 23, major Chinese New Year celebrations will be held in Hong Kong, Singapore, Sydney and 

many other cities around the world, including these five u.S. cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:05:52 PM 

Advertised airfares soon will reflect what you pay 

Starting Jan. 26, travelers shopping for air travel will no longer have to read the fine print to find out what their plane 

tickets truly cost. Instead, the first price posted will now include all taxes and mandatory fees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20122:11:33 PM 

Showdown time for Romney and Gingrich 

First Read: On the heels of the South Carolina primary, the stakes couldn't be higher for Monday night's NBC News 

debate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20122:38:15 PM 

YouTube hits 4 billion daily video views 

YouTube, Google Inc's video website, is streaming 4 billion online videos every day, a 25 percent increase in the past 

eight months, according to the company. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20122:40:16 PM 

Which Clooney film will earn an Oscar nod? 

Ig~~""IA shortlist of the Oscar nominations is de rigueur for the day before they are announced. Meryl Streep 
and George Clooney seem like locks, but what about a film like "Bridesmaids"? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:40:28 PM 

Video: 'Throwback' store is 'doorway into the past' 

Ig~~""lln this segment of "Leonard's Look," NBC's Mike Leonard shows a sports shop that does things the old

fashioned way and is a proud staple of its suburban Chicago community. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 2:43:33 PM 

Death toll from cruise ship wreck up to 15 

Ig~~""lltalian officials say two more bodies have been recovered from the capsized Costa Concordia, according 

to the Associated Press, bringing the death toll of the accident to 15. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20122:45:16 PM 

China celebrates new year with Warren Buffett 

Ig~~""IAmerican billionaire Warren Buffett appeared as a special guest on a popular Chinese Lunar New Year 
variety show this weekend -- strumming a ukulele. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:00:31 PM 

Video: Cold or flu? How to tell the difference 

Ig~~""lwhat do you do if you can't figure out whether your child has a cold or the flu? Dr. Roshini Raj describes 
the different systems and offers strategies for preventing both ailments. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:25:53 PM 

Romania fires foreign minister over insults 

Romania's prime minister on Monday fired the foreign minister over insulting remarks he made about anti-government 

protesters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:44:31 PM 

UN rights chief: Charge or release Gitmo detainees 

The United States is still flouting international law at Guantanamo Bay, despite President Barack Obama's election 

pledge to shut the facility, U.N. human rights chief Navi Pillay said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:52:35 PM 

When is it time to fire your child's pediatrician? 

Ig~~""lwhether it's a dismissive bedside manner or an overcrowded waiting room, many reasons motivate 

parents to dump their child's doctor. NBC chief medical editor Dr. Nancy Snyderman says it should 
probably happen more often. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:57:20 PM 

Soldier may not face manslaughter in GI's death 

Ig~~""~he first soldier to face legal proceedings in the death of a Chinese-American GI believed to have 

committed suicide in Afghanistan after allegedly being hazed by his fellow troops may not face the 
toughest charge the Army had sought of involuntary manslaughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 3:58:32 PM 

Supreme Court rules: Warrant needed for GPS tracking 

The Supreme Court says police must get a search warrant before using GPS technology to track criminal suspects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:06:21 PM 

Video: Widow says airline lost husband's ashes 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania widow is on a mission to find her husband's cremated remains after she says his urn 
disappeared from her checked luggage. WCAU-TV's Byron Scott reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:07:48 PM 

Alleged abuser claimed 'ghost' attacked his wife 

A Wisconsin man charged with domestic abuse told police that a "ghost" had attacked his wife and was responsible for 

her injuries, according to a police report discovered by The Smoking Gun. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:12:11 PM 

Sen. Rand Paul has run-in with TSA 

Senator Rand Paul, R-Ky., has reportedly been detained by the Transportation Security Administration at a Nashville 

airport, according to tweets from his press aide and father, Republican presidential candidate Ron Paul. At about 10 a.m. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:14:53 PM 

Megaupload a story of Dotcom boom and bust 

Ig~~""~he man at the center of an Internet copyright scandal no secret of his controversial past as a cyber

raider, hacking into computer networks at NASA, the Pentagon and a major bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20124:48:57 PM 

Mexican moms: We were duped into giving up kids 

Ig~~""IA Mexican mom was allegedly offered $755 - 4 times her monthly income - to allow her baby to be 

used in a photo shoot. The child is now at the center of an illegal adoption scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 5:02:50 PM 

Iran to continue nuke program despite new sanctions 

The European Union on Monday adopted an oil embargo against Iran over its nuclear program, but an Iranian official 

said this would not stop the country "from obtaining its rights." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20125:26:13 PM 

Illinois Sen. Kirk suffers stroke, undergoes surgery 

Illinois Sen. Mark Kirk underwent successful surgery on Monday after having suffered a stroke on Saturday night, his 

office announced Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 5:39:42 PM 

'Princess Bride' remake? Inconceivable! 

Ig~~""~hat article, I do not think it means what you think it means. Twitter and the Internet went a little bit 
crazy Monday with rumors that 1987's beloved "The Princess Bride" was getting a remake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20126:09:14 PM 

Ex-CIA agent charged with leaking info on Gitmo case 

A former CIA officer who said he participated in the interrogation of alleged terrorist Abu Zubaydah was charged 

Monday with disclosing classified information to journalists, the Justice Department announced. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20126:17:34 PM 

Giffords' meeting with fellow survivors in Tucson 

In one of her last acts in office, Rep. Gabrielle Giffords met Monday with other survivors and supporters more than a 

year after gunfire interrupted a spontaneous meet-and-greet with constituents outside a Tucson grocery store. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20126:19:23 PM 

Sun erupts with biggest storm in seven years 

Ig~~""IA powerful solar eruption is expected to blast a stream of charged particles past Earth on Tuesday, as the 

strongest radiation storm since 2005 rages on the sun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:23:44 PM 

Egyptians want new parliament to 'hear our voice' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:32:05 PM 

Gadhafi fighters seize control of libyan town 

Supporters of ousted Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi seized control of the town of Bani Walid on Monday after clashes 

with a militia loyal to the new government in which four people were killed, witnesses told Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:43:53 PM 

GOP race appears headed for prolonged battle 

A race for the GOP presidential nomination that had seemed headed toward a quick conclusion just a week ago now 

seems headed more toward a potentially protracted and expensive competition, thanks to Newt Gingrich's victory in 

Saturday's South Carolina primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:46:50 PM 

Video: Mom with double uterus gives birth to twins 

Ig~~""IA Buffalo, New York woman gives birth after an extremely rare double-uterus pregnancy. WGRl's Dave 
McKinley reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:53:55 PM 

New dad freestyles to the fetal monitor 

Ig~~""IA misfiring fetal monitor prompted five-time dad Charles McDaniel to make up a freestyle rap to 

welcome his new son into the world as his wife, LaQuita, did the hard work. Have you had a funny 
experience during labor and delivery? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 6:54:04 PM 

Chat live with NBC's Andrea Mitchell 

Get your questions ready for NBC News Chief Foreign Affairs Correspondent Andrea Mitchell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20127:07:16 PM 

Priceline killing off William Shatner character 

On Monday, the company will begin airing ads showing the erstwhile Captain Kirk shooing passengers off a bus 

moments before it tumbles off a bridge and explodes in flames. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20127:10:23 PM 

Supreme Court rules on GPS tracking, but punts on larger issues 

Monday's Supreme Court ruling invalidating a conviction based on evidence gained by GPS tracking of a suspect's car 

might seem like a victory for privacy advocatesm but the court left unresolved the underlying issue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20127:19:23 PM 

Kids' brain injuries can cause issues for years 

Ig~~""lsam Napadono suffered a traumatic brain injury during a motocross accident three years ago and 

struggles with memory issues. While it used to be thought kids recovered more easily from such injuries 
since their brains were still developing, a new study shows the deficits can last for years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 7:23:23 PM 

Video: Activists mark anniversary of Roe vs. Wade 

Ig~~""lcecile Richards, president of Planned Parenthood, talks about the ongoing battle over abortion and a 
woman's right to choose. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20127:25:17 PM 

Home buying could soon beat renting 

Ig~~""IFalling home prices have sent many would-be buyers to the sidelines. If all goes well, record low interest 

rates and rising rents may soon prompt some of them to take a second look at buying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 7:55:05 PM 

Meth fills hospitals with burn patients 

Ig~~""IA crude new method of making methamphetamine poses a risk even to Americans who never get 

anywhere near the drug: It is filling hospitals with thousands of uninsured burn patients requiring millions 
of dollars in advanced treatment - a burden so costly that it's contributing to the closure of some burn units. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 8:25:55 PM 

Starbucks to sell beer, wine in select stores 

Starbucks plans to begin selling beer, wine and more upscale food in a small number of cafes in Atlanta and California by 

the end of this year as it looks at expansion beyond coffee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

A former u.s. 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20128:51:19 PM 

Ex-CIA agent charged with leaking classified info on Gitmo case 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 8:57:42 PM 

Auroras spark awe across the north 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: From Scandinavia to Alaska, skywatchers are getting awe-inspiring views 

of the northern lights, thanks to a strong solar storm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20129:11:49 PM 

RIM's new leader raises doubts among investors 

The new leader at Research In Motion on Monday dismissed talk of drastic change at the BlackBerry maker, a 

declaration seized on by impatient investors who say Thorsten Heins has only 12 to 18 months to turn RIM around. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 9:20:47 PM 

A bad friend -- or lousy roomie -- can really make you sick 

Ig~~""IGOSSiP' rumors, cat fights, mean girls: We know bad friendships can hurt feelings -- but new evidence is 

emerging that suggests frenemies can hurt your health, too. A new University of California, Los Angeles, 
study links negative social interaction to increased inflammation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 9:32:27 PM 

Video: Cruise ship survivors: 'We're very glad to be home' 

Ig~~""IHOneymOoners that survived the Costa Concordia cruise ship disaster arrive in Miami. WTVJ's Donna 

Rapado reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 9:56:01 PM 

In Afghanistan, it's dog-fight-dog world 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/20129:56:17 PM 

Democrat's cat slain, 'liberal' scrawled on it 

Police were investigating Monday after a cat belonging to the family of a Democrat's campaign manager was beaten to 

death and the word "liberal" scrawled across its side. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:22:53 PM 

Magic mushrooms point to new depression drugs 

The brains of people tripping on magic mushrooms have given the best picture yet of how psychedelic drugs work and 

British scientists say the findings suggest such drugs could be used to treat depression. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:40:53 PM 

Video: Road becomes slip and slide after snow 

Ig~~""llt was a very slippery slope outside of Rhee Braby's house in Boutiful, Utah. He began shooting the snow 

fall, then focused on drivers sliding down the hill. Police say there were nearly a dozen crashes, but 
fortunately no injuries. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:45:13 PM 

Hundreds of homes ravaged by deadly Ala. storms 

The system that claimed at least 2 lives and injured more than 100 people also spawned at least one twister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 10:59:56 PM 

Reporter's notebook: journey to the Strait of Hormuz 

Ig~~"'l'NightIY News" gains exclusive access to an Iranian city near one of the world's most influential 

waterways. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:41:08 PM 

Video: Mitt Romney's new strategy 

Ig~~""~he candidates square off eight days before the Florida primary. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:43:25 PM 

Video: Newt Gingrich's tax returns raise questions 

Ig~~""IGingrichJs use of a tax-exempt political organization may have been used to cover some personal 

expenses. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:49:23 PM 

Video: Deadly storms in the Southeast 

Ig~~""IAlabama was especially hard-hit, with at least two people killed and 100 injured. Weather Channel 
Meteorologist Eric Fisher reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:52:29 PM 

Video: Tracking suspects via GPS 

Ig~~""lln a unanimous decision the u.s. Supreme Court ruled authorities cannot use a GPS to track a criminal 

suspect without a warrant. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:54:23 PM 

Video: Remembering Joe Paterno 

Ig~~""~he legendary Penn State football coach died of lung cancer Sunday. NBC's Savannah Guthrie 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/23/2012 11:59:01 PM 

PHT: Thomas explains why he skipped White House visit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:06:12 AM 

How books, puzzles may help ward off Alzheimer's 

Doing puzzles and reading books have been linked with a decreased risk of Alzheimer's disease, and a new study may 

explain why - it reduces the accumulation of harmful proteins in the brain. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:21:36 AM 

Life on Venus? Russian scientist's claim proven false 

Ig~~""IA respected Russian scientist claims to have found signs of life on Venus in photographs taken by a Soviet 

probe 30 years ago. However, outside analysis suggests he is breathing life into an assortment of camera 
lens covers and image blurs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:29:18 AM 

Soundgarden vs. Kanye West at music fest? 

Ig~~""lseems the hip-hop star does more than just blog in all caps - he apparently soundchecks extra loud, too, 

and that did not go over well this past weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:34:45 AM 

Gingrich, Romney set for Fla. showdown tonight 

Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney will take their red-hot battle to Republican voters in Florida at a presidential debate 

Monday evening in Tampa Bay. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:52:32 AM 

Woman ordered to give up hard drive password 

In the future, your hard drive may not be your hard drive: A federal judge has ruled that a Colorado woman, charged in a 

mortgage scam case, must turn over the password needed to decrypt her hard drive so that police can view the files on 

it. Ramona Fricosu was given until Feb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:30:20 AM 

Gingrich's Freddie Mac contract leaves questions 

The consulting firm founded by Newt Gingrich on Monday night released a copy of its 2006 contract with Freddie Mac 

showing it was paid $300,000 to provide unspecified "consulting and related services" for the federally sponsored 

housing agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:33:44 AM 

Video: Early look at Super Bowl XLVI 

Ig~~""IMike Florio and Ross Tucker take an early look at the Giants and Patriots in Super Bowl XLVI. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:23:03 AM 

Romney takes it to Gingrich at GOP debate 

Mitt Romney dropped the gloves within minutes of the outset of tonight's Republican presidential debate, assailing main 

rival Newt Gingrich as an unreliable conservative who could embarrass the GOP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:25:58 AM 

Video: Romney and Gingrich battle over records 

Ig~~""~he two GOP front-runners battle over their past in a pivotal NBC News debate. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:46:34 AM 

Video: Romney hits Gingrich on lobbying 

Ig~~""IFormer speaker on the defensive over his role as a paid adviser for Freddie Mac, insurance 
companies. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20123:49:03 AM 

Women feel pain more intensely than men 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDailyWhen a woman falls ill, her pain may be more intense than a man's, a new study 

suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:16:16 AM 

Space station sees the southern lights 

Ig~~""lwelve been talking a lot about the northern lights lately, but here's a must-see view of the southern 

lights, as captured by the crew of the International Space Station on Jan. 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20125:13:35 AM 

Video: Romney, Gingrich square off at Florida debate 

Ig~~""lwatch the full NBC News/National Journal/Tampa Bay Times GOP presidential debate as Newt Gingrich 
and Mitt Romney set a combative ahead of Florida's Jan. 31 primary. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20125:23:47 AM 

Romney reports tax bill of $6.2 million for 2010-11 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential candidate Mitt Romney released tax records on Tuesday indicating he will pay 

$6.2 million in taxes on a total of $42.5 million in income over the years 2010 and 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20126:42:07 AM 

Clijsters advances to Aussie Open semis 

Ig~~""IDefending champion Kim Clijsters has defeated Caroline Wozniacki 6-3, 7-6 (4) in the Australian Open 

quarterfinals, ensuring Wozniacki will lose the No.1 ranking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 7:40:54 AM 

Romney earned $42.5M, will pay $6.2M tax bill 

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney released tax records on Tuesday indicating he will pay $6.2 million in 

taxes on a total of $42.5 million in income over the years 2010 and 2011. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 8:34:59 AM 

Q & A: What Romney's tax returns reveal - and omit 

Mitt Romney has succumbed to pressure to shed light on how he became one of the wealthiest Americans ever to run 

for president. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20129:10:58 AM 

Cops: Smuggler hid drugs in Buddhist prayer wheels 

Police in Nepal have arrested a u.s. man who was allegedly a member of a smuggling ring that sent illegal drugs into the 

United States by concealing them in Buddhist prayer wheels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:44:45 AM 

Secret tapes of JFK's last days released 

President John F. Kennedy's library has released 45 hours of privately recorded meetings and phone calls, providing a 

window into the final months of his life. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:56:37 AM 

'No idea what happened': US man vanishes in Syria 

A 21-year-old Syrian-American has been missing for three weeks after returning to Syria from suburban Detroit, 

according to a family member in Michigan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:01:51 AM 

Deadly bombs explode near Iraq school, pastry shop 

Ig~~""IA wave of car bombings hit the Iraq capital on Tuesday, killing 14 people and wounding more than 70 as 

violence surges in the country a month after the u.s. military withdrawal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201211:16:45 AM 

Dozens of whales die on New Zealand beach 

A mass-stranding of whales on a New Zealand beach has left 36 of the creatures dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/201211:47:35 AM 

Icy river sweeps girl, 6, away from father 

An Oregon man raced along the rain-swollen Clackamas River but couldn't keep up with his 6-year-old daughter who had 

fallen into the stream and was swept downriver, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:25:22 PM 

Fed's Open Market Committee starts to open up 

Ig~~""llf you've ever fancied yourself as a "Fed watcher" - one of those analysts who read the tea leaves of the 
central bank's next move - the job is about to get a whole lot easier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:33:28 PM 

Sears stock soaring as retailer faces critical year 

Ig~~""IAIl eyes seem to be on Sears right now, following last month's announcement it will shutter up to 120 

stores, rumors the company may go private, and a recent infusion of capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:39:11 PM 

1 snowmobiler dead, 1 rescued after Colo. avalanche 

A snowmobiler was found dead after he and another man, reportedly his brother, were caught in an avalanche in 

northwestern Colorado, authorities said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:50:32 PM 

Video: Paterno son: Scandal didn't tarnish dad's legacy 

Ig~~""~ay Paterno, a son of legendary Penn State football coach Joe Paterno, talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer about 
his father's life, career and how the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse scandal affected his legacy. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:52:30 PM 

Consumer watchdog targets payday loans 

Payday loans. Everybody's doing it, even banks. So much so that the new consumer watchdog wants to take a close look 

at them to make sure they comply with federal law. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 12:59:52 PM 

Video: Murder victim's family: Justice not served 

Ig~~""IA plea deal in which Michael Mele, the killer of 25-year-old Laura Garza, will serve 23 years in prison in 
exchange for a confession has her family outraged, saying that this is "no justice." NBC's Tom Llamas 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:04:55 PM 

Video: William to join Middleton clan for island vacation 

Ig~~""~he Duchess of Cambridge and her family are reportedly awaiting the arrival of her husband Prince 

William on the elegant, secluded and expensive island of Mustique. NBC's Stephanie Gosk 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:28:26 PM 

'Loser' host: Joe threw away a rare opportunity 

Ig~~""lwhen Joe quit "The Biggest Loser," he was the first contestant to do so, and fans were in an uproar. But 
they weren't alone: Host Alison Sweeney thinks he tossed away a real chance at getting healthy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:36:58 PM 

Video: Crews search river for 6-year-old 

Ig~~""IRescue crews are searching Oregon's Clackamas River for a 6-year-old girl who fell in and was swept 
downriver. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:47:17 PM 

Federer wins 1,OOOth, faces Nadal in semis 

Ig~~""IA dominating win by Roger Federer in his l,OOOth career match and a more difficult workout for Rafael 

Nadal set up a rare Grand Slam marquee semifinal between the former top-ranked players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:52:47 PM 

Despite mild flu season, don't skip shots 

Ig~~""lso far this year, there have been far fewer flu reports, including the fever, coughing, aches and pains that 

usually make winter so miserable. But that doesn't mean people should be complacent about getting 
their flu shots, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 1:56:48 PM 

Van der Sloat appeals 28-year murder sentence 

Ig~~""IDutCh citizen Joran Van der Sloat is appealing his 28-year jail sentence for killing a young business student 

in Peru two years ago, his lawyer said late Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:03:22 PM 

Colbert ends campaign, Stewart keeps Super PAC 

Ig~~""IStePhen Colbert has put his presidential campaign on ice for now, but that doesn't mean Jon Stewart is 

handing back the Super PAC easily. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20122:07:00 PM 

Jay Paterno: My father lived 'an incomparable life' 

Joe Paterno's legacy may be divided between those who view him as a college football legend and those who felt he 

could have done more to stop the alleged child abuse perpetrated by former assistant Jerry Sandusky. But they can both 

agree on one thing: There will never be another one like him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20122:17:07 PM 

Divers find 16th body in cruise ship wreck 

Ig~~""lofficials say divers searching the toppled Costa Concordia have discovered another body in the 

submerged cruise ship. The discovery on the third floor deck brings to 16 the number of bodies found 
since the Jan. 13 grounding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:22:04 PM 

Caught on camera: Rescue of buried snowmobiler 

A snowmobiler caught in an avalanche on Stampede Pass Sunday was quickly rescued by friends who watched it happen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:30:49 PM 

A fighting Romney and a subdued Gingrich 

First Thoughts: Illustrating just how important Florida is to Mitt Romney's candidacy, the one-time clear front-runner 

came out of the gate jabbing at rival New Gingrich at last night's debate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:34:26 PM 

Some surprises in Oscar nomination list 

Ig~~"'l'HUgO" topped list with 11 nominations. Some shockers included "Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close" 

for best picture, and Melissa McCarthy of "Bridesmaids" for best supporting actress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:35:49 PM 

Hoggard: Tiger is rebuilt and ready to rock 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20122:36:17 PM 

Video: Stem cells give glimpse of hope to blind 

Ig~~""IStem cell research has held the hope for future cures and treatments. Now, two blind patients have 

regained some of their sight thanks to implants of the celis, taken from embryos. ITN's Lawrence McGinty 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:36:53 PM 

Dentist admits to using paper clips in root canals 

A former dentist in Massachusetts has pleaded guilty to Medicaid fraud for using paper clips instead of stainless steel 

posts in root canals. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 2:37:35 PM 

Finding the Hawaii of 'The Descendants' 

Ig~~""IWith the popularity of the Oscar-nominated film "The Descendants," crowds of travelers are being drawn 
to Hawaii by the film's portrayal of what the author of the novel inspiring the film calls "the real Hawaii" 

- Hawaiians struggling with workaday concerns - amidst gorgeous island backdrops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20123:16:42 PM 

Cluttered cubicle may make you more organized 

Ig~~""IBosses who harass employees to clean up their cluttered cubicles might want to rethink this strategy. 

Messy desks may lead to clearer, more organized thinking, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

1/24/2012 3:56:53 PM 

Sign outside NYC school misspells it as 'Sheool' 

A glaring misspelling on a street sign outside a Manhattan high school has some laughing and stauncher critics 

condemning what they perceive to be a symbol of the "dumbing down" of American society. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:12:47 PM 

Envoy: US dead dishonored by Afghan split 'lies' 

The u.s. ambassador to Afghanistan on Tuesday condemned rumors that the United States is planning to divide the war

torn country as "lies." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:29:27 PM 

Video: 7-year-old prodigy talks Beethoven, Einstein 

Ig~~""IAdrian Romoff, a 7-year-old piano prodigy and science whiz, talks to WXIA-TV's Matt Pearl about 
Beethoven, Einstein and why he wasn't nervous at his first Carnegie Hall performance. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 4:34:00 PM 

Video: Country star Garth Brooks sues Okla. hospital 

Ig~~""lcountry music star Garth Brooks is suing an Oklahoma hospital after he says the facility backed out of an 
agreement to name a new wing after his mother. KFOR-TV's Adam Mertz reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 4:34:22 PM 

GOP debate spotlights commercial spaceflight 

Ig~~""~he top two contenders for the Republican presidential nomination pushed for further privatization of 

spaceflight during Monday's debate in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:35:15 PM 

Video: Wave flips police boat during rescue mission 

Ig~~""lpolice in Australia took an unexpected hit from a wave that tipped their boat during a search and rescue 
mission. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:38:55 PM 

Egypt's ruler partially lifts emergency laws 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's military ruler decreed a partial lifting of the nation's hated emergency laws, while saying the 

draconian measures would still apply to crimes committed by "thugs." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:42:57 PM 

Lara Logan says Egypt assault left her with PTSD 

Ig~~""IGiVen the horrific sexual assault she survived at the hands of a mob in Cairo, Egypt, it's no surprise Lara 

Logan is still dealing with the aftermath. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:43:07 PM 

Boy dies after shooting himself with replica cannon 

A 14-year-old boy was killed when the miniature cannon he was playing with accidentally fired, fatally shooting him in 

the face, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:53:39 PM 

eFT: Penn State players arrive at Paterno viewing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:57:32 PM 

Love is dead! Why Klum-Seal split bums us out 

Ig~~""lsince the rumors of Heidi Klum and Seal's separation broke Saturday (and were confirmed in a joint 

statement released Sunday night), Facebook, Twitter and comment boards across the web have been 
ablaze with hot, tearful protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20124:58:27 PM 

Discrimination complaints hit all-time high 

The government received more complaints of worker discrimination its last fiscal year than ever before, but it was only a 

slight increase over 2010. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 5:36:41 PM 

Ahead of State of the Union, rating Obama's past promises 

For all the forward-looking posturing, the decisions voters make in November will be as much about how the country 

fared during the president's first term as what he proposes for a second. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20125:43:19 PM 

'I will disappear' says Syrian who dares to speak out 

Foreign journalists on a Syrian government-organized visit to Homs had been finding it difficult to get anyone to talk 

until a man berated them saying "killing is everywhere." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20125:45:48 PM 

Lottery sets deadline in mysterious jackpot case 

Officials have warned they will deny payment of a multimillion-dollar jackpot unless the New York attorney who turned 

in the year-old winning ticket two hours before it expired provides key details by Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 6:05:29 PM 

Ala. twister damage rises to 500 homes hit 

Residents were sifting through the debris from 500 homes and 50 businesses either destroyed or damaged by storms 

that spawned three twisters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20126:10:25 PM 

FTC site attacked by Anonymous, group says 

Hacking group Anonymous claimed credit Tuesday for taking down a Federal Trade Commission website as part of a 

continuing attack on government and private industry sites in retaliation for possible anti-piracy legislation in Congress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20126:31:08 PM 

FBI: Conn. cops behaved like 'bullies with badges' 

The FBI arrested three police officers and one sergeant in Connecticut for allegedly mistreating Hispanic suspects and 

residents while on patrol, law enforcement officials say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 7:38:57 PM 

Video: Law enforcement deaths on the rise 

Ig~~""12012 is picking up where 2011 ended with deadly shootings of law enforcement officers. NBC's Pete 

Williams reports that the number of police officers who died in the line of duty in 2011 increased 14 
percent, with an alarming number of those deaths from firearms. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20128:10:24 PM 

HBT: Tigers, Fielder agree to nine-year deal 

Ig~~""IHBT: Surprise! Detroit and Prince Fielder agree to a nine-year, $214 million deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20128:24:10 PM 

Cynthia Nixon: I'm gay by choice 

Ig~~""IFormer "Sex and the City" star Cynthia Nixon is holding firm to her statement that she has chosen to be 

homosexual, despite backlash from gay and lesbian activists. "For me, it is a choice," Nixon says in a New 
York Times Magazine profile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 8:25:30 PM 

Video: Race to save stranded whales in NZ 

Ig~~""IDozens of pilot whales have died after being stranded on a New Zealand beach. Forty more are at severe 

risk. Rescuers have been working tirelessly to save them but their only hope now is that a high tide will 
allow them to swim to deeper waters. ITN's Richard Pallot reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 8:52:21 PM 

Target tries to fight off online retailers 

Ig~~""lln an effort to prevent consumers from taking a look at merchandise in-store, but shopping for cheaper 

prices online, low-end retail chain Target is scaling up its business model. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:00:04 PM 

Facebook Timeline: There's no escaping it now 

Ig~~""IDing, ding ding! Your time is up! This is not a drill: You can no longer avoid using Timeline on Facebook, 

something that until now has been optional. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:04:02 PM 

Proposed mortgage deal offers homeowners little relief 

The deal may may help resolve some of the thornier legal issues surrounding the mortgage mess. It will do little to stop 

the ongoing wave of home foreclosures. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20129:15:12 PM 

Boy honored for saving younger brother with Heimlich maneuver 

Ig~~""IMalik Gipson, 9, sprang into action when he saw his 2-year-old brother choking on a peppermint candy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20129:25:19 PM 

Top 10 states to raise your child 

Ig~~""lwhile Snooki and the Situation have given New Jersey its share of the spotlight, the state has a new claim 
to fame: It's the best state to raise a kid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:31:33 PM 

McQueary, others attend viewings for Paterno 

Ig~~""lpenn State football players past and present filed past the closed casket of Joe Paterno at the campus 

spiritual center Tuesday, mourning the coach who helped shape the university for more than a half 
century. Among those paying their respects was Mike McQueary, a key figure in the events that led to 
Paterno's firing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 9:35:51 PM 

Diabetes amputations dramatically decrease, CDC reports 

Health officials say far fewer diabetics are losing lower limbs to the disease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/20129:39:11 PM 

Video: Hundreds bid farewell to Paterno 

Ig~~""IStudents and fans dressed in Penn State hats and jackets pay their respects to Joe Paterno. NBC's 
Michelle Franzen reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 10:03:57 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' emails ridicule law enforcement 

Ig~~""INew federal court documents say the "Barefoot Bandit" ridiculed police and prosecutors in emails he 

sent from prison, undercutting his claims that he's sorry for his two-year crime spree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 10:25:45 PM 

HBT: Fielder's deal brilliant short-term move 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Detroit Tigers are an AL Central lock for 2012, but the massive signing of Prince Fielder creates 

roster and financial problems down the road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:02:48 PM 

123 burial problems found at VA cemeteries 

Ig~~""~he findings come just months after revelations of prevalent burial problems, including misplaced 
remains, at the Army-run Arlington National Cemetery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:06:29 PM 

Microwave popcorn bag chemicals ruin vaccine efficacy 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDaily A group of compounds used in a variety of products, including water-resistant 

clothing and microwave popcorn, may prevent childhood vaccinations from working properly, a new study says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:11:16 PM 

Marine to serve no time in Iraqi killings case 

A military judge has recommended no time in confinement for a Marine sergeant who pleaded guilty to negligent 

dereliction of duty in assaults by his squad that killed 24 unarmed Iraqis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:37:28 PM 

Reporters can now bring gadgets to House chamber 

Tuesday's State of the Union address will be the first time reporters will be able to bring their electronic devices into the 

House gallery. Photography and video won't be allowed, but if all goes well, electronic reporting will be permitted going 

forward. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:39:11 PM 

Surge in number of homeless female veterans 

Ig~~""~he number of ~omeless female military veterans rose twofold from 2006 to 2010, according to new 

government estimates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:46:49 PM 

Report: Americans gave more to charity in 2011 

Americans gave a total of nearly $347 billion to charity in 2011, a 7.5 percent increase over 2010, according to a report 

released by Atlas of Giving. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:47:41 PM 

Video: Decision 2012: candidates fight for Florida 

Ig~~""lon the trail today Mitt Romney challenged President Barack Obama and Newt Gingrich complained the 

rules at the NBC News debate limited his performance. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/24/2012 11:58:14 PM 

Ventre: Giants-Patriots will exceed the Super hype 

Ig~~""lventre: With Manning and Brady, Coughlin and Belichick, plus plenty of possible unsung heroes, Super 

Bowl XLVI can do more than live up to the hype. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:04:39 AM 

Strange new species found in Suriname 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Scientists catalog the biodiversity of one of the world's last pristine 
tropical forests - and come upon some strange-looking new species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:08:38 AM 

One year on, Egypt will demonstrate and celebrate 

Egyptians head to Tahrir Square on Wednesday to mark the first anniversary of the uprising that toppled Hosni Mubarak 

with some seeking a new revolt against army rule. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:54:45 AM 

Video: Is Fielder deal good for Tigers? 

Ig~~""IRUSS Thaler and Craig Calcaterra talk about Detroit's signing of Prince Fielder to a nine year contract and 
the short-term and long-term implications for the Tigers. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20122:11:26 AM 

Again?! Another 'Loser' threatens to quit 

Ig~~""llt all started when one team "aced" the weekly challenge, leading one person to cheer and a sore loser to 

take herself hostage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20122:19:09 AM 

Read text of Obama's State of the Union address 

Here is the State of the Union speech as prepared for delivery by President Barack Obama before a joint session of 

Congress. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20122:38:12 AM 

Hospital must pay Garth Brooks $1 million 

Ig~~""IAn Oklahoma hospital in country singer Garth Brooks' hometown must return his $500,000 donation and 

pay another $500,000 in punitive damages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:44:06 AM 

Obama lays out blueprint for economy 'built to last' 

President Barack Obama went before a joint session of Congress Tuesday night to offer his proposals for economic 

growth and to draw sharp contrasts with his Republican foes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:48:09 AM 

'Space hurricane' sweeping over our planet 

Ig~~""IA wave of charged particles from an intense solar storm is raising alerts about airline flights and satellite 

operations - and raising the prospect of stunning auroral displays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:52:02 AM 

Solar storm brings fireworks, but few problems 

Ig~~""IA storm from the broiling sun turned the chilly northernmost skies of Earth into an ever-changing and 
awe-provoking art show of northern lights on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:32:58 AM 

Video: Obama calls on wealthy to pay more 

Ig~~""~he president calls for lower taxes on lower-income wage earners but asks for wealthier taxpayers to pay 
more. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:45:43 AM 

GOP response: State of the nation is 'grave' 

Indiana governor says the country is in trouble but that Republican policies are the right way back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:45:57 AM 

Video: Republican Response to State of the Union 

Ig~~""IGov. Mitch Daniels delivers the Republican response, saying that the loyal opposition puts "patriotism 
and national success ahead of party or ideology" and says the GOP "program of renewal" will rebuild the 

American dream. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:56:04 AM 

'Final Countdown' actor Farentino dies at 73 

Family spokesman Bob Palmer says Farentino died of heart failure after a long illness at Cedars-Sinai Hospital on 

Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:58:21 AM 

State of the Union scenes: Greetings for Giffords 

Rep. Gabrielle Giffords receives sustained applause from her peers and hugs from many, including President Barack 

Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:08:35 AM 

Sharapova breezes into Aussie Open semis 

Ig~~""IMaria Sharapova has maintained her perfect record in Australian Open quarterfinals, defeating Ekaterina 
Makarova 6-2, 6-3 on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:51:19 AM 

Obama in SOTU: 'We've come too far to turn back' 

With an unfinished legislative agenda from last year and with Election Day nine months from now, President Barack 

Obama went before a joint session of Congress Tuesday night to offer his proposals for economic growth and to draw 

sharp contrasts with his Republican foes in his State of the Union Address. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20126:18:59 AM 

American hostage in Somalia freed in US Navy raid 

In a daring night-time raid Tuesday, u.s. Navy SEAls rescued two hostages, including one American, from kidnappers in 

Somalia. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20128:15:06 AM 

One year on from Egypt uprising, anger amid cheer 

Tens of thousands are expected in Tahrir Square on Wednesday to mark the first anniversary of the uprising that toppled 

Hosni Mubarak. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20128:19:27 AM 

'Berserk' bus driver kills 9 in busy Indian streets 

Ig~~""IAn on-duty bus driver went on a rampage on the crowded streets of a central Indian city Wednesday, 

killing nine people and injuring more than two dozen as he mowed down pedestrians and rammed other 
vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 8:50:26 AM 

Holiday sales boost Apple profits to $1 billion a week 

Ig~~""IAPPle Inc. reported quarterly profits of $1 billion a week for its latest quarter, blowing past Wall Street 

expectations on robust holiday sales of its iPhones and iPads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20129:41:11 AM 

Dropped heart successfully transplanted in Mexico 

Ig~~""IA heart that was dropped on the ground while being transported to a hospital has been successfully 
transplanted into a 28-year-old hair stylist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20129:41:11 AM 

Dropped heart successfully transplanted in Mexico 

Ig~~""IA heart that was dropped on the ground while being transported to a hospital has been successfully 
transplanted into a 28-year-old hair stylist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 10:48:31 AM 

Egypt crowd gathers amid anger at military rulers 

Cairo's Tahrir Square began to fill with people planning to celebrate the anniversary of the uprising that toppled Hosni 

Mubarak, as some called for current military rulers to go. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:03:38 AM 

Report: Wis. athletic official grabbed student's crotch 

A University of Wisconsin student said an athletic department official grabbed his crotch at an alcohol-fueled party, 

according to a report released by the school on Tuesday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:29:00 AM 

Report: Amanda Knox 'loves Italy' and might return 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox "loves Italy" and would like to return despite having spent four years in a prison there 

before a murder conviction was overturned last year, her lawyer reportedly said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:22:36 PM 

How far can Tyler go with icky 'Idol' comments? 

Ig~~""~he rocker's had a number of memorable moments already, but his comment to one lS-year-old's dad 
was the first moment of the season that got a big "ewwww" reaction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:43:46 PM 

We love our debit cards, but not our banks 

Regulatory changes have made debit cards less lucrative for banks who are trying to introduce new fees to make up for 

the lost money. Problem is: consumers are dead set against the fees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:52:03 PM 

Disclosing the many homes in the life of Mitt Romney 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential contender Mitt Romney has been no stranger to high-end real estate, having owned 

properties in Massachusetts, Utah, New Hampshire and California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 12:56:12 PM 

Group: Tibetans killed as China forces fire on crowd 

Ig~~...,~wo Tibetans were killed when security forces in China's Sichuan province fired on protesters, bringing 

the death toll in recent clashes to four, a Tibetan advocacy group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 1:20:53 PM 

Video: Demi Moore seeks treatment for stress, exhaustion 

Ig~~""IActress Demi Moore was hospitalized after reportedly suffering seizure-like symptoms at home Monday 
night. Moore's reps say she's improving her overall health. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 1:22:11 PM 

Video: Moxley family on killer: 'He should stay in jail' 

Ig~~""IAS Kennedy relative Michael Skakel fights to reduce his jail sentence for the 1975 murder of Martha 

Moxley, her mother and brother say they'd like to see him remain in prison for the rest of his 
life. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 1:38:49 PM 

Video: Homeless teen 'in awe' over trip to SOTU 

r-I~omeless teen Samantha Garvey has gone from a shelter to Washington D.C., where she was invited 
uesday to watch the State of the Union Address. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 1:49:37 PM 

Wrongfully convicted man awarded $25 million 

A federal jury has awarded $25 million to a man who sued the City of Chicago after spending 16 years in prison for a 

murder he didn't commit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 1:49:37 PM 

Wrongfully convicted man awarded $25 million 

A federal jury has awarded $25 million to a man who sued the City of Chicago after spending 16 years in prison for a 

murder he didn't commit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20122:16:51 PM 

Obama signals re-elect message with State of the Union 

First Thoughts: The president strikes an optimistic, populist tone and takes credit for accomplishments ... but he also 

draws a line in the sand with Republicans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:32:46 PM 

Dispute over additive limits US meat exports 

Ig~~""IA drug used to keep pigs lean and boost their growth is jeopardizing the nation's exports of what once 
was known as lithe other white meat" to Europe, China and Taiwan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:35:32 PM 

Dotcom: 'Come for coffee, don't forget the cocaine.' 

Ig~~""IKim Dotcom, the founder of file-sharing site Megaupload.com who faces a lengthy jail term in the United 

States if convicted of racketeering, money laundering and Internet piracy, seems to have a mischievous 
sense of humor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 2:59:44 PM 

Video: Solar storm sparks brilliant northern lights 

Ig~~""~he northern lights are producing a vibrant and spectacular show in the skies over northern Europe due 
to the biggest solar flare in six years. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:03:57 PM 

Drivers, residents rescued from high waters in Texas 

Texas finally received some much-needed rain, but conditions quickly turned dangerous as swift-water rescues unfolded 

in San Antonio, Austin, and other cities. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:26:20 PM 

PhotoBlog: 

Ig~~""~he 69-year-old suffered a broken nose and two black eyes in a family hockey game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:43:29 PM 

'SHCOOl' is out outside NYC high school 

Ig~~""IA glaring misspelling on a street sign outside a Manhattan high school has been fixed. The painted 
pavement on Stanton Street outside Marta Valle High School had read "SHCOOL X-NG. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:43:43 PM 

Search halted for girl swept away in river 

Ig~~""~he search for a 6-year-old Oregon girl who fell into the frigid, fast-moving Clackamas River was 

suspended after deteriorating weather conditions put search crews at risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:43:48 PM 

Exclusive peek: 'Toddlers' tyke has her own limo 

Ig~~""IHigh-priCed wigs, makeup artists, over-the-top outfits - it seems nothing is too much for the pageant 

princesses of "Toddlers & Tiaras," not even a limo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:50:26 PM 

How to live with the Facebook Timeline 

Ig~~""IYOU can pout and you can shout, but there's no avoiding it: You'll soon be forced to use a new profile 
page design - better known as the Timeline - on Facebook. It'll be alright though, because we're here 

to (virtually) hold your hand through this big life change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 3:55:51 PM 

Giffords officially resigns from Congress 

On the House floor Wednesday morning, the day after her appearance at the president's State of the Union address in 

the same chamber, Arizona Democratic Rep. Gabrielle Giffords formally offered her resignation to Speaker John 

Boehner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:09:34 PM 

Video: Black birds swarm Kentucky neighborhood 

Ig~~""IResidents of Kentucky's Oldham County are trying to scare away a massive flock of black birds that are 
living in a wooded area and clouding the skies. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:14:33 PM 

Report: Man spends 2 years in solitary after DWI arrest 

A New Mexico man who said he was forced to pull his own tooth while in solitary confinement because he was denied 

access to a dentist has been awarded $22 million due to inhumane treatment by New Mexico's Dona Ana County Jail. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:22:59 PM 

Video: Woman uses jet engine to create wearable art 

Ig~~""IA Florida woman is creating wearable art designed using the heat from jet engines. WTVJ-TV's Jennifer 
Reeves reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:33:04 PM 

'Pirates' scene changed after lepers protest 

Ig~~""lln a funny, if shocking scene in the trailer for the upcoming stop-action movie, "The Pirates!", the captain 
boards a leper boat and a sailor's arm falls off. You won't see that in the film now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:51:47 PM 

For many luxury car buyers, small is now beautiful 

Ig~~""lwhen Mercedes-Benz pulls the covers on the all-new A-Class hatchback during the Geneva Motor Show 

this March, car buyers will get a glimpse of the changes rapidly sweeping through the luxury car market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20124:53:19 PM 

The business argument in favor of gay marriage 

Washington state may soon join Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Vermont and the District 

of Columbia as a state with legal gay marriage. Microsoft and other businesses support the law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20125:13:34 PM 

Apple shares soar to record after blowout quarter 

Apple's share price soared to record levels after the high-tech giant posted quarterly results that blew past expectations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 5:33:21 PM 

Fed says no rate hikes until at least late 2014 

The u.s. Federal Reserve on Wednesday said it will not raise interest rates until at least late 2014, even later than 

investors expected, in an effort to support a sluggish recovery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20125:42:18 PM 

3 years after US accident, boat washes up in Spain 

More than three years after Scott Douglas and his brother-in-law were tossed off their fishing boat by a wave, the u.S. 

Coast Guard called to say the vessel had washed up on the Spanish coast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20126:10:52 PM 

Chevy Volt caught in Washington's crossfire 

Ig~~""~he Volt became a political punch bag Wednesday, with Republicans accusing the Obama administration 

of hiding fire risks, and GM saying it was unfairly caught in political crosswinds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 6:33:59 PM 

USDA mandates healthier school lunches 

Ig~~""IMillions of schoolchildren in the United States will see more fruit and vegetables and less fat on their 

lunch plates under new federal standards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 6:58:54 PM 

'Tacos' comment in profiling case draws outrage 

Ig~~""IA Connecticut mayor said "I might have tacos" when asked how he would support the Latino community 

in the aftermath of the arrest of four town police officers accused of racial profiling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 6:59:27 PM 

Fed adds more punch to low-rate pledge 

Central bank Chairman Ben Bernanke is betting that the Fed's increased transparency on rates will help spur more 

borrowing among businesses and consumers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 7:02:43 PM 

Video: Watch live: Fed Chairman Bernanke holds briefing 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke holds a media briefing following the Federal 
Reserve Open Market Committee meeting. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 7:42:49 PM 

US: American's weak health led to Somali rescue 

Ig~~""IAS two aid workers freed by a Navy SEAL team flew out of Somalia to be reunited with family, new details 

emerged about the rescue operation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 8:31:00 PM 

Cops: Man hacked victim with ax, ate his brain 

A Florida man has been accused of killing a Connecticut man and eating the victim's eye and part of his brain in a 

cemetery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20128:40:14 PM 

Dems make Romney poster boy for 'Buffett Rule' 

Democrats pivoted quickly on Wednesday to make Mitt Romney the poster boy for the "Buffett Rule," hoping to both 

advance tax reforms and damage Romney as a general election candidate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/20129:09:13 PM 

Here's what Fed's 'new transparency' looks like 

Ig~~""~hey're not exactly PowerPoints, but the Federal Reserve Wednesday adopted a new "fuller disclosure" 

policy that comes with visual aids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:09:39 PM 

Stocks higher on Fed promise of low rates 

The stock market chugged toward its highest level since last spring Wednesday after the Federal Reserve pledged to 

keep interest rates near zero for almost three more years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:27:07 PM 

Requiem for a campaign: Rick Perry's rise and fall 

An intimate look at the Texas governor's campaign for the White House ... and how it derailed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:34:49 PM 

PFT: Colts to name Pagano as coach 

PFT: Ravens defensive coordinator takes over from Jim Caldwell; will have introductory press conference on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:47:36 PM 

American writer still held in Somalia; rescue for him? 

Ig~~""ILost in the coverage of the Navy SEAL rescue mission in Somalia is the fact that another American was 

kidnapped there four days ago and is being held for ransom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:48:50 PM 

OMG! Alaska Airlines discontinues controversial prayer cards 

In a memo sent to its frequent fliers Wednesday, Alaska Airlines announced that the prayer cards it has been providing 

to passengers on meal trays for the past 30 years will be discontinued as of February 1. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:49:08 PM 

Poll: Romney and Gingrich neck-and-neck in Florida 

Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney leads former House Speaker Newt Gingrich by two points in Florida, a margin 

well within a new poll's margin of error, reflecting a close race in the key primary. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 9:56:05 PM 

Geithner says he doesn't expect to serve second term 

Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner suggested Friday that he's highly unlikely to stay in the Obama administration for a 

possible second term. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 10:20:48 PM 

Paterno buried after emotional funeral procession 

Ig~~""IWith students, alumni and fans lining the streets, Joe Paterno's funeral procession drove slowly 

Wednesday past Beaver Stadium and through the town where the longtime Penn State football coach 
lived and worked for more than 60 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 10:40:56 PM 

Report: US seeks military expansion in Philippines 

Philippine officials are in talks with the Obama administration about expanding the u.s. military presence in the 

archipelago as part of the strategy to counter China in the Pacific. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 10:48:17 PM 

33 pilot whales stranded again, will be killed 

Ig~~""lsome 33 long-finned pilot whales that were refloated off a New Zealand beach with the help of 

volunteers became stranded again and will have to be euthanized, officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 10:57:34 PM 

Obama's insourcing jobs plan faces an uphill battle 

Ig~~""lcan Obama break corporate America's outsourcing habit by removing tax incentives for companies who 

take jobs abroad, or rewarding those who bring jobs back home? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:21:02 PM 

Fight over full-fare rules takes bizarre turn 

Ig~~""lsPirit Airlines is fighting the new rule from the Department of Transportation requiring airlines to include 

all taxes and fees in their posted fares. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:31:52 PM 

Video: Tahrir crowds mark Egypt revolt anniversary 

Ig~~""lon the first anniversary of the uprising that toppled Hosni Mubarak's regime, hundreds of thousands 
poured into the revolution's symbolic center, Cairo's Tahrir Square. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin 

reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:37:26 PM 

NBC poll: Obama benefits from economic optimism 

Americans are growing more optimistic about the state of the economy and direction of the country, according to a new 

NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll out Wednesday evening, and President Obama is enjoying better grades on his 

handling of the economy and job as a result. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:40:53 PM 

Video: How SEAL Team 6 rescued hostages from Somalia 

Ig~~""~he Navy SEALs caught the kidnappers by surprise, parachuting to the ground two miles away from their 

target. They killed all nine of the kidnappers, and rescued Jessica Buchanan and Poul Thisted who had 
been held since October 2011. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:43:26 PM 

Video: Gabby Giffords' graceful resignation 

Ig~~""lln an emotional farewell, Giffords' colleagues came together to say goodbye. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:50:29 PM 

Video: Poll shows big shift in public opinion 

Ig~~""~he latest NBC/WSJ poll found Americans are becoming more optimistic about the state of the economy. 
NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/25/2012 11:52:28 PM 

Avastin may fight early breast cancers 

Surprising results from two new studies may reopen debate about the value of Avastin for breast cancer. The drug 

helped make tumors disappear in certain women with early-stage disease, researchers found. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 12:00:10 AM 

Video: School lunch menus overhauled 

Ig~~""lunder new USDA rules school lunches will become healthier. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 12:38:06 AM 

NY model tells of drug-fueled romp with De La Hoya 

A Playboy model said on Wednesday she feared she would die while trapped in a luxury hotel room with former boxing 

champ Oscar De La Hoya during a night of drugs and kinky sex. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 12:54:24 AM 

Lohan sued by woman allegedly struck by star 

Ig~~""IA lawsuit was filed against the starlet today by a woman who claims Lohan hit her while driving through 
what used to be Lohan's West Hollywood neighborhood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/201212:55:17 AM 

Gingrich promises US moon colony by 2020 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich promised Wednesday on Florida's Space Coast to create a moon colony by 2020 if elected 

president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 1:28:28 AM 

Dow stirs some bad publicity in london Olympics 

A member of the body that oversees sustainability issues at the London Olympics has resigned in protest of Dow 

Chemical's sponsorship. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 1:43:38 AM 

Arizona governor, Obama in 'tense' exchange 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer was seen pointing her finger at the president in an exchange in which, she said: "He was a little 

disturbed about my book." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20122:17:13 AM 

'One more thing ... ': On 42 years at NBC News 

Ig~~""IDaiIY Nightly: At his retirement, correspondent George Lewis reflects on some big stories, memorable 

moments and humbling lessons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 2:54:03 AM 

Rio buildings collapse, cause deaths 

Ig~~...,~wo downtown Rio De Janeiro buildings collapsed Wednesday, leaving at least two dead inside the 

wreckage and officials trying to determine the cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 3:04:51 AM 

PhotoBlog: Homeless Navy veteran receives full military burial 

Ig~~""~he burial of a homeless Navy veteran in Portland was the 1,OOOth in a national program that provides 

military honors to homeless and indigent vets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 3:09:28 AM 

Singer gets big, wet kiss from Steven on 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he tryouts in Aspen, Colo, brought out the lovers and the weirdos, including Jenni Schick. She got a 

ticket to Hollywood and a big kiss from the judge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 5:58:36 AM 

NYT: Hopefuls scramble for Fla. Hispanic votes 

Ig~~""~he leading Republicans appealed for the votes of South Florida's Hispanic voters, with Mitt Romney and 

Newt Gingrich skirmishing over an advertisement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 6:46:45 AM 

Sharapova powers into Australian Open final 

Ig~~""IMaria Sharapova has advanced to the Australian Open final and given herself a chance to regain the No.1 
ranking, beating Wimbledon champion Petra Kvitova 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 8:31:57 AM 

Australia premier flees Aboriginal rights protest 

Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard was dragged away by security guards after she was trapped by protesters 

demonstrating for indigenous rights. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 9:29:24 AM 

US Army chief 'comfortable' with cuts to force 

u.s. Army chief General Raymond Odierno said he was "comfortable" about plans to slash brigades as the Pentagon 

prepares to announce $260 million defense cuts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:22:03 AM 

Transport Secretary's son barred from leaving Egypt 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's authorities have imposed a travel ban on members of a U.S.-funded pro-democracy organization, 

including the son of u.s. Transportation Secretary Ray Lahood, a source said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:30:29 AM 

France arrests breast implant boss amid scare 

Ig~~""~he former head of a French company at the center of a breast implant scandal affecting tens of 

thousands of women worldwide has been arrested in southeast France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 12:11:44 PM 

Rebels claim control of Papua New Guinea military 

Ig~~""IRebel soldiers seized the military's headquarters Thursday and replaced Papua New Guinea's top general 

with their own leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 12:49:17 PM 

Foreclosures keep pushing house prices lower 

Foreclosure-related properties, which made up roughly one in five home sales in the third quarter of last year, sold for 

an average 34 percent less than homes that were not 'distressed sales,' new data show. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 1:05:29 PM 

Old mortgages rise from dead, haunt homeowners 

More and more, homeowners say that mortgages they thought were dead and buried are springing back to life, 

sometimes haunting them all the way into foreclosure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 1:13:35 PM 

Iran ready for nuclear talks with West, says Ahmadinejad 

President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad says Iran is ready for nuclear talks with the world powers amid toughening sanctions 

aimed at forcing Tehran to scale back its nuclear program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 2:23:33 PM 

India's 'untouchable' queen faces election test 

Ig~~""IMayawatil one of the most powerful women in the world and known as the Dalit or "untouchable" 

queen, is facing a strong challenge in a state election in India. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 2:32:56 PM 

Nadal outlasts Federer to reach Aussie Open final 

Ig~~""IRafael Nadal outlasted Roger Federer 6-7 (5), 6-2, 7-6 (5), 6-4 in an Australian Open semifinal on Thursday 

night, the longtime rivals playing with the intensity normally displayed when meeting in a Grand Slam 
final. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20123:16:30 PM 

New home sales end dismal 2011 on sour note 

Sales of new homes dropped in December for the first time in four months, ending a gloomy 2011 for the housing 

industry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 3:39:00 PM 

Associates of Megaupload boss Kim Dotcom granted bail 

Ig~~""IA New Zealand court has granted bail to two associates of the founder of online file-sharing website 

Megaupload, accused of being involved in a $175 million Internet piracy scheme. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 4:20:08 PM 

'The Grey' serves up howling good thrills 

Ig~~""ILiam Neeson's "The Grey" is a man's-man of a genre pic that will satisfy the action audience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 5:08:54 PM 

Surprising 30 percent rise in home births 

r-~ small, but growing trend of women in the US are choosing home births, a new government report finds. 
hese mostly over 35, non-Hispanic white women are "consciously rejecting the system" of hospital 

deliveries, says the researcher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 5:53:29 PM 

NBC: Rep. Barney Frank to be married 

Retiring Massachusetts Rep. Barney Frank (D) will marry his longtime partner Jim Ready of Maine, NBC News 

reports. An aide to the congressman says the wedding will be in his home state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 6:03:24 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Majority would vote out entire Congress 

First Read: In a country sharply divided on almost every issue, most Americans agree on one thing: they don't like 

Congress, and they would vote to replace every single member - even their own. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20126:27:19 PM 

Cops: Man, 65, kills teen who knocks him off bicycle 

A 65-year-old man who was knocked off his bicycle by three teenagers on a Pennsylvania trail shot two of them, killing 

one, police said according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20126:40:14 PM 

Millions now manage aging parents' care from afar 

Kristy Bryner worries her 80-year-old mom might slip and fall when she picks up the newspaper, or that she'll get in an 

accident when she drives to the grocery store. What if she has a medical emergency and no one's there to help? What if, 

like her father, her mother slips into a fog of dementia? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 6:49:56 PM 

Search on for people missing in Rio building rubble 

Ig~~""~hree bodies were pulled from the rubble of three collapsed buildings on Thursday in Rio de Janeiro. 
Another 21 were missing after the buildings went down in the city's historic center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 7:02:03 PM 

Letters from jail reveal DWI man's despair 

A man arrested for driving while intoxicated and then forced into solitary confinement for two years tried to get help by 

writing to the jail's nurse, but the only response he got was a dose of sedatives, his lawyer says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 7:32:46 PM 

Gingrich rages against the GOP machine 

Newt Gingrich, if nothing else, has sought to position himself as the enemy of the Washington establishment in his bid 

for the Republican presidential nomination. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 7:32:49 PM 

Amnesty: Tear gas used on Bahrain protesters kills 

Bahrain must investigate more than a dozen deaths that followed the use of tear gas by security forces, rights group 

Amnesty International said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/20127:47:04 PM 

Panetta: Military cuts to hit 'all 50 states' 

Ig~~""~he Pentagon proposed budget cuts that would slash the size of the u.s. military by eliminating 

thousands of jobs and mothballing ships in an effort to reduce spending by $487 billion over a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 8:53:45 PM 

Death toll rises in Rio buildings collapse 

Ig~~""ISiX bodies were pulled from the rubble of three collapsed buildings Thursday in Rio de Janeiro. Another 

16 were missing as friends and family awaited word from rescuers combing wreckage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 9:07:35 PM 

Romney revising disclosures for overseas accounts 

A campaign official acknowledged to NBC News that the Romney campaign is revising his financial disclosure forms to 

report off shore holdings that were not disclosed last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 9:44:32 PM 

Banks may not like new mortgage task force 

In the Wild West of the ongoing mortgage mess, there's a new sheriff in town. And he's not handing "Get Out of Jail 

Free" cards in return for a $25 billion check. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 9:48:02 PM 

PFT: Colts owner calls out Manning 

Ig~~""lpFT: Colts owner Jim Irsay criticized Peyton Manning on Thursday, calling the future Hall of Famer a 

"politician" for his earlier comments to the Indianapolis Star. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 10:05:22 PM 

Medics suspend libya prison role over torture 

Doctors Without Borders has suspended its work in prisons in the Libyan city of Misrata because it said torture was so 

rampant that some detainees were brought for care only to make them fit for further interrogation, the group said 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 10:05:22 PM 

Medical group halts work in libyan city's prisons 

Doctors Without Borders has suspended its work in prisons in the Libyan city of Misrata because it said torture was so 

rampant that some detainees were brought for care only to make them fit for further interrogation, the group said 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 10:29:35 PM 

Growing number of car buyers steer clear of imports 

Detroit automakers have long abandoned their "Buy American" campaigns, but the public's interest in bringing more 

manufacturing jobs back to the u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 10:50:14 PM 

Actor who played 'Kotter's' Epstein dies 

Robert Hegyes, who played Juan Luis Pedro Philippo DeHuevos Epstein on 1970s hit "Welcome Back, Kotter," has died at 

60. The actor suffered a heart attack at his New Jersey home on Thursday, Gossip Cop reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 10:59:20 PM 

PhotoBlog: Homeless mothers and children find a lifeline at Hope Gardens 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:09:21 PM 

Twitter to restrict user content in some countries 

Ig~~""~witter announced Thursday that it would begin restricting Tweets in certain countries, marking a policy 

shift for the social media platform that helped propel the popular uprisings recently sweeping across the 
Middle East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:46:44 PM 

Video: Brewer's finger-pointing at Obama takes center stage 

Ig~~""IArizona Gov. Jan Brewer's tense conversation with President Barack Obama permeated the media. White 
House officials say the incident was overblown. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:48:00 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Gingrich leads Romney, but badly trails Obama 

Newt Gingrich leads Mitt Romney among Republicans, but he is the weakest of the GOP presidential hopefuls against 

President Obama, according to an NBC News-Wall Street Journal poll released Thursday evening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:48:09 PM 

Video: 'Very conservative' voters embrace Newt Gingrich 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd reports on the latest numbers from the new NBC/WSJ poll. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/26/2012 11:57:02 PM 

Video: Jerry Brown aims for California comeback 

Ig~~""IA statewide poll shows voters are in support of Gov. Jerry Brown's proposed ballot initiative. NBC's Tom 
Brokaw reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:14:36 AM 

Video: Whirlwind weeks for formerly homeless student 

Ig~~""lsamantha Garvey's journey from being homeless to the national spotlight. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:21:08 AM 

Video: Dazzling northern lights show 

Ig~~""~he aurora borealis, or northern lights, put on an awe-provoking show in the northern latitudes with 
streaks dancing across the sky. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:22:03 AM 

'Toddlers' mom sues media for sexualizing girl 

Ig~~""lshe's not sexy and she doesn't know it! That's what "Toddlers & Tiaras" pageant mom Susanna Barrett 
insists about her 5-year-old glam princess Isabella. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 1:01:08 AM 

$14.3 million lottery 'winner' abandons claim 

Iowa lottery officials sayan attorney that claimed to have the winning ticket in a $14.3 million jackpot has abandoned 

his claim. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20121:13:11 AM 

New butt injection drama: Fake syringe attack 

An attack with a fake syringe on a Spanish-language talk show was just the latest chapter in the South Florida "bad butt" 

injection drama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 1:37:46 AM 

Gingrich-Romney fight dominates Florida debate 

Newt Gingrich and Mitt Romney clash over immigration, investments and a lunar colony in the final debate before 

Tuesday's Florida primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 3:38:59 AM 

J.lo gripes at 'Idol' judges: Your hearing is bad! 

Ig~~""IAfter two weeks of constant 3-0 votes, viewers finally saw an incredulous J.Lo find herself on the wrong 
end of a series of 2-1 decisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 3:42:30 AM 

Police: 35 pounds of cocaine seized at UN 

A shipment containing 16 kilograms of cocaine was seized last week at the U.N.'s mail intake center, a New York Police 

Department spokesman said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20124:26:44 AM 

Celtics rally from 27 down to beat Magic 

Ig~~""lpaul Pierce had 24 points and 10 assists, and E'Twaun Moore added 16 points to help the Boston Celtics 
erase a 27-point deficit and beat the Orlando Magic for the second time this week, 91-83 on Thursday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20125:10:20 AM 

2,000 tacos delivered to 'I might have tacos' mayor 

Ig~~""~he Connecticut mayor who sparked a firestorm of criticism for quipping "I might have tacos" when 

interviewed by a TV reporter about the arrest of four town police officers accused of racially profiling and 
bullying Latino residents got more than he bargained for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20126:16:49 AM 

Slideshow: 11 players who may steal the spotlight 

Ig~~""llf there's going to be a David Tyree in Super Bowl XLVI, it'll be a guy like Julian Edelman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20129:17:56 AM 

Suicide car bombing kills dozens in Baghdad 

BAGHDAD -- Twenty-six people were killed on Friday when a suicide bomber detonated an explosives-packed car in 

southeastern Baghdad, Iraqi officials said. The attack occurred at 11:00 a.m. in the Iraqi capital's predominantly Shiite 

neighborhood of Zafaraniyah, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 9:48:27 AM 

Russia police investigate democracy protest by toys 

Russian authorities are investigating whether demonstrations in favor of "clean elections" by Lego figures, stuffed dolls 

and other toys this month are legal, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 9:50:40 AM 

Blast outside hospital kills dozens in Baghdad 

BAGHDAD -- Twenty-six people were killed on Friday when a suicide bomber detonated an explosives-packed car in 

southeastern Baghdad, Iraqi officials said. The attack occurred at 11:00 a.m. in the Iraqi capital's predominantly Shiite 

neighborhood of Zafaraniyah, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 10:01:27 AM 

Wrecked cruise ship passengers offered $14,460 

Passengers who were on the Costa Concordia are being offered $14,460 apiece to compensate them for their lost 

baggage and psychological trauma after the cruise ship ran aground and capsized off Tuscany. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:30:42 AM 

Thailand elephants now poached for their meat 

Ig~~""IA new taste for eating elephant meat - everything from trunks to sex organs - has emerged in Thailand 

and could pose a new threat to the survival of the species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:45:36 AM 

'Frankenware': When a virus infects a virus 

What if two computer viruses got together and had a baby? It does happen, and security firm BitDefender, calls it -

with apologies to Mary Shelley - "Frankenware." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:37:25 PM 

Gingrich funder brings additional baggage 

Sheldon Adelson, the billionaire casino mogul bankrolling Newt Gingrich's super PAC isn't trying to "buy" a presidency, 

his top political consultant tells NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:42:56 PM 

Grandma's last resting place? A Fla. storage unit 

Ig~~""~he skeletal remains of a woman who died in 1995 have been discovered in a storage unit in Florida, 

according to police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:47:17 PM 

Too little, too late? Factory jobs making comeback 

President Barack Obama is on the road this week touting a plan to bring jobs back to the United States, in part by 

bolstering manufacturing here. It's no secret that's a tough challenge. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 12:50:32 PM 

Video: Son of top NYC cop accused of rape 

Ig~~""~he son of New York City Police Commissioner Ray Kelly is fighting accusations that he sexually assaulted 
a woman, who later had an abortion. WNBC-TV's Jonathan Dienst reports on the case against Greg 

Kelly. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 1:22:29 PM 

For Super Bowl ads, it's the year of social media 

Ig~~""~he Super Bowl has always been a social event, but during this year's battle pitting the New York Giants 

against the New England Patriots, getting social will happen on screens and the sofa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 1:34:26 PM 

Lawless: New 'Spartacus' can lead 100 in undies 

Ig~~""IActress Lucy Lawless, who plays Lucretia on the Starz drama, dishes about how Liam Mcintyre has filled 

Andy Whitfield's big sandals as the new Spartacus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 1:40:44 PM 

Flu faux pas: The etiquette of being sick 

Ig~~""IYOU know "that guy," the one who still goes to work and sees friends even when he's sick? Anna Post of 
the Emily Post Institute has some tips for him. Find out the "do's" and "don't" of being sick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20121:57:17 PM 

That boot was made for talking; school bans 'em 

A suburban Philadelphia middle school's ban on a popular type of fur-lined boots isn't about fashion, it's about 

cell phones. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20122:30:18 PM 

At least 11 hurt in collapse at casino site 

A partial collapse at a casino construction site early Friday in Cincinnati has left at least 11 people injured, some 

seriously, according to news reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 2:30:38 PM 

Economy picked up pace as 2011 ended 

u.s. economic growth picked up speed in the final three months of 2011, expanding at the fastest pace in 1-1/2 years, 

according to new data released Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 3:37:34 PM 

Spinner of romantic lies, 'Rockefeller' set for murder trial 

Ig~~"'l'Dateline NBC" details the the latest development in the 1985 murder of John Sohus, allegedly 

committed by Christian Gerhartsreiter, a con artist who invented aristocratic personalities for himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 3:46:42 PM 

Brewer releases copy of letter to Obama 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer, R, sustained a controversy stemming from her confrontation of President Obama on an airport 

tarmac by releasing a copy of the letter she handed to the president on Phoenix. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20124:22:05 PM 

They want to be buried in a pet cemetery 

Ig~~""IRichard Harris and his wife have four dogs buried at Hartsdale Pet Cemetery in New York's Westchester 

County, one waiting to be interred, and three more living with them who will eventually be laid to rest 
there. He and his wife plan to join them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20124:31:45 PM 

Kim Kardashian tweets Cher death hoax 

Ig~~""IRealitY show star spread the hoax to her 12 million followers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20124:53:14 PM 

Biden predicts second Obama term, Dem majority in House 

Vice President Biden on Friday predicted re-election for himself and President Obama, along with a regained majority for 

Democrats in the House of Representatives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20124:59:35 PM 

Sources: Fox anchor's accuser had an abortion 

The woman who has accused the son of New York City's police commissioner of sexually assaulting her told authorities 

she got pregnant from the encounter and had an abortion, people familiar with the investigation said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20125:15:21 PM 

Djokovic tops Murray; to face Nadal in final 

Ig~~""INovak Djokovic overcame his breathing problems and a "physical crisis" to beat Andy Murray in an almost 
five-hour Australian Open semifinal Friday night and move into his third straight Grand Slam final. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 5:31:01 PM 

Conn. home invasion killer is sentenced to death 

The man who killed a woman and her two daughters in a 2007 Cheshire, Conn., home invasion was sentenced to death 

on Friday and addressed the court before the sentence was handed down. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 5:34:00 PM 

Sources: No rescue planned for kidnapped American 

u.s. officials say they have no plans for now to try to rescue an American hostage kidnapped over the weekend by 

Somali pirates. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 5:38:44 PM 

Bullet-riddled Obama image to be investigated 

Ig~~""IA photograph showing a group of men with guns posing with a bullet-riddled T-shirt with an image of 

Barack Obama's face is to be investigated by the Secret Service, a spokesman told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 5:55:26 PM 

Golden Triangle: Who killed 13 sailors? 

Ig~~""IAS China expands its influence on the Mekong River, it is encroaching on a region dominated for decades 

by a much more profitable trade: narcotics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 6:01:52 PM 

Bus-sized asteroid buzzes Earth ... harmlessly 

Ig~~""IA small asteroid the size of a city bus zoomed between Earth and the moon's orbit Friday, just days after 

its discovery, but it never posed a threat to our planet, NASA says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20126:18:18 PM 

Collision course: Tiger, Rory paired for Saturday 

Ig~~""llf the stars continue to align properly over the desert, Mcilroy might finally give Woods what he's lacked 
his entire career - a rival with staying power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 6:25:44 PM 

FDA detains some OJ from Brazil for fungicide 

u.s. health regulators said on Friday that they had detained three shipments of Brazilian orange juice, and six from 

Canada, that tested positive for the fungicide carbendazim. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 6:31:37 PM 

Video: Adorable 7-year-old wows with presidential knowledge 

Ig~~""IA young boy in Florida with an amazing memory is showing off his knowledge of the US presidents on 
YouTube. WESH's Amanda Ober reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20126:32:19 PM 

Student receives free cocaine with Amazon textbook order 

Ig~~""IAny university student who has ever purchased a used textbook knows that there are sometimes strange 

surprises hiding between those pages. Usually they come in the form of messy scribbles, but in one 
student's case the unexpected gift-with-a-textbook-purchase was a bag of cocaine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 6:32:25 PM 

Southwest employee killed in airport accident 

A Southwest Airlines employee at Washington Dulles International Airport died on Friday after being injured in a 

collision with a luggage cart and another piece of equipment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20126:41:14 PM 

School bans Locks of Love teen for too-long hair 

The 17-year-old, who had been treated for cancer and said he now wants to grow his hair to give to Locks of Love -- a 

charity that provides wigs for kids who lose their hair due to chemotherapy and other treatments -- has been suspended 

from his Michigan school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20126:43:12 PM 

Facebook poised to file for IPO next week 

Facebook looks set to file papers for its public stock offering by as soon next Wednesday, CNBC reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 7:34:20 PM 

50-year-old woman chases, corners, lectures robber 

A 50-year-old woman gives a robber a religious lecture after chasing him for almost a mile and cornering him in an alley, 

according to the Chicago Tribune. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 7:37:40 PM 

Meet 'Rosie' and 'Ken': 2 chimps, many experiments 

Testing on chimps has saved lives in the past, but whether a chimp gets to retire is entirely up to the labs and the 

government. Jane Goodall has been trying for decades to get this kind of animal testing banned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 7:56:51 PM 

'Barefoot Bandit' sentenced to 6 1/2 years 

Ig~~""IA federal judge in Seattle has sentenced the "Barefoot Bandit" to 6 1/2 years in prison for his two-year, 

international crime spree of break-ins, and boat and plane thefts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 7:57:31 PM 

Domestic abuse charges dog new SF sheriff 

Ig~~""lln another blow to San Francisco's newly elected sheriff Ross Mirkarimi, a judge has refused to lift an 

order that prevents him from contact with his wife and son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 7:58:26 PM 

Doubts cast over Yale QB's honor 

Patrick Witt, the 22-year-old Yale quarterback who made headlines in November when he chose to lead Yale against 

arch rival Harvard University over an interview for the prestigious Rhodes Scholarship may not have been faced with 

that tough choice after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 8:01:48 PM 

Tight-fisted mortgage lenders pressure home sales 

Ig~~""IHome prices have fallen by a third since the 2006, creating tremendous bargains for home buyers. 
Mortgage rates are at rock-bottom lows, making houses more affordable than they have been in 

decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 8:43:33 PM 

Man gets 26-year jail term for 17 years of stalking 

In what prosecutors called the longest sentence for stalking in memory, a Seattle-area man received a 26 l/2-year 

prison term for waging a 17-year campaign of harassment against a former classmate that began after she offered him 

help with his homework in 1994. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 8:45:57 PM 

After teen hockey injuries, safety push gains support 

Ig~~...,~wo tragic spine injuries in Minnesota high school hockey games in the last month have sparked debate 

among parents, officials, and fans over how the rough sport can be made safer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 8:54:48 PM 

Obama's Chrysler on eBay - yours for $1 million 

President Obama is on cruise control toward his party's nomination to run for reelection, but Tim O'Brien is hoping to 

capitalize on Obama's old cruise-mobile - a 2005 Chrysler 300C 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/20129:19:54 PM 

Sunspot unleashes powerful parting shot 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The sunspot responsible for setting off a colorful round of northern 

lights got off a doozy of a parting shot, just as it was about to pass around the edge of the sun's disk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 9:22:02 PM 

Authorities to end camping at Occupy DC sites 

Federal park authorities in the nation's capital gave notice to Occupy protesters -- a move seen by the activists as a "slow 

creep" aimed at whittling down their demonstration. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 10:33:17 PM 

Ship carrying rocket parts, hits Ky. bridge 

State officials are inspecting what's left of a southwestern Kentucky bridge that collapsed after a cargo ship carrying 

aviation parts struck it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 10:49:52 PM 

France wants faster NATO Afghanistan exit 

Ig~~""IFrance and Afghanistan agree NATO should speed up by a year its timetable for handing all combat 

operations to Afghan forces in 2013, President Nicolas Sarkozy said Friday, raising new questions about 
the unity of the Western military alliance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 10:50:32 PM 

Special bond of a rescue dog and dying boy 

Ig~~""IA Tennessee dad rescued Juno from a shelter just days before she was due to be euthanized. Chester 
Hembree said he had a gut feeling that the Belgian shepherd was the dog capable of helping his 4-year

old son, who has an irreversible degenerative condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/201211:41:18 PM 

Video: Attacks get harsher ahead of Florida vote 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich unleashes a fiery ad attacking his rival while Romney appealed to Florida's Hispanic voters. 
NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:43:24 PM 

Video: GOP v. Newt Gingrich 

Ig~~""llnfluential Republicans are mobilizing to stop presidential candidate Newt Gingrich from ascending in the 
race. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:52:41 PM 

Cops: 4-year-old brings nine bags of pot to school 

A 4-year-old boy brought nine bags of pot to his elementary school and pulled them out during snack time, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:53:37 PM 

Student charged in Utah school bomb plot 

Ig~~""IAuthorities on Friday charged an 18-year-old man with possession of a weapon of mass destruction after 

they say he and another teenager planned to bomb a Utah high school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/27/2012 11:58:45 PM 

Unsold goods weigh on future growth 

Ig~~""~he economy perked up late last year as factories ramped up production. Unfortunately, a lot of what 

those factories made is still in warehouses and on store shelves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:01:18 AM 

Video: Exclusive: tensions flare near crucial oil chokepoint 

Ig~~""IAn NBC reporter gains access to a region just a few nautical miles from the Strait of Hormuz, one of the 
world's most strategic waterways. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:03:33 AM 

Video: Michigan town for sale 

Ig~~""lpontiac, Mich., no longer supported by GM plants, is struggling to stay afloat. In the face of huge budget 

deficits, the town is now selling off everything, including City Hall. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:06:02 AM 

UN weighs action on Syria 

The Security Council began closed-door negotiations Friday on a new Arab-European draft resolution aimed at resolving 

the crisis in Syria, but Russia's envoy said he could not back the current language as it stands. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:16:16 AM 

Video: Thousands of birds plague Kentucky suburb 

Ig~~""IEuropean starlings cloud the sky every evening, polluting the town. Now some angry residents are 
fighting back. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:26:14 AM 

Demi Moore 911 call: 'She smoked something' 

Ig~~""lon the heavily redacted recording, one of Moore's friends argues with the dispatcher amid confusion 

over which agency should be sending paramedics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/201212:27:47 AM 

eFT: Sandusky requests to see grandchildren 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:39:14 AM 

8 sea lions found shot to death near Seattle 

At least eight sea lions have been found shot to death in the Puget Sound region in recent weeks, wildlife officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 12:58:46 AM 

Readers bid farewell to 'Kotter's' Juan Epstein 

Ig~~""IFOrget the usual goofy reality TV stories that often top our list of most popular posts in The Clicker for the 

week. No, this time, readers said goodbye to a bit of their TV past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:23:00 AM 

Chandler: Get ready for Aussie 'Scream Queens' 

Ig~~""lchandler: What's that noise? Either Bigfoot is close by, or it's the women's singles final featuring Victoria 

Azarenka and Maria Sharapova at the Australian Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:46:36 AM 

Outrage as bodies pile up at Cook County morgue 

Pastors and community activists call for an independent investigation after reports that bodies have been piling up for 

weeks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:47:21 AM 

Twitter censorship policy leads to boycott 

Ig~~""IAnger over Twitter's new policy to censor messages on a country-by-country basis is resulting in protests 

by some Twitter users who say they will refuse to tweet on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20122:05:51 AM 

Florida GOP: Debate audience not stacked for Romney 

The Republican Party of Florida is pushing back at claims by aides to Newt Gingrich that the audience at the debate in 

Jacksonville was full of Mitt Romney supporters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20123:28:11 AM 

US women's soccer team qualifies for Olympics 

Ig~~""~he U.S. women's soccer team booked their way to London on Friday night with a 3-0 victory over Costa 

Rica in the semifinals of the CONCACAF qualifying tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 5:05:27 AM 

Heat beat 3-for-all Knicks in Wade's return 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 31 points, Dwyane Wade scored 28 in his return from a sprained right ankle, and 

the Miami Heat beat the 3-point-obsessed New York Knicks 99-89 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 6:01:37 AM 

Poll ruling sparks street clashes in Senegal 

Protesters hurled rocks at police who retaliated with tear gas in Senegal's capital Dakar on Friday after a top legal body 

said President Abdoulaye Wade could seek a third term. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 7:24:37 AM 

Warm socks sent to North Korea by balloon 

Ig~~""lsouth Korean activists sent warm socks and messages of love attached to balloons toward North Korea 

Saturday, according to the AFP news agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:10:22 AM 

Tibet protester tells China cops: Come get me 

Ig~~""IA young man posts his photo with a leaflet demanding freedom for Tibet and telling Chinese police, come 

and get me. When they arrive, neighbors rise up to defend him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:24:00 AM 

Azarenka cruises to Aussie championship 

Ig~~""lvictoria Azarenka beat Maria Sharapova 6-3,6-0 Saturday to win the Australian Open and take over the 
women's No.1 ranking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:43:51 AM 

Expert who foresaw '08 crash warns of tough decade 

Ig~~""IEconomist Nouriel Roubini, nicknamed "Dr. Doom" for his gloomy predictions ahead of the 2008 financial 

meltdown, says a conflict with Iran could cause a global recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:00:36 PM 

Panetta: Pakistan doctor gave US key bin Laden intel 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta is acknowledging publicly for the first time that a Pakistani doctor 

provided key information to the u.S. ahead of the raid that killed Osama bin Laden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:28:49 PM 

Arab league halts observer mission due to violence 

The Arab league's deputy chief said the observer mission to Syria had been halted because of violence, The AP reports, 

after activists claimed 130 people had been killed in 24 hours. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 1:40:37 PM 

Tiger's bogey-free 66 co-leads Abu Dhabi 

Tiger Woods moved into contention with a 3-under 69 Friday after three birdies over five holes on the back nine in the 

second round of the Abu Dhabi Golf Championship. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 3:07:35 PM 

Video: Ex-Yale player on defensive 

Ig~~""IFormer Yale quarterback Patrick Witt finds himself playing defense these days, insisting candidacy for the 

Rhodes Scholarship was never suspended because of an accusation of sexual assault, as a newspaper 
claims. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 3:09:32 PM 

Video: Garth Brooks determined to honor mom 

Ig~~""lcountry music star Garth Brooks has won a lawsuit brought to reclaim $500,000 he pledged to donate to 
a hospital in his hometown in the memory of his mother, but he says it is still his "dream" to honor her

with or without the hospital's help. NBC's Lilia Luciano reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20123:15:35 PM 

Video: Couture designers now in discount stores 

Ig~~""IEver want to step out in a Vera Wang but thought you couldn't afford it? TODAY consumer 

correspondent Janice Lieberman goes shopping for designer clothes you can buy in discount 
stores. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 3:41:20 PM 

Video: Obama pushes plan built on manufacturing 

Ig~~""lln his weekly address, President Obama discusses the blueprint he put forward this week in the State of 
the Union Address for improving America's economy. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:03:05 PM 

Tennis.com: Fitness could playa role in men's final 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: The good news for Rafael Nadal is that Novak Djokovic's semifinal win over Andy Murray was 

more exhausting match than his own four-set win the previous day over Roger Federer, and it raised 
questions about Djokovic's fitness-if not his heart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:06:51 PM 

17th body found on wrecked Italy cruise ship 

Ig~~""IROUgh seas delayed the planned start Saturday of a salvage operation to remove a half-million gallons of 
fuel from the wrecked Costa Concordia cruise ship off Italy's Tuscan coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:09:14 PM 

Video: Obama hits swing states with new economic themes 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama took his economic messages from the State of the Union on the road to swing states 

this week in an attempt to build support heading into the Fall election. NBC's Mike Viqueira 
reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:19:22 PM 

Video: Some Americans banned from leaving Egypt 

Ig~~""luS Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood's son is one of several people currently not allowed to leave 
Egypt as tensions mount between America and the Middle Eastern country. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:29:56 PM 

Video: Verbal jabs define Florida GOP primary 

Ig~~""INBC'S Ron Mott reports from Florida where the war of words continues between GOP presidential 
hopefuls Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich as the state's primary looms. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20124:49:06 PM 

Video: Space expert responds to Gingrich's vision of moon colony 

Ig~~""IMsnbc space expert James Oberg talks about whether Newt Gingrich's vision of a colony on the moon 
contains any benefits and what the price tag might look like. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 5:24:30 PM 

Hoggard: Does a Tiger lead still mean something? 

Ig~~""~iger Woods may not be the lock he once was, but with a 54-hole lead Woods still looms large. Still, it 

remains to be seen whether Woods' aura is worth a half stroke per side the way some believe it used to 
be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 5:36:52 PM 

Man falls to death aboard cruise ship in Bahamas 

Authorities are investigating the death of a passenger aboard the Carnival Fantasy who fell from an upper deck to a 

lower deck while the cruise ship was docked in the Bahamas. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/20126:20:10 PM 

Blood found in home where toddler vanished 

Investigators say they've found blood inside the Maine home where a toddler was reported missing six weeks ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 6:40:39 PM 

Moon cozies up to Jupiter in night sky Sunday 

Ig~~""IFor the second time this month, the moon is going to pay a visit to Jupiter, the largest planet in our solar 

system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 7:01:04 PM 

Gingrich vows to go 'all the way to the convention' 

First Read: With just three days to go until the Florida primary, Newt Gingrich told reporters Saturday he is in this 

presidential race for the long haul. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 7:21:01 PM 

UN nuclear team in Iran to seek answers 

Ig~~""lsenior United Nations nuclear inspectors headed to Tehran on Saturday to press Iranian officials to 

address suspicions that the Islamic state is seeking atomic weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 7:48:59 PM 

Police officer killed by fellow officer trying to arrest him 

A California police officer was shot and killed Saturday by a fellow officer who was trying to arrest him for suspected 

sexual misconduct with a minor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 8:48:25 PM 

Dolphin, seal deaths plague New England 

Ig~~""lscores of dolphins that beached on Cape Cod in recent weeks have died, the second time in three months 

New England has seen a mass of marine mammal deaths. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 9:31:55 PM 

PhotoBlog: St. louis parade welcomes Iraq veterans 

People in the crowd waved American flags and held signs reading, "Welcome Home" and "God Bless Our Troops." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:08:11 PM 

Ala. tornado survivors help after latest twisters 

Ig~~""lsurvivors still haunted by memories of last year's tornado outbreak that killed 250 in Alabama are writing 

checks, donating diapers and standing over hot grills to help victims of the latest twisters to pummel the 
state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:38:45 PM 

Grief-stricken soap actor commits suicide 

Nick Santino reportedly was wracked with grief after his beloved pit bull Rocco was euthanized Tuesday - the same day 

Santino turned 47. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:40:16 PM 

Romney uses 'history,' surrogates against Gingrich 

First Read: In the final days of campaigning before Tuesday's pivotal Florida primary, Mitt Romney's campaign is leaving 

no weapon unused against chief rival Newt Gingrich. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 10:53:58 PM 

Friends, family say goodbye to Etta James 

Ig~~""IEtta James was remembered at a service Saturday attended by hundreds of friends, family and fans as a 

woman who triumphed against all odds to break down cultural and musical barriers in a style that was 
unfailingly honest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 11:15:48 PM 

17-year-old girl dies in Mt. Hood snowboarding accident 

Taylur DeWolf, 17, of Sandy, was found dead after a snowboarding accident at Skibowl Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 11:33:40 PM 

Yemeni president arrives in US for treatment 

Ig~~""~he embattled president of Yemen arrived in the United States on Saturday for medical treatment, 

Yemen's foreign press office said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 11:46:37 PM 

Video: Analyzing presidential campaign strategy 

Ig~~""INBC'S Kate Snow and David Gregory, host of "Meet the Press," discuss Newt Gingrich's campaign plans 
and growing concerns about the Republican nomination fight. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/28/2012 11:47:58 PM 

Video: Syria crisis worsens 

Ig~~""~he crisis in Syria takes a dramatic turn for the worse as Arab League observers suspend their mission in 

the country after government forces killed 74 people, including women and children, in one day. NBC's 
Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 12:02:41 AM 

Video: America's heartland welcomes home troops 

Ig~~""lwhen U.S. combat troops came home from Iraq, there was little public fanfare. Today in St. Louis, a 

crowd estimated at about 100,000 tried to change that thanks to a grassroots effort. NBC's John Yang 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 12:08:36 AM 

Arc: Towson ... wins! 41-game skid over 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 12:38:46 AM 

Private investors near deal on Greek debt 

A disorderly and potentially devastating Greek debt default is looking much less likely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 1:29:53 AM 

Oakland police use tear gas on Occupy protesters 

Oakland police used tear gas and "flash" grenades to break up an estimated 2,000 Occupy protesters after some 

demonstrators started tearing down fencing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 2:32:45 AM 

Cain endorses Gingrich for GOP nomination 

Former presidential candidate Herman Cain has endorsed former House Speaker Newt Gingrich for the Republican 

nomination for president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 2:52:29 AM 

Santorum cancels events to be with sick daughter 

Republican presidential hopeful Rick Santorum is canceling his Sunday morning campaign events and is spending time 

with his hospitalized daughter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20123:11:36 AM 

Peru: 27 killed in fire at rehab center 

Ig~~""IA fire swept through a two-story private rehabilitation center for addicts in a poor part of Peru's capital 

on Saturday, killing at least 27 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20124:49:03 AM 

Surprise: Cain endorses Gingrich in GOP race 

Just last week, Herman Cain said he was backing somebody else. But in Florida, Cain endorsed former House Speaker 

Newt Gingrich for the Republican nomination. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20124:58:04 AM 

Dozens arrested at Occupy Oakland; protesters break into City Hall 

Dozens of people were arrested in Oakland skirmishes on Saturday as an estimated 2,000 Occupy protesters tried to 

take over a vacant convention center, then broke into City Hall. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20125:30:17 AM 

Man stuck in mud for 3 days, is rescued 

A homeless man stuck in thick mud near the Rio Grande river for three days was rescued after high school students on a 

field trip heard him yelling for help, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20126:17:20 AM 

Body of girl, 6, who fell into Ore. river is found 

The body of a 6-year-old girl swept into the Clackamas River last week has been recovered, deputies say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 9:41:56 AM 

Hazanavicius wins Directors Guild award for 'The Artist' 

Michel Hazanavicius, director of "The Artist", was named the year's best feature film director by the Directors Guild of 

America on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:29:23 AM 

Chinese workers held by Sudan rebels 

Rebels in Sudan's oil-producing border state of South Kordofan said on Sunday they were holding Chinese workers for 

their own safety after a battle with the Sudanese army. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:58:57 AM 

NYT: Facebook era brings real-life lessons on friendship 

Is there a right way to tell a friend it is time to go? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 12:23:34 PM 

Weather halts search of capsized Italian cruise ship 

Divers searching for bodies on the Costa Concordia, the wrecked cruise ship that lies capsized off the Italian coast, 

suspended work on Sunday amid heavy seas and strong winds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 2:22:06 PM 

Cars with white ribbons circle Moscow in anti-Putin protest 

Ig~~""~housands of cars flying white ribbons or white balloons circled central Moscow on Sunday in a show of 

protest against Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 2:29:23 PM 

Soldiers, rebels killed in battle for Damascus suburbs 

In dozens of tanks and armored vehicles, Syrian troops stormed rebellious areas near the capital Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20123:04:18 PM 

Tiger 'just a touch off,' finishes 3rd in Abu Dhabi 

Ig~~""~iger Woods struggles to an even-par 72 in the final round at Abu Dhabi, finishing two strokes behind 

Robert Rock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 3:05:36 PM 

Poll: Romney leads Gingrich in Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 3:05:51 PM 

Baby lotion recalled due to bacteria levels 

Johnson & Johnson on Friday said it is recalling more than 2,000 tubes of its Aveeno Baby Calming Comfort Lotion after 

u.s. regulators identified excessive levels of bacteria in a product sample. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20123:14:23 PM 

Arctic snowy owls soar south in rare mass move 

Ig~~""IBird enthusiasts are reporting rising numbers of snowy owls from the Arctic winging into the lower 48 
states this winter in a mass southern migration that a leading owl researcher called "unbelievable." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20123:34:11 PM 

Video: Florida becomes pivotal primary state 

Ig~~""lsen. John McCain, a Romney supporter, and former Sen. Fred Thompson, who supports Gingrich, discuss 

the importance of the FL primary for each campaign. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20124:57:26 PM 

Rough seas shut down cruise ship search, salvage efforts 

Ig~~""llnciement weather on Sunday has shut down search and salvage efforts at the site of the Costa Concordia 

cruise ship wreck off the island of Giglio near the Tuscan coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 5:31:03 PM 

Djokovic wins longest Slam final ever 

Ig~~""INovak Djokovic wore down Rafael Nadal in the longest Grand Slam singles final ever, winning 5-7,6-4,6-
2,6-7 (5), 7-5 after 5 hours, 53 minutes to claim his third Australian Open title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/20125:36:15 PM 

Oakland assesses Occupy break-in damage 

About SO Occupy protesters broke into Oakland's City Hall, where they smashed glass display cases, spray-painted 

graffiti, and burned the u.s. and California flags. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 6:38:01 PM 

With pipeline to US on hold, Canada eyes China 

Ig~~""~he latest chapter in Canada's quest to become a full-blown oil superpower unfolded this month in a 

village gym on the British Columbia coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 6:42:59 PM 

GOP tries new strategy to get Canada pipeline 

Republican lawmakers will try to force the Obama administration to approve the Canada-to-Texas Keystone XL pipeline 

by attaching it to a highway bill House Speaker john Boehner said on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 7:05:38 PM 

Police focus on SUV in fatal N. Calif. train crash 

Investigators on Sunday were trying to determine what motivated the driver of a sport utility vehicle to ignore a downed 

crossing arm and flashing lights and pull the vehicle into the path of an oncoming commuter train in Sacramento. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 9:38:40 PM 

Santorum's daughter fills the gap 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 9:41:34 PM 

Crashes that killed 10 felt like 'end of the world' 

Ig~~""~en people died in crashes overnight apparently caused by smoke from a fire along Interstate 75 in north 

Florida, authorities said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 9:44:46 PM 

US, Taliban talks on prisoner swap falter 

Talks between the Afghan Taliban and the United States in Qatar almost failed as the Taliban leadership reportedly 

refused to accept the U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/201210:17:25 PM 

Silva: Breaking down Super Bowl XLVI 

Ig~~""lsilva: Super Bowl XLVI isn't an exact rematch of Super Bowl XUI when the New York Giants shocked the 
New England Patriots. But that may be a good thing. What this one lacks in historical significance (no 

perfect season at stake) it makes up for in offensive firepower and sheer entertainment value, not to 
intriguing storylines on defense and special teams. So we broke it all down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 10:35:27 PM 

Rosenthal: 11 reasons Patriots can win Super Bowl XLVI 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: This Super Bowl is an extremely even matchup. The Giants may be deeper, but this is a 

mentally tough Patriots team that is greater than the sum of its parts. Here are 11 reasons New England 
can win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 10:36:48 PM 

Trash piling up faster along border with Mexico 

Ig~~""lpiCking her way into the desert brush, Raquel Martinez gathered scores of plastic water bottles tossed in 

an Arizona desert valley near the Mexico border, often by migrants making a risky trek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 10:41:58 PM 

Rosenthal: 11 reasons Giants can win Super Bowl XLVI 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: We've had four straight closely contested Super Bowls. On paper, this is the most even evenly 
matched game yet. Here are 11 reasons why the Giants can break the Patriots' hearts again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 10:44:05 PM 

Afghan family guilty in 'honor' killings 

Ig~~""IA jury found an Afghan father, his wife and their son guilty of killing three sisters and a co-wife in what 
the judge described as "cold-blooded, shameful murders" resulting from a "twisted concept of honor." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:26:51 PM 

Rose's late misses help LeBron, Heat escape Bulls 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 35 points, while reigning NBA MVP Derrick Rose wasted two chances in the final 23 
seconds and the Miami Heat escaped with a 97-93 win Sunday over the Chicago Bulls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:46:21 PM 

European bank boss leaves huge bonus on table 

Royal Bank of Scotland says chief executive Stephen Hester will not be accepting a 1 million pound bonus that drew 

criticism from British politicians. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:52:26 PM 

Video: Romney, Gingrich exchange barbs 

Ig~~""IStrong poll numbers show Mitt Romney in the driver's seat ahead of Tuesday's Republican primary in 
Florida. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:56:22 PM 

'Scary Potter' movie comes to theaters 

Ig~~""IBest bets: Daniel Radcliffe is onscreen with "Woman in Black," while Madonna is behind the camera with 
"W.E." And on the small screen, "The Voice" returns with another season of musical competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:56:50 PM 

Video: Nuclear inspectors go to Iran 

Ig~~""~he goal of the three-day visit is to try to determine whether the nation has a secret nuclear weapons 

program. NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/29/2012 11:59:24 PM 

Video: Early treatment boosts heart health 

Ig~~""IA new study shows how critical it is to identify and treat risk factors for heart disease, even for people in 
their 40s. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:12:17 AM 

Video: Facebook poised for IPO 

Ig~~""~he social networking giant could file as early as this week. CNBC's Silicon Valley Correspondent Jon Fortt 
explains. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:13:27 AM 

Video: Fast food goes around-the-clock 

r-I~ore outlets are staying open late to cater to people working night shifts and second jobs. NBC's Mike 
aibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:25:44 AM 

Weekend box office awash in 'The Grey' 

Ig~~""lsurvival story "The Grey" starring Liam Neeson in a battle against weather and wolves led the box office 

pack with a better-than-expected $20 million in ticket sales over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:17:12 AM 

House mice serenade mates with 'bird' song 

Ig~~""IMost people are familiar with the telltale squeak of a mouse, but scientists have long known that these 
aren't the only noises house mice make. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:19:34 AM 

Slideshow: Screen Actors Guild Awards 

Ig~~""IStars of film and TV, including Brad Pitt, George Clooney, and Alec Baldwin are among the celebrities to 

attend the festivities in Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 2:25:56 AM 

Gaborik's hat trick helps Team Chara win All-Star game 

Ig~~""IMarian Gaborik made New York Rangers teammate Henrik Lundqvist pay for not selecting him to play for 
Daniel Alfredsson's team in the NHL All-Star game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 3:24:49 AM 

'The Help' earns top honor at SAG Awards 

Ig~~""~he Screen Actors Guild on Sunday picked the actors in drama "The Help" as the top ensemble cast of 

2011 and gave it two other awards for best lead actress and supporting actress, in a surprise over heavily 
favored silent movie romance "The Artist." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20123:41:12 AM 

Video: Costas and Brady talk Super Bowl 

Ig~~""~om Brady talks with Bob Costas about Super Bowl XLVI, including the importance of the Patriots' 

offensive line keeping Justin Tuck and Osi Umenyiora under control. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:33:34 AM 

Marshall's monster day carries AFC in Pro Bowl 

Ig~~""IBrandon Marshall caught six passes for 176 yards and a Pro Bowl-record four touchdowns and the AFC 

used a second-half surge to beat the NFC 59-41 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20125:07:37 AM 

How do we keep candidates from telling the same lies over and over? 

After a presidential debate, even before the debate has ended, we're able now to read fact-checks from PolitiFact and 

many news organizations. But shouldn't the candidates get their facts straight and tell the truth in the first place? Here 

are a few questions for the next debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20127:06:16 AM 

Santorum resumes campaign as daughter improves 

Rick Santorum said that he would resume his campaign on Monday, after his ailing 3-year-old daughter made a 

"miraculous turnaround" in hospital. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20127:10:50 AM 

Blaze kills 3 young siblings, injures 4-year-old relative 

An early-morning fire killed three toddlers in central Mississippi on Sunday. A fourth child was being treated at a burn 

center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 7:43:58 AM 

'Urban war' rages on edge of Syrian capital 

Troops seized eastern suburbs of Damascus from rebels late on Sunday, opposition activists said, after two days of 

fighting only a few miles from President Bashar Assad's center of power. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20128:17:06 AM 

Water leaks found at stricken Japan nuclear plant 

Japan's stricken nuclear power plant has leaked more than 160 gallons of water, forcing it to briefly suspend cooling 

operations at a spent-fuel pond at the weekend. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20128:56:18 AM 

Missing toddler's blood found at dad's home 

Some of the blood found in a Maine home where a missing toddler was last seen six weeks ago belonged to the little 

girl, an official said Sunday 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 9:49:22 AM 

South Korea to spend $7.4 billion on fighter jets 

South Korea has invited Boeing, Lockheed Martin and EADS to participate in its next generation fighter jet program, in 

which the country will invest $7.39 billion until 2021. . 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201210:07:37 AM 

Occupy Oakland: 400 arrested after violent protest 

Ig~~""lcrews cleaned up Oakland's historic City Hall on Sunday from damage inflicted violent anti-Wall Street 

protests that resulted in about 400 arrests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/201210:40:19 AM 

Egyptians move to reclaim streets through graffiti 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Street artists duel it out to shift public opinion for or against the ruling military council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:14:32 PM 

Japan's population to drop by 1 million each year 

Ig~~""~apanls rapid aging means the national population of 128 million will shrink by one-third by 2060. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:41:08 PM 

Video: Gingrich, Romney make final push in Florida 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopefuls Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich make their final push for Floridians' 
votes a day ahead of the state's crucial primary. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:42:25 PM 

Video: Romney: Gingrich attacks 'painful to watch' 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney discusses his leading in the polls ahead of Florida's primary 
and the attacks being launched on him by his main rival, Newt Gingrich. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:45:03 PM 

Video: Taco Bell enters breakfast battle 

Ig~~""~he fast-food breakfast wars are heating up with the entry of Taco Bell into the battle for early risers' 
bucks. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:50:30 PM 

Afghan woman slain for giving birth to daughter 

An Afghan man killed his wife for giving birth to a third daughter rather than the son he'd hoped for, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 12:51:22 PM 

Stocks set to fall as Greek budget issues loom 

u.s. stocks are set to fall Monday as concerns grew about the state of Europe's finances as Greece and Germany sparred 

over budget measures for Athens. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:01:54 PM 

Native Americans, given less time to vote for president, sue S.D. 

Members of the Oglala Sioux Tribe in South Dakota, a heavily Democratic group, are getting only six days for early voting 

in the presidential primary election, while the rest of the state gets 46. Their lawsuit is described in a story published 

Monday by lOOReporters, a new investigative reporting group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:20:04 PM 

Ex UBS trader Adoboli denies fraud, faces trial 

Ig~~""IFormer UBS trader Kweku Adoboli will stand trial in September after pleading not guilty on Monday to 

charges related to the loss of more than $2 billion on trades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:21:41 PM 

Video: An inside look: Chimps as medical experiments 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lisa Meyers, in a preview of an upcoming Rock Center segment, takes a first look inside a secret 
primate medical research facility. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 1:40:09 PM 

Consumer spending fizzles as savings rise 

u.s. consumer spending was flat in December as households took advantage of the largest rise in income in nine months 

to boost their savings, setting the tone for a slowdown in demand. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 2:04:00 PM 

Marine in hazing suicide case goes to trial 

A U.S. Marine accused of hazing a colleague who committed suicide at their remote outpost in Afghanistan is appearing 

in court after agreeing to a plea bargain. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20122:04:17 PM 

Norway convicts 2 over Muhammad cartoon bomb plot 

Ig~~...,~wo men accused of plotting to attack a Danish newspaper that caricatured the Prophet Muhammad 

were found guilty Monday of terror charges in Norway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20122:11:55 PM 

Video: 'Murses,' man-icures: Male grooming gets big 

Ig~~""IMen's grooming has become a $5 billion industry in the u.s. NBC's Jenna Bush Hager reports on the big 

business of men's clothing, pampering and accessories, and asks TODAY's male personalities what they 
think about it. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20122:19:07 PM 

Polls show Romney rolling to Fla. victory 

First Read: Romney appears headed for a win in Florida's primary as Gingrich vows to fight on but how long can he 

continue after Tuesday? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 2:26:38 PM 

Occupy DC faces 'noon' deadline to end camping 

Ig~~""locCUpy protesters in the nation's capital were preparing for a noon Monday deadline set by federal park 

authorities to end camping at some of the movement's last remaining large encampments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 2:31:50 PM 

Stocks slump amid Greek budget woes 

u.s. stocks slid at Monday's open as concerns grew about the state of Europe's finances as Greece and Germany sparred 

over budget measures for Athens. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 2:38:37 PM 

Video: Road to The White House runs through Florida 

Ig~~""[he "1-4 Corridor" in Florida is a crucial battleground along the road to The White House. One in every 

four voters in that part of Florida is registered as an independent. While GOP candidates fight for victory 
in the primary, NBC's Kate Snow talks to residents about the issues that will determine the outcome of the 
election in November. No matter who they intend to vote for, there's a pervasive sense that the system in 
Washington is "broken." Snow's report is part of Rock Center with Brian Williams airing Monday, Jan. 30, at 
10p/9c. (Rock Center) 

I~~~:r~~:""j 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20123:09:09 PM 

For Floridians, it's all about the economy 

Nearly one in four voters along the "1-4 corridor" in Florida are registered independent or have no party affiliation and 

no allegiance to Republicans or Democrats. A report from NBC's Kate Snow for Rock Center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20123:15:25 PM 

Video: Cop to the rescue of women who drove into lake 

Ig~~""IA Texas sheriff's deputy went into a lake to save two women who were trapped in their vehicle. 
Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 3:29:58 PM 

Video: Remorseful puppy thief sends apology, $600 to store 

Ig~~""IA woman in California seen on surveillance video taking a chow has apologized to the pet store and sent 

$600. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20123:34:14 PM 

Megaupload user data could be gone Thursday 

Federal prosecutors say data from users of Megaupload could be deleted as soon as Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 3:46:28 PM 

Street battles rage on edge of Syrian capital 

Street battles raged at the gates of the Syrian capital on Monday as President Bashar Assad's troops sought to 

consolidate their grip on suburbs that rebel fighters had taken. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 3:56:30 PM 

3-vehicle crash preceded fatal mass pileup in Fla. 

The Florida Highway Patrol says there was a three-vehicle crash just hours before a series of pileups killed 10 people and 

injured 18 others on the same stretch of Interstate 75. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 4:04:23 PM 

Dentist who used paper clips is sentenced 

A former Massachusetts dentist has been sent to jail for a year for using paper clips instead of stainless steel posts in 

root canals. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:10:55 PM 

Conn. police chief retiring amid racial scandal 

Ig~~""~he police chief in East Haven, Conn., is retiring amid a scandal in which four officers are accused of 

tyrannizing Latino residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:31:05 PM 

Costa Concordia removal could take up to a year 

Ig~~""~he Costa Concordia, precariously resting on one side, will likely be a part of the scenery off the Italian 

island of Giglio for the better part of a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:41:00 PM 

Video: Afghan president to meet with Taliban 

Ig~~""~he Afghan government says President Hamid Karzai will hold talks with the Taliban in the hopes of 

starting a peace process. NBC's Atia Abawi reports from Kabul, Afghanistan. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:41:35 PM 

EU leaders struggle to reconcile austerity, growth 

Ig~~""IEuropean leaders struggled to reconcile austerity with growth on Monday at a summit due to approve a 

permanent rescue fund for the euro zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20124:48:24 PM 

Iran says it has laser-guided artillery shells 

Iran said on Monday it had manufactured laser-guided artillery shells that were capable of spotting and hitting moving 

targets with a high degree of precision, state-run television reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:03:58 PM 

Wage gains offer welcome relief to workers 

Ig~~""IAmerican consumers caught a break in their paychecks in December - and the money went right into 

their saving accounts. That could help ease the recent squeeze on household finances. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20125:13:50 PM 

Police: 3 arrested in deaths of 5 in Ala. home 

Ig~~""lpolice in Alabama say they have arrested three suspects in the deaths of five people whose bodies were 

found by officers investigating a possible robbery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20125:16:22 PM 

But seriously folks, these Super Bowl ads didn't need toilet humor or pratfalls 

Ig~~""IHere are eight highly effective Super Bowl ads that played it straight, and in some cases even tugged at 

the heart, to get their message across, instead of pratfalls and toilet humor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20125:17:01 PM 

WWII vet healing soldiers, one dog at a time 

Ig~~""lveteran Irwin Stovroff has raised millions of dollars to provide wounded soldiers with guide dogs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:37:29 PM 

Video: Vassar acceptance letters elate, devastate 

Ig~~""lvassar College blames a computer glitch after 76 applicants were mistakenly informed they had been 
accepted to the school. WNBC-TV's Gus Rosendale reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:38:46 PM 

Oh yeah! 'Ferris Bueller' Honda ad recreates film 

Ig~~""IFrom "Broderick ... Broderick" to singing on a parade float, the Super Bowl ad pays homage to 1986 hit 
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:43:50 PM 

Occupy DC faces eviction as deadline passes 

Ig~~""locCUPY protesters set up a large, blue tarp with the words "tent of dreams" in the nation's capital as a 

noon deadline to end camping at some of the movement's last remaining large encampments passed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:51:37 PM 

State Dept: Americans take refuge at Cairo embassy 

Several American citizens have taken shelter in the u.S. Embassy in Cairo amid a sharpening dispute between 

Washington and Egypt's military-led authorities over U.S.-funded pro-democracy groups in the country, the State 

Department said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 5:57:21 PM 

Gingrich won't accept debate moderated by press 

Newt Gingrich threatened Monday to skip any debate as the Republican nominee versus President Obama that's 

moderated by a member of the media. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 6:03:59 PM 

Wall Street tumbles on stalled Greek debt talks 

u.s. stocks fell after Greece's efforts to reach a debt restructuring with creditors stalled and European leaders struggled 

to change the market's focus to a push for economic growth on the continent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20126:17:27 PM 

It's been a warm January, but warmest? 

Ig~~""~anuary has been warmer than average across the lower 48 states, but the record was set just six years 
ago in January 2006 and it's too soon to tell if that will fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20126:32:18 PM 

Women are better at parking than men 

After years of enduring sexist jokes and taunts from their male counterparts, women drivers can finally take heart -- a 

new study suggests they're actually better at parking than men. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 6:35:08 PM 

Horror movie sickens two at Sundance 

Ig~~""IEver seen something so horrifying in a film that it made you sick? Last week, two people watching a late

night screening of horror flick "V /H/S" at the Sundance Film Festival had to be treated by EMTs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20126:57:04 PM 

Plan would protect jobs of military family members 

The Obama administration has proposed new rules to help military families care for service members when they are 

called to active duty or become injured. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 7:57:59 PM 

Dying Steve Jobs kept Bill Gates letter by his bed 

Ig~~""ISteve Jobs and Bill Gates were frenemies, as many know, but when Jobs died last fall, the mutual respect 

between the two tech titans was quite strong: By his bed, Jobs kept a letter Gates had written the Apple 
co-founder in his final months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20128:05:14 PM 

Frequent flier miles taxable? Citibank says so 

Frequent flier miles aren't so enticing when they're taxable. That may be the sentiment among Citibank customers who 

are receiving 1099 tax forms from the bank to report their frequent flier miles. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20128:15:32 PM 

Video: Costa Concordia removal could take a year 

Ig~~""IROUgh seas around the cruise ship Costa Concordia, stopped efforts to find the missing, and remove the 
fuel. A setback, as the ship continues to sink, in conditions too dangerous for divers. For survivors-

they're still coming to terms with their emotions, what they lost on board-- and whether the company's offer 
of compensation, is enough. NBC's Michelle Kosinski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 8:58:07 PM 

19-year-old dies in fall from Park City chairlift 

A 19-year-old University of Utah student likely suffered a medical episode before she fell from a popular Park City ski 

resort and died, an official said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/20129:11:34 PM 

Stocks down slightly on European debt fears 

Stocks and the euro slid as a spike in Portuguese bond yields and the still-unresolved Greek debt talks raised investors' 

fears that the already-fragile European and global economies face greater risks. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 9:49:59 PM 

CSN: Bootless Gronkowski 'getting stronger every day' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 9:55:54 PM 

Gazans break(dance)ing boundaries 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 10:11:25 PM 

FDA whistleblowers sue, alleging electronic spying 

The Food and Drug Administration electronically spied on whistleblowers who alerted the Obama administration and 

Congress of alleged misconduct uin the agency, particularly relating to what they claim was the push to approve unsafe 

and ineffective medical devices, according to a lawsuit filed in federal court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 10:14:03 PM 

Tourists banned from u.s. over Twitter jokes? 

Ig~~""IA handful of ominous Twitter jokes apparently got some young tourists kicked out of the u.s. before they 

could begin their vacation, according to UK tabloids and our own investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 10:47:27 PM 

Drought forces Texas cattle north 

Ig~~""~he drought ravaging Texas has done what the Dust Bowl could not: forced ranchers to ship cattle more 

than 600 miles north to Nebraska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 10:48:23 PM 

Clerk charged with stealing $1 million from NY archdiocese 

A longtime worker for the Archdiocese of New York has been accused of using accounting tricks to steal more than $1 

million from the church, law enforcement officials and church leaders said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:38:52 PM 

Nixon clarifies: 'Bisexuality is not a choice' 

Ig~~""~he actress is backtracking on her controversial "being gay is a choice" interview, which landed her in hot 

water with the gay community last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:39:16 PM 

Video: State of the Homeland 

Ig~~""lln her annual State of the Homeland address, Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano says the 

government is trying harder to focus its air and sea screening on the higher risk passengers and cargo. 
NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:41:19 PM 

Video: Heavy smoke, fog led to deadly Florida pileup 

Ig~~""1911 calls reveal the chaos that resulted after about 20 cars and trucks slammed into each other in a series 
of accidents on 1-75 south of Gainesville. NBC's Mark Potter reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:45:27 PM 

Video: Romney stays on the attack even as he surges ahead 

Ig~~""~he former Mass. Gov. is leading the polls in Florida, something he attributes to his campaign's new 
aggressive strategy. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:49:23 PM 

Super Bowl rivalry offers big win for travelers 

Ig~~""[he battle for the Vince Lombardi trophy won't begin until the New England Patriots and New York Giants 

face off in Super Bowl XLVI on Sunday, but the contest over bragging rights has already begun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:53:11 PM 

Video: Syria violence escalates 

Ig~~""lpresident Bashar Assad's regime has slaughtered thousands of people since March, according to the 
United Nations. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:56:07 PM 

Video: Sisters, wife murdered in 'honor killings' 

Ig~~""IA Canadian court found three Afghan family members guilty of first degree murder. Prosecutors said the 

four women had been killed because they were believed to have disgraced the family. NBC's Kevin 
Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/30/2012 11:59:52 PM 

Video: Doctors ignore blood pressure guidelines, study says 

Ig~~""lwhen a patient's blood pressure is measured in both arms, instead of just one, the differences in 

readings could point to underlying health risks. NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/201212:08:47 AM 

Federal workers make more for the same job 

A new government study says the average federal worker earns about 2 percent more than a private sector worker in a 

comparable profession, though the government's generous pension system means that overall compensation is 

significantly higher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:28:03 AM 

Latest violence could signal new phase in Syria conflict 

Ig~~""IWith fighting now encroaching the suburbs of the Syrian capital, the conflict is entering into a new 

dimension for the first time in nearly 10 months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:30:57 AM 

Senator's stroke shows younger ages susceptible 

Ig~~""lwhen a stroke hits at 52, like what happened to Sen. Mark Kirk of Illinois, the reaction is an astonished, 
"But he's so young." The reality is that strokes can happen at any age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:46:23 AM 

Julian Assange to appear on 'The Simpsons' 

Ig~~"'l'The Simpsons" is making some big headlines, and not just because its SOOth episode is just around the 

corner. The WikiLeaks founder is set to appear on the animated show's landmark episode. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:56:07 AM 

Iconic skier's death points out US health gap 

Ig~~""lsince the death of Canadian skier Sarah Burke in January, fans and supporters from around the world 

have donated over $300,000 - more than enough to cover the massive U.S. medical bill generated by 
efforts to save her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20122:03:20 AM 

'Extremist' speaker withdraws from West Point event 

Ig~~""~he Army is drawing protests from veterans' and Islamic groups for inviting a retired general who many 

have called anti-Muslim to speak at a West Point prayer breakfast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 3:55:23 AM 

Freddie Mac betting against some homeowners 

Government-owned Freddie Mac has invested billions in financial instruments that profit when homeowners are stuck in 

high-interest mortgages, an investigation by ProPublica and NPR found. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:16:02 AM 

Video: Made in America ... Again: Jobs Returning to U.S. from China 

Ig~~""lsome jobs that were outsourced to China are returning to the United States. In North Carolina, a once 

shuttered furniture factory is reopening and boasting that its wood furniture is, once again, made in 
America. The news provides hope for some Americans that jobs they thought were lost forever might be 
making the round trip back to the United States. Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:26:04 AM 

Video: Are Newt Gingrich's moon colonies plausible? 

Ig~~""lon the campaign trail, former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich has vowed to voters that he would 

create a colony on the moon if elected president. Is it possible to really have humans living on the moon? 
Famed astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson said that moon colonies are "reachable scientifically" and that a 
conversation about space gets Americans dreaming about the future again. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 5:20:05 AM 

Witnesses: Militants killed in Yemen air strike 

Eleven militants including a number of local al-Qaida leaders were killed in an air strike in Yemen overnight, local 

residents said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20126:37:03 AM 

'X Factor' shakeup: Paula, Steve, Nicole all out 

Ig~~""llt's official: Host Steve Jones and judges Paula Abdul and Nicole Scherzinger won't be returning for season 

2 of the singing competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 7:33:52 AM 

Witnesses: Drone attack kills 11 in Yemen 

At least 11 people, including several alleged local al-Qaida leaders, were killed in an overnight airstrike in southern 

Yemen, local residents said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 7:55:31 AM 

PBT: Time to consider Clippers contenders 

Ig~~""lpBT: Chris Paul is back healthy, and when you start talking about teams with a shot at the title you need 

to start mentioning the Clippers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 8:00:43 AM 

III. nuclear plant shuts after 'unusual incident' 

A nuclear reactor at a northern Illinois plant shut down after losing power, according to officials from Exelon Nuclear and 

federal regulators. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 8:30:55 AM 

Marine gets 30 days in hazing case linked to suicide 

Ig~~""IA Marine accused of hazing a colleague who later committed suicide in Afghanistan was sentenced 

Monday to 30 days in jail and a reduction in rank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:01:32 AM 

China boosts security in Tibet following protests 

Ig~~""IA senior official in Chinese-ruled Tibet has ordered heightened security in Buddhist monasteries as the 

government tries to prevent protests from spreading. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20129:43:19 AM 

Would-be Jedi jailed over lightsaber attack 

Ig~~""IAn Oregon judge has used his force to order a 4S-day jail sentence and mental health evaluation for a 
would-be Jedi who attacked toy store customers with a pair of lightsabers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 10:08:14 AM 

Mexican official stopped with $1.9 million in luggage 

A Mexican state official was detained as he got off a government-owned plane with $1.9 million crammed into a 

briefcase and a backpack, prosecutors announced Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:08:35 AM 

Airline fee rules herald return of honest price tags 

Consumers have had enough, so could cell phone or pay television providers also go back to inclusive prices? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:14:32 AM 

At least 48 dead as 'extreme cold' grips Europe 

Ig~~""IA severe and snowy cold snap has killed at least 48 people across central and eastern Europe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:57:54 AM 

Santorum: Ailing daughter 'had a big smile on her face' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:13:13 PM 

Cheat away on taxes, more Americans say 

Ig~~""~he percentage of people who say you should cheat on your income taxes "as much as possible" hit 8 

percent in 2011, double what it was in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:25:44 PM 

Mafia snitch who killed 2 is jailed for 10 years 

A former mobster who helped convict Vincent "Vinny Gorgeous" Basciano was sentenced to 10 years in prison on 

Monday despite being involved in multiple murders. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:44:02 PM 

For Super Bowl, Volkswagen sees Star Wars again 

r-~OlkSWagen won the hearts of the viewing public last Super Bowl Sunday with a Star Wars-themed ad. 
his year the automaker returns to the galaxy far, far away - all the way to Tatooine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:45:03 PM 

Video: Cain: I would work for President Gingrich 

Ig~~""IFormer GOP presidential hopeful Herman Cain tells TODAY's Ann Curry why he decided to throw his 

support behind one of his former rivals, Newt Gingrich, and says he would work for Gingrich should he 
become president. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:46:08 PM 

Video: 911 calls released after horrific Fla. pileup 

Ig~~""~he 911 calls following a horrific pileup on 1-75 in Florida have been released, and now there are serious 

questions about why the fog and smoke-filled road was opened in the first place. NBC's Mark Potter 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:47:40 PM 

Video: 154 water skiers set world record 

Ig~~""11S4 water skiers glided their way one nautical mile across waters off Australia, setting the world record 

for the highest number of people pulled by a single boat. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 12:49:54 PM 

Video: Soldier surprises daughter, 6, on birthday 

Ig~~""IA 6-year-old girl in Utah got a birthday gift she'll never forget: a surprise visit from her Army sergeant 
dad. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:34:51 PM 

College official faked SAT scores to boost ranking 

A senior administrator at California's Claremont McKenna College resigned after admitting that for years he falsified SAT 

scores to inflate the small, prestigious school's ranking. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:38:46 PM 

ExxonMobil rakes in $9.4B in 4th-quarter profit 

ExxonMobil Corp. posted a 2 percent rise in fourth-quarter profit, slightly above market expectations and more money 

than The Bahamas' annual GDP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:47:04 PM 

Real-life nightmare: Car lands on sleeping man 

A Connecticut man woke up to a real-life nightmare early Tuesday morning when a car police were pursuing slammed 

into his apartment while he was sleeping and landed on top of him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:50:31 PM 

Russia: UN putting Syria on 'path to civil war' 

Ig~~""IA senior Russian diplomat warned that a draft U.N. resolution demanding that Syria's President step aside 

is a "path to civil war," as Syrian troops crushed pockets of resistance on the outskirts of Damascus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:50:37 PM 

'Bod4God': Pastor urges flock to get fit for Jesus 

Ig~~""lwe try to lose weight for all kinds of reasons: to look good, to feel healthier, to fit into a pair of jeans. 

Baptist Pastor Steve Reynolds suggests better motivation may come from a higher power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 1:56:49 PM 

Roller coaster ride linked to young man's stroke 

Ig~~""lcruiSing on a coaster triggered tear in neck blood vessel, causing man's massive balance and coordination 

problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20122:05:46 PM 

No joke: Colbert Super PAC raises $1 million 

Tuesday is the day for the so-called Super PACS to file an annual report of donors. NBC News and msnbc.com will be 

scouring the filings, and posting details. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20122:08:09 PM 

Search called off for missing cruise ship passengers 

Ig~~""lltalian emergency officials say they are calling off a search for missing people in the submerged part of 

the Costa Concordia cruise ship, due to the danger to rescue workers, according to the Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20122:16:38 PM 

Yemen: US airstrikes kill 15 suspected al-Qaida militants 

u.s. airstrikes targeting leaders from Yemen's active al-Qaida branch killed 15 suspected militants, Yemeni officials said 

on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 2:20:46 PM 

Woman stalked for 17 years: 'I don't think it's over' 

Even though Shawn Moul has been sentenced to 26 years in jail for his 17-year campaign of harassment against her, 

Tracy Lundeen said Tuesday: "Unfortunately, I don't think it's over. He won't stop." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 2:25:50 PM 

Monty Python to reunite for new movie 

Ig~~""llf you're a lumberjack and you're OK, recognize a dead parrot when you see one, and know your way to 

the Ministry of Silly Walks, you're going to want to read this. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20122:35:08 PM 

Is Fla. the beginning of the end for GOP race? 

With a likely victory for Mitt Romney in the Sunshine State, First Read ponders whether the GOP nominating contest is 

wrapping up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 2:59:31 PM 

'I'm very alive': Army veteran declared dead 4 times 

Despite rumors to the contrary, Army veteran Jerry Miller is still very much alive. "I'm alive. I'm very alive," Miller told 

WESH 2 News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20123:15:33 PM 

CSN: Cruz guarantees Giants will beat Patriots 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 3:39:29 PM 

Video: theGrio highlights influential African-Americans 

Ig~~""lln honor of Black History Month, David Wilson, executive editor of theGrio.com, reveals some of the 
noteworthy African-Americans the website has chosen to spotlight for their contributions. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 3:41:39 PM 

Dry lakefront Texas town gets water trucked in 

Ig~~""~anker trucks loaded with water have become the lifeline for a Texas lakefront village that came 

precariously close to becoming the state's first community to run out of drinking water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 3:49:59 PM 

Video: Cops: Man drove SUV through rival pizzeria's sign 

Ig~~""IAn Upstate New York man is facing charges after police say he was caught on security camera footage 

ramming his SUV into the sidewalk sign of a rival pizzeria. WGRZ-TV's Ron Plants reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20123:58:02 PM 

As One World Trade Center soars, so do its costs 

Ig~~""lone World Trade Center, the skyscraper that's being constructed at New York City's Ground Zero, may 

now be the most expensive new office tower in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:07:31 PM 

Did Leonardo da Vinci copy 'Vitruvian Man'? 

Ig~~""INew research suggests that Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawing of a male figure perfectly inscribed in a 

circle and square, known as the "Vitruvian Man," may be a copy of an earlier drawing by Leonardo's 
friend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:12:57 PM 

Report: Megaupload data safe for two more weeks 

On Monday, federal prosecutors said that data from Megaupload's 50 million users could be deleted as soon as 

Thursday. A new report, however, offers fresh hope to those desperate to save their data - which includes personal 

photos and documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:15:50 PM 

Who's behind that outbreak? Sometimes, CDC won't say 

Ig~~""lwhen government health officials wrapped up a three-month investigation of a salmonella Enteritidis 
outbreak that sickened 68 people in 10 states, the final report on Jan. 19 included nearly every detail -

except the name of the place that sold the food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:25:44 PM 

The Corolla is the best-selling car of all time 

Ig~~""~he best-selling cars through history have appealed to a broad buyer base because they are within the 
reach of the masses -- and that includes the Toyota Corolla and the Ford Model T. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:50:00 PM 

Undies to insults: Madonna's best TV moments 

Ig~~""IA look back at Madonna's high-profile TV appearances makes us believe she'll do something a little wild 

come Sunday's Super Bowl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:52:05 PM 

Ex-LA teacher charged with molesting 23 children 

Los Angeles school officials are trying to determine how a teacher charged with molesting 23 children could have 

committed the crimes without anybody finding out. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:53:15 PM 

Woman criticized for rock-climbing with 2-year-old 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:59:12 PM 

US deficit tops $1 trillion 4 years in a row 

A new budget report released Tuesday predicts the u.s. government will run a $1.1 trillion deficit in the fiscal year that 

ends in September, a slight dip from last year but still very high by any measure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20124:59:57 PM 

Yemen: Man tied to USS Cole bombing killed in US strike 

Yemen revised the number of suspected militants killed in a u.s. airstrike Tuesday down to four people killed, and said 

one of the victims was a man suspected of involvement in the 2000 bombing of the USS Cole. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20125:04:13 PM 

PhotoBlog: Floridians vote on primary day 

Ig~~""IFloridians head to the polls to vote in the GOP primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 5:25:41 PM 

Sugar daddy: Huntsman's father gave $1.9 milliion 

A Super PAC supporting Jon Huntsman Jr., the former candidate in the Republican presidential primary, has filed its 

annual report of donors, showing that the candidate's father provided 70 percent of its support. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20125:29:14 PM 

Video: Obama to voter: 'Send me your husband's resume' 

Ig~~""IAfter being told by a Texas voter during a webcam chat that her husband was having trouble finding an 

engineering job, President Obama invited the woman, Jennifer Wedel, to send him her husband's 
resume. Wedel discusses the interaction with msnbc's Thomas Roberts. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20125:53:04 PM 

Romney poised to regain frontrunner status 

A number of polls indicate that Mitt Romney appears headed toward a victory over Newt Gingrich in the Sunshine State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20125:58:08 PM 

China goes on gold binge; world wonders why 

Analysts believe China bought as much as 490 tons of gold in 2011, double the estimated 245 tons in 2010. "The thing 

that's caught people's minds is the massive increase," one broker says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 6:27:37 PM 

'Smart bullet' hits targets a mile away 

Smart weapons have been growing smaller since the first guided cruise missiles took off with a roar. O
·g~~..., 

oday's soldiers may soon shoot farther and more accurately with a new "smart bullet" that uses tiny fins 
to steer itself toward anything targeted by a laser beam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 6:29:57 PM 

Report: AI-Qaida in decline, but threats to US multiply 

AI-Qaida is in decline around the world, but Iran's leaders seem prepared to attack u.s. interests overseas, particularly if 

they feel threatened by possible u.s. action, u.s. intelligence official said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 6:41:56 PM 

Afghan women keep pushing to have voices heard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20126:46:48 PM 

Video: Cain on the defensive with Gingrich endorsement 

Ig~~""IFormer presidential contender Herman Cain is no longer in the GOP race, but he's back grabbing 

headlines. NOW's Alex Wagner grills Cain on his multiple endorsements in first backing "the people" and 
then later Newt Gingrich, asking the former businessman if he thought Gingrich's comments targeting 
minorities insinuated racial overtones. (Now with Alex Wagner) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 6:52:49 PM 

America is becoming a nation of renters 

Ig~~""~here was fresh data from the government Tuesday showing that the American dream of owning a home 

is fading fast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20126:55:18 PM 

ID theft investigation stops $l.4B in tax refunds 

A U.S. government crackdown on suspected identity thieves filing false tax returns stopped $1.4 billion in bad refunds 

from being sent out in calendar 2011, the tax-collecting Internal Revenue Service said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20127:07:01 PM 

Paula and Nicole gone from 'X Factor'? Good! 

Ig~~""IAn early report has Simon focusing on a bigger name to replace Paula. That's great, but it shouldn't be 
the primary goal. "X Factor" doesn't need famous women. It needs strong women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20127:18:29 PM 

Facebook IPQ will be big, but it doesn't matter 

Facebook could sell shares to the public in an IPO - valuing the social network from $75 billion to $100 billion -

sometime between April and June. But there are four good reasons why this will be a non-event. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20127:46:08 PM 

Slideshow: Media Day moments from Super Bowl XLVI 

Ig~~""lwhether it was a mass of reporters gathered around a player or random "super heroes" posing 

questions, there was no shortage of sights at the NFL's big event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 8:30:36 PM 

Video: Parasitic twin removed from 3-year-old's abdomen 

Ig~~""IDoctors in Peru performed a successful surgery to remove a parasitic twin from a child. Msnbc's Brooke 

Sopelsa reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20128:47:28 PM 

Clinton: Syria not another Libya 

Ig~~""IU.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton urged the Security Council to adopt the Arab League plan for a 

political process to end the violence in Syria, saying it would be different from U.N. efforts to pacify Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20129:09:28 PM 

Online petition asks Apple for 'ethical' iPhone 

Ig~~""IAn online petition asking Apple to "address dangerous conditions in factories" making the next iPhone 

has gotten 35,000 signatures in the first 24 hours of the effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/20129:19:03 PM 

Komen charity halts Planned Parenthood grants 

The nation's leading breast-cancer charity, Susan G. Kamen for the Cure, is halting its financial partnerships with 

numerous Planned Parenthood affiliates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:31:38 PM 

Romney defends negative tone of campaign 

First Read: Mitt Romney defended the increasingly negative tenor of the GOP primary campaign, telling reporters that 

he would not "stand back" as other candidates attacked him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:34:33 PM 

$10,000 reward in sea lion killings 

Ig~~""IA group best known for fighting off whalers has joined federal investigators looking into the recent 

killings of sea lions near Seattle, offering a $10,000 reward. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:40:38 PM 

Obama lists his big fund raisers 

The Obama campaign on Tuesday voluntarily released an updated list of 445 major "bundlers" of campaign 

contributions, showing that just its top 61 elite fundraisers brought in at least $30 million for the president's re-election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:40:48 PM 

Gingrich accuses Romney of denying kosher meals to Holocaust survivors 

A spokesman for Newt Gingrich confirmed the ex-speaker's campaign is behind a robo call saying that Holocaust 

survivors were forced to eat non-kosher food because Mitt Romney vetoed a bill to pay for food to meet religious 

dietary restrictions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 9:52:28 PM 

If it's 60 degrees F, it must be spring ... or not 

Ig~~""IBalmy temperatures across much of the Northeast and Great Lakes region add to the drama over 

whether this will go down as the warmest January on record in the continental U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 10:11:37 PM 

As al-Qaida fades, new challenges confront US security 

AI-Qaida remains a threat, but intense U.S.-led pressure could relegate it and similar organizations to having only 

"symbolic importance," the nation's intelligence chief said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 10:31:25 PM 

Passengers sue cruise line for $460 million 

Ig~~""lcalling an initial compensation offer "insulting," an attorney representing Costa Concordia passengers 

announced Tuesday details of a $460 million civil lawsuit against the owner of the wrecked cruise ship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 10:41:50 PM 

Video: Hazing a sex crime at Portland HS? 

Ig~~""loregon high school students are being investigated for a possible sexual assault after a hazing incident. 
KGW's Mike Benner reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 10:41:50 PM 

Video: Snowy owls a hoot for Mont. town 

Ig~~""IArrival of migrating owls draws birders, photographers and scientists to tiny town. KECI's Kevin Maki 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:04:53 PM 

Facebook to file scaled-down IPQ plan - reports 

Facebook will file documents Wednesday morning to raise $S billion in an initial public offering of stock, less than the 

$10 billion previously expected, according to published reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:20:05 PM 

Video: Watch live: GOP candidates speak after Fla. vote 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the speeches at the Florida GOP primary by Mitt Romney, Newt Gingrich, Rick 
Santorum and Ron Paul. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:32:41 PM 

Subject: NYT: For young girls, it starts with lip gloss 

he tween makeup sector is expanding, with new, sophisticated product lines - and chic young fans. O
·g~~..., 

here are now new beauty collections with bold packaging, sexy product names and natural ingredients. 
On shelves, they'll sooner sit next to Burt's Bees than next to Barbie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:44:55 PM 

Video: Newt Gingrich presses on 

Ig~~""IGingrichJs scheduled campaign stops begin Wednesday in Nevada, a state that will hold its caucus on 

Saturday. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

1/31/2012 11:50:44 PM 

Video: u.s. vulnerable to Iran attack, intelligence officials say 

Ig~~""IAt Tuesday's Senate Intelligence Committee hearing, National Director of Intelligence James Clapper said 

Iran may be more willing to attack the u.S. at home and abroad. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201212:05:14 AM 

Protesters turn on Occupy Wall Street videographer 

Ig~~""~he videographer who has brought Occupy Wall Street to many who've never made it to New York City 

says he's under increasing attack from other protesters, and was assaulted recently during a march. 
Msnbc.com's Bob Sullivan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201212:11:46 AM 

Video: Charity 'Operation Walk' provides free surgeries 

Ig~~""lorthopedic surgeons operate on uninsured patients, replacing their bad hips and knees. NBC's Nancy 
Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 12:21:39 AM 

BBC: Secret report reveals Pakistan-Taliban ties 

Pakistan's security services are directly assisting the Taliban in Afghanistan and know where senior militant leaders are 

hiding, the BBe says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201212:54:16 AM 

McDonald's drops use of gooey 'pink slime' in meat 

Ig~~""IMcDonald's confirmed that it has eliminated the use of ammonium nitrate - a key ingredient in 
fertilizers and household cleaners - in its hamburger meat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201212:54:16 AM 

McDonald's drops use of gooey 'pink slime' in meat 

Ig~~""IMcDonald's confirmed that it has eliminated the use of ammonium nitrate - a key ingredient in 
fertilizers and household cleaners - in its hamburger meat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:00:07 AM 

Romney rebounds with Florida primary win 

Based on exit poll data and preliminary returns, NBC News projects that former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney will 

win Florida's Republican primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:07:27 AM 

Video: Tea Party voters wary of empty Republican promises 

Ig~~""~enny Beth Martin, co-founder of the Tea Party Patriots, discusses the Tea Party's perspective on the 

current Republican primary race and the challenge of finding a candidate they can trust to cut 
government spending. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:59:47 AM 

Video: With Florida won, Romney attacks Obama 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney addresses supporters after winning the Florida Republican primary, insisting that the heated 

primary prepares the eventual candidate, and attacking President Obama on the economy and 
healthcare. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:14:21 AM 

Spielberg, union support Obama Super PAC 

Hollywood director Steven Spielberg and the Service Employees International Union were among the big donors to a 

Super PAC supporting President Barack Obama. Priorities USA Action filed the report Tuesday with the FEC showing $4.4 

million raised to support the president's re-election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:20:58 AM 

Infamous cannibal hopes to marry 'vampire' 

Two infamous Swedish murderers, the "Skara Cannibal" and the "Vampire Woman," hope to get married, according to a 

Swedish newspaper. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:41:55 AM 

Video: Gingrich paints picture of first day as president 

Ig~~""INewt Gingrich thanks his supporters in Florida, calling for help in defeating Mitt Romney's big money 

campaign, and outlines his plans for his first day in office as President of the United States. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:59:30 AM 

After TV cameras leave, Romney PAC discloses $18 million 

After the speeches were over and the TV cameras in Florida were turned off, the pro-Mitt Romney Super PAC called 

Restore Our Future disclosed its fundraising Tuesday night, just before the midnight ET deadline. It showed total receipts 

of $17.9 million during the year (all during the last quarter) and spending of only $6.5 million, showing a huge bankroll 

for the primaries and general election. The figures for January are not yet included. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:51:09 AM 

'Losers' gain new competition, big troubles 

Ig~~""~hey're baaaaack! Just when the remaining players started to feel secure in their spots, the very first 

contestants to leave the game returned to reclaim their places. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20124:54:32 AM 

Video: Identities of Super PAC donors made public 

Ig~~""INBC'S Investigative Correspondent Michaellsikoff takes a look at the released information on Super PAC 

fundraising and donors. Romney donors include Wall St. hedge fund managers and a Koch 
brother. (Hardball) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20124:54:49 AM 

Help wanted at Apple plant, Chinese line up 

Behind the Wall: The reaction in China to a New York Times report on poor working conditions at an Apple factory may 

be muted because of the enormous demand for those jobs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:47:44 AM 

Pro-Ron Paul PAC misses $$$ deadline, blames credit card company 

A Super PAC supporting Ron Paul was the only major presidential fundraising operation to miss Tuesday's federal 

deadline for disclosing its donors. The Revolution PAC blamed an error by its credit card company. Because of bad 

information provided by the company, the PAC told the Federal Election Commission, it didn't know who its donors 

were. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:49:07 AM 

Philly cardinal dies ahead of child sex abuse trial 

Ig~~""lcardinal Anthony Bevilacqua - the retired Catholic archbishop of Philadelphia who was due to testify in 
a sex abuse trial - died in his sleep on Tuesday, the church said. He was 88. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:16:04 AM 

40-foot boat explodes at Wash. marina; man injured 

Ig~~""IA boat that exploded at a marina in Washington broke windows, inflicted shrapnel-type damage on other 
vessels and seriously injured a 78-year-old man, firefighters said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:27:14 AM 

Puppet dictator? Syrian satirists mock Assad 

Ig~~""~hroughout 40 years of Assad family dictatorship, one thing united Syrians - the culture of self

censorship, fear and paranoia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:42:24 AM 

Alert level raised as Alaska volcano forms lava dome 

Ig~~""~he warning level for a remote Alaska volcano has been raised after a new lava dome began forming, 

indicating the mountain could explode and send up an ash cloud that could threaten aircraft. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:45:26 AM 

US officials detail Afghan army attacks on coalition 

Ig~~""lu.s. defense officials are to tell Congress Wednesday that supposedly friendly Afghanistan security forces 
have attacked u.s. and coalition troops 4S times since May 2007. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 10:30:03 AM 

Argentina: UK prince arriving as 'conquistador' 

Argentina lashed out at Great Britain as Prince William headed to the Falkland Islands, saying that the second-in-line to 

the throne would arrive "dressed in the uniform of a conquistador." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201210:55:17 AM 

UK Islamists who targeted US Embassy admit plot 

Four British men pleaded guilty on Wednesday to involvement in an al-Qaida inspired plot to bomb the London Stock 

Exchange. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 11:57:03 AM 

Birth control pill recall amid pregnancy fear 

Pfizer said on Tuesday it was recalling about a million packets of birth control pills in the United States because they may 

not contain enough contraceptive to prevent pregnancy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201211:57:13 AM 

11th victim found days after deadly Fla. crash 

Ig~~""~he body of an eleventh person has been found in a pickup truck days after a deadly pileup on Interstate 

75, the Florida Highway Patrol said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 12:44:42 PM 

Video: Romney: Path ahead looking 'very good' 

r-I~ff th e hee Is of his dec is ive victory in the Flo rida pri mary, GOP pres ide ntia I h 0 pefu I Mitt Ro m ney te 115 
ODAY's Matt Lauer that he feels livery good" about the path ahead. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 12:46:44 PM 

Video: US official: Iran now 'more willing' to attack US 

Ig~~""llran could now be "more willing to conduct an attack in the United States in response to real or perceived 

U.S. actions that threaten the regime," according to James Clapper, the U.S. Director of National 
Intelligence. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 12:51:06 PM 

Neighborhood wins against off-campus wildness 

Residents still talk about the night of the naked dancing girl. They describe how she grooved au naturel on their block in 

Stillwater, Okla., as another kegger raged at a rental house nearby. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 12:51:29 PM 

UN nuke inspectors hail 'good' talks with Iran 

Ig~~""[he leader of a United Nations nuclear inspection team said Wednesday that their visit to Iran had been a 
"good trip," and announced plans to revisit Tehran "in the very near future." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:00:55 PM 

Not tonight honey, the cable bill is due 

Ig~~""lln the real world, the weak economy has left far too many Americans fretting about getting their bills 

paid each month. But would you give up sex in exchange for having the bills paid? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:01:22 PM 

Facebook effect: Will charities get some IPa dough? 

Ig~~""lwhat will a new generation of Facebook millionaires do with their wealth? It's a good bet that many will 

splurge on a fancy new car, purchase a new home or perhaps even plan a trip to space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:10:17 PM 

Video: Why did accused murderer take the stand? 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S legal analysts Star Jones and Savannah Guthrie explain why Jennifer Trayers testified in her own 
murder trial, in which she's accused of stabbing her husband to death over a love triangle. NBC's Aditi 

Roy reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:12:58 PM 

Video: Hollywood's newest injection trend: Is it safe? 

Ig~~""IHGH, the synthetic and injectable form of human growth hormone, is hot in celebrity circles for its 

purported anti-aging properties. NBC's Amy Robach reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:14:17 PM 

Video: Girl who can reverse words tests her skill live 

Ig~~""IAIYSSa Kramer, a 14-year-old YouTube star from Oklahoma, says her unusual talent, speaking backwards, 
is easy because limy brain flips it for me." Matt Lauer and Ann Curry put her to the test live. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20121:46:09 PM 

Chrysler sales jumped 44 percent in January 

It looks like u.s. auto sales began the year the way they ended 2011: on a strong note. Chrysler kicked off monthly u.s. 
auto sales reports Wednesday by posting a 44 percent increase in sales last month, helped by gains from its Chrysler, 

Dodge, Jeep and Ram brands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:02:08 PM 

eFT: It's Signing Day - keep track right here 

Ig~~""ICFT: Standout WR Dorial Green-Beckham has chosen to stay home and attend Missouri, but signing day is 

far from done. We're here all day to cover every commitment, surprising switch and 
wacky/hilarious/creepy story for the top high school players as rated by top recruiting sites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:03:36 PM 

High times in the Bronx: 593 marijuana plants found 

New York police raided a five-story Bronx building that they believe was being used as a marijuana farm with hundreds 

of plants in an elaborate growing system. A search warrant was executed at about 1 p.m. on Tuesday at 610 Morris Park 

Ave., according to police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:06:51 PM 

Romney on Gingrich snub: 'I guess he doesn't have our number' 

As the congratulatory calls trickled in to Mitt Romney after his 14-point victory in Florida Tuesday night, the message 

was pretty clear from main rival Newt Gingrich: Don't wait by the phone. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:09:54 PM 

Pitt, Hill talk 'Moneyball' and Oscar 

Ig~~""IBrad Pitt and Jonah Hill talk with TODAY's Ann Curry about what it would mean to them for "Moneyball" 

to hit a home run at the Oscars and why they were so driven to make the film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:12:50 PM 

Tips from well-traveled families 

Ig~~""lsome folks raise their kids traveling, and have it down to an art. Their tips and tricks - some learned the 
hard way - can perhaps help us "regular" traveling parents ease up a bit and enjoy the ride more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:13:16 PM 

Why Florida's primary differed from South Carolina's 

First Read offers five reasons why Tuesday night's outcome in the Sunshine State was unique, including money and 

debates. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:24:11 PM 

DOT passenger protections threatened by partisan bickering 

Thanks to new rules regarding airfare advertising, what you see is now what you pay. But it may not be for long. At least 

that's the hope of Rep. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:33:10 PM 

NYPD cop shot in head, to make full recovery 

A New York City police officer is expected to make a full recovery after being shot in the head while chasing a suspect in 

Brooklyn, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20122:59:46 PM 

South Africa: 4 given 18 years in jail for killing lesbian 

Four men in South Africa were given 18 years in jail on Wednesday for stoning and stabbing to death 19-year-old Zoliswa 

Nkonyana for living openly as a lesbian. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:18:50 PM 

'Beatbox cellist' is a star, but doesn't act like one 

He plays beatbox cello and saxophone, speaks Mandarin, won "The Sing-Off" and got 1.3 million YouTube hits. But, a 

TODAY producer reports, Kevin Olusola is so modest and down-to-earth that he gave her a bear hug and called her 

"Mom" (much to her chagrin). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:23:15 PM 

American Airlines may cut up to 15,000 jobs 

American Airlines may cut up to 15,000 jobs, or about 10 percent of its workforce, in an effort to cut costs at the 

struggling carrier, sources familiar with the situation told an NBC affiliate. NBC 5 reported Wednesday that the airline's 

parent company, AMR Corp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:26:02 PM 

eFT: Top recruit Green-Beckham going to Missouri 

Ig~~""ICFT: Top recruit Green-Beckham going to Missouri 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:39:37 PM 

Oops! FBI uses chain saw on wrong door 

A Massachusetts mother says the FBI used a chain saw blade to cut through her door and held her at gunpoint for at 

least 30 minutes before agents realized they were conducting a raid at the wrong home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20123:40:37 PM 

Ford, Chrysler sales rise but GM's drop 

It looks like Chrysler's u.s. auto sales began the year the way they ended 2011: on a strong note. For Ford and GM, not 

so much. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20124:13:57 PM 

Obama proposes $5-10 billion for home refinancing 

President Barack Obama on Wednesday called on Congress to approve a $5 billion to $10 billion effort to help u.s. 
homeowners refinance as part of a wider package of proposals to shore up the depressed housing market. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20124:29:31 PM 

Video: Bus driver crashes news conference 

Ig~~""IA bus driver in Ohio has been suspended from her job after forcing her way through a news conference 
that was being held about a construction site collapse. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20124:45:24 PM 

Video: NYPD raids massive marijuana farm in Bronx 

Ig~~""lpolice in New York City raided a five-story Bronx building Tuesday that was home to a massive marijuana 
farm. WNBC-TV's Ida Siegal reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20125:06:28 PM 

Romney: 'I'm not concerned about the very poor' 

Mitt Romney committed a gaffe Wednesday morning when he said that he's "not concerned abou thte very poor" as a 

focus of his campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20125:07:43 PM 

CSN: Brady is best ever - and he's underrated 

Ig~~""ICSN: Nobody's ever done it better than Tom Brady. He's been the NFL's Michael Jordan. But can it be 

alleged by a sane person that he's underrated? Yes, and there are theories as to why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20125:07:43 PM 

CSN: Brady is best ever - and he's underrated 

Ig~~""ICSN: Nobody's ever done it better than Tom Brady. He's been the NFL's Michael Jordan. But can it be 

alleged by a sane person that he's underrated? Yes, and there are theories as to why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20125:24:13 PM 

'No imminent data loss' for Megaupload users 

Ig~~""lln an effort to save data belonging to Megaupload's 50 million customers, the Electronic Frontier 

Foundation and Carpathia Hosting are teaming up. While there are no promises that customer data will 
be retrieved, there is some hope. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:10:03 PM 

Helicopters send food, evacuate in Europe freeze 

Ig~~""IHelicoPters evacuated dozens of people from snow-blocked villages in Serbia and Bosnia and airlifted in 

emergency food and medicine as a severe cold spell kept Eastern Europe in its icy grip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:11:02 PM 

Amy Winehouse death verdict could be unlawful 

The coroner who ruled that soul singer Amy Winehouse died of alcohol poisoning has resigned after her qualifications 

were questioned, officials in Britain said on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:16:13 PM 

Investors still waiting for Facebook IPQ papers 

Facebook isn't making any friends with the likely delay of its IPO filing. WSJ's 'All Things D' blog says it may not happen 

until after the market closes at the earliest. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:16:26 PM 

'Soul Train' creator commits suicide 

Ig~~""IDon Cornelius, creator of the long-running music show "Soul Train," is dead at 75 of a self-inflicted 

gunshot wound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:24:51 PM 

UK Islamists who targeted US Embassy admit plot 

Four British men pleaded guilty on Wednesday to involvement in an al-Qaida inspired plot to bomb the London Stock 

Exchange. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:26:30 PM 

PhotoBlog: Documenting Moscow's migrant workforce 

Ig~~""IReuters photographer Denis Sinyakov spent nine months photographing those who come from former 

Soviet countries to earn a living in Russia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:35:33 PM 

PBT: This is LeBron's best-ever start to a season 

Ig~~""lpBT: Some of you are saying, so what? Doesn't matter if he doesn't win a title. But there will never be 

many players of his caliber, so we need to appreciate what we have while we have it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:38:29 PM 

Automakers start year with strong sales 

Car sales zoomed ahead in January, with many automakers reporting solid sales at the start of a year expected to show a 

steady gain in vehicle purchases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:41:07 PM 

Parents shaken by ex-teacher's molestation charges 

Authorities say there was never any outward indication that anything was wrong in Mark Berndt's classroom at 

Miramonte Elementary School in south los Angeles. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:48:09 PM 

Google to censor Blogger blogs by country 

Ig~~""IGoogle says some blogs on Blogger, its blogging platform, will be blocked on a "per country basis," in 

order to comply with "removal request" laws of nations where freedom of speech is not cherished or 
allowed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:51:02 PM 

Video: Occupy attack targets videographer 

Ig~~""~im Pool was live streaming an OWS protest when he was attacked, a move broadcast live on TimCast.TV. 

Pool talks with Msnbc.com's Dara Brown about the violence and transparency issues facing a changing 
movement. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20126:56:20 PM 

theGrio: The 10 biggest myths about black history 

With many misconceptions and mischaracterizations of black history, theGrio sets the record straight on everything 

from slavery to the civil rights movement. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:26:49 PM 

Scores killed in riot after Egypt soccer match 

Soccer fans stampeded the field and rioted Wednesday after a match between fierce rivals in the port city of Port Said, 

attacking each other with fists, stones, fireworks and bottles. More than 70 people were killed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:26:49 PM 

Dozens killed in clashes after Egypt soccer match 

At least 40 Egyptians were killed Wednesday in violence following a soccer match in Port Said, when fans flooded the 

field seconds after a match against a rival team was over, Egypt's Health ministry said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:48:11 PM 

Every sunrise a painting: Brain-tumor survivor's daily ritual 

Ig~~""IDebbie Wagner has risen early more than 2,200 times so she could observe and paint the sunrise. The 

habit has sustained her since she lost the ability to read novels, cook recipes and sleep through the night 
- and now her art holds great meaning for others as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20127:52:30 PM 

Cost of Alabama immigration law disputed 

A study finding Alabama's crackdown on illegal immigrants will cost the state up to $11 billion is under fire from the 

law's supporters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:27:19 PM 

Pakistan, NATO officials downplay Taliban report 

NATO and Pakistan leaders were scrambling to downplay a leaked report Wednesday featuring testimony by Taliban 

detainees who claim they're winning Afghan war. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:30:20 PM 

Here's where the jobs will (and won't) be by 2020 

Ig~~""lconsidering a career change? You may want to think hard about nursing, and you probably don't want to 

set your sights on a job as a mail carrier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:35:23 PM 

Romney defends 'poor people' remark 

Mitt Romney vigorously defended his economic message and engaged in a bit of damage control when asked by a 

reporter to explain his comment on CNN that he is "not concerned about the very poor." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20128:53:49 PM 

'Veterans For Weed' agrees to name change 

Ig~~""IA group of veterans calling for the legalization of marijuana plans to change its acronym after the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars sent a cease-and-desist order to the pot group's organizers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:04:36 PM 

Stocks rally on strong manufacturing data 

u.s. stocks had a big January, and they're starting February strong, too. Stocks climbed after strong manufacturing data 

and encouraging reports about the Greek debt crisis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:25:14 PM 

Snowdrifts send Alaska moose into deadly crashes 

Ig~~""IHeaVy snow in Alaska is taking a deadly toll on moose as snowdrifts force the animals into detours on 

plowed roads and railroad tracks, prompting one group to seek a "moose emergency." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:41:03 PM 

Home-birth advocate dies in childbirth 

An advocate for women giving birth at home has died after suffering complications during labor, re-igniting the debate 

over whether homebirth is dangerous amidst its growing popularity. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:48:55 PM 

Panetta: US to end combat in Afghanistan next year 

Ig~~""lu.S. and other international forces in Afghanistan aim to end their combat role next year and switch to 

training and advising Afghan forces through 2014, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:49:51 PM 

American wants to cut 13,000 workers, pension 

Financially troubled American Airlines announced it's looking to cut 13,000 employees and terminate the company's 

defined pension plan as part of its restructuring strategy to emerge from bankruptcy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/20129:53:37 PM 

Facebook files for IPO; plans to raise $5B 

Facebook just filed documents paving the way for an initial public offering of stock. Click here to read the filing at the 

SEC. More shortly ... 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 10:02:04 PM 

Taco Bell source of salmonella, Okla. says 

Oklahoma health officials say that Taco Bell restaurants were the source of salmonella food poisoning linked to an 

outbreak that sickened 68 people in 10 states last fall. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201210:11:26 PM 

Christo sued over plan to drape river with fabric 

Ig~~""~he artist Christo calls it artwork that mimics nature, but his plan to drape nearly six miles of aluminum

coated fabric across the top of the Arkansas River has enemies in the environmental community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 10:31:04 PM 

CSN: Most bizarre prop bets for Super Bowl XLVI 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 10:33:08 PM 

Cruise passenger booted for skipping safety drill 

A passenger on Holland America's Westerdam was made to debark Sunday in Port Everglades for "non-compliance" 

during the mandatory drill, in which passengers are told what to do in the case of emergency. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 10:50:33 PM 

Why are fans paying medical bills for skier Burke? 

Ig~~""lsarah Burke, a 29-year-old Canadian skiing star who died after a Utah training accident, should have been 
covered by Canada's insurance system, right? The answer is yes - and no. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201210:58:15 PM 

Polo club founder adopts his 42-year-old girlfriend 

Ig~~""IA wealthy Florida man has set off a firestorm by legally adopting his adult girlfriend as he prepares for a 

potentially costly wrongful death suit. His legal opponents describe the adoption as a blatant move to 
protect his assets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/201211:03:18 PM 

Gingrich assails Romney's 'poor people' comment 

The former House speaker, speaking in Nevada, said that Mitt Romney's gaffe helped illustrate the differences between 

their candidacies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 11:35:39 PM 

Afghan combat role to end; US forces still at risk 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta says the u.S. military hopes to end its formal combat mission in 
Afghanistan next year, but that doesn't mean Americans won't see combat there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 11:46:03 PM 

Video: Mitt Romney defends 'poor' remark 

Ig~~""lpresidential candidate Mitt Romney had a huge win in the Florida primary, but a comment he made on 
Wednesday brought controversy. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 11:52:33 PM 

Video: Deadly soccer riot in Egypt 

Ig~~""IAt least 70 people died and hundreds were injured after a match between fierce rivals. NBC's Ayman 
Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/1/2012 11:54:51 PM 

Honda loses small-claims suit over hybrid MPG 

The Southern California owner of a Honda hybrid car has won her unusual small-claims court lawsuit against the auto 

giant over the vehicle's failure to deliver the promised mileage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:04:01 AM 

Video: Planned Parenthood vs. breast cancer charity 

Ig~~""IA bitter dispute between the two organizations has ended, but the fallout is personal and political. NBC's 
Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:05:58 AM 

Tanier: Giants' WRs best trio team's ever had 

Ig~~""~anier: This year's Giants receivers are so special, it may be the best receiving corps the team has ever 

assembled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201212:16:01 AM 

Planned Parenthood sees big spike in donations 

Planned Parenthood said Wednesday that it received more than $400,000 from 6,000 donors in the 24 hours after news 

broke that its affiliates would be losing grants for breast screenings from the Susan G. Komen for the Cure breast-cancer 

foundation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201212:19:49 AM 

Franklin, Wonder pay tribute to Don Cornelius 

r-~retha Franklin and other music superstars are remembering the late Don Cornelius, creator of "Soul 
rain," who was found dead at this home in Sherman Oaks, Calif., on Wednesday morning at the age of 

75. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:52:21 AM 

Facebook offers reasons not to like its shares 

Anyone looking for a reason NOT to invest in the most heavily hyped IPO of the decade need look no further than page 

11 of the company's prospectus, filed with federal regulators Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:57:19 AM 

$25 million claim made in Fast and Furious case 

Ig~~""~he parents of a slain U.S. Border Patrol agent are seeking $25 million from the federal agency that ran 

Operation Fast and Furious, a gun-smuggling probe under investigation in Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:09:44 AM 

Artist Mike Kelley found dead in l.A. home 

Ig~~""IMike Kelley, the daring and influential contemporary installation artist who counted the band Sonic Youth 

and artist Paul McCarthy among his collaborators, has died, police said Wednesday. He was 57. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:55:04 AM 

eFT: 'Bama, Texas among winners on Signing Day 

Ig~~""ICFT: Crimson Tide, 'Horns capture mythical national recruiting titles Wednesday, but there were other 

progams that should be pleased with the class they signed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20123:22:23 AM 

Ali trainer Angelo Dundee dies at 90 

Ig~~""IAngeIO Dundee, the trainer who helped groom Muhammad Ali and Sugar Ray Leonard into world 

champions and became one of boxing's most recognizable figures, died Wednesday. He was 90. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20123:50:37 AM 

'Idol' finds the eclectic and gross in Portland 

Ig~~""IA Tripster Hipster, a snotty hopeful and a woman wronged were among the eclectic - and sometimes 
gross - hopefuls to give stardom a shot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:34:19 AM 

Rosenthal: Eli's 'toughness' makes him an elite QB 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: Eli Manning is not the quarterback you think he is. He's not Michael Vick, but he makes plays 
with his legs. He buys time. He's at his best under pressure - figuratively and literally. He completes 

passes most quarterbacks don't attempt. He welcomes contact. He always gets up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:41:56 AM 

Washington State Senate approves same-sex marriage bill 

Senators voted 28-21 to approve a bill to legalize gay marriage in the state. The measure now moves to the House, 

which has enough support to pass. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:30:59 AM 

In Haiti, 'video has not killed the radio star' 

More than SO percent of Haitians are illiterate, and that means most Haitians do not read the country's only daily 

newspaper, but they can listen to the radio. And they do, all the time. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:07:04 AM 

Egypt military leader: We will not let rioters 'get away' 

The head of Egypt's ruling military council vowed Thursday to track down those behind soccer violence that killed at 

least 74 people in Port Said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:02:36 AM 

Philippines: Top terrorist wanted by US is killed 

Ig~~""~he Philippine military said it killed three most-wanted leaders of the al-Qaida-linked terrorist groups Abu 

Sayyaf and Jemaah Islamiyah at dawn Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:23:43 AM 

Mexico: Gang tried twice to rescue Gadhafi son 

Ig~~""lprosecutors said Wednesday they broke up not one, but two Indiana Jones-style plots to "extract" the 

son of late dictator Moammar Gadhafi from Libya and bring him to Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:37:26 AM 

Top Pakistan court to charge PM with contempt 

Ig~~""lpakistan's Supreme Court decided Thursday to charge the country's prime minister, Yusuf Raza Gilani, 

with contempt for his failure to reopen an old corruption case against the president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:43:37 AM 

Treasure hunter claims to have found $3 billion wreck 

Ig~~""IA treasure hunter claims he has located the wreck of a British merchant ship sunk off Cape Cod during 

World War II while allegedly carrying cargo now worth more than $3 billion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:51:22 AM 

London landlords evict tenants to gouge Olympic tourists 

Landlords in Britain's capital are evicting tenants so they can cash in on this summer's Olympic Games by charging 

tourists many times the usual rent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:53:20 AM 

Feds' secret no-fly list more than doubles in a year 

Ig~~""~he size of the government's secret list of suspected terrorists who are banned from flying to or within 

the United States has more than doubled in the past year, The AP has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:01:03 PM 

PhotoBlog: Injured soccer fans return to Cairo 

Ig~~""IRuling military council vows to track down those behind violence that killed 74. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:24:42 PM 

Deadly rabies fear after man shows off bat in box 

Health officials are warning people who were in downtown Providence last week that they may have been exposed to 

rabies when a man showed off a bat he had in a box. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201212:28:18 PM 

How Ferris Bueller may kill off Super Bowl ads 

Ig~~""IEarlier this week, a Super Bowl ad for the Honda CRV featuring Matthew Broderick in a send up of Ferris 

Bueller's Day Off appeared online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201212:34:16 PM 

More winter? The groundhog says ... 

Ig~~""IYes! The Punxsutawney Groundhog Club made their decree Thursday morning in central Pennsylvania: 

Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow, and there'll be six more weeks of winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:35:42 PM 

Obama may keep his job even if you lose yours 

The conventional wisdom among pundits is that President Barack Obama faces an uphill re-election battle in large part 

because unemployment seems stuck at historically high levels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:37:24 PM 

Ferry sinks off Papua New Guinea with 350 aboard 

Ig~~""IRescuers have plucked more than 200 survivors from the sea off Papua New Guinea's east coast after a 

ferry sank Thursday with as many as 350 people on board, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 12:46:31 PM 

Video: US officials warn Iran is close to building nukes 

Ig~~""llran, according to u.s. officials and Israeli analysts, could have a testable nuclear weapon in a year-and-a 

half, and Israel, Iran's sworn enemy, might not wait that long to act. NBC's Richard Engel discusses this 
and rising tensions in Syria and Egypt with TODAY's Ann Curry. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:08:03 PM 

Video: Man's 42-year-old girlfriend is now his daughter 

Ig~~""lwealthY Florida man John Goodman has legally adopted his 42-year-old girlfriend to help protect his 

family fortune as he prepares for a wrongful death lawsuit. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:30:06 PM 

Obama emboldened by Republican primary race 

President Barack Obama has long relished a dragged-out Republican primary contest that would leave the eventual 

Republican nominee battered before the fall election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:30:24 PM 

4 easy ways to save on ski trips 

Ig~~""lskiing has a reputation as a pricey, perhaps even snobby sport, but there's no reason to pay through the 

nose to ski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:30:24 PM 

Whistler goes to the dogs 

Ig~~""IBeYOnd its natural beauty and array of outdoor and social activities, Whistler is - at its heart - a 

mountain community that loves dogs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:41:16 PM 

Jobless claims drop shows improving labor market 

New claims for unemployment benefits fell more than expected in the latest week, showing that the labor market 

continues to improved, albeit slowly and in fits and starts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20121:41:19 PM 

Minus 26.5 degrees: Thousands stranded in Europe 

r-~t least 11,000 villagers have been trapped by snow and blizzards in Serbia's mountains, authorities said 
hursday, as the death toll from Eastern Europe's deep freeze rose to 114. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:22:50 PM 

Obama signals an end in Afghanistan 

First Read: Republicans criticize the public stance but Obama may be able to declare an effective end to a second war 

before November's election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:26:05 PM 

Russia to carryon selling arms to 'brutal' Syria regime 

Ig~~""IRussia will not stop selling arms to Syria, a defense official said, as Moscow stands by its ally despite 
mounting condemnation over the Syrian regime's bloody crackdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:51:06 PM 

Madonna cuts own daughter from film 

Ig~~""IActors find their scenes left on the cutting room floor all the time. But Lourdes Leon can't go home and 
complain to mom about it -- it was mom who did the cutting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20122:53:48 PM 

550 abuse claims filed against Milwaukee Archdiocese 

About 550 people are asking for restitution for alleged sexual abuse by clergy in the Archdiocese of Milwaukee - more 

than in any of the other u.s. dioceses that have filed for bankruptcy protection, according to a lawyer involved in the 

Milwaukee case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20123:15:28 PM 

More than a foot of snow forecast for Denver area 

Ig~~""lone of the few snowy stormfronts so far this winter is about to hit the central U.S., but snow-starved 
areas in the north -- from Minnesota to New England -- won't be getting any. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20123:30:19 PM 

Fla. teenage crash survivor won't be deported 

Immigration officials say the lone survivor of a family killed in a mile-long pileup along Interstate 75 on Sunday south of 

Gainesville, Fla. will not be deported. Relatives who want Lidiane Carma, 15, to live with them in the United States 

feared she may be deported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20123:35:05 PM 

Newfound super-Earth just might support life 

Ig~~""IA potentially habitable alien planet - one that scientists say is the best candidate yet to harbor water, 
and possibly even life, on its surface - has been found around a nearby star. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:03:08 PM 

Newt: Brad Pitt should play me in movies 

Ig~~""~ulianne Moore is playing Sarah Palin in HBO's upcoming movie, but if Hollywood made a film about Newt 

Gingrich, who should play the former House speaker and presidential candidate? Gingrich has an idea: 
Brad Pitt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:26:33 PM 

Bald suspect wanted for stealing Rogaine 

Ig~~""lpolice are looking for two men, one of whom is bald, caught on surveillance cameras stealing Rogaine 

from a CVS Pharmacy on Long Island. Authorities say the men walked into the CVS in Sayville on Dec. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:27:43 PM 

iPad 3 rumors: What, when and how? 

Ig~~""llt's that time of the year again - that agonizing month before the next iPad launch when there seems to 

be a fresh rumor every hour about the upcoming model. In an effort to seek out those kernels of 
legitimacy, we've compiled the most significant iPad 3 rumors for you here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20124:35:22 PM 

Egyptian comedian sentenced to jail for offending Islam 

Ig~~""lone of the Arab world's best-known comedians was sentenced to three months in jail for offending Islam 

on Thursday, just weeks after Islamist parties won a majority in parliament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:07:22 PM 

February movies: Good, bad and the weird 

Ig~~""IHere are our picks for films to check out, to skip and to marvel at ("Phantom Menace" in 3-D, really?) this 

month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:07:34 PM 

Key Internet operator VeriSign hit by hackers 

VeriSign Inc, the company in charge of delivering people safely to more than half the world's websites, has been hacked 

repeatedly by outsiders who stole undisclosed information from the leading Internet infrastructure company. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:25:16 PM 

Committee to Holder: 'Give us the documents' 

Attorney general takes heat for government's role in a gun-smuggling program called Fast and Furious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:38:39 PM 

Video: Woman suing Honda wins big in small claims court 

Ig~~""IA California woman who sued Honda after her hybrid vehicle failed to meet its advertised fuel economy 
has won nearly $10,000 in small claims court. KNBC-TV's Ted Chen. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:40:44 PM 

Video: Muslim woman: Gas station refused to serve me 

Ig~~""IA Muslim woman says she was denied service at a Florida gas station because of her religious attire. 
WTVJ-TV's Ari adzer reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:53:43 PM 

Mexico volcano spews gas, vapors into skies near capital 

Mexico's Popocatepetl volcano has been spewing gas, water vapor and incandescent materials into the skies near the 

country's capital for days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20125:53:54 PM 

Anti-gay group wants JC Penney to dump Ellen 

Ig~~""lone Million Moms wants the TV host sacked as spokeswoman for the retailer because she's "not a true 

representation of the type of families that shop at their store." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20126:03:59 PM 

Defiant Chinese village takes steps toward democracy 

Ig~~""~he rebellious Chinese village of Wukan is taking baby steps toward open and transparent elections for 

the first time ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:00:52 PM 

Million-dollar donors fuel Super PACs 

Ig~~""lldaho businessman Frank Vandersloot speaks out on his $1 million contribution to a Super PAC 

supporting Mitt Romney: 'We want somebody that understands business' in the White House. NBC News 
investigative correspondent Michaellsikoff reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:07:34 PM 

South Korea man charged for re-tweeting North, says group 

Amnesty International has called for the release of a South Korean activist accused of breaking security laws by re

tweeting messages from the North Korean government. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:07:51 PM 

$1 million lottery winner won't quit waitress job 

One 21-year-old Florida waitress has no plans to quit her day job - even after winning a $1 million lottery prize. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:09:10 PM 

Scientific visions that take the prize 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Visualizing science has come a long way since the days of overhead 
projectors - to see how far we've come, check out the winners of a competition that highlights the 

artistic side of science and engineering. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:11:24 PM 

Under fire, Komen CEO denies politics in Planned Parenthood cuts 

Ig~~""INanCY G. Brinker, the founder and chief executive for Susan G. Komen for the Cure, rejected accusations 

that the organization caved to political pressure in cutting ties to Planned Parenthood. She spoke to 
NBC's Andrea Mitchell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20127:57:42 PM 

Verisign, at Web's core, hacked: What does it mean to you? 

It should be clear by now that nothing online is sacred, and no security company is safe from hackers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:01:32 PM 

TSA agent accused of plucking $5,000 from traveler 

A Transportation Security Administration agent is accused of taking $5,000 in cash from a passenger's jacket as it moved 

along the security checkpoint conveyor belt at JFK International Airport on the evening of Feb. 1. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:03:19 PM 

White House: End of Afghan combat role undecided 

The White House is pushing back on the notion that a decision has been made about changing the timeline on an end to 

the United States' combat role in Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:05:23 PM 

NBC: Trump to endorse Romney 

First Read: NBC's Garrett Haake has confirmed through two sources close to the campaign that Donald Trump will 

endorse Mitt Romney in Las Vegas this afternoon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:14:08 PM 

Facebook's IPO guarantees a peek at its privacy 

Ig~~""lwhile you probably won't receive so much as a virtual sack of FarmVille pumpkin seeds from Facebook's 
long-awaited IPO - set to grant Facebook's shareholders millions and billions - there is one thing you'll 

get out of the deal: a chance to ogle the social network's private business, sort of like it's been doing to you for 
years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:21:26 PM 

Lawsuit: Gulf oil spill still leaking after 7 years 

Ig~~""IEnvironmental groups on Thursday sued an oil company over the pace of its cleanup of a Gulf of Mexico 

spill that continues seven years after it was triggered by Hurricane Ivan in 2004. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20128:33:35 PM 

Law schools sued over job-placement claims 

Fifty law school graduates from across the country are suing their schools, alleging they were misled about job prospects 

and burdened with huge amounts of student debt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:01:17 PM 

Trump: It's an 'honor and privilege' to endorse Romney 

Donald Trump formally endorsed Mitt Romney for president on Thursday, describing the former Massachusetts 

governor as "tough" and "smart" and the best pick in the GOP primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:11:52 PM 

Complaint about accused ex-teacher made years ago 

A longtime Los Angeles teacher accused of bizarre acts of lewd conduct and taking photographs of children was 

investigated in 1994 for allegedly trying to fondle a lO-year-old girl, according to authorities. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:15:02 PM 

Facebook's $100 billion valuation may be vaporware 

Ig~~""IFacebook was famously born in a Harvard dorm room, which might be why its much-hyped valuation of 

$75 billion to $100 billion seems to suffer from grade inflation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:24:55 PM 

Book coming on heiress Huguette Clark and her family 

A nonfiction book on the mysterious heiress Huguette Clark and her family is being written by an msnbc.com reporter 

and one of Clark's cousins. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:33:14 PM 

Mystery teen illness grows in upstate NY, more cases reported 

Ig~~""~hree more teens and a 36-year-old nurse have been stricken by the same symptoms first observed in 12 

teenage girls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/20129:35:46 PM 

School playground 'rape tag' sparks alarm 

Freeze tag during recess seldom raises eyebrows, but a variation of the game known as "rape tag" at a Minnesota 

elementary school has alarmed administrators and parents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201210:06:13 PM 

Madonna promises 'no wardrobe malfunctions' 

Ig~~"'l'l want people to be knocked out of their seats," the singer teased. But she promises her Super Bowl act 
will be suitable for "all age groups." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:35:29 PM 

400 hurt in Cairo rally protesting deaths at soccer riot 

Anger over a deadly soccer riot erupted into fresh clashes that injured nearly 400 people in Cairo on Thursday as security 

forces fired tear gas at fans and other protesters who accused police of failing to stop the bloodshed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201210:40:11 PM 

Obama hones pitch to independents amid GOP battle 

The bruising Republican primary has given President Obama and his campaign an opportunity to craft his message for 

the general election, especially as it relates to winning over independents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:41:20 PM 

PFT: Peyton Manning reportedly cleared to resume career 

Ig~~""lpFT: Peyton Manning reportedly cleared to resume career 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 10:54:36 PM 

Before the Super Bowl, there's the Madden Bowl 

Ig~~""~he Madden Bowl pits teams comprised of current NFL pros, all time NFL legends, and those hoping to be 
either of the two camps in the game "Madden NFL 12." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:03:38 PM 

Document: NYPD sought to spy on Muslims 

Ig~~""~he New York Police Department recommended increasing surveillance of thousands of Shiite Muslims, 

based solely on their religion, as a way to sweep the Northeast for signs of Iranian terrorists, the AP 
reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201211:04:11 PM 

Analysis: Egyptians share blame in soccer tragedy 

Ig~~""~ragedY. Conspiracy. Massacre. However you decide to describe Wednesday's deadly melee at an 

Egyptian soccer game that left 74 dead, one thing is for certain. It is being described as a blemish on 
Egypt and Egyptians. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports from Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:27:03 PM 

Randy: I'm retiring 'in it to win it' from 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he final remaining original "Idol" judge talked to reporters today about how the judging may be a bit 

different this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:28:49 PM 

PhotoBlog: Inmate prank adds pig to Vermont police cruisers 

Ig~~""IA Vermont prison inmate who makes stationery and license plates has gotten the best of the state police 

by adding the image of a pig to the state decal on their cruisers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:30:25 PM 

From shipwreck in Italy, a treasure now beckons 

Ig~~""lln the chaotic evacuation of the Costa Concordia, passengers and crew abandoned almost everything on 

board the cruise ship: jewels, cash, champagne, antiques, 19th century Bohemian crystal glassware, 
thousands of art objects including 300-year-old woodblock prints by a Japanese master. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:43:36 PM 

NASA releases flip side of 'Blue Marble' photo 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA reports that its updated "Blue Marble" picture of the Western 
Hemisphere has gone mega-viral - and now it's releasing the Eastern Hemisphere sequel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/201211:45:17 PM 

Video: Kamen CEO: Politics not behind Planned Parenthood cuts 

Ig~~""lwomen are protesting the decision of the nation's biggest breast cancer charity to stop new grants to 
Planned Parenthood. NBC's Lisa Myers reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:50:57 PM 

Video: Obama vs. Romney 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has jabbed repeatedly at Mitt Romney, without ever mentioning his name. It's a 

strategy that suggests Obama's team has been quietly preparing for a run against the former Mass. 
governor. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/2/2012 11:57:51 PM 

Panetta report fuels concerns that Israel will attack Iran 

Ig~~""lconcerns that Israel will attack Iran escalated when the Washington Post reported that Defense Secretary 
Panetta believes there is a "strong likelihood" that Tel Aviv will launch such an offensive in the spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 12:01:28 AM 

Video: Mystery illness: more cases emerge 

Ig~~""IA 36-year-old is now experiencing the same odd verbal and motor tics first reported in teenage girls who 

live in LeRoy, N.Y. NBC's Amy Robach reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201212:14:10 AM 

Malaria death toll possibly twice as high 

Malaria may be killing around twice as many people as experts previously thought, and it could also be hitting older 

children and adults - long considered the least susceptible - a new study suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201212:17:03 AM 

Maine girl bouncing back after 6-organ transplant 

Ig~~""IA 9-year-old Maine girl is home from a Boston hospital healthy, active and with high hopes - and a new 

stomach, liver, spleen, small intestine, pancreas, and part of an esophagus to replace the ones that were 
being choked by a huge tumor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 12:26:05 AM 

PBT: Howard paces Ali-Star starters vote 

Ig~~""lpBT: Dwight Howard garners the most votes among the Ali-Star starters announced for the Feb. 26 game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:20:34 AM 

Roseanne Barr joins the race for president 

Ig~~""~he Emmy winner has filed the necessary paperwork to run for president of the United States this year as 

a Green Party candidate, she confirmed today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:35:15 AM 

Ex-Khmer Rouge prison chief's appeal rejected 

A math teacher turned prison chief who oversaw a torture center under Cambodia's genocidal Khmer Rouge regime will 

spend the rest of his life in prison, after a war crimes court rejected his appeal to overturn his conviction on charges of 

crimes against humanity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:29:36 AM 

'Idol' hopefuls have more stories than songs 

Ig~~""~he show closed its run of audition episodes by inaugurating the first annual"Create Your Own Backstory 

Night." OK, that's unofficial. We have no proof of that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:47:13 AM 

Rose's 4th-quarter surge lifts Bulls past Knicks 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 32 points to outduel fellow All-Star starter Carmelo Anthony and Amare Stoudemire, 
and the Chicago Bulls beat the New York Knicks 105-102 Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20124:22:33 AM 

Senate OKs insider trading curbs on lawmakers 

The Senate approved new curbs aimed at preventing lawmakers from trading shares based on inside information, and 

extended the disclosure requirements to 300,000 other federal employees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20127:53:40 AM 

LA cops: Catwoman flees after Jack Sparrow hurt 

Several people dressed as movie characters on Hollywood Boulevard got into a brawl that ended with a man dressed as 

Capt. Jack Sparrow being pepper-sprayed, according to police. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20128:30:31 AM 

Shortage of London cabs feared over Olympics snub 

Flagging down a black cab on London's streets may prove a little harder during this year's Olympics after taxi drivers had 

a request to raise fares by 22 percent turned down. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 10:41:04 AM 

Mexico's 'super labs' send meth pouring into US 

The number of methamphetamine "super labs" seized by Mexican authorities has rocketed in the last five years but 

shipments of the drug across the border have also continued to grow. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/201210:41:19 AM 

Egypt protesters besiege Cairo ministry 

Ig~~""lprotesters laid siege to Egypt's Interior Ministry on Friday, pushing their protest against the military-led 
government in a show of anger triggered by the country's worst soccer disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 10:43:44 AM 

A retired teacher's crusade: Tackling neo-Nazi hate 

Irmela Mensah-Schramm has embarked on her very personal "combat mission" almost daily for 26 years. Her weapons? 

A scraper, nail-polish remover, a camera and lots of courage. NBC News' Andy Eckardt reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 10:43:44 AM 

A retired teacher's crusade: Tackling neo-Nazi hate 

Irmela Mensah-Schramm has embarked on her very personal "combat mission" almost daily for 26 years. Her weapons? 

A scraper, nail-polish remover, a camera and lots of courage. NBC News' Andy Eckardt reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 11:46:38 AM 

Police: Two Americans kidnapped in Egypt 

Two Americans and their Egyptian guide were kidnapped in South Sinai, Egypt, by Bedouins, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 12:40:58 PM 

Video: Severe winter storm targets Plains states 

Ig~~""IA major blizzard is bearing down on Colorado, Nebraska and nearby states, providing a reminder that 
winter is far from over. The Weather Channel's Mike Seidel reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:02:15 PM 

This Bud's for their best Super Bowl ads of all time 

Ig~~""lwhile other corporations wring their hands over the decision to pay an average of $3.5 million on a 30 
second Super Bowl ad in a down economy, The King of Beers continues to spend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:02:42 PM 

PhotoBlog: Street battle rages near Egypt's Interior Ministry 

Ig~~""lprotesters hold the authorities responsible for deaths of 74 people in soccer disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:11:18 PM 

Terry removed as England captain, can still play 

John Terry was removed as England captain Friday as he awaits trial for racial abuse, but the Chelsea defender will 

remain eligible to play for the national team at the European Championship. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:44:11 PM 

Jobless rate drops to lowest in almost 3 years 

By msnbc.com news services The u.s. economy produced another solid month of job gains in January, offering a hopeful 

sign for hiring in the year ahead. Employers added a net 243,000 jobs last month, the Labor Department reported Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:52:04 PM 

Major winter storm pummeling Colorado 

A powerful winter storm moving across Colorado forced the state Department of Transportation to close portions of 

Interstate 70 and Interstate 25 on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20121:58:59 PM 

Need a passport? It'll cost you more 

Ig~~""lplanning an international trip? For Americans who still need to obtain a passport, or renew an existing 

one, the cost is going up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20122:00:19 PM 

Your Facebook friends have more friends than you: survey 

Ig~~""~he average Facebook user gets more from their friends on Facebook than they give to their friends. 

Why? Because of a segment of "power users," who specialize in different Facebook activities and 
contribute much more than the typical user does, a Pew survey finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20122:02:40 PM 

Cold case: 1940s starlet's death befuddles cops 

It was one of those cases that seemed straight out of pulp fiction, a noir mystery written by one of those hard-boiled 

scribes who liked to surround damsels in distress with mobsters and movie stars. Yet it was real life. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20122:39:10 PM 

Stocks rally after upbeat employment report 

u.s. stocks rallied Friday after the government reported the u.s. economy created jobs at the fastest pace in nine 

months, infusing optimism into markets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20122:42:05 PM 

Woman accused of selling fake Facebook stock 

A Wisconsin woman has been charged with theft over accusations she tried to profit from Facebook's much-anticipated 

plans to go public by selling fake stock in the social media giant. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:05:09 PM 

Where the (good) jobs are coming from 

Ig~~""1 We already know that one key way to make more money and stay employed is to get more education. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:28:05 PM 

Companies paid even lower tax rate than Romney 

According to new data from the Congressional Budget Office, U.S.-based companies paid only 12.1 percent in taxes on 

profits earned domestically. This is the lowest rate in four decades. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:51:19 PM 

NBC: Americans kidnapped in Egypt let go 

Two Americans and their Egyptian guide were kidnapped in South Sinai, Egypt, by Bedouins, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20123:58:04 PM 

Major winter storm pummels Colorado, closing roads 

A powerful winter storm moving across Colorado forced the state Department of Transportation to close portions of 

Interstate 70 and Interstate 25 on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20124:15:39 PM 

3 die in Egypt clashes as anger at riots spills over 

Ig~~""lprotesters laid siege to Egypt's Interior Ministry on Friday, pushing their protest against the military-led 
government in a show of anger triggered by the country's worst soccer disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20124:30:41 PM 

PhotoBlog: Stilettos in the snow ... only in Rome! 

Ig~~""IA rare snowfall covers Rome and its landmarks in snow 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20124:42:15 PM 

Kamen backs off decision on funding cuts 

In an apparent reversal of Susan G. Komen For the Cure's funding cuts to Planned Parenthood, the founder and CEO of 

the nation's largest breast-cancer advocacy agency said Friday that the group would amend the criteria that sparked a 

firestorm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20124:49:45 PM 

Strong jobs report drives Nasdaq to ll-year high 

u.s. stocks rose on Friday, propelling the Nasdaq index to an ll-year high, after January's u.s. employment report sailed 

past expectations, boosting hopes for world's largest economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20125:22:13 PM 

Search on for missing cruise passenger near Mexico 

A search is under way in waters near Mexico for a British cruise ship passenger who apparently went overboard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20126:31:09 PM 

Hackers: We intercepted FBI, Scotland Yard call 

Ig~~""IA sensitive conference call between the FBI and Scotland Yard was recorded by the very people they 

were trying to catch, the hacking group known as Anonymous claimed Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20126:46:38 PM 

NC educator charged in beheading plot 

A U.S. judge is weighing whether to hold a woman accused of paying a hit man to behead three witnesses in a North 

Carolina terrorism case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20126:48:34 PM 

American aid worker in Libya: US bars my return 

Ig~~""lu.s. citizen Jamal Tarhuni went to his native Libya to conduct aid work and now finds himself prevented 

from flying home by American officials for mysterious reasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20127:09:37 PM 

Micron CEO Appleton dies in plane crash 

By msnbc.com staff and wire Steve Appleton, Chairman and CEO of Micron Technology, has passed away in a small plane 

accident in Boise, Idaho, the company said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20127:29:59 PM 

Radcliffe: I'm drunk in some 'Harry Potter' scenes 

Ig~~""1 Daniel Radcliffe admitted he was drunk while filming some scenes for the "Harry Potter" movies during a 
period in his life where he was drinking "nightly," the young star said in an interview. "I have a very 

addictive personality. It was a problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20127:41:18 PM 

J.e. Penney stands behind Ellen DeGeneres 

Ig~~""~he retailer is turning its back on One Million Moms, a group which called for the talk show host to be 

dumped as national spokeswoman because she is gay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/20129:07:35 PM 

Jobs report drives tech stocks to ll-year high 

A surge in hiring last month boosted stock prices Friday, with the technology sector hitting an ll-year high as the data 

boosted hopes the world's largest economy has turned a corner. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 10:48:59 PM 

Top Kamen official resigns in protest over grants cuts 

Ig~~""IAS the backlash grows over funding cuts to Planned Parenthood by Susan G. Komen for the Cure 

organization, a top official at the breast cancer screening group has resigned in protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 11:00:49 PM 

Supporters grapple with Komen fracas fallout 

Ig~~""IFierce controversy over a policy that cut -- then apparently restored -- funding for Planned Parenthood by 

the Susan G. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 11:08:35 PM 

Israeli official implies strike on Iran nukes program is near 

The current standoff with Iran is similar to the 'fateful' period before the 1967 Arab-Israel war, when Israel launched a 

preemptive strike, said Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/3/2012 11:43:31 PM 

For mentally ill, care in jail often out of reach 

A man who was declared suicidal by a New Mexico jail and alleges he was then left to rot in solitary confinement for 

nearly two years is just one of many former inmates who say they were denied essential mental health services while 

incarcerated at that detention center, which like others across the country has struggled with how to treat the mentally 

ill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2012 12:08:30 AM 

'Anatomy of a Murder' star Gazzara dies 

Ig~~""~he actor died Friday of pancreatic cancer, The New York Times reported. The star of films and plays such 
as "Anatomy of a Murder" and "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" was 81. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201212:14:48 AM 

Court martial ordered in WikiLeaks case 

Ig~~""IBradley Manning, the Army private accused in the WikiLeaks scandal, was ordered Friday to face a 

general court martial on charges he released thousands of documents of classified information. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201212:39:13 AM 

Activists: 200 dead in Syria's Homs 

Syrian activists sayan evening assault by government forces in the central city of Hams has killed 200 people and 

wounded hundreds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20121:26:00 AM 

Sickening decor: Scientists study rug that makes people seasick 

Ig~~""~ake a look at this - but not too hard. Researchers with a little time on their hands found that this black

and-white striped rug gives people symptoms of nausea and motion sickness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20128:17:36 AM 

UN: Afghan civilian deaths in war hit record high 

Ig~~""ILast year was the deadliest on record for Afghan civilians with 3,021 killed, a rise of 8 percent from the 

year before as insurgents ratchet up violence I the United Nations said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20121:20:47 PM 

Brutal European chill moves west 

Ig~~""IBitterIY cold weather that has claimed hundreds of lives in eastern Europe swept westward over the 

continent on Saturday, blanketing Rome's Colosseum with snow for the first time in nearly three decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20123:10:27 PM 

Video: Panda-cam goes live in China 

Ig~~""lchina is streaming live videos of its pandas on a web cam in order to boost awareness for Panda 
conservation. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20123:35:14 PM 

Russia, China reject UN resolution on Syria 

Ig~~""IRussia and China veto a draft resolution calling for Syria's president to leave power. The move came as 

activists said more than 200 people were killed in the city of Homs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20124:59:03 PM 

NYT: Kamen funding fracas far from over 

When the nation's pre-eminent breast cancer advocacy group, the Susan G. Komen for the Cure foundation, decided to 

stop most of its financing of Planned Parenthood in December, Komen's leaders hoped to quietly distance the 

foundation from a politically controversial organization that they feared was costing them support and donations, a 

board member said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20125:35:00 PM 

Fidel Castro makes six-hour presentation 

Ig~~""IFidel Castro spent six hours presenting a two-volume memoir to an audience at a Havana convention 

center, state media said Saturday. It was a rare appearance for the retired former Cuban leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20125:42:43 PM 

Hackers apparently hit Swedish government site 

A group linked to the hacker network Anonymous on Saturday said it had attacked the Swedish government's website, 

bringing it down for periods of time by overloading it with traffic. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20126:03:41 PM 

Bloomberg reloads in push for gun control 

Ig~~""INew York City's activist mayor is spending millions of his own money touting an issue most politicians 

avoid like the plague. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20126:04:20 PM 

Raw goat and veggies: Kibble's off the menu for these dogs 

Ig~~""lpet owners around the country are saying goodbye to commercially made dog food and turning towards 

more nutritious options. Whether it's lamb and elk or broccoli and yams, these owners are willing to go 
the extra mile for their pooches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20126:29:32 PM 

US tourist dies while diving in Cayman Islands 

Police in the Cayman Islands say a 47-year-old u.s. tourist has died while scuba diving off popular North West Point in 

Grand Cayman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20127:16:02 PM 

Video: Missionaries found murdered in Mexico 

Ig~~""IA couple that spent decades serving in Mexico is found murdered after receiving warnings to leave. KXAS' 
Randy Mcilwain reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20127:43:08 PM 

Hundreds of cruise passengers hit with stomach illness 

Princess Cruises has announced delayed embarkation times for the next sailings of Crown Princess and Ruby Princess, 

following an increased number of suspected Norovirus cases on each of the ships' current voyages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20127:52:06 PM 

Virginia lacrosse murder trial set to start 

Ig~~""lln the nearly two years since a University of Virginia lacrosse player was charged with killing his ex

girlfriend, it's become easier for possible abuse victims to get a restraining order. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20128:34:03 PM 

Romney looks to solidify momentum in Nevada caucus 

Mitt Romney hopes to add velocity to his political momentum with a victory in the caucuses of Nevada, a state in which 

the former Massachusetts governor has focused a number of resources. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20128:59:58 PM 

Marine's wife killed in gas explosion 

The person killed in a propane gas explosion outside a remote Northern California training base was the wife of a u.s. 
Marine, and the two people seriously injured were a Navy corpsman and his wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20129:44:12 PM 

Coroner: Twins died of accidental suffocation 

Three-week-old twins found unconscious after sleeping in bed with their mother died of accidental suffocation, an Idaho 

coroner has ruled. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20129:53:06 PM 

3 mushroom pickers found alive after 6 days 

Ig~~""IA couple and their adult son were found injured but alive Saturday in Southern Oregon, six days after 

they disappeared from their campsite to go mushroom picking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/20129:54:57 PM 

5.7 quake recorded off BC, no tsunami 

A magnitude 5.7 earthquake has been recorded about 105 miles west of Ucluelet off the coast of Vancouver Island, 

British Columbia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201210:10:14 PM 

Thousands brave icy chill to protest in Moscow 

Thousands of people marched in Russian capital Moscow Saturday in a pro-democracy protest over the power of Prime 

Minister Vladimir Putin, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2012 10:42:48 PM 

PFT: Oops! Giants website says they're champs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2012 10:43:22 PM 

Storm blankets Neb. after pummeling Colo. 

Ig~~""IA powerful winter storm that covered parts of Colorado with up to 6 feet of snow crept east across the 

Plains Saturday, knocking out electricity to thousands in Nebraska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2012 10:45:51 PM 

No.3 Ohio State beats No. 19 Wisconsin 58-52 

Ig~~""~ared Sullinger wore out Wisconsin. Then William Buford put the Badgers away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/2012 10:58:51 PM 

Brother refuses to stop search for missing family 

It's been two years since a Fallbrook family of four went missing, and one of their relatives is still looking for clues in 

their disappearance. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/4/201211:12:49 PM 

Police clear tents from Occupy site in DC; 7 held 

Ig~~""lu.s. Park Police sayan officer has been struck with a brick in the face as officers in riot gear and on 

horseback cleared protesters from one of the last remaining Occupy sites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20121:51:18 PM 

Fla. bill would ban buying sweets with food stamps 

Florida's poor can use food stamps to buy staples like vegetables and meat. But they can also use them to buy sweets 

and snack foods like chips, something a state senator wants stopped. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20122:40:37 PM 

Video: Gingrich: 'Our goal is to get to Super Tuesday' 

Ig~~""~he morning after a loss in the Nevada caucuses, NBC's David Gregory asks the GOP presidential 
candidate about his 'path forward.' (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20127:20:14 PM 

Senate: Bigger US role in corporate cybersecurity 

Ig~~""IA developing Senate plan that would bolster the government's ability to regulate the computer security 

of companies that run critical industries is drawing strong opposition from businesses that say it goes too 
far and security experts who believe it should have even more teeth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/20129:44:03 PM 

'Walking Dead' staggers back to life 

Ig~~""~he week in entertainment includes the return of everyone's favorite zombies, plus the "Celebrity 
Apprentice" premiere and the 3-D version of "Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2012 10:52:49 PM 

Obama: Diplomacy 'preferred solution' with Iran 

Israel is right to be concerned about Iran's push to join the league of nations that possess nuclear weapons, but 

diplomacy - not military intervention - remains the "preferred solution" to averting a potential arms race in the Middle 

East, President Barack Obama said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/5/2012 11:37:52 PM 

Demi Moore reportedly seeks treatment in rehab 

Ig~~""IA source confirms to Us Weekly that the actress -- who suffered a seizure after smoking an "incense-like 
substance" on January 23 -- has entered rehab, and began receiving treatment late last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:44:46 AM 

Madonna brings something old, new to show 

Ig~~""IMadonna promised no "wardrobe malfunction" during her Super Bowl halftime show and she was true to 

her word, offering a well-choreographed, lip-synced performance of some of her biggest hits, as well as 
her new single. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:12:15 AM 

Study: Green tea could be secret to healthy old age 

Elderly adults who regularly drink green tea may stay more agile and independent than their peers over time, according 

to a Japanese study that covered thousands of people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:30:45 AM 

M.I.A. flips middle finger during halftime show 

Ig~~""~he singer, who joined Madonna during Sunday's Super Bowl XLVI halftime show, didn't experience a 

wardrobe malfunction, but instead gave viewers at home a shock when she flipped her middle finger to 
TV cameras. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:32:21 AM 

Vote for your favorite Super Bowl ad 

There's no question that the Giants and the Patriots played some exciting football tonight, but what about the ads? Did 

you like the nostalgia of seeing Jerry Seinfeld's and the Soup Nazi's return, and Matthew Broderick echoing Ferris 

Bueller? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:10:06 AM 

A home in heiress's building? You'll need $25 million 

Curiosity seekers hoping for a glimpse of the New York home of reclusive heiress Huguette Clark will have to make do 

with an apartment for sale just one floor below hers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20126:05:55 AM 

Eli, Giants beat Brady, Patriots for title again 

Ig~~""IElite and Eli. One and the same. And now there are two Super Bowl championships and two MVPs to 

prove it. Eli Manning is the big man in the NFL after one-upping Tom Brady and leading the New York 
Giants to a 21-17 victory over the New England Patriots in Sunday's Super Bowl - in older brother Peyton's 
house, at that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:02:08 AM 

3 dead, dozens missing after blast at Pakistan factory 

A three-story factory collapsed on Monday in Lahore after a gas explosion, killing at least three people and trapping 

dozens, emergency officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:32:51 AM 

Ex-dictator Noriega hospitalized after possible stroke 

Ig~~""IManuel Noriega, Panama's drug-running military dictator of the 1980s, was taken from prison to a public 

hospital on Sunday after suffering a possible stroke. 

View article ... 
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9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Meeting @ KFC 
Corey Holliday and Rick Steinbacher 
9/12/2013 11 :00 AM 
9/12/201312:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Thursday from 11 :00 AM 10 12:30 PM effective 9/12/2013. 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs on Tuesday every other week from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM effective 1/21/2014 until 5/28/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
1/21/201412:00 PM 
1/21/2014 1 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Tuesday from 12:00 PM to 1 :30 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
2/18/20148:30 AM 
2/18/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
Pope Box5 
3/25/2014 8:30 AM 
3/25/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
Pope Box5 
3/25/2014 8:30 AM 
3/25/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
Kenan2 
3/25/2014 8:30 AM 
3/25/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
3/25/2014 8:30 AM 
3/25/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
4/22/2014 8:30 AM 
4/22/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
4/22/2014 8:30 AM 
4/22/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Coaches Meeting 
5/28/2014 8:30 AM 
5/28/20149:30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Coaches Meeting 
5/28/2014 8:30 AM 
5/28/20149:30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
5/28/2014 8:30 AM 
5/28/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
5/20/2014 8:30 AM 
5/20/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:38:39 AM 

Will Mexico elect 1st female president? 

Ig~~""IA major political party in Mexico has chosen Josefina Vazquez Mota, a charismatic former 

congresswoman to be the country's first female presidential candidate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:31:45 AM 

College student uncovers lost Malcolm X tape 

Ig~~""~he recording was forgotten, and so, too, was the odd twist of history that brought together Malcolm X 
and a bespectacled Ivy-Leaguer fated to become one of America's top diplomats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:34:31 AM 

6.8 quake in Philippines kills 13, buries homes 

Ig~~""IA strong earthquake in the Philippines killed at least 13 people Monday as it destroyed buildings and 

triggered landslides that buried dozens of houses, trapping residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:38:43 AM 

Romania turmoil: Government quits after protests 

Ig~~""~he Romanian prime minister Emil Boc on Monday announced the resignation of himself and his Cabinet, 

saying he wanted to protect the stability of the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:42:48 AM 

Israel: Palestinian deal abandons 'way of peace' 

The main Palestinian political rivals took a major step Monday toward healing their bitter rift, agreeing that Palestinian 

President Mahmoud Abbas would head an interim unity government to prepare for general elections in the West Bank 

and Gaza. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:42:48 AM 

Palestinian rift healed? Abbas to head government 

The main Palestinian political rivals took a major step Monday toward healing their bitter rift, agreeing that Palestinian 

President Mahmoud Abbas would head an interim unity government to prepare for general elections in the West Bank 

and Gaza. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 12:29:34 PM 

Valentine's Day tech for your sweetie 

Ig~~""IYOU don't need to be a geek to appreciate these Valentine's Day tech gifts. Whether it's a USB-powered 

blanket to keep your loved one warm, headphones for sharing music as a couple, or a blingy new watch, 
each one says "I love you" in its own special way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 12:43:00 PM 

Report: Hospital shelled in Syria rebel stronghold 

Syrian troops shelled neighborhoods in the restive city of Homs on Monday, a day after President Bashar Assad's 

government vowed to continue its deadly crackdown on the country's uprising, activists said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 12:43:00 PM 

Missing mom's slain sons: She was put 'in the trunk' 

The husband of missing Utah woman Susan Powell intentionally set his home on fire Sunday, killing him and his two 

young sons, authorities say 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:13:25 PM 

Video: Obama on Iran, the economy and 2012 

Ig~~""lln a wide-ranging interview at the White House, President Barack Obama talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer 
about Iran's nuclear ambitions, the presidential race, the economy and more. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:22:18 PM 

Sorry, you're not funny enough to work here 

Ig~~""IYOU may need to have more than a head for numbers to get a job in finance these days. A new survey 
finds many think it's important to have a sense of humor too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:30:19 PM 

Today marks 60 years on throne for Queen Elizabeth II 

Ig~~""IFeb. 6 marks the 60th anniversary of Queen Elizabeth II's reign and kicks off a series of celebrations for 

her Diamond Jubilee year. The only other British monarch to celebrate six decades on the throne was 
Queen Victoria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:32:36 PM 

Video: Manning makes history 

Ig~~""lsuper Bowl MVP Eli Manning joins an elite group of legendary quarterbacks. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20121:53:09 PM 

West Coast cruises to Hawaii on the rise 

r-~s fans of Hawaii well know, the islands are great place to chill out, de-stress and generally slow down. 
hese days, though, more people are doing so before they even arrive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:09:32 PM 

General Motors may report a record profit 

Ig~~""~ust three years after the automaker drove into government-run bankruptcy, GM is setting its sights on 

making over $10 billion a year, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:11:45 PM 

Police: Man shoots self in leg at gun show 

Authorities say a Georgia man is recovering after accidentally shooting himself in the leg at a Savannah gun show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:16:50 PM 

Obama makes case for second term 

First Read: In an interview with NBC's Matt Lauer, President Obama outlined why he believes he "deserves" to win re

election. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:21:47 PM 

Man gets stuck in elevators twice in one day 

Firefighters rescued a man who got stuck twice on elevators in a downtown building in Chicago on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:36:05 PM 

Video: Woman reveals JFK affair on 'Rock Center' 

Ig~~""lln this sneak peek at Meredith Vieira's exclusive "Rock Center" interview, a former White House intern 
describes her steamy affair with President John F. Kennedy. "Rock Center" airs this Wednesday. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20122:59:15 PM 

CDC: 1 in 5 kids exposed to secondhand smoke in cars 

Texting while driving, speeding and back-seat hanky-panky aren't all that parents need to worry about when their kids 

are in cars: Add secondhand smoke to the list. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:14:11 PM 

Video: Stroller rolls onto train tracks 

Ig~~""lsurveillance video shows the moment a baby stroller rolls off the platform and onto the train tracks in 
Melbourne, Australia. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:14:15 PM 

Study: Child abuse bigger threat than SIDS 

In the first national estimate of serious injuries due to child abuse, Yale University researchers say 4,600 U.S. children 

were hospitalized with broken bones, traumatic brain injury and other serious damage caused by abuse. Babies younger 

than one were the most common victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:25:22 PM 

Video: UMass students arrested in post-Super Bowl disturbance 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested 14 people at the UMass-Amherst campus following a disturbance after the Super Bowl 
win by the New York Giants. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:31:40 PM 

PFT: Gisele rips Pats WRs for dropping passes 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20123:50:24 PM 

Aww, man! Bart Simpson joins Barbie in Iran ban 

TEHRAN -- The Simpsons are corroding the morals of Iranian youth, an official said on Monday, as dolls based on Bart, 

Homer and the rest of the American cartoon family joined the shapely Barbie among Western toys targeted by a new 

crackdown in Tehran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:03:07 PM 

Original 'Living Dead' zombie dies at 75 

Ig~~""~housands of variously decaying zombies have attacked humans onscreen, but Bill Hinzman was the first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:03:13 PM 

Video: TV reporter bitten in head by camel 

Ig~~""IA Turkish news reporter almost lost his head to a camel on live national television. Willie Geist has the 
amazing video. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:06:49 PM 

Beware! Siri may snap if you sell your iPhone 

Ig~~""lplenty of people will tell you that you need to make sure that you've erased all personal data from an 

iPhone before selling it. But no one ever asks how the phone itself feels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:15:43 PM 

'Deceptive practices': US levies new sanctions on Iran 

WASHINGTON -- President Barack Obama ordered new u.S. sanctions on the government of Iran, including the Central 

Bank, on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:25:27 PM 

With u.s. help, Americans return to the farm 

Ig~~""IDan Pugh wishes he had a bigger tractor and his wife Laura worries about their chickens in the winter 

weather. But as new farmers putting down roots in rural Missouri, the Pughs are counting on more 
rewards than regrets in trading their city lives for the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:29:08 PM 

Senate candidate under fire for racially tinged attack ad 

First Read: Michigan Republican Senate candidate Pete Hoekstra's came under scrutiny Monday for a controversial 

Super Bowl ad targeting Democratic opponent Sen. Debbie Stabenow. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20124:35:10 PM 

Video: Yale kicks off controversial 'Sex Week' event 

Ig~~""IYale kicks off its controversial "Sex Week" event, which is billed as a way to promote sexual health 

through a series of speakers and workshops. This year, however, the event will have some competition 
from another student-organized event: "True Love Week." WVIT-TV's Jeff Saperstone reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20125:55:04 PM 

Former intern reveals details of JFK affair 

Mimi Alford claims she had an 18-month-long affair with President John F. Kennedy when she was a White House intern. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20126:05:07 PM 

Office and home rent will keep rising and rising 

Paying rent is getting more painful for renters across the country in the face of rising demand and tight supply. Both the 

commercial and residential real estate markets are seeing increases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20126:25:06 PM 

Spanking linked to more aggression in kids 

A review of 20 years of research finds that physically disciplining a child has long-term, harmful effects on their 

development. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20126:55:22 PM 

Video: Amb. Rice: Russia will regret decision 

Ig~~""lu.S. Ambassador Susan Rice talks about the shared frustrations of the Syrians and u.S. about Russia's 

veto of a U.N. resolution to pressure the Assad regime. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:00:23 PM 

Eastwood's 'Halftime' is top with msnbc.com users 

Ig~~""lchrYSler ignored some of the unwritten rules of Super Bowl advertising - be brief, be funny - for the 
second year in a row, but it didn't matter to msnbc.com readers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:18:13 PM 

US shutters embassy in Syria, withdraws staff 

The US has closed its embassy in Damascus and withdrawn all American diplomats from Syria as President Assad's 

deadly crackdown on rebels continues. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:18:41 PM 

Windows 8 may bid farewell to the 'Start' button? 

Ig~~""~he next version of Microsoft's PC operating system will be a radical change for people who pick it up for 
the first time, with a primary screen based on tiles similar to the Windows Phone interface - relegating 

the old-fashioned-yet-familiar Windows desktop to a secondary status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:23:35 PM 

Junior 'high': Student sells pot brownies to classmates 

Students at a New York City middle school are facing discipline after an eighth grader allegedly sold marijuana-laced 

brownies to about 20 fellow pupils. 

section of Queens. 

View article ... 

The incident happened at Intermediate School 208 in Bellerose, a suburban 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:24:09 PM 

Mortgage relief: Partial solution better than none 

Ig~~""~he architects of the joint state-federal mortgage releief plan believe it would be better for homeowners 

to get a partial deal than nothing at all, according to sources close to the talks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:27:45 PM 

Mo. teen describes killing as amazing, enjoyable 

A teenager who admitted stabbing, strangling and slitting the throat of a young neighbor girl wrote in her journal on the 

night of the killing that it was an "ahmazing" and "pretty enjoyable" experience. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:31:51 PM 

Trash Talk: It's just Bobby V. being Bobby V. 

Ig~~""~rash Talk: Bobby Valentine got under the skin of some of his Red Sox players? This is news? No one 

should be surprised. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20127:59:23 PM 

Will Tim Tebow go 'Dancing With the Stars'? 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to season 13 champ J.R. Martinez, the Denver Broncos quarterback may be interested in 

slipping on"Dancing's" sparkly costumes and showing off his moves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20128:49:44 PM 

Romney shifts focus to Santorum ahead caucuses 

First Read: Mitt Romney's campaign has trained its sights on Rick Santorum over the past 48 hours, demonstrating that 

Santorum may pose the freshest threat to their frontrunner status. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:04:24 PM 

'Artist' dog has mysterious shaking sickness 

Ig~~""luggie, who's soared to fame as Jean Dujardin's canine co-star in the Oscar-nominated film "The Artist," 

might soon go into retirement for an unknown illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:18:02 PM 

Netflix launching original video series 

Netflix is launching its first original series to grow its streaming business and shift its focus away from DVD rentals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:24:40 PM 

Retirement home bands together to bring WWII stories to life 

More than 70 years after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, many residents of a retirement community in picturesque 

Hanover, N.H., still remember exactly where they were. They'll sit down with you, and if you have a minute to spare, 

they'll even show you their black and white pictures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:40:42 PM 

Eastwood Super Bowl ad turns into political football 

"Times when we didn't understand each other ... discord and blame ... /1 Clint Eastwood was reading from a script during 

this ad for Chrysler on Super Bowl Sunday, but the words also can describe the fallout over the ad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/20129:47:17 PM 

Junk foods still plentiful at elementary schools 

Junk food remains plentiful at the nation's elementary schools despite widespread efforts to curb childhood obesity, a 

new study suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201210:00:10 PM 

New Alzheimer's criteria would change diagnosis for millions 

Almost everyone currently diagnosed with a mild form of Alzheimer's disease would be downgraded to not having the 

condition, if new proposed criteria for the diagnosis of cognitive problems were applied, a new study shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 10:01:22 PM 

Video: Lawmaker's ad called anti-Asian 

Ig~~""lcritics say a Michigan politician's ad uses negative stereotypes of Asians. WDIV's Roger Weber 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201210:05:10 PM 

Sports court strips Contador of 2010 Tour title 

Ig~~""[hree days after u.s. prosecutors dropped their investigation of doping claims against Lance Armstrong, 

fellow Tour de France champion Alberto Contador was stripped of his 2010 title when sports' highest 
court rejected the Spanish cyclist's story that contaminated meat caused him to fail a drug test. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 10:05:23 PM 

European freeze disrupts schools, transit 

Ig~~""loverwhelmed by deep snow and harsh temperatures, some countries in Europe closed down schools and 

struggled to run public transport Monday, as post-snow rains caused a dam to collapse in Bulgaria, 
flooding a village and killing at least four. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:01:57 PM 

Video: New Legos for girls called sexist 

Ig~~""~he maker of Legos has come out with a more feminine version of their popular blocks, but many people 

aren't happy about it. KNBC's Vikki Vargas reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201211:07:11 PM 

Are your deleted photos still on Facebook? 

Ig~~""IMore than than 250 million photos are uploaded each day on Facebook, according to the social network's 

media site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201211:07:11 PM 

Officials: Powell children had head and neck wounds 

The two boys of a Utah man suspected in his wife's disappearance, and then of killing himself and his sons in an 

intentional fire, suffered from head and neck injuries, officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201211:07:11 PM 

Police: Powell planned deadly fire for some time 

The two boys of a Utah man suspected in his wife's disappearance and then of killing himself and his sons in an 

intentional fire were starting to talk about what happened the night their mother vanished, an attorney said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:21:42 PM 

Video: WWII vet takes trip back in time 

Ig~~""IA Florida man, who flew his last mission 67 years ago, returned to the skies in a vintage B-17. WTVJ's 
Hank Tester reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:32:03 PM 

Senate approves long-stalled aviation bill 

The Senate voted Monday afternoon to approve a House-passed bill aimed at improving the nation's aviation 

infrastructure and modernizing air traffic control systems. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/201211:34:18 PM 

Video: Queen Elizabeth II marks Accession Day 

Ig~~""ISixty years ago a young Princess Elizabeth was pronounced Queen of England after the sudden death of 

her father George VI. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports on her remarkable 60 years of service (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:40:01 PM 

European politician taps into fear, sex appeal 

Ig~~""IA Flemish nationalist politician in Belgium has launched a new campaign that taps into anxiety about the 
country's immigrant Muslim population, while capitalizing on the svelte figure of his 19-year-old 

daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:41:49 PM 

Video: u.s. embassy pulls out of Syria 

Ig~~""longOing violence and a worsening security situation has been further complicated by Russia and China's 

decision to block a U.N Security Council resolution on Syria. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:47:37 PM 

Sex-ed less effective in red states, study says 

By Christopher WanjekLiveScience Sex education is failing to reduce adolescent birthrates in conservative states, 

according to a new study. Perhaps paradoxically, states with a majority conservative population and higher degree of 

religiosity tend to have higher teen birthrates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/6/2012 11:53:39 PM 

Video: White House intern's affair with JFK 

Ig~~""IMimi Alford is speaking publicly for the first time about the secret she's held for half a century. NBC's 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:30:53 AM 

NYSE, Nasdaq set for battle over Facebook's stock listing 

By msnbc.com news services When Facebook goes public in a few months, will the social media giant decide to list its 

stock on the New York Stock Exchange or the Nasdaq? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:10:10 AM 

Video: 10 Takeaways from SB XLVI 

Ig~~""lsports Talk's King and Florio analyze the Giants' legacy, Eli's success, Brady, the coaches and more. (NBC 

Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:23:24 AM 

Univision, Disney look at English news channel 

Univision and Disney are in negotiations to create a 24-hour news channel for Latinos in English, two sources close to 

the negotiations said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20122:18:25 AM 

The French are better parents? Excuse moi?! 

Ig~~""IA new book touts the superiority of French parenting, but one American mom is taking 'Bringing up 
Bebe," aka 'French Children Don't Throw Food,' with a grain of salt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20122:27:58 AM 

Texas golfer stabbed while playing through 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:43:57 AM 

Entire staff to be replaced at school where 2 teachers arrested 

The Los Angeles Unified School District is replacing the entire staff of Miramonte Elementary School following the arrest 

of two teachers on lewd conduct charges last week, Superintendent john Deasy told parents at a meeting Monday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20124:46:53 AM 

Obama campaign reverses stance, urging donations to super PAC 

President Obama's re-election campaign made an about-face late Monday in its opposition to super PACs, encouraging 

donors to send their unlimited contributions to one such group founded by a former administration spokesman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:22:46 AM 

PhotoBlog: Car encased in ice 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:25:19 AM 

World's biggest jump targeted for this year 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: After a long delay due to legal snags, a skydiver is once again gearing up 

for a supersonic free-fall that would break a record set 52 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:37:59 AM 

Trouble in paradise: Maldives president driven out 

Maldives President Mohamed Nasheed resigned Tuesday following weeks of public protests over his controversial order 

to arrest a senior judge. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:38:55 AM 

Amanda Knox appeals slander conviction 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox's Italian lawyer has filed an appeal of her slander conviction in Italy, a family spokesman 

said Monday. In October, an Italian appeals court overturned the young Seattle woman's murder 
conviction in the 2007 death of her British roommate in Perugia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:00:31 AM 

Earmarks fund projects near lawmakers' properties 

Members of Congress have pushed more than $300 million in earmarks and other provisions to projects near their own 

properties, the Washington Post reported on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:32:07 AM 

Models aren't 'coat hangers,' new rights group says 

Ig~~""IModels launched a rights group on Monday ahead of New York Fashion Week to seek workplace 

standards including backstage privacy to stop unauthorized nude photos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:37:06 AM 

Soldiers called in after Brazil cops go on strike 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Soldiers clashed with supporters of striking police in Brazil's third-largest city on Monday, 

firing tear gas and rubber bullets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201211:18:55 AM 

Trouble in paradise: Cops mutiny in Maldives 

President Mohamed Nasheed of the Maldives resigned on Tuesday after weeks of protests erupted into a police mutiny, 

leaving the man widely credited with bringing democracy to the paradise islands accused of being as dictatorial as his 

predecessor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:26:52 AM 

Mountain lion attacks 6-year-old in Texas park 

Officials at Big Bend National Park in Texas were looking for a mountain lion that attacked and injured a 6-year-old boy 

as he walked with three other people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:40:26 AM 

Ohio man admits fundraising help for al-Shabab 

Ig~~""IA Somali-American man admitted Monday that he helped raise money so others could travel from the 
U.S. to join the terror group al-Shabab in Somalia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:54:00 AM 

Syrians wave Russian flags as envoy arrives 

Thousands of Syrians waving Russian flags cheered Russia's foreign minister as he arrived in Damascus as a city at the 

center of protests against President Bashar Assad's regime came under renewed bombardment on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201212:18:44 PM 

Wal-Mart plans simple label to ID healthy foods 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart is unveiling a simple icon that it says will help consumers make a snap decision about whether 
a food is healthy, without delving into the nitty-gritty of the nutrition label. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:31:46 PM 

Nick Carter skips sister Leslie's funeral 

Ig~~""[he former Backstreet Boy chose performing at a scheduled concert over attending his sister's New York 

funeral Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:35:07 PM 

Meetings can make you, uh, stupid 

Ig~~""lwe all know that meetings can be dull and boring. A new study shows that they can also make you 

stupid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:44:46 PM 

Video: US closes embassy in Syria amid unrest 

Ig~~""~he United States has closed its embassy in Syria amid violent unrest, and international pressure is 

mounting on Syrian President Bashar AI-Assad to stop his bloody crackdown on a popular uprising in the 
country. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:45:53 PM 

Video: Voters head to polls in Colo., Minn. and Mo. 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopefuls have been campaigning in advance of contests Tuesday in Colorado, 

Minnesota and Missouri with a total of 70 delegates up for grabs. NBC's Peter Alexander 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:46:59 PM 

Video: Catholics' ire over birth control mandate 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is facing a backlash from Catholic leaders over a provision of the new health 

care law that would require Catholic hospitals, charities and other institutions to include birth control in 
their health insurance plans. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:49:09 PM 

Video: Bundchen heat over Super Bowl remarks 

Ig~~""lsupermodel Gisele Bundchen, wife of Patriots quarterback Tom Brady, is taking heat for a post-game 
remark blaming her husband's teammates for their Super Bowl loss. TODAY's Savannah Guthrie 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 12:58:07 PM 

Where you might not be shopping in 2012 

Ig~~""lsears is struggling. Big department stores like Macy's and J.c. Penney are treading water, while major 

apparel sellers like Gap and Talbots are losing market share and shrinking store counts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:09:12 PM 

Messy caucuses in Nevada, Iowa raise questions 

After back-to-back fiascos in Nevada and Iowa, the term "caucus" may be on its way to becoming a bad word in the GOP 

lexicon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:11:42 PM 

Texas primary date in doubt after deal talks stall 

Texas is all but certain to have an even later say in choosing the Republican presidential nominee after what at first 

looked like a breakthrough deal over redistricting maps ended with wide rejection of the proposal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:13:46 PM 

Video: Grandparents knew Powell 'was capable of this' 

Ig~~""~ODAY'S Ann Curry talks with Susan Powell's parents, Chuck and Judy Cox, who say that they feared for 
the lives of their grandkids and believed that Josh Powell would do something drastic "if he felt 

cornered." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20121:45:10 PM 

Flying cars roll a little closer to take off 

Ig~~""IFifty years after "The Jetsons" introduced the concept to American TV viewers, where are the flying cars 

we were promised? The answer? Still a ways off but, just maybe, about to get a bit closer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 1 :50:09 PM 

Make way for the worst reality TV players 

Ig~~""~here's nothing like a reality TV villain - Kate Gosselin, Marcel Vigneron and NaOnka Mixon, just to 
name a few - to inspire bad words from good viewers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20122:21:25 PM 

Indonesia pilot tests positive for crystal meth 

Lion Air's slogan "We make you fly" came a bit too close to home this weekend when one of the Indonesian airline's 

pilots tested positive for crystal meth after being arrested just hours before he was due to take off. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 2 :54:07 PM 

Powell left apologetic voicemail minutes before death 

Before setting his house ablaze and killing himself and his two young sons, Josh Powell left a voicemail for family 

members saying he couldn't live without the boys and didn't want to go on anymore. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 2 :54:07 PM 

Cops: Powell meticulously planned murder-suicide 

Josh Powell painted himself as a tortured man, ridiculed without reason in the disappearance of his wife, steadfastly 

insisting he was innocent until the end. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20122:55:39 PM 

PhotoBlog: Filipinos grieve as earthquake death toll rises 

Ig~~""IDozens of people were still missing Tuesday following a strong earthquake that triggered landslides and 

damaged buildings and roads on a central Philippine island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 3 :00:33 PM 

Profits slip, but Toyota offers brighter outlook 

Ig~~""~oyotals profit slid another 13. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:14:09 PM 

Deadliest crash in years kills 11 in Canada 

HAMPSTEAD, Ontario -- Ten migrant farm workers from Peru were killed when a flat bed hit a passenger van in rural 

Canada on Monday afternoon, police and the workers' employer said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:15:03 PM 

PhotoBlog: Fishermen reel in shark the size of a school bus 

Ig~~""lpakistanis reel in one of the biggest fish in the sea: a whale shark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:19:53 PM 

Microscopic marvels captured on video 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: What could be more wonderful than pictures of microscopic marvels? 
Brace yourself for some award-winning movies showing those marvels in action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:20:01 PM 

Grand Canyon banning sales of bottled water 

Ig~~""IActiVists concerned that Coca-Cola might be influencing National Park Service policy were breathing 

easier Tuesday after the Grand Canyon National Park announced it would eliminate the sale of bottled 
water inside the park within 30 days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:43:42 PM 

Big foreclosure servicer indicted for 'robo-signing' 

In one of the first criminal prosecutions in the post-housing bust era, DocX has been indicted on forgery charges by a 

Missouri grand jury, The New York Times reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20123:45:02 PM 

Obama shift on Super PAC no surprise 

Anyone who is surprised by the Obama campaign's announcement last night that it's encouraging Democratic donors to 

give money to the pro-Obama Super PAC wasn't paying attention in 2008. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20124:07:03 PM 

ACLU: Student has right to wear 'Boobies' bracelet 

An Indiana eighth grader sued his school district in federal court Monday for the right to wear a bracelet promoting 

breast cancer awareness with the message "I (heart) Boobies," WTHR reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20124:16:52 PM 

Job openings hit nearly 3-year high at end of 2011 

Ig~~""[he number of jobs waiting to be filled rose in December as employers tried to ramp up hiring in 

factories, retail and business services, the government said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20124:40:02 PM 

Video: Emergency workers in Fla. trained to hunt pythons 

Ig~~""lscientists say pythons are multiplying at an alarming rate in the Everglades, and now emergency workers 
in Florida are being trained to catch the powerful predators. WBBH-TV's Kim Brown reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:01:36 PM 

Last known WWI veteran dies at 110 

Ig~~""IFlorence Green, the world's last known veteran of World War I, has died at the age of 110, the care home 

where she lived said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:05:23 PM 

Video: Amid violence, Russia tries to broker Syrian deal 

Ig~~""lsyrian forces continued their brutal assault in the city of Hams as Russia's foreign minister held talks with 
President Bashar ai-Assad in Damascus. ITN's Paul Davies reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:22:26 PM 

Video: 15.5-pound newborn possibly a record-setter 

Ig~~""IA boy just born in China may have set a record as the country's largest newborn. Msnbc.com's Dara 
Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:23:42 PM 

Report: Mexico cartel agree to ceasefire during pope visit 

A Mexican drug cartel in the central mountainous state of Guanajuato has agreed to a 'Papal ceasefire' during an 

upcoming visit by Benedict XVI, a local newspaper reported on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:27:01 PM 

Video: Watch live: News conference on gay marriage ban 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Press conference following the federal court ruling overturning Prop 8, which eliminated 
the right of same sex couples to marry in California. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:43:29 PM 

Russian envoy calls for reform in Syria 

Thousands of Syrians waving Russian flags cheered Russia's foreign minister as he arrived in Damascus as a city at the 

center of protests against President Bashar Assad's regime came under renewed bombardment on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:45:16 PM 

January warmest on record? The answer is ... 

Ig~~""IHard as it may be to believe if you live in the Northeast or upper Midwest, last January was not the 

warmest on record across the lower 48 states, federal recordkeepers announced Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:47:59 PM 

Video: Hidden Planet: Discovering the tribes of Tanzania 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Richard Engel travels to Tanzania, in the land of volcanoes and valleys. Richard visits the 
Maasai and Hadza tribes and gets challenged to an archery contest. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20125:55:06 PM 

Video: 3-D printing reconstructs patient's jawbone 

Ig~~""IA customized jawbone is created with 3-D printing technology. Engineer and LayerWise CEO, Peter 
Mercelis, talks with Msnbc.com's Dara Brown about this first-of-a-kind surgery. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 6 :00:28 PM 

Why do Dickens characters still resonate? 

As the world tips its collective hat to celebrate Charles Dickens lOOth birthday - it makes one wonder: Why do 

characters like Miss Havisham and Scrooge still resonate today? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:13:19 PM 

Millions pushed into child labor in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IUp to 10 million children are estimated to be working in Pakistan, according to UNICEF, as rising prices 

and a struggling economy force poor families to send them out to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 6 :24:05 PM 

Marriage retreats combat high rate of military divorce 

Ig~~""IHoPing to reverse the rising divorce rate among service members, organizations across the country are 

offering military couples and families places to have fun, bond and cope with life after wartime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:29:36 PM 

Group wants criminal investigation of Super PACs 

First Read: A top campaign watchdog group is calling for a Justice Department criminal investigation into Super PACs 

supporting President Obama and GOP front runner Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:36:49 PM 

College vending machine offers 'morning-after' pill 

Students at a Pennsylvania university can obtain the "morning-after" pill from an unusual source - a vending machine 

at the campus health center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:44:30 PM 

Court: Calif. ban on gay marriage is unconstitutional 

A federal appeals court has declared California's voter-approved Proposition 8 unconstitutional, NBC News is reporting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20126:45:05 PM 

Bush on auto bailouts: 'I'd do it again' 

Ig~~""IFormer President George W. Bush used a meeting of the nation's auto dealers to defend his actions of 

bailing out Detroit, insisting he had no other choice but to completely sink the American economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:05:23 PM 

Listen up, Oscars: We want singing Muppets! 

Ig~~""llf the Academy Awards hate the best song category so much, why don't they just dump it completely? 

First, only two songs were nominated, and now Deadline.com is reporting that neither will be performed 
at the ceremony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:10:21 PM 

CDC: 9 in 10 Americans eat too much salt 

Despite public health messages telling Americans to lower the amount of salt in their diets, 90 percent of people in the 

u.s. older than age 2 consume more than the recommended amount of sodium each day, a new report says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:26:04 PM 

Powell driven by revenge in killing sons, himself? 

Ig~~""lpsYChiatrists say they've identified some reasons why someone like Josh Powell would kill his sons and 

then himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:44:57 PM 

Parade down Broadway for vets? Not yet 

Will there be a parade down New York City's Broadway for returning war veterans? Not quite yet, says the Pentagon, 

even though the idea is gathering steam. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:45:18 PM 

Security camera video flaw lets voyeurs see all 

Ig~~""lvideo feeds from some home users' Internet security cameras - including children's rooms and 
bathroom scenes - are being seen by others around the world because of a coding error that is part of 

the cameras' software. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20127:57:14 PM 

Komen's Karen Handel quits after funding dispute 

Karen Handel, an executive with the Susan G. Kamen for the Cure breast-cancer charity has resigned after a dispute over 

funding for Planned Parenthood. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:00:11 PM 

US eying humanitarian aid for Syria 

The White House is considering providing humanitarian aid to the Syrian people, even while it ramps up pressure on the 

President Bashar Assad's government, Reuters reported on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:00:45 PM 

Sandusky prosecutors cite neighbors in seeking tougher bail 

Pennsylvania state prosecutors are asking that Jerry Sandusky's bail conditions to be tightened after receiving reports 

from local neighbors that the accused child molester has been spotted sitting on the deck of his house watching school 

children in a nearby playground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

2/7/20128:01:21 PM 

Slideshow: Slideshow: Awkward Valentine's Day photos 

Ig~~""lwhatls more awkward than love? Nothing, at least according to these photos. Click through 25 pics of 

courtship in all its weird glory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:34:57 PM 

Court: Calif. ban on gay marriage unconstitutional 

Ig~~""IA federal appeals court has declared California's Proposition 8 unconstitutional, paving the way for a 

likely u.s. Supreme Court showdown on the voter-approved law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20128:48:44 PM 

Taliban lite? Afghans ponder power-sharing 

Ig~~""INBC News speaks with Afghans around the country about the possibility of the Taliban's return to power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20129:22:28 PM 

Santorum seeks second wind from Tuesday contests 

Rick Santorum could end up revitalizing his campaign Tuesday evening if he's able to upset Mitt Romney in a trio of 

nominating contests in Minnesota, Missouri and Colorado. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/20129:47:23 PM 

New York gives Giants parade after Super win 

Ig~~""~housands of fans roared as New York Giants quarterback Eli Manning hoisted the team's Super Bowl 
trophy awarded to the National Football League champions, from a glittering blue-and-white float 

Tuesday during a victory parade through New York City, which Mayor Michael Bloomberg quipped should now 
be nicknamed the "Big Blue Apple." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:36:36 PM 

PFT: Eli not a Hall of Famer yet, Warner says 

Ig~~""lpFT: Retired QB says Manning hasn't been a "difference maker" until this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:38:29 PM 

Cruise ship hit with norovirus - again 

Ig~~""lcrown Princess will end its current cruise two days early following a spike in cases of gastrointestinal 

illness for the second straight week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 10:57:48 PM 

Grandaddy of standardized tests on way out? 

Ig~~""~he state that was the birthplace for the set of standardized tests that public school students took for 

decades is considering doing away with the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201211:19:41 PM 

PFT: Super Bowllivestream draws over 2.1M users 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/201211:37:42 PM 

Fatal shark attacks in 2011 at 20-year high 

Fatal shark attacks across the globe reached a 20-year high in 2011, researchers report, while attacks in the u.s. were 

the lowest over the last decade and none were fatal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:39:30 PM 

Hacker releases Symantec source code 

A hacker released the source code for antivirus firm Symantec's pcAnywhere utility on Tuesday, raising fears that others 

could find security holes in the product and attempt takeovers of customer computers. The release followed failed email 

negotiations over a $50,000 payout to the hacker calling himself YamaTough to destroy the code. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:40:42 PM 

Video: Escalating protests at California elementary school 

Ig~~""IMiramonte Elementary School in Los Angeles, Calif., has replaced its entire staff after two teachers were 
charged with lewd conduct aimed at their own students. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:46:33 PM 

Video: Santorum leading in Missouri, Minnesota 

Ig~~""lparty rules dictate no delegates will be awarded in the Tuesday caucuses in Minnesota and Colorado and 
the primary in Missouri. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:48:59 PM 

Video: Battling over reproductive rights 

Ig~~""IRepublican senators challenged a mandate requiring religious institutions to include birth control in 

health insurance plans. Democrats defended the rule, saying it doesn't apply to the churches themselves. 
NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/7/2012 11:57:20 PM 

Video: President cheers science students 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama hosted 100 students at the White House for the second annual science fair. He took the 
time to see and enjoy the students creations. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201212:12:21 AM 

Video: Race car driver's unlimited potential 

Ig~~""INicole Lyons not only races, she also builds cars and runs an auto restoration shop. NBC's Rehema Ellis 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:20:33 AM 

Obama calls for boosting science education 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama called on Tuesday for millions of dollars in new funding to improve math and 
science education, an effort he said would be crucial to the nation's long-term success. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:25:47 AM 

Janice Voss, veteran astronaut, dies at 55 

Ig~~""IAstronaut Janice Voss, a veteran of five spaceflights and a former science director for a NASA exoplanet

hunting spacecraft, has died after a battle with cancer. She was 55. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:27:05 AM 

Video: Syria under siege 

Ig~~""IRussiaJs foreign minister held talks with President Bashar Assad in Damascus as Syrian forces bombarded 

the city of Homs. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:29:37 AM 

Historian pleads guilty in document thefts 

A presidential historian has pleaded guilty to stealing valuable documents signed by u.s. presidents, Karl Marx and the 

French queen Marie Antoinette. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:43:53 AM 

Video: Is the clock ticking on Brady? 

Ig~~""lsports Talk's Pete Najarian and Gregg Rosenthal examine what's next for New England and Tom 

Brady. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:50:03 AM 

Argentina to protest 'militarization' of S. Atlantic 

Argentina's government plans to lodge a complaint with the United Nations over "militarization" of the South Atlantic, 

Argentine President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:08:19 AM 

State Department: We'll 'right-size' embassy in Iraq 

Contrary to a media report the u.s. will not halve its diplomatic presence in Iraq, State Department officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:35:07 AM 

Pilots worry about safety of drones in US skies 

Ig~~""IAiriine pilots and privacy rights activists are fretting over a provision of the FAA funding bill passed by 

Congress that would open up the u.s. skies to drones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:48:00 AM 

No sex charges for NYC police commissioner's son 

Ig~~""~he son of New York City's police commissioner will not be charged in a case alleging sexual assault, 

prosecutors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:05:58 AM 

No.1 Kentucky flies by No.8 Florida 

Ig~~""IFreshman Michael Kidd-Gilchrist had 13 points and 13 rebounds and top-ranked Kentucky easily passed 
its toughest Southeastern Conference test to date with a 78-58 victory over No.8 Florida on Tuesday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:44:18 AM 

Aurora extravaganza glows in space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Colorful videos prove that the astronauts aboard the International Space 
Station had the best seats in the house for last month's northern lights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:51:02 AM 

Santorum wins Missouri primary, giving boost to campaign 

Rick Santorum won a non-binding primary in Missouri on Tuesday, breaking Mitt Romney's streak of victories in 

nominating contests, though the former Pennsylvania will not be awarded any delegates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20123:29:38 AM 

Tensions grow as 'Loser' makes awkward exit 

Ig~~""~hingS got off to an bad start right away and continued as Conda's over-the-top complaints were caught 

on tape for her trainer to see. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:16:44 AM 

Video: 'Citizens presumptively entitled to be treated like other citizens' explains Prop 8 defeat 

Ig~~""~ed Olson, lead counsel arguing against Proposition 8 in the u.s. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, talks with 
Rachel Maddow about the court's ruling against Proposition 8 as unconstitutional. (The Rachel Maddow 

Show) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:24:29 AM 

Arc: Kentucky shows it can be 'impossible' to beat 

Beyond the Arc: As No.8 Florida will attest, when No.1 Wildcats are shooting, swatting and hustling like they did 

Tuesday, they're awfully good. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:37:01 AM 

Video: Santorum: 'Conservatism is alive and well' in MO and MN 

Ig~~""lsen. Rick Santorum celebrates his victories in Missouri and Minnesota. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:40:30 AM 

Santorum boosts campaign with wins in Mo., Minn. 

Rick Santorum scored victories in Minnesota and Missouri nominating contests Tuesday night, winning him no actual 

delegates, but allowing him to stymie Mitt Romney's bid to keep alive a streak of victories in the Republican presidential 

primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:47:43 AM 

Video: Paul thanks supporters following Minnesota caucus 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential candidate Ron Paul thanks supporters for their effort following his second place finish in 
the Minnesota caucus. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:06:21 AM 

Video: Romney: 'We will succeed' 

Ig~~""lpresidential candidate Mitt Romney speaks to supporters in Colorado, after losing to Rick Santorum in 
Minnesota and Missouri. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:59:36 AM 

Santorum gets second wind with sweep in Minn., Mo., Colo. 

Rick Santorum swept three nominating contests held Tuesday evening, upsetting frontrunner Mitt Romney and injecting 

new energy into the former Pennsylvania senator's campaign. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20127:40:51 AM 

Group: Syria militia 'slaughtered' 3 families 

Bombardment of the Syrian city of Homs by government forces killed at least 47 civilians in the first eight hours of 

Wednesday, activists in the city and opposition sources said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20127:40:51 AM 

Activists: Syrian forces kill dozens as tanks move in 

Bombardment of the Syrian city of Homs by government forces killed at least 47 civilians in the first eight hours of 

Wednesday, activists in the city and opposition sources said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20128:41:59 AM 

Top China cop seeks asylum in US consulate? 

Ig~~""IA prominent Chinese official who might have been the country's highest-profile policeman has dropped 

from sight amid unconfirmed reports of a scandal and a bid for u.s. asylum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 10:53:36 AM 

Cracks inside wings? Checks ordered on every A380 

BERLIN -- Europe's aviation watchdog called for checks Wednesday on the entire worldwide fleet of Airbus A380 

superjumbo jets for cracks on parts inside the wings. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 10:53:36 AM 

Cracks inside wings? Watchdog orders checks on every A380 

BERLIN -- Europe's aviation watchdog called for checks Wednesday on the entire worldwide fleet of Airbus A380 

superjumbo jets for cracks on parts inside the wings. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 10:57:09 AM 

Powell social worker's frantic 911 calls released 

Ig~~""IEmergency calls placed in the minutes after Josh Powell killed his two young sons were released Tuesday, 
including one from the "traumatized" social worker outside the house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 11:35:58 AM 

That'll be $2,000 extra for your aisle seat, Mr. Nader 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 11:41:54 AM 

Maldives' ex-leader: 'I was forced to resign at gunpoint' 

Ig~~""~he ex-president of the Maldives said he was forced to resign at gunpoint, despite earlier claims by the 

Indian Ocean resort islands' new leader that there had not been a coup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 12:46:31 PM 

Video: Can Romney regain his momentum? 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd tells TODAY's Ann Curry that Rick Santorum's sweep of Tuesday's GOP presidential 
contests was a "rejection by conservatives of Mitt Romney." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201212:48:18 PM 

Video: Powell social worker's 911 call released 

Ig~~""lpolice in Washington state released a 911 call placed by the social worker who dropped Josh Powell's two 

young sons off before he murdered them and took his own life in a house fire. NBC's Miguel Almaguer 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:02:50 PM 

Video: Somer Thompson's family confronts her killer 

Ig~~""lon the day Jarred Harrell headed to a Florida prison to serve his life sentence for the brutal murder of 7-
year-old Somer Thompson, the little girl's emotional family gave him a message. NBC's Mark Potter 

reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:05:40 PM 

Video: These couples speak the language of love 

Ig~~""lwhat do you do when you fall in love with someone who speaks a language entirely different from your 

own? Meet three couples who have crossed the barrier of communication and culture, as expert Ian 
Kerner explains how, when it comes to relationships, love isn't all you need. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:18:45 PM 

Report: Iran says it could hit us forces anywhere 

Iran is capable of hitting u.s. military forces anywhere in the world if attacked by the United States, the Iranian 

ambassador to Moscow reportedly said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:20:06 PM 

Man tries to burn wife, scorches himself instead 

Authorities say a man is in critical condition Tuesday after he tried to set his wife on fire, but burned himself instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:27:24 PM 

PFT: Vick is America's most hated; Tiger's 2nd 

Ig~~""lpFT: According to the latest surveys conducted by Nielsen and partner E-Poll Market Research, published 

by Forbes, Vick is the most disliked athlete in all of sports, just edging out Tiger Woods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:53:49 PM 

'Idol's' auditions are its weakest, sappiest link 

Ig~~""~he show moves on to the Hollywood round this week, and thank goodness. The auditions are the one 
part of the singing show experience that "Idol" perennially gets wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:57:35 PM 

Driver's taunt before crash: 'Get ready to die' 

The sole survivor of a fiery, head-on collision says his friend taunted his passengers and seemingly had a death wish in 

the moments before the crash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20121:59:59 PM 

Video: Dating sites connect farmers, Trekkies, bikers 

Ig~~""IWith the online dating industry approaching 2 billion dollars in revenue, it's continuing to offer all sorts of 

people, from bikers to farmers and even adulterers, a chance at love. TODAY's Amy Robach 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:12:37 PM 

Greece's economic crisis is making people ill (literally) 

Ig~~""IGreecels economic crisis is taking its toll on people - hospital admissions are up 25%, suicides are up 40% 
and violent crimes, including murder, are up almost 100%. NBC's Keith Miller reports from Athens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:15:02 PM 

Santorum wins put Romney on defensive 

First Read: Santorum's three-state victory Tuesday put Romney's on-again, off-again frontrunner status back on center 

stage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:29:37 PM 

Mexico looks for rebound in U.S. tourists 

Ig~~""IAfter a few years in which drug-fueled violence prompted many Americans to think twice about traveling 

to Mexico, a rebound in U.s. tourists could be on the horizon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:30:15 PM 

Parents fume over accused LA teachers' pensions 

The abuse scandal in the Los Angeles Unified School District has angered many parents and left students heartbroken. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:33:55 PM 

Calif. 'poster couple' for gay rights is divorcing 

When gay couples first sought the right to legally wed in California, it was only a matter of time before that benefit 

extended to the right to split up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:46:44 PM 

Teen gets life for strangling, stabbing girl, 9 

Ig~~""IA teenager who confessed to strangling, cutting and stabbing a 9-year-old neighbor because she wanted 

to know how it felt to kill someone was sentenced Wednesday to life in prison with the possibility of 
parole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:46:44 PM 

Teen gets life for strangling, stabbing girl, 9 

Ig~~""IA teenager who confessed to strangling, cutting and stabbing a 9-year-old neighbor because she wanted 

to know how it felt to kill someone was sentenced Wednesday to life in prison with the possibility of 
parole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20122:51:36 PM 

Teen pregnancy, abortion rates at record low 

Birth and abortion rates among u.s. teens fell to record lows in 2008 as increased use of contraceptives sent the overall 

teen pregnancy rate to its lowest level since at least 1972, a study showed on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20123:08:18 PM 

'Music teacher of the year' accused of student showers 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles police have reopened an investigation into molestation charges against a high school music 

teacher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20123:53:17 PM 

Jobless want you to quit already! 

Even though some employees are frustrated with their jobs because the tough economy has led to furloughs, wage 

freezes, and benefit cuts, many aren't upset enough to say, "I quit!" 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20123:57:09 PM 

Powell social worker's frantic 911 call released 

r-~n emergency call placed in the minutes after Josh Powell killed his two young sons were released 
uesday, including one from the "traumatized" social worker outside the house. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:04:39 PM 

Ferris' teacher: I should have been in ad 

Ig~~""IBen Stein, who famously played Ferris Bueller's economics teacher in the 1986 classic comedy, "Ferris 
Bueller's Day Off," wasn't asked to spoof his much-repeated line in the Honda Super Bowl ad -- but he 

thinks he should have been. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20124:59:41 PM 

TSA expands expedited airport screening program 

The Transportation Security Administration is expanding its pre-screening airport security program to 28 airports in 

2012, the agency announced Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:09:52 PM 

Protests in paradise as riots follow coup in Maldives 

Ig~~""lsupporters of the Maldives' former president rioted Wednesday as the country's new leader appealed for 

an end to the political turmoil in this Indian Ocean nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:10:57 PM 

Russian scientists reach lake under Antarctica 

Ig~~""IAfter more than two decades of drilling in Antarctica, Russian scientists have reached the surface of a 
gigantic freshwater lake hidden under miles of ice for some 20 million years - a lake that may hold life 

from the distant past and clues to the search for life on other planets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:18:40 PM 

Video: Technician saves choking baby at customer's home 

Ig~~""IAT& T technician Andrei Reid is being hailed a hero after saving a choking baby while working in a 
customer's home. WILX-TV's Fay Li reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20125:33:26 PM 

Video: Alford: JFK & I 'had races with rubber ducks in the bathtub' 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Meredith Vieira talks to Mimi Alford, a woman who says she had an affair with President 

John F. Kennedy when she was an intern at the White House in the 1960s. Alford describes her first 
encounter with JFK. Vieira's full report airs Wednesday, Feb. 8 at 9pmj8c on NBC's Rock Center with Brian 
Williams. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20126:12:07 PM 

Madonna reportedly mad at M.I.A. over finger 

Ig~~""IMadonna's halftime performance was upstaged by British rapper M.I.A. giving the finger to the Super 

Bowl crowd, and the star isn't too happy about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20126:18:29 PM 

It's time for Tiger to win 

Ig~~""lsobel: With everything back to normal - or at least as "normal" as things get for him - there's only one 
proper conclusion going forward. It's time for Tiger Woods to do what he does best. It's time for him to 

win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20126:25:37 PM 

Video: Syria's first lady breaks her silence 

Ig~~""IAS world condemnation of President Assad and his forces grows, his British born wife, Asma, has sent an 

email in support of her husband. Before the crisis in Syria she was a popular and visible first lady. ITN's 
Daisy McAndrew reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20126:32:10 PM 

Online dating: the science of love at first byte 

Ig~~""lonline dating sites advertise groundbreaking technology and sophisticated formulas and state-of-the-art 

programming to help you find your true soul mate. But does it work? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20127:00:59 PM 

Americans significantly lower trans fat over decade 

Study finds that Americancs have experienced a decline in their blood levels of trans fat, which could mean a decreased 

risk of heart disease. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20127:31:46 PM 

Video: Dog rescued from icy pond 

Ig~~""IA firefighter plunges into an icy Colorado pond to save dog. KUSA Eric Kahnert reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20127:43:30 PM 

Mood of 'despair' as Syria bombs city for 5th day 

Syrian government forces have deployed tanks in the streets and are bombing indiscriminately in the city of Homs, 

according to a BBe correspondent on the scene. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20128:09:35 PM 

UND will keep using 'Fighting Sioux' nickname 

Ig~~""[he University of North Dakota will resume using its contentious Fighting Sioux nickname despite threats 

from the NCAA, the school's president said Wednesday, marking the latest twist in a years-long fight 
about a name that some consider offensive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20128:11:39 PM 

Santorum: I won and raised about $250K lues night 

Resurgent Rick Santorum said his sweep of three GOP contests earned his shoestring campaign $250,000 overnight, cash 

he needs to take his upstart bid for the Republican presidential nomination to Mitt Romney's turf. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20128:24:55 PM 

TV producer extradited to Mexico in wife's killing 

Ig~~""IBruce Beresford-Redman, the reality television-show producer accused of murdering his wife, Monica, in 

Cancun in 2010, has been extradited to Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20128:39:24 PM 

CNN drops commentator over Beckham tweets 

Ig~~""IRoland Martin apologized for what he called a misunderstanding, but the network suspends him for 

language about Super Bowl ad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:03:48 PM 

Getting the affluent to pay for payroll tax cut 

Democrats and Republicans agree: People with higher incomes must pay more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:06:55 PM 

Tainted wipes destroyed as firm moves forward 

Truckloads of alcohol wipes, tankers of bulk liquids and cartons of chemicals have been hauled to secure landfills and 

waste disposal centers as a Wisconsin medical products supplier works to recover from a year-long contamination 

scandal blamed for illness and death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:17:52 PM 

Care to downsize that order? Many want smaller portions 

Ig~~""IStUdY finds that, when offered, many restaurant patrons choose to consume less food and fewer calories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:18:08 PM 

Most docs tell white lies, study finds 

More than half of doctors surveyed told patients an untruth and 20 percent didn't report a medical mistake, new 

research finds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:39:17 PM 

Report: Satellite phones can be cracked 

Ig~~""lsatellite telephones have been considered secure from eavesdropping. They are not, say two researchers 

who cracked the security used in some sat phone systems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/20129:44:49 PM 

Nuns fight strip club near Illinois convent 

A group of nuns is ready to fight a new strip club adjacent to a Roman Catholic convent in suburban Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 10:08:55 PM 

Video: JFK's Intern: 'I still wouldn't say no' 

Ig~~""IROCk Center's Meredith Vieira talks to Mimi Alford, a woman who says she had an affair with President 

John F. Kennedy when she was an intern at the White House in the 1960s. In retrospect Alford says that 
she still wouldn't say no to the President. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201210:42:12 PM 

Cop accused of stealing from slain officers' fund 

A 34-year-old lakewood police officer was charged with embezzling more than $120,000 from a fund for families of four 

slain colleagues and spending the money on a trip to las Vegas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201211:17:04 PM 

Romney predicts long battle for GOP nomination 

Predicting an extended nominating fight, Mitt Romney said Wednesday he didn't expect the GOP primary season to 

result in a "coronation," all while downplaying a sweep of three nominating contests Tuesday night by Rick Santorum. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 11:32:25 PM 

'House' to end after current season 

Ig~~""~he producers of the popular medical drama announced Wednesday that the show will end after its 

current season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 11:36:24 PM 

Sheriff: Facebook spat led to 2 shooting deaths 

A father who was upset after a Tennessee couple deleted his adult daughter as a friend on Facebook has been charged 

in the shooting deaths of the couple, authorities said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/2012 11:42:39 PM 

Video: Rick Santorum's breakout moment 

Ig~~""~ueSday'S three-state race ended on a high note for former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum, but NBC's 
Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/8/201211:47:54 PM 

Video: Relentless shelling in Syria 

Ig~~""IFor many in the besieged country, life has become a humanitarian disaster. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:00:44 AM 

Washington lawmakers pass gay-marriage bill 

Washington has moved closer to becoming the seventh state in the nation to legalize gay marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:05:42 AM 

Video: Using potluck dinners to transform lives 

Ig~~""IMembers of the organization Dining for Women are raising money for women around the globe each 
time they get together for dinner. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201212:11:41 AM 

Video: Princess Kate solo at Freud art show 

Ig~~""~he Duchess of Cambridge has debuted at her first solo public engagement. It was at a major art 

exhibition, the Lucian Freud show at the National Portrait Gallery in London. Kate recently became a 
patron of the gallery. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201212:15:55 AM 

Lagerfeld sorry for Adele 'too fat' comment 

Ig~~""lchanells creative director responded to the backlash that stirred, and explained that it was taken out of 

context and apologized to the singer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:24:30 AM 

Pentagon to open more military jobs to women 

More military jobs will be opening up to women as the Pentagon on Thursday releases findings from a report on 

whether they should be assigned to combat roles, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20121:14:49 AM 

Mars orbiter spies on probes of the past 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Color pictures taken from Martian orbit feature the landing spots for 

two of NASA's dearly departed probes on the Red Planet. Can you spot them? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20121:20:43 AM 

Investigation launched over critical Afghanistan report 

The Pentagon has launched an investigation into an independent report written by an Army lieutenant colonel for 

possible security violations, military officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:04:29 AM 

In school sex scandal, parents fear deportation 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles County sheriff's deputies rush to dispel rumors that Latino families would be deported if they 

give information about child sexual abuse allegations at an elementary school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:14:18 AM 

No.2 Syracuse survives aT thriller vs. Georgetown 

Ig~~""IKris Joseph scored a career-high 29 points, hitting a go-ahead 3-pointer in the final minute of overtime, 
and No.2 Syracuse beat 12th-ranked Georgetown 64-61 on Wednesday night to give coach Jim Boeheim 

his 880th career win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:22:09 AM 

No.7 Kansas crushes No.6 Baylor on road 

eff Withey scored a career-high 25 points and Kansas went ahead to stay during a stretch without O
·g~~..., 

homas Robinson as the seventh-ranked Jayhawks had another convincing victory over sixth-ranked 
Baylor, winning 68-54 Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:45:16 AM 

911 logs in Powell case: Help not sent for 8 minutes 

Emergency call logs show that nearly eight minutes elapsed between when a 911 call came in that Josh Powell's children 

were at risk and when sheriff's deputies were dispatched. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:06:46 AM 

Video: JFK's Intern: 'He kept asking me if I was all right' 

Ig~~""IMimi Alford speaks exclusively with Meredith Vieira about the affair she says she had with President John 

F. Kennedy when she was a White House intern in the 1960s. In part one of the interview, Alford 
describes her first encounters with JFK and says she became overpowered by the president's magnetism. 
Alford claims she began an affair with Kennedy four days into her internship at the White House. (Rock 
Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:35:19 AM 

'Idol' singer takes big falloff stage in Hollywood 

Ig~~""~he first Hollywood night of season 11 ended with a cliffhanger worthy of a soap opera as 16-year-old 
Symone Black fell off the stage while answering the judges' post-performance questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:45:00 AM 

Austin Rivers' buzzer-beater sinks No.5 North Carolina 

Ig~~""IFreshman Austin Rivers buried a 3-pointer at the horn to give No. 10 Duke an 85-84 win over No.5 North 

Carolina on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:12:28 AM 

Arc: Duke's Rivers shows he's the king 

Ig~~""IArc: When Blue Devils freshman Austin Rivers gets going, he's as dangerous as anyone in the country, as 

the Tar Heels found out Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:28:15 AM 

PAC for Ron Paul is run by 9/11 'truther' 

The leader of a pro-Ron Paul PAC is Gary Franchi, a promoter of conspiracy theories and sophisticated social-media 

entrepreneur in the resurgent movement known as the Patriots. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:47:00 AM 

GOP report: Freed Gitmo detainees re-offending 

The u.s. cannot consistently ensure that former Guantanamo Bay detainees will not engage in militant activity once they 

are released, a new congressional report found Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:05:38 AM 

Mexico makes historic methamphetamine seizure 

Mexican troops have made an historic seizure of lS tons of pure methamphetamine in the western state of Jalisco -

more than four times the size of a major seizure last summer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:21:18 AM 

Romney glitter-bomber faces 6 months in prison 

A Colorado student faced misdemeanor charges on Wednesday for flinging glitter toward Republican presidential 

contender Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:55:44 AM 

US finds democracy a tougher sell abroad 

Ig~~""IExperts say American pro-democracy groups are facing increasing hostility overseas, amid claims of 

meddling and suspicion they are stooges for u.s. intelligence agencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201211:04:14 AM 

Militant sought for US consulate attack killed? 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani militant commander allegedly involved in an attack on a u.s. consulate is believed to have 

been killed in a drone attack Thursday, officials and sources said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201211:15:32 AM 

Israel uses terror group to kill Iran nuke scientists 

Deadly attacks on Iranian nuclear scientists are being carried out by an Iranian dissident group that is financed, trained 

and armed by Israel's secret service, u.s. officials tell NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:02:09 PM 

Ten states given No Child Left Behind waiver 

President Barack Obama will free 10 states from the No Child Left Behind law, giving leeway to states that promise to 

improve how evaluate students, The Associated Press has learned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201212:12:05 PM 

Report: US may be forced to 'militarize' Syria crisis 

The u.s. does not want to "militarize the situation" in Syria, but fears this may be unavoidable, according to a report 

citing an un-named State Department official. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201212:26:10 PM 

Red flags for online dating 

Ig~~""lwhile online dating may be a great way to find your soul mate, you'll be confronted with thousands of 

choices. And, like many other online offerings, the "product" received may not always be what was 
advertised. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:39:05 PM 

Rossen Reports: Anyone can buy guns, no questions asked 

A hidden-camera report led by national investigative correspondent Jeff Rossen revealed Thursday how a legal loophole 

makes it easy for anyone - even criminals - to buy weapons powerful enough to pierce armor and bring down a 

helicopter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 12:39:22 PM 

Video: Ingraham: Romney invincibility 'dwindled' 

Ig~~""IFOX News contributor Laura Ingraham talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer about whether Republicans will be 
able to unite around one candidate and says Mitt Romney's invincibility in the GOP presidential race has 

"dwindled away." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20121:03:13 PM 

Gen Y remains upbeat, thanks to mom and dad 

For younger workers these days, it isn't easy growing up and getting a good job in the real world. Thankfully, an 

increasing number of parents don't expect them to. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20121:27:00 PM 

C-sections can be risky for preemies 

Ig~~""IDoctors have long assumed that Cesarean sections might be the best choice for babies that will be born 
preterm. But a new study shows that C-sections are no safer than vaginal delivery for the most fragile of 

infants, those who are born early and who are small for their age. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20121:48:00 PM 

Greek leaders agree on austerity pact for bailout 

Greek political leaders have clinched a deal on austerity measures needed to secure a bailout to keep the country afloat, 

two government sources said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:04:48 PM 

Video: Woman reveals 'dark side' of JFK affair 

Ig~~""IMimi Alford, the former White House intern who says she had an affair with President John F. Kennedy, 

tells TODAY's Ann Curry that at the time, she never felt guilty knowing that the president was a married 
man. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:10:25 PM 

Romney retools his message 

First Read: GOP front-runner adds biographical emphasis, anti-Washington message to his campaign stump speech after 

a tough week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:17:55 PM 

Jobless claims drop to almost a four-year low 

The u.s. labor market got another jolt of good news Thursday when the government reported new claims for jobless 

benefits dropped to almost the lowest they have been in four years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:22:20 PM 

Accused cop killer tells NYPD: 'I panicked' 

The man accused of shooting and killing a veteran NYPD officer at point-blank range in December said in videotaped 

statements obtained exclusively by NBC New York that he pulled the trigger by accident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:27:05 PM 

Kindergarten love: Is it real? 

Ig~~""lone mom wonders how to react when her 5-year-old son announces he's in love. Could it be real? 

Experts say childhood crushes are nothing to laugh at. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:39:02 PM 

Twins with autism: No one answer in search for cause 

Ig~~""IDrew and Skyler Russert are 16-year-old identical twin brothers who share the same blue eyes, straight 

hair and love for football. They also share an autism diagnosis. Recent research on twins with autism 
increasingly links environmental triggers for the disorder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:39:37 PM 

Chicago yanks design after gang sign outcry 

City officials said Wednesday that the upcoming city vehicle sticker would not go to print after a controversy brewed 

that the winning design may contain symbolism associated with a notorious street gang. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:51:03 PM 

Cops: Teen stabs grandma, shoots with crossbow 

A central Florida teen is facing first-degree murder charges after authorities say he stabbed his grandmother nearly 100 

times, hit her in the face with a wrench and shot her in the back of the head with a crossbow arrow. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20122:58:10 PM 

Tassimo coffee makers recalled over burn risk 

Home-brewed coffee lovers, take note: More than a million popular coffee makers are being recalled after dozens of 

reports of the brewers spraying hot liquid, coffee grounds or tea leaves onto people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:25:34 PM 

'Idol' fans shocked, producer jokes about teen's fall 

Ig~~""IFans voiced their disappointment about Symone Black's fall serving as a cliffhanger on the show. But after 

reading viewer reactions, producer Nigel Lythgoe seemed far from concerned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:26:37 PM 

Postal Service posts $3.3 billion loss 

The u.s. Postal Service reported quarterly losses of $3.3 billion, and says that at the rate it's going, it will run out of 

money by October. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:35:07 PM 

$25 billion mortgage relief deal reached 

Federal and state officials announced Thursday morning a $25 billion deal with the nation's largest banks aimed at 

offering struggling homeowners mortgage relief. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:38:43 PM 

House passes congressional insider trading ban 

The House on Thursday passed its version of a bill already approved by the Senate to make clear that members of 

Congress and congressional employees are not exempt from insider trading prohibitions under securities laws. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20123:50:38 PM 

Beatie's ex-wife says Piers Morgan heard hacked call 

Paul McCartney's ex-wife said Thursday a voicemail that CNN talk-show host Piers Morgan boasted of hearing had been 

illegally hacked. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:12:04 PM 

Beyonce, Jay-Z move to trademark Blue Ivy 

Ig~~""~he couple seeks to protect the good (and potentially lucrative) name of their new baby girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:25:13 PM 

Pakistani man fights police over 40-foot shark 

Ig~~""IRemember the shark the size of a school bus that starred on PhotoBlog Tuesday? Well, it's back ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:29:10 PM 

Cops: Ohioan stuck son in dryer, then turned it on 

Police sayan Ohio man who stuck his 3-year-old son in a clothes dryer as punishment and then turned it on is facing 

child endangerment charges. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:29:39 PM 

Steve Jobs' FBI file released - with the best parts missing 

Ig~~""~he Federal Bureau of Investigation has released its records on late Apple co-founder Steve Jobs. And 

while what we can see confirms much of what's been covered in Jobs' multiplying biographies, the best 
parts appear to be redacted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:49:38 PM 

What the mortgage settlement means to you 

If you are underwater on your home or struggling to pay your mortgage, you are probably wondering whether you can 

expect relief under a $25 billion settlement reached by state and federal officials with the nation's biggest banks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20124:57:06 PM 

Live updates: Tiger Woods soaring at Pebble Beach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20125:20:08 PM 

PhotoBlog: Inside LA's drive-thru (and bulletproof) funeral home 

Ig~~""lwant fries with that? Not a likely question you'll be asked at this drive-thru. For nearly 40 years, a funeral 

home in southern Los Angeles county has been adding a dash of convenience to the business of death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20125:47:31 PM 

Sharon Osbourne: I didn't fire Sabbath drummer 

Ig~~""lsharon Osbourne's never been a shrinking violet where husband Ozzy's musical career is concerned, but 

she's now saying that rumors she interfered with the upcoming Black Sabbath reunion are false. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20125:54:15 PM 

US licenses first nuclear reactors since 1978 

Ig~~""lltls been 34 years -- and several nuclear accidents later -- but a divided federal panel on Thursday licensed 

a utility to build nuclear reactors in the u.s. for the first time since 1978. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:19:51 PM 

PHT: Church is praying for last-place Canadiens 

Ig~~""lpHT: Church is praying for last-place Canadiens 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:25:45 PM 

Marines posed with flag resembling Nazi SS symbol 

The Marine Corps confirms that one of its scout sniper teams in Afghanistan posed for a photograph in front of a flag 

with logo resembling that of the notorious Nazi 55. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:27:39 PM 

New al-Qaida video suggests Somalia alliance 

Ig~~""IAn al-Qaida propaganda outlet has released a new video featuring al-Qaida leader Ayman al-Zawahiri and 
the leader of Somalia's Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:36:37 PM 

Live blogging Tiger hole-by-hole at Pebble 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:44:25 PM 

Video: White firefighters win discrimination case 

Ig~~""~welve white firefighters will share $2.5 million after proving that the city of Buffalo, NY, discriminated 

against them by passing them over due to their race. WGRZ's Sarah Hopkins reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:48:22 PM 

Apple protesters hit stores, hack Foxconn 

Ig~~""lprotesters Thursday delivered a petition with 250,000 signatures to the Apple Store in Grand Central 

Station in New York as part of a international demonstration about working conditions at Foxconn, a day 
after hackers infiltrated computers at the now-notorious Taiwanese tech manufacturer and main Apple 
supplier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20126:50:19 PM 

Kodak (camera) moments are coming to an end 

Eastman Kodak, the bankrupt inventor of the hand-held camera, plans to stop making digital cameras, pocket video 

cameras and digital picture frames in a bid to cut costs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:07:17 PM 

Experts blast new mental health 'bible' 

Millions of healthy people - including shy or defiant children, grieving relatives and people with fetishes - may be 

wrongly labeled mentally ill by a new international diagnostic manual, specialists complained on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:16:17 PM 

Video: Waffle House steps it up for Valentine's Day 

Ig~~""IFor one day only, the paper napkins are gone and reservations are recommended as the venerable 
Southern diner chain makes special dinners for sweethearts. WALB's Dayne Young reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:22:28 PM 

FDA investigates vending machine for morning-after pills 

The Food and Drug Administration is probing whether the vending machine at Shippensburg University complies with a 

federal requirement that anyone under age 17 have a prescription for Plan B emergency contraception. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:27:24 PM 

When time is money, misery can follow 

Ig~~""IFor hourly employees, the calculations come almost instantly. How much did that 20-minute traffic jam 
cost me? What about the is-minute wait at the coffee shop? When you're used to being paid by the 

hour, it's all too easy to equate these time expenditures into dollars lost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:33:26 PM 

Rhino dies in anti-poaching demo by conservationists 

Ig~~""IA conservation group demonstrating an anti-poaching method for reporters in South Africa accidentally 

killed the rhinoceros they were using in the demonstration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:41:25 PM 

Costco tops Walmart, Target, other rivals in Consumer Reports survey of customers 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to pleasing customers, Costco does a better job than any other major retailer in the 

country. At least that is the conclusion from an extensive survey conducted by Consumer Reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:52:50 PM 

Costa Concordia captain knew 'it was over' 

Ig~~""IFrancesco Schettino, the captain of the doomed cruise liner Costa Concordia, knew as soon as his ship 
struck a rock off the island of Giglio on January 13 that he had made a catastrophic error and a 3D-year 

career at sea was ending in disgrace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20127:59:30 PM 

Gulf of Mexico? Try 'Gulf of America' 

First Read: After the era of Freedom Fries, it makes sense that someone would try this - renaming the "Gulf of Mexico" 

the "Gulf of America." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:08:00 PM 

Video: Eco-audit warns about Mesoamerica reef threats 

Ig~~""IA new report out on the Mesoamerica Reef finds that despite some improvements, more needs to be 
done to protect the region's coral reefs. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:15:38 PM 

Manmade snow salvages festival in warm Canada 

Ig~~""~he usually frigid Canadian city of Winnipeg has been so mild and dry this winter that a snow-sculpting 

competition has been forced to truck in 200 loads of fake flakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:15:57 PM 

Find your 'most valuable' Facebook friend 

Ig~~""IWhOIS your "most valuable" friend on Facebook? You probably already know, but might be surprised by 

the result of a new app that tells you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:23:29 PM 

Guilty plea in threat over 'South Park' Muhammad 

Ig~~""IA Muslim convert was charged with communicating threats to the show's creators for an episode which 

showed the prophet in a bear suit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:29:39 PM 

Anti-gay church to protest at Powell boys' funeral 

Westboro Baptist Church, an anti-gay church best known for protesting military funerals, says its members will be at a 

memorial service for the Powell boys, allegedly killed by their father. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:45:05 PM 

Video: Surveillance video captures apparent abduction attempt 

Ig~~""lpolice say a 25-year-old man tried to abduct a 7-year-old girl from a west Georgia Walmart store. 

Msnbc.com's AI Stirrett reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:48:12 PM 

White firefighters win $2.5 million court award 

Twelve white firefighters who sued after not getting promotions they were in to get have been awarded a total of more 

than $2.5 million from the city of Buffalo. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20128:51:41 PM 

Outcry over NY Giants license plate before 9/11 heroes 

Ig~~""IALBANYI N.Y. (AP) - A commemorative license plate for the New York Giants was unveiled hours after 

their Super Bowl victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:01:46 PM 

Woolly mammoth caught on video? It looks fishy 

An online video purports to show a live woolly mammoth in Siberia - but the consensus reaction is that it's a bear 

carrying a fish in its mouth, seen in fuzzy resolution. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:15:41 PM 

Mortgage settlement leaves most homeowners to fend for themselves 

The landmark $25 billion settlement reached by the federal government, 49 states and the nation's five biggest u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:36:17 PM 

Banished: US deports hundreds of military veterans 

Ig~~""IHundreds of men and women who served in the u.s. military face deportation and banishment from the 

country after being arrested. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/20129:46:54 PM 

Video: Syrian children caught in the crossfire 

Ig~~""IMore disturbing evidence emerged today of how children are apparently being caught up in Syria's 

savage crackdown on the people of Homs. UN secretary general Ban Ki Moon has condemned the 
"appalling brutality" of the onslaught. ITN's John Ray reports. Video contains graphic images. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201210:20:13 PM 

Romney's outsider message at odds with deep D.C. connections 

Mitt Romney has taken pains to paint his GOP rivals as creatures of Washington, though the former Massachusetts 

enjoys deep suppport from the D.C. establishment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 10:47:51 PM 

Catholic TV network sues to block US birth control rule 

The Obama administration's rule requiring religious employers to cover birth control services is going to court after a 

Catholic TV network sued Thursday to block the mandate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201210:56:11 PM 

Bioethicist: Bishops' birth control stance harms workers 

The u.s. Conference of Catholic Bishops has announced it feels persecuted by the inclusion of birth control as a covered 

health benefit it needs to provide employees. But it's not the victim in this war -- those who work for a business 

operated by the Catholic Church are, writes bioethicist Art Caplan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 11:30:41 PM 

Video: Barbour pardons before Miss. Supreme Court 

Ig~~""IMiSSiSSiPPiJS highest court held a lengthy hearing on whether the controversial pardons issued by 
Governor Haley Barbour as he left office were legal. Pete Williams reports on today's hearing. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 11:40:49 PM 

Video: Landmark mortgage settlement aids struggling homeowners 

Ig~~""IA $25 billion settlement reached by state and federal officials with the nation's biggest banks will provide 
relief to some. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 11:48:57 PM 

Paul McCartney gets star on Walk of Fame 

Ig~~""lsir Paul McCartney already has a few honors to his name (if the "Sir" wasn't indication enough), but he 

claimed one more Thursday when he became the final Beatie to receive a star on the Hollywood Walk of 
Fame. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/201211:51:17 PM 

Video: The fight over contraception 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama's health care reform would require religious-based employers to provide insurance 
coverage for birth control that church teaching forbids. NBC's Kelly O'Donnell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/9/2012 11:54:29 PM 

Video: Early C-sections pose respiratory risks, study says 

Ig~~""[here has been a rise in the number of C-sections performed in the u.s. in recent years, and now the 

federal government and the March of Dimes are working to prevent babies from being removed from the 
womb before they're ready to be born. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:00:41 AM 

Video: Pentagon rules inch women closer to combat 

Ig~~""~he Pentagon has changed some of its rules. Women will be permitted in crucial and dangerous jobs 
closer to the front lines. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:34:35 AM 

Strong start for Tiger with 68 in Pebble Beach Pro-Am 

Ig~~""~iger Woods shoots a 4-under 68 and is five back of the leaders, including Dustin Johnson, at the Pebble 
Beach National Pro-Am. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:24:27 AM 

Himalayan ice melt estimates get major downsizing 

Ig~~""IAre global warming skeptics being armed with a new weapon? Estimates from satellite monitoring 

suggest the melt rate from the Himalayas has been much less than predicted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:35:37 AM 

Veterans recover from war's wounds on the farm 

A program that teaches agribusiness to retired soldiers provides a fresh start for vets seeking a new career. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20122:13:10 AM 

Trump slams Scotland's leader over wind farm 

Ig~~""IDonald Trump claims Scotland's first minister, Alex Salmond, seems "hell-bent on destroying Scotland's 

coastline" with a wind farm near his golf resort, British media report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 2:44:37 AM 

Tiger's frustration a sign of progress 

Ig~~""loPinion: By most standards, Tiger Woods' 68 at the Pebble Beach Pro-Am would be considered solid. But 

he's not particularly pleased, which spells trouble for the field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 3:22:37 AM 

Woman expected to admit '87 NY baby kidnapping 

Ig~~""IA woman charged with stealing a baby from a hospital more than 24 years ago is expected to plead guilty 

in federal court in Manhattan on Friday, according to a court document. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20123:30:17 AM 

Cops: Powell computer depicted parent-child sex 

A computer in Josh Powell's former home in Utah had animated images that depicted "incestuous" sex between parent 

and child, Pierce County authorities say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:06:08 AM 

Singers get sick all over 'American Idol' 

Ig~~""lln addition to contending with the stress of finding other people to sing with, learning the lyrics and 

coming up with choreography, the 185 who advanced had to battle the plague as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:11:01 AM 

Lakers go aT to end Celtics' win streak 

Ig~~""lpau Gasol blocked Ray Allen's putback attempt at the buzzer in overtime and the Los Angeles Lakers held 
on to beat the Boston Celtics 88-87 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20125:14:33 AM 

Slash missions to Mars? No way, backers say 

Ig~~""lscientists say NASA is about to propose major cuts in its exploration of other planets, especially Mars. But 

even before the cuts are unveiled, lawmakers are vowing to fight "tooth and nail" to preserve missions to 
the Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:42:51 AM 

Zen priest battles 'invisible demons' of radiation 

Ig~~""IA Buddhist priest in Fukushima works to clean up radioactive "hot spots" following last year's devastating 

tsunami and nuclear meltdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20129:13:04 AM 

Killings, carjackings: US expands Mexico travel alert 

Spreading drug violence, kidnappings and carjackings in Mexico have led the u.S. State Department to increase the 

number of places it says Americans should avoid for safety reasons for the second time in less than a year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20129:13:45 AM 

3 dead, 2 critically injured in Florida standoff 

Ig~~""IA gunman and two other people died during a hostage standoff in Deerfield Beach, Fla., NBC Miami 

reported early Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 10:28:25 AM 

Poignant Arab Spring portrait wins top photo award 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Samuel Aranda wins World Press Photo prize with Yemen picture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201210:57:17 AM 

Report: Saudi Arabia eyes nukes if Iran tests A-bomb 

Saudia Arabia would move quickly to acquire nuclear weapons if Iran successfully tests an atomic bomb, according to a 

report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:29:19 AM 

Airlines secretly cash in on unused tickets 

With so much talk about airline fees lately, you might overlook perhaps the largest source of ancillary revenue for the 

industry - and a big headache for you - that lets airlines make money for nothing. A lot of it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201211:40:17 AM 

Report: Blasts kill 25 in Assad stronghold 

Two explosions targeted security compounds in the Syrian city of Aleppo on Friday, state media reported, saying 25 

people were killed and 175 wounded in a major city that has so far largely stood by President Bashar Assad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:19:36 PM 

Police strike in Rio, bringing fears for Carnival 

Ig~~""lpolice officers in Brazil's Rio state went on strike Friday, raising fears for the security of the glittering 

Carnival extravaganza this month that sets this seaside city throbbing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:31:28 PM 

LA teacher accused of lewd acts is freed on bail 

A Los Angeles teacher accused of committing lewd acts on a child was freed on $300,000 bond early Friday, authorities 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:47:53 PM 

Video: Santorum: I won't make personal attacks 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Rick Santorum talks to TODAY's Ann Curry about the new excitement his 

campaign is generating, why he says he won't make negative personal attacks on his rivals and whether 
women in the military should serve in combat roles. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:48:53 PM 

Video: Norovirus sickens more cruise passengers 

Ig~~""IFor the second time in less than two weeks, a cruise ship has had to return to port early because 

passengers and crew were hit with what federal health officials suspect is an outbreak of a norovirus. 
NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 12:50:03 PM 

Video: Pattern of violence described at lacrosse murder trial 

Ig~~""IWitnesses at the trial of a former University of Virginia lacrosse player, accused of murdering his ex

girlfriend, have described what they saw was a pattern of violence in the couple's relationship. NBC's 
Mike Viqueira reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/201212:57:47 PM 

Insuring the daredevil chief executive officer 

Ig~~""lwhat if your CEO is a daredevil? Some companies choose to insure themselves against the loss of the 
boss with something known as "key-person" insurance. It can be costly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:02:53 PM 

Actually, the wealthy are taxed more, but ... 

Ig~~""lpaYing taxes is bad enough. Finding out you pay a larger percentage of your income than presidential 

candidate Mitt Romney or billionaire Warren Buffet makes it even worse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:03:03 PM 

Hijab ban driving women away from soccer 

Muslim women are being driven away from soccer by FIFA's ban of the hijab, with more likely to follow if rulemakers fail 

to reverse the decision at a meeting next month, Prince Ali Bin AI-Hussein of Jordan told Reuters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:15:55 PM 

Arms out of Libya fortify Tuaregs' Mali rebellion 

Ig~~""IAS the anniversary of the February 17 uprising against Gadhafi approaches, Mali and other African states 

are paying a price for the revolution in Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:24:19 PM 

5 killed in fiery wrong-way crash near New Orleans 

Five people were killed early Friday when a driver going the wrong way crashed into another vehicle on Interstate 10 

outside New Orleans, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:30:35 PM 

Video: Age, weight crackdowns for models 

Ig~~""~hough new rules keeping underage models off the runway and health guidelines aimed at preventing 

eating disorders have been implemented, some say it won't make a difference. NBC's Craig Melvin 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:37:43 PM 

10 adorkable marriage proposals caught on video 

Ig~~""llf marriage is in the cards, you might want to check out some of these nerdy proposals and marriage 

moments for inspiration. Or not... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:50:27 PM 

'Walking Dead' boss: It's Rick versus Shane 

Ig~~""lln the aftermath of the gruesome zombie massacre during the midseason finale, life gets more 

complicated when the popular AMC series returns at 9 p.m. Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:52:42 PM 

Brazil embraces the microbrew 

r-I~razil's growing economy is helping push the subculture of local microbreweries into the mainstream. 
ourists, too, have even more to choose from. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:52:42 PM 

Reconnect online with that cute seatmate 

Ig~~""lwhat if you've spent a cross-country flight successfully flirting with a seatmate whose contact 

information you neglect to secure as you exit the plane? A new website hopes to give shy and forgetful 
fliers another chance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:54:02 PM 

US lags way behind in science, math grads 

When it comes to churning out young workers with college degrees in math and science, the United States ranks low 

among advanced democracies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 1:54:10 PM 

Video: Surprise! Two sisters step in as surrogates 

Ig~~""~anya Ratcliff's two sisters both offered to be surrogates for her because she is unable to have a child on 
her own - and both sisters have become pregnant. They talk to TODAY's Ann Curry about their unique 

situation. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 2:00:31 PM 

Convicted Madonna stalker captured 

Ig~~""IA man who spent 10 years in jail after being convicted for stalking Madonna has been caught after 

escaping from a mental hospital in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 2:00:31 PM 

Convicted Madonna stalker escapes from hospital 

Ig~~""IA man who spent 10 years in jail after being convicted for stalking Madonna has escaped from a mental 

hospital in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 2:02:50 PM 

Video: Watch live: GOP candidates, others at Conservative Political Action Conference 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Watch the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) live. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20122:18:42 PM 

Santorum: Women in combat could compromise missions 

As the u.s. military opens thousands of jobs that could put more women on the front lines of combat, Rick Santorum 

believes missions could be compromised. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20122:53:18 PM 

Toyota Camrys, RAV4s probed for door fires 

u.s. safety regulators have opened a preliminary investigation into consumer complaints of driver's side door fires in 

2007 model year Toyota Camry sedans and RAV4 crossover SUVs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20123:18:45 PM 

Gaunt Macaulay Culkin isn't ill, rep says 

"Home Alone" fans everywhere were distraught when a scary skinny, scruffy Macaulay Culkin resurfaced in NYC Feb. 9 in 

photos posted on Entertainment Tonight. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 3:52:48 PM 

Dwayne Johnson leads goofy 'Journey 2' 

Ig~~""IREVIEW: Review in a Hurry: Grown-ups and reviewers aren't supposed to like movies like "Journey 2: The 
Mysterious Island" that are almost entirely CG and PG-rated eye candy, but so what? The inner child wins 

out on this one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:08:05 PM 

Greek anger boils over as country faces bankruptcy 

Ig~~""IBlack-masked protesters threw Molotov cocktails and police fired teargas during clashes in central Athens 

Friday, as striking Greek workers denounced a new wave of austerity Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:12:41 PM 

Video: Deja vu: Mom gives birth in ambulance for 2nd time 

Ig~~""IA Georgia woman gives birth in an ambulance for the second time in two years and is assisted by the 
same paramedic crew. WALB-TV's Dayne Young reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:29:05 PM 

Video: Lack of limbs doesn't stop 10-year-old swimmer 

Ig~~"'l'l feel free in the water," says 10-year-old Breanna Sprenger, who, despite having only one arm and no 
legs, is a competitive swimmer. WKYC-TV's Jennifer Lindgren reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20124:59:24 PM 

NBC: District paid $40K to teacher in LA abuse scandal 

Los Angeles Unified School District paid the teacher at the center of the Miramonte child sexual abuse scandal $40,000 

as part of a settlement in the wake of accusations of classroom behavior deemed "immoral" and "unprofessional" as 

well as a claim of "evident unfitness for service." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:09:48 PM 

Video: Sandusky asks to see grand kids 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky asks for his bail requirements to be modified 
so he can see his grandkids. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:20:28 PM 

Obama announces changes to contraceptive policy 

President Barack Obama announced Friday that the administration will not require religious-affiliated institutions to 

cover birth control for their employees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:30:23 PM 

Dad shoots daughter's laptop over Facebook post 

Ig~~""IA video purporting to be the work of an angry father teaching his daughter a lesson by shooting bullets 

through her laptop is the viral video of day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:32:34 PM 

Tesla reveals new Model X crossover 

Ig~~""llt/s not rocket science. Well, maybe it is. Using his other big venture, the Space X rocket factory, as a 

background, Tesla Motor Co. CEO pulled the wraps off the company's next new product, the Model X 
crossover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:32:41 PM 

Burglar breaks in, folds clothes, cooks dinner 

When a South Bend, Ind. mother returned home Monday night with her son, she discovered Keith Davis, 46, had neatly 

folded her clothes, swept the floor and cooked dinner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20125:56:14 PM 

Thai monks' anti-drug Rx: projectile vomiting 

Ig~~""~hailand/s Thamkrabok Monastery has won a worldwide reputation as a place with harsh but effective 

addiction treatment and has attracted thousands of foreigners from Europe and the u.s 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 5:56:51 PM 

Pot, driving linked to twice as many car crashes 

People who use marijuana before driving are nearly twice as likely to cause a car crash as those not under the influence 

of alcohol or drugs, according to a Canadian analysis of previous studies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 6:09:44 PM 

Video: Drug duo busted after accidentally calling 911 

Ig~~...,~wo people were arrested in Palm Bay, Fla., after they allegedly placed an accidental call to 911 during a 

drug deal. WESH-TV's Dan Billow reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20126:14:26 PM 

Netflix and Hulu debut scripted shows 

Ig~~""IWithin ab~ut a week, Netflix and Hulu are both debuting their first stabs at original scripted 

programming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 6:24:23 PM 

Another American in Libya no-fly limbo 

Ig~~""IA second American is in the same security limbo in Tripoli - also a Libyan-born businessman and 

naturalized citizen who lives in Portland, Oregon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 6:31:52 PM 

Report: Boy shoots himself in front of 70 students 

The county attorney said no one else is in danger at the elementary school in New Hampshire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 6:41:36 PM 

Anti-gay church cancels protest at Powell funeral 

Ig~~""lwestboro Baptist Church, the virulently anti-gay group known for protesting at military funerals, cancels 

plans to protest at the funeral of two boys killed by their father, Josh Powell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 6:57:45 PM 

Va. school district considers cross-dressing ban 

A Virginia school district is considering a ban on cross-dressing by students to minimize what administrators say are 

"safety risks, disruptions and distractions." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 7:05:07 PM 

Romney boasts of 'severely conservative' record 

Dogged by his struggles to win over conservative primary voters, Mitt Romney stressed the depth of his ideological 

commitment to conservatism in an address to an annual gathering of party activists. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 7:25:42 PM 

Serial killer John Wayne Gacy had accomplices, lawyers say 

Ig~~""INearIY two decades after Chicago serial killer John Wayne Gacy was executed for torturing, raping and 
murdering 33 men and boys in the 1970s, two lawyers say they've unearthed evidence that indicates he 

didn't act alone in some of the slayings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20128:14:47 PM 

PhotoBlog: Spectacular 'cloud tsunami' rolls over Florida high-rise condos 

Ig~~""~hiS incredible weather phenomenon only occurs in very specific conditions and pilot JR Hott captured it 

all with his camera in five minutes! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 8:25:52 PM 

Video: New Beyonce ad stirs up controversy 

Ig~~""IA new L'Oreal advertisement featuring Beyonce Knowles has sparked a debate over whether the singer's 
heritage is being incorrectly portrayed. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 8:29:50 PM 

Woman claims she missed flight due to gender 

Jennifer Winning claims that she arrived at the security checkpoint at least 30 minutes before her scheduled departure, 

but was informed by a TSA employee that she couldn't be screened because the security checkpoint had been closed 

and that all the female agents were off duty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 8:46:37 PM 

FDA steps up scrutiny of chicken jerky dog treats 

Ig~~""IAmid reports of more than 500 dogs sickened by chicken jerky pet treats imported from China, 

government health officials are ramping up border inspections for dangerous toxins, including melamine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/20128:59:14 PM 

New Navy ship named after Gabrielle Giffords 

The Navy names its newest combat ship after the former congresswoman, who attended the Pentagon event with the 

mother of a 9-year-old girl slain in the Tucson shooting rampage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 9:49:46 PM 

Anonymous: We attacked CIA, Alabama state sites 

Ig~~""~he hacker group Anonymous claimed it had launched an ambitious set of attacks Friday, saying it had 

taken down the CIA's website and had harvested the personal information of 46,000 people in Alabama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 10:00:43 PM 

Video: 911 dispatcher reveals 'lethal quality' of Powell call 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with Dateline NBC, the 911 dispatcher who took the first call from the social 

worker outside of Josh Powell's home tells Keith Morrison that he wishes he had better understood what 
the circumstances were and "the lethal quality" of the call. The interview is part of a Dateline special airing 
Friday, Feb. 10, at 10pmj9c. (Dateline) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 10:22:14 PM 

Prosecutors: AI-Qaida leader directed 'underwear bomber' 

AI-Qaida leader Anwar al-Awlaki personally directed and approved the attempted bombing of a u.s. airliner that a 

Nigerian man tried to carry out on Christmas 2009, according to new details released by federal prosecutors on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 10:36:30 PM 

Poll: World is a happier place than 2007 

Despite economic hardship, wars and natural disasters, the world is happier than it was four years ago, and Indonesians 

and Mexicans seem the most contented, according to one survey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 10:57:50 PM 

'Big Valley' star Peter Breck dies at 82 

Peter Breck, who played a hot-headed son of California ranch owner Barbara Stanwyck on the 1960s TV Western "The 

Big Valley," died Monday in Vancouver after a long illness. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:00:49 PM 

Purple squirrel goes free, leaving mystery behind 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: We may never know what made the purple squirrel of Jersey Shore 

purple, but experts don't doubt that it really was a squirrel of a different color. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:02:35 PM 

Cheerleaders sickened by norovirus 

Health officials have confirmed that a fast-acting gut bug known as norovirus is responsible for an outbreak of illness 

that sickened nearly 200 people gathered for a cheerleading championship in Washington state last weekend. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:40:45 PM 

Video: Obama's contraception compromise 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama announced religious organizations will not have to pay for contraception 

services, or provide those services directly. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:46:14 PM 

Video: Syrian ambassador: violence is 'unspeakable' 

Ig~~""lu.s. ambassador Robert Ford spoke to NBC's Andrea Mitchell about the government violence that's being 
blamed on terrorists. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/10/2012 11:50:26 PM 

Video: 'Key witness' dies, launching investigation 

Ig~~""IA local District Attorney says the timing of a Cardinal's death was "peculiar." Cardinal Anthony Bevilacqua 

died one day after a judge ruled he could be called in to testify in a priest abuse trial. NBC's Anne 
Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 12:05:58 AM 

Video: Wounded Marine's second-chance wedding 

Ig~~""IA community came together to help Josue and Debbie Barron have the wedding of their dreams. NBC's 
Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 12:09:56 AM 

Kid Rock slams hometown paper over column 

Ig~~""~he platinum-selling rock star who has promoted the city of Detroit worldwide has a clear message for his 

hometown newspaper: Cancel my subscription. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 1:46:53 AM 

Tiger injures wrist, stays in hunt at Pebble Beach 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbe.com: Top msnbe.com headlines 

2/11/2012 1:49:22 AM 

Meet Blue Ivy! Beyonee, Jay-Z reveal baby pies 

Ig~~""~he little lady - who has already made music history and is in the process of having a her name 
trademarked - finally has a face. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 2:58:55 AM 

Russian leader gets a trickle from Antarctic lake 

Ig~~""IRussian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin received a sample of water taken from a gigantic freshwater lake 
beneath Antarctica's ice that has been the focus of a major scientific effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 3:26:06 AM 

Panetta orders new look into flag bearing Nazi SS logo 

Ig~~""IDefense Secretary Leon Panetta told the Marine Corps on Friday to re-investigate and take appropriate 

action against Marine snipers who posed with a logo resembling a Nazi symbol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20123:45:11 AM 

It's Linsanity! Lin's 38 leads NY past lakers 

Ig~~""~eremy Lin had the most astounding performance of his remarkable week, scoring a career-high 38 points 
and outdueling Kobe Bryant as the New York Knicks held off the Los Angeles Lakers 92-85 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20124:06:10 AM 

Paul pushes Clippers past 76ers in final seconds 

Ig~~""lchris Paul had 24 points, including the game-winning 17-footer with 3.2 seconds left, Blake Griffin added 

16 points and 11 rebounds and the Los Angeles Clippers defeated the Philadelphia 76ers 78-77 on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 5:20:49 AM 

911 operator in Powell case: 'It was horrible' 

Ig~~""IDavid Lovrak, one of the 911 operators who took a call from a social worker outside Josh Powell's house, 
said in an interview with NBC's "Dateline" he had no idea of the severity of the situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 5:25:08 AM 

Ambassador: Satellite images prove Syria behind violence 

The u.s. ambassador to Syria, Robert Ford, on Friday said he posted satellite imagery on Facebook to show proof of 

President Bashar al-Assad's forces attacking residential neighborhoods. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20127:41:10 AM 

Obama urged to honor slaves who built White House 

u.s. congressman Gary Ackerman (D-N.Y.) is urging Barack Obama to recognize the work of enslaved African-Americans 

who helped build the White House. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 8:03:50 AM 

Cops: Woman, 2 kids killed in Spokane, Wash. 

Two children and a woman have been found dead after what police said was a "potential domestic violence" situation in 

Spokane, Wash., according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 8:30:04 AM 

'Just crazy': Up to 30 people fight at funeral 

A fight broke out during a funeral at a Phoenix church after a friend of the departed punched a man who had reportedly 

been fighting with the deceased before he died. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 9:22:28 AM 

Panda diplomacy: China to give two to Canada 

Ig~~""lchina is to send two giant pandas to Canada, it was announced Saturday, as Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper hailed the "mutual respect" and "goodwill" between the two countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 12:35:41 PM 

Iran to announce 'very major' nuclear advance 

Ig~~""llranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Saturday that the Islamic Republic would soon announce 
"very major" advances in its nuclear program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 1:29:22 PM 

Romney looks to reverse losing streak in Maine 

In an effort to reverse a three-state losing streak, the Romney campaign announced that its candidate would put off his 

first trip home in 2012, and instead visit two caucus sites in Maine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 1:48:46 PM 

Obama to Congress: 'Stop this middle-class tax hike' 

Barack Obama is calling on Congress to extend a payroll tax cut for the remainder of the year as a deadline nears for 

Congress to act or see taxes go up for millions of working Americans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20123:43:12 PM 

Syrian general gunned down, state TV says 

Gunmen have assassinated an army general, the first killing of a high-ranking military officer in the Syrian capital since 

the uprising against President Bashar Assad's regime began in March. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20124:08:45 PM 

UK police arrest 5 at Murdoch's Sun newspaper 

Ig~~""IBritish police on Saturday arrested five senior members of staff at News Corporation's flagship 

newspaper The Sun, the company said, as part of investigations into alleged payments to police by 
journalists for information. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 4:54:36 PM 

US author Zaslow killed in car accident 

Best-selling author Jeffrey Zaslow was killed Friday when he lost control of his car on a snowy road after promoting his 

latest book in Michigan's northern lower Peninsula. He was 53. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20124:55:16 PM 

Jindal revives attack on Obama over oil spill recovery 

Speaking before an audience of Republican activists Saturday, Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal blasted the Obama 

administration over its response to the 2010 BP oil spill in the gulf, saying Obama officials "wasted precious time while 

that oil was coming in to our coast." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 5:37:31 PM 

Barbie's wardrobe celebrated at Fashion Week bash 

Ig~~""IBarbie threw open the sparkly, pink doors of her dream closet to rock a party she hosted for her fellow 

fash ion istas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 5:42:00 PM 

Sexy apps for Valentine's Day 

Ig~~""lvalentine's Day romance can come from many sources. With the rise of the smartphone, there are more 

than a few apps that help in that department from the iTunes App Store and Android Market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20125:42:47 PM 

How to de-spam everything in your life 

Ig~~""IFrom email to snail mail to texts, our lives are filled with spam. With some technology and clever 

thinking, it's not too hard to filter it all out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 5:50:24 PM 

Bodies of 2 girls, grandmother found in Quebec home 

Police arrested a 35-year-old man after the bodies of two girls and their grandmother were found in a Quebec home, 

local media reported Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 6:30:31 PM 

Paul vies to extend Romney losing streak 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney hoped to avoid a fourth straight election setback Saturday in the GOP presidential 

nomination race, but feisty Ron Paul could extend that losing streak with a victory in Maine's caucuses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 6:45:05 PM 

Hundreds mourn Powell brothers killed in arson 

Ig~~""IHundreds of mourners gathered at a church Saturday to remember two young boys killed when their 

father burned their house to the ground with himself and his sons inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 6:49:50 PM 

Remains ID'd as 'Speed Freak' killers' victim 

Ig~~""IHuman remains uncovered in Northern California with the help of a convicted serial killer have been 

preliminarily identified as one of his victims, and authorities continued to search another site for the 
remains of as many as 10 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20126:59:13 PM 

Hacker claims porn site users compromised 

A hacker claims to have compromised the personal information of more than 350,000 users after breaking into a disused 

website operated by pornography provider Brazzers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 9:22:58 PM 

U.S. Catholic bishops oppose Obama birth-control plan 

u.s. Catholic Church leaders said they will fight President Barack Obama's controversial birth-control insurance coverage 

policy despite his compromise that religious employers would not have to offer free contraceptives for workers, shifting 

the responsibility to insurers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/20129:52:18 PM 

Romney wins straw poll of GOP conservatives 

In a surprising victory for the presumed GOP front-runner, Gov. Mitt Romney has won a straw poll of Republican voters 

at the American Conservative Union's annual CPAC conference in Washington. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:04:21 PM 

30 million Iranians said to lose email access 

An Iranian news agency reports that more than 30 million people in the country have lost access to foreign email 

services such as Gmail, Yahoo mail and Hotmail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:13:05 PM 

China to ban names that signal 'orphan' status 

Ig~~""llnstitutions in China that care for orphans will no longer be allowed to name children in their care in ways 

that signal their parentless status, a government ministry said this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:25:59 PM 

'Rapunzel Number' brings math to ponytails 

Ig~~""IBritish scientists say a "Rapunzel Number" may have helped them to crack a problem that has perplexed 

humanity since Leonardo da Vinci pondered it 500 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:27:40 PM 

Tiger moves into contention at Pebble Beach 

Ig~~""~iger Woods soars up the leaderboard with as-under 67 at the Pebble Beach Pro-Am. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:27:40 PM 

Tiger moves into contention at Pebble Beach 

Ig~~""~iger Woods soars up the leaderboard with as-under 67 at the Pebble Beach Pro-Am. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:27:40 PM 

Tiger moves into contention at Pebble Beach 

Ig~~""~iger Woods soars up the leaderboard with as-under 67 at the Pebble Beach Pro-Am. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:43:30 PM 

Video: Romney making hard push for Maine victory 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney is touting his win in the CPAC straw poll as he continues his campaign push in the Maine 
caucuses. NBC's Garrett Haake reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 10:57:22 PM 

Lawmaker says he, wife attacked at casino 

A state senator and his wife said Saturday they were attacked and beaten at a Niagara Falls casino Friday night after the 

lawmaker tried to break up an argument between two businessmen, one of whom accused him of hating the Indian 

tribe that runs the casino. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 11:19:16 PM 

Romney tops Paul for Maine caucus win 

GOP front-runner Mitt Romney won Maine's Republican presidential caucuses with 39 percent of the vote, breaking a 

three-state losing streak by besting libertarian-leaning Ron Paul, who finished a close second with 36 percent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 11:38:43 PM 

Video: Romney wins Maine event 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney reverses a losing streak with late word that he has won the Maine Republican caucuses, 
fending off a strong challenge from Ron Paul. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 11:41:09 PM 

Tennessee pulls upset at No.8 Florida 

Ig~~""~rae Golden scored 17 points, Jeronne Mayman added 15 points and 11 rebounds, and Tennessee upset 
No.8 Florida 75-70 Saturday, ending the Gators' home-winning streak at 19. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/11/2012 11:57:56 PM 

Video: Drones roam skies of US cities 

Ig~~""lu.s. police departments are adding unmanned drones, familiar tools overseas, to their arsenals, raising 

eyebrows among privacy advocates. NBC's Charles Hadlock reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 12:15:45 AM 

Video: Paul now shifts focus to western caucus states 

Ig~~""INBC'S Anthony Terrell joins msnbc to explain where the Paul campaign will focus its attention after a 
second-place finish in the Maine caucuses. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 12:59:19 AM 

Billionaire's Soyuz spaceship lands in new home 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A Russian Soyuz spaceship that carried a billionaire into space - and 
ended up being bought by the billionaire - has settled into its new home in Seattle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 1:23:22 AM 

Video: Whitney Houston dies at age 48 

Ig~~""~ODAY.comJs Courtney Hazlett joins msnbc to talk about the life and career of singer Whitney 

Houston. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 1:28:41 AM 

Tiger, Mickelson paired in final round at Pebble 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 1:44:23 AM 

Police in Brazil's Bahia end strike before carnival 

Police in Brazil's Bahia state voted on Saturday to end a strike that unleashed a crime wave claiming more than 150 lives, 

raising hopes for peaceful carnival celebrations but leaving concerns about security ahead of the 2014 World Cup. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 1:45:14 AM 

No. 11 Mich. St. snaps No.3 OSU's home streak 

Ig~~""IAdreian Payne scored 15 points, Draymond Green added 12 and defense-minded No. 11 Michigan State 
beat No.3 Ohio State 58-48 Saturday night, ending the Buckeyes' 39-game home winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 2:01:30 AM 

US sex abuse lawsuit against Vatican dismissed 

Lawyers for a man who was sexually abused decades ago by a priest at a school for the deaf have withdrawn their 

lawsuit naming Pope Benedict XVI and other top Vatican officials as defendants, a major victory for the Holy See, which 

has long insisted the pope bears no liability for the actions of an abusive priest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 2:41:09 AM 

What was Whitney Houston's best song? 

Ig~~""lsinger will be remembered for both her wistful, romantic ballads and her power-pop tunes, as well as a 

stunning performance of the national anthem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 3:38:41 AM 

Singing superstar Whitney Houston dies at 48 

Whitney Houston, who reigned as pop music's queen until her majestic voice and regal image were ravaged by drug use, 

has died. She was 48. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 3:50:30 AM 

Racist threats outside student's room: 'You Will Die' 

After racist threats were found on the door and adjacent wall of a New Jersey university student's dorm room, she has 

decided to move back to her parents' home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 3:54:21 AM 

Lin-vincible Knicks rally past Timberwolves 

Ig~~""~eremy Lin hit a free throw with 4.9 seconds left to overcome a dreadful second half and lift the New York 

Knicks to their fifth straight victory, 100-98, over the Minnesota Timberwolves on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:32:18 AM 

Stars react to Whitney Houston's death 

Ig~~""IMariah Carey is "heartbroken'''; AI Sharpton calls her "a gifted songbird." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:56:52 AM 

Video: Police: Houston was found 'unresponsive' at scene 

Ig~~""ILt. Mark Rosen describes the initial scene as members of the fire department attempted to resuscitate 

singer Whitney Houston in Beverly Hills, Calif., on Saturday. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 5:09:28 AM 

Video: Houston leaves behind highly decorated career 

Ig~~""IDesPite suffering through some dark personal times, Whitney Houston will be remembered for her 
brilliance as a singer. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 5:09:37 AM 

Houston's last film to be released in August 

Ig~~""lwhitney Houston, who died Saturday at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills, will make one final 

appearance on the big screen when Sony Pictures releases "Sparkle" on Aug. 17. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 5:23:46 AM 

Runner-up drops out in 'gang' sticker debacle 

There's been another twist the nearly week-long drama over Chicago's upcoming city vehicle sticker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 5:56:07 AM 

Victims' lawyer: 200 accused priests live in Calif. 

Some 200 Catholic priests suspected of sexual abuse are living undetected in communities across California, according to 

an attorney who represents hundreds of plaintiffs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 6:00:41 AM 

Bobby Brown sobs for Whitney onstage 

Ig~~""~ust hours after the shocking death of his ex-wife Whitney Houston, the show went on for Bobby Brown 

on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 6:41:50 AM 

Ex-NM Gov. Johnson wins Libertarian straw poll 

Former New Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson on Saturday won the Florida libertarian party straw poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 8:59:06 AM 

Malaysia deports Saudi accused of prophet insult 

Malaysian authorities on Sunday deported a young Saudi journalist accused of insulting the Prophet Muhammad on 

Twitter, a police official said. The move came despite concerns from rights groups that he may be persecuted at home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20129:39:15 AM 

Bahrain deports US activists amid protest 

Bahrain expelled two American rights activists Saturday after police used teargas and stun grenades to break up a 

protest Saturday that tried to march toward the roundabout at the center of a failed pro-democracy uprising last year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:13:41 AM 

Mystery disease claims thousands in Central America 

Ig~~""IA mysterious epidemic is devastating the Pacific coast of Central America, killing more than 24,000 

people in EI Salvador and Nicaragua since 2000 and striking thousands of others with chronic kidney 
disease at rates unseen virtually anywhere else. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 1:30:09 PM 

AI-Qaida urges Muslims to help Syrian rebels 

Ig~~""IAI-Qaidals chief Ayman al-Zawahri has called on Muslims from other countries to support rebels in Syria 

seeking to overthrow President Bashar Assad, saying they cannot depend on the West for help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20123:08:10 PM 

9 die in Kosovo avalanche; child survives 

A five-year-old girl has been found alive in the rubble of a house flattened by a massive avalanche that killed at least 

nine people, including her parents, in a remote mountain village in southern Kosovo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 3:08:33 PM 

Video: How Houston changed music world 

Ig~~""IAS the goddaughter of Aretha Franklin and a cousin of Dionne Warwick, Whitney Houston was perhaps 

destined for stardom. But as NBC's Michelle Franzen reports, her impact on the music world is likely to 
be felt long after she is laid to rest. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:41:31 PM 

Man to face Alabama trial in wife's diving death 

A dream honeymoon to scuba dive on Australia's Great Barrier Reef turned into a terrible nightmare, and the horror is 

about to play out years later in a courtroom in Alabama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:42:53 PM 

Video: Santorum: GOP battle a 'two-person race' 

Ig~~""IAfter sweeping the Colorado, Minnesota and Missouri caucuses, Rick Santorum tells NBC's David Gregory 
that the GOP race is split between himself and Mitt Romney. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:49:25 PM 

Mediocre earnings, stocks too pricey - so what? 

Despite a mediocre earnings season and signs of an overbought market, Wall Street bulls are likely to remain in control 

this week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20124:57:59 PM 

Fuel removal begins on Concordia cruise ship 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Italy say pumping operations have begun to remove some of the 500,000 gallons of fuel 

aboard the cruise ship that ran aground off Tuscany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 5:31:29 PM 

America's shrinking corporate giants 

Ig~~""IBY Douglas A. Mcintyre, 24/7 Wall St. It is rare for one of America's largest companies to lose a third or 

more of its sales in a brief time. When it happens, it is usually either because of market or economic 
forces, or because of a designed refocusing. 24/7 Wall St. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 6:21:01 PM 

Arab league wants UN peacekeepers in Syria 

The Arab league will calion the U.N. Security Council to pass a resolution creating a joint peacekeeping force for Syria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20127:13:44 PM 

Turmoil fuels market for second passports 

For decades, the two-island nation of St. Kitts and Nevis exported sugarcane to keep its economy afloat. When sugar 

prices fell, St. Kitts began to sell an even sweeter commodity: its citizenship. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 7:37:56 PM 

Wintry mix pelts south central US 

The south central United States was pelted with a wintry mix of snow and freezing rain that threatened travel on 

Sunday, while frigid temperatures chilled the East Coast during what has been an unseasonably mild winter, forecasters 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/20129:47:48 PM 

Admiral says forces prepared to confront Iran 

The top u.s. Navy official in the Persian Gulf said Sunday he takes Iran's military capabilities seriously and that his forces 

are prepared to confront any Iranian aggression in the region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 10:47:42 PM 

Zambia's stunning win gives it rare soccer title 

Ig~~""lzambia has won the African Cup of Nations, beating pre-tournament favorite Ivory Coast 8-7 on penalties 
in a dramatic final at Stade de l'Amitie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:02:13 PM 

Utah man who threatened to kill governor charged 

Brian Biff Baker was charged Friday in Salt lake City's 3rd District Court with felony counts of drug and weapons 

possession, along with a misdemeanor count of threatening elected officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:08:02 PM 

Price of gas up nearly 12 cents in last 3 weeks 

The average price for a gallon of gasoline in the United States rose nearly 12 cents in the past three weeks to about 

$3.51, due in part to higher prices for North Sea crude oil, according to the nationwide Lundberg Survey. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:08:33 PM 

Greece will put stocks' rally to the test Monday 

For the past six weeks, Wall Street traders have optimistically pushed the Dow Jones industrial average up nearly 4.8 

percent on a belief that the u.S. economic recovery is finally gaining momentum. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:10:56 PM 

Houston's daughter released from hospital 

Ig~~""IBObbi Kristina Brown, 18, the only daughter of the late Whitney Houston and singer Bobby Brown, was 

released from Cedars Sinai Medical Center Sunday after being rushed there by ambulance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/12/2012 11:34:09 PM 

Mickelson a marvel at Pebble Beach, while Tiger tumbles 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:06:26 AM 

Video: Houston's cause of death unknown 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are trying to piece together the pop singer's final hours. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:07:46 AM 

Video: Houston's music lives on 

Ig~~""lsinger Whitney Houston leaves a timeless legacy. NBC's Mike Taibbi reports on her career and sometimes 
troubled life. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:12:37 AM 

Video: Romney tries to get back on track 

Ig~~""IWith a victory in Maine and a top finish in a straw poll of conservative activists, Mitt Romney is hoping for 
new momentum in the GOP race. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:27:41 AM 

Coroner: Whitney Houston died in bathtub 

Ig~~""IBut Los Angeles coroner would not comment on reports that numerous prescription drug bottles were 

found in hotel room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:33:26 AM 

How mind tricks can put the innocent behind bars 

Ig~~""IDorothY Canady said she would never forget the man who shot a retired New York City police officer, but 

at trial she identified Juror No.6 as the assailant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20123:19:33 AM 

Slideshow: Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show 

Ig~~""lsee top images from the 136th Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20123:42:12 AM 

Vials of E. coli found in Ark. apartment 

Vials of E. coli bacteria found in the refrigerator of a Jonesboro apartment have been safely removed, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:45:31 AM 

Soapy milk, toxic apples: food safety in India 

Ig~~""IBhim can't understand what he's done wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:55:32 AM 

Riots spread as Greek lawmakers OK debt bill 

As buildings burned across Athens, the Greek parliament on Monday approved a deeply unpopular austerity bill to 

secure more international funds and avoid a messy default. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:57:56 AM 

Women texting during Glen Campbell's 'Cowboy' 

Ig~~""~hey may have not even been alive when his "Rhinestone Cowboy" was a huge hit in 1975, but the two 

women seen sitting and texting did not get a free pass from viewers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:02:06 AM 

GolfChannel: Euphoric win, crushing defeat 

Ig~~""IGOlfChannel: Just as Phil Mickelson's victory on Sunday gratified him more because it came against Tiger 
Woods, Woods' loss hurt more because it came against Mickelson. Neither will concede that fact. You'll 

just have to believe it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20125:17:25 AM 

'Habitable' planets could become stripped dry 

Ig~~""IAlien planets might experience tidal forces powerful enough to remove all their water, leaving behind 

hot, dry worlds like Venus, researchers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 6:22:55 AM 

Adele is Grammys big winner, Whitney honored 

Ig~~""lsoul singer Adele triumphed in her return to music's stage on Sunday, scooping up six Grammys and 

winning every category in which she was nominated 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 7:43:39 AM 

Pakistan's PM charged with contempt 

Ig~~""lpakistan's Supreme Court charged the prime minister with contempt on Monday for defying its orders to 

reopen a corruption case against a political ally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20127:45:12 AM 

'Demolition Man' goes on trial over Bali bombings 

A militant suspected of building the bombs used in the 2002 Bali attack went on trial Monday on terrorism charges, a 

year after he was captured in the same Pakistani town where Osama bin Laden was hiding. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 8:22:22 AM 

'Tragic accident': Pastor's daughter shot at church 

A pastor's daughter was accidentally shot in the head at a church in St. Petersburg, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 9:09:59 AM 

Apple launches new attack on Samsung phones 

Ig~~""IAPPle has asked a federal court in California to block Samsung Electronics from selling its new Galaxy 

Nexus smartphones, alleging patent violations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20129:17:53 AM 

'Walking Dead' peek: Shane gunning to be No.1? 

Ig~~""lsure, the "lame brains" in Hershel's barn and the new baddies were quickly taken care of, but if you 

thought that it meant a brief period of peace, you'd be wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 9:27:43 AM 

Youthful progressive seeks to topple Chavez 

Ig~~""IYouthfUI state governor Henrique Capriles won Venezuela's opposition presidential primary Sunday, 

emerging as the single candidate who will try to end President Hugo Chavez's 13 years in power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:21:51 AM 

Serial killer's map steers cops to 300 human bones 

Ig~~""IA map drawn by a convicted serial killer has led authorities in California to three separate burial sites, 

authorities said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201211:17:00 AM 

Baghdad embraces Valentine's Day 

Ig~~""llraq's capital is embracing Valentine's Day this year with a huge public display of affection in what its 
residents say is the nation's most amorous celebration of the holiday ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:27:10 PM 

Uncle Sam leads the pack in job cutting 

Msnbc.com asked outplacement firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas to compile a list of employers that have announced 

the most job cuts over the past five years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:44:23 PM 

Video: Houston's longtime friend: 'She loved life' 

r-I~arlene Love, a longtime friend of Whitney Houston, discusses the singing sensation's life and career with 
ODAY Ann Curry. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 12:58:44 PM 

Rioters burn 45 buildings as Greece backs cuts 

Firefighters doused smoldering buildings in central Athens on Monday following a night of rioting during which 

lawmakers approved harsh new austerity measures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:24:38 PM 

What you need to know about Obama's budget proposal 

Budget blueprint assumes Congress will allow tax rates on upper-income people to increase 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:36:53 PM 

Apple iPads seized by China in name dispute 

Ig~~""IAuthorities have seized Apple iPads from retailers in a city in northern China due to a dispute with a 

domestic company that says it owns the iPad name, an official said Monday. The Chinese company said it 
is asking for similar action in more than 20 other cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:36:56 PM 

AT&T customers surprised by 'unlimited data' limit 

AT&T has started cutting the data speeds of its heaviest cellular data users as part of an attempt to manage data 

usage on its network. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:42:27 PM 

Sweet! Weird ways chocolate keeps you healthy 

Ig~~""IShOW your heart some love this Valentine's Day by nibbling a few chocolates-and making them a regular 

treat throughout the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 1:43:59 PM 

Microsoft India store down after hacker attack 

Microsoft India's retail website was down on Monday after being hacked, with a purportedly Chinese group called Evil 

Shadow Team posting screenshots the hackers said were customers' obscured usernames and passwords found 

unencrypted on the site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20122:13:25 PM 

Romney survives two challenges 

First Read: With a busy calendar looming at the end of the month, Romney narrowly prevails in Maine and a 

conservative straw poll. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20122:15:11 PM 

Video: Santorum: Romney is 'desperate' 

Ig~~""IGOP candidate Rick Santorum says he is focusing on a "two-person race" with Mitt Romney as Sarah Palin 
is speaking out to question Romney's conservative credentials. NBC's Peter Alexander reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:23:31 PM 

PhotoBlog: Marines drink cobra blood in jungle survival exercise 

Ig~~""IEdible bugs, beheaded chickens also feature in multinational training course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:27:23 PM 

VW beetle in hot pursuit, at 20 mph 

A Volkswagen beetle owned by the Carter County, Tenn., Sheriff's Department became an improvised pursuit vehicle -

at about 20 mph. The Beetle won. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:28:03 PM 

Induced labor lets dying Texas man see daughter 

Ig~~""IDiane Aulger was about two weeks from her delivery date when she and her husband decided there was 

no time to wait: Mark Aulger had only days to live, and he wanted to see his child. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:32:46 PM 

Stocks open higher as Greek deal passes 

u.s. stocks moved higher Monday, as Greece's parliament approved strict financial reforms needed to obtain its latest 

international bailout package. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20122:44:10 PM 

Apple shares break $500 for first time 

Shares of Apple Inc have moved above the $500 level for the first time ever. The technology darling's stock price has 

soared since early December amid record sales of the iPhone and iPad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 2:51:58 PM 

Anchor baby battle: China vs. Hong Kong 

Ig~~""~housands of mainland Chinese women travel every year to Hong Kong to give birth so their children can 

enjoy the former British colony's benefits. But as NBC's Adrienne Mong reports, the trend is fueling 
tension between Hong Kong locals and mainlanders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:02:41 PM 

Empire State Building files for $1 billion IPO 

Ig~~""lpssst. Hey, buddy! Wanna buy the Empire State Building? It's an old joke, at least among New Yorkers, 

but it will soon have a bit of the ring of truth to it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:03:50 PM 

Who's announced most job cuts? Uncle Sam 

Msnbc.com asked outplacement firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas to compile a list of employers that have announced 

the most job cuts over the past five years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:22:04 PM 

Mortgage relief: Houses turned into billboards 

Ig~~""lwhen they saw the house on EI Dorado Drive in this Los Angeles suburb being painted a startling orange 

and green and giant billboards hung on the outside, Scott and Beth Hostetler's neighbors were initially 
angry and confused. Some even considered calling the police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:36:31 PM 

Olympic swimmer proposes from medal stand 

Ig~~""IMatt Grevers proposed to his girlfriend after winning the 100 back at the Missouri Grand Prix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 3:43:06 PM 

'Linsanity' a marketing dream in Asia 

Ig~~""IAS the first ripples of "Linsanity" hit Asia, ethnic Chinese-American Jeremy Lin's fairy tale rise has 

marketing men rubbing their hands with glee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:13:27 PM 

Winner has yet to claim Powerball $336 million jackpot 

The winner of Saturday's $336.4 million Powerball jackpot bought the ticket at a Stop & Shop supermarket in Newport, 

Rhode Island lottery officials say. No one has come forward yet to claim the prize, officials said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:21:03 PM 

Israel accuses Iran of bombings in India, Georgia 

Ig~~""IAssailants targeted Israeli diplomats in India and Georgia in near-simultaneous strikes Monday that Israeli 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu blamed on archenemy Iran, and its Lebanese proxy, Hezbollah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:28:27 PM 

Coroner: I didn't discuss meds, drowning 

Ig~~""~he Los Angeles coroner's office has not discussed whether prescription medications and drowning 

played a role in singer Whitney Houston's death, assistant chief coroner Ed Winter said in a press 
conference Monday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:31:54 PM 

Video: Convicted killer leads cops to 300 human bones 

Ig~~""IA map drawn by a convicted serial killer has led authorities in California to three separate burial sites, 

where the discovery of human remains could bring an end to multiple unsolved missing-persons cases. 
KCRA-TV's Donna Cordova reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:35:53 PM 

Sony hikes Whitney Houston album prices online 

Ig~~""llt's easy to get so emotional about a singer after they've passed prematurely, as Whitney Houston did 

Saturday at the age of 48. Now fans are griping about price hikes for her albums. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:36:58 PM 

Video: Girl, 10, helps deliver sister during drive to hospital 

r-~ lO-year-old Texas girl helped her parents deliver her baby sister during the drive to the hospital. KXAS
V's Mala Lenghi reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:37:30 PM 

Laptop-shooting dad says he'd do it over again 

On a week when it seemed half of America was weighing why French parents were superior, the other half was cheering 

for "laptop-shooting dad." The irony can't be missed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:43:29 PM 

Real-life 'Vow' couple: 'You do the right thing' 

In a family built on determination and faith, Kim and Krickitt Carpenter have learned that love not only conquers ail, it 

also fills seats in movie theaters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:59:40 PM 

Obama: Budget will keep recovery on track 

President Barack Obama unveiled his budget proposal saying "at a time when our economy is growing and creating jobs 

at a faster clip, we've got to do everything in our power to keep this recovery on track." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20124:59:52 PM 

Stocks higher on Greek deal, banks lead 

u.s. stocks rose Monday as Greece's parliament approved strict financial reforms needed to obtain its latest 

international bailout package. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20125:19:00 PM 

Did Grammys do enough to honor Houston? 

Ig~~""lshe was on everyone's mind from the start, but with so much expectation, the question remains as to 
whether Whitney Houston received her due respect on last night's Grammy Awards telecast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 5:24:35 PM 

US to hold nuke talks with North Korea 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 5:27:37 PM 

Father of girls who died in fire seeks estate control 

Ig~~""~he father of three girls who died in a raging Christmas Day fire in Connecticut is seeking to administer 
their estate, a maneuver that would allow him to represent it in any potential lawsuit -- about which no 

decision has been made, his attorney said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20126:19:10 PM 

UN rights chief: Syria crimes against humanity must not go unpunished 

UNITED NATIONS -- Crimes against humanity were continuing in Syria and must not go unpunished, the United Nation's 

human rights chief said on Monday. In addition, the failure of the U.N. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 6:40:20 PM 

'Romney' means defecate? Candidate faces Santorum search problem 

It appears that GOP presidential candidate Mitt Romney now has a Rick Santorum Internet-age problem. Searching for 

"Romney" using Google now yields a page defining the meaning of the term as "to defecate in terror" within the first 

five links or so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20127:05:10 PM 

Where is Uno? What 5 Westminster winners do now 

Most Westminster Kennel Club Best in Show winners leave their show careers behind after taking home that prestigious 

prize, but what do they do next? From becoming therapy dogs to starting families of their own, these five past champs 

are anything but bored! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20127:13:42 PM 

Don't worry, be happy ... in Tucson? 

Ig~~""IIS winter giving you a bad case of the blues? If so, perhaps you should go to your happy place, which 
might just be Tucson, Ariz. In a new study, liThe Old Pueblo" topped a list of the 10 happiest winter travel 

destinations in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 7:20:05 PM 

GOP readies payroll tax backstop 

House Republican leaders are readying legislation to extend the payroll tax cut without offsetting its cost through as a 

backstop in case lawmakers' efforts to create a comprehensive agreement fail. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20127:25:19 PM 

Police: Houston was unconscious, underwater 

Ig~~""lsinger Whitney Houston was found unconscious and submerged in water in her hotel room bathtub, 

Beverly Hills police confirmed on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 7:55:49 PM 

Obama budget sees recovery gaining speed 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is feeling upbeat about the economic recovery, maybe too upbeat. His budget's 

numbers are higher than forecasts from the eBO and 50 private business economists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20128:12:32 PM 

Hefner's son charged in assault on Playmate 

Ig~~""IMarston Hefner, the 21-year-old son of the Playboy mogul, was arrested Sunday night for allegedly 

battering Claire Sinclair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20128:18:10 PM 

Wash. governor signs gay marriage bill into law 

Gov. Chris Gregoire has signed into law a bill that legalizes gay marriage in Washington state, making it the nation's 

seventh to allow gay and lesbian couples to wed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 8:21:28 PM 

Legos, Muppets and more awww-inspiring proposals 

Ig~~""ILove is in the air for Valentine's Day and with it, thoughts of romantic proposals. But how do you make 
such a momentous occasion stand out? From creating a stop-motion Lego movie to a customized 

"Indiana Jones" experience, these seven guys spent weeks crafting unique ways to pop the question. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 8:37:54 PM 

Emergency food flown into stranded European towns 

Ig~~""IMilitary planes and police helicopters flew in tons of emergency food to snowbound villages and ships in 

the Balkans on Monday, after blizzards so fierce that some people had to cut tunnels through 15 feet of 
snow to get out of their homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 8:55:46 PM 

Police identify wrong man as escaped suspect 

Police are looking for a suspect who escaped from custody at a hospital, but not the guy they named as a prisoner on the 

loose. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20128:58:18 PM 

Girl who cries while urinating stumps doctors 

Why does a little girl tear up every time she pees? Culprit may be part of brain that controls tear production and passing 

of urine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20129:02:17 PM 

Stocks boosted by news of Greek reforms 

u.s. stocks rose on Monday, led by bank shares after Greece's parliament approved reforms needed to qualify for a cash 

disbursement and avoid an unruly default. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/20129:18:34 PM 

Valentine's Day kisses continue odd human tradition 

Ig~~""IA kiss may be just a kiss, but when sweethearts pucker up on Valentine's Day, they will be participating in 

one of the most bizarre and unlikely of human activities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 9:34:54 PM 

Santorum surging nationally versus Romney 

Two new national polls out Monday show Rick Santorum catapaulting into a virtual tie with Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 9:59:35 PM 

Kate Upton on SI swimsuit issue cover 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:07:41 PM 

Justice Breyer, wife robbed on Caribbean island 

Ig~~""lsupreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer, his wife and several family friends were robbed by a knife

wielding suspect at the Breyer vacation home on the Caribbean island of Nevis, the court confirmed to 
NBC News on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:09:43 PM 

Video: 'U.S. prepared to confront Iran' 

Ig~~""~here is rising tension over Iran's nuclear ambitions. The u.s. Naval Commander in the Persian Gulf says 

American Forces are prepared to confront Iran. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:24:03 PM 

SOPA not part of cybersecurity bill: spokesman 

One website says that a new piracy bill will reappear as part of a broader cybersecurity bill to be introduced at the 

federal level. A spokesman for the senator expected to bring forth the bill says that is not the case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:42:14 PM 

US nuclear watchdog questions safety oversight 

Ig~~""[he federal government's nuclear watchdog has faulted the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for failing to 

follow through on safety agreements with nuclear facilities, saying its system for tracking corrective 
action raises questions about its oversight of nuclear safety and security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 10:57:32 PM 

Martha Stewart's dog among winners at Westminster 

Ig~~""IAmOng the early winners at the Westminster Dog Show were a chow chow co-owned by Martha Stewart, 

a Pekingese that made it to the final seven last year and a xoloitzcuintli called Giorgio Armani. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 11:12:53 PM 

McDonald's urges pork suppliers to stop using crates 

McDonald's said on Monday it will work with its u.s. pork suppliers to phase out the use of crates that limit the 

movement of pregnant sows in a bid to end a practice that activists say is inhumane. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/201211:17:46 PM 

Video: AI-Qaida's senior man in Europe freed 

Ig~~""IAbU Qatada, a radical cleric who was once described as "Qsama bin Laden's right-hand man in Europe," 

has been freed from an English prison. NBC's Tazeen Ahmad reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 11:32:03 PM 

Iceland's monster mystery solved 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Further information about the "river monster" seen in a video from 
Iceland has led to the likeliest explanation - and it's not Nessie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 11:44:31 PM 

Video: Whitney Houston's death drives speculation 

Ig~~""lprescriPtion pill bottles were found in the singer's room, but toxicology tests will take another six to eight 
weeks. NBC's Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 11:52:08 PM 

Video: Greeks furious over austerity bill 

Ig~~""IRiot police faced off against an angry mob on the steps of Parliament, dodging rocks and firebombs. 

NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/13/2012 11:55:26 PM 

Video: Drug shortage may put kids in danger 

Ig~~""IA crucial medicine needed to treat A.L.L., a rare but curable leukemia, is in short supply with a mere two 

week supply left in the u.s. NBC's Robert Bazell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 12:06:18 AM 

Flu season finally arrives, CDC reports 

The flu season may finally be picking up steam after the slowest start in nearly three decades, a new government report 

suggests. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports an uptick in the number of samples testing positive for 

the virus -- 10. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 12:08:50 AM 

Video: Spontaneous poolside proposal 

Ig~~""~ust in time for Valentine's Day, an Olympic medalist popped the question to his girlfriend, Annie 
Chandler. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 1:26:50 AM 

Video shows sea lions strangled by debris 

Ig~~""~he images aren't pretty: Sea lions with shiny fishing lures protruding from their mouths or with their 

necks tightly bound, even deeply cut, by packing bands once used to secure boxes. Seals with necks 
tightly encircled by pieces of fishing net. A video, put together by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 
documents the effects of loops, fishing gear and other debris on the animals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 1:30:23 AM 

Afghanistan combat outpost 'Aryan' draws protest 

Days after the Marines apologized for a flag resembling the Nazi "55" symbol, new questions are being raised about an 

Army base in Afghanistan reportedly called "Combat Outpost Aryan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20126:23:18 AM 

Santorum supporters tell Occupy hecklers: 'Get a job' 

Rick Santorum's debut campaign stop in the state of Washington on Monday was held at a venue next to what has 

become a base camp for occupy Wall Street protesters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20126:23:18 AM 

Santorum confronts 'Occupy' protesters in Washington 

Rick Santorum's debut campaign stop in the state of Washington on Monday was held at a venue next to what has 

become a base camp for occupy Wall Street protesters. And the group made it known that the presidential candidate 

was on their turf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20128:14:53 AM 

Was study of digital billboard safety botched? 

Ig~~""IA Federal Highway Administration study into electronic billboards found that drivers look at them for an 

average of less than 0.1 of a second, but experts say that is not plausible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 8:46:40 AM 

NJ senate votes for gay marriage in face of veto 

New Jersey's state Senate has passed a bill to recognize same-sex marriages - despite the promise of a veto by Gov. 

Chris Christie. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201211:19:00 AM 

'Cash mobs': Flash mobs go to bat for small businesses 

'Cash mobs' - flash mobs that organize to drive customers to struggling locally owned businesses - are popping up across 

the u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:25:33 AM 

Bangkok blasts wound Iranian attacker, 4 others 

A man thought to be Iranian was seriously wounded in Bangkok on Tuesday when a bomb he was carrying exploded and 

blew one of his legs off, police and a government spokeswoman said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:25:33 AM 

Thai cop: Iranian's bomb explodes near embassies 

A man thought to be Iranian was seriously wounded in Bangkok on Tuesday when a bomb he was carrying exploded and 

blew one of his legs off, police and a government spokeswoman said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:41:02 AM 

Australian who mooned Queen Elizabeth fined 

An Australian barman who mooned the U.K.'s Queen Elizabeth during her visit to the country last year has been fined 

about $800, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:55:25 AM 

Independent group to inspect Apple's troubled plants 

Apple said that an independent group, the Fair labor Association, has started inspecting working conditions in the 

Chinese factories where its iPads and iPhones are assembled. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201212:17:01 PM 

Activists: Syrian rebels repel Assad's tanks 

Syrian rebels have repelled a push by government tanks into a central town held by forces fighting President Bashar 

Assad's regime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 12:28:19 PM 

Pakistan frees US man after bullets found in luggage 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Embassy employee was released after being held for questioning in Pakistan on Tuesday when 

airport security officials discovered bullets in his luggage, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 12:45:16 PM 

Video: Key crude oil route in the crosshairs 

Ig~~""IAS tensions between the United States and Iran mount, the Strait of Hormuz, a strategic oil route in the 

Arabian Gulf, has fallen into the crosshairs. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 12:52:11 PM 

Ammonia leak sparks evacuations in Chattanooga 

An ammonia leak prompted evacuations in an industrial area in Chattanooga early Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 1:05:46 PM 

Coke and Pepsi may be readying another cola war 

Ig~~""lpepsi has announced it will spend $600 million more in marketing. Its recent Super Bowl ad may show 

how much of that will be used taking on its No. rival Coke in a new cola war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 1:54:50 PM 

Study: 1 in 8 voter registrations has errors 

Some 24 million voter registrations in the United States contain significant errors, including about 1.8 million dead 

people still on the rolls and many more approved to vote in multiple states, according to a Pew report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 1:56:59 PM 

Apple iPads may face China export ban 

Ig~~""IA Chinese tech firm that says it owns the iPad trademark, plans to seek a ban on exports of Apple Inc's 

computer tablets from China, a lawyer for the company said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 2:06:33 PM 

Santorum surges in new polls 

First Read: A series of new polls show Santorum in a virtual tie with Mitt Romney but his campaign is showing it has 

some work to do on the road. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 2:06:35 PM 

Retail sales rose less than expected in Jan. 

u.s. retail sales rose less than expected in January as consumers cut back on car purchases and did less online shopping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20122:06:47 PM 

Bieber date is best Valentine for girl with cancer 

Ig~~""~he pop star makes a wish come true for 6-year-old Avalanna Routh, and both come away feeling better 

than ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20122:21:10 PM 

State of Arizona, centenarian turn 100 together 

Ig~~""~he state of Arizona and spirited senior Lavona Jones Evans both have a reason to celebrate on Tuesday -
and it is not Valentine's Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20122:51:13 PM 

Longtime couples: Many still 'intensely in love' 

Ig~~""lwhile many assume that the passion of those dizzy, dreamy early days of relationship fade in time, a new 

survey found 40 percent of those married for at least a decade, such as Sue and Bob Frause, are still very 
in love. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 3:40:58 PM 

'My mom's dying': Boy who called 911 hailed as hero 

It's been a busy month for Frankie Ford Jr. The Commercial Township, N.J., first-grader is credited with saving his 

mother's life after she went into respiratory arrest from a severe asthma attack, reported NBCPhiladelphia.com. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 3:52:01 PM 

LA teacher's aide arrested on suspicion of lewd acts 

A teacher's aide who also worked as a girls' volleyball coach at a South Los Angeles high school has been arrested on 

suspicion of committing a sex crime involving children, the Los Angeles Times reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20124:21:25 PM 

Post Office closings isolate small towns 

Ig~~""INearIY 80 percent of the 3,830 post offices under consideration are in sparsely populated rural areas 

where poverty rates are higher than the national average. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20124:23:10 PM 

Yesterday's fashion, today's surplus: Chihuahuas 

Ig~~""lwas it Paris Hilton, or someone else, who first made the Chihuahua a fashion statement? In any case, 

celebrities toting the tiny dogs helped make them an haute couture accessory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20124:33:11 PM 

No public memorial for Whitney Houston 

Ig~~""lsinger Whitney Houston's family has decided against a public memorial for her at a New Jersey sports 

arena, and will hold an invitation-only service at the church where she first sang publicly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 5:42:54 PM 

Arab nations get ready to arm Syria rebels 

Ig~~""lsyrian government forces attacked opponents of President Bashar ai-Assad in cities and towns across the 

country on Tuesday and Arab officials confirmed that regional governments would be ready to arm the 
resistance if the bloodshed did not cease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 6:38:55 PM 

Retirees tighten the belt, but still struggle 

Ig~~""IAS the rebound in the u.s. economy helps boost income and spending among working-aged households, 

older Americans relying on retirement income are having a hard time paying the bills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20127:14:51 PM 

Romney wrestles with auto bailouts before Mich. primary 

Mitt Romney is working to remind Michigan voters of his upbringing in the state, while working to better couch his 

opposition to the 2009 auto industry bailouts ahead of the state's Feb. 28 primary. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/20127:18:48 PM 

PhotoBlog: Romania digs out from 15 feet of snow 

Ig~~""IRomania, Moldova and Albania are digging out from over a dozen feet of snow that is challenging their 

electrical supply and putting its citizens in danger 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 9:35:07 PM 

New defense cuts threaten bases, shipyards 

The Obama budget threatens to cancel some made-in-America ships, airplanes and unmanned aerial vehicles as well as 

potentially shutter some historic manufacturing facilities across the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 10:15:59 PM 

Short-term pollution triggers heart attack, stroke 

Short-term exposure to air pollution -- just a day or a week in some cases -- may kick off a heart attack or stroke, 

scientists now say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201210:35:47 PM 

Mailbag: Will Angels have Kendry-Albert 1-2 punch? 

Ig~~""IDeMarcols Mailbag: Southpaw slugger, and several other major-leaguers, are seeking big comebacks this 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 10:43:27 PM 

$5 fine for chewing gum? School tough on discipline 

A charter school network in Chicago praised by Mayor Rahm Emanuel for its academic performance is under fire from 

parents and advocates over its fines for disciplinary infractions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 10:45:24 PM 

American caught in no-fly vortex finally returns home 

Ig~~""IFamiIY and friends celebrate the homecoming from North Africa of Jamal Tarhuni, an Oregon Libyan

American businessman whose return to the u.s. was delayed by the FBI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/201211:02:11 PM 

Report: Russia faced major nuclear disaster in 2011 

Russia came close to nuclear disaster in late December when a blaze engulfed a nuclear-powered submarine carrying 

atomic weapons, a leading Russian magazine reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:42:18 PM 

Video: Gas prices soar 

Ig~~""IDrivers are experiencing sticker shock at the pump as gas prices continue to climb. Some analysts predict 

a national average of $3.95 a gallon by Memorial Day. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:45:01 PM 

Spot color: Meet world's tiniest chameleon 

Ig~~""IA species of chameleon small enough to easily perch on a match head has been discovered on a tiny 

island off Madagascar, a group of scientists has announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:45:38 PM 

Video: Boats face off at crucial oil chokepoint 

Ig~~""IAn Iranian patrol boat approached a u.s. aircraft carrier, backing down within two miles from the USS 
Abraham Lincoln. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports from the USS Abraham Lincoln. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/14/2012 11:48:42 PM 

Ray Charles Foundation wants $3M gift back 

Ig~~""~he Ray Charles Foundation is demanding the return of the gift given to Albany State University because 

the organization says the college has yet to use the money to build a performing arts center in the late 
artist's name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:07:30 AM 

Video: Defying a law against mixed race marriage 

Ig~~""~he new HBO documentary liThe Loving Story" chronicles the lives of Richard and Mildred Loving, an 

interracial couple exiled from Virginia 54 years ago. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:25:45 AM 

Lawmakers reach tentative deal on payroll tax 

House-Senate talks on renewing a payroll tax cut that delivers about $20 a week to the average worker yielded a 

tentative agreement Tuesday, with lawmakers hopeful of unveiling the pact Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:32:51 AM 

Video: Bail-out won't end Greek woes 

Ig~~""lwhile politicans argue, a Greek economist says it's time to stop window-dressing and tell it as it is. NBC's 
Jim Maceda reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:55:28 AM 

Lin's game-winning 3 sends Knicks to 6th straight win 

Ig~~""~eremy Lin made a tiebreaking 3-pointer with less than a second to play and the New York Knicks rallied 

to beat the Toronto Raptors 90-87 Tuesday night, extending their winning streak to six games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:55:30 AM 

Video: Danica talks Daytona 500 

Ig~~""IDanica Patrick talks one-on-one about preparing for the Daytona 500 competitor and reflects on 

teammates who have helped her reach levels never before reached by female drivers. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20123:10:35 AM 

PHT: Wings set record with 21st straight home win 

Ig~~""lpHT: Quibble all you want about shootout victories, but the Detroit Red Wings' run of home dominance is 

now unmatched in NHL history, as they beat the Stars for their 21st straight home win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:27:45 AM 

Colombian priests hire hitmen to kill themselves 

Hours after he asked his parishioners to pray for him, Rev. Rafael Reatiga was found shot to death in a car in Bogota with 

another Roman Catholic priest. The Associated Press reported that police initially suspected that Reatiga and Rev. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:52:03 AM 

Daphne and Conda face off in 'loser' showdown 

Ig~~""lwhen the week's twist called for the trainers to pick a player from their team to go home and work out 

for a week, Bob and Dolvett quickly picked the warring women. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 5:00:40 AM 

Cops: Powell murder-suicide house was sham for social work visits 

Ig~~""~he house Josh Powell blew up earlier this month was a front set up to reassure social workers 

supervising his children, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 5:00:40 AM 

Police: Powell house a sham; was set up for social worker visits 

Ig~~""[he house Josh Powell blew up earlier this month - a cozy residential house near Puyallup, Wash. - was a 

front, the Tacoma News-Tribune reported. "He set it up like a rental place, with pictures of the family," 
Sgt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 6:24:22 AM 

Crowd-favorite Pekingese takes best in show 

Ig~~""IA Pekingese that clearly was the crowd favorite has won America's top dog show. Malachy the Pekingese 

wobbled off with best in show Tuesday night at the Westminster Kennel Club. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 8:21:04 AM 

General slams Taliban use of child suicide bombers 

The commander of international forces in Afghanistan has condemned the Taliban's use of children as suicide bombers, 

after two lO-year-olds were arrested with explosive vests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 8:49:58 AM 

Chavez allies attack rival Capriles as Jewish, gay 

Allies of President Hugo Chavez are bombarding Venezuela's new opposition leader Henrique Capriles with attacks, 

questioning his sexuality and disparaging his Jewish roots. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:22:49 AM 

Woman who poisoned elder's smoothie jailed 

Ig~~""IA Utah woman has been sentenced to up to 15 years in prison for spiking a 79-year-old man's peach 

smoothie with antifreeze after taking control of his bank accounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:22:51 AM 

Assad calls referendum as Syria conflict rages 

Syria's embattled President Bashar Assad on Wednesday said a referendum on a new constitution would be held in just 

11 days' time, as his regime's forces attacked rebels. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:47:27 AM 

Cops: Man shoots at pit bulls, hits mother 

A man accidentally shot his elderly mother while trying to break up fighting pit bulls inside their home in Plantation, 

Florida, Tuesday night, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:47:27 AM 

Cops: man shoots at pit bulls, hits mother 

A man accidentally shot his elderly mother while trying to break up fighting pit bulls inside their home in Plantation, 

Florida, Tuesday night, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:39:06 AM 

Officials: At least 272 dead in Honduras prison fire 

At least 272 people were killed and scores wounded when a fire broke out overnight at a prison in Honduras, forensic 

service officials said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:39:06 AM 

Fire official: At least 100 dead in Honduras prison blaze 

At least 100 people were killed and dozens wounded when a fire broke out overnight at a prison in Honduras late on 

Tuesday night, local fire officials said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:41:11 AM 

Iran claims major steps to nuclear self-sufficiency 

Ig~~""llran claimed Wednesday that it has taken two major steps toward mastering the production of nuclear 

fuel, a defiant move in response to increasingly tough Western sanctions over its controversial nuclear 
program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:41:11 AM 

Israel: Iran's 'aggression' destabilizing world 

Ig~~""llsraeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Wednesday that Iran is destabilizing the world and its 

aggression must be stopped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:07:02 PM 

Possible plane crash reported in Wash. 

Reports that a plane may have crashed into a mountain in Washington state were being investigated by officials, 

breakingnews.com reported Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:46:49 PM 

Video: Will Houston death turn into criminal case? 

Ig~~""~eanine Pirro, host of "Justice With Judge Jeanine," and Larry Kobilinsky, a forensic scientist, discuss the 
death of Whitney Houston and whether the investigation might turn into a criminal case. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:49:33 PM 

Video: Mild winter triggers early allergy season 

Ig~~""~hiS year's mild winter isn't all good news; the warmer weather is triggering the early arrival of allergy 

season. NBC's Ann Thompson reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 12:50:56 PM 

Video: Pump pain: Gas prices back on the rise 

Ig~~""IGas prices are back on the rise, and some analysts say it could get even worse before the summer driving 

season. NBC's John Yang reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 1:05:24 PM 

Crashed plane found on Wash. mountain 

A plane crashed into a mountain in Washington state overnight, officials told breakingnews.com Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 1:25:33 PM 

Automakers shift gears, embrace 'frenemies' 

There was a time when auto manufacturers measured their strength by how much they could do alone. But erstwhile 

competitors are now finding it critical to team up on projects. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 1:28:28 PM 

'Idol' showing teen's fall, vomiting is no big deal 

Ig~~""IGroup day on "Idol" is the one time when the show lets the audience know how difficult and stressful it is 

to succeed on the show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 1:31:49 PM 

Amid shortages, hospitals trash scarce drugs 

Ig~~""IMounting shortages of crucial drugs are creating a new dilemma for the nation's hospital pharmacists, 
who say they find themselves caught between breaking strict government rules for storage and safety -

or throwing away vital and lifesaving medications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20122:14:48 PM 

Gingrich hopes for another campaign resurrection 

Newt Gingrich's presidential campaign has a history of near-death experiences, and the former House speaker insists 

another resurrection is on its way. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20122:19:15 PM 

Pan-fried crickets: The food of the future? 

Ig~~""lor how about caterpillar mousse? A team of students are so convinced that bugs should be the food of 

the future that they embarked on a project to make insects a bit more gastronomically appealing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20122:19:17 PM 

Europe's economy edges closer to recession 

The euro zone economy shrank at the end of 2011 and will flirt with a mild recession under the weight of the sovereign 

debt crisis, but strength in France and resilience in Germany may keep it above water. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:21:08 PM 

Why Michigan primary could be make-or-break for Romney 

First Read: Mitt Romney faces a huge challenge in his home state as Santorum continues to climb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:34:24 PM 

Kellogg spending $2.7 billion cash on Pringles 

Ig~~""IBY msnbc.com news services Kellogg said on Wednesday it plans to buy the Pringles chips business from 

Procter & Gamble for $2.7 billion in cash. The companies expect to complete the deal in summer of 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:34:48 PM 

Don't call Bill Murray for 'Ghostbusters 3' 

Ig~~""~he Ghostbusters retired a long time ago, after a 1984 hit film, 1989 sequel, and two animated TV shows. 

But their spirit is still haunting the entertainment world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 2:50:09 PM 

Iowa town welcomes back China's next president 

Ig~~""~he last time China's soon-to-be leader visited Iowa, he slept in a bedroom with green shag carpeting and 

Star Trek character cutouts on the walls. He ate eggs with a spoon because his host forgot the chopsticks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:07:53 PM 

Leaked: a plan to teach climate change denial in schools 

Internal documents have been leaked from the Heartland Institute, a Chicago nonprofit think tank, showing its funding 

of leading skeptics of global warming and a plan to teach climate change skepticism in schools. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:38:42 PM 

The nerdiest lovers' spat Twitter has ever seen 

Ig~~""lunder normal circumstances, those who witness a lovers' spat are often left feeling awkward and as if 

they intruded on an incredibly private moment. But somehow everything changes once Twitter gets 
involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:43:01 PM 

Chicago cops nabbed in FBI shakedown sting 

Two Chicago police officers, allegedly thinking they were stealing more than $5,000 in cash from a drug courier, were 

arrested earlier this week after it turned out they were being tracked in an undercover sting. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20123:47:15 PM 

Tape reveals terror suspect's dramatic 911 call 

A terror suspect accused of intentionally crashing his car told police dispatchers "we love death" as the FBI and NYPD 

moved in to arrest him last year for his alleged role in a plot to bomb New York City's subways. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:50:52 PM 

Cape Cod dolphin strandings keep rescuers on aT 

Marine wildlife experts are at a loss to explain this winter's unprecedented mass stranding of dolphins on the shores of 

Massachusetts' Cape Cod. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 3:53:57 PM 

Should flags fly at half-staff for Houston? 

Ig~~""lcontroversy continues to swirl around the death of Whitney Houston, and now New Jersey Gov. Chris 

Christie has stepped into the fray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 4:00:32 PM 

Man killed in dog poop dispute: cops 

A neighborly dispute over dog poop has turned deadly in the Tacony section of Philadelphia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20124:03:01 PM 

Return of third shift aids autoworkers 

The third shift in Flint is one of five places where General Motors has added a graveyard shift since it received a $50 

billion bailout from the government in 2009. A report for Rock Center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20124:37:51 PM 

Wis. couple accused of starving daughter 

A severely malnourished 15-year-old Wisconsin girl told police her father and stepmother had forced her to live in the 

basement for years and that they beat her, starved her and even forced her to eat her own feces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20124:40:21 PM 

Leaked: a plan to teach climate change skepticism in schools 

Internal documents have been leaked from the Heartland Institute, a Chicago nonprofit think tank, showing its funding 

of leading scientific critics of global warming and a plan to teach climate change skepticism in schools. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20124:47:47 PM 

Drug bust nabs 17 leU students, football players 

A drug bust on and around the Texas Christian University campus in Fort Worth, Texas, Wednesday morning led to the 

arrest of 17 current students, school officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 4:54:53 PM 

Is Apple over a Chinese iBarrel? 

Ig~~""IAPPle has been dealt a series of significant legal blows that casts doubt on its control over the iPad 

trademark in China. But does Proview, the Shenzhen-based tech company waging the battle, have a case? 
NBC's Ed Flanagan reports from Beijing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20125:10:36 PM 

Video: Texan holds burglar at gunpoint until cops arrive 

Ig~~""IAfter a burglar robbed his elderly neighbor at gunpoint, a Good Samaritan in Texas grabbed his own 
pistol, tackled the burglar and held the man at gunpoint. KPRC-TV's Ryan Korsgard reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20125:18:45 PM 

Bobby Brown not banned from Houston's funeral 

Ig~~""lcontrary to rumors, Whitney Houston's ex-husband Bobby Brown has not been banned from attending 

her funeral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 5:32:53 PM 

Pilot dies on Czech flight, plane lands safely 

A Czech Airlines plane made an emergency landing in Prague on Wednesday after the captain collapsed and died in mid

flight, the company said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 5:48:28 PM 

Watch 'Glee's' unplanned tribute to Houston 

What was simply planned as a Valentine's Day performance of "I Will Always love You" turned out to be an effective, 

accidental tribute to singer Whitney Houston. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20126:10:48 PM 

Mitsubishi ranks as 'most toxic' vehicle, study says 

Ig~~""ILove that new car smell? Well, it doesn't love you back, according to a new study of toxic materials 

released by the flame retardants and plastics that sometimes coat the interior parts of a car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20126:13:48 PM 

House leaders praise emerging tax cut deal 

Congressional leaders of both parties praised an emerging deal Wednesday to extend a payroll tax cut and extra jobless 

benefits through 2012, but cautioned that bargainers still had to nail down final details. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 6:23:04 PM 

What was in Whitney's secret note to Brandy? 

Ig~~""lsinger Brandy has one of the last messages ever delivered by Whitney Houston -- but she's not telling 

anyone what it says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 6:25:36 PM 

Teens' Facebook photos posted on porn site, cops warn 

Police in a small Massachusetts town are asking the FBI for assistance after photos of at least 17 high school girls turned 

up on pornographic websites, Boston's 7 News reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 7:03:06 PM 

Naked bondage role-playing lands two in jail 

At least nine police cars responded to reports of a woman bound in duct tape and naked in a man's car, but the incident 

turned out to be Valentine's role-playing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20127:13:54 PM 

GM ending pensions for white-collar workers 

General Motors said on Wednesday it will end traditional defined benefit pension plans for its u.s. white-collar 

employees, seen as consistent with its goal of lowering pension risk for investors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20127:15:25 PM 

'United Breaks Guitars' hero helps other consumers gripe 

Dave Carroll, who created perhaps the most successful gripe in the history of gripes with his remarkably viral -- and 

sarcastic -- "United Breaks Guitars" music video, is trying to share his formula for success with other consumers on a 

website named Gripevine.com . 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 7:21:05 PM 

1 in 4 children malnourished, global report says 

Ig~~""IFive children around the world die every minute because of chronic malnutrition, according to a report 

released Wednesday that also said that almost half a billion children risk are at risk of permanent damage 
over the next 15 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 7:40:22 PM 

Obama touts manufacturing at Wisconsin plant 

President Barack Obama called Wednesday for tax cuts for American manufacturers and higher taxes for companies that 

move overseas, pressing what he hopes will be a winning campaign issue. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 7:45:59 PM 

Romney meets criticism on auto bailout stand 

The former Massachusetts governor has worked to couch his opposition to President Barack Obama's decision to bailout 

the two car companies -- a decision which Mitt Romney, who was raised in Michigan, is being forced to confront heading 

into the state's Feb. 28 primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 7:54:03 PM 

Electric cigarette explodes in man's mouth 

Fire officials sayan electric cigarette exploded in a Florida man's mouth, severely burning his face and knocking out 

some of his front teeth. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 8:07:26 PM 

Pregnancy bias is alive and well in America 

Ig~~""llt's hard to imagine we still have to tell employers this today, but here goes: Pregnancy discrimination is 

illegal. While it may sound obvious to some, blatant pregnancy bias is still alive and well in the workplace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20128:18:48 PM 

Video: Iran cutting oil exports to 6 European nations? 

Ig~~""IReportedIY Iran has warned its six largest European buyers that it might cut them off from Iranian oil. 
NBC's Ali Arouzi reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 8:37:02 PM 

Fed members divided on what to do next 

A few Federal Reserve officials in January believed another round of bond buying by the central bank would be needed 

before long to support the u.s. economy while others withheld judgment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 8:41:51 PM 

Video: Family's no-fly ordeal 

Ig~~""IAmerican Jamal Tarhuni and his family talk about waiting a month for him to come home after his return 
flight from Libya was denied and he was questioned by the FBI. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20128:49:18 PM 

Man stricken eating 'Triple Bypass' burger 

Ig~~""IMenu warnings nearly proved true for a man at a downtown Las Vegas restaurant that offers "Bypass" 

burgers, "Flatliner" fries and free meals to people over 350 pounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 9:04:35 PM 

That $1 bill in your wallet is costing us money 

r-l~ePlacing the dollar bill with a dollar coin could saving the federal government $4.4 billion over 30 years. 
hat's the findings from the u.s. General Accountability Office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 9:05:28 PM 

After no-fly ordeal, Libyan-American ponders unanswered questions 

Ig~~""~amal Tarhuni, a Libyan-American businessman, is now home in Oregon after a month-long exile in North 
Africa after being barred from flying home. But he still doesn't know why he was singled out for the 

unwelcome attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/20129:30:17 PM 

Proposal: Make ads admit airbrushing on women 

Ads showing wrinkle-free women with perfect bodies too good to be true have led Arizona lawmakers to consider 

requiring ads to admit that such pictures are in fact manipulated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 9:33:42 PM 

Facebook links aren't Whitney Houston's autopsy 

Ig~~""~hink you're going to see video of Whitney Houston's autopsy because of a link you clicked on in 

Facebook? You won't, and if you click on the various links being shared around the social network, you 
could be biting on a scam, or worse - possibly letting a program onto your computer that could do damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 9:35:03 PM 

PhotoBlog: Fans pay respects to Whitney Houston at funeral site 

Ig~~""IAt a New Jersey Baptist church slated to hold a private funeral service for Houston on Saturday, fans pay 

respects 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:01:11 PM 

Southwest raises fares, others expected to follow 

If airfares suddenly seem higher, look no further than Southwest Airlines, which, according to Rick Seaney, CEO of 

FareCompare.com, initiated a fare hike of $10 roundtrip ($5 one-way) early Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:08:20 PM 

US cracks down on marketing robocalls 

The Federal Communications Commission said Wednesday it's going after those annoying automated marketing calls 

that always seem to come right as you're sitting down to dinner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:10:06 PM 

Amish farmer touted by Paul stops selling raw milk 

An Amish man targeted by federal officials for selling raw milk across state lines - and whose cause was championed by 

GOP presidential candidate Ron Paul - has shut down his dairy farm. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:21:26 PM 

Officials: Honduras prison fire kills 300 

A massive fire swept through a prison in Honduras and killed at least 300 people, including many inmates trapped inside 

their cells, officials said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:24:28 PM 

Family of heiress Clark claims fraud by nurse, others 

The relatives of copper mining heiress Huguette Clark have gone to court to challenge her last will and testament, 

claiming fraud by her attorney, accountant and nurse. Investigative reporter Bill Dedman of msnbc.com reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:32:31 PM 

Video: In Minn., farmers can now target wolves 

Ig~~""INO longer under the protection of the Endangered Species Act, wolves are now a target for farmers. 
KARE's Greg Vandegrift reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:45:51 PM 

Focus turns to Whitney Houston's medications 

Ig~~""lsubPoenas have been issued for medical and pharmacy records from Whitney Houston's doctors, an 
official with the Los Angeles coroner's office said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:49:54 PM 

Video: Afghanistan's starving children 

Ig~~""IWARNING: This video contains disturbing images. Afghanistan's hospitals bear the evidence of the 

country's malnutrition crisis. This crisis that is now at emergency levels, killing 30,000 children every year. 
Drought and poverty are at its root. According to Save the Children, who are working in the country, 60% of 
children - more than 15 million - are chronically malnourished. ITN's Emma Murphy reports from an Afghan 
hospital. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 10:54:16 PM 

Fake Avastin raises counterfeit drug trade concerns 

Ig~~""~he discovery that a fake version of the widely used cancer medicine Avastin is circulating in the United 
States is raising new fears that the multibillion-dollar drug-counterfeiting trade is increasingly making 

inroads in the U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:03:04 PM 

Where's my refund? IRS can't tell you now 

The Internal Revenue Service said Wednesday that its tool that lets people check on the status of their refunds is not 

currently working. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:09:32 PM 

Iran's cat-and-mouse game on sanctions 

Ig~~""IDesPite the sanctions, 130 of the 144 banned ships in Iran Shipping Line's fleet continue to call at many 

of the world's major ports hidden behind a web of shell companies and diverse ownership. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:31:40 PM 

NASA shelves ambitious flagship missions 

Ig~~""lproposed budget cuts are forcing NASA to suspend plans for ambitious, expensive missions to 

destinations throughout the solar system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:32:05 PM 

Flu may boost Alzheimer's risk, study suggests 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDailyWhen we come down with the flu, we might think the worst is over after a week 

of a sore throat and body aches. But such viral infections may have lasting, unseen effects on the brain, emerging 

research suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:35:11 PM 

Children's cancer drug shortage may end soon 

A severe shortage of a childhood cancer drug should ease before hospitals run out of it in a couple weeks, a top federal 

regulator said Tuesday. But the companies that make the drug are giving few details about how they will find a long

term solution to end the problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:46:12 PM 

Video: Tensions grow in Israel 

Ig~~""llsraelis fear an attack from Iran, but there is a heated debate over what should be done about it. NBC's 

Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:51:12 PM 

Police officers buy plots to block Josh Powell burial 

Ig~~...,~wo police officers in Washington state have bought burial plots next to Josh Powell's boys in order to 

block family members from burying him next to them, according to a local media report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/15/2012 11:52:14 PM 

Video: Fire kills more than 350 prisoners 

Ig~~""~he jail in Comayagua, Honduras, was reportedly started by an inmate. NBC's Kerry Sanders 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:13:26 AM 

South Korea may add new law to curb game play 

Ig~~""~he South Korean government is considering another law to further curb rampant game playing and 

Internet addiction among its youth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:14:46 AM 

'Toddlers' moms get a taste of own medicine 

Ig~~""~LC'S "Toddlers & Tiaras" always shows little girls getting over-the-top dolled up for pageants, but 

Anderson Cooper turns the tables on the mothers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:28:56 AM 

TSA finds pot in peanut butter jar 

Transportation Security Administration workers at Oakland International Airport detained a man who they say tried to 

sneak marijuana onto a flight inside a jar of Skippy peanut butter, NBC Bay Area reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:41:46 AM 

Architect charged in 'Next Top Model' fire death 

Ig~~""IA falling ceiling killed a firefighter at a Hollywood Hills mansion that was to be used in a reality TV show. 
Now the owner-architect is charged with involuntary manslaughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:47:27 AM 

Microsoft mistakenly flags Google as malicious site 

If you're using Internet Explorer to browse the Web and wondering why you can't access Google, there's a reason -

your computer might think it's harboring malware. Two of Microsoft's anti-virus programs, Microsoft Security Essentials 

and its business-market sibling Microsoft Forefront, have been mistakenly flagging Google.com as malicious, leaving 

millions of customers unable to get to the world's most visited website. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:09:30 AM 

Big Snickers, Twix bars are going to disappear 

Mars Inc, the maker of Snickers and Twix candy bars, will stop selling chocolate products with more than 250 calories in 

them by the end of next year, a spokeswoman said on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:57:39 AM 

$1 million in gold US coins found in rafters in France 

A Champagne producer struck gold when a flood of u.s. gold coins rained down on workers remodeling a building on his 

property, Agence France-Presse reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:01:31 AM 

CSN: Has baseball found its own linsanity? 

Ig~~""ICSNIS Ratto: Football has The Tebow. Basketball has The Lin. Baseball has to find its own now. Enter 

Yoenis Cespedes, the likeliest new gift from our galactic overlords. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20122:17:25 AM 

Magic too much for 76ers to handle 

Ig~~""IRyan Anderson had seven 3-pointers and 27 points, Dwight Howard added 17 points and 14 rebounds 

and the Orlando Magic shot their way past the Philadelphia 76ers, 103-87 on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:42:53 AM 

Priscilla's story: Tracing roots back to slave island 

One African-American family, the Martins, was able to trace its roots two and a half centuries back to a slave trading 

island in Sierra leone and to a little girl named Priscilla who was sold into slavery when she was 10 years old. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:55:53 AM 

TV reporter goes back in front of cameras to tell of underage drinking 

WUSA reporter Andrea McCarren says she will go back in front of TV cameras to deliver her own stories about underage 

drinking after stepping away when her children received threats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20123:11:29 AM 

Video: Priscilla's Story: Family traces roots to slave island 

Ig~~""INBC News Correspondent Ron Allen journeys to Bunce Island off the coast of Sierra Leone. Bunce Island 

was once a slave trading fortress, which served as the beginning of a tragic journey for tens of thousands 
of Africans transported across the Atlantic into slavery in the United States. One African-American family, the 
Martins, was able to trace its roots two and a half centuries back to the island and to a little girl named 
Priscilla who was sold into slavery when she was 10 years old. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 4:34:46 AM 

'Idol' Plague is the only winner on group night 

Ig~~""~he star of this round Wednesday was definitely the medical staff, as contestants were fainting and 

vomiting allover the place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20124:37:05 AM 

Turkey abuse videos at Butterball plant lead to arrests 

The animal rights group, Mercy For Animals, had chosen the Butterball factory - the largest producer of turkeys in the 

United States - at random. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20124:46:09 AM 

House-Senate deal reached on payroll tax measure 

Calling quits to a bruising election-year fight, negotiators on Capitol Hill sealed an agreement late Wednesday on 

legislation to renew a payroll tax cut for 160 million workers and jobless benefits for millions more. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20126:14:27 AM 

China's president-in-waiting Xi Jinping returns to Iowa 

Ig~~""IMUSCATINE, IOWA- A young, blue-eyed Sarah Lande never thought the polite young man from China, Xi 

Jinping, sitting at her dining room table in 1985 would go on to become the next president of China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20128:18:51 AM 

State vet tipped off Butterball about abuse probe 

A top North Carolina state veterinarian admitted Wednesday that she had tipped off poultry producer Butterball that 

video footage of alleged animal abuse had been secretly filmed at one of its farms before a police raid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 8:29:31 AM 

Santorum paid double Romney's tax rate in 2010 

Presidential hopeful Rick Santorum sought to draw another sharp contrast between himself and Republican rival Mitt 

Romney when his campaign released four years of tax returns Wednesday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 10:32:36 AM 

Interracial marriage in US hits new high: 1 in 12 

Ig~~""llnterracial marriages in the u.s. have climbed to 4.8 million - a record 1 in 12 - as a steady flow of new 

Asian and Hispanic immigrants expands the pool of prospective spouses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 11:23:46 AM 

From Md. to Gitmo: Ex-gas station worker faces trial 

Ig~~""IA Pentagon legal official has approved war crimes charges for a Maryland-raised detainee at Guantanamo 

who is accused of joining al-Qaida and taking part in a series of terror plots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201212:17:06 PM 

NYT: SF audit finds foreclosures full of errors 

NYT: An audit by San Francisco county officials of about 400 recent foreclosures there determined that almost all 

involved either legal violations or suspicious documentation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:27:32 PM 

The states with the largest unionized work forces 

Ig~~""loverall union membership in the u.s. increased last year -- the first time it did not decline since 2007. The 

story gets slightly complicated when comparing union membership in the private sector vs. the public 
sector. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:28:52 PM 

Man next to crying child opens plane door on tarmac 

A mom with a screaming child wanted a quick getaway from a plane on the tarmac in Vietnam and asked for help. The 

man next to her obliged by opening the emergency exit and triggering the escape slide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:30:42 PM 

A laid-back Yankee finds trouble in Putin's court 

Michael McFaul, a laid-back and jovial academic newly installed as the u.s. Ambassador to Russia, found himself under 

attack from a Kremlin-controlled TV station just days after arriving. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 12:36:18 PM 

You can feel safe in these top-rated small cars 

Ig~~""lchoOSing the safest auto available is particularly important when shopping for a small car, where every 

advantage is essential. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:02:03 PM 

For sale: Fla. fixer-upper, 13 beds, $75 million 

Ig~~""llf you're looking for some real estate in the Orlando, Fla., area, there's a 90,OOO-square-foot mansion in 

Windermere that might interest you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:07:55 PM 

Linsanity - or' linfengkuang' - hits China 

He means something to many people: Asian Americans, underdogs, geeks, Ivy Leaguers, sports fans, Christians, anyone 

who loves a great story. But Jeremy Lin - the Harvard graduate of Chinese descent born in Palo Alto, California, to 

Taiwan parents - is not the same thing to all Chinese. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:18:07 PM 

Bruce Springsteen's American dream on display 

r-~he National Constitution Center in Philadelphia is presenting, "From Asbury Park to the Promised Land: 
he Life and Music of Bruce Springsteen," beginning Feb. 17. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 1:21:14 PM 

Rossen Reports: Why can't celebrities beat addiction? 

In the wake of Whitney Houston's death, investigative correspondent Jeff Rossen goes inside a rehab facility popular 

with A-listers and talks to experts and insiders, revealing a dysfunctional Hollywood culture where celebrities are 

insulated from consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:00:24 PM 

Housing starts rise modestly to start new year 

Ig~~""lconstruction of single-family homes cooled off slightly in January after surging in the final month last 

year. But a rebound in volatile apartment construction kept builders working. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20122:13:28 PM 

GM posts highest annual profit ever 

General Motors posted flat fourth-quarter income Thursday, but still managed to haul in $7.6 billion worth of net 

income in 2011, up 62 percent from the prior year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20122:18:01 PM 

Romney finds himself in a familiar spot 

First Read: After giving Rick Santorum and conservative voters an opening, Romney is once again in a real battle for the 

GOP nomination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20122:18:44 PM 

Companies work to keep fireplaces safe for kids 

Ig~~""llt/s estimated that hundreds of kids in this country are seriously burned each year by the super-heated 

glass on gas fireplaces. Companies are now figuring out ways to minimize the danger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:31:24 PM 

'Piggyback Bandit' befuddles his teenage victims 

Ig~~""~he stocky man showed up in a basketball uniform for a game at Century High School in North Dakota. 

Players and coaches assumed he was a fan who had come with another team, so nobody objected when 
he began to pitch in around the bench. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20122:35:11 PM 

High arsenic levels found in some organic foods, baby formula 

Ig~~""INext time you pick up an organic cereal bar or buy infant formula, you might want to read the label 

closely. High levels of arsenic have been found in foods that list organic brown rice syrup as a primary 
ingredient, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 2:47:49 PM 

NYPD 'courtesy cards' for family, friends sold online 

For years in New York City, it's been customary for police officers to hand out "courtesy cards" to family and friends, but 

an investigation has found some of these cards are being sold to strangers on the Internet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20123:15:11 PM 

Man's vanity plates attract $20,000 in tickets 

Ig~~""~wentY-fiVe years ago, Danny White wanted to have a little fun with his vanity plate, a DC license plate 
that reads "NO-TAGS." Now, the joke is on him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20123:17:42 PM 

Inside Whitney's last recording session 

Ig~~""IFive .days before her untimely death, Whitney Houston was in the recording studio working on new 

musIc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 3:26:06 PM 

Warning: Banking is bad for your health 

Thinking of a career as an investment banker? Get ready for insomnia, alcoholism, heart palpitations, eating disorders 

and a violent temper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 3:30:05 PM 

Shark gulps another shark whole 

Ig~~""~he photo says it all: an alien-looking shark, adorned with mossy hairs and a flat face, with its mouth 

agape and a slender bamboo shark headfirst inside. Though not unusual for a shark to snack on another 
shark, it's not typical behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 3:31:43 PM 

NJ trooper's daughter dies in school bus crash 

A school bus and a dump truck collided Thursday morning in Chesterfield, N.J., killing the young daughter of a state 

trooper and injuring multiple elementary school students, reports say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 3:35:58 PM 

Did Food Network chef plagiarize her recipes? 

Ig~~""lpastry chef Ann Thornton is feeling more heat in the kitchen than usual in light of allegations that the 

desserts on her Food Network show were actually based on recipes from other celebrity chefs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20124:12:44 PM 

Report: Crane cable snaps at WTC site, beams plummet 

A crane hoisting what appeared to be steel beams at the World Trade Center site dropped its load Thursday, sending 

workers scrambling for safety, local media reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 4:24:00 PM 

Source: Houston was under 24/7 supervision 

Ig~~""lwhitney Houston was discovered unconscious and underwater in the bathtub the day she died -- but a 

friend of Houston's mentor Clive Davis says the singer was supposed to be under 24-hour supervision, 
even in the bathroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 4:30:08 PM 

As interracial marriage grows, so does acceptance 

Ig~~""IAS the number of interracial marriages in the u.s. continues to rise, so does Americans' acceptance of 

them, a new Pew Research Center report finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20124:41:13 PM 

Facebook to verify identities, allow fake names 

Ig~~""IFacebook, the social network where everyone knows your (real) name, will now allow people to start 

using fake names ... but only after they verify their real identities. This may sound strange, but it actually 
makes sense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20124:56:22 PM 

Man to cops: My other personality robbed eatery 

Police say a western Pennsylvania man who claims to have split personalities confessed to robbing a Chinese restaurant 

after reading about it in the newspaper and realizing he was the person who did it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20125:15:30 PM 

Santorum, Romney allies going all-in in Michigan 

First Read: The Santorum campaign is adding $438,000 in ads in Michigan for the next two weeks, closing the gap with 

Mitt Romney and his allies to about 2-to-1. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20125:17:38 PM 

Houston's death means millions for Dolly Parton 

Ig~~""~he country recording artist is the sole writer of one of Houston's biggest hits, "I Will Always Love You," 

which will likely bring in millions of dollars from royalties due to a surge in record sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 5:23:34 PM 

'Colbert Report' abruptly suspends production 

Ig~~""lwedneSday and Thursday tapings were canceled at the last minute with ticket holders invited to re-apply 

for a future taping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20125:24:11 PM 

Auto dealers' ranks rise for first time in years 

Ig~~""llt/s become a seeming fact of life that the number of u.s. auto dealers will decline each year - but 2011 

saw an unexpected turnaround with the dealer count actually rising for the first time in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 5:29:04 PM 

Report: Most prison fire victims were not even charged 

Ig~~""IMost of the more than 300 prisoners burned alive inside an overcrowded prison in Honduras had never 

been charged or convicted, according to documents obtained by The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 5:52:42 PM 

GM earnings hint at threat from Europe's widening woes 

General Motors Thursday became the latest American employer to report that the deepening economic slowdown in 

Europe has begun to take a toll on corporate profits. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 6:07:32 PM 

Pilot suspected of being drunk kept from boarding flight 

A Frontier Airlines flight from Omaha, Neb., to Milwaukee was delayed Thursday morning after the pilot, suspected of 

being drunk, was kept from boarding the plane. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20126:12:24 PM 

Thailand: Iranians planned terror attack on Israelis 

Ig~~""~hailandls police chief said three Iranians arrested after accidentally setting off explosives in Bangkok 

were plotting to attack Israeli diplomats, bolstering claims by Israel that the group was part of an Iranian
backed network of terror. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 7:42:27 PM 

Credit score raters may face new D.C. oversight 

The new u.s. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau released a proposal to regulate about 200 debt collectors and 

companies that produce credit reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 7:46:23 PM 

Santorum backer's surprising contraception comment 

First Read: Foster Friess - a prominent Santorum supporter and one of the chief benefactors of a pro-Santorum Super 

PAC - today made a statement on contraception that's already raising plenty of eyebrows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 7:51:09 PM 

Exclusive: Rotting rats, filth fill 'Hoarding' house 

Ig~~""IRegUlar viewers of "Hoarding: Buried Alive" have seen homes overrun with piles of clutter, thousands of 

roaches and well, even more roaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 7:52:02 PM 

This is one IE update you shouldn't skip 

Ig~~""llf you have your Windows computer set up so that it gets Microsoft's software updates automatically, 
such as on "Patch Tuesdays," good. If you don't, you'll want to make sure you get the latest update for 

Internet Explorer issued this week, rated "critical" for many recent versions of IE. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 7:56:53 PM 

Video: Cop who shot man with baby involved in 6 fatal shootings 

Ig~~""lscottsdale police Officer James Peters has been involved in seven shootings in the past 10 years. KPNX's 
Lissette Martinez reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 8:08:08 PM 

Nigerian 'underwear bomber' gets life sentence 

Ig~~""lumar Farouk Abdulmutallab tried to blow up a Detroit-bound jetliner on Christmas Day 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 8:21:26 PM 

It's not fracking's fault, study says 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Experts report that the problems caused by hydraulic fracturing for 

natural-gas production, known as fracking, are not unique to the controversial process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/20129:00:16 PM 

NJ doesn't back down on Houston flag honor 

Ig~~""IDesPite vocal opposition from many, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie has signed an executive order 
requiring state buildings to fly u.s. and New Jersey flags at half-staff on Friday to honor New Jersey native 

Whitney Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 9:02:55 PM 

Stocks rally on Europe hope; Dow nears 13,000 

Stocks rallied Thursday, with the Dow nearing the 13,000 mark, on strong u.s. economic data and indications that euro

zone leaders were on track to approve a crucial bailout for Greece. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 9:43:06 PM 

Interracial marriage: Readers' stories of love, struggle 

Ig~~""IA Pew Research Center report finds that Americans are becoming more accepting of interracial 
marriages, and your stories seem to bear that out - most of the time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 9:48:01 PM 

Powell won't be buried near sons he killed 

The man who killed his two sons in an explosive house fire in Washington state will not be buried in the same cemetery 

as the children, his family said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 9:57:09 PM 

FDA warns of mouth-destroying toothbrushes 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued a consumer safety update Thursday about electric 

toothbrushes that have been found to chip teeth, cut gums and generally wreak havoc with your face. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 9:59:01 PM 

Strait of Hormuz: Iranians, smugglers and fireworks 

Ig~~""~hree U.S. Navy ships traveled through the contentious Strait of Hormuz Tuesday. NBC News' Courtney 
Kube gives a first-hand look at the careful and deliberate Navy maneuver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 10:18:03 PM 

NJ lawmakers pass gay marriage bill 

The New Jersey Assembly on Thursday passed a bill legalizing same-sex marriages, setting the stage for an expected veto 

by Gov. Chris Christie. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/201210:21:47 PM 

HBT: Hall of Fame catcher Carter dead at 57 

Ig~~""IHBT: Hall of Fame catcher Gary Carter died Thursday after a nearly year-long battle with brain cancer. The 

former Expos and Mets star was 57. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 11:14:29 PM 

Family and friends gather to honor Don Cornelius 

Ig~~""IR&B music greeted celebrants, who received a program with a smiling image of Cornelius on the show 

and the message, "As always in parting we wish you ... Love, Peace and Soul!!!" emblazed on the back 
cover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/16/2012 11:26:33 PM 

New pet-travel rule may give soldiers sticker shock 

A new United Airlines fee that could force U.s. active-duty military families to pay more to ship a pet home from Japan 

has angered many, who have flooded the airline's Facebook page with comments calling the new policy "outrageous." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201212:33:49 AM 

Hoarded items bury man killed in house fire 

A Portland, Ore., man died in an early morning blaze after firefighters had trouble reaching him because his home was 

filled with clutter and hoarded items, an official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2012 12:38:23 AM 

Secret files: UK spies baffled by Charlie Chaplin mystery 

Ig~~""~hey foiled plots and cracked Nazi codes, but Britain's spies were unable to solve the mystery of Charlie 

Chaplin's birth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20121:57:55 AM 

Atheists plan big 'coming out' party on National Mall 

A scrappy coalition of atheists say they will make history on the Mall next month by pulling together with a "Woodstock 

for non-belief." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:18:45 AM 

Ice agent killed, another wounded in office shooting 

Two immigration officers were involved in a shootout at the Long Beach federal building on Thursday, leaving one dead, 

and one wounded, an FBI official said Thursday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:18:45 AM 

2 ICE agents killed, 1 wounded at federal building 

NBCLosAngeles.com: Three immigration officers were involved in a shootout at a federal office building in Long Beach, 

Calif., and two of them died. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:18:45 AM 

2 people shot at California federal building 

Two people were shot late Thursday afternoon at a long Beach, Calif., federal office building, NBClosAngeles.com 

reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:34:31 AM 

Janet Jackson: I saw drugs for first time at 10 

Ig~~""lltls no secret that child stars often see much more than they should and at too young of an age. This was 

certainly true for the superstar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20124:31:07 AM 

Rose-less Bulls put away Celtics late 

Ig~~""lcarlos Boozer and Luol Deng each scored 23 points, and the Chicago Bulls escaped with an 89-80 victory 
over the Boston Celtics on Thursday night after blowing a 16-point lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20124:35:18 AM 

Think you're safe on 'American Idol?' Not so fast 

Ig~~""~here's a concept that most of us learn as kids that the "Idol" folks haven't yet grasped: It's called "no 

give backs." Once you give something to another person, it is the height of bad manners to take it away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20127:08:46 AM 

ICE agent killed in shootout at federal building 

Two immigration agents were involved in a shootout at a federal building in Long Beach, Calif., on Thursday, leaving one 

dead and another wounded, the FBI said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20128:50:52 AM 

Robbers loot Greece's Ancient Olympia museum 

Armed robbers seized dozens of items on display at the museum in Ancient Olympia, the birthplace of the Olympics in 

southern Greece, after tying up an employee on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:26:31 AM 

Thai cops: Iranian suspects partied with prostitutes 

Three Iranians detained for allegedly plotting bomb attacks in Bangkok on Israeli diplomats previously cavorted with 

prostitutes at a beach resort, Thai police said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:56:01 AM 

Archbishop: NYC isn't like 'Sodom and Gomorrah' 

Ig~~""INew York Archbishop Timothy Dolan has said that he is going to try to convince the Vatican that his city is 
not a modern-day version of the Biblical Sodom and Gomorrah. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:04:09 AM 

Artist facing foreclosure turns court ruling into art 

Ig~~""lwhen her longtime relationship ended and she lost a legal bid to evict her former partner, artist Danica 
Phelps decided to turn the court ruling into a work called "The Cost of Love." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:04:09 AM 

Artist facing foreclosure turns court ruling into art 

Ig~~""lwhen her longtime relationship ended and she lost a legal bid to evict her former partner, artist Danica 
Phelps decided to turn the court ruling into a work called "The Cost of Love." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:06:32 AM 

Mexico leader's message to US: 'No more weapons!' 

Ig~~""lpresident Felipe Calderon on Thursday unveiled a "No More Weapons!" billboard made with crushed 

firearms and placed near the u.s. border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:19:19 AM 

Leaders of Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan hold talks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:57:32 AM 

Studies: Toxic pavement sealant poses health risk 

Ig~~""INews research shows that when it comes to a potent class of cancer-causing toxic chemicals, many 

American parking lots are a lot worse than some industrial centers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201212:25:34 PM 

A year after revolt, Libya mired in factional fighting 

Ig~~""lone militia controls the airport. Others carve up the Libyan capital's neighborhoods into fiefdoms. They 

clash in the streets, terrifying residents, and allegedly torture detainees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201212:37:27 PM 

Video: Franklin: I jumped off bed at Houston news 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview, Queen of Soul Aretha Franklin tells TODAY's AI Raker her reaction when she 
heard of the death of her goddaughter Whitney Houston. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201212:49:23 PM 

Big companies employ nearly half of private workforce 

Ig~~""IBig companies are also the big heavyweights when it comes to employment, according to new data 

released this week by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20121:00:14 PM 

'Absolutely brilliant': NYT's Shadid remembered 

Anthony Shadid, the New York Times correspondent who died in Syria on Thursday, was better than the rest of us, 

writes NBC's Richard Engel. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20121:26:07 PM 

D'oh! Stars who've created stirs on 'Simpsons' 

Ig~~""~ulian Assange, who will appear on Sunday's SOOth episode, isn't the only guest who's made headlines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20121:41:00 PM 

Hospitals scramble for scarce kids' cancer drug 

r-~n Ohio drugmaker began releasing limited supplies of a crucial medication to treat childhood leukemia 
hursday, sending hospital pharmacists facing life-threatening shortages scrambling for their share. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20121:41:48 PM 

Consumer prices rise by most in four months 

Ig~~""lconsumer prices rose the most in four months in January as the price of gasoline jumped, highlighting a 

growing concern that higher energy costs could slow the economic recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2012 1:58:59 PM 

Cops: Naked man walks into Walmart, steals socks 

A southeastern Pennsylvania man is behind bars after police say he walked naked into a Philadelphia-area Walmart and 

stole a pair of socks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:00:35 PM 

Weight-loss drug works but has safety risks, FDA says 

Vivus Inc's obesity drug Qnexa may cause long-term health problems in overweight and obese patients, u.s. drugs 

reviewers said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:02:20 PM 

Suicide bomb kills at least 26 near Pakistan mosque 

A suicide bomber has detonated an explosive vest outside a mosque in a Shiite neighborhood in Pakistan's northwestern 

Kurram tribal region, killing at least 26. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:16:22 PM 

Franklin jumped out of bed at Houston news 

Ig~~""IAretha Franklin shares her reaction to Whitney Houston's death, as well as her memories of the singer, in 
an exclusive interview with TODAY's AI Roker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:29:17 PM 

GOP steps into tricky territory over contraceptives 

First Read: A national debate over contraception and social issues could backfire on Republicans in the general election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:50:08 PM 

Mountain man invades cabins, lives in luxury 

Ig~~""IHels eluded authorities for more than five years, a mountain man who roams the wilderness of southern 

Utah, breaking into remote cabins in winter, living in luxury off hot food, alcohol and coffee before 
stealing provisions and vanishing into the woods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:51:14 PM 

Report: Dutch prince buried in Austria avalanche 

Prince Johan Friso, the second son of Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands, has been buried by an avalanche in Austria, 

according to an unconfirmed report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:52:10 PM 

Off the Bench: Tightroping over Niagara Falls? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20122:57:53 PM 

PhotoBlog: French yacht sinks off the coast of Greek islands, all aboard survive 

Ig~~""IA luxury yacht cruising the Aegean sea sank off the coast of Greece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:09:52 PM 

Video: 'Wonder Woman' says her car was stolen 

Ig~~""IA Portland woman, whose car has the Wonder Woman logo prominently painted on the front, says her 

unique car was recently stolen. KGW's Reggie Aqui reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:13:53 PM 

Attorneys: 'Survivor' producer didn't kill his wife 

Ig~~""lln their first in-depth interview on the case, set to air on "Dateline," Richard Hirsh and Vicky Poderesky 
tell Natalie Morales why they're so certain Bruce Beresford-Redman is innocent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:33:30 PM 

Armed robbers steal 'treasures' from Greek museum 

Armed thieves looted a museum on Friday in Greece's Olympia, birthplace of the Olympic Games, stealing bronze and 

pottery artifacts just weeks after the country's National Gallery was also burgled. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:38:41 PM 

Report: Google bypassed Apple's privacy settings to track iPhones 

Ig~~""IAPPlels mobile Safari browser by default blocks third-party cookies - such as those used to track Web

browsing habits or to personalize ads - but Google has been managing to bypass these privacy settings 
and enable the use of advertising-related cookies on iPhones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:44:04 PM 

Asian-Americans rejoice as lin smashes stereotypes 

Ig~~""~hey know what it feels like to be overlooked. People, they say, assume they are weak, servile, out of 
place. So when these Asian-Americans watch Jeremy Lin slash and shoot his way through the NBA's 

finest, it's almost as if they are on the basketball court with the California-born point guard who has set the 
zeitgeist on fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20123:55:10 PM 

A Greek's only hot-seller: tear gas masks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20124:04:43 PM 

Officials: Horse's metal shoes sparked fatal blast 

An explosion that killed a 28-year-old woman operating a hyperbaric chamber at a Florida equine therapy center was 

sparked by a horse kicking the side of the chamber with its metal shoes, authorities ruled. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20124:14:50 PM 

German president quits amid scandal 

Ig~~""IAngela Merkel's hand-picked choice for the ceremonial post of president resigned on Friday in a scandal 

over political favors, dealing a blow to the German chancellor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20124:25:09 PM 

Congress OKs payroll tax cut extension 

Both House and Senate on Friday passed a bill to keep the Social Security payroll tax at its lower 4.2 percent rate and to 

extend unemployment benefits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2012 4:34:01 PM 

Pedaling hope: War veterans plan 4,163-mile bike ride 

Ig~~""~hree veterans - a double amputee, a retired NFL player and a 65-year-old - want to draw attention to 

suicides among u.s. veterans. To do so, they're about to cycle from the Wall of Valor in Bakersfield, Calif., 
to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20125:03:41 PM 

Get ahead at work: Use an easy-to-pronounce name 

If you're not getting ahead at work, and your name is difficult to pronounce, you might want to consider changing it, 

new research suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20125:21:40 PM 

Dutch Prince in hospital after Austria ski avalanche 

An avalanche buried and seriously injured Prince Friso, the second son of Dutch Queen Beatrix, while he skied in Austria 

on Friday and he was rushed to hospital. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20125:42:58 PM 

All infant Tylenol recalled due to dosing system flaw 

Johnson & Johnson said it was recalling its entire u.s. supply of infant Tylenol after parents complained about problems 

with a new dosing system, the latest in a string of recalls for the healthcare giant. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20125:43:03 PM 

Godspeed John Glenn: 50 years since first US orbit 

Ig~~""IAS John Glenn, the world's most enduring and endearing spaceman, gets set to celebrate what no other 
living astronaut has done - mark the 50th anniversary of his own spaceflight - he finds himself in 

overdrive reflecting on what has been an undeniably charmed, golden life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20126:53:09 PM 

FBI: Suicide bomber's plot against Capitol foiled 

The FBI has arrested a man who thought he was going to carry out a bombing attack on the u.s. Capitol building but was 

in fact dealing with FBI undercover operatives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20126:53:09 PM 

FBI: Attempted bomb attack on Capitol was sting 

The FBI has arrested a man who thought he was going to carry out a bombing attack on the u.s. Capitol building but was 

in fact dealing with FBI undercover operatives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20127:03:05 PM 

Video: Watch live: Obama at Boeing plant talks economy and exports 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - President Obama visits Boeing in Everett, Wa., to discuss the economy and 
exports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20127:04:30 PM 

Hacker jailed for 'extensive' Facebook breach 

A British student, who hacked into Facebook's internal network risking "disastrous" consequences for the website, was 

jailed for eight months on Friday in what prosecutors described as the most serious case of its kind they had seen. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20127:31:07 PM 

What Target knows about you and your pregnancy 

Ig~~""IYour favorite big-box retailer may know you're having a baby before you tell some of your friends and 

family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20127:44:04 PM 

New evidence that Hitler had French love child 

Ig~~""INew evidence has emerged to support the disputed theory that Adolf Hitler had a secret son in 1918 
after an affair with a teenage French mistress, a French newsmagazine reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20128:18:31 PM 

Officials: US drones monitoring clashes in Syria 

"A good number" of unmanned u.s. military and intelligence drones are operating in the skies over Syria, monitoring the 

Syrian military's attacks against opposition forces and innocent civilians alike, u.S. defense officials tell NBC News' Jim 

Miklaszewski. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20128:25:59 PM 

Autism signs appear as early as 6 months 

The early signs of autism are visible in the brains of 6-month-old infants, a new study finds, suggesting that future 

treatments could be given at this time, to lessen the impact of the disorder on children. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20128:46:52 PM 

Shadid's death highlights dangers of asthma 

Ig~~""~ournalist Anthony Shadid's sudden death has many wondering how an apparently healthy 43-year-old 

man could be struck dead by an asthma attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20128:51:40 PM 

New accounts suggest John Wayne Gacy accomplice 

Ig~~""~hree people have come forward with new information that suggests serial killer John Wayne Gacy had 

an accomplice in at least one of his grisly rape and torture murders, two Chicago lawyers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:30:47 PM 

How Anthony Shadid shaped my life and work 

Ayman Mohyeldin, an NBC News correspondent currently based in Cairo, Egypt, offers this appreciation of Anthony 

Shadid, a mentor, colleague and friend, who died on assignment in Syria. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:33:02 PM 

Drivers to feel pinch as oil prices surge 

Ig~~""IA surge in oil prices sparked by saber-rattling from Iran could affect consumers, corporate profits and the 

Federal Reserve. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:37:28 PM 

Scammers could be after your tax refund 

The Internal Revenue Service is grappling with a surge in identity theft-based tax fraud as scamsters take advantage of 

web-based resources including electronic filing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/20129:49:09 PM 

Police seize $6 trillion in fake u.s. bonds 

Ig~~""lltalian police said on Friday they had seized about $6 trillion of fake u.s. Treasury bonds in Switzerland 

and issued arrest warrants for eight people accused of fraud and other crimes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2012 10:21:53 PM 

NJ Gov. Christie vetoes same-sex marriage bill 

The Republican governor returned the bill to the Legislature, saying he wants voters to decide whether New Jersey 

changes the definition of marriage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/2012 10:30:37 PM 

Report: Kim Jong II's eldest son falls on hard times 

Ig~~""IKim Jong Nam, the wayward eldest son of former North Korean leader Kim Jong II, has been kicked out of 

his luxury lodgings in the gambling mecca of Macau after failing to pay $15,000 in arrears, according to a 
report Friday by the Russian news website Arguments and Facts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201210:31:16 PM 

ICE agent opened fire during job performance talk 

A fatal shooting in a Southern California Immigration and Customs Enforcement office occurred as an agent was being 

counseled on his performance by a high-ranking ICE official, the FBI said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:06:15 PM 

Josh Powell had 400 sex images 

Ig~~""~OSh Powell had hundreds of images of disturbing cartoon sex and graphic depictions of incest on his 

home computer, something Utah authorities investigating his wife's disappearance kept private for more 
than two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:11:23 PM 

CSM: What if Iran did get the bomb? 

Warnings of war or imminent apocalypse over Iran's nuclear program have never been so strident, but experts say a 

nuclear-powered Iran wouldn't be as dire as many fear. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:22:15 PM 

Is judge banning Amber from 'Teen Mom'? 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcement officials reportedly told TMZ that the judge in Portwood's case is banning her from 

filming the show while she gets her life in order. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/17/201211:42:59 PM 

Video: Bomb plot sting's troubling twist 

Ig~~""llnvestigators say the man accused of plotting to bomb the u.s. Capitol never possessed any explosives. 
NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 12:09:36 AM 

New Orleans revs up for Mardi Gras celebration 

Ig~~""~he beads are ready to be tossed, the costumed crowds are in the mood to party and tourism officials are 
smiling. It can only mean one thing: It's Mardi Gras time in New Orleans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 12:25:56 AM 

At Boeing plant, Obama touts steps to boost US trade 

With a giant 787 Dreamliner jet as his backdrop, President Obama said the government needs to do more to spur 

American manufacturing exports as Boeing has with its planes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20122:46:15 AM 

US Airways worker caught in luggage conveyor belts dies 

A US Airways employee died Friday after being caught in luggage conveyor belts, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20123:07:47 AM 

LeBron scores 28, Heat scorch Cavaliers 

Ig~~""ILeBron James scored 28 in his third game back to Cleveland as a visitor, and the Miami Heat won their 
fifth straight - allan the road - by destroying the Cavaliers 111-87 on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 4:24:23 AM 

Brazil kicks off bigger, brighter Carnival 

Ig~~""~he globe's biggest Carnival bash opens in Brazil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/20125:26:10 AM 

Lin some, lose some: Knicks' streak ends at 7 

Ig~~""llt was Linsanity to the final buzzer, but Jeremy Lin and the New York Knicks were unable to overcome 
their early struggles and had their seven-game win streak snapped with an 89-85 loss to the New Orleans 

Hornets on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 5:41:44 AM 

China to ease access for US movies, Biden says 

China has agreed to significantly improve market access for American movies, capping a week-long visit by China's 

leader-in-waiting, Vice President Joe Biden said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 7:44:04 AM 

Santorum: Obama makes US 'less safe' 

Presidential hopeful Rick Santorum told Ohio voters Friday that President Obama had made the country less secure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 9:01:06 AM 

'Heroic' ICE agent praised for swift actions 

The ICE agent hailed for his "heroic actions" in shooting dead a colleague who had opened fire on his supervisor has 

been identified as Perry Woo. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 10:35:15 AM 

China's VP heads home after a little Laker magic 

Ig~~""lchinese Vice President Xi Jinping began the last day of his u.s. visit by urging closer ties and arguing that 

Americans benefit from their trade relationship with China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 11:24:02 AM 

Pope makes NY's Timothy Dolan a cardinal 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict on Saturday inducted 22 men - including New York's Archbishop Timothy Dolan - into 

the club of cardinals who will one day elect one of their own to succeed him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 12:32:41 PM 

Dutch prince's life 'still in danger' after avalanche 

Ig~~""~he Netherlands government said Prince Johan Friso spent a quiet night in the hospital but his life 

remained in danger after an avalanche seriously injured the Dutch royal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 12:50:17 PM 

2 crew members hurt in round world yacht race 

A yacht in the Clipper Round the World race fell victim to heavy weather off the coast of Taiwan Saturday, with injuries 

to two crew members. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 1:11:18 PM 

Syrian forces fire on mourners near Assad's palace 

Syrian security forces fired live rounds and tear gas at thousands of people marching Saturday in a funeral procession 

that turned into a protest in Damascus, activists said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 1:45:19 PM 

Stars, family, fans to mourn Whitney Houston 

Soul, gospel and pop music greats from the past and present are set to mourn Whitney Houston Saturday, a week after 

the sudden death of the star. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/18/2012 3:43:36 PM 

Bus driver gets 17 months for mowing down bicyclist 

A bus driver who authorities say deliberately mowed down a bicyclist in a road rage incident has been sentenced to 17 

months in jail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/20122:20:16 PM 

Affidavit: Montana teacher strangled in cocaine frenzy 

Ig~~""IA man who said crack cocaine "brought the devil out in him" was looking for a woman to abduct and kill 

before he strangled a school teacher in Montana, a prosecutor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 3:07:53 PM 

Iran Oil Ministry: Exports cut to Britain, France 

Iran delivers an apparent pre-emptive blow against the European Union after the bloc imposed sanctions on Tehran's 

crucial fuel exports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 5:04:08 PM 

Whitney Houston laid to rest 

Ig~~""lwhitney Houston was laid to rest Sunday in a private ceremony at Fairview Cemetery in Westfield, N.J. 

She was buried next to her father, John Russell Houston, who was interred in 2003. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 5:35:51 PM 

Data collection arms race feeds privacy fears 

Ig~~""~hiS week's revelations that Google Inc, Twitter and other popular Internet companies have been taking 

liberties with customer data have prompted criticism from privacy advocates and lawmakers, along with 
apologies from the companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 5:58:50 PM 

Teens may need less sleep than you thought 

Ig~~""llf your teen's lack of sleep is keeping you up nights, a new study should help put your mind at ease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 6:35:45 PM 

Italian soccer great helps wake girl, 12, from coma 

Ig~~""IA 12-year-old girl awoke from a coma soon after listening to a video message from Alessandro Del Piero. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 7:08:47 PM 

Motorists hit by record surge in gas prices 

Ig~~""IGaSOline prices have never been higher this time of the year in the u.s. That is likely to mean a lot more 

"staytcations" and other adjustments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 7:27:42 PM 

Immigrants trickling back to Ala. despite crackdown 

Ig~~""IAna Jimenez and her husband were so terrified of being sent back to their native Mexico when Alabama's 

tough crackdown on illegal immigrants took effect that they fled more than 2,000 miles to Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 7:37:39 PM 

'Very intense struggle' after agent shot boss 

New details have emerged about the federal agent accused of shooting his supervisor on Thursday in Long Beach, Calif., 

during a conversation about job performance. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 7:59:52 PM 

Egypt delays announcing final date for presidential vote 

The judicial committee supervising Egypt's first presidential election since Hosni Mubarak was overthrown last year said 

Sunday it had yet to finalize a date for the vote. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 9:21:49 PM 

Scouts to turn over files in Calif. sex abuse case 

Judge orders the Boy Scouts of America to hand over all confidential files detailing allegations of sexual abuse by Scout 

leaders nationwide. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/20129:27:11 PM 

Lin notches 14 assists as Knicks beat Mavericks 

Ig~~""~eremy Lin had 28 points and a career-high 14 assists, Steve Novak made four 3-pointers in the fourth 
quarter, and the New York Knicks ended the Dallas Mavericks' six-game winning streak with a 104-97 

victory Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 9:54:36 PM 

Restless Aleutian volcano could erupt, scientists say 

A volcano in Alaska's Aleutian Islands has rumbled to life and is at risk of a sudden explosion, scientists said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/19/2012 10:21:33 PM 

Lab-grown hamburger to be served this fall 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The first-ever hamburger to come from a lab instead of a dead animal is 

due to be served this fall after a $330,000 development effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 12:55:01 AM 

LeBron, Wade power Heat past Magic 

Ig~~""IDWyane Wade scored 27 points, LeBron James had 25 points, 11 rebounds and eight assists, and the NBA
leading Miami Heat beat the Orlando Magic 90-78 on Sunday for their sixth consecutive victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20124:11:40 AM 

Durant scores career-high 51 to lift Thunder 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored a career-best 51 points for the top performance in the NBA this season, Russell 
Westbrook added 40 and Serge Ibaka had his first career triple-double as the Oklahoma City Thunder 

beat the Denver Nuggets 124-118 Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 7:40:03 AM 

N. Korea warns of 'total war' over South's drills 

Ig~~""lsouth Korea on Monday conducted live-fire military drills from five islands near its disputed sea boundary 

with North Korea, despite Pyongyang's threat to attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 8:29:30 AM 

Runaway girl's remains found in Ohio rapist's home 

The skeletal remains of 14-year-old Ohio runaway Nicholle Coppler, who went missing in 1999, have been found after 

the home where she was last seen was demolished, according to police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 10:08:26 AM 

Texas mom, pilot killed in Colo. plane crash 

A Texas mother and a pilot were killed after a private plane crashed in a snowstorm near the Colorado ski resort town of 

Steamboat Springs on Sunday, according to police and media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/201210:45:57 AM 

Malfunction leaves tons of steel dangling 50 floors up 

A storage box containing an estimated 6 tons of steel dangled from a skyscraper over a busy street in San Francisco's 

Financial District on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 11:04:48 AM 

Guards held after 44 die in Mexico prison clashes 

Around 44 prisoners died in battles between rival drug cartels in a prison in northern Mexico on Sunday, with victims 

being beaten, stabbed and stoned to death, according to officials. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 11:24:55 AM 

'All the elements' of new $171B Greek bailout in place 

European governments are ready to agree to a new bailout package for Greece, France's finance minister said Monday 

ahead of a meeting with his counterparts in Brussels. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 12:29:15 PM 

Plane, helicopter clip each other over California 

A helicopter and a small plane were forced into emergency landings after they clipped each other over Northern 

California, leaving the two pilots with minor injuries, authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 1:18:23 PM 

Sambadrome showdown: Inside Rio carnival's big battle 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Samba schools compete with elaborate floats and troupes of sequin-clad dancers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 1:31:50 PM 

Rocking out to hip hop in the new Myanmar 

Ig~~""lproducer's notebook: A thumping rock and hip hop beat, entranced teenagers clutching beer cans, 

hundreds of people smiling happily - it sure wasn't the Myanmar I am used to. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 1:34:39 PM 

US, Britain urge Israel not to attack Iran 

The u.s. and Britain on Sunday urged Israel not to attack Iran's nuclear program as the White House's national security 

adviser arrived in the region, reflecting growing international jitters that the Israelis are poised to strike. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 1:36:10 PM 

Avalanche survivor: It was like a 'washing machine' 

Three men died in an avalanche in an out-of-bounds area near a popular Washington state ski resort on Sunday, 

authorities said. Several other skiers who had initially been reported missing were later accounted for. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 2:30:50 PM 

Storm dumps snow on South, knocks out power 

A winter storm dumped several inches of snow across parts of the South, causing power outages, slippery roads and 

numerous accidents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 2:39:59 PM 

White teacher sues to use n-word in class 

CHICAGO -- A 48-year-old Chicago public school teacher used the lin-word" as part of a lesson on the perils and pitfalls of 

racism, and it landed him a five-day suspension from his job. The teacher is fighting back, filing a federal lawsuit against 

the district and claiming that his civil rights have been violated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20123:08:19 PM 

Naked girl, 12, found hunting trash for food in Calif. 

A teacher's assistant faces child endangerment charges after her daughter, 12, was found naked and rummaging 

through trash cans for food. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20123:15:22 PM 

Even sharks have social networks 

Ig~~""lsharks have a reputation for being ruthless, solitary predators, but evidence is mounting that certain 

species enjoy complex social lives that include longstanding relationships and teamwork. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 3:43:38 PM 

Search continues for secret John Glenn stamp 

Ig~~""IFifty years ago today (Feb. 20), John Glenn, the first American to orbit the Earth, relied on ground stations 

located across the planet to communicate with his control team. But after his Mercury spacecraft, 
Friendship 7, safely splashed down, it was another type of station that took over tracking his historic mission: 
U.S. post offices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20124:15:27 PM 

How Target-ed advertising strips away our privacy 

Your privacy is gone. It's not coming back. A report that Target accidentally disclosed a teen's pregnancy to her father 

shows the logical extreme to which retailers can take the search for customer information. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20124:41:50 PM 

The 10 richest US presidents 

Ig~~""~he fortunes of America's presidents are tied to the economy of their time. George Washington was 

worth over half a billion in today's dollars, while other presidents went bankrupt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20124:49:17 PM 

Komen race turnout steady despite uproar 

If the controversy over Planned Parenthood is a problem for the Susan G. Kamen Race for the Cure, it didn't seem to 

keep people away on Sunday from the first race since the row erupted earlier this month. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 5:20:03 PM 

This could be week stocks' rally comes to an end 

If upcoming earnings from u.s. retailers are as unimpressive as the rest of the profit season has been, Wall Street could 

face a tough time justifying a stock market at nine-month highs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20125:20:16 PM 

US needs new space ride 

Fifty years after it first launched an astronaut on a trip around the Earth, NASA finds itself in need of a new generation of 

spaceships. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 5:38:56 PM 

Can the stock market pick the next president? 

The number has been repeated so often by presidential prognosticators that it's an article of faith: No president has 

been re-elected since World War II with an unemployment rate higher than 7.2 percent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 5:41:42 PM 

'White the entire way': Skier survives killer Wash. avalanche 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 7:22:03 PM 

HBT: Rivera hints he'll retire after season 

Ig~~""IHBT: Mariano Rivera says he knows if he's planning to play after 2012, "but I don't have to tell you." 

Hmmm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 7:54:30 PM 

Tough times keep older workers from retiring 

Don't plan on attending many retirement parties this year: More Americans are working into their so-called golden 

years, and experts say a combination of economic factors will sustain this trend in the near future. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/20129:18:23 PM 

Ancient plants resurrected from Siberian permafrost 

Ig~~""~hirty thousand years after their burial on the Siberian tundra, immature fruits have been cultivated into 

small, weedy plants - the oldest successful regeneration of a living plant from ancient tissue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 10:30:33 PM 

Santorum defends 'theology' remark 

Rick Santorum fired back at national media who he says have given undue attention to comments he made this 

weekend questioning the president's theology. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 10:39:06 PM 

Hepatitis C deaths up, boomers most at risk 

Deaths from liver-destroying hepatitis C are on the rise, and new data shows baby boomers especially should take heed 

- they are most at risk. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 10:44:18 PM 

Red Cross negotiating pause to fighting in Syria 

Ig~~""~he humanitarian agency says it is negotiating with Syrian authorities and opposition fighters to broker a 
cease-fire in some of the most violence-torn areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/20/2012 11:46:05 PM 

Video: Gas prices on the rise 

Ig~~""~he average price of a gallon of gas is $3.56 a galion, up 40 cents over last year and a record for this time 
of the year. And experts say it's only beginning. NBC's Miguel Almaguer reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 12:02:01 AM 

PBT: Carmela to get his first taste of Linsanity 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:14:22 AM 

Rose returns, leads Bulls past Hawks 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 23 points in his return from back pain, and the Chicago Bulls beat the struggling 
Atlanta Hawks 90-79 on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 2:22:28 AM 

Veterans face job discrimination; feds are biggest offender 

It has become a mainstream story - a soldier is unable to find work because of military obligations. Many of those 

stories are about small, private companies. But according to The Washington Post, the biggest offender is the federal 

government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 3:29:33 AM 

Nets bring Lin, Knicks back to Earth 

Ig~~""ILinsanity ran into reality: All-Star Deron Williams wasn't getting embarrassed by the Harvard guy again. 

Williams scored a season-high 38 points, outplaying Jeremy Lin and leading the New Jersey Nets to a 100-
92 victory over the New York Knicks on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20124:29:21 AM 

As black bear numbers increase, so do hunts 

Decades after President Theodore Roosevelt triggered a Teddy bear craze, the black bear nearly went extinct. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20127:40:13 AM 

Europe seals new Greek bailout to avert default 

Euro zone finance ministers sealed a 130-billion-euro ($172 billion) bailout for Greece on Tuesday to avert a chaotic 

default in March after persuading private bondholders to take greater losses and Athens to commit to deep cuts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20128:17:07 AM 

Deal done: Europe seals new $170B Greece bailout 

Ig~~""IFinance leaders agree additional loans to save Greece from a default that threatened the euro's future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 8:44:26 AM 

Thousands of Afghans protest Quran burning 

Thousands of angry Afghans protested outside a u.s. military base on Tuesday, some hurling rocks and firing guns in the 

air, after reports surfaced that American troops had burned of copies of the Quran. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 8:44:26 AM 

Thousands of Afghans protest Quran burning 

Afghan demonstrators used slingshots and fired guns in the air while u.s. helicopters responded with flares after 

thousands protested the alleged burning of copies of the Quran at the main u.s. military base. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 8:44:26 AM 

Afghans protest over reported Quran desecration 

A crowd protesting outside the main u.s. base in Afghanistan swelled to more than 2,000 Tuesday over a report troops 

improperly disposed of copies of the Quran, Afghan officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 10:00:01 AM 

Special ops forces die in air crash in Africa 

Four U.S. soldiers returning from a reconnaissance mission have been killed in an air crash near a U.S. military base in 

Djibouti in the Horn of Africa, U.S. officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 10:01:58 AM 

Photos lost in Japan tsunami reunited with survivors 

Ig~~""~he tsunami that brought devastation to Japan also took a more subtle toll, with family photographs lost 
- but now these are being reunited with owners thanks to painstaking efforts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 10:01:58 AM 

Photos make slow way home in tsunami-hit Japan 

Ig~~""IOFUNATO, Japan -- In a large, bright room not far from the ocean that raged through this coastal 

Japanese city nearly a year ago, a handful of people with magnifying glasses pore over boxes of 
photographs of friends or loved ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 11:09:20 AM 

Iran threatens pre-emptive action against 'enemies' 

A U.N. team visiting Iran has no plans to inspect the country's nuclear facilities and will only hold talks with officials in 

Tehran, Iran's Foreign Ministry spokesman said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201211:17:44 AM 

Online coupons not always honored by merchants 

When you buy an online coupon, how do you know it will be honored? Edgar Dworsky walked into a restaurant with a 

$6 coupon he'd bought for $3 to find the owner knew nothing about it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 12:30:30 PM 

Wal-Mart posts solid quarter, US sales up 

Ig~~""lwal-Mart Stores Inc won over shoppers during the holiday season, with its Walmart U.S. division posting 

a 1.5 percent rise in sales at stores open at least a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/201212:41:47 PM 

Whole Foods up, Wal-Mart down in satisfaction survey 

Ig~~""IGrocery bills are rising, but that's not translating into more love for the nation's largest discounter, Wal

Mart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 12:50:43 PM 

Listing of the week: Mary Kay's pink mansion 

Ig~~""~he former home of the founder of Mary Kay Cosmetics is exactly the color you would expect: A soft 

shade of light pink. Mary Kay pink, to be exact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:10:25 PM 

Sotheby's: Munch's 'Scream' could fetch $80M 

Ig~~""lsothebY'S is putting one of four known versions of Edvard Munch's "The Scream" up for sale on May 2 in 

New York, expecting it will bring in over $80 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:18:54 PM 

Travelocity tops Expedia in annual satisfaction survey 

Squeezed between travel providers on one side and meta-search sites on the other, it seems online travel agencies have 

one ace in the hole: Consumers still like using them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:28:22 PM 

Where do problem teachers go? LA's 'rubber room' 

It's called the "rubber room" -- a popular name for a reassignment center many say is emblematic of what is wrong with 

public education. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:30:17 PM 

Cops: Monaco prince punched in face in NYC brawl 

Ig~~""IMonaco's Prince Pierre Casiraghi was punched in the face during a weekend fight at a New York nightclub 

that landed a local man in court on assault charges, police said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:35:49 PM 

'Trailer park Mata Hari' case: Bomb trial wrapping up 

Ig~~""IAttorneyS are expected to give their final arguments Tuesday in the trial of two white supremacist 

brothers accused of bombing a city official in Arizona because he is black. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:48:16 PM 

Gluten-free diet may be a waste of money for some 

Ig~~""IGluten-free products are everywhere, but many people who buy them are probably wasting their money, 

according to new Italian research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:52:20 PM 

6-year-old sleeps through theft of dad's running car 

Police in upstate New York say a 6-year-old boy snoozing in his father's car never woke up while the vehicle was being 

stolen after it was left running outside a store. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 1:54:18 PM 

Zimbabwe's Mugabe: 'I have beaten Christ' 

Ig~~""lzimbabwe's President Robert Mugabe turned 88 on Tuesday, joking about reports circulating for years of 

his imminent demise and vowing to stay in power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20122:05:36 PM 

FDA moves to ease shortages of 2 cancer drugs 

Ovarian cancer patients whose treatment was interrupted or even stopped entirely because they couldn't get supplies 

of the critical chemotherapy drug Doxil applauded news early Tuesday that federal health officials have found a solution 

to the shortage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20122:25:04 PM 

Kate and Will's puppy name revealed! 

r-~he cocker spaniel adopted by Prince William and Duchess Kate is named Lupo, the palace confirmed 
uesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 2:30:50 PM 

Slain soldier's dad burns NJ flag in Whitney protest 

A western Michigan man whose son was killed while serving in the military has burned a replica of New Jersey's flag to 

protest that state's decision to lower it in honor of performer Whitney Houston. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 2:32:47 PM 

Next week could determine Romney's future 

First Read: The next seven days could determine whether Mitt Romney will become the GOP nominee or the 

Republicans will face a brokered or contested convention in August. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20122:33:16 PM 

Nook Tablet now available in 8GB version, priced at $199 

Ig~~""lwatch out, Amazon! Barnes & Noble has just announced an 8GB version of its Nook Tablet and priced it 

at $199 - which makes it very dangerous competition for the similarly-priced Kindle Fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 2:55:41 PM 

Israel to free Palestinian hunger striker 

Ig~~""IA Palestinian prisoner on Tuesday agreed to end his 66-day hunger strike after reaching a deal with Israel 

that will free him in April, the Israeli Justice Ministry said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 3:27:56 PM 

Race-based admissions? Supreme Court to hear case 

The Supreme Court will once again confront the issue of race in university admissions in a case brought by a white 

student denied a spot at the flagship campus of the University of Texas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 3:27:56 PM 

Race-based admissions? Supreme Court to hear case 

The Supreme Court will once again confront the issue of race in university admissions in a case brought by a white 

student denied a spot at the flagship campus of the University of Texas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20124:02:12 PM 

BMW going 100 mph crashes into KFC 

One person is dead and four others injured after a vehicle crashed into a KFC in Landover, Md., Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20124:34:43 PM 

Video: Burning ship rescue in I ran 

Ig~~""lwhile shooting a documentary, an Iranian TV crew sees a nearby boat in flames and rescues the crew. 
Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20124:52:35 PM 

Nevada first state to authorize driverless cars 

The Jetsons would feel right at home in Nevada -- which this month became the first state in the nation to formally 

approve legislation authorizing the use of autonomous vehicles on its roadways. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20125:07:18 PM 

Latino group: Investigate gay Ariz. sheriff 

A Latino rights organization has asked for a federal investigation into an Arizona sheriff who was forced to confirm he is 

gay amid allegations of misconduct made by a Mexican immigrant with whom he had a relationship. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20125:19:30 PM 

Report: Guests at Houston's hotel want refunds 

Ig~~""IEvidentIY, Whitney Houston's Feb. 11 death at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills, Calif., was a tad 

inconvenient for some hotel guests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 5:23:56 PM 

4.0 earthquake in Missouri shakes 9 states 

Ig~~""IResidents got an early morning jolt Tuesday after an earthquake rumbled at least nine states, causing 

minor damage and a big stir in the town of East Prairie, near the quake's epicenter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 5:32:04 PM 

Spike in poaching threatens rhinos 

Rhinos have roamed the Earth for millions of years, but at the turn of the century there were only about 50 white rhinos 

left in the world. All were in South Africa. Over the course of several decades, South Africans brought the white rhino 

back from the brink of extinction. Through incredible conservation work, there are almost 20,000 white rhinos today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 5:34:56 PM 

New breed of steamy alien planet found 

Ig~~""lscientists have discovered a new type of alien planet - a steamy waterworld that is larger than Earth but 

smaller than Uranus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20125:39:17 PM 

Rev. Graham: Obama seen as 'son of Islam' 

Rev. Franklin Graham, the son of evangelist Billy Graham, waded into contentious waters Tuesday when asked for his 

views on the religious beliefs of President Obama and the GOP hopefuls. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Kids fishing for (and catching) success 

Ig~~""IAn after-school fishing program is helping kids from low-income areas learn the thrill of the catch while 

also teaching them how to avoid peer pressure. NBC's Mark Potter reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 6:04:32 PM 

One in four Americans has more debt than savings 

A survey released Tuesday found that 25 percent Americans have more credit card debt than they have in emergency 

savings, and that spells trouble if an emergency situation actually hits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20126:08:05 PM 

Arms race? Somali pirates, tankers up their game 

Ig~~""IGreater use of private armed security guards on ships and a much tougher approach by international 

navies is beginning to work, some officials say. But others worry they may be fuelling a growing arms 
race, ramping up the conflict and producing a rising human and financial cost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 6:35:34 PM 

Dow crosses 13,000 for first time since May 2008 

u.s. stocks moved higher in a choppy session Tuesday, with the Dow Jones industrial average crossing the 13,000 level 

for the first time since May 2008. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20126:42:41 PM 

Teen falls 46 stories down garbage chute 

A 16-year-old boy apparently was doing chores when he fell to his death Chicago high-rise, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 7:04:32 PM 

Paperclips pose security threat to iPhones 

Ig~~""lunder the right - though easily arranged - circumstances, a simple paperclip could allow someone to 

circumvent your iPhone's passcode and access your voicemail, contacts, recent call list, and other data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 7:37:08 PM 

Strauss-Kahn questioned in sex investigation 

Ig~~""IFormer IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn was taken in for questioning on Tuesday by police 

investigating an alleged prostitution ring run out of the northern French city of Lille. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20127:38:09 PM 

'Teen Mom' Leah allegedly 'jumped' by 3 women 

Ig~~""IHer mother, Dawn Spears, tweeted on Sunday that "3 girls ... jumped Leah at the movie theatre" in West 

Virginia over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 7:52:54 PM 

Greek debt pact is far from a done deal 

Ig~~""lln their jubilant celebration over the latest agreement to solve Greece's debt debacle, European officials 

forgot to check with two important groups: the Greek voters and the bondholders who lent Athens the 
money it now says it can't pay back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20128:19:56 PM 

Man arrested after 'fight' in front of Disney ride 

A man was arrested over the weekend after workers said he attacked them in front of the Tower of Terror ride at 

Disney's California Adventure Park in Anaheim. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 8:47:57 PM 

Video: In New Orleans, revelers let the good times roll! 

Ig~~""IMardi Gras is underway as Fat Tuesday is celebrated in New Orleans. NBC's Jay Gray reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 8:51:01 PM 

11 kids, some tied to beds, removed from home 

Texas authorities say they removed 11 children from a home used as an address by registered sex offender after they 

found eight in a small bedroom with restraints tying some to their beds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 9:06:57 PM 

Wall Street closes mixed after Dow tops 13,000 

Wall Street closed Tuesday mixed as shares pulled back after the Dow breached 13,000 for the first time since May 

2008, the latest big move in stocks' recent rally. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20129:15:19 PM 

Rotoworld: The essential NFL combine primer 

Rotoworld: Will Baylor's Griffin measure up to others? Which receivers will stand out? And which player will put on a 

speed show? We have answers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 9:32:42 PM 

Santorum says he was 'outsider' during time in Congress 

Rick Santorum told a crowd of Arizona Republicans today that he was "an outsider when he was inside" Washington, 

arguing he fought corruption and wasteful spending during his 16 years in Congress. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/20129:39:12 PM 

Indiana lawmaker says Girl Scouts target 'family values' 

Ig~~""~herels an agenda behind those cookies the Girl Scouts sell, one bent on promoting communism, 

lesbianism and subverting "traditional American family values," according to an Indiana lawmaker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 11:06:32 PM 

Job creators? Some cities are poachers instead 

Ig~~""lwhen the leaders of this small Iowa city became desperate to land a new department store, they didn't 

have to look far: They lured one from the city next door, along with up to 100 jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 11:38:35 PM 

Rutgers suicide trial: Do you really have the facts? 

Ig~~""lwhat you think you know about 18-year-old Tyler Clementi's suicide after a roommate's webcam caught 

him with another man and the facts may be far apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/21/2012 11:57:04 PM 

Activists: Scores killed as Syria targets civilians 

Ig~~""lsyrian government forces killed at least 100 people on Tuesday in assaults on villages and an artillery 

barrage in the restive city of Hams, activists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:00:49 AM 

'No-fly' Muslim takes case to court of public opinion 

Ig~~""IMustafa Elogbi is by nature a private person. But when he finally arrived home in Oregon after an ordeal 

at the hands of u.s. security officials that cost him six weeks and thousands of dollars, he chose the 
spotlight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:02:50 AM 

See a solar eclipse from outer space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A sun-watching NASA satellite sights a partial solar eclipse from space, 

which serves as a warmup for earthly solar alignments to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:13:38 AM 

UN watchdog: Iran thwarted nuclear inspection 

The Iranian government has blocked attempts to investigate its alleged atomic weapons work, the U.N.'s nuclear 

watchdog agency says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:29:59 AM 

Fire hero: Murderer pardoned for saving hundreds 

No one knows for sure what started the prison fire the Comayagua prison 50 miles north of here. But everyone agrees 

that the hero is an inmate named Marco Antonio Bonilla. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:48:33 AM 

Megaupload founder Kim Dotcom released on bail 

Ig~~""~he founder of the file-sharing website Megaupload was granted bail and released on Wednesday after a 

New Zealand judge determined that authorities have seized any funds he might have used to flee the 
country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:39:40 AM 

Palin aide pays fine to settle ethics complaint 

The former chief of staff to Sarah Palin when she was Alaska governor has paid $11,900 to settle an ethics complaint. 

The complaint by Republican activist Andree Mcleod alleged that Bailey used confidential emails, which were being 

withheld from the public, to write his tell-all book about the abbreviated administration of Palin, the former Alaska 

governor and 2008 Republican vice-presidential candidate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:57:25 AM 

License loss ordered in Kansas abortion case 

A state administrative judge has ordered the revocation of a Kansas doctor's license over her referrals of young patients 

to the late Dr. George Tiller for late-term abortions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20123:14:09 AM 

Revenge is a dish best not served on 'Loser' 

Ig~~""IFaced with plate after plate of all of their favorite foods, the contestants had the option to eat their way 

to power - and for one player, revenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 3:33:36 AM 

5 reportedly shot dead at health spa outside Atlanta 

Five people were shot dead in an apparent murder-suicide Tuesday night at a health spa in a suburb northeast of 

Atlanta, NBC station WXIA reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 3:34:40 AM 

Rogue bullet shot across Mexico border hits EI Paso woman 

A woman has become the first victim of bullets flying across the border from Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, into EI Paso, Texas, 

the Associated Press reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 3:50:29 AM 

Obama belts out the blues 

Ig~~""lobama belts out the blues with B.B. King, Jagger and Buddy Guy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:08:21 AM 

5 dead in shooting at health spa outside Atlanta 

Five people were killed in an apparent murder-suicide Tuesday night at a Norcross, Ga., health spa, northeast of Atlanta, 

local police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 6:42:53 AM 

'ID thieves have bounced back': Big jump, survey says 

Identity thieves have regained the upper hand, suggests a new survey released Wednesday by fraud research firm 

Javelin Strategy & Research. The firm's annual survey of 5,000 consumers suggests a rise in the rate of ID theft during 

20ll, reversing a drop in identity-related that was found in last year's survey. The main cause of the new increase: A 

return to old-fashioned credit card fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20129:11:52 AM 

One year on, New Zealand mourns quake victims 

Ig~~""ICity will never be the same again, mayor says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 10:40:59 AM 

Ex-'Amazing Race' producer found dead in Uganda 

An American television producer has been found dead in mysterious circumstances while working in Uganda, his 

brother-in-law told msnbc.com on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 11:02:05 AM 

NBC poll: Romney, Santorum deadlocked in Mich. 

First Read: Latest NBC NewsjMarist polls show statistical tie in critical Michigan; Romney with comfortable lead in 

Arizona ahead of Tuesday's primaries. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 11:02:05 AM 

NBC poll: Romney, Santorum deadlocked in Mich. 

First Read: Latest NBC NewsjMarist polls show statistical tie in critical Michigan; Romney with comfortable lead in 

Arizona ahead of Tuesday's primaries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:31:03 PM 

Dirty surgical tools a problem in the OR 

Ig~~""lcontaminated dirty surgical instruments, such as endoscopes used for colonoscopies, have led to 

infection outbreaks in hospitals nationwide, according to a report by the Center for Public Integrity and 
NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:35:21 PM 

American, French journalists killed in Syria 

American journalist Marie Colvin and French photographer Remi Ochlik were killed Wednesday in the Syrian city of 

Homs, opposition activists and a French official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:37:43 PM 

Student loans are a ticking 'debt bomb' 

It's a vicious cycle. Many families in this country cannot afford the skyrocketing cost of higher education without student 

loans. But many graduates can't find a job to payoff the loans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 12:43:24 PM 

5 dead following shooting at Ga. spa 

A gunman opened fire at a spa in an Atlanta suburb on Tuesday, leaving five people dead in what authorities described 

as a murder-suicide. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:05:20 PM 

Feds: Activist sought hit man to kill fur-wearer 

Ig~~""IAn Ohio woman has been charged with soliciting a hit man to fatally shoot or slit the throat of a random 
fur-wearer, federal authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:40:20 PM 

Lent made easy: Get your 'ashes to go' 

In an effort to reach parishioners too busy to sit through an Ash Wednesday service, some ministers are bringing the 

ashes to them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 1:55:59 PM 

'Idol's' slow slog to live shows is zombielike 

Ig~~""IYOU have to give the show credit for latching onto the zombie craze. The six weeks of audition episodes 

are the reality show's approximation of the walking undead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20122:13:30 PM 

Trend alert: Babyccinos give kids a taste of coffee culture 

Ig~~""ILike kids don't have enough energy already, some tots are tossing down "babyccinos," steamed milk and 

foam, sometimes with a shot of decaf espresso. Darling, or dangerous? (Or simply clever marketing; they 
sell for $2 a pop in Brooklyn!) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20122:19:14 PM 

Mine boss charged with fraud after deadly blast 

Federal prosecutors have charged the superintendent of a southern West Virginia mine with conspiracy to defraud the 

federal government. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:20:38 PM 

4 more bodies found in Costa Concordia wreck 

Salvage divers discovered four bodies on Wednesday in the submerged part of the wrecked Costa Concordia cruise ship, 

NBC News has learned. The location of the bodies and the rough sea conditions will make it difficult to bring the bodies 

to shore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:39:07 PM 

Chicago sheriff: Mental health cuts mean more prisoners 

Ig~~""lchiCagoJs Cook County Jail, a harsh holding cell stuffed with up to 11,000 prisoners at any given time, is 

about to become even more crowded, according to The Chicago News Cooperative. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20122:49:44 PM 

Honda recalling 46,000 vans to fix rear doors 

Honda is recalling nearly 46,000 Odyssey minivans in the u.s. because the rear doors can fallon people unexpectedly, 

and have on at least two occasions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:55:03 PM 

Hundreds hurt as Argentine train crashes into station 

Ig~~""IA packed train slammed into the end of the line in Buenos Aires' busy Once station Wednesday, injuring 

at least 340 morning commuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:56:00 PM 

PhotoBlog: Cindy Sherman exposed 

Ig~~""~hree decades of a master masquerader's photos on display at the Museum of Modern Art. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 2:56:00 PM 

PhotoBlog: Cindy Sherman exposed 

Ig~~""~hree decades of a master masquerader's photos on display at the Museum of Modern Art. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20123:09:06 PM 

EU suspends copyright treaty ratification 

The European Commission, facing steep opposition, has suspended efforts to ratify a new international anti

counterfeiting agreement - instead referring it to Europe's highest court to see whether it violates any fundamental EU 

rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20123:09:06 PM 

EU suspends copyright treaty ratification 

The European Commission, facing steep opposition, has suspended efforts to ratify a new international anti

counterfeiting agreement - instead referring it to Europe's highest court to see whether it violates any fundamental EU 

rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 3:42:27 PM 

Why Samuel Jackson can't get a job 

Samuel M. Jackson, of the Chicago area, already has it rough it enough when it comes to name recognition. But 

comparisons with the same-named famous actor likely sounded wonderful to him after three other Samuel jacksons got 

mixed up into his criminal background report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20123:48:19 PM 

7 dead as Afghans protest Quran burning 

Seven people were killed in clashes between Afghan security forces and protesters angry over the burning of Muslim 

holy books at a NATO military base, an official said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20123:48:37 PM 

Granny chic? Going gray is a hot new hair trend 

Ig~~""lwhile many older women run for hair dye the second a gray hair sprouts, younger women are using the 

look to provide a heightened contrast to their youth and beauty. Silver streaks have been getting all the 
attention from runways in Paris to red carpets in Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:08:03 PM 

Pet dog chases mountain lion up a tree 

A dog chased a cat up a tree Tuesday morning in Los Altos. Normally that wouldn't be a big deal, but this cat is a rather 

large mountain lion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:09:42 PM 

Video: Bridge implodes over Ohio River 

Ig~~""~he Fort Steuben Bridge that connected Ohio and West Virginia for 80 years is brought down by 153 

pounds of explosives. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20146:30 PM 
4/14/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20146:30 PM 
4/14/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20146:30 PM 
4/14/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20147:00 PM 
4/14/20149:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20147:00 PM 
4/14/20149:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Rammys 
Memorial HalilCarolina Inn 
4/14/20147:00 PM 
4/14/20149:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTENv TCU 
2/9/201412:00 PM 
2/9/20143:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

MTEN v NC Central 
2/9/20146:00 PM 
2/9/20149:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v NC Cenlral 
2/9/20146:00 PM 
2/9/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Navy 
2/22/20142:30 PM 
2/22/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @OhioState 
2/28/201412:00 AM 
3/1/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Texas 
3/10/201412:00 PM 
3/10/20143:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Texas 
3/10/201412:00 PM 
3/10/20143:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

MTEN v Longwood 
3/10/20146:00 PM 
3/10/20149:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Longwood 
3/10/20146:00 PM 
3/10/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NC State @ Raleigh, NC 
3/14/20144:00 PM 
3/14/20147:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NC State @ Raleigh, NC 
3/14/20144:00 PM 
3/14/20147:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NC State @ Raleigh, NC 
3/14/20144:00 PM 
3/14/20147:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Virginia 
3/21/20143:00 PM 
3/21/20146:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

MTEN v Virginia Tech 
3/23/20142:00 PM 
3/23/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Virginia Tech 
3/23/20142:00 PM 
3/23/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ Boston College@5PM 
3/28/201412:00 AM 
3/29/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ Florida State @ 5PM 
4/4/201412:00 AM 
4/5/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ Miami FL @ TBA 
4/6/201412:00 AM 
4/7/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v Georgia Tech 
4/11/20143:00 PM 
4/11/20146:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ Duke @ Durham, NC 
4/20/2014 1 :00 PM 
4/20/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NCAA Regionals @ Campus Sites 
5/9/201412:00 AM 
5/12/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NCAA Championships @ Athens, GA 
5/16/201412:00 AM 
5/27/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ NCAA Championships @ Athens, GA 
5/16/201412:00 AM 
5/27/201412:00 AM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Orange Category 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

ASPSA Oversight Committee 
3020 Steele Building 
2/19/20148:30 AM 
2/19/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

ASPSA Oversight Committee 
Loudermilk2 
4/30/2014 8:30 AM 
4/30/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

ASPSA Oversight Committee 
Loudermilk2 
4/30/2014 8:30 AM 
4/30/20149:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff 
EWAC2 
1/27/201411 :15 AM 
1/27/201411:45AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every 2 weeks on Monday from 11 :15 AM to 11 :45 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Spring Game @ 3pm 
4/12/201412:00 PM 
4/12/20146:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Spring Game @ 3pm 
4/12/201412:00 PM 
4/12/20146:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Student Athlete Initiatives Working Group 
South 105 
2/25/201410:30 AM 
2/25/201412:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Student Athlete Initiatives Working Group 
South 105 
2/25/201410:30 AM 
2/25/201412:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
3/17/20143:00 PM 
3/17/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
3/17/20143:00 PM 
3/17/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
3/17/20143:00 PM 
3/17/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
3/17/20143:00 PM 
3/17/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
3/17/20143:00 PM 
3/17/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
3020 Steele Building 
5/1/20143:30 PM 
5/1/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
South 105 
5/23/2014 1 :30 PM 
5/23/20143:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
South 105 
5/23/2014 1 :30 PM 
5/23/20143:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
South 105 
5/23/2014 1 :30 PM 
5/23/20143:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
South 105 
5/23/2014 1 :30 PM 
5/23/20143:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
South 105 
5/23/2014 1 :30 PM 
5/23/20143:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Academic All-Stars 
EWAC2 
2/17/20142:00 PM 
2/17/20142:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Academic All-Stars 
EWAC2 
2/17/20142:00 PM 
2/17/20142:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Academic All-Stars 
EWAC2 
2/17/20142:00 PM 
2/17/20142:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FB Practice @ Ardrey Kell HS in Charlotte 
3/28/20147:00 PM 
3/28/20149:30 PM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FB Practice @ Grimsley HS in Greensboro 
4/4/20147:00 PM 
4/4/20149:30 PM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Meeting 
EWAC2 
2/26/2014 11 :00 AM 
2/26/201412:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Meeting 
EWAC2 
2/26/2014 11 :00 AM 
2/26/201412:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Meeting 
2/26/2014 11 :00 AM 
2/26/201412:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN @ACC Tournament 
Greensboro, NC 
3/14/20142:30 PM 
3/14/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Free 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Best Practices 
BZ 
3/31/201410:30 AM 
3/31/201412:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Best Practices 
BZ 
3/31/201410:30 AM 
3/31/201412:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Best Practices 
BZ 
3/31/201410:30 AM 
3/31/201412:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Disney Best Practices 
BZ 
3/31/201410:30 AM 
3/31/201412:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:11:36 PM 

Report: Brown peddling tell-all about Houston 

Ig~~""IA new report claims that singer's ex-husband is shopping a book he wrote back in 2008 but couldn't sell. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 4:20:58 PM 

8 bodies found in Costa Concordia wreck 

Salvage divers discovered eight bodies on Wednesday in the submerged part of the wrecked Costa Concordia cruise 

ship. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:35:29 PM 

A space on the mantel: Homes of Oscar nominees 

Ig~~""~he movers and shakers of the movie-making industry have checked off most of the red-carpet events 

this awards' season: Critics' Choice Awards, Screen Actors Guild Awards and Golden Globes. Next up? The 
granddaddy of 'em all: The Academy Awards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:45:29 PM 

One-armed man sues Starbucks for not hiring him 

A man who was born with half a left arm is suing Starbucks for failing to hire him as a barista. The suit claims that he was 

capable of doing the job but was never given a chance to fully explain his capabilities or possible accommodation as 

required under state law 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:49:20 PM 

Video: Dog with iron stomach gulps down cheese knife 

Ig~~""IA hungry dog gulped down not only a wheel of brie, but she also ate the cheese knife beside it. Luckily, 
the 118-pound bullmastiff has an iron stomach and is recovering after having the knife surgically 

removed. WHDH-TV's Susan Tran reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:51:40 PM 

Working-mommy myth: They're unhappy 

There's a dirty little secret working mothers have been keeping: They're happy. A new study found that nearly eight out 

of ten employed mothers are enjoying being a working parent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20124:54:11 PM 

Boys dying to be thin: the new faces of anorexia 

Ig~~""IFor boys suffering from anorexia and other eating disorders, the stigma of having a 'girls' disease' often 

stymies their recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20125:26:14 PM 

Report: LA sub kept teaching after 3 abuse allegations 

A substitute teacher was investigated three times for allegations of sexual misconduct with students before he quit and 

started teaching in another district, the Los Angeles Times reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 5:34:52 PM 

Whooping cough vaccine urged for all adults 

A federal advisory panel wants all u.s. adults to get vaccinated against whooping cough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 5:40:24 PM 

Latino voters: Missed opportunity for Republicans? 

Hard-hitting immigration rhetoric is popular with conservative GOP primary voters, but may be costly in the fall because 

Latinos seem likely to account for a bigger share of the electorate than four years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20125:47:23 PM 

Management lessons to learn from 'Star Wars' 

Ig~~""ILet's t.ake. a look at five of the Empire's biggest mistakes and see how you can avoid them in your own 

organization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20126:11:46 PM 

Romney calls for lower taxes, releases no details 

First Read: Mitt Romney, seeking to kick-start his presidential campaign among recalcitrant conservatives, will propose 

cutting the top income tax for individuals to 28 percent, advisers said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 6:27:35 PM 

Longer lives equal more anxiety for affluent 

If you knew you would be around to blowout the candles at your lOath birthday party, would that change how you 

manage your money today? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20126:30:10 PM 

Marine makes last stand in foreclosed home 

Ig~~""IArturo de los Santos lost his home to foreclosure more than a year ago and was evicted. Now he's facing 

forcible removal and arrest after moving back into the home to protest what he says is unfair treatment 
by lender Freddie Mac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 6:55:41 PM 

Housing market perks up, but prices are still falling 

Ig~~""~hough the pace of home sales picked up last month as the economy and job market improved, home 

prices have yet to show any meaningful turnaround. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20127:08:17 PM 

Ga. cops: 2 children reported missing found safe 

Authorities say two young children reported kidnapped after a stranger offered to help when their family car broke 

down have been found safe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 7:33:35 PM 

New breast cancer gene discovered 

Scientists in Finland have identified a mutation in the "Abraxas" gene that may be tied to breast cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 7:33:46 PM 

Video: Two cars crash behind reporter's live shot 

Ig~~...,~wo cars slam into each other during a reporter's live shot in Tampa, Fla. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 7:56:39 PM 

Testing for terror: Emergency drill ahead of london Olympics 

Ig~~""IEmergency personnel and volunteers have staged a dramatic terror attack drill in London to test the city's 
readiness ahead of this summer's Olympic Games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:03:20 PM 

Iran blocks 30 million from Web ahead of election 

With parliamentary elections set for next week, Iran has begun blocking Internet services, Web security experts say, 

adding to concerns that Iranians will be shut off from the online world. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20128:09:00 PM 

Facebook profiles predict job success 

If you think just keeping your Facebook page free of drunken photos will help you land a job, think again. Facebook facts 

that make you look worldly and popular may say more about you to a hiring manager than anything else. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:20:08 PM 

3 teens stranded in blizzard burn snowmobile 

When three boys ran out of firewood while trapped in a Colorado blizzard, they turned to the next flammable thing they 

could think of, NBC station KUSA of Denver reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:28:38 PM 

Most Americans agree with Santorum: Satan is real 

Ig~~""IRiCk Santorum is far from alone in professing a belief in Satan. In fact, most Americans believe in the devil 

too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:34:32 PM 

Parents slam Army in soldier's rabies death 

The parents of a u.s. soldier who died from rabies after being bitten by a dog in Afghanistan are accusing the Army of 

"criminal negligence," the Army Times reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:38:50 PM 

Judge rules state can't force pharmacies to sell Plan B 

Washington state may not force pharmacies to sell Plan B or other emergency contraceptives, a federal judge ruled 

Wednesday, saying the state's true goal is to suppress religious objections by druggists - not to promote timely access 

to the medicines for people who need them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20128:47:41 PM 

Verizon says 4G restored, service still spotty 

For the fourth time in the last three months, Verizon Wireless' 4G LTE network has suffered a service outage. Verizon 

Wireless spokesman, Tom Pica, said the outage was brief and that service has since been restored 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20128:52:16 PM 

U.S. drafts plan to fight feared Alzheimer's disease 

The Obama administration declared Alzheimer's "one of the most-feared health conditions" on Wednesday as it issued a 

draft of the nation's first strategy to fight the devastating disease that is on the rise as the population ages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 8:58:25 PM 

Va. lawmakers scale back controversial abortion bill 

State Republican legislators have scrapped a bitterly contested proposal to require women seeking abortions to undergo 

invasive ultrasound imaging. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/20129:11:37 PM 

Consumer watchdog to look into overdraft fees 

Of all the bank fees that customers love to hate, overdraft charges on checking accounts have to be near the top. The 

government's new consumer protection agency appears to agree. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 9:31:01 PM 

Comics trove found in closet fetches $3.5 million 

Ig~~""lwhen Michael Rorrer came across 345 comic books in the home of his late great-aunt, he thought they 

were cool but didn't think much about their value. On Wednesday, the bulk of the collection got snapped 
up at an auction for $3.5 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 9:54:48 PM 

Letters claim 'pathogens' sent to senators, media 

The FBI and the New York Police Department are investigating threatening letters that claim to contain dangerous 

pathogens and were sent to media companies and u.s. senators. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 10:07:10 PM 

Third-grader shot at Wash. elementary school 

A third-grade girl was wounded and a second student was detained Wednesday at an elementary school in Bremerton, 

Wash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 10:13:38 PM 

Deaths from cantaloupe outbreak still climbing 

Five months after the first report of listeria infections tied to contaminated cantaloupe, victims of the outbreak continue 

to die. But just how many isn't clear. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 10:31:00 PM 

Enquirer publishes photo of Houston's body 

A photo apparently showing Whitney Houston's body in her casket is on the cover of the National Enquirer this week, 

and other publications and fans of the singer are reacting with outrage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 10:52:33 PM 

FDA panel backs weight loss drug Qnexa 

An experimental obesity drug from Vivus Inc won a u.s. panel's support on Wednesday, raising hopes regulators would 

approve a weight-loss pill for the first time in 13 years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/22/2012 11:47:41 PM 

Huguely found guilty in Virginia lacrosse slaying 

Jurors find former University of Virginia lacrosse player George Huguely V guilty of second-degree murder in the death 

of his ex-girlfriend, NBC News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 12:10:13 AM 

Video: Rare video of Challenger explosion found 

Ig~~""IAn old home video from the tail end of a family trip to Disney World appears to show images of the space 

shuttle exploding. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 12:37:01 AM 

Tiger Woods advances on wild 1st day at Match Play 

Ig~~""~iger Woods barely hangs on, Luke Donald stunned by Ernie Els on a predictably crazy first day of the 

WGC Match Play Championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:11:17 AM 

Two shot at Connecticut hospital 

Two people were shot Wednesday at a long-term-care hospital in New Britain, Conn., the city's mayor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:19:38 AM 

49 killed, 600 hurt in Argentina train crash 

Ig~~""IA packed train slammed into the end of the line in a Buenos Aires station, killing 49 people and injuring 

600 commuters in Argentina's worst train accident in decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 3:05:09 AM 

Romney and Santorum spar throughout critical debate 

Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum traded barbs on issues as varied as health care reform and Senate endorsements 

throughout a pivotal Republican presidential debate Wednesday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20123:26:15 AM 

Video: The Death Zone: Increasingly deadly world of extreme skiing 

Ig~~""~he trails of Squaw Valley, Calif. are the unofficial home of North America's greatest extreme skiers. 

Shane McConkey was considered one of the most influential skiers. However, on March 26, 2009, the 39-
year-old's luck ran out. McConkey sailed off a 1,300-foot cliff in Italy's Dolomite Alps and had trouble releasing 
his bindings. By the time he opened his parachute it was too late. Three years later, Rock Center 
correspondent Natalie Morales met up with McConkey's wife, Sherry, and friend J.T. Holmes, to investigate a 
cluster of deaths in an extraordinary ski community tucked high in the mountains of the Sierra Nevada. (Rock 
Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:45:49 AM 

'American Idol' reveals 14 of 24 semifinalists 

Ig~~""llf your favorite singer is a woman whose fate hasn't been revealed yet, you may be in trouble. If it's a 
man you're worried about, you have a better shot. And if you're cheering for Adam Brock, you really, 

really hate the show right now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20125:10:43 AM 

US, N. Korea in first nuclear talks since Kim death 

Ig~~""IAmid cautious optimism, U.S. and North Korean envoys met Thursday for their first talks on dismantling 
Pyongyang's nuclear programs since the death of the country's longtime leader Kim Jong II. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 5:31:23 AM 

Lakers end first half in style, beat Mavs 

Ig~~""IAndrew Bynum had 19 points and 14 rebounds as the Los Angeles Lakers hit the halfway point of their 
season with a 96-91 victory over the defending NBA champion Dallas Mavericks on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 7:06:01 AM 

Morning attacks across Baghdad kill dozens 

A string of morning attacks across Baghdad killed at least 31 people Thursday, Iraqi officials said. The officials said the 

bombings and shootings mostly appeared to target police. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 8:48:02 AM 

Romney, Gingrich back arming Syria's rebels 

u.s. Republican presidential candidates Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich lent their support to the idea of arming the 

Syrian opposition in its fight to topple President Bashar Assad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 8:51:53 AM 

Taliban: Kill foreigners over Quran burnings 

The Taliban urged Afghans Thursday to target foreign military bases and kill Westerners in retaliation for burnings of 

copies of the Quran at NATO's main base in the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:01:21 AM 

World on brink of carbon trade war over flights? 

Countries opposed to an EU law forcing the world's airlines to pay for greenhouse gas emissions have agreed on a basket 

of retaliatory measures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:15:54 AM 

Russians rally for Putin - and 2 days off work 

Thousands of people marched in Moscow under Russian flags, balloons and banners on Thursday to back Vladimir 

Putin's bid to return to the presidency and counter opposition protests that have challenged his authority. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:05:08 AM 

Assad's tanks move in to Syrian rebel stronghold 

Syrian President Bashar Assad's military sent tanks into the rebel district of Baba Amr in the an opposition stronghold of 

Homs on Thursday after 20 days of sustained bombardment, opposition sources told Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201211:19:05 AM 

Cops: 2 on murder charges after girl runs for 3 hours 

Authorities say 9-year-old Savannah Hardin died after being forced to run for three hours as punishment for having lied 

to her grandmother about eating candy bars. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/201211:44:21 AM 

Report: 2 NATO troops slain 'over Quran burning' 

Two foreign soldiers were killed by a man dressed in an Afghan National Army uniform on Thursday, as anger over the 

burning of copies of the Quran at the country's main NATO air base sparked violent protests for a third day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:50:58 AM 

Red Tape: 'Facebook score' to screen employees? 

You already have an "insurance score." You have an "Employment Credit Score." Now that a "Facebook score" has been 

invented, I expect a "Grocery Habits score" and a "Music Taste" score to arrive any time now. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 12:16:12 PM 

Dozens die as terrorists attack 12 cities across Iraq 

A rapid series of attacks spread over a wide swath of Iraqi territory killed at least 60 people on Thursday, targeting 

mostly security forces in what appeared to be another strike by al-Qaida militants bent on destabilizing the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 12:27:05 PM 

State trooper shot dead near Bremerton, Wash. 

A Washington state trooper was found shot to death following a traffic stop early Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:25:46 PM 

What's on the grill this spring? More cash 

Ig~~""~he grilling season this spring is shaping up to be the costliest ever for Americans already feeling the 

pinch from rising gasoline prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:27:23 PM 

Can you get addicted to ice cream? Maybe 

Ig~~""IBaskin-Robbins-as-crack-house might seem ridiculous, and the idea that any food can be addictive in the 

scientific sense is still controversial. But, broadly speaking, as far as the brain's circuitry is concerned, 
pleasure is pleasure. Activation patterns often look about the same. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:34:25 PM 

Bystanders catch toddler tossed from burning home 

A desperate mother threw her baby out the second-floor window of a Queens, N.Y., home that was engulfed by a 

suspicious blaze early Thursday, fire authorities and witnesses said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:40:43 PM 

Jobless claims unchanged at four-year low 

New claims for unemployment benefits were unchanged in the latest week, foiling expectations that they would rise and 

providing further evidence that the job market was slowly healing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:41:32 PM 

7 Marines killed after helicopters collide in Ariz. 

Seven Marines were killed when their two helicopters collided Wednesday night near Yuma, Ariz., defense officials told 

NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 1:54:12 PM 

LA high school coach held over student sex 

A 27-year-old athletic assistant at Poly Tech High School was arrested Tuesday on suspicion of having an inappropriate 

relationship with a student, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:12:29 PM 

Santorum stumbles in Arizona debate 

First Read: Surging GOP candidate trips up over Senate record while Mitt Romney stays strictly on message in final 

debate before crucial primary stretch. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:14:37 PM 

Fuller Brush in bankruptcy weeks after 'reboot' 

Fuller Brush, the company that popularized selling door-to-door in the U.S., has knocked on the door of bankruptcy 

court. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:16:10 PM 

Fla. lawmaker suspected of stalking us attorney 

The text messages, described as creepy and disturbing, originated from a Yahoo! screen name "itsjustme24680," and 

were sent to a married, assistant u.s attorney, Marlene Fernandez-Karavetsos. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 2:28:48 PM 

Obama sorry over burnt Qurans; 2 US troops slain 

President Barack Obama has written a letter to his Afghan counterpart apologizing for the burning of copies of the 

Quran at a NATO military base in the country. Two U.S. soldiers were also shot dead Thursday at a protest about the 

desecration of the holy books. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:31:11 PM 

Teenage girl dies after inhaling helium at party 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20122:47:46 PM 

Doubt looms in CERN's Einsten contradiction 

Physicists are to run new tests in May after the CERN research institute said on Thursday that its startling findings 

appearing to show that one of Einstein's fundamental theories was wrong could have been caused by a loose cable. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20123:11:38 PM 

Jordan sues for control of his name in China 

Ig~~""INBA legend Michael Jordan announced Thursday that he has filed a lawsuit in Chinese court against 

Qiaodan Sports Company Ltd., for using his name and playing number without his permission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20123:19:50 PM 

Video: 'World's hairiest girl' inspires community 

Ig~~""IDue to a rare condition called Ambras Syndrome, Suptra Sasuphan has excess hair covering her face and 

body. But she has inspired many people due to her spirit and determination. NBC's Ian Williams 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 3:47:32 PM 

US pro-democracy worker stopped at Egypt airport 

An American woman banned from leaving Egypt as part of its crackdown on foreign-funded pro-democracy groups was 

stopped from boarding an international flight Thursday, Cairo airport officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20123:53:18 PM 

Gov. Christie: I'm with Obama on gay marriage 

Following his veto of a bill allowing gay marriage in his state, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie accused Democrats of 

playing politics with the issue and said his stance is no different than President Obama's. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:12:24 PM 

Scam mer took in $359M with bogus 'free-trial' offers 

Ig~~""IA Canadian con artist who made hundreds of millions of dollars selling worthless products on the Internet 

will need to look for a new line of work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:28:49 PM 

Fla. agency returned kids to 'monster' dad 

The two children of a Florida man who stabbed his entire family in a Deerfield Beach RV park earlier this month were 

allowed to return to him and his wife despite a troubled history, according to the Department of Children and Families. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 4:34:56 PM 

N. Korea envoy: 'Positive' signs from talks with US 

The United States and North Korea resumed talks Thursday delayed by the death of North Korea's longtime leader Kim 

Jong II two months ago, with the U.S. envoy saying he and his counterpart covered U.S. food aid and other topics. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:39:04 PM 

NBC's Kabul correspondent answers reader questions about the Quran outrage 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:39:04 PM 

LIVE Chat: Ask NBC's Afghanistan correspondent about the Quran outrage at 12 p.m. ET 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:41:23 PM 

Startup airlines face uphill battle to get off ground 

From Newport News, Va., to Carlsbad, Calif., the allure of aviation is once again proving irresistible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:48:59 PM 

Honda woes continue: 4 recalls so far in 2012 

Honda has been having a bad month. The automaker on Wednesday recalled 45,800 of its Odyssey minivans because 

the gas-filled struts that hold up the rear hatch could fail unexpectedly leading to potentially serious injuries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 4:50:03 PM 

4 kids, grandma killed in New Jersey house fire 

Fire swept through an old two-family house early Thursday in norther New Jersey, killing four children and a 

grandmother, local media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 4:50:44 PM 

PBT: Heat have a plan for Lin, and it's not LeBron 

Ig~~""lpBT: Jeremy Lin vs. Joel Anthony. That is the matchup that will determine the highly anticipated 

showdown between the Miami Heat and New York Knicks Thursday night in South Beach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20124:51:06 PM 

Funeral home: We didn't leak Houston photo 

Ig~~"'l'Whitney was a personal friend to me and my family. We would not do that," says Carolyn Whigham of 

the New Jersey funeral home that handled the singer's funeral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20125:17:47 PM 

Man must apologize to wife on Facebook: court 

A man with a record of domestic violence has been ordered by a Cinncinati court to apologize to his estranged wife on 

Facebook for comments he made on the social network. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 6:34:41 PM 

GOP skeptics holding out for late-entry hero to save 20127 

What were once murmurs about a late entry by a candidate into the Republican presidential primary or a potential 

convention fight for the nomination have become a topic of open speculation in the GOP, reflecting concerns about the 

party's existing crop of competitors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 6:34:44 PM 

Dozens of homes damaged in Georgia tornado 

A tornado touched down near Rome, Ga., damaging homes, knocking out power and forcing schools to close, local 

media reported, citing authorities. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20127:15:18 PM 

Rubio's Mormon past revealed 

First Read: The Florida senator and potential vice presidential pick was baptized into the Mormon faith at eight, returned 

to Catholic roots a few years later. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 8:04:21 PM 

Activists demand ceasefire, aid access in Syria 

Warnings from Syrian activists of a humanitarian catastrophe in Hams grew more desperate Thursday as government 

forces resumed shelling an opposition stronghold in the central city. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20128:11:25 PM 

Postal service downsizing plan cuts 35,000 jobs 

The u.s. Postal Service announced plans on Thursday to close or consolidate 223 mail processing centers and eliminate 

up to 35,000 jobs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20128:13:19 PM 

No haircut for anti-gay marriage governor 

Ig~~""IA Sa~ta Fe hairdresser is denying service to the governor of New Mexico because she opposes gay 

marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20128:16:09 PM 

Ala. man acquitted in wife's honeymoon death 

A judge has acquitted the man accused of drowning his newlywed wife during a honeymoon diving trip to Australia, 

ruling that prosecutors failed to present enough evidence of a crime to send the case to jurors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20128:50:17 PM 

Bush record under fire from GOP candidates 

First Read: From No Child Left Behind to the "Bridge to Nowhere," Republican candidate sought distance in Wednesday 

night's debate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20129:21:10 PM 

Stepmom gives birth after arrest in girl's running death 

Ig~~""IAn Alabama woman is under guard at a hospital after she gave birth following her arrest in the death of 
her 9-year-old stepdaughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/20129:25:11 PM 

Edwards' ex-mistress gets ownership of sex tape 

John Edwards' former mistress has settled a lawsuit and won ownership of a purported sex tape of the former 

presidential candidate during his bid for the White House. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 9:28:38 PM 

Pepsi hopes half-measure is full-blown success 

Ig~~""lpepsi is hoping to win back soda drinkers with a compromise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 9:31:27 PM 

Hacked arms and legs display the despair of Somalia 

Ig~~""IAS world leaders meet in London to discuss the problems faced by Somalia, NBC's Rohit Kachroo reports 
on some of the victims of the al-Shabab Islamic militant group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 9:37:33 PM 

Google Street View goes undersea 

Ig~~""ILess than a month after Google Ocean drowned our dreams of Atlantis by updating a image that 

previously showed mysterious grid patterns on the sea floor, the search giant is back with an underwater 
Street View. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 9:37:39 PM 

Maine's largest lobster released into Atlantic 

Ig~~""IROCkY, Maine's largest lobster ever, has claws "claws tough enough to snap a man's arm" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:16:44 PM 

Alaska releases last batch of Palin emails 

The state of Alaska has released what officials say are the last of Sarah Palin's emails from her time as governor, 

according to the Associated Press, which was among the news organizations requesting the records, along with 

msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:18:48 PM 

HBT: Brewers' Braun makes history by winning appeal 

HBT: Reigning Nl MVP Ryan Braun wins the appeal of his SO-game drug suspension, which is great news for him and the 

Brewers. Meanwhile, Major league Baseball "vehemently" disagrees with the ruling. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:48:16 PM 

Va. lawmakers halt anti-abortion 'personhood' bill 

Virginia lawmakers on Thursday shelved until next year a measure ultimately aimed at outlawing abortion by granting 

individual rights to an embryo from the moment of conception. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 10:49:04 PM 

FDIC coming up empty in pursuit of bankers 

The case of First National Bank of Nevada illustrates complex legal maneuvering as the FDIC steps up efforts to pick 

through the detritus of the financial crisis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:43:59 PM 

Chris Brown accused of 'robbery by snatching' 

Ig~~""IMiami Beach Police confirm that an incident report was filed and the Florida State Attorney's Office is 

preparing a warrant for Brown's arrest on suspicion of "robbery by sudden snatching." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:44:55 PM 

'Xena' star boards ship in Arctic oil protest 

Ig~~""IActress Lucy Lawless and six other Greenpeace activists boarded an Arctic-bound Shell oil-drilling ship in 

New Zealand, causing authorities to close the port. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:49:05 PM 

7 states sue over Obama contraception rule 

Seven states are asking a federal judge to block an Obama administration mandate that requires birth control coverage 

for employees of religious-affiliated hospitals, schools and outreach programs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/23/2012 11:57:09 PM 

Maryland lawmakers pass gay marriage bill 

State senators approved a gay marriage bill 25-22, moving Maryland closer to becoming the eighth state in the u.S. to 

legalize same-sex marriages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:02:38 AM 

Tiger's putter lets him down at WGC Match Play 

Tiger's putter lets him down at WGC Match Play 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201212:50:11 AM 

PFT: Colts haven't decided on Manning, luck, GM says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:01:14 AM 

Girl shot: 9-year-old in jail jumpsuit cries in court 

A 9-year-old wearing an orange jail jumpsuit cried as he faced a judge who will determine whether he'll face criminal 

charges in a school shooting that left a classmate wounded. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:01:14 AM 

Girl shot: 9-year-old in jail jumpsuit cries in court 

A 9-year-old wearing an orange jail jumpsuit cried as he faced a judge who will determine whether he'll face criminal 

charges in a school shooting that left a classmate wounded. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:08:29 AM 

Man accused of posting ads offering sex with ex-girlfriend 

A Portland man is charged with identity theft after his victim told police he put ads on Craigslist, asking men to come 

over and have sex with her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:54:07 AM 

Gingrich criticizes Obama's Quran apology 

First Read: Newt Gingrich said the Obama administration was wrong to apologize to Afghan leaders after Qurans were 

burned at a military base. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20122:47:43 AM 

Cat named Pudding rescues owner hours after adoption 

Ig~~""lpudding the cat is big. He is orange. He is laid-back. And he's a lifesaver. Just ask the 36-year-old woman 

who credits 21-pound Pudding with saving her from the grip of diabetic seizure the day she brought him 
home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 3:46:20 AM 

No.5 Duke wins 'revenge game' vs. No. 15 Florida St. 

Ig~~""IReserve Andre Dawkins scored 22 points and freshman Austin Rivers added 20 to lead No.5 Duke to a 74-

66 victory over No. 15 Florida State on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 3:54:02 AM 

Heat cool off Linsanity with rout of Knicks 

Ig~~""lchris Bosh scored 25 points, Dwyane Wade added 22 and Miami's defense clamped down on Jeremy Lin 
as the Heat stretched their winning streak to eight games with a 102-88 win over the New York Knicks on 

Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:06:07 AM 

Tyler moons America after 'Idol' reveals top 24 

Ig~~""~he show finished picking its semifinalists on Thursday, and while there weren't a lot of surprises, the 

show did feature the usual drama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:57:00 AM 

Canucks end Wings' streak with shootout victory 

Ig~~""IDaniel Sedin scored his second goal of the game with 15.4 seconds left in regulation and Alex Burrows 

had the only score in a shootout, lifting the Vancouver Canucks to a 4-3 victory that snapped the Detroit 
Red Wings' NHL-record 23-game home winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 6:56:22 AM 

Thunder top Lakers, enter break sharing best mark 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored 33 points, Russell Westbrook added 19 and the Oklahoma City Thunder beat the Los 
Angeles Lakers 100-85 Thursday night to head into the All-Star break tied for the league's best record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 7:36:04 AM 

Winter storm hits Midwest; NY, New England up next 

A winter storm was expected to leave a "stripe of snow" across the Midwest before moving into upstate New York and 

northern New England on Friday morning, weather.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 8:05:28 AM 

Oil tank explosion shakes Galveston, Texas 

A crude oil tank exploded and burned at a biodiesel plant on the waterfront docks in Galveston, Texas, rattling the island 

city Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20128:19:24 AM 

Australia still seeks to solve 'dingo baby' mystery 

A coroner on Friday opened Australia's fourth inquest into the most notorious and bitterly controversial legal drama in 

the nation's history: the 1980 death of a 9-week-old baby whose parents say was taken by a dingo from her tent in the 

Australian Outback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20128:19:24 AM 

Australia's 'dingo baby' mystery finally solved? 

A coroner on Friday opened Australia's fourth inquest into the most notorious and bitterly controversial legal drama in 

the nation's history: the 1980 death of a 9-week-old baby whose parents say was taken by a dingo from her tent in the 

Australian Outback. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 9:26:23 AM 

'An insult'? Dead bodies to heat UK swimming pool 

Dead bodies will be burned to heat a swimming pool in the U.K. -- and the British government is considering adopting 

the idea across the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 10:01:45 AM 

Clinton: Syria rebels will get arms 'somehow' 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton suggested that Syria's opposition will ultimately arm itself. Western and Arab nations 

meeting on Friday were set to demand that Syria implement an immediate cease-fire to allow aid in for desperate 

civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201210:11:48 AM 

Food fears: China Olympians raise own chickens 

China's national marathon team is raising their own chickens for food to avoid ingesting banned chemicals commonly 

found in meat in the country, the Shanghai Daily reported on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 10:35:54 AM 

Setup or sleaze? Candidate caught with lap dancer 

Ig~~""IA married mayoral candidate in Sunland Park, New Mexico, who was secretly filmed having a lap dance, 

claims he was setup by a rival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/201211:13:58 AM 

Expert: Beijing's polluted air could shorten life 

The polluted air in China's capital Beijing could cut 5 years off the life expectancy of people living there, an expert tells 

NBC News, after a year that has seen the city bathed in smog. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 11:22:35 AM 

Which GOP candidate boasts most online buzz? 

Rick Santorum is coming under much closer - and skeptical - scrutiny since he jumped to the top of Republican 

presidential polls this month, according to a computer-assisted analysis of social media data. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 11:58:24 AM 

Ski tragedy: Dutch prince may never wake from coma 

Austrian doctors treating the Dutch Prince johan Friso said Friday that he suffered "massive brain damage" after being 

buried by an avalanche last week and he may never regain consciousness. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:03:19 PM 

'Milkshake murderer' Kissel seeks fresh appeal 

Ig~~""IAn American woman convicted twice in Hong Kong of drugging her wealthy banker husband with a laced 

strawberry milkshake and bashing him to death wants to appeal her latest conviction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:29:18 PM 

Winter storm slams Midwest; NY, New England up next 

A winter storm left a "stripe of snow" across the Midwest before heading toward upstate New York and northern New 

England on Friday morning, weather.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:30:54 PM 

Rossen Reports: Are top sites in business with counterfeiters? 

Counterfeiters of products have become so sophisticated that they're buying real ad space and selling fake goods on 

popular and trusted websites that Americans visit every day, TODAY National Investigative Correspondent Jeff Rossen 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:41:43 PM 

Finding a place to live after losing your home 

f you are in the unfortunate financial position where you are losing your home due to foreclosure or short sale, your 

credit score is probably going to take a pretty hard hit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 12:50:07 PM 

Quran-burning protests despite Obama apology 

Thousands of Afghan protesters took to the streets in two eastern provinces Friday in new rallies over the burning of 

Qurans at a u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:26:28 PM 

Sudden OCD in kids? Culprit may be strep throat 

Ig~~""IBrendan Wooldridge, 10, of St. Louis, developed sudden symptoms of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder 

after several bouts of strep. Years later, he was diagnosed with a rare disorder that finds a link between 
infections and mental illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:30:58 PM 

Cops in riot gear break up Fla. shoe fracas 

More than 100 law enforcement officers in riot gear broke up an out-of-control crowd waiting to buy a new basketball 

shoe timed to be released during the NBA Ali-Star Game in Orlando. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:34:27 PM 

Senators meet Cuba leader over detained US man 

Two senior u.s. senators met with Cuban President Raul Castro in the first such high-level meeting between the Cold 

War enemies in nearly a year, Cuban state media reported Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:35:30 PM 

'Dictator' threatens 'consequences' over Oscar ban 

Ig~~""lsacha Baron Cohen got a little dictatorial on TODAY Friday when he let his Admiral General Shabazz 

Aladeen promise that his red carpet ban from the Oscars would not go unanswered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:45:07 PM 

Celeb real estate: Oprah lists NYC penthouse 

Ig~~""lwhatls up in the world of celebrity real estate? Oprah -- or buddy Gayle King -- is selling a modern 

penthouse, and Patricia Arquette sold her home for a loss. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 1:46:20 PM 

Tumblr bans anorexia, bulimia and other self-harm 

Ig~~""~umblr has been known to struggle with an overwhelming amount of content which promotes or glorifies 
many forms of self-harm including - though unfortunately not limited to - eating disorders, self

mutilation and even suicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 2:02:22 PM 

Records detail mosque spying; NYPD defends it 

The New York Police Department targeted Muslim mosques with tactics normally reserved for criminal organizations, 

according to newly obtained police documents that showed police collecting the license plates of worshippers, 

monitoring them on surveillance cameras and cataloging sermons through a network of informants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 2:02:36 PM 

12 die in new Afghan Quran-burning protests 

Twelve people were killed Friday during protests in Afghanistan over the burning of Qurans at a NATO base, officials 

said, despite Thursday's written apology from Barack Obama. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20122:15:31 PM 

7 arrested in US for rhino horn trafficking 

Seven people have been arrested in the United States on charges of trafficking in endangered rhinoceros horns, federal 

officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20122:19:27 PM 

Will 'Artist' dance away with best picture Oscar? 

Ig~~""INine films are nominated for best picture at Sunday's Oscars, and if you want to see them before finding 

out who wins the Academy Award, you have only a few days left. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 2:21:30 PM 

Election map shifts in Obama's favor 

First Read: Improved standing in states like Michigan and Wisconsin gives President Obama a friendlier battleground 

map for the general election. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20122:29:13 PM 

Facebook IPQ may be bad bet for investors 

Ig~~""~he social network's expected public stock offering later this year is expected to be hot. But corporate 

governance experts are coolon the company's tight executive control structure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 2:40:27 PM 

Among the charred ruins of a refugee camp, a smile remains 

Ig~~""IA huge fire yesterday at a refugee camp along the border of Myanmar and Thailand destroyed about 

5,000 homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20123:10:29 PM 

HBT: Drug testing program now under scrutiny 

Ig~~""IHBT: If you still think Ryan Braun is guilty or "dirty," then you just don't trust the testing process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 3:29:37 PM 

Consumer sentiment edges up to year high 

Consumer sentiment improved a tad in February to rack up a year high as Americans became more confident about the 

economy's resilience, a survey released on Friday showed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 3:49:25 PM 

Syria rebels: let us have the weapons to finish Assad 

The main opposition Syrian National Council outlined on Friday its vision for a post-Assad Syria, and appealed for the 

weapons required to make that happen. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 3:49:41 PM 

Geithner: We'll tap oil reserves if we have to 

The Obama administration is weighing the circumstances that could warrant tapping the nation's strategic oil reserve, 

Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner said on Friday as he defended sanctions on Iran. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:05:32 PM 

Coach suspended for Facebook slur of Houston 

CHICAGO -- The president of a suburban youth baseball organization has been suspended for posting a racist rant on 

Facebook regarding the death of singer Whitney Houston. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:26:09 PM 

Cops: Thieves sucked fuel from gas station tanks 

As gasoline prices rise at the pump, so apparently does the brazenness of some thieves trying to steal it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:34:12 PM 

Friends deleted at record rate: Pew 

Facebook is apparently getting a lot more unfriendly. Users are getting a lot more selective, deleting comments, photo 

tags, and even friends at a record rate, according to a new study released Friday by the Pew Internet and American Life 

Project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:53:20 PM 

Cops: Robber drops gun, tries to buy it back 

Ig~~""IAn armed man barged into a Florida motel room, scuffled with his victims, and then dropped his gun -

only to return later to try to buy back his own firearm for $40, according to published reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20124:56:58 PM 

Syrian tells of horror in Homs, then line goes dead 

Ig~~""IA resident of the besieged Syrian city of Homs said on Friday that he feared for his life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 5:04:59 PM 

Cops: Thieves sucked fuel from gas station tanks 

As gasoline prices rise at the pump, so apparently does the brazenness of some thieves trying to steal it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The U.N. 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20125:17:49 PM 

Report: Iran ramps up nuke work 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20125:19:39 PM 

Friends deleted at record rate: Pew 

Facebook is apparently getting a lot more unfriendly. Users are getting a lot more selective, deleting comments, photo 

tags, and even friends at a record rate, according to a new study released Friday by the Pew Internet and American Life 

Project. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 5:23:09 PM 

NBC: Feds launch criminal probe in Sandusky case 

Ig~~""IFederal prosecutors have subpoenaed documents and computer hard drives from Penn State University 

as part of a new criminal probe into what school officials and board members may have known about 
alleged child sex abuse by former football defensive coordinator Jerry Sandusky, three sources familiar with 
the case tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 5:25:04 PM 

Malicious or childish? Rutgers webcam trial opens 

Ig~~""lopening statements in the trial of a formers Rutgers student accused of spying on his roommate's 

encounter with another man focused on whether the defendant was malicious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 5:25:04 PM 

Prosecutor: Rutgers webcam spying was 'malicious' 

Ig~~""lopening statements in the trial of a formers Rutgers student accused of spying on his roommate's 

encounter with another man focused on whether the defendant was malicious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20126:06:44 PM 

McDonald's goes Gallic with McBaguette burger 

Ig~~""IMon Dieu! American fast-food giant McDonald's has co-opted France's signature carbohydrate, rolling 

out a new burger on a baguette rather than a bun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20126:11:48 PM 

Thunderstorms rake South, spawning tornado 

Damaging winds and at least one tornado strike the South as part of a large storm system moving across the eastern half 

of the country, the National Weather Service says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20126:11:48 PM 

Strong winds, possible tornadoes set to hit South 

Damaging strong winds and some isolated tornadoes are likely to strike the South later Friday as part of a large storm 

system moving across the eastern half of the country that's dumping snow in the Midwest, the National Weather Service 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 6:39:25 PM 

Video: Family takes down nude intruder 

Ig~~""IWith the help of a neighbor, a Florida family takes down a nude intruder, holding him at gunpoint until 
police arrive on the scene. WBBH-TV's Meaghan Smith reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20126:49:14 PM 

Video: Woman pulled from car moments before train crash 

Ig~~""lsecurity camera video shows two Good Samaritans pulling a woman from her car moments before the 
vehicle is demolished by a train. WCAU-TV's Rosemary Connors reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 7:22:42 PM 

Teen girls ask the Internet, 'Am I ugly?' 

Ig~~""llnsecure teen and tween girls are taking to YouTube to post "Am I ugly?" videos, asking the denizens of 

the Internet whether they are attractive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 7:33:31 PM 

In legislatures and courtrooms, busy weeks ahead for voter ID 

New voter ID laws are being proposed almost exclusively by Republican legislators and governors in states throughout 

the nation, spawning both litigation and angry rhetoric from Democrats. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 7:46:24 PM 

Dutch riled at Santorum's euthanasia comments 

A Dutch politician wants his government to rebuke Republican presidential candidate Rick Santorum for claiming that 

the elderly in the Netherlands are being euthanized against their will. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/20129:16:59 PM 

Great expectations: Romney bets house on Michigan 

Romney under pressure to perform in the state where he was born and raised. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 9:24:42 PM 

Ex-cop: I robbed bank to get health care in prison 

A former Georgia police officer told a court that he committed a bank robbery because he was facing "severe health 

problems" and homelessness. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 9:28:52 PM 

United bows to public growling, alters pet-travel rule 

News of United's decision to change their fee policy for servicemen and women comes as a great relief, Mary Seward

Yamada, owner of a dog kennel in Okinawa, Japan, said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 9:49:38 PM 

DeMarco: 'Guilty until proven innocent' process damages Braun 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: If Ryan Braun is telling the truth, we're seeing the flip side of baseball's ongoing steroids 

scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 10:00:30 PM 

Reports: 9/11 terrorist appears in ad on Facebook 

Reports that an insurance advertisement on Facebook featuring the face of 9/11 terrorist Mohamed Atta is not the type 

of publicity the site wants ahead of its initial public offering. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 11:08:27 PM 

TV producer death: Police seek to question woman 

Uganda police are keen to interrogate a South African woman who was found unconscious in a hotel room along with 

the body of American television producer Jeff Rice, NBC News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/24/2012 11:39:48 PM 

Anonymous attacks 'alarming,' says top security adviser 

The vigilante group known as Anonymous has claimed credit for yet another of its weekly cyber attacks, fueling high 

level concerns among u.s. national security officials that the so-called "hackivists" are posing an increasing threat to 

government and private sector websites and computer systems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 12:06:28 AM 

Evacuation of wounded begins in besieged Syrian city 

The first of the wounded and sick women and children trapped in the besieged Baba Amra district of Hams were 

evacuated on Friday 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 12:19:42 AM 

Black 'complexion' pageant brings complaints 

Ig~~""ISt. Louis residents expressed outrage this week about a "Battle of the Complexions" contest scheduled 

for Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 12:29:06 AM 

Oscars producer: 'Dictator' will be on red carpet 

Ig~~"'l'we're thrilled to have him and he'll be on the red carpet dressed as 'The Dictator,' " Brian Grazer told 

"Extra." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201212:47:43 AM 

Danica wins pole for Nationwide race at Daytona 

Ig~~""IDanica Patrick has won the pole for the season-opening Nationwide Series race at Daytona. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 1:19:07 AM 

Police say Ohio mom injected teen kids with heroin 

Authorities sayan Ohio mother has been arrested on charges accusing her of injecting her teenage children with heroin 

before sending them to school. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 1:29:16 AM 

22 Carnival cruise passengers robbed in Mexico 

Twenty-two passengers on Carnival Splendor were robbed at gunpoint Thursday while on a ship-sponsored tour in 

Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 1:29:32 AM 

What creatures live on your smartphone? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Your cell phone and your shoes have identifiable communities of 

microbes living on them, as distinctive as the germs on your fingers and in your mouth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 1:33:58 AM 

Marine found not guilty in hazing suicide case 

Ig~~""IA military jury has decided a Marine is not guilty of hazing a fellow lance corporal who killed himself in 

Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20124:22:16 AM 

Police: RFK son arrested in NY maternity unit clash 

The son of Robert F. Kennedy is charged with harassment and endangering a child after trying to take his 2-day-old boy 

from a Westchester maternity unit, NBC New York has learned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/201211:43:10 AM 

Syrian activists: The world has abandoned us 

Syrian activists deplored the outcome of an international "Friends of Syria" conference, saying on Saturday that the 

world had abandoned them to be killed by forces loyal to President Bashar Assad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 12:01:08 PM 

Deadly blast hits after new Yemen president sworn in 

A car loaded with explosives killed at least 26 people and injured dozens outside a presidential palace in southern 

Yemen, hours after Abed Rabo Mansour Hadi was sworn in as the country's new president in the capital. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 12:27:58 PM 

South Africa's Nelson Mandela admitted to hospital 

Former South African president Nelson Mandela was admitted to hospital on Saturday to be treated for a "long-standing 

abdominal complaint", intensifying concerns about the health of the 93-year-old anti-apartheid leader. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20122:12:08 PM 

Gunman kills two US Army officers in Afghan Interior Ministry 

A gunman killed two Americans inside the heavily guarded Afghan Interior Ministry in the center of the capital Kabul on 

Saturday, as protests against the burning of copies of the Muslim holy book roiled the country for a fifth day. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20123:14:00 PM 

CBT: West Virginia not alone in NCAA tourney worries 

CBT: The Mountaineers' loss Friday night continues a slide that could cost them an NCAA tournament bid. But they're 

not alone. UConn, Purdue and Xavier also sweating. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 3:56:51 PM 

Berlusconi bribery trial ends with no verdict 

Ig~~""IA Milan court ended a corruption trial against Silvio Berlusconi on Saturday, ruling that the statute of 

limitations had run out and essentially handing Italy's former premier another victory in a long string of 
judicial woes he has faced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20124:12:51 PM 

PFT: Peyton's center 'can assure you' he'll play in '12 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20124:49:02 PM 

Pakistan demolishes bin Laden compound 

Crews have begun to demolish the compound where al-Qaida leader Osama bin laden was killed by u.s. forces in May, 

local residents said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 5:55:30 PM 

Doctor: Teens with tic-like illness recovering 

For the first time since more than a dozen teens and one adult came down with a mysterious illness in LeRoy, there's 

good news about the case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 5:59:24 PM 

Girl loses - and finds - the horse she loved 

Ig~~""~he saga of the remarkable life and near-death of a thoroughbred horse called Burma's True Love lifts a 

veil on the equine industry and some of its practices while at the same time tracing the devotion of the 
mare's young owner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20126:11:45 PM 

Astronaut builds LEGO space station ... in space 

Ig~~""llt took more than 200 astronauts from 12 countries more than a dozen years to build the International 
Space Station. An astronaut matched that feat in just about two hours with a LEGO version - while he 

was on the orbiting outpost itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20126:11:53 PM 

12 elevators you need to see to believe 

Ig~~""lusUaIIY, a ride on an elevator involves pushing a button and zoning out until the ding for your floor. Pay 

attention on these lifts, though, or risk missing out on one of the most thrilling rides of your life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20126:18:33 PM 

Philosopher's secret letter held plan to save England 

A newly discovered document, written by one of Europe's most famous philosophers, Thomas Hobbes, reveals a plan 

that, if successful, could have turned the tide of one of England's bloodiest wars. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/20126:18:51 PM 

Experience 7 classic movie locales 

Ig~~""IFilms have long inspired travelers who seek to link the dreamy scenes on the silver screen to real-life 

adventures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 6:30:05 PM 

Video: Female voters shift support to Santorum 

Ig~~""IMelissa Harris-Perry and her panelists discuss how female voters are suddenly turning their support to 

GOP presidential candidate Rick Santorum despite his strong social stance on contraception 
coverage. (Melissa Harris-Perry) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 6:50:28 PM 

Why 2012 will be cybercrime's 'hell year' 

We're not even two months into 2012, and the year is turning out to be one of the worst for cyberattacks. Here are a 

few reasons why. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 7:05:01 PM 

Santorum bets on resonating better in Romney's backyard 

If Mitt Romney is counting on winning Michigan's primary because he's from the state, Rick Santorum is betting he'll win 

here by better connecting with the state's voters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 7:37:40 PM 

Berkshire IDs Buffett successor, not by name 

Ig~~""lwarren Buffett told investors the Berkshire Hathaway board has identified his successor, easing some 
shareholder concern about the future of the company once the famed 81-year-old investor steps down as 

chief executive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 7:42:33 PM 

8 reasons why gas will hit $5 a gallon this year 

Ig~~""IBY Paul Ausick and Douglas A. Mcintyre, 24/7 Wall St. The price of gas is a widely covered news item 

these days. Oil prices have moved up from $75 a barrel in October of last year to more than $100 a barrel 
currently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 7:57:40 PM 

Romney turns Santorum's '08 endorsement against him 

It may just turn out that Mitt Romney's most important endorsement in his battle against Rick Santorum for the 

Michigan primary isn't Gov. Rick Snyder, but instead Santorum himself - who supported Romney in 2008. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 9:59:56 PM 

Canadian sled dog killings prompt new rules 

Ig~~""IA Canadian province has issued new regulations for the handling of sled dogs - a move prompted by a 

2010 case in which as many as 100 animals were killed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 10:15:22 PM 

Boys Town founder touted for sainthood 

The Omaha Archdiocese is launching a campaign for sainthood for Father Edward J. Flanagan, the Catholic priest who 

founded Boys Town and whose story was immortalized by an Academy Award-winning movie. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 10:46:18 PM 

'Occupy Toilets': Chinese women seek extra seats 

Women spend much more time in bathrooms than men, but they don't necessarily enjoy a proportional number of 

facilities. A group of young women in China is speaking out. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 10:54:46 PM 

US presses Egypt for deal on 16 Americans 

Ig~~""~he trial of 16 Americans and 27 others opens Sunday at a Cairo courthouse in what critics say is a 

politically charged case linked to a government crackdown on nonprofit groups that has touched off the 
deepest crisis in U.S.-Egyptian relations in decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/25/2012 11:37:38 PM 

Naked man steals fire truck, kills pedestrian 

Authorities say a naked man stole a fire truck at an apartment complex and sped away, killing a pedestrian who was 

walking on a sidewalk. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 12:03:43 AM 

At least three dead in huge Pennsylvania pileups 

At least three people died in two crashes each involving 20 or more vehicles in winter conditions on interstates in 

northwestern Pennsylvania, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 7:41:00 AM 

Best Bets: 'The Lorax' speaks for the trees 

Ig~~""IOther entertainment events this week include "Project X," British models invading "America's Next Top 
Model," and Oscar-nominee "Hugo" coming to DVD and Blu-ray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 2:39:38 PM 

Arizona Gov. Brewer endorses Romney for president 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer, R, said she viewed Mitt Romney as the most electable candidate to challenge President Obama 

this fall during her appearance on Meet the Press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 3:08:51 PM 

Eight US soldiers wounded in Afghan NATO base attack 

The attack occurred as 400 demonstrators stormed the American outpost to protest the inadvertent burning of Qurans 

at the u.s. Bagram airbase north of Kabul. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/20124:26:08 PM 

Apple tops list of the most profitable stores in America 

Ig~~""~he past few years have been challenging for the retailing industry, and there are signs that 2012 will be 

no different. One key metric used to judge the health of a store is annual sales per square foot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 5:00:48 PM 

More Calif. teachers accused of sex crimes 

Allegations of teachers committing sex crimes against California children increased last year, even though total teacher 

misconduct complaints declined, according to figures compiled by the state's Commission on Teacher Credentialing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/20125:38:15 PM 

Mahan dominates Mcilroy for Match Play title 

Hunter Mahan stopped Rory Mcilroy's march to No.1 by winning the Match Play Championship on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 5:40:09 PM 

NYT: Prison dementia makes caregivers of killers 

Ig~~""IDementia is a fast-growing phenomenon in prisons that many are not prepared to handle. The California 
Men's Colony is using convicted killers to care for inmates who can no longer care for themselves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 7:09:06 PM 

Pakistan finishes demolishing bin Laden house 

Pakistani security personnel on Sunday completed the demolition of the compound, where al-Qaida leader Osama bin 

Laden was killed by u.S. forces last May. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 7:25:48 PM 

Kim Dotcom's rise is legend fit for Silicon Age 

Ig~~""~hen the man who renamed himself Kim Dotcom's story is one of breathtaking audacity that spans both 

the globe and the modern computing era. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 9:30:44 PM 

Army IDs remains of last missing soldier in Iraq 

Staff. Sgt. Ahmed Kousay al-Taie was an Army interpreter from Ann Arbor, Mich. He was born in Iraq and moved to the 

u.S. as a teenager. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 11:26:58 PM 

Rain pushes Daytona 500 to noon ET Monday 

Ig~~""INASCAR has raced on the beach at Daytona, under the lights and even around a pesky pothole. But never 
on a Monday - until now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/26/2012 11:33:34 PM 

'Act of Valor' wins box-office war 

Ig~~""IMilitary drama "Act of Valor" claimed the No.1 spot on movie box office charts, beating expectations 

with an estimated $24.7 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 12:00:27 AM 

Cost of gas rises 18 cents in the past 2 weeks 

The average u.s. price of gasoline jumped 18 cents a gallon in the past two weeks due to rising costs of crude oil and 

related concerns about tensions in the Middle East. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:10:35 AM 

Actress Lucy Lawless arrested in oil-ship protest 

Ig~~""ILUCY Lawless, of Xena Warrior fame, boarded an oil-drilling ship in New Zealand to protest oil drilling. The 

native New Zealander and other Greenpeace activists were arrested on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:32:58 AM 

'The Artist' rules the Oscars 

Ig~~""[he Academy Awards proceeded pretty much as predicted Sunday night, with heavily favored actors and 

films taking most of the honors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20124:07:31 AM 

West survives LeBron's onslaught to beat East 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant took Michael Jordan's record, then nearly lost the game to LeBron James. Bryant and the 
best of the West held off a furious East comeback, winning 152-149 in the NBA Ali-Star game on Sunday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20127:14:14 AM 

1 dead, 19 hurt after nightclub gunbattle 

One man was killed and 19 other people injured after a shooting at a nightclub, police in West Tennessee said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 8:31:03 AM 

Pro-government TV: Plot to assassinate Putin foiled 

Russian and Ukrainian security services have foiled a plan to assassinate Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, Russia's state 

television reported Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 10:03:21 AM 

Fugitive Hells Angel arrested over funeral slaying 

A Hells Angels member missing since October has been arrested on suspicion of gunning down a fellow member of the 

biker gang at their local chapter president's funeral, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 11:12:41 AM 

Girl, 11, dies within hours of after-school fight 

The Los Angeles County coroner's office was investigating how Joanna Ramos, 11, could leave an alley near her Long 

Beach elementary school with a bloody nose and end up dying in an intensive care unit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 12:26:22 PM 

Rebel stronghold shelled as Syria vote result looms 

Syrian artillery pummeled rebel-held areas of Homs on Monday before an expected government announcement that a 

vote -- decried as a sham by the opposition and the West -- has approved a new constitution proposed by President 

Bashar Assad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 12:26:24 PM 

Finally! Hyundai Azera is ready for prime time 

Ig~~""~he new Azera was well overdue. The new car isn't just better than the old one, it is thoroughly 
competitive with the segment's heavy hitters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20121:16:19 PM 

3 dead in Canada train derailment 

Ig~~""IA Canadian Via Rail passenger train derailed west of Toronto Sunday, killing three railroad employees and 

injuring dozens of passengers, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:18:05 PM 

Taliban claims responsibility for deadly airport blast 

The Afghan Taliban claimed responsibility for a car bomb that killed nine people and wounded six others at the gates of 

Jalalabad airport in eastern Afghanistan on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:30:15 PM 

Nepalese man, 72, declared shortest person ever 

Ig~~""IA 72-year-old Nepalese man who is about the size of a toddler on Sunday became the world's shortest 

person ever recorded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:33:27 PM 

Buffett: No change in succession plan 

Billionaire investor Warren Buffett said on CNBC that the new language he used to describe the succession plan in his 

annual letter to Berkshire shareholders wasn't a sign of change. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:49:22 PM 

Top military pilots grounded by F-35 mess 

Ig~~""~he best fighter pilots from the Air Force, Marines and Navy arrived in the Florida Panhandle last year to 
learn to fly the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. They are still waiting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:51:20 PM 

Sean Young arrested at post-Oscars party 

Ig~~""lpolice say 52-year-old star was placed under citizen's arrest after altercation at the Governor's Ball. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:51:49 PM 

Bulldozed: Romney's boyhood home 

Ig~~""~he Detroit, Michigan house where Mitt Romney grew up was torn down two years ago. Now all that's 

left is an empty lot and the memories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 1:55:32 PM 

Report: 4 hurt in Ohio high school shooting 

At least four students were injured in a shooting Monday morning at Chardon High School in Chardon, Ohio, according 

to Cleveland television station WKYC. Police have contained two shooters, the TV station reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20122:11:20 PM 

Romney works to avoid Michigan setback 

First Read: Mitt Romney appears to be on the right track for Tuesday's crucial contest but a loss in Michigan could throw 

the race into chaos. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20122:13:45 PM 

Economists more confident about the economy 

Economists are increasingly confident that some pillars of the u.s. economy will improve this year, but they still remain 

cautious in their expectations on the overall pace of economic growth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20122:18:04 PM 

Town says it owes its life to the auto bailout 

Ig~~""~he resurrection of u.s. automakers has done little to resolve a deep political divide over the bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 2:40:30 PM 

Nissan recalling vehicles for possible gas leaks 

Nissan is recalling more than 79,000 vehicles in the u.s. to fix possible gasoline leaks. The automaker is recalling certain 

Jukes, Infiniti QXs and Infiniti M sedans from 2011 and 2012 model years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 2:42:37 PM 

Drought-weary Texans welcome rains, flowers 

Ig~~""IAS spring approaches, recent rains across much of the state are giving drought-weary Texans hope that 

the devastation may be over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 2:59:23 PM 

Mary Jo Buttafuoco remarries in Las Vegas 

Ig~~""~he woman who was shot in the head by so-called "Long Island Lolita" Amy Fisher in 1992 has tied the 

knot in Las Vegas, marrying a print shop manager from Queens, N.Y. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 3:01:02 PM 

Billy Crystal criticized for blackface at Oscars 

Ig~~""IHost Billy Crystal's opening montage featured the bizarre inclusion of his Sammy Davis Jr. character, 

featuring Crystal in blackface. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20123:02:10 PM 

Frozen embryo 'open adoption' raises hopes, questions 

Ig~~""IWith frozen embryos left over from IVF and no intention of having more children, more women are 
entering the legally and emotionally murky world of open embryo adoption - donating their frozen 

embryos to other couples, on the condition that they'll have some sort of relationship with any children that 
result. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 3:22:53 PM 

Stocks end mixed, Dow again can't top 13,000 

Stocks rallied back from early session losses Monday to end mixed. The Dow Jones industrial average again traded above 

13,000, but again failed end the day above that level. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20124:02:28 PM 

Report: 5 hurt in Ohio high school shooting 

At least four students were injured in a shooting Monday morning at Chardon High School in Chardon, Ohio, according 

to Cleveland television station WKYC. Police have contained two shooters, the TV station reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20124:37:27 PM 

Onion, garlic odor sickens Phoenix residents 

A strong smell that triggered 250 emergency calls Sunday night in the west Phoenix area is baffling residents and officials 

alike. "It just blanketed the neighborhood," resident says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20124:42:11 PM 

Experts stress importance of safety for spring breakers 

Ig~~""IA spring break packed with warm beaches and partying until all hours has increasingly become a reward 

for tens of thousands of college students every year. But those breaks can be far from carefree, as one 
young American found out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20125:17:17 PM 

Official: 1 dead, 4 hurt in Ohio school shooting 

One student was killed and four were injured in a shooting Monday morning at Chardon High School in Chardon, Ohio, 

according to Cleveland television station WKVC. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 5:26:38 PM 

Facebook: We're not reading your text messages 

Facebook is denying a report from a UK newspaper that it has at some point "admitted to reading text messages" via its 

mobile apps, and describes the accusation as "creative conspiracy theorizing." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20125:42:11 PM 

Daytona 500 tonight could be ratings gold 

Ig~~""IAre you ready for some racing - some Monday night racing? NASCAR pushed the start of its season

opening Daytona 500 to Monday night, under the lights and in primetime for the first time in its history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 5:55:48 PM 

Pakistan celebrates first Oscar win 

Ig~~""lsharmeen Obaid-Chinoy's film, "Saving Face," which chronicles the lives of acid attack victims in Pakistan, 
made history last night by winning Pakistan's first ever Oscar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20126:14:10 PM 

Gordon Gekko changes sides, works for FBI 

Ig~~""IMichael Douglas, who played Gordon Gekko in two "Wall Street" movies, has taped a public service 

announcement for the FBI warning about the dangers of Wall Street shenanigans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 7:06:40 PM 

Death of girl, 11, in fight ruled homicide 

An ll-year-old girl who died in a fight in Long Beach on Friday suffered blunt force trauma to her head, and her death 

was ruled a homicide, coroner's officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20127:30:19 PM 

Obama jabs at Santorum for college 'snob' remark 

First Read: While he didn't mention him by name, President Obama, used his speech in front of the National Governor's 

Association to respond to former Sen. Rick Santorum's assertion that the President is a "snob" for encouraging all 

students to attend college. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20128:09:47 PM 

Last GI missing in Iraq killed by Iran-backed group 

Ig~~""IA Shiite extremist group handed over a simple wooden casket containing the remains of the last u.S. 

soldier missing in Iraq, a prominent Iraqi lawmaker said Monday, drawing a close to a case that has 
anguished the American's family since his 2006 disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20128:14:37 PM 

Harness potential via 'The Power of Habit' 

Ig~~""lln his new book, Charles Duhigg exposes how habits essentially rule our lives. By learning how to shape 

them ourselves, we can entirely turn our lives around. Read an excerpt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20128:14:55 PM 

WikiLeaks publishes intelligence firm's emails 

Ig~~""lwikiLeaks began publishing on Monday more than five million emails from a U.S.-based global security 

analysis company that has been likened to a shadow CIA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20128:16:48 PM 

Romney, Santorum court Michigan's key blue-collar vote 

Macomb County's famed "Reagan Democrats" are a key voting demographic with their eyes on 2012's crop of 

presidential contenders. Whose jobs plan will resonate with this struggling state? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 9:07:40 PM 

Sketchy reports emerge on alleged high school gunman 

A student who was nicked in the ear Monday during a shooting in a high school cafeteria in Chardon, Ohio, has identified 

the teen gunman as a fellow student who had "got into a gothic phase" in recent years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20129:09:14 PM 

Why Keystone pipeline would boost pump prices 

A controversial pipeline bringing oil from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico could raise prices at the gas pump, especially in 

the Midwest and Rock Mountain regions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/20129:15:47 PM 

Rich people more likely to cheat, behave badly 

Study: While the poor might seem to have the most reason to cheat and steal, the rich are more likely to be dishonest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 9:52:03 PM 

Ice cream store sorry about 'Linsanity' flavor 

A Boston Ben & Jerry's outlet says staff was "swept up in the nationwide Linsanity momentum" when they served a 

flavor named after Knicks star Jeremy Lin that included fortune cookie pieces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 10:00:07 PM 

Kodak wants to slash retirees' health benefits 

A month after it filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, Eastman Kodak Co. asked a federal court Monday to allow it 

to cut health care benefits for thousands of retirees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 10:26:06 PM 

With Panetta facing Senate panel, new questions on Afghan future 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta will face tough questions on the u.S. military commitment in Afghanistan when he 

testifies Tuesday morning before the Senate Budget Committee. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/201211:12:16 PM 

Autism not diagnosed as early in minority kids 

Ig~~""IEarIY diagnosis is considered key for autism, but minority children tend to be diagnosed later than white 
children. Some new work is beginning to try to uncover why - and to raise awareness of the warning 

signs so more parents know they can seek help even for a toddler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 11:27:22 PM 

Remembering students' birthdays, decades later 

Ig~~""IFormer second grade teacher Lois Hayes has mailed hundreds of handwritten birthday cards to her 

former students. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/27/2012 11:46:04 PM 

Florida man arrested in threat on Obama 

A 20-year-old South Florida man was arrested for threatening the president of the United States during President Barack 

Obama's trip to Miami, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 12:35:59 AM 

'Tent City' jail gets number 'served' sign 

Ig~~""llnsPired by McDonald's, the sheriff of Arizona's Maricopa County on Monday had a sign made that touts 
the fact that more than 400,000 inmates have been "served" by his controversial "Tent City" jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 12:53:04 AM 

Onboard fire cripples Costa cruise ship 

A liner owned by the same company as the Costa Concordia, which ran aground off Italy last month, sent out a distress 

signal in the Indian Ocean on Monday after a fire in the engine room left it without power, the company said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 1:42:36 AM 

Police evict Occupy london protesters from camp 

The protesters said vanloads of police arrived at the site outside St. Paul's Cathedral to carry out the eviction, which was 

ordered by a court. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20123:30:19 AM 

Jet dryer catches fire after crash in Daytona 500 

Ig~~""~he Daytona 500 has been halted by a fiery explosion caused when Juan Pablo Montoya slammed into a 

jet dryer under caution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 5:01:36 AM 

Discovery resurrects 'Jesus Tomb' debate 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Using a remote-controlled camera on the end of a robotic arm, 

investigators have found what could be the earliest evidence of Christian iconography in Jerusalem, 
inside a nearly intact 1st-century tomb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20126:01:47 AM 

Kenseth wins Daytona of fire, rain, soap and suds 

Ig~~""IMatt Kenseth has won his second Daytona 500, holding off Dale Earnhardt Jr. to end one of the more 

bizarre races in NASCAR history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20127:50:13 AM 

Gunmen open fire on bus in Pakistan, 18 die 

Ig~~""IGunmen opened fire on a passenger bus in the northern Pakistani district of Kohistan in an apparent 

sectarian attack on Tuesday, killing 18 people, police officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 7:57:23 AM 

Iran silences critics ahead of elections 

Iran has arrested critics and minorities and imposed limits on the public's use of the internet, the human rights group 

Amnesty International reported Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:25:39 AM 

Teen suspect in Ohio shooting from violent family 

The teen who authorities believe was behind a shooting Monday in Chardon, Ohio, that killed one student and wounded 

four others had violence in his life from early on, Cleveland's Plain Dealer newspaper reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 10:03:51 AM 

Report: Suspect in Ohio shooting from violent family 

Ig~~""~he teen who authorities believe was behind a shooting Monday in Chardon, Ohio, that killed one 

student and wounded four others had violence in his life from early on, Cleveland's Plain Dealer 
newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 10:03:51 AM 

Report: Suspect in Ohio shooting from violent family 

The teen who authorities believe was behind a shooting Monday in Chardon, Ohio, that killed one student and wounded 

four others had violence in his life from early on, Cleveland's Plain Dealer newspaper reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 11:04:07 AM 

Woman fined for faking cancer, raising money 

A suburban Richmond woman was fined $100 after admitting she faked cancer to raise money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 11:37:52 AM 

Utah pushes kid database in bid to end child ID theft 

A new program implemented by the Utah state attorney general's office and the credit bureau Trans Union may be able 

to protect children from being the victims of identity theft. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 12:31:30 PM 

Wall Street set to move higher 

Stocks are set to climb Tuesday. European stocks are up, lifted by expectation that this week's liquidity injection by the 

ECB will alleviate tensions in the banking sector. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 12:50:49 PM 

Dead letter offices: States closing the most mail centers 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Postal service plans to close nearly half of the nation's mail processing centers beginning May 

15. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/201212:56:47 PM 

Older Americans scrimping on health care 

Ig~~""llf you've ever thought twice about going to the doctor or taking a pill because of the cost, you likely 
aren't alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 1:14:55 PM 

Stricken liner being towed through pirate zone 

Ig~~""IA French fishing vessel on Tuesday began towing an Italian cruise ship drifting powerless in the Indian 

Ocean to a nearby Seychelles island, but was not expected to reach the tiny resort island until Thursday, 
according to company officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 1:19:43 PM 

Yahoo threatens Facebook as patent war looms 

Yahoo has demanded licensing fees from Facebook for use of its technology, the companies said on Monday, potentially 

engulfing social media in a major patent battle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 1:48:21 PM 

Yoga posture ... as an official Olympic sport? 

Ig~~""[he judges will be watching - were the competitor's knees locked? Were the wrists straight? Did the 

forehead and the knee connect? If not, points are going to be lost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 1:56:13 PM 

Family back from vacation finds car in bedroom 

A Connecticut family has a big mess to clean up after a car crashed into their bedroom while they were away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:08:47 PM 

How lefties, righties see the world differently 

Be careful next time you cast a vote.Your "handedness" might make you choose the wrong candidate, according to a 

research review. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:10:21 PM 

Leaked emails shine rare light on Stratfor 

Ig~~""lprivate intelligence firm Stratfor sells what clients and subscribers consider some of the best geopolitical 

analysis that money can buy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:13:49 PM 

Durable goods orders drop by most in 3 years 

Ig~~""INew orders for u.s. manufactured goods fell in January by the most in three years as demand fell across 

the board from machinery to aircraft, suggesting the economy started the year on weaker footing than 
expected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:14:06 PM 

It's decision day for GOP in Michigan, Arizona 

First Read: Fifty-nine delegates and momentum for Super Tuesday are up for grabs in Tuesday's primaries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 2:21:33 PM 

Urkel to go 'Dancing With the Stars' this season 

Ig~~""lurkel alert! Forget the rumors, forget the speculation and definitely forget all that Tim Tebow talk. The 

cast list for the 14th season is now known. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:22:14 PM 

Home prices index hits lowest since 2003 

Ig~~""lsingle-famiIY home prices ended 2011 on a downbeat note as a drop in prices in December sent the 
seasonally-adjusted index to its lowest level since 2003, a closely watched survey said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:36:13 PM 

TV anchor bitten by dog is 'healing and moving on' 

In her first national TV interview since an 85-pound mastiff bit her live on air, nearly severing her lips, Denver news 

anchor Kyle Dyer said Tuesday: "I just knew it was all going to work out." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20122:36:16 PM 

PBT: First-half awards, second-half predictions 

Ig~~""lpBT: Knicks point guard Jeremy Lin is the runaway winner for surprise player of the year in our midseason 

awards. But don't expect an easy second half for him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 2:58:29 PM 

Controversy erupts over photo of dad feeding baby 

Ig~~""IA father tenderly giving his baby a bottle ... what could be wrong with that? Breast-feeding advocates in 

New Zealand demanded that an ad campaign delete an image of a dad feeding his baby, complaining it 
undercut their "breast is best" message. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20123:13:50 PM 

Consumer confidence hits I-year high in Feb. 

u.s. consumer confidence scaled a one-year high in February as optimism about the labor market offset concerns over 

rising gasoline prices, an independent survey showed on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 3:32:44 PM 

Second teen dies after Ohio school shooting 

A second teen was declared brain dead after a shooting at a high school in Chandon, Ohio, the medical examiner's office 

said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 3:46:53 PM 

Woman denies broadcasting dorm kissing video 

A former Rutgers student told jurors she was "sad, overwhelmed" when police told her that Tyler Clementi might have 

committed suicide after a webcam captured his encounter with another man. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20123:49:37 PM 

Foreclosures take longer for the rich, report says 

If you're living in an expensive McMansion and can't make the mortgage payments you may be better off than a 

homeowner of a modest split-level that's underwater. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20124:04:17 PM 

Scientists discuss tsunami debris forecast 

Tsunamis generated by the magnitude-9 earthquake in Japan last March dragged 3 million to 4 million tons of debris 

into the ocean after tearing up Japanese harbors and homes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20124:29:48 PM 

Clinton: Syria's Assad could be labeled a war criminal 

u.s. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton says an argument could be made that Syrian leader Bashar ai-Assad is a war 

criminal, stepping up pressure on his regime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 4:30:22 PM 

Near-blizzard conditions feared in Upper Midwest 

Ig~~""IUp to a foot of snow was expected across the Upper Midwest on Tuesday, while severe weather in the 

central Plains could whip up some tornadoes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20124:52:28 PM 

Big Pharma's shame: emerging markets bribery 

Ig~~""IBribes paid to foreign doctors and other state employees are shaping up as the next major legal liability 

threat for the global drug industry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20125:19:19 PM 

Ketchup 90% off? 'Crazy' Amazon price claims 

Shop the Grocery & Gourmet Food section of Amazon.com and you'll see amazing discounts. Some items are being sold 

at 90 percent or more off the list prices. Sounds a bit much, but that's the power of Amazon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20125:19:41 PM 

Flashback: Romney voted in '92 Dem primaries 

First Read: As Mitt Romney criticizes Rick Santorum for encouraging Democrats to vote in today's Michigan GOP primary 

it is worth remembering that Romney said he voted for a Democrat in the 1992 primaries to help the GOP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20125:22:17 PM 

Apple to introduce next iPad on March 7 

Ig~~""[he eagerly anticipated invite just went out: Apple will host an event on March 7 where it promises 
"something you really have to see. And touch." An image clearly depicts an iPad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 5:28:33 PM 

School shootings and PTSD: Trauma can last for months or years 

Ig~~""IStudents at Chardon High School outside of Cleveland are reeling after a school shooting. Even those who 

escaped uninjured may suffer psychological scars that last for months or years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 5:29:29 PM 

Confession time: Your worst workplace screw-ups 

Ig~~""lwe've all been there. You're going about your business at work and you royally screw up. Tell us your 

most embarrassing "oops" moment in the workplace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20126:12:20 PM 

Student in school shooting: 'I went into panic mode' 

Students at Ohio's Chardon High School are remembering Russell King Jr., who has been declared brain dead, and Daniel 

Parmertor, who was killed in a school shooting Monday. A third student, Demetrius Hewlin, was also pronounced dead 

later on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20126:42:14 PM 

Study: Japan feared 'devil's chain reaction' at nuke plant 

An independent report revealed that the Japanese government down played the full danger in the days after the March 

11 disaster and secretly considered evacuating Tokyo. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 7:06:27 PM 

In Mich., Romney looks to stave off embarrassment 

Mitt Romney finds himself fighting to infuse his presidential candidacy with new energy and stave off embarrassment in 

Tuesday's Republican primary in Michigan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20127:19:31 PM 

Pentagon admits dumping 9/11 remains in landfill 

Ig~~""~he Defense Department acknowledges that some remains of victims of the terrorist attacks wound up in 

the same landfill where it previously dumped remains of service members. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 7:32:06 PM 

Feds: $375 million health care scam is US' largest 

The owner of a Texas-based medical service provider is among seven people indicted in what authorities say is the 

largest health care fraud scheme in u.s. history. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 8:58:51 PM 

List reveals words feds monitor on Facebook, Twitter 

Ever wonder if the government is monitoring your Twitter or Facebook posts? If the answer's "yes," give yourself a pat 

on the back because you're right and not simply paranoid. There's even a list of keywords for which subcontractors hired 

by the DHS check social networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:02:26 PM 

Dow's first close above 13,000 since May 2008 

Stocks advanced Tuesday, lifting the Dow Jones industrial average to its first close above 13,000 in nearly four years, as 

investors were buoyed by strong consumer confidence data. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:05:36 PM 

Airport full-body scanners are safe, report shows 

Older generation full-body scanners deployed at the nation's airports are safe even for the most frequent travelers, 

according to the Department of Homeland Security's inspector general. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:23:51 PM 

Afghanistan unrest stirs worries, but doesn't shake commitment 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta re-affirmed the administration's determination to continue seeking a stable 

government in Afghanistan after the murder of two u.S. military officers by an Afghan soldier inside the Interior Ministry 

building in Kabul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:31:50 PM 

Prosecutor: Gunman at school fired randomly 

The death toll in an Ohio school shooting rose to three as the suspect appeared at a hearing where a prosecutor said the 

victims appeared to have been chosen at random. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 9:33:03 PM 

Democrats helped McCain win Mich. GOP primary 

Mitt Romney may be upset by Rick Santorum's recent robo-calling for Democratic votes because in 2000, John McCain 

won Michigan over George W. Bush - and about 10 percent of the people who voted for McCain were Democrats. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/20129:38:16 PM 

'Don't mess with Texas': New gunboat fleet 

The Texas Ranger Division is getting new means to chase down bad guys: six 34-foot gunboats, outfitted with automatic 

weapons and bulletproof shielding. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/28/2012 11:04:07 PM 

Olympia Snowe won't seek re-election in 2012 

In a surprise to political observers, Maine Sen. Olympia Snowe has announced she will not be seeking re-election this 

year, giving Democrats a potential pick-up opportunity as they try to hold on to control of the u.S. Senate this election 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/201212:22:47 AM 

25 suspected Anonymous hackers arrested 

Interpol says 25 suspected members of the loose-knit Anonymous hacker movement have been arrested in a sweep 

across Europe and South America. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 12:53:33 AM 

Report: Garner, Affleck welcome a baby boy 

Ig~~""~he couple of seven years welcomed their third child, a baby boy, in Santa Monica, Calif., a source 

confirms to Us Weekly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20122:11:26 AM 

Crossover Democrats overwhelmingly back Santorum 

The Santorum campaign's effort to get Democrats to vote for him has produced results, according to exit polls, but it's 

unclear so far if it was enough to help the candidate win tonight's Michigan primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20122:16:23 AM 

No. 18 Indiana runs by No.5 Michigan St. 

Ig~~""ICOdY Zeller scored 18 points and Victor Oladipo added 13, giving No. 18 Indiana a 70-55 victory over No.5 

Michigan State on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 2:25:50 AM 

Romney romps among nearly all voter groups in Arizona primary 

As in Michigan's contest on Tuesday, in Arizona the economy was the issue that mattered most to voters: nearly half of 

those interviewed in the exit poll picked the economy as the dominant issue and Romney won those voters with 47 

percent, to Rick Santorum's 28 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:10:34 AM 

Fears grow of Israel-Iran missile shootout 

Ig~~""lu.s. officials and military analysts are growing increasingly concerned that Israel will launch a multi-phase 
air and missile attack that could trigger waves of retaliatory missile strikes from Tehran. By NBC News' 

Robert Windrem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:16:08 AM 

NBC: Romney projected to win Michigan, Arizona 

Mitt Romney won the Michigan Republican primary on Tuesday, staving off Rick Santorum in the state where Romney 

was born and raised and avoiding an embarrassing setback for his campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:40:18 AM 

Where Santorum fell short in Michigan 

Voters in Tuesday's Michigan Republican primary were looking for a candidate they thought could beat Barack Obama in 

November, and they found him in Mitt Romney. The former Massachusetts governor won 61 percent of voters who said 

the candidate quality that mattered most was the ability to defeat Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:47:14 AM 

Doubts raised about the 'Jesus Discovery' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Outside experts say the video exploration of a nearly intact 1st-century 

tomb in Jerusalem is a technological tour de force but an archaeological faux pas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20124:32:00 AM 

Steven Tyler offers his own nip slip on 'Idol' 

Ig~~""~he problem with the two-hour semifinal shows is that every performance runs together. Fortunately, 

the show has the wacky rocker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 5:49:45 AM 

Millennials benefit, suffer from always-on lives 

Ig~~""IMillennials - the always-connected generation, those born between 1981 and 2000 - have such a 
"thirst for instant gratification and quick fixes" that they're at risk of making poor life decisions based on 

findings from a fast Google search or a text message response from a friend, says a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 6:54:40 AM 

Ex-wrestler sues over losing testicle in match 

A former professional wrestler is suing his opponent and the Indiana-based promoter who arranged their bout last year, 

claiming his foe was supposed to lose their match but had other ideas and kicked him so hard in the crotch that one of 

his testicles ruptured and had to be removed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 7:58:28 AM 

At least 8 injured as tornadoes slam Kansas, Missouri 

At least 8 people were injured when a tornado ripped through Harveyville, Kan., on Tuesday night, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:03:44 AM 

Three missing after Coast Guard chopper crashes 

Three people were missing after a Coast Guard helicopter crashed off Alabama's coast on Tuesday, an official said. One 

crew member was injured. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:44:24 AM 

Va. repeals one-handgun-a-month law 

A Virginia law limiting handgun purchases to one per month was repealed Tuesday, over the opposition of gun control 

supporters and relatives of victims who survived the Virginia Tech massacre. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:45:39 AM 

NBC: Romney wins Michigan and Arizona 

Mitt Romney won the Michigan Republican primary on Tuesday, staving off Rick Santorum in the state where Romney 

was born and raised and avoiding an embarrassing setback for his campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 9:32:45 AM 

Report: UK suicide bomber widow sought in Kenya 

Ig~~""IA woman believed to be the widow of one of the four suicide bombers that killed 52 London commuters 

in July, 2005, is being sought by Kenyan authorities in relation to a terrorist plot in that country, The 
Times newspaper reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 10:01:15 AM 

Coast Guard chopper crashes; 1 dead, 3 missing 

One crewmember died and three were missing after a u.s. Coast Guard helicopter crashed off Alabama's coast on 

Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 10:56:28 AM 

Syrian troops launch ground assault on restive city 

Heavy fighting broke out on Wednesday near the main rebel stronghold of Saba Amr in the city of Hams when Syrian 

troops began a ground assault, opposition sources told Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 11:35:19 AM 

16 dead after blast at China chemical plant 

An explosion at a chemical plant in northern China on Tuesday killed at least 16 people, injured more than 40 and left 

dozens missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 11:55:04 AM 

Stockton, Calif., takes 'first step towards bankruptcy' 

The city of Stockton in California is on the brink of insolvency and could become the nation's largest city to fall into 

Chapter 9 bankruptcy protection. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 12:28:10 PM 

One dead as tornadoes slam Kansas, Missouri 

At least one person was killed and thousands are without power early Wednesday after a line of tornadoes marched 

across the Midwest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 12:38:43 PM 

Rossen Reports: Is your child breathing radon at school? 

When we send our children to school, we assume they're safe. But health officials say there's a danger in the air: 

invisible, odorless radon gas in thousands of classrooms nationwide. And, Jeff Rossen reports, many districts are doing 

nothing about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 12:48:59 PM 

Key al-Qaida figure held at airport, sources tell NBC 

The suspected operational head of al-Qaida was arrested Wednesday at Cairo International Airport, Egyptian security 

sources told NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 12:55:31 PM 

Stocks set to rise after Euro bank move 

u.s. stocks are set to climb Wednesday after European banks absorbed more than half a trillion euros as part of an effort 

to stabilize the euro zone's financial system. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 1:02:15 PM 

Still too much sugar in kids' diets, study finds 

Ig~~""IAmerica's intake of sugary foods and drinks has dropped in recent years, but u.s. kids are still consuming 

too much, government researchers say. Added sugars make up about 16 percent of a typical child's diet, 
regardless of family income. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 1:07:34 PM 

After teen's death, parents warn of helium dangers 

Ig~~""IAshley, an eighth-grader from Eagle Point, Ore., collapsed and died suddenly after inhaling helium at a 

party earlier this month. "This can happen to anybody out there, not just us," her father says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 1:12:36 PM 

Key al-Qaida figure held at airport, sources tell NBC 

The suspected operational head of al-Qaida was arrested Wednesday at Cairo International Airport, Egyptian security 

sources told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 1:15:52 PM 

Video: Lindsay Lohan: 'I am clean and sober now' 

Ig~~""lln an exclusive interview with TODAY's Matt Lauer, actress Lindsay Lohan says she's been free from drugs 
and alcohol for 'a while' and going out to clubs is in her past. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 1:56:51 PM 

Economy ended 2011 a bit stronger than first thought 

The u.s. economy expanded at a faster pace than first estimated in the fourth quarter of last year, perhaps allaying 

worries of a slowdown in the start of the new year. The Commerce Department reported Wednesday that the u.s. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 2:01:25 PM 

2 million to 1 odds: Mom, child born on leap day 

A New Jersey mother born on February 29 beat 2 million-to-l odds when she had her daughter - who was also born on 

leap day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 2:09:43 PM 

First Read: Romney's ugly win in Michigan 

He may have eked out a victory, but it wasn't pretty for the former Massachusetts governor in the state where he grew 

up, where his father had served as governor, and where he won by nine percentage points in 2008. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20122:15:56 PM 

US says North Korea agrees to nuclear moratorium 

The United States said on Wednesday that North Korea had agreed to implement a moratorium on nuclear tests, long

range missile launches and nuclear activities including enrichment at its Yongbyon nuclear complex. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 2:23:55 PM 

James Murdoch out as News International chairman 

Under increasing pressure from a phone hacking scandal, James Murdoch has resigned as executive chairman of News 

International, the company's parent, News Corporation, announced Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 2:24:07 PM 

'Oh, my God': 911 calls from school shooting 

Police have released 911 recordings from the school shooting in Chardon, Ohio, revealing the chaos and fear from 

Monday's incident that left three students dead and two others wounded. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20122:38:18 PM 

Man arrested in Cairo not key al-Qaida figure 

A man believed to be senior al-Qaida leader arrested in Cairo International Airport on Wednesday turned out not to be 

the man American and Egyptian intelligence sources said he was. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:12:54 PM 

Bernanke stands by plan to keep record-low rates 

The uneven u.s. economic recovery will have to pick up in order to quickly bring down an unacceptably high jobless rate, 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20123:18:49 PM 

Dow could be in for letdown after 13,000 

The Dow has reclaimed the 13,000 spot -- a level it hasn't seen since Lehman was still doing business on Wall Street. 

Don't pop the champagne corks just yet. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 3:28:45 PM 

Sources: Cairo suspect likely not key al-Qaida figure 

A man arrested in Cairo International Airport on Wednesday on suspicion of being a senior al-Qaida leader appeared to 

be the victim of mistaken identity, u.s. officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 3:53:20 PM 

Rodney King gets house arrest for reckless driving 

Rodney King has been sentenced to 20 days of house arrest and fined $500 for misdemeanor reckless driving in 

Southern California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20124:06:44 PM 

Mom who posed girl nude on webcam is jailed 

A Massachusetts woman who says she was duped into posing her lO-year-old daughter nude over a webcam for a man 

she thought was a professional photographer has been jailed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20124:14:28 PM 

Mayor, 24, shies away from comparison to Obama 

Svante Myrick, the new 24-year-old mayor of Ithaca, N.Y., shies away from increasingly frequent comparisons to 

President Obama, but he admits the president's journey certainly influenced his decision to enter politics. Kate Snow 

reports for Rock Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 4:24:42 PM 

Murderer on the run after mistaken release 

Authorities are searching for a convicted murder with an "extensive" criminal history who was accidentally released 

from custody while awaiting a court appearance in South Carolina, media reports say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20124:35:37 PM 

13 killed as tornadoes rake Midwest states 

At least 13 people were killed and thousands were without power early Wednesday after a line of tornadoes marched 

across the Midwest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20124:47:13 PM 

N.Korea agrees to nuke moratorium, UN inspections 

North Korea agreed on Wednesday to stop nuclear tests, uranium enrichment and long-range missile launches and to 

allow nuclear inspectors to visit its Yongbyon nuclear complex to verify the moratorium has been enforced. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 5:27:43 PM 

Gay Ariz. sheriff fends off new attack -- from sister 

Ig~~""IAn embattled Arizona sheriff who earlier denied he threatened to deport his ex-lover to Mexico is 
fending off new allegations - this time from his sister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 5:34:41 PM 

Twisters claim lives, destroy homes across Midwest 

At least nine people were killed and thousands were without power early Wednesday after a line of tornadoes marched 

across the Midwest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20125:59:17 PM 

Apple's market capitalization tops $500 billion 

Apple's stock market value hit the $500 billion mark Wednesday, moving it into territory where few companies have 

gone before or have remained for very long. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 6:08:51 PM 

Couple spent $1M on 5,000 Cabbage Patch Kids 

Ig~~""IBack in the day, many of us were obsessed with Cabbage Patch Kids. Of course, most of us eventually 
grew out of that, unlike the subjects ofTLC's "My Crazy Obsession." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20126:12:25 PM 

It's Leap Day! You may be working for free 

If you're a salaried employee and you're slaving away at work today, you may be working for free. Leap years present an 

odd compensation dilemma for employees who don't get paid on an hourly basis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20126:19:54 PM 

Monkees star Davy Jones dies at 66 

Ig~~""~he singer, most famous for his role in the pop group The Monkees, which was put together in 1965 for 

the TV show of the same name, reportedly had a heart attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 7:32:31 PM 

As GOP race continues, voter confidence in Obama improves 

Amid better economic news, a declining unemployment rate, and an ongoing - and combative - Republican primary 

campaign, voter confidence in President Obama now stands at a nearly one-year high. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20128:10:12 PM 

Coin-waving Paul goes after Bernanke on inflation 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential contender Ron Paul, an avowed opponent of the Federal Reserve System, had a 

chance to take on his nemesis Ben Bernanke Wednesday, and he made the most of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/20128:18:20 PM 

Warning on statins: FDA more open about risks 

Not long ago, statins were promoted by doctors with a "put them in the drinking water" argument, writes NBC's Robert 

Bazel!. With the FDA's new warning about side effects, the big issue will center on, who really needs the cholesterol

lowering drugs? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:24:38 PM 

Keystone pipeline claims don't add up 

Proponents of the Keystone oil pipeline argue the project will create hundreds of thousands of jobs and give the 

American economy a shot in the arm. Too bad the claims don't hold up. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:31:42 PM 

Twister 'devastation ... like we've never seen' 

At least 12 people were killed and thousands were without power after a line of tornadoes marched across the Midwest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:42:42 PM 

Lesbian: I was denied Communion at mom's funeral 

Ig~~""IBarbara Johnson says her grief at her mother's death was compounded by the priest's actions at the 

funeral. The priest has not apologized, but the archdiocese has. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 8:44:29 PM 

Tobacco health labels violate free speech 

A U.S. judge sided with tobacco companies on Wednesday, ruling that a new regulation requiring large graphic health 

warnings on cigarette packaging and advertising violates free-speech rights under the U.S. Constitution. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 9:02:38 PM 

Stocks end lower after Fed chief's comments 

u.s. stocks dipped Wednesday as Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke's comments were viewed as a bit more hawkish, but 

reports suggesting more improvement in the economy curbed losses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 9:41:25 PM 

Up to 5 feet of snow expected in Calif. mountains 

Ig~~""ILate winter storms forced school and road closures from Seattle to upstate New York, but the snow was 

welcomed in California as it suffers through one of the driest winters in history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 9:57:28 PM 

Vatican exhibit reveals secret archive documents 

Galileo's retraction of his theories and the excommunication of Martin Luther are among documents that the Vatican 

has put on display from its secret archives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 10:02:38 PM 

Meeting Davy made her a daydream believer 

Ig~~""lwriter Susan C. Young grew up with a crush on the Monkee, and he didn't disappoint when she met him 

last summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 10:07:11 PM 

Rhino guardians arrested for killing animals 

South Africa's national park service reported Wednesday that it arrested four of its own on suspicion of killing rhinos and 

selling their horns to criminal syndicates. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/201210:37:47 PM 

Mell: Can Tiger handle growing scrutiny? 

Ig~~""IMell: Tiger Woods' uncomfortable jousting with reporters Wednesday over Hank Haney's book makes 

you wonder how the intense, unrelenting scrutiny is affecting him. If it's not the book, or his knee, or his 
swing, or his putting, it's something. It's always something. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

2/29/2012 10:59:22 PM 

Smugglers take 'path of death' to supply Syria revolt 

Ig~~""lone scrawny smuggler calls his secret route through the mountainous Syrian-Lebanese border "the path 
of death." But for nearby rebel-held areas in Syria, it is their only lifeline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:09:05 AM 

Video: Journey to Sudan's Nuba Mountains 

Ig~~""IA 30-year-old American who has been living in Sudan for nearly a decade led NBC's Ann Curry into a 

region previously inaccessible to journalists where the Sudanese government has been bombing 
civilians. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:32:42 AM 

Online store clobbered over racist merchandise 

Ig~~""lcafepressl the online store where independent artists and merchants can sell T-shirts, mugs and other 

collectibles, has removed pages promoting anti-Mexican products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:32:53 AM 

Santorum, Romney split delegates out of Michigan 15-15 

The NBC News Elections Desk reports that in the Michigan primary, with 30 delegates at stake, Rick Santorum and Mitt 

Romney will split that state's delegates 15 apiece. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:40:54 AM 

Costa Cruises faces image crisis after shipwreck, fire 

Ig~~""lcosta Cruises is facing a legal and public relations nightmare after seeing two high-profile disasters on its 

ships barely six weeks apart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:18:16 AM 

Q&A: Google to dig deeper into users' lives 

Ig~~""llf you're amazed - and maybe even a little alarmed - about how much Google seems to know about 

you, brace yourself. Beginning Thursday, Google will operate under a streamlined privacy policy that 
enables the Internet's most powerful company to dig even deeper into the lives of its more than 1 billion 
users. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:23:07 AM 

Will gun owner in Ohio shooting be held accountable? 

Ohio has no laws governing child access to guns on its books and there are not yet signs the shooting in Chardon will 

force a reassessment of the state's gun laws. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:32:15 AM 

32 pet dogs killed in New Mexico rabies outbreak 

Dozens of pet dogs around one New Mexico city have had to be euthanized since December because they were exposed 

to rabid animals and weren't vaccinated, health authorities say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:57:54 AM 

Dempsey scores as US beats Italy for first time 

Ig~~""IAmerican players applauded each other and their fans. Their supporters cheered loudly and proudly 

waved the red, white and blue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:20:05 AM 

No-fly list grounds US Muslim aid worker again 

Ig~~""lu.S. citizen Jamal Tarhuni finally got home from Tunisia after the FBI delayed his flight for a month, but 

now he's been grounded while attempting to fly from Portland to Seattle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:46:17 AM 

Ann Curry's journal: The plight of the Nuba people 

The growing conflict between Nuba rebel forces and the Sudanese government has sent thousands of Nuba people into 

makeshift camps. While Sudan's government says it's stopping an insurgency, the Nuba people say they have been the 

victims of ethnic cleansing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:46:29 AM 

Tanier: Ideal landing spots for four NFL free agents 

Ig~~""~anier: Have no fear: the free agent matchmaker is here. Free agency is just over a week away, and with 

dozens of veterans vying for the attention of 32 suitors, someone has to play yenta and fill the dance 
cards, organize the speed dates, and find a few perfect fits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20123:15:29 AM 

School shooting victim never got first paycheck 

Danny Parmertor, 16, was aiming to buy a car with his new job. His parents say his first paycheck will be buried with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20123:43:27 AM 

Obama salutes Iraq war vets at White House dinner 

Ig~~""lobama hosts a dinner for members of the u.s. military who served in Iraq in the East Room of the White 

House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20124:27:24 AM 

Shell sues environmental groups over drilling rights 

Shell, the global oil and gas company, sued more than a dozen environmental groups that oppose offshore oil drilling in 

the Arctic Ocean on Wednesday, the los Angeles Times reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20124:41:20 AM 

'Idol' ladies split into contenders and pretenders 

Ig~~""~he show went heavy on the cookie-cutter country-girl vibe this year in picking its top 12 girls, and the 

result was a whole lot of repetition on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:08:24 AM 

Bulls take show on road, hold off Spurs 

Ig~~""IDerrick Rose scored 29 points and the Chicago Bulls stayed on a roll by cooling off the streaking San 

Antonio Spurs 96-89 Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20127:53:35 AM 

Stricken Costa Allegra arrives at port in Seychelles 

A stricken cruise ship arrived in port in the island nation of the Seychelles on Thursday morning after three days at sea 

without power. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20128:39:03 AM 

Final push? 7,000 Syrian troops attack rebel stronghold 

Elite forces loyal to Syrian President Bashar Assad pounded a rebel bastion in Hams on Thursday in what appeared to be 

a final push on the opposition stronghold after more than three weeks of siege and bombardment, activists said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20129:48:14 AM 

3 dead after small plane crashes at Fla. airport 

Officials said three people have died following a single-engine plane crash at Melbourne International Airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 10:07:28 AM 

Two NATO troops shot dead by Afghans 

Two NATO soldiers were shot dead in southern Afghanistan when two men, one of whom was believed to be an Afghan 

soldier, turned their weapons against the international troops, officials said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 10:36:41 AM 

Kuwait lawmakers back Syrian rebel army 

Kuwait's parliament said on Thursday that it would support the rebel Free Syrian Army and called on the Kuwaiti 

government to cut ties with Syrian President Bashar Assad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:20:43 AM 

'We're alive': Tired passengers stream off Costa Allegra 

Tired passengers left a crippled Costa cruise ship in the Seychelles capital Victoria on Thursday, ending a three-day 

ordeal in the Indian Ocean after a fire knocked out the vessel's main power supply. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:25:38 AM 

Putin in power until '247 10 key questions about election 

More than 100 million Russians will go to the polls on Sunday to elect a president who will be in office for the next six 

years. Msnbc.com's Alastair Jamieson examines the potential outcomes -- and what's at stake. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:25:38 AM 

10 things you need to know about Russia's election 

More than 100 million Russians will go to the polls on Sunday to elect a president who will be in office for the next six 

years. Msnbc.com's Alastair Jamieson examines the potential outcomes -- and what's at stake. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:40:07 AM 

Two American troops shot dead by Afghans 

Two American soldiers were shot dead in southern Afghanistan when two men, one of whom was believed to be an 

Afghan soldier, turned their weapons against them, officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:29:34 PM 

'We're alive': Tired passengers stream off Costa Allegra 

Tired passengers left a crippled Costa cruise ship in the Seychelles capital Victoria on Thursday, ending a three-day 

ordeal in the Indian Ocean after a fire knocked out the vessel's main power supply. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:33:36 PM 

The happiest workers work for the government 

Ig~~""IDO you work in retail or media and think your friends who work in education and real estate are all 

happier than you? That isn't just your imagination 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:42:20 PM 

Is phone company ripping off American troops? 

TODAY investigates a US phone company alleged to be gouging thousands of American service members for calls made 

to loved ones while headed to and from Iran and Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 12:56:56 PM 

Afghans fatally shoot 2 US troops at joint base 

Two American soldiers were killed Thursday in a shooting by an Afghan soldier and a literacy teacher at a joint base in 

southern Afghanistan, officials said, the latest in a series of deaths as anti-Americanism rises following the burning of 

Qurans by u.s. soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:28:56 PM 

Dolenz: Davy Jones was go-to guy for fun 

Ig~~""~ust as fans were left reeling from the news of the sudden death of actor-singer Davy Jones on 

Wednesday, so was his longtime friend and bandmate Micky Dolenz. On Thursday morning, the fellow 
member of The Monkees visited TODAY to discuss the loss and look back at Jones' life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:45:54 PM 

Seniors say they sleep better than younger folks 

Ig~~""lcontrary to popular belief, healthy seniors have no problem getting a good night's rest, a large new study 

published Thursday shows. In fact, researchers found that many seniors actually report better sleep than 
your average 20- and 30-somethings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20121:56:50 PM 

Lohan says she's humbled, ready for comeback 

Ig~~""lln her exclusive interview with TODAY's Matt Lauer, Lindsay Lohan opened up about maturity, learning 

from her mistakes, and consulting her lawyer while suggesting skits for her "SNL" appearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:06:38 PM 

Life can be tough on just $350,000 a year 

Facing a sharp decline in revenue from banking and trading, many Wall Street firms have trimmed 2011 discretionary 

pay, according to a Bloomberg News report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:09:39 PM 

Saudi women push for the right to play sports 

Ig~~""[he image of 24-year-old Nour Fitiany resting courtside as the pounding of basketballs and thumping of 
feet reverberated around her wouldn't merit a second glance in most countries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:10:17 PM 

Jobless claims slip slightly to 4-year lows 

Americans filed fewer claims for unemployment insurance, pushing the level to the lowest in four years. The decline 

provides more evidence that the job market is slowly mending. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:13:14 PM 

Syrian rebels retreat from besieged stronghold 

Most Syrian rebels pulled out of the besieged Baba Amr district of Horns on Thursday after a 26-day siege by President 

Bashar Assad's forces, activists in contact with the fighters said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20122:40:26 PM 

Conservative firebrand Andrew Breitbart dies at 43 

Andrew Breitbart, the conservative firebrand and web publisher, has died, according to his Big Government website. In a 

brief post, the site said he died at age 43 of natural causes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20123:21:02 PM 

Bank of America reportedly considering new fees 

Bank of America is planning to make changes to its basic checking accounts that would introduce a monthly fee for 

customers unless they agree to bank online, a report says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20123:36:19 PM 

Bieber gets $100,000 hybrid for 18th birthday 

Ig~~""~he pop star stopped by "The Ellen DeGeneres Show" on Thursday to celebrate his big day and his 

manager Scooter Braun surprised him with the hybrid luxury sports sedan that many car fanatics are 
anxious to get their hands on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20123:49:31 PM 

Federal judge forwards racist email about Obama 

A federal judge acknowledged forwarding a racially charged email about President Barack Obama, saying he isn't a racist 

and apologizing while adding that he sent it "because it's anti-Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20124:19:34 PM 

Autism rescue: Firefighter teaches how to help autistic people in emergencies 

Ig~~""IAS an experienced firefighter and a devoted father to an autistic son, Bill Cannata is combining the two 

worlds he knows so well to help protect others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20124:25:31 PM 

Man who jammed phones: 'People are extremely loud' 

Frustrated with fellow bus riders incessantly talking on their cell phones, a Philadelphia man began jamming the cell 

reception to silence their conversations. The NBClO Investigators tracked down the cell phone zapper who targets 

talkers on a SEPTA bus route. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20124:53:25 PM 

PhotoBlog: Hundreds of students march back to Ohio school 

Ig~~""~he deadline to file charges in a fatal Ohio high school shooting loomed as students still reeling from the 

slaying of three teenagers marched by the hundreds to their reopened school Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:05:31 PM 

Senate defeats limit on birth control coverage 

The Senate on Thursday defeated a proposal that would have allowed employers and health plans regulated by the 2010 

health care law to opt out of paying for medical services that are contrary to their religious beliefs or moral convictions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:06:12 PM 

Man gets 90 days for kicking cat like football 

Ig~~""ICHICAGO - A man who kicked a kitten into the air like a football is going to jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:24:06 PM 

Teacher, 41, resigns after leaving family for student 

Modesto police are investigating if there's a criminal case against a former high school teacher who resigned his job to 

move into an apartment with an 18-year-old girl he met while teaching. James Hooker, 41, was placed on administrative 

leave Feb. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:47:38 PM 

US democracy activists leave Egypt 

American pro-democracy campaigners flew out of Egypt on Thursday after a travel ban, imposed while they faced trial in 

the country, was lifted. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20125:47:38 PM 

US democracy activists leave Egypt, officials say 

A plane carrying American pro-democracy campaigners left Egypt on Thursday after a travel ban was lifted, airport 

officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:00:22 PM 

Grandma faces capital murder charge in girl's running death 

Ig~~""IGADSDEN, Ala. -- Alabama prosecutors say they are filing a capital murder charge, which carries the 
possibility of the death penalty, against a grandmother accused of running her 9-year-old granddaughter 

to death as punishment for eating chocolate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:29:24 PM 

New Google privacy policy has law-enforcement holes, say experts 

Thanks to its new unified privacy policy, Google is now better equipped to help out law enforcement officials and the 

government when it comes to finding out about you. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:37:17 PM 

Hoops player benched for speaking Native language 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:38:50 PM 

UN demands 'unhindered' aid access to Syria 

The U.N. is deploring the rapidly deteriorating humanitarian situation in Syria and calling on authorities to grant 

"unhindered access" for aid workers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:41:19 PM 

Mob wars! Mafia attractions muscle in on Vegas 

Ig~~""lon one side, there's the new Mob Attraction at the Tropicana Las Vegas, set to open on March 1; on the 

other, the city-owned Mob Museum, which opened downtown on Feb. 14. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20126:44:46 PM 

Maryland governor signs bill legalizing gay marriage 

With Maryland legalizing gay marriage, some conservative opponents and religious leaders are counting on members of 

their congregations, especially in black churches, to upend the legislation at the polls this fall. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20127:16:00 PM 

Armored car guard sought in killing, $2 million theft 

An armored car guard accused of killing his partner and fleeing with more than $2 million picked up from a casino 

admitted the crime to a friend, court documents say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20127:26:54 PM 

New mandates for paid sick leave raise hackles 

The only thing worse than staying home sick with chills and a fever or a hacking cough is having to be at work while 

battling illness. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20127:52:35 PM 

Romney, Santorum fight for Super Tuesday's crown jewel 

Ohio's Republican primary is poised to become the crown jewel of Super Tuesday, a state in which Mitt Romney could 

avoid the kind of backslide he suffered after previous wins in the primary cycle or where another candidate could find a 

new boost of energy and momentum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20128:25:45 PM 

NYT: Tensions raise specter of gas at $5 a gallon 

Gasoline for $5 a gallon? The possibility is hardly far-fetched. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20129:02:43 PM 

Teen charged with murder in Ohio school shooting 

A 17-year-old youth was charged Thursday with three juvenile counts of aggravated murder in shooting that killed three 

students at an Ohio high school. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20129:05:29 PM 

2012 tornado disaster relief: how to help 

Learn which organizations are pitching in to help the tornado victims in the Midwest and the South and how you can 

help. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20129:23:18 PM 

Syrians flee to northern Lebanon 

Ig~~""~hey are just 55 miles away, but for the over 7,000 Syrian refugees now in Tripoli, Lebanon couldn't be 

more different. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/20129:56:53 PM 

The countries with the cheapest gasoline 

Ig~~""lwhile Americans and Europeans bemoan the cost of gasoline at the pumps, people in some other parts of 

the world enjoy filling up their tanks cheaply thanks to subsidies provided by wealthy, oil-rich 
governments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 10:01:26 PM 

Limbaugh to contraception advocate: Post sex video 

Conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh ratchets up his rhetoric about a college student who testified in support of 

contraception, saying she should post an online sex video. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 10:09:43 PM 

Drama in Michigan as Romney awarded another delegate 

The Michigan Republican Party voted to award the majority of delegates from the state's primary to Mitt Romney, 

prompting accusations of "political thuggery" by Rick Santorum's campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201210:10:16 PM 

Class warfare in GOP primary? 

Newt Gingrich and Rick Santorum are taking turns Thursday assailing the immense financial support within the GOP for 

Mitt Romney, highlighting the volume of their small-dollar donors compared to Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:02:56 PM 

US governor signs bill legalizing gay marriage 

Maryland's governor signed a measure legalizing gay marriage Thursday, joining seven other states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/2012 11:29:29 PM 

Love makes ace, leads Honda; Tiger trails by 7 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201211:40:18 PM 

Hostage-taker shot in bank, officers injured 

Police shoot through a Buena Park bank's glass doors, effectively ending an hours-long hostage situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/1/201211:40:18 PM 

Police shoot hostage-taker at California bank 

Police shoot through a Buena Park bank's glass doors, effectively ending an hours-long hostage situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:20:03 AM 

Tour of serial killer's haunts provokes outrage 

Ig~~""IYOU may know Milwaukee for its beer and beautifullakefront, but the city is bracing itself for a new 

attraction inspired by one of the nation's most notorious serial killers, Jeffry Dahmer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:12:06 AM 

Mom, boy kill man - thought he was a pedophile 

A mother and a high school student have pleaded killing to killing a man they wrongly believed was a pedophile, STV 

Local in Scotland reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:43:59 AM 

Christian tomb talk leads to a fuss over a fish 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The debate over a "Jesus Discovery" tomb that may, or may not, contain 

the earliest known evidence of Christian iconography has taken on some of the fervor of a holy war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:07:06 AM 

More twisters in forecast as survivors recount ordeal 

As towns cleaned up and survivors recalled near-death tornado experiences, forecasters on Thursday warned of a new 

round of severe weather Thursday night and Friday that could produce even more twisters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:30:27 AM 

Few surprises among 'American Idol's' final 13 

Ig~~"'l'American Idol" picked its 13 finalists on Thursday night, and for the three wild-card picks that was a 

lucky number indeed. With the field of 24 cut nearly in half, there were a lot of nerves and sad faces 
among the contestants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20125:16:15 AM 

Thunder rally past Magic for 7th straight win 

Ig~~""IKeVin Durant scored 38 points, including 18 in the fourth quarter, and the Oklahoma City Thunder erased 
a 14-point deficit to beat the Orlando Magic 105-102 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:45:55 AM 

Heat stay hot, beat Blazers for 9th straight win 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 38 points and 11 rebounds and the Miami Heat resumed their season with a 107-93 
rout of the Portland Trail Blazers on Thursday night, extending their winning streak to nine games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:56:11 AM 

One injured in shooting at Ariz. high school 

WillCOX, Ariz. -- Officials say one person has been wounded in a shooting at Willcox High School, KVOA reports. One 

person is reportedly in custody, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:56:37 AM 

Lawyers: Sandusky's alleged victims as young as 8 

A court filing Thursday by prosecutors in the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse case said that the alleged victims ranged in 

age from 8 to 17 and that crimes involving eight of the boys occurred on the Penn State University campus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:56:37 AM 

Lawyers: Sandusky's alleged victims as young as 8 

A court filing Thursday by prosecutors in the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse case said that the alleged victims ranged in 

age from 8 to 17 and that crimes involving eight of the boys occurred on the Penn State University campus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20128:38:55 AM 

Skier dies after Calif. avalanche 

A skier who was caught in an avalanche in Alpine Meadows, Calif., died late Thursday, NBC station KCRA reported. The 

29-year-old man had been skiing with two other people in rugged terrain when they were hit by a wave of snow, 

sheriff's officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20129:26:30 AM 

Pakistan border clash kills at least 33, officials say 

Ig~~""IMilitants have attacked a hilltop army position in volatile northwest Pakistan leaving at least 33 dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 10:04:00 AM 

A global icon is reborn: Londoners meet new red bus 

This week's launch of a futuristic red bus has proved London's double-decked icon is more than just a way of getting 

around. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 11:04:09 AM 

Obama seeks Israel harmony over Iran attack plan 

Ig~~""~ust days before what could be the most consequential meeting of u.s. and Israeli leaders in years, aides 

to President Barack Obama and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu are scrambling to bridge stark 
differences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 12:26:07 PM 

Red Cross convoy reaches 'medieval' Syrian city 

The Red Cross tells Syria it was unacceptable that its aid convoy had been prevented from entering a battle-scarred 

district of Hams that had been a center of resistance. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 12:44:42 PM 

States with the most miserable housing markets 

Ig~~""IBY Michael B. Sauter, Charles B. Stockdale, and Ashley C. Allen 24/7 Wall St. Home prices fell in December 
to the lowest levels since the housing crisis began in mid-2006, according to the Standard & Poor's Case

Shiller Home Price Index. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 12:45:56 PM 

Snow blankets the Holy Land 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Rare snowfall brings Israeli and Palestinian families out to play. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 12:46:04 PM 

Video: 2nd wave of severe weather threatens US 

Ig~~...,~wo days after a slew of severe weather killed 13 people across the Midwest and South, a second wave 

of storms and possible tornadoes are set to hit from Louisiana to Ohio. TODAY's AI Roker 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/2012 12:52:40 PM 

Video: Activist called 'slut' by Limbaugh speaks out 

Ig~~""lsandra Fluke, the birth control activist called a "slut" and "prostitute" by conservative commentator Rush 
Limbaugh, talks to TODAY's Matt Lauer about Limbaugh's comments and the failure of a GOP-sponsored 

amendment that would have allowed employers to opt out of providing contraception in health 
plans. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:25:29 PM 

5 things you need to know about the birth control mandate 

While controversy over one aspect of the Obama administration's contraception rule -- whether and when religiously 

affiliated employers must comply -- has dominated recent headlines, that debate has obscured other questions about 

how the rules will actually be implemented. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:28:11 PM 

Spectacular Irish hotel, massive discount price 

Ig~~""llt's as much as a small, two-bedroom apartment might cost on Manhattan's Upper East Side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:29:27 PM 

Cuddling dying pets gives owners scary infections 

Ig~~""lcomforting dying pets through their last days turned out to be dangerous for animal owners who wound 

up with life-threatening infections from the close contact, a new report finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:32:36 PM 

Weekend 'cutover' puts United-Continental merger efforts to the test 

This weekend, the Continental-United merger is expected to hit a significant milestone that both airlines hope travelers 

won't even notice. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20121:56:55 PM 

Students returning to Chardon high school 

Students are returning to an Ohio high school where a shooting earlier this week killed three teens and wounded two 

others. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:08:31 PM 

Cheaper by the dozen ... houses, that is 

Ig~~""IOh give me a home, or two, or three. As the greatest real-estate fire sale in the history of the United 

States rages on, the bulk buy is the dead hot deal of the moment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:09:54 PM 

New $250,000 supercar challenges Ferrari 

Ig~~""lwhat do you do when you win the lottery or land that professional sports contract you've always 
deserved? You buy that incredible exotic sports car you've always wanted but couldn't afford. And now 

there is a new option. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:11:57 PM 

Obama enjoys incumbent's advantages 

First Read: As the Republican primary contest drags on, President Obama prepares for the general election campaign to 

come. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20122:29:20 PM 

Woman called 'slut' by Limbaugh is 'stunned, outraged' 

Ig~~""IBirth-control activist Sandra Fluke told Matt Lauer that she expected some backlash, especially from 

someone like Rush Limbaugh. Still, the comments stung. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20123:21:22 PM 

Armored car guard allegedly kills partner, steals $2M 

An armored car guard allegedly shot his partner in the back of the head, stole more than $2 million in cash from the 

truck and then took the time to call his mom as he fled the Pittsburgh area, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20123:34:08 PM 

Anti-Putin activists pay high price but won't back down 

Maria Gaidar knows first hand about the consequences of being a political activist in Russia. A fierce critic of Vladimir 

Put in, Gaidar was accused by pro-government media last year of fleeing the country after being involved in a car crash 

that killed a 13-year-old girl. "I didn't hit a girl," Harvard University student told msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20123:54:42 PM 

Afghan clerics demand trial of Quran burners at US base 

Senior Afghan clerics have demanded the trial and punishment of those responsible for burning of copies of the Muslim 

holy book at a NATO base last month. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20123:59:23 PM 

Racist-joke judge initiates complaint against himself 

A federal judge in Montana who used official court email to circulate a racist joke about President Barack Obama has 

acknowledged the indiscretion and initiated a misconduct complaint against himself, court officials said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:05:38 PM 

Rival hard-liners face off as Iranians vote 

Iranians voted on Friday in an election expected to reinforce the power of Ayatollah Ali Khamenei over hard-line political 

rivals led by President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:10:53 PM 

South Dakota lawmakers tackle 'Shariah question' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:13:27 PM 

Boehner calls Limbaugh remarks 'inappropriate' 

First Read: Amid a growing media firestorm over comments Wednesday by Rush Limbaugh toward a student who 

testified before a Democratic panel on the use of contraception, Washington's top Republicans said that Limbaugh was 

wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:13:32 PM 

Court orders time change so Jewish school won't have to forfeit 

An orthodox Jewish high school in Houston is going to get to play its game in the state boys basketball semifinals after 

all, but only after a judge interceded and forced the state athletics association to let them play. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:15:23 PM 

Students fight valedictorian's deportation order 

Classmates of a North Miami High School valedictorian facing deportation protested Friday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:41:54 PM 

Man seen kissing Rutgers student testifies 

A man who witnesses say was watched via webcam while kissing a Rutgers University student who later committed 

suicide took the stand Friday, telling jurors he noticed the webcam while the two were being intimate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20124:58:31 PM 

London riots: Bad Samaritan robbers caught on camera 

Two men robbed a student as they pretended to help him during last summer's riots in London, an act that was caught 

on camera and provoked outrage across Britain. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20125:05:47 PM 

Poor volunteers risk all in outsourced clinical drug trials 

Ig~~""IDrUg trial outsourcing to foreign countries is becoming an attractive alternative for u.s. pharmaceutical 

companies looking to save millions of dollars, avoid regulatory scrutiny and tap into a seemingly endless 
supply of drug study participants. "Dateline NBC" producer Tim Sandler reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20125:09:38 PM 

Alabama towns hit by tornadoes 

A "very large super-cell" of several small and perhaps one big tornado touched down in northern Alabama Friday 

morning, damaging homes and a high school across a wide area, leaving many injured and without power, emergency 

officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:34:58 PM 

President Obama calls Georgetown student Fluke 

First Read: President Obama offered Sandra Fluke words of encouragement amid a controversy involving Rush 

Limbaugh's words toward her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:38:44 PM 

9/11 remains: Ex-chief of military mortuary quits 

One of the three former supervisors accused of "gross mismanagement" at the military's mortuary in Dover, Del., has 

resigned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20126:51:53 PM 

Commuter shot in head while driving to work 

A bullet fired through a man's windshield while he's driving to work in the Houston area hits him in the head, but he's 

able to pull over at a gas station. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:05:48 PM 

Feds nab huge haul of fake handbags, shoes 

Gucci, Ugg, Burberry, Coach, Nike and Louis Vuitton. Those were among the brand names of counterfeit goods that 

federal authorities said they hauled in from what they called one of the largest counterfeit goods smuggling operations 

ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:27:46 PM 

HBT: MLB makes expanded playoffs official 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:29:27 PM 

Yelp soars on market debut with lofty vision 

Consumer reviews website Yelp makes its first appearance on the stock market Friday, joining a list of new social media 

companies that have made their market debuts in recent months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:31:25 PM 

Limbaugh in hot water with sponsors 

Ig~~...,~wo companies pulled their advertisements with Rush Limbaugh after the conservative radio talk show 

host called a Georgetown University law student a "slut" and a "prostitute." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:40:17 PM 

NBC's Jim Maceda answers reader questions about the Russian elections 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20127:53:12 PM 

Ohio probing adoption agency amid rape charges 

Ohio officials are investigating a private adoption agency that helped place children with a man now accused of raping 

three boys in his care. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20128:05:35 PM 

Tornadoes blast across Midwest, South 

Multiple tornadoes tear across Indiana, Alabama, Kentucky and Tennessee, leaving a path of death and destruction 

behind them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20128:09:51 PM 

Reader: Justin Bieber doesn't need $100K car 

Ig~~""lour readers weigh in on everything from Bieber's big birthday gift to Taylor Swift inviting a boy with 

leukemia to an awards show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20128:15:17 PM 

Battling to make a loved one's death meaningful 

The parents of Idaho teen Taylor Sauer have lobbied for a state law against texting and driving, which killed her. 

Similarly, a TODAY producer's mother hoped that in death she could help battle a baffling disease. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20128:47:45 PM 

Head-on crash kills 3 sorority spring-breakers in Ohio 

A wrong-way driver slammed head-on Friday into a car full of sorority sisters who were caravanning to an airport for a 

spring break trip, killing three of the young women and the other driver. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20129:13:58 PM 

Report: 5 soldiers involved in Quran burning 

A military investigation concluded five soldiers were involved in the incineration of a pile of Qurans in Afghanistan last 

week, according to The Washington Post, which cited u.s. military officials who have been briefed on the inquiry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20129:16:52 PM 

Volt production halted; 1,300 workers out of work 

General Motors will halt production of the Chevrolet Volt.The automaker has told 1,300 workers at its Detroit 

Hamtramck plant that they will be out of work for about five weeks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/2/20129:49:33 PM 

PFT: NFL says Saints violated bounty rule 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2012 12:02:27 AM 

Limbaugh doesn't back down on criticizing student 

Conservative radio host Rush Limbaugh did not back down Friday from his criticism of a Georgetown student who 

advocated for the availability of birth control. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201212:11:22 AM 

Women feel attacked, roar back at Rush's rhetoric 

In the wake of Rush Limbaugh calling birth control activist Sandra Fluke a "slut" and a "prostitute," thousands of women 

who feel personally stung by the attack have risen up to respond. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2012 12:36:28 AM 

Why so many tornadoes are striking the US 

Ig~~""IA warm spell and a low-dipping jet stream are fueling the monster storms that are spawning tornadoes 

today across a wide swath of the country, weather experts said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20121:48:14 AM 

Lawsuit: College roommate had too much sex 

A New York woman has sued her former Roman Catholic college in Boston, claiming administrators didn't do enough to 

help her when she complained. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20122:47:00 AM 

Border Patrol: Agents fire at drug gang in Mexico 

u.s. Border Patrol agents and Mexican drug traffickers fought a gun battle across the Rio Grande in south Texas, 

authorities say, the latest of a spate of cross-border shootings. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20123:18:39 AM 

BP, plaintiffs reportedly reach deal on oil spill 

A federal judge said Friday night that BP and a committee representing plaintiffs suing over the 2010 Gulf oil spill had 

reached an agreement, The Associated Press reported on its website. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20125:37:18 AM 

BP to pay $7.8 billion to settle Gulf oil spill lawsuit 

BP and a committee representing plaintiffs suing over the 2010 Gulf oil spill have reached an estimated $7.8 billion 

agreement to settle the lawsuit, company officials said late Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20127:21:28 AM 

Heat come up short, ending 9-game win streak 

Ig~~""IDevin Harris converted a three-point play with 4.5 seconds and the Utah Jazz snapped the Miami Heat's 

nine-game winning streak with a 99-98 victory on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20127:27:45 AM 

Moody's downgrades Greece to lowest level 

Moody's Investors Service on Friday cut Greece's sovereign debt rating to the lowest possible level after a debt

restructuring deal that imposes hefty economic losses for private creditors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20128:10:11 AM 

Grassroots democracy? China's rebel village votes 

Residents of a southern Chinese fishing village gathered on Saturday to elect a new administrative authority that many 

hail as a model for greater grassroots democracy in China following an uncompromising standoff over land grabs and 

abuse of power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/20129:37:22 AM 

3 Occupy Oaklanders charged with hate crimes 

Three Occupy Oakland protesters accused of surrounding and taunting a woman before stealing her wallet were 

charged on Friday with robbery and hate crimes, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2012 11:42:01 AM 

Red Cross, Syria in standoff as shelling restarts 

Syrian troops on Saturday bombarded the Jobar neighborhood of Homs, where a standoff continued between a Red 

Cross convoy and the government that has blocked the delivery of aid to the thousands stranded there. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/201212:15:55 PM 

Shooting outside nightclub in Tempe, Ariz. wounds 13 

An altercation outside a nightclub in suburban Phoenix erupted in a shooting, leaving 13 people wounded including two 

in serious condition, police said Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/3/2012 12:58:34 PM 

Search for survivors begins after deadly tornadoes 

A string of violent storms scratched away small towns in Indiana and cut off rural communities in Kentucky as a tornado 

outbreak killed 31 people, and authorities feared the already death toll would rise. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20122:26:35 PM 

Serving size scams that can make you fat 

Food manufacturers know that you want to eat healthy, so they're doing everything they can to make their bad-for-you 

foods look good for you. These serving size rip-offs in restaurants and supermarkets may be costing you your health and 

your waistline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20123:08:38 PM 

'Spice' drug tied to kidney failure cases in Wyoming 

Three young people have been hospitalized with kidney failure and a dozen others sickened in Casper, Wyoming, in an 

outbreak linked to a batch of the designer drug Spice, authorities said on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20124:32:35 PM 

Con artists get rich preying on elderly 

Ig~~""IBoomers beware: Scams, frauds and other financial exploitation schemes targeting older Americans are a 
growing multibillion-dollar industry enriching the schemers, anguishing the victims and vexing law 

enforcement officials who find these crimes among the hardest to investigate and prosecute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20124:35:17 PM 

Best Bets: 'John Carter' goes to Mars 

Ig~~""IAre you ready for a quarter-billion dollar movie? Also this week: The Olsen twins' sister stars in "Silent 
House"; "Footloose" on DVD and Blu-ray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20125:37:58 PM 

Lindsay Lohan gets 'Real' in 'SNL' return 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan made her return to "Saturday Night Live" last night, and right from the start, she was 

greeted with nothing but support from the cast. Well, kind of. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20126:03:47 PM 

The tax implications of headhunting in the NFL 

Ig~~""IBaseball season opened in Clearwater this week but that wasn't what folks were talking about in the 

sports world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20126:33:01 PM 

Guitarist Ronnie Montrose dies at 64 

Ronnie Montrose, who is best known for his fiery guitar work as a member of the band Montrose, died Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20126:57:05 PM 

Iran focus as Obama talks to Israel backers 

President Obama said he would not hesitate to attack Iran with military force to prevent it from acquiring a nuclear 

weapon, but he cautioned that "too much loose talk of war" has only helped Tehran and driven up oil prices. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20128:13:15 PM 

NYT: Lenders increasingly let foreclosed stay 

Ig~~""INew York Times: Some lenders are now willing to make deals with owners to let them stay after 

defaulting, while others simply look the other way 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/20129:55:25 PM 

7th advertiser pulls out of Limbaugh's show 

A flower company is the 7th advertiser to pull its ads from conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh's radio program 

in the wake of comments he made about a law student who testified about birth control policy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2012 10:07:07 PM 

Girl, 2, orphaned by twister dies in hospital 

Ig~~""~he 14-month-old girl found in a field after Friday's tornadoes passed away after being taken off life 

support on Sunday, her grandparents told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/201210:57:13 PM 

Teen told to clean his room finds winning lotto ticket 

A teenager in Scotland who was told to clean his room last month discovered more than just dirty socks: He found 12 

lottery tickets, among them, a winner. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/4/2012 11:52:57 PM 

U.S. senator asks FTC to probe Apple, Google 

Ig~~""IA U.S. senator has urged the Federal Trade Commission to investigate reports that applications on the 

Apple and Google mobile systems steal private photos and contacts and post them online without 
consent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20121:34:55 AM 

In India, oversight lacking in outsourced drug trials 

Ig~~""IRambha Gajre was desperate. She and her family faced eviction from their cramped, tin-roof hut if she 
didn't soon repay loans she used to cover life-saving medical treatmentfor her son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:55:08 AM 

Deron Williams scores 57 to lifts Nets 

Ig~~""IDeron Williams scored a franchise-record 57 points to lift the New Jersey Nets to a 104-101 victory over 

the Charlotte Bobcats on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20123:59:53 AM 

NYT: Deepwater drilling picks up as BP disaster fades 

Ig~~""IAfter a yearlong oil drilling moratorium, BP and other companies have intensified exploration and 

production in the gulf, and drilling will soon be expanded to Mexican and Cuban waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20123:59:53 AM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Primary season takes 'corrosive' toll on GOP, candidates 

Four in 10 of all adults say the GOP nominating process has given them a less favorable impression of the Republican 

Party, versus just slightly more than one in 10 with a more favorable opinion, according to the latest NBC News-Wall 

Street Journal poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:29:55 AM 

Gunmen kill dozens of police at Iraq checkpoints 

Gunmen have killed 25 policemen in a pre-dawn attack at checkpoints in the western Iraqi city of Haditha. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:29:55 AM 

Gunmen kill dozens of police at Iraq checkpoints 

Gunmen have killed 27 policemen in a pre-dawn attack at checkpoints in the western Iraqi city of Haditha, according to 

reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:33:31 AM 

Romney has 'about 5 home states,' Santorum says 

Aiming to snag a key win in Oklahoma's Super Tuesday contest, Rick Santorum on Sunday barnstormed in the 

conservative state, painting his chief rival as a moneyed but uninspiring politico whose rarefied air allows him "five 

home states" and possible tax breaks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20128:54:39 AM 

Europe's last tyrant: 'Better a dictator than gay' 

Alexander Lukashenko, the authoritarian president of Belarus, on Sunday criticized EU politicians who have threatened 

him with sanctions and in an apparent riposte to the German foreign minister's branding him "Europe's last dictator," 

said: "Better to be a dictator than gay." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:49:41 AM 

Snowy weather adds to tornado survivors' misery 

Calm weather gave dazed residents of storm-wracked u.s. towns some respite on Sunday as they dug out from a chain 

of tornadoes that cut a swath of destruction from the Midwest to the Gulf of Mexico, killing at least 39 people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 10:22:49 AM 

Saudi Arabia: Syrians right to fight Assad regime 

Saudi Arabia said that Syrians have a right to take up arms to defend themselves against the regime on Sunday, as 

concerns mount over a humanitarian crisis there. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 10:44:58 AM 

'Serious problems' with Russia vote, monitors say 

Russia's presidential election was clearly skewed in favor of Prime Minister Vladimir Putin, international vote monitors 

said in a report on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 12:05:33 PM 

Crews retrieve child's body from backyard hole 

Crews pulled the body of a 4-year-old boy from a narrow, 30-foot-deep hole in Carlsbad, N.M. early Monday, nearly two 

days after he disappeared while playing outside his home next door. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 12:05:33 PM 

Crews try to retrieve child's body from backyard hole 

Crews were trying to reach a child's body, believed to be that of a missing 4-year boy, discovered wedged into a deep 

and narrow hole in the backyard of a southern New Mexico home 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201212:19:19 PM 

Smackdown alert: Conan vs Chinese TV host 

It's no secret that China has an intellectual property rights problem, but recently it seems it's taken copycatting to new 

heights. But one American's had enough. last week, Conan O'Brien discovered that a Chinese TV program hosted by Da 

Peng has copied the opening sequence to his own talk show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 12:20:53 PM 

Warehouse workers say abuses are systemic 

Ig~~""IA federal lawsuit claiming warehouse workers systematically are paid below minimum wage depicts what 

critics say is the underside of a vast business. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201212:35:17 PM 

Tornado drops boy on highway, 350 ft. from home 

A 7-year-old boy who was sucked from his home by a tornado on Friday and dropped 350 away on the side of an 

interstate is home from the hospital, recovering from his injuries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20121:31:10 PM 

PFT: Just how bad is the so-called 'bounty' scandal? 

Ig~~""lpFT: The 'bounty' system that the Saints and other teams allegedly had might have targeted Brett Favre, 

Kurt Warner and Peyton Manning. What do we know, and what's going to happen? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20121:41:38 PM 

Spiders actually look bigger to arachnophobes 

Ig~~""IA spider doesn't look so itsy-bitsy to people who are petrified of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20121:45:35 PM 

Tornado-hit Branson, Mo., ready for visitors 

Ig~~""~ust days after a 180 m.p.h. tornado ripped through the self-proclaimed "Live Music Show Capital of the 
World," the city is hoping to spread the word that the majority of its theaters and family-friendly 

attractions are open and ready for visitors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:06:06 PM 

Ind. mom loses legs but saves kids from tornado 

An Indiana woman lost both her legs when her family's home collapsed on top of her Friday as she was shielding her two 

children from a devastating tornado, the louisville Courier-Journal reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:12:57 PM 

Dunkin' tempts China palates with pork donuts 

Pork donuts may not be palatable to Americans or Europeans, but the parent company of Dunkin' Donuts and the 

Baskin-Robbins ice cream chains is catering to local tastes in China. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:14:08 PM 

Irish police hunt thief who stole saint's heart 

Irish police on Monday were searching for heart-stealer, with a twisted love of history. Officials at Christ Church 

Cathedral in Dublin said they're distraught and perplexed over the theft of the church's most precious relic: the 

preserved heart of St. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:28:19 PM 

Yahoo reportedly plans big restructuring, layoffs 

Yahoo's new CEO Scott Thompson is preparing a massive restructuring of the Internet search firm, including layoffs that 

are likely to number in the thousands, according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:32:06 PM 

Snow, cold add to tornado survivors' misery 

Snow and even colder weather added to the misery across parts of twister-hit Indiana and Kentucky, where thousands 

were still without power. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20122:35:01 PM 

Is the GOP damaged goods? 

First Read: Latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll shows the protracted Republican primary has taken a toll on the 

party's brand. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20123:16:20 PM 

Service sector growth hits one-year high 

The pace of growth in the u.s. services sector unexpectedly picked up in February to its highest level in a year, according 

to an industry report released on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20123:27:37 PM 

Parents of teen who died texting and driving: 'Kids think they're invincible' 

Bright, outgoing college teen Taylor Sauer was texting every 90 seconds while driving when she died. Now, her parents 

are lobbying for laws to protect others on the road. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20123:44:07 PM 

Report: NJ janitors tied up boys with caution tape 

Two New Jersey school janitors are under investigation for allegedly using yellow caution tape to tie up four young boys 

in a bathroom. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20125:12:59 PM 

Obama offers Netanyahu assurances over Iran 

President Barack Obama, aiming to head off any premature Israeli strike on Iran, sought to assure Prime Minister 

Benjamin Netanyahu on Monday that the United States would always "have Israel's back" but said there was still time 

for diplomacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20125:16:53 PM 

NBC Political Unit's Guide to Super Tuesday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20125:45:22 PM 

Student called 'slut' by Limbaugh dismisses apology 

The Georgetown University law student labeled a "slut" by conservative radio host Rush Limbaugh says his apology 

changes nothing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:26:49 PM 

Bloodhounds used to sniff out elephant poachers 

Ig~~""IFaced with a huge increase in elephants being killed for their tusks, governments and wildlife groups have 

been looking for new ways to stem the massacre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:30:42 PM 

TSA apologizes to 'humiliated' mom for breast-pump gaffe 

r-~my Strand, a mother of four, isn't new to nursing children or traveling with a breast pump. But when a 
SA agent told her she couldn't board a plane with empty bottles in the device, she was flummoxed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:34:05 PM 

Rosenthal: Who will get Peyton Manning? 

Ig~~""IRosenthal: A list of the teams most likely to land the Colts QB, who is sure to be cut this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20127:39:28 PM 

McCain calls for US-led airstrikes on Assad forces 

Arizona Sen. John McCain calls for American-led airstrikes on President Bashar Assad's forces in Syria, NBC News reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20128:08:26 PM 

'Lorax' tries to balance marketing with message 

Ig~~""lln Dr. Seuss' classic eco-parable, the Lorax speaks for the trees. In Universal Pictures' new movie, the 

titular character speaks for Mazda. And Comcast. And IHOP. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:00:48 PM 

TSA found 1,306 guns at U.S. airports in 2011 

Ig~~""IAirport screeners found 1,306 guns in carry-on bags last year, and passengers continue to try sneaking 

prohibited items onboard, hiding them in their shoes or using hollowed-out books. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:02:13 PM 

Judge bans teen from driving for life 

A Rhode Island lawmaker is claiming a judge went too far when he revoked a teen's driver license for the rest of his life 

because he wanted to send a hard-line message to others about reckless driving in the state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:08:32 PM 

HBT: Dykstra sentenced to 3 years in prison 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Tap msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:15:39 PM 

Headless roba-cheetah sets speed record 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: If there's anything scarier than a cheetah coming after you, it'd have to 
be a headless robo-cheetah coming after you at record speed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:30:38 PM 

Yahoo reportedly plans big restructuring, layoffs 

Yahoo's new CEO Scott Thompson is preparing a massive restructuring of the Internet search firm, including layoffs that 

are likely to number in the thousands, according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/20129:49:55 PM 

Holder: US can legally kill Americans in terror groups 

The u.s. government is legally justified in killing its own citizens overseas if they are involved in plotting terror attacks 

against America, Attorney General Eric Holder said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 10:48:09 PM 

Some Republicans look toward endgame for primary 

An especially negative primary season has taken its toll on the Republican brand, prompting some GOP voices to root for 

a quick resolution to the process of selecting a presidential nominee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201211:04:12 PM 

Most older adults need colon cancer screening 

Most adults should get regularly screened for colon cancer between age SO and 7S, according to internal medicine 

doctors, with the time between screenings dependant on what method is used to check for early signs of cancer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 11:23:49 PM 

CNBC: Happy 100th birthday to the Oreo 

The best-selling cookie is 100 years old today. The treat was created in New York City and an estimated 491 billion Oreos 

have been sold since its debut, reports CNBC's Amanda Drury. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/201211:41:19 PM 

Limbaugh dismisses flight of advertisers from show 

Ig~~""IRUSh Limbaugh returned to his more comfortable role as self-promoter today even as more advertisers 

and one Hawaii radio station dropped his show. The conservative talk show host told listeners to his radio 
program Monday that advertisers "have profited handsomely from you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/5/2012 11:53:53 PM 

Disaster volunteers, please curb your enthusiasm! 

In the wake of every u.s. disaster there is an influx of people who want to help, and the situation in the Midwest and 

Southeast after last week's deadly tornadoes is no exception. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20122:20:16 AM 

CBT: Year after Final Four, VCU back in NCAAs 

CBT: Shaka Smart's team held off Drexel in the CAA title game, earning an automatic berth and avoiding any Selection 

Sunday worries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20123:54:53 AM 

Mother charged in case of third-grade shooting 

The mother of the third-grade boy who brought a gun to school that went off, injuring a classmate, has been charged, as 

has her boyfriend, the Kitsap Sun newspaper reported Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:01:19 AM 

Gingrich will not vote in primary 

Neither Newt Gingrich nor his wife, Callista, will cast votes Tuesday in their home state's Republican presidential 

primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20127:57:12 AM 

More than 13,000 flee east Australia floods 

Floods across eastern Australia have forced more than 13,000 people to evacuate their homes after record-high summer 

rains drenched three states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20128:18:57 AM 

Alien invasion a threat to Antarctic ecosystem 

Ig~~""lln the pristine frozen continent of Antarctica scientists fear an alien invasion -- not from outer space, but 

carried in people's pockets and bags. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20128:34:06 AM 

Racial divide in school discipline, data reveals 

Black and Latino students across the United States are far more likely to be suspended than white students according to 

a sweeping study released Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20129:44:46 AM 

Iran to allow nuclear monitors, reports say 

Ig~~""IReports say Iran will give the U.N. nuclear watchdog access to its Parchin military complex, where it is 

believed Tehran pursued research relevant to weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20129:49:20 AM 

Report: Syrian military hospitals torturing patients 

Syrian doctors reportedly tortured patients brought into a military hospital in the battered city of Homs, according to a 

hospital employee who filmed the apparent evidence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 11:20:27 AM 

Employers, colleges demand Facebook passwords 

Employers and colleges are increasingly demanding full access to Facebook from applicants and student-athletes, raising 

privacy concerns. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 11:24:33 AM 

Cops arrest 68 after protest in Calif. state capitol 

Ig~~""IA day of boisterous protests over cuts to higher education that included thousands of students swarming 

the state Capitol ended with dozens of arrests after demonstrators refused to leave the building. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 11:57:02 AM 

One dead in nursing home meth lab fire 

A drug lab in the room of a nursing home resident caused a fire that killed one person and injured six others, a fire chief 

in northeast Ohio said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 12:55:43 PM 

Japan disaster snarls US nuke plant plans 

Ig~~""~he U.S. nuclear power industry has been struggling for years to launch construction that would mean 

the first new plants in decades. But that renaissance looks likely to be brief. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20121:09:45 PM 

10 companies profiting most from war 

Global sales of arms and military services by the 100 largest defense contractors increased in 2010 to $411.1 billion, 

according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute. The increase reflects a decade-long trend of growing 

military spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20121:11:07 PM 

Nuke pill frenzy fizzles in U.S. as disaster fades 

Ig~~""lworries about fallout from Japan's nuclear reactor disaster fueled a roller-coaster year for radiation 
protection drugs, sending u.s. sales soaring, then diving -- all despite expert warnings there was virtually 

no danger to Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20122:08:16 PM 

'Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious' songwriter dies 

Ig~~""IRobert Sherman, who wrote songs for Disney such as "It's a Small World After All" and the Mary Poppins 

mouthful, has died at age 86. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20122:37:14 PM 

Iran says it will let UN nuclear sleuths visit key military site 

Ig~~""llran said on Tuesday it would let U.N. nuclear investigators visit a military complex where they had been 

refused access to check intelligence suggesting Tehran has pursued explosives research relevant to 
nuclear weapons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20122:37:15 PM 

All eyes on Ohio for Super Tuesday 

First Read: If the Romney campaign can win in Ohio they'll continue on the path toward capturing the GOP nomination, 

but a Santorum victory could keep the primary season alive and competitive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20123:02:27 PM 

Limbaugh for hall of fame? Missouri says yes 

Advertisers may be fleeing his radio show, but conservative talk show host Rush Limbaugh is poised to be added to the 

Hall of Famous Missourians in the state Capitol. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20124:18:15 PM 

Despite woes, Volt wins European car award 

It's been a tough year for the Volt, General Motors' plug-in hybrid. But perhaps it's about to see its fortunes turn as a 

jury of continental journalists declare Volt the European Car of the Year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20124:21:35 PM 

Rhode Island woman, 81, wins Powerball: $336 million 

Louise White, 81, of Newport, R.I., is winner of the third-largest Powerball jackpot in the history of the game: $336.4 

million. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:01:00 PM 

Electric vehicle sales ahead of last year's pace 

Ig~~""IDesPite GM's decision to shut down Volt production for five weeks, starting later this month, capping a 

raft of adverse publicity, sales of electric vehicles are actually running well ahead of last year's pace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:20:12 PM 

Mom who lost legs told kids, 'You're not going to die' 

From her hospital bed, an Indiana mother who lost both of her legs but saved her two children described the frightening 

moments when a tornado ripped through the family's home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:23:46 PM 

New luggage for space-starved travelers 

Ig~~""llf you've been feeling cramped in your travels lately, you're not alone. The good news is that the makers 

of luggage and other accessories are debuting products that can help alleviate the pain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:28:30 PM 

Calif. woman killed by 'homemade cannon' 

Authorities say two men were working on the cannon outside the home in the Twin Lakes Resort mobile home park 

when it fired, sending a projectile into the home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20125:56:06 PM 

Army may drop most-serious charge in alleged abuse case 

Ig~~""IAn officer reviewing charges against eight soldiers in connection with the death of a Chinese-American 

Army private, who apparently took his life after being hazed and abused, has recommended dropping the 
most serious charge -- involuntary manslaughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20126:10:50 PM 

Branda estate, Harley settle boot-name scuffle 

Ig~~""~he estate of Marlon Branda and Harley-Davidson backed down from their legal brawl over a boot that 
bears the late actor's name. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20126:22:07 PM 

Jury convicts Stanford in $7 billion Ponzi scheme 

Ig~~""IA Houston jury Tuesday convicted Texas financier R. Allen Stanford on all but one of the charges he faced 

for allegedly bilking investors out of more than $7 billion in one of the largest Ponzi schemes in U.S. 
history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20127:08:23 PM 

Oh, how times have changed over 50 years of marriage 

Ig~~""lwhen Petra Cahill's parents married in 1962, the pill was not yet legal, college tuition was a three-figure 
cost and most women didn't work outside the home. She set out to learn how they stayed together in the 

face of a culture that has changed radically. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20127:24:22 PM 

Super Tuesday to set tone for remainder of GOP race 

The 11 states playing host to nominating contests on Tuesday could be poised to put the battle for the Republican 

presidential nomination on a path toward conclusion, or on a route that threatens a prolonged fight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20127:38:48 PM 

Obama: GOP critics are 'beating the drums of war' 

President Barack Obama declared Tuesday that diplomacy can still resolve the crisis over Iran's possible pursuit of 

nuclear weapons, and he accused his Republican critics of "beating the drums of war." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20127:40:21 PM 

FBI offers reward for agent missing in Iran 

US investigators believe the captors of retired FBI agent Robert Levinson, missing since 2007, are in the border region 

that Iran shares with Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20128:12:12 PM 

Woman painting nails detained after flight 

A passenger onboard a Southwest Airlines flight was detained by police after arguing with a flight attendant over nail 

polish, KTRK Channel 13 in Houston reports. Jeanie Daniels reportedly was painting her fingernails Feb. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20128:43:15 PM 

Two dead in shooting at Florida high school 

The shooting occurred at the Episcopal High School, said Tom Francis, a spokesman for the Jacksonville Fire Department. 

No students were reported killed or injured. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20128:52:24 PM 

Video: Avalanche rescue caught on helmet cam 

Ig~~""IA Utah snowmobiler's helmet cam catches the scene as a friend is buried, then rescued. KSL's Jed Boal 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20129:04:29 PM 

Wall Street tumbles the most in months 

Stocks saw their worst decline in months Tuesday amid fears about the strength of a global economic recovery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/20129:37:19 PM 

Video: Prince Harry can Bolt! 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne knows Usain Bolt is the world's fastest man - or is he? Prince Harry raced the Olympic sprint 
champion-ITN's Tim Ewart with the results (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 10:20:37 PM 

The iPad at 2: 'Huge impact' on our lives 

Ig~~""IA little more than two years ago, a first-of-its kind consumer tablet with a strange name was unveiled by 

Steve Jobs. It had been one of his obsessions for years, even before the iPhone. And it is has upended the 
world of personal technology. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 10:51:04 PM 

Hear the soundtrack of Japan's super-quake 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Researchers suggest that the best way to visualize the seismic effects of 

last year's Japan earthquake is with your ears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 11:07:06 PM 

Texas warns against spring break trips to Mexico 

Texas on Tuesday warned residents for the third consecutive year not to travel to Mexico during the upcoming 

university spring break season, saying drug cartel violence and other criminal activity are a safety threat even in resort 

areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201211:12:21 PM 

FDA warns of poison-tainted cosmetics 

Women in at least seven states may have been unwittingly slathering poison on their faces by using mercury-tainted 

cosmetics, the Food and Drug Administration warned today. The products, usually used for lightening skin, are sold as 

soaps, skin creams, and lotions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201211:14:36 PM 

PFT: Colts reportedly to release Peyton on Wednesday 

Ig~~""lpFT: The Indianapolis Colts will part ways with Peyton Manning on Wednesday, a report said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/2012 11:34:07 PM 

Murdoch journalists reportedly attempt suicide 

Two senior journalists working for Rupert Murdoch's News International have apparently attempted suicide as pressure 

mounts at the scandal-hit publisher. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/6/201211:42:15 PM 

Video: Watch live: NBC News Super Tuesday special report 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - NBC News coverage of Super Tuesday. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201212:15:04 AM 

Full results from GOP Super Tuesday primaries 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201212:18:08 AM 

From high school senior to mayor 

Ig~~""~eremy Minnier is tackling tough issues in his hometown of Aredale, Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:09:27 AM 

Video: Watch live: Republican candidates speak after primaries 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - GOP candidates react to Super Tuesday results from their campaign 

headquarters. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:20:02 AM 

Atheist billboard hits snag in Hasidic neighborhood 

r-~merican Atheists planned to unveil a billboard in a heavily Jewish neighborhood in New York City on 
uesday. But plans to post the sign in Brooklyn were canceled at the last minute when the owner of site 

refused access to the installers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:25:41 AM 

Mid-size asteroid won't hit Earth in 2013: NASA 

Ig~~""IDesPite feverish speculation from doomsayers, the near-Earth asteroid 2012 DA14 won't slam into our 

planet next year, NASA researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:26:25 AM 

Tahoe mystery: Who were dead elderly twins? 

Ig~~""~he EI Dorado County Sheriff's Office broke protocol this week and released the names of two deceased 

residents without notifying their relatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:36:52 AM 

iPad 3 may be further helium for Apple's stock 

Ig~~""[he rumors are flying over what the next generation iPad to be introduced Wednesday will be. It may be 

faster, smaller, cheaper and it might include HD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:40:40 AM 

Hacker "Sabu" was an FBI plant for months 

Even as he urged tens of thousands of Twitter followers to rise up and attack government and law enforcement, the 

most wanted hacker on the planet was working for the FBI. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20123:18:07 AM 

Conda finds strength in numbers on 'Loser' 

Ig~~""~hiS week's trainer shakeup may have brought out the tears on "The Biggest Loser," but the elimination 

decision is where the real problems kicked in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20123:33:42 AM 

Kucinich conqueror to face 'Joe the Plumber' 

One veteran Democrat in Congress had to lose Tuesday in Ohio's new 9th District -- Marcy Kaptur made sure that wasn't 

her. Now she'll face "Joe the Plumber." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20123:33:42 AM 

Kucinich conqueror to face 'Joe the Plumber' 

One veteran Democrat in Congress had to lose Tuesday in Ohio's new 9th District -- Marcy Kaptur made sure that wasn't 

her. Now she'll face "Joe the Plumber." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:06:46 AM 

French report: Ban beauty pageants for little girls 

A year after Vogue Paris published provocative images of a 10-year-old, a French government report calls for a ban on 

child beauty pageants and padded bras and high heels for young girls. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:33:50 AM 

Analysis: Delegate race tells a different GOP story 

Campaigns live and die on the momentum swings of big victories, strong debate performances or debilitating gaffes. But 

nominations are won with delegates, and in this year's Republican presidential campaign, the math is relentless: Former 

Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney is starting to pile them up, and faster than any of his rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:33:50 AM 

Analysis: Romney has 3 times the delegates of any rival 

Campaigns live and die on the momentum swings of big victories, strong debate performances or debilitating gaffes. But 

nominations are won with delegates, and in this year's Republican presidential campaign, the math is relentless: Former 

Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney is starting to pile them up, and faster than any of his rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:33:50 AM 

Delegate race tells a different Republican story 

Campaigns live and die on the momentum swings of big victories, strong debate performances or debilitating gaffes. But 

nominations are won with delegates, and in this year's Republican presidential campaign, the math is relentless: Former 

Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney is starting to pile them up, and faster than any of his rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:35:10 AM 

Stranded kite surfer fends off sharks for 2 days 

Ig~~""IA kite surfer who became stranded during an attempt to cross the Red Sea fought off sharks and endured 

excruciating thirst, according to Reuters and Polish media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:01:32 AM 

Santorum camp asking right to pressure Gingrich 

Rick Santorum's campaign is calling on conservatives to pressure Newt Gingrich to abandon his bid for the White House, 

a senior adviser told reporters tonight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:15:52 AM 

Palestinian women allege abuses by Israeli security 

Nine Palestinian women have complained to Israel's Justice Ministry that they were abused by the Shin Bet, the Israeli 

security service, while being interrogated, a newspaper reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:30:03 AM 

Solar storm could have impact on Earth 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The sun unleashed one of the biggest flares of its current activity cycle, 

and the resulting storm could affect electrical grids, satellite operations and airline flights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:30:03 AM 

Sun blasts out an X-treme flare 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The sun unleashed one of the biggest flares of its current activity cycle, 
an XS.4-class outburst strong enough to cause radio blackouts on Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20126:03:12 AM 

Iran asks to resume nuke talks after year standstill 

The head of Iran's nuclear program asks to resume talks after a year standstill. European Union foreign policy chief 

Catherine Ashton accepts the offer on behalf f the "six nations." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20127:07:13 AM 

NBC: Romney wins Ohio squeaker; Santorum takes 3 states 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney scored a narrow victory over Rick Santorum in the Ohio presidential primary following a 

hard-fought campaign that had been perceived as a turning point in the battle for the Republican 
presidential nomination. NBC News projected he was the apparent winner in that state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:08:08 AM 

Ex-youth coach indicted in military college sex case 

A former South Carolina school principal and youth coach was indicted Tuesday on 22 counts of sexually molesting boys, 

including some at The Citadel military college summer camp, five years after the college investigated the man but took 

no action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:24:53 AM 

Penguin scales wall to escape Tokyo aquarium 

Sometimes regular meals and the companionship of scores of other penguins just aren't enough. Penguin Number 337 

seems to have decided something was missing from life at a Tokyo aquarium and took off. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201210:34:10 AM 

Spiders quick to rebuild in flood-ravaged Australia 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Creepy-crawlies spin mountainous webs to escape rising waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:24:20 AM 

Six UK soldiers feared killed in Afghan blast 

Ig~~""ISiX British soldiers were feared killed after an explosion hit their armored vehicle in southwestern 

Afghanistan, Britain's Ministry of Defense said Wednesday. If confirmed, it would be the biggest loss of 
life for British forces in the country since a plane crash in 2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:24:20 AM 

Six British soldiers believed killed in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""ISiX British soldiers were believed killed after an explosion hit their armored vehicle in southwestern 

Afghanistan, Britain's Ministry of Defense said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:56:03 AM 

Video: Romney in 'commanding position' but still vulnerable 

Ig~~...,~op Talkers: Super Tuesday has come and gone and the Morning Joe panel- including New York 

Magazine's John Heilemann, Time's Mark Halperin and No Labels co-founder Mark McKinnon - discusses 
Mitt Romney's one point win in Ohio, Rick Santorum's win in Tennessee and Oklahoma and Newt Gingrich's 
win in Georgia. (Morning Joe) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 12:21:03 PM 

More wives bring home more of the bacon 

Ig~~""~he number of women earning more than their husbands has gradually been rising for years, but the 

pace appeared to quicken during the Great Recession of 2007-09. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 12:37:23 PM 

Mercedes' all-wheel drive an SUV competitor 

Ig~~...,~o demonstrate the snow driving capability of its popular 4Matic all-wheel-drive sedans and coupes, 

Mercedes recently presented an array of its cars in Jackson Hole, Wyo., for a snow-driving test. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:10:12 PM 

Companies take the bankruptcy carousel 

Ig~~""IBankruPtCY can be just about as traumatic as it gets for a company, its employees, customers, and 
suppliers. The only thing worse - going through it again, and again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:28:43 PM 

Traveling with tots? Find a sitter in the sky 

Ig~~""INanny in the Clouds is a new website that will match parents seeking in-flight babysitters with a fellow 

passenger on their flight who has experience caring for children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 1 :30:41 PM 

Private businesses revved up hiring in February 

Private employers stepped up hiring more than expected in February, according to a private survey that is often seen as 

a herald for the crucial monthly employment data due on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:38:16 PM 

Tips to combat daylight saving time fatique 

Ig~~""lcongress mandates daylight saving time. But the time change disrupts the body's circadian clock, which is 

more in tune with Mother Nature than with Uncle Sam. Here are some tips for adjusting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20121:40:00 PM 

Former NJ gov goes undercover as homeless man 

Former New Jersey Gov. Richard Codey went undercover earlier this week and disguised himself as a homeless person 

on the streets of Newark, New Jersey's largest city. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20122:11:31 PM 

Romney pads lead but unable to pull away 

First Read: Frontrunner gets more delegates on Super Tuesday but Santorum's victories keep the nominating contest 

going. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20122:19:31 PM 

Will 'Downton' lose Dowager Countess? 

Ig~~"'l'Downton Abbey" will have at least three more seasons -- the third is now in production in the U.K. But 

Dame Maggie Smith, the tart-tongued heart of the show, has only signed on for one more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20122:20:04 PM 

Chrysler recalls 210,000 Jeep Liberty SUVs 

Chrysler is recalling nearly 210,000 Jeep Liberty sport utility vehicles due to potential problems resulting from excessive 

corrosion that could lead to a loss of control by the driver. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 2 :24:39 PM 

Former NJ gov goes undercover as homeless man 

Former New Jersey Gov. Richard Codey went undercover earlier this week and disguised himself as a homeless person 

on the streets of Newark, New Jersey's largest city. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20122:45:55 PM 

Japan's nuclear plant town remains frozen in time 

Japan's disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant contaminated the land around it so badly that the area was 

effectively a write-off. Richard Engel revisits a year later for Rock Center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:06:59 PM 

Japanese tsunami survivor, 79, looks ahead 

Ig~~""~unko Takashi, 79, ran for the hills to escape the tsunami when it hit her town, Otsuchi. Now she's living 

in a temporary home and trying to stay "positive about what lies ahead." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:12:25 PM 

Video: Bikini parade sets world record 

Ig~~""lwomen wearing bikinis walked a mile in Florida's Panama City to set a new world record. Msnbc.com's 
Dara Brown reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:28:06 PM 

Paychecks for young adults getting slimmer 

Young adults may be facing their own version of "The Hunger Games" when entering the workforce today because 

they're probably going to be hungry for more money. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:43:03 PM 

Video: Afghanistan's answer to 'Million Dollar Baby'? 

Ig~~""~een boxer Sadaf Rahimi, who will compete at this summer's London Olympics, hopes her achievements 
will be an example to others in her war-ravaged country. NBC News' Kiko Itasaka reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:53:40 PM 

Anna Gristina: Suburban mom or high-rolling madam? 

Ig~~""lprosecutors and defense attorneys have presented contrasting views of a New York woman jailed on a 

seven-figure bail on a single charge of promoting prostitution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20124:54:05 PM 

Apple unveils a new HD iPad 

Ig~~""IMsnbc.com's Wilson Rothman is in San Francisco, at the Verba Buena Center for the Arts, to covering the 

launch of Apple's latest iPad live! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:00:11 PM 

Mexico's 51 im tops Forbes' rich list for 3rd year 

Ig~~""~hiS year the list broke records for the most number of billionaires and combined net worth, at $4.6 

trillion, up from $4.5 trillion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:11:24 PM 

PFT: Colts say goodbye to Peyton 

PFT: The Colts announce that they are cutting Peyton Manning, saying he's been "an incredible blessing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:30:17 PM 

Inhalable caffeine target of FDA warning 

u.s. regulators warned the maker of inhalable caffeine product AeroShot Pure Energy over false or misleading labeling, 

and for contradictory statements about using the product with alcohol. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20125:31:29 PM 

PFT: Peyton confident he'll play, just not sure where 

Ig~~""lpFT: A heartfelt Peyton Manning thanks the Indianapolis Colts and says he's confident he'll play again, 
although he hasn't thought about where. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20126:27:53 PM 

Child left by mistake at Chuck E. Cheese's 

Ig~~""lltls a case of mistaken responsibility that left a little girl in limbo for hours. The 3-year-old, identified only 

as Harmony, was accidentally left behind by her mom and other relatives at a Chuck E. Cheese. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20126:37:03 PM 

Torso in canal might be missing British actress 

Police believe the torso of a woman found in a London canal is British actress Gemma McCluskie, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20126:37:03 PM 

Torso in canal might be missing British actress 

Police believe the torso of a woman found in a London canal is British actress Gemma McCluskie, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20126:47:18 PM 

Romney campaign: losing would take 'act of God' 

Mitt Romney's campaign gathered the national press corps in their campaign war room this morning to deliver a simple 

message: It would take an "act of God" for any candidate not named Mitt Romney to win the Republican nomination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 7 :00:59 PM 

Romney says impact of tax plan can't be measured 

Ig~~""IFresh off his victory in six of 10 Super Tuesday states, Republican front-runner Mitt Romney appeared on 

CNBC and acknowledged that it was impossible to measure the impact of his tax plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20127:06:43 PM 

Video: 1991 tape shows Obama speaking at Harvard protest 

Ig~~""IBuZZfeed/s Ben Smith shares his thoughts on the tape and President Barack Obama's comments on racial 

diversity among the school's faculty. (Mitchell Reports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20127:35:13 PM 

Toyota recalls over 681,000 vehicles in US 

Toyota Motor Corp said on Wednesday it is recalling more than 681,000 cars and trucks in the u.s. market to address 

potential problems. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20128:51:40 PM 

Syria strikes not in offing, Pentagon tells Congress 

Despite increasing pressure on the Obama administration to take u.s. military action to stop the bloodbath in Syria, the 

two top Pentagon officials said that's not even close to happening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20129:00:24 PM 

Davy Jones to be cremated; funeral this week 

Ig~~""IFamiIY is not publicizing time and date of private memorial for late Monkees singer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20129:10:33 PM 

Limbaugh calls fleeing sponsor math 'misinformation' 

Rush Limbaugh called reports of advertisers dropping his show contain "misinformation" and, in fact, said Wednesday 

new sponsors are lining up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/20129:27:15 PM 

GOP primary voters confront the November gamble 

The November electorate will be much bigger and much closer to the nation's political center than the one we saw on 

Super Tuesday, and Republican primary voters now must use the results of those 11 contests to decide which candidate 

has the best chance of defeating President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:09:35 PM 

New melanoma treatment may be turning point against cancer 

A single case reported Wednesday in the New England Journal of Medicine could indicate a significant change of the 

course of cancer treatment -- perhaps saving or prolonging thousands of lives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201210:10:15 PM 

Deputy, 2 others shot outside courthouse 

A sheriff's deputy and two other people were wounded after an exchange of gunfire Wednesday afternoon outside a 

courthouse plaza in Tulsa, Okla., police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:28:33 PM 

Smart fashion choices at work make you smarter 

What we choose to wear to the office or factory can actually make us smarter or dumber, found one recent study. And 

that's bad news for employees who think it's casual Friday every day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:40:34 PM 

Tossed by twisters: Why do some live to tell? 

Ig~~""~amal Stevens, 7, is among the few who can say they survived being picked up and tossed around by a 

tornado. A lot of factors are at play, say experts, but probably paramount is luck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:46:21 PM 

Miami valedictorian who faced deportation gets to stay 

A Florida high school valedictorian who was on the brink of deportation has received some good news: She won't be 

forced to leave the country - for two years, anyway. Daniela Pelaez, 18, came here when she was four, when her 

parents entered the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 10:56:48 PM 

School district goes after unpaid lunch money 

An Ohio school district has hired a collection agency to prove to students and their parents that there's no such thing as 

a free lunch. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:03:32 PM 

Journal disavows study linking abortion, mental health 

A leading psychiatry journal has distanced itself from a controversial study that it published in 2009 which suggested a 

link between abortion and mental illness, including such severe forms as post-traumatic stress disorder, panic attacks, 

and drug addiction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201211:14:20 PM 

Mila Kunis, 'Black Swan' and how extreme diets warp your body 

Ig~~""IA new interview with actress Mila Kunis in Harper's Bazaar indicates that fast weight loss (in this case for 
a role) can sometimes result in fast weight gain - in all the wrong places. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:38:05 PM 

Luck goes a long way on International Women's Day 

Ig~~""IA Uganda native who rose from poverty because of luck in the form of a goat her family received when 
she was 9 looks forward to International Women's Day on Thursday as an opportunity to say don't stop 

investing in girls' education and resources. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/201211:39:12 PM 

The iPad: Ready for the masses 

Ig~~""lwhen the iPhone launched in 2007, it was celebrated as a vision but derided as a luxury. Two years later, 

everybody and their mom had one. With the "new iPad," Apple makes a dual proposition that consumers 
will find harder than ever to resist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:48:57 PM 

iPad 2 trade-in prices between $180-$280 

Ig~~""llf you're looking to trade your iPad 2 in, prices for the base model - 16 GB with Wi-Fi only - were 

ranging from about $180 to $280 on Wednesday by various websites after Apple's announcement of the 
new iPad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/7/2012 11:59:45 PM 

Earthquake experts gain predictive powers 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: In the year since Japan's earthquake put early warning systems to their 

sternest real-world test, researchers are capitalizing on the lessons learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 12:35:01 AM 

'KONY 2012' video goes after African rebel leader 

A charity whose tactics have been criticized is making traction online with a video, "KONY 20l2," that aims to bring 

down the leader of a cult-like rebel army in Africa. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:22:50 AM 

Anti-Obama Facebook post tests military rules 

Marine Sgt. Gary Steinhas declared on Facebook that he wouldn't follow orders from the commander in chief, President 

Barack Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:31:56 AM 

Hunt for sacred white buffaloes riles Native groups 

A big-game hunting ranch in Texas faced a stampede of criticism this week over a $13,500 White Buffalo Hunting 

Package, Indian Country Today Media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20123:24:44 AM 

Heat rally past Hawks, extend home streak to 11 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 31 points and 11 rebounds, Dwyane Wade added 18 points and set up Udonis Haslem 
for an alley-oop dunk with 12 seconds left, and the Miami Heat rallied to beat the Atlanta Hawks 89-86 

on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20123:58:01 AM 

UN official witnesses devastation in Homs; Syria oil minister defects 

The Syrian government opened its doors a crack for United Nations humanitarian chief Valerie Amos to peek in on 

Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:00:56 AM 

Video: Family Feud: laptop-shooting dad breaks silence 

Ig~~""~ommy Jordan, the North Carolina dad made famous for shooting his 15-year-old daughter's laptop after 

she made a not-so-nice Facebook post about her parents, speaks exclusively with NBC's Matt Lauer. 
Jordan said that he stands by his decision post video of himself shooting his daughter's laptop on YouTube. 
The video, posted in February, went viral and has garnered tens of millions of views. It has also raised 
important questions about fatherhood in the age of Facebook. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:26:56 AM 

Video: From the Archives: Spring Break 1962 

Ig~~""IROCk Center found a gem in the archives: a 1962 report about a growing and peculiar trend where college 

students spend their Easter vacations at beach resorts. The black and white footage shows bikini clad 
young women doing the twist and men chugging beers, not much different from what we see on MTV and 
Facebook when college students nationwide make their annual pilgrimages to the beach. The video of those 
twenty-somethings having fun in 1962 is proof that the grandparents of today gave their parents plenty of 
trouble 50 years ago. Brian Williams reports. (Rock Center) 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:32:18 AM 

'Idol' women hit, miss on Whitney night 

Ig~~""IAfter 10 seasons of telling us that Whitney Houston songs are too challenging, why did "American Idol" 

make the six remaining women take her on this week? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:32:18 AM 

'Idol' women hit, miss on Whitney night 

Ig~~""IAfter 10 seasons of telling us that Whitney Houston songs are too challenging, why did "American Idol" 

make the six remaining women take her on this week? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:57:34 AM 

Rose's buzzer-beater lifts Bulls past Bucks 

Derrick Rose drilled a long jumper at the buzzer, powering the Chicago Bulls to a 106-104 victory over the Milwaukee 

Bucks on Wednesday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20125:06:52 AM 

Twisty dust devil captured on Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A Martian mini-tornado caught on camera by NASA's Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter brings new meaning to the word "twister." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20126:09:15 AM 

Election, economy spark explosive growth of militias 

Ig~~""~he election of President Barack Obama in 2008 triggered an explosion in the number of militias and so

called patriot groups in the United States, the Southern Poverty Law Center reported in its annual tally of 
such anti-government organizations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:30:43 AM 

'I join the revolution': 1st senior Assad official defects 

Syria's deputy oil minister is believed to have announced his defection on YouTube - the first high-ranking civilian 

rebellion against Assad since the uprising began. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 10:06:55 AM 

When the Internet and school violence fears collide 

"He'd be the type to bring a gun to school." These words - or something close - were allegedly uttered by a female 

student in a high school last Friday in Girard, Pa., about one hour's drive from Chardon, Ohio, where a shooting killed 

three students. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 10:30:40 AM 

'Collar bomb' case: Investment banker pleads guilty 

An Australian investment banker pleaded guilty Thursday to chaining a fake bomb to a young woman's neck in a bizarre 

extortion bid, before fleeing to the United States. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201211:15:43 AM 

New mayor can't legally enter City Hall 

A man facing extortion charges involving a stripper, and who is forbidden from entering City Hall, has been elected 

mayor of Sunland Park, New Mexico 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:37:58 AM 

Dramatic end to courthouse shooting spree 

Ig~~""IA 23-year-old man was arrested Wednesday after he opened fire outside the Tulsa County Courthouse, 

injuring three people, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:37:58 AM 

Dramatic end to courthouse shooting spree 

Ig~~""IA 23-year-old man was arrested Wednesday after he opened fire outside the Tulsa County Courthouse, 

injuring three people, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201212:15:26 PM 

Banking sector enjoys best year since '06 

The nation's banks and credit unions had their best year since 2006, as a slowly recovering economy led to modest loan 

growth and lower levels of nonperforming loans. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201212:24:18 PM 

'Lost' phone project shows human nature's dark side 

What would you do if you found a smartphone on the subway or at a coffee shop? If you're like most Americans, you'd 

rummage through the phone looking for photos, emails and even private banking information. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 12:40:20 PM 

US families struggle to pay kids' health care 

Ig~~""lwhen we think of the growing burden of paying for health care, we often think of older Americans. But 

new study shows families with children are more under the gun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 12:46:08 PM 

World to Iran: Open military site to inspectors 

Ig~~""ISiX world powers have called on Iran to let inspectors visit the Parchin military site where the U.N. says 

work relevant to nuclear weapons may have taken place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20121:45:30 PM 

Jobless claims up, but job market still on the mend 

New claims for unemployment benefits rose in the latest week, but not by enough to shake the conviction that the job 

market is still healing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20121:54:40 PM 

Thieves steal runner's prosthetic foot, cops say 

YELM, Wash. -- A theft in Yelm, Wash. has robbed a man of a possession he relies on: his prosthetic running foot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20121:54:53 PM 

1 in 7 with Alzheimer's or other dementia lives alone, report finds 

Ig~~""llona Knapp's father died of Alzheimer's disease and her late mother suffered from dementia. Now, the 

65-year-old Lake Monticello, Va., woman has been diagnosed herself with mild cognitive impairment, or 
Mel, and she fears their fate soon may be her own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:06:58 PM 

Quake catastrophe like Japan's could hit Pacific Northwest 

Ig~~""IA massive earthquake like the one that unleashed a giant tsunami and killed nearly 16,000 people in 

Japan a year ago not only could happen here in the U.S., but probably will - and relatively soon in terms 
of seismological history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:24:38 PM 

Why isn't this GOP race over? 

First Read: It would be one thing if Mitt Romney were eking out narrow victories against candidates with a serious 

campaign infrastructures and war chests. But it's another thing to narrowly win against candidates who don't have a 

true organization, who aren't well funded, and who don't have a bustling campaign headquarters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:39:52 PM 

Dramatic shootout outside Tulsa courthouse 

Ig~~""IA 23-year-old man was arrested Wednesday after he opened fire outside the Tulsa County Courthouse, 

police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20122:44:33 PM 

Police break up global online pedophile network 

Italian police have broken up a paedophile network spanning at least 28 countries that used social media websites to 

swap pornographic images and videos of child abuse. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20123:10:55 PM 

Pronounced dead, revived by hug: 'Miracle baby' turning 2 

Ig~~""IDoctors told Kate Ogg her newborn son was dead. But after she held him in her arms, he stirred to life. 
Nearly two years later, the family reflects on what they've learned - and what the medical community 

should learn about the importance of skin-to-skin "kangaroo care." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20123:11:27 PM 

Pakistan charges Osama bin Laden's widows 

Osama bin laden's three widows have been charged with illegally entering and living in the country, Pakistan's interior 

minister said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:04:34 PM 

Fox reporter falls asleep on-air? 

Super Tuesday is a long, tiring slog for the journalists who cover it. Longer for some than others, perhaps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:08:34 PM 

Solar storm hits Earth: So far, no problem 

Ig~~""~hiS year's most closely watched solar storm is sweeping over our planet right now, and so far the impact 

is not as severe as some had feared. However, experts caution that the storm could intensify as the day 
goes on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:14:37 PM 

Cops, amateur sleuths find relatives of reclusive twins 

It took 11 days and the help of dozens of strangers, but police, with the help of amateur sleuths, have located family 

members of the reclusive twin sisters who were found dead in their California home last month. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20124:33:51 PM 

Carving guitars from the 'bones of New York' 

Ig~~""IRiCh Kelly is salvaging wood from some of New York's most historic buildings to create vintage guitars 

coveted by musicians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20125:24:06 PM 

Teen smoking an 'epidemic,' new report finds 

Smoking among America's youth has reached epidemic proportions, starting them on the path to a lifetime of addiction, 

the u.S. surgeon general's office said in its first report on youth smoking since 1994. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20125:31:42 PM 

Michigan: No food stamps for $1 million lotto winner 

State officials say a Detroit-area woman who won a $1 million lottery prize last year but continued to get food stamps 

has been removed from the food assistance program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20126:01:49 PM 

Jobs data may be too good to be true 

Ig~~""~he U.S. job market seems to be moving in the right direction, although at a crawl. When you take a 

closer look, some of the data showing improving conditions may be too good to be true. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20127:28:12 PM 

CBT: Waiters helps No.2 Syracuse survive UConn 

Ig~~""ICBT: No.2 Syracuse rallies to beat UConn in the Big East tourney, keeping the Huskies on the NCAA 

bubble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20127:37:23 PM 

Fire breaks out at posh Paris parking garage 

Ig~~""~he Place Vendome parking garage in the center of Paris was ablaze, and there are reports that a number 

of expensive cars could have burned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20128:04:36 PM 

Several shot at psychiatric clinic near Pittsburgh 

At least one gunman opened fire Thursday afternoon at a psychiatric clinic outside Pittsburgh, injuring several people, 

including a police officer who was grazed by a bullet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:02:27 PM 

Rebels: Four more generals defect from Syrian army 

Four more high-ranking officers have defected from the Syrian armed forces and joined the year-old uprising against 

President Bashar al-Assad's rule, two rebel groups said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:04:27 PM 

FAA predicts airline passenger travel to double by 2032 

If you've been thinking that flights are full and airports are crowded lately, brace yourself. On Thursday, FAA released its 

annual forecast, projecting that airline passenger travel will nearly double over the next 20 years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:20:52 PM 

Toddler's tantrum on flight grounds family 

Ig~~""IA JetBlue pilot boots a family from a flight, saying the plane couldn't safely depart after they had difficulty 
getting their fussy 2-year-old under control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:38:06 PM 

An Egyptian career woman? Soon it could be rare 

Ig~~""llnternational Women's Day took on special meaning for the more than 1,000 Egyptian women who 

braved harassment to march through downtown Cairo Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/20129:43:23 PM 

Oops! $100,000 electric car flunks track test 

Ig~~""IRemember when heartthrob Justin Bieber received a Fisker Karma luxury hybrid for his 18th birthday 

earlier this month on the Ellen DeGeneres Show? Well, he may be driving a lemon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 10:02:53 PM 

US on 'KONY 2012': No plans to remove advisers 

The State Department on Thursday dismissed any suggestion that the United States might pull its advisers out of 

Uganda, a prospect raised by the "KONY 2012" video generating millions of views on the Internet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201210:20:19 PM 

CBT: Cincinnati outlasts No. 13 Georgetown in 2 OTs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 10:47:38 PM 

Senate rejects GOP environment, energy proposals 

The Senate killed Republican-backed attempts to overturn several of President Barack Obama's environmental and 

energy policies, including a GOP proposal to bypass the president's concerns about the Keystone XL pipeline. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 10:56:51 PM 

CBT: Did Washington's bubble just burst? 

CBT: Huskies blew their Pac-12 tourney opener, leaving the league's regular-season champs in serious limbo for an at

large NCAA tourney bid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:09:24 PM 

Solar storm lights up northern skies 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The disruption caused by this week's solar storm seems to be minimal, 

but skywatchers maximized their opportunity to see auroral fireworks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:21:02 PM 

Triple organ transplant for girl with rare disease 

Ig~~""IAngela Bushi has a rare, often fatal, genetic disorder called Wolcott-Rallison Syndrome. But doctors who 

performed the unprecedented transplant of a liver, two kidneys and a pancreas on a child hope they have 
now extended her life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:25:56 PM 

2 dead, 7 injured in Pittsburgh clinic shooting 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:42:09 PM 

$55 million: Heiress' apartments hit the market 

Ig~~""~he three New York apartments owned by the mysterious heiress Huguette Clark have been listed for 

sale, with a total asking price of $55 million, even as the legal contest over her $400 million estate is just 
beginning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/201211:45:15 PM 

Video: Factories face employee shortage 

Ig~~""lsome companies are offering signing bonuses to new hires in an effort to attract new workers. CNBC's 
Phil LeBeau has more. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/8/2012 11:59:57 PM 

Want Viagra? Ohio men may need second opinion 

Men in the Buckeye State seeking prescription drugs for erectile dysfunction such as Viagra will have to jump through 

some hoops to get their little blue pills if one Ohio lawmaker has her way. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201212:00:10 AM 

Analysts: Prosecutors' case strong in Rutgers trial 

Ig~~""lprosecutors built a better than expected case in the trial of a former Rutgers University student accused 

of using a webcam to spy on a gay sexual encounter, legal experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201212:12:58 AM 

Israel asks u.s. for arms that could aid Iran strike 

Israel has asked the United States for advanced "bunker-buster" bombs and refueling planes that could improve its 

ability to attack Iran's underground nuclear sites, an Israeli official said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201212:44:17 AM 

Paige Birgfeld mystery: Missing woman's body found 

Investigators said the attractive single mom who vanished from western Colorado 4% years ago was running an escort 

service, but her father is more blunt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:19:32 AM 

How the 3D-minute Kony 2012 video went viral 

Ig~~""~herels no planking or other pranks in it - no cats walking on iPads, no babies riding on Roombas. And 

instead of being 30 seconds, this video is 30 minutes long. Nevertheless, a short film about a campaign to 
capture a Ugandan warlord has gone uber-viral in a matter of three days, reaching more than 40 million views 
on YouTube as of Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:44:40 AM 

Tsunami scientists get set for the next wave 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Scientists succeeded in predicting the long-range course of last year's 

catastrophic Japan tsunami, but providing faster alerts will require new kinds of networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:46:08 AM 

Police: Stalker plans wedding with her victim 

A Washington state woman planned a wedding for a man she was stalking -- and stuck him with part of the bill, 

according to court documents. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:18:39 AM 

Houston's family was concerned about her 

Ig~~""loprah Winfrey's big get is inching ever closer to its big premiere, but while her sit-down with Whitney 

Houston's family, including daughter Bobbi Kristina, doesn't air until Sunday, E! Online has a first look at 
the interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:21:20 AM 

Judges reluctantly send first 'Idol' finalist home 

Ig~~""lwhile fans cast their first votes of season lion Wednesday night, it was up to the judges to decide which 
of the bottom two got the heave-ho. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:38:56 AM 

Albuquerque dust storm shuts down highway 

State police shut down portions of Interstate 25 in Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Thursday because a wind storm kicked 

up dust, obscuring visibility in both directions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:17:34 AM 

Jury: Ex-LAPD detective murdered romantic nemesis 

A veteran los Angeles Police Department detective was found guilty Thursday of viciously beating and then shooting her 

romantic nemesis 26 years ago, NBClosAngeles.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:21:46 AM 

Magic make Bulls' winning streak disappear 

Ig~~""IDWight Howard had 29 points and 18 rebounds to lead the Orlando Magic to a 99-94 win over the Bulls 

on Thursday, snapping Chicago's eight-game winning streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20125:58:09 AM 

CBT: Bubble pits mid-majors, big schools 

Ig~~""ICBT: Mid-major schools such as Drexel are competing with BCS-conference middle-level schools such as 
North Carolina State for NCAA tourney berths. But it's never cut-and-dried who should get in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:07:40 AM 

As sea levels rise, entire country eyes move to Fiji 

Fearing that climate change could wipe out their entire Pacific archipelago, the leaders of Kiribati are considering an 

unusual backup plan: moving the populace to Fiji. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:11:18 AM 

Dogs sniff out key anti-terror role at london Olympics 

Ig~~""IAS Britain gears up for the estimated one million visitors expected to descend on London for the 

Olympics, bomb-sniffing teams are preparing to deal with the threats that come with the big crowds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:55:29 AM 

Mansions, jets: Libya wants Gadhafi assets back 

After being wrecked by squatters, a luxury London home is now at the center an international court battle over the 

multi-billion dollar assets of dead Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 10:54:41 AM 

Evangelical Christians tighten embrace of Israel 

Thousands of miles from their home in Seymour, Tenn., Scott and Theresa Johnson host Shabbat dinners in their 

Jerusalem apartment every Friday night for "lone soldiers" - as the young men and women who travel from foreign 

countries to serve in the Israeli army are known. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 11:25:54 AM 

Report: Saudi woman dies after campus protest 

A Saudi Arabian woman died and dozens more were injured after a protest at a university was stormed by stick-wielding 

police, london's Times newspaper reported on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201211:44:17 AM 

Feds: Prominent collector sold $l.3M in fake wine 

An Indonesian millionaire who was once known as one of the world's up-and-coming collectors and dealers of rare wines 

was arrested on Thursday and accused of trying to bamboozle other wealthy buyers with more than $1.3 million worth 

of counterfeit bottles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 11:52:44 AM 

Inspired by 'Weekend at Bernie's'? Duo sentenced 

Two men who admitted to driving around Denver with their dead friend's corpse and using the dead man's debit card to 

fund a night at a strip club were sentenced on Thursday to probation, prosecutors said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201212:15:23 PM 

Greece averts immediate default with bond deal 

Greece averted the immediate risk of an uncontrolled default on Friday, winning strong acceptance from its private 

creditors for a bond swap deal which will eat into its mountainous public debt and clear the way for a new international 

bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 12:24:54 PM 

Here's where the gap is widest between rich, poor 

Ig~~""~here/s been a lot of discussion lately about the growing gap between rich and poor Americans. A new 

government report sheds light on where the gap is the widest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 12:38:06 PM 

As market's bull run turns 3, traders ponder its future 

Say happy birthday to the stock market today. The current bull market was born three years ago -- on March 9, 2009 -

when the Standard & Poor's SOO-stock index, a broad gauge of the market's health, sank to a closing low of 676. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 12:47:24 PM 

Listed: Judy Garland's house, new 'Bachelorette' set 

Ig~~""~hiS week Judy Garland's home is back on the market after a refresher, Rosie O'Donnell is selling her 
home in Chicago after less than a year, and the house that will host ABC's "The Bachelorette" is revealed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:40:41 PM 

'Healthy Happy Meal' doesn't have to be an oxymoron 

Ig~~""IAre you a terrible parent if you grab a quick bite for the kids at Burger King or McDonald's? San 

Francisco's "ban" on Happy Meals seems to imply as much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:49:52 PM 

Jobs grow solidly for third straight month 

u.s. employment showed sturdy growth for the third straight month in February, demonstrating that the recovery 

continues to chug along at a modest pace. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:54:40 PM 

Japan tourism slowly rebounds year after tsunami 

Last year's deadly earthquake and tsunami and the subsequent disaster at Fukushima nuclear power plant took a toll on 

Japan's tourism industry, but a year later, the country's travel landscape is rebounding. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20121:55:00 PM 

On Passport Day, no appointments necessary 

Ig~~""INeed a passport or some extra pages for the one you've got? To show up at most of the country's 25 

regional passport agencies you typically need a weekday appointment, plans to travel within two weeks 
and an extra $60 for the expedite fee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:01:41 PM 

Hairstylist speaks out about day Houston died 

Ig~~""lwhitney Houston's longtime hairstylist remembers the singer as "America's Princess," and shares what 

she saw in the hotel room that fateful day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:02:49 PM 

Santorum sets sights on Gingrich 

First Read: Job growth continues to tick up as Rick Santorum looks to knock Newt Gingrich out of the GOP primary with 

wins in Alabama and Mississippi. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:14:50 PM 

'Star Wars' made Anakin's life 'a living hell' 

Ig~~""~he "Star Wars" series has been an immense career boost for most of its stars, however, for Jake Lloyd, 
who played Anakin Skywalker in "Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace," it's been nothing but a 

nightmare. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:16:02 PM 

Cops: Man stole judge's nameplate, posted photo 

Ig~~""INote to thieves. If you steal a nameplate from a judge, don't let anyone post a picture of you holding it on 

Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:26:16 PM 

Exxon's CEO Tillerson: I don't see gas prices topping $5 

Despite rising crude oil prices and threats to stability in the Middle East, the price of gas is unlikely to reach a national 

average as high as $5 per gallon in the near term, ExxonMobil's Chief Executive Rex Tillerson told TODAY's Matt Lauer 

Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20122:59:29 PM 

Fla. woman is run over - by her own car 

A woman trying to retrieve her mail was run over by her own car Thursday in the suburban Boynton Beach community 

of Oakwood Lakes, Fla. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:03:07 PM 

Maker of 'KONY 2012' video deflects critics, urges action 

On Friday, the filmmaker behind the viral "KONY 2012" video depicting the human rights abuses of a Ugandan warlord 

defended the activist group Invisible Children against critics and urged: "We can all agree we can stop him this year." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:35:58 PM 

Clash with Iran could see use of huge US bomb 

WASHINGTON -- A 30,OOO-pound bunker buster bomb designed to smash through some 200 feet of concrete before 

exploding is a "great weapon" that could be used by u.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:39:23 PM 

Cops: Dead baby found as car trunk cleaned 

A newborn baby was found dead Thursday night in a car trunk in southern Maryland and authorities are looking for the 

child's mother, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20123:51:27 PM 

Banks foreclose on churches in record numbers 

Ig~~""IBanks are foreclosing on America's churches in record numbers as lenders increasingly lose patience with 

religious facilities that have defaulted on their mortgages, according to new data. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:02:46 PM 

Slimy, salty but tasty seaweed returns to Japan 

Ig~~""IUtatsul Japan was famous for it's seaweed - until the devasting tsunami. Now local fishermen are 

revitalizing the local industry. NBC's Ian Williams reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:05:13 PM 

Rutgers trial: Friends say Ravi didn't seem anti-gay 

Seven character witnesses said Friday they never knew Dharun Ravi to say anything bad about gays. The former Rutgers 

University student is accused of using a webcam to spy on his roommate's intimate encounter with another man. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:12:08 PM 

5 Irish killed in 1832 re-buried in Pa. cemetery 

Ig~~""~he remains of five Irish immigrants killed while building a Pennsylvania railroad in 1832 - murder 
victims, researchers believe, of local vigilantes who buried them anonymously near the tracks - will be 

re-interred Friday in a suburban Philadelphia cemetery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:12:29 PM 

Tot who ate 37 magnets 'attracts' attention again 

Ig~~""lpayton Bushnell, 3, swallowed 37 magnets two weeks ago and had to be rushed into surgery. "Never let 

your guard down," warned her parents on TODAY. Payton proved how sound advice that is when she 
began to raise the same magnets to her mouth on air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:13:37 PM 

Banker in 'Millionaire Madam' case put on leave 

A Morgan Stanley spokesman said that a banker associated with the so-called "Millionaire Madam" was placed on leave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:13:56 PM 

PhotoBlog: Toxic dyes in Holi celebrations kill 1, hospitalize hundreds 

Ig~~""lwhat traditionally are lighthearted Hindu celebrations of the arrival of spring, became deadly when 

hundreds of children came into contact with toxic colors used in the festivities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:21:15 PM 

Mormon church restricts online access to Jewish names 

Mormon leaders have put up a virtual firewall in their massive genealogical database to block out anyone who attempts 

to access the names of hundreds of thousands of Holocaust victims the church has agreed not to posthumously baptize. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20124:44:52 PM 

Execs at bankrupt MF Global may get bonuses 

Executives at MF Global wouldn't appear to be model candidates for bonuses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20125:05:36 PM 

Sleepiness is a huge problem for airline pilots, study finds 

You might want to bring a cup of black coffee to the pilot on your next flight. Results from a major study conducted by 

the National Sleep Foundation suggest airline pilots are some of the sleepiest transportation workers in the country, 

along with train operators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20125:10:06 PM 

Woman missing for a month found with her cat 

An Albuquerque woman who had been missing for nearly a month has been found alive in New Mexico's Gila National 

Forest, authorities said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20126:28:35 PM 

Layoffs ease, but hiring is still sluggish 

Friday's jobs data helped confirm that the worst of the recession-related layoffs have eased. Until employers begin 

shifting back to a solid pace of new hiring, though, most Americans will still have a hard time finding a new job. The 

Labor Department said Friday that U.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20126:52:32 PM 

Ranting flight attendant removed from plane 

An American Airlines flight attendant reportedly was subdued by passengers this morning after publicly ranting over the 

PA system that there was a mechanical problem aboard the plane and that it was going to crash. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20127:29:42 PM 

Sky lights go wild, north and south 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The solar storm that sparked so much debate this week got its second 

wind, rewarding aurora aficionados from the Arctic to the Lower 48 to Australia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20127:53:46 PM 

Dick Van Dyke, 86, marries makeup artist, 40 

Ig~~""lltls the second go-round for the star of "Mary Poppins" and "The Dick Van Dyke Show." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20127:58:02 PM 

Prosecutor: Man's two wives meet on Facebook 

A Seattle-area corrections officer has been charged with bigamy after his two wives learned about each other on 

Facebook, prosecutors say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20128:19:41 PM 

Tens of thousands protest for democracy in Bahrain 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of Bahrainis demonstrate to demand democratic reforms, stepping up pressure on the 
U.S.-allied government with the biggest protest yet in a year of unrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20128:28:32 PM 

PhotoBlog - An American homeless family 

Ig~~""IReuters photographer follows two single mothers and their children as they move from campground to a 

motel room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20128:45:23 PM 

CEO in chief? Romney urged to forget trying to connect 

A prominent conservative argued that Mitt Romney should dump trying to connect with voters and simply channel his 

inner CEO, a strategy that would carry both upsides and downsides. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:05:24 PM 

Legalizing marijuana: What would Jesus do? 

Ig~~""~he Rev. Pat Robertson says America should legalize marijuana. Would Jesus agree? Msnbc.com put that 

question to a few theologians and religion experts, and the answer is ... decidedly hazy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:06:55 PM 

Deputy shot, judge attacked at courthouse 

A man considered armed and dangerous was at large after a sheriff's deputy was shot and a judge was assaulted at a 

county courthouse in western Washington, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:12:19 PM 

Calm for now, Russia seems certain to boil over 

Ig~~""IRussials activists have been facing a moment of truth since Vladimir Putin won the presidential election: 
"Is there life after March 4." NBC's Jim Maceda reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/20129:39:24 PM 

Daycare on demand: round-the-clock childcare services on the rise 

Ig~~""IFor working parents, daytime jobs aren't as plentiful as they once were, forcing families to find daycare 

centers that offer services all day, every day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 10:05:42 PM 

Ohio: Fracking waste led to earthquakes 

Ig~~""IA dozen earthquakes that struck Ohio in 2011 appear to have been induced by the workings of a 

wastewater well, the state Department of Natural Resources said Friday, as it announced new rules for 
the disposal of a fracking byproduct because of its apparent link to the tremors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 10:30:57 PM 

PFT: Broncos will do whatever to get Peyton 

Ig~~""lpFT: Well, so much for Tebow time. Not only are the Broncos openly courting quarterback Peyton 
Manning, but they're also going to try hard to get him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/201211:19:40 PM 

Cops: Girl stabs grandma after TV dispute 

Police say a 9-year-old girl stabbed her grandmother in the back after being told to turn off the TV show she was 

watching, according to news reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/9/2012 11:39:58 PM 

How do blind people dream? 

Ig~~""lone of the less-talked-about side effects of being blind: fielding many (many!) questions from us sighted 
folks -- enough questions, apparently, to program a YouTube channel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2012 12:02:33 AM 

Some papers to pull 'Doonesbury' abortion strip 

Around a dozen u.s. newspapers have raised questions about an abortion-related "Doonesbury" comic strip set for 

publication next week, and some will likely not run it, the syndicate behind the cartoon said on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2012 2:33:45 AM 

CBT: Cincy stuns No.2 'Cuse, reaches Big East final 

Ig~~""ICBT: Cincinnati pulls off its second straight upset, beating No.2 Syracuse 71-68 to reach the Big East 

tournament title game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/10/2012 6:30:25 PM 

Video: New video shows force of Kentucky tornado 

Ig~~""IRecentIY released video captures the force of last week's string of tornadoes that hit Kentucky. MSNBC's 
Alex Witt reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 3:48:30 AM 

Spies used fake Facebook page for NATO chief 

Ig~~""lsPies opened a bogus Facebook account for the u.s. admiral who is NATO's supreme allied commander 
and tricked officers and defense officials into "friending" it, British media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20124:43:24 AM 

Schwarzenegger's son Patrick hurt in skiing crash 

Patrick Scwharzenegger was involved in a minor skiing accident in Sun Valley, Idaho, -- and the 18-year-old provided the 

evidence via Who Say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 6:04:28 AM 

Report: UK officials to oppose wearing cross at work 

The British government will argue in court that Christians don't have a right to wear a cross or crucifix openly at work, 

the Sunday Telegraph reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 9:39:04 AM 

Blast at funeral in Pakistan kills 13 

A suspected suicide bomber killed at least 13 people and wounded 31 in an attack on a funeral on the outskirts of the 

northwestern Pakistan city of Peshawar on Sunday, a police official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 9:47:31 AM 

Syria launches fierce attack as UN envoy tries talks 

Syrian government forces pounded a city in the north of the country as U.N. envoy Kofi Annan reportedly got ready to 

hold a second meeting with President Bashar Assad to discuss proposals for stopping the ongoing violence on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 10:46:19 AM 

Egypt army court acquits doctor over virginity test 

CAIRO - A military court acquitted on Sunday an army doctor who was charged with carrying out a forced virginity test 

on a female detainee during protests last year, a court source said. Samira Ibrahim, an activist, had said she was forced 

to undergo a test in March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20123:25:10 PM 

Territories, Wyo., give Romney majority of delegates for Saturday 

Despite Rick Santorum's big win in Kansas Saturday, Mitt Romney wound up with the majority of delegates for the day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 3:41:25 PM 

CBT: Who will be the No.1 seeds? 

Ig~~""ICBT: Kentucky certainly has locked up the top overall seed for the NCAA tournament, and Syracuse, UNC 

and the Big Ten tourney winners are the others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20123:49:14 PM 

Biggest job gains going to older workers 

The steady improvement in the job market is good news for all Americans, but older workers have been the biggest 

beneficiaries. The number of people over age 55 who have a job has increased by 1.69 million over the past year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20124:28:39 PM 

Nerd king Joss Whedon loves you, too 

Ig~~""[he mastermind behind "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" and the movie blockbuster version of "The Avengers" 
finds himself in the middle of the Venn diagram for the SXSW geek-culture fest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20124:49:27 PM 

High-flying market shows no sign of pullback 

As the rallying stock market continues to defy expectations of a pullback, traders are looking forward to retail sales data 

and a Federal Reserve policy decision this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 5:06:04 PM 

Woman gives birth to nearly 14-pound baby 

A Southern California woman says doctors predicted she would give birth to a big baby boy, but nobody was prepared 

for just how big. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20125:16:45 PM 

Silence, rallies mark Japan quake anniversary 

Ig~~""IWith silence, prayers and anti-nuclear rallies, Japan marks on Sunday the first anniversary of an 

earthquake and tsunami that killed thousands and set off a radiation crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 6:53:47 PM 

Double sacrifice: Family loses sons in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~he three Wise boys were sent on missions to Iraq and Afghanistan. The two eldest have died. The third 

will not be deployed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 6:53:53 PM 

International man of mystery runs for governor 

Ig~~""lln Neil Livingstone's biography, big paydays and dealings with dictators are commonplace. Now the 

counterterrorism expert says he wants to become Montana's governor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 7:09:59 PM 

Gas prices up another 12 cents in two weeks 

Gas prices rose by an average 12.31 cents a gallon nationwide over the past two weeks, reflecting higher crude oil 

prices, but the rate of increase is slowing, according to a survey. The national average for a gallon of regular gasoline 

rose to $3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20127:23:19 PM 

US soldier kills 16 Afghan civilians, officials say 

A U.S. service member who opened fire on Afghan civilians in Kandahar province killed 16 people, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 7:26:40 PM 

CBT: Vanderbilt snaps Kentucky's 24-game win streak 

Ig~~""ICBT: The Commodores take the SEC tourney title and give the rest of the NCAA tournament field some 

hope by beating the mighty Wildcats on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 7:35:40 PM 

Mass grave found in Mexico is 1,300 years old 

Ig~~""IA mass grave discovered in southern Mexico with the remains of 167 people is approximately 1,300 years 

old, the Chiapas state prosecutor's office said in a statement, after authorities had originally thought the 
grave was only 50 years old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 7:48:42 PM 

300 naked cyclists protest reckless driving in Peru 

Ig~~""IAt least 300 nude cyclists hit the streets of Lima, Peru, on Saturday, protesting the reckless driving they 

say has killed thousands in their country, Reuters reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/20127:55:12 PM 

CBT: FSU exposes North Carolina's weaknesses in ACC tourney 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 8:58:05 PM 

Pens down Bruins to win ninth straight 

Ig~~""~ames Neal had a goal and two assists, and the Pittsburgh Penguins beat Boston 5-2 on Sunday for their 

ninth straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/201211:06:17 PM 

PFT: Peyton leaves Cardinals facility after 6 1/2-hour visit 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/11/2012 11:53:24 PM 

CBT: Tight-knit Spartans ready 'to leave a legacy' 

CBT: Michigan State goes from unranked to a No.1 seed -- Tom Izzo's first since 2001 -- and is eager for more. Will it pull 

it off? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 2:46:33 AM 

Fake Avastin shows little protects drug supply 

Ig~~""IAS drug counterfeiters step up their sales of bogus medicines, global health regulators have few 

protections in place to prevent them from reaching patients. Globally, 10 percent of medicines may be 
fake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 3:05:07 AM 

New hot flash remedy? Self help, study suggests 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20124:02:40 AM 

NASA tangled up in suit over evolution views 

Ig~~""INASA'S latest mission is defending itself in a workplace lawsuit filed by a former computer specialist who 

claims he was let go for promoting his views on intelligent design. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 5:20:41 AM 

Bike lets you change gears with your mind 

Ig~~""IAn engineer shows off a Toyota/Parlee concept bicycle that's wired up with gears he can shift with his 

brain waves - as long as his mind keeps the proper focus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:43:45 AM 

Hurt on the stairs: Child treated every 6 minutes 

Ig~~""IA child younger than 5 is treated for a stair-related injury every six minutes in a U.S. emergency 

department, and being carried on the stairs accounts for nearly a quarter of stair injuries in children 
younger than 1, new research shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:54:52 AM 

Breaking down the NCAA Regions 

Ig~~""ICBT: Analyzing the top seeds, potential upsets, players to watch, and more for all four regions in the 

NCAA Tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:54:52 AM 

Breaking down the NCAA Regions 

Ig~~""ICBT: Analyzing the top seeds, potential upsets, players to watch, and more for all four regions in the 

NCAA Tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:30:50 AM 

Taliban vow revenge for Afghans killed by US soldier 

Ig~~""IAn American soldier's shooting of 16 Afghan civilians deepened questions on Sunday about what the 

United States can accomplish in Afghanistan before it withdraws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:30:50 AM 

Taliban vow 'revenge' after US soldier kills 16 

Ig~~""IAn American soldier's shooting of 16 Afghan civilians deepened questions on Sunday about what the 

United States can accomplish in Afghanistan before it withdraws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:30:50 AM 

Taliban vows 'revenge' after US soldier kills 16 

Ig~~""IAn American soldier's shooting of 16 Afghan civilians deepened questions on Sunday about what the 

United States can accomplish in Afghanistan before it withdraws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:57:29 AM 

Swiss voters reject more vacation, back 'sex boxes' 

Swiss voters rejected a proposal to increase employees' annual minimum paid vacation entitlement to six from four 

weeks on Sunday after firms warned it might hurt competitiveness and threaten jobs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20129:39:17 AM 

Cops: Student held after vowing campus rampage 

A University of Maryland student has been arrested and charged with posting an Internet threat claiming he planned to 

go on a shooting rampage on campus hoping to kill as many people as possible. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:33:42 AM 

New claims about Saudi who left US before 9/11 

A Saudi man who triggered an FBI probe after he moved abroad shortly before 9/11 considered Osama bin Laden a 

"hero" and may have known some hijackers, an informant once told the FBI. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:47:33 AM 

Israeli airstrikes kill 2 millitants, teen in Gaza 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Two gunmen and a 15-year-old die in fourth day of cross-border hostilities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 11:33:07 AM 

Homeowners beat banks at their own game 

Ig~~""ISiX years into the worst wave of foreclosures since the Great Depression, shoddy underwriting and legal 

shortcuts are coming back to haunt mortgage lenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 11:39:00 AM 

Love letters reveal Nixon's sensitive side 

Ig~~""IDecades before he became known as "Tricky Dick," Richard Nixon was the one penning nicknames to his 

future bride in gushy love notes that reveal a soft side of the man taken down by Watergate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 12:21:25 PM 

Reviving Appalachia 

Ig~~""IFormer steelworker hopes $2 billion chemical plant will bring "jobs for everybody". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 12:26:57 PM 

CNN reportedly in talks to buy Mashable 

CNN is in talks to buy technology and social media blog Mashable for $200 million, reports say. The acquisition of 

Mashable could bolster CNN. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 12:27:38 PM 

Why do our eyelids get heavy when we're sleepy? 

Ig~~""~he fight begins. Round One: Your field of vision -- maybe a laptop screen, maybe a TV screen -- slowly 

dissolves from bright and wide to dim and squinty. Your eyelids are drooping. Round Two: Soft, steady 
blinks set in, like a referee counting you out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 12:27:51 PM 

New massacre in Homs; US reporter's funeral looms 

Dozens of civilians were killed in cold blood in the Syrian city of Hams, opposition activists and Syrian state media said on 

Monday, although they disputed responsibility for what both sides called a massacre. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 12:36:31 PM 

Circumcision may lower prostate cancer risk 

Men who are circumcised may have a lower risk of developing prostate cancer, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 1:11:45 PM 

Bus driver, student killed in school bus crash 

A bus driver and a student were killed this morning in a school bus crash outside of Indianapolis, NBC affiliate WTHR 

reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 1:26:36 PM 

High stakes in South for GOP candidates 

First Read: As the GOP presidential race turns towards Alabama and Mississippi, the stakes remain high for all three of 

the top candidates. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 1:26:36 PM 

High stakes in South for GOP candidates 

First Read: As the GOP presidential race turns towards Alabama and Mississippi, the stakes remain high for all three of 

the top candidates. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 1:40:07 PM 

7 reasons why the job gains could last this time 

For reasons ranging from progress on Europe's debt crisis to a slowly improving housing market to slightly less gridlock 

in Congress, the economy and the job market appear better able to withstand setbacks than they were in 2011. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 1:44:44 PM 

Spring fever: Record warmth likely in parts of US 

Ig~~""lwidespread warmth will be the talk of cities from the East Coast to the Heartland this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20122:08:16 PM 

Shot by sibling, police officer's daughter dies 

The 7-year-old daughter of a police officer in Washington state died after being shot by her young sibling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20122:15:35 PM 

Priest who denied communion to lesbian suspended 

A priest who denied communion to a lesbian at her mother's funeral has been placed on leave, according to the Roman 

Catholic archdiocese. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20122:15:42 PM 

CBT: 10 games you must not miss 

Ig~~""ICBT: You can't watch every game, so we pick 10 you shoudn't miss, from Kansas-Detroit to Wichita State

vcu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 2:55:47 PM 

Feds probe Ford Tauruses for stuck throttles 

u.s. safety regulators have opened an investigation into an estimated 360,000 Ford Taurus sedans for a potential 

problem with the throttle getting stuck in an open position. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20122:57:10 PM 

'The love Boat' may be scrapped 

Ig~~""~he 40-year-old cruise ship known as The Pacific Princess has been idle for two years in port in Genoa, 

Italy, but has now been sold for $3.3 million to a Turkish firm specializing in demolition of ships. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 2:58:52 PM 

JetBlue flight diverted after telephone bomb threat 

A Chicago-to-Boston JetBlue flight was diverted to Buffalo, N.Y., early Monday because of a telephoned bomb threat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 3:24:47 PM 

US Army to soldiers: 'Check-ins' can kill 

While the u.s. Army knows its soldiers live in the modern world and carry location-aware, socially networked 

smartphones, it is reiterating the dangers of broadcasting too much information, because oversharing could cost lives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 3:28:31 PM 

Will Houston's daughter change her name? 

Ig~~""lwhitney Houston's daughter, Bobbi Kristina Brown, was referred to as "Krissy" on an Oprah Winfrey 

special that aired Sunday. And reports claim that the teenager is interested in having her name legally 
changed to "Kristina Houston" to honor her mother's family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20123:47:15 PM 

Workers slacking off? It must be March 

Many employees are feeling out of sorts and tired because the clocks have sprung ahead an hour, and that's going to 

impact productivity. And then there's "March Madness" to boot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20124:16:03 PM 

Defendant in Rutgers webcam trial won't testify 

Ig~~""IA former Rutgers University student accused of using a webcam to spy on his roommate's intimate 
encounter with another man won't take the witness stand in his own defense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20124:25:33 PM 

Drunk buggy driving? Amish nabbed after hitting cop car 

Authorities in western New York say they've charged four young Amish adults with illegal possession of alcohol after 

their buggy collided with a police car responding to a report of a drinking party under way. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 5:05:54 PM 

CBT: Big East places 9 teams in NCAAs, but will any win? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20125:11:32 PM 

Mourning, anger sweep Afghanistan after massacre 

Afghanistan's parliament on Monday condemned the massacre of 16 civilians by a u.s. soldier, with some legislators 

calling on President Hamid Karzai to step down. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20125:12:07 PM 

Live chat with NBC's Andrea Mitchell 

NBC correspondent Andrea Mitchell answers your questions live on msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 5:46:30 PM 

Video: Tourist captures spectacular iceberg collapse on video 

Ig~~""lviral video shows the sudden implosion of an iceberg in Antarctica. TODAY.com's Richard Lui 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20126:11:52 PM 

Mexico police nearly nab drug lord EI Chapa 

Ig~~""IMUCh like the late Osama bin Laden, the man the u.s. calls the world's most powerful drug lord 

apparently has been hiding in plain sight. Mexican federal police nearly nabbed Joaquin "EI Chapo" 
Guzman in a coastal mansion in Los Cabos three weeks ago, barely a day after u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:23:53 PM 

Cops: Losing coach bites off winner's ear 

A middle school basketball rivalry took a violent turn on Friday, after one losing coach bit off part of another coach's ear, 

police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:28:56 PM 

Why the polls might be wrong about Romney 

First Read: Polls ahead of tomorrow's contest in Alabama and Mississippi show a tight race between Romney and 

Gingrich, but Romney knows he's not a natural fit in the South. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 6:44:45 PM 

CBT: Will Obama choose alma mater Harvard in bracket? 

Ig~~""ICBT: Yeah, yeah, partisan bickering and budget deficits are problems. But here's a real dilemma -- will 

President Obama pick Harvard in his bracket? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20127:16:04 PM 

Millennium Bomber's sentence again thrown out as federal courts bicker 

Ig~~""IFor the second time, a federal appeals court has overturned a prison sentence for Ahmed Ressam, the so
called "Millennium Bomber," ruling that the 22-year sentence he received for a terror plot isn't long 

enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 7:41:55 PM 

Full Titanic wreck site mapped for first time 

Ig~~""IResearchers have pieced together what's believed to be the first comprehensive map of the entire 3-by-

5-mile Titanic debris field and hope it will provide new clues about what exactly happened the night 100 
years ago when the superliner hit an iceberg, plunged to the bottom of the North Atlantic and became a 
legend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20127:42:16 PM 

Rainn Wilson smashes guitars, blows your mind 

Ig~~""IRainn Wilson, aka "Dwight Schrute" from "The Office," was at South by Southwest recounting new 

ventures and old: "In 1993, my wife and I bought our first computer for $600. It had one program called 
WordStar, and we bought it off a message on a corkboard." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20128:02:11 PM 

Soda-drinking men at higher risk for heart attack 

Men who drink sugar-sweetened beverages, including sodas and non-carbonated fruit drinks, may have a higher risk of 

heart attack, a new study shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20128:09:10 PM 

Soldier accused in Afghan massacre could get death penalty 

The American soldier who is accused in a massacre of 16 villagers near Kandahar could face the death penalty, a military 

defense attorney said Monday, in one of the worst cases of mass murder by a u.s. service member since the Vietnam 

War. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:26:45 PM 

Daily serving of red meat raises risk of early death 

Ig~~""IA new study from the highly respected researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health offers some of 

the best and most detailed evidence yet that a daily serving of meat can increase risk of heart disease or 
cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:37:44 PM 

Illinois upset with FEMA denial of disaster aid 

Ig~~""IFederal and local officials are denouncing a decision by the Federal Emergency Management Agency to 

deny funding to five Illinois counties hit by tornadoes and severe storms in late February and early March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:43:23 PM 

Yahoo files patent lawsuit against Facebook 

Yahoo sued Facebook over 10 patents that include methods and systems for advertising on the Web, according to a copy 

of the lawsuit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 8:50:37 PM 

How to enjoy your daily meat without killing yourself 

If you eat meat daily, don't panic. Simply reduce your daily red meat consumption while increasing the amount of fish 

and beans you eat. That's the kind of protein and nutrients - omega-3 fatty acids and fiber -- we're not getting enough 

of. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/20129:14:14 PM 

CBT: Darkhorses who could bust your bracket 

Ig~~""ICBT: A true longshot is seeded 7 or lower. That makes West Virginia one of the dangerous teams in the 

2012 field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 9:30:01 PM 

Feds promise tough oversight in mortgage deal 

The government released the fine print of its landmark $25 billion mortgage settlement, and promised to closely police 

the banks' pledges to bring widespread housing relief, even while letting them dodge admission of wrongdoing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:08:27 PM 

A new GOP foreign policy tone: pessimism 

Newt Gingrich's new pessimism about the U.S.'s ability to salvage Afghanistan have put him at odds with the 

interventionist-minded wing of the GOP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:19:46 PM 

Southern exposure for the 'northern lights' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Most of the past month's fantastic auroral views have come from the 

north, but the International Space Station is in on the action in the south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:19:46 PM 

Southern exposure for the 'northern lights' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Most of the past month's fantastic auroral views have come from the 

north, but the International Space Station is in on the action in the south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:28:49 PM 

Should Limbaugh be taken off Armed Forces Radio? 

A petition to remove conservative host Rush Limbaugh's program from the Armed Forces Radio Network is nearing the 

number of electronic signatures needed to get a response from the White House, the Army Times reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:40:46 PM 

Ford probe widens, could cover 1.9 million cars 

Federal safety regulators are investigating sticky accelerators in Ford Taurus and Mercury Sable sedans that could affect 

more than 1.9 million vehicles in the 2001 through 2006 model years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 10:45:26 PM 

Video: Massacre in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~he Taliban have called for revenge after a 38-year-old u.s. staff sergeant allegedly killed 16 Afghan 

civilians, nine of them children, and then burned many of the bodies. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 11:27:40 PM 

Apple's growing clout drawing more scrutiny 

Ig~~""IAS Apple sets out to define and dominate the rapidly evolving markets it created with the iPhone and 

iPad, the company is likely to face antitrust regulators who want to curb its growing power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/12/2012 11:59:02 PM 

Imam killed in Belgium mosque attack 

An imam died of smoke inhalation Monday evening in Brussels, the Belgian capital, after a man threw a firebomb 

through the window of a Shiite mosque, the Belgian newspaper La Derniere Heure reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:06:49 AM 

Baylor heads No.1 seeds for NCAA women's tourney 

Ig~~""IBaYIOr, Connecticut, Notre Dame and Stanford are the No.1 seeds in the women's NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:48:49 AM 

Soldier accused in Afghan massacre had brain injury history 

The American soldier accused of massacring 16 civilians in southern Afghanistan on Sunday was a 38-year-old staff 

sergeant based in Washington State who had been treated for traumatic brain injury after a previous deployment to Iraq 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:59:25 AM 

Thousands rescued from Chinese human trafficking gangs 

A year after the Chinese government started targeting human trafficking, the country's security ministry reported that in 

the last year police had rescued 24,000 women and children who had been abducted, the Irish Times reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:48:47 AM 

2-year-old girl found dead in New Jersey septic tank 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing an intense, three-hour search, searchers found a 2-year-old girl dead in a septic tank near her 

home close to the Jersey Shore in New Jersey, police reported. They said she had walked away from her 
home and fell inside the septic system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:56:32 AM 

PFT: 4gers' Moss: 'I've gotten a bad rap' 

Ig~~""lpFT: Hours after signing with the 4gers, Randy Moss pronounced himself ready to play in San Francisco, 

and he said there are misconceptions about him, both in terms of what he has left on the field and what 
he'll be like in the 4gers' locker room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:56:32 AM 

PFT: Randy Moss will make comeback with 4gers 

Ig~~""lpFT: After taking a year off from the NFL, Randy Moss agrees to one-year deal with the San Francisco 
4gers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20125:19:41 AM 

Dozens missing as ferry sinks in Bangladesh 

A ferry carrying more than 250 passengers sank in a south Bangladesh river on Tuesday after colliding with a barge, and 

at least 150 people are still missing, police and witnesses said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 5:35:40 AM 

Video: Fake company, real robots, perform at SXSW 

Ig~~""IMaYWa Denki, a Japanese art unit that's part electrical engineering project, part performance art project, 

shows off their unusual trove of nonsense machines. Nobumichi Tosa, the "President" of the company, 
explains why it's important for him to wear a uniform and appear like a company man. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20127:26:18 AM 

Study: Thousands face drinking-water cancer risk 

Ig~~""IAbout 260,000 people in California may be drinking polluted water that could cause cancer, birth defects 

and other health problems, according to a study released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 8:51:53 AM 

Protests, attacks hit Afghanistan in wake of massacre 

Ig~~""~housands took to the streets in Afghanistan to protest the killing of 16 civilians by a u.s. soldier, burning 

an effigy of Barak Obama and calling for the killer to be tried in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:09:44 AM 

Ex-senator: Documents contradict FBI on 9/11 probe 

Former Florida Sen. Bob Graham, who co-chaired Congress' inquiry into the 9/11 attacks, says classified FBI documents 

are at odds with the bureau's public statements about the hijackers and Saudis then living in Sarasota. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:23:13 AM 

School demands middle-schooler's Facebook login 

A 12-year-old girl was reduced to tears while school officials and a police officer looked at her Facebook postings after 

forcing her to surrender her password, an AClU lawsuit alleges. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 11:11:05 AM 

Delta 737 rolls off taxiway in Atlanta 

ATLANTA -- No one was injured when a Delta plane rolled off a taxiway and into an embankment at Hartsfield-Jackson 

Atlanta International Airport Tuesday morning. Two Delta maintenance workers were testing the engines on the 737 

aircraft shortly after 5 a.m. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 11:32:20 AM 

Afghan shooter: Chain of command failure 

What seems most striking about the shooting of Afghan civilians by a u.s. soldier this weekend was the failure of the 

chain-of-command. Col. Jack Jacob's offers analysis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 11:44:50 AM 

Friend of UK PM arrested in phone-hacking probe 

Ig~~""IFormer News of the World editor Rebekah Brooks and her husband Charlie Brooks, a close friend of 

British Prime Minister David Cameron, were arrested Tuesday, NBC News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:07:42 PM 

Worst-paying cities for women 

While it's been nearly a century since women across the country won the right to vote and the right to work alongside 

men, equal pay continues to remain a distant goal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:14:02 PM 

The jewels of reclusive heiress Huguette Clark go on auction 

Ig~~""IA collection of jewelry from one of America's richest women will be up for sale on April 17. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:15:41 PM 

Small business confidence climbs to year-high 

u.s. small business confidence rose to a one year high in February as more owners reported plans to rebuild stocks after 

56 months of inventory liquidation, hinting at a pick-up in domestic demand. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:44:07 PM 

Retail sales post best gain in 5 months 

The American consumer boosted retail sales in February by the most since September 2011, helped by strong auto sales 

and higher gas prices, government data show. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:47:44 PM 

Michelle Obama to lead US Olympic delegation 

Ig~~""~he White House says Michelle Obama will lead the official U.S. delegation to the opening ceremonies of 

the 2012 Summer Olympic Games in London. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 12:55:30 PM 

Chicken jerky illness in dogs may be tied to 3 brands 

Ig~~""lcomplaints, product samples and medical records collected from pet owners and veterinarians suggest 

that at least three popular brands of jerky treats may be associated with the illnesses, according to 
internal Food and Drug Administration documents obtained by msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:00:55 PM 

'Hero' bus driver staves off irate passenger 

A bus driver is being hailed a hero for fighting off a belligerent passenger who tried to commandeer the bus while on the 

freeway, according to Orange County, Calif., officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:15:31 PM 

Kids can't see anti-bullying film due to R rating 

Kids, the very audience who would benefit most from seeing the new documentary "Bully/' aren't allowed to see it 

without a parent or guardian. The film earned an R rating from the Motion Picture Association of America due to adult 

language. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:23:29 PM 

Big brands tied to chicken jerky illness in dogs 

Complaints, product samples and medical records collected from pet owners and veterinarians suggest that at least 

three popular brands of jerky treats may be associated with the illnesses, according to internal Food and Drug 

Administration documents obtained by msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:35:09 PM 

Warmth records falling across Northeast, Midwest 

Ig~~""IExpect records for high temps to be broken all week across the Northeast and Midwest, a rare event 
given that we're still in winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 1:35:09 PM 

Warm records falling across Northeast, Midwest 

Ig~~""IExpect records for high temps to be broken all week across the Northeast and Midwest, a rare event 
given that we're still in winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20122:12:06 PM 

15 inches of rain floods louisiana homes, roads 

Ig~~""IStates of emergency were in force Tuesday in four Louisiana parishes after torrential rain left homes and 

roads under several feet of water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 2:50:49 PM 

Strip club donates $1,200 to save city's little League 

Little League baseball players from an unincorporated area of Los Angeles will reportedly get to play ball this season 

thanks to a charitable donation from the unlikeliest of donors. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 2:50:50 PM 

Syria laying mines near borders as civilians flee 

Syrian forces have laid mines near the borders of Lebanon and Turkey along routes used by those trying to escape the 

conflict in Syria, advocacy group Human Rights Watch said on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20123:19:27 PM 

Watch out for 'trout pout,' one actress warns 

Ig~~""IA woman once considered one of the most beautiful actresses in the world is speaking out about the 
dangers of bad plastic surgery, after lip enhancement left her with what's commonly known as "trout 

pout." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 3:30:46 PM 

Cop: Girlfriend hit me with Justin Bieber doll 

Ig~~""~ustin Bieber can be painful. No, not his music, although opinions may vary on that account. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 3:43:34 PM 

US, EU, Japan challenge China on trade 

The EU, US and Japan formally asked the World Trade Organization to settle a dispute with China over export 

restrictions on rare earths, which are crucial in manufacturing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20124:19:20 PM 

Obama: Killing Afghans as serious as killing Americans 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama on Tuesday said he viewed the killing of 16 Afghan civilians by a u.s. soldier as seriously 

as if those killed had been Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 4:30:05 PM 

Where do the most optimistic Americans live? 

In U.S. cities, that place is Provo-Orem, Utah, where 76 percent of residents say their area is becoming a better place to 

live, according to a Gallup poll released on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 5:00:51 PM 

Exchange students sexually abused by US hosts 

Dozens of high school foreign exchange students have been raped, sexually abused, or harassed by American host 

parents in towns and cities across the country, an NBC News investigation has found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 5:02:30 PM 

New video responds to 'Kony 2012' backlash 

"Kony 2012" has been viewed more than 112 million times in just over a week, making it the most viral YouTube video 

ever. But it hasn't been all good news for the film's maker, Invisible Children. The CEO of the activist group has released 

a new video defending its spending practices and strategies after coming under attack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 5:40:32 PM 

Loads of Tide thieves clean up nationwide 

At $15 a pop for Tide in the 100 fluid ounce container, it's not surprising thieves across the country are scrubbing store 

shelves clean of the laundry detergent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 6:23:40 PM 

Fed sees economy growing modestly, leaves rates unchanged 

The Federal Reserve left rates unchanged at historic lows Tuesday and said it sees the economy growing modestly with 

the jobs picture improving. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20126:35:11 PM 

Gingrich, Santorum vie to be Romney's main competition 

While Rick Santorum and Newt Gingrich are looking to contests in Alabama and Mississippi to provide a leg up on the 

other, Mitt Romney is hoping to sway conservatives to his corner today. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 6:46:27 PM 

CBT: Syracuse's Melo to miss NCAA tournament 

Ig~~""ICBT: Syracuse center Fab Melo has been ruled ineligible and will miss the NCAA tournament, seriously 

hurting the Orange's title hopes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 6:49:26 PM 

Officials: US soldier in shooting spree said 'I did it' 

Defense officials have told NBC News that the Army staff sergeant who allegedly shot and killed 16 Afghan civilians, 

including nine children, admitted his actions to fellow soldiers just before he was taken into custody. "I did it," he is said 

to have told them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 6:56:06 PM 

Dow above 13,000 after upbeat data, Fed 

Stocks moved higher on Wall Street after the Fed offered a modestly upbeat view of the economy and said interest rates 

would remain at exceptionally low levels for some time. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20127:14:59 PM 

JonBenet's dad: 'Toddlers & Tiaras' is 'bizarre' 

Ig~~""lon what would have been the pageant princess's 21st birthday comes the news that her father, John, 

now looks back at her pageant days with regret. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20127:18:42 PM 

Santorum sharpens attacks against Romney 

Rick Santorum's rhetoric toward Mitt Romney has grown sharper in recent weeks - to the point where he's now 

attacking Romney's private record, which Santorum once suggested was off-limits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20127:25:17 PM 

Unemployment rate drops in 45 states 

Ig~~""~he unemployment rate fell in 45 states in U.S. states in January, a sign that nearly all of the country is 

benefiting from an improving economy and job market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 7:46:03 PM 

'Hot Dogs Cause Butt Cancer' ad riles industry 

Ig~~""IA billboard is bluntly telling Chicagoans that hot dogs cause "butt cancer" - and the hot dog industry is 

not amused. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 8:04:27 PM 

Stocks soar as Fed sees signs of strength 

Stocks rallied, with banks and technology shares leading the way higher as strong retail sales and signs of easing in the 

euro zone were signals the global economy was gaining momentum. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 8:04:36 PM 

PFT: Big move as Bears trade for Marshall 

Ig~~""lpFT: Chicago sends two third-round picks to Miami for superstar WR Brandon Marshall, giving Jay Cutler 

another weapon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20128:15:12 PM 

FBI agent: Midwest militia group had 'kill' list 

A Midwest militia group whose members are accused of plotting to murder police had a "kill list" that included current 

and former u.s. presidents, top government officials and members of Congress, an FBI agent testified Tuesday in a 

federal trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20128:37:19 PM 

Child's fingers found in trash, police say 

What initially were thought to be fingers from a monkey are actually those of a child, Honolulu police said as they asked 

for the public's help in solving the mystery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20129:20:15 PM 

Citibank, 3 others flunk Fed stress test 

Four major U.S. banks, including Citigroup, the nation's third-largest, failed to show they have enough capital to survive 

another serious downturn, the Federal Reserve said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 9:43:50 PM 

Internet flame wars serve the good of humanity 

Ig~~""IFeminist writer Irin Carmon knows how icky it is to be the target of an all-out Internet flame war. But, she 

says, sometimes it can open up a space for a conversation that might not have occurred otherwise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/20129:50:13 PM 

Row over missile sites considered during Olympics 

A British lawmaker has hit out at defense ministry plans to install surface-to-air missiles in his constituency during the 

Olympics, saying it was appalling sites like Shooter's Hill had been selected without consultation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:11:55 PM 

Video: China locks up critics in secret jails 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in its history China's National People's Congress is set to pass new laws to protect the 

human rights of prisoners. However, the new laws will not help those held in so-called 'black jails,' the 
secret detention centers where those who dare to criticise the government are held, without charge and with 
no access to a lawyer. lTV's Angus Walker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:12:30 PM 

World's tallest man finally stops growing 

Ig~~""IFor three years in a row, Sultan Kosen has been named the world's tallest living man by Guinness World 

Records. Interestingly, he's earned this lofty distinction at three different heights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:16:12 PM 

Cruise industry leaders renew emphasis on safety 

1-llln their first major gathering since the deadly Costa Concordia disaster, cruise industry leaders on 
uesday defended their overall safety record and said they were confident of better days ahead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 10:18:55 PM 

NJ budget spat wipes out toilet paper supply 

A budget battle in New Jersey's capital city has some extremely unpleasant fallout, including a toilet paper shortage at 

police headquarters, fire stations, senior centers and municipal offices. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 11:25:33 PM 

Cheney cancels trip to Canada, says it's too risky 

Ig~~""~he former vice president has canceled a speaking engagement in Toronto due to security fears sparked 

by his rough reception at a Vancouver event, the speech promoter said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/13/2012 11:29:12 PM 

Encyclopedia Britannica ends print, goes digital 

The oldest English-language encyclopedia still in print announced it will end publication of its printed editions and 

continue with digital versions available online. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:19:28 AM 

Big fire hits Boston's Back Bay; hotel evacuated 

Ig~~""IA 390-room hotel was evacuated, major streets were closed, and residents were urged to seal their 

windows against toxic smoke as crews battled a transformer fire in downtown Boston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:19:28 AM 

Big fire hits Boston's Back Bay; hotel evacuated 

Ig~~""IA 390-room hotel was evacuated, major streets were closed, and residents were urged to seal their 

windows against toxic smoke as crews battled a transformer fire in downtown Boston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:42:46 AM 

Army officer accused of seeking hitman to kill wife 

A U.S. Army officer from Joint Base Lewis-McChord in Washington state has been charged with threatening to have his 

estranged wife and his superior officer killed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:27:35 AM 

Romney viewed as most electable but it's not enough to help him break through in Dixie 

A plurality of Tuesday's voters in Mississippi and Alabama saw Mitt Romney as the candidate most likely to defeat 

President Obama in November. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:28:37 AM 

CBT: Western Kentucky rallies to win NCAA opener 

Ig~~""ICBT: Western Kentucky overcomes a 16-point second-half deficit to beat Mississippi Valley State 59-58 in 
its "First Four" game of the NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:35:00 AM 

Jessica Simpson gives 2 'losers' a big treat 

Ig~~""IKim's not happy that Conda's gang is still going strong, but when her former pal took her on a prize with 

the star, she didn't complain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:57:13 AM 

Santorum wins Alabama; Mississippi too close to call 

Rick Santorum was projected to win the Alabama Republican primary as he, Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrich were 

locked in a three-way battle to win Mississippi's primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20122:11:14 AM 

HBO stops filming horses after third 'luck' death 

Ig~~""IHBOIS racetrack drama has temporarily ceased filming horses after the death of a third equine on set. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 2:35:01 AM 

Jermaine Jones disqualified from 'American Idol' 

Ig~~""[he singer has been disqualified from further participation after it was discovered that he concealed 
"multiple crimes." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 2:58:33 AM 

Irrational exuberance reigns on Pi Day 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The most famous irrational number, pi, is being factored into a whole 

smorgasbord of silliness on 3/14. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20123:57:10 AM 

Pentagon: Military recruiters fraudulently took $92 million in bonuses 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:14:56 AM 

PBT: Howard wants to finish season with Magic 

Ig~~""lpBT: After the Magic earn a dramatic 104-98 overtime win against the Heat, Dwight Howard says he 
wants to play the rest of the season with Orlando - without signing a contract extension. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:31:03 AM 

CBT: BYU rallies from 25 points down to beat lana 

Ig~~""ICBT: The Cougars came back from a 2S-point deficit to beat the Gaels 78-72 in a stunning NCAA 

tournament opener Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 5:31:40 AM 

Swiss bus crash kills 28 Belgians, mostly children 

Ig~~""IA bus carrying Belgian tourists crashed into the wall of a tunnel in Switzerland, killing 28 people, 22 of 

them children, police said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 6:37:05 AM 

CBT: One night, two historic comebacks 

Ig~~""ICBT: If BYU's 2S-point comeback and Western Kentucky's 22-3 closing rally are any indication of how the 

rest of the NCAA tournament is going to go, then we're in for quite a treat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 7:29:59 AM 

22 kids killed as bus crashes near Swiss ski area 

Ig~~""IA bus carrying Belgian students returning from a ski holiday crashed into a wall in a Swiss tunnel, killing 

28 people, police said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20128:13:24 AM 

Santorum sweeps south with Ala., Miss. wins 

Rick Santorum scored victories in the Mississippi and Alabama primaries on Tuesday, depriving Mitt Romney of a 

signature win in a conservative stronghold and raising fresh doubts about the viability of Newt Gingrich's campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 8:59:41 AM 

Expert: Rising sea levels imperil US coasts 

For the nearly 5 million people who live along the u.s. coasts from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico and the West Coast, 

rising seas fueled by global warming have doubled the risk of so-called once-a-century floods, according to a trio of 

environmental reports released Wednesday. 

View article ... 
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Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/201410:00 PM 
5/1/201412:00 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/20149:00 PM 
4/30/2014 11 :00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/20149:00 PM 
4/30/2014 11 :00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/201410:00 PM 
5/1/201412:00 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/201410:00 PM 
5/1/201412:00 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/201410:00 PM 
5/1/201412:00 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Pancake Event 
BZ3 
4/30/201410:00 PM 
5/1/201412:00 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

MTEN v [Duke?] 
ACC Tournament Semifinal in Cary, NC 
4/26/2014 1 :00 PM 
4/26/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
5/14/20143:00 PM 
5/14/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
5/14/20143:00 PM 
5/14/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
5/14/20143:00 PM 
5/14/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
5/14/20143:00 PM 
5/14/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
4/29/2014 1 :30 PM 
4/29/20142:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
4/29/2014 1 :30 PM 
4/29/20142:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Barbara and Marielle 
4/29/2014 1 :30 PM 
4/29/20142:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Disney Work Team Presentations 
Pope Box 
4/28/20142:00 PM 
4/28/20144:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

DIA Budget Meeting 
5/8/20142:00 PM 
5/8/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

DIA Budget Meeting 
5/8/20142:00 PM 
5/8/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

DIA Budget Meeting 
5/8/20142:00 PM 
5/8/20144:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

DIA Budget Meeting 
5/8/20142:00 PM 
5/8/20144:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Budget Meeting 
5/2/20148:30 AM 
5/2/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Budget Meeting 
5/2/20148:30 AM 
5/2/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Football Budget Meeting 
5/2/20148:30 AM 
5/2/201410:30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson Hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson Hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson Hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson Hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson Hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
Jackson hall 
5/22/20143:00 PM 
5/22/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Admissions Meeting 
5/14/20141 :00 PM 
5/14/20143:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
Pope Box 
6/2/20143:00 PM 
6/2/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
Pope Box 
6/2/20143:00 PM 
6/2/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
Pope Box 
6/2/20143:00 PM 
6/2/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
Pope Box 
6/2/20143:00 PM 
6/2/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
6/2/20143:00 PM 
6/2/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney Meeting 
6/23/201410:00 AM 
6/23/2014 1 :00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Annual Meeting 
Rizzo Conference Center, 150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill 27517 
5/29/2014 8:00 AM 
5/29/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 
The all-day meeting on Thursday, May 29 will take [llace at the RizlO Conference Center, located at :150 DuBose Home l.ane, Chapel Hill 275:17, !~ map of the Rino 
Center campus is ;ll:tiH:hed. 
The agenda is ;:1$ foHows: 
Thursday, May 29 
8:00am Arrivals and Breakfast (Magnolia Ballroom A, Loudermilk Hall) 
8:30am Meeting Begins (rviagnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk Hall) 
12:00 noon l.unch (DuBose I-louse) 
1:00 pm IVleeting Eesumes (M;lgnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk 1-1,111) 
4:00pm Meeting Concludes 
··*option to grab" drink afterwards at a location TBD'·· 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Annual Meeting 
Rizzo Conference Center, 150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill 27517 
5/29/2014 8:00 AM 
5/29/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 
The all-day meeting on Thursday, May 29 will take [llace at the RizlO Conference Center, located at :150 DuBose Home l.ane, Chapel Hill 275:17, !~ map of the Rino 
Center campus is ;ll:tiH:hed. 
The agenda is ;:1$ foHows: 
Thursday, May 29 
8:00am Arrivals and Breakfast (Magnolia Ballroom A, Loudermilk Hall) 
8:30am Meeting Begins (rviagnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk Hall) 
12:00 noon l.unch (DuBose I-louse) 
1:00 pm IVleeting Eesumes (M;lgnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk 1-1,111) 
4:00pm Meeting Concludes 
··*option to grab" drink afterwards at a location TBD'·· 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Annual Meeting 
Rizzo Conference Center, 150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill 27517 
5/29/2014 8:00 AM 
5/29/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 
The all-day meeting on Thursday, May 29 will take [llace at the RizlO Conference Center, located at :150 DuBose Home l.ane, Chapel Hill 275:17, !~ map of the Rino 
Center campus is ;ll:tiH:hed. 
The agenda is ;:1$ foHows: 
Thursday, May 29 
8:00am Arrivals and Breakfast (Magnolia Ballroom A, Loudermilk Hall) 
8:30am Meeting Begins (rviagnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk Hall) 
12:00 noon l.unch (DuBose I-louse) 
1:00 pm IVleeting Eesumes (M;lgnolia Ballroom A, l.oudermilk 1-1,111) 
4:00pm Meeting Concludes 
··*option to grab" drink afterwards at a location TBD'·· 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Team Annual Meeting 
5/29/2014 8:00 AM 
5/29/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting (150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 27517) 
Rizzo Center in Magnolia Ballroom A&B of Loudermilk Hall. 
7/28/2014 8:00 AM 
7/28/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting (150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 27517) 
Rizzo Center in Magnolia Ballroom A&B of Loudermilk Hall. 
7/28/2014 8:00 AM 
7/28/20145:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 9:01:02 AM 

AP: Video shows US soldier in shawl after massacre 

The u.s. soldier who allegedly shot 16 Afghan villagers was caught on surveillance video that showed him walking up to 

his base and raising his arms in surrender, an Afghan official who viewed the footage told The Associated Press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 10:34:35 AM 

Could sun-soaked libya become tourism hot spot? 

Libya has all it takes to become a vacation paradise: 1,300 miles of palm-fringed coastline, five world-class cultural 

heritage sites and an attractive historic quarter in Tripoli featuring fine colonial buildings. What is doesn't have, though, 

is tourists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 10:34:35 AM 

Could sun-soaked libya become tourism hot spot? 

Libya has all it takes to become a vacation paradise: 1,300 miles of palm-fringed coastline, five world-class cultural 

heritage sites and an attractive historic quarter in Tripoli featuring fine colonial buildings. What is doesn't have, though, 

is tourists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 10:49:40 AM 

Reports: Video shows US soldier in shawl after massacre 

The u.s. soldier who allegedly shot 16 Afghan villagers was caught on surveillance video that showed him walking up to 

his base and raising his arms in surrender, Afghan officials who viewed the footage told journalists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 11:35:08 AM 

Deadly gun battle erupts near Mexico baseball game 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: Three suspects killed after gunmen open fire on police in stadium parking lot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 11:38:10 AM 

Historic ruling: International court finds warlord guilty 

The Hague international war crimes court found Congolese warlord Thomas Lubanga Oyilo guilty in its first ruling on 

Wednesday after a decade of work. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:12:09 PM 

You've got gripes: Readers sound off 

It seems I'm not the only one who needs to vent. A number of people who read last week's story about my consumer 

gripes (Here's what bugs me; how about you?) shared what bothers them. Most of these gripes had to do with 

customer service issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:42:39 PM 

Clooney comes under rocket fire in the Sudan 

Ig~~""lwhile in Africa, the Oscar-winning actor witnessed firsthand what he calls the "ethnic cleansing" going on 

in the name of clearing land for oil drilling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:48:03 PM 

Strong quake jolts Tokyo, no tsunami warning 

An earthquake with a preliminary magnitude of 6.1 hit east of Tokyo on Wednesday but no tsunami warning was issued 

and there were no initial reports of damage or troubles at area nuclear plants, the Japan Meteorological Agency and 

local media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 12:57:30 PM 

Gay spying case: Will jury convict for 'hate'? 

Dharun Ravi could face a decade in prison over charges that he used a web camera to spy on the romantic encounters of 

his gay roommate, who later took his life. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:04:16 PM 

Seavey becomes youngest Iditarod champion 

Ig~~""IDallas Seavey won the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race Tuesday, becoming the youngest musher to win the 

nearly 1,000 mile race across Alaska. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:07:28 PM 

Little League declares strip club's donation foul, will return money 

A cash-strapped Little League in Los Angeles County will return a surprise $1,200 donation from a strip club that 

appeared to save its season. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:13:59 PM 

Poor results in South highlight Romney's problem 

First Read: Mitt Romney lost an opportunity to shut the door on his GOP rivals by winning a Southern conservative state, 

but he still maintains a commanding lead in the delegate count. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:21:08 PM 

CBT: It's title or bust for amazing Kentucky 

Ig~~""ICBT: The Wildcats won 30 games in the regular season, rolled through the SEC regular season with a 16-0 

mark and spent 10 weeks atop the polls. Freshman center Anthony Davis is the front-runner for national 
player of the year and coach John Calipari's scooped up a few honors of his own. It's title or bust. It's that 
simple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:40:49 PM 

Goldman exec quits, blasts firm as 'toxic' 

In a very public and scathing resignation letter, Goldman Sachs executive director Greg Smith has called the atmosphere 

at the massive investment bank "toxic" and "destructive." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:43:02 PM 

San Diego man taking his loincloth to federal court 

Ig~~""~he man who was arrested during last summer's Pride festival in Balboa Park for public nudity is taking 

his case to federal court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:44:02 PM 

Quakes jolt Japan's tsunami-hit region, Tokyo 

A series of earthquakes rattled Tokyo and northeast Japan late Wednesday evening but caused no apparent damage or 

injury in the same region hit by last year's devastating tsunami. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:48:47 PM 

Jaycee Dugard to remain in hiding until kids grown up 

Kidnapping survivor Jaycee Dugard made her first public appearance over the weekend at a star-studded New York 

awards ceremony, but she plans to remain in hiding until her daughters are mature enough to understand what 

happened to them, she said in a recent interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 1:49:50 PM 

'Insulting' Ahmadinejad angers Iran lawmakers 

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was summoned to parliament Wednesday for an unprecedented grilling by 

lawmakers who accused him of economic mismanagement and making "illegal" appointments. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 2:03:30 PM 

Marines asked to disarm before Panetta speech 

In an incident that underlined just how high tensions were running during Leon Panetta's trip to Afghanistan on 

Wednesday, around 200 Marines were asked to leave their weapons outside the tent where the u.s. Defense Secretary 

was set to speak, reporters there said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20122:19:59 PM 

US offers secrets to enlist Russia missile shield help 

The Obama administration is leaving open the possibility of giving Moscow certain secret data on u.s. interceptor 

missiles due to help protect Europe from any Iranian missile strike. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20122:41:16 PM 

CBT: Obama picks UNC to beat Kentucky in final 

CBT: That's choice that Tar Heels fans might like. The last time Obama picked the Tar Heels, they won it all. (He chose 

Kansas the last two seasons.) It'd also provide a nice measure of revenge for Roy Williams' team, which lost to Kentucky 

earlier this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 2:51:45 PM 

3-year-old kills self with gun left inside car 

TACOMA, Wash. -- A 3-year-old boy accidentally killed himself with a gun as a 4-year-old sat next to him in a car, police 

in Tacoma reported Wednesday, the third recent shooting of a child in Washington state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20122:53:19 PM 

Paper publishes correction after editor dies in sex act 

An Oregon newspaper was forced to print an embarrassing correction after sultry details about the death of one of the 

paper's own Pulitzer Prize-winning editors began to emerge. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 2:55:06 PM 

New questions about FBI probe of Saudis' post-gill exodus 

Ig~~""~he FBI mishandled its investigation of the travel of a Saudi prince and his companions out of Florida 

within days of the Sept. 11,2001 terrorist attacks, new interviews, 9/11 Commission documents and FBI 
files reveal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20123:17:20 PM 

PFT: Lions give Johnson biggest contract in NFL history 

Ig~~""lpFT: Calvin Johnson is getting paid. The Lions are giving him a seven-year, $132 million extension, with 

$60 million guaranteed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20123:17:20 PM 

PFT: Lions give Johnson biggest contract in NFL history 

Ig~~""lpFT: Calvin Johnson is getting paid. The Lions are giving him a seven-year, $132 million extension, with 

$60 million guaranteed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 3:27:29 PM 

Marines asked to disarm before Panetta speech 

In a highly unusual move, around 200 U.S. Marines were asked to leave their weapons outside the tent where U.S. 

Defense Secretary leon Panetta was set to speak during his trip to Afghanistan on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 3:56:51 PM 

Why no word on Houston's cause of death? 

Ig~~""lover a month has passed since the death of Whitney Houston on Feb. 11, and there's still no official word 

on what caused it. Sources told the L.A. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:10:36 PM 

Why make Kony famous? Video rubs raw Uganda scars 

Ig~~""IFew faces evoke more hatred and fear in northern Uganda than Joseph Kony, one of Africa's most 

wanted men whose army of child soldiers preyed on this town for years and whose brutal legacy has 
been thrust back into the spotlight by a hugely popular U.s. video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:32:30 PM 

Four commandments for 'Idol' singers to follow 

Ig~~""~ermaine Jones has been disqualified from "American Idol" for concealing "multiple crimes," but that's 
just the most recent "Idol" violation. It seems the contestants could use some guidance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:46:12 PM 

Mayor wipes away NJ city's toilet paper crisis 

The great Toilet Paper Crisis of 2012 -- at least for the city of Trenton, N.J. -- is over after the mayor authorized an 

emergency order of the indispensable material for city buildings. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20124:57:23 PM 

CBT: 8 NCAA bracket tips for casual fans 

Ig~~""ICBT: Time is ticking and if you haven't filled out your brackets yet, it's likely because you're waiting until 

the last possible moment. If you need some clarity, here are some good tips to consider. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 5:07:37 PM 

Obama, Cameron stand in united front 

In a joint press conference from the White House Rose Garden, President Obama and British Prime Minister David 

Cameron reaffirmed their shared desire to continue working together in Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20125:16:37 PM 

Woman reportedly shot dead outside courthouse 

At least one person was shot dead by a man outside a county courthouse in Beaumont, Texas, a local news channel 

reported Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 5:44:24 PM 

Jury: Mega Millions winner must share with co-workers 

Ig~~""IA jury has ruled that a New Jersey man will have to share a portion of his jackpot winnings from a 2009 

lottery ticket with his former co-workers: $20 million to be exact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 5:52:21 PM 

TSA to test new security rules for elderly fliers 

Ig~~""~he Transportation Security Administration on Wednesday announced it will begin testing new 

procedures that could reduce the number of pat-downs for travelers ages 7S and older. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 5:55:20 PM 

Stolen truck crashes on Afghan runway; Panetta unhurt 

An Afghan man drove a stolen pickup onto a runway at Camp Bastion, the main British base in southern Afghanistan, 

before crashing into a ditch -- right around the time that u.s. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta's plane was touching 

down, u.S. defense officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 6:21:22 PM 

Why it's so hard to decide whether to read this 

If you've ever felt overwhelmed by deciding what brand of toothpaste to buy or what flight to book, two marketing 

professors think they know why. "Decision quicksand," a condition that ironically strikes hardest when people face trivial 

choices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 6:24:52 PM 

PBT: D'Antoni quits Knicks - Carmelo wins 

PBT: Something had to give with the Knicks, and apparently it was coach Mike D' Antoni. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 6:56:31 PM 

Cops: 4 stabbed, suspect shot in Columbus, Ohio 

A man stabbed four people at a downtown Ohio office building and then was shot by an officer as he left the building, 

police officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20127:18:40 PM 

Woman shot dead, 4 hurt outside court 

One person was killed and four wounded by a man who left a courthouse, retrieved a gun from his car and started firing 

in the parking lot, police in Beaumont, Texas, said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 7:25:40 PM 

Soldier accused in Afghan massacre flown out of country 

A U.S soldier suspected of shooting to death 16 Afghan civilians has been flown out of Afghanistan, senior Pentagon 

officials told NBC News. The 38-year old staff sergeant was transferred "based on a legal recommendation," an official 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 7:30:31 PM 

Native American tribe gets permit to kill bald eagles 

The u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service has taken the unusual step of issuing a permit allowing a Native American tribe to kill 

two bald eagles for religious purposes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 7:36:52 PM 

Jury: Va. Tech negligent in 2007 shootings 

A jury found Virginia Tech negligent Wednesday for delaying warnings in response to the first shootings in the 2007 

massacre that left 33 dead on the campus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 7:59:26 PM 

Diseases from imported fish,spices on the rise 

Food-borne disease outbreaks caused by imports seemed to rise in 2009 and 2010, with fish and spices the most 

common sources, the Centers for Disease Control said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 8:24:54 PM 

In 'KONY' town, video is hardly a sensation 

Ig~~""~acob Acaye, the now grown-up boy featured in the viral video sensation "KONY 2012," discusses the 

story. But the excitement has pretty much escaped many Ugandans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20128:27:18 PM 

Video: Family seeks help in unarmed teen killing 

Ig~~""IFlorida state attorney's office takes over the case of a neighborhood watch captain who shot an unarmed 
teen. WESH's Gail Paschall Brown reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 8:28:40 PM 

Woman shot dead, 3 hurt outside court 

One person was killed and three wounded by a man who left a courthouse, retrieved a gun from his car and started 

firing in the parking lot, police in Beaumont, Texas, said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 8:44:22 PM 

Wall Street's toxic culture is alive and well 

A column on the opinion pages of The New York Times decrying a culture of greed and arrogance at Goldman Sachs, one 

of Wall Street's most prestigious investment banks, has Americans asking: Has anything changed on Wall Street since 

the financial crisis? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 8:57:41 PM 

Lover pleads guilty to aiding Mass. mobster Bulger 

The longtime girlfriend of former mob boss James "Whitey" Bulger pleaded guilty Wednesday to charges she helped 

Bulger evade capture during 16 years on the run. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 9:00:06 PM 

Which airlines are tops in customer service? 

Ig~~""~etBlue, Southwest and Virgin America are among the 50 companies dubbed "2012 Customer Service 

Champions" in a J.D. Power and Associates report released on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 9:06:33 PM 

Maid in lebanon abuse video kills herself 

An Ethiopian housemaid in Lebanon committed suicide on Wednesday, Ethiopia's consul general said, a week after video 

footage of her being dragged along the streets by a man and forced into a car sparked national outrage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20129:11:10 PM 

Regular prostate screening reduces deaths, study finds 

Men who got regular PSA blood tests were 21 percent less likely to die of prostate cancer, according to a European 

study, but will findings convince more men to have prostate cancer screening? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20129:11:40 PM 

Pap smear every five years? Panel says it's safe 

Most women can go as long as five years between cervical cancer screenings as long as they make sure to get both a Pap 

smear and an HPV test when they do get examined, a government panel said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/20129:12:09 PM 

Romney says he connects with GOP and independents 

Mitt Romney said Wednesday that the primaries have shown his ability to connect with Republicans an independents 

alike, while Rick Santorum contended that the former Massachusetts governor faces mounting doubts within the GOP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 9:50:31 PM 

Video: Watch live: Blagojevich speaks before prison stint 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - Before heading to federal prison, former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich makes a 
statement. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 10:06:30 PM 

Report: Emails indicate Assad got advice from Iran 

Ig~~""lsyrian President Bashar ai-Assad took advice from Iran on how to handle the uprising against his rule, 

according to several thousand emails apparently received and sent by the Syrian leader and his wife, the 
Guardian newspaper of London reported Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 10:26:27 PM 

Blagojevich calls impending prison time a 'calamity' 

Ig~~""IFormer Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich, who was never one to mince words during his political career, 

had a final moment in the spotlight on Wednesday when he made a statement before reporting to a 
federal prison to serve a 14-year sentence for corruption. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 11:11:33 PM 

NH city's new military muscle raises some hackles 

Ig~~""~he city of Keene, N.H., population 23,000, may not be the first place that comes to mind as a terrorist 

target, but this summer it will take delivery on a $286,000 armored vehicle, compliments of the 
Department of Homeland Security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/14/2012 11:23:43 PM 

'Pink slime'? It's up to schools, USDA says 

The u.s. Department of Agriculture will offer schools choice in ground beef buys amid growing concern over an 

ammonia-treated filler critics call "pink slime." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 12:41:00 AM 

Thrill to a sunspot's parting shot 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: An unconventional picture of the sun highlights the region that's 

responsible for the solar storms we've been experiencing over the past week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:20:30 AM 

Boy, kidnapped 8 years ago, to be reunited with mother 

Miguel Morin was 8-months-old when, police say, his babysitter took him for what was supposed to be just one night in 

2004. He soon will be reunited with his mother. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:45:42 AM 

Video: The Man at No. 10: PM Cameron on Afghanistan, Obama 

Ig~~""IBefore David Cameron embarked on his trip to the United States, Brian Williams sat down with Britain's 

youngest prime minister in two centuries. Cameron talked about his relationship with President Obama, 
the war in Afghanistan and even Meryl Streep's portrayal of Margaret Thatcher in Iron Lady. Rock Center 
Anchor and Managing Editor Brian Williams reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:51:24 AM 

Gingrich vows to stay in the race 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20123:14:31 AM 

Video: Sandra Fluke responds to Rush Limbaugh 

Ig~~""IMSNBC'S Lawrence O'Donnell talks to Sandra Fluke, the female student Rush Limbaugh verbally attacked. 
She says her points on policy regarding women's health have been lost in the fallout. (The Last Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20123:36:19 AM 

Disgraced scientist leads mammoth-cloning effort 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's weblog: Russian and South Korean scientists, including a disgraced cloning 
expert, have signed a deal to try re-creating a woolly mammoth using cells recovered from 10,OOO-year

old frozen remains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 3:41:36 AM 

Bad night on 'Idol' for more than just DQ'd singer 

Ig~~"'l'Gentle giant" Jermaine Jones was indeed kicked off on Wednesday for bad behavior, but he's not the 

only finalist in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 3:44:49 AM 

Knicks rout Blazers hours after D'Antoni quits 

Ig~~""IAmare Stoudemire and Carmela Anthony both played well and the Knicks shook off the surprising 
departure of coach Mike D'Antoni to rout the Portland Trail Blazers 121-79 on Wednesday night, 

snapping a six-game losing streak. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20124:55:53 AM 

CBT: Kentucky is too talented not to win Big Dance 

Ig~~""ICBT: The No.1 Kentucky Wildcats will have hurdles to overcome but none will be high enough to stop the 

best team in the country from winning the NCAA tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20126:11:41 AM 

The $10M Degas painting, the heiress and the tax man 

Ig~~""IA $10 million Degas painting that vanished from the apartments of reclusive heiress Huguette Clark 

ended up on the living room wall of Henry Bloch, the "H" in tax company H&R Block. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 7:50:41 AM 

Experts: 30 to 50 percent of world's food thrown away 

Ig~~""~he time-worn advice of mothers everywhere may help reduce food waste from the farm to the fork, 

help the environment and make it easier to feed the world's growing population. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20128:19:40 AM 

Lawsuit: US evangelist inspired gay hate in Uganda 

An East Africa gay advocacy group filed a federal lawsuit Wednesday against Massachusetts evangelist Scott Lively, 

alleging he has waged a campaign to persecute gays in Uganda. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20129:13:56 AM 

Cubans occupy church ahead of Pope's visit 

Ig~~""IHAVANAI Cuba -- Cuban dissidents have occupied a Roman Catholic church in Havana in what a Church 

spokesman said was part of a broader orchestrated action to get Pope Benedict to press for change when 
he visits later this month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:34:49 AM 

Fall from grace: China leadership contender sacked 

Ig~~""IAmbitiouS Chinese Communist Party leadership contender Bo Xilai has been sacked from his post as head 

of the city of Chongqing in a dramatic move that exposes growing ideological divisions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 10:59:05 AM 

1,000 refugees flood out of Syria in 24 hours 

A dramatic increase in the numbers of Syrian refugees fleeing President Bashar Assad's regime was reported Thursday, 

as his forces appeared to have routed the opposition in at least two key cities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 11:13:12 AM 

Sex scandal has yoga industry tied in knots 

Ig~~""ILeave it to American business to twist a 5,OOO-year-old Hindu philosophy of gentle poses into an 

emotional knot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 11:21:39 AM 

Report: Assad's taste for country music, Chris Brown 

Ig~~""lpresident Bashar Assad turned to country music to console his wife and bought songs by Chris Brown and 

Harry Potter apps on iTunes, according to what appear to be leaked emails. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 11:53:37 AM 

Video: Score! Basketball shot made from copter 

Ig~~""IA man shot his way into the world record books by sinking a basketball into the hoop from a helicopter 
nearly 200 feet in the air. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/201212:17:13 PM 

14 years old: Too young for life in prison? 

Ig~~""IEvan Miller and Kuntrell Jackson are lifers, condemned at 14 to spend their lives in prison without the 

possibility of parole for their involvement in separate murders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 12:21:23 PM 

Parents' last resort: Opiate antidote saves lives 

Ig~~""INaloxone, a drug sold as Narcan, can reverse effects of opiate overdoses. It's now showing up in medicine 

cabinets, kitchen cupboards and even handbags of middle-class moms as families find themselves 
grappling with escalating opiate addiction in their teens and young adults. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 1:07:28 PM 

Cost of energy drives up producer prices 

u.s. producer prices recorded their biggest gain in five months in February as the cost of energy spiked, a government 

report showed on Thursday, but underlying inflation pressures were contained. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 1:11:40 PM 

Biden enters the fray 

First Read: The vice president delivers the first in a series of speeches aimed at framing the general election as the GOP 

primary drags on. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 1:27:26 PM 

Scary anti-smoking ad campaign launches 

Ig~~""~obacco taxes and smoking bans haven't budged the u.s. smoking rate in years. Now the government is 

trying to shock smokers into quitting with a graphic nationwide advertising campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 1:45:08 PM 

Teen texts cop: 'I hid the body ... Now what?' 

A northwest Arkansas teenager thought it would be funny to text a random phone number saying she hid a body, but 

the joke backfired. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 1:54:11 PM 

J.P. Morgan: Go easy on Goldman's 'Muppetgate' 

Investment bank JPMorgan tried to contain damage to Wall Street's reputation on Thursday by telling staff not to try to 

profit from rival Goldman Sachs' embarrassment. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:20:50 PM 

For Gen V, moving back with their parents is a lOl 

Ig~~""IYOU would think young adults stuck living at home with their parents would be sending texts of despair to 
friends about their lot in life. Think again. Most Gen Yers think it's gr8. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:23:22 PM 

Mutant bunny crushed by camerman 

Ig~~""llt can't be an easy job, being a cameraman. You've got to haul around and operate heavy equipment, get 
the shot you need all while staying out of the way of the action, and -- who knew? -- refrain from crushing 

to death the subject of that day's story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:38:28 PM 

Apple shares top $600 mark for first time 

Shares of technology powerhouse Apple hit another milestone Thursday, topping the $600 mark for the first time and 

extending their recent rise to a seventh straight session. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:50:52 PM 

After a stroke, the faces of her family looked 'ugly' 

A Dutch woman recovering from a stroke had an unusual response to seeing her family: The faces of her closest family 

members looked strange and distorted to her -- even repulsive. But at the same time, strangers' faces seemed normal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 2:57:20 PM 

Greg Smith had 'high principles,' ex-teacher says 

Greg Smith was a principled and competitive student, the kind of person whose strong sense of right and wrong 

probably pushed him to resign from Goldman Sachs in a scathing letter to an international newspaper, his former 

teacher and coach said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 3:04:03 PM 

Afghan president: Get US troops out of our villages 

Ig~~""IAfghanistan's president on Thursday called for u.s. and other foreign forces in Afghanistan to leave 

villages in the country and move to larger bases instead, according to Hamid Karzai's office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 3:36:45 PM 

Houston's 'adopted son' denies dating daughter 

Ig~~""INiCk Gordon, 22, a young man many say Whitney Houston considered like a son to her, denied that he is 

now dating the singer's teenage daughter after numerous media reports questioned their relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 3:54:27 PM 

Woman strangled by clothes caught in escalator 

An 88-year-old woman was strangled to death when her clothes got tangled in the treads of an escalator at the Long 

Island Rail Road station in Lindenhurst, N.Y. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20124:21:53 PM 

Obama's image on American flag angers vets 

Ig~~""IA group of veterans angered by an American flag bearing the image of President Barack Obama 

descended on the local Democratic party headquarters in central Florida and demanded it be taken 
down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20124:36:45 PM 

Debate rages over Mexico 'spillover violence' 

Ig~~""IAmerican ranchers face armed drug smugglers as security officials clash over the state of the border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 4:40:44 PM 

Like 'Jaws': Girl pulled under by shark twice 

Two teens, including one who was pulled under twice, have shark survivor stories to tell after being bitten while surfing 

in New Smyrna Beach, Fla., on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 4:44:26 PM 

2 soldiers shot dead in southwest France 

A gunman on a scooter shot and killed two soldiers and seriously wounded another in southwest France Thursday, 

according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20124:57:04 PM 

US, UK discuss emergency oil stocks release 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and British Prime Minister David Cameron discussed the possibility of releasing 

emergency oil reserves during a meeting on Wednesday, two sources familiar with the talks said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 5:01:03 PM 

Goldman, roiled by 'Muppetgate,' loses $2B 

A disgruntled former employee's scathing editorial about why he left Goldman Sachs has cost the firm about $2 billion in 

market value. Ouch. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 5:50:51 PM 

Police: Woman commits suicide with chainsaw 

A Los Angeles woman apparently killed herself with a chainsaw in her apartment, the Los Angeles Times reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20126:47:15 PM 

Flight attendant behind parody videos fired 

Ig~~""IAn American Airlines flight attendant from South Florida whose YouTube videos poked fun at his airline 

bosses said Thursday he plans on fighting his termination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 6:52:46 PM 

Last will and contempt? The pain of being disinherited 

Ig~~""lsome do it with malice. Others, through a misguided notion that money or family heirlooms don't really 

matter to the person. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20127:15:46 PM 

Teacher, school board brawl caps district's bad week 

A police chase through the elementary school cafeteria during lunch on Tuesday. A brawl between the school board 

president and a teacher at the high school on Wednesday. Oh yeah, and that nagging $23 million deficit that still hasn't 

been resolved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 7:42:58 PM 

In risky election-year move, Republicans offer Medicare alternatives 

Running a political risk during an election year, Republicans continue to offer proposals to cut future Medicare outlays. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 8:02:09 PM 

Stocks hit level not seen since financial crisis 

Stocks rose Thursday, with the S&P 500 index, a broad gauge of the market, topping the lAOO-mark for the first time 

since the financial crisis on a strong run of economic data. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/20128:12:13 PM 

Off the Bench: We have our first racist chant 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 8:34:21 PM 

'Warming up mighty early' across parts of US 

Ig~~""lso now that March feels like May in much of the U.S., what's May going to feel like? The East Coast and 

South can expect above-normal temperatures, federal forecasters announced Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:03:57 PM 

GOP unity against taxes suffers a crack 

A freshman Republican congressman broke Thursday with his party's leaders by calling for a surtax on millionaires, a 

symbolic break with his own party's united front against new taxes of any sort. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:23:35 PM 

Meatball-eating bear stalks Calif. neighborhood 

A large black bear entered a La Crescenta, Calif. garage early Wednesday morning and dined on Costco meatballs, then 

returned later that evening, television station KTLA reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:27:56 PM 

Santorum rolls back a bit on English in Puerto Rico 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential hopeful Rick Santorum appeared Thursday to try to undo some of the damage 
done by his comments that English should be Puerto Rico's official language. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:52:02 PM 

Catholic bishops pressured Komen over Planned Parenthood 

Ig~~""lwhen he visited the United States four years ago, Pope Benedict XVI blessed a box of silver ribbon

shaped pins for breast cancer charity Susan G. Komen for the Cure and sent them to its founder, Nancy 
Brinker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 9:53:44 PM 

FAA promotes 'safety culture' to foster safer skies 

Ig~~""~he FAA expanded a program so that all employees can report errors without punishment. Experts say 

safety incidents might appear to spike, but actually have always occurred and will now be acknowledged 
and fixed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 10:00:34 PM 

Video from Chile stirs up UFO buzz 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Is this the video that UFO skeptics have been dreading? Actually, a 17-

month-old case from Chile is stirring up predictable responses, but no dread. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 10:04:09 PM 

CBT: No.1 Syracuse earns controversial escape 

Ig~~""ICBT: The Orange benefit from two questionable calls late as they rally from a halftime deficit to beat No. 
16 NC-Asheville on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 10:15:36 PM 

Amanda Knox's ex inks deal to publish his book first 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox may have secured a seven-figure book deal, but her ex-boyfriend is preparing to share 
candid details about their story first. Simon & Schuster's Gallery Books said Thursday it will publish 

Raffaele Sollecito's "Presumed Guilty" in the fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 10:31:02 PM 

Thieves nab bell from Costa Concordia shipwreck 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 11:22:21 PM 

CBT: Vandy makes it interesting before beating Harvard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/15/2012 11:33:11 PM 

Unfit, overweight UK cops could be sacked 

British police officers must prove their fitness in annual tests or have their pay docked after a survey found that 53 

percent were overweight, a review concluded Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:08:48 AM 

Tornado touches down near Ann Arbor, Mich. 

At least one tornado touched down Thursday evening northwest of Ann Arbor, Mich., but there were no immediate 

reports of injuries, emergency officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:19:59 AM 

Skydiver makes it halfway to a record jump 

Ig~~""ISkYdiVing daredevil Felix Baumgartner is more than halfway toward his goal of setting a world record for 

the highest jump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:32:49 AM 

Westboro pastor's son to speak at atheist rally 

Ig~~""llt may come as no surprise that the Westboro Baptist Church is planning to protest at a national 

gathering of atheists. But this will be a case of father picketing son. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:11:18 AM 

Report: Half of elephants in African preserve killed 

Ig~~""IAt least half the elephants in Cameroon's Bouba N'Djida reserve were slaughtered because too few 

security forces were sent to tackle poachers, the World Wide Fund for Nature says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:43:09 AM 

Mailbag: Inside Howard's head, trade-day fallout 

Ig~~""IMailbag: One agent believes it's likely Dwight Howard will ultimately re-sign with the Magic, while the 

Nets and Lakers face uncertainty and the Nuggets and Spurs take gambles at the trade deadline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 2:05:34 AM 

US official: Soldier in Afghan killings 'just snapped' 

The New York Times reported that a senior American official said that the u.s. soldier suspected of killing 16 Afghan 

villagers had been drinking alcohol that night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 2:05:34 AM 

US official: Soldier in Afghan killings 'just snapped' 

The New York Times reported that a senior American official said that the u.s. soldier suspected of killing 16 Afghan 

villagers had been drinking alcohol that night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 2:20:41 AM 

CBT: VCU notches first upset of tournament 

Ig~~""ICBT: Naturally, it's the 12th-seeded Rams that give the tourney its first shocker, beating No.5 Wichita 
State 62-59 on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 2:35:05 AM 

'American Idol' reveals its top 10 

Ig~~""~ermaine Jones may have been disqualified earlier this week, but the show elected to have its usual 

elimination and revealed its tour lineup a little earlier than planned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20124:03:49 AM 

Crosby's return a hit as Penguins top Rangers 

Ig~~""lsidney Crosby's return after three months of inactivity didn't hurt the chemistry of the Pittsburgh 
Penguins one bit as they surged closer to the Eastern Conference-leading New York Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 7:46:41 AM 

Early bird gets the iPad? Tablet goes on sale 

Ig~~""lwalmartls 24-hour stores will start selling the least-expensive version of the new iPad at 12:01 a.m. 

Friday, eight hours before Apple Stores open around the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 8:29:23 AM 

CBT: Best moments, top team, and more from Day 1 

CBT: VCU stole the headlines for the NCAA tournament (again), but the Rams weren't the only standouts from Day 1. We 

break it all down. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 9:40:48 AM 

From university to torture chamber: A Syrian's story 

Syrian student Emad Maho tells msnbc.com how he was stripped naked and electrocuted for protesting President 

Assad's regime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:07:01 AM 

Ex-US officials probed over speeches to terror group 

Firms representing ex-FBI Director Louis Freeh and former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Hugh Shelton have 

been subpoenaed in an investigation into payments to top officials who have advocated removing an Iranian dissident 

group from the u.S. list of terrorist groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:07:01 AM 

Ex-US officials probed over speeches to terror group 

Firms representing ex-FBI Director Louis Freeh and former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Hugh Shelton have 

been subpoenaed in an investigation into payments to top officials who have advocated removing an Iranian dissident 

group from the u.S. list of terrorist groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:06:20 AM 

Have you signed away your kids' right to 'enjoy life?' 

Ig~~""IRed Tape: If someone handed you a form that said your child might lose the ability "to generally enjoy 

life", would you sign it? If you are the parent of a child playing sports in school, you probably have already 
done so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:33:40 AM 

Arrest in case of abducted Alaska teen barista 

A man has been arrested in Texas in connection with the disappearance of 18-year-old barista Samantha Koenig, who 

was abducted from a drive-up Alaska coffee stand six weeks ago, police said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:42:58 AM 

America's most fuel-efficient vehicles 

With gasoline prices inching closer to $4 and even $5 a gallon, more Americans will make high gas mileage a priority 

when they buy their next car. The good news is that new technologies allow high levels of engine efficiencies that were 

previously unattainable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:45:21 AM 

Video: Man jumps from edge of space 

Ig~~"'l'Fearless Felix" Baumgartner successfully completed a high-altitude jump from 13 miles up, one of only 

three people to ever jump from that altitude. For comparison, most planes hit cruising altitude at about 
5.5 miles up. NBC's Tamron Hall reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:53:00 AM 

Religion and workplace can be toxic brew 

Employees have religious rights in the workplace, but preaching there can be hazardous to your career. Increasingly 

more workers are pushing the envelope on religion at work. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:56:34 AM 

Afghan massacre: lawyer eyes PTSD defense 

The case against the u.s. soldier accused of killing 16 Afghan villagers is "more political than legal" and the defense will 

likely focus on post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), his lawyer told NBC News on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 11:59:38 AM 

More than 110 homes damaged by Mich. tornado 

A tornado ripped through a rural Michigan community Thursday, damaging or demolishing many homes, downing trees 

and power lines, sparking fires and flooding roads. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:36:55 PM 

Pile of pinto beans collapses on man, kills him 

A 56-year-old man was killed on Thursday when he was buried under a 20-foot mound of pinto beans at a warehouse in 

eastern Colorado where he worked, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:47:23 PM 

Amid controversy, health care law changes under way 

Two years after its passage, the sweeping health care overhaul remains deeply controversial, with both political parties 

trying to use it to their advantage in the upcoming elections. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 12:52:53 PM 

Rare Marilyn Monroe photos up for auction 

Ig~~""IMakeup artist Allan "Whitey" Snyder had a unique and complicated connection to the actress, and now 

his estate is selling his memorabilia collection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:03:13 PM 

Gasoline drives consumer prices higher 

Ig~~""IRiSing pump prices helped drive up costs for consumers to their highest in 10 months in February. There 

was little sign that underlying inflation was building, however. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:04:17 PM 

Bear bites woman in rear end as she walks dog 

Ouch! A woman walking her dog near an apartment complex in Longwood, Fla., early Friday morning was bitten in the 

rear end by a bear. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:21:23 PM 

Primary slog will have long-term impact 

First Read: A GOP contest certain to stretch on for some time could help Romney make the sale to his base but it comes 

with a potentially hefty price. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:24:23 PM 

TV station airs clip of meteorologist swearing 

Technology is supposed to help us out at work, but when it gets in the way instead, it's easy to get frustrated. That 

happened Wednesday to Rachael Plath, meteorologist at KRDO-TV in Colorado Springs -- but her reaction wasn't 

supposed to be shown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:24:23 PM 

Meteorologist swears, walks off live TV 

Technology is supposed to help us out at work, but when it gets in the way instead, it's easy to get frustrated. That 

happened Wednesday to Rachael Plath, meteorologist at KRDO-TV in Denver. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:33:08 PM 

Video: Never-before-seen Marilyn Monroe photos 

Ig~~""IMartin Nolan of Julien's Auctions shows never-before-seen photos of Marilyn Monroe taken by Whitey 
Snyder on the set of various films, including "Gentleman Prefer Blondes" and "Something's Gotta 

Give." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:48:12 PM 

US warns North Korea satellite launch could scrap food deals 

The United States warned North Korea on Friday its plan to launch a satellite with a long-range rocket could violate its 

February agreement on a nuclear moratorium and scuttle U.S. plans to resume food aid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:48:12 PM 

N. Korea plan 'same as a long-range missile test' 

North Korea said on Friday it will launch a long-range rocket carrying a "working" satellite to mark the centenary of 

founder Kim II Sung's birth next month, sparking condemnation from the United States and others that it was in breach 

of a U.N. resolution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 1:58:32 PM 

New York City to recycle its old toilets 

NEW YORK -- As it steps up its program to replace its toilets with water-conserving models, New York City has begun to 

seek bids from companies to recycle nearly a million old toilet fixtures over the next six years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20122:09:15 PM 

PFT: Elway will watch Manning work out today 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:00:38 PM 

George Clooney released after arrest 

Ig~~""~he actor and others were handcuffed outside the Sudanese embassy in Washington for protesting the 

country's blockage of food and aid from reaching its starving people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:00:38 PM 

George Clooney arrested in protest over Sudan 

Ig~~""~he actor was handcuffed outside the Sudanese embassy in Washington for protesting the country's 

blockage of food and aid from entering the Nuba Mountains area of the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:06:31 PM 

Priest in lesbian controversy: I'd have done same to a drunk 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:22:34 PM 

Campus locked down after umbrella triggers alert 

The Rochester Institute of Technology in upstate New York was placed on lockdown Friday morning after a man with an 

unusual umbrella was mistaken for an armed intruder. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20123:40:13 PM 

Sea turtle released after swallowing 4-inch fishing hook 

Ig~~""~hiS is one lucky loggerhead! Just weeks after a 4 inch-long fishing hook got caught in this turtle's throat, 

it was released back into the ocean Thursday, looking healthy and rehabilitated. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:46:53 PM 

Former Rutgers student guilty in webcam spy case 

A jury on Friday found a former Rutgers University student guilty of a hate crime when he used a webcam to spy on his 

college roommate kissing another man. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 3:46:53 PM 

Defendant in gay-spying case found guilty 

A jury on Friday found a former Rutgers University student guilty of a hate crime when he used a webcam to spy on his 

college roommate kissing another man. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20124:28:33 PM 

Emailsfromdeadmanbringcomfort.chills 

More than a decade after Peter Fenton reported on the phenomenon of receiving email from the dead, a new story 

about messages from the beyond is burning up the Internet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20126:00:19 PM 

Cops: Boy, 13, locked in bathroom for weeks 

A Florida couple were arrested on Thursday on charges that they caged the man's 13-year-old son, who weighed 40 

pounds, in a closet and kept him locked in a bathroom for weeks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20126:08:18 PM 

Report: Bin Laden told followers to kill Obama, Petraeus 

Ig~~""losama bin Laden told his followers to work on a plan to kill Barack Obama and General David Petraeus by 

attacking their aircraft, according to documents found in the slain terror leader's compound, The 
Washington Post reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20126:28:13 PM 

PFT: 4gers enter the Manning sweepstakes 

PFT: The San Francisco 4gers have emerged as one of the three finalists to sign free agent quarterback Peyton Manning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 6:32:49 PM 

Gay-spying verdict sparks praise and concern 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 7:00:59 PM 

CBT: NC State knocks off 6-seed San Diego St. 

CBT: It was "pandemonium" Sunday when N.C. State earned its first NCAA tournament bid since 2006. A minor 

celebration might be needed to toast its first Big Dance win since then, too. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 7:55:40 PM 

iPad review: It's a renovation, not a revolution 

Ig~~""~hiS new iPad is identical to the old one, save for a better display and some metaphorical horsepower. 
Since you're reading this particular blog post, you're probably already aware of all those generalities -

the hype brought you here. So let's talk about the details - the devil's in 'em after all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20128:17:47 PM 

Cops: Invisible Children co-founder detained 

Police say they detained the co-founder of the group behind the "KONY 2012" video, after witnesses reported a man 

masturbating and possibly under the influence, NBCSanDiego.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/20128:17:47 PM 

'KONY 2012': Invisible Children co-founder arrested 

A co-founder of the group behind the "KONY 2012" video on alleged atrocities by an African warlord, has been arrested 

for being drunk in public and masturbating, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 9:07:03 PM 

'This American life' retracts Foxconn report 

Ig~~""IAn episode of the popular weekly radio program "This American Life" that painted a damaging picture of 

life for employees at factories that make Apple products in China contained "significant fabrications," the 
show said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 9:07:29 PM 

Weatherman: I was passed over for hot women 

A Los Angeles weatherman has filed a lawsuit claiming he was passed over for jobs at two prominent stations because 

he wasn't a young, good-looking woman. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 9:28:47 PM 

CBT: No.3 FSU escapes St. Bonaventure's upset bid 

CBT: Everything pointed to the Bonnies pulling off the shocker of the NCAA tournament until the 'Noles closed with a 

flourish and a key block. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:14:10 PM 

Karzai at 'end of the rope' with US over massacre 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai said Friday that lashed out at the United States for failing to fully cooperate with an 

investigation into the massacre of 16 Afghan villagers by a U.S. staff sergeant and questioned whether only one soldier 

could have been involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:21:02 PM 

US soldier suspected in Afghan massacre ID'd 

Ig~~""lu.S. officials told NBC News on Friday that the soldier suspected of shooting 16 civilians in Afghanistan is 

Army Staff Sgt. Robert Bales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:54:55 PM 

Porn industry to Rick Santorum: Butt out 

Ig~~""~he porn industry has an X-rated reaction to Rick Santorum's vow to crack down on pornography if he's 

elected president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/16/2012 10:56:28 PM 

CBT: Norfolk St. stuns No.2 seed Missouri 

CBT: Spartans become just fifth 15 seed to win a tournament game with dramatic 86-84 win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20121:29:48 AM 

Shock to neighbors of soldier in massacre case 

Neighbors of the Army staff sergeant accused of shooting to death 16 civilians in Afghanistan expressed disbelief after 

he was identified by u.s. officials. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20126:50:15 AM 

CBT recap: Highest of highs, lowest of lows 

Ig~~""ICBT recap: It'll be quite some time before the NCAA tournament sees another day like this. Two No. 2s -
Duke and Missouri - fall to overachieving Lehigh and Norfolk State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20126:50:45 AM 

Cops: Invisible Children co-founder detained 

Jason Russell, cofounder of the group behind the "KONY 2012" video, was exhausted and dehydrated, his wife said after 

he was detained over reports of a man masturbating and acting strangely, NBC News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20127:48:09 AM 

Utah governor vetoes bill curbing sex education 

Utah Gov. Gary Herbert on Friday vetoed a controversial bill banning public schools from teaching contraception as a 

way of preventing pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20129:12:04 AM 

Study: Did St. Patrick sell slaves to the Irish? 

St. Patrick, patron saint of Ireland, may well have been a tax collector for the Romans who fled to Ireland where he could 

have traded slaves to pay his way, according to new research by a University of Cambridge academic. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20129:46:57 AM 

Thai billionaire who founded Red Bull dies at 89 

The self-made Thai billionaire who created the renowned Red Bull energy drink three decades ago has died, state media 

in Thailand reported Saturday. He was 89. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/201212:46:21 PM 

Nazi war criminal Demjanjuk dies at 91 

Convicted Nazi death camp guard john Demjanjuk died in a care home in Germany at the age of 91 on Saturday, German 

police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20121:21:42 PM 

Gadhafi's spy chief Abdullah al-Senoussi arrested 

Mauritanian security officials arrested former Libyan intelligence chief Abdullah al-Senoussi on Saturday, the country's 

official information agency and Libyan officials said. He is sought by the International Criminal Court. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20122:07:09 PM 

Why is Hezbollah standing beside Syria? 

Ig~~""~he conflict in Syria has put Hezbollah, the staunch regional resistance movement, in a tough spot as it 

stands beside its longtime ally, the Assad regime. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20122:52:01 PM 

Report: Break-in at UK opposition leader's offices 

The London offices of Britain's Labour Party leader Ed Miliband were reportedly broken into on Friday evening, British 

police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/17/20123:44:27 PM 

Family: Shooting death of black teen not self-defense 

Calls made to police show that a black teenager was terrified as he tried to get away from the white neighborhood 

watch volunteer who shot him, and that the volunteer was not defending himself as he has claimed, the teen's family 

told The Associated Press on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:13:58 AM 

27 percent of Americans get news via mobile devices 

Ig~~""IA new report says 27 percent of Americans now get their news using mobile devices, something that's 

helping to increase news consumption nationally, despite a continuing decline in print publications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 6:01:05 AM 

CBT: Recapping a wild Sunday in the NCAA tourney 

CBT: 13-seed Ohio stole the show, but the Bobcats were hardly the only story. We break it all down, including Kansas' 

dramatic win. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20128:09:19 AM 

Report: Syria leader's wife says she's 'real dictator' 

The wife of Syria's President Bashar Assad declared that she was the family's "real dictator," according to an email 

leaked to regime opponents, a British newspaper reported Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 10:24:53 AM 

Cuba detains 'Ladies in White' ahead of Pope visit 

HAVANA - Cuban authorities detained about 70 members of the dissident group Ladies in White over the weekend, 

drawing fresh attention to human rights issues days ahead of a visit by Pope Bendict XVI. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 11:19:52 AM 

At least 4 killed in shooting at France Jewish school 

A man opened fire outside a Jewish school in Toulouse, southwestern France, Monday, killing at least four people, 

including three children, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 11:58:20 AM 

UPS to buy TNT Express for $6.85 billion 

United Parcel Service will pay $6.85 billion for Dutch peer TNT Express in a deal making the world's largest package 

delivery company the market leader in Europe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 11:58:28 AM 

Video: KONY filmmaker's nude rant caught on cam 

Ig~~"'l'KONY 2012" filmmaker Jason Russell was briefly detained by police following a strange incident near his 

San Diego home. NBC's Craig Melvin reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 12:27:54 PM 

American killed in Yemen 'highly respected' Islam 

The employers of an American man killed while working in Yemen said in a statement Monday that he "highly 

respected" Islam, after a group tied to al-Qaida claimed it had executed him because of his "Christian proselytizing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 12:40:41 PM 

Guzzling energy drinks but more tired than ever? 

Ig~~""IAmerica is in the midst of an energy crisis. We're guzzling energy drinks and shots at record rates but 

feeling more lethargic than ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 12:48:49 PM 

Despite progress, 1 in 4 high schoolers drops out 

Ig~~""~he last straw for 17-year-old Alton Burke was a note left on his door. The high school dropout picked up 
the phone and re-enrolled at South Hagerstown High. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 12:52:00 PM 

Families of kids with autism earn less 

Adriana Lara, a mother in Hutto, Texas, is not able to work because her 5-year old son joshua has autism. Lara must stay 

home to give joshua the care he needs, and to drive him to his therapy sessions five days a week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:01:02 PM 

Apple to begin paying quarterly dividend of $2.65 a share 

Apple, sitting on a cash hoard of nearly $100 billion, said Monday it will begin paying a quarterly dividend of $2.65 a 

share this year and spend another $10 billion on a stock repurchase program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:11:26 PM 

Illinois race could play familiar role 

First Read: Mitt Romney pulls more delegates out of Puerto Rico but Illinois contest could be tighter than expected 

despite the front-runner's organizational and financial advantages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:25:17 PM 

'Mad Men' cast talk hiatus, 'terrible' reality TV 

Ig~~"'l'Mad Men's" cast and creator spoke with TODAY's Matt Lauer about the show's 17-month absence from 

the air, while star Jon Hamm stood by his earlier comments about reality TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:28:06 PM 

Mom: Teen killed because of 'the color of his skin' 

The family of a Florida teen fatally shot by a neighborhood watch volunteer last month is speaking out, saying that the 

shooting was unprovoked -and racially motivated. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:50:09 PM 

Woman found dead with 3 kids was 'good mom' 

A woman found dead with her three children at a ranch in Missouri was a "very good mom" who was always caring for 

her daughters, neighbors say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:54:37 PM 

CBT: Re-ranking the Sweet 16 

Ig~~""ICBT: With 16 teams left, it's time to re-rank them and pick the favorites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 1:55:11 PM 

Surprising state tops anti-corruption list 

Despite a reputation for scandals, New Jersey leads all states in the fight against official corruption, according to a wide

ranging study released on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 2:06:41 PM 

Home builder sentiment remains steady in March 

Homebuilder sentiment was unchanged in March to hold at the highest level since June 2007, while sentiment in 

February was revised lower, the National Association of Home Builders said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20122:12:42 PM 

For the guys: Manliest homes in America 

Ig~~""IFor some guys, a house is just a pile of sticks. But others see where they hang their hat as an expression 

of their true identity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20122:16:19 PM 

Santorum calls Romney a 'big government heavyweight' 

Presidential candidate Rick Santorum appeared on MSNBC's "Morning Joe" Monday morning where he responded to 

Mitt Romney's assertions that Santorum is a "lightweight" when it comes to economic issues. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20122:17:29 PM 

Mets' owners settle for $162 million in Madoff case 

Owners of the New York Mets Monday agreed to pay $162 million to settle a lawsuit brought by the trustee seeking 

money for victims of Bernard Madoff's massive ponzi scheme fraud, averting a trial in the case.The settlement was 

announced in Manhattan by u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 2:27:31 PM 

Neb. tornadoes tear roofs off homes, flip tractor-trailer 

Ig~~""lsevere storms overnight in Nebraska, Texas and Ohio damaged homes and tossed rail cars as well as at 

least one tractor-trailer, and the threat continued Monday with a large part of the central u.s. on alert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 2:48:20 PM 

CBT: 1st weekend shows you can't script March 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20123:19:53 PM 

Artist Ai Weiwei slips, briefly, through China censor 

Dissident artist Ai Weiwei was able to post a message on China's version of social media site Twitter Monday; his 

account was soon deleted, but not before he'd gathered 10,000 followers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20123:52:12 PM 

Snow blankets northern Arizona -- one day before spring 

Ig~~""~ust a day before spring, snow continued to fall across parts of California, Arizona and New Mexico on 

Monday, causing traffic problems and school closures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 3:59:46 PM 

Wendy's takes No.2 spot from Burger King 

Wendy's has dethroned Burger King as the country's second biggest hamburger chain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:03:27 PM 

Synthetic pot symptoms may be missed by ER docs 

Teens who use synthetic marijuana, also called K2 or spice, could end up in the emergency room experiencing some 

serious side effects, according to a new case report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 4:04:52 PM 

PFT: Broncos give Manning 5 years, $96 million 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 4:04:52 PM 

PFT: Manning decides to sign with Broncos 

Ig~~""lpFT: After a free agency tour took him around the country and led to much speculation, four-time league 

MVP Peyton Manning decides the Broncos are best for him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:13:55 PM 

Chicago bloodbath: 6-year-old among 10 killed 

At least seven people were killed and 33 wounded during a bloody weekend in Chicago, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:16:11 PM 

4 killed at Jewish school in France; gun used in earlier attacks 

Three children and a rabbi were shot dead at a Jewish school in France, and a police source said the bullets fired match 

those used in earlier attacks that killed three French soldiers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:19:43 PM 

Video showing toddler's airport pat-down goes viral 

Ig~~""IA recently-posted video of a 3-year-old boy - wearing a cast and sitting in a wheelchair - shows a TSA 
officer performing a pat-down at a Chicago-area airport and swabbing the toddler's cast and his 

wheelchair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 4:40:42 PM 

Mom allegedly slices kids' throats, starts fire 

A mother accused of slashing her children's throats and setting fire to the family's apartment had removed the unit's 

inside doorknob, sealed vents, covered sprinklers and disabled the smoke alarm, prosecutors said Monday at the 

woman's arraignment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20124:45:02 PM 

Matching orange shirts get workers fired 

Forget about seeing red. Managers at a Florida law firm reportedly saw orange and fired everyone wearing the color. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:04:51 PM 

Judge resigns as Cambodia genocide court rift grows 

Ig~~""IAnother international judge at Cambodia's court tasked with trying Khmer Rouge for their roles in the 

1970s genocide has resigned over an ongoing rift!. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:28:07 PM 

Is your TV watching you? Latest models raise concerns 

Ig~~""INew Samsung TVs with always-connected cameras and microphones are a cause for concern regarding 

the privacy of TV buyers and their friends and families, and the company isn't forthcoming with its privacy 
policy or security measures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:33:51 PM 

No sex necessary: Women have orgasms at the gym, study shows 

By Jeanna BrynerLiveScience Women may not need a guy, a vibrator, or any other direct sexual stimulation to have an 

orgasm, finds a new study on exercise-induced orgasms and sexual pleasure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:40:03 PM 

Rulon Gardner battles his biggest foe: his weight 

Gold medal winner Rulon Gardner has survived two Olympics, a plane wreck, a broken neck and nearly dying in the 

Wyoming wilderness. Now, he's facing what he describes as one of the biggest challenges in his wrestling career and life: 

his own weight. A Rock Center report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:44:44 PM 

Ron Paul: The incredible shrinking candidate 

Ig~~""IAt the risk of annoying supporters of Rep. Ron Paul, R-Texas, who believe - and argue fervently - that 

the mainstream news media don't pay attention to their candidate, it must be noted that Twitter and 
Facebook don't, either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 5:50:50 PM 

Analysts, investors applaud Apple's dividend 

News that Apple will start using its enormous cash pile to pay a quarterly dividend to shareholders was greeted 

positively by analysts and investors Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 6:06:30 PM 

Sheriff: Missing balloon pilot's body found 

A sheriff says searchers have found the body of a hot-air balloon pilot who went missing after he was hit by a 

thunderstorm in Georgia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 6:30:01 PM 

Nevada's modern-day gold rush creates new mining jobs 

Ig~~""~he high price of gold has brought work to hundreds of people in Elko, Nev., many of them combat 

veterans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20126:56:12 PM 

Einstein manuscripts being posted online 

Ig~~""IAIl 80,000 items in Albert Einstein's archives, including personal correspondence with half a dozen lovers 

and a poignant postcard to his ailing mother, are going online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 6:58:40 PM 

Upscale neighborhood becomes Syria battleground 

Rebels fought government forces in a Damascus neighborhood where diplomats and Syrian officials live, in the most 

violent gun battles the Syrian capital has seen since the start of the year-long revolt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20127:25:16 PM 

Mistrial declared in 'Desperate Housewives' case 

Ig~~""~he judge polled the jury who said no additional deliberation would make a difference. The jury said they 

were split 8 to 4 in favor of Nicollette Sheridan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20127:32:10 PM 

CBT: Key players for Sweet 16 matchups 

CBT: Cincinnati's Yancy Gates will be huge vs Ohio State. We break down the other ones to watch this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 7:34:01 PM 

iPad's 'Dictation' sends info to Apple servers 

Ig~~"'l'Dictationll is one of the features of the new iPad, and it can be used to dictate notes, emails, text 

messages. But new iPad owners may want to use it sparingly if they're worried about privacy: the feature 
sends what you say to Apple's servers to process the information. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 8:22:04 PM 

Ashton Kutcher signs up for space voyage 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Virgin Galactic says uber-celebrity Ashton Kutcher is the company's 

SOOth customer to sign up for a suborbital trip into outer space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 8:52:07 PM 

'Kratom' leaf makes presence felt in US emergency rooms 

Ig~~"'l'Kratom,1I a little-known leaf from Southeast Asia that proponents say is useful for treating a wide-range 

of maladies, also is making its presence felt in U.S. emergency rooms, as teens and others discover its 
negative side effects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20129:06:15 PM 

Starbucks goes beyond coffee with first juice bar 

Ig~~""IStarbucks Corp opened the first store in its new Evolution Fresh juice bar chain on Monday, its biggest 

move outside coffee aimed at boosting the company's position in the $50 billion health food sector. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/20129:13:04 PM 

House GOP fights to notch signature accomplishments 

Republicans are still struggling to show they are able to get something done in a Congress that has been painted as 

intransigent in the dwindling time until the campaign season reaches full swing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/201210:17:19 PM 

Shock therapy mystery closer to being solved 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDailyWhile "shock therapy" has been used in psychiatry for more than 70 years, 

researchers had little idea how the controversial treatment worked to treat depression. Now, scientists say they may 

have solved the mystery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 10:41:52 PM 

N. Idaho white supremacist runs for sheriff 

A white supremacist in northern Idaho is running for sheriff of Bonner County, saying his views on race will not influence 

his approach to the office. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 10:46:19 PM 

Video: Friends of accused shooter Robert Bales: 'This is not our Bobby' 

Ig~~""lwhile Bales sits in a special cell in solitary confinement at a detention center in a remote corner of Fort 
Leavenworth, friends struggle to reconcile the horrible accusations with the man they know. Bales' 

attorney expects formal charges to be filed this week. NBC's John Yang reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 10:51:54 PM 

Video: Students demand criminal charges for Trayvon Martin's death 

Ig~~""~he Hispanic security guard who shot an unarmed black 17-year-old claimed self-defense and police 
declined to arrest him. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 10:56:13 PM 

Wife of Army massacre suspect calls it a 'tragedy' 

The wife of accused Afghan massacre suspect Sgt. Robert Bales issued a statement Monday, extending her condolences 

to the families of the victims and saying she "cannot shed any light on what happened that night, so please do not ask." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/19/2012 11:55:01 PM 

San Francisco sheriff keeps gun, but will he keep his job? 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco Sheriff Ross Mirkarimi was sentenced Monday to serve one day in jail after pleading guilty 

to one count of "false imprisonment" for a New Year's Eve spat with his wife, Eliana Lopez, during which 
he bruised her arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:32:06 AM 

US reportedly to search again for Amelia Earhart 

Ig~~""~he State Department plans to join a new effort to find the plane of pioneering aviator Amelia Earhart, 75 
years after she mysteriously disappeared over the South Pacific. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:07:17 AM 

In Dubai, the more super the superyacht, the better 

The boating industry may have had a few rough years since the days of 2007 and 2008, when banks loaned money more 

freely, but there's one place where the luxury yachts continue to grow more super. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20123:44:16 AM 

Feds to probe death of Fla. teen Trayvon Martin 

In the wake of spreading public outrage, the Justice Department and the FBI have opened an investigation into the 

shooting of a black teenager by a Florida neighborhood watch captain who escaped arrest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 3:59:29 AM 

Backlash on 'Dancing'? Judges nitpick Melissa 

Ig~~""IMonday night, the stars put on their dancing shoes and strutted their ballroom stuff on the season 14 
premiere. The results? Mixed, to say the least. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20128:17:04 AM 

Santorum on defensive over unemployment remark 

On the campaign trail in Illinois, Rick Santorum has been forced to explain an unscripted comment that America's 

unemployment rate "doesn't matter to me." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 8:38:30 AM 

Wave of bombs kills dozens in 12 cities across Iraq 

At least 39 people were killed and 188 wounded in bombs across Iraq Tuesday as the country prepared for its debut at 

next week's Arab League summit in Baghdad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 10:06:42 AM 

Could this new tower be the future of world cities? 

Ig~~""IA new environmentally-friendly office tower being created in Seattle could help reduce the massive 

energy appetites of the world's modern cities, its creators say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 10:34:41 AM 

Car bomb targets Mexico newspaper office 

r-~ car bomb has exploded outside the offices of a newspaper in the capital of Mexico's northern state of 
amaulipas, the latest in a spate of violent incidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 11:36:27 AM 

Video: Feds to probe shooting death of Fla. teen 

Ig~~""lln the wake of growing public outrage, the FBI and Department of Justice are now looking into the deadly 

shooting of an unarmed black teen in Florida by a neighborhood watch volunteer. NBC's Lilia Luciano 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:06:19 PM 

Washington, D.C. marks 100 years of blossoms 

Ig~~""~hiS year's National Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington, D.C., kicking off Tuesday, is the centennial 
celebration and is expected to bring record-breaking numbers of tourists and revenue to the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:29:45 PM 

French palace, near Dallas, hits auction block 

I-lilt's not exa ct Iy the te rra i n in wh ich yo u' d expect to Ii nd a F re nch estate rising Ii ke th eTa j M a ha lout 01 the 
exas horizon, but in the heart of Texas, that's what you've got: The palatial digs called Champs d'Or. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:38:11 PM 

House moving to kill key provision in 'Obamacare' 

Congress continues its efforts to tinker with the complex and controversial health care overhaul, including a vote this 

week to abolish a central piece of the 2010 law: the Independent Payment Advisory Board. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:41:39 PM 

Where you live may affect how well you sleep 

If you're feeling sleepless in the South, you might consider moving to a different region of the country. The stereotype of 

a sleepy Southern town may literally be true, according to a new study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:43:39 PM 

Housing starts fall, but new home permits soar 

u.s. housing starts fell in February, but permits for future construction jumped to their highest level since October 2008, 

according to a government report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 12:51:38 PM 

A reason women avoid the gym? Getting naked 

Ig~~""IMarianne Clark calls it "the dance." First, you whip off your work pants and quickly pull on the 

sweatpants. Then you attempt to put on your sports bra while still wearing your sweater or blouse, all 
while hiding behind the gym locker door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:11:19 PM 

Cameron 'surprised' by gay comments firestorm 

Ig~~""~he former "Growing Pains" star says his opinions about gay marriage and homosexuals are not new, and 

he has shared them before publicly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:13:48 PM 

Another chance for Romney to change perceptions 

First Read: Romney far from wrapping up the delegate race but Tuesday's Illinois primary presents another chance to 

widen the gap, and gain momentum. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:29:30 PM 

Black staff: Black school superintendent is racist 

Ig~~""INine employees of a Washington state school district have filed racial discrimination complaints against 

their superintendent. The workers and the superintendent are all black. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:33:32 PM 

9-year-old gets jury duty summons: What's that? 

Most people try to find a way out of jury duty -- and for Jacob Clark -- his was easy: he's only 9-years-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:37:25 PM 

Grieving mom warns of spring break drinking danger 

Ig~~""lwhen Molly Ammon had too much to drink at a spring break party, her friends put her to bed to sleep it 

off. She never woke up. Now, her devastated mom is warning other teens of the dangers of binge 
drinking, hoping to save another child's life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 1:41:17 PM 

Avon ladies see need for company makeover 

Ig~~""~he world's largest direct-selling cosmetics company, famous for the "Ding Dong, Avon Calling" 

advertisements in the 1950s and 1960s, is more in need of a complete makeover than just a touch-up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20122:16:14 PM 

New GOP budget puts presidential hopefuls on the spot 

Paul Ryan's budget proposals expected to remain firm on Medicare changes, adding political risk for GOP candidates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 2:31:28 PM 

US joins search for Earhart after photo analysis 

Ig~~""ICiting new analysis of a photo that could show wreckage of Amelia Earhart's plane, the Obama 
administration on Tuesday said it was joining a search in June to finally solve the mystery of America's 

greatest female aviator. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 3:01:44 PM 

Grand jury called in Trayvon Martin death 

A grand jury will investigate the death of Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old shot to death in a gated community in Florida on 

Feb. 26, state attorney Norm Wolfinger announced Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 3:06:57 PM 

Martin's friend: 'He said this man was watching him' 

A 17-year-old boy fearfully told his girlfriend by phone moments before he was shot to death that he was being 

followed, contradicting the shooter's self-defense claim, the family's lawyer says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 3:43:40 PM 

PFT: Tebow not surprised, wants Florida return 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 3:51:43 PM 

CBT: Ranking regional sites by 'fun factor' 

CBT: Where's the place to be this week if you're a fan? Is the Kentucky-Indiana game enough to put Atlanta over the 

top? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20124:48:52 PM 

Jobless rate for veterans keeps rising 

Ig~~""[he job market in this country has been gradually improving, except for some veterans: A new report 

finds that the situation has actually gotten a little worse for recent veterans who are trying to find work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20124:51:29 PM 

Oprah is finding that it's hard being on your OWN 

Ig~~""loprah Winfrey may want to consider giving away a few more free cars to help her struggling cable 

network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 5:06:34 PM 

Obama slams Iran's 'electric curtain' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama accused Iran on Tuesday of imposing an "electronic curtain" on its citizens and 

promised new u.s. steps aimed at helping to ease the Iranian people's access to the Internet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 5:45:38 PM 

Dutch church accused of castrating young boys 

At least 10 men and boys under age 21 were castrated while under the care of the Dutch Roman Catholic Church in the 

1950s, a UK newspaper reports, citing an investigative journalist. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20125:55:11 PM 

Apple may make paying dividends cool again 

Ig~~""IAPPle made computers sexy. Can it do the same for the musty old dividend? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 5:59:05 PM 

Inquiry targets 'command climate' in Afghan killings 

The top u.s. commander for Afghanistan tells lawmakers that an investigation is under way into the command climate 

surrounding the sergeant accused in the shooting massacre. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20126:15:44 PM 

Thin patients at greater risk of death after surgery 

While being trim is generally good for your health, it may actually raise the risk of death after surgery, recent research 

suggests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20126:17:30 PM 

7.4 magnitude earthquake strikes near Acapulco 

A 7.4 magnitude quake has struck near Acapulco, Mexico, on Tuesday, the United States Geological Survey reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20127:14:44 PM 

It's back! Nissan to revive the Datsun 

Ig~~""IAfter a three-decade absence, Nissan has confirmed it is bringing back the once-familiar Datsun 

nameplate. The old name will be used to target some of the newest emerging markets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 7:45:39 PM 

PFT: 'I'm glad they wanted me,' Peyton says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/20127:53:11 PM 

French official: Victims all shot close-range, in head 

Ig~~""~OULOUSEI France -- A prosecutor said that all seven victims of a recent spate of shootings in southwest 
France -- three soldiers and four at a Jewish school -- were killed with bullets to the head, shot at such 

close range that the gunfire burned the skin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 8:46:08 PM 

Villagers: Afghan slayings were act of retaliation 

Residents of an Afghan village near where an American soldier is alleged to have killed 16 civilians are convinced that the 

slayings were in retaliation for a roadside bomb attack on u.s. forces in the same area a few days earlier. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 8:47:58 PM 

Consumer Reports: New iPad runs hotter than old model 

Ig~~""IAPPlels new iPad throws off a lot more heat than the previous version, lending weight to complaints on 

Internet forums that the hot-selling tablet computer could get uncomfortably warm after heavy use, an 
influential consumer watchdog found after running tests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 8:51:32 PM 

San Francisco sheriff in abuse case refuses to quit 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco Sheriff Ross Mirkarimi, who mad a plea deal in a high-profile domestic abuse case, will not 

resign, his lawyer says, despite an ultimatum from mayor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 9:51:04 PM 

Illinois could have been even worse for Santorum 

First Read: Rick Santorum's late start in states other than Iowa continues to make it hard for him to compete for every 

potential delegate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 10:05:17 PM 

'Stand Your Ground' law muddies Martin case 

Ig~~""IA Florida law that says a citizen doesn't have to retreat before using deadly force, could throw a legal 

wrinkle into the case of an unarmed black teen who was shot to death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/201210:17:28 PM 

Bernanke warns of possible European 'contagion' 

Weakness in the eurozone is beginning to have an impact on the u.s. economy, according to Federal Reserve Chairman 

Ben Bernanke, who will warn legislators Wednesday of possible "contagion." "The difficulties in the euro area have 

affected the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 10:57:46 PM 

'Swift Boat' ad backer gives $3M to pro-Romney PAC 

Ig~~""IA reclusive Texas homebuilder who helped finance the "Swift Boat Veterans" attacks against Democratic 

presidential candidate John Kerry in 2004 contributed nearly half of the $6.4 million raised by a super PAC 
backing Mitt Romney last month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 11:12:54 PM 

US companies lose as sanctions strangle Iran 

Ig~~""lu.s. firms from major drug makers to mom-and-pop outfits find new sanctions make it hard to get paid 

for medicines and other humanitarian goods legally exported to Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/20/2012 11:38:25 PM 

Bales' lawyer questions evidence in Afghan killings 

The lawyer for Robert Bales, the Army staff sergeant suspected of killing 16 Afghan civilians, says u.s. authorities lack 

proof of what occurred that fateful night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:09:33 AM 

Robotic jellyfish may never run out of energy 

Ig~~""IA robot built to look and swim like an inconspicuous jellyfish may keep going and going and going thanks 
to an infinite source of fuel - its surroundings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:09:33 AM 

Pink-haired student invited back to school 

Ig~~""IA school that barred a sixth grader after she dyed her hair pink with her parents' blessing to celebrate her 

good grades lifted its ban on Tuesday following an outcry from civil rights advocates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:19:29 AM 

Feds: SUV license plate 'SMUGGLER' was no joke 

You would think a drug runner would know better than to get into a car with a personalized license plate with the letters 

S-M-U-G-l-E-R. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:29:56 AM 

Romney shows signs of strength as Republicans start to coalesce 

Romney hit a new high in exit polling in this year's competitive primaries and caucuses: winning 71 percent of voters 

who see defeating President Obama as the thing they most want from their party's candidate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20121:45:04 AM 

Gehry says he would change Eisenhower memorial 

Ig~~""IResPOnding to family objections, architect Frank Gehry said he would consider changes to a planned 

memorial of President Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:01:45 AM 

'Losers' take on sun, surf and a sad goodbye 

Ig~~""~he players faced a classic excuse that many who pack extra pounds have no doubt dished up in the past: 
I can't lose weight on vacation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:01:57 AM 

Obama to visit Korea DMZ ahead of nuclear weapons summit 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama, seeking to increase pressure on North Korea to abandon its atomic weapons, 
will visit the Demilitarized Zone on South Korea's tense border on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:32:04 AM 

Reality check on 'Hunger Games' tech 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The technological divide at the heart of "The Hunger Games" highlights 

real-life technologies that pose similar ethical issues, ranging from genetic engineering to crowd control. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:42:57 AM 

Romney wins the Illinois primary 

Mitt Romney padded his advantage over his rivals Tuesday night, securing a win in the Illinois GOP primary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 3:33:21 AM 

Illinois freshman Kinzinger unseats 10-term Rep. Manzullo 

A freshman congressman unseated a lO-term veteran colleague in a bitter Republican primary in a redrawn Illinois 

district. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20124:22:01 AM 

House raided for suspects in Jewish school attacks 

Two French police officers injured in shootout, a police source tells Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 6:51:47 AM 

French cops in shootout with Jewish killings suspect 

TOU LOUSE, France -- A man was arrested early Wednesday in connection with the killings of four people at a Jewish 

school in France, police sources said. Officers were also involved in a standoff with another suspect amid a shootout at a 

house in Toulouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 7:26:59 AM 

FAA sees space tourism as $1 billion industry 

Ig~~""~he Obama administration is preparing for a space tourism industry that is expected to be worth $1 

billion in 10 years, the head of the Federal Aviation Administration's commercial space office said 
Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20127:38:17 AM 

Romney wins Illinois GOP primary 

Mitt Romney won the Illinois Republican primary with ease on Tuesday night, allowing him to grow his delegate 

advantage over his rivals in the fight for the party's presidential nomination 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20127:45:44 AM 

French cops in shootout with Jewish killings suspect 

A suspect wanted in connection with the killing three children and a rabbi at a Jewish school wounded three police 

officers in a shootout at a house in Toulouse, France, early Wednesday and said he was a member of al-Qaida. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20129:13:37 AM 

'Dangerous' flash floods reported in La., Texas 

Flash floods were reported in louisiana and eastern Texas early Wednesday in the wake of "widespread heavy rain." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20129:13:37 AM 

'Extremely dangerous' flash floods reported in La. 

Flash floods were reported in louisiana and eastern Texas early Wednesday in the wake of "widespread heavy rain." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 10:02:37 AM 

Iran vows to retaliate 'on the same level' to attack 

Tehran will retaliate against any attack by Israeli or American forces "on the same level," Iran's top leader said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 10:18:44 AM 

Experts: Damage to oceans could hit $2 trillion a year 

The cost of damage to the world's oceans from climate change could reach $2 trillion a year by 2100 if measures to cut 

greenhouse gas emissions are not stepped up, a study by marine experts said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 11:22:41 AM 

Reports: Pirates free tourist after family pays ransom 

A British tourist snatched by Somali gunmen from a resort island in Kenya was freed on Wednesday after more than six 

months in captivity, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 11:37:11 AM 

For victims, ID theft turns taxes into nightmare 

Ig~~""IAfter Meghan Bach learned last year that her husband's identity had been stolen to collect a fake tax 

refund, she spent perhaps 200 hours working to resolve the issue with the IRS and other agencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 11:56:58 AM 

Cities where manufacturing is booming 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a Brookings report, u.s. exports, which represent 10.7 percent of gross domestic product, 

grew 11 percent in 2010, the fastest growth since 1997. The bulk came from manufacturing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:02:42 PM 

Girl's best friend is dog who carries her oxygen 

After their daughter was diagnosed with a rare lung disease, the Knobloch family had to figure out how their little girl 

would be able to carry a portable oxygen tank everywhere she went. Mr. Gibbs, a golden doodle puppy, came to their 

rescue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:16:19 PM 

Just not worth it: The worst gas cards 

Two new reports show the rewards cards offered by the big oil companies are not the way to go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:28:27 PM 

New Jersey mayor admits he never served in Vietnam 

A South Jersey mayor whose military record was called into question has admitted he never served in Vietnam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:49:21 PM 

Billionaire Buffett winning $1 million bet 

Four years ago, Warren Buffett bet that funds that invest in hedge funds for their clients couldn't beat the stock market 

over a decade. So far, Buffett's winning. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:49:39 PM 

Bottled water may boost kids' tooth decay 

Ig~~""lwidespread use of bottled water by kids may contribute to tooth decay, dentists and government health 

officials warn. Amy Wilson, 42, a New York mom, heard about the possible link after her middle son had 
to have six cavities filled at age 4. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:53:18 PM 

Experts: Don't treat sinus infections with antibiotics 

Most people who have sinus infections should not be treated with antibiotics because the drugs are unlikely to help, 

according to new guidelines from infectious disease experts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 12:57:28 PM 

Christian yoga: Trading 'am' for 'amen' 

Ig~~""IMillions of Americans do yoga for its well-known mental and physical benefits. But some devout 
Christians are uncomfortable with yoga's Eastern roots, and its association with Hinduism. "Christ

centered" practices offer the advantages of yoga, without all that "om"-ing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:12:17 PM 

Reese Witherspoon pregnant with third child 

Ig~~""lus Weekly reports that sources say the Oscar winner and second husband Jim Toth are expecting their 

first child together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:16:58 PM 

Romney holds his ground in Illinois 

First Read: GOP front-runner's primary win Tuesday night didn't deliver a knockout blow but was what Romney needed 

to continue to pull away. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:19:49 PM 

Little Rock renames airport after the Clintons 

Little Rock, Arkansas renamed its airport to honor two of its most famous citizens -- former President Bill Clinton and 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, the airport commission said on Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:21:40 PM 

Aspirin a day might cut cancer risk 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDaily Taking aspirin once a day may help prevent cancer, and perhaps even in some 

cases treat it, a growing body of research suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:24:20 PM 

Firebombs set off at Texas state senator's office 

A man lit several firebombs outside the Fort Worth office of state Sen. Wendy Davis on Tuesday, startling two staff 

members who opened the door to find flames shooting in the air. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 1:42:23 PM 

Neighbor defends Trayvon Martin's shooter: 'No Rambo' 

A neighbor of George Zimmerman came to his defense Tuesday, saying Zimmerman shot Miami teenager Trayvon 

Martin after numerous burglaries at The Retreat at Twin lakes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:08:55 PM 

CBT: Brawl obviously didn't derail Xavier, Cincy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20122:14:40 PM 

Home sales slip in uneven market rebound 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 2:51:01 PM 

Jeb Bush endorses Romney for president 

Jeb Bush endorsed Mitt Romney for president on Wednesday, giving the former Massachusetts governor another 

important boost from the prominent political clan. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20123:14:50 PM 

Giant boulder breaks loose, crushing cars, home 

Ig~~""llf you're having a rough day you might take some consolation from this: at least your cars and home 
weren't hit by a rogue boulder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20123:45:47 PM 

What NOT to say to a pregnant woman 

Ig~~""IAS Jessica Simpson has discovered, the sight of a very pregnant woman causes some people to lose all 
sense of tact. "You're HUGE!" "Sure you're not having twins?" "Haven't you had that baby yet?" Our 

readers share the very worst things to say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 3:52:07 PM 

Tornado alerts follow flooding in central US 

A storm system that dumped up to a foot of rain in parts of Louisiana, causing isolated flash flooding, is now threatening 

to spawn tornadoes there and in Mississippi. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20124:04:42 PM 

Just guards and chaplain for Bales at Ft. Leavenworth 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20124:54:26 PM 

PFT: Broncos trade Tebow to Jets 

Ig~~""lpFT: One day after the Broncos signed Peyton Manning as their new starting quarterback, Denver has 
traded Tim Tebow to the Jets for a fourth-round draft pick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20124:57:11 PM 

PFT: Saints' Payton suspended for full season 

Ig~~""lpFT: NFL commissioner Roger Goodell suspended Saints head coach Sean Payton for one season and 

former defensive coordinator Gregg Williams as a result of the bounty scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 5:03:36 PM 

Sexual Madonna video opens with prayer 

Ig~~""lcontroversy about a suggestive Madonna video that includes religious imagery mixed with sexual 
content? Is it the 1980s again? Madonna's new video, "Girl Gone Wild," premiered on E! Tuesday night, 

and already is provoking mixed reactions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20125:15:52 PM 

KONY 2012 filmmaker diagnosed with psychosis 

Jason Russell, the man behind the Kony 2012 video, suffered a brief reactive psychosis the day he was detained by police 

for behaving erratically in the streets of San Diego, according to his wife. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 5:22:35 PM 

College students crack $70 million cybercrime ring 

Using complex data mining techniques, Prof. Warner established links between ZeuS-infected computers and traced the 

origins of the mass infection to Ukraine. Many of the hackers and their mules were caught. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20125:45:19 PM 

Customs: Woman had nearly 5 pounds of heroin in stomach 

A record was set at Dulles Airport over the weekend when u.s. customs agents arrested a Nigerian woman who'd 

allegedly ingested 180 thumb-sized pellets of heroin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 6:24:25 PM 

Mysterious booms rattle residents of Wisconsin town 

What goes "boom" in the night? The exhausted residents of Clintonville, Wisc., wish they knew. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 6:30:35 PM 

Santorum camp pounces on Romney adviser's 'Etch A Sketch' comment 

First Read: On the day Mitt Romney picked up a key endorsement from Jeb Bush, his campaign is now receiving criticism 

after a top adviser suggested that Romney could hit a "reset button" in the general election - like someone shaking up 

an "Etch A Sketch." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 6:51:39 PM 

One third of land in debt-ridden Greece is up for sale 

Ig~~""lone third of all land in Greece is up for sale as the debt-crippled country tries to raise money from state 

assets, a state official reportedly said Wednesday - but little of it will help those wanting to snap up a 
dream home in the sunshine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20127:43:00 PM 

PFT: Jet deal hits snag, Rams might get Tebow 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 7:43:39 PM 

C'mon, 'Idol'! Make things more fair for the girls 

Ig~~""IAre the judges and/or the viewers biased against women? Probably not, but just in case, here are four 
ideas to make the show more gender-equitable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20128:14:49 PM 

Suspect in Jewish school slayings says he'll surrender 

A suspect wanted in connection with the killing three children and a rabbi at a Jewish school plans to surrender after 

dark to French police who have had him surrounded for hours, France's Interior Minister said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 8:26:45 PM 

More Americans uneasy with political use of religion 

Ig~~""IA growing number of Americans think political leaders are talking too much religion, according to a new 

national survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 8:45:27 PM 

Body of missing Montana teacher believed found 

A body found outside of Williston, N.D., is believed to be that of a missing school teacher from Sidney, Mont., Montana 

officials said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20129:07:12 PM 

Renegade Mali soliders say they've seized power 

Renegade Malian soldiers went on state television on Thursday to declare they had seized power and would look to 

hand over to a new, democratically elected government. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20129:12:21 PM 

NYPD: Iran has conducted surveillance in NYC 

Authorities have interviewed at least 13 people since 2005 with ties to Iran's government who were seen taking pictures 

of New York City landmarks, a senior New York Police Department official said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/20129:35:14 PM 

Romney works to contain 'Etch a Sketch' gaffe 

Mitt Romney hastily arranged a short press availability to contain the damage related to an aide's comment likening 

Romney's pivot to the general election to an Etch A Sketch. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 9:48:24 PM 

NYC schools: No more pink slime for lunch in fall 

Steak it ain't. School officials in New York City say that this fall they're going to toss out the "pink slime" meat filler used 

in ground beef products served up in school cafeterias. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 10:10:13 PM 

Pharmacies investigated for price gouging 

Lawmakers are investigating three shadowy pharmacies in Maryland and North Carolina for diverting critical but scarce 

drugs from patients to wholesalers, who are then able to resell the medicine at sometimes big markups. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 10:14:07 PM 

Road to Mohamed Merah's radicalization 

Ig~~""IFor Mohamed Merah, the Frenchman suspected of killing four Jews and three Muslim soldiers in 

southwestern France, the road to radicalization ran from a delinquent childhood in Toulouse to 
Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 11:09:48 PM 

Assault on holed-up suspect in French shooting begins 

The deputy mayor of Toulouse confirms that an assault on the suspect in the shooting deaths of three children and a 

rabbi is under way. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/21/2012 11:50:28 PM 

French turn up pressure on holed-up suspect 

Authorities say loud blasts heard at the scene of a standoff with the suspect in the Toulouse shooting spree are an 

attempt to intimidate him, not the beginning of an assault. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:06:24 AM 

Boston Archdiocese defends six-figure salaries 

The Boston Archdiocese says the six-figure salaries paid to a growing number of church employees are commensurate 

with their talents and work duties. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:47:52 AM 

PFT: After false start, Jets indeed get Tebow 

PFT: Tebowmania will be coming to Broadway. Eight hours after initially agreeing to a deal, the Broncos and Jets 

completed a trade sending Tim Tebow to New York. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:28:12 AM 

Trayvon Martin supporters start Skittles protest 

The death of Trayvon Martin, the black teen shot by a neighborhood watch volunteer, has prompted a protest aimed at 

the police department that initially investigated the case. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:41:52 AM 

Army examining mental health programs 

The Army inspector general is conducting a system-wide review of mental health facilities to determine whether 

psychiatrists overturned diagnoses of post-traumatic stress disorder to save money, a move that comes as the case of a 

u.s. soldier suspected of killing 16 Afghan civilians has brought fresh attention to the strains of war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20122:06:15 AM 

Army service shields Afghan suspect in stock case 

Ig~~""~he soldier accused of killing 16 Afghan civilians is shielded from paying his part of a $1.5 million 

judgment in a stock scheme if he stays in the military, legal experts said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20122:58:17 AM 

Video: Beijing Entrepreneurs: Pursuing the American Dream in China 

Ig~~""IA cupcake shop, a brewery and a barbecue restaurant are just three of a growing number of small 

businesses started by Americans in China. Rock Center travels to Beijing to see how some are pursuing 
their entrepreneur dreams in another country. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 3:01:38 AM 

Wounded Syrians recount horror of tank assaults 

Ig~~""lsyrian university student Muaz Jaban was undaunted when soldiers began firing on their anti

government protest in his northern hometown of Ma'arra last week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 3:30:50 AM 

Phillip, Heejun ignore 'Idol' advice, rock the show 

Ig~~""~hiS week featured not only Diddy as the guest mentor, but Tommy Hilfiger again offering fashion advice. 

Ironically, some of the singers who did the best ignored both. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20127:16:20 AM 

Coup topples 'incompetent regime' in Mali 

Renegade Malian soldiers went on state television on Thursday to declare they had seized power in a coup after the 

government's failure to quell a nomad-led rebellion in the north. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 7:42:26 AM 

Emails led cops to suspect in Jewish school killings 

From the moment Mohamed Merah used his mother's computer to lure into a trap his first victim, a French soldier who 

like himself was of North African heritage, he had handed police a vital clue that would lead them to him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 8:27:52 AM 

'We need help': Mexicans count cost of major quake 

Dozens of families cleared rubble from their destroyed homes in southwestern Mexico on Wednesday following a major 

7.4-magnitude earthquake that caused landslides, knocked down school walls and cracked a church tower. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 9:06:56 AM 

No sign of life from France spree suspect's home 

Police have lost contact with a 24-year-old gunman suspected of killing seven people in the name of al-Qaida and there 

has been no sign of life from his apartment in southwestern France for 10 hours, a senior official said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 10:12:37 AM 

Report: France killings standoff 'coming to an end' 

Police have lost contact with a 24-year-old gunman suspected of killing seven people in the name of al-Qaida and there 

has been no sign of life from his apartment in southwestern France for 10 hours, a senior official said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201210:14:03 AM 

Australia nabs fugitive who hid in bush for 7 years 

Australia's most-wanted fugitive, Malcolm Naden, has been captured after spending seven years surviving in rugged 

bushland by killing and eating animals such as kangaroos. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 10:44:38 AM 

Transit police on strike in Philadelphia over pay 

More than 200 transit police officers in south-eastern Pennsylvania have walked out on strike, forcing authorities to use 

private security firms to patrol subways. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 10:53:58 AM 

One woman's stand to protect home from demolition 

Ig~~""lphotoBIOg: A Chinese village is swallowed up by rapid expansion of city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/201211:14:14 AM 

Jewish school slayings suspect dead after raid 

A suspect who is believed to have killed seven people in France is dead after police stormed his apartment in the 

southern city of Toulouse on Thursday, officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 11:46:52 AM 

Jewish school slayings suspect dead after raid 

An Islamist extremist who is believed to have killed seven people in France died Thursday after a shootout with police, 

officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 11:55:44 AM 

Get with the times: You're driving all wrong 

Ig~~""llf you're a conscientious motorist who still does everything the way your driver's-ed instructor told you 

to, you're doing it all wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 11:56:03 AM 

Video: Terrifying copter crash caught on camera 

Ig~~""IA terrifying helicopter crash was caught on camera in Afghanistan. Amazingly, no one on the ground was 
killed and both pilots survived. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:12:16 PM 

Celebrities who failed to pay their taxes 

Ig~~""llt/s not tax time just yet, but it's looming uncomfortably on the horizon. The conscientious among us have 

already filed their tax forms or are in the process of doing so. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:12:38 PM 

Online GED seekers presented with bogus diplomas, lawsuit alleges 

Ig~~""~he American Council on Education is warning consumers about an explosion of fake high school 

equivalency scams and has filed a lawsuit against a string of websites it says offer false hope and false 
degrees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:15:23 PM 

Plot to free woman from death row is busted 

A man and a guard who allegedly plotted to break out the country's youngest female death row inmate have been 

charged and arrested. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:28:14 PM 

CDC: Only half of first marriages last 20 years 

Ig~~""IEven though Americans are marrying older, the divorce rate has remained high, shows a new report from 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Among women there was just a 52 percent chance that a 
first marriage would last for 20 years. Men fared slightly better with a 56 percent chance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:29:53 PM 

Your resume has six seconds to rouse recruiters 

Ig~~""IHOW much time do you have to make a first impression? Only seconds when it comes to your resume and 
a recruiter's attention span. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:40:41 PM 

Jobless claims keep falling, hit 4-year low 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped to a fresh four-year low last week, according to a government report 

Thursday that offered evidence the jobs market recovery was gaining traction. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:43:20 PM 

Samuel Glazer, co-founder of Mr. Coffee, dies at 89 

Samuel Glazer, a co-founder of Mr. Coffee, one of the first automatic drip coffee makers, has died. He was 89. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:45:30 PM 

Trayvon Martin police chief gets no-confidence vote 

The Sanford City Commission voted 3-2 that it had no confidence in Police Chief Bill Lee Jr. over his handling of the 

Trayvon Martin shooting Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:46:38 PM 

Will Don Draper finally be happy on 'Mad Men'? 

Ig~~"'l'He certainly seemed happy at the end of the season," Hamm told TODAY.com. "What he went through, 

and to see him being happy, was refreshing .... But Don has a problem maintaining the status quo." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 12:51:28 PM 

Can you really be allergic to water? 

Ig~~""IA few years ago, allergist Dr. Alan Baptist faced one of the toughest allergy cases imaginable. A woman 

patient suffered headaches and skin welts whenever she came in contact with water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:16:30 PM 

Romney camp steps on its success 

First Read: Opponents jump on aide's Etch A Sketch moment, overshadowing Illinois victory and an endorsement from 

Jeb Bush. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:25:25 PM 

Lost phones study pinpoints problem cities 

Ig~~""lwhat is it about Philly and phones? Residents there lose their phones (or they're stolen) two times more 

than those in the Big Apple, while New Yorkers and San Franciscans lose their phones three times more 
than those in Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:35:58 PM 

2 US men arrested on gay cruise in Caribbean 

Two California men on a gay cruise of the Caribbean were arrested Wednesday in Dominica, where sex between two 

men is illegal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 1:38:29 PM 

How Staff Sgt. Bales' lawyers are fighting for his life 

Ig~~""ILaWyerS for Army Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, suspected of killing 17 Afghan civilians, will likely mount a two

pronged defense, military law experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 2:00:50 PM 

60 percent of hospitals surveyed say they've trashed scarce drugs 

Ig~~""IAmid ongoing shortages of critical drugs, 60 percent of hospital pharmacists surveyed said they've been 

forced to trash life-saving or expensive medications because of misguided government rules, a new poll 
shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20122:10:31 PM 

Marine faces boot for anti-Obama Facebook posts 

Ig~~""IA Marine sergeant who started a Facebook group that is openly critical of President Barack Obama and 

posted comments saying he will not follow the unlawful orders of the commander in chief is facing 
possible dismissal from the Corps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20122:10:54 PM 

Brother: Bin Laden widow's injury worsens in custody 

Osama bin laden's brother-in-law, said he is worried for the health of his sister, who was shot in the raid that killed the 

al-Qaida leader. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 2:53:04 PM 

Mortgage benchmark jumps back above 4% 

Mortgage rates may have finally hit bottom. The benchmark 30-year rate has risen above 4 percent for the first time 

since October, according to mortgage giant Freddie Mac. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20123:18:56 PM 

Lynndie England doesn't feel bad for abuse of Iraqis 

Ig~~""ILynndie England, who became the face of u.s. military abuses overseas for her role in the Abu Ghraib 
scandal, says she doesn't feel bad for the detainees who were subjected to torture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20123:38:18 PM 

PhotoBlog: Along with blossoms, a cacophony of cameras 

Ig~~""lsome things never change. One hundred years later, the cherry blossom trees along the Tidal Basin in 

Washington D.C. continue to attract visitors and their cameras to the colorful springtime festival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 3:57:47 PM 

PBT: Lin excited Tebow is going to New York 

Ig~~""lpBT: Mark Sanchez may not be thrilled (nor are some other Jets if you read twitter), but Jeremy Lin is 

pumped up for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:01:11 PM 

Woman busted after bragging about avoiding jury duty 

A Denver woman has been charged with perjury after telling a radio show that she dressed up in a weird way to avoid 

jury duty. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:10:09 PM 

India may have lost $210 billion in 'mother of all scams' 

India's government may have lost $210 billion in what one opposition politician described as the "mother of all scams". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:32:45 PM 

LA council wants to keep airwaves 'crack ho' free 

LOS ANGELES -- Los Angeles City Council members called on TV and radio broadcasters to keep their hosts from spewing 

crude slurs, citing KFI radio calling Whitney Houston a "crack ho. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:36:22 PM 

Ravi on his guilty verdict: I felt 'energized' 

Ig~~""IDharun Ravi, the former Rutgers student convicted of a hate crime for using a webcam to spy on his gay 

roommate, says he doesn't regret refusing a plea deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:46:42 PM 

Etch A Sketch gaffe gives company a lift 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney's campaign is probably wishing at this point that political statements were as easy to erase 

as the gray doodles on an Etch A Sketch, but the toy's manufacturer is enjoying the publicity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20124:49:28 PM 

Obama praises portion of oil pipeline 

First Read: Surrounded by massive green pipes that will eventually make up part of the Keystone oil pipeline, President 

Obama today praised TransCanada for moving forward with the southern portion of the project. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20125:02:16 PM 

PTSD: Having the courage to ask for help 

A former Army combat medic writes about how for soldiers in the field, asking for help with post-traumatic stress 

disorder takes tremendous courage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 5:02:35 PM 

Cat plunges 19 stories from high-rise, and walks away 

Ig~~""lsugar, a white furry cat, plunged 19 floors from a window in a high rise building in Boston and lived to 

walk another day, animal rescue officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20125:10:06 PM 

House votes to repeal key 'Obamacare' provision 

The House voted Thursday to repeal a central provision of the 2010 health care overhaul, the Independent Payment 

Advisory Board (IPAB). The vote was 223 to 181. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20125:22:19 PM 

5 more bodies found in Costa Concordia wreckage 

Divers found a total of five bodies on Thursday in the wreckage of the Costa Concordia near the island of Giglio off Italy's 

Tuscan coast. Two more bodies were found following the discovery of three earlier in the day, NBC News has learned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 5:44:54 PM 

Drillers, environmentalists not buying Obama's energy pitch 

Ig~~""~outing an "all-of-the-above" energy policy, President Barack Obama traveled to Oklahoma to show his 

support for the southern leg of the controversial Keystone oil pipeline proposed from Canada to the Gulf 
Coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 6:06:55 PM 

Health care overhaul, year 2: What's coming 

Friday marks the two-year anniversary of the 2010 health care overhaul law, and despite an upcoming challenge in the 

Supreme Court, it has already begun to be implemented. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20126:18:08 PM 

US intel: Water a cause for war in future 

Ig~~""IDrOUght, floods and a lack of fresh water may cause significant global instability and conflict in the 

coming decades, u.s. intelligence agencies said in a report released on World Water Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 6:42:22 PM 

No.1 grocer Kroger relents, ends 'pink slime' use 

Supermarket chains Kroger Co. and Stop & Shop said Thursday they will join the growing list of store chains that will no 

longer sell beef that includes an additive with the unappetizing moniker "pink slime." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 6:59:31 PM 

US general: We need 'combat power' in Afghanistan 

The top commander in Afghanistan says he think the war can be won but says the u.s. needs a force of at least 68,000 

next year - that might hinder efforts to draw down American forces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20127:37:15 PM 

Death toll in Afghanistan massacre climbs to 17 

Two senior u.s. defense officials confirm that 17 Afghan civilians were killed in the shooting in Panjwei on March 11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 7:57:03 PM 

Police chief steps aside in Trayvon Martin case 

Sanford Police Chief Bill Lee Jr. says he will temporarily step down from his position over how the Trayvon Martin 

shooting case was handled. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 8:33:32 PM 

CBT: Sweet 16 previews for all eight games 

Ig~~""ICBT: Will Syracuse continue to overcome the loss of Fab Melo? Can Cincinnati use its dislike for Ohio 

State as motivation for an upset. Check out previews of all the Sweet 16 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20128:49:12 PM 

Trayvon's death: Young, black, wearing a hoodie 

Ig~~""~he fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin by a white community crime-watch volunteer raises an uneasy 

question: Would he have been killed had he not been young, black and wearing a hoodie? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20129:13:01 PM 

Grounded! 'Bird man' admits flying video fake 

Ig~~""IA Dutch engineer stunned the world with a video in which he is shown taking flight by strapping on a set 

of wings, running and flapping his arms like a bird. Now, he admits it was all a fake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/20129:53:17 PM 

Earthquakes the cause of town's annoying booms? 

Did a minor earthquake cause the booming sounds plaguing an eastern Wisconsin city? Yes, the city administrator said 

at a news conference. Not so fast, a federal geophysicist said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 10:00:38 PM 

Defense official: Bales to face 17 murder counts 

Staff Sgt. Robert Bales will be charged with 17 counts of murder and six counts of assault and attempted murder in 

connection with the massacre, a senior u.S. defense official tells NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/22/2012 11:52:18 PM 

PhotoBlog: 800-pound paper airplane soars over Arizona desert 

Ig~~""IA 45-foot paper airplane with a 24-foot wingspan was launched yesterday outside of Tucson by the Pima 

Air & Space Museum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:27:13 AM 

New prosecutor appointed in Trayvon Martin case 

Ig~~""IFlorida Gov. Rick Scott said a new prosecutor has been appointed in the case and that a new committee 
on citizen safety would examine the state's "Stand Your Ground Law." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:49:58 AM 

Ex-priest pleads guilty in landmark sex abuse case 

Ig~~""IA defrocked Philadelphia priest pleaded guilty to sexually molesting an altar boy Thursday, just days 

before a landmark priest abuse trial was set to start. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 1:24:18 AM 

CBT: 'Cuse survives 3-point barrage 

CBT: East's top seed advances to Elite Eight with 64-63 win despite Wisconsin hitting 14 from beyond the arc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:07:06 AM 

CBT: Louisville makes Michigan St. first 1 to fall 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20122:17:40 AM 

Reports: Mali president 'safe,' rebels on move after coup 

Ig~~""~he ousted president of Mali was reported to be safe late Thursday after mutinous soldiers stormed his 
palace, took over state-run television and closed the western African nation's borders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:50:41 AM 

Even good performance can't save 'Idol' hopeful 

Ig~~""IRandY called the eliminated contestant "one of the best in this whole thing" Wednesday, but it wasn't 

enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:59:43 AM 

Christians raise $400 to help ailing atheist who railed against their nativity 

When Patrick Greene learned that a county five hours north of his San Antonio home had placed a nativity on the 

courthouse square, he vowed to file suit if they did it again, the Malakoff News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:03:40 AM 

CBT: What to make of Michigan St.'s loss? 

CBT: As Draymond Green's stellar senior season ends with a whimper, could this have been the biggest upset of Tom 

Izzo's tournament career? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:21:04 AM 

Houston had signs of 'chronic' cocaine usage 

Ig~~""~he ~arly report from the L.A. coroner's office attributes the late singer's death to drowning and ingesting 

cocaine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:30:44 AM 

FDA must act to cut antibiotics from animal feed 

A federal judge on Thursday ordered u.s. regulators to start proceedings to withdraw approval for the use of common 

antibiotics in animal feed, citing concerns that overuse is endangering human health by creating antibiotic-resistant 

"superbugs" . 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:44:33 AM 

Soaring into the 80s, warm weather breaks thousands of records 

Ig~~""lln a typical March, weather.com reports, you may be teased with one, maybe two nice days before being 

hit with the cold reality of winter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 4:04:34 AM 

Apps could be overtaking the Web, says report 

Ig~~""IAS more of us turn our lives over to apps, or programs, that we download onto our smartphones, tablets, 

and now some TVs, our reliance on the Web itself is changing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20126:12:35 AM 

'Weather and boats' force delay of 5-rocket launch 

Ig~~""INASA had to postpone its launch of a fleet of five unmanned suborbital rockets again early Friday, due to 

unacceptable weather and interference from boats near the Virginia launch site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 6:58:59 AM 

CBT: Syracuse stands out on a Sweet night 

CBT's Thursday recap: Orange turned in the day's best game, while nobody played better than Ohio State's Deshaun 

Thomas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 7:26:43 AM 

'Hell no, we won't glow': 130 held at anti-nuke protest 

A 93-year-old anti-nuclear activist was among more than 130 protesters arrested at the corporate headquarters of the 

Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant Thursday, the first day of the plant's operation after the expiration of its 40-year 

license. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 7:58:37 AM 

'Gunshine State': Survivor of 'shoot first' incident speaks 

On June 5, 2006, not long after Florida enacted the first "Stand Your Ground" law in the United States, unarmed Jason 

Rosenbloom was shot in the stomach and chest by his next-door neighbor after a shouting match over trash. Exactly 

what happened that day in Clearwater, Florida, is still open to dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 7:58:37 AM 

Survivor of Fla. 'shoot first' incident lives to tell tale 

On June 5, 2006, not long after Florida enacted the first "Stand Your Ground" law in the United States, unarmed Jason 

Rosenbloom was shot in the stomach and chest by his next-door neighbor after a shouting match over trash. Exactly 

what happened that day in Clearwater, Florida, is still open to dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 9:00:42 AM 

Mom, 4 kids found dead after blaze in Ark. duplex 

The bodies of a mother and her four children were found Thursday inside a central Arkansas duplex. Authorities were 

investigating whether they were killed by smoke inhalation from an overnight fire that was extinguished before 

firefighters arrived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 9:34:27 AM 

Judges: Ireland's ex-PM took secret payments, lied 

Former Irish premier Bertie Ahern lied about the source of substantial sums of money he received, an inquiry concluded 

on Thursday in a long-awaited report into the dealings of one of the architects of Ireland's ill-fated economic boom. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:01:40 AM 

Democracy icon hits campaign trail in Myanmar 

Myanmar's ruling military junta has loosened its grip and after 15 years under house arrest, Aung Sang Suu Kyi is leading 

her party, the National League for Democracy, into parliamentary elections. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:09:03 AM 

Not Chinese enough in China? Americans' dilemma 

In China, where many American-born Chinese have gravitated over the past few years, race and nationality intersect in 

interesting, sometimes confusing, ways. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:33:18 AM 

Red Tape: Credit bureaus upselllD theft victims 

A new report by the Federal Trade Commission slams the nation's credit bureaus for upselling identity theft prevention 

services when victims call looking for help 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 11:56:18 AM 

Santorum: Pick Obama, not 'Etch A Sketch' Republican 

Rick Santorum suggested it would be better to stick with President Obama over a candidate that might be "the Etch A 

Sketch candidate of the future" - a shot at chief rival Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:00:58 PM 

Gun sales are soaring again, but it's hard to say why 

Ig~~""~herels new "Stand Your Ground" laws like the one that figures in the shooting death of an unarmed 

black teen. But fears of an anti-gun Obama persist. And more women are purchasing them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:12:13 PM 

Analysis: Why N. Korea's planned rocket test matters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:19:36 PM 

Smelly foods make you eat less 

By Jennifer WelshLiveScience Big bites lead to big bellies, researchers say, and they might have a solution: People take 

smaller bites of food when it's accompanied by stronger aromas, so infusing foods with strong aromas could get people 

to eat less. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:21:16 PM 

Italy's Cinque Terre readies for spring tourists 

Ig~~""ILast fall, torrential rains, massive flooding and mudslides devastated Italy's popular Cinque Terre region, 

raising concerns about how the storm would impact the tourism season, which typically begins in spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:25:03 PM 

Principal's decree: This is a 'no hugging school' 

More than 900 students at a New Jersey middle school have been told no more hugging. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:37:40 PM 

Health care ruling could send fight back to Congress 

The fate of President Obama's biggest legislative achievement will be debated in the nation's highest court next week 

but that doesn't mean the fight won't continue back in the legislative branch of government regardless of how the court 

eventually rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:38:40 PM 

Individual mandate will be in Supreme Court spotlight 

Controversial provision is just one of several issues before the high court when it begins three crucial days of hearings 

over the 2010 health care law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 12:56:00 PM 

Foxhole atheists plan to rock the base at Fort Bragg 

Ig~~""IAfter a sometimes painful 18 months of gestation, Sgt. Justin Griffith of Fort Bragg, N.C., is jubilant that 

Rock Beyond Belief, apparently the first major atheist event on a u.S. military base, is just days away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 1:01:03 PM 

'Hunger Games' makes winning transition to film 

Ig~~""IReView: "Hunger Games" does its inspiration proud, thanks to star Jennifer Lawrence, some smart casting 

and a plot that gets up to speed immediately and never stops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 1:02:20 PM 

Gun sales are soaring, but it's hard to say why 

Ig~~""~herels new "Stand Your Ground" laws like the one that figures in the shooting death of an unarmed 

black teen. But fears of an anti-gun Obama persist. And more women are purchasing them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 1:02:47 PM 

NC, SC state line isn't where folks thought it was 

Ig~~""IModern-day surveyors, using computers and GPS systems, redrew the border to narrow it down to the 

centimeter, which put the new line about 150 feet south of the old one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 1:17:39 PM 

Landmark case: Villagers sue Shell over oil spills 

Around 11,000 Nigerian villagers who say their livelihoods were ruined in oil spills launched a legal battle Friday to seek 

compensation from Royal Dutch Shell. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:07:45 PM 

Massacre suspect accused of 2008 drunken assault 

A 2008 allegation that Bales thrust a woman's hand to his crotch and fought with her boyfriend surfaced Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20122:19:34 PM 

Chandler: Can Tebowmania, linsanity coexist? 

Chandler: Tebowmania and Linsanity cannot co-exist indefinitely in New York. But which will survive? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:23:06 PM 

Liberals, conservatives embracing 'Hunger Games' 

Ig~~""IWith 26 million books in "The Hunger Games" trilogy sold thus far, one hardly needs to look further for 

reasons why the first film installment is bound to open huge Friday. Nevertheless, here's another one: 
politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:24:40 PM 

BofA to offer rentals as foreclosure alternative 

Ig~~""IBank of America says it has begun a pilot program offering some of its mortgage customers who are 

facing foreclosure a chance to stay in their homes by becoming renters instead of owners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 2:44:28 PM 

Obama: 'If I had a son, he'd look like Trayvon' 

President Barack Obama said Friday that "every aspect" of the death of Trayvon Martin, the black teenager shot in 

Florida last month, must be investigated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:04:44 PM 

Porn star accepts prom date over Twitter, gets banned by school 

Ig~~""IA high school student recently posted over 600 Twitter messages in an attempt to get a porn star -

almost every female porn star, really - to be his prom date. He got lucky and found one who'd happily 
attend the dance with him, but then something went wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:06:34 PM 

JPMorgan sued over typo promising trader $3M salary 

How much is a decimal point worth? Trader Kai Herbert plans to find out. Herbert brought suit against JPMorgan Chase 

&Co. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 3:41:35 PM 

Spymaster: Gunman didn't plan school attack 

Ig~~""lpARIS -- French President Nicolas Sarkozy's spy chief says a gunman who killed three young children and a 
rabbi at a Jewish school only attacked the school after missing his original target -- a French soldier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20124:07:59 PM 

Rap video gone wrong: Man fatally shot, run over 

A man was shot and killed then accidentally run over Thursday night during the filming of an amateur rap video, 

according to Philadelphia police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20124:38:14 PM 

Girl, 6, trumps reporter in spelling competition 

Ig~~""IHOW did this 6-year-old earn her place in the Scripps Howard National Spelling bee? By keeping cool 

amongst competitors of any age, including one Fox News reporter, who found himself another casualty of 
the youngster's remarkable mind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 4:40:56 PM 

Barely alive at birth, rescue pup may be world's smallest 

Ig~~""lsheJs smaller than an iPhone and scarcely bigger than a business card. After her brushes with death, 

animal rescuers are hailing her as an unlikely success story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20124:45:40 PM 

CBT: Kentucky favored but Indiana dangerous 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20124:56:12 PM 

BofA's renter plan could help its bottom line 

What do you do if you own more foreclosed homes than you know what to do with -and there are more on the way? In 

Bank of America's case, you might want to become a landlord. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20125:00:11 PM 

US Airways seeking to take over American 

US Airways is reportedly in talks with creditors for American Airlines about a possible merger -- a deal that would reduce 

the number of major big national airlines to just three. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 5:03:41 PM 

Republicans join call for Trayvon Martin inquiry 

Republicans joined the call for an investigation into the shooting death of Trayvon Martin on Friday, adding rare, 

bipartisan support in the racially-charged case. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20125:15:49 PM 

Man offers his home for Facebook stock 

One man is so eager to get a slice of the social network's public stock offering he's willing to give up the home he lives in, 

reports CNBC's Jane Wells. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20125:16:44 PM 

Students walk out in Trayvon Martin protest 

Ig~~""IHundreds of students at several South Florida high schools stage walkouts in a massive protest against 

the lack of an arrest in the Trayvon Martin shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 5:29:33 PM 

Santorum tries to erase Romney Etch A Sketch comment 

First Read: Rick Santorum is walking back his Romney Etch A Sketch comment saying "I would never vote for Barack 

Obama over any Republican and to suggest otherwise is preposterous." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20125:43:19 PM 

Severe headaches tied to suicide attempts 

People with severe headaches, whether migraines or not, may be more likely to attempt suicide, according to a u.s. 
study of more than a thousand people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 5:46:43 PM 

Polo mogul Goodman found guilty in Florida DUI crash 

Ig~~""IA jury on Friday found John Goodman, a South Florida polo mogul, guilty of DUI manslaughter and 

vehicular homicide in the Feb. 12, 2010, crash that killed Scott Wilson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 5:47:20 PM 

Feds sue AT&T for role in Nigerian scam 

The Department of Justice announced a lawsuit against AT&T, charging that the telecom giant looked the other way 

while Nigerian scam artists exploited its call-assist service for the hearing impaired. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20126:16:50 PM 

Police: 5 bodies found in San Francisco home 

Three females and two males have been found dead in a home in San Francisco in an apparent murder-suicide, police 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 6:33:41 PM 

Afghan killings: Bales charged with 17 murder counts 

Ig~~""~he charges were read to Army Staff Sgt. Robert Bales on Friday in Fort Leavenworth, Kan., where he is 

being held. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20126:59:14 PM 

Geraldo Rivera blames hoodie for Trayvon's death 

Ig~~""IZiP it up. That was a common reaction Friday to Fox News personality Geraldo Rivera's comments that 
the hoodie was as much to blame for Trayvon Martin's death as the shooter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 7:02:02 PM 

Tori Spelling pregnant 5 months after giving birth 

Ig~~""~he actress and husband Dean McDermott are expecting their fourth child, to join siblings Stella, Liam 

and Hattie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 7:23:55 PM 

Lifetime pulls 'Topless' 'Dance Moms' episode 

Ig~~""llf you thought the little girls dressed as strippers was inappropriate on "Toddlers & Tiaras," you probably 
haven't been watching "Dance Moms" this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 8:09:44 PM 

Gun sales are soaring, but it's hard to say why 

Ig~~""~herels new "Stand Your Ground" laws like the one that figures in the shooting death of an unarmed 

black teen. But fears of an anti-gun Obama persist. And more women are purchasing them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20128:22:18 PM 

Military wives rally around Karilyn Bales 

Ig~~""~he woman married to Robert Bales, the Army staff sergeant who has been charged with killing Afghan 

17 civilians, has been receiving support from hundreds of other women on the web. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20129:03:14 PM 

China struggles to contain wave of defiance in Tibet 

It's illegal for Tibetans to protest, and yet demonstrations against Chinese rule have taken place almost daily for the past 

two months. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/20129:10:50 PM 

Syrians brave gunfire in anti-Assad protests 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands of Syrians braved tear gas and gunfire to protest across the country Friday, vowing to 

storm the capital Damascus to oust President Bashar Assad as the European Union ramped up pressure 
on the regime by imposing sanctions on his wife and other close relatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 9:28:05 PM 

One dead in III. as tornadoes roar across Ohio Valley 

Ig~~""IA woman was killed Friday when her mobile home rolled over during a severe storm in southern Illinois, 

authorities said. Jefferson County, III. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 9:39:39 PM 

Two small planes crash in Colo.; at least two dead 

Two small planes crashed within minutes of each other in Longmont, killing at least two people, authorities told local 

media. There were reports that they had collided. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:00:25 PM 

Mysterious cloud spotted on Mars 

Ig~~""lsCience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Amateur astronomers are puzzling over an anomalous cloud that has 

shown up on images of Mars taken over the past few days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:09:12 PM 

Tiger shoots 65, roars into share of lead at Bay Hill 

Ig~~""~iger shoots 65, roars into lead at Bay Hill 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:41:11 PM 

Video: Students demand justice for Trayvon Martin 

Ig~~""lln Miami, students from more than a dozen schools staged a walkout to protest the lack of an arrest in 
the shooting of a black Florida teen. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:56:36 PM 

Video: Dolphins still sick from BP oil spill 

Ig~~""lsCientists say the dolphin population in Louisiana's Barataria Bay, one of the areas hit hardest and longest 

by the BP oil spill, are severely ill. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 10:58:33 PM 

Santorum tells reporters: Romney is spinning you 

First Read: Reporters asking Rick Santorum about the latest in a week's worth of controversial comments get a tongue 

lashing from the Republican presidential candidate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 11:19:49 PM 

Can oral sex really give you cancer? 

By Rachael RettnerMyHealthNewsDailyReports of an increase in head and neck cancers that are caused by human 

papillomavirus, or HPV, have lead some to propose that changes in sexual behavior, specifically an increase in oral sex, 

are responsible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/23/2012 11:21:12 PM 

Church chases away the Sunday blues 

By Stephanie PappasLiveScienceGoing to church regularly could boost your mood - and chase away the Sunday blues. A 

new Gallup analysis finds that Americans who attend a church, mosque or synagogue regularly are generally cheerier 

than those who don't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 12:25:15 AM 

Bishops slam Saudi fatwa against Gulf churches 

Ig~~""lchristian leaders in Germany, Austria and Russia sharply criticize Saudi Arabia's top religious official after 

reports that he said all churches on the Arabian Peninsula should be destroyed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 12:48:02 AM 

Pope arrives in Mexico, says he'll fight drugs' 'evil' 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict arrives in Mexico promising to "unmask the evil" of drug trafficking in a country that has 

been ravaged by a surge in gang violence over the past five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 1:21:18 AM 

Santorum ad appears to link Obama, Ahmadinejad 

Ig~~""IRiCk Santorum's presidential campaign appears to have released a new video that subliminally links 

President Barack Obama with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 1:28:27 AM 

Corzine OK'd transfer of customer funds - memo 

Ig~~""IAS MF Global was in the final throes of a fatal cash crisis, CEO Jon Corzine gave "direct instructions" to 

transfer $200 million of customer funds to cover an overdraft, according to a congressional memo 
released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 5:20:42 AM 

Elderly man goes to police station, says he killed wife 

A man in his 70s walked into the Bellevue, Wash., police station Friday and told officers he had killed his wife two days 

earlier, local media reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 5:22:08 AM 

For alleged Afghan shooter, death penalty unlikely 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/20125:58:14 AM 

CBT recap: Friday was Big Dance at its best 

Ig~~""ICBT recap: There were terrific games, tight finishes, heartbreak for underdog teams and results that set 

up a super Sunday. You couldn't ask for anything more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 7:07:26 AM 

Orbital junk misses space station after alert 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The International Space Station's crew members took shelter in their 

Russian Soyuz lifeboats as a precaution during Saturday's totally harmless passage of a piece of space 
debris. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 10:09:00 AM 

Deadly clashes erupt after soccer club is banned 

One person was shot dead and at least 18 others were injured in overnight clashes between security forces and angry 

soccer fans in Egypt's Port Said, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 10:31:43 AM 

Nine charged over 14-year-old's gang rape at party 

Nine suspected gang members and associates were charged Friday in a sexual attack on a 14-year-old girl who was 

raped after trying to leave a party last November, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/24/2012 7:29:08 PM 

Sandusky labeled 'likely pedophile' in 1998 report 

More than a decade before former Penn State coach Jerry Sandusky was charged with more than 50 counts of child sex 

abuse, a psychologist warned university police that his actions fit that of a "likely pedophile's pattern." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2012 12:03:50 AM 

Elton John still standing, going strong at 65 

Ig~~""~he iconic Rocket Man celebrates a milestone birthday and we look back on a career full of hits. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20125:46:16 PM 

'Hunger Games' debut is 3rd best opening ever 

Ig~~""IMaking history, the film opened to an astounding $155 million at the domestic box office, the third-best 

debut of all time and the best for any film opening outside of summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2012 7:22:51 PM 

Witness: Zimmerman 'never ... tried to help' Martin 

A woman who says she and her roommate witnessed the final moments of Trayvon Martin's life told Dateline NBC that 

George Zimmerman had "never turned him over or tried to help him." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/20127:33:17 PM 

Shell to Iran: About that $IB, we're working on it 

Royal Dutch Shell is struggling to payoff $1 billion that it owes Iran for crude oil because European Union and U.S. 

financial sanctions now make it almost impossible to process payments, industry sources said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2012 7:44:57 PM 

Vegas rail plan seeks $4.9 billion US loan 

Ig~~""IA company linked to Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid wants to build a bullet train that would rocket 

tourists from the middle of nowhere to the gambling palaces of Las Vegas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/2012 8:57:44 PM 

Miss Universe Canada organizers boot transgender contestant 

The organizers for Miss Universe Canada yanked a transgender contestant from the pageant, saying that rules require 

she must be born a woman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/25/201211:07:11 PM 

Tiger Woods a winner on tour again after 30 months 

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - Tiger Woods finally brought the buzz back to the very thing that made him famous - winning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 12:22:37 AM 

Big quake hits Chile, no major damage reported 

A major quake hit central Chile on Sunday, rattling buildings and temporarily triggering a coastal evacuation on fears of a 

tsunami, but there was no serious damage and big mines in the world's top copper producer were operating normally. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:31:29 AM 

Tornado mom goes home 

Ig~~""IStePhanie Decker, the mom who lost her legs saving her children from a deadly tornado, went home to 

her family after a month in the hospital and rehab. She was greeted by a crowd of supporters, including 
volunteers who rebuilt her family's home to be wheelchair-accessible. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:33:18 AM 

CBT: Heavyweight Final Four all about revenge 

CBT: Both Ohio State-Kansas and Louisville-Kentucky features rematches from earlier this season, a rarity in the NCAA 

tournament's final weekend. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:33:44 AM 

Obama says US can reduce nuclear stockpile 

President Barack Obama said on Monday the United States can further reduce its nuclear weapons stockpile while 

maintaining its strategic deterrent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:12:40 AM 

Santorum loses cool with press over Romney comment 

What started as a good day for Rick Santorum took an abrupt turn on Sunday after the GOP presidential candidate grew 

frustrated with reporters asking him to clarify his remark that Mitt Romney is the worst Republican in the country to 

take on President Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:16:49 AM 

James Cameron returns from deepest spot on Earth 

Ig~~""IDirector James Cameron reached the Earth's deepest point and returned, in a seven-hour solo journey to 

explore a place only two men have gone before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 7:24:40 AM 

San Francisco cops arrest suspect; 5 found dead 

A San Francisco man was arrested Sunday on suspicion of killing five people in a home, leaving a gruesome crime scene 

that has investigators struggling to identify the victims and determine the causes of death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 7:52:33 AM 

Simon Cowell finds intruder in his bathroom 

A woman is due to appear in court on Monday after an intruder was found in Simon Cowell's $14-million London 

mansion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 7:53:30 AM 

Only one of Japan's 54 nuclear reactors now running 

Another Japanese nuclear reactor was taken off line for maintenance on Monday, leaving the country with only one of 

its 54 reactors operational following last year's devastating earthquake and tsunami. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 8:35:00 AM 

Retired Turkish general set for terrorism trial 

The trial of a Turkish former armed forces chief accused of heading a terrorist group is due to begin on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 9:39:26 AM 

Gunman in Afghan army uniform kills 2 NATO troops 

A gunman wearing an Afghan army uniform killed two NATO troops in southern Afghanistan on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 10:05:19 AM 

Venice sinking five times faster than thought? 

New research by u.s. scientists suggests that "The Floating City" of Venice is sinking faster than some Italian experts 

believe, NBC News reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 10:05:19 AM 

Scientists: Venice sinking five times faster than thought 

New research by u.s. scientists suggests that "The Floating City" of Venice is sinking more than five times faster than 

Italian experts believe, NBC News reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 10:44:32 AM 

Cash-for-access scandal leaves UK leader reeling 

The government of British Prime Minister David Cameron was reeling on Monday after a video emerged showing his 

Conservative Party's top fundraiser claiming to offer access to senior politicians in exchange for large donations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/201211:11:17 AM 

Bales' wife: 'I just don't think he was involved' 

Karilyn Bales says that she finds accusations that her husband killed 17 Afghan villagers "unbelievable." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:20:41 AM 

Video: Sgt. Bales' wife: Accusations 'devastating' 

Ig~~""IKari Bales, the wife of Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, the soldier who stands accused of murdering 17 Afghan 
civilians, talks exclusively to TODAY's Matt Lauer about the "devastating" accusations against her 

husband, saying "this is not him." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:32:33 AM 

What's keeping veterans from getting work 

Ig~~""~he unemployment rate for veterans who served since Sept. 11 has fallen sharply in the past few months. 
But experts say it's too early to tell if that's just an aberration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:42:55 AM 

Fast-food chains with unhealthiest customers 

Ig~~""~hose who frequent certain fast-food restaurants are less happy with their health than the average 

American, according to a new survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:51:28 AM 

Afghan massacre suspect's wife: 'He did not do this' 

The wife of a u.s. soldier accused of murdering 17 Afghan civilians believes her husband could not have carried out the 

crime. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:51:28 AM 

Afghan massacre suspect's wife: 'He did not do this' 

The wife of a u.s. soldier accused of murdering 17 Afghan civilians believes her husband could not have carried out the 

crime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 11:59:04 AM 

Are you a bully and don't even know it? 

Are adult bullies to blame for a generation of abusive kids? Are on-the-clock bullies pushing already stressed employees 

to their breaking point? Signs point to yes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 12:16:43 PM 

Turning historic buildings into fine hotels 

Ig~~""IHotel developers are embarking on projects that promise to breathe new life into theaters, post offices 

and other historic buildings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 12:21:01 PM 

Assassin targets ex-owner of 4 Russian banks 

A Russian former banker was in a critical condition and under armed guard in hospital on Monday after surviving an 

assassination attempt outside his luxury apartment in london's financial district. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 12:47:49 PM 

Pharmacies deter teens from Plan B, study shows 

Ig~~""IEven though it's legal for 17-year-olds to get the so-called morning-after pill, a new study shows that 

pharmacy employees often dole out the wrong information, telling the teens they're not allowed to have 
the drug. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:00:04 PM 

In praise of germs: Why bugs are necessary for kids 

Ig~~""IAttention, germaphobes. Exposure to the microscopic bugs is crucial for keeping kids healthy, according 

to new research in the prestigious journal Science. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:16:59 PM 

CBT: Kentucky-Louisville rivalry reaches new level 

Ig~~""ICBT: Get ready for the Kentucky-Louisville rivalry to rise to a level usually only reserved for the likes of 
Duke-North Carolina, Yankees-Red Sox or Celtics-Lakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:19:40 PM 

Politics moves to the Supreme Court 

First Read: Day one of health care hearings begin at the high court and the ultimate decisions will go a long way to 

determining President Obama's legacy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:22:11 PM 

Bernanke blames weak demand for slow job growth 

Ig~~""IDesPite the recent gains in the job market, there may not be enough consumers spending more and 
business investing in growth to bring unemployment down to more "normal" levels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:28:16 PM 

Church fakes teens' kidnapping using real gun 

A southeastern Pennsylvania church subjected members of a youth group to a mock kidnapping and interrogations 

without telling them it was staged, and the outraged mother of one 14-year-old girl has filed a complaint with police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:43:28 PM 

Obama heard asking Medvedev for 'space' on missile defense 

It was a comment not intended for public consumption, and another lesson for President Barack Obama on the 

importance of being careful about what you say around microphones, especially in an election year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 1:43:28 PM 

Obama heard asking Medvedev for 'space' on missile defense 

It was a comment not intended for public consumption, and another lesson for President Barack Obama on the 

importance of being careful about what you say around microphones, especially in an election year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 2:26:37 PM 

Mattei to release 'Hunger Games' Barbie doll 

Ig~~""lcompany says doll will be aimed at adult collectors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 3:09:56 PM 

Hypocrisy on all sides with individual mandate 

People have accused President Obama of flip-flopping on issues like gay marriage (his stance is "evolving") and keeping 

the prison at Guantanamo Bay open (he tried, but ran into opposition in Congress). But the really fundamental flop for 

him is on the individual mandate, the subject of tomorrow's oral arguments before the Supreme Court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20123:15:54 PM 

Jews protest Hitler shampoo ad in Turkey 

ANKARA, Turkey -- Turkey's Jewish community was on Monday protesting a Turkish commercial that uses an old film 

footage of Adolf Hitler to sell shampoo. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20123:19:40 PM 

'Urine jugs,' other trash flourish in ND oil patch 

Ig~~""IAIOng the wide-open expanses of western North Dakota surrounding the state's booming oil patch, all 

sorts of bizarre litter can be found clogging the once picturesque roadside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 3:22:37 PM 

'I just killed my wife,' man tells cops 

A man was arrested in what Chester County Prosecutor Tom Hogan calls a "cold-blooded, pre-planned killing" of the 

man's estranged wife, the mother of his four kids, outside a convenience store. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 3:31:21 PM 

Weight loss surgery eliminates diabetes symptoms 

Two new studies find that gastric bypass or banding surgery can eliminate the symptoms of type 2 diabetes, sometimes 

within days or even hours of the patient leaving the hospital. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20123:39:10 PM 

Military: Fetus not among 17 Afghan massacre victims 

The Army said Monday that an unborn child was not among the 17 victims in the shooting massacre of Afghan civilians 

allegedly perpetrated by Army Staff Sgt. Robert Bales. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 3:42:07 PM 

Thousands march to hearing on Martin killing 

Thousands of people streamed through the streets of Sanford, Fla., on Monday to demand that authorities prosecute 

the man who shot and killed 17-year-old Trayvon Martin one month ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 3:42:07 PM 

Trayvon Martin case 'more difficult,' prosecutor says 

Even if George Zimmerman is charged in the death of Trayvon Martin, getting a conviction would be "more difficult than 

a normal criminal case," the prosecutor reviewing the evidence said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:05:58 PM 

Court signals it will decide health care challenge 

After hearing Monday's 90 minutes of oral argument, NBC's Pete Williams reported that "There didn't seem to be a 

single member" of the Supreme Court who felt the Affordable Care Act's penalty for not purchasing health insurance 

was a "tax." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:15:43 PM 

Video: Third grader sinks half-court buzzer beater 

Ig~~""IA stunning buzzer beater is thrown from half court by a third grader. The basket helps the Oklahoma 
elementary school team win the game. Msnbc.com's Dara Brown reports. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:23:59 PM 

Ontario, Canada greenlights brothels 

Ontario's top court on Monday legalized brothels in an attempt to make prostitution less dangerous for those employed 

as sex workers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:23:59 PM 

Brothels and pimping legalized in Ontario 

Ontario's top court on Monday legalized pimping and brothels in an attempt to make prostitution less dangerous for 

those employed as sex workers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:33:42 PM 

Where did Houston's cocaine come from? 

Ig~~""lcase is still open, police say, although singer Ray J has denied claims by singer's former sister-in-law that 

he was involved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20124:39:42 PM 

Facebook can forecast when you'll find love (or lose it) 

Ig~~""IGiVen how much information Facebook has about its users, it's no surprise that members of the social 

network's data team can infer all sorts of details about human behavior. They even know when people 
are generally most likely to begin - or end - a relationship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 4:50:29 PM 

Delicate dance for Pope Benedict in Cuba 

Ig~~""lcubals Communist government has recently opened up to the Catholic Church in unprecedented ways, 

but it is still a delicate dance. NBC's Mark Potter reports from Havana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20125:03:11 PM 

Tebow: 'Me and Mark have a great relationship' 

PFT: Tebow joins the Jets as the backup to Mark Sanchez, and that means Sanchez will be under increased scrutiny. But 

Tebow said he and Sanchez will get along just fine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20125:23:14 PM 

Census: 8 out 10 Americans now urbanites 

Nine of the 10 most densely populated areas in the u.s. are out West, and eight out of 10 Americans are now urbanites, 

a u.s. Census Bureau report shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 5:27:29 PM 

Three NATO troops killed; Afghan security forces suspected 

Three NATO troops were killed in Afghanistan on Monday in two separate attacks apparently carried out by members of 

local security forcces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 5:33:00 PM 

FTC wants Congress to adopt data security law 

Ig~~""~he Federal Trade Commission is asking Congress to pass legislation to better protect consumers' digital 

data from being misused or shared without their knowledge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20126:16:54 PM 

We waste 1.98 gallons of gas sitting in traffic 

Worsening road congestion is wasting plenty of time and money - especially when you consider the rising cost of gas. A 

new study finds that traffic snarls wasted 1.9 billion gallons of fuel last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 6:30:51 PM 

Why BofA's latest plan is drawing little protest 

When Bank of America announced last week an unprecedented plan to become a landlord to thousands of people who 

couldn't afford to pay their mortgages, we heard hardly a whisper of scrutiny. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 7:21:07 PM 

Trayvon Martin school suspension linked to pot 

Trayvon Martin, the teenager whose shooting death has sparked a national uproar, was suspended from school last 

month for having a baggie that contained marijuana residue in his book bag, a family spokesman said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 7:21:29 PM 

Investors get hungry for Lions Gate 

Ig~~""IAS countless reviewers have pointed out, teenagers killing each other in a futuristic gladiatorial arena 

doesn't sound like promising blockbuster material. Boy, were they wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20128:10:12 PM 

Bernanke's comments spur strong rally 

A word of caution about the economy from Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke has sent stocks soaring Monday. 

The Dow rose 161 points. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 8:21:42 PM 

GOP's gas price politics could prove fleeting 

Republicans have in recent weeks waged an all-out blitz against President Barack Obama over the issue of gas prices, but 

the political benefit could prove fleeting, if and when fuel prices decline. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 8:21:55 PM 

Study: BP spill culprit for heavy toll on coral 

Ig~~""lscientists say they can definitively finger oil from BP's blown-out well as the culprit for the slow death of 
a once brightly colored deep-sea coral community in the Gulf of Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 8:56:55 PM 

Landmark Catholic priest abuse trial begins in Philadelphia 

The church kept secret files dating back to 1948 that show a long-standing conspiracy to doubt sex abuse victims, 

protect priests and avoid scandal, a prosecutor said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20129:11:46 PM 

Strauss-Kahn investigated in French prostitution ring 

Former IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn was placed under formal investigation by a French court, after being 

questioned by three judges on Monday over his role in a prostitution case in the northern French city of Lille. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20129:17:11 PM 

Disruptive fliers may be charged for plane delays 

An airline passenger who causes a flight delay at any of the three New York area airports (JFK, LaGuardia and Newark 

Liberty) may soon have to pay a hefty fine or appear in court. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/20129:18:04 PM 

James Cameron sees 'another planet' in deepest sea 

Ig~~""~he last frontier on Earth is out of this world, desolate, foreboding and moonlike, James Cameron said 

after diving to the deepest part of the ocean. And he loved it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 9:28:00 PM 

'Hunger Games' fans upset that Rue is black 

Ig~~""IEven though the character of Rue in Suzanne Collins' book "The Hunger Games" is described as having 
"dark brown skin and eyes," many moviegoers were surprised -- some negatively -- that a young black 

actress played the role in the film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 9:51:32 PM 

'Drift': Post-9/ll American military power goes astray 

Ig~~""IMSNBC host Rachel Maddow delves deep into the nature of our country's meandering military power in 

"Drift" and what it will take for the general populace to wake up and stop perceiving war as routine. Read 
an excerpt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/26/2012 10:30:49 PM 

Letter writers take Ariz. governor to task after Obama encounter 

Arizona Gov. Janet Brewer's office was flooded with mail condemning Brewer for wagging her finger at Obama during a 

tense airport encounter in January. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:24:55 AM 

Gingrich charges attendees $50 per photo 

Gingrich slams President Obama for asking the Russian president for "space" and starts charging for photos, signaling 

the campaign may be in financial straits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:52:12 AM 

CBT: Baylor women's Final Four berth not without drama 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:59:27 AM 

Officials: CIA offered to curtail drone strikes 

In a bid to save the CIA's drone campaign against al-Qaida in Pakistan, US officials offered key concessions to Pakistan's 

spy chief that included advance notice and limits on the types of targets. But the offers were flatly rejected. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:01:45 AM 

No lovefest on 'DWTS' as judges go after Melissa 

Ig~~""~he judges deemed the premiere the series' "best ever," so did the stars buckle under pressure? No, but 

the panel didn't dish out the love either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 6:57:41 AM 

Japan tsunami 'Ghost Ship' haunts Canada coast 

After being flushed out to sea by last year's massive tsunami and earthquake, a Japanese squid-fishing boat has drifted 

across the Pacific Ocean and was about 120 nautical miles off British Columbia's north coast Friday evening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 7:30:42 AM 

Colo. wildfire kills one; 900 homes ordered evacuated 

CONIFER, Colo. -- One person was killed in a Colorado wildfire that burned more than four-and-a-half square miles and 

destroyed at least five homes in the mountains southwest of Denver, authorities said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:28:50 AM 

Strauss-Kahn hit with preliminary sex-ring charges 

ormer IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn was handed preliminary charges Monday alleging he was involved in a hotel 

prostitution ring in France, a stunning blow for the onetime French presidential hopeful. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:59:47 AM 

Suicide vests found in Afghan defense ministry 

KABUL, Afghanistan -- A number of Afghan national army soldiers have been arrested inside the country's defense 

ministry over a foiled suicide bomb plot, officials told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 9:39:46 AM 

Five-rocket science mission launched at last 

Ig~~""IAt almost literally the last minute, NASA launched five suborbital sounding rockets early Tuesday on a 
mission to study high-level jet stream winds by creating artificial glowing clouds near the edge of space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201210:04:15 AM 

Amnesty reports 40 percent rise in Iran executions 

Iran executed at least 360 people in 20ll, up by more than 40 percent on the year before, Amnesty International said in 

its annual global dealth penalty report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:16:23 AM 

Hackers turn credit report sites against consumers 

The most important tool consumers have to fight against ID theft has been turned against them by hackers - websites 

that offer consumers a chance to see their credit reports are being brazenly used to steal victims' information. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:38:00 AM 

Report: Syria accepts Kofi Annan's plan to end violence 

Syria has accepted a UN peace proposal calling for a ceasefire, Kofi Annan said amid reports Assad's troops have 

enterted Lebanon and clashed with rebels hiding there. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:45:23 AM 

TV channel won't show France killings after Sarkozy begs 

News channel al-jazeera has pledged not to air video of the killings carried out in France by an al-Qaida-inspired gunman 

after President Sarkozy pleaded with broadcasters not to show it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:45:23 AM 

Sarkozy begs TV channels not to show France killings 

French President Nicolas Sarkozy has pleaded broadcasters not to air film of the close-range killings carried out by a al

Qaida-inspired gunman Mohamed Mehra. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:51:31 AM 

Queen's bank fined for 'serious' money laundering faults 

The bank used by Great Britain's Queen, Coutts, has been hit with a record fine by regulators for failing to monitor 

whether money it was handling was the proceeds of crime. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201211:25:57 AM 

Few hiring managers are Facebook snooping 

Big Brother has not taken over the workplace. It turns out, few hiring managers choose to put on their Sherlock Holmes 

cyber snooping hats. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/201212:16:04 PM 

BMW recalls 1.3 million cars worldwide 

BMW AG, the world's largest premium carmaker, is recalling about 1.3 million cars for repair worldwide due to a 

possible problem with a battery cable cover in the trunk. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:21:20 PM 

Syria accepts Annan peace plan, clashes continue 

Syria accepted a ceasefire and peace plan drawn up by Kofi Annan, the U.N. and Arab League special envoy said on 

Tuesday, even as Syrian troops thrust into Lebanon to battle rebels who had taken refuge there. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:21:20 PM 

Annan says Syria accepts peace plan 

Syria accepted a ceasefire and peace plan drawn up by Kofi Annan, the U.N. and Arab League special envoy said on 

Tuesday, even as Syrian troops thrust into Lebanon to battle rebels who had taken refuge there. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:26:40 PM 

Insurers paying patients to get cheaper care 

In recent years, insurers have tried to cajole consumers into using less-expensive health-care providers by promising 

lower co-payments. lately, they're trying an even more direct approach: cash rewards. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:29:51 PM 

Teary-eyed Christie Brinkley: 'I just want peace' 

Ig~~""~he model and ex of Peter Cook told TODAY's Matt Lauer that their extended legal wrangling post

marriage has worn her down, and she wants it to stop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:44:39 PM 

Body of beloved Vermont teacher is found 

Vermont police believe they have found the body of a 33-year-old school teacher who had been reported missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 12:52:51 PM 

PST: Colossal failure by US men's soccer 

Ig~~""lpST: The Americans had a huge leg up to begin with, as the whole tournament was (once again) hand

delivered to u.s. soil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:20:42 PM 

Fake Will Smith tweet about Trayvon goes viral 

Ig~~""IA message appearing to come from Will Smith's Twitter account which compared Trayvon Martin's killing 
to Kim Kardashian's flour bombing has gotten a lot of attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:40:21 PM 

Mariners, Athletics tour disaster zone in Japan 

Ig~~""IMembers of the Oakland Athletics and Seattle Mariners got a firsthand look at the devastation from the 

earthquake and tsunami on Tuesday when they visited one of the towns hit hardest by last year's disaster 
in Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:50:20 PM 

Mom slammed for putting 7-year-old on a diet 

Dara-Lynn Weiss wrote about her daughter's struggle to lose weight in Vogue magazine. Now the mom is being served a 

heaping helping of criticism for the harsh diet she imposed on her young daughter. How do you get kids to lose weight 

without breaking their spirits? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:50:44 PM 

States with the most lax anti-corruption laws 

A recent report examined issues of accountability and ethics in state governments and found many of them wanting. 

Most states scored poorly. Eight of them failed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 1:54:04 PM 

Whale caught in fishing net rescued off Calif. coast 

A California gray whale is moving freely after rescuers spent seven hours untangling it from a discarded fishing net off 

the Orange County coast, local media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 3:00:51 PM 

Trayvon Martin's parents head to Congress for briefing 

As a special prosecutor weighs seemingly contradictory witness accounts about the death of Trayvon Martin, the teen's 

case will be the focus of a congressional briefing on Tuesday afternoon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20123:10:58 PM 

Body of beloved Vermont teacher is found 

Vermont police believe they have found the body of a 33-year-old school teacher who had been reported missing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20123:52:13 PM 

CBT: The most important Final Four players 

Ig~~""ICBT: Not the biggest names, but maybe the most important guys this Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 3:53:08 PM 

End of coal power plants? EPA proposes new rules 

The Obama administration on Tuesday proposed the first ever standards to cut carbon dioxide emissions from new 

power plants -- a move welcomed by environmentalists but criticized by some utilities as well as Republicans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 4:04:03 PM 

Women can cover up at Olympic beach volleyball 

Ig~~""IMost female beach volleyball players will wear their usual bikini outfits at the London Olympics. For those 

who prefer to cover up, that's OK, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:17:00 PM 

Supreme Court skeptical on health care mandate 

The high court justices appear divided over cornerstone of the health care overhaul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:22:02 PM 

Feeling lucky? Mega Millions jackpot now up to $363 million 

The jackpot in Tuesday's Mega Millions drawing has soared to an estimated $363 million, the third largest in Mega 

Millions history. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:23:24 PM 

Report: Houston friend 'emptied' hotel room 

Ig~~""~he case surrounding Whitney Houston's death has taken another bizarre turn. Now a celebrity 

entertainment consultant, Raffles van Exel, says he was at the Beverly Hilton Hotel when Houston died 
there Feb. 11, and that he removed things from the room. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:33:51 PM 

No sign of 4-year-old last seen at Boy Scout camp 

Ig~~""~he search for a 4-year-old Arkansas boy who went missing at a Boy Scout camp over the weekend 

entered its third full day Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:41:21 PM 

Opposition researchers predict long slog to Nov. election 

We are living in the "golden age" of opposition research, where the Web has made it easier than ever to find negative 

details about a candidate's life, and innovations such as YouTube and Twitter allow politicians to take their message 

right to the people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20124:49:37 PM 

See the snapshots from a quintuple space shot 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's five-rocket launch to study high-altitude winds produced some 

great views for observers on the u.S. East Coast. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 5:20:09 PM 

Unemployment takes toll on prime-aged men 

Ig~~""~he recent improvements in the job market have given us reason to hope the economy is finally on the 

mend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 5:24:09 PM 

Alicia Silverstone chews son's food for him 

Ig~~""IMany parents post videos of themselves feeding their young children. But actress Alicia Silverstone went 
one step further. A video shows her feeding now ll-month-old son, Bear Blu, by chewing food and 

passing it directly into his mouth from hers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20125:24:16 PM 

Virginia man gets face transplant after gun accident 

Ig~~""lln a groundbreaking, 36-hour surgery, a team of surgeons performed the most extensive full-face 
transplant on a 37-year-old Virginia man. Richard Lee Norris received not just the facial tissue from the 

hairline to the neck, but also the upper and lower jaws, teeth and a portion of tongue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 5:44:37 PM 

World cities to expand by twice the size of Texas by 2030 

Cities worldwide are on track to expand by nearly 580,000 square miles in less than 20 years, according to experts at a 

major international conference. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 5:44:37 PM 

World cities to expand by more than twice the size of Texas by 2030 

Instead, densely populated areas such as Singapore or Manhattan -- but not New York City's surrounding urban sprawl -

provided possible models for the future. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20126:14:33 PM 

Woman takes life while chatting on Facebook 

A woman described her final moments of purposely inhaling poisonous fumes on Facebook to nine friends, some of 

whom begged her stop, reports the AP. Some of those friends attempted to track her down on their own, but none of 

them called police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 7:06:43 PM 

Brazil takes aim at sites that promote sex tourism 

Brazil has taken on more than 2,000 websites that promote Latin America's biggest country as a sex tourism destination, 

the Tourism Ministry said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 7:39:00 PM 

Woman takes own life while on Facebook 

A woman described her final moments of purposely inhaling poisonous fumes on Facebook to nine friends, some of 

whom begged her stop, reports the AP. Some of those friends attempted to track her down on their own, but none of 

them called police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 7:41:35 PM 

SAT, ACT organizers crack down on cheating 

Students taking SAT and ACT college entrance exams this fall will have to submit photo IDs with their applications after a 

widespread cheating scandal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:04:05 PM 

Stocks close choppy session lower 

Wall Street closed a choppy session lower Tuesday, while a number of large-cap stocks hit new highs as portfolio 

managers grabbed top performers as the end of the quarter approached. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20128:09:17 PM 

PFT: Cowboys-Giants to kick off season on NBC 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:20:04 PM 

6,500 families might have to flee Colo. fire 

Residents of 6,500 homes were told to be ready to evacuate as a fire that's already killed two people and destroyed at 

least 16 homes continued to spread. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:24:24 PM 

Anti-same-sex marriage group's racial wedge strategy revealed 

The blogosphere is abuzz with the story that broke last night, when the Human Rights Campaign released internal 

memos from the National Organization for Marriage (NOM), the nation's largest and most visible anti-same sex

marriage group, calling for the use of a racial wedge strategy to fight campaigns for marriage equality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 8:55:56 PM 

Geraldo apologizes, sort of, for hoodie remark 

Geraldo Rivera apologized, sort of, for saying that the fact that Trayvon Martin was wearing a hoodie had as much to do 

with his death as George Zimmerman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/20129:02:18 PM 

Conspiracy charges dropped against Mich. militia 

A federal judge dismissed the most serious charges Tuesday against seven members of a Michigan militia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 9:23:51 PM 

Veterans find work at 'Hiring our Heroes' job fairs 

Ig~~""IA partnership with NBC News and the u.s. Chamber of Commerce is helping vets find new occupations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 9:45:26 PM 

Outcry over 'pink slime' hurting beef demand 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:02:53 PM 

High fuel prices may keep u.s. travelers closer to home 

Whether traveling for business or pleasure this summer, rapidly escalating fuel costs - gas is now above $4 a gallon at 

many West Coast locations - will cause travelers around the nation to cut back on trips, according to a new survey. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:13:07 PM 

Man cuts off foot, throws it in furnace to avoid job assignment 

Hours before unemployment officials were to determine whether he was physically fit for work, an Austrian man sawed 

off his left foot with an electric saw, Austrian broadcaster ORF reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 10:18:24 PM 

JetBlue flight diverted over captain's odd behavior 

A JetBlue flight from John F. Kennedy Airport to Las Vegas was diverted after the pilot began behaving erratically, 

pounding on the door of the cockpit and yelling about threats from Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan, authorities and 

passengers said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 11:03:39 PM 

CBT: Kentucky, louisville fans fight during dialysis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/27/2012 11:49:28 PM 

California bill would punish student-teacher romances 

Ig~~""IA California lawmaker wants to make it a crime for a teacher to have a romance with a student, even the 

pupil is over 18. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:33:10 AM 

Report: News Corp. pirated rivals' cable boxes 

Rupert Murdoch's News Corp had a secret unit that promoted pirating of pay-TV rivals, an Australian newspaper 

reported on Wednesday, adding to pressure on the Murdoch empire which is already under siege over hacking claims in 

Britain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:41:21 AM 

Lorax statue stolen from Dr. Seuss estate 

A 2-foot-tall, 300-pound bronze statue of Lorax was stolen from the La Jolla, Calif., estate of Theodor Geisel, aka Dr. 

Seuss. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 1:41:39 AM 

Pope, Castro meet as Cuban official vows no reform 

Pope Benedict and Cuban President Raul Castro met Tuesday for talks sparking hopes for economic and political change, 

but one national leader said there would be no political reform. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 2:25:25 AM 

'Invisibility cloak' can serve as heat shield 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: By now, you've heard of "invisibility cloaks" that can hide objects from 

prying eyes and ears - but how about a cloaking device that can keep your computer circuits cool? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 2:57:28 AM 

Two faulty dances lead to elimination on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~"'l'sorry, buddy." Those were host Tom Bergeron's words to the first pro hoofer to get cut this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:25:22 AM 

Gingrich axes a third of staff, cuts travel 

Newt Gingrich's campaign is laying off a third of its paid staff, replacing its campaign manager, and lightening the 

campaign schedule as he continues with poor finishes in elections and is receiving little incoming money for his 

campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:36:53 AM 

Magic's group to purchase Dodgers 

Ig~~""ILOS Angeles Dodgers owner Frank McCourt has announced an agreement to sell the bankrupt team for $2 

billion to a group that includes former Lakers star Magic Johnson and former Atlanta Braves and 
Washington Nationals President Stan Kasten. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:54:43 AM 

Zimmerman accused of domestic violence, fighting with a police officer 

Court documents show that the man who fatally shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin went to court three times in 2005 and 

2006. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:59:28 AM 

Dolphin society adopts freewheeling lifestyle 

Ig~~""IAn unprecedented open society of bottlenose dolphins, marked by complicated sexual relationships, has 

just been identified in Western Australia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 5:49:24 AM 

Santorum still not calling for Gingrich to leave race 

Despite news of a dramatic cutback in Newt Gingrich's presidential campaign staff, Rick Santorum is still refusing to call 

for the former House Speaker to leave the race. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 6:07:07 AM 

Turmoil builds in China's Tibetan regions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20127:17:32 AM 

Live: M's, A's open MLB season in Japan 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20127:17:35 AM 

Feds: Democrat defrauded dozens out of $7M 

Democratic campaign treasurer Kinde Durkee defrauded at least SO candidates, officeholders and political organizations 

out of $7 million in a scheme that dates back more than a decade, according to a court filing made Tuesday by federal 

prosecutors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 7:49:55 AM 

Afghan abuse victims jailed for 'moral crimes' 

For Afghan women, the act of fleeing domestic abuse or forced prostitution may land them in jail while their abusers 

walk free, Human Rights Watch said in a new report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 8:31:30 AM 

'Neighborhood Watch' comedy trailers axed in Fla. 

In the wake of Trayvon Martin's death at the hands of a self-proclaimed neighborhood watchman, 20th Century Fox has 

removed its first trailer and poster for the upcoming summer comedy 'Neighborhood Watch.' 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20128:35:14 AM 

Reports: Teenager rescued after 28 days adrift at sea 

A teen has apparently survived 28 days adrift at sea after going on a fishing trip with two friends, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:21:53 AM 

Teen rescued after 28 days adrift at sea in small boat 

A teen has apparently survived 28 days adrift in the Pacific Ocean after going on a fishing trip with two friends, according 

to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201211:04:16 AM 

UN human rights chief: Syria is torturing children 

Ig~~""lsyrian authorities are detaining and torturing children, the United Nations' human rights chief, Navi Pillay 

said, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 11:48:54 AM 

Passengers recount JetBlue captain's in-flight meltdown 

Passengers aboard JetBlue Flight 191 recounted Wednesday the dramatic and bizarre situation of the plane's captain 

leaving the cockpit, acting erratically and eventually being subdued. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:07:07 PM 

Judges seek warrant for African ruler's 'playboy' son 

Two French judges sought an international arrest warrant for the son of Equatorial Guinea's President Teodoro Obiang 

Nguema on money laundering charges, a judicial source said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:24:17 PM 

How to manage or avoid student loan debt 

Ig~~""IYOU don't need a degree in economics or statistics to see that the facts about student loan debt are 

sobering. But all hope is not lost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:32:09 PM 

Veterans battle PTSD stigma -- even if they don't have it 

Fresh from a tour of duty in Iraq where he earned a Bronze Star, Ryan Gallucci didn't expect a simple job interview to be 

such a memorably unpleasant experience. "I was interviewing with a P.R. agency when my military service came up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:40:44 PM 

A green scene sparks our creativity 

Ig~~""IA quick glimpse of the color green appears to get a person's creative juices flowing, suggests a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:46:48 PM 

Boating tragedy recounted: 'Kiss them babies for me' 

Ig~~""IFor hours after their boat sank, Ken Henderson and Ed (oen treaded water in the Gulf of Mexico, talking 

about life and death while struggling to survive. For more than 30 hours, it worked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:47:11 PM 

Cook defends himself against Brinkley's 'lies' 

Ig~~""lpeter Cook spoke with TODAY to respond to his former wife Christie Brinkley's comments on Tuesday 

that he was harassing her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:50:52 PM 

Explosion feared as gas leaks from North Sea rig 

Experts who worked on the Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico have been called in to halt the flow of 

natural gas from a rig in the North Sea. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 12:57:54 PM 

KISS needs a roadie - and wants to hire a veteran 

Ig~~""IFor their tour with Motley Crue this summer, KISS will hire a hero - and give a veteran a job as a roadie. 

How cool is that? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 1:28:48 PM 

HBT: Mariners beat A's in MLB opener in Tokyo 

HBT: Dustin Ackley hits a home run and drives in the eventual game-winning run and Ichiro Suzuki gets four hits in his 

home nation as the Mariners defeat the A's 3-1 in the first game of the baseball season. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 1:36:09 PM 

Cops: Couple held elderly woman, cashed 55 checks 

Two people have been arrested and accused of kidnapping, starving and beating a disabled woman in a Queens home 

for more than a year, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 1:48:33 PM 

Boehner: Despite differences, Obama and I 'get along fine' 

Ig~~""IDesPite deep ideological differences and the rancourous political climate, the House Speaker said he and 
the president share Ita good personal relationship." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 2:00:42 PM 

Record jackpot as Mega Millions hits $476 million 

The Mega Millions jackpot reached a record $476 million -- pre-tax -- after no one picked all six numbers correctly 

Tuesday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 2:04:02 PM 

Grandparents pitch in with cash to help raise grand kids 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne expects grandparents to splurge on gifts for their grandkids, but a new study finds that in many 

cases the older generation is also spending money to help their progeny with basic needs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20122:14:24 PM 

Lunch hour goes disco in Sweden 

Ig~~""lsome workers in Sweden have found a rather offbeat way to spend their lunch hour. Actually, on-beat is 

more like it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 2:44:31 PM 

Chaka Khan leads Trayvon Martin tribute song 

Ig~~""lsinger joined with fellow musicians and actors to remake her track "Super Life" in honor of the slain teen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20122:45:47 PM 

Couple charged in Vermont teacher's killing 

Vermont police on Wednesday charged a couple with second degree murder in the death of teacher Melissa Jenkins, 

whose body was found in local woods after she was reported missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20123:11:03 PM 

Video: Man demolishes neighbor's home with tractor 

Ig~~""IA Tennessee man is facing felony charges after demolishing his neighbor's home with a tractor. The man 
doesn't deny the allegations and tells WSMV-TV's Nancy Amons he tore down the house because his 

neighbors were selling drugs. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:23:28 PM 

Sanford couple lives in fear after Spike Lee tweet 

A couple in Sanford, Fla., is afraid for their lives after a Twitter post said their address was that of George Zimmerman 

and urged people to "reach out and touch" the neighborhood watch captain who shot dead Trayvon Martin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 3:54:56 PM 

Pope Benedict urges Cubans to seek 'authentic freedom' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:13:11 PM 

Court signals entire health care law might need to be struck down 

In the Supreme Court's final day of arguments on the constitutionality of the 2010 health care law, the justices wrestled 

with what happens to the law if they strike down the provision that requires the uninsured to buy insurance. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:20:19 PM 

'Hunger Games' critics: Katniss actress too big 

Ig~~""lwhile Jennifer Lawrence's acting performance in "The Hunger Games" was generally praised, some critics 

are saying she was too large to play Katniss Everdeen, a teen from a starving futuristic land, who must 
hunt every day to keep her family fed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:30:37 PM 

Video: Lawmaker dons hoodie during House speech 

Ig~~""IRep. Bobby Rush, D-III., donned a hoodie during a speech on the House floor deploring the killing of 

Florida teenager Trayvon Martin, receiving a reprimand for violating rules on wearing hats in the House 
chamber. Msnbc's Thomas Roberts reports. (msnbc tv) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:35:54 PM 

Happy 26th birthday to Lady Gaga! 

Ig~~""lcheers to the pop superstar, who, with more than 23 million albums sold and five Grammys, is mighty 

accomplished for any age, let alone the tender age of 26 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:47:27 PM 

Lawmaker kicked off House floor during Trayvon Martin tribute 

Democratic Rep. Bobby Rush of Illinois was asked to leave the chamber after taking off his suit jacket and revealing that 

he was wearing a hoodie - in violation of House rules - during a speech in tribute to Trayvon Martin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20124:56:03 PM 

Record jackpot as Mega Millions hits $500 million 

The Mega Millions jackpot reached a record $500 million -- pre-tax -- after no one picked all six numbers correctly 

Tuesday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20125:07:15 PM 

Cops: vt. teacher's killing suspect wanted to 'get a girl' 

Vermont police on Wednesday charged a couple with second degree murder in the death of teacher Melissa Jenkins, 

whose body was found in local woods after she was reported missing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 5:44:24 PM 

JetBlue suspends captain after in-flight meltdown 

JetBlue announced Wednesday that it is suspending the captain whose bizarre behavior prompted his fellow co-pilot to 

lock him out of the cockpit on a flight from New York to Las Vegas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20125:55:15 PM 

CBT: Who might be the Final Four's unsung hero? 

Ig~~""ICBT: There's no guarantee this Final Four will see an unsung hero emerge. But if one does, it just might be 

Ohio State's Amir Williams. We break down the players to watch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 5:56:06 PM 

Pope meets Cuba's Castro after 'freedom' speech 

Pope Benedict met Fidel Castro Wednesday after urging Cubans to search for "authentic freedom" and pressing the 

communist government to give the Catholic Church more liberty. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20126:11:48 PM 

Study: Most early-stage cancer research is wrong 

Two thought provoking and disturbing studies out Wednesday raise major questions about conduct of the "War on 

Cancer. One examines the quality of basic research and the other concludes that half of current cancer deaths could be 

prevented. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20126:18:53 PM 

Americans gain more confidence in economy 

After a long, cold winter, the u.s. economy is showing signs of spring, according to recent surveys of consumer and 

business expectations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20126:41:15 PM 

Cops: Couple held disabled woman, cashed checks 

Two people have been arrested and accused of kidnapping, starving and beating a disabled woman in a Queens home 

for more than a year, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 6:41:39 PM 

Amazon billionaire finds Apollo l1's engines 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Amazon.com's Jeff Bezos says he's funded a successful effort to locate 
the mammoth rocket engines that powered the Apollo 11 moon mission - and now he's planning to 

bring them up from the Atlantic Ocean floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/20127:10:44 PM 

Specter: Romney like a 'pornographic movie queen' 

Ig~~""IFmr. Sen. Arlen Specter, Pa., invokes popular comedian in saying the 2012 GOP presidential candidate 

changes his positions with great frequency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 7:32:58 PM 

Tribe $2 billion in debt after casino bonanza 

Ig~~""IFor two decades, the Mashantucket Pequots lived like Indian gambling royalty. Luxury cars abounded on 
their tiny, gated reservation of colonial and ranch-style homes in the woods of southeastern Connecticut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 7:45:27 PM 

Airline crew member mental health in spotlight after captain's breakdown 

Two recent incidents in which airline crew members behaved alarmingly and had to be restrained by passengers have 

raised questions about when and how aviation workers are screened for mental health problems. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 7:58:50 PM 

Some 'Idol' singers get 'spiritual financial aid' 

Ig~~""[he hopefuls get fashion and singing tips, but some singers - including Jeremy Rosado - and their 

families also get "spiritual financial aid," though not from the show itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 8:36:25 PM 

Video: Rattlesnake Rodeo brings tourism to Ala. town 

Ig~~""lsnake wranglers are busy ahead of Opp, Alabama's annual Rattlesnake Rodeo. Melissa Johnson 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:20:46 PM 

US orders more security for troops in Afghanistan 

u.s. troops in Afghanistan are being guarded more closely and are taking other steps to protect themselves from attacks 

by Afghan troops, a senior military official said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:27:42 PM 

Starbucks draws flak over dye made from bugs 

Ig~~""IStarbucks has landed in hot water with some vegetarians over a decision to use a food coloring made 

from crushed bugs in products including its Strawberries and Creme Frappuccinos and red velvet 
whoopee pies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201210:27:47 PM 

CBT: 10 ways to prep for Kentucky-Louisville 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:31:41 PM 

UN panel ties some weather extremes to warming 

Warming has led to changes in climate extremes such as heat waves, record high temperatures and, in many regions, 

heavy precipitation since 1950, the U.N. climate panel warns. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:33:12 PM 

Grocer runs 'swap meat' for pink slime ground beef 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 10:52:29 PM 

Prominent Pakistani acid victim commits suicide 

Ig~~""lpakistani acid attack victim Fakhra Younus had endured more than three dozen surgeries over more than 

a decade to repair her severely damaged face and body when she finally decided life was no longer worth 
living. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/201211:02:13 PM 

Colo. holds back on prescribed burns after fatal fire 

Ig~~""lcolorado will likely suspend prescribed burns like the one that might have caused the deadly wildfire near 

Denver, Gov. John Hickenlooper says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 11:10:10 PM 

AT&T, Verizon agree to stop 'cramming' phone bills 

Verizon and AT&T have agreed to stop "cramming" consumers' telephone bills with unauthorized third-party charges, 

Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va., announced Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/28/2012 11:57:12 PM 

Trayvon witness' mom: Police doubt self-defense 

The mother of a 13-year-old witness in the slaying of Trayvon Martin says that police waited five days before seeking to 

question her son. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:41:37 AM 

Bluegrass legend Earl Scruggs dies at age 88 

Ig~~""lscruggsl son Gary said his father passed away Wednesday morning at a Nashville, Tenn., hospital. Gary 

Scruggs said his father died of natural causes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:59:27 AM 

Videos take artistic look at frontiers of science 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Do science and art mix? They certainly do in a couple of computer

generated visualizations that show how Earth's oceans flow and how our universe grew up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:44:46 AM 

Rubio endorses Romney for president 

Florida Sen. Marco Rubio, a rising Republican Party star and a favorite among conservatives to round out the party's 

ticket, endorses Mitt Romney for president Wednesday evening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:00:40 AM 

Video: Taking Credit: Pawn shops become lending lifeline 

Ig~~""IEven though the economy is slowly healing, the pawn shop business is booming. Pawn shops have gone 

digital and their customers are increasingly middle class Americans who have maxed out their credit 
cards, been turned down by banks and find their only real hope is "taking credit" at a pawn shop. Kate Snow 
reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20123:11:04 AM 

Video: There Will Be Mud: Finding the dirt slung on campaign trail 

Ig~~""IOPPosition researchers find the dirt on political candidates that is featured in negative political 

advertisements and slung on the campaign trail. From trackers sending video of politicians to stacks of 
research briefs, enter the war room of "oppo" research. Willie Geist reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:39:53 AM 

Video: Police video of Zimmerman shows no sign of scuffle 

Ig~~""IFor the first time, we are seeing what the shooter, George Zimmerman, looked like immediately after the 
killing of Trayvon Martin. MSNBC's Lawrence O'Donnell gets analysis on the newly released surveillance 

video from ABC News correspondent Matt Gutman, Joy-Ann Reid, managing editor of TheGrio.com, Eugene 
O'Donnell, former NYPD detective and Richard Kurtz, funeral director who saw Trayvon's body. (The Last 
Word) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:46:46 AM 

o yes! Heejun, 'Idols' bring judges to their feet 

Ig~~""lsinging songs from their own personal idols seemed to inspire every contestant to greater heights 

Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20124:01:38 AM 

George Zimmerman's dad says Travyon told his son, 'You're gonna die now' 

On FOX Orlando Wednesday evening, Robert Zimmerman, the father of the man who fatally shot 17-year-old Trayvon 

Martin, said his son was the victim. He said that Martin told George Zimmerman, "You're gonna die now, or you're 

gonna die tonight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 6:48:01 AM 

How conservatives lost faith in science 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: An analysis of 36 years' worth of polling data indicates that political 

conservatives have become increasingly distrustful of science. But why? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 7:31:46 AM 

Expert: Smartphone boom poses Web crime risk 

Rapidly increasing global ownership of smartphones and tablets will expose consumers and governments to much higher 

risks of Internet fraud and hacking, an expert says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 7:31:46 AM 

Expert: Smart phone boom poses huge Internet crime risk 

Rapidly increasing global ownership of smart phones and tablets will expose consumers and governments to much 

higher risks of Internet fraud and hacking, an expert says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 7:38:34 AM 

911 caller arrested after cops fatally shoot teen 

A 911 caller has been arrested after Pasadena police say his false armed robbery report led officers to shoot and kill a 

19-year-old college student they believed to be a suspect. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20128:12:38 AM 

3-hour firefight: Afghan militants ambush NATO convoy 

Insurgents ambushed a NATO coalition supply convoy in a mountainous area of western Afghanistan, sparking a three

hour firefight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 8:52:36 AM 

'Global March to Jerusalem': Israel's borders on alert 

Palestinian organizers are calling for massive demonstrations on Friday to mark Land Day, an annual event that 

commemorates the killing of six Arabs who were protesting Israeli land policies on March 3D, 1976. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 9:31:46 AM 

Video shows Zimmerman shortly after Martin shooting 

Surveillance video footage of George Zimmerman being led from a police car shortly after he fatally teenager Trayvon 

Martin does not appear to show any injuries or bloodstains. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 10:10:33 AM 

ACLU: FBI 'outreach' program spied on Muslims 

Ig~~""~he FBI used a "mosque outreach" program to collect information on the religious views of Muslims in 

Northern California, according to FBI documents obtained by civil rights groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 10:18:54 AM 

Megadeth frontman: Obama born outside US 

Ig~~""IMegadeth frontman Dave Mustaine revealed his "birther" opinions on a Canadian talk show recently, 

saying he doubts President Obama was born in the United States and voicing admiration for Republican 
presidential hopeful Rick Santorum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 10:53:13 AM 

Jewish school gunman linked to French spies? 

Mohamed Merah, the gunman who killed seven people including three Jewish children, may have been an informant for 

France's intelligence services, according to reports that raise further questions about whether authorities missed 

chances to prevent the attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 11:28:37 AM 

Mega Millions raises tough question for job seekers 

Ig~~""~he Mega Millions lottery jackpot has hit a record $500 million. Would you quit working if you won it? If 

you have a job interview this week, that is hardly an idle question. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 11:55:22 AM 

Gang-raped, half-strangled, set on fire: Teen dies 

A teen who prosecutors say was gang-raped, strangled and then set on fire has died, a hospital official said on Thursday. 

Oksana Makar's case sparked public protests in Ukraine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 11:56:45 AM 

How law school grad sparked Trayvon Martin protest 

Ig~~""IKevin Cunningham started an online petition demanding authorities prosecute George Zimmerman over 

the killing of Trayvon Martin that now has more than 2 million signatures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:14:53 PM 

Access to pill boosts women's earnings 

A new study may add tinder to the debate over whether the federal government ought to require health insurance plans 

to pay for contraception. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:38:24 PM 

JetBlue pilot's bizarre behavior began at takeoff 

A federal criminal complaint against Clayton Osbon, the 49-year-old JetBlue captain who had a mid-air meltdown on 

Tuesday, suggests he was acting strangely as Flight 191 was taking off from New York for Las Vegas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:42:03 PM 

Jobless claims drop to new 4-year low 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped to a fresh four-year low, showing that the job market continues to 

strengthen. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:49:33 PM 

Passenger detained at Philadelphia airport over fireworks 

A small area of Philadelphia International has been reopened after a bomb squad determined a passenger was carrying 

fireworks in his luggage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 12:53:17 PM 

Bales' colleagues: Alleged rampage 'out of character' 

In a natural amphitheatre high among the jagged grey peaks of Afghanistan's Panjwai district, the shock of a village 

shooting rampage is still settling over u.s. soldiers who served with accused gunman Robert Bales. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:01:17 PM 

Body of 4-year-old Arkansas boy found in river 

Ig~~""lsearchers found the body of a 4-year-old boy Wednesday in the river at an Arkansas Boy Scout camp 

where he was tagging along with his aunt last weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:15:36 PM 

Lawyer: Massacre suspect had 'tremendous depression' 

The u.s. soldier accused of killing 17 Afghan civilians suffered a traumatic incident during his second tour in Iraq that 

triggered "tremendous depression," his lawyer said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:26:21 PM 

Charlie Sheen: Sorry for 'cringeable' behavior 

Ig~~""~he former "Two and a Half Men" star spoke with TODAY's Matt Lauer about his odd antics from last year 

and previewed his new sitcom, "Anger Management." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:30:06 PM 

Elephant heads to shopping mall after escaping circus 

Shoppers in Ireland got a large surprise when a 5500 pound elephant ran away from her circus and wandered around a 

parking lot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:35:20 PM 

School bans disabled girl from using walker 

Ig~~""IA Texas mom was stunned when school officials insisted that her disabled 5-year-old daughter switch to a 
wheelchair from the walker she'd been using for the past two years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 1:48:03 PM 

Sex offender yells 'Go Cowboys!' as he's executed 

A convicted child sex offender was executed Wednesday for the beating death of a lO-month-old boy he was baby

sitting at a home in Dallas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 2:08:52 PM 

CBT: Everything you need to know for Final Four 

Ig~~""ICBT: Who can guard Kentucky's Michael Kidd-Gilchrist? Can Louisville hit a three? And is Kansas ready for 
Ohio State's big men? Vin Parise and Bobby Gonzalez break it all down on SportsTalk (video). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20122:14:19 PM 

CBT: Can you really ever root for Calipari? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 2:50:55 PM 

Softball-sized hail smashes windshields in Kansas 

Ig~~""IA storm system that could spawn twisters in the central u.s. on Thursday already did some damage 

overnight in Madison, Kan., where softball-sized hail smashed car windshields. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 2:59:41 PM 

Better diagnosis, screening behind rise in autism 

Autism cases are on the rise again, largely due to wider screening and better diagnosis, federal health officials said 

Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:03:34 PM 

Spike Lee to pay for tweeting Fla. couple's address 

Ig~~""IFilm director Spike Lee has apologized and agreed to pay a Florida couple for their expenses after he 

retweeted an address wrongly described as the home of the man who shot Trayvon Martin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:03:34 PM 

Spike Lee to Sanford couple: 'I deeply apologize' 

Ig~~""IFilm director Spike Lee has apologized to a Florida couple after he retweeted an address that was 

described as the home of George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch captain who shot Trayvon 
Martin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:08:04 PM 

Best Buy to close 50 stores in revamp 

The struggling electronics retailer will close 50 big box stores in the u.s. as it changes the focus of its operations to 

mobile. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:40:52 PM 

Video: Family drives through wildfire's 'tunnel of flames' 

Ig~~""IA Colorado family managed to escape their neighborhood as a wildfire engulfed it - and it was all caught 
on video. KUSA-TV's Will Ripley reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 3:54:32 PM 

Tim Tebow apparel sales halted in clothing feud 

Ig~~""INike Inc has won a court order blocking rival Reebok International Ltd from selling New York Jets apparel 

bearing the name of the popular quarterback Tim Tebow, in a battle over licensing rights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20124:21:22 PM 

For Palestinian, a reminder of Israeli occupation 

Ig~~""IAS Palestinian activists call for a "Global March to Jerusalem" on Friday to mark Land Day, one Palestinian 

doesn't need a special day to remind him of the Israeli confiscation of his land. NBC's Paul Goldman 
reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20124:25:25 PM 

Romney delicate in challenging Obama's foreign policy 

Mitt Romney has made a point of carefully picking the instances in which he challenges President Barack Obama's 

management of foreign policy, reflecting the delicacy the Republican faces in taking on a commander in chief whose 

foreign policy marks are relatively high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20124:37:00 PM 

Woman accused in WWII vet's suicide by lethal yogurt 

A California woman is accused of concocting a deadly mix of Oxycontin and yogurt to help an 86-year-old WWII veteran 

take his own life, prosecutors say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20124:38:24 PM 

Flying? New brochure offers travel tips for passengers of size 

Plus-size fliers have a slim new tool to help them get from here to there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 5:32:59 PM 

Lindsay Lohan released from formal probation 

Ig~~""IA Los Angeles judge on Thursday lifted formal probation for Lindsay Lohan, freeing the actress from court 

appearances and official supervision that have ruled her life since a 2007 drunk driving arrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 5:35:42 PM 

Mega Millions jackpot hits $540 million, still rising 

The Mega Millions lottery hits $540 million, and people endure long lines for a chance at winning the hefty jackpot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 6:03:49 PM 

2 studies tie pesticide to bee population crashes 

Ig~~""IRemOVing a widely used crop pesticide could be the key factor in restoring nature's army of pollinators, 

according to two new studies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 6:27:02 PM 

'Pink slime' a sticky problem for beef industry 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 7:06:06 PM 

Justin Bieber abuses Twitter with phone gag, may get sued 

The pop singer tweeted 9 out of 10 digits of an alleged phone number, and then asked his 19 million followers to "Call 

me right now." They responded by trying to fill in the 10th digit, causing switchboard chaos. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 7:47:56 PM 

Vt. teacher's killing may have been 'sexually motivated' 

A couple accused of killing a beloved Vermont school teacher may have had sexual motivations, according to the 

county's top prosecutor, and investigators noted finding condoms and wrappers with the body. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20127:54:14 PM 

Tense lull and legislative limbo as high court debates 'Obamacare' 

With the Supreme Court oral argument over, it's not that there aren't big decisions being made ... it's just that they're all 

being made behind closed doors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 8:08:01 PM 

Police: Woman threw three puppies at boyfriend 

An Anoka County, Minn., woman was jailed after throwing three l-week-old pit bulls at her boyfriend, who allegedly 

broke her nose, police told the St. Paul Pioneer Press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 9:03:05 PM 

'Autism spectrum' may explain diagnosis surge 

CDC officials suggest the increase in autism cases could be the result in changes in the way such disorders are diagnosed 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20129:10:55 PM 

US soldier dies saving Afghan girl 

Ig~~""lspc. Dennis Weichel, 29, of the Rhode Island National Guard died saving the life of a little girl in northeast 

Afghanistan, according to the Rhode Island National Guard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 9:28:24 PM 

Apple, supplier to improve factory conditions 

Ig~~""lln a landmark development for how Western companies do business in China, Apple said it would work 

with partner Foxconn to substantially improve factory wages and working conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 9:32:51 PM 

Which are America's fattest cities? 

A new poll ranks the 10 most obese metropolitan areas in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 9:36:03 PM 

Gingrich poised to push ahead with campaign 

After huddling with his supporters on Capitol Hill, Newt Gingrich is poised to push ahead with his campaign in a bid to, if 

nothing else, affect the Republican platform. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/20129:38:12 PM 

BlackBerry giving up on the consumer market 

Struggling BlackBerry maker Research in Motion says it will cede most consumer markets and focus on business 

customers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 10:51:07 PM 

Video: Rising gas prices linked to growing middle class abroad 

Ig~~""lone of the biggest reasons gas prices keep rising is because of the exploding populations in China, India 

and Brazil where people are buying cars and filling the tanks. NBC's Tom Costello reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/29/2012 10:56:26 PM 

Mom booted from ER dies in agony in jail 

Ig~~""lofficials at a St. Louis hospital defend their actions in the case of a homeless woman who refused to leave 

the emergency room until she was treated, then died in police custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:12:23 AM 

Bush Sr. endorses Romney, sports purple socks 

George H. W. Bush, friends with Mitt Romney, formally endorsed the former Massachusetts governor on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:14:51 AM 

Children at Afghan massacre: Bales not alone 

Ig~~""lln a video shot for Australian television, children who survived the massacre in Afghanistan tell a 

journalist that more than one American was present during the shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:30:18 AM 

Batman gives police a chuckle in traffic stop video 

Ig~~""~he latest episode in the adventures of Batman is now available for viewing on YouTube, thanks to the 

Montgomery County, Md., Police Department. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20122:54:15 AM 

Finals rematch a breeze for Heat 

Ig~~""ILeBron James and Chris Bosh each finished with 19 points and nine rebounds, Dwyane Wade and Udonis 
Haslem scored 16 apiece and the Miami Heat extended their home winning streak to 15 with a 106-85 

win over the Dallas Mavericks in an NBA finals rematch on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:09:35 AM 

No joke: Great performance can't save 'Idol' 

Ig~~""IEven on the singer's best night, the hopeful legitimately had one of the weakest performances because 

everyone else was at their best as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 5:44:21 AM 

Thunder show lakers why they're West's best 

r-I~ussell Westbrook scored 36 points, Kevin Durant added 21 and the West-leading Oklahoma City 
hunder defeated the Los Angeles Lakers 102-93 Thursday night for their fifth consecutive victory in the 

matchup of division leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20126:19:07 AM 

Cops arrest suspected Islamist militants in France 

French elite police arrested around 20 people in early morning raids on suspected Islamist militant circles Friday in 

several cities including Toulouse, a police source said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 6:59:42 AM 

PBT: Thunder remain step ahead of 'new' Lakers 

Ig~~""lpBT: Russell Westbrook scores 36 points to help the West-leading Thunder to a 102-93 win over the 

Lakers, a team still trying to find its footing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 7:26:38 AM 

Teens rule in the bloody 'Game of Thrones' 

Ig~~""lwhile no one would call the show a teen drama, there's no denying that the majority of characters are in 
the under-19 demo, and they carry central roles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20128:12:15 AM 

Trucker who killed hitchhikers gets life sentences 

Ig~~""IA serial killer who set up a torture chamber in his truck and kidnapped mostly female hitchhikers across 

the United States has admitted murdering a newlywed couple in Texas, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 8:55:00 AM 

Sarkozy: Toulouse slayings caused 9/1l-like trauma 

French police commandos arrested 19 people and seized weapons in Friday morning swoops on people suspected of 

radical Islamist activity, in several cities including Toulouse. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20129:11:10 AM 

Mayor: Cops resisted Zimmerman 911 tape release 

The mayor of the city where Trayvon Martin was killed says he overruled police, prosecutors who opposed the release of 

tapes of 911 calis, telling them: "We're not here to hide anything. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 9:57:21 AM 

Afghan massacre: Bales case echoes for vets on hotline 

Young men answering calls at a helpline for fellow veterans tell msnbc.com how the story of Sgt. Robert Bales has 

implications for those whose voices they hear every day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201210:10:00 AM 

NBC/Marist Poll: Romney leads in Wisconsin primary 

In perhaps the final chance to shift the GOP presidential contest's course, Mitt Romney leads Rick Santorum by seven 

percentage points, according to a new NBC NewsjMarist poll. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 10:23:01 AM 

UN orders Syria cease-fire: 'The deadline is now' 

Syrian President Bashar Assad must order a cease-fire immediately, a spokesman for UN chief Kofi Annan said Friday, 

telling reporters: "The deadline is now". 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 10:23:01 AM 

UN orders Syria ceasefire: 'The deadline is now' 

Syrian President Bashar Assad must order a ceasefire immediately, a spokesman for UN chief Kofi Annan said Friday, 

telling reporters: "The deadline is now". 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:33:52 AM 

Israel fires tear gas at Palestinians at Land Day rally 

Ig~~""llsraeli security forces fired rubber bullets, tear gas and stun grenades to break up groups of Palestinian 
stone-throwers on Friday as annual Land Day rallies turned violent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:33:52 AM 

Israeli forces tear gas Palestinians at Land Day rally 

Ig~~""llsraeli security forces fired rubber bullets, tear gas and stun grenades to break up groups of Palestinian 
stone-throwers on Friday as annual Land Day rallies turned violent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:39:36 AM 

What your winning lottery ticket buys 

Ig~~""lwelcome to the 1 percent, hypothetical lottery winner. Here's what you can buy with your winnings. 

Well, after the tax man is done shaking you down anyway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:57:43 AM 

Lights on or off? Earth Hour faces new challenger 

Ig~~""IEarth Hour marks its fifth year this Saturday, but a free-market think tank is trying to get some traction 

with its alternative. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:01:39 PM 

Mayor: Cops resisted Zimmerman 911 tape release 

The mayor of the city where Trayvon Martin was killed says he overruled police, prosecutors who opposed the release of 

tapes of 911 calis, telling them: "We're not here to hide anything. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:03:01 PM 

Colbert unveils do-it-yourself Super PAC kit 

Ig~~""IListen up, America. If there's anyone out there that can teach a thing or two about running a successful 

Super PAC, it's Stephen Colbert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:05:15 PM 

Mom booted from ER dies in agony in jail 

Ig~~""lofficials at a St. Louis hospital defend their actions in the case of a homeless woman who refused to leave 

the emergency room until she was treated, then died in police custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:12:26 PM 

Why we keep hitting send on damning emails 

With so many business scandals lately, there's often a damning email exposing wrongdoing, often sent by high-level 

employees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:31:51 PM 

Ryan endorses Romney 

First Read: From his home state of Wisconsin, Rep. Paul Ryan endorsed Mitt Romney saying he "is the best person to be 

president" and "best person to beat" President Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:33:28 PM 

Mom hit by lightning felt her 'legs on fire' 

For the Deas family of Florida, a little stroll to the Toys "R" Us became an ordeal they will never forget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:43:04 PM 

DIY sperm banking? Some clinics offer at-home kits 

A chagrined man with a girlie magazine under his arm, shuffling into a small, clinical-looking room, has helped turn the 

act of semen collection into a sitcom staple. Now, a few sperm banks are hoping to change that unappealing image by 

inviting men to skip the office altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:45:41 PM 

Why even skeptics are buying a Mega Millions ticket 

Ig~~""IHigh school teacher Joe Colacioppo is bright enough to calculate the odds that his lone Mega Millions 
ticket today will turn him into a $S40-million-dollar man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:54:36 PM 

Consumers in spending mood in February 

Spending rose by the most in seven months, raising hopes that first quarter economic growth may have been stronger 

than expected. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 12:57:35 PM 

German hermaphrodites push for human rights 

Ig~~""lchristiane Voelling is just one of thousands of German intersexuals pushing for a legal status that 

identifies them beyond man or woman. NBC's Andy Eckardt reports from Germany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:04:05 PM 

Pot growers store opens in Washington, D.C. 

Ig~~""IA company dubbed the "Walmart of Weed" is putting down roots in America's capital city, sprouting 
further debate on marijuana - medical or otherwise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:16:39 PM 

Afghan cop drugs colleagues, kills them as they sleep 

Ig~~""IAn Afghan policeman laced food with sleeping pills and then killed nine of his colleagues as they slept 

Friday, a police officer reportedly said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:20:08 PM 

Romney looks to wrap up GOP contest 

First Read: NBC-Marist poll shows Romney with a lead in Wisconsin as Republican establishment continues to coalesce 

around his candidacy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 1:41:35 PM 

Honda recalls 554,000 SUVs over headlights 

Honda is recalling 554,000 sport utility vehicles in the u.s. to inspect for faulty wiring in headlights. The recall affects CR

V SUVs from model years 2002 to 2004 and Pilot SUVs from model year 2003. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 2:02:53 PM 

Stranded man survives 10 days on snow in desert 

Ig~~""IA 76-year-old diabetic Colorado man survived 10 days in the remote Nevada desert by melting snow and 

using skills he learned as a Boy Scout, but a friend who was with him and ventured away to get help died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 2:03:37 PM 

Consumer confidence highest in over a year 

Consumer confidence rebounded to its highest level in more than a year in March as optimism about jobs and income 

overcame higher prices at the gasoline pump, said a survey released on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20122:27:15 PM 

Austria cemetery removes Hitler's parents' gravestone 

Ig~~""~he tombstone marking the grave of Adolf Hitler's parents, a place of pilgrimage for neo-Nazis, has been 

removed from an Austrian village cemetery at the request of a descendant, officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:00:07 PM 

Did bear really save man from mountain lion attack? 

California wildlife officials are casting doubt on a man's claim that he was saved from a mountain lion attack when a 

bear pulled the big cat off him, according to a local newspaper. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:33:43 PM 

MasterCard, Visa confirm major card data theft 

Law enforcement officials are investigating what appears to be a massive theft of u.s. consumers' credit card data, 

MasterCard confirmed Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:33:43 PM 

MasterCard, Visa confirm major card data theft 

Law enforcement officials are investigating what appears to be a massive theft of u.s. consumers' credit card data, 

MasterCard confirmed Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:34:46 PM 

Jerry Lee Lewis weds cousin's ex-wife 

Ig~~""~hiS is the seventh marriage for the 76-year-old rocker, who wed Judith Brown on March 9th in Natchez, 

Mississippi 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20123:39:19 PM 

6 Filipino boys in trouble over FB kiss photos 

A Philippine Catholic school is witholding the diplomas of six high school boys who uploaded Facebook photos that 

appear to show them kissing each other, an education official said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 3:54:51 PM 

Staff Sgt. Bales' attorney claims 'information blackout' 

An attorney for Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, who has been charged with killing 17 Afghan civilians in two villages, said Friday 

that the defense team is "facing an almost complete information blackout from the government." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20124:07:51 PM 

Thick-framed 'hipster' eyewear new trend for defendants on trial 

Ig~~""IDonning a pair of spectacles while on trial seems to be a new trend in courtroom accessories, with one 
lawyer even calling it the "nerd defense." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20124:22:19 PM 

Roseanne Barr tweets Zimmerman address 

Ig~~""IAPparentIY Roseanne Barr didn't learn anything from the Twitter misadventures of Spike Lee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 4:30:08 PM 

Mega Millions jackpot grows to $640 million -- could go higher 

The Mega Millions lottery hit $640 million Friday, according to lottery officials, raising what was already a record

shattering prize. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20124:36:29 PM 

Legal overkill? Birthday party waivers irk parents 

Ig~~""lsure, you expect to sign a waiver before your kid goes rock-climbing. But a backyard birthday party? 

More parents are requiring legal sign-off before basic activities like parties and play dates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20124:41:25 PM 

Canadians say goodbye, or adieu, to the penny 

Ig~~""~he Canadians are doing what the u.s. has not been able to accomplish: Eliminating the money-losing 

penny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 5:04:58 PM 

Carnival air in Myanmar ahead of election 

Ig~~""IMyanmar is in the grips of pre-election fever. Aung San Suu Kyi, the country's pro-democracy leader, is 

running for one of 45 parliamentary seats Sunday. NBC's Ian Williams report from Yangon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 5:27:59 PM 

Yahoo set for significant layoffs, reports say 

Yahoo is preparing to make significant layoffs next week in an ongoing effort to restructure the company, CNBC's Scott 

Wapner reported Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 5:48:27 PM 

If you won the Mega Millions lottery, what's your first act? 

Venus Wilson has been fantasizing about winning the Mega Million lottery. The first thing she would do? "Faint!" the 

security officer said at her post outside of JPMorganChase in Midtown Manhattan on Friday. "Then, when I get up, go 

get my check, and go shopping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 6:26:28 PM 

US officials: Bales to undergo psychological examination 

u.s. military officials tell NBC News the Army is preparing to conduct a psychological examination on Staff Sgt. Robert 

Bales, charged with killing 17 Afghan civilians. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 6:48:56 PM 

Chinese cybercrime campaign leads to one man 

A notorious malware campaign that infected hundreds of computers in Japan and India has been linked back to a former 

graduate student at a Chinese university - a rare instance in which a name and face is able to be attached to the dark 

underground world of Chinese hackers and state-sponsored cybercriminals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 6:53:26 PM 

GOP identity crisis worsened Romney's primary struggle 

Mitt Romney may have his flaws as a candidate, but the Republican Party's identity crisis exacerbated his struggles in 

winning the GOP nomination. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20127:08:11 PM 

Obama OKs tough new sanctions against Iran 

The White House says there's enough crude oil on world markets to allow the u.s. to push ahead with tough new 

sanctions aimed at squeezing Iran's oil exports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 7:57:41 PM 

Yahoo set for significant layoffs, reports say 

Yahoo is preparing to make significant layoffs next week in an ongoing effort to restructure the company, CNBC's Scott 

Wapner reported Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 8:03:51 PM 

The best April Fools' Day pranks of all time 

Ig~~""IApril First is a day that will live in absurdity. April Fools' Day is an opportunity for misfits, pranksters and 

even the media to pull some legs and cause brows to furrow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 8:07:33 PM 

Evicted 101-year-old woman is heading home again 

Ig~~""IA 101-year-old woman, Texana Hollis, who was evicted from her foreclosed house is expected to move 

back home next week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/20128:12:16 PM 

Stocks surge to best quarterly gain since 2009 

Wall Street closed out its strongest quarter in nearly three years Friday, leaving investors wondering if the market can 

continue to deliver strong gains in the weeks and months ahead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 8:25:46 PM 

Hong Kong firm loses $4.9 billion in value in one day 

Ig~~""IAfter the arrests of Thomas and Raymond Kwok in Hong Kong, two brothers who lead the second largest 
property company in the world, their company's stock plummeted Friday -- losing $4.9 billion in market 

value. NBC's Ed Flanagan reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 9:03:03 PM 

Current TV fires Keith Olbermann 

Ig~~""~he controversial news host has been at the fledgling cable channel for less than a year. Eliot Spitzer will 

replace Olbermann starting Friday night, the network announced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 9:23:25 PM 

Cheers! Drink beer and live longer 

Ig~~""lup until you're 21, you're told that drinking alcohol is bad. Then you're suddenly told that, really, it's 
drinking alcohol and driving that's bad. The latter is definitely true. But the former? Scientists aren't so 

sure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 9:57:49 PM 

'Hero' doctor saves babies caught in Romania corruption 

Ig~~""IDr. Catalin Cirstoveanu runs a cardio unit with state-of-the-art equipment at a Bucharest children's 
hospital. But not a single child has been treated in the year-and-a-half since it opened. The reason? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/201210:28:47 PM 

Bin Laden widow denies details of leaked statements 

Osama bin laden's widow Amal al Sadah claims that most of the information included in a confidential Pakistani 

document is factually incorrect. The document is said to include statements made by Amal to investigators while in 

Pakistani custody. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 10:38:09 PM 

66 sickened in salmonella outbreak linked to turtles 

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention is investigating three separate Salmonella outbreaks linked with exposure 

to turtles, the agency announced today. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 10:55:27 PM 

Court documents: Susan Powell's blood found 

Authorities investigating the 2009 disappearance of Susan Powell found her blood in the family home in Utah and a note 

in which she expressed fear of her husband, according to court documents. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:04:53 PM 

The Grio: Trayvon Martin's family must grieve in the spotlight 

Dealing with high-profile tragedy can sometimes delay the normal process of grief, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/30/2012 11:44:29 PM 

New female IBM CEO revives Augusta debate 

Ig~~""IAS the azaleas start to bloom, a thorny issue has returned to Augusta National - the all-male 
membership at golf club - thanks to another achievement that took place far away from the fairways 

and greens. Virginia Rometty officially took over Jan. 1 as CEO of IBM, the first woman to be chief executive in 
the lOO-year history of Big Blue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 12:24:43 AM 

Gingrich says Romney must 'earn' nomination 

Newt Gingrich reiterates that he will not quit early but acknowledges that Mitt Romney could get the required number 

of delegates before the convention. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 12:38:00 AM 

Perry's campaign cost twice as much per day as Bush's in 2000 

Ig~~""~exas taxpayers spent $3.6 million paying for Gov. Rick Perry's state-provided security as he flew around 

the country during his brief Republican presidential campaign, the state said Friday - money that 
Democrats want him to pay back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 2:02:37 AM 

Santorum's message to Wis.: This bud's for you 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20123:08:17 AM 

And the winning Mega Millions numbers for the huge jackpot are ... 

The winning numbers for the largest lottery jackpot in world history -- a Mega Millions prize that hit $640 million -- were 

46, 23, 38, 4, 2; mega ball was 23, lottery officials said late Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20124:02:04 AM 

Moyer makes Rockies rotation at 49 

Ig~~""~amie Moyer, at 49 years old, has made the Colorado Rockies starting rotation. Moyer, who is entering 
his 25th major-league season, posted a 2.77 ERA this spring and beat out 22-year-old Tyler Chatwood and 

28-year-old Guillermo Moscoso for a rotation spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20125:00:11 AM 

Celtics rout Wolves, alone atop Atlantic Division 

Ig~~""IKevin Garnett had 24 points, 10 rebounds and four assists in his return to Target Center and the Boston 
Celtics outmuscled Kevin Love and the Timberwolves in a 100-79 victory Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20128:13:51 AM 

Scuba diver killed in Australia shark attack 

A 33-year-old scuba diver died Saturday in a shark attack off the coast of Western Australia, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/20129:18:16 AM 

Five injured as fire breaks out on cruise liner 

A fire broke out in the engine room of luxury cruise liner Azamara Quest as the ship was steaming for Malaysia Friday, 

leaving it drifting off the coast of Borneo in Indonesia. Five crew members were injured. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 10:00:29 AM 

Are old photos of Martin, Zimmerman deceptive? 

Ig~~""lwhen he was shot, Trayvon Martin was not the baby-faced boy in the photo that has been on front pages 
across the country. And George Zimmerman wasn't the beefy-looking figure in the widely published 

mugshot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 12:25:46 PM 

Gas flare on leaking North Sea platform extinguished 

A flare near Total's Elgin drilling platform has gone out, reducing the threat of explosion at a massive gas leak from a 

North Sea well, the company's chief executive said on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

3/31/2012 12:41:04 PM 

Winners in Kan., III., Md. share record Mega Millions pot 

Lottery ticket-holders in Kansas, Illinois and Maryland each selected the winning numbers and will split a $640 million 

jackpot that was believed to be the world's largest such prize, a lottery official said Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20122:45:49 PM 

Can hi-tech helmets reduce football head injuries? 

Ig~~""IAS Americans grow more aware of the risk of brain injury tied to football - the country's most popular 
sport - players and coaches are experimenting with the latest technology in a bid to make the game safer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20122:58:11 PM 

'Pink slime' forces beef processor into bankruptcy 

Ground beef processor AFA Foods filed for bankruptcy protection and said it plans to sell some or all of its assets, citing 

media coverage related to a meat filler dubbed "pink slime." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20126:11:40 PM 

FBI 'parallel investigation' in Trayvon Martin case 

FBI agents questioned potential witnesses about the Trayvon Martin shooting in a "parallel investigation" that focuses 

on whether the teen's civil rights were violated. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20127:47:18 PM 

Obama 'confident' health law will be upheld 

President Obama said Monday that he was "confident" the Supreme Court would uphold his signature health reform 

law. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20128:13:12 PM 

Size matters for obese cancer patients' drug dose 

Up to 40 percent of obese cancer patients don't get large enough chemotherapy doses, but new guidelines might 

change that, making sure even the heaviest cancer patients get the full treatment they need. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20128:24:10 PM 

Romney offers rare insight into Mormon faith 

Mitt Romney offered a rare glimpse into his life in the Mormon church after bristling at a Wisconsin voter's question 

about interracial marriage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20129:22:44 PM 

3,168 immigrants held in largest-ever sweep 

Ig~~""IMore than 3,100 unauthorized immigrants were arrested last week in the country's biggest-ever 

operation targeting criminal and fugitive immigrants for deportation, immigration officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/20129:58:32 PM 

For young women, melanoma rates on the rise 

In the past four decades, the incidence of melanoma has increased eight-fold among women ages 18 - 39. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/2012 10:02:33 PM 

Hail to the new NYC taxi; Nissan cab unveiled 

Ig~~""~he iconic New York City taxi cab is getting a new look. With a boxy shape and painted a brighter yellow 

than the city's current taxis, the cab will be officially unveiled on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/201210:29:15 PM 

Report: Jaleel in vicious fight with 'DWlS' pros 

Ig~~""IActor had a bad rehearsal session with pro partner Kym on Friday, leading to a "heated" confrontation in 

which Mark Ballas and show producers eventually intervened, an insider tells Us Weekly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/2012 10:37:36 PM 

Arizona law would censor the Internet 

The state of Arizona could find itself in the company of countries like China and Syria for censoring the Internet if the 

state's governor signs a bill recently passed by the legislature. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/2/2012 11:46:28 PM 

'Tsunami' swamps Silicon Valley firm with 1940 census 

The firm at the center of today's census records meltdown says, "We were expecting a flood, but we got a tsunami." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20123:24:59 AM 

Transgender contestant can compete in Miss Universe 

Ig~~""~he Miss Universe Organization will allow Jenna Talackova to compete in the 2012 Miss Universe Canada 

pageant after all, provided that she meet the legal requirements for being a woman in Canada. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20123:46:02 AM 

Ballroom romance? Derek, Maria kiss on 'OWlS' 

Ig~~""~he rumba certainly lived up to its sexy reputation as the pair stretched out on the dance floor at one 

point and showed just how cozy they can get (at least in primetime). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:37:09 AM 

Kentucky fends off Kansas for 8th NCAA title 

Ig~~""IKentuCkY claimed its eight NCAA tournament title -- and first since 1998 -- thanks to some dynamite 

defense and a few clutch baskets down the stretch in a win against Kansas Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:43:55 AM 

CBT: NCAA title won't 'change' Calipari 

CBT: Kentucky's win should silence critics of Calipari's coaching credentials, but it won't stop him from out-recruiting 

everyone. That's not good for anyone hoping to beat the 'Cats. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:47:11 AM 

Police: Body in icy lake is missing Alaska barista 

Ig~~""IDivers searching an icy Alaska lake found a body they believe is of 18-year-old barista Samantha Koenig, 

who was abducted two months ago from a drive-up coffee stand, authorities said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:49:36 AM 

US offers $10 million for Pakistani terror chief 

Ig~~""[he United States has offered a $10 million bounty for the founder of the Pakistani militant group blamed 

for the 2008 attacks in the Indian city of Mumbai that killed 166. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20128:41:43 AM 

Colombia 'milestone' as jungle captives freed 

Ig~~""lcolombials FARC rebels freed 10 hostages held in jungle prison camps for more than a decade on 

Monday, the last of a group used as bargaining chips to pressure the government. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20129:22:20 AM 

CBT: Is Kentucky among the all-time greats? 

CBT: With elite talent Anthony Davis and Michael Kidd-Gilchrist, Kentucky proved it was a step ahead of everyone in 

2012. But the last 15 years? That's something else. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/201210:17:06 AM 

Report: 'I'm going to kill you,' said college shooter 

One Goh, the former student accused of killing at least seven people at a California college Monday, recently lost two 

family members and had debts, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/201210:22:12 AM 

World should be happy, not just rich - UN chief 

Ig~~""~he world needs a new economic model based around "gross global happiness" rather than simply 
making money, according to United Nations Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/201211:35:15 AM 

The best and the worst supermarkets in the US 

Ig~~""lwegmans and Trader Joe's are the nation's favorite supermarket chain while Pathmark and Wal-Mart 

rank at the bottom in a Consumer Reports survey released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 11:45:25 AM 

Senior citizens owe billions in student loans 

When you think of student loans, you think of students and recent graduates -- younger people in their 20s and 30s 

working to payoff the thousands of dollars in debt from undergraduate and graduate schools. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 11:54:50 AM 

Cities where buying beats renting a home 

Wondering whether to renew that rental lease or take the plunge and finally buy a place? Well if you live in one of the 

country's major cities, it may be more affordable to buy, if you can swing it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 12:33:28 PM 

Army program aims to predict soldiers' resiliency 

In the weeks since Army Staff Sgt. Robert Bales was first accused of going on a shooting rampage in an Afghanistan 

village, military officials and the media have combed through his life for warning signs or anything that could have 

predicted what may have been to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 12:35:51 PM 

Your lying face: The muscles that rat you out 

Ig~~""IA new study reveals that muscles in the upper face may divulge when people are not telling the truth. 

Researchers found four different facial muscles that a trained eye can use to separate genuine 
expressions of emotion from deceptive ones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 12:37:04 PM 

Reports: 43 al-Qaida militants killed in Yemen 

Armed forces in Yemen claim to have killed 43 suspected al-Qaida militants in two days of air raids, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 12:49:51 PM 

Palin to GOP on TODAY: 'Don't play it safe' 

Ig~~""lon Tuesday, guest TODAY co-host and former vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin had one piece of 
advice for the GOP ticket: "Don't play it safe." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20121:02:33 PM 

BSkyB chairman James Murdoch to quit 

Ig~~""IBSkYB non-executive Chairman James Murdoch, under fire over his handling of a phone hacking scandal, 

is to step down from his role at Britain's dominant pay-TV company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20121:14:17 PM 

Obama's rebuttal to Ryan also swings at Romney 

First Read: President Obama preps to blast the Paul Ryan budget plan that House Republicans passed last week, a 

proposal that GOP presidential front-runner Mitt Romney has also embraced. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20121:20:33 PM 

'Horrific': Experimental plane crashes into grocery store 

A small experimental plane crashed into a supermarket at a Florida shopping center Monday evening, injuring six people 

as fire shot through the roof and into the store, reports said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20121:53:12 PM 

Police: College shooter targeted female administrator 

One Goh, the former Oikos University student accused of killing seven people at the college's campus in Oakland, Calif., 

told authorities he was upset with being expelled and had sought out a female college official who was not present. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20121:55:53 PM 

Chinese dancer becomes cultural icon after sex change 

Jin Xing was the first person to have a sex change operation in China and go public with it. Seventeen years later, she's 

become a cultural icon in China and the government even uses her as an unofficial ambassador of the arts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:07:52 PM 

Stocks lower amid new data on economy 

Stocks were lower Tuesday after the S&P 500 climbed to a 4-year high and amid new data on the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:15:02 PM 

Gadget lets cops track cell phones without telco help 

Why would the well-heeled suburb of Gilbert, Ariz., spend a quarter of a million dollars on a futuristic spy gadget that 

sounds more at home in a prime-time drama than a local police department? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:23:16 PM 

Talking to kids about Trayvon: Black parents face the fear 

Ig~~""lwhen her 5-year-old son is afraid to wear his favorite hood ie, one African-American mom wonders what 

to tell him about Trayvon Martin's killing, and how she can protect him from her own fears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:45:47 PM 

Mega Millions 'winner' refuses to reveal ticket 

A Maryland woman who claims to hold a winning Mega Millions ticket is refusing to show the ticket to anyone. "I'm so 

scared," Mirlande Wilson told NBC affiliate WPTV.com. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:47:01 PM 

At 49, Jamie Moyer gets chance to make baseball history 

Ig~~""INOW in his 25th season, 49-year-old Jamie Moyer is set to make history, playing for the Colorado Rockies 
a bid to become the oldest pitcher in Major League Baseball to earn a victory. "It's been a lot of hard 

work and dedication," he tells Matt Lauer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20122:56:23 PM 

'Cute-and-cuddly' primates sold illegally as pets 

Ig~~""IA rare primate from Indonesia sought by some as an exotic pet is still being sold publicly even though 

that's illegal, a wildlife monitoring group reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20123:05:26 PM 

Online graphic warns of al-Qaida's return to NYC 

Ig~~""1 A computer graphic warning that al-Qaida will return soon to New York City has been posted on an 

Internet site linked to the terror organization, and the NYPD and FBI say they are investigating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20123:13:45 PM 

Domino's gets a bit snooty in new ad spot 

Ig~~""IDomino's is putting its foot down with finicky customers. The pizza giant will launch a TV ad campaign 

that says "No!" to customers who want to add or remove any toppings from its artisan pizzas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20123:44:59 PM 

Here come the sons: Beatles' kids to form band? 

Ig~~""ISgt. Pepper may have recruited new members to the Lonely Hearts Club Band. Four sons of the four 

Beatles may be looking to form a group of their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20124:09:38 PM 

Cheney back home after heart transplant 

Former Vice President Dick Cheney has returned home following his heart transplant surgery at Virginia's Inova Fairfax 

Hospital, 10 days ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20124:14:32 PM 

NYT: Recovery lags where housing boomed 

Ig~~""IA growing body of research suggests that the recent recession may have brought an enduring shift in the 

geography of American growth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20124:17:30 PM 

Who'll win the Masters? Tiger, Donald, Mcilroy 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20124:19:40 PM 

Allegiant Air charging up to $35 for carry-on bag 

Beginning Wednesday, Allegiant Air will charge passengers up to $35 for carry-on bags, a move that one travel expert 

says will not be copied by other major u.s. carriers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20125:24:52 PM 

Myanmar house of fear becomes house of hope 

Ig~~""~he headquarters of Aung San Suu Kyi's political party, the National League for Democracy, used to be a 

place of fear. No more after Myanmar's historic election. NBC's Ian Williams reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20125:30:48 PM 

Obama hits hard at GOP budget plan, Romney 

President Barack Obama attacked the measure put forward by House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan, W-Wis., 

and backed by the Republican-controlled House. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20125:52:49 PM 

Gas prices driving German consumers mad 

High gas prices in Germany, coupled with price fluctuations, are driving German consumers mad. NBC's Andy Eckardt 

reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:02:15 PM 

Romney looks to strengthen primary standing 

Mitt Romney looked to strengthen his grip on the Republican presidential nomination and broaden his lead in the 

delegate count with a win in all three of the primary contests being held Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:27:04 PM 

Police: House safe holding $10 million stolen 

Police are searching for burglars suspected of looting a 3-foot-tall safe packed with $10 million of jewelry and cash 

Friday from a Hancock Park home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:28:23 PM 

'Tremendous damage' as tornadoes hit suburban Dallas 

Live video showed a huge tornado blasting through suburbs of Dallas, throwing 18-wheel trailers like toys as power lines 

exploded in a shower of sparks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:37:52 PM 

Video: Video: Tornado tears through neighborhoods 

Ig~~""IA helicopter over South Dallas, Texas, catches a tornado tearing through neighborhoods. Msnbc's Tamron 
Hall reports. (NewsNation) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:41:17 PM 

Salmonella in sushi may have sickened 90 

Government health officials are investigating a growing outbreak of salmonella food poisoning possibly tied to 

restaurant sushi that has sickened at least 90 people in 19 states and the District of Columbia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20126:52:04 PM 

Facebook launches counterattack against Yahoo 

Facebook mounted its own legal offensive against Yahoo on Tuesday by accusing Yahoo of infringing 10 of Facebook's 

patents, according to a court filing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:03:59 PM 

Video: Video: Tornadoes send semi trailers flying 

Ig~~...,~wo tornadoes touched down south of Dallas catapulting 18-wheelers across the area. Aerials from 

KXAS. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:07:07 PM 

Educator fired for not providing Facebook password 

Ig~~""IKimberIY Hester's legal battle to regain her job, which began a year ago when she first posted the picture, 

is emerging as representatives in various states push for state and federal legislation preventing 
employers from requiring inappropriate access to social network accounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:31:34 PM 

'Tremendous damage' as tornadoes hit suburban Dallas 

Live video showed a huge tornado blasting through suburbs of Dallas, throwing 18-wheel trailers like toys as power lines 

exploded in a shower of sparks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:43:56 PM 

Binational gay couples sue to overturn DOMA 

Ig~~""lsame-sex couples, in which one partner is a foreigner, have filed a lawsuit challenging a federal law that 

prevents them from getting a green card for their spouses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20127:48:07 PM 

Woman, 80, crash lands plane after husband dies 

Ig~~""IAn 80-year-old woman with little experience flying planes was forced to make an emergency landing 

Monday when her husband, a certified pilot, slumped over the controls of his twin-engine Cessna in the 
skies of northeastern Wisconsin on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20128:00:30 PM 

Stocks slide after comments from Fed 

Stocks slid Tuesday after minutes from the most recent meeting of the Fed's policy-setting committee showed the Fed 

appeared less keen to launch additional stimulus measures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20128:22:34 PM 

Auto sales record best quarter since 2008 

Ig~~""~he auto industry rode the appeal of smaller cars to its best quarterly performance since 2008. Chrysler 

reported a 34 percent increase in March auto sales. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20128:45:00 PM 

Calif. shooting: Christian college catered to Koreans 

Ig~~""IOikOS University, where authorities sayan expelled student methodically gunned down seven people, 
caters to a fast-growing market: Korean-American Christians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20128:50:12 PM 

Half of cancer survivors die from other diseases 

By MyHealthNewsDaily Staff About half of cancer survivors die from diseases other than cancer, such as cardiovascular 

and respiratory diseases, a new study says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20129:03:10 PM 

Gas prices pause their rise, but it's just a pause 

The surge in gasoline prices has stalled around $3.92 per gallon, but experts caution that more increases are coming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/20129:50:54 PM 

LIVE: leaderboard updates from the Masters 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 10:26:49 PM 

Texans crowdsource the tornadoes 

As a dark storm cloud ripped across north Texas, destination unclear as it sent semi-trailers flying and uprooted trees, 

many anxious residents turned to Twitter and Facebook. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/3/2012 10:49:06 PM 

Tractor trailers fly as tornado strikes trucking hub 

Ig~~""IA tornado that struck a national trucking company's south Dallas hub sent huge trailers flying hundreds of 
feet into the air and caused "massive" damage, company officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 12:26:03 AM 

'KONY 2012' sequel postponed 

Calling it "everything we couldn't fit into KONY 2012," Invisible Children will once again inform audiences about Joseph 

Kony's use of child soldiers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 12:28:58 AM 

Demographics power Romney's Maryland win 

Following familiar demographic patterns from previous primaries, the state of Maryland lined up favorably for GOP 

presidential candidate Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 12:52:08 AM 

The surprising new face of obesity 

Ig~~""INew research suggests Body Mass Index, an estimate of body fat, is not accurate enough in identifying 

people who ought to be categorized as obese. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:37:48 AM 

Romney wins primaries in Wisconsin, Maryland and D.C. 

With the general election matchup against President Obama beginning to take shape, Mitt Romney led in Wisconsin and 

won the Republican primaries in Maryland and Washington, D.C. on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:48:19 AM 

Romney improves beyond his base in Wisconsin 

NBC News has declared Romney the winner in Wisconsin, and familiar patterns emerged that led to his win, according to 

exit polls. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:56:18 AM 

Olbermann on working at Current: 'I screwed up' 

Ig~~""IDayS after his sudden ouster from Current TV, the political commentator addressed his departure from 
the cable network with David Letterman on CBS' "Late Show" on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:01:10 AM 

Pitcher's widow outraged: Killer gets out early 

The widow of Atlanta Braves relief pitcher Dave Shotkoski is reliving the pain of her husband's murder with news that 

the killer was released after serving 15 years of his 27-year sentence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:13:59 AM 

Romney eyes Obama after primary sweep 

With the general election matchup against President Obama beginning to take shape, Mitt Romney Wisconsin won the 

Republican primaries in Wisconsin, Maryland and Washington, D.C. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:14:29 AM 

Expert: AI-Qaida eyes Africa in terror war 

The war against al-Qaida is at a "critical moment" as the terrorist group looks to regroup in Africa, the author of a new 

report told msnbc. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:47:53 AM 

CBT: Griner, Baylor women finish record 40-0 run 

CBT: Behind Brittney Griner's 26 points, 13 rebounds and five blocks, Bears blitz Notre Dame, become first team to go 

40-0 in a season. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:05:09 AM 

'Dancing With the Stars' reveals elimination twist 

Ig~~""IHost Tom Bergeron revealed on the elimination show that for three weeks starting the week after next, 
it's the judges who will get the final say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:05:20 AM 

'Loser' makeover takes years off one contestant 

Ig~~""~he makeover shocker of the night was that the woman who started the competition looking like a fitting 

Mrs. Klaus to her Santa of a husband, Roy, doesn't anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20124:05:47 AM 

Pew: Hispanics prefer ID by country of origin 

Hispanic? Latino? When it comes to describing themselves, most Hispanics prefer to identify themselves by their family's 

country of origin, a Pew survey finds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:08:24 AM 

Catching, the toughest job in sports 

Ig~~""IHarkins: The baseball catcher is a scout and a coach. He's a psychiatrist and a self-help therapist. He's the 

first one to sacrifice his body and the last line of defense. He's got the responsibilities of a quarterback, 
yet receives the notoriety of an offensive lineman. Want to be a catcher? Good luck. You won't find any 
sporting venture that's tougher. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:25:53 AM 

Report: Alleged Oikos gunman 'can't deal with women' 

Ig~~""lone Goh, the former student accused of shooting dead seven people at a small Christian college in 

Oakland, Calif., was consumed by an inability to get along with women, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:30:53 AM 

France arrests 10 more Islamist suspects in raids 

Police arrested 10 suspected Islamists in early-morning raids across France on Wednesday in a clampdown that follows 

fatal shootings by an al-Qaida-inspired gunman last month. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:03:36 AM 

Texas clean-up as southeast US braces for twisters 

Thunderstorms and possibly tornadoes could hit much of the southeastern United States Wednesday as attempts to 

clear up from the twisters in North Texas Tuesday continued. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:02:25 AM 

Cops pepper-spray 30 at Calif. college fees protest 

Ig~~""lup to 30 people were pepper-sprayed by police after students tried to storm a Santa Monica College 

trustee board meeting in protest over proposed higher course fees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/201211:19:41 AM 

Help wanted: Automakers have trouble filling all the jobs 

Ig~~""~he jobs were there, more than 1,000, with everyone from the Detroit automakers to Korea's Hyundai 
looking to hire. What was missing were the job-seekers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/201212:13:32 PM 

Calls to ban Syria Olympic chief from London Games 

Britain is facing calls to ban the president of Syria's Olympic committee from entering the country to attend this 

summer's London 2012 Games. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/201212:16:10 PM 

Groupon sued by investor for accounting, IPQ 

Groupon, the world's largest online coupon website, is being sued by a shareholder for misleading investors about its 

financial results and concealing weak internal controls. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 12:24:32 PM 

Meat labels to ID 'pink slime,' USDA says 

Ig~~""IAS consumers clamor for more transparency about the beef product dubbed "pink slime," federal 

agriculture officials have agreed to allow several meat producers to list the stuff on package labels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 12:26:49 PM 

Lauer to Ryan Seacrest: Are you taking my job? 

Ig~~""lln his interview with Ryan Seacrest, Matt didn't shy away from the asking the question that's fueled 

headlines over the past few months: "What kind of conversations have you had with NBC about joining 
the TODAY show," he asked Ryan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/201212:47:53 PM 

Hamptons real estate heating up again 

Ig~~""IAIl over the Hamptons, summer homes are starting to move again, according to more than two dozen 

people involved in the market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/201212:48:06 PM 

6 surprising signs you need more sleep 

Ig~~""lchronic lack of sleep can lead to a host of problems -- high blood pressure, obesity, depression, irregular 

hormone production, a weakened immune system, memory lapses, constant irritability, and decreased 
concentration and reaction times. Whoa. How do you know you're getting enough? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:12:33 PM 

Israeli cops evict Jewish settlers from Hebron 

Ig~~""llsraeli police evicted Jewish settlers Wednesday from a building in the heart of the West Bank city of 

Hebron, a frequent flashpoint in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:13:03 PM 

After Wis., writing on wall for GOP contest 

First Read: Given that we didn't learn anything new in Wisconsin - or in Maryland or DC - the writing is on the wall: 

Mitt Romney, unless the extraordinary occurs, is going to be the Republican presidential nominee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:13:19 PM 

Crane collapse in Manhattan kills 1, injures 4 

A day after a construction boom crane crashed to the ground at a Manhattan work site, killing one construction worker 

and seriously injuring another, authorities are trying to figure out what caused the accident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20121:34:40 PM 

Hero pit bull takes bullet during home invasion 

Kilo the pit bull was shot in the head as he tried to protect his owner from a would-be home invader posing as a FedEx 

deliveryman over the weekend. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:23:55 PM 

Blackout nation: fault leaves Cyprus without power 

The whole island of Cyprus woke up without electricity Wednesday after a problem at one of its power plants resulted in 

the entire grid shutting down, according to local media reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:24:02 PM 

Hundreds of dolphins killed by search for oil off Peru? 

Ig~~""lconservationists counted 615 dead dolphins along beaches in Peru, a wildlife group said Wednesday, and 

the leading suspect is acoustic testing offshore by oil companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:29:04 PM 

Yahoo slashing 14 percent of its workforce 

In a long-anticipated move, struggling Internet giant Yahoo said Wednesday that it would be cutting 2,000 jobs, or about 

14 percent, of its workforce. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20122:34:06 PM 

More workers say they expect a raise 

Now that the economy has been adding jobs at a steady clip, more of us are ready to tell our boss to "show me the 

money! 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:09:29 PM 

Ryan Gosling saves writer's life 

Ig~~""~ust when Ryan Gosling couldn't get any better, he did. The actor apparently saved a British woman from 

getting hit by a taxi in New York on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:13:18 PM 

Ai Weiwei cam - a 'gift' for fans 

Ig~~""IA day after installing home cameras to parody the Chinese police's 24-hour surveillance of himself, Ai 

Weiwei discusses his intentions with NBC News in Beijing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:24:02 PM 

Somali Olympic chief killed in Mogadishu suicide blast 

The president of Somalia's Olympic committee and the head of the country's soccer federation are among those killed in 

a suicide blast in Mogadishu, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:56:35 PM 

12 injured during turbulence on flight to Houston 

At least 12 people were injured Wednesday during turbulence on a flight from Tampa, Fla., to Houston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20123:59:02 PM 

'Very unusual' start to tornado season 

Tornado season is only just beginning, but already this year has seen dozens of destructive twisters from Illinois to Texas, 

where up to 18 might have touched town on Tuesday alone in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20124:11:26 PM 

Hope 'annihilated,' Greek retiree kills himself 

Ig~~""IA retired Greek pharmacist shot himself dead outside Greece's parliament Wednesday, saying he refused 

to scrounge for food in the garbage amid the austerity crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20124:36:53 PM 

China overtakes US as top grocery market 

Ig~~""~he Chinese economy may have slowed from its red-hot growth pace, but that hasn't taken a bite out of 

consumer demand for groceries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20124:48:46 PM 

Police photo lineups challenged after wrongful convictions 

A new study suggests that photographs presented one-by-one, by a person unrelated to the case, significantly reduced 

wrongful identifications. NBC's Rock Center reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20124:55:43 PM 

'Perfect storm' encourages sales of vacation homes 

Ig~~""IDeclining real estate prices, low mortgage rates and solid demand for vacation rentals are pushing 
vacation-home buyers back into the market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20125:04:54 PM 

Doctors question 45 common medical tests 

Old checklist for doctors: order that test, write that prescription. New checklist for doctors: first ask yourself if the 

patient really needs it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20125:39:24 PM 

Romney accuses Obama of 'hide and seek' politics 

First Read: With last night's hat trick of decisive primary state wins behind him, a victorious Mitt Romney launched into 

his general election attack against President Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20125:54:31 PM 

Despite opposition, Conn. poised to end death penalty 

Ig~~""IDesPite widespread public opposition, Connecticut may become the next state to abolish the death 

penalty, with lawmakers taking up the vote Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:03:01 PM 

Here's where your income tax dollars go 

Ig~~""ILike many tax filers you're probably asking yourself where all those tax dollars go when the state and 

federal governments get their hands on them. Here's a primer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:03:01 PM 

Here's where your income tax dollars go 

Ig~~""ILike many tax filers you're probably asking yourself where all those tax dollars go when the state and 

federal governments get their hands on them. Here's a primer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:08:16 PM 

Lofty expectations for Tiger, Rory, Lefty 

Hoggard: For the first time in recent history, there are three legitimate favorites heading into the Masters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:24:31 PM 

Too-beautiful British writer: 'The bile proves my point' 

Ig~~""lsheJs back! Samantha Brick defiantly defends herself against critics of her essay about the travails of 

being too attractive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:55:15 PM 

5 charged in 9/11 attacks could face death penalty 

Ig~~""lchargeS against Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and four alleged co-conspirators in the 9/11 attacks in 2001 
were referred by the Pentagon, and the men could face the death penalty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:58:02 PM 

Police 'very much concerned' about missing mom 

Ig~~""lpolice in Miramar, Fla., say Vilet Torrez, 38, was last seen visiting a friend Friday evening. Her family 

reportered her missing on Monday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20126:58:30 PM 

Stephen Colbert wins Peabody Award 

Ig~~""lcomedY show "The Colbert Report" won a prestigious Peabody Award on Wednesday for its segments on 

SuperPACs, in which host Stephen Colbert launched his own SuperPAC as a satirical protest against 
political spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20127:48:53 PM 

5 cops get stiff sentences in Katrina shootings 

Five former New Orleans police officers have been sentenced to prison terms ranging from six to 65 years years for their 

roles in the deadly shootings of unarmed residents on a bridge after Hurricane Katrina. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:09:37 PM 

CNBC: Why we have nothing to fear from $4 gas 

For the majority of the country, $4 gas isn't going to doom us or our economy. Here's why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:31:08 PM 

'Million hijabs' shows solidarity for slain woman 

Ig~~""~he murder of an Iraqi immigrant in her San Diego home has sparked a Facebook campaign in which 

women are wearing hijabs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:45:18 PM 

Wolves now labeled 'predators' in Wyoming 

Ig~~""~he gray wolf, soon to be off the endangered species list in Wyoming, will have a new official title in 86 

percent of the state, meaning anyone may shoot a wolf on sight, no permit required. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20128:59:26 PM 

The answer to an unasked question: PB&J vodka 

You may have thought that bacon-flavored vodka was bad - and if you tasted it you know this to be hangover-inducingly 

true. But that may be top shelf compared to peanut butter & jelly vodka. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:43:46 PM 

Did the shroud actually inspire the Gospels? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: An art historian contends that the Shroud of Turin bears the true imprint 

of Jesus' body, and that displays of the cloth inspired the Easter story of his resurrection. Skeptics and 
believers alike scoff at the idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:45:59 PM 

New foreclosure wave to hit 'everyday' borrowers 

Half a decade into the deepest u.s. housing crisis since the 1930s, many Americans are hoping the crisis is finally nearing 

its end. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:49:27 PM 

FDA inspectors probe pet jerky treats in China 

Federal health officials have sent inspectors into Chinese plants that make chicken jerky pet treats to investigate 

potential links to illnesses and deaths in hundreds of dogs in the United States, two lawmakers say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:52:02 PM 

Boy, 9: 'Dear Amina, I am sorry I hurt you ... ' 

Ig~~""~he 9-year-old boy who brought a gun to class that went off and seriously wounded a classmate 

apologizes in a letter to the girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/20129:59:02 PM 

5 cops get stiff sentences in Katrina shootings 

Five former New Orleans police officers were sentenced to long prison terms in shootings at a bridge that left two 

civilians dead and four wounded in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:03:05 PM 

Suicide risk spikes after cancer diagnosis 

The risk of suicide rose in the weeks immediately following a cancer diagnosis, a new study shows. Patients were almost 

13 times more likely to commit suicide in the first week after learning they had cancer than they were prior to the 

diagnosis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:22:20 PM 

Study aims to settle C02 climate battle 

Ig~~""IA scientific paper aims to undermine an argument used by some who are skeptical of a connection 

between warming temperatures and rising carbon dioxide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:28:21 PM 

Coroner's report: Houston was face down in tub 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to the report, the singer's assistant found her face down and unresponsive in the bathtub. 
"Remnants of a white powdery substance" were also found in the bathroom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:50:58 PM 

Video: Obama spurs controversy after criticizing judicial activism 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's comments about the health care law touched off a debate, leading a federal 

judge to ask the Justice Department to refute what Obama said. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 10:53:58 PM 

Zoo watch: Did Scotland's new pandas mate? 

Ig~~""lsweetie, a female giant panda, met her intended breeding mate, Sunshine, at Edinburgh Zoo a day ago. 

Sparks flew, there was "vocalization," lots of encouragement and then ... 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 11:30:52 PM 

Lifting the veil on Afghanistan's female addicts 

Ig~~""IReuters reports: Anita lifted the sky-blue burqa from her face, revealing glazed eyes and cracked lips from 

years of smoking opium, and touched her saggy belly, still round from giving birth to her seventh child a 
month ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/4/2012 11:52:35 PM 

Judge questions Obama's comments about courts 

NBC News' Pete Williams reports on a controversy sparked by federal appeals court Judge Jerry Smith, who put a Justice 

Department lawyer on the spot for remarks made by his boss. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:47:57 AM 

Video: Becoming a lego 'Master Model Builder' 

Ig~~""lwhat if you could get paid for playing with Legos? It's a job that children dream of and a job that some 
adults wish was attainable. At the Legoland Discovery Center, there is such a job as a 'Master Model 

Builder' and Rock Center sat in on the interviews. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:48:48 AM 

Video: Docs charging for unnecessary procedures? 

Ig~~""llt is one of the biggest and most overlooked factors in the rising cost of health care. According to 

government estimates, fraud in programs such as Medicare and Medicaid costs taxpayers $80 billion a 
year, with some estimates as high as twice that amount. CNBC Senior Correspondent Scott Cohn investigates 
how some medical providers are increasing revenues by billing for unnecessary procedures. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20122:02:43 AM 

Lohse, Cards ruin Marlins' party 

Ig~~""IKYle Lohse didn't allow a hit until the seventh inning and pitched into the eighth Wednesday night to help 

the World Series champion st. Louis Cardinals spoil the Miami Marlins' debut in their new ballpark, 4-1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20122:47:15 AM 

How would you sound on other planets? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: If you could speak on Venus, you might sound a bit like a deep-voiced 
Smurf - while on Mars, your voice could have the ring of a higher-pitched Shrek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20123:12:19 AM 

Not in their house: LeBron, Heat beat Thunder 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 34 points and 10 assists, and the Miami Heat avenged a loss at Oklahoma City last 

week, rallying to beat the Thunder 98-93 on Wednesday night for their 17th straight home victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20123:42:35 AM 

'Idol' judges think everyone rocks - except for 2 

Ig~~""~he panel was clearly basking in the nostalgic glow of the '80s theme. Pretty much everyone got kudos, 

oversinging be darned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20123:43:53 AM 

Owners of NZ ship charged over environmental disaster 

Ig~~""~he owners of a stricken container ship wrecked on a reef off a popular New Zealand holiday spot have 

been charged with causing the country's worst environmental disaster in decades, maritime officials said 
on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:26:29 AM 

Susan Powell's father-in-law skipped work at time of disappearance 

Ig~~""~he tragic saga of a woman who disappeared two years ago in Utah and her husband who later killed 

himself and their two young sons in Washington State continued to unfold this week with even more 
puzzling details. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20126:34:01 AM 

Conn. Senate votes to repeal death penalty 

Ig~~""IDesPite public support for the death penalty, Connecticut may become the next state to abolish capital 

punishment. The state's Senate approved a bill to repeal the death penalty early Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:29:55 AM 

Pakistan militant with $10 million bounty taunts US 

Ig~~""IWhO wants to be a millionaire? In Pakistan, all you have to do is give the United States information 

leading to the arrest or conviction of Hafiz Saeed, an Islamist leader whose whereabouts are not a 
mystery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:35:45 AM 

23-year-old with $315K bar bill held in trading probe 

A 23-year-old financier who garnered headlines after reportedly running up a world-record bar bill of more than 

$315,000 last month has been arrested over suspected unauthorized trading. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:37:22 AM 

'Snakes on a plane': Pilot makes emergency landing 

A pilot made an emergency landing during a flight in Australia, reportedly telling air traffic controllers "look, you're not 

going to believe this. I've got snakes on a plane. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 10:53:31 AM 

'Martyr for Greece': Protests follow retiree's suicide 

An elderly Greek's suicide outside parliament has quickly become a symbol of the pain of austerity and has been seized 

upon by opponents of the budget cuts imposed by Greece's international lenders. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 10:57:34 AM 

PhotoBlog: Wife held at knifepoint for 6 hours 

Ig~~""IA tense standoff in which a Thai man held his wife hostage with a knife to her throat ended after six 

hours when police used a Taser gun to disable him. 

View article ... 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scheduling Meeting 
Bubba and Rick 
6/19/201410:00 AM 
6/19/201411 :00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scheduling Meeting 
Bubba and Rick 
6/19/201410:00 AM 
6/19/201411 :00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scheduling Meeting 
Bubba and Rick 
6/19/201410:00 AM 
6/19/201411 :00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

ASPSA - Compliance Meeting? 
7/25/201412:00 PM 
7/25/20142:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Carmichael 
8/11/20149:00 AM 
8/11/201410:30AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/20148:15 AM 
8/20/2014 10:45 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/20148:15 AM 
8/20/2014 10:45 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:30 AM 
8/20/201411 :00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:30 AM 
8/20/201411 :00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:00 AM 
8/20/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:00 AM 
8/20/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:00 AM 
8/20/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:00 AM 
8/20/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
8/20/2014 8:30 AM 
8/20/20149:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Loudermilk 
9/2/20149:00 AM 
9/2/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Loudermilk 
9/2/20149:00 AM 
9/2/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Rams Club 
9/15/20149:00 AM 
9/15/201410:30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Rams Club 
9/15/20149:00 AM 
9/15/201410:30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
Rams Club 
9/15/20149:00 AM 
9/15/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
9/16/20148:30 AM 
9/16/201410:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Coaches Meeting 
EWAC1 
9/16/20148:30 AM 
9/16/201410:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Executive Staff Meeting 
10/27/20149:00 AM 
10/27/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Disney: Carolina Game Day Culture 
Carmichael 
8/13/20145:30 PM 
8/13/20148:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scrimmage @ 8:25am 
8/9/20148:00 AM 
8/9/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scrimmage @ 8:25am 
8/9/20148:00 AM 
8/9/201410:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: Occurs every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM effective 8/15/2014. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Complete a Quick Sheet for Zac Selmon 
8/15/20147:30 AM 
8/15/20148:30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Friday from 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Football Scrimmage @ Kenan 
8/16/20149:00 AM 
8/16/201411 :30 AM 
Busy 
(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scrimmage @ Kenan 
8/16/20149:00 AM 
8/16/201411 :30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football Scrimmage 
8/16/20149:30 AM 
8/16/201411 :30 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football @ East Carolina 
9/19/20149:00 AM 
9/20/2014 11 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Football @ East Carolina 
9/18/20149:00 AM 
9/20/2014 11 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 







Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FOOTBALL @ Clemson 
9/26/2014 9:00 AM 
9/27/201411 :30 PM 

Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FOOTBALL @ Noire Dame 
10/10/20149:00 AM 
10/11/201411:30 PM 

Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

FOOTBALL @ Duke 
11/20/201410:00AM 
11/20/20147:00 PM 

Show Time As: Out Of Office 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Football Scrimmage 
8/23/20144:00 PM 
8/23/20146:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

Football Scrimmage 
8/23/20144:00 PM 
8/23/20146:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 







Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora Radio Show @ Tapa 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Coach Fedora radio Show @ TOPO 
8/26/20147:00 PM 
8/26/20149:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: Weekly 
Recurrence Pattern: every Tuesday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

First Year Letterwinners Reception 
BUSINESS ATTIRE 1 BZ Concourse Club 
9/5/20145:30 PM 
9/5/20147:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

First Year Letterwinners Reception 
BUSINESS ATTIRE 1 BZ Concourse Club 
9/5/20145:30 PM 
9/5/20147:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

FACMeeting 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 

FACMeeling 
105 South 
9/16/20143:30 PM 
9/16/20145:30 PM 
Busy 
(none) 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
105 South Building 
9/11/20143:00 PM 
9/11/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 





Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
105 South Building 
9/11/20143:00 PM 
9/11/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



Subject: 
Start: 
End: 

Provost Working Group Meeting 
9/11/20143:00 PM 
9/11/20144:30 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories: Must Attend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 6:58 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 73 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

2 73 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

anthony smith <a11thon:ysrnitlh .. ';O'{a)msn.cOlYl> ]Pad-W?~ ~'1ksc .. 560 1-1987?B ?aUZpLTYOZ2IsocM~?~ ~·)ksc .. 560 1-1987?B?oeM~?~ 
Fred Pryor SemmarsiCareerTrack SelniJlarSC"reer'l·ra"kGa)rloscOlYlm.net>i Don't miss out on special trainmg ojTers from Fred Pryor Semmars/CareerTrack 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, November 13, 2010 6:58 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-mdev@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. November 15. 2010 9:55 PM 

mdev@med.unc.edu; Tia Over,treet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lNFORMATIONAL: Kid Hearing Study 

HEARlNG 
RESEARCH STUDY 

Need 4 - 10 year-old children with normal hearing. and no histOlY of 
middle ear infections. The research study will consist of two to three 
visits of one hour each. The participants will sit in a sound-proof 
room and listen to beeps in noise. PartIcipants will be compensated for 
their time at a rate of SI5 per visit. 

The purpose of this research study IS to obtain a better understanding 
of hearing. The research study takes place in MacNider Hall 

FOR MORE INFORl\1A TION EMAIL 
HearingLab@med.unc.edu 

This research study has been revIewed and approved by the 
BIOmedIcal InstItutional Review Board 
Principal Investigator Josepb W. !-Iall, PhD 966-8926 

IRE Approval Date 10/04110 
Studyii 86-SURG-99 

Tb,S email is sponsored by: Otolaryngology 

Tb,S email is sponsored by: Otolaryngology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, slgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<cbt4bn@unc.edu> 

Monday. November 22,2010 10:03 PM 

cbl4bn@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Bulimia Nervosa Treatment Study 

The lJNC Eatmg Disorders Program is conducting a research study to treat 
bulImia. EligIble participants receive 16 sessions of cognitIve 
behavlOral (CBT) group therapy specifically designed to reduce bmge 
eating and pw-ging. All sessions are offered at no cost. 

You must 18 years or older and have a home computer with mternet access 
to partIcIpate 

Please call Sara at 919.966.2882 or email cbt4bn@unc.edu for more 
infom1ation 

\vw\v.cbt4bn.unc.edu 

Study # 07-2002 
IRE: Biomedical 
Title: Optimizing Technology in the Treatment of Bulimia Nervosa 
Renewal Approval Date: 1211412009 

This email is sponsored by: lINC Eating Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformailOn" 
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danielle ~agne@med. unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Concerned Your Teens Eating is Out of Control? 

Concerned Your Teen's Eating is Out of Control? African American 
Famihes Needed for an NIH Funded Study 

The UNC Eating Disorders Program is conductmg focus groups to assist in 
the development of a program to promote healthy eating in African 
American teen girls. \Ve are lookmg for parents/caregivers and their 
teen daughters (13-18 years old) to attend a 2 hour focus group and 
complete questionnaires gIving us your opinions. For your participatIOn 
in this research study, you and your teen \vill each receive a $25 gIft 
card 

For more information contact us at: (919) 843-2483. 

Study Number: 10-0838 
IRE: Biomedical 
Approval Date: 7/20/2010 

Tbis emaIilS sponsored by: UNC Eatmg Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emall preference, SIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Study #2 

<Teresa _ Hopper@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 9: 12 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa_Hopper@med.unc.edu 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Need Men and Women, ages 18-79, diagnosed with IBS-D, Study #2 

Has your physician diagnosed you wIth DIarrhea-Predominant IrrItable 
Bowel Syndrome (IBS-D)? You may be eligIble to particIpate in a 
research study evaluating an investigational drug. You must be at least 
18 to participate, been diagnosed with IBS-D, and had colonoscopy. 

Your participation \vould mvolve: 
1. Completing 8 visIts dming the 18-week study 
2. Givmg blood samples 
,. Documenting IBS-related abdominal pain daily 
4. Documenting stool cu,,,,,,,c<,cy 
5. Completing electromc 
6. Completmg 
7 Self-administering 

QualifIed participants will receive $600.00 compensation for 
partIcIpatIOn. 

For more infonnatioll, please contact: 

Teresa Hopper, PhD 
41 07C Biomformatics Bldg., CBiI 7080 
Cbapel Hill, NC 27599-7080 
919-843-7892. 
(TeresaHopper@med.unc.edu) 

Tbls study has been approved by the Biomedical InstItutional Review 
Board at UNC-CH on 9/30il o. 

IRB# 10-1003 
Title: A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Parallel-group, 
Dose-ranging, Multicenter Study to Evaluate tbe Efficacy, Safety, and 
TolerabIlity ofJNJ-27018966 in tbe Treatment ofPatrents with lrntable 
Bowel Syndrome with Dlarrbea 

VISIt us at: http:'lw-vvw.med.unc.edw'medicme/fgidcl 

This email is sponsored by Tbe UNC Center for FunctlOnal Gl & Motility 
DIsorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<dsanders@lneurologYouncoedu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 8:18 PM 

dsanders@neurologYouncoedu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Volunteers Needed for Study on Restless Leg Syndrome 

Weare conducting a research study in which \ve examme the long -tenn 
effectIveness of certam drugs at treating Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS). 
If you are over the age of21, have a diagnosis ofRLS, and have started 
treatment with a Dopamine medIcation (J\1irapex or ReqUlp) or a Narcotic 
medication \vithin the last six months you may qualify. 

If you particIpate, you will be asked to visit the UNC Sleep Center from 
3pm to 7pm on six occasions over the cow·se of a year. On each visit you 
will w1dergo a clinical evaluation, whIch will include several 
questionnaires and a standard procedure used to measure 11mb movements 

Compensation and reimbursement \vill be provIded for participation. 

If you are on one of these types of medications, and are interested in 
learning more about the study please contact us at the follmving email: 
dsanders@neurology.unc.edu 

Approved by the UNC Biomedical IRE: 4/27/09 
IRB Study # 09-01 05 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Neurology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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<scott _ wallace@medouncoedu> 

Thursday, December 2, 2010 8:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu>; scotl_ wallace@medouncoedu 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Healthy Adult~ needed for MRI study 

TO: Faculty, Staff and Students 

The Autism Research Program invites you to participate as a volunteer in 
a research study involving parents of chIldren with autism and parents 
of typically developing children to see how areas of their brain react 
\vhen they are doing tasks related to processmg SOCIal informatIOn. \Ve 
are interested 111 looking at the brain function of these parents as they 
perform tasks involving perception of faces and scenes with emotional 
content We will be looking at areas of the brain that are thought to be 
involved with the processing of social cognition. Vie will be using a 
scanning device called a 1v1agnetic Resonance Imaging Scam1er, or an l'vfRI 
scanner, to look at bram functIOning. 

Vie are looking for parents of typically developing children who are less 
than 56 old to help us wIth this study. Compensation for this 
study is an hour up to SIOO for participating in the initral 
screenmg and assessment portIOn of the study and then $25 an hour for 
particIpating in the l'v1RI scans. Participation takes bet\veen 10-12 hours 
over 2-3 seSSIOns. 

]fyou are interested m participating in tbiS study you may contact us 
by either emailmg one of the contacts listed below, or callmg us 
toll-free at 1-800-793-5715 and ask about the "SocIal CognitlOn and MRI 
study" We will then provide furtber details about tbe project No one 
is expected to pay for travel or other expenses mcurred during 
participation m thIS study 

\Ve thank you in advance for your interest m this important project. If 
you want to pass tbiS information along to otbers who may quald)T for 
thIS researcb study, please do so. 

Please contact:: Scott \Vallace 

lRB# 05-2576 

scott __ wall ace(@med.unc.edu 
1-800-793-5715 

IRB approval date: 5/21/l0 
lRB exprratron: 1/l9/l1 

This email is sponsored by· Autism Research Project 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<bpearson@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. December 6, 2010 8:19 PM 

bpearson@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Pregnant women interested in breastfeeding 

Are you or IS someone you know pregnant? 

If so, would you be willing to help lJNC researchers better understand 
the relatIOnship between postpartum mood and breastfeeding? 

Pregnancy and the postpartum period is a time of great transItion in a 
woman's life. Researchers from U1'JC departments of Psychiatry and 
Obstetrics are hoping to understand the complex relationship between 
postpartum depression and breastfeeding. 

Are you: 
Between 18 and 45 years old? 
Pregnant? 
Planning on breastfeeding yow· baby? 
Currently depressed or a hIstory of depression? 

If so ... please call Brenda at 843-8084 or email bpearson@med.unc.edu 

All research study visits and medical evaluations related to this study 
will be provided at no cost to participants. TbiS study requires 3 
VISIts to lINC. $225 compensation upon completion. 

Approved 12/30/2009 by the CommIttee on the Protection oflhe RIghts of 
Hwnan Subjects Biomedical InstitutlOnai Review Board 
IRE Study II 09-2059 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:'" email wIil only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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Sent: 
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Monday. December 6, 2010 8:43 PM 

kala _ aline@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have a chest cold? 

A Single Center, Parallel, Double Bind, Placebo Controlled Trial to 
Assess the Effect of Mucinex (1200mg GGE) on Mucociliary and Cough 
Clearance (]vICe/ CC) dw-mg an acute respiratory infection 

Su1lJECT: Research study to assess the effects of Mucinex (an over the 
CQW1ter medication) on individuals with a chest cold 

We are looking for mdividuals 18 to 65 old who are healthy, 
non-smokers, with no asthlna or active to participate 111 a 
study looking at the effects of Mucinex. You must have of a 
chest cold with a productive cough for no more than 10 and no 
fever. You should not have received a seasonal flu vaccine or HINI 
vaccine \vithin 2 weeks. You cannot participate if you are pregnant or 
nursing as there is a small amount of radiation involved 

The study mcludes a screening visit, which lasts for 2 hours, and if 
eligible a second visit which lasts for 8 hours and a third ViSIt which 
will lasts 45 mmutes 
The purpose of the study is to assess the effects of Mucin ex (1200mg) on 
bealthy, nonsmoking adults dunng an acute respIratory tract infection 
(cold). This is done by having you inhale a small amount of a 
radiolabelisotope (radIatIOn, roughly as much as 3 chest x-rays), and 
watching tbe radiation wIth a camera as your body clears the mucus. 

Interested mdIviduals may call 919-843-9108 for additlOnal information 
or email asthmastudies@med.unc.edu 
IRB II 10-0050 
Approved 1111111 0 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Envlfonmenta111edecine,Asthma 
&Lung Biology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 104 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 2 104 

Incoming 

From 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

I Compare the Top 10 Business Phone Systems 
i (no subject) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 6:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 105 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 105 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Bert Bland <lincoln.frank@mailman.tnzma.com> i [rfl45] Email hsts for the UK 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-alison _teny@med.unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, December 8, 20108:20 PM 

alison _teny@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.ed~> 

INFORMATIONAL: Perimenopausal Women Needed f()r Research Study 

The Center for Women's J\1ood Disorders at lJNC is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (women in the menopause transition period) to 
examine the predictors of who might benefIt most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioration and to lower cardiovascular risk dunng the 
menopause transItIon. 

WE "N'EED WOMEN 1NHO 

1) are between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) are in the menopause transition (irregulari absent menstrual cycles 
or hot f1ashes) 
3) are medically healthy 
4) have either a) had '2 or more experiences \vith depressIOn in the 
past, but are not currently depressed OR b) never experienced depression 

You may quahfy for a research study providing up to $1,275 in 
compensatIOn. 

For more infoll)ation, please call (919) 843-9374. This study is 
conducted by David Rubinow, M.D. and Susan C3irdler, Ph.D, lINC 
Department of Psychiatry 

The research study is IRB #10-0542 This emarl was approved by the 
UNC-CI-l BiomedIcallRB on 5/13/2010. 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: <Administrator> 

Sent: 

To: 

Thursday, December 9,2010 7:00 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 8-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 8 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 113 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New' 113 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Florence NIX <ibeartmonster@ibeartmonster.com> 
Maryanne Cran <gynae@Joshmatambo.co.za> 
Newswatch <release@;calcium.netcontentmc.net> 
Rex Halbelsen <info@webalgmarkeilng.com> 
MRS. BRENDA C301'vlAZ <mm1<o@awaa 
Jerrod Xiong 
Drew C3rove <lrlJo,:q)llUr'[)S,mgue;""bo. 

I Wed, 8 Dec 2010 21:1846 +0700 
I Wed, 8 Dec 2010114935 -0300 

I Facebook FInng: Time io Update Your SocIal JvJeciia PolicIes, Dec 9 Webinar 
i Colorado's fresh Chnstmas trees -Save $10 oJI 

HELLO .. 

I (no subject) 
Francesco \VIlliam <wrose@~wnes.edu> I END OF YEAR ONLINE PROMO CO]\J1~-IRMATJON 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

Flles 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-saraJlOfmeiCl@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 9, 2010 8:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; sara_ hofineier@med.unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Exploring the Role of Weight in Relationships 

Do you and your partner both have \veight concerns? 

We are interested in learning more about couples who both struggle \vith 
\veight control 

In preparatIOn for developing a new weight-loss treatment, we are 
conducting in depth interviews \vith couples about their experiences with 
weight and lifesty Ie change. Both you and your partner must be willing 
to participate. You will each fill out questlOnnaires and will be 
interviewed indIvidually about your experiences with food, weight, and 
exercise. Participation will take up to t\vo hours. 

Please contact Sara, the ProJect Coordinator. at (919) 843-2483 or by 
email at sara _hofmeier@med.unc.edu. 

Study Name: Exploring the Role of Weight 111 RelatlOnships 
Study Number: 10-1427 
IRB: BlOmedical 
Approval Date: 08-31-2010 

This email is sponsored by: lINC Eating Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:'" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, December 11,2010 6:59 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'22 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 122 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Randolpb Lara i You bave new message! 
Beverley Hamilton '''''"IWCI"l. IRE 66549 
Bruno Gold <erate@?cmsaonlme.net> i No de,;criDticm 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. December 12,2010 7:03 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'26 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 4 126 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Tamara Battle I (no subject) 
New Message 

<contact@eddiekeogb.com> I r no subject] 
<skoyiyumptewa@hopi.nsn.us> i (no subject) 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<-elena.lamarche@unc.edu.~ 

Monday. December 13, 2010 8:35 PM 

no Jeply@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Recruiting Individuals for Research Study 

Recruiting Boys with Typical Development for Speech Study 

A speech study at FPG ChIld Development Institute (FPG) at UNC is 
recruiting boys with typical development. 
This study looks at the speech development of boys with fragile X 
syndrome, Down Syndrome, and typical development and the factors that 
affect their speech 

Weare recruiting boys \vho are speaking in phrases of 3 or more 
\vords from the following group: 

*8 to 12 year old typically developing boys 

As a particIpant m the study, the child will receive speech and 
developmental assessments once a year for three years. The visits can 
take place 111 a climc near the child's home or at FPG. The family will 
receive $25.00 and a short SUl111nary of our findings after each vIsit. 

The study IS funded by The NatlOnal Institute of ChIld Health and Human 
Development and has been approved by the Committee on the Protection of 
the Rights of Human Subjects at UNC 

]fyou want more mformation about tbiS project or have any 
questions, please contact Anne HarrIs (Project Coordmator) by email at 
anne.harriscq}unc.edu or call the study toll-free nwnber: 
1-877-696-5797 919-966-(585). Please share thIs message with any 
friends or who may be mterested m this study. 

Communication and Neurodevelopmental DisabIlities Project 
Approval II 08-0947, Behavioral IRE, 5/5/2010 

This email IS sponsored by: FPG 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<ibsresearch@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. December 13, 2010 9:00 PM 

akeck@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Study on the Causes ofIBS 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and lVfotihty Disorders is conducting a 
health research study to identify the causes ofIBS symptoms. 

Participants must be between the ages of 18-70 and have a doctor's 
diagnosis of IBS. A limited number of healthy people wIth no 
gastrointestinal symptoms will be enrolled in a companson group. 
Qualified subjects will receIve compensation for participation 

For more infonnatlOll on how to sign up please visit: 
\vw\v. uncmedresearch. comhbsstudy 

You can also call Lenore heck, RNtoll free at 866-227-0067 if you have 
any questIOns 

Study 01-1397 IC1RC-1846 
Approved by the Biomedical IRE 7121110-7118/11 

This email IS sponsored by: :Lvledicme 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, December 14,2010 6:54 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 136 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-ahowell@med.unc.edu.> 

Tuesday, December 14,2010 8:22 PM 

ahowell@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Type 2 Diabetes Clinical Trial 

Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 

We are enrolling adult volunteers now 

If you have type 2 diabetes, find out If you qualify for a clmical 
research study of an investIgational oral diabetes medication 

YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE IF 

You have a confirmed diagnosIs of type 2 diabetes, 

AND 

You are age 30 or older and have had a heart attack or stroke, or other 
heart or vascular problem 

OR 

You are age 50 or older and have been told by your doctor that you are 
at high risk for heart dIsease 

If eligible to participate you will be seen by a study doctor and 
receive study-related testing and study medication at no cost 

Once enrolled, you may be reImbursed for parking and travel expenses. 

For more mformation please call 
Amber I-lowell 
ClImcal Research Assistant 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
919.4840931 eAi 269 
ahowell@;med.unc.edu 

Tbe IRB approved study II IS 09-2051 and tbls message was approved by the 
IRB on February 11, 2010 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<-sistercircle@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 14,2010 8:55 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; sistercircle@unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Relationship Study with Afiican American Women 

If you are a single, BlackiAfrican-Alnerican woman, you may be eligible 
to particIpate in a study on dating and sexual expenences 

Vie are seeking sexually active heterosexual Black \vomen between the ages 
of 25 and 45 to participate in focus groups or individual intervie\vs 
Focus groups WIll last for 2 ~ hours. Interviews will last for 1 ~ to 2 
hours. All study partIcipants must hve or work in Durham, Orange or 
\\Take county. Focus groups wIll be held in Orange County during January. 

A $50 compensation payment will be provided for participatlOn 

If you are interested, please email sistercircle@unc.eduorcall 
919-360-8431. A member of the project staff will contact you to 
determine your eligibIlity to participate. 

Principal Investigator: Dr Kra Caldwell, Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies, l..lNC-Chapel HIll 

Study # 10-1408. approved by the UNC-Chapel Hill Behavioral IRE on 
9128/2010 

This email is sponsored by the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies 

This emai11s sponsored by Department of African & Afro-Amencan 
StudIes 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
thai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<dmcarpenter@unc.edu.> 

Tuesday, December 14,2010 9:42 PM 

dmcarpenter@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have arthritis? 

The INFORM Study is a research study for people who are currently taking 
at least one medicine to treat their osteoarthritIs or rhewnatOld 
arthritis. The goal of the INFORl'v1 study is to understand where 
arthritis patients get infonnation about their medicines and whether 
they have received conflicting mfonnation about their medicines. 

In this study, participants will be asked to complete a confidential 
on-line sw-vey. To be eligible, you must have a diagnosis of 
osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis, cun-ently be taking at least one 
medicine on a routine basis to treat your arthritis, be able to read and 
understand English, have access to the Internet, and be at least 18 
years of age. 

If you have a spouse or partner, he/she also may be eligible to 
parllcipate in the study. 

All pmticipants are eligible to receive a $10 gift card to Applebees, 
Target, or Wal-Mart upon completing the study survey. 

To Fmd Out More: Please visit the INFORM website at: 
bitp://tarc.med.unc.edulresearch mform.php 

to learn more about the study and take a bnef screemng questionnaire. 
You may also contact the project dIrector, Dr Delesba Carpenter, at 
919-966-7538 or email dmcarpenter@unc.edu. 

ThIs Information Networks for Osteoarthntis Resources & 1'v1edications 
(lNFORtvi) Study has been approved by the BlOmed,cal IRB at lINe Chapel 
Hill (IRB#09-2293) on May 13,2010. 

This email IS sponsored by: Thurston ArthritIs Research Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 15, 2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 8-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 8 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 144 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-norma _ daugherty@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15. 2010 8:45 PM 

nomm _ daugherty@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have acid ret1ux? 

Research SubJects Needed 

Do you experience ref1ux symptoms (such as heartburn, belching, and 
others)? 

If you are between the ages of 18 and 70, and have ref1ux symptoms, you 
may be eligible for a research study investIgating the effects of diet 
on Gastroesophageal Ref1ux Disease (GERD). Study participation lasts 6 
to 8 weeks, and requires frequent ViSIts to l.JN"C Hospitals to pick up 
study food 

If you are interested in learning more about this study, please call 
919-843-9616 or e-mail norma _ daugherty@med.unc.edu 

Study meals & compensation provided. 

IRB# 07-0623. Approved by lINC BlOmedical IRB (3/1 (2010) 

Tb,s email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 
Swallowing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-earolyn_ atkins@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 15. 2010 9:28 PM 

carolyn _ atkins@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: 20ll C. Knox Massey Distinguished Service Awards 

Nommations are due the close of business on January 12, 2011 for this 
spring's C. MOX Massey Distinguished Service Awards. Bestowed for 
"unusual, meritorious or superior contribution made by an employee, past 
or present," these awards may be given by the chancellor to PI any living 
full-time or part-time employee, whether faculty or staff" 

Nommations may be submItted by completing an online nommation form at 
\vw\v. une. eduimasseya\vards/nominatei. 

Letters of nomination may be sent instead to: Carolyn Atkins, C. Knox 
Massey Awards Corrnnittee, Umversity Development Office, CB# 6100, 208 
\Vest Franklin St Nominations received after 5 p.m. on Jan. 12 WIll be 
considered in 2012. 

F or more infoffi1ation a bout the rv1assey nominatIOns, go to 
\vw\v.unc.edulmasseyawards or call 962-1536 or e-mail 
carolyn _ atkins@w1c.edu. 

This ema1ils sponsored by: University Advancement 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformatlOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, December 17, 2010 6:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 154 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 154 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. December 19,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 164 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 164 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. December 20,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 170 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 170 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, December 21,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 9-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 9 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 173 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 9 173 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-ahowell@med.unc.edu.> 

Tuesday, December 21,2010 8:19 PM 

ahowell@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Type 2 Diabetes! Renal Clinical Trial 

Do you have Type 2 Diabetes? 

We are enrolling adult volunteers now 

Help us explore new pathways to diabetes management 

If you have type 2 diabetes, and are at least 25 
for a clinical research study of an 

medicatIOn 

You may be eligible for the 
physician that you have kidney 

If eligible to participate, you WIll be seen by a study doctor and 
receive study-related testing and medicatIOn at no cost. 

If emolled, you may be reimbursed for parking and travel expenses. 

For more mformation please call" 
Amber I-lowell 
ClImcal Research Assistant 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
919.4840931 eAi 269 
ahowell@;med.une.edu 

This study received approval from the lINC Office of Human Research 
Ethics.IRE Full Board on OS/l 8/2010 
IRB STUDY Ii 10-0725 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 22,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 169 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 169 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, December 24,2010 6:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 7-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 7 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 186 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 186 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, December 25,2010 6:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 190 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 4 190 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. December 27,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 195 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 195 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, December 28,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 201 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 201 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, December 29,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 207 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 207 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 7-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 7 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 214 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 214 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, December 31,2010 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 219 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 219 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. January 1, 2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 223 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 4 223 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Janumy 2,2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 225 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 2 225 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<IVFstudy@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 3, 2011 9: 11 PM 

IVFsludy@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you and your partner considering IVF? 

Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considenng 
IVF (m vitro ferlllization)? 

UNC Fertility Clmic is working on a research study for infertIle 
couples who are considering IVF to help them conceIve. Qualifymg 
couples \vill receive an IVF cycle at a dIscounted rate. 

Study Details· 

* You and your partner will have a consultation appomtment with a 
physician in our LlNC Fertility Clinic to determine if you are a good 
candidate for IVF and for this study. Note that this visit is considered 
part of routine medIcal care 

* Female partner must be <41 years old to participate in this study. 

* If you (your partner) are a good candIdate for the study, you will 
undergo an IVF cycle \vith ovanan stimulation and egg retrieval, with 
the same methods that we routinely use for IVF 

* For tbe study, we will divide the eggs into two groups - halfwill be 
fertilIzed Immediately, and the otber half will be frozen and 
immediately tbawed, and tben ferlllized. We wIll an embryo 
transfer using embryos derived from the cycle. 

* Note tbat couples planning IVF with an egg donor may guali fy for tbe 
study as well. Female partner must be <48 years old m IVF cycles with 
an egg donor. 

BenefIts of participatIon 
* Enrolled couples will receIve an IVF cycle at a discounted cost. 

To learn If you (your partner) would qualIfy for this study, call us for 
a consultatIOn appointment at (919-966-1150) or send an email to 
(lVFstudy@~unc.edu) name, pbone number and times tbat you can 
be reached. We will not your email address with anyone outside of 
the study 

Tbe principal investigator for this study, "Climcal evaluation of egg 
cryopreservation", IS Jennifer 1'v1ersereau, 1'v1D, Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, University of North Carolina. TbiS study has recerved 
approval from tbe UNC Biomedical InstitutIonal ReVIew Board on 
1 2il 6/20 1 0, study # 10-1911. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Fertility Clinic 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into :l'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 4,2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 209 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 209 
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---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-pamelaphillips:@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday. January 4,2011 8:26 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre:@uncaa.unc.edu>; pamelaphillips:@med.unc.edu 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Diabetes Prevention Study 

"\Ve Can Prevent Diabetes" 

A Research Study Working with 
Pre-dIabetic African-American Adults to Prevent Diabetes 

VlHAT IS PRE-DIABE1ES? 

People with Pre-diabetes have elevated blood sugars, but not high enough 
to be considered dIabetic. Pre-diabetes is assocIated with mcreased 
risk of development of TYPE 2 DIABE1ES. 

VlHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS? 

Pre-diabetics usually do not have symptoms Ifyau have frequent 
urinatIOn, excessive thirst, or sudden weight loss, you should be tested 
for diabetes. 

\vHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR THE STUDY? 

You are ehgible for the study if you are: 
* African American 
* Ages 25 and older 
* Durham County resident or lIve in surrounding countIes 
* Your blood sugar IS elevated, but not 111 the diabetic range 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF I JOIN HIE STUDY? 

You wIll need to attend several diabetes prevention and education 
meetmgs mcludmg: 
* \Veekly 2= hour meetmgs for 8 weeks 
* One half-day retreat 
* :Lvlonthly follow-up meetmgs for 6 months 

Tbis study received approval from the lINe Office of Human Research 
EthicsJRB on 05114/2009 
IRB STUDY #09-0563 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Program on Integrairve MedIcine and tbe 
School of Nursing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, January 5, 2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 202 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 202 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-saraJlOfmeiCl@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 5. 2011 8:40 PM 

danielle ~agne@med. unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Concerned Your Teen's Eating is Oul ofConlrol? 

Concerned Your Teen's Eating is Out of Control? 

Afncan Amencan Families Needed for an Nlli Funded Study 

The lJNC Eating DIsorders Program is conducting focus groups to assist in 
the development of a program to promote healthy eatmg in teen gIrlS. \Ve 
are looking for parents/caregivers and their teen daughters (13-18 years 
old) to attend a 2 hour focus group and complete questIOnnaires giving 
us your opimons. For your participation in thIS research study, you and 
your teen \vill each receive a $25 gift card. 

For more information contact us at: (919) 843-2483. 

Study Number: 10-0838 
IRE: Biomedical 
Approval Date: 7/20/2010 

Tbis emaIilS sponsored by: UNC Eatmg Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emall preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, January 6, 2011 6:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 201 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 
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Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. January 8, 2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 200 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 4 200 

Incoming 
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---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Janumy 9, 2011 6:54 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 204 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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New· 4 204 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday, January 10,2011 6:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 205 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 205 
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New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

IRB# 09-0939 

<lk;juhl@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. January 10,2011 8:42 PM 

lkjuhl@med.unc.edu; Tia Over,treet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu.> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study on Alcohol Consumption and Addiction 

Are you dnnking too much? 

Have you tned to cut down your alcohol use but can't? 
Have you increased the amount of alcohol you drink? 
Is your alcohol use creating problems in your life? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is seeking volunteers 
for a research study using an FDA approved medication for the treatment 
of heavy alcohol drinking. The research study wIll involve a ffee 
evaluation interview and, if you qualify, free counseling sessions. If 
you're between the ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with 
alcohol, you may be able to participate in thIs new clinical research 
study 

You are assured of strict confidentiality. 

If interested, please call Linda aI919-966-5770 or email at 
Ik Juhl@med.unc.edu 

Tbls study was approved on 07/24/09 by the Omce of Human Research 
Ethics. IRE II 09-0939. 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn inlo MyUNC al bltp!!my.unc.edu and selecl 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<broccolisprout@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. January 10,2011 9:04 PM 

broccolisprout@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Smokers needed for research on interaction of broccoli shake and Flumist vaccine 

The purpose of this research study is to learn about short term 
responses to the FDA approved Flumist nasal spray vaccme between 
smokmg and nonsmoking volunteers who are treated with broccoli sprout 
homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate at each of 4 study visits. 
Currently, the study is in need of partIcipants who are smokers. 

Specific exclusion criteria will include: 
* hist01)T of no chronic illness, asthma, allergies requiring medications 
to control or any type of immunodeficiency 
* current pregnancy: 

egg allergy; 
Expenencmg the flu or receiving of any type of inf1uenza vaccine 

since August, 2009; 

Parllcipation wIll last 5-7 weeks, and will require 8 visits lasting 1-2 
hours 

For additional informatlOn and a link to the study consent form, please 
go to http://wv';'Vl.med.unc.eduicemalb/studieslirb 10 1806 

Interested mdividuais may send an email to broccohsprout@~med.unc.edu 
or call (919) 966-2879 to contact tbe study coordinator. 

Approved January 3, 20 II by the BlOmedlcallnstitutional RevIew Board. 
lRB # 10-1806 

Tbls e-marl is sponsored by the lINC Center for Environmental Medicine 
and Lung BlOlogy. This study is funded by the NatlOnal Heart, Lung and 
Blood Institute (NIH). 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Environmental JvJeciicme, Asthma 
and Lung Biology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Study #1 

<Teresa _ Hopper@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. January 10, 2011 10:38 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Teresa_Hopper@med.unc.edu 

INFORMATIONAL: Has your physician diagnosed you with IBS- D?, Study # 1 

Has your physician diagnosed you wIth DIarrhea-Predominant IrrItable 
Bowel Syndrome (IBS-D)? You may be eligIble to particIpate in a 
research study evaluating an investigational drug. You must be at least 
18 to participate, been diagnosed with IBS-D. and had a flexIble 
sigmOIdoscopy or colonoscopy. 

Your participatIOn would involve" 
I. Completing 6 visits during the 12-week study 
2. GIving blood and stool samples 
3. Documenting IBS-related abdominal pain daily 
4. Documenting bowel movements 
5. Completmg exam 
6 Self-administering 

Qualified participants \vill receive up to $400 compensation for study 
completion 

For more infonnatioll, please contact: 

Teresa Hopper, PhD 
41 07e Biomformatics Bldg., CBiI 7080 
Cbapel Hill, NC 27599-7080 
919-843-7892. 
(TeresaHopper@med.unc.edu) 

Tbls study has been approved by the Biomedical InstItutional Review 
Board at UNC-CH on SI25il o. 

IRB# 10-0154 
Title A 12-Week, Randomized. Double-Blmd, Placebo-Controlled Study of 
Asimadoline in Subjects Witb Diarrbea-Predommant Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome 

Visit us at bttp/lwww.med.unc.edulmedlcine/fgrdc/ 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: UNC Center for FunctlOnal GI and Molliity 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

<webtickets@uncaaouncoedu> 

Tuesday. January 11,2011 12:00 AM 

To: 

Subjed: 

Tia Over,treet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu>; UNC Ticket Office <webtickets@uncaaouncoedu> 

lNFORMATIONAL: Olympic Sports Faculty / Staff Tickets 

As the UNC women's basketball schedule starts to heat up, UNC Athletlcs 
\vould like to remind you that you and your Immediate family can easIly 
gam admission to Cannlchael Arena for some great games. In the coming 
\veeks there are great home matchups against NC State, Connecticut and 
Duke; just to name a few. To gain admission to these games and the rest 
of the ACC schedule all you need to do IS show your lJNC OneCard or UNC 
Hospitals ID at the CarmIchael Ticket Office starting 1 hour prior to 
each tip-off With this ID you can get a ticket for you and your 
immediate family, based on availabihly 

Also, don't forget that spring Olympic Sportmg events such as baseball 
and men's lacrosse will be starting in February. Admittance into these 
events is also avarlable by showmg your UNC OneCard or lJNC Hospitals ID 
\vhen an-lying at these games. 

Your UNC One Card or UNC Hospitals ID does not include admIssion to ACC, 
NCAi\ Championships or men's basketball, and we ask that your card be 
used for your personal use and not transferred. 

We hope that you will be able to attend 
campus over the next few months. For all 
please visit www.tarbeelblueocom/facullyo 

TblS email is sponsored by: Athletics 

mtercollegIate events on 
tick eling needs, 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!mYouncoedu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 11,2011 6:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 11-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 11 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 211 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 11 211 
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---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-echand@.email. unc.edll<~ 

Wednesday, January 12,2011 10:06 PM 

mstifIler@unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Type 0+ blood donors wanted 

WE NEED HEAL lliY ~1)IVIDUALS WIlli TYPE 0+ BLOOD TO DONATE BLOOD 
Qualified subjects will be compensated $10!blood draw. 

Vie are conducting a study to understand the effect of an indIvidual's 
iron status on the growth and viability of the malaria parasite. This 
study has important implications for the dIstribution of iron 
supplements in malaria endemic areas, such as Sub-Saharan Afnca. 

Participants must be over 18 and have Type 0+ blood, Hemoglobin> 10 g!dL 
and ferritin >40ngiml 

For more mformation about thIs study 
please email Dr Carla Hand cchand@email.unc.edu 
Or the Climcal Coordinator lvlike Stiffler mstiffle@email.unc.edu 

This study (IRB# 09-0559) was approved 
by the Universlty of North 
Carolina Office of Human Research EthIcs 
Biomedical Institutional Review 
Board on June 04, 2009. 
Tbe principal investigator for this 
study is: Dr Raj Kasthuri. 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by: EpIdemiology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, January 13, 2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 212 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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New· 2 212 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<lk;juhl@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, JanuaJY 14,2011 8:20 PM 

lkjuhl@med.unc.edu; Tia Over,treet <overslre@uncaa.unc.edu.> 

INFORMATIONAL: Does t(1Od run your life? Binge Eating Study 

IRB# 09-2000 approved January 28, 2010 
Research Study 
Subject Lme: Research Study on Binge Eating 

Research Study: Does Food Run Your Life? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is seeking volunteers 
for a research study to evaluate the benefits of an herbal supplement to 
decrease binge eatmg. ThIs research study will involve a free 
evaluation interview. If you are between the ages of '21 and 45 and are 
having problems with binge eating, you may be able to particIpate in 
this new research study. 

You are assured of strict confidentiality. 

If interested, please call Linda or Cody at 919-966-5770 or email at 
lkluhl@med.unc.edu 

This has been approved the Human Research EthICS #09-2000 on 
January 201 0 and November 201 O. 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. January 15,2011 6:54 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 216 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Janumy 16,2011 6:54 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 217 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. January 18,2011 6:54 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 2'21 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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New· 4 221 
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---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, January 19,2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 215 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, January 21,20116:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 212 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, Janumy 23,2011 6:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarautine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 
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kala _ aline@med.unc.edu; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have a chest cold? 

Approved Apnl 01,2010, by the Office of Human Research Ethics 
BlOmedical Institutional RevIew Board. IRE # 10-0050: A Single Center, 
Parallel, Double Bind, Placebo Controlled Trial to Assess the Effect of 
Mucinex (1200mg GGE) on Mucociliary and Cough Clearance (MCC! CC) 
dunng 
an acute respiratory infection 

SlJBJECT: Research study to assess the effects of Mucinex (an over the 
counter medIcatIOn) on individuals with a chest cold 

We are looking for individuals 18 to 65 old who are healthy, 
non-smokers, with no asthma or active to partIcIpate m a 
study looking at the effects of Mucinex You must have symptoms of a 
chest cold with a productive cough for no more than 10 days and no 
fever. You should not have received a seasonal flu vaccine or HINI 
vaccine within 2 weeks. You cannot partIcipate If you are pregnant or 
nursing as there is a small amount of radiation involved. 

The study includes a screemng ViSIt, whIch lasts for 2 hours, and if 
elIgible a second ViSIt which lasts for 8 hours and a third visit which 
willlas!s 45 minutes. 

The purpose of the study is to assess the effects of Mucin ex (1200mg) on 
bealthy, nonsmoking adults dunng an acute respIratory tract infection 
(cold). This is done by having you in bale a small amount of a 
radiolabelisotope (radiatIOn, roughly as much as 3 chest x-rays), and 
watching tbe radiation wIth a camera as your body clears the mucus. 

Interested individuals may call 919-843-9108 for addItional mfonnation 
or email asthmastudIes@~med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
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"Update PersonallnformatlOn" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 
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«-asthmastudie:o(i7lmed.unc.edu> 

Monday. January 31, 2011 8:21 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.ul1c.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have asthma? 

Study Title: A Prospective Observational Study to Assess the Role of 
Selected Biomarkers in Subjects Requiring Daily Medium-to High-dose 
Inhaled Corllcosteroids for Persistent Asthma 

The purpose of thIS research study IS to leaIn about biomarkers in your 
blood, mucus (also called sputum), and urine and compare them in order 
to better understand different types of asthma 

Subjects must be otherWIse healthy between 18 and 75 years old with 
moderate or severe asthma. You must currently be taking a medium or high 
dose of inhaled corticosteroids (medicines like Advair, Symbicort, 
Flovent, Pulmicort as well as others) 2 times a day to control yow· 
asthma 

Interested individuals may call 919-966-5638 or email 
asthmastudies@imed.unc.edufor additIOnal mfonnatioll. 

Approved January '20 '2011 by the BiomedIcal Institutional ReVIew Board. 
IRB# 10-0038 

Tbls e-marl is sponsored by the lINC Center for Environmental MedIcine, 
Asthma and Lung Biology and is funded by the National Institutes of 
Health 

This email is sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
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<tonunerda@email.unc.edu> 

Monday. January 31, 2011 9:09 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Participants needed: Tactile Infonnation Processing Study 

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED: The Tactile Infonnation Processing Study is a 
research study designed to conduct assessments to measure how 
individuals recognize touch 

DO YOU QUALIFY? 
Vie are looking for healthy males and females bet\veen the ages of 18 and 
70 who: 
* Are Caucasian or African American 
* Are fluent English speakers 
* Have normal vision and hearing or visionlhearing impairments that are 
corrected to within nonnallimits. 

PaIticipants will undergo a series of tests to measure how they 
recogmze tactile input. PartIcipants may be asked to complete 
self-evaluation questionnaires and a cognitive assessment 

These tests can take from 30 minutes to 2 hours to participate. 
Participants may be called back for an addItional two hours oftestmg 
Testing will 
be completed on UNC Chapel Hill Campus in MacNlder or Bondurant Hall 
PartIcipants will receive $25.00 per hour for partIcipating in this 
study (up to $100). 

If you are mterested m particIpating to tbis email and 
indicate tbe days and tImes you may In additIOn, please 
mclude your name, age, race, occupation, educatIOn level, and contact 
information in your response. 

Tbls study has been approved by the Biomedical InstItutional Review 
Board. 
lRB# 07-0170 on 02!16!2010 and lRB# 06-0882 on 01!0712011. 

This email is sponsored by: BIOmedIcal Engineering 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 
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Sent: 
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Wednesday, Febmary 2,2011 8:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Challenge: New SCIENTIFIC Track 

Carolma Challenge, U'NC's premiere entrepreneurshIp competItion \vith 
S50,000 m prize money, has added a "N'EW SCIENTIFIC mACK for 2011. 
j oinmg the pre-existmg commercial and social tracks. 

The purpose of the new track is to highlight the entrepreneurial spirit 
of Carolina's sCIentific community. Scientific teams will be matched 
with scientific Judges and coaches. Faculty, staff and students are 
encourage to submit their Ideas 

Carolina Challenge consists of several rounds of competition, 
culminatmg in the Finals on Saturday, March 26, where $50,000 in prize 
money will be awarded 

DEADLm'E FOR Sl..lBlvlISSION: Sunday, February 6 
"Elevator Pitch" Round 

www.CarolmaChallenge.org 

PatrIck Vemon 
Clinical ASsIstant Professor 
Center for Entrepreneurial StudIes 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Entrepreneurial StudIes 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Water Quality Alert 

Important Water Quality Alert 

TO:UNC Campus Commw1ity 

FROM:Mary Beth Koza, Director of Environment, Health & Safety 

RE:Important Nollce: Change in Campus Drinking Water for the Month of 
March 

The Orange Water and Sewer Authority (OWASA) supplies drinking water to 
campus. As described in the notIce below, O\VASA will temporanly change 
their disinfection process from March 1 to March 31, 2011. This may 
change the taste or smell of campus water. If you use water for a 
special purpose in which resIduals or other water characteristics are 
important, please carefully read the following infonnation to understand 
hmv this change may affect you 

Also during the month of March, OWASA crews wIll be releasing water !fom 
some fire hydrants. The purpose of this "flushing" of water mains is to 
ensure thai water wIth chlorine goes through the entire water system. 
ThIs flushmg may cause discoloratIOn or air bubbles. ]fyou expenence 
tbis, please run cold water for about 5 mmutes to clear it up. 

The full text of OWASA's notlflcatlOn to tbe University IS repnnted 
below. It is also posted at the UNC Department of Environment, Health 
and Safety's (EHS) web site bltp://ehs.unc.edu. 

Orange \Vater and Sewer Authority Announcement 

OWASA will temporanly cbange Its dnnkmg water dismfectIOn process by 
using chlonne mstead of chi ora mines in 1'v1arcb, 2011. 

From March 1st througb 31st, OWASA will use chlorine instead of 
chloramines to dIsinfect drinking water in accord wIth a State 
reqUIrement. The purpose of the chlonne disinfectIOn in Marcb IS to 
help ensure a bigh level of dismfectIOn in tbe commumty's network of 
water mams. 

Chloramines are a compound of cblorine and ammoma which O\VASA uses for 
disinfectIOn in montbs other than 1\1arch. 

OWASA asks customers to be aware of the following: OWASA crews will 
release water from some fire hydrants m 1\1arch. The purpose of thIS 
"flushing" of water mains is to ensure that water witb chlonne goes 
through the entire water system. The flushing of water mains may cause 
some discoloration ofO\VASA drinking water because iron and manganese 
particles that have settled in water mains may be stirred up. Air 
bubbles, which can make water look milky, may also be in our water. 
Customers who notice discoloration or air bubbles are encouraged to run 
cold water through a bathtub faucet, etc. for about 5 minutes to clear 
up the water. 

O\VASA uses special equipment and a chemical to neutralize the chlorine 
and ammonia in the water that is released during flushing so that it 
will not harm fish in streams and creeks. 

Customers with fish or amphibians in aquariwns filled with OWASA water 
should continue to use chemicals as recommended by pet supply stores, 
etc. to neutralize chlorine and ammonia. 

Customers who use O\VASA water for special purposes or processes 
involving careful control of water characteristics, such as kidney 
dialysis, are encouraged to get advice from an appropriate technical 
sow·ce such as a filter vendor or service company about whether and how 
to make adjustments to their use or filtration of OW ASA water during 
March. With chlorine disinfection in March. OWASA expects that the pH of 
its drinking water at the treatment plant will be 7.1 to 7.3. compared 
to the pH of 8.1 to 8.3 in months with chloramine disinfection. 

OWASA will resume the use of chloramines for disinfection on Apnl 1. 
2011. 
Customers are invIted to contact O\VASA with any questions or comments 
about the use of chlorine in March. the characteristics of OW AS A 
drinking water, etc 

Background mformation regardmg dismfection with chloramines: In 
January, 2002, OWASA began using chloramines to dismfect drinking 
water. Disinfection \vith chloramines has improved the taste and odor and 
the overall quality of drinking water by reducing the levels of certain 
disinfection byproducts (please see additional information below) 
Before 2002, OWASA used chlorine in the form of sodium hypochlonte 



(bleacb) for dIsinfection. 

OWASA made the change from chlorine to chloramine dIsmfectIon in order 
to reduce the levels of certain dismfection byproducts which may be 
hannful at high levels over a 1ifetllne. The dIsmfectlOn byproducts, 
which result from the chemIca] reaction of chlorine wIth orgamc 
matena1, are called tnhalometbanes (HIMs) andha10acetic acids (HAAs). 
Small partIcles of orgamc material are naturally present m lake water. 

In the Triangle region, water utilities including OWASA, the City of 
Durham, the City of Raleigh, the Town of Hillsborough and the Town of 
Cmy use chloramines for disinfection except for one month of the year 
(Nlarch or a similar period), under normal conditions. 

For more information: 
Rachel Monschein, Water Treatment Plant Laboratory Supervisor, 537-4227; 
nnonschein@owasa.org, Ken Loflin, \Vater Supply and Treatment J'vIanager, 
537-4232; kloflin@owasa.org 

Orange Water and Sewer Authority 
400 Jones Ferry Road, Carrboro, NC 27510 
phone (919) 968-442j;fax (919) 968-4164 
e-mail: webmasten'§owasa.org; web site: www.owasa.org 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Environment, Health and Safety 
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n tuo ielefono ba otienuto una ricanca telefomc <promwinninfcq}libero.it>1 comunicazlOne di servlzio 
Training for Supervisors How to Supervise Off-SIte Employees 
audio@professlOnagency.com :Lvlulu State TaxatIOn: \AlhatEvery Payroll Professional Needs To Know 3111 ePEAudio Conference 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. Febmary 26,2011 6:56 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 28 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 4 28 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Excel 2007 <Exce12007Trainmg@busenetworknet>1 Microsoft Excel 2007 basics and beyond' 
Newswatch i Fair Credit Reportmg Act: What Employers Should Know Before Conducting Background Checks, Mar 15 Webinar 
E' stata effetiuaia una ncanca del ielefono ! <promwinserv@;inwind.ll>1 comunlcazlOne dl servizio 
CareerTrack I-lR Menlor <CareerTrackHR IVlentor@busenetworknet>1 Human Resources for Anyone with Newly Assigned HR ResponsibIlities 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, March L 2011 6:58 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 10-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 10 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 36 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 10 36 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

CareerTrack <CareerTrack@busenetwork.net> i How to JvJanage Emotions Under Pressure 
audio@centerforhighered.com I Last Chance to Register: Why Sales J-Jires Fall Strategies to Overcoming Hiring Flops 3/10- WEBINAR 
Newswatcb I I-lR ComplIance for SupervIsors: Metbods to AVOId Costly Mistakes, March 10 Webinar 
Jonathan Hagen I Tbose young people taking the posItion you deserve because you lack a Dergee·) business letters templates 
Newswatch <webinars@;lawnewswatcb.com> l:Lvlamtaming a Umon-Free Envmmment - J\1arch 10 \Vebinar 
Amanda Rafaela J\1arques Santos <ann __ cg(@hotmai1.com>1 
audlO@centerforhighered.com I HIPAA & the J-JR Department: 1 Webinar 
hpdp@unc.edu I INFORtvlATIONAL Free Weigbt Loss Study for FamilIes wItb Diabetes 
audio@tbeedcuation.com \Vant to Silence Chronic Complainers, Ofllce BullIes, & Button-Pushers? 
J\1rs. Marisa Abrabamson 11essage From: 1'v1rs. :Lvlarisa Abrahamson 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 11:39:58 AM 

Drivers grumble, naturally, over NYC's new cabs 

Ig~~""ILike most New York taxi drivers, Hakan Karakas has a ready opinion on everything - especially when you 
ask him about the "Taxi of Tomorrow." "It's like the communists have taken over," he laments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 11:41:05 AM 

Better luck next year? Scotland's pandas fail to mate 

After three days of speculation, tension and excitement, a zoo announced Thursday that Scotland's only pandas -

Sweetie and Sunshine -- had failed to mate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 11:55:55 AM 

States with the best credit scores 

In January 2010, the average credit score in the United States was 692, according to Experian's National Score Index. 

Today, it's between 700 and 710. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 12:26:25 PM 

Dirty dentures? Dangerous MRSA may be lurking 

Ig~~""IHere's bad news for the estimated 20 million denture-wearers in the u.s.: There's a good chance your 

choppers are covered with bacteria-laced biofilms. Fortunately, a team of scientists in Brazil offers 
options: Zap your dentures or soak them in germicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 12:36:26 PM 

Message in a bottle is found -- 4,000 miles later 

A message in a bottle set in long Island Sound by a Connecticut man a year-and-a-half ago has turned up in the United 

Kingdom. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 12:41:42 PM 

Adult-onset motion sickness rare -- but can happen 

Ig~~""IBarf bags: They're not just for kids anymore. In fact, they never were. When we think of motion sickness, 
the picture that most often comes to mind may be that three-hour car trip to Grandma's with a heaving 

child and no change of clothing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 12:58:39 PM 

Student booted from pageant over gay marriage remark 

Kearian Giertz said he was being spontaneous and honest by responding to the question, "Where do you see yourself in 

10 years from now?" 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:10:13 PM 

Coup rumors spark China social media crackdown 

China's government shut down some social media websites this week after photos of tanks on the streets were posted 

online. The images sparked false rumors of a coup. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:15:12 PM 

2012 strategies: Obama vs. GOP, Romney vs. Obama 

First Read: Recent speeches tell a story of vastly different general election strategies: Obama is running against the 

broader Republican brand, and Romney is running directly against the president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:37:07 PM 

March sales brighten retailers' profit prospects 

Ig~~""lsummery weather and an early Easter spurred consumers to shop for bright-colored clothes and other 

seasonal items in March, prompting some retailers to raise their profit expectations for the quarter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:41:01 PM 

Guitar amp pioneer Jim Marshall dies at 88 

Ig~~""~he pioneer behind guitar amplifiers used throughout the rock world, Jim Marshall, has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:42:00 PM 

Woman photographs man she says tried to snatch her 

A 22-year-old woman in San Bernardino County, Calif., is being praised for using her cell phone to take pictures of a man 

who allegedly tried to snatch her off the street, then hiding inside a fast food restaurant after the man chased her, police 

say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:45:49 PM 

Octuplet mom: 'I feel ashamed' about food stamps 

Ig~~""IAfter vowing never to go on public assistance, octuplet mom Nadya Suleman is accepting food stamps 

out of desperation as she struggles financially with 14 children. "I still am working as hard as I possibly 
can to support them," she told TODAY. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:48:34 PM 

Romney, GOP must remember lessons from Palin veepstakes 

The Republican Party's 2008 experiment with Sarah Palin looms over Mitt Romney as he begins pivoting to the general 

election and looks to select a running mate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:48:34 PM 

Romney, GOP must remember lessons from Palin veepstakes 

The Republican Party's 2008 experiment with Sarah Palin looms over Mitt Romney as he begins pivoting to the general 

election and looks to select a running mate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20121:54:20 PM 

Birth control shots tied to breast cancer risk, study says 

Recent use of the injectable contraceptive Depo-Provera for at least a year was associated with a doubling of young 

women's breast cancer risk, a new study has found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20122:15:36 PM 

Jobless rate's drop creates conundrum 

Ig~~""lsomething in the employment data coming out Friday won't add up. And economists have been 

scratching their collective heads about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20122:26:06 PM 

Md. Mega Millions 'winner': leave me alone 

The Maryland woman who claims to have one of the winning tickets to the largest Mega Millions jackpot in history 

called a press conference yesterday, didn't speak and asked - through her lawyer - for the press to leave her alone. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20123:30:08 PM 

Gingrich's health think tank files for bankruptcy 

First Read: In another black eye for Newt Gingrich, the flagship of what's known in Washington as "Newt Inc." has filed 

for bankruptcy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20123:41:24 PM 

Consumers buy into 'extreme manicure' trend 

Ig~~""IRetailers are rolling out springtime apparel bursting with bright colors and wild prints, but budget

conscious shoppers are embracing a cheaper version of the trend: the extreme manicure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:08:31 PM 

Cops let waitress keep $12,000 left by customer 

A big fat tip or tainted drug money? Struggling Minnesota waitress Stacy Knutson said it was the former; Moorhead, 

Minn., police apparently believed it was the latter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:08:31 PM 

Waitress sues cops to reclaim $12,000 left by customer 

A big fat tip or tainted drug money? Struggling Minnesota waitress Stacy Knutson says it's the former; Moorhead, Minn., 

police apparently believe it's the latter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:17:52 PM 

Police spot stolen truck being buried in giant sandpit 

Ig~~""~hieves snatched a truck from a business in an Upstate New York town -- and the evidence almost 

disappeared into the sands of time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:23:15 PM 

Ditch the umbrella? 20M in England hit by drought 

London has an undeserved reputation as a rainy city. But this year could see that image shattered, with much of 

southeast England gripped by a serious drought currently affecting about 20 million people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:31:41 PM 

Tsunami 'ghost ship' to be sunk by Coast Guard 

Ig~~""IA fishing boat set adrift by Japan's 2011 tsunami, and now floating in shipping lanes less than 200 miles 

off Alaska, will be sunk, most likely in the next few hours, the u.s. Coast Guard said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:43:12 PM 

Rocker gets rabies shots after bat pees in his eye 

What is it about bats and heavy-metal musicians? Ozzy Osbourne famously interacted with a bat in another way back in 

1982, but now a member of heavy metal band Torche is wishing he never came in contact with one of the winged 

creatures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:44:02 PM 

Ferdinand Porsche, sports car designer, dies 

Ig~~""IFerdinand Alexander Porsche, the design chief credited with the classic 911 sports car and grandson of 

the automaker's founder, has died at age 76. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20124:50:58 PM 

Seized homes neglected in minority areas, report finds 

Ig~~""IBanks are doing a much better job maintaining homes seized in foreclosures in predominantly white 

neighborhoods than in mostly black and Latino neighborhoods, according to an investigation by an 
advocacy group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20125:17:54 PM 

Woman finds nude photos on 'new' smartphone 

Ig~~""IGina Lala's new phone from a Verizon store in Skokie, III. came with a few features she wanted, and at 

least one she didn't: graphic pictures of naked men, lots of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20125:20:07 PM 

Kofi Annan: All Syria violence must end April 12 

Ig~~""lsyriaJs conflict must end at 6:00 a.m. local time on April 12, Kofi Annan said Thursday, amid reports 

violence had worsened despite a promise by regime to withdraw its troops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20125:38:58 PM 

Audio: Woman, 80, lands plane after husband dies 

An audio recording released by Wisconsin aviation officials reveals the cool-headed ness of an 80-year-old woman who 

took the controls of the airplane her husband had been flying. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20125:39:51 PM 

Cleaning up pollutants fueled hurricanes, study finds 

It's not what officials had in mind when they curbed industrial pollutants called aerosols, but a new study suggests that 

doing so has had a big effect on Atlantic Ocean temperatures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20126:47:12 PM 

Current and future Mars trips take shape 

Ig~~""lwhile one spaceship capable of reaching Mars closes in on its destination, another Mars-worthy craft is 

just beginning to take shape here at America's spaceport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20127:05:01 PM 

Stair climb champ fired after cheating complaint 

A 31-year-old l.A. man surprised elite racers when he won a grueling 62-story charity stair climb in a record 7 minutes 

and 45 seconds. Then someone looked at surveillance video. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20127:17:38 PM 

Millionaire's daughter guilty of aiding London looters 

Ig~~""IA millionaire's daughter who drove London looters around during last summer's riots was convicted of 

burglary and handling stolen goods, British media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20127:32:16 PM 

Mississippi on way to being 'abortion-free' state? 

Ig~~""IA bill passed by Mississippi lawmakers slaps new restrictions on doctors performing abortions and moves 
the state one step closer to becoming "abortion free." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20127:55:38 PM 

Calif. kids can have Happy Meals, judge rules 

Ig~~""lchildren in California will still be able to get toys with their Happy Meals. A judge has dismissed a lawsuit 

that sought to stop McDonald's from using toys to market its meals to children in the state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:13:34 PM 

'False positive' mammograms tied to higher cancer risk 

Women who have received a "false positive" on a mammogram may have new cause for worry, according to a study 

released Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:13:57 PM 

Parents worry as doctors seek to redefine autism 

Ig~~""lone child doesn't talk, rocks rhythmically back and forth and stares at clothes spinning in the dryer. 

Another has no trouble talking but is obsessed with trains, methodically naming every station in his state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:15:32 PM 

Trayvon Martin: Where do we go from here? 

Ig~~""lwhile the details in the Trayvon Martin case continue to trickle out, there's been a lot of speculation 

about how it may all end. NBC's Ron Allen reports from Sanford, Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20128:47:33 PM 

Strip-search suit exposes paradox of cruise passenger rights 

A teenage girl is suing Carnival Cruise Lines and three of its employees, claiming she was interrogated, strip-searched 

and forced to urinate under the employees' observation during a cruise last year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:17:08 PM 

eFT: 'Inappropriate relationship' sidelines Petrino 

eFT: Petrino's lie lands him on administrative leave 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:26:58 PM 

Olbermann claims Current owes him up to $IOM 

Ig~~""~he fired anchor filed a lawsuit Thursday accusing his former employer of breach of contract, sabotage 

and disparagement, sources tell The Hollywood Reporter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:40:42 PM 

'Three Cups of Tea' author must pay $1 million 

"Three Cups of Tea" author Greg Mortenson has agreed to pay $1 million to a nonprofit he co-founded to settle 

allegations that he misspent charity money, a Montana official says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:44:28 PM 

Coast Guard fires on tsunami 'ghost ship' 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Coast Guard cutter was firing its 2S-mm cannon at a derelict Japanese fishing vessel on Thursday, 

aiming to sink what it called a threat to shipping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/20129:53:05 PM 

Quran-burning preacher reportedly headed to Sanford, Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/201210:13:57 PM 

Tigers edge Red Sox to launch Fielder era 

Ig~~""IAustin Jackson hit a bases-loaded single in the bottom of the ninth inning and the Detroit Tigers 
overcame a blown save by Jose Valverde to beat the Boston Red Sox 3-2 in Thursday's opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 10:53:04 PM 

All things considered, Tiger opens well at Masters 

Ig~~""lon a steamy Georgia day Tiger Woods fought his swing over 18 holes but was in great spirits, was 

thoughtful and downright philosophical after finishing with an even-par 72 at the Masters on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/5/2012 11:52:25 PM 

Drones inflicting information overload on Air Force 

Ig~~""~he Air Force has such a glut of data - photos, videos and such - captured by its fleet of drones that it 

can't keep up with analyzing the info, Air Force Secretary Michael Donley says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 12:40:23 AM 

HBT: Jays go 16 innings to win longest opener ever 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 12:43:05 AM 

Matt Lauer signs new contract to stay at TODAY 

Ig~~""lwhere in the world is Matt Lauer? He'll be in Studio lA for a while longer. Friday morning, Lauer will 
announce on TODAY that he has signed a new long-term contract with NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 12:58:24 AM 

New twist in Iraqi woman's death in California 

Ig~~""lcourt records show that an Iraqi immigrant who was killed last month in her California home had a rocky 

relationship with her teen daughter and planned to divorce, NBC San Diego reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:30:36 AM 

Christian, Jewish holidays intersect Friday 

Ig~~...,~wo major religious faiths' observances intersect this year. As Christians around the world continue Holy 

Week leading up to Easter Sunday, Jews will begin Passover at sunset Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:52:27 AM 

Buford, Wyo., population 1, sold for $900,000 

Ig~~""IBuford, Wyo., population 1, was sold Thursday for $900,000, The Associated Press reported. The buyers 

were two businessmen from Vietnam who flew in for the auction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20122:28:14 AM 

Watch a 'last dance' with the northern lights 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A stunning aurora season is finally coming to an end in the far north, 

thanks to the longer days and the shorter nights. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20122:28:48 AM 

'Idol' judges refuse to save one of their favorites 

Ig~~""[he panel may not be great at this whole criticism thing, but at least they've shown the ability to learn 

from previous mistakes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:16:20 AM 

In police calis, Zimmerman mentioned race only when asked 

George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer who shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin in Sanford, Fla., called a 

non-emergency line at the Sanford Police Department seven times, NBC's Michaellsikoff has found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:16:20 AM 

In police calis, Zimmerman mentioned race when asked 

George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer who shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin in Sanford, Fla., called a 

non-emergency line at the Sanford Police Department seven times, NBC's Michaellsikoff has found. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:39:55 AM 

Magic's nightmare continues with loss to Knicks 

Ig~~""lln their second matchup with Orlando in just over a week, the Knicks took advantage of a team caught up 

in off-court drama for a 96-80 win over the Magic on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:45:55 AM 

Coast Guard sinks 'ghost ship' to bottom of ocean 

Ig~~""~he Coast Guard says the fishing vessel set adrift by the tsunami in Japan has sunk in the Gulf of Alaska 

after a cutter fired at it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:48:27 AM 

Is there life in them thar Martian pits? 

Ig~~""IRecent images from the Mars Express spacecraft reveal long rows of craterlike depressions that could be 

prime locations for the search for life on the Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20128:10:24 AM 

Syrians collect food, dead amid pause in fighting 

r-I~Uring a temporary cease-fire, the Syrian army allowed local villagers to collect and identify their dead on 
hursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20128:27:00 AM 

Horns worth more than gold: Rhinos face worst year 

More than one rhino is being killed in South Africa by poachers each day -- with 2012 on target to be the worst year on 

record. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20128:54:08 AM 

Self-declared Mega Millions winner: I lost the ticket 

A mother-of-seven who claimed she was one of the winners of the $656 million Mega Millions lottery told NBC News on 

Thursday that she has lost the ticket. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20129:14:57 AM 

Military board: Tea Party Marine should be dismissed 

A Marine who criticized President Barack Obama on his Facebook page has committed misconduct and should be 

dismissed, a military board recommended late Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 10:07:45 AM 

'We, the people': Mali rebels declare independence 

Mali's desert Tuaregs proclaimed independence for what they call the state of Azawad on Friday after capturing key 

towns this week in an advance that caught the newly installed junta off guard. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 10:08:45 AM 

Are these dubious charges on your credit card bill? 

Here's a handy list of credit card charges that consumers have complained about during the first part of 2012. Do any of 

them appear on your credit card? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/201210:55:19 AM 

A red chair for every victim: Siege of Sarajevo marked 

Ig~~""IWith a line of red chairs, one for each victim of the siege of Sarajevo, Bosnia on Friday remembered when 

war broke out 20 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 11:06:21 AM 

Government job losses dragging down growth 

Ig~~""IMore than half a million, local, state and federal jobs have been cut since the recession ended in June 

2009, according to an analysis released this week by the Economic Policy Institute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/201211:15:14 AM 

Revamped Dodge Viper makes a big splash 

Ig~~""~hiS week, as the Viper roared onstage with its engine revving, the refreshed car was the hit of the New 

York International Auto Show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 11:21:24 AM 

3 tech stocks racing to pass $1,000 a share 

With the stock market nearing record highs, there's a race on among three technology stocks to speed through the 

$l,OOO-a-share checkered flag. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/201212:30:18 PM 

Worker at iPad firm in China: 'We're not machines' 

In the eight years since Zhang Shuxiang first left her village in the poor interior of central China, she worked in 20 

factories before coming to the assembly line of a Foxconn plant making products for tech firms including Apple. She 

wants it to be her last. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 12:43:40 PM 

'Too beautiful' Samantha Brick: 'I'm not overconfident' 

Ig~~""~he Samantha Brick story continued on TODAY Friday morning. The British Daily Mail writer, who said 

other women hate her for being beautiful, sat down to defend her article with Ann Curry in her first 
American TV interview. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 12:53:45 PM 

Unemployment rate slips, job gains slow 

The nation's unemployment rate dipped slightly in March, but the economy's job-creating engine slowed, raising 

concerns about the strength of the recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:18:37 PM 

Austin police officer killed at a Walmart 

A police officer was fatally shot early Friday at a Walmart store in Austin, Texas, and a suspect is in custody. Austin police 

Chief Art Acevedo said the officer was shot in the neck and died at the scene around 2:30 a.m. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:24:15 PM 

Tornado mom starts charity to help others 

Ig~~"'l'l am humbled by it all": Stephanie Decker, the mom who lost her legs saving her children from a deadly 
tornado, blogs about being home with her family and starting a foundation to help others hurt by the 

tornadoes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:31:34 PM 

Will France stomach a leader who won't eat cheese? 

It's a matter of (spurious) debate if France's president is a "surrender monkey," but one thing seems clear: Nicolas 

Sarkozy is no longer cheese-eating. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20121:42:59 PM 

Economy adds 120,000 jobs, unemployment dips 

The unemployment dropped slightly to 8.2 percent today, as the economy added no,ooo jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20122:24:03 PM 

Teen dies after 'routine' wisdom tooth surgery 

Ig~~""lwhen 17-year-old Jenny Olenick went in to have her wisdom teeth removed, her parents weren't 
worried. After all, wisdom tooth extraction is so common these days that it's almost become a rite of 

passage for teens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20122:26:22 PM 

Newark mayor rips Devils owner, is denied Boss tix? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20122:57:47 PM 

PFl: 30,000 expected for lebow's Easter sermon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:00:32 PM 

Forgotten fighters of Myanmar: Karen rebels 

Ig~~""~he mostly Christian Karen people have been fighting against Myanmar in one of world's longest-running 
- and most brutal- civil wars. NBC's Ian Williams reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:23:53 PM 

'Jesus ... do not take me yet,' Chavez weeps 

Ig~~""lvenezuelan President Hugo Chavez wept and asked God to spare his life during a pre-Easter Mass after 

returning from his latest session of cancer treatment in Cuba. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:31:11 PM 

Website to raise funds for Zimmerman defense 

A website to raise money for Trayvon Martin shooter George Zimmerman will be hitting the Internet soon, as his family 

looks to fund his legal defense and cover their living expenses, his attorneys said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:32:36 PM 

Facebook's Sandberg: It's OK to leave work at 5:30 

Ig~~""llf you're leaving the office at 5 p.m. to spend time with yourfamily, don't feel guilty about it. Facebook 

COO Sheryl Sandberg says she walks out of the office every day in time to have dinner at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:53:43 PM 

Sales of final Encyclopaedia Britannica print edition soar 

Ig~~""llt seems that old chestnut about absence making the heart grow fonder is true - at least when it comes 

to reference books. After announcing in mid-March that it would no longer publish the print edition of its 
eponymous series, Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20123:57:54 PM 

Disappointing jobs data may be skewed by data quirks 

Ig~~""IFriday'S report showing a sharp hiring slowdown lends weight to suspicions that a string of positive 

numbers may have been too good to be true. But the disappointing result may not be as bad as it seems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20124:06:47 PM 

Gun used in Oikos University shooting found 

A weapon suspected of being used in a mass shooting at Oikos University in Oakland has been found, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20124:25:53 PM 

Santorum's ailing daughter taken to hospital 

Rick Santorum's daughter, Bella, afflicted with a chromosomal disorder, was taken to the hospital for the second time 

during this campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20124:38:46 PM 

Russia rages after US court jails 'Merchant of Death' 

Ig~~""IMOSCOW on Friday slammed the 25-year prison sentenced imposed on Russian arms dealer Viktor Bout by 

a u.s. court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20124:50:54 PM 

5 charged in China over kidney sold for iPad 

Five people in China have been charged with intentional injury after a 17-year-old sold one of his kidneys to pay for an 

iPad and an iPhone, the Xinhua News Agency reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20125:00:07 PM 

Amanda Bynes arrested for DUI 

Ig~~""lwhat a girl wants is a lawyer. Amanda Bynes was arrested early this morning on a misdemeanor DUI 

charge after getting into a minor fender bender with L.A.'s Finest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20125:00:49 PM 

Navy jet crashes into Virginia apartment complex 

The crash of a Navy F/A-18 jet let several apartment buildings in flame in Virginia Beach, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20126:01:53 PM 

Woman pushes boy to safety, is killed in hit-run 

Clara Almazo, 57, and her grandson, Brian Herrera-Ramirez, were crossing a street on Staten Island at night when a black 

Ford Escape came barreling toward them, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20126:10:16 PM 

Yep, that happened: A tribute to the 2012 Republican primary 

All of 2012's best gaffes, scandals and notable moments: From the Palin-Trump pizza party to Perry's "oops" brain 

freeze. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20126:25:16 PM 

Girls Around Me: Data sharing goes awry 

Recently, an iPhone app caused an uproar like none other. Many people labeled the program, Girls Around Me, as a 

stalker's tool, since it allowed anyone to see exactly - on a map - where nearby women were located at that moment, 

as well as information about them including their names, photos, hobbies and relationship status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20126:53:54 PM 

American cancels 296 more flights at DFW 

American Airlines canceled nearly 300 more flights on Friday as it continues to repair hail-damaged aircraft following 

extreme weather at Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) on Tuesday. Aircraft and equipment sustained 

damage after hail storms hit DFW. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20127:06:23 PM 

Mega Millions winner in Kansas stays anonymous 

Ig~~""~he wait is finally over - for real this time. One of the three winners of the record $656 million Mega 

Millions jackpot has claimed a $218.6 million share of the prize in Kansas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20127:06:23 PM 

Mega Millions winner in Kansas comes forward 

Ig~~""~he wait is finally over - for real this time. One of the three winners of the record $656 million Mega 

Millions jackpot has claimed a $218.6 million share of the prize in Kansas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20127:27:05 PM 

What is up with Steven Tyler's tangled toes? 

Ig~~"'l'walk this way," Steven Tyler wails in the Aerosmith song of the same name, but you might want to think 

twice about mimicking any of Tyler's moves. His high-energy stage performances likely caused a foot 
ailment, deforming his foot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20127:54:52 PM 

France fears serial killer on the loose 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20128:19:23 PM 

Airline probes claim worker tipped off paparazzi 

Virgin Atlantic has launched an investigation over claims that an employee fed information about more than 60 celebrity 

clients - from Madonna to Sienna Miller - to the paparazzi. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20128:57:32 PM 

Explore new realms of science and religion 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Religious holidays such as Easter and Passover spark a spate of soul

searching at the intersection of science and religion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20129:00:57 PM 

Santorum's daughter defies odds with Trisomy 18 

Ig~~""IAt age 3, Rick Santorum's daughter Belia, who has been hospitalized for the second time during his 

presidential campaign, has outlived the majority of children born with Trisomy 18, a chromosomal defect 
that occurs in one out of every 3,000 live births. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20129:40:47 PM 

Mega Millions lotto may have inspired a mega whopper 

Ig~~""IMirlande Wilson mayor may not have a Mega Millions lottery ticket entitling her to a piece of a $656 
million dollar-pie, but there's no question she has the country pie-eyed, waiting to find out what's behind 

her ever-evolving story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/20129:43:17 PM 

Ex-teacher who moved in with student arrested 

Ig~~""lchristoPher James Hooker, the ex-teacher in Modesto, Calif., who moved in with an 18-year-old student 

he met at school, is charged with a sex crime involving another student in 1998. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/2012 11:08:58 PM 

Navy jet crash: 'Whole backyard was on fire' 

Ig~~""IAbout noon, residents in Virginia Beach saw a fighter jet streaking past - nothing unusual for this 

oceanside city surrounded by military bases. But this one was clearly in trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/6/201211:45:15 PM 

Don't wait for Windows 8: Try these 5 programs 

Ig~~""lwindows 8 is on the way this fall, but the "Metro" redesign means that there aren't a lot of new features 

for the old traditional Windows desktop. If you'd rather pay $100 for a real feature boost, consider 
buying these five programs. You won't even have to wait till the fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20121:35:18 AM 

Midwest quakes linked to oil and gas drilling 

Ig~~""IOil and gas production may explain a sharp increase in small earthquakes in the nation's midsection, a 

new study from the u.s. Geological Survey suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20123:35:13 AM 

'Painter of Light' artist Thomas Kinkade dies at age 54 

One of most popular artists in America, "Painter of Light" Thomas Kinkade, died Friday at his home in California, the San 

Jose Mercury News reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/201211:17:45 AM 

Navy jet crash: A 'miracle' no one died 

Officials said Saturday they were astonished that apparently no one was killed and only a few people hurt when a u.s. 
Navy fighter jet malfunctioned and crashed in a fireball into a Virginia Beach, Va., apartment complex. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20123:00:24 PM 

Texan teen eyes graduation from Bolshoi 

Ig~~""IBY the end of May Joy Womack will become the first American to graduate from the Bolshoi Ballet 

Academy, arguably the most enviable and demanding choreography school in the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20125:45:24 PM 

And America's favorite chocolate brand is ... 

Ig~~""IAmericans love chocolate. Easter Week is one of the most popular times of the year to indulge. Nearly 71 
million pounds of chocolate candy are sold in the week leading up to Easter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20126:11:32 PM 

Deep-sea adventurers are going back for more 

Ig~~""~ust days after filmmaker James Cameron plunged to the deepest place on Earth, his diving team visits 

another spot in the Pacific and brings an eerie picture back from the ocean floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/20129:51:43 PM 

Teen student dumps ex-teacher after his arrest 

Ig~~""IA Modesto, Calif., teen who made national news when she and her high school teacher moved in 

together said Saturday she broke off their relationship after he was arrested on a charge of earlier 
abusing another student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/201210:53:17 PM 

Video: u.s. skeptical of N.Korea launch 

Ig~~""INorth Korea will launch what is being described as a small observation satellite within days. NBC's Richard 
Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/7/2012 11:04:35 PM 

Hundreds protest at Greek pensioner's funeral 

Ig~~""IGreekS chant political slogans at the funeral of Dimitris Christoulas, a pensioner who became a symbol of 

the pain inflicted by austerity when he killed himself outside parliament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/201212:14:05 AM 

Anonymous attacks: UK Home Office website hit 

Ig~~""IAccess to the British Home Office website's was disrupted after the hacking group Anonymous called on 

supporters to hit the site with denial-of-service attacks, the BBe reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/2012 12:45:57 AM 

Fielder, Cabrera help Tigers pound Red Sox 

Ig~~""lprince Fielder hit his first two home runs with the Detroit Tigers and Miguel Cabrera added a pair of his 
own in a 10-0 rout of the Boston Red Sox on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20121:32:21 AM 

'Wuthering Wind Farm Heights'? Bronte fans riled 

Ig~~""lproposed wind turbines that would go up in moorlands that inspired "Wuthering Heights" are generating 

controversy with the Bronte Society and nearby villagers, according to UK reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20121:51:15 AM 

Sobel: Dos and don'ts to winning Masters on Sunday 

Ig~~""lsobel: Five guys are within five shots of the lead after Day 3. Here are the dos and don'ts to get it done 

Su nday at Augusta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20122:53:39 AM 

HBT: Guillen apologizes for pro-Castro comments 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20122:55:33 AM 

Anchorage breaks 57-year-old snow record 

Ig~~""IAnchOrage surpasses the record with more than 11 feet of snow, the National Weather Service reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20123:32:49 AM 

Myanmar president holds landmark talks with rebels 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's president had a landmark meeting Saturday with one of the country's biggest ethnic rebel 

groups, a mediator said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20124:02:00 AM 

Your Easter egg might hatch ... a dinosaur? 

Ig~~""IA paleontological surprise may be hiding in your Easter basket. New research indicates that some 

grocery-store candy eggs are remarkably similar in shape to a newly discovered dinosaur egg, instead of 
the traditional chicken egg. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20124:28:09 AM 

Kanye West's single makes PETA, Theraflu sick 

Ig~~""[heraflu big wigs are giving Kanye West the cold shoulder over his new song, named after the cold and 
flu-calming brand, and PETA's not thrilled either. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20125:00:41 AM 

Schwarzenegger calls last 'Terminator' awful 

Arnold Schwarzennegger says "Terminator Salvation" was "awful," Collider reports. The former Governator seems to 

have displayed Terminator-like diplomacy in his assessment of the only "Terminator" film in which he didn't star. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20125:19:28 AM 

Canucks win Presidents' Trophy, clinch top seed 

It's the age-old conundrum in the NHL. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20126:16:47 AM 

1 killed as Texas beach party turns violent 

Ig~~""IAt least one person was killed and three hospitalized late Saturday when shots rang out at an 

unauthorized party that brought thousands to Surfside Beach, south of Houston, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20128:19:01 AM 

NY cardinal's stance on gay rights sparks resignation 

A day before Easter, the head of New York's Roman Catholic archdiocese faced a challenge to his stance on gay rights: 

the resignation of a church charity board member who says he's "had enough" of the cardinal's attitude. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/201211:16:37 AM 

Christians mark Easter Sunday at ancient holy site 

Thousands of Christians gathered in Jerusalem for Easter Sunday to commemorate Jesus Christ's resurrection, crowding 

into one of Christianity's holiest churches, worshipping, singing and praying. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/2012 12:44:45 PM 

Iraq's fugitive 'king of clubs' re-emerges in video? 

A video posted online Saturday purports to show the highest-ranking fugitive member of Saddam Hussein's ousted 

regime lashing out against Iraq's Shiite-led government. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/2012 12:51:48 PM 

Republican senator calls Obama 'stupid' 

Iowa's senior senator and prolific Tweeter, Republican Chuck Grassley, sent a harshly worded message Saturday that 

intentionally slighted the president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20121:33:11 PM 

Drought, cholera kill 10,000 birds at vital refuge 

Ig~~""IDrOUght has forced birds at the Lower Klamath National Wildlife Refuge to be so closely packed together 

that an outbreak of avian cholera has killed more than 10,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20121:33:29 PM 

2 arrested in connection with Tulsa shooting spree 

Two men were arrested early Sunday in connection with a Good Friday shooting spree in Tulsa's predominantly black 

north side that left three people dead and two others wounded. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20122:06:49 PM 

Afghanistan gets veto power over NATO night raids 

Afghanistan and the u.s. reached a deal to curb night raids on Afghan homes, giving Kabul a veto over the operations 

while clearing the way for a wider pact securing a u.s. presence. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20122:17:06 PM 

Nobel author 'persona non grata' in Israel over inflammatory poem 

Ig~~""llsrael declared Nobel Prize-winning German author Guenter Grass "persona non grata" over a poem in 

which the former 55 soldier described the Jewish state as a threat to world peace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20123:45:16 PM 

Fur loss, open sores seen in polar bears 

Ig~~""IWildlife experts are studying whether fur loss and open sores detected in nine polar bears in recent 

weeks is widespread and related to similar incidents among seals and walruses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20123:49:02 PM 

First bite warning: Foods that make you do bad things 

Ig~~""lln the same way that some drugs pave the way for even harder ones, a weakness for a certain food can 

open the door to an avalanche of bad eating choices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20124:12:05 PM 

Earnings season begins with ominous signs for stocks 

Since October, estimates for first-quarter earnings growth have tumbled while the S&P 500 has surged. With the 

earnings season starting next week, the outlook is not as sunny as in previous quarters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20124:23:13 PM 

Nuclear-armed India, Pakistan talk peace at lunch 

Pakistan President Asif Ali Zardari sat down to lunch with Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in New Delhi on 

Sunday in the highest-level meeting on each other's soil in seven years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20125:14:04 PM 

Best bets: 'Cabin' puts fresh twist on horror 

Ig~~"'l'Three Stooges" will get more publicity this week, but the movie we can whole-heartedly recommend is 

"Cabin in the Woods." And HBO just keeps making us want to splurge on the premium channel -- first, it 
was "Game of Thrones," and now it's "Girls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20125:43:03 PM 

Why the iPad is on its way to be the Kleenex of tablets 

Ig~~""IAPPle is on the verge of doing what few others have: change the English language. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20125:47:53 PM 

'Hunger Games' sinks 'Titanic 3D' at box office 

Ig~~""IMoVie blockbuster "The Hunger Games" topped u.s. and Canadian box office charts for a third straight 

weekend, holding off fresh competition from a 3-D remake of "Titanic" and comedy sequel "American 

Reunion." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20126:39:57 PM 

Tulsa shooting suspect posted racist remark 

One of the two men arrested Sunday in connection with the killing of three people in Tulsa, Okla., had posted a racist 

remark on his Facebook page. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20126:56:55 PM 

Athletic dudes' girly little secret: the pedi 

Ig~~""lpedicures have a reputation for being a girls-only activity -- but recently, a few high-profile male athletes 

are helping to bust that stereotype. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20127:16:07 PM 

Researcher says cost of gasoline may hit plateau 

The average price for a gallon of gasoline in the u.s. rose 3.74 cents over the past two weeks, the smallest increase since 

January, according to the nationwide lundberg Survey. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20127:26:10 PM 

White House calculator shows where your taxes go 

Whether or not you've paid Uncle Sam yet, you might be curious to know where your tax dollars are going. The White 

House has come up with a handy calculator. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20127:36:33 PM 

Prostitutes add to woes for mayor-elect in NM town 

A New Mexico town is scrambling to find a mayor because their mayor-elect is accused of a litany of crimes -- from 

trying to extort an opponent to billing the town for prostitutes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20128:08:32 PM 

High unemployment could dog the US for years 

NEW YORK/WASHINGTON -- Gary Feeman has been searching for a job for 16 months. He's not ready to give up just yet, 

but the 60-year-old worries he is running out of options. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20128:24:51 PM 

London, NYC top the cities favored by the ultra-rich 

Ig~~""~he votes are in and London is the most important city in the world -- at least, according to the ultra

wealthy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/20129:26:37 PM 

Tulsa killings tied to murder of suspect's dad? 

One of the two men arrested in the killing of three people in Tulsa, Okla., posted a racist remark on Facebook and noted 

his father was killed two years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/2012 10:46:54 PM 

Bullpen implodes, Red Sox fall to Tigers in 11 

Ig~~""IAlex Avila's two-run homer with two outs in the bottom of the 11th inning gave the Detroit Tigers a 
stunning 13-12 victory over the Boston Red Sox on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/2012 10:49:25 PM 

Video: Syria: Violence increases before ceasefire 

Ig~~""~he Syrian military appears to have ignored a United Nations-brokered ceasefire as it increases its 
attacks. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/201211:18:56 PM 

North Korea shows off its launch pad and satellite 

Ig~~""INorth Korean space officials have moved all three stages of a long-range rocket into position for a 

controversial launch, vowing to push ahead with their plan in defiance of international warnings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/201211:27:12 PM 

Hackers say they have Tunisian leader's emails 

Ig~~""IA group claiming affiliation with the Anonymous hacker network says it has obtained 2,725 emails 

belonging to Tunisia's ruling Ennahda party, including those of the prime minister. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/8/201211:53:11 PM 

Peace Corps evacuated after Mali president's resignation 

Peace Corps volunteers have been evacuated from Mali and non-essential u.s. diplomatic personnel have been offered 

flights out due to ongoing political instability following a military coup in March, culminating in the president's 

resignation Sunday, the State Department said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 12:40:21 AM 

Apple CEO's pay for 2011 valued at $378 million 

Ig~~""IAPPle Chief Executive Officer Tim Cook was awarded $378 million in compensation last year, making him 

by far the top-paid CEO among big public companies in a study published Sunday in the New York Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201212:46:18 AM 

Hubba Bubba! Watson wins Masters in playoff 

Ig~~""IBubba Watson makes par on the par-4 10th, the second hole of a sudden-death playoff, to beat Louis 

Oosthuizen for his first Masters green jacket at Augusta National on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20121:59:45 AM 

In Tulsa, a community steps up after shootings 

The residents of Tulsa's predominantly black north side woke Friday to mayhem: Five people had been shot in their 

neighborhood, apparently at random. Police worried that fear and distrust might stanch cooperation. But then the tips 

began to flow in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20122:30:07 AM 

Five classic Mike Wallace moments 

Ig~~""lwallace was no fan of Salvador Dali's art or Ayn Rand's philosophy, and made Barbra Streisand cry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:50:36 AM 

Official pleads for help to extricate trapped Peruvian miners 

Peru's mining minister has appealed to mining companies for heavy equipment and experts to free nine miners trapped 

for four days in an informal copper mine. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20126:41:42 AM 

Report: Sony to ax 10,000 jobs, expects $2.7B loss 

Sony Corp is cutting 10,000 jobs, about 6 percent of its global workforce, the Nikkei newspaper reported on Monday, as 

new CEO Kazuo Hirai comes under pressure to return the Japanese consumer electronics and entertainment company to 

profit after four years in the red. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:06:10 AM 

Amid Iran tensions, neighbor becomes den of spies 

A Soviet-legacy oil nation is emerging as a hotbed of global espionage as tension escalates between Israel and Iran. 

Azerbaijan, which links Russia to the Middle East, has strategic importance as a bridgehead for the West in its war of 

diplomacy with Tehran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:06:10 AM 

Amid Iran tensions, Azerbaijan becomes den of spies 

A Soviet-legacy oil nation is emerging as a hotbed of global espionage as tension escalates between Israel and Iran. 

Azerbaijan, which links Russia to the Middle East, has strategic importance as a bridgehead for the West in its war of 

diplomacy with Tehran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20129:37:58 AM 

New tunnel linked to looming N. Korea nuclear test? 

Recent satellite images show North Korea is digging a new underground tunnel in what appears to be preparation for a 

third nuclear test, according to South Korean intelligence officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 10:04:37 AM 

Cross-border gunfire: Syrian bullets kill 1 in Turkey 

Syrian forces on Monday fired across the border at a refugee camp in Turkey, killing one and wounding four, activists 

said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 10:33:45 AM 

Teens ignore melanoma risk to tan for prom 

The prom and tanning go hand-in-hand, but the practice has come under renewed scrutiny after a recent study 

published in the journal Mayo Clinic Proceedings found the incidence of melanoma in young adults has soared, with a 

sixfold increase in the past 40 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201211:18:28 AM 

Good deal? Census 1940 site built on barter 

The u.s. 1940 Census website was built for free, in exchange for giving a company free access to the data. A good deal 

for taxpayers? Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 11:31:27 AM 

IRS 'nice bad guy' act has some side-effects 

The IRS has for years faced intense pressure to make the painful process of paying taxes more palatable by at least 

providing a zippy refund. But that service may be coming at a price. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 11:34:40 AM 

Car of the future has wings - and $279,000 price tag 

Ig~~""IAnYOne who has ever had to deal with New York traffic will likely drool over the unusual offering making 
its debut at the city's annual auto show this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 11:37:35 AM 

Report: Suspect in 3 slayings plunges to his death 

A registered sex offender suspected of killing his mother, stepfather and girlfriend climbed a Mississippi cell phone tower 

before plunging about 300 feet to his death, according to a report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 11:45:49 AM 

6 reasons that you should speak up at work 

Ig~~""IAt a time where the demand for transparent communication in the workplace is at a premium, 

employees are not speaking-up enough. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201211:54:14 AM 

Best new-car values for 2012 

Volkswagen of America delivers the most value-packed new-vehicle product line among all automakers for 20l2, 

followed closely in overall marks by Hyundai Motor America and Ford Motor Company, according to the results of a 

study by the research company Strategic Vision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201212:10:00 PM 

Breakfast with the Duggars: What it takes to feed 19 kids 

Ig~~""IHey mom, what's for breakfast? When it comes to feeding 19 children, the Duggars say it's all about meal 

planning, and buying in bulk. Check out their grocery list for a glimpse of what it takes to feed the Duggar 
clan for a day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201212:12:10 PM 

Exclusive look: 'Mama's Boys' want to be babied 

Ig~~""~he special bond between mother and son is a lovely thing. When he's little, he gets love, good advice 

and maybe even a maid of sorts from Mom while living at home. But some never want to leave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201212:34:18 PM 

Ford recalls more than 140,000 Focus cars 

Ig~~""IFord Motor Co is recalling 140,310 Focus cars from model year 2012 in the United States to repair a 

potential problem with the passenger-side windshield wiper motor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 12:39:05 PM 

Frequent fliers blast flying experience in annual survey 

Performance-wise, 2011 was a good year for u.s. airlines. Despite the strong marks, though, air travelers didn't seem to 

notice. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 12:41:08 PM 

Inside North Korea: Rocket launch poses risks 

Letting outside observers witness the launch of a controversial satellite poses more risks for the North Koreans than it 

does for their guests. NBC News space analyst James Oberg provides an inside look. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/201212:50:14 PM 

Obese moms may be more likely to have autistic child 

Ig~~""lwomen who are obese when pregnant may have a higher risk of having a baby with autism, a new study 

indicates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 12:51:47 PM 

Missing mom's friend: 'She would never leave those kids' 

Missing Miramar, Fla. mother of three Vilet Torrez has not been seen or heard from in nine days, and her best friend, 

whom she has known for 11 years, is worried the case will have a tragic end. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20121:07:21 PM 

Coffin: Watson grows up, grows into champion 

Ig~~""lcoffin: Bubba Watson's evolution as a person - from cocky kid to measured father - is a major reason 
he's more successful on the course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20121:35:50 PM 

Stocks tumble after weak employment data 

Major stock indexes fell Monday after last week's much weaker-than-expected report on March u.s. job creation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20121:39:09 PM 

American teens are waiting longer to drive 

It's been as much a rite of passage as the high school prom, but a new study suggests that young Americans are no 

longer rushing to get a driver's license the moment they are eligible. Blame the Internet. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20121:44:26 PM 

7-year-old boy linked to string of arsons 

A 7-year-old Juneau boy has admitted setting five arson fires over a little more than four months, according to fire 

officials in Alaska's capital. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20122:14:51 PM 

Autopsy scheduled for painter Thomas Kinkade 

Ig~~""IA California coroner is due to conduct an autopsy of Thomas Kinkade on Monday, three days after the 

famed American painter died unexpectedly at age 54. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20123:33:37 PM 

Two men charged with murder in Tulsa rampage 

Two Oklahoma men were charged with murder Monday following a shooting rampage that claimed three lives, injured 

two, and shook Tulsa's black community. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:11:18 PM 

Prosecutor weighs Trayvon Martin case 

A special prosecutor has decided not to use a grand jury in the Trayvon Martin case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:14:01 PM 

Why do we let politicians hold our babies? 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne agrees that modern moms are overprotective. We hover, we coddle, we helicopter. So why are 

we so quick to hand over our children to the least trustworthy people on the planet? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:23:20 PM 

Easter bunny loses his head on live TV 

Ig~~""lsome kids had to learn the truth about the Easter bunny the hard way when one reporter's recent 

holiday masquerade backfired. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:40:38 PM 

Two held on $9 million bail in Tulsa rampage 

Two Oklahoma men were ordered held on $9 million bail Monday following a shooting rampage that claimed three lives, 

injured two, and shook Tulsa's black community. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:44:21 PM 

N. Korea missile not a weapon, but 'darn close' 

Ig~~""INBC News space analyst James Oberg assesses North Korea's space aspirations after visiting the tightly 

restricted Sohae Satellite Launching Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20124:57:28 PM 

Campaign says Santorum's daughter out of hospital 

The Santorum campaign announced that Bella Satorum was released from the hospital Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20125:01:42 PM 

US shatters record for warmest March 

Ig~~""~he temperature analysis released by the u.s. government each month usually isn't all that riveting, but 

the one that came out Monday is a doozy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20125:21:12 PM 

PFT: Goodell upholds Saints' suspensions 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20125:36:23 PM 

Facebook to buy Instagram for $1 billion 

As the market eagerly awaits Facebook's initial public offering, the social network is busy building its empire by buying 

Instagram, reportedly for $1 billion. That's $1 billion, with a B. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20126:07:16 PM 

Road sign racial slur against Trayvon Martin 

Michigan authorities launched an investigation after a racial slur targeting Trayvon Martin was discovered on an 

electronic construction sign along a Detroit-area interstate. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20127:16:18 PM 

'Sextortion' of minors alleged; hundreds of victims? 

Ig~~""IA man who told friends he was a "professional hacker" has been charged with blackmailing children into 

performing sexually explicit acts over webcams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20127:22:09 PM 

Titanic cruise delayed due to strong winds 

Ig~~""lltls been a stormy beginning for a cruise ship retracing the maiden voyage of the doomed Titanic. The MS 
Balmoral, with 1,309 passengers aboard, was delayed on its first day at sea due to strong winds, the 

Guardian reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20127:48:57 PM 

Lawyers in Sandusky trial told no media comments 

Lawyers involved in the child sexual abuse trial of former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky have been 

ordered to stop talking to the media. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:07:42 PM 

Stocks drop to one-month low after jobs report 

Wall Street investors returned from a long weekend Monday to face the potential consequences of last Friday's 

downbeat jobs report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:12:09 PM 

Bankrupt Kodak wants to give $l3.5M in bonuses 

Eastman Kodak Co. has filed a request with the district court overseeing its Chapter 11 bankruptcy asking for permission 

to pay around $13.5 million in bonuses to approximately 300 employees. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:14:54 PM 

Syria truce prospects fade 

Ig~~""~he United States on Monday dismissed demands by the Syrian regime that rebels provide written 

guarantees that they would lay down arms as a stalling tactic. Syria was supposed to start pulling troops 
from towns and cities by Tuesday, paving the way for a ceasefire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20128:51:52 PM 

A rare peek inside North Korea 

Ig~~""INorth Korea has invited international journalists into the reclusive country to witness the launch of what 

they say is a weather observation satellite. NBC News shares some photos from inside the secretive 
nation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20129:10:54 PM 

Instagram CEO could get $400 million in Facebook deal 

Ig~~""lwired has another angle on Facebook's $1 billion purchase of photo-sharing service Instagram: CEO Kevin 
Systrom is about to be a very rich guy. Forget Porsche -- the Lamborghini dealer should be looking up this 

guy's number. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20129:25:56 PM 

Slideshow: When the Olympics is your neighbor 

Ig~~""IA diverse community in East London will welcome the world to Britain for the 2012 Olympic Games. Meet 

residents and hear how they feel about having a huge, world stage in their backyard. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/20129:32:47 PM 

US sees warmest March, and first quarter, on record 

Ig~~""~he temperature analysis released by the u.s. government each month usually isn't all that riveting, but 

the one that came out Monday is a doozy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 10:29:31 PM 

Jack Tramiel, father of the Commodore 64, dies at 83 

Ig~~""IMany of today's video games employ an 8bit, retro vibe. Even though younger gamers may not know who 

Jack Tramiel is, his legacy lives on in every pixel and 8bit sound byte produced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 10:35:09 PM 

Report: Partying led to firing of Navy officer 

r-~he former commodore swam nude and engaged in other inappropriate behavior, according to the Navy 
Imes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/9/2012 11:37:23 PM 

Will hipster photo app Instagram survive Facebook? 

Once an insider thing around iPhone kids, the Instagram photo app and social network has now gone very mainstream. 

Will it make it? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 12:15:21 AM 

Mega Millions winner steps forward in Maryland 

After more than a week of suspense, during which rumors swirled and one woman claimed to have misplaced her 

winning ticket, Maryland Lottery officials confirm that a Mega Millions winning ticket has been claimed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20122:14:35 AM 

Super surrogate gives birth to 15th baby 

Ig~~""IA 47-year-old Fargo, N.D. woman has given birth to 15 children, but only 4 of them are hers. She explains 

why she does it, and says her most recent pregnancy will be her last: "I am officially retiring the uterus." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:09:27 AM 

Seventh graders save out-of-control bus as driver passes out 

When a school bus driver in Milton, Wash. lost consciousness on the way to school Monday morning, two seventh-grade 

boys jumped to action, KING 5 News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20123:17:49 AM 

'South Park' tackles bullying issue 

Ig~~""IMore proof bullying has become the issue du jour: Cartman and his cohorts are tackling the subject this 

week this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:38:48 AM 

HBT: Darvish logs uneven MLB debut 

HBT: Pitcher shows flashes of brilliance after horrid first inning -- 4 runs, 4 hits -- and even gets the win for the Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:58:58 AM 

Melissa Gilbert taken to hospital during 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing a strong paso doble, one which featured a stumble from pro partner Maksim Chmerkovskiy, 

the actress waltzed out of the ballroom and into the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 5:06:57 AM 

Peru seeks help to free 9 trapped miners 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 5:08:39 AM 

Dental X-rays can double brain tumor risk, study finds 

r-I~ental X-rays could double the risk for the most common brain tumor, according to a study released 
uesday from scientists and doctors at Yale, Harvard and other prestigious institutions published in 

Cancer, a scientific journal of the American Cancer Society. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20127:30:17 AM 

Zimmerman takes to Web to raise money 

Ig~~""IGeorge Zimmerman, the Florida man who claims he shot and killed Trayvon Martin in self-defense, has 

set up a personal website to collect money for his defense, his attorneys told NBC News on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 8:04:28 AM 

Syrian troops shell Hama on cease-fire deadline day 

Syrian tanks shelled the central city of Hama and parts of Hams came under mortar fire, opposition activists said, on the 

day President Assad had agreed to halt the violence and withdraw forces from urban areas. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20128:12:41 AM 

North Korea: Our rocket is ready to launch 

Space officials in North Korea told NBC Tuesday that its new satellite and rocket have been completed and will be 

launched by Monday April 16. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 10:28:03 AM 

Radical Muslim can be sent to US, court rules 

A hook-handed radical Muslim preacher can be extradited from Britain to the United States to face charges he aided an 

al-Qaida training camp in Oregon, a court ruled Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:05:28 AM 

Calif. girl, 17, detained to help rape case 

Prosecutors have taken the unusual step of detaining an alleged teenage rape victim who has a history of running away, 

saying she is a key witness against a suspected serial rapist. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:41:26 AM 

Study: Hybrid owners unlikely to buy another 

Ig~~""IHYbrid sales have been surging as fuel prices take their latest run towards record levels. But the news 

might not be nearly as good as it would seem if a new study by R.L. Polk is any indication. Despite 
previous sales surges tied to past petroleum price hikes the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/201211:47:58 AM 

Earnings could put damper on stock run-up 

Beginning Tuesday, the nation's biggest companies will begin to report on their profits for the first quarter, and the 

overall growth rate is likely to be the slowest in three years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:55:28 AM 

Narcissists do better in job interviews. Here's why 

Ig~~""lwhile most of us are careful to avoid over-advertising our talents, that may not be the best way to land a 

job, a new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 1:39:29 PM 

Md. officials: 3 public school workers split jackpot 

Ig~~""IMarYland Lottery officials announced Tuesday that the record-breaking Mega Millions winning ticket 

purchased at a 7-Eleven in the Baltimore area was actually purchased by three people who have chosen 
to remain anonymous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 1:39:29 PM 

Md. officials: 3 public school workers split jackpot 

Ig~~""IMarYland Lottery officials announced Tuesday that the record-breaking Mega Millions winning ticket 

purchased at a 7-Eleven in the Baltimore area was actually purchased by three people who have chosen 
to remain anonymous. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20122:19:35 PM 

Gilbert suffers concussion, whiplash on 'DWTS' 

r-I~elissa Gilbert wound up in the hospital on Monday night after falling during a dance; she's since 
wittered that she'll be all right. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20122:52:17 PM 

Syria truce claim is 'blatant lie,' says France 

Syria's claim it is complying with a cease-fire deal has been condemned as a "blatant lie" as 32 people were reportedly 

killed even after guns were supposed to be silent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:09:05 PM 

CEO quits as Best Buy faces Apple challenge 

Struggling big-box electronics retailer Best Buy said Tuesday that Brian Dunn has resigned as chief executive and 

director. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20123:10:29 PM 

HBT: 'Very embarrassed' Guillen suspended 5 games for Castro comments 

Ig~~""IMiami Marlins manger Ozzie Guillen was suspended 5 games for telling a magazine he loves Fidel Castro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20123:12:47 PM 

Police: Tulsa shooting rampage suspects confess 

The two suspects in a shooting rampage that claimed three lives, injured two, and shook Tulsa's black community 

confessed over the weekend, police said Monday, according to police documents reviewed by msnbc. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:23:42 PM 

SpaceX looks at Texas for next spaceport 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The federal government says it's considering a plan from SpaceX to put a 

commercial spaceport at the southern tip of Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 3:50:26 PM 

Pay TV costing a pretty penny, and rising 

Ig~~""~he average cost for pay TV basic and premium services is now $86 a month, and it's been rising about 6 

percent annually. But our salaries haven't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20124:10:18 PM 

Michigan teacher: I was fired over Trayvon Martin fundraiser 

A Michigan school teacher says she was fired for helping students organize a fund raiser for the family of Trayvon Martin, 

the unarmed Florida teen fatally shot by a neighborhood watch volunteer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20124:19:08 PM 

5 more minutes? Alarm answers with a firm 'no' 

Ig~~""~here is no snooze button. If you unplug it, a battery takes over. As wake-up time approaches, you cannot 

reset the alarm time. It could be the world's most exasperating alarm clock. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20124:21:01 PM 

Family: Bullying by 'wolf pack' led to teen's suicide 

Ig~~""IBullies had been hounding high school freshman Teddy Molina for years, his family says, eventually 

leading to his suicide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 5:09:39 PM 

Malaysia Airlines offers child-free zone on flights 

Ig~~""IMalaYSia Airlines will start flying its first Airbus A380-800 on July 1, but kids won't be welcome on the 

massive airliner's upper deck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 5:42:43 PM 

Top China politician's wife named as murder suspect 

Ig~~""lchina's Communist Party suspended former high-flying politician Bo Xilai from its top ranks and named 

his wife, Gu Kailai, a suspect in the murder of a British businessman, China's official Xinhua news agency 
reported Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 6:37:05 PM 

Santorum suspends presidential campaign 

News follows hospitalization for his 3-year-old daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20126:40:16 PM 

Agency chief budges on mortgage principal 

Ig~~""~he top regulator for 60 percent of America's home mortgages opened the door a bit on helping 

underwater homeowners through principal reduction, but he's not totally on the bus yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20126:57:15 PM 

Porn suspect replaces bin laden on FBI 'Most Wanted' 

Ig~~""IA former private school teacher and camp counselor who is suspected of producing child pornography 

has replaced slain al-Qaida leader Osama bin Laden on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted Fugitive List. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 8:03:26 PM 

Deadly car crashes spike 6 percent on tax day, study finds 

Ig~~""INothing may be certain but death and taxes, but new research warns that a higher risk of fatal car 

crashes on the day of the IRS deadline might be one way the two get combined. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20128:05:47 PM 

HBT: Guillen suspended 5 games 

Ig~~""IMiami Marlins manager Ozzie Guillen was suspended 5 games for telling a magazine he loves Fidel 

Castro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20128:07:17 PM 

Stocks swoon again; Dow falls 213 points 

Stocks suffered their worst five-day stretch in nearly five months, stung by worries about slowing job growth. Oil prices 

slid more than 1 percent on worries about weakening demand from China. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20129:15:16 PM 

Bride charged with faking cancer for wedding cash 

A 25-year-old woman was indicted on fraud and larceny charges for posing as a terminally ill bride to scam donations for 

a dream wedding and honeymoon on Aruba. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/20129:21:15 PM 

Obama hits political notes in 'Buffett Rule' speech 

President Obama used a Tuesday speech to not only push legislation enacting the so-called "Buffett Rule/' but also 

outline his vision for the economy versus Republican presidential rivals. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 9:52:49 PM 

Best Buy CEO quit over 'personal conduct' 

Best Buy CEO Brian Dunn resigned as the company's board investigated issues related to his "personal conduct," the 

electronics retailer said late Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 10:29:22 PM 

7 taxi drivers shot dead outside Monterrey, Mexico 

Gunmen on Tuesday shot dead seven taxi drivers near the industrial hub of Monterrey, which has become one of 

Mexico's most violent cities during a turf war between rival drug cartels. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:12:09 PM 

Video: FCC, carriers fight cell phone theft 

Ig~~""~he federal government and the cell phone industry are teaming up to make smart phones less attractive 

to thieves. Thefts of personal electronic devices has become a prime driver of a rise in robberies and 
thefts nationwide. NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:39:07 PM 

Online, fans and foes alike applaud Santorum's withdrawal 

Ig~~""IEarIY reaction among supporters and opponents alike overwhelmingly approved of Rick Santorum's 

withdrawal from the Republican presidential race Tuesday, according to msnbc.com's computer-assisted 
analysis of online reaction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/10/2012 11:49:21 PM 

eFT: Arkansas tells Petrino to ride out of town 

Ig~~""ICFT: Bobby Petrino is out as Razorbacks coach after he 'knowingly misled the athletic department about 
the circumstances of the [motorcycle] accident.' And you should see what else AD Jeff Long had to say in 

announcing the decision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 12:39:07 AM 

UFO video over South Korea: Fact or fake? 

An airplane passenger videoed a mysterious oval white object flying over Seoul, South Korea, April 7. The video has been 

lighting up the Internet since, but experts say it looks suspicious. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 12:51:53 AM 

Zimmerman's attorneys withdraw from Martin case 

The attorneys for George Zimmerman, Craig Sonner and Hal Uhrig, said Tuesday they have lost touch with their client 

and are withdrawing from the case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:43:23 AM 

PHT: Penguins the pick to win Stanley Cup 

Ig~~""lpHT: Here's 10 reasons why Pittsburgh will end up on top in June. Yes, Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin 

are two of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:55:13 AM 

Celtics 115, Heat 107 

MIAMI (AP) - A week ago, the Boston Celtics beat the Miami Heat with defense. This time, they did it with offense. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:34:04 AM 

Florida prosecutor to release new information in Martin case 

The special prosecutor investigating the fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin in Florida said Tuesday evening that she was 

preparing to release new information on the investigation, and would do so in the next 72 hours 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:56:07 AM 

Santorum says the campaign was toughest on his family 

Hours after announcing he was dropping out of the presidential race, Rick Santorum told supporters he is at peace with 

his decision. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20123:12:50 AM 

Surprising 'Dancing' elimination ends in tears 

Ig~~""IHost Tom Bergeron hinted earlier in the day that "(the elimination) will make your jaws drop." But he 

forgot to mention it would also make tears flow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20123:13:56 AM 

Binging turns one 'loser' into the biggest gainer 

Ig~~""IFresh from last week's makeovers, the players looked forward to the chance to make it one step closer to 
their ultimate weight-loss goals this week - at least most of them did. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 3:34:33 AM 

Who gets Titanic's treasures? Stay tuned 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Negotiations to decide the fate of a $189 million collection of artifacts 

from the Titanic are going into overtime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:21:22 AM 

Searchers race to find Amelia Earhart's trail 

Ig~~""~he competition between teams of deep-sea searchers to find Amelia Earhart is getting fierce with the 

approach of the 75th anniversary of her disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:23:54 AM 

North Korea says it's fueling rocket for launch 

Ig~~""INorth Korea said on Wednesday it was injecting fuel into a long-range rocket "as we speak" ahead of a 

launch condemned by its neighbors and the West 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20127:16:54 AM 

PBT: Melo's not enough when it's the Bulls 

PBT: This wasn't about revenge for Sunday. This Chicago victory was simply about it -- even without Derrick Rose -- being 

better than N.Y. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 8:01:48 AM 

Boy, 5, brings heroin to school; stepdad held 

A 5-year-old boy found dozens of bags of heroin inside a jacket he had taken to school and showed them to his 

kindergarten classmates, the school superintendent said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20129:13:36 AM 

Tsunami alert after powerful quake hits off Indonesia 

A tsunami warning was issued for the entire Indian Ocean Wednesday after a powerful 8.7-magnitude earthquake was 

recorded off Indonesia's coast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 9:51:48 AM 

F-15s scrambled as 'credible bomb threat' diverts jet 

r-~wo U.S. fighter jets were scrambled to escort a Korean Air passenger jet to a Canadian military base 
uesday after the carrier's call center received a "credible bomb threat," NBC News reported. The 

aircraft later made an emergency landing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 10:26:24 AM 

F1 cars to race amid deadly Bahrain crackdown? 

Formula One's 12 teams and its boss Bernie Ecclestone will this week decide whether to race in Bahrain at a time when 

the country is accused of human rights violations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/201211:16:46 AM 

Powerful quakes create panic around Indian Ocean 

An 8.6-magnitude earthquake and aftershocks struck off Indonesia on Wednesday, sending people scurrying from 

shaking buildings and raising fears of a disastrous tsunami. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/201211:16:46 AM 

Tsunami alert after powerful quakes hit off Indonesia 

Tsunami alerts were issued for the entire Indian Ocean Wednesday after a powerful 8.6-magnitude earthquake and a 

strong aftershock were recorded off Indonesia's coast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:43:32 AM 

$35 billion 'mini las Vegas' set to be built in Spain 

Billionaire Sheldon Adelson said on Wednesday he plans to spend $35 billion on a mini-Las Vegas strip in Spain where he 

is courting the country's two top urban areas, Barcelona and Madrid, with plans for a casino complex. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:55:05 AM 

Microsoft ups the ante in patent wars 

Microsoft's $1.1 billion purchase of more than 800 patents from AOL is not about innovation. It's about a patent war. 

"Everybody's trying to make sure their patent war chest is bigger than everybody else's," said R "Ray" Wang, CEO of 

Constellation Research. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 12:35:06 PM 

Remembering the 12 dogs aboard the Titanic 

Ig~~""IA new exhibit at the Widener University Art Gallery, in Chester, Pa., that opened Tuesday features 

photographs and stories of the dogs and their owners who sailed on the Titanic. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:03:09 PM 

Boy, 6, dies after getting yanked into wood chipper 

A 6-year-old Connecticut boy was killed in a tragic accident involving a wood chipper early Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:18:28 PM 

Lessons learned from the GOP primary 

First Read: Traditional factors still matter in winning a presidential nomination but a longer-than expected contest has 

taken its toll on Romney and the GOP. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:18:49 PM 

Octuplet mom 'terrified' by death threat left in car 

"Leave California or you will die." That's the message that mother of 14 Nadya Suleman said Wednesday was left in her 

vandalized car over the weekend: "I was so terrified I threw it out and had to retrieve it from the trash." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 1:48:25 PM 

Chocolate, vanilla or pot? Ice cream truck driver busted 

A Waldorf, Md., man faces charges after being busted for allegedly selling drugs out of an ice cream truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:01:54 PM 

'Happy tears' as trapped miners are freed after 6 days 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20122:17:48 PM 

NYT: Big banks woo subprime borrowers again 

Ig~~""IAS financial institutions recover from the losses on loans made to troubled borrowers, some of the largest 

lenders to the less than creditworthy are trying to woo them back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20122:18:35 PM 

Sticker shock: New car prices hit record high 

Ig~~""IAfter several years of heavily discounting their products, automakers are finding themselves back in the 
driver's seat - pushing prices to record levels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:22:42 PM 

Texas maid service offers something extra: nudity 

A maid service in Texas is offering something a little more than just a clean house: nude maids. Local law enforcement 

isn't pleased, even though they are offered a discount. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:38:59 PM 

Cow's life spared after slaughterhouse escape 

An 800-pound young steer who broke out of a slaughterhouse in northern New Jersey, swam across a river and ran 

through city streets was being taken Wednesday to an animal sanctuary in New York where a "comfy straw bed" awaits 

him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 2:38:59 PM 

Cow's life spared after slaughterhouse escape 

An 800-pound cow broke out of a slaughterhouse in northern New Jersey, evading police and animal control officers in 

an hour-long scene out of "Dodge City" that ended with him getting a reprieve from death, an official said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20123:04:12 PM 

Exclusive: It's pageant war on 'Toddlers & Tiaras' 

Ig~~""[hingS are about to get tense on "Toddlers & Tiaras" as veteran pageant princesses Alaska and Gabby 

face off in a battle for glitzy bragging rights. And if Alaska's parents have anything to say about, it won't 
be pretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20123:05:13 PM 

FBI: Strip club owner plotted to kill Texas mayor 

Ig~~""IAn owner of an Arlington, Texas, strip club was charged with trying to hire hit men to kill Arlington Mayor 

Robert Cluck and a city attorney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:00:14 PM 

World Trade Center workers on building tallest tower in US 

The building now soars more than 1,244 feet. The tower is a couple of weeks away from surpassing the height of the 

roof of the Empire State building. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:02:56 PM 

US sues Apple over e-book price-fixing 

The u.s. Justice Department sued Apple Wednesday, alleging the technology giant and five major publishers conspired 

to push up the prices of e-books and limit retail price competition. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:10:12 PM 

Nearly 900 students wrongly told they got into UCLA 

UCLA is apologizing for mistakenly telling 894 high school seniors that they were admitted to the highly competitive 

school when they were actually still on the waiting list. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:17:25 PM 

Mystery sapovirus hits nursing homes 

Ig~~""IAbout 20 million people suffer from acute norovirus infections in the u.s. each year, health officials say, 

and new research suggests that the nasty germ has an equally cruddy but little-known cousin: sapovirus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 4:30:35 PM 

Hollywood drama in Chinese murder mystery 

Ig~~""~he shock waves set off by the arrest of the wife of former Chinese political leader Bo Xilai as a murder 

suspect may be China's biggest political scandal in years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20124:42:57 PM 

'Perfect recipe' for wildfires as season starts early 

Ig~~""[he U.S. wildfire season that typically starts in late spring has taken off this month, with crews tackling 

fires up and down the East Coast in recent days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20125:15:24 PM 

AG Holder: People 'rightly concerned' about Trayvon death 

Attorney General Eric Holder told a civil rights group Wednesday they were "rightly concerned" about the shooting 

death of Florida teen Trayvon Martin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 5:53:52 PM 

No parole for Charles Manson, board rules 

Ig~~""IA California parole board on Wednesday denied aging mass murderer Charles Manson's bid for freedom 

at his 12th parole hearing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 6:07:27 PM 

Last leader of French Resistance dies aged 97 

Ig~~""IRaymOnd Aubrac, a leading figure in the French Resistance movement during World War II who became a 

hero after escaping the Nazi's Gestapo with the help of his pregnant wife, has died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Tap msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20126:12:32 PM 

Out-af-whack sleep habits can cause diabetes 

Shift workers, who labor during the hours when most of us are sleeping, are at greater risk of developing type 2 

diabetes, research shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20126:13:03 PM 

Lawyer: Zimmerman to plead not guilty in Martin case 

George Zimmerman has been taken into custody and will be charged with second-degree murder in the shooting death 

of Trayvon Martin, Florida authorities announced Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/20127:25:14 PM 

Feds: Soldiers took 'live' anti-tank weapon home 

Five soldiers are under investigation for taking an Army anti-tank weapon loaded with a live rocket home from Joint Base 

Lewis-McChord in Washington state and passing it around, a federal law enforcement spokeswoman confirmed to 

msnbc.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 8:08:22 PM 

Stocks rally, rebound from five-day slide 

Stocks rallied Wednesday after an encouraging start to earnings season helped equities rebound from five days of losses 

that pushed the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq below key levels. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 9:33:25 PM 

Have pump prices peaked? Experts think so 

It may be difficult to celebrate when you're paying $3.92 a gallon for gas but the good news is that's a penny cheaper 

than where the national average for a gallon of regular stood last week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 9:53:02 PM 

Video: Watch live: Trayvon Martin's family holds news conference 

Ig~~""ILIVE VIDEO - The family of Trayvon Martin hold a news conference to react to the Florida state 
attorney's ruling on their son's case. (msnbc.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 10:35:04 PM 

Report: Cop wrong to pepper-spray UC Davis protesters 

A UC Davis task force report released Wednesday strongly condemned a campus officer's use of pepper spray during an 

Occupy protest at the university in November, saying that it "should and could have been prevented. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:05:24 PM 

Satellite spies on North Korea's countdown 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: While North Korean officials were showing off their controversial launch 

site, a commercial U.s. satellite was snapping pictures from high above. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:23:13 PM 

'Thank you, Lord,' says Martin's mother 

Social media exploded with comment as a Florida state attorney announced she would pursue a second-degree murder 

charge against George Zimmerman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:29:15 PM 

Murder charge against Zimmerman surprises experts 

Legal experts expressed surprise that a Florida state prosecutor is seeking a second-degree murder charge against the 

block watch volunteer who fatally shot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin during a scuffle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/11/2012 11:55:50 PM 

Axl Rose declines induction into Rock Hall 

Ig~~"'l'l respectfully decline my induction as a member of Guns N' Roses to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame," 
Rose wrote in a long letter obtained by the L.A. Times. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 2:48:02 AM 

Some owners claim defect in Remington guns 

Critics say Remington is shirking its responsibility when it comes to the firing mechanism used in some of the most 

popular long guns in America. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20123:27:10 AM 

Conn. lawmakers vote to repeal death penalty 

The Connecticut House of Representatives gave final legislative approval on Wednesday to repeal of the state's death 

penalty, moving it one step closer to becoming the fifth u.s. state in five years to abandon capital punishment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 3:33:24 AM 

Hollie is less than 'Perfect' on 'American Idol' 

Ig~~""lon a night where the judges were again inclined to be kind, the trio sent a message to the audience at 
home: "Do we really need to bring her back next week?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 3:58:46 AM 

Paul, Clippers silence Thunder in final seconds 

Ig~~""lchris Paul scored 31 points, including the game-winning shot on a layup with 8.8 seconds left, lifting the 

Los Angeles Clippers to a 100-98 victory over the Oklahoma City Thunder that kept them in position for 
home-court advantage in the first round of the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20124:06:00 AM 

North Korea official says Thursday rocket launch unlikely 

North Korea is unlikely to conduct its planned long-range rocket launch on Thursday due to weather conditions, Japan's 

Kyodo news agency said, citing a government source. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20124:33:56 AM 

Syria truce deadline passes, no reported violence 

BEIRUIT -- The deadline for a U.N.-backed ceasefire aimed at halting more than a year of violence in Syria passed on 

Thursday with no immediate reports of fighting, activists said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 5:20:30 AM 

CSN: Bryzgalov, Flyers able to have last laugh 

Ig~~""ICSN: Ilya Bryzgalov was right - Philly's Game lOT comeback victory over Pittsburgh was 'unbelievable.' 

And if the quirky goalie remains as steady as he did after a shaky start, it's easy to see the Flyers winning 
the series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 5:25:53 AM 

Penner's goal lifts Kings over Canucks 

VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) -A fortunate bounce gave the Los Angeles Kings a win over Vancouver. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 8:33:09 AM 

Mom drops son at day care, returns to find 3 dead 

Ig~~""IA woman who became suspicious and called 911 after dropping her son off at a Minneapolis day care 

provider's home stayed on the line as she went back to the house and discovered three people shot to 
death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20128:48:12 AM 

Blind author's lost pages recovered by (51 

A blind British writer failed to notice her pen had run out of ink while writing 26 pages of a book, but her lost words 

were recovered by police forensic staff. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 8:58:55 AM 

Mexico cartels, US battle in classified ads 

Ig~~""lsmugglers have long advertised work as security guards, housecleaners and cashiers, telling applicants 

they must drive company cars to the United States. Now the U.S. is fighting back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20129:16:11 AM 

Alleged Oakland campus shooter: I'm 'deeply sorry' 

Ig~~""lone Goh, the man charged with killing seven people at the Oikos University Christian college in Oakland, 
California, has said he is "deeply sorry" for the families of his victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 10:05:00 AM 

NJ flood victims: Where did federal aid millions go? 

Ig~~""IGiSelle and Zenayda Sedano never had a chance of keeping water out their home when Hurricane Irene 

hit. Now they wonder if they had any chance of getting some of the $21 million in federal aid. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:26:11 AM 

Foreclosures slow as pipeline backs up 

Ig~~""IForeciosure activity fell in the first quarter to the lowest level in more than four years, but mainly 

because the process of removing people from their homes has slowed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:33:49 AM 

Phone hacking lawsuits to be filed in US courts 

Ig~~""ILawsuits over alleged phone hacking by Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation are to be filed in United 

States courts for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:58:00 AM 

Trayvon Martin's mom retracts 'accident' comment 

Trayvon Martin's mother retracted her TODAY show comment that her son's fatal shooting was an accident, saying that 

she actually believes "George Zimmerman stalked my son and murdered him in cold blood." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 12:13:33 PM 

Syria opposition: Ceasefire 'partially observed' 

A leading Syrian opposition group claimed Thursday that a ceasefire brokered by international peace envoy Kofi Annan 

was being "only partially observed" by the Assad regime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 12:28:29 PM 

Fox News digs up its 'mole,' says it will fire him 

Fox News on Wednesday said it was firing an employee who had anonymously posted videos and comments about 

behind-the-scenes workdays at the television network, leading media website Gawker to dub him the "mole. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 12:41:16 PM 

Jobless claims rise to highest level since Jan. 

New claims for unemployment benefits rose unexpectedly last week, boosting concerns that the job market recovery 

was stalling. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 12:53:21 PM 

Two US Marines killed in Morocco helicopter crash 

Ig~~...,~wo U.S. Marine Corps personnel were killed and two others were seriously hurt in a helicopter crash in 

Morocco, according to a statement by U.S. Africa Command. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/201212:59:17 PM 

Michelle Obama appears on Colbert 

Ig~~""IFor the first time since President Obama took the Oval Office, Stephen Colbert welcomed First Lady 

Michelle Obama to his show Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 1:01:30 PM 

More older moms don't stop with one baby 

Ig~~""IGrOWing numbers of women who have their first baby at age 35 or older are having more than one child, 

according to a new report. The trend shows that nearly 40 percent of those moms had at least two 
children, up nearly 15 percent in a decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 1:09:00 PM 

Gay worker claims Facebook 'like' got him fired 

A former management analyst at the Library of Congress is claiming he was fired after he "liked" a Facebook page for 

same-sex parents, an act he says led to his boss discovering he is gay. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 1:39:22 PM 

Mom, baby girl shot while sleeping in Chicago home 

A Chicago mother and her baby girl were shot early Thursday while they slept in their family's home, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 1:40:01 PM 

Romney catches break in gender gap struggle 

First Read: The GOP campaign continues to stumble in attempts to reach out to women voters but Democratic 

comments about Ann Romney gives them a break. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 1:54:57 PM 

'Miracle' baby found alive after 12 hours in morgue 

Ig~~""IA baby that had been declared dead at birth was discovered alive by her parents after spending 12 hours 

in a frigid morgue drawer in Argentina. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20122:10:39 PM 

Cops: Firefighter robs bank, leaves $20 tip 

A firefighter has been arrested after allegedly robbing a Dallas bank, then giving $20 of the stolen funds back to the 

teller as a tip. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20122:19:38 PM 

J.K. Rawling reveals title of her first adult novel 

Ig~~""IAuthor J.K. Rawling's first novel for adults and her first book since "Harry Potter" is expected to be 

released on Sept. 27. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 2:35:22 PM 

Syria calm, but Annan calls for troop withdrawal 

Syria has not fully complied with the terms of a peace plan, U.N.-Arab league envoy Kofi Annan told the Security Council 

on Thursday as a fragile cease-fire appeared to be holding. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 3:48:45 PM 

4 feet of hail in Texas? Photos cause a storm 

Sure, everything's bigger in Texas. But four feet of hail? That's what local officials say happened Wednesday in an area 

north of Amarillo. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20124:41:26 PM 

950 horses! Mustang puts focus on muscle cars 

Ig~~""lcarroll Shelby has never shied away from a challenge - especially one he's set for himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 5:44:07 PM 

Prosecutors: George Zimmerman provoked confrontation with Martin 

George Zimmerman pursued Florida teenager Trayvon Martin as he tried to run home and provoked a confrontation 

before shooting Martin in the chest during a struggle, prosecutors contended in court documents made public Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20126:11:35 PM 

PBT: Coming down to wire in playoff races 

Ig~~""lpBT: Two weeks from today is the final day of the regular season. It came upon us all sneaky fast. From 

the race for No.1 in the East to the logjam at the bottom of the West, here's the state of the races. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 7:30:46 PM 

Romney spins 'war on women' to close GOP gender gap 

The Romney campaign is waging an aggressive counter-offensive in response to weeks of Democratic assertions that the 

former Massachusetts governor and the Republican Party are waging a "war on women. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20127:45:11 PM 

Winslet's 'Titanic 3D' breasts censored in China 

Ig~~""IAS they flock to see "Titanic 3D," moviegoers in China are quickly realizing that they're not exactly getting 

the whole picture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 8:03:27 PM 

Stocks rally on optimism about Europe 

Optimism about Europe drove stocks sharply higher Thursday. The Dow Jones industrial average closed the day up 181 

points. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20128:12:15 PM 

The long road home: Super commuters on the rise 

Ig~~""IA growing number of people are commuting 90 miles or more each way when traveling to work 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/20128:12:47 PM 

Twice as many unmarried couples having babies 

Unmarried couples who live together are increasingly likely to have children, with the rate nearly doubling since 2002, 

according to a study by the U.s. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 9:49:07 PM 

Experts: Zimmerman expected to testify in Trayvon Martin case 

If George Zimmerman, the killer of Trayvon Martin, wants to claim self-defense under Florida's "Stand Your Ground" 

law, he most certainly will have to testify, criminal defense attorneys in Florida told msnbc.com. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 10:05:24 PM 

American Airlines sues ex-flight attendant 

Ig~~""~he ongoing battle between American Airlines and outspoken and recently fired flight attendant Gailen 

David is heading to court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 10:40:32 PM 

Consumer agency backs down on card fees 

The Obama administration's consumer financial watchdog agency is backing off a plan to limit big upfront fees on credit 

cards, a move that could hit borrowers with poor credit histories. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 10:50:50 PM 

London bans 'gay cure' ads from buses 

Ig~~""IAdvertisements suggesting a cure for being gay were banned Thursday from running on London buses, 

British media reported. The ads by Christian groups Core Issues Trust and Anglican Mainstream said, "Not 
gay! Ex-gay, post-gay and proud. Get over it! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:34:14 PM 

North Korea rocket breaks up after launch 

North Korea's long-range rocket failed early Friday, u.s. officials said, calling it a blow for the reclusive state's 

propoganda efforts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:34:14 PM 

NBC: North Korea rocket breaks up after launch 

PYONGYANG, North Korea -- North Korea launched a long-range rocket early Friday, u.s. officials confirmed. The White 

House said it would issue a statement, NBC News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:50:42 PM 

Cocoa the goat takes a bite out of the Big Apple 

Ig~~""lcyrus Fakroddin and his three-year-old goat take frequent trips into Manhattan to enjoy the city. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/12/2012 11:56:34 PM 

How will North Korea deal with rocket failure? 

Ig~~""~he long-awaited launch of North Korea's Kwangmyongsong-3 satellite has finally happened - and 

apparently has ended in failure. Now what? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 12:46:04 AM 

Afghan amputees reflect more powerful bombs 

Ig~~""IDisabled Afghans woman exercise with her prosthetic legs at the Orthopedic Center of the International 

Committee of the Red Cross in Kabul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 2:32:38 AM 

'Idol' judges rush the stage to save their favorite 

Ig~~""ISteven Tyler took the drama out of the elimination when he took a look at the bottom three and declared 

the judges would use their save. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 2:44:58 AM 

Bruins 1, Capitals 0, aT 

BOSTON (AP) - Chris Kelly's newest piece of jewelry is a thick, padlocked chain that he wore around his neck after scoring 

the game-winning goal in Boston's playoff opener on Thursday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 3:48:23 AM 

Chief killed, 4 officers hurt in New Hampshire shooting 

A man opened fire on police conducting a drug investigation as they entered a New Hampshire home Thursday night, 

killing one officer and injuring four others. At 11 p.m., a man remained holed up in the home with a woman, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:45:39 AM 

Heat blow perfect chance to beat Bulls 

Ig~~""Ic.J. Watson scored 16 points, including the game-tying 3-pointer at the end of regulation, and the 
Chicago Bulls pulled away in overtime to beat the Miami Heat 96-86 on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 8:07:36 AM 

Newark's Mayor Booker rescues neighbor from fire 

Ig~~""INewark Mayor Cory Booker suffered second-degree burns and smoke inhalation as he helped rescue his 

next-door neighbors from their burning house Thursday, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20128:15:18 AM 

3 dead after shooting at Cracker Barrel in Ohio 

Police killed an armed man at a Cracker Barrel restaurant in Ohio where two others were shot dead. Police said it 

happened after a woman told her husband she was leaving him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20128:21:19 AM 

2 shot dead, suspect holed up in burning house 

Large flames shot out of an apartment building in Modesto, Calif. late Thursday night where a suspect is believed holed 

up after a sheriff's deputy and civilian were shot to death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 9:09:40 AM 

Can 'Toulouse effect' save Sarkozy from defeat? 

Ig~~""lpresident Nicolas Sarkozy's first-round poll lead is shrinking, suggesting his deft handling of last month's 
terror shootings in Toulouse isn't enough to save him from defeat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 9:40:28 AM 

Cop chief killed, suspect dead after NH drug bust 

The body of a man suspected of killing a police chief and wounding four other officers during a drug raid has been found 

in a house along with that of an unidentified woman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 9:41:44 AM 

Cop chief killed, suspect dead after NH drug bust 

The body of a man suspected of killing a police chief and wounding four other officers during a drug raid has been found 

in a house along with that of an unidentified woman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20129:59:13 AM 

G-8 condemns N. Korea missile amid nuke fears 

The G-8 group of countries has condemned North Korea over its attempt to launch a long-range rocket taking a satellite 

into orbit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:36:24 AM 

Mockumentary but no laughter: Kids shock Mexico 

Ig~~""IA video "mockumentary" that shows children as kidnappers, corrupt cops and drug traffickers has 
sparked a fierce debate in violence-torn Mexico. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:48:29 AM 

Light show projects image of Titanic on to giant iceberg 

Ig~~""ISWiSS light artist Gerry Hofstetter projected pictures of the Titanic on a giant iceberg off Greenland to 

mark the lOOth anniversary of its maiden voyage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:53:26 AM 

2 shot dead, suspect holed up in burning house 

Firefighters have put out a blaze at an apartment building in Modesto, Calif. where a suspect was believed holed up 

after a sheriff's deputy and civilian were shot to death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 12:00:57 PM 

Shoddy background check could cost you a job 

According to a new report from the National Consumer Law Center, the information provided by background screening 

companies is often wrong in some way. It could cost you a job. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 12:04:41 PM 

Syrians take to streets in test of truce 

Syrians poured into the streets Friday in the first major test of a fragile United Nations-brokered truce. At least one 

protestor was shot by troops. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 12:42:22 PM 

Rare steak? Beef recall raises questions 

Ig~~""lon the eve of summer grilling season, the recall of more than a ton of beef potentially contaminated with 
dangerous E. coli bacteria - including mechanically tenderized sirloin steaks - is renewing calls for 

better labeling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 1:17:59 PM 

Political distractions pile up 

First Read: The revival of the "mommy wars" is the latest example of manufactured controversies hitting the presidential 

campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 1:28:00 PM 

Crawling helmets: Have over-protective parents finally gone too far? 

Ig~~""IGiVen the lengths helicopter parents will go to protect their children, one would think an actual 

helicopter blade is hurling toward their offspring. The newest must-have: A helmet to protect your 
otherwise healthy babies from bumping their heads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 1:38:11 PM 

Retiring police chief killed during NH drug bust 

The body of a man suspected of killing a police chief and wounding four other officers during a drug raid has been found 

in a house along with that of an unidentified woman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 1:57:08 PM 

'Three Stooges' slaps new life into classic trio 

Ig~~""~he Farrelly Brothers' latest film turns out to be a good-hearted revival of Hollywood's favorite 

lunkheads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 1:59:42 PM 

Teen girl saves 25 horses from stable fire 

More than two dozen horses are alive thanks to the efforts of a courageous 15-year-old who sprang into action when 

she saw flames in the stables. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 2:20:45 PM 

Rogue bus driver takes Vietnam cop on wild ride 

Video footage of a Vietnamese traffic policeman clinging to the windshield wipers of a moving bus, whose driver was 

trying to avoid a ticket, has been released by cops in Hanoi. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 2:55:51 PM 

US cancels N. Korea food aid after rocket launch 

The United States has canceled a proposed food aid deal with North Korea following over its attempt to launch a long

range rocket taking a satellite into orbit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 2:58:06 PM 

Satellite-powered census reveals a profusion of penguins 

Ig~~""luSing satellite mapping with resolution high enough to distinguish ice shadows from penguin poo, 

scientists have carried out what they say is the first comprehensive census of a species taken from space. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 3:07:47 PM 

New York's newest subway hero: 'Snackman' 

It was on a Thursday night in March that Charles Sander, 24, and a friend got on an uptown train to meet friends for 

drinks, grabbing some cheddar Pringles and a bag of Gummi bears to share for sustenance. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 3:37:04 PM 

Gas prices could head lower for summer 

Ig~~""IFor Americans unhappy about the runup in gas prices since December, summer may bring some relief at 

the pump, thanks to falling oil prices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20123:43:10 PM 

Newark mayor saves neighbor from fire: 'I felt terror' 

Ig~~""INewark Mayor Cory Booker suffered second-degree burns and smoke inhalation as he helped rescue his 

next-door neighbors from their burning house Thursday, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 3:51:28 PM 

Obama campaign urges Romney to release tax returns 

With President Obama's and Vice President Biden's 2011 tax returns now posted online, the Obama campaign is calling 

on Mitt Romney to release his -- as well as those going back several years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:03:18 PM 

Hey hey! Fans want Monkees in Rock Hall 

Ig~~""IAS this year's edition of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremony gets underway on Saturday, 
April 14, the focus won't be so much on who is being inducted but who isn't: the Monkees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 4:04:42 PM 

Unintended acceleration study blames older women 

In most cases, unintended acceleration accidents are the result of driver error, according to a new study. The findings 

also suggest that majority of such accidents involve older women and occur primarily in parking lots. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:05:51 PM 

Judge in Zimmerman case may have conflict 

A brief court hearing Friday in the case of George Zimmerman, the Florida man charged with second-degree murder in 

the shooting death of Trayvon Martin, focused on the possibility that the judge could be replaced of because of a 

possible conflict of interest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:05:51 PM 

Zimmerman's attorney requests bond hearing 

The attorney for George Zimmerman will try to get his client out of jail on bail in the start of what is likely to be a lengthy 

legal battle against a second-degree murder charge in the death of Trayvon Martin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:20:17 PM 

Freaky facts about Friday the 13th 

Ig~~""IDoes Friday the 13th freak you out? If so, hold on to your rabbit's foot extra tight, because there are 

three of these supposedly unlucky dates in 2012, and today (April 13) is one of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20124:55:59 PM 

Vt. governor outruns 4 bears in yard -- barefoot 

Barefoot and bold, Vermont Gov. Peter Shumlin outran four hungry bears vying for the birdfeeders hanging from his 

back porch -- and won. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 5:08:59 PM 

Sheriff: Suspect in double Calif. killing presumed dead 

Firefighters have put out a blaze at an apartment building in Modesto, Calif. where a suspect was believed holed up 

after a sheriff's deputy and civilian were shot to death. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20125:16:43 PM 

Obama tax return shows 2011 earnings of $789,674 

President Barack Obama and his family paid more than $160,000 in federal taxes last year on earnings of $789,674, at an 

effective tax rate of just above 20 percent -- lower than many Americans who earn less. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 5:31:00 PM 

2 charged with murder, hate crimes in Tulsa shootings 

Oklahoma prosecutors filed murder and hate crime charges Friday against two men arrested in an Easter weekend 

shooting spree that left three people dead and terrorized Tulsa's black community. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 5:35:35 PM 

IRS: Lionel Richie owes $1.1M in unpaid taxes 

Ig~~""~he 62-year-old music legend has a $1.1 million debt to the Feds, according to IRS documents. The hefty 

sum is leftover from unpaid income taxes in 2010. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 5:42:06 PM 

Opinion: Youth hockey injuries border on child abuse 

Ig~~""~he NHL hockey playoffs are underway. The contact is fierce and the fans love it. I do, too. But there is big 
trouble brewing for the future of hockey, football and other contact sports -- concussions. If hockey does 

not change, it has a dim future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20126:17:15 PM 

FBI hunts for killer of 2 Coast Guard members 

FBI agents have been flown to Kodiak Island on Alaska's south coast to try to find out who shot and killed two Coast 

Guard members inside a communications station. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 8:01:45 PM 

Stocks see second straight week of losses 

Stocks fell Friday and saw a second straight week of losses as concerns about the pace of global growth sparked a selloff 

in financial shares. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20128:03:18 PM 

Failed rocket launch? What rocket launch? 

Ig~~""INBC News' Ed Flanagan reports on the difficulty of reporting in North Korea, especially when the foreign 

press corps is breaking the news of the failed rocket launch to their government-assigned minders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 8:04:34 PM 

It's official: Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie are engaged 

Ig~~"'l'Yesl it's confirmed. It is a promise for the future and their kids are very happy. There's no date set at this 

time," Pitt's spokeswoman told Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/20128:11:49 PM 

Romney sticks to broad attack on Obama in NRA speech 

Mitt Romney delivered a speech on Friday broadly decrying President Obama's "assault" on basic freedoms -- especially 

gun rights -- in a bid to court the National Rifle Association and its 4 million or so members nationwide. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 8:25:43 PM 

Canadian accused in Gadhafi plot claims she was set up 

A Canadian citizen being held in a Mexican jail on suspicion of attempting to help members of the Gadhafi family out of 

Libya as the Libyan regime was crumbling says she's been set up and called on her government to speak out. "I've lost a 

lot," Cynthia Vanier told CBC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 8:43:29 PM 

Taxpayers to make money on TARP, Treasury says 

The Treasury Department said that the many programs that it, the Federal Reserve and banking authorities 

implemented during the darkest hours of the financial crisis likely will end up making a profit for taxpayers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 9:08:52 PM 

Komen resumes Planned Parenthood funding 

Susan G. Komen for the Cure has quietly resumed funding for Planned Parenthood, two months after the leading u.S. 

breast cancer charity set off an angry and debilitating debate about abortion rights by cutting off funds to the prominent 

women's health network. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 9:59:24 PM 

Argentina's 'Miracle Baby' takes turn for worse 

A baby declared stillborn and then later found alive by her parents at a morgue in Argentina was in critical condition on 

Friday after having taken a turn for the worse overnight, a hospital official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:08:56 PM 

Poll: Most support NRA but also back gun limits 

Ig~~""IMost Americans support the right to use deadly force to protect themselves and have a favorable view of 

the National Rifle Association, a Reutersjlpsos poll showed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:12:38 PM 

HBT: Beckett, BoSox bounce back in home opener 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:19:54 PM 

Is North Korea nuclear test next? 

Ig~~""lu.s. officials and others who track the nuclear capabilities and internal politics of North Korea say they 

don't see any indications that Pyongyang is planning an imminent nuclear test, but they caution that it 
could quickly to do so after the embarrassment of Friday's failed rocket launch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:38:31 PM 

HBT: Son of beaten SF fan throws out first pitch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 10:41:27 PM 

Tornado hits Okla.; more severe weather ahead 

Forecasters are warning of a major tornado outbreak in Kansas and Oklahoma this weekend, with Oklahoma getting a 

first taste of it on Friday with a tornado touching down near the National Weather Service office in Norman. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/13/2012 11:59:49 PM 

Wyclef Jean wants 'Justice' for Trayvon Martin 

Ig~~"'l'Justicell starts with the lyrics, "If you're 17/And you're wearing a hoodie/You're on the phone/Talking to 

your shorty/Make no mistake/There's one like you/In every city/You know the story." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 12:29:40 AM 

Suspects in triple-murder were fresh from prison 

Ig~~...,[WO suspects in a triple murder-robbery at a convenience store in rural North Carolina were released 

from prison - one after serving nine years - just a matter of weeks before they were arrested in 
connection with the April 1 slayings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 2:27:26 AM 

Secret Service personnel recalled from Colombia 

A dozen Secret Service personnel with President Barack Obama at an international summit have been relieved of duty 

because of allegations of misconduct. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 2:27:26 AM 

Secret Service agents recalled from Colombia 

A dozen Secret Service agents with President Barack Obama at an international summit have been relieved of duty 

because of allegations of misconduct. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 4:34:50 AM 

CSN: Flyers' Couturier also shutting down Malkin 

Ig~~""ICSN: At just 19, Flyers rookie Sean Couturier put together a game for the history books with a hat trick in 
Philly's 8-5 comeback win over the Penguins. But it's his defense on Evgeni Malkin that might stand out 

even more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/20124:35:19 AM 

Romney asks for extension on tax return 

Under pressure by President Obama's re-election campaign to release them, Mitt Romney's campaign announced Friday 

that the former Massachusetts governor had filed for an extension in his 2011 taxes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/20125:24:18 AM 

Lakers 103, Nuggets 97 

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Coach Mike Brown wasn't on the Los Angeles Lakers' bench in a suit and tie. Kobe Bryant was. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 6:36:23 AM 

Reports: American Nazi Party gets its first lobbyist 

The American Nazi Party has its first lobbyist in Washington, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/20127:19:17 AM 

Syria activists: Assad shells city despite cease-fire 

Syrian forces shelled the battered city of Hams Friday night and Saturday morning, an activist and a human rights group 

said, in the first bombings since a cease-fire began. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 8:36:30 AM 

Bombs go off after Obama arrives in Colombia 

Four bombs exploded in Colombia in what police said may have been a protest by leftist guerrillas against the presence 

of u.s. President Barack Obama in the country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/20129:04:11 AM 

World powers, Iran begin talks over its nuke program 

World powers and Iran launched a new round of negotiations in Istanbul on Saturday, aiming to resolve a long-standing 

dispute over Tehran's nuclear program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/14/2012 9:52:39 AM 

Tornado sirens sound in Oklahoma City 

Tornado sirens sounded in Oklahoma City early Saturday on what forecasters warned could be a day of "life

threatening" weather in the nation's midsection. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/20125:05:17 AM 

Singer Robin Gibb of Bee Gees fame in coma 

Singer Robin Gibb, a founding member of the disco-era hit machine the Bee Gees, is in a coma after contracting 

pneumonia, his official website said on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 7:01:56 AM 

Mailbag: No need to fix what's not broke with Celtics 

Ig~~""IMailbag: It's almost playoff time, which means the ageless Celtics are ramping up for a postseason run 

and making Danny Ainge look masterful for not breaking up the Big Three this season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 12:53:28 PM 

Memorials mark 100th anniversary of Titanic sinking 

Ig~~""~he lOOth anniversary of the sinking of the Titanic was being remembered at events across the world 

Sunday, including in Belfast, where the fateful ship was built. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/20122:19:56 PM 

US: 56 coral species face extinction danger 

Ig~~""IMore than half of 82 species of coral being evaluated "more likely than not" would go extinct by 2100 if 
climate policies and technologies remain the same, federal scientists concluded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/20124:19:06 PM 

Slumping Wall Street keeps an eye on earnings 

After suffering their worst two weeks of the year, stocks will look to quarterly earnings to determine whether the recent 

pullback has been exhausted or more losses are justified. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 4:30:39 PM 

Solar prices drop more, pressuring panel makers 

Ig~~""lsolar panels prices have kept marching lower this year, extending steep declines seen in 2011 and 

keeping pressure on hard-hit manufacturers who have struggled to eke out profits, industry experts said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 6:38:00 PM 

Chins are the new breasts: 'Chinplants' on the rise 

Ig~~""IMore people are turning to plastic surgery to achieve a strong-jawed look like Jennifer Aniston (whose 

shapely chin is all natural). "Chinplants" increased 71 percent last year, outdoing breast augmentation, 
liposuction and even Botox. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 6:40:33 PM 

Research backs up the power of the 5 S's to soothe babies 

To quickly soothe babies after a round of shots, all parents have to do is learn the "55's": swaddling, side/stomach 

position, shushing, swinging and sucking, according to a study out Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 6:46:03 PM 

Wallower, bottler or yeller? Understand your anger style 

Ig~~""IGetting angry is just part of being human. But flying off the handle or stewing over something can take a 

toll on your health. Experts say we can all learn to handle our anger more effectively. Discover the tempo 
of your temper, and find yourself a better rhythm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 7:55:29 PM 

'Hunger Games' continues to slay box office 

Ig~~""~he blockbuster movie "The Hunger Games" dominated box office charts for the fourth weekend in a 

row, outselling three new releases at u.s. and Canadian theaters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 8:26:05 PM 

Predators hold off Wings to retake control 

Ig~~""lshea Weber turned boos into silence with a goal early in the first period and the Nashville Predators held 
on to beat the Detroit Red Wings 3-2 Sunday to take a 2-1 lead in the first-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 8:33:38 PM 

Google co-founder rips Hollywood on anti-piracy efforts 

Hollywood and the entertainment industry are "shooting themselves in the foot, or maybe worse than the foot" by 

pushing the current anti-piracy legislation, according to Google co-founder Sergey Brin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 8:43:40 PM 

Tom Petty offers $7,500 reward for stolen guitars 

Ig~~""IROCk band Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers are offering a $7,500 reward for the return of five guitars 

stolen from a Los Angeles-area studio last week, ahead of their u.s. and Europe tour. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 11:48:46 PM 

Flyers push top-seeded Pens to brink of ouster 

Ig~~""IDanny Briere, Matt Read and Max Talbot each scored two goals to lead the Philadelphia Flyers to an 8-4 
victory over the Pittsburgh Penguins on Sunday in a fight-filled Game 3 in the opening-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/15/2012 11:56:46 PM 

PHT: What got into Crosby? 

Ig~~""lpHT: Sidney Crosby showed his darker side in Sunday's loss to the Flyers. Now he'll have to channel that 

anger for his Penguins to have a chance to stay alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20122:59:18 AM 

Shuttle Discovery placed atop jet for its last ride 

Ig~~""INASA mounted the space shuttle Discovery on a jumbo jet on Sunday in preparation for the retired 
orbiter's delivery to the Smithsonian. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20123:21:10 AM 

Romney offers policy details at closed-door fundraiser 

First Read: Mitt Romney went well beyond his standard stump speech at a closed-door fundraiser on Sunday evening, 

and offered some of the most specific details to date about the policies he would pursue if elected. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20123:38:11 AM 

Kabul fighting ends after 18 hours of intense gunfire 

Heavy street fighting between militants and security forces in the center of the Afghan capital Kabul ended on Monday 

after 18 hours of intense gunfire, rocket attacks and explosions, police and government officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20127:11:46 AM 

No.8 seed Kings push Canucks to brink 

Ig~~""~onathan Quick made 41 saves, Dustin Brown scored on a long rebound with 13:30 to play, and the 
eighth-seeded Los Angeles Kings pushed the Vancouver Canucks to the brink of elimination with a 1-0 

victory in Game 3 on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 7:38:40 AM 

Search for 4 missing California sailors called off 

Ig~~""IRescuers halted the search for four sailors swept overboard from their yacht off the coast of San 

Francisco, raising the likely death toll from the accident to five. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 7:56:43 AM 

Cardboard cathedral for New Zealand quake zone 

Ig~~""INew Zealand's Anglican church will build a temporary cathedral made of cardboard in earthquake-hit 

Christchurch as it prepares a permanent replacement for destroyed landmark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20128:45:12 AM 

Norway: Breivik pleads not guilty but admits killing 77 

Ig~~""IAnti-lslam militant Anders Behring Breivik admitted he had killed 77 people in a massacre last July, but 

said he was pleading not guilty on the first day of his trial in Norway Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 9:28:41 AM 

Country has first murder-free day in three years 

No one was murdered in EI Salvador on Saturday, officials said - the first homicide-free day in nearly three years for the 

Central American country plagued by violent drug gangs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:46:58 AM 

World's armies circle warming, oil-rich Arctic 

Ig~~""~he world's military leaders are preparing anticipating that rising Arctic temperatures will open up a 
treasure trove of resources, long-dreamed-of sea lanes and a slew of potential conflicts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 11:25:27 AM 

'Good daddy,' 2 daughters among 6 killed by twisters 

Ig~~""IA father and his two young daughters were among six killed when dozens of tornadoes ripped across the 

u.s. Central and Southern Plains in the early hours of Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 11:29:00 AM 

Job candidates' hell: multiple interviews 

Job seekers expect to have two or three interviews with an employer before they land a position. But 10 interviews? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 12:08:13 PM 

Obama 'angry' if Secret Service prostitute claims true 

President Barack Obama said he would be angry if it turned out the allegations that 11 Secret Service agents brought 

prostitutes back to their hotel rooms were true. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 12:09:01 PM 

Buffett rule debate about fairness, not federal deficit 

Ig~~""lltls almost tax day, which means that most people have by now seen just exactly how much of our hard

earned money will being going to Uncle Sam this year. You might have noticed that we're also hearing a 
lot more about the so-called Buffett rule. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 12:40:22 PM 

Retail sales rise, despite higher gas prices 

Retail sales rose more than expected in March, the government reported Monday, as consumers shrugged off higher 

gasoline prices and spent on all sorts of goods. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 1:02:35 PM 

Afghan president slams NATO 'failure' over attacks 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai said the massive Taliban offensive in Kabul and three other provinces showed a "failure" 

by the intelligence services, and especially by NATO. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 1:15:04 PM 

Romney's revealing hot-mic moment 

First Read: Overheard comments to donors in Florida provide a unique glimpse inside Romney's campaign strategy and 

potential plans for government agencies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 1:33:48 PM 

4 injured on Virgin jet that made emergency landing 

London's Gatwick Airport was temporarily closed Monday after a Virgin Atlantic flight to Florida made an emergency 

landing because of a "technical problem" on board the aircraft, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 1:52:27 PM 

4-month presidential campaign with no TV ads? Welcome to France 

While American presidential campaigns seem to last for years, the French campaign only lasts a few months from start 

to finish. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 2:38:53 PM 

Tunisia still wants tourists, Islamist govt. says 

Ig~~""lsun worshippers are welcome on Tunisia's beaches even though an Islamist government now runs the 

Mediterranean country, its prime minister said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 2:39:08 PM 

Armored vehicles aren't just for aristocrats 

Ig~~""IArmor plating isn't just for aristocrats anymore as the world's seventh-largest economy grapples with 

high rates of kidnapping, murder and robbery. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 2:53:47 PM 

Video: Video: Tupac hologram steals show at Coachella 

Ig~~""IAn incredible 3D hologram of late rapper Tupac Shakur took the stage at the Coachella Music Festival on 
Sunday night. (ZeitGeist) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20123:13:49 PM 

Illinois man drowns in pond after swan attack 

A 37-year-old father of two drowned Saturday in the pond at a Des Plaines, ilL, area apartment complex following an 

altercation with a swan, local reports say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 3:22:31 PM 

Romney taps trusted aide to lead search for running mate 

Mitt Romney has asked Beth Myers, the manager of his 2008 campaign and a longtime trusted aide, to head up his 

search for a running mate, Romney advisers told NBC News on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 3:34:58 PM 

Maryland: A dead snakehead is a good snakehead 

Ig~~""IFlustered by the northern snakehead, a fish from Asia that's devouring smaller, native bass and other 

species, Maryland is trying to recruit fishermen to fight the fish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 3:35:30 PM 

Kinkade was 'drinking all night' when he died 

Ig~~""~he cause of painter Thomas Kinkade's April 6 death may not be known for months, but according to an 

emergency call placed that evening, he had been "drinking all night," and his brother says that the artist 
had relapsed into alcoholism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 3:36:22 PM 

Northeast - and Boston Marathon - blasted by heat 

Ig~~""~emperatures were 20 to 30 degrees above normal on Monday across the Northeast -- including the 

Boston area where thousands were participating in the Boston Marathon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 3:50:55 PM 

Rumors of an 'iPad mini' swirl in China 

Ig~~""[he Chinese rumor mill has hit full blast today claiming to have details about the imminent release of an 
"iPad mini." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20123:52:10 PM 

Don't panic if you haven't filed your taxes yet 

It's almost tax day, and even if you really waited until the last minute this year, there are options out there for you. The 

first thing to keep in mind is that you aren't alone. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:01:13 PM 

Report: Robin Gibb was making 'bucket list' 

Ig~~""IBefore slipping into a coma, legendary Bee Gees singer Robin Gibb reportedly was confident or hopeful 

enough to make a "bucket list" of things he hoped to accomplish, the U.K. Mirror reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:10:56 PM 

Man live-tweets 12-hour proposal, woman says 'yes' anyway 

Ig~~""IA man recently took his girlfriend on a series of eight dates over the course of twelve hours. At the end of 
this romantic journey, he proposed to her and she said "yes." Why is this news? Because the fella live

tweeted the whole thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:26:29 PM 

It doesn't always pay to buy fuel-efficient cars 

While it may sound great to get 40, even SO miles a gallon, are you spending an arm and a leg to save far less than you 

might expect on your annual gasoline bill? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:27:06 PM 

Delta jet diverts over 'possible security situation' 

A New York-bound Delta Air Lines jet carrying 208 passengers was diverted to Dublin on Monday due to a "possible 

security situation," the airline said in a press release. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:42:23 PM 

Soccer team to look after dead player's sister 

Ig~~""lplayers at an Italian soccer team have pledged to look after the severely-disabled sister of their former 
team-mate Piermario Morosini, who died on Saturday during a game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:55:13 PM 

Elite Secret Service agents among those suspended 

Two Secret Service supervisors and three members of the agency's elite Counter-Assault Teams were among the 11 

agents sent back from Colombia and placed on administrative leave over allegations that they brought prostitutes to 

their hotel rooms in Cartagena, law enforcement officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:56:13 PM 

'SNL' says the real Romney is 'considering' an appearance 

Ig~~"'l'saturday Night Live" has had a field day satirizing the former Massachusetts governor. Now, the show's 

executive producer tells the New York Times they've asked Romney to show up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:57:43 PM 

Defense attorneys: Tough for Zimmerman to get fair trial 

Given the immense public pressure to arrest and try George Zimmerman for the shooting death of Trayvon Martin, 

defense attorneys who have worked on other high-profile cases say it will be tough for him to get a fair trial. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20124:59:19 PM 

European debt crisis shifts to Spain 

Ig~~""~ust weeks after European officials defused a financial time bomb in Greece, the ticking is growing louder 

in Spain. For officials in Madrid, the scenario is painfully familiar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20125:11:53 PM 

Haunting hologram brings Tupac back to life 

Ig~~""IRapper Tupac Shakur, who was shot to death 16 years ago at the age of 25, was resurrected on stage 

Sunday for an eerie posthumous performance with former creative collaborator and hip-hop icon, Snoop 
Dogg. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20125:15:15 PM 

Korir wins heat-slowed Boston Marathon 

Ig~~""lwesley Korir won the Boston Marathon on Monday in a heat-slowed unofficial time of 2 hours, 12 

minutes, 40 seconds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20125:17:00 PM 

Even lawyers face income inequality 

The income gap is widening - among lawyers. While billing rates for law partners increased in 2011 by around 4 

percent, year over year, that good fortune was unevenly distributed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20126:11:55 PM 

Ex-GSA head apologizes for $823,000 Vegas spending spree 

Ig~~""IMartha Johnson, who resigned this month as head of the General Services Administration, apologized at 

a congressional hearing Monday for a Las Vegas conference that cost $823,000 and led to the ouster of 
the agency's top leaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 6:57:07 PM 

Study shows just how 'green' electric cars are 

Switching to a battery-powered vehicle will yield measurable savings in a motorist's energy bills, according to a new 

study, while also reducing global warming emissions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 7:00:55 PM 

Sources: Briton killed after threat to expose Chinese leader's wife 

Ig~~""~he British businessman whose murder has sparked political upheaval in China was poisoned after he 

threatened to expose a plan by a Chinese leader's wife to move money abroad, two sources with 
knowledge of the police investigation said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20127:16:07 PM 

'Help me. I'm cold,' says carjacked boy 

A 3-year-old who was in the back seat of his dad's car when it was hijacked from a convenience store in Colorado is back 

home after the toddler sought help from a stranger. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 7:49:54 PM 

'Sabpab' Trojan is latest threat to Mac users 

A new Trojan known as "Sabpab" could hurt Mac users who run Java and Microsoft Word. Security researchers are 

warning users to make sure their computers have the latest software updates from both Apple and Microsoft, and to 

use anti-virus software. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20128:11:34 PM 

Holocaust survivors' kin reclaim German citizenship 

Tens of thousands of Jews are choosing to become German citizens. Unreal? It's happening. Over 100,000 Israelis now 

have German passports. NBC's Don Snyder reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 8:59:39 PM 

Secret behind 'too beautiful' writer's confidence? Dad's love 

Ig~~""lwe here at TODAY.com wanted to let you know that Samantha Brick has written another essay about 

herself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20129:11:47 PM 

TSA testing automated ID scanners 

You can scan groceries at the supermarket and hardware at Home Depot. Now, it seems, TSA wants you to scan your 

own boarding pass. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/20129:14:35 PM 

Pulitzer Prizes awarded; online elements get noticed 

The Pulitzer Prizes board gave a nod to the increasingly online medium of journalism as it announced its 2012 awards, 

noting online components to print stories. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 9:23:58 PM 

Witness: Berlusconi had strippers dressed as nuns 

Ig~~""IA witness in the trial of former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi testified that she saw strippers at 

his infamous "bunga bunga" parties performing while dressed as nuns, Italian media reported. Model 
Imane Fadil, 27, testified in a Milan court on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 9:31:01 PM 

US taxes cost some expatriates their citizenship 

Ig~~""ILast year, almost 1,800 people renounced their u.s. citizenship or handed in their Green Cards. That's a 

record number since the IRS began publishing a list of those who renounced in 1998. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 9:50:07 PM 

Holy Hogwarts! Rowling writing Harry Potter encyclopedia 

Ig~~""IAuthor J.K. Rowling said she's working on a Harry Potter encyclopedia, and she plans to donate royalties 

from the upcoming reference work to charity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:05:34 PM 

Price-fixing settlement could mean cheaper e-books 

Ig~~""IBig anti-trust lawsuits don't always produce results relevant to the average consumer, but the one 

between the Justice Department and several big publishers could make serious changes to e-book pricing 
as early as this summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:09:57 PM 

Va. Tech marking 5 years since campus massacre 

Students returned to class Monday at Virginia Tech, the first year the school hasn't suspended instruction to mark the 

anniversary of a 2007 rampage that left 32 people and the gunman dead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:19:06 PM 

Video: Tax day freebies 

Ig~~""lcelebrate (or ease the pain) on tax day with free deals. NBC's Chris Clackum reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:39:18 PM 

Bald eagles make a comeback in the Windy City 

Ig~~""lln Chicago, the elusive bird has returned to an area it once fled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:45:03 PM 

Video: More Secret Service agents involved in scandal? 

Ig~~""INew details about the Secret Service personnel alleged to have brought prostitutes to their hotel rooms 

have emerged, including reports that two of the 11 were supervisors. NBC's Kristen Welker 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:52:09 PM 

Report: Threat from anti-jihadist extremists grows 

Ig~~""IAnti-lslamist groups and individuals like those that inspired Norwegian Anders Berhing Breivik to launch 

his bloody attacks in Norway last July are growing in number, reach and interconnectedness, according to 
a new report published in Britain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:52:25 PM 

Senate falls short in bid to take up 'Buffett Rule' 

The Senate blocked consideration of a Democratic bill infused with politics that was intended to ensure that taxpayers 

making over $1 million a year pay more in federal taxes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 10:53:05 PM 

Illinois Mega Millions winner steps forward 

The third winner of the record $656 million Mega Millions lottery prize has come forward and will be presented with a 

check at a press conference on Wednesday morning, Illinois lottery officials said on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/16/2012 11:11:07 PM 

Zimmerman lawyer asks for new judge in Trayvon Martin case 

The lawyer for George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer charged with killing Trayvon Martin, has asked 

the judge in the case to step down. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 12:44:50 AM 

Agents in prostitution scandal had president's schedule in rooms 

The Secret Service agents who brought prostitutes back to their hotel rooms in Colombia last week had copies of the 

president's schedule in their rooms, which raises the issue of a potential security breach, officials told Reuters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:00:55 AM 

Craig F. Walker, Massoud Hossaini win photography Pulitzer Prizes 

Ig~~""llmages of war's aftermath at home and abroad received top honors in the Pulitzer Prizes's two 

photography categories. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:19:50 AM 

Video: Red Sox players 'miffed' at Valentine 

Ig~~""~he NBC Sports Talk crew talk about the continuing issues in the Red Sox clubhouse and Bobby 
Valentine's apology for his Youkilis comments. (NBC Sports) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:43:05 AM 

Santorum: Money not the only reason for dropping 

In an e-mail to supporters, Santorum asked them to donate money to his campaign to retire his debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:48:02 AM 

Maria and Derek 'sellout' on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""lltls not unusual for an act to pullout all the stops to get votes, but rather than rely on a shirt-free look 

from him and some extra sex appeal from her, they took it to the point of distraction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20124:30:18 AM 

Bruins pull out win vs. Capitals 

Ig~~""lzdeno Chara scored the tiebreaking goal during 4-on-4 play with less than 2 minutes left, and the reigning 

Stanley Cup champion Boston Bruins finally solved playoff rookie goalie Braden Holtby, beating the 
Washington Capitals 4-3 Monday night to take a 2-1 lead in the first-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20127:59:18 AM 

US prepares for last major Afghanistan offensive 

The United States is gearing up for what may be the last major American-run offensive of the Afghanistan war - a bid to 

secure the approaches to Kabul. The U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20129:26:05 AM 

Killer Breivik: I was motivated by 'goodness, not evil' 

Self-confessed mass killer Anders Behring Breivik told his trial in Norway Tuesday that he was motivated by "goodness, 

not evil" and said, "I would have done it again." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20129:26:05 AM 

Killer Breivik: I was motivated by 'goodness, not evil' 

Self-confessed mass killer Anders Behring Breivik told his trial in Norway on Tuesday that he was motivated by 

"goodness, not evil" and said: "I would do it all again." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 10:26:00 AM 

Top US officer: 'We let the boss down' over prostitutes 

Army Gen. Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has admitted, "We let the boss down" over allegations 

of misconduct involving prostitutes against at least 10 U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 10:32:14 AM 

Minnesota couple identified among Concordia bodies 

Two bodies recovered from the wrecked Costa Concordia cruise ship have been formally identified as Americans Barbara 

and Gerald Heil from Minnesota. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201211:37:28 AM 

Despite 'egregious' fees, prepaid card sales soar 

Ig~~""~here's a big change taking place. Many young people and those who want to avoid, or don't qualify for, 

traditional financial products are choosing to use prepaid debit cards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201211:55:37 AM 

Towns outlawing extreme garage sales 

Ig~~""~ough economic conditions have led to a rise in home-based vendors who see garage sales, aka yard 

sales, as a business and not just a way to clean out the basement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 12:11:44 PM 

Beyond anorexia, bulimia: lesser known eating disorders 

Ig~~""IFor decades, the eating disorder lexicon had two main entries: anorexia and bulimia. But modern 

research reveals that these fall woefully short of encompassing the many facets of disordered eating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 12:15:45 PM 

Spain threatens action over Argentina oil move 

Spain threatened economic retaliation against Argentina Tuesday after Buenos Aires took control of an oil company said 

to be worth $18 billion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201212:21:34 PM 

Is a vegan diet safe for kids? 

Ig~~""IA book promoting veganism for kids is stirring up controversy and has some parents worried about the 

effects of a meatless diet on kids. But done right, experts say, a vegan diet can be perfectly healthy for 
children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 12:43:19 PM 

Housing starts slip, but building permits soar 

Ig~~""IGroUndbreaking on homes fell unexpectedly in March, but permits for future construction rose to their 

highest level in 3 1/2 years, Commerce Department data showed on Tuesday. Housing starts slipped s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 1:26:54 PM 

Romney faces challenge on immigration 

First Read: As he looks to reach out to Latino voters for the general election, Romney has some primary baggage the 

immigration issue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:32:17 PM 

Republicans try to pin GSA scandal on White House 

Republican lawmakers tried Tuesday to tie the spending scandal at the General Services Administration to the White 

House, pressing current and former agency officials to explain why they met with senior administration officials more 

than a week before disciplining most of the implicated officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:32:17 PM 

GSA grilled over 'appalling' spending 

At a congressional oversight hearing Tuesday, Rep. Jeff Denham, R-Calif., said he was prepared to systematically pull 

apart the General Services Administration to the point where "we will make it a question to the American public 

whether the GSA is needed at all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:36:25 PM 

Pakistan to free Osama bin Laden's wives, children 

Osama Bin Laden's three wives and their children will be released from a Pakistan prison Tuesday, after completing a 45-

day sentence for staying illegally in Pakistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 1:48:41 PM 

Born to American mom, in-vitro twins denied citizenship 

Ellie Lavi, an American citizen living in Israel, wanted her children to be American. But her twin daughters are unable to 

gain status as u.s. citizens because they were conceived through in-vitro fertilization and the citizenship of the donors is 

unknown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20121:52:21 PM 

German police rescue DJ from 'sex mad' woman 

A Munich disc jockey held for five hours as a sex slave by a 47-year-old German woman said on Monday he would press 

charges of sexual coercion and deprivation of freedom against her. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:13:31 PM 

Firefighter who survived 9/11 dies fighting blaze 

A Brooklyn firefighter who was a 9/11 responder died Monday after he was rushed to the hospital in cardiac arrest from 

the scene of a warehouse fire. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:17:19 PM 

Blood test may spot teen depression 

A simple blood test may one day be all that's needed to help parents figure out whether a child is suffering from clinical 

depression or normal teenage angst, a new study suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:37:04 PM 

Old money seeks new home in Asia 

Ig~~""lln the 1470s, the prominent Spinola family of Genoa had an apprentice business agent in Barcelona 

named Christopher Columbus helping to handle their shipments, preparing the young sailor for his later 
voyages of discovery to the New World. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:38:36 PM 

Tuna linked to salmonella outbreak in 20 states 

A yellowfin tuna product used to make dishes like sushi and sashimi sold at restaurants and grocery stores has been 

linked with an outbreak of salmonella that has sickened more than 100 people in 20 states and the District of Columbia, 

federal health authorities said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20122:39:07 PM 

Boehner endorses Romney for president 

Capitol Hill's top Republican ended his neutral stance in the GOP presidential primary and endorsed Mitt Romney on 

Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:31:29 PM 

Obama gets tough on oil market speculators 

President Obama's calls to rein in oil market speculation comes just as those very market forces appear to be 

accomplishing his real goal of lowering gasoline prices in the middle of an election campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:40:37 PM 

Kindergartner handcuffed by cops after tantrum 

The family of a 6-year-old Georgia girl is upset at police and school officials after the girl was handcuffed and taken to a 

police station for allegedly throwing furniture, tearing items off the walls and knocking over a shelf. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:46:37 PM 

Soldier to receive posthumous Medal of Honor 

A soldier who repeatedly charged at North Vietnamese forces during an ambush in Cambodia will in 1970 will receive 

the medal. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:48:48 PM 

Shuttle Discovery rides piggyback into posterity 

Ig~~""ISitting on top of a modified 747 jet, the shuttle Discovery made a sentimental journey from Florida to 

Virginia on Tuesday in preparation for museum display. And thousands thronged to see it pass. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20123:56:36 PM 

'Dirty Dancing' hotel goes up in flames 

Ig~~""IFire burned down most of a Catskills condominium complex formerly known as Brown's Hotel and which 
inspired the hotel known as Kellerman's in the 1987 movie "Dirty Dancing." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20124:37:47 PM 

27 arrested in NJ child porn sweep, authorities say 

More than two dozen people, including a township official, were arrested in a sweeping child porn investigation in New 

Jersey, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20125:25:26 PM 

Mich. lottery winner charged with welfare fraud 

A Michigan woman who hit a $1 million lottery jackpot but kept getting food stamps pleaded not guilty on Tuesday to 

welfare fraud, NBC station WDIV-TV in Detroit reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20125:30:56 PM 

Ted Nugent: I'll be 'dead or in jail' if Obama wins 

Ig~~""~he rocker and noted gun enthusiast is stirring up attention after comments he made about President 

Obama and his administration at a National Rifle Association conference in 5t. Louis over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20125:46:51 PM 

Uh oh! Gmail is down for some users! 

Ig~~""lsome Gmail users are experiencing issues with the email service today. But don't panic - because 

Google is aware of the problem and investigating it as you read these words. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20126:17:23 PM 

Dinosaur eggs found in Russia's Chechnya 

Ig~~""IGeOIOgists in Russia's volatile Chechnya region have discovered what they believe to be fossilized 

dinosaur eggs laid by one of the huge extinct reptiles that roamed the Earth more than 60 million years 
ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20126:18:28 PM 

Couple: House is haunted, give back our deposit 

A New Jersey couple are suing their landlord for their security deposit, contending that there's something strange in 

their neighborhood. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20126:21:29 PM 

Campaigns spar over Romney's wealth 

Mitt Romney is worth as much as a quarter billion dollars. Democrats are taking every opportunity to remind voters of 

that fact, while Romney tries to turn it into a key selling point for his candidacy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20126:55:48 PM 

NFL Draft HQ: Picks on third day of draft 

Ig~~""IA complete breakdown of the 2012 NFL draft, including pick-by-pick analysis, player bios and more. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20127:13:52 PM 

'Painful loss': Cop shoots dog after botched 911 call 

Ig~~""IA man whose Australian cattle dog Cisco was shot dead by a Texas police officer responding to a 911 call 

at a wrong address is asking for improvements to how authorities handle animals they encounter during 
such investigations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20127:32:26 PM 

FBI: Shoplifter hit Safeway more than 100 times 

Ig~~""~ohn Patrick Weismiller will have a hard time putting his sticky fingers to use at his next destination -

behind bars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20127:51:25 PM 

IKEA to integrate TVs, electronics into furniture 

Ig~~""lsweden/s furniture manufacturer IKEA is known for its affordable -- and sometimes difficult to assemble -

- furniture. Now it is branching out into consumer electronics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20128:02:09 PM 

Analysis: Kevin Bacon Theory of Politics overtakes 2012 campaign 

The 2012 campaign has devolved into the "Kevin Bacon Theory of Politics," where the success of a campaign's efforts to 

tie a rival candidate to a controversial supporter depends on the number of perceived steps between the two, even if 

that degree of separation is a result of spin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20128:02:51 PM 

Scandal sends China's netizens into a feeding frenzy 

Ig~~""~he Bo Xilai scandal is the biggest news in China in a long time - and China's netizens are finding ways to 

get around censors to gossip and get the latest online rumors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20128:06:36 PM 

Stocks surge to best gain in a month 

Stocks soared Tuesday, as investors welcomed a slew of solid earnings and after a German investor confidence survey 

surprised on the upside and Spanish benchmark yields eased. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20128:38:06 PM 

Delta Air Lines leads latest airfare hike attempt 

Heads up, travelers. For the sixth time this year, an attempt is underway to bump up airfares. Delta Air Lines is leading 

the latest stab at boosting round-trip domestic fares from $10 to $20, FareCompare.com spokesperson Katrina 

Witherspoon said in an e-mail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20129:17:27 PM 

Warren Buffett tells investors he has cancer 

Warren Buffett, the billionaire investor known as much for his folksy wisdom as his investing prowess, announced 

Tuesday that he has been diagnosed with stage I prostate cancer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20129:53:41 PM 

Prostitute's $50 fee sparked Secret Service scandal 

The Colombian prostitute who triggered the scandal rocking the Secret Service got angry with two agents who refused 

to pay her full price, a government source tells NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/20129:54:53 PM 

PFT: Giants' 2012 schedule leaks early 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 10:22:22 PM 

Prognosis good for Buffet, despite diagnosis 

The news that financier Warren Buffet has been diagnosed with Stage 1 prostate cancer may be newsworthy, but it's not 

surprising. Buffet will be 82 on August 30. It's a truism among urologists that just about every man who lives long 

enough will get prostate cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/2012 10:29:21 PM 

Sold! Clark jewels bring surprising $18 million 

The jewelry collection of Huguette M. Clark, the mysterious heiress to a copper fortune, was sold at auction Tuesday 

afternoon at Christie's New York, fetching $18.3 million, far above the pre-sale estimate of $8.5 million to $12 million. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201210:51:44 PM 

What to do with frozen cows stuck in cabin? 

Ig~~""IGranted, the u.s. Forest Service usually has bigger issues to deal with, but this got its attention: How to 

dispose of six cows frozen inside a cabin at 11,200 feet elevation? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201211:06:19 PM 

Parents of toddler settle tainted wipes lawsuit 

Ig~~""~he parents of a toddler who died after contracting a rare bacterial infection blamed on contaminated 

medical wipes have settled their lawsuit against the Wisconsin firms that made them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/17/201211:18:33 PM 

CBT: Kentucky's five star underclassmen off to NBA 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:35:12 AM 

Republicans seek to pin GSA scandal on White House 

Republican lawmakers tried Tuesday to tie the spending scandal at the General Services Administration to the White 

House, pressing current and former agency officials to explain why they met with senior administration officials more 

than a week before disciplining most of the implicated officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:56:27 AM 

Abducted newborn found safe after woman kills mom 

Ig~~""IA newborn abducted Tuesday has been found safe, the Houston Chronicle reported. His mother was shot 

dead during an altercation with a woman who then snatched the child and drove off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:56:27 AM 

Abducted newborn found safe after woman kills mom 

Ig~~""IA newborn abducted Tuesday has been found safe, the Houston Chronicle reported. His mother was shot 

dead during an altercation with a woman who then snatched the child and drove off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:56:27 AM 

Mother shot, cries out as woman abducts her newborn: "My baby, my baby" 

Ig~~""IA mother was shot dead and her newborn kidnapped Tuesday outside a pediatric clinic in Montgomery 

County, Texas, according to media reports. The mother, Kala Marie Golden, 28, of Spring, Tex. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:08:27 AM 

Walkout! 'Loser' quitters complain 'It's not fair!' 

Ig~~"'l'Are you kidding me?!" That's how veteran trainer Bob responded when he learned that the remaining 

contestants in the game were ready to quit rather than endure a simple twist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:22:37 AM 

Santorum letters rip into Romney 

The Santorum campaign sent out letters to Iowans before the candidate suspended his campaign. The letters end with a 

note of foreboding. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20123:09:19 AM 

Rangers blast 6 HRs, crush Red Sox 18-3 

r-I~ike Napoli hit two ofTexas' six home runs and the Rangers romped past the Boston Red Sox 18-3 
uesday night for their fifth straight victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: lop msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20123:13:43 AM 

'DWlS' judges sink one hopeful in 1st dance-off 

Ig~~""llt may have been the first time in the history of the show that the judges got the final say in who was sent 
home, but the elimination was the one pretty much everyone saw coming - including the celeb who got 

booted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 4:00:02 AM 

'Bachelor' to be hit with race discrimination suit 

The class action, to be filed in federal court on Wednesday, is being brought by two residents of Nashville, Tenn., who 

claim the popular shows intentionally exclude people of color. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:15:52 AM 

Thousands housed in trailers after Katrina may get payments 

More than 20 mobile home manufacturers have agreed to pay $14.8 million to thousands of u.s. hurricane victims who 

said they were harmed by formaldehyde in the trailers. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:28:56 AM 

Arrows fly as 'Hunger Games' proves to be good for business 

Ig~~""lsince its big-screen debut, 'The Hunger Games' has helped merchants hawk everything from nail polish to 

forest tours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:52:53 AM 

Predators take commanding lead on Red Wings 

Ig~~""IKevin Klein scored a go-ahead goal 6:25 into the third period and Pekka Rinne made 40 saves, lifting the 
Nashville Predators to a 3-1 win over the Detroit Red Wings on Tuesday night and a 3-1 lead in the first

round Western Conference playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20125:05:18 AM 

Moyer, 49, oldest pitcher to win MlB game 

Ig~~""~amie Moyer turned in a vintage performance in becoming the oldest pitcher to ever win a major league 
game. The 49-year-old Moyer threw seven masterful innings and Dexter Fowler hit a two-run homer, 

helping the Colorado Rockies hold on for a 5-3 win over the San Diego Padres on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20129:19:29 AM 

Anger as teens play 'subway chicken' in video 

A video showing teenagers jumping on subway tracks as trains approach in the distance in an apparent game of 

"chicken" has been condemned by New York's transport authority, MTA. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 9:57:57 AM 

Cops spending millions to spy on cell phone users? 

An analysis of the use of cellphone tracking by three police departments across the country suggests millions is being 

spent nationwide in what some describe as a war on privacy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/201210:13:24 AM 

Buffett plans radiation treatment, faces good prognosis 

The news that financier Warren Buffett has been diagnosed with Stage 1 prostate cancer may be newsworthy, but it's 

not surprising. Buffett will be 82 on August 30. It's a truism among urologists that just about every man who lives long 

enough will get prostate cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 10:22:34 AM 

Biden to lead push for domestic violence law 

Vice-President Joe Biden will Wednesday lead a Democrat push to reauthorize the Violence Against Women Act, the 

1994 legislation that now faces opposition from some conservatives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 10:37:08 AM 

UK considers criminal charges over phone hacking 

Criminal charges against journalists and a police officer are being considered by U.K. prosecutors after an investigation 

into alleged phone hacking by journalists, it was reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/201211:07:19 AM 

Author faces civil suit over 'Three Cups of Tea' 

Ig~~""IA federal court is expected to hear accusations that author and humanitarian Greg Mortenson fabricated 
parts of his best-selling books "Three Cups of Tea" and "Stones Into Schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 11:37:55 AM 

Citigroup shareholders snub execs on pay 

Ig~~""lshareholders of Citigroup rejected a board-approved pay package for CEO Vikram Pandit and other top 

executives, sending a loud and clear message that executive compensation needs to be tied to 
performance, or else. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:06:08 PM 

Off the clock: Workers fighting for aT pay 

Ig~~""IEVerYOne from pharmaceutical reps to home health care aides to waiters and waitresses in fancy 

restaurants are sick of working off the clock, and they're looking to punch in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:06:57 PM 

Making your kid pay for college is good, study says 

Ig~~""llf you're doing everything you can to save for your children's college education, chances are it's because 

you think that will give your kids the best start in life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:13:18 PM 

"I want to just wow people," Usain Bolt says 

Sprint superstar Usain Bolt of Jamaica is planning a second act at the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. NBC's Lester 

Holt reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:21:19 PM 

Boehner says Obama can't run on economic record 

House Speaker John Boehner says President Barack Obama can't run for re-election on his economic record so his 

campaign will "pull out every bogey man that they can." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:24:05 PM 

Tattoo remorse? New technique offers quick removal 

Ig~~""IGOOd news for all those people who look in the mirror and confront that tattoo they now regret, such as 

Gina Gianni, whose arm features a Latin phrase. A new technique may drastically cut the time required to 
remove tattoos, reducing what could take a year or more to just several months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 12:27:25 PM 

Abducted newborn found safe after woman kills mom 

Ig~~""IA newborn abducted Tuesday has been found safe, the Houston Chronicle reported. His mother was shot 

dead during an altercation with a woman who then snatched the child and drove off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:14:57 PM 

Spanish king 'sorry' for elephant-hunting vacation 

Spain's King Juan Carlos apologized Wednesday after he was roundly condemned for allegedly going elephant-hunting in 

Botswana as his country struggles amid the economic downturn. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:31:55 PM 

GOP reservations on Romney remain 

First Read: Focus group with Florida Republicans and independents show the presumptive nominee still has plenty of 

work to do to shore up party support. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:38:08 PM 

Female soldier missing from Fort Bragg 

Authorities are searching for a 23-year-old Army soldier who was last seen early Saturday morning leaving a bar in North 

Carolina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 1:40:31 PM 

Murder charges after mom killed in baby-snatch plot 

A Texas woman was charged with capital murder Wednesday after allegedly shooting another woman and snatching her 

baby in the parking lot of a pediatric clinic, reports say. The newborn was later found safe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 2:25:27 PM 

China's political scandal embroils Britain 

China's biggest political scandal in decades has embroiled not just the U.S., but increasingly the U.K. NBC's Adrienne 

Mong reports from london. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 2:26:52 PM 

Nugent: I'm 'a black Jew at a Nazi-Klan rally' 

Ig~~""~ed Nugent, who the Secret Service is currently looking into as part of a follow-up for previous 

statements on President Obama, refused to back down from those statements Tuesday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20123:08:14 PM 

Buffett cancer diagnosis raises issue of succession 

Ig~~""lwarren Buffett's public disclosure that he has been diagnosed with stage I prostate cancer has led 

investors to contemplate the mortality of the investing legend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 3:20:23 PM 

Your Twitter feed may be costing, or landing, you a job 

Ig~~""IAttention jobseekers: You probably want to clean up your Twitter feed, lock down your Facebook profile 

and gussy up your Linkedln page. There is a good chance your prospective employer is snooping around 
about you on social networking sites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20123:23:15 PM 

III. couple claim share of giant Mega Millions pot 

A married couple from the small Illinois town of Red Bud has stepped forward for the third and final share of the record 

$656 million jackpot. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 3:24:44 PM 

Man protests TSA, strips naked at Portland airport 

Ig~~""loregon resident John E. Brennan, SO, stripped naked at Portland International Airport on Tuesday night 
as a protest against "harassing" TSA screeners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 3:30:35 PM 

Chesapeake CEO took $1.1B in shrouded loans 

Ig~~""IAubrey McClendon, the CEO of Chesapeake Energy Corp, has borrowed as much as $1.1 billion over the 
last three years against his stake in thousands of company wells - a move that analysts, academics and 

attorneys who reviewed loan documents say raises the potential for conflicts of interest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 3:30:47 PM 

Troops posed with dead bodies in Afghanistan 

The Los Angeles Times published photos of u.s. troops posing with the body parts of Afghanistan suicide bombers on 

Wednesday, prompting condemnations from American officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 3:53:00 PM 

Women tell Syria first lady: 'Stop your husband' 

The wives of two U.N. ambassadors have produced a video appealing to Syria's first lady, Asma Assad, to "stop your 

husband" in his bid to thwart an uprising that has left thousands dead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 4:00:50 PM 

Outraged fans: Kick the 'Losers' off the show 

Ig~~""lviewers watched as the not-so-final five decided a classic twist was "unfair," and now those same viewers 
have something to say about the disgruntled group many of them are calling the "Biggest Sore Losers." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:01:26 PM 

Myth, busted: You use only 10 percent of brain 

Ig~~""IGOOd news for all those who ever had a teacher or a parent say "lf you would just apply yourself you 

could learn anything! You're only using 10 percent of your brain!" All those people were wrong, experts 
say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:02:58 PM 

City's finance chief accused of looting $30 million 

Ig~~""~he chief financial officer of an Illinois town -- a woman who had a lavish lifestyle that included a $2.1 
million motor home and a horse farm -- is under arrest, accused of embezzling $30 million from the town. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:36:42 PM 

Popocatepetl volcano in Mexico rumbles as authorities raise alert level 

Ig~~""IResidents prepare for possible eruption 50 miles outside Mexico City 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20124:41:24 PM 

US watchdog targets discriminatory lending 

The new u.s. consumer financial watchdog said it will aggressively pursue discriminatory lending practices, including 

those that may not be intentional but wind up penalizing minorities or women. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 5:36:45 PM 

At 24, he hadn't long to live ... so they got married 

Ig~~""IRyan Smith loved golf, airplanes, cooking, good wine, good beer and the Oregon Ducks. But more than 

anything else, he loved Bethany. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 5:48:49 PM 

Expert: Breivik's court rant will deter extremism 

Ig~~""IAn expert sociologist says the testimony of far-right mass killer Anders Breivik should not be curtailed 

because his "repellent" views and rambling speech will actually put people off extremism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 6:01:49 PM 

Smog rules for 'fracking' wells unveiled, but delayed 

The Obama administration announces long-awaited air pollution rules for the natural gas drilling technique known as 

fracking, but surprises environmentalists with a more than two-year delay. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20126:14:23 PM 

Lie-detector tests in Secret Service sex scandal 

Some of the Secret Service agents under investigation in the Colombian prostitution scandal have agreed to take 

polygraph tests, a u.S. official tell NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20126:31:15 PM 

JetBlue pilot who caused diversion will plead insanity 

Clayton F. Osbon, the JetBlue captain who had a midair breakdown last month and was subdued by passengers, will rely 

on an insanity defense, according to the Amarillo Globe-News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 6:48:48 PM 

Buffett's cancer catch could reignite debate over PSA testing 

Warren Buffett's revelation that his prostate cancer was diagnosed with the help of a prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test 

threatens to reignite controversy over whether the test does more harm than good. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 6:59:36 PM 

FDA seizes contaminated ultrasound gel 

Federal law enforcement officials have seized several lots of ultrasound gel from a New Jersey company after the 

product tested positive for bacterial contamination. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 7:09:01 PM 

After 35 years, woman gets her voice back 

Ig~~""lsilenced for 35 years by a crushing injury to her throat, Jan Christian is regaining her voice, thanks to 
several complex surgeries and some jet-engine technology. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20127:10:28 PM 

American on no-fly list alleges torture, FBI coercion 

Ig~~""IAn American citizen alleges that he was detained and tortured overseas at the behest of the u.s. 
government - and is now marooned as a result of the u.s. no-fly list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20127:23:17 PM 

Judge steps aside from Zimmerman-Martin case 

Seminole County Circuit Judge Jessica Recksiedler took herself off George Zimmerman's second-degree murder case 

because of a possible conflict of interest. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20127:44:18 PM 

Searchers ping cell phone of missing female soldier 

Authorities are searching for a 23-year-old Army soldier who was last seen early Saturday morning leaving a bar in North 

Carolina. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 7:54:09 PM 

Famed TV personality Dick Clark dead at 82 

Ig~~""lclark was best known for hosting long-running television shows such as "American Bandstand," the game 
show "Pyramid" and "Dick Clark's New Year's Rockin' Eve." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:32:39 PM 

Obama: 'I wasn't born with a silver spoon in my mouth' 

President Obama said he related to middle-class Americans "looking for a chance," touting his and first lady Michelle 

Obama's humble roots. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:35:25 PM 

Deputies: Killer took baby to hide miscarriage 

Ig~~""IA Texas nurse accused of killing a mother and snatching her 3-day-old baby was trying to produce an 

infant for her fiance after hiding a miscarriage from him, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:46:06 PM 

Can winning the lottery buy happiness? 

Ig~~""IHistory has shown that winning huge sums of money in the lottery doesn't equate to happiness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:46:49 PM 

ABC sued over racial bias on 'Bachelor' 

Nathaniel Claybrooks and Christopher Johnson, a pair of African-Americans and football players who had tried out for 

"The Bachelor," said ABC has intentionally excluded non-whites. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:48:43 PM 

Seniors' activity wards off Alzheimer's, study finds 

Ig~~""IEven people in their 80s may be able to lower the risk of Alzheimer's simply by increasing how much they 

move around each day, a new study suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 8:54:40 PM 

61 DC workers fired -- for getting unemployment 

The proof was in the paychecks: After a review of city records, the mayor of Washington, D.C., has fired 61 people for 

collecting jobless benefits while also working for the city. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20129:12:17 PM 

Romney assails president steps from site of Obama's re-nomination 

Mitt Romney delivered a blistering attack on President Obama's economic record just footsteps from the site where the 

president will accept his re-election nomination this summer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/20129:14:30 PM 

Should teachers and students be Facebook friends? 

Ig~~""IShOUld students and teachers ever be friends on Facebook? School districts across the country, including 

the nation's largest, are weighing that question as they seek to balance the risks of inappropriate contact 
with the academic benefits of social networking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 10:05:07 PM 

Three Secret Service agents out in sex scandal 

Three Secret Service agents implicated in the scandal involving the procurement of women during President Barack 

Obama's trip to Colombia are being forced out of the agency. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 10:30:38 PM 

Pat Summitt stepping down as lady Vols' coach 

Ig~~""lpat Summitt, who won more games than anyone in NCAA college basketball history, stepped down 
Wednesday as coach of the Tennessee Lady Vols, less than eight months after revealing she had early

onset dementia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 10:57:11 PM 

See the beauties and the beasts of the sea 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Even a humble sea slug can look stylish, if you find the right slug in the 

right place. For super stylish looks at sea creatures, check out this year's top entries in the University of 
Miami's Underwater Photography Contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/18/2012 11:14:22 PM 

Bad deeds overshadowing stories of good troops? 

Even before photos were published showing American troops posing with the bodies of Afghan insurgents, u.s. officials 

condemned them. Now, while not condoning the photos, others say that they can understand why such tasteless acts 

happen in war zones. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 12:01:30 AM 

Coroner: Woman's body is Brittany Killgore's 

The body of a woman found in California's Riverside County is that of a Marine's wife who disappeared last week, the 

county coroner said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 12:33:57 AM 

Group blasts Marine Corps for reviving "Crusaders" name and symbols 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:47:56 AM 

Tanier: Griffin lucks out by being No.2 

Ig~~""~anier: The Redskins will draft Robert Griffin. Griffin will be a day one starter. And Griffin will be the 
Rookie of the Year. The guy who will be drafted ahead of him doesn't stand a chance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 2:21:45 AM 

Video: Remembering America's oldest teenager Dick Clark 

Ig~~""IAt age 82, TV legend Dick Clark passed away from a massive heart attack. Brian Williams remembers Dick 
Clark and hears from rock-and-roll star Chubby Checker. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20123:09:19 AM 

India tests missile capable of reaching China, Europe 

India test-fired a long range missile capable of reaching deep inside China and Europe on Thursday, television stations 

showed, thrusting the emerging Asian power into an elite club of nations with intercontinental nuclear defense 

capabilities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:21:09 AM 

Senators 3, Rangers 2, aT 

onAWA (AP) - The opportunistic Ottawa Senators find themselves tied 2-2 with the New York Rangers without ever 

leading in regulation play. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20123:26:10 AM 

'Idol' judges play favorites - but not with Elise 

Ig~~""~he word of the day Wednesday was "connection." And Elise Testone got to hear about her lack of it for 

what seemed like an eternity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:48:58 AM 

Sweeping change? Pens pound Flyers 10-3 

Ig~~""lpushed to the brink of a sweep, Pittsburgh's Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Jordan Staal pushed back 

with a vengeance, helping the Penguins score nine goals in the first two periods in a 10-3 win over the 
Philadelphia Flyers on Wednesday in their opening-round playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:23:09 AM 

UN chief says Syria hasn't fully complied with peace plan 

UNITED NATIONS -- Syria has not fully complied with its obligations to withdraw troops and heavy weapons from towns 

and has yet to send a "clear signal" about its commitment to peace, the U.N. chief told the Security Council in a letter 

obtained by Reuters on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:42:49 AM 

CSN: Bryzgalov's shaky play catches up to him 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 7:55:00 AM 

India test-fires 'China killer' long-range missile 

India has test-fired a missile capable of reaching Beijing and eastern Europe, thrusting the country into an elite club of 

nations with intercontinental nuclear defense capabilities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 8:01:00 AM 

'Not too dark' African-American actor sought for car ad 

A casting document for a Super Bowl ad for Japanese car company Acura sought a "nice looking, friendly, not too dark" 

African-American to act alongside comedian Jerry Seinfeld. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:07:08 AM 

'As lucky as you get': Cop stabbed in head survives 

A police officer stabbed in the skull while responding to a 911 call "has a shot at a full recovery," according to his doctor, 

because the knife blade narrowly missed vital brain functions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:47:34 AM 

Report: Bar hand questioned over missing soldier 

A bar hand who is a registered sex offender has been questioned twice by police in connection with the disappearance 

of Fort Bragg soldier Kelli Bordeaux, according to a report. Pfc. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:51:34 AM 

474-year-old art taken by Nazis returned to family 

Ig~~""IA painting - nearly five centuries old and worth millions - that was taken by the Nazis in World War II has 

been returned to the heirs of its original Jewish owner by u.s. officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 10:53:42 AM 

Iranian protester shouts into Ahmadinejad's face 

Iran's President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was ambushed during a public motorcade tour by a woman and an elderly man 

angry at growing poverty - an incident that was caught on camera. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:16:15 AM 

Inside the foreclosure factory: Pushing the files 

Ig~~""IFive years into the worst housing collapse since the Great Depression, the foreclosure pipeline that is 

removing tens of thousands of families from their homes every month rests on a legal process that has 
been badly compromised by errors, misrepresentation and outright fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:23:18 AM 

McDonald's worker arrested over phlegm in tea 

A teenage McDonald's employee has been charged with unlawful and malicious tampering with food after customers 

found phlegm in their tea, police in South Carolina said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:41:21 AM 

Performance reviews: Even HR hates them 

It's no secret that many employees dread performance reviews. What is surprising, however, is that the very people 

who help promote them in companies dislike them too. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:55:04 AM 

At least 36 killed in 20 bomb blasts in Iraq 

Ig~~""IMore than 20 bombs hit cities and towns across Iraq Thursday, killing at least 36 and wounding more 

than 100, police and hospital sources said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:58:00 AM 

Automakers battle to attract younger buyers 

Ig~~""llndiVidUaIlY, they don't look like much, but when you compile all 455 of the tweets into an old-fashioned 

flipbook it's an entirely different story. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 12:03:19 PM 

Secret Service: Issue with Ted Nugent resolved 

Ig~~""INUgent said of the meeting, "(it) could not have gone better. I thanked them for their service, we shook 
hands and went about our business." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 12:03:19 PM 

Secret Service set to meet with Ted Nugent 

Ig~~""~he Blaze reports that staunch conservative and Mitt Romney supporter Ted Nugent will meet with the 

Secret Service on Thursday to discuss the threatening statements he made towards Democrats and 
President Obama over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 12:45:35 PM 

Why dudes go nuts while watching the big game 

Ig~~""lwelve all seen guys go crazy when at a sports game. Now we know exactly why. According to a new 

study, dudes actually become even more dude-like while watching their beloved teams compete. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:02:31 PM 

Cops: Texas killer snatched baby to hide miscarriage 

A Texas nurse is expected in court Thursday, accused killing a mother and snatching her 3-day-old baby in order to hide a 

miscarriage from her fiance, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:09:39 PM 

Boater rescued from Lake Michigan -- 2nd time in year 

A sailor and a friend were rescued from the waters of Lake Michigan Wednesday, nearly a year after after the same 

sailor was plucked unconscious from the water when the same boat overturned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:12:31 PM 

Will government scandals hurt Obama? 

First Read: Scandals at the GSA and Secret Service further erode the perception of the federal government, does it hurt 

the president in the process? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:13:28 PM 

Citigroup's CEO Pandit puts home up for sale 

Ig~~""ICitigrOUp CEO Vikram Pandit has reportedly put his Greenwich, Conn., home up for sale for $4.3 million, 

or almost 5 percent more than he paid for it some 11 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 1:19:15 PM 

Men at Work cofounder Greg Ham found dead 

Ig~~""~he musician with the iconic Australian band was perhaps best known for playing the famous flute riff in 
the smash 1980s hit "Down Under." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20122:25:13 PM 

Bahrain in rights spotlight ahead of Grand Prix 

Ig~~""IBahrain's government came under growing pressure Thursday after international media who descended 

on the tiny Gulf kingdom to cover the country's Formula One race turned their attention to persistent 
anti-government protests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 2:25:42 PM 

Soccer or sex? Thai teens ponder choice 

Ig~~""IDesPite having a reputation as a sexually liberal place, Thailand is very conservative. Due to a lack of sex

ed for young people, it is now ranked #2 in the world for teen pregnancy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 2:39:48 PM 

Clark fortune is in the 'hundreds of millions' 

Ig~~""IDiCk Clark, who died of a heart attack on Wednesday at age 82, left behind a fortune and is the model of 

entertainment entrepreneurship embodied today by "Idol" host Ryan Seacrest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 2:50:26 PM 

Mishandled bag rates drop, but cabin tensions remain 

According to a new report, the total number of mishandled bags worldwide dropped sharply last year. Soime 

passengers, however, believe airlines have moved the problem from the cargo hold to the cabin. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:02:25 PM 

Report: Next iPhone could be made of 'Liquidmetal' 

Ig~~""IA report out of Korea suggests that the next iPhone may be made out of "Liquidmetal." As awesome as 

the material is, however, this could be a disappointment to many a "Terminator" fan, because the 
smartphone will be nothing like the T-1000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:02:36 PM 

NYPD resumes search for milk-carton kid Etan Patz 

Ig~~""lpolice and the FBI are back at the lower New York City location where Etan Patz went missing in 1979, 

NBCNewYork.com reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20123:14:50 PM 

Young women want it all, more than young men 

Ig~~""lln a major reversal from the 1990s, young women are now more likely than young men to say a 

successful, high-paying career is one of the most important things in life, a new study finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20123:34:16 PM 

Foreclosure ripple effect: 8.3M kids in jeopardy 

When we think of foreclosure, we tend to think of the financial toll it takes on adults. But a new report sheds light on the 

millions of children who are having their lives thrown into disarray by the crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:34:34 PM 

Holy bat cave! See millions of bats on new tour 

Ig~~""I~racken Cave, the Texas home of the world's largest bat colony, is open for public tours for the very first 

time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:54:20 PM 

Inside the foreclosure factory, they're working overtime 

Ig~~""IFive years into the worst housing collapse since the Great Depression, the foreclosure pipeline that is 

removing tens of thousands of families from their homes every month rests on a legal process that has 
been badly compromised by errors, misrepresentation and outright fraud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 3:54:37 PM 

Karzai fumes over US troops posing with body parts 

Afghanistan's president called for foreign forces to hand over security to Afghan forces sooner than planned, after 

photos emerged of u.s. troops posing with suicide bombers' body parts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:20:31 PM 

Starbucks drops red dye made from crushed bugs 

Ig~~""IStarbucks will stop using a dye made from crushed bugs in its Strawberries & Creme Frappuccinos and 

other items after the ingredient prompted an outcry from some customers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:33:01 PM 

PFT: Producing the NFL schedule is really hard 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:36:01 PM 

Cops: 4 teens killed homeless man for $1 

Four Houston teens have been charged with killing a homeless man who had just $1 on him when he resisted being 

robbed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:37:38 PM 

Shuttle Discovery goes from runway to museum 

r-I~hile thousands cheered, the space shuttle Discovery was rolled to its new home in the Smithsonian on 
hursday, going nose to nose with the prototype shuttle it's replacing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:39:10 PM 

Senate tries to put wrangling aside to rescue Postal Service from insolvency 

Ig~~""[he federal agency that reaches every American household is headed for financial collapse and perhaps 

for a taxpayer bailout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20124:59:00 PM 

More Secret Service resignations expected to be announced 

More Secret Service agents allegedly involved in last week's prostitution scandal in Colombia are expected to resign, a 

congressional source with knowledge of the case told NBC News on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20125:10:48 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Romney's image improves but remains a net-negative 

Mitt Romney has seen his favorability score increase to its highest mark, according to a new NBC News/Wall Street 

Journal poll. But that score still remains a net-negative, and it trails President Obama's. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20125:18:07 PM 

Private plane with 'incapacitated' pilot plummets into Gulf 

A private plane that was spotted circling above the Gulf of Mexico with an apparently incapacitated pilot crashed into 

the water about 170 miles off the coast of Florida on Thursday, NBC News reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20125:19:12 PM 

Did McCartney video have sign-language errors? 

Ig~~""IFor his new music video "My Valentine,"Paul McCartney enlisted the aid of Natalie Portman and Johnny 

Depp to interpret the lyrics of his song through sign language. However, some in the sign-language 
community are now claiming the actors botched the effort. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 5:33:23 PM 

Drought forecast for Southwest: Getting worse 

Ig~~""IMost of the Southwest, as well as parts of California and the Southeast, can expect drought conditions to 

worsen through July, federal forecasters say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 6:03:00 PM 

III. bishop compares Obama to Stalin, Hitler 

The Anti-Defamation league wants an apology from Peoria's bishop following a recent homily comparing President 

Barack Obama's policies to those of despots Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20126:10:38 PM 

Florida lawmaker blasts 'Stand Your Ground' 

Ig~~""IA Florida lawmaker is accusing Gov. Rick Scott of moving slowly in examining whether changes are 
needed to the "Stand Your Ground" law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 6:53:57 PM 

Rubio says, 'No' (again) to being VP, but slips: 'If I do a good job as vice president ... ' 

You can add it to the ever-growing catalog of times Florida Sen. Marco Rubio has denied he will be the vice presidential 

pick -- the rising GOP star on Thursday flatly said he would tell Mitt Romney, "No," if the presumptive Republican 

nominee asked him to join the ticket in November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20127:15:53 PM 

$4.2M settlement for student paralyzed by bully 

Ig~~""lwhen Sawyer Rosenstein was 12, a punch from a bully changed his life forever, leaving him paralyzed, 

and at times, near death from the complications of his condition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/20127:22:13 PM 

Save Postal Service! No, don't! Readers weigh in 

It wasn't long ago, before texting, instant messaging, email, web chat and cheap long-distance phone calls, that a trip to 

the mailbox was a highly anticipated event. Now ... not so much. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 7:32:30 PM 

Drummer Levan Helm of the Band dies at 71 

Ig~~""IDrummer Levan Helm, longtime member of the Band, has died at 71, his family says. He had battled 

throat cancer since the 19905. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:36:27 PM 

Standoff in Kashmir mountains leaves 140 dead in tragedy 

Ig~~""IAn avalanche struck the battalion headquarters of the 6th Northern Light Infantry 14,000 feet up in the 

mountains of Kashmir on April 7, burying alive 129 Pakistani army soldiers and 11 civilians in the wee 
hours of the morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:41:33 PM 

Mom: Child humiliated after potty break denied 

A Missouri mother says her 6-year-old daughter was forced to sit in her own diarrhea during a test session at school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 9:59:09 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama leads Romney by six points 

With the Republican presidential primary season essentially over and with the general election campaign now 

underway, President Barack Obama begins the race with a six-point lead over presumptive GOP nominee Mitt Romney, 

according to a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 10:00:27 PM 

Marine Corps opens combat school to women 

r-~ Marine Corps school that trains infantry combat officers is now enrolling women, the Marine Corps 
imes reports, the first time women would be groomed for direct combat roles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 10:45:09 PM 

US chopper with 4 aboard crashes in Afghanistan 

A U.S. Black Hawk helicopter with four crew members on board crashed in southwestern Afghanistan on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:02:44 PM 

Dog shot by cop was subject of 2 complaints 

An Australian cattle dog killed by a Texas police officer responding to a 911 call at a wrong address had been the subject 

of two previous complaints, according to local media reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:11:12 PM 

Kim Jong II's 'last will': Make peace, build weapons 

Ig~~""~hink tanks in Seoul have obtained documents they say are excerpts from the will of North Korea's late 

leader Kim Jong II, according to reports Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/19/2012 11:36:08 PM 

'Pregnant man' separates from wife 

Ig~~""~homas Beatie, the transgendered man who first made headlines back in 2008 when he became 

pregnant and gave birth to a healthy daughter, has separated from his wife of nine years, People 
magazine is reporting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 12:55:29 AM 

Astronauts revisit shuttle's pros and cons 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The shuttle Discovery's entry into a museum rekindles a sense of 

disappointment for some veteran astronauts, and a sense of relief for others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:00:51 AM 

Paper names Secret Service supervisors ousted in scandal 

A Secret Service supervisor who retired in the midst of the Colombia prostitution scandal made light on his Facebook 

page of his work protecting former GOP vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin, the Washington Post reported Thursday 

evening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:46:52 AM 

PBT: Surgery will sideline Howard through Olympics 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 2:34:45 AM 

Capitals hold off Bruins to even series 

Ig~~""lplaYOff rookie Braden Holtby followed up a shaky outing with a superb one by making 44 saves Thursday 
night, and Alexander Semin scored the go-ahead goal, leading the Washington Capitals to a 2-1 victory 

over the reigning Stanley Cup champion Boston Bruins that tied the first-round series at two games apiece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 2:42:35 AM 

A favorite goes home in shocking 'Idol' cut 

Ig~~""IFor the second week in a row, the contestant with the lowest number of votes was a surprise. But this 

time, there was no judges' save. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 2:49:30 AM 

Granderson hits 3 HRs as Yankees top Twins 

Ig~~""lcurtis Granderson hit three home runs in the first four innings and matched a career high with five hits, 
leading the New York Yankees to a 7-6 victory over the Minnesota Twins on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20123:15:20 AM 

Heat keep Bulls from clinching top seed in East 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 27 points and 11 rebounds, Dwyane Wade scored 18 points and the Miami Heat 
tightened up the Eastern Conference playoff race by beating the Chicago Bulls 83-72 in a scuffle-filled 

game Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 7:30:49 AM 

Vietnam seeks help as mystery disease kills 19 

Vietnam has asked the World Health Organization to help investigate a mystery disease that has killed 19 people and 

sickened 171 others in central Vietnam. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 10:00:50 AM 

Sudan leader vows to teach South 'final lesson by force' 

r-I~Udan's President Omar Hassan al-Bashir all but declared war against his newly independent neighbor on 
hursday, vowing to teach South Sudan a "finallesson by force" after it occupied a disputed oil field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/201210:07:12 AM 

This little piggy is going to China 

Ig~~""llnside a dimly lit barn in northeast Indiana, where the air smells faintly of corn and earth, the future of 

China's food supply is squealing for attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 10:54:02 AM 

Cola habit behind death of 30-year-old woman? 

Experts say a New Zealand woman's 2-gallon-a-day Coca-Cola habit probably contributed to her death, a conclusion that 

led the soft-drink giant to note that even water can be deadly in excessive amounts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 10:54:02 AM 

Cola habit behind death of 30-year-old woman? 

Experts say a New Zealand woman's 2-gallon-a-day Coca-Cola habit probably contributed to her death, a conclusion that 

led the soft-drink giant to note that even water can be deadly in excessive amounts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 11:07:20 AM 

Barack Obama sits inside Rosa Parks bus 

Ig~~""lpresident Barrack Obama took a moment from fundraising in Michigan on Wednesday to visit the Henry 

Ford Museum and sit in the Montgomery, Ala. city bus made famous by Rosa Parks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/201211:22:16 AM 

Cities where unemployment is double national rate 

Ig~~""lwhen the u.s. labor market is discussed, the national figures naturally take center stage. But the 
employment picture across the country can be very different -- not just between states, but from city to 

city, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/201211:40:37 AM 

Feds put an end to 'free gas for life' offer 

Ig~~""~he Federal Trade Commission just shut down a marketing operation that allegedly tricked people into 

signing up for subscriptions to an online magazine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 12:41:15 PM 

No laughing matter: Fear of clowns is serious issue 

Ig~~""IFor those infected with the panic, the monsters typically pounce with mammoth feet as high-pitched, 

almost-joyful squeals emanate from their frightful noses. Scarier still, these creatures tend to travel in 
tight clusters, often arriving in the same manner. One teeny-tiny car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 12:54:38 PM 

Kansas catches double-murderer after prison break 

A double-murderer who had escaped from a Kansas jail along with three other inmates was captured late Thursday, 

officials tell NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:01:11 PM 

Zimmerman to seek release on bail 

George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer facing second-degree murder charges in the death of teenager 

Trayvon Martin, will ask a Florida judge Friday to let him out of jail on bail while he awaits trial. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:03:33 PM 

Zimmerman to seek release on bond 

George Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch volunteer facing second-degree murder charges in the death of teenager 

Trayvon Martin, will ask a Florida judge Friday to let him out of jail on bail while he awaits trial. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20121:05:11 PM 

Birth defects a third more common in IVF babies 

Babies conceived through certain fertility treatment techniques are about one-third more likely to have a birth defect 

than babies conceived without any extra help from technology, according to a review of several dozen studies. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:19:08 PM 

General election shaping up in familiar ways 

First Read: The new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll suggests this year's presidential race could look a lot like 2004, or 

maybe the 1996 election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:30:52 PM 

PFT: Sanchez 'thrilled' after first week with Tebow 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:36:50 PM 

Online, slim majority backs George Zimmerman 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:39:25 PM 

TSA officer turns in envelope with $9,500 in cash 

A quick-thinking Transportation Security Administration officer is being credited for helping to reunite a passenger with 

a costly carry-on item: an envelope filled with $9,500. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 1:40:40 PM 

Big banks probed for overdraft protection plans 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is looking at how u.s. banks persuade customers to sign up for what they call 

overdraft protection programs, a report says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 2:26:49 PM 

New cancer screening feeds diagnosis debate 

Ig~~""lscreening for rare but deadly esophageal cancer is typically a laborious and costly procedure. Now a new 
technique has made it much simpler and some are advocating that everyone over 50 be screened -- but 

there's no real evidence routine screening saves lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20122:40:12 PM 

AMR unions ink deal with US Airways 

US Airways has inked deals with the three unions at American Airlines, raising expectations that the two carriers will 

soon join forces as a single airline. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20122:48:48 PM 

Catholic nuns group 'stunned' by Vatican scolding 

A prominent u.s. Catholic nuns group said it was "stunned" that the Vatican reprimanded it for spending too much time 

on poverty and social justice concerns and not enough on abortion and gay marriage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 3:20:52 PM 

Cat Island pelicans see their habitat shrinking away 

Ig~~...,~wo years after the Gulf oil spill, a photographer describes the shocking deterioration of isla nds off the 

coast of Louisiana. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20123:26:11 PM 

It's true: $1 million for one penny 

Ig~~""llt may cost 2 cents to make a penny, but you can buy one for more than $1 million. One of the nation's 

first pennies, which is mostly copper but has a silver plug in the center, fetched $1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 3:28:33 PM 

Robin Gibb's family singing as he lies in coma 

Ig~~""lwhile Robin Gibb remains in a coma in a London hospital, his family is singing and playing music to him in 

hopes of reviving the legendary artist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 3:35:20 PM 

Zimmerman sorry for shooting Trayvon; bail set at $150,000 

A Florida judge set bond Friday at $150,000 for the release of George Zimmerman, who is charged with second-degree 

murder in the death of Trayvon Martin. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20124:12:04 PM 

Slain Marine wife's blog: Depression, divorce fears 

Ig~~""IAn online blog posted by slain Marine wife Brittany Killgore when she was just 17 is giving the public 

more insight on her past, as new details emerge about the woman accused of killing her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20124:20:19 PM 

Pakistani airline crashes killing 127 

All passengers and crew were killed when a flight from Karachi crashed on approach to Islamabad airport in heavy rain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20124:35:16 PM 

Romney sells economic acumen - are voters buying? 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney has staked much of his fate as a presidential candidate on an argument that Democratic 

incumbent Barack Obama has failed the nation fiscally, and as a Republican commander in chief, he'd be 
a better steward of the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20124:53:47 PM 

Rare baseball card sells for $1.2M at auction 

A New Jersey man paid $1.2 million for a rare 1909 Honus Wagner baseball card in an online auction that brought 

interest from many potential buyers who had never owned a card before, the sale organizer said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20124:53:47 PM 

Rare baseball card sells for $1.2M at auction 

A New Jersey man paid $1.2 million for a rare 1909 Honus Wagner baseball card in an online auction that brought 

interest from many potential buyers who had never owned a card before, the sale organizer said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20125:14:28 PM 

Doctors develop life-saving drugs from coral reefs 

Ig~~""lpatients are benefiting from the natural chemicals derived from the Earth's oceans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20125:44:12 PM 

Girl born without hands wins penmanship award 

Ig~~""IA Pittsburgh-area girl born without hands has won a penmanship award - and $1,000 - from a 

company that publishes language arts and reading textbooks. Annie Clark, 7, who was adopted from 
China, holds the pencil between her forearms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 5:55:43 PM 

More big US companies planning to 'onshore' jobs 

Offshoring manufacturing jobs to China looked like the perfect way to cut costs a decade ago, but now companies that 

produce everything from computers to car parts are returning to the United States in growing numbers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20126:08:07 PM 

Man's dating spreadsheet goes viral, may have legal consequences 

You may have already heard about a man who ranked and tracked his online dating prospects in a spreadsheet. What 

you might not be aware of though, is that one of the women whose name and contact information was publicized is 

considering legal action ... against one of her spreadsheet sisters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20126:13:59 PM 

NC judge overturns death sentence due to race 

Ig~~""IA North Carolina judge ruled Friday that racial discrimination played a role in sending a black man to 
death row for killing a white teenager in 1991, a groundbreaking decision rendered under the state's 

Racial Justice Act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20126:18:40 PM 

Surging IPOs bring echoes of tech-bubble era 

Ig~~""IA rising stock market, a rash of technology startups and investors eager to put money to work on Wall 

Street is heating up the market for initial public offerings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 6:45:27 PM 

Obama, GOP square off on student loans 

Ig~~""IAt a time when American employers are complaining they can't find enough highly-skilled and well

educated workers, a political battle is shaping up over the looming rise in the cost of student loans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20127:19:10 PM 

Secret Service: 3 more agents out, 12th in trouble 

A 12th Secret Service agent is under investigation in the Colombian prostitution scandal, the agency says, and three 

more agents have resigned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 7:44:47 PM 

'Revenge porn' site shut down by 'anti-bullying' site 

Ig~~""lpreviOUSIY unrepentant purveyor of "revenge porn" Hunter Moore is pulling the plug on his repugnant 

website, Is Anyone Up, claiming he's burnt out on child porn and ruining lives. There's also the 
undisclosed sum for which he sold the site to "anti-bullying" website BullyVille, part of the conglomerate that 
runs its own exploitive revenge website, CheaterVilie. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 8:21:28 PM 

What exactly is 'Hand Shredded A$$ Meat'? 

Ig~~""llf you were confronted with a menu item like 'Hand Shredded A$$ Meat' in Beijing what would you do? A 
new English translation guide to Beijing's restaurants hopes to help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 8:42:59 PM 

Colton: Gaga's 'Bad Romance' a 'bad risk' on 'Idol' 

Ig~~"'l'I've taken pride in knowing who I am and taking a stance in my faith, and by choosing 'Bad Romance,' I 

turned off a lot of those voters, who are my core voters," Colton said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20128:47:14 PM 

FBI suspects student candidate of hacking his own election 

Ig~~""lcampaign season can make presidential candidates do crazy things, but it's not often one resorts to 

hacking into a computer and stealing 700 voters' passwords to alter the electronic polling results. Then 
again, not every presidential candidate is as desperate as Matt Weaver allegedly was. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 8:58:27 PM 

Obama ends March with lOx more cash than Romney 

President Obama's re-election campaign had 10 times more money in the bank at the end of March than the campaign 

of presumptive GOP Mitt Romney, according to federal records. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/20129:07:04 PM 

'Mountain man' kidnapper on run again 

The "mountain man" who helped his father abduct world-class athlete Kari Swenson in 1984 is reported to be on the run 

again in Montana. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 9:55:26 PM 

NYT: Are travel agents back? 

Ig~~""INYT: In the age of apps, travel agents can seem a bit quaint. Yet the industry is showing signs of growth. 

We profiled six rising stars to learn why, and to find out what they can do for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/20/2012 11:19:12 PM 

HBT: Yankees crash Fenway party, pound Red Sox 

Ig~~""IHBT: Alex Rodriguez took over fifth place with his 631st career home run, Eric Chavez added two homers 
and the Yankees spoiled the Red Sox lOath anniversary celebration of Fenway Park with a 6-2 win Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/2012 1:39:58 AM 

Gingrich's future hinges on Delaware 

Newt Gingrich's presidential campaign seems to hinge on the Delaware primary. A source close to his campaign tells 

NBC News, "Newt is just waiting to see what happens on Tuesday." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/2012 3:54:48 AM 

Sources: Penn State official's firing tied to abuse probe 

The firing of a Penn State athletics official was connected to the investigation into the child sexual abuse case at the 

university, said two persons familiar with the situation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/20124:12:04 AM 

Russian ships in China for 2 navies' war game 

Ig~~""~he Russian guided-missile cruiser Varyag arrived at an east Chinese naval base Saturday ahead of a 

planned joint exercise with the Chinese navy, news agency Xinhua reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/20124:21:05 AM 

American in Cuban prison: 'Get me the hell out of here' 

A U.S. government contractor sentenced to 15 years prison in Cuba contacted NBC's Andrea Mitchell on Friday, reaching 

out from prison in Havana to plead for help. "Get me the hell out of here," Brian Gross told Mitchell. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/20125:38:11 AM 

Spurs blowout Lakers in Kobe's return 

Ig~~""~im Duncan, Tony Parker and Manu Ginobili all scored at least 20 points to help the San Antonio Spurs 
beat the Los Angeles Lakers 121-97 on Friday night and spoil Kobe Bryant's return. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/2012 7:22:21 AM 

Two women sue military officials over alleged rape 

Two women who said they were raped while attending u.s. military academies sued military officials on Friday, accusing 

them of failing to address widespread problems of sexual assault at the elite schools. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/20128:19:18 AM 

Report: Afghans planning assassination arrested 

Ig~~""IAfghan security forces on Saturday arrested five insurgents suspected of planning to assassinate the 

country's Vice President Karim Khalili, according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/2012 9:34:48 AM 

Army investigated soldiers over Afghan drug abuse 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Army has investigated 56 soldiers in Afghanistan on suspicion of using or distributing heroin, 

morphine or other opiates during 2010 and 2011, newly obtained data shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/21/201211:00:31 AM 

'World's rudest' restaurant shuts after 100 years 

Ig~~""IHeartbroken customers lined up for meal at a closing San Francisco institution - a 100-year-old Chinese 
restaurant once known for having "the world's rudest waiter." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/25/2012 10:07:01 PM 

LeBron's torment: Win title or 'no happiness' 

Ig~~""lwinderman: Life in a "fishbowl" brings high expectations, but LeBron James says none are higher than 

those he puts on himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/26/2012 4:34:44 PM 

Video: Hidden Planet: Inside the Pyramid of Giza 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel journeys into the hidden chambers and passageways of Egypt's famous pyramids. In part 

two of this Hidden Planet episode, Inside the Pharoah's Secret Tunnels, Engel journeys through the 
Pyramid of Giza, one of Egypt's most ancient pyramids. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 7:29:06 AM 

PBT: First-round, series-by-series playoff analysis 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 2:53:32 PM 

Rare set of Marilyn Monroe photos up for auction 

Ig~~""~ust when you thought perhaps you'd seen every image ever taken of Marilyn Monroe, a new set of rare 

prints has emerged, taken just six weeks before her death in 1962. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 3:09:47 PM 

GOP infighting gives Democrats hope of picking up Indiana Senate seat 

Ig~~""lln the 2010 midterm elections, the GOP was jarred by an array of suddenly-potent Tea Party-backed 

challengers taking on the party establishment. The movement achieved mixed results overall, but 
resulted in a Republican Party heavily influenced by it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20124:19:14 PM 

Zimmerman's website raises $200,000 for his defense 

George Zimmerman's attorney Mark O'Mara said his client's website has raised about more than $200,000 in donations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20124:25:37 PM 

UK spy death: 'Even Houdini' couldn't lock himself in bag 

British spy Gareth Williams was "dead or unconscious" and was almost certainly placed in a sports bag by another 

person, an inquiry into his death in London was told. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20124:42:07 PM 

Prosecutor: Slain Marine wife Killgore texted 'help' 

Ig~~""IA Marine's wife who was killed and left on the side of the road in California texted a friend for help on the 

night of her disappearance, a deputy district attorney said in court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20124:58:43 PM 

Obama's 'slow jam' not funny to pundits 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama may have gotten a little 'too cool for school' when he opted to slow jam the news with 

Jimmy Fallon on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 5:39:47 PM 

Girls expelled for Facebook 'Hit list' 

Ig~~""~he American Civil Liberties Union is fighting the expulsion of three Northwest Indiana girls for a 
Facebook conversation resembling a school "hit list." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20126:48:16 PM 

Democrats, Republicans put stock in new generation of combat vets seeking public office 

Ig~~""IA new generation of political leaders, forged by tours of duty in Iraq and Afghanistan, are poised to 

possibly join the ranks of Congress next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/20128:13:30 PM 

Netherlands aims to ban foreigners from buying pot 

This country of canals and tulips is also famous for "coffee shops" where joints and cappuccinos share the menu. Now, 

the Netherlands' famed tolerance for drugs could be going up in smoke. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 8:26:44 PM 

Nuke plant offline due to jellyfish-like creatures 

Ig~~""lln California, a tiny, jellyfish-like sea creature called salp is causing problems at the Diablo Canyon atomic 

plant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 8:49:32 PM 

Principal, secretary lose jobs over kiss on video 

A principal's school encounter with his secretary, secretly recorded by a student, has cost the pair their jobs at a small 

Arizona charter high school, according to local media reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/27/2012 9:35:54 PM 

Woman fighting foreclosure arrested 

A woman engaged in a bitter battle with Wells Fargo over foreclosure of her California home was arrested at the 

residence of bank's CFO. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 12:33:10 AM 

Lawyers argue over sex tape at John Edwards trial 

Lawyers in the John Edwards trial wrangled with the judge over whether to allow testimony about a sex tape of the 

former presidential candidate and allegations of an affair involving Andrew Young, the ex-aide who ended a week on the 

stand Friday, and a witness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 1:07:21 AM 

Secret Service limits drinking, foreign hotel guests 

Heavy drinking and bringing foreign nationals back to hotel rooms on trips abroad is now banned by the u.s. Secret 

Service in the wake of a growing scandal over allegations that agents consorted with prostitutes in Colombia this month. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20123:09:03 AM 

Wash. police pump tear gas into survivalist's bunker 

Washington police surround an underground bunker where they believe Peter Keller, the prime suspect in the murders 

of his wife and daughter, is holed up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 3:26:31 AM 

Dolphin stuck in California wetlands draws a crowd 

Ig~~""IReuters reports: A dolphin who took a wrong turn from the Pacific Ocean into a Southern California 

wetlands became an unwitting star on Friday when scores of motorists on a nearby busy highway 
stopped to watch it swim in circles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 9:22:22 AM 

Rights group: China, US in talks over activist 

Blind Chinese activist Chen Guangcheng is under u.s. protection in Beijing and talks are under way between the two 

countries about his future, a U.S.-based group said on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/201210:46:57 AM 

Toddler run over, killed in school parking lot 

A 22-month-old boy has died after being run over by an SUV in the parking lot of a Florida high school during a softball 

game. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/201211:26:12 AM 

Man faces charges over bloody Vegas killings 

Ig~~""lpolice are charging a 22-year-old man in an attack in a blood-splattered Las Vegas home that left a 

woman and her daughter dead and her husband in critical condition, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/201211:43:41 AM 

Tear gas fired at Malaysia reform protesters 

Ig~~""IRiot police fired tear gas at a crowd of up to 25,000 protesters who had converged on Kuala Lumpur to 

demand changes to the electoral system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 1:03:15 PM 

Israel ex-spy warns against 'messianic' Iran war 

A former Israeli spymaster has branded the country's leaders unfit to tackle Iran because of what he called the 

"messianic feelings" behind talk of a pre-emptive war on Tehran. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20123:15:40 PM 

Body in bunker believed to be murder suspect 

Ig~~""ILaw officers hunting for a self-trained survivalist suspected of killing his wife and daughter on Saturday 

found a body inside elaborate, underground bunker in the woods of Washington state where he was 
thought to have been hiding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20123:15:40 PM 

Cops try to flush out murder suspect from bunker 

Ig~~""ILaw officers hunting for a self-trained survivalist suspected of killing his wife and daughter were planning 

on Saturday how to flush out an elaborate, underground bunker where he might be hiding in the woods 
of Washington state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20123:57:05 PM 

Moderate quake shakes Southern California 

A moderate earthquake rattled Southern California on Saturday morning, causing buildings to sway in Los Angeles. There 

were no initial reports of injuries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20124:23:05 PM 

Afghan militants kill 2 in attack on governor's house 

At least two insurgents attacked the compound of the governor's house in Kandahar in southern Afghanistan on 

Saturday, killing two guards and wounding a third, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 5:07:30 PM 

PhotoBlog: Cuddly koalas face uncertain future 

Ig~~""lln this month's National Geographic magazine, photographer Joel Sartore documents the koalas' plight in 

Australia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20125:37:13 PM 

Mel Gibson: 'I've got a little bit of a temper' 

Ig~~""~he actor has been relatively quiet since a screenwriter accused him of being anti-Semitic and released 

tapes of the star raging and screaming profanities. But he finally spoke out on Lena. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 6:04:02 PM 

Habitable worlds boost chance of finding alien life 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a recent study, tens of billions of planets around red dwarfs are likely capable of containing 

liquid water, dramatically increasing the potential to find signs of life somewhere other than Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/20126:27:12 PM 

Romney advisers: Election about economy, not coolness 

A pair of Mitt Romney's top advisers on Saturday dismissed recent efforts by the president to reach out to younger 

voters and the so-called "likability gap" between President Barack Obama and the presumptive GOP nominee with a 

simple argument: The 2012 election is not a popularity contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

4/28/2012 7:29:33 PM 

Unscreened baby prompts evacuation at NJ airport 

A baby who hadn't been properly screened prompted authorities to shut down a section of a terminal at Newark Liberty 

International Airport for more than an hour. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/2012 12:35:23 PM 

Blind China activist offered US fellowship 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said "progress had been made" on a deal over blind activist Chen Guangcheng, who has 

been offered a fellowship from an American university. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20121:14:44 PM 

Dental dilemma: Do kids need sealants? 

Ig~~""IDental sealants are recommended for children when their permanent molars come in, but only a fraction 

of kids actually get them, say dentists who call the process one of the most under-used treatments to 
prevent decay in adult teeth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20123:27:37 PM 

Prostitute in Secret Service scandal speaks out 

Ig~~""IA woman identifying herself as the Colombian prostitute at the center of a scandal involving U.S. Secret 

Service personnel spoke publicly about the incident for the first time Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20123:53:46 PM 

US wants drillers to disclose chemicals used when 'fracking' 

The Obama administration on Friday proposed requiring that drillers on federal lands publicly list what chemicals they 

use in a technique known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20124:16:25 PM 

Reworked Keystone pipeline application back for US review 

The energy hot potato known as the Keystone Xl pipeline was back to the State Department, which announced Friday 

that it had received a new application from developer TransCanada that includes a reworked route through Nebraska. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20125:18:32 PM 

Adam Yauch (MeA) of Beastie Boys dead at 47 

Ig~~""IYaUCh had been in treatment for cancer since 2009. The rapper was diagnosed in 2009 after discovering a 

tumor in his salivary gland. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20125:35:06 PM 

Mexico's mariachi music catches on in US schools 

Ig~~""IMariachi is resounding in hundreds of u.s. public schools, and student musicians will display their passion 

for the Mexican folk music genre at events surrounding Cinco de Mayo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20127:16:33 PM 

Panetta: Effects of misconduct threaten war effort 

In a speech to soldiers at Fort Benning, Georgia, on Friday, Secretary of Defense leon Panetta said America is succeeding 

in Afghanistan, but warned that enemies are looking for new ways to inflict damage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20127:17:09 PM 

Family flees as giant sinkhole threatens house 

Ig~~""IA Florida family got a rude awakening -- shortly followed by evacuation orders -- on Thursday morning 

when they discovered a gaping sinkhole just feet from their home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20127:17:46 PM 

MeA brought social consciousness to Beasties 

Ig~~""IYaUCh was one-third of the rap trio, who were considered something of a novelty act when they 

emerged, since they were a white group performing in a genre originated by African-Americans, and 
acting pretty silly in the process. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20127:22:59 PM 

Woman trashes ex-boyfriend's house, brags about it on Facebook 

It may be a myth that criminals (other than arsonists) return to the scene of the crime, but plenty enjoy bragging about 

it on Facebook. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20128:46:49 PM 

Witness: Paying for Edwards' mistress 'foolish' but fun 

Ig~~""~he 101-year-old heiress who funneled money to help John Edwards cover up his extramarital affair 
thought it was "foolish" but was having a "wonderful time," the middleman testifies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20128:55:15 PM 

Recalled dog food tied to salmonella outbreak 

Ig~~""IAt least 14 people in nine states have been sickened by a rare strain of salmonella linked to contaminated 

dry dog food, government health officials reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20129:09:01 PM 

Survey finds demand for rumored 'iPad Mini' 

Ig~~""IRumors of a smaller iPad (and a bigger iPhone) are continually making the rounds, yet so far none of 

these cryptogadgets has appeared. That doesn't stop people from wanting them, as a recent survey 
shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20129:45:55 PM 

Honor student pleads guilty in 'Jihad Jane' plot 

A Maryland honor student who hoped to attend Johns Hopkins University on a full scholarship instead pleaded guilty to 

conspiring to kill a Swedish cartoonist who had offended Muslims. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/20129:57:50 PM 

Woman 'too fat to fly' sues Southwest Airlines 

Ig~~""IKenlie Tiggeman, who made headlines after being told last year that she was too fat to fly, says it has 

happened again. Now she's suing the airline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/4/201210:16:30 PM 

Video of interrogation of bin Laden's driver released 

The Pentagon has released a lO-year-old video showing the interrogation of Osama bin Laden's driver, a Yemeni named 

Salem Hamdan. NBC News' Chief Pentagon Correspondent jim Miklaszewski reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 12:41:55 AM 

'Transplant shock' claims life of National Christmas Tree 

Ig~~""~hiS December 1, 2011 file photo shows the 2011 National Christmas Tree after being lit by US President 

Barack Obama and the First Family during a ceremony on The Ellipse near the White House in 
Washington, DC. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20121:29:54 AM 

US drone attack kills 8 in Pakistan 

Six suspected militants were killed in a u.S. drone attack Saturday in northwest Pakistan, security officials told NBC 

News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20122:01:58 AM 

Earth's beauty dazzles in astronaut video 

A stunning new video shows Earth through an astronaut's eyes, letting the rest of us see just how beautiful our planet is 

from 240 miles up. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20123:50:13 AM 

Arizona bans funding to Planned Parenthood 

Ig~~""IArizona Gov. Jan Brewer on Friday signed into law a bill banning abortion providers like Planned 

Parenthood from receiving money through the state, her office said in a statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20124:39:20 AM 

Rondo has triple-double, Celtics top Hawks in aT 

Ig~~""IRajOn Rondo returned from a one-game supension and recorded a triple-double and the Boston Celtics 
beat the Atlanta Hawks 90-84 in overtime for a 2-1 first-round series lead on Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20124:49:28 AM 

76ers storm back to stun Bulls in Game 3 

Ig~~""lspencer Hawes scored 21 points and hit the go-ahead jumper late in the fourth quarter to help the 
Philadelphia 76ers rally to beat the Chicago Bulls 79-74 on Friday night and take a 2-1 lead in their Eastern 

Conference playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20126:53:06 AM 

Nuggets beat lakers to get back into series 

Ig~~...,~y Lawson scored 25 points and the Denver Nuggets raced to an early 24-point lead on their way to a 99-

84 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers on Friday night in Game 3 of their first-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:00:26 AM 

China dissidents fear things will get worse 

Ig~~""INO matter whether China makes a rare concession to allow legal activist Chen Guangcheng to leave the 

country with his family, other dissidents say they don't expect an easing of controls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:30:58 AM 

Alleged Sept. 11 planners disrupt Gitmo hearing 

Ig~~""IAccused Sept. 11 mastermind Khaled Sheikh Mohammed and his co-defendants defied a military judge 

Saturday, refusing to answer his questions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:54:16 AM 

Five-story brownstone collapses in NYC's Harlem 

Ig~~""IAn unoccupied five-story brownstone collapsed in Harlem Friday afternoon releasing a cloud of dust and 

smoke, NBC New York reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 10:06:29 AM 

French presidential election should be a nail-biter 

Ig~~""~he battle between Socialist Party leader Francois Hollande and President Nicolas Sarkozy could well go 

down to the wire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 10:42:00 AM 

Woman, 21, dies in suspected road-rage incident 

A 21-year-old woman has died after a possible road rage incident in Virginia, NBC Washington reported late Friday. A 

woman got into a confrontation with someone in a black Chevrolet SUV and got out of her car in Hybla Valley, Fairfax 

County, Friday morning, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 11:27:09 AM 

UN official: Give sacred lands to Native Americans 

The u.s. must do more to heal the wounds of indigenous peoples caused by more than a century of oppression and 

restore control over sacred lands to Native Americans, a U.N. official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201212:12:30 PM 

One hurt as storms hit Texas and Oklahoma 

Storms with lightning, hail and rain rolled through North Texas Friday night, while one person sustained a minor injury as 

hail the size of baseballs hit parts of Oklahoma. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 12:54:08 PM 

US drone attack kills 8 in Pakistan 

Eight suspected militants were killed in a u.s. drone attack Saturday in northwest Pakistan, security officials told NBC 

News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20122:58:35 PM 

Where is Animal Kingdom? What 5 Derby winners do now 

Ig~~""INot long after winning the top spot at the Kentucky Derby most horses retire, but what's next for these 

prize-winning steeds? From traveling the world to relaxing on the ranch, Vetstreet.com found out how 
these Derby winners are now spending their days! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20123:42:08 PM 

Birth defect risk rises with some fertility treatments 

Ig~~""~est-tube babies have higher rates of birth defects, and doctors have long wondered: Is it because of 

certain fertility treatments or infertility itself? A large new study from Australia suggests both may playa 
role. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20124:34:34 PM 

How to see the supermoon - and meteors, too 

Ig~~""llf the full moon looks a bit bigger and brighter in Saturday night's sky, you're not seeing things: It's just 
the "supermoon" - the biggest moon of 2012. And there's a meteor shower from Halley's Comet that's 

peaking as well, adding to the sky show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20125:27:07 PM 

Obama starts campaign with Ohio, Va. rallies 

President Barack Obama was holding his first political rallies of the 2012 presidential race on Saturday -- targeting two 

swing states, Ohio and Virginia, that could be critical. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20125:49:36 PM 

How to get the best possible picture out of your HDTV 

Ig~~""IMost people never change their TV's user settings. This is sad, as most TVs look their worst with the 

standard "out of the box" factory presets. These tips on picture optimization will go a long way to getting 
you a better TV picture for little or no cash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20126:30:16 PM 

Buffett reassures investors: 'I feel terrific' 

Weeks after revealing that he has prostate cancer, billionaire investor Warren Buffett tried to reassure thousands of 

investors Saturday that his Berkshire Hathaway conglomerate will be in good hands after he steps down. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20127:10:51 PM 

Obama drops gloves vs Romney in campaign launch 

In his first official campaign appearance of the general election, President Barack Obama made direct contrasts with his 

Republican rival Mitt Romney while also trying to make the case for his own second term. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20128:42:57 PM 

'Unprecedented' test success on new fuel source 

Ig~~""ICOUld the future of cleaner fossil fuel really be frozen crystals now trapped in ocean sediments and under 

permafrost? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20128:52:02 PM 

Caps top Rangers, even series 2-2 

Ig~~""IDefenseman Mike Green's power-play goal with 5:48 left in regulation Saturday lifted the Washington 
Capitals to a 3-2 victory over the top-seeded New York Rangers, tying their Eastern Conference semifinal 

series at two games apiece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:05:03 PM 

Woman, child survive mauling by cheetahs 

Ig~~""IA tourist who, along with a child, was mauled by two cheetahs at a wildlife park in South Africa lived to 

talk about it, saying she decided to play dead in hopes she'd survive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:12:02 PM 

NYT: Luxury living at largest Christian TV network 

Ig~~""IA family feud has provided a glimpse inside the Trinity Broadcasting Network, where millions of dollars in 

donations has gone towards lavish homes, planes, cars and trips. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/20129:49:25 PM 

Medical marijuana bill gets OK in Connecticut 

Connecticut's state Senate gives final legislative approval to a bill legalizing medical marijuana. The governor has said he 

will sign it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201210:14:31 PM 

How big is that supermoon anyway? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Saturday night's "supermoon" is the biggest and brightest full moon of 

the year. But just how much bigger and brighter does it look? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201210:26:12 PM 

Video: Obamas launch 2012 reelection campaign 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama and the first lady hit the campaign trail on Saturday in key battleground states. NBC's 
Brian Moor reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201210:38:12 PM 

Chelsea beats liverpool 2-1 to win FA Cup 

WEMBLEY, England (AP) -Four goals in four FA Cup finals, and now four winners' medals for Didier Drogba. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201211:18:38 PM 

Pacers prevail in OT, go up 3-1 on Magic 

Ig~~""IGeorge Hill hit a pair of free throws with 2.2 seconds left in overtime to help the Indiana Pacers survive 
squandering a 19-point fourth quarter lead and beat the Orlando Magic 101-99 on Saturday to take a 3-1 

series lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 11:30:06 PM 

I'll Have Another wins 138th Kentucky Derby 

Ig~~""IReddam Racing's I'll Have Another provided a 15-1 upset of Kentucky Derby 138 on Saturday when 

running down pacesetter Bodemeister before a record crowd of 165,307 to score by 11/2 lengths on the 
wire at Churchill Downs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/2012 11:47:27 PM 

Libertarians nominate ex-NM Gov. Johnson 

The Libertarian Party on Saturday chose former New Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson, once a Republican White House 

hopeful, as its presidential candidate in the Nov. 6 election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/5/201211:55:13 PM 

PFT: Seau's family now unsure about donating brain 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/201212:11:19 AM 

Sex charges hit official at school for abused kids 

The vice principal of a small San Diego school for children who have suffered trauma or abuse has been arrested on 25 

counts of child molestation, the center's CEO says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 12:59:47 AM 

Ticket is a $118 million winner in Mega Millions 

This doesn't match the sheer grandeur of the recent record lottery jackpot, but a Mega Millions ticket sold at a Chicago

area gas station has dropped $118 million into someone's lap. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20122:27:07 AM 

Obama launches re-election campaign with warning 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: The president tries to paint this campaign as a choice between a Republican rival set on undoing 
his first-term agenda and an incumbent trying to build on his achievements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20122:27:07 AM 

Obama launches re-election campaign with warning 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: The president tries to paint this campaign as a choice between a Republican rival set on undoing 
his first-term agenda and an incumbent trying to build on his achievements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20122:44:31 AM 

Peru: After mass pelican deaths, stay off beaches 

Ig~~""lperuls government declares a health alert along its northern coastline as it investigates the unexplained 

deaths of hundreds of dolphins and pelicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20123:03:07 AM 

2 bodies found in search for Tenn. mom, 3 girls 

Ig~~...,~wo bodies have been found in Mississippi during the search for a missing Tennessee woman and her 

three children "in extreme danger," authorities said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20123:49:39 AM 

Thunder rally, sweep defending champion Mavs 

Ig~~""~ames Harden scored 15 of his 29 points in the fourth quarter as Oklahoma City rallied for a 103-97 

victory Saturday night to sweep the defending NBA champion Dallas Mavericks out of the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20124:20:29 AM 

White buffalo sacred to tribe found mutilated 

Ig~~""IA rare white buffalo born in 2011 and his mother were found dead at the Lakota Buffalo Ranch in Texas 
this week just weeks after the calf's father was fatally struck by lightning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20124:51:24 AM 

South Korea karaoke bar fire kills 9 

Ig~~""INine people were killed and 25 others injured when a fire swept through a karaoke bar in South Korea's 

southeastern port city of Busan, police said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20125:13:23 AM 

Alerts: Cyber attack aimed at pipeline industry 

Ig~~""~he intrusion is aimed at computer networks belonging to u.s. natural gas pipeline companies, according 

to alerts issued by the Department of Homeland Security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20127:04:04 AM 

Mayweather bloodied, but remains undefeated 

Ig~~""IFIOYd Mayweather Jr. used his speed and accuracy to win a unanimous decision Saturday night over a 

game Miguel Cotto in one of his toughest fights ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20128:53:10 AM 

France votes: Will economy sweep Sarkozy aside? 

Voting started in mainland France on Sunday in an election that could make Nicolas Sarkozy the 11th European leader to 

be swept from office by the economic crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:24:51 AM 

Boy, 14, suspect in nearly 100 Tennessee burglaries 

Police fully expect the burglary rate to go down in north Nashville, Tennessee because of the arrest of just one person -

a 14-year-old boy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:44:56 AM 

Rebel shakes up post-crisis Greece election 

Ig~~""lconservative rebel Panos Kammenos has stormed out of nowhere to become a potential kingmaker in 
Sunday's crucial Greek election vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 10:25:08 AM 

Clinton to tell India: Cut back on Iran oil 

The United States will seek assurances that India will reduce its purchases of oil from sanctions-hit Iran during a visit by 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 10:53:54 AM 

Two American hikers jailed in Iran wed in California 

Ig~~...,~wo of the three American hikers jailed in Iran after allegedly straying over the Iraq-Iran border in 2009 

were married Saturday in a private ceremony in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 11:20:08 AM 

Report: Fake bomb exposes Olympic security 

Ig~~""IBritain has began an inquiry into security at the London Olympics after a worker reportedly smuggled a 
fake bomb onto the site to expose flaws in anti-terror defenses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 11:44:34 AM 

Body found at Churchill Downs; foul play suspected 

Police are investigating after a man's body was found at Churchill Downs, hours after the race track had hosted the 

138th Kentucky Derby. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 11:44:34 AM 

Body found at Kentucky Derby track 

Police are investigating after a man's body was found at Churchill Downs, hours after the race track had hosted the 

138th Kentucky Derby. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 12:44:48 PM 

Obama draws on spirit of '08 at campaign launch 

President Obama launched his bid for a second term by working to mobilize supporters with a forward-looking message 

in the face of challenges that include sluggish economic recovery. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20121:14:35 PM 

Long fight ahead in Guantanamo Sept. 11 case 

Ig~~""~he U.S. has finally started the prosecution of five Guantanamo Bay prisoners charged in the Sept. 11 

attacks that killed nearly 3,000 people, but the trial won't be starting anytime soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20121:14:35 PM 

Sept. 11 defendants enrage families at hearing 

Ig~~""IAnger erupted as the self-proclaimed mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks and co-defendants disrupted 

their arraignment on 3,000 counts of murder at a court in Guantanamo Bay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20122:13:26 PM 

Tornado near Tokyo kills one, injures dozens 

Firefighters and medical teams rushed to the area after the tornado struck about 40 miles from Tokyo. O
·g~~..., 

he city is a science center, with dozens of research and academic institutes, but the tornado appeared to 
be mostly in residential areas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20122:58:23 PM 

Biden: I'm 'absolutely comfortable' with gay marriage 

Vice President Joe Biden on Sunday said that's he's "absolutely comfortable" with married same-sex couples being 

granted the same rights as heterosexual pairs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20123:53:20 PM 

Europe to weigh heavily on markets this week 

NEW YORK -- After Wall Street's worst week of the year, u.S. stock investors will look across the Atlantic this week to 

take cues from Europe as France and Greece go to the polls. That could offer some respite from a string of weak u.S. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20124:05:22 PM 

The most, and least safe states in America 

Ig~~""~he United States is more peaceful now than at any time in the past 20 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20124:21:53 PM 

'SNL' cooks up laughs with jab at 'tanning mom' 

Ig~~""lln a moment everyone hoped for, "Saturday Night Live," parodied the New Jersey "tanning mom" on its 

broadcast Saturday evening, and the startling truth was exuberantly received. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20124:52:48 PM 

'Avengers' smashes opening-weekend record 

Ig~~""~he film's $200 million destroyed the 3-day mark held by the previous record-holder, "Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows: Part 2." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20125:13:26 PM 

George Lindsey, known as Goober Pyle, dies 

Ig~~""~he actor and comedian, who starred on "The Andy Griffith Show" and "Hee Haw," died early Sunday 

morning after an extended illness. He was 83. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20125:13:26 PM 

George Lindsey, known as Goober Pyle, dies 

Ig~~""~he actor and comedian, who starred on "The Andy Griffith Show" and "Hee Haw," died early Sunday 

morning after an extended illness. He was 76. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20125:18:51 PM 

Greek voters deal blow to governing parties 

Greek voters enraged by economic hardship deserted governing parties in droves in an election on Sunday, according to 

exit polls that threw doubt on the country's future in the euro zone. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20125:29:13 PM 

NYT: Unpaid interns get feeling they're being used 

Ig~~""INew York Times: Confronting the worst job market in decades, many college graduates who expected to 

land paid jobs are turning to unpaid internships to try to get a foot in an employer's door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:01:35 PM 

Bodies may be connected with abducted family 

Authorities worked Sunday to identify two bodies at a Tennessee home associated with a man suspected in the 

abduction of a woman and her three young daughters. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:23:45 PM 

French President Sarkozy admits defeat in presidential bid 

Polling agency projections suggest Socialist Francois Hollande has won France's presidential election against 

conservative incumbent Nicolas Sarkozy. An Hollande victory could change how Europe tackles its debt crisis - with 

more stimulus and less austerity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:29:29 PM 

Tech that's tops on a Mother's Day gift list 

Ig~~""~echnOIOgy can make a perfect Mother's Day gift, whether it's filling a need or pampering mom. Here are 

some great ways to show how much you care. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:33:11 PM 

NYT: When illness makes a spouse a stranger 

Ig~~""IMichael French, 71, has frontotemporal dementia, a little-known, poorly understood and frequently 

misdiagnosed group of brain diseases that eat away at personality and language. His wife, Ruth, has had 
to cope with losing her spouse while he's still alive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:36:35 PM 

Paul wins majority of delegates from Maine GOP 

With Romney's nomination all but decided, Ron Paul supporters wrested control of the Maine Republican Convention 

and elected a majority slate supporting the Texas congressman to the GOP national convention, party officials said as 

the two-day convention neared its end Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20126:54:07 PM 

Army wife saw bullet hole in closet behind husband 

An Army nurse showed no alarm before collapsing during a Skype video chat with his wife. But in a statement Sunday, 

his wife said that she saw a bullet hole in a closet behind him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20127:58:18 PM 

Man wanted in USS Cole bombing reported killed 

Two Yemeni members of al-Qaida, including a top leader wanted in the 2000 bombing of the USS Cole, were killed in 

their car by an apparent u.s. drone strike in southern Yemen, residents there and a spokesman for an al-Qaida-linked 

group said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20128:40:42 PM 

Mayweather impressive, still shuns Pacquiao 

Ig~~""IAside from the punishment that showed on his face, the night was a huge success for Floyd Mayweather 

Jr. and his many minions. Though he hinted at retirement, few in boxing doubt that he will be back in the 
ring, if only because the money is so big he can't afford not to be. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:25:02 PM 

HBT: Pujols belts his first HR as an Angel 

Ig~~""IHBT: Albert Pujols breaks his ll1-at-bat homerless drought, belting a two-run shot Sunday for his first 

home run in an Angels uniform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:40:04 PM 

76ers push top-seeded Bulls to brink 

Ig~~""lspencer Hawes scored 22 points and Jrue Holiday had 20 to help the surprising Philadelphia 76ers beat 
the Chicago Bulls 89-82 on Sunday and take a 3-1 lead in their Eastern Conference playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:42:38 PM 

In Georgia, BYOT - bring your own technology 

At a school district in Georgia, educators are encouraging students to bring their own devices to school to use as part of 

instruction. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/20129:53:07 PM 

Candid cameras reveal the secret lives of penguins 

Thanks to 16 "hidden" cameras planted around Antarctica, researchers have captured images of penguin colonies going 

about their business during the continent's winter months. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/201211:13:57 PM 

Anthony, Knicks cool off Heat to stay alive 

Ig~~""lcarmelo Anthony scored 41 points, Amare Stoudemire had 20 points and 10 rebounds in his return from 

a cut hand, and the New York Knicks snapped an NBA-record, 13-game postseason losing streak by 
beating the Miami Heat 89-87 Sunday in Game 4 of their first-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/6/2012 11:25:58 PM 

Royal flush: Kings sweep aside Blues 

Ig~~""IDustin Brown scored two goals, Jonathan Quick made 23 saves, and the eighth-seeded Los Angeles Kings 
finished an improbable four-game sweep of the St. Louis Blues with a 3-1 victory Sunday, advancing to 

the conference finals for just the second time in club history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20122:39:56 AM 

Devils rally past Flyers for 3-1 series lead 

Ig~~""IDainius Zubrus scored two goals and the New Jersey Devils rallied from an early two-goal deficit and 
pushed the Philadelphia Flyers to the brink of elimination with a 4-2 victory Sunday in Game 4 of the 

Eastern Conference semifinal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20124:49:38 AM 

Lakers fend off Nuggets, take 3-1 lead 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 22 points, Andrew Bynum added 19 and the Los Angeles Lakers' stars got plenty of 
help from their supporting cast in a 92-88 win over the Denver Nuggets on Sunday night for a 3-1 lead in 

their first-round playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20126:30:13 AM 

Report: US secretly releases Afghan insurgents 

The United States has been secretly releasing detainees from a military prison in Afghanistan as part of negotiations with 

insurgent groups, the Washington Post reported in its Monday editions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20126:53:13 AM 

PBT: Lakers no flop in Game 4 

Ig~~""lpBT: Danilo Gallinari's failed flop gives Lakers opening they need in Game 4, and Steve Blake and Ramon 

Sessions take advantage, becoming unlikely heroes as LA takes 3-1 series lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20127:21:25 AM 

AI-Qaida releases video of American hostage 

Ig~~""IAn American aid worker abducted by al-Qaida in Pakistan last year has pleaded with President Barack 

Obama to meet his captors' demands for the release of prisoners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20127:21:25 AM 

AI-Qaida releases video of American hostage 

Ig~~""IAn American aid worker abducted by al-Qaida in Pakistan last year has pleaded with President Barack 

Obama to meet his captors' demands for the release of prisoners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20128:15:49 AM 

How Florida 'pill mill' fueled painkiller abuse epidemic 

The prescription painkiller business was booming in 2009, making millionaires of Chris and Jeff George, twin brothers 

who operated several pain clinics in South Florida. Unfortunately for them, their customers had a tendency to die, and 

not always in a subtle fashion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20128:19:57 AM 

400 protesters arrested as Putin returns to power 

Vladimir Putin was sworn in as Russia's president at a glittering ceremony on Monday, hours after clashes between 

police and thousands of protesters in the country's capital laid bare the deep divisions over his return to the Kremlin for 

six more years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20129:05:22 AM 

France's flashy, fiery Sarkozy is ousted by Socialist 

When Nicolas Sarkozy bounded up the steps of France's presidential palace in jogging shorts and shoes on his first day in 

office five years ago, many French instantly sensed they were in for something new. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20129:32:23 AM 

Syria holds 'farce' elections as rebels target tanks 

Polls opened in what Syria's government said were its first multiparty elections in about 50 years on Monday, after 

renewed fighting between rebels and President Bashar Assad's forces reportedly broke out in an oil-producing part of 

the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20129:32:23 AM 

Syria holds 'farce' elections as rebels target tanks 

Polls opened in what Syria's government said were its first multiparty elections in about 50 years on Monday, after 

renewed fighting between rebels and President Bashar Assad's forces reportedly broke out in an oil-producing part of 

the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 10:32:03 AM 

Police: No suspects in racetrack slaying after Ky. Derby 

Homicide detectives investigating a slaying at Churchill Downs just hours after the Kentucky Derby said Monday they 

have no suspects but stressed the death appeared to have nothing to do with the iconic horse race. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 11:06:34 AM 

Secret Service agents were 'brutes,' prostitute says 

A woman identifying herself as the Colombian prostitute at the center of a scandal involving u.s. Secret Service 

personnel has called the group of agents "stupid brutes" who put partying above President Barack Obama's security. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 11:21:54 AM 

Analysis: Edwards prosecutors zero in on intent 

As prosecutors head into the final week of their case, the issue of John Edwards' mindset looms large. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 11:39:28 AM 

The best cities for jobs 

Ig~~""llnstead of government, the big drivers of growth now appear to be three basic sectors: energy, 

technology and, most welcome all, manufacturing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/201212:17:54 PM 

Warren Buffett: We're buying stocks on the dips 

The world's most famous investor, Warren Buffett, said Monday that his company Berkshire Hathaway is buying stocks 

even as they come under pressure from concerns about Europe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 12:48:20 PM 

Heathrow feels the heat as Olympics approach 

Ig~~""IWith the London 2012 Summer Games less than three months away, Heathrow, the event's host airport, 

is already under fire for the Olympic-sized lines that have been greeting arriving passengers in the 
immigration halls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20121:09:36 PM 

Boy, 12, crushed to death in roll-up gate 

A 12-year-old Brooklyn boy was crushed to death when he got caught in an electronic roll-up gate where he was playing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20121:29:44 PM 

Education secretary says he backs same-sex marraige 

Asked on Morning Joe by TIME's Mark Halperin whether he thinks same-sex couples should be legally allowed to marry, 

u.s. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan said, "Yes I do." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20121:47:51 PM 

75 years on, Hindenburg airship disaster still shocks 

Ig~~""lon May 6, 1937, the Hindenburg airship burst into flames while attempting to land in Lakehurst, N.J. Of 

the 97 people on board, 3S were killed, and one person on the ground died as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20121:56:33 PM 

Chrysler recalls 127,350 Chargers, Chrysler 300s 

Chrysler is recalling some 127,350 current model Dodge Charger and Chrysler 300 vehicles in the u.s. and Canada due to 

potential problems in electrical stability control and anti-lock braking systems. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20122:00:04 PM 

Investigators: Army nurse in Afghanistan did not die of bullet wound 

Ig~~""lcaPtain Bruce Kevin Clark, an Army nurse who died while on Skype with his wife, did not die of a bullet 

wound, NBC News' Jim Miklaszewski has learned from u.s. military officials. Investigators say Clark 
apparently died of natural causes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20122:13:49 PM 

9/11 attorney urges women to dress modestly at hearing 

Ig~~""~he civilian defense attorney of one of the men accused of plotting the Sept. 11 attacks wore a black 

hijab and long black robe at the arraignment of the five Guantanamo prisoners Saturday, and she wants 
other women to do the same. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20122:53:10 PM 

N.C. gay marriage vote: Bill Clinton vs Billy Graham 

As North Carolina prepares to vote on a controversial amendment to the state constitution that would define marriage 

as between a man and a woman, both sides are enlisting high-profile backers - such as former President Bill Clinton and 

evangelist Billy Graham - to their cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20124:04:22 PM 

Meow the 39-pound cat dies 

Ig~~""IMeow, the pudgy but adorable cat who charmed TODAY talent and viewers alike when he visited the 

show April 23, died over the weekend after developing unexpected respiratory difficulties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20124:13:32 PM 

No end to US obesity epidemic, forecast shows 

More bad news about Americans' waistlines: They're only going to get bigger. Already, about a third of people are 

obese. By 2030, it is estimated 42 percent of the population will be. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20124:14:39 PM 

Holding line on obesity could save $550 billion 

Cut the growth in rates of obesity by just 1 percent a year over the next two decades, and you'll slice health care costs 

by $85 billion. Keep rates at current levels and you'll save nearly $550 billion during the same time frame. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20125:36:51 PM 

Dead Who drummer gets Olympics invite 

Ig~~""~hough he's been dead for nearly 34 years, Keith Moon received an invitation from the Olympics 

committee to attend the Summer Games in London along with his band, The Who. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20125:37:24 PM 

Votes throw future of euro into question 

It took European leaders two years to cobble together a shaky plan to save their common currency, the euro, a grand 

economic experiment undertaken in more prosperous times. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20126:48:22 PM 

Lawyer testifies heiress meant payments as gifts to Edwards 

Ig~~""~he lawyer for Rachel"Bunny" Mellon, the billionaire heiress who bankrolled payments to support John 

Edwards' mistress, testified forcefully Monday that Mellon considered the payments to be gifts to 
Edwards, not campaign contributions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 7 :00:22 PM 

Prosecutor: Gruesome stabbing witnessed via iPad 

The fatal stabbing of a Massachusetts woman in her home was witnessed by someone who was videochatting with the 

victim's teenage daughter on an iPad, a prosecutor said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20127:11:40 PM 

Americans upped their borrowing in March 

u.s. consumers swiped their credit cards more often in March after cutting back during the previous two months. The 

increase helped drive overall borrowing up by the most in more than a decade. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20127:35:41 PM 

Why Facebook thinks your comment is 'irrelevant or inappropriate' 

Ig~~""llf you've been flummoxed over the last few months over Facebook prompts telling you that your 

comment is "irrelevant or inappropriate and can't be posted," you're not alone. The same thing 
happened to famous tech blogger Robert Scobie over the weekend, causing commenters to toss around the 
very touchy "censorship" word. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20127:48:40 PM 

Smaller same-sex marriage battleground this year than in 2004 

In 1996 only 27 percent of those polled said that marriages between same-sex couples ought to be legal, but by last 

summer support had reached 53 percent. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20128:29:29 PM 

CIA foiled al-Qaida plot to destroy US-bound airliner 

The CIA foiled a plot by al-Qaida's affiliate in Yemen to bomb a U.S.-bound airliner around the one-year anniversary of 

the killing of its former leader Osama bin Laden. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/20129:46:30 PM 

US files charges against American who alleged torture 

Ig~~""~he U.S. government has issued an arrest warrant for a U.S. citizen who is seeking asylum in Sweden after 

his alleged detention and torture at the behest of the FBI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/201210:16:18 PM 

Woman, 92, who sold suicide kits sentenced on tax charges 

A 92-year-old retired teacher who gained national attention for selling suicide kits for $40 was placed on five years of 

supervised probation on Monday for failing to file federal tax returns on her mail-order business. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 10:30:53 PM 

Sheikh's $31 million bid for Huguette Clark digs is rejected 

The prime minister of the Persian Gulf nation of Qatar was rebuffed this weekend in his attempt to spend $31.5 million 

for two of the New York co-op apartments of the reclusive heiress Huguette Clark. Msnbc.com's Bill Dedman reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/201210:40:13 PM 

Guess the most porn-crazy city in America 

Ig~~""lwhen it comes to porn, there's nothing Mickey Mouse about the hometown of Disney World. Orlando, 

Fla., has topped a survey by Men's Health magazine of the smuttiest U.S. cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 10:53:58 PM 

Treasury rakes in $5.8 billion in AIG offering 

Shares of insurance group American International Group fell in heavy trading Monday after the Treasury announced 

plans to sell shares of the insurance company it acquired as part of the government bailout. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/201211:13:47 PM 

African Queen sails again, six decades after appearing in Bogart film 

Ig~~""~he African Queen, an old steamboat featured in the 1951 movie of the same name, is carrying 
passengers once again -- this time in the Florida Keys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/7/2012 11:44:48 PM 

Genetics may explain blond Solomon Islanders 

Ig~~""lwhen Sean Myles worked as post-doctoral student in Carlos Bustamante's lab, he showed Bustamante a 

photo of a Melanesian child with cocoa-colored skin and bright blond hair, wearing a U.S. military jacket. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 12:39:51 AM 

'Pink slime' maker to close three plants 

A South Dakota beef company siad Monday it will close processing plants in three states because of the controversy 

surrounding a product that critics have dubbed "pink slime." Beef Products Inc. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20122:15:46 AM 

FBI: Bodies identified as missing mother, daughter 

Ig~~""IA Tennesse medical examiner identified two bodies Monday as those of Jo Ann Bain and her eldest 

daughter, Adrienne, 14, who are believed to have been abducted on April 27. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20122:25:09 AM 

Report: Kinkade died of drug, alcohol overdose 

Ig~~"'l,painter of Light" Thomas Kinkade died of accidental acute intoxication from alcohol and an anti-anxiety 

medication, according to autopsy report made public on Monday by local NBC Bay Area TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:08:36 AM 

Rangers stun Caps in OT, take 3-2 series lead 

Ig~~""IMarc Staal scored a power-play goal 1:35 into overtime after Brad Richards tied it in the dying seconds of 
regulation to lift the New York Rangers to a stunning 3-2 victory over the Washington Capitals in Game 5 

of the Eastern Conference semifinals on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:10:13 AM 

Singers deliver final performances on 'The Voice' 

Ig~~""lln addition to duets with their coaches (and special thank-you songs dedicated to their mentors), Monday 

night was the last live performance for Juliet Simms, Jermaine Paul, Tony Lucca and Chris Mann before 
America finally crowns one of them as "The Voice" Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:30:56 AM 

NYT: Liberals steer outside money to grass-roots organizing 

Major donors are preparing to inject $100 million into independent groups that plan to avoid the type of advertising 

campaigns financed by conservatives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:43:09 AM 

Three's not a crowd for stars on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~...,~wo routines, three dancers at a time and twice the usual risk for elimination? "Dancing With the Stars" 

took a turn for the extreme on Monday night, and for most of the celebrity hoofers, it paid off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:30:28 AM 

Cops shoot mom, knife-wielding son in New York City 

A knife-wielding man and his mother were shot by police officers responding to a domestic dispute on New York City's 

Upper East Side Monday, law enforcement sources told NBC New York. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:47:56 AM 

Addicted to your cell phone? Nomophobia on the rise 

Ig~~""~he fear of being apart from your cellphone -- or nomophobia -- is on the rise, according to a study by 

SecurEnvoy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:47:56 AM 

Addicted to your cell phone? Nomophobia on the rise 

The fear of being apart from your cell phone -- or nomophobia -- is on the rise, according to a study by SecurEnvoy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:57:40 AM 

London jogger: Dustin Hoffman 'saved my life' 

A jogger who suffered a heart attack while running in a British park has credited actor Dustin Hoffman with helping save 

his life, according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:14:44 AM 

A termination-fee warning about discount cell phones 

Buying a smart phone from a third-party, discount online retailer might seem like a shrewd move, but a $50 discount 

could cost you $400 later if something goes wrong. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:49:35 AM 

Goodbye, Norma Jean: Chicago bids farewell to Marilyn Monroe statue 

Ig~~""IA 26-foot statue of Marilyn Monroe's famous pose from "The Seven-Year Itch" was dismantled Monday 

night in preparation for the long drive to its new home in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:56:18 AM 

Israel forms unity government amid Iran tensions 

Israel's prime minister called off plans for early elections and formed a unity government in a surprise move that could 

give him a freer hand to confront Iran's nuclear ambitions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 10:03:53 AM 

Clinton: Terrorists seek 'more perverse' ways to kill 

Hillary Clinton said Tuesday that terrorists keep trying to come up with "more and more perverse and terrible ways to 

kill innocent people," after the latest al-Qaida-plot was foiled. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 11:23:29 AM 

Masseur sues John Travolta for sexual battery 

Ig~~""IA Beverly Hills masseur has filed a suit against the Hollywood star for $2 million, but Travolta says his 

claims are baseless. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 11:30:52 AM 

Yahoo CEO apologizes for resume 'error' tumult 

The embattled CEO of Yahoo sent an e-mailed mea culpa to employees Monday in which he apologized for the uproar 

that has hit the company after activist shareholder Daniel loeb claimed Scott Thompson padded his academic 

credentials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/201212:02:15 PM 

Yes, your boss is crazy. Here's how to deal. 

Ig~~""lone doctor says that mild depression increases realism and empathy, and mania increases creativity and 

resilience, the four essential traits of great crisis leadership. But those leaders can be, well, difficult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/201212:12:21 PM 

Americans feeling more OK about debt 

The financial shocks that began in 2007 prompted a lot of Americans to change their free-spending ways, especially 

when it came to taking on debt. That may be changing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/201212:14:17 PM 

The most improved cars for 2012 

Ig~~""IAmOng the cars on the list are the Ford Focus, Hyundai Accent, the Toyota Camry and Camry hybrid, and 

the Toyota Yaris. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 12:28:44 PM 

Beep! Long commute can hurt your health 

Ig~~""lcommuters who log 16 or more miles each way on their daily haul to the job tend to pack plumper 

paunches and post higher blood pressure when compared to those with shorter excursions, according to 
the first research exploring the intersection of travel distances and health impacts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 12:55:56 PM 

Florida county libraries ban 'Fifty Shades of Grey' 

The hot and very popular trilogy is not available everywhere. Brevard County has banned "Fifty Shades of Grey" from 

the shelves of its public libraries due to its "perceived pornographic nature," a spokesman from the county government 

said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20121:11:12 PM 

Maks on 'DWTS' rant: 'I feel so bad for' Melissa 

Ig~~""IFans of "Dancing With the Stars" ballroom bad boy Maksim Chmerkovskiy have been waiting for him to 

really lose his cool this season and on Monday's performance show, he more than delivered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20121:33:37 PM 

Why Sen. Lugar is likely to lose today's primary 

First Read: Five reasons why longtime Indiana Senator Dick Lugar could be ousted by primary voters Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20121:53:25 PM 

2-year-old Calif. girl mauled by family pit bull 

A 2-year-old girl was hospitalized Monday afternoon after a family pit bull attacked her in Concord, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20122:03:11 PM 

'Wild Things' author Maurice Sendak dead at age 83 

r-I~aurice Sendak, the children's author and illustrator best known for the 1963 classic "Where the Wild 
hings Are," is dead at age 83, reportedly of complications from a stroke. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20122:26:35 PM 

Zimmerman to be no-show at formal arraignment 

Ig~~""IGeorge Zimmerman won't appear at the arraignment on a second-degree murder charge in the shooting 

death of Trayvon Martin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20122:42:02 PM 

Castrodale: love him or hate him, Bryce is here 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: The Nationals' 19-year-old star is becoming the most polarizing player in baseball. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:34:03 PM 

Paralyzed athlete completes marathon in eight days with bionic legs 

Ig~~""lclaire Lomas finished the London Marathon, crossing the finishing line 16 days after the race began. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20123:50:54 PM 

Leak hits Shell Nigeria pipeline in environmental case 

A troubled Shell oil pipeline in Nigeria ruptured, spilling around hundreds of gallons of crude oil a minute for around 24 

hours, a member of a nearby community told msnbc.com on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:02:45 PM 

N.C. amendment could affect gay and straight couples 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina voters approved a constitutional amendment Tuesday night banning gay marriage and 

scrapping civil unions for gay and straight couples. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:02:45 PM 

Gay marriage advocates fear setback in North Carolina 

Ig~~""lopponents of a constitutional amendment to define marriage in North Carolina say they've faced an 

uphill battle in getting their message out about the broad impact of the proposed change. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:29:17 PM 

AI-Qaida plot: Would-be bomber was informant 

An insider who worked with the u.s. and an allied security service to thwart an al-Qaida bomb plot was the man picked 

for the suicide attack on a U.S.-bound airliner, u.s. and Yemeni officials tell NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:29:17 PM 

Insider thwarted underwear bomb plot, us officials say 

An insider, working with the United States and an allied security service, thwarted the al-Qaida bomb plot hatched in 

Yemen and provided information that allowed the U.S. to launch a Predator drone strike that killed the group's 

operations chief, senior U.S. officials tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:47:09 PM 

US traffic deaths at lowest level since 1949 

u.s. traffic fatalities continue to plunge, reaching their lowest level since 1949, well before the creation of the American 

interstate highway system. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20124:51:23 PM 

Women battle over who gets recognized as dead soldier's wife 

A soldier who died in Afghanistan was laid to rest Monday, but his death opened up a secret he had kept from family: He 

had never divorced his first wife, which was news to his second wife. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20125:11:49 PM 

Horse cheats death, jockeys for spot on Olympic team 

Neville Bardos, the u.s. Equestrian Federation International Horse of the Year, is gearing up for a potential spot on the 

u.s. Olympic team, a remarkable feat considering less than a year ago the he was fighting for his life after surviving a 

deadly fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20125:27:24 PM 

Are dolphin deaths tied to nearby rave? 

Two dolphins in Switzerland may have died from ingesting a heroin substitute after a rave party was held near their 

pool, the Daily Mail is reporting. But the owner of the facility says there's no connection. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20125:39:54 PM 

Bullied gay student who fired stun gun is expelled 

A gay student who said he fired a stun gun in the air at school when bullies threatened him has been expelled, according 

to the school district. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20125:47:06 PM 

Suspect's wife, mom arrested in Tenn. kidnap case 

Ig~~""lpolice have arrested the wife and mother of the man suspected of killing a Tennessee woman and her 

oldest daughter and kidnapping the woman's two youngest daughters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20125:51:54 PM 

RNC official says Romney 'still deciding' on immigration 

Mitt Romney found himself in a difficult position - and on the receiving end of an attack by President Obama's 

campaign - after an RNC official suggested the presumptive Republican nominee is "still deciding" on his position on 

immigration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20126:33:01 PM 

Judge accepts Zimmerman's not guilty plea 

Ig~~""IGeorge Zimmerman's not guilty plea on a second-degree murder charge in the shooting death of Trayvon 

Martin was accepted Tuesday afternoon at Sanford, Fla., court arraignment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20126:34:49 PM 

Donor warned Obama campaign against Edwards as running mate 

Ig~~""IA donor to former Sen. John Edwards' 2008 presidential campaign testified Tuesday that he steered 

Barack Obama's campaign away from considering Edwards as a potential running mate or Cabinet 
member because of Edwards' affair with Rielle Hunter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20126:54:32 PM 

NOAA reports warmest 12-month stretch on record 

Ig~~""~he previous 12 months were the warmest in the u.s. since record keeping began in 1895, government 

scientists reported Tuesday, with the period averaging 55.7 degrees Fahrenheit - nearly three degrees 
warmer than the average May-April. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20126:56:01 PM 

Poll: Most Egyptians think US aid billions have 'negative effect' 

The United States has given billions of dollars to Egypt in recent decades, but research published Tuesday by a major 

think tank suggests most Egyptians think American aid is having a "negative effect. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:03:23 PM 

Story of vengeful jilted dentist WAS too good to be true 

A hugely popular news story about a jilted dentist accused of pulling out all her ex-boyfriend's teeth has unraveled as a 

hoax. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:05:53 PM 

Heathrow chaos: More time spent in line than on jet 

Welcome to London's Heathrow Airport -- where waiting to clear immigration can take longer than your international 

flight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20127:46:48 PM 

Obama 'stingy' on pardons, says clemency expert 

Ig~~""IBarack Obama is on track to be one of the least forgiving of presidents in U.S. history, according to a 

political science professor who blogs about clemency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20128:24:12 PM 

Stocks finish day down despite late-day rally 

Stocks ended lower on Tuesday after political developments in Europe fanned concerns about the region's fiscal health, 

but a late-day rally helped indexes cut losses to close well above lows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20128:29:27 PM 

'Hire me!' billboard leads to job for 22-year-old 

Ig~~""~he investment paid off for a 22-year-old man who put his face on an electronic billboard in 

Minneapolis. Bennett Olson said in an email Monday he has taken a job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20128:31:34 PM 

Twitter protects Occupy protester's privacy 

Ig~~""~witterls legal motion accuses the Manhattan court of asking the company to violate the Fourth 

Amendment, the Uniform Act and its own Terms of Service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20128:49:25 PM 

2 Calif. toddlers mauled in separate pit bull attacks 

Two San Francisco Bay area toddlers were mauled by family pit bulls less than 24 hours apart, officials said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20128:58:47 PM 

'Race war' case: 10 white supremacists arrested 

Ig~~""IMembers of a white supremacist skinhead group called American Front trained with AK-47s, shotguns 

and explosives at a fortified compound in central Florida, prosecutors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:15:10 PM 

Man sues porn star for not following him on Twitter 

Ig~~""[here is no implied contract on Twitter, legal or social, which demands that you follow all those who 

follow you. That hasn't stopped a 40-something Japanese man from suing a porn star because she 
ignored his ongoing tweets to follow him back on the microblogging site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:29:05 PM 

Model in revealing dress upstages Mexico's presidential debate 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:36:11 PM 

Lawmakers vow investigation of bomb plot leak 

Two congressional leaders vowed Tuesday to investigate how word of a successful operation to foil a bomb plot by a 

Yemen-based al-Qaida affiliate leaked to reporters for the Associated Press. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:37:11 PM 

'Stronger': Patient's cancer fight goes viral 

Ig~~""IA 22-year-old leukemia patient with a talent for video has turned the fight against cancer into an online 
anthem celebrating strength - and recovery. Get your tissues ready. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/20129:57:20 PM 

Principal: Errors get high school ranked 13th in US 

A Nevada principal has a lesson for u.s. News and World Report, which ranked his high school 13th best in the nation: 

It's wrong. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 10:00:01 PM 

Half of Americans support gay marriage in Gallup poll 

Half of Americans believe gay marriage should be legal, but nearly as many are opposed, the Gallup organization said 

Tuesday in releasing a new poll that it said underscores "just how divided the nation is on this issue." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/201210:17:32 PM 

Viewing child porn online legal in N.Y., state court finds 

Viewing child pornography online isn't a crime, the New York Court of Appeals ruled Tuesday in the case of a college 

professor whose work computer was found to have stored more than a hundred illegal images in its Web cache. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 10:21:03 PM 

FDA review favors first drug for HIV prevention 

A pill that has long been used to treat HIV has moved one step closer to becoming the first drug approved to prevent 

healthy people from becoming infected with the virus that causes AIDS. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 11:25:38 PM 

Diabetic teen blames TSA for breaking her insulin pump 

Many travelers find airport screening an annoying and frustrating experience but for 16-year-old Savannah Barry, a 

recent trip proved both humiliating and potentially life-threatening. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 11:29:41 PM 

Report: Schools key to fighting America's obesity 

Fighting obesity will require changes everywhere Americans live, work, play and learn, says a major new report that 

outlines dozens of options - from building more walkable neighborhoods to zoning limits on fast-food restaurants to 

selling healthier snacks in sports arenas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/8/2012 11:51:45 PM 

Government slashes forecast for summer gas prices 

The government says gasoline will be cheaper this summer than previously expected. The Energy Department says 

drivers should pay an average of $3.79 per gallon from April through September. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201212:14:30 AM 

Lugar defeated in Indiana primary 

NBC News has declared Richard Mourdock as the projected winner in the Indiana Senate primary. Mourdock defeated 

Republican foreign policy elder statesman Sen. Richard Lugar. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 12:56:52 AM 

Romney wins Indiana, N.C., W.Va. GOP primaries 

Mitt Romney will add to his delegate count on Tuesday in the first set of primaries since his main Republican rivals have 

both ended their campaigns. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20121:15:44 AM 

North Carolina OKs constitutional same-sex marriage ban 

North Carolina voters Tuesday approved a proposed amendment to the state's constitution which would limit marriage 

to traditional one man-one woman marriages. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:11:02 AM 

Rangers' Hamilton blasts four home runs 

Ig~~""~OSh Hamilton has become the 16th player in major league history to hit four home runs in a game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:21:25 AM 

Double elimination sends 2 'Dancing' stars home 

Ig~~""lsPoiler alert! The music stopped for two of the contestants on Tuesday night, leaving four semifinalists in 

the competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:40:11 AM 

Devils finish off Flyers, reach Eastern finals 

Ig~~""llIya Bryzgalov's gaffe costly as NJ wins Game 5, will face Rangers or Caps in Eastern Conference finals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20123:16:44 AM 

Artifacts shed light on biblical King David 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: An archaeological dig near Goliath's biblical hometown has yielded 

evidence of Judean religious practices 3,000 years ago, pointing up fresh historical connections to the 
stories of King David and King Solomon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20123:24:41 AM 

And the winner of 'The Voice' is ... 

Ig~~""lsPoiler alert! The new champion, who takes home a recording contract, a $100,000 cash prize and a shot 

at singing stardom, was crowned Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20124:50:03 AM 

Bulls show fight, avoid elimination vs. 76ers 

Ig~~""ILUOI Deng scored 24 points, Carlos Boozer added 19 points and 13 rebounds, and the Chicago Bulls beat 
the Philadelphia 76ers 77-69 on Tuesday night to avoid a first-round playoff exit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20126:05:35 AM 

Lakers' Kobe-fueled comeback falls short 

Ig~~""IKobe Bryant scored 43 points to lead a furious Lakers comeback on Tuesday night, but it was not enough, 
as the Denver Nuggets beat Los Angeles 102-99 to force a Game 6 in their first-round playoff series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:27:14 AM 

TSA finds gun parts, ammo hidden in stuffed toys 

Gun components and ammunition were found hidden inside three stuffed animals carried by a passenger at Rhode 

Island's T.F. Green Airport on Tuesday, federal transportation officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:55:46 AM 

US charity's gift to UK troops: $2M for 'sanctuary' 

Ig~~""IFisher House, the Maryland-based charity which provides overnight accommodation for families visiting 

hospitalized military members, is expanding onto foreign soil for the first time with a facility for British 
troops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:55:46 AM 

US charity's gift to UK's war vets: $2M for 'sanctuary' 

Ig~~""IFisher House, the Maryland-based charity which provides overnight accommodation for families visiting 

hospitalized military members, is expanding onto foreign soil for the first time with a facility for British 
troops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:39:34 AM 

Conservative author Goldberg drops Pulitzer claim 

On the dust jacket of his new book, best-selling conservative author and commentator Jonah Goldberg is described as 

having "twice been nominated for a Pulitzer Prize." In fact, he has never been a nominee, but merely an entrant. 
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View article ... 



From: <Administrator> 

Sent: Satnrday, March 5, 2011 6:57 AM 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 43 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. March 6, 2011 6:59 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 47 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 
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From i Subject 

Fred Pryor Seminars ExceptIonal Business \Vnting and C30of-ProofGrammar 
Strathmore's Publishing Your Invitation Into a Global Professional Directory 
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Viruses 
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Content 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<bpearson@med.unc.cdu> 

Monday. March 7. 2011 9:23 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 year postpartum ... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum ... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women. 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding. have regular menstrual cycles. and fall into one of the 
following categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression m the past. but not afler childbirth 
;). Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investIgational medications 
related to thIs study will be provIded at no cost to patients. ThIs 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upon completion. 

For more information. please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the ProtectlOn of the Rights of 
Hwnan Biomedical InstitutIOnal Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
cmc# 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference. sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 
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Sent: 
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Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 6:58 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<lk;juhl@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 16,2011 9:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Concerned about drinking too much? 

IRB# 09-0939 Approved 01/2112011 

Are you dnnking too much? 

Have you tned to cut down your alcohol use but can't? 
Have you increased the amount of alcohol you drink? 
Is your alcohol use creating problems in your life? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is seeking volunteers 
for a research study using an FDA approved medication for the treatment 
of heavy alcohol drinking. The research study wIll involve a ffee 
evaluation interview and, if you qualify, free counseling sessions. If 
you're between the ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with 
alcohol, you may be able to participate in thIs new clinical research 
study 

You are assured of strict confidentiality. 

If interested, please call Linda at 919-966-0011 or email at 
lk Juhl@med.unc.edu 

Tbls study IS approved by the Office of Human Research Ethics; IRE # 
09-0939 approved 01121/2011 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-msteffen@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Reservation Requests for Memorial Hall, Gerrard Hall and HPT 

Begmning at 8:00am on Friday, April 1, 2011, requests to reserve 
Memorial Hall, Genard Hall and HIstoric Playmakers Theatre (HPT) for 
University departments and officrally-recognized UNC-CH student 
organizations for the 2011-2012 academic year (September 201 I-August 
2012) will be accepted from the online request fOlm found at 
\vw\v.carolinaperformingaIts.orgiaboutus/reservations.aspx. Please visit 
this page for more information, including information about cost. 

Reservation requests for dates dunng this time period that are 
submitted before 8:00am on Friday, April 1, 2011 will not be accepted or 
considered. If you do not receive a return e-mail with a date Sk'1mp 
after 8 :OOam, you must resubmit your request. Accepted reservation 
requests are filled in the order in which they are received 

All events must be scheduled at least thirty days in advance. Due to 
high demand, groups will be allowed a maximwn of one Friday or Satmday 
use ofrv1emonal Hall per semester 

For more infonnation or to mquire about the availabilIty of specIfic 
dates before placmg a request, please contact Mark Stellen at 
msteffenCq;emai1.unc.edu or 962-0957. 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Perfonning Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformatlOn" 
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From: <IVFstudy@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 8:19 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considering IVF? 

Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considenng 
IVF (m vitro ferlllization)? 

UNC Fertility Clmic is working on a research study for infertIle 
couples who are considering IVF to help them conceIve. Qualifymg 
couples \vill receive an IVF cycle at a dIscounted rate. 

Study Details' 
You and your partner \vill have a consultation appointment with a 

physician in our U'NC Fertility Clmic to determine if you are a good 
candidate for IVF and for this study. Note that this visIt IS considered 
part of routine medical care. 

Female partner must be <41 years old to particIpate in this study 
If you (your partner) are a good candidate for the study, you will 

undergo an IVF cycle with ovarian stimulatIOn and egg retrieval, with 
the same methods that we routinely use for IVF. 

For the study, we will divIde the eggs into two groups - half wIll be 
fertilrzed nnmediately, and the other half will be hozen and 
immediately thawed, and then fertIlized. We will perfonn an embryo 
transfer using embryos derived from the freeze/thaw cycle. 
* Note that couples planmng IVF with an egg donor may quahfy for the 
study as well. Female partner must be <48 years old in IVF cycles with 
an egg donor. 

BenefIts of participatIon 
* Enrolled couples will receIve an IVF cycle at a dIscounted cost. 

To learn if you (your partner) would qualify for this study. call us for 
a consultation appointment at (919-966-1150) or send an emarlto 
(JVFstudy@unc.edu) wIth your name, phone number and tImes that you can 
be reached. \Ve will not share your email address wIth anyone outside of 
the study. 

The principal investigator for tbiS study, "Clmical evaluatIOn of egg 
cryopreservatIOn", is Jenmfer J'v1ersereau, J'v1D, Department of Obstetrics 
and C3ynecology, University of North Carolina. This study has received 
approval from the UNC BlOmedlcal Instrtutional Review Board on 
1 2il6/201 0, study # 10-1911. 

ThIs email is sponsored 
UniversIty of North 

Department ofObstetncs and Gynecology, 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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HR Daily Report Newsletter <weekly@brdailyreportcom>i New fed ruling on handling pay/benefit complaints 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-haneya:@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Outcomes Measurement 

Outcomes Measurement 

Outcomes are a critical component of health care today. Clinicians, 
admimstrators, and researchers rely on up-to-date knowledge and skills 
to create or select outcomes that document effectiveness of care, to use 
patient outcomes for accreditatIOn or quality improvement purposes, or 
to develop research programs ParticIpate actively with didactic 
presentations and small group work dmmg this 4-and-a-half day 
Institute to explore: measurement theory including extensIve coverage of 
relIability, valIdity and instrument construction principles; criteria 
to use in selecting outcomes measures; how to desIgn outcomes studIes; 
and commonly used outcomes measures. Sessions will be devoted to 
reviewing outcomes measures being used in the participants' current work 
and to assist partIcipants in designing their own outcomes studies 

Faculty: 
Mary R. LYlm, PhD, RN 
Professor 
The UniverSIty of North Carolma at Chapel Hill 
School of Nursing 

Rlcbard W. Redman, PhD, RN 
Professor and Assistant Dean, Graduate Programs 
Division of Nursing Business & Health Systems 
University of 1'v1ichigan 
School of Nursing 

J'v1ary R. Lynn teaches measurement to doctoral students and has been 
funded by NIH to develop and test instrmnents as well as to conduct 
outcomes researcb in tbe borne bealth setting. Her research and her work 
wIth other researcbers focuses on measurement 

Richard w. Redman teacbes outcomes research methodology to doctoral 
students at the of 11ichigan wbere he directs tbe PhD Program. 
HIS program examines clinical and organizational outcomes 
with a special focus on quality and patient safety. 

For more infonnation please contact the Center for Lifelong Learning 
phone 919-966-3638 
emarl: nursinK. cll@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Lifelong Learning 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into :l'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: «-nlom@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 29, 2011 8:25 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Ronald E. McNair Scholars Applications Now Available (DEADLINE: July 25, 2011) 

The Ronald E. JVfcNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is now 
accepting applications for the incoming Fall 2011 cohort. The incoming 
cohort will consIst primarily of sophomores who will remain cOl111nitted to 
the program through theIr senior year. 

The McNair Scholars Program offers UNC-CH undergraduate students the 
opportumty to graduate school as a real possibIlity. This 
program helps build their repeltoire of knowledge and skrlls 
that will increase theIr likelihood of matriculating into the doctoral 
programs of their choice 

The overall focus of the lYfcNair Scholars Program is to proVIde a 
supportive and encouraging culture that exposes students to the joys of 
research and scholarship, and enables the program participants to 
develop close professional relationships with faculty mentors To 
support this goal, the program offers: 

Eight week paid summer research program 
Research courses 
Interactive workshops and semmars 
Travel to present research nationally 
Graduate school tours 
Faculty mentors hip 
'Juuu,c,wg and advising seSSIOns 
GRE Prep & one (I) paid GRE test 
Cultural events and activIties 
Networking opportumties 

Students who qualify wi II be selected based on thelf academIc record, 
personal statement, personal mterview, and academic goals. The 
applicant must also meet the following requirements 

Minimwn 3.0 Cwnulative GPA 
U.S. cItizenshIp or pennanent reSIdency 
At least a sophomore standmg (minimum 60 credIts earned by start of 

Fall semester) 
FIrst-generatIOn college student AND low-income, OR a member of an 

under-represented group in graduate education 

** APPLICATION DEADLINE: Monday, July 25, 2011 ** 
**MANDATORY RETREAT DATES Sat/Sun, August 27-28, 2011 ** 

IN ORDER TO COMPLETE TIffi APPLICATION PROCESS. YOU MUST ALSO SUBMIT 

* A completed and signed application (attached to this email or found 
on our website at http://mcnair.unc.edu) 
* One official college transcript--you may request Registrar to mail 
directly to CB # 3310 for free. 
* Proof of family income (providing tax returns from most recent year 
submitted) 
* Three letters of recommendation/rating forms (two must be from a 
professor/teacher who has taught you at the college level) 
* A writing sample of at least two pages that was completed within the 
last year (e.g., course paper) 

SUBMIT APPLICATION MA TERL4LS TO 

ATTN: REM Selection Committee 
The Ronald E. McNair Scholars Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
150 SouthRd, Suite 101, CB 3310 
ChapelHill. NC 27599-3310 

vVe hope you take advantage of this unique experience to develop the 
skills that will support you in completing your undergraduate program 
successfully, as well as prepare you for graduate level studies If you 
have any questIOns, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Smcerely, 

Nancy Tom, M.A. 
Program J\1anager 
Ronald E. McNair Scholars 

Office of TRiO Programs 
150 South Road, Suite 101 



Campus Box # 331 () 
Cbape1 Hill, NC 27599-3310 

Office: 919.962.1281 
Direcl919.843.8323 
Fax 919.962.4381 

bitp://mcnair.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: OtTice of TRiO Programs 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

<motherbabylab@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 29, 2011 8:43 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Infants 3-5 months old needed for research study 

IRE study name: Prenatal Nicotine Exposure Effects on Infant Brain 
Development 
IRE study number: 09-1643 
B lOmedical IRE 
Approved: 10/7/2009, modified and approved 4126120 II 

Help us learn more about infant bram development. 

Researchers at lJNC are looking for mothers and their new babIes to 
particIpate in a research study about early bram development We will 
test babies at 4 months of age. 

Participation includes: 

* Questiolli1aires for mother (15-20 mmutes) 
* One visit to UNC for infant developmental testing at about 4 months 
old (Maximum time ~I hour) 
* One vIsit to UNC for EEG Recordmg of sleeping infants brain actIvity 
at 4 monfbs old. No Sedation. (MaxImum time ~ 2 hours) 

****Vlsits may be combined or done separately for mother's 
convenlence***** 

****Free Parkmg for all appointments***** 

We wIll pay $75.00 for completlOn ofEEG recording, development11 
testing and questionnaires. If interested, please contact us at 

motherbabylab@unc.edu or (919) 966-2549 

UNC Stress and Health Researcb Program 

This emarlls sponsored by: Stress and Healtb Researcb 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Saturday. April 30, 2011 7:01 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 276 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 276 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Newswaicb <webinars(q;]awnewswaicb.com> 
Newswatch <c,)m'en,ncesCii!l<,wlne\Vs\valch. 

i Misclassifymg Independent Contractors and Student Interns: May 4, 2011 
I Renewable Energy Power Purchase Agreements June 27-28 ChIcago, IL 

laIlarns(ii)sup,ors':lClalnnarkel,ffii,n'et>i 300% ( APR 3.175 ) Rates with Lending Tree I Hurry before rates go upl Lendmg Tree 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, May 12,2011 6:59 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 4 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 339 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 4 339 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

I Exempt v. Nonexempt-- Can You Pass DOL Scrutiny? May 12 Webinar 
<h<elp-d,,,k,'iJjclW!lW,ebrna,;tel i Important mformation from Webmasier 

Fred Pryor Semmars SelntllarS@!buserlet'worknel:>i Busmess Wnting for Results 
Newswatch <educatlOncq}avantresources.com> i Latest Developments in Drafting and Enforcmg Non-Competes, J'viay 17 \Vebmar 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: <Administrator> 

Sent: Friday, May 13. 2011 6:58 AM 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 344 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Michael <aeimm(Cl)aclverllse-b,zs 
Newswatch <c,)m'en,ncesCii!l<lwlne\Vs\valch. 
HR Daily Report 
Newswatcb <",'ebmaxs((1)lllwlleVVSV{at,ch.cOln> 
CareerTrack 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Post your ads where people read them 
I Renewable Energy Power Purchase Agreements June 27-28 ChIcago, IL 

i Get the most from your Legal Assistant 
I Tax Law Changes for Closely-Held Business June 15 Webmar 

I How to Design Eye-Catching Brocbures, Newsletters, Ads, and Reports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. May 16,2011 6:58 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 10-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 10 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 380 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 10 380 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Web l-lostmg Unleashed Unbiased Reviews oftbe Top Web l-lostmg Providers 
Greg :Lvlontoya i ConfidentIal for Your Eyes Only 
audlO@execcert.net I Last Cbance l Fl'vlLA Medical CerlilicatlOn Legal Do s & Don ts to Be m Control 
ZoeBaker <ZoeBaker@;dataduration.mfo> i Fmal Notice - Please Review 
Elias <Elias@BOXDIALlNF(» I ATTN:Final Notice Please ReVlew - 2011 Speclal Update 
Juhan <Juiran@BOXDIAL1N}'O> I Here is your dally deal 
Elisa <Ehsa@SERVERTIJNE.lNFO> I ATTN:Final Nollce Please Review - 2011 Special Update 
Noelle <Noelle@CO.MPlm'RDIAL.lNFO> i overstre: Final Notice, Please Review 
Newswaicb <educaiion@;avaniresources.com> i Latest Developments In Draftmg and Enforcing Non-Competes, 1'v1ay 17 Webinar 
Fred Pryor Semmars <Fred __ yryor ___ Semmars@;busenetwork.net>i I-IR Record Keeping 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, May 17,2011 5:58 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 12-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 12 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 100 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 12 100 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

I A Follow-up from the National Academic Networking AssocIation 
\Vorkers' Comp: Control Costs and Stop Fraudulent Claims 

Estate Planmng a Mobile PopulatlOn, May 17, a Lorman Live Audio Conference 
Invitation to the AcademIc Registry 

go to Harvard? Beat the system. chess educatIOn and technology 
I Here IS your daIly deal 

I Tax Law Changes for Closely-Held Business June 15 Webinar 
i A Follow -up from the National Academic Networkmg Assoclati on 

I Man May Daily Special Final Notice - Please Review 
IRe Re Confinmng Noll f1 cation 16-05-2011 

i F\v1): SpecIal Update please review 
I A Follow-up from the National Academic Networking AssocIation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, May 18,2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 10-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 10 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages \vere removed. You now have 98 messages In your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 10 98 

Incommg 

From I Subject 
--------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Fmn <Finn@U\'EINFOFEED.NET> Special Invite for Subscriber 
VoIP-News <ecilt(lfl,tl(alvcnp·,news 32 Pbone System Features and the Vendors tbat Have Them 
HR Dally <w'eekly@llrdmlyre'porl.c:onl>1 NLRB sues to expand umom7.atlOn 

Lou Stacy 
Emerson 

Viruses 

New: () 

Files 

New: o 

Content 

New: o 

() 

o 

o 

I BuIld a Successful Business Case m 6 Simple Steps [] Download artIcle today I 
W"'"C"'UI'U"Hc"c'wU<1 Exclusive Offer - Only $149 incL FREE Atrium Upgrade 

of your documents 
I Final Notice - Please ReVIew 

I ERISA FIducIary Law for Non-Lawyers-- Just Publisbed 
I This year our penny stock picks made over 500% together! 

I Wed May Daily Special Fmal Notice - Please Review 



From: «-rebeccawilliamfiliJunc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 8:40 PM Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Make cash for a few hours of your time ... 

Are you between 18-20 years old? 

Then we would 11ke you to be part of a research study @ UNC 

Who IS eligible? 
* Adults aged 18-20 who 

.. are fluent readers and writers of English 
. do not reside 111 w1iversity housing 

.. reside within Orange County 

What will I have to do? 
You wIll participate in an in-person onentatIon 
You will ViSIt \vebsites that sell alcohol whIle w1der supervisIOn at 

our research offices and attempt to make purchases. 

study 

You will receive and log alcohol purchases at your home. 
You will tum all alcohol delivenes received over to study staff. 
You will participate in a debriefing session upon completion of the 

How mucb tnne will this take? 
Your partIcipation will take about 7 hours over the course of several 

weeks. 

Do 1 get anything for my tune? 
* You will be paid up to $65 for your tnne 

Help add to our knowledge about the onlme business practices of 
alcohol retailers to infonn future legislation io restrict under age 
access to alcohol and other harmful products onlme. 

at (919) 843-9465 or E-mail at 
UNClntemetStudy@gmail.com 

Approved by the UNC Pubhc Health-Nursmg IRB on S/5/2011 
Study title: Purchase Survey for Internet Alcohol Sales to 18-20 Year 
Olds 
Study # 10-2115 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-ahowell@med.unc.edu.> 

Wednesday, May 18,2011 8:51 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Type 2 Diabetes Study at UNC 

The U1'JC Diabetes Care Center is now em-ollmg adult volunteers into the 
LEADER research study. 

LEADER<sup>TM</sup> (Liraglutide Effect and Action in Diabetes' 
Evaluation of Cardiovascular Outcome Results) aims to assess and confirm 
the cardiovascular safety of Liraglutide (V lctoza.) and potentially show 
the abIlity of Liraglutide to improve cardiovascular outcomes. 

This is a long term cardiovascular research study of Liraglutide, you 
may either receive the study drug or placebo (it looks like study drug 
but is not actIve chug). Your partIcipation will last until 2015 and 
consist of approximately 2-7 visits to the research site each year 

You may be elIgible for the research study If you are age 50 years or 
older, have type '2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and are not 
currently taking the diabetes drugs Victoza or Byetta. 

If you are eligible you will receive diabetes care through the research 
study doctor, diabetes testing supplies, and study medication at no cost 
io you. 

For more mfonnation about ihis inal please contaci 
Amber Howell 
Clinical Research ASSIstant 
UNC DIabetes Care Center 
919-434-0931 ext 269 
abowell@med.unc.edu 

Tbis study received IRB approval from the UNC office of Human Research 
Ethics. IRB Full board on 12/03/2010 
IRE study # 10-1701 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, May 19,2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 8-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 8 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantme clean-up messages were removed. You now have 93 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 93 

Incommg 

From I Subject 
--------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Ivhcbael <noreply@advertise-bzx.cn> 
\Vorkplace Productivity 
Braelyn < Brae lynl(ii)(:::OMf 

:Lv1ckenzlC 
B_~llil 

Wyatt <CLient_ GROUPS@datanetshop.info< I Final Notice, Today Thu May Please Review 
Gramrnar & \Vriting Resource <Grammar _ \Vriting_ ResourccciYbusenetwork.net>1 Save 20% on Grammar and Proofreading Skills 

Viruses 

New: o o 

Files 

New: o o 

Content 

New: o o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, May 21, 2011 5: 50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 76 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

6 76 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Newswaich i Facebook Firing: TIme to Update Your Social Media PolIcies, June] Webinar 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

For being ExplosIve And PaSSIOnate 
1000s of fresh new VIsItors dally to Your web site 

I Termmatmg Employees wIthout Lawsuits, June 7 \Vebinar 
I Enler Data Onlme 
I DIscover new best tabs for lovers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. May 22,2011 5:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 79 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

I Hosted CRM is Your Secret Weapon to Success 
I Sbe wisbes YOU to upsize your dickl 
I Stop losing your money in the market. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<jacks@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. May 23,20118:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Colonoscopy Study 

Research SubJects Needed for Study 

Are you SCHEDULED to have a ROTJTINE COLONOSCOPY perfonned at TJNC ill the 
near future? 

If yes, then you may be eligible to participate in a research study 
investigating the role of bactena found normally hving in the gut. 

ThIS study IS recruiting both HEAL THY and IBS subJects suffering from 
dianhea 

This wIll involve ON~ screenmg visIt and ONE procedw-e visit to 
have a perfom1ed at TJNC endoscopy climes I to 3 weeks 
PRIOR to your planned colonoscopy at lJNC. 

SubJects wIll be compensated $260 for complete participatlOn in thIS 
study 

<Please note that this study does not provide the colonoscopy; this 
should be scheduled and covered by the research subject's insurance> 

]fyou are interested in particIpating or would like to learn more about 
tbiS study, please contact study coordmators Jennica Jackson Siddle at 
919-843-80~4 or email Jenmca_)acksoncq}med.unc.edu or Katharine Thurlow 
at 919-843-1003 or email KalharineThurlow@med.unc.edu 

Thank you for your interest in our study. 

BiomedicallRB approved study and message #10-0629 (approved for 
05118111-05!01/20l2) 

This emarl is sponsored by UNC Gastroenterology & Hepalology 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformatlOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

«-acalingo@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. May 23,2011 8:38 PM 

To: 

Subjed: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Time-to-Pregnancy Research Study 

Are you or IS someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

Time to Conceive is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a \vay to accurately measw·e a woman's 
fertility. \Vornen between 30 and 44 years of age \vho are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trymg are eligIble to partIcipate in the 
study. \Vornen are not eligIble to partIcipate if they or theIr partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- l'vfonetary compensation for study activities 

Tbere are no medicmes or pIlls to take and no changes to one's daily 
hfesty Ie or existmg healtb care routme. 

If you or someone you know migbt be interested in learnmg more about 
this study, you can ViSIt our website at www.med.unc.edu/umetoconceive, 
call us at (9] 9) 843-8246, or send an email to fertility@~unc.edu with 
your name, phone number and times that you can be reacbed. All 
mformation wIll be kept stnctly confIdential 

\Ve need your belp! You can advance knowledge by sImply sbaring 
information about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message wltb friends or family 

The principal mvestigator for tbis 
Department of Obstetrics and 

1S Anne Z. Steiner, MD, IvJPJ-J, 
University of North Carolina 

Tbls study, Time to Conceive, and tbiS message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedicallnstitutional ReV1ew Board on 311412008, study II 
08-0423 

This email is sponsored by: OB/G '{N 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into lY1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information Fi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

,,-younghearts@unc,edu> 

Monday. May 23,2011 8:59 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa,unc,edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adolescents and Young Adults Living with Congenital Heart Disease 

We're looking for adolescents and young adults (aged 19-29 years)to 
share their expenence ofhving with congenital heart disease. If you 
agree to particIpate, you will be asked to complete one intervIew and 3 
questionnaIres. The interview and questionnaires will take a bout 2 hours 
of your tIme. Dw-mg the interview you will be asked to talk about your 
personal experience of 
living \vith congenital heart dIsease. The interview \vill be tape 
recorded with your pem1ission, The study will be take place at the 
BioBehavioral Lab, UNC School of Nursing, NC Children's Hospital 
Pediatric Cardiology Clinics, and the lJNC Heart Center at Meadowmont 
You may choose the site and time that is most convement for you. Yow· 
particIpation in this study IS completely voluntary. You don't have to 
answer any questions you don't want to and you may 
stop being m the study at any time. All the infonnation I receive from 
you, mc1udmg your name will be totally private and will be kept under 
lock and key. You wIll be receive a $25.00 Alnerican Express gift card to 
thank you for your time and to recognize your contribution to the 
research. You \vill receive the gift card at the end of the study visIt, 
even if you decide to wIthdraw or leave the study before completmg the 
mterview and/or questionnaires. To learn more and to volunteer to for 
this study, ViSIt this email address: youngheartscq}unc.edu. 

*** Choosing or declmmg to partIcipate m tbiS study will not affect 
your class standmg, grades, or emp loyment at UNC-Chapel J-hll. You will 
not be offered nor receive special consideration if you take part m 

Your answers to tbe survey will 
tImes. 

*** This study bas been approved by the UNe Behavioral IRB (IRB Study 
No, 11-0687, April 26, 

2011) 

Researcher: Dr Patricia 1'v10reland, Postdoctoral Fellow i School of 
Nursing 
SupervIsor: Dr. Sheila Santacroce, Faculty AdVIsor I Scbool of Nursing 

This emaIl is sponsored by: Scbool of Nursmg 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
PlUpdate PersonallnformatlOn Pi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 14-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 14 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 75 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New' 14 75 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Newswatcb I Trade Secrets In '[he Post-WibLeaks World, May 24 Webinar 
i Manufacturers Win wltb tbe Right ERP SolutlOn Use Our Guides 

I Umform Prudent JvJanagement of Institutional Funds ACi, ?vIay 25, a Lorman Live Audio Conference 
··,vlessagefrom Pal 

Final Please Review 
I FMLA Intermittent Leave Abuse June 15 Webinar 
ralmrlg"~OI"seneIW()rK.mv, Creative \Vays to Reward and 110tivate Employees 

cruzAnana Final - Please ReVIew 
Tammy Mcqueen I Quit dropping money in tbe market 
Ramirez Margaret <R:arrli",zl\Jargar'et(ii!plus-m,twork ATTN 2011 Notice - Please ReVlew. 
Evangeline I Final Notlce, Today Tue May Please Review 
1100reHannah I Fmal Notice - Please Review 
Larry <CLient GROUPS@pnvenetwork.net> i Fmal Notice, Today Tue May Please Review 
ramlrezJordyn <ramirezJordynCq;addednet.info> I Final NotIce - Please Review 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: <Ieedanl:@lunc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 25,2011 8:18 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: lNFORMA TIONAL: Subjects needed fi.)r African American Psychology Research Study 

To: Daniel Lee 
Psychology From: BehavlOral IRE 
Approval Date: 5/03/2011 
Expiration Date of Approval: 510112012 
RE: Notice afIRE Approval by Expedited Review (under 45 CFR46.ll0) 
Su bmlssion Type: Initial 
Expedited Category: 7. Surveyslinterviews/focus groups 
Study #: 11-0748 
Study 
Title: Stress, Personality, Coping, and African American Well-Being 

Seeking African American PartIcipants (ages 18-24) for a study examining 
the influence of personalIty and coping strategies 111 the relatIOnship 
between stress and well-being (Eam SlO) 

The study aims to examine how personality and coping strategIes 
influence the relationship between stress and well-being for African 
Americans. You must self-identifY as African American and be 18-24 years 
old to participate. 
During the experiment, you will fill out questIOnnaires pertaimng to 
stressful sItuations, coping, personalIty and well-bemg. 

One visit to the laboratory' IS required. The ViSIt lasts about one hour 
You will receive $10. 

For more mfonnatlon, please contact: 
Daniel B. Lee, B.A. (Pnncipal Investigator) 
Email: leedanb@unc.edu 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn inlo MyUNC al bltp!!my.unc.edu and selecl 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, May 26,2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 13-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 13 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 85 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 13 85 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Focus Research <researcb(ijJfocusmails.com> 
Newswatch <education@;avantresources.com> 
MooreSebastian <~,lo()reSeba';tiam(cilpllus-inltenlet.inj'o> 

Guide: 20 II Enterpnse Phone Systems 
!'!fed: T!me to Update Your Social Med!a Pohcies, June I Webmar 

Final Notice - Please ReVIew 
Newswatch <\\rebm;lrS(ii!];""ne\vs\vatch. 
Alexandraali 

i Intellectual Property ProtectIon: Phannaceuilcal and Life Sciences June 23 Webmar 
i overstre: Final Noilce, Please ReVIew 

Management Skills for Support Staff 
AUTOMOBILE COMPANY AWARD' II 

Newswatcb I Cloud Computing: Legal Risks June 22 Webinar 
I T!a Overstreet Your Invitation Into a Global Network 

I Please fimsh filling your profile 
XavierCarter <XavierCarier(q;newneiworksuccess.nei> i Fmal Notice - Please Review 
LukeSanders <LukeSanders@;newgenial.info> i oversire: Final NOiice, Please ReVIew 
KylieRodriguez <KylieRodrigue71@newsoclable.info> i Final Notice, Please Review 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday_ May 29,2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantme clean-up messages were removed. You now have 62 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incommg 

From I Subject 
--------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

T16riQ91 <TI6nQ9I@lnrex.info> 128GFOLr8m#~#j;x!5i1E1!t~f"£ ~5tx!5i1Ii:ZJ!j-3'::.cj! El!t~'W § ! 4878211289689714 
V.,Tilliam\Vest <vVilliam\Vest@ncwgcnial.info> I overstre: Final Notice, Please Review 
Earn lAoney online <admin@advertise-bz.net> i Start earning 15 minutes from now 
NoahThomas <NoahThomas@newsociable.info> I Final Notice, Please Review 
Ca1ebAllen <Ca1ebAllen@newgenial.info> I overstre: Final Notice, Please Review 

Viruses 

New: o o 

Files 

New: o o 

Content 

o o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. May 30, 2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 66 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

A11sson Bntt <AlissonBnttcq}cantinacanaletto.it> i Phakrma For Great Sseexs 
genepoolS030@aoLcom SUJvfMER READINC3: Hilarious, Insightful Book on Evolution & the C3ene Pool 
REV.JERRY l'dARK TOYOTA AUTOMOBILE Co.MPANY AWARD.. 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

Hai Rlcevuto La tua Ricarica Telefonica 
Wind t1 regala una ncanca iclcfomca! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, May 31, 2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 69 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Sl-IAMIKA Saldana <Sl-lAIvJIKASaldana@gulHelcom> i Buy Now Viaqrra Claaliss 
Newswatcb I FMLA Intermittent Leave Abuse June 15 Webinar 
Traffic Generator I How to get free quality visitors to your website 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 12-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 12 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 68 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 12 68 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Focus Research <research(@focusmaIls.com> for Your Busmess- 2011 C3U1cie 
Your 1'v1edIa PolIcies, June] \Vebmar 

OSHA Record-Keepmg to AVOld Costly Fines and Penalties 
NLRB case warns about \Veb policies 

I Pension Plan Investments: How to Avoid the ERISA Trap June 1, \Vebinar 
i Intellectual Property ProtectIon: Phannaceuilcal and Life Sciences June 23 Webmar 
i lntellectual Property 101 June 21 Webinar 

I Top Atbletic Dnlls & ExercIses for 20 II 
I Top Athlellc Drills & Exercises for 2011 
I VIiagra Sexxual LIfestyle 

bmteague@emarLunc.edu Il]\J1~'()RMATlONAL Parllcipants needed for Latina pregnancy research study 
Fred Pryor Seminars <Fred __ Pryor _Seminars@;busenetwork.net>1 How to Manage ConflIct and ConfrontatIOn 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<ibdtrials@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 9:03 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Are You Living With Crohn's Disease? 

INFORl'AATIONAL: Are You LIving With Crohn's Disease? 

An ongoing study IS looking at the safety and effectiveness of an 
investigational medIcatIOn for the treatment of Crohn's disease. 

Eligible particIpants must" 

* Be 18-80 years of age 
* Have been diagnosed with moderate/severe Crohn's disease at least 3 
months before study enrollment 
* Not have adequate relief of symptoms with current or past Crohn's 
disease treatment 
* Other eligIbility criteria apply 

Qualified participants will receive study medication and study related 
medical evaluations at no cost. 

To learn more, please contact the Study Coordinator at 919-843-3873 or 
i bdtrials@med.une.edu 

TblS study, ., A Pbase 3, Randomized, Placebo-Controlled, Blmded. 
J'v1ulticenter Study of the Induction of Clinical Response and Remission by 
Vedohzumab in PatIents witb 110derate to Severe Crobn's Disease" bas 
receIved approval from the UNC BIOmedical InstItutional Review Board on 
2118/2011, Study # 10-2127 

Tbis email IS sponsored by Department of Medicme, Division of 
Gastroenterology 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Jlv1edicine, DIVISIOn of Gastroenterology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. June 4, 2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 7-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 7 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 77 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

7 77 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

I Next of Kin (Urgent and Confidenllal) 
CareerTrack I How to Design Eye-Catcbmg Brocbures. Newsletters, Ads, and Reports 
Newswaicb I Renewable Energy Power Purchase Agreements June 27-28 Chicago, IL· 
Newswatcb I Wbat tbe NI,RB Tbinks About Your Company's Social MedIa PolIcy - And Wby You Sbould Care, July 14 Webinar 
Newswatcb i IRS Red Flags: Avoid Costly Penalues and Mamtain Compliance, June 16 Webinar 

11 am. 27 y.o., Russia 
I How would you like to have your ad on 21111110n \Vebsites ? 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-keericb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 6, 2011 8:39 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: What size will you be wearing in 15 years? 

Are you a size 8 now? If you are like most Americans, in 15 years you 
could be a size 14 or 16! The average American woman 30 pounds 
between the ages of 18 and 35. Not only does this mean clothes 
but a greater nsk for developmg significant health problems (high 
blood pressure, diabetes, hIgh cholesterol, jomt pam). No matter what 
your size is now or whether you are currently at a healthy weight or 
overweight, you may be at risk for becoming overweight or obese. 

That doesn't have to happen to you. Sign up for SNAP I 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are 
studying novel approaches to preventing thIS weight gain. I}.,T e are 
seeking volw1teers to enroll in a cutting edge research study that 
applies proven strategies to target weight gain prevention in young 
adults. 

If you participate, you \vill receive: 
* Expertise of weight control experts who wIll help you to adopt 
strategies for weight control. 
* Personalized feedback on your blood pressure, percent body fat, 
cholesterol, glucose, insulm, and energy expendIture. 
* Detailed analysis of your dIetary intake and physical activity. 

In additlOn, you can learn and adopt strategies that will help you to 
prevent weIght gain and promote a healthIer lIfestyle for today and the 
future! 

You may be eligIble if you are: 
--18 to 35 years old 
--nonnal weIght to slightly overweIght (EM! 21-30) 
--wIllmg to partIcipate In this important research study 

Additional eligIbility criteria apply. 

Go to www.snapstudy.org for more mfonnation and to find out if you may 
be elrgible. 

This study if funded by the NatlOnal Institutes of Health. 
The study has been reviewed and approved by the PublIC Health Nursing 
IRB (Study II 07-1783) 1112110 

This email is sponsored by: Lmeberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<cablab@.uncoedu.~ 

Monday. June 6, 2011 9:03 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: SMOKERS WANTED FOR STUDY 

We are currently looking for cIgarette smokers between the ages of 18 
and 40 to participate in a study explonng the role of attention in 
nicotme addictIOn. Your participation would require you to come to our 
laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of North Carolina campus and 
complete attention-related tasks on the computer for about 1 hour. For 
your participation. you will be compensated with $IOlhour 

If you think you may be interested in particIpating AND ARE NOT 
CTJRRENTL Y TAKING PSYCHOACTIVE MEDICATIONS please send an e-marl to 
cablab@unc.edu and include the following infonnation: 

1. Name 
2. Are you a smoker? 
3. If yes, Average number of cigarettes smoked/day 
If no, have ever smoked on a regular basIs 
4. E-mail 
5. Times which are generally best for you to participate 

Thank you, 
Dr. Vicki \V. Cbanon 
Dept. of Psychology 

Tbls study titled ., Smoking, Familiarity, and Attention" has been 
approved by tbe UNC Behavioral lnstltutional Review Board (IRB) (study 
#07-1639; approved ]()/01/2010) 

This emarlls sponsored by: Dept. ofPsycbology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 50 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From 

Newswatch 
ChristopherJones 

i Subject 

Work at home <admlm(gJadv,erIJlse··bz.nel> 

Gettmg to the Top of Google: The Power ofLmk BUIldmg for Lavvyers, June 9 Webinar 
Final Notice, Please Review 

Newswatch <conferencescq}lawnewswatch.com> I Renewable Energy Power Purchase Agreements June 27-28 IL 
CommunicatIon StrategIes <Commumcai1on ___ Strategles@~busenetworknet>1 How to Communicate with Tact and Prclfe:ssi'.m"hsm 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 15-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 15 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 57 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 15 57 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

VoJP-News <editona]@VOlp-news.com> i \Vbich 8 IP Phones Lead the Way? See our GUIde. 
Newswatch <education@avantresources.com> Negligent Hiring and Background Checks: Best PractIces, Trends and Legal ComplIance, June 9 \Vebmar 
DIstingUIshed Professionals Tia Overstreet Your Invitation Into Our Global Directory 
I-IR Alert <Vihite[,apers@ltopm,mage,nentv,b,tep,apers.cc,m:>1 Engage Employees with the Top 9 RecognitlOn Best PracHces 

Detenmning tbe Need for an HRMS SolutlOn 
i Intellectual Property 101 June 21 Webmar 

I Final Notice, Today Wed Jun Please RevIew 
I Wbat the NI>RB Tbinks About Your Company's Social MedIa Pohcy - And Wby You Should Care, July 14 Webinar 

Great Grammar and Painless Proofreading 
sIte popularity in record time. 

PaJ-kel~nllrtIJneZ <Park:ennaJrllrle2l@COrrlpl,'le-netw'Jrkm~;irtfo:>1 Final Notice - Please RevIew 
Noilce - Please Review 

Final Noilce - Please Review 
OSHA 30-Hour Compliance Course 

<Sadie(]rallanl@!COlmplet,e-netv,orkirlg. Final NotIce - Please RevIew 

VIruses 

New: 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-mindfulness@lmed.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 8:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Stressed Lately? Mindfulness Can Make a Difference! 

Are you looking for a new 
diffIcult interactions wIth 

to deal with stress, anxIety, pain, and 

Do you want to learn how to slmv down and enjoy your life? 

Nfindfulness can make a dIfference! 

The UNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
traming 111 medItation and mind-body awareness that \vill teach you how 
to slow dmvn and \vhile remainmg calm, focused and 
relaxed in the mIdst busy life. These practIces will enhance your 
body's natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind's 
clarity and insight 

This program follows Jon Kabat-Zilli1's model and is offered by the 
Program on IntegratIve Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical MedIcine 
& Rehabilitation) 
For detailed informatIOn about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrative rv1edicine website at 
http://www.med.unc.eduiphyrehab/mffi/mindfulness-programlbaslc-foundation-course-mindfulness-based-stress-reduction 

UPCOIvJING SUIvJlvJER 2011 FOUNDATION MINDFULNESS COURSES 
1) Tbursday EVEN1NC3S, 6:00pm-830pm, beginning July 14 (required 
orientation) 

through September 8. 2011, taught by Paula I-IuJTman at the 
Tate-Turner -
Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

For mfonnation about upcoming course schedules, tUltlOn, and tuition 
reductions for research partIcipation, VISIt our website at 
http://www.med.unc.edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program. To register for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the regIstratIOn fonn 
at the lmk above as welL 

Questions? Contact tbe Program by phone at 919-966-8586 or by emarl at 
mindfulness@;med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of PhYSIcal MedIcine & 
Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: «-sarah Jowman@mcdouncocdu> 

Monday. June 13,2011 9:03 PM Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: ASPREE Aspirin Study 

Healthy Volunteers (age 70+) Needed for a Research Study The ASPREE 
study will help researchers leam about the benefits of aspirin in 
reducing memory problems and physical problems as you age. 
Aspirin may help older people live healthy lives by delaymg the start 
of illness. However, aspirin may not be safe for everyone. This study 
\vill detennine whether taking aspirin is a safe \vay for people to stay 
healthy for longer 
You are eligible to take part in this study if you 0 

are aged 70 years or older. 

You cannot take part if you: 
* have blood vessel disease. 

have a serious Illness. 
are allergic to aspirin or cannot take it 
have had or are at risk of senous bleeding. 
are taking other 'blood thinning' medication. 
have seriously Impaired mental or physical function. 

This study requires 8 visits to U1'JC over a six-year penod of time. 
Also, participants will be contacted three times a year by phone for a 
short follow-upo 

All ojTlce VIsits, medical evaluations, and medIcatIOns (eIther low-dose 
aspmn or placebo) for to tbIS study wi 11 be provIded at no cost to 
partIcIpants. 

For more information, please conL1ct Sarah at 919-966-6827 or 
sarah _J owman@;med.unc.edu. 

Approved by the UNC-CH IRE on 8/05/20100 1RE# 10-0965 

This emaIl IS sponsored 
MedIcine and the Center 

Department ofMedicinelDrvlslOn of Geriatnc 
Aging and Healtho 

This emaIl IS sponsored by: C3eriatnc :Lvledicine 

This emaIl IS sponsored by: C3eriatnc :Lvledicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!mYouncoedu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<teodora.dumitresc~'alemail.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 13,2011 9:29 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Clinical study on statin and warliuin interaction 

A clinical research study in the Division of Pharmacotherapy and 
Experimental Therapeutics at lJNC is recmiting nonsmoking individuals 
between the ages of 18 and 60 to learn about the effects of the 
cholesterol-lmvermg medication lovastatin on the anticoagulant or 
blood-thmnmg medication warfarin. 

Participants will be asked to paIticipate in a pre-screening telephone 
intervie\v and a screening visit lasting about 1 hour. As a participant 
in the study, you will be asked to take part in 2 study phases over a 
course of 7 weeks involving taking a daily medication or placebo by 
mouth, mamtaining a food dIary, and blood sample collection 

The study has been approved by the Committee on the Protection of the 
Rights of Human Subjects and the Instltutional Review Board (IRB) at 
UNC 

If you want more informatIOn about this project or have any questions, 
please contact Dr. Mario Sampson by phone at 919-962-0089 or e-mail 
at uncstudycyp4f2@gmail.com (preferred). 

Study IItle: Human Cytochrome P450 4F Enzymes and Drug InteracllOns 

Approval #, BiomedIcal IRE, Study # 10-0576 

Approved - IRB UNC-CH 
May 12, 2011 

Tb,S email is sponsored by: Scbool of Phannacy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
ematl preference, slgn inlo MyUNC al bltp!!my.unc.edu and selecl 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: «-momfj{jjunc.edu> 

Sent: Monday. June 13,2011 10:06 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: NEW MOTHERS NEEDED FOR UNC RESEARCH STUDY 

Help us learn about changes in mothers' brain function, hormones and 
blood pressure after childbIrth. 

Researchers at UNC are looking for healthy new mothers who are either 
EXCLUSlVEL Y breast-feeding or formula-feedmg to partIcipate m a 
research study. We will test mothers that are 3-4 months postpartum. 

Participation includes· 

-Short phone intervIew and questIOnnaIreS 
-One 3.5-hour lab visit for mother and baby to our lab at UNC School of 
Medicine 

During the lab: 
-Mother will have blood and heart activity measured and will 
have blood. urine and samples taken 
-Baby will have urine and saliva samples taken and will be instrumented 
\vith electrodes for HRV measurement during a 10 mmute interactIOn 
period with mom. 

We will 
free 

up to $75.00 for completlOn of the study. Transportation or 
is aVailable. 

If interested, please contact: 

Ashley Sob 919) 966-2549 
Email: moms@~unc.edu 

UNC Stress and Health Research Program 

Study title: Prenatal Cocame and NeurobehavlOral Factors Underlying 
Mother-Infant InteractlOn 

Approval #, BlomedicallRB, Study # 08-1092 

Approved - IRB UNC-CH 
March.2, 20 II 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-ahowell@med.unc.edu.> 

Tuesday, June 14,2011 8:36 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Type 2 Diabetes Study 

Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 

The U'NC Dia betes Care Center is currently seeking volunteers to 
partIcipate in a research study of an investigational ne\v insulm agent 
in combination wIth liraglutlde (Victoza) to see If it can provide more 
consistent blood sugar control in people with type 2 dIabetes. 

The length of the study is approximately 6 months and visits will take 
place at the UNC Diabetes Care Center. 
Study related benefits at no cost to you include, study medication, 
related lab testing, ECGs, physical exams, glucose monitoring and 
compensatIOn for your time and travel. 

You may qualIfY if you: 

-Are 18 or older 
- Have a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes for at least 6 months 
- Are currently taking metformin (glucophage) and/or Aetas 
- Have an HbA lc level between 70 and 10.0 % 

For more information please call: 

Amber I-lowell 
ClImcal Research Assistant 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
919-484-0931 ext 269 
ahowell@;med.une.edu 

This emai11s sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 
This study received approval from tbe UNC Omce ofl-Iuman Researcb 
EtblCS, IRB full board 5/412011 
IRB study II 11-0739 

Tbis emai1Is sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, slgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<bpearson@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14,2011 9:02 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 year postpartum ... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum ... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
following categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression m the past, but not afIer childbirth 
;). Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investIgational medications 
related to thIs study will be provIded at no cost to patients. ThIs 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upon completion. 

For more information, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the ProtectlOn of the Rights of 
Hwnan Biomedical InstitutIOnal Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
cmc# 

This email is sponsored by lINC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, June 16,2011 5:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 14-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 14 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages \vere removed. You now have 139 messages in your quarantme. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 14 139 

Incommg 

From I Subject 
--------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Microsoft Excel 2007 bas!cs and beyond l 

Newswatch i Client Nonpayment: Ethical Considerations in Collections and TermmatIon, June 16, a Lonnan live audio conference 
Learning Tree <learnmgtree __ us@lTIml.leamingtree.com>i 6 Steps to Improvmg Team EfrectIveness [] Download article today! 
Newswatch <teleconferences@hrnewswatch.com> I HR Tnne Lmes: The Complex IntegratlOn ofFl'vlLA, we, Disab!lity and COBRA, June 16, a Lonnan hve audlO conference 

Viruses 

New: o o 

Files 

New: o o 

Content 

New: o o 

I IRS A Lesson in Ethics, June 16 Webmar 
Best Practice Recommendations for 1'v1itigating Risk 

Independent Contractors and Student Interns July 272011 Webmar 
i HIt-Booster start sendmg bIts to your websIte instantly at $0 cost to you! 

i Intellectual Property 101 June 21 Webinar 
I I'm mterested in your profile 

i A Follow-up from tbe National AcademIC Networking Association 
I A Follow-up from the National Academic Networking AssociatIon 

:irt(lrGillawrle\\(s\\(at(;h.(,orn> I Today's Legal News 
Star <mfo@ancientnetworks.com>1 Tia - Name A Star - A C3reat Father's Day G1ft with Instant Email Dehveryi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<ibsresearch@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 17,2011 8:40 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Research Study on the Causes of IBS 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and lVfotihty Disorders is conducting a 
health research study to identify the causes ofIBS symptoms. 

Participants must be between the ages of 18-70 and have a doctor's 
diagnosis of IBS. A limited number of healthy people wIth no 
gastrointestinal symptoms will be enrolled in a companson group. 
Qualified subjects will receIve compensation for participation 

For more infonnatlOll on how to sign up please visit: 
\vw\v. uncmedresearch. comhbsstudy 

You can also call Lenore heck, RNtoll free at 866-227-0067 if you have 
any questIOns 

Study 01-1397 IC1RC-1846 
Approved by the Biomedical IRE 7121110-7118/11 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicme 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 5:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 13-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 13 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 153 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 13 153 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Newswatcb I Mastering Mediation: Wby Mediation Works and Why It Doesn't, June 21 Webinar 
Newswatcb i Intellectual Property 101 June 21 Webmar 
Sopbla I ATTN:Final Notice Please ReVIew - 2011 SpecIal Update 
Inslde-ERP I Upgrade or Purchase ERP with Coniidence 
Newswatch I How to Verify tbe Background of Your Expert Witness and Your Opponents', June 21, a Lorman lrve audIO conference 
Newswatch I Renewable Energy Power Purchase Agreements June 27-28 ChIcago, IL 
Newswatch I YVhat tbe NLRB Thinks About Your Company's SocIal Media Policy - And Wby You Sbould Care, July 14 Webinar 
Newswatch i 1'v1aintaming a Umon-Free EnvIronment in Your \Vorkplace June 29 \Vebmar 
Work at home i Start earnmg 15 minutes from now 
l-IR Compliance Training <HRCompliance Traimng@busenetwork.net>1 OSHA and Workplace Safety for I-IR ProfessIonals 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-dgoss@.email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 8:23 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Attention: All Runners 

Attention Runners: Do you wear shoes and strike initially on your heels? 
Do you run barefoot or wear minimalist shoes? Do you run using the POSE 
or Chi runnmg methods? If any of these statements descnbes you, I'd 
like to meet you. My name IS Don Goss and I am a physical therapist at 
The Umversity of North Carolina working wIth a team to conduct a study 
of runners entitled, PIA Comparison ofLmver Extremity Joint vVork and 
InitIal Loadmg Rates among Four DIfferent Rum1ing Styles. pi 

If you run at least 12 miles per week and are between the ages 18-50, we 
need your help. We are currently looking for approximately 80 healthy 
rUlli1ers to spend 1 hour at the Interdisciplinary Human rv10vement SCIence 
Laboratory at The University of North Carolina. ThIs study will give us 
valuable infOlmation concen1ing runnmg mechanics of different runnmg 
styles. If you run with a tradItional heel-toe stnke pattern, if you 
run barefoot, if you run with mmimalist footwear, or if you employ the 
POSE or Chi running styles, we hope to hear from you. 
Please contact Don Goss at dgoss@emaiLunc.edu or (910) 603-3147. 
Thank you for your assistance. Vie truly value yow· participation 
Sincerely, 
Don Goss 

To: Don Goss 
Allred Healtb SCIences 
CE 7135 

From: BiomedIcal JRB 

Approval Date: 512712011 
Expiration Date of Approval: 512512012 

RE Notice of IRE Approval by Expedited ReVIew (under 45 CFR 46.110) 
Submission Type: InitIal 
Expedited Category: 7. Surveys/mterviews/focus groups 
Study # 11-1025 

Study Title: A Companson of Lower Extremity Joint Work and Initial 
Loadmg Rates Among Four Different Running Styles 

This submission has been approved by tbe above IRB for the penod 
indicated. It has been determined tbat the risk involved in this 
researcb IS no more tban mmnnal 

Study DescnptlOn: 

Purpose: Tbe overall purpose of this study is to investigate tbe 
biomechanics of the lower extremity during the utilization of different 
nmning styles. Participants: approximately 80 runners from North 
Carolina. Procedures (methods): Potential subjects will be recruited 
from the North Carolina rurming commlmity via email contact to rurming 
clubs and to military lmits after verbal permission is obtained. Flyers 
will also be posted in fitness centers at lJNC and Fort Bragg. They will 
recruit 20 subjects for each offow· groups: barefoot/minimalist shoes, 
traditional running shoes, POSE nmning. Chi running. Subjects will wear 
reflective mark.ers and run on an instrumented treadmill for 5 minutes 
with or without shoes. Three-dimensional biomechanical analyses will be 
conducted on camera and force plate data. Statistical analyses will be 
conducted across conditions comparing initial vertical loading rates and 
angular knee and ankle work. 

This email is sponsored by: Allied Health Sciences 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<project.arch@.uncoedu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 8:49 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking Female Adolescent Participants (ages 12-16) for Research Study 

Parents and Mental Healthcare Providers' 

Researchers are currently seeking female particIpants (ages 12-16) for 
an important study of adolescent friendshIp and development called 
ProJect ARCH (Adolescents' Relationships, Copmg, and Health) 
Specifically, \ve are seeking adolescents who have ever been assessed or 
received treatment for depressed mood, anxiety, or other mental health 
concerns. 

Participants would complete questionnaires and discuss several 
adolescent-oriented topics with a close friend. vVe can schedule ViSIts 
to our near-campus locatIOn on Fmley Golf Course Road any day of the 
week, mcludmg weekends. Participants earn up to $290.00, parents earn 
$40.00, and best friends ean1 $40.00 for participating. We also offer 
driving reimbursement for long-distance participants. 

For more informatIOn, please contact our Scheduling Coordinator at 
919-636-9777 or by email at proJect.arch@unc.edu 

Tbls research study (IRB#07-0929) was approved by the UNC-CH Behavioral 
IRB on May 17, 2011 

Tbls email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<pea@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 9:10 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Hepatitis B Study 

Hepatitis B Study at UNC 

We are seeking volw1teers to join a research program studying Hepatitis 
B. 

Subjects must have a known history of Hepatitis B, without a known 
infectIOn of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). 

For more information, please contact the study coordinator, at (919) 
966-0764 or email: tpritch@med.unc.eduorpea@med.unc.edu 

Approved by UNC mIRE, Biomedical Board, 6/2112011, Study #10-1500. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Hepatology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-ahowell@med.unc.edu.> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 10:01 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Type 2 Diabetes Study at UNC 

The U1'JC Diabetes Care Center is now em-ollmg adult volunteers into the 
LEADER research study. 

LEADER<sup>TM</sup> (Liraglutide Effect and Action in Diabetes' 
Evaluation of Cardiovascular Outcome Results) aims to assess and confirm 
the cardiovascular safety of Liraglutide (V lctoza.) and potentially show 
the abIlity of Liraglutide to improve cardiovascular outcomes. 

This is a long term cardiovascular research study of Liraglutide, you 
may either receive the study drug or placebo (it looks like study drug 
but is not actIve chug). Your partIcipation will last until 2015 and 
consist of approximately 2-7 visits to the research site each year 

You may be elIgible for the research study If you are age 50 years or 
older, have type '2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and are not 
currently taking the diabetes drugs Victoza or Byetta. 

If you are eligible you will receive diabetes care through the research 
study doctor, diabetes testing supplies, and study medication at no cost 
io you. 

For more mfonnation about ihis inal please contaci 
Amber Howell 
Clinical Research ASSIstant 
UNC Dlabeles Care Center 
919-434-0931 ext 269 
abowell@med.unc.edu 

Tbis study received IRB approval from the UNC office of Human Research 
Ethics. IRB Full board on 12/03/2010 
IRE study # 10-1701 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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Wednesday, June 22,2011 5:49 AM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<motherbabylab@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 8:38 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Postpartum Blood Flow and Inllammation Study 

Help us learn about changes in mothers' cardiovascular function and 
inflammatory markers during the first few months after childbirth. 
Researchers at the UNC School of Medicine are looking for mothers of 
infants who are between 2-6 months postpaltum. We will $50.00 for 
one visIt (~ 90 minutes) to lJNC HospItal. Free parking is 

Who can participate? 
Vie are looking for mothers who feed their mfants exclusively with 
fommla (no breast-feeding) or exclusively with breast mIlk (no 
formula). Mothers must be between 2-6 months postpartum at the time of 
testmg. 

What will happen if you take part in the study? 
Participation involves one visit to lJNC Hospital that will last 
approximately 60-90 mmutes. Free parking IS available. The following 
measures will be done at this visit: 

Questiom1a1res: You will fill out questionnaires about your pregnancy, 
your baby's birth, method of infant feeding, and some facts about you 
(such as age, race, and education). These questionnaires will take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete. You have tbe ngbt to refrain from 
answenng any questIOns on the questIonnaires or in the mterview for 
any reason 

Blood sample: for markers of mflammation: A smgle blood draw will be 
done. Approximately 1.5 tablespoons of blood will be taken for of 
bormones (oxytocm, prolactin) and Immune measures including 
IL-6, Tl'W-alpha, 11>-8.11>10 

Blood Flow Measurement Tbe Brachial Artery Imaging procedure, also 
knmvn as Flow-Mediated Dilation, measures bow well your blood vessels 
can relax and expand to let blood Oow tbrough. It involves taking 
ultrasound Images of an artery in your forearm under the following 
conditions: 
1. while you rest 
2. after deOatlOn of a blood pressure cufl that has been mnated for 5 
mmutes 
3. while you rest agam 
4. after you receive a nitroglycerin spray (0.4 mg) under your tongue. 

Nitroglycenn IS a fast actIng substance (witbin minutes) tbat increases 
blood Oow. Because the halJ:hfe of thIs drug is 1-4 minutes. It WIll 
be entIrely gone from your system within 30 mmutes or less 

Are there any reasons you should not be in this study? 
You should not be in this study 
*have a history of any disease, including coronmy artery 
disease, mteriosclerosis, heart attack, or stroke 
*have high blood pressure 
*take blood pressure lowering medication 
*frequently use anti-int1ammatory agents lik.e aspirin, Motrin, Alleve, 
Tylenol (> 10 times/month). 
*do not have a biological child between 2-6 months old. 

Will you receive anything for being in this study? 

You will receive up to $50.00 for completing the study in full 
compliance, prorated as follows: 
$5.00 for filling out questionnaires 
$40.00 for Brachial ArtelY Imaging 
$5.00 for blood sample 

How do you sign up? 

If interested, please contact our study coordinator, Caitlin Gregg: 
(919-966-2549)or Email: motherbabylab@tmc.edu and refer to the 
Postpartum Blood Flow and Inflammation Study. 

Study title: Prenatal Cocaine and Neurobehavioral Factors Underlying 
Mother-Infant Interaction 

Approval #, BiomedIcal IRE, Study # 08-1092 

Approved -IRE TJNC-CH 
June 20, 2011 

This email IS sponsored by: TJNC School of Medicine 

"INFORlv1.i\TlONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 



ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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From: <Administrator> 

Sent: Thursday, June 30, 2011 6:49 AM 

To: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Thurlow, Katharine L" <katharine _ thurlow@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 8, 2011 8:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edn> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Subjects Needed for Probiotic Study 

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for Probiotic Study 

Do you suffer from the follmving abdominal symptoms? 
Bloatmg 
Distension 
Fullness 
Gas 
Discomfort/Pain 

If yes, then you may be eligIble to participate in a research study 
investigating the effect of a probiotic added to your diet on these 
symptoms 
Probiotics are a dietary supplement containing active, beneficial 
bacteria found in food like yogurt and cheese 

The First Study IRE #10-0467 (approved 5/2/2011) involves: 
This is a 6 week research study that mvolves 1 screening visit and 2 

c1mic visits to UNC Hospitals. 
SubJects should expect to record their symptoms on a paper diary, take 

a probiotic dietary supplement once daily, and avoid taking 
otber probiotics and antibIOtics. 

SubJects wlll be compensated $300 for complete particlpatlOn in th,S 
study. 

Additionally subJects participating m this study will be required to 
enroll in a Second Study IRB #1 O-(l7l8 (approved 411312(11) at the same 
tIme: 

This IS a 6 week research study that requires NO extra VIsits wben 
combmed wlth tbe flfst study 

Subjects will collect urine and stool samples at two time points of the 
study 

SubJects wlll be compensated $200 for complete particlpatlOn in th,S 
study. 

]fyou are interested in partIcipatmg or want to learn more about tbiS 
study and other studIes please call the study coordmator, Katharine 
Thurlow at 919-843-1 003 or katharine thurlow@med.unc.edu. 

Tbank you for your mterest in our study 

This email IS sponsored by: DIvIsion of Gatroenterology and Hepatology 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

"IVF study@unc.edu" <IVF study@unc.ed~~ 

Monday, July 1 L 2011 8:43 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnaut aud considering IVF? 

Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considenng 
IVF (m vitro ferlllizatian)? 

UNC Fertility Clmic is working on a research study for infertIle 
couples who are considering IVF to help them conceIve. Qualifymg 
couples \vill receive an IVF cycle at a dIscounted rate. 

Study Details' 
You and your partner \vill have a consultation appointment with a 

physician in our U'NC Fertility Clmic to determine if you are a good 
candidate for IVF and for this study. Note that this visIt IS considered 
part of routine medical care. 

Female partner must be <41 years old to particIpate in this study 
If you (your partner) are a good candidate for the study, you will 

undergo an IVF cycle with ovarian stimulatIOn and egg retrieval, with 
the same methods that we routinely use for IVF. 

For the study, we will divIde the eggs into two groups - half wIll be 
fertilrzed nnmediately, and the other half will be hazen and 
immediately thawed, and then fertIlized. We will perfann an embryo 
transfer using embryos derived from the freeze/thaw cycle. 
* Note that couples planmng IVF with an egg donor may quahfy for the 
study as welL Female partner must be <48 years old in IVF cycles with 
an egg donor. 

BenefIts of participatIon 
* Enrolled couples will receIve an IVF cycle at a dIscounted cost. 

To learn if you (your partner) would qualify for this study. call us for 
a consultation appointment at (919-966-1150) or send an emarlto 
(JVFstudy@unc.edu) wIth your name, phone number and tImes that you can 
be reached. \Ve will not share your email address wIth anyone outside of 
the study. 

The principal investigator for tbiS study, "Clmical evaluatIOn of egg 
cryopreservatIOn", is Jenmfer J'v1ersereau, J'v1D, Department of Obstetrics 
and C3ynecology, University of North Carolina. This study has received 
approval from the UNC BlOmedlcal Instrtutional Review Board on 
1 2il6/201 0, study # 10-1911. 

ThIs email is sponsored 
UniversIty of North 

Department ofObstetncs and Gynecology, 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Dear Tia, 

NFL Football Jobs Job Board <notifiers@teamworkonline.com> 

Tuesday. July 12,2011 7:18 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

New jobs available - NFL Football Jobs 

We thought these new Jobs that have Just been posted might be right for you. Click on any of the URLs below to read more about them. 

**To customize your notifiers, go to "JVfY ACCOUNT" on TeamWorkOnline (http://Wy\·\v.teamworkonline.com). Once logged in, select "edit info" under your candidate record and press the 
Notifiers Tab. Select the types of notifers, level of Jobs and distance from your home you are wIllmg to work. Vlhile there, don't overlook signing up for the professional "Teannnates" 
network on the Personal Tab and search for your teammates! 

If you think it helpful, please forward this to a friend. 

Refrigeration Tech - Carolma Panthers (Charlotte, NC) 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/rcfin?i~37017 

Plumber - Carolma Panthers (Charlotte, NC) 
http://footballjobs.teamworkonline.comiteam\vorkir. CfID?i =3 70 18 

Ticket Sales Associates - Cleveland Browns (Cleveland, OH) 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonlme.com/teamworkir.cfm?i=37022 

SponsorshIp Sales and ActivatlOn Intern (Fall Semester) - USA Football (Cranbury, NJ) 
bttp:/ifootbal1jobs.teamworkonline.comlieamworkir.cfm?i=36842 

ClIent Services Representative - NFL Team (West Coast, USA) 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonlme.com/teamworkir.cfm?i=37037 

Seasonal Ticket Sales - ArIzona Cardinals Football Club (Glendale, AZ) 
bttpjjfootballJobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i~36964 

Part Time Retail Sales ASSocIate - Dallas Cowboys Football Club - Merchandising (Dallas. TX) 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonlme.com/teamworkir.cfm?i=36972 

Head Casbler - Centerplate (Miami Gardens, FL) 
bttpjjfootballJobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.cfm?i~36973 

Customer Relations Internsblp - Kansas CIty Cbiefs (Kansas City, MO) 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonlme.com/teamworkir.cfm?i=36986 

Banquet Captain - Cenlerplate (Miami C3ardens, n.) 
bttp://footbal1jobs.teamworkonline.comlieamwork/r.cfm?i=36992 

Season Ticket Sales Representative - NFL West Coast Team (Alameda, CAl 
http://footballJobs.teamworkonlme.com/teamworkir.cfm?i=36998 

Training Camp Assistants - Detroit Lions (Allen Park. l\1I) 
http://footballlobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.clm?i~36910 

Dynamics A.,,{ Application Developer - Dallas Cowboys Football Club - Merchandising (Dallas. TXl 
http://footballjobs.teamworkonline.com/teamworklr.cfm?i=36918 

Premium Selvices Game Day Staff - NFL West Coast Team (Alameda, CAl 
http://footballlobs.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.clm?i~36850 

Sales ConsultantlBy-invitation Job Fair (September 24-25, 2011) - Legends Premimn Sales/4gers new stadimn (Santa Clara, CAl 
http://footballjobs.teamworkonline. com/teamwor klr. cfm?i =36851 

If you want to receive these messages from us quicker. set up an RSS Feed. Go to http://footbalhobs.teamworkonline.com and press "Get the latest delivered by RSS Feed" Or, to set up 
yow· job search by location, go to http://www.teamworkonline.com and access the ., Search Jobs" box. 

Thank you for being interested in receiving job announcements from us. 

NFL Football Jobs 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment 
position VIa Team\Vork Online. You can change your job notification 
preferences at any time by selecting "Manage Notifications" at 
http://www.team\vorkonline.cOln!teamworklmvcareer 

If you would Irke to completely delete your record from all 
TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http://www.team\vorkonline.cOln!teamworklmvcareer 

Thank you 
TeamWork Onlme, 22550 McCauley Road. Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 

[@1847191@]Sent7112/2011 71807PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Howell, Amber M" <amber JlOwell@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 14, 2011 8:22 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Type 2 Diabetes Study 

Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 

The U'NC Dia betes Care Center is currently seeking volunteers to 
partIcipate in a research study of an investigational ne\v insulm agent 
in combination wIth liraglutlde (Victoza) to see If it can provide more 
consistent blood sugar control in people with type 2 dIabetes. 

The length of the study is approximately 6 months and visits will take 
place at the UNC Diabetes Care Center. 
Study related benefits at no cost to you include, study medication, 
related lab testing, ECGs, physical exams, glucose monitoring and 
compensatIOn for your time and travel. 

You may qualIfY if you: 

-Are 18 or older 
- Have a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes for at least 6 months 
- Are currently taking metformin (glucophage) and/or Aetas 
- Have an HbA lc level between 70 and 10.0 % 

For more information please call: 

AmberI-lowell 
ClImcal Research Assistant 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
919-484-0931 ext 269 
ahowell@;med.une.edu 

This emai11s sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 
This study received approval from tbe UNC Omce ofl-Iwnan Researcb 
EtblCS, lRB full board 5/412011 
IRB study II 11-0739 

Tbis emai1Is sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, slgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Tamera Splcer <azamora@caldwell.k12.tx.us> i [ added your prolile to my contact Irst 
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lnside-ERP <editonal@mside-erp.com> 110 Tips for Choosmg tbe Right ERP System 
NatlOnal Association of Academlc Advisors for Athlellcs (N4A) <mfo@nfoura.org>1 Reglster Today for the Next N4A Webmar 
Newswatch i Avoiding Retaliation ClanTIs July 20 Webmar 
l-IR Darly Ready for tbe Retirement Boom·) 
1'v1inuie I wIll pay you just for chckmg your mouse 

1 Onboarding Semor Leaders: A DilTerent Roadmap for Company Leadership, July 26 Webinar 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"ibdtrialsCillmed.unc.edu" <ibdtrials@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you or someone you know have IBD 

Do you or someone you know have lBD, also known as Crohn's Disease or 
Ulcerative Colitis? 

The I\1ultl-Center African American lBD Study is researching the reasons 
AFRICAN AlvlERICANS are gettmg lED 
Genes have been found in \Vhites, but they have not been studied in 
Blacks 
To PaIticipate, you must be an African American with a doctor-diagnosed 
lED 
To Join, you will need to: 
1. Give a blood sample. about 3 tablespoons (1 time only) 
2. Ans\ver questions about your health and background 

Please contact the Study Coordinator at 919-843-8105 OR email us at 
ibdtrials@med.unc.eduformoreinformatIOn 

This study, "Multi-Center African American lED Study" [l'vLi\AIS]) has 
received approval from the TJNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 
2/21/2011. Study # 04-1107 
This email is sponsored by: Department of MedIcine, DivIsion of 
Gastroenterology 

This email IS sponsored by: :Lvledicme 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"ibdtrialsCillmed.unc.edu" <ibdtrials@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 27, 20119:01 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you or someone you know have Crohn's disease? 

CCFA IBD Families Fecal Mcrobiome Demonstration Study is researchmg 
potentIal interactions of genetIc factors and intestmal bacteria, which 
might influence the risk for the development of Crohn's disease 

To Participate, you must" 
* Be diagnosed with Crohn's disease and be in remissIOn 

Have both parents and a slblmg willmg to participate 

To Join, you wIll need to: 
* Collect small amounts of stool 

Collect blood sample (one time) 
Answer questIOns about your health and diet 

You will be paid for participatlOn in thIs study. 

Please contact the Study Coordinator at 919-843-8105 OR email us at 
ibdtrials@med.unc.eduformoreinformatIOn 

This study, "CCFA lED Families Fecal Microbiome Demonstration Study·' has 
receIved approval from the BIOmedIcal InstItutional ReVIew Board on 
4114/2011, Study # 11-0729 
This email is sponsored by: Department of MedIcine, DivIsion of 
Gastroenterology 

This email IS sponsored by: :Lvledicme 

"1NFORMAT10NAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

IRB# 09-0939 

"Gillen, Cody" «-ejgillen@.emai1.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 8,2011 8:18 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study on Alcohol Consumption and Addiction 

Are you dnnking too much? 

Have you tned to cut down your alcohol use but can't? 
Have you increased the amount of alcohol you drink? 
Is your alcohol use creating problems in your life? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is seeking volunteers 
for a research study using an FDA approved medication for the treatment 
of heavy alcohol drinking. The research study wIll involve a ffee 
evaluation interview and, if you qualify, free counseling sessions. If 
you're between the ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with 
alcohol, you may be able to participate in thIS new clinical research 
study 

You are assured of strict confidentiality. 

If interested, please call Cody at 919-966-0011 or email al 
cJgillen@emarl.unc.edu 

Tbls study was approved on 07/24/09 by the Omce of Human Research 
Ethics. IRE II 09-0939. 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn inlo MyUNC al bltp!!my.unc.edu and selecl 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Newswaicb <educaiion@~avantresources.com> I Facebook BackfIres: Policies in the Crosshairs, Aug. ] 8 Webinar 
Newswatch <teleconferences@;lawnewswatch.com> I Pnvacy Breach LItigatIOn and Enforcement: Trends and the Impact of Cloud Computmg and Social JvJeciia, August 24, a Lorman live 

audIO conference 
Newswatcb <teleconferences@~hrnewswatcb.com> I Employment Law Compliance: Disciplining or Tennmatmg a Workers' Comp Claimant, August ~O, a Lonnan live audio conference 
HR Daily Report Newsletter <weekly@hrdailyreport.com>1 Ready for !be Retirement Boom? 
Excel \Vebmar <Excel __ \Vebmar __ Trainmg@}busenetwork.net>1 JvJ1CroSOft Excel JvJade Easy 

I YVhat tbe NLRB Thinks About Your Company's Socwl Media Policy, September 27 Webinar 
I We are happy to provide you with all the best Irom tbe world of male remed!es l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"ibsresearch@med.unc.edu" <ibsresearch@med.unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Research Study on the Causes of IBS 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and lVfotihty Disorders is conducting a 
health research study to identify the causes ofIBS symptoms. 

Participants must be between the ages of 18-70 and have a doctor's 
diagnosis of IBS. A limited number of healthy people wIth no 
gastrointestinal symptoms will be enrolled in a companson group. 
Qualified subjects will receIve compensation for participation 

For more infonnatlOll on how to sign up please visit: 
\vw\v. uncmedresearch. comhbsstudy 

You can also call Lenore heck, RNtoll free at 866-227-0067 if you have 
any questIOns 

Study 01-1397 /C1RC-1846 
Approved by the Biomedical IRE 7111111-7/09/12 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicme 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"mindfulness@med.unc.edu" <mindfulness@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 8:40 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Upcoming Mindfulness Courses for Stress & Pain Managment-REGISTER NOW! 

Are you looking for a new 
diffIcult interactions wIth 

to deal with stress, anXIety, pain, and 

Do you want to learn hmv to slow dmvn and enjoy yow· life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference! 

The lJNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow do\vn and set prionties while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy life. These practices will enhance your 

natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind's 
and insIght. 

This program follows Jon Kabat-Zmn's model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicme 
&. RehabihtatlOn). 

For detailed informatIOn about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on IntegratIve 11edlcine website at 
bitp://www.med.unc.edulpbyrehablpnnlmindfulness-programlbasIc-foundaiion-course-mindfulness-based-stress-reductIOn 

UPCOMING FALL 2011 FOUNDAT10NMIl'J1)Fl.JLNESS COURSES 

1) Tuesday MORl'J1NGS, 9:30am-12:00pm, beginning September 20 (required 
orrentation) through November 15, 2011, taught by Susan Head at the UNC 
Wellness Center at JvJeadowmont 

2) Tuesday EVEl'J1NGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, begmmng September 20 (required 
orrentation) througb November 15, 2011. taugbt by Susan Head at tbe 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

3) Friday MORNINGS, 10OOam-12:30pm, begmnmg October 6 (required 
orrentation on a TI·IURSDA Y) through December 9, 2011, taugbt by Paula 
Huffman at Cbapel Hill Doctors Integrative Healtb Center in Chapel Hill. 

4) 'Ihursday EVENINGS. 600pm-8:30pm, begmmng October 6 (required 
orrentation) through December 8, 2011, taugbt Paula HuBlnan at the 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School Work) 

For mfonnation about upcoming course schedules, tUItIOn, and tuition 
reductions for research partIcipation, VISIt our website at 
http://www.med.unc.edulphyrehablpimlmindfulness-program. To register for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration fonn 
at the link above as well. 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 9 j 9-966-8586 or by email at 
mindfulness(§med.Wlc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:01 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Seeking women with depression who are 0-12 months postpartum 

Are you, or IS someone you knmv, suffering from postpartwn depressIOn? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy \vomen, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant 
medication. 

This study is designed to assess the efficacy of repetitive trans cranial 
magnetIc stimulatIOn (rThIS), an FDA approved treatment for major 
depression in adults, for the treatment of postpartum depression. 

All office visits, medIcal evaluations, and rTlVfS treatments related to 
this study will be provIded at no cost to patIents. 

For more information, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 7/08/11 by the Committee on the ProtectlOn of the Rights of 
Hwnan Subjects Biomedical InstitutlOnal Review Board. IRB# 11-0894 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformailOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"karen _ mori@dentistry.unc.edu" <karen _ mori@den1istry.unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:21 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Do you have jaw pain? 

The lJNC Center for Neurosensory Disorders is conducting a research study 
investigatmg the biological, psychological, and genetic factors that 
may cause TemporomandIbular Muscle and Joint DIsorder (ThUD). Vie are 
looking for volunteers with chronic pain in the face and ja\v. \Ve are 
seekmg people with TMJD/TMDI TMJ to participate m a study lastmg 
several years. 

ParticIpation will mclude 1 clime appointment lasting 3 hours. During 
that time participants fill out various questionnaires and receive a 
clinical exam and sensory testing. IndivIduals \vho meet the study 
criteria will be complete brief health updates for the next 4-5 years. 

You must be between the ages of 18 and 44, and not have diabetes, 
epilepsy, hyperthyrOIdism, drug or alcohol abuse, chronic respiratory 
diseases, high blood pressure, heart disease, kidney failure and have 
not reqmred hospitalIzatIOn for a psychIatric disorder within the last 
6 months. 

You should not participate if you are pregnant, nursing a baby, 
currently involved m ortbodontIc treatment, cbemotherapy or radiation 
therapy. 

People who complete all data collection aspects will be pmd $270 (tbis 
mcludes $90 for the clmic appointment mentioned above) 

For more mformation about the study, ViSIt tbe websIte at 
bUp:/ Iwww.oppera.org 

Please contact us If you are mterested in learning more about our study 
(BiomedIcal IRE number 05-DEl\J1-777). 
]f mterested or for further informatIOn please contact: 
(919) 966-1060 

Approved by the BlOmedicallRE 09/02/2009 

This ema1iIs sponsored by: The Center for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research Center 

This ema1iIs sponsored by: Center for Neurosensory Disorders 

Tbis email is sponsored by: The Center for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research Center 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Newswaich <teleconferences@;lawnewswatcb.com> I Privacy Breach Litigation and Enforcement: Trends and the Impact of Cloud Computing and Social MedIa, August 24, a Lorman lrve 
audio conference 

Corporate Training SolutIOns Affordable Trainmg to 1'v1eet Company Goals and DelIver Results 
J'v1asonSimmons from tbe NatIonal Pro Networking Association? 
HR Daily Report Newsletter Ready to Begin Compliance Traimng? 
Instant Booster Instantly boost your website's traffic 
Newswatch <teleconferences@hrnewswatch.com> I Employment Law ComplIance: Disciplimng or Tenninating a Workers' Comp ClaImant, August 30, a Lonnan lIve audio conference 
OlsonJordan <OlsonJordan@tbepuravldalife.net> I Represent Your Country in a Global Networking Community 
Newswatch <editor@;lavvnewswatch.com> I LawNewswatch 
audio(q;execcert.net i New 1-9 & E-Venfy Changes: Solutions to Be ComplIant & Audit Ready, 9/21 \Vebinar 
Cathryn Rudolpb <asr@cfc.at> i Origmal programs archive 

VIruses 
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Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Taylor, Elisha Starr" <taylores@emaiLunc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, August 24,2011 8:26 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Fall Children's Programs at NC Botanical Garden 

Interested in children's nature activitIes this fall? Please ViSIt our 
\vebsite for more mfonnation: http: Incbg.unc.edu/pages/24/ 

Sweet Peas (ages 2.5-4 with a parent) 
Share a morning of dIscovery \vith your growing "sweet pea" and nurture 
their natural curiosity for the world around them. Each class will focus 
on a different nature theme, and may include stories, songs, mmi-hIkes, 
crafts, and puppets 

Bluets: Preschoolers Exploring Nature (4-5's) 
Learnmg comes naturally for 4 and 5 year-olds during thIS fun-filled 
series that exploratIOn and fosters a sense of\vonder for the 
natural world. This preschoolers \vill discover \vho - msects, 
birds, and mammals. oh my I - calls the Garden home through hands-on 
activities, nature walks, puppet shows, stones, crafts, and group play. 
Snack provided. 

Blazing-Stars: After-School Nature Club (6-7's) 
Theme: "Discovering Plants" 
CbIldren will make explorations into the amazing world of plants, 
from descnbing what a is to learning Its and needs, through 
hands-on activitIes, hikes, and games. We'll how plants make 
theIr own food and the many incredible ways they are used by animals and 
people. ThIS program offers an exciting complement to your chIld's 
educatIOn and an 
opportunity to enJoy the outdoors. 

Elisba Tay lor 
Coordinator for ChIldren's and Family EducatIon 
North Carolina Botamcal Garden 
Tbe Umversity ofNortb Carolina - Cbapel Hill 
Mailing Address CB 3375 1 Chapel I-IiI I, NC 27599 
GPS 100 Old Mason Fann Rd 1 Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.962.05221 Fax 919.962.3531 
ncbg.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolma Botanical Garden 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"amy.preble@facilities.unc.edu" <amy.preble@facilities.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24,2011 8:47 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: The Office ofWa<;te Reduction and Recycling would like your feedback! 

The Office of Waste Reduction and Recycling (OWRR) is cmrently 
elicIting customer insight on the programs and services we provide to 
the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill campus commumty. The 
feedback we are requestmg will help OWRR facilitate om strategIc 
planning and goal setting process over the next month with key 
departments, university stakeholders, and our customers to specify 
strategic objectives to better define ow· services 

We would like you to share your views on the services that we provIde to 
your department. Yom feedback will help establish a goal and strategy 
framework that OVIRR will strive to meet as we evaluate the campus's 
\vaste reduction and recycling needs over the next five to ten years 
This feedback is essential as we \vork to provIde a stronger set of 
servIces for our University. 

To take the O\NRR smvey, please click here -
http://selectsurvey .csitunc. edu/TakeSurvey. aspx?SurveyID=92KL 802. I}.,T e 
are expecting the survey to take approximately 10 minutes to complete. 
We would like to have all smveys completed by August 31, 2011. All 
survey mformalion wIll be collected and held confIdentially. You wIll 
be given an opportunity to mclude your name, phone number and email 
address at the end of the survey If you would like more informatIon or 
bave addItional questIons about O\VRR programs or services 

All smveys that are completed by Augusl29, 2011 will be automatrcally 
entered inlo a drawing to receIve a gift cerliiicale to [B]Ski's-The 
Tortilla Wrap Gnll on Franklm Street. 

Any questions about this survey can be addressed to HJ Tipton 
(blipton@fac.unc.edu) or Amy Preble (amy.preble@f.1cihties.unc.edu). 
Tbank you in advance for your feedback, we greatly appreciate your 
aSSIstance. 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Office of\Vaste Reduction and Recyclmg 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn inlo MyUNC al bltp!!my.unc.edu and selecl 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Bholah, Prerna" <prernab@emai1.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24,20119:08 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Paid Brain Imaging Research Study 

Attention and the Brain 
Vie are currently recruiting healthy volunteer participants for magnetic 
resonance imaging (flv1RI) and brain wave (EEG) studies of the neural 
mechamsms of attention and perfonnance. ParticIpants should be 18-30 
years of age, with 20/20 
corrected-to-'20/20) and should have no known history of 
new·ological injw1' or disease. 

Participants will be paid $10 hour in studies ranging from 14 
hours (depending on the For further mformation, please contact 
the Hopfinger Lab (919-843-4930 or premab@email.w1c.edu) in the 
Department of Psychology at the Univel"Slty of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. This study has been approved on March 2, 20 II by the UNC 
BehavlOral Institutional Review Board (IRE) (study 9-0535) 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emall preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

"Calingo, Ashley Marie" «-ashley _calingo@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 24,2011 9:28 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subjed: INFORMATIONAL: Trying to get pregnant? We need your help! 

Are you or IS someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

Time to Conceive is a research study at the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill that hopes to find a \vay to accurately measw·e a woman's 
fertility. \Vornen between 30 and 44 years of age \vho are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trymg are eligIble to partIcipate in the 
study. \Vornen are not eligIble to partIcipate if they or theIr partner 
have a history of infertility or fertility treatment. 

Research study participants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
visit in Chapel Hill or Raleigh. All other study activities are 
completed online. 

Participants receive: 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertility tracker 
- l'vfonetary compensation for study activities 

Tbere are no medicmes or pIlls to take and no changes to one's daily 
hfesty Ie or existmg healtb care routme. 

If you or someone you know migbt be interested in learnmg more about 
this study, you can ViSIt our website at www.med.unc.edu/umetoconceive, 
call us at (9] 9) 843-8246, or send an email to fertility@~unc.edu with 
your name, phone number and times that you can be reacbed. All 
mformation wIll be kept stnctly confIdential 

\Ve need your belp! You can advance knowledge by sImply sbaring 
information about yourself while trying to get pregnant. Please share 
this message wltb friends or family 

The principal mvestigator for tbis 
Department of Obstetrics and 

1S Anne Z. Steiner, MD, IvJPJ-J, 
University of North Carolina 

Tbls study, Time to Conceive, and tbiS message have received approval 
from the UNC Biomedicallnstitutional ReV1ew Board on 311412008, study II 
08-0423 

This email is sponsored by: OB/G '{N 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into lY1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information Fi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Lee, Daniel" <Ieedanb@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, August 24,2011 10:09 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

lNFORMA TIONAL: Subjects needed fi.)[ African American Psychology Research Study 

From: Behavioral IRE 
Approval Date: 6114/2011 
ExpIration Date of Approval' 5/01/2012 
RE: Notice afIRE Approval by Expedited Review (under 45 CFR46.ll0) 
Submission Type: I\1odification 
Expedited Category: Minor Change to Previously Approved Research 
Study #: 11-0748 
Study Title: Stress, Personality, Copmg, and African American 
Well-Being 

Seeking African American ParticIpants (ages 18-'24) for a study examining 
the influence of personality and coping strategies in the relationship 
between stress and well-being (Eam $10). 

The study aims to examme how personality and copmg strategies 
influence the relationship bet\veen stress and well-bemg for African 
Americans. You must self-identifY as African American and be 18-24 years 
old to participate. 
During the experiment, you wIll fill out questionnaIres pertaining to 
stressful situations, copmg, personality and well-being. 
One visit to the laboratory' IS required. The ViSIt lasts about one hour 
You will receive $10. 

For more mfonnation, please contact: 
Daniel 13. Lee, B.A. (Pnncipal Investigator) 
Email: leedanb@unc.edu 

Tbls email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"moms@.unc.edu" <moms@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25. 2011 8:53 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: NEW MOTHERS NEEDED FOR UNC RESEARCH STUDY 

Help us learn about changes in mothers' brain function, hormones and 
blood pressure after childbIrth. 

Researchers at UNC are looking for healthy new mothers who are either 
EXCLUSlVEL Y breast-feeding or formula-feedmg to partIcipate m a 
research study. We will test mothers that are 3-4 months postpartum. 

Participation includes· 

-Short phone intervIew and questIOnnaIreS 
-One 3.5-hour lab visit for mother and baby to our lab at UNC School of 
Medicine 

During the lab: 
-Mother will have blood and heart activity measured and will 
have blood. urine and samples taken 
-Baby will have urine and saliva samples taken and will be instrumented 
\vith electrodes for HRV measurement during a 10 mmute interactIOn 
period with mom. 

We will 
free 

up to $75.00 for completlOn of the study. Transportation or 
is aVailable. 

If interested, please contact: 

Email: moms@unc.edu 
919)966-2549 (ask for Asbley) 

UNC Stress and Health Research Program 

Study title: Prenatal Cocame and NeurobehavlOral Factors Underlying 
Mother-Infant InteractlOn 

Approval #, BlomedicallRB, Study # 08-1092 

Approved - IRB UNC-CH 
March.2, 2011 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29,2011 8:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 year postpartum ... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum ... ? 

Postpartum Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 12-24 months 
postpartum, who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles, and fall into one of the 
following categories: 

1. Have experienced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have experienced depression m the past, but not aner childbirth 
;). Have never experienced depression 

All office visits, medical evaluations, and investIgational medications 
related to thIs study will be provIded at no cost to patients. ThIs 
study requires 4 visits to UNC. $150 compensation upon completion. 

For more information, please call Brenda at 843-8084. 

Approved 8/27/09 by the Committee on the ProtectlOn of the Rights of 
Hwnan Biomedical InstitutIOnal Review Board. IRB# 07-1353 
cmc# 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Smith, Chris" «-christopher _tsmi1h@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 29,2011 9:09 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Participants needed fiJr estrogen and decision-making study 

INFORlv1A TIONAL: Participants needed for estrogen and decision-making 
study 

Are you a female with regular menstrual cycles? 

Vie are currently looking for particIpants for a research study on 
decision-making and estrogen levels. Your participation \vould require 
you to come to our laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of North 
Carolina campus for 2 seSSIOns and complete some questionnaires and 
cognitIve tasks. Each session WIll take about 1-1.5 hours. For your 
participation, you will be compensated wIth $10lhoUf. Study requires 
particIpants to view questions on a computer screen and manually 
respond. 

You are eligible if 
1. You are between the ages of 18-40 years old 
2. You are female 
;). You have regular menstrual cycles 
4. You are NOT using honnonal bIrth control or taking honnone 
replacement 
5. You are NOT takmg lllrcit drugs 
6. You are NOT taking psycboactIve medications 
7. You are a natIve EnglIsh speaker 
8. You have graduated hIgh scbool or earned a GEl) 
9. You have no known psychiatnc or neurologIcal problems 

If mterested, Please contact us at 919-962-8340 or e-maIl 
cts20 14@emarLunc.edu 
(mention tbe subject line of the e-mail If you call) wIth tbe following 
mfonnailon 

Name 
E-mail address 
Phone num ber 
Best time to be contacted 

Tbis study titled 'I Estrogen and Immediate Reward Bias 'I bas been 
approved by tbe UNC Behavioral lnstltutional Review Board (lRB) (study 
#09-0242, approved 1119111) 

This emarlls sponsored by: Dept ofPsycbology 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday. August 30,2011 6:51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 14-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 14 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 101 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 14 101 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Newswatch <teleconferences@hrnewswatch.com> I Employment Law ComplIance Disciplimng or Tenninating a Workers' Camp ClaImant, August 30, a Lonnan lIve audio conference 
Newswatch <teleconferencescq}brnewswatcb.com> I DIrectors' and Officers' LiabilIty Insurance: Current Topics and Key Issues, August ~ 1, a Lonnan live audio conference 
Focus Research <researchCq;focusmails.com> i Effective Online Traimng: Best PractIces ToolkIt 
l-IR Traming Comphanee <J-lR __ 'Ihimng Comphance@busenetworknet>i Fl'vfLA Update 2011. Are You Comphant? 
audlO@;womantraming.net i Women's Leadership: Get Organized, Get Productive, (3et Promoted - Webinar 9/27/11 
Newswatcb i ER1SA F1duCIary Law for Non-Lawyers-- Just Publisbed 

I Targeting You. Obama's Labor Board Draws Down On Tbe Non-Union Employer, Sept. 8 Webinar 
I Wbat the NI>RB Tbinks About Your Company's Social MedIa Pohcy, September 27 Webinar 

Newswatch I LawNewswatch 
audio@~excelbusinesscenter.com I Last cbance: Excel PlvotTable Webinar: Crunch Data~ Impress Colleagues & ClIents - 9/9/11 
JonesSopble <JonesSopble@;unrealinnovailon.net> I Your Invitation to a Global Networkmg Community 
I-luang Kaibo <golf1 @~sellgolftees.com> golf accessories 2 
Paigemohamed <Paigemobamed@highstats.net> Grow your business Today 
l-IR DaIly Report Newsletter <weekly@hrdaIlyreport.com>1 Ready to Begin Comphanee Training? 

Viruses 

New. 0 0 

Files 

New. 0 0 

Content 

New. 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"deatman@unc.edu" <deatman@.unc.edu> 

Tuesday. August 30, 2011 12:39 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Launch of New Website - SAFE@UNC 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill's Sexual Assault and 
RelatlOnship Violence Training and Education Task Force (SARVTAE) is 
pleased to announce the launch of a new website, SAFE@lJNC, to provide 
support, informatIOn, and resources to survivors of interpersonal 
violence (sexual assault, stalking, abusive relationships) and their 
allies. SAFE@UNC also has mformation about how students and staff can 
become involved, including dates for fall 2011 Ri\ VENtrainings. 

http://safe. line. edu 

This project is funded by the Carolina Women's Center and supported by 
collaboration with the Rape Prevention Education Coordinator in 
Cow1selmg & Wellness, along wIth members of SARVTAE. SAR VTAE is an 
interdisciplinary, mterdepartmental, and collaborative task force 
consisting of members of the lJNC and Chapel HIll communities. 

This Message is Sponsored by the Office of the V Ice Chancellor for 
Student Affarrs. 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by: VIce Chancellor for Student Affairs 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"ipv@uncocdu" <ipv@.uncocdu> 

Tuesday. August 30.2011 8:24 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Become an Ally for Survivors ofInterpersonal Violence 

Counseling and Wellness is pleased to announce faculty and staffHA VEN 
traming opportunities for Spring 2011. Please sign up early; space is 
limited and seats fill up quicklyl 

HAVEN helps UNC students. staff. and faculty learn how to respond to 
sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and to become 
infonned allies. By attendmg HAYEN training, you help to create 
multiple safe spaces around the campus for Carolina students to obtain 
infonnation, engage in discussion, and receive referrals. You will leave 
the training with basic information about sexual and relationshIp 
violence, how to respond in a helpful way, what resources are available 
on campus, and \vhat you can do about interpersonal violence in the 
Carolma cOl111nunity. You will receive a sIgn for your door or laptop 
which idenllfies you as aHA VEN member. HAVEN is a collaboration 
between the Office of the Dean of Students, Counseling and Wellness 
Services, and the Carolina 'Nomen's Center. 

Training schedules and registration information are available at 
http://womenscenter.w1c.edulindex.php?p=haven. 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Counselmg and Well ness SelVices 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIon" 
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Sent: 
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Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, August 31, 20116:52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 11-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 
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From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Newswatch <teleconferencescq}lawnewswatch.com> I Ethical ConsIderatIOns m Utilizjng Social MedIa, September 8, a Lorman lIve audio conference 
VolP-News I Game Cbanging Unified Commumcations: Evaluate Solutions wltb Our Guide 
HR Daily HR group slams Obama reg refonn 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Your Invitation - Explore your benefits 
I Prolect Your Workplace irom FIvJI>A Fraud, Sept. 7 Webmar 

I Reglster witb otber professionals 
I I-low would you 11ke 2 Million Siles linking 10 your ad ? 

I Soclal Media Policy Sept 13 Web mar 
I Cloud Computing, September 28 Webinar 

I LawNewswatcb 
I New PA Act 32 Wltbholding Requirement." J..:eys for Payroll Compliance, 10111/2011 Webinar 



From: <Administrator> 

Sent: Monday_ September 5, 2011 6:51 AM 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 114 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 6 114 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Franklin Sprague <abcCq;immo-unterfranken.de> 
Oracle OpenWorld <reply@oracle-mailcom> 
Newswatch <news@;newswatchmedia.com> 
M.OJ AWARD <ellf01Ninnersiu"k '~O!dULCU'UV 
Newswatch <j()bs!ii!lla\\'newswatch 
Newswatcb <e,dlt()r«,)lawrle"'SI,'a\{,b. 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

I My dear - come to me. 
I Announcing tbe Discover Plus and Discover Pass - Engmeered for Savings 

I ERISA Fiduciary Law for Non-Lawyers-- Just Published 
I CONC3RATIJLATJON 

I LawNewsWatch Job Board 
I LawNewswatch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, September 6,2011 6:49 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 7-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 7 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantme clean-up messages were removed. You now have 110 messages in yow· quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 7 110 

Incommg 

From I Subject 
--------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------

Andre Askew <backimelvyn@~chpmail.nei> I AccessIble soft collection 
YSohTS4H <YSobTS4H@agnxe.info> I wpue:lil'3i'14i--iif! lWl.i?:~~!i1frfu, , • vydqy 
audioc2Yhrexeconline.com I Let sTalk Nwnbers: Financial Analysis for the HR Professional 9129 - Webinar 
Oracle Open\Vorld <reply@oracle-mail.com> i Armolmcing the Discover Plus and Discover Pass - Engineered for Savings 
audioc2Ywomantraining.net I Women's Leadership: Get Productive, Get Promoted - Live Online Event: 9/27/2011 
mary c. bwt <cburtt§cph.osu.edu> IRe: vVarning Attension!!! Re-Activate Yow· Email Qouta 
Newswatch <editor@lawnewswatch.com> i LawNewswatch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"ibsresearch@med.unc.edu" <ibsresearch@med.unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 8:28 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL INFORMATIONAL: HEALTHY SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDY 

The Center for Functional GI & Motility DIsorders is seeking Healthy 
Subjects as a comparison group for a research study investigating 
irritable bowel syndrome. 

Participation involves one visit lasting approxImately 4 hours 
Subjects will complete various health and psychological questionnaIres 
and a breath test to measure lactose malabsorption and small bowel 
bacterial overgrowth. In additlOn, a blood sample will be drawn to 
measure genes that may relate to pam sensitivIty 

Participants will be pard $75 for completing the study 

To be eligIble, you must be in general good health with no history of 
gastrointestinal or bowel problems 

For more mformation on hmv to sign up please visit the \vebsite below 
and choose 'healthy partIcipant screening.' 

www.ibsstudy.com 

Or call 919-966-8329 or toll free 866-227-0C67 

Study IRB 1101 -1397/ C'[RC-1846 
Approved by the BlOmedlcal IRB 7111111 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Department of11edlcine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"youngheartsCill.unc.edu" <youngheaJtsCillunc.edu.~ 

Tuesday, September 6,2011 8:52 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adolescents and Young Adults Living with Congenital Heart Disease 

Research Study' Adolescents and Young Adults Living with Congenital 
Heart Disease 

We're looking for adolescents and young adults (aged 19-29 years) to 
share their experience of living with congenital heart dIsease. If you 
agree to partIcipate, you will be asked to complete one interview and 3 
questionnaires. The interview and questIOnnaires will take about 2 hours 
of your time. During the interview you wIll be asked to talk about your 
personal experience of living \vith congenital heart disease. The 
interview will be tape recorded with your pennission. The study will be 
take place at the 
BlOBehavioral Lab. UNC School of Nursing. NC Children's Hospital 
Pediatric Cardiology Clinics. the UNC Heart Center at Meadowmont. and 
the Carolina Children's Cardiology Clinics in Cary. Raleigh. 
FayettevIlle, \Ahlmington and Greensboro, North Carolina. You may choose 
the sIte and time that is most convenient for you. Your particIpation 
in this study is completely voluntary. You don't have to answer any 
questions you don't want to and you may stop being in the study at any 
time. All the infonnation I receive from you, including your name will 
be totally pnvate and w1ll be kept under lock and key. You will 
receive a $25.00 American Express gift card to thank you for your tIme 
and to recognize your contnbution to the research. You will receIve tbe 
glft card at the end of the study v1sit. even i fyou decide to w1thdraw 
or leave the study before completmg the intervIew and/or 
questionnaires. To learn more and to volunteer for tbiS study, please 
visit this ematl address: younghearts@unc.edu or call 919-914-3938 

*** Choosmg or declining to particIpate in this study wIll not affect 
your class standing. grades. or employment at lINe-Chapel Hill You will 
not be offered nor receive any special consideration if you take part in 
this research; it is purely voluntary. Your answers to the survey will 
remain completely anonymous at all tunes. 

*** Th,S study has been approved by the UNe BehaviorallRB 
(IRE Study No. 1l-0687. April 26. 2011) 

Researcber: Dr. Patricia 1'v1oreland, Postdoctoral Fellow i Scbool of 
Nursing 

Supervisor: Dr. SbeIla Santacroce, Faculty Advisor I School of Nursing 

This email is sponsored by: School of Nursing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

Nicole Stewart <nstewart@grantsolutionsgroup.com> 

Monday. September 12, 2011 1:43 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Three- Day Grant Development Workshop at North Carolina State University 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Haney, Ariel" <haneya(ilJ.email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 9:07 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Writing for Publications 

Writing for PubhcatlOn 

The Workshop on Wnting for Publication is designed to help both new and 
experienced writers develop articles that excite and msplre readers. \Ve 
will begin the morning by discussing writing as a process--with all its 
pangs and pleasures; then we'll look at the organization of several 
different types of articles; and the morning will conclude with a 
descnptIOn of the real \vork of wnting --revIsion. In the afternoon we 
will discuss the fme points ofwritmg--grammar and style, and look at 
the process of getting into print Throughout the day, you will benefit 
from tips on choosing a topic, gettmg started, finding the time to 
continue, editing and polishing, and navigatmg the channels for 
pubhcation. 

Elizabeth M. Tornquist, MA - Editonal Consultants, Dmham, NC 

F or over 30 ElIzabeth Tornquist has taught sCIentific '\-vnting to 
nurses, and publIc health professionals. Prior to her 
retirement, she taught writmg in the Pubhc Health Leadership Program 
at the Scbool of Public Healtb at the Universlty of Norlh Carolina at 

Hlil, and served as an editonal consultant to faculty at the 
of Nursing. ElIzabeth Tornquist continues to work with the 

Research Support Center at the School to teach workshops on wntmg for 
publication and writing grant proposals. She also continues to provide 
editonal consultatIOn and assistance on technical and sCIentific 
wntmg to nurses, physIcians and health care professIOnals around the 
country, as well as such internatIOnal organizations as the World Health 
Orgamzation and the \Vorld Psychiatnc Association. 

For more infonnailon please ViSIt: 
bltp/lnursing.unc.edu/lifelong/programs/CCM3 030352 
or call 919-966-3638 

This email IS sponsored by: Center for LIfelong Leammg 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, slgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Koza, Mary Beth Christine" <MBKoz~'alehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 16. 2011 9:02 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Flu Vaccination Registration 

Dear Faculty. Staff. and Students: 

Students and employees can nmv register for a seasonal flu vaccination 
at https://itsapps.unc.edu/ClinicRegistration. You can also register by 
going to the Environment. Health and Safety website. http://ehs.unc.edu. 
or the Campus Health Services website. http://campushealth.unc.edu 
Employees without Internet access should ask their supervisor or 
admimstrative assistant for help in making an appointment, or consider 
visIting one of the 17 walk-in climes, also lIsted at 
http://ehs.unc.edu. 

Influenza (the f1u) is a contagious reSpIratory illness caused by 
influenza VIruses. It can cause mild to severe illness, and at times can 
lead to death. The best way to prevent the flu is by gettmg vaccinated. 
The 2011-2012 flu vaccine (http://www.cdc.goviflu/protectivaccine)\\1il 
protect agamst '2009 HINI and two other influenza viruses: an H3N2 virus 
and an influenza B virus. ThIS year, the clinics are offering the 
Flul'vlist (nasal form of vaccination in addition to the traditional 
shot form There no cost for the FluMlst for those on one of the 
covered plans listed below. For more information about FluMist, go to 
bUp: / /www.cdc.gov/flu/aboutiga/nasalspray.him 

years, the Umversity IS offenng on-campus nu clinics 
students, faculty and staJT as well as a famIly flu 

clmic on Oct. 22 for famIly members (children 4 years and older). 
retirees, volunteers and others who do not quali fy as employees or 
students. There IS no charge for the seasonal flu vaccine for students 
and wbo are insured tbrougb tbe State Healtb Plan (SHP), Blue 

Sbleld, Pearce and Pearce. Partners. Aetna. Humana Gold. 
SummaCare, Advantra Freedom, and MedIcare Part B. You must bring your 
bealth plan card One Card ID to the clmic. Employees and 
students not on the plans can also get a flu vaccmation by 
paying $25 for tbe shot or $35 for the nasal spray (FluJvJrst). Because of 
parking and staff InTIltations, on-campus climcs are limited to current 
students. faculty, and staff. 

]fyou are unable to attend an on-campus flu climc, infonnatIon on 
community flu clmics can be found by gomg to PI Fmd a Flu Clmic," on 
the website oftbe American Lung ASSOCiatIOn, 
http://www.lungusa.orgllung-diseasehnfluenza/flu-vaccme-fmder.This 
year, many local and area pharmacies are offering flu vaccmatIons in 
cooperation with the State Health Plan (SI-IP). tbus, there is no 
out-of-pocket expense for those insured by SHP or Blue Cross Blue 
Sbleld. Please check wltb your preferred pharmacy to see if it is part 
of this new program. 

All clinics are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. except the Family Flu Clinic on 
October 22. which is 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

September 27. Giles Horney - Magnolia Room. (By Appointment) 
September 28. Lenoir Hall- Pit Entrance. (Walk-in) 
September 28. FPG Student Union - West Lounge. (Walk-in) 
September 29. Michael Hooker Research Center - Lower Level Atrium. (By 
Appointment) 
October 4. Medical Biomolecular Research Building. (MBRE) - 2nd floor 
lobby. (By Appointment) 
October 5. Lenoir Hall- Pit Entrance. (\Valk-in) 
October 5. FPG Student Union - West Lounge. (\Valk-in) 
October 6, Granville Towers - Agora Dining room lounge, (\Valk-in) 
October 6. Health Science Library - Ground floor. (Walk-in) 
October II. l\1ichael Hooker Research Center - Lower Level Atrium. (By 
Appointment 
October II. William and Ida Friday Center For Continuing Education
Windflower Room. (By Appointment) 
October 12. Lenoir Hall- Pit Entrance. (\Valk-in) 
October 12. FPG Student Union - West LOlmge. (Walk-in) 
October 13. McColl- Loudermilk Foyer. (Walk-in) 
October 13. Student and Academic Services Building (SASB-North) - Upendo 
Room). (\Valk-in) 
October 18. Giles Homey - Magnolia Room. (By Appointment) 
October 19. Lenoir Hall- PIt Entrance. (Walk-m) 
October 19. FPG Student Union - West Low1ge. (Walk-in) 
October 20. Medical Biomolecular Research Building. (MBRE) - 2nd floor 
lobby. (By Appointment) 
October 20, Physician's Office Building - Basement Entrance near Jackson 
Circle Deck. (By Appointment) 
October 21. FPG Student Union - Room 2518. (Walk-in) Employee 
Appreciation Day Clinic 
October 22. FamIly Clinic - William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing 
Education - Dogwood Room (By Appointment) (9 a.m. - 3 p.m.) 
November 15, Nfichael Hooker Research Center - Lower Level AtriwTI, (By 



Appomtment) 
November 16, Lenoir Hall- ht Entrance, (Walk-m) 
November 16, FPG Student Union - West Lounge, (Walk-in) 
November 17, Glles Homey - Cypress, (Walk-in) 

of you are aware, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the 
Committee on Immunization Practices recently voted 

for universal to expand protection flu to 
more people. Please take advantage oftbe numerous opportunities on 
campus to protect yourself and your family during the upcoming t1u 
season. 

Sincerely_ 

Mary Beth Koza, Director, Environment, Health and Safety 
1v1ary Covington, lvID, Executive Director, Campus Health Selvices 

This email is sponsored by Environment, Health and Safety and Campus 
Health Selvices. 

This email is sponsored by: Environment, Health and Safety 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:42:11 AM 

Terrorist links? Interpol issues alert for Iraq's VP 

Ig~~""llnterpol called for the arrest of fugitive Iraqi Vice President Tariq ai-Hashemi at the request of Iraqi 

authorities on Tuesday on suspicion of planning attacks, a move likely to complicate attempts to defuse 
Iraq's political crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 10:07:42 AM 

'Great Pacific Garbage Patch': 100 times more plastic 

Ig~~""~he amount of plastic trash in the "Great Pacific Garbage Patch" has increased 100-fold during the past 

40 years, causing "profound" changes to the marine environment, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:01:30 AM 

Grocery bag made girls' soccer team sick 

Ig~~""loregon public health officials have traced a nasty outbreak of norovirus infections in a group of soccer 

players to an unlikely source: a reusable grocery bag contaminated with what some experts are calling 
"the perfect pathogens." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:08:42 AM 

A non-investors guide to Facebook's IPO 

Ig~~""~he media frenzy over Facebook's IPO has a lot of people wondering how the process works and how well 

it's going, even though most small investors won't be able to get in on the opening day action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201211:15:29 AM 

Jailed: 9 men in UK sex gang who 'shared' teens 

Nine men were jailed on Wednesday for grooming and sexually exploiting girls aged as young as 13 in the north of 

England. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:21:27 AM 

Employee perks good for employers, too 

Companies that provide employees with generous benefits are often financially healthier because of it, a new study 

shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:31:38 AM 

The most powerful CEOs in America 

Ig~~""lseveral CEOs and founders of well-known American companies have complete control over their 

companies. Through voting power, they control the boards and strategic decisions of these corporations. 
The best current example is Facebook, which will go public in a few weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:36:30 AM 

Should you discuss politics at work? 

Ig~~""lworkPlace experts say even a casual discussion about politics in the office can get dicey, so it's usually 

best to avoid the topic altogether. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:46:07 AM 

Jet disappears from radar near Indonesian mountain 

A Russian-made airliner carrying 46 people lost contact with air traffic controllers during a demonstration flight on 

Wednesday, Indonesian officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201212:13:02 PM 

Toyota to treble profit this year, trim costs 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Corp expects to treble its operating profit this year to more than $12.5 billion - still less 
than half what it earned before the global financial crisis - as Japan's top automaker recovers lost ground 

in markets from the United States to China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201212:13:50 PM 

Texas inmate piles up votes in West Virginia against Obama 

Just how unpopular is President Barack Obama in some parts of the country? Enough that a man in prison in Texas got 4 

out of 10 votes in West Virginia's Democratic presidential primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201212:17:19 PM 

Lugar: No regrets 

First Read: Defeated senator warns against "unrelenting partisan mindset" of Richard Mourdock, who defeated Lugar in 

Tuesday's primary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201212:17:36 PM 

Nigeria stock exchange's yacht, Rolexes vanish 

A yacht and dozens of Rolex watches bought by Nigeria's stock exchange for a total of more than $868,000 went missing 

during an outbreak of share-price fixing, fraudulent accounting and insider trading, according to a report obtained by 

Reuters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 12:31:55 PM 

Gay marriage foes: N.C. no longer 'vulnerable' 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina voters approved a constitutional amendment Tuesday night banning gay marriage and 

scrapping civil unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 12:49:27 PM 

One of Aguilera's 'Voice' feuds is far from over 

Ig~~""lchristina Aguilera won't be getting a Christmas card from "Voice" contestant Tony Lucca -- or his coach, 

Adam Levine. The second season of the talent show may be over, but the fighting isn't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20121:29:24 PM 

Voters deliver clear messages 

First Read: Tuesday's results were largely expected but the margins in Indiana, North Carolina and even West Virginia 

were surprising. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20121:41:04 PM 

Toyota turnaround: Quarterly earnings quadruple 

Ig~~""~oyota Motor Co. wrapped up one of the worst fiscal year's in the company's history with an 

unexpectedly strong final quarter in which it saw earnings more than quadruple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20121:59:36 PM 

'F' is for 'fail': Texas school misspells its own name 

A Texas elementary school is correcting a spelling mistake made when it changed its name nearly nine years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:07:36 PM 

Mom Hero: 'Super mom' responds with love to autism's challenges 

Ig~~""IHey mom, did you ever know that you're our hero? In honor of Mother's Day, TODAY Moms held a 

contest to celebrate unsung mom heroes. Our first winner: The mom of a severely autistic son, whose 
husband describes her as the hardest working mother he knows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:30:06 PM 

Concussion crisis growing in girls' soccer 

The number of girls suffering concussions in soccer accounts for the second largest amount of all concussions reported 

by young athletes, according to the American Journal of Sports Medicine. Kate Snow reports for Rock Center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:44:18 PM 

Endangered rural post offices get a reprieve 

The struggling u.s. Postal Service is trying to tamp down concern over its wide-scale cuts, saying it will seek to keep 

hundreds of rural post offices open with shorter hours. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:48:22 PM 

'Kill-or-be-killed' self-defense guru banned from UK 

An American self-defense expert -- who teaches people how to deal with "kill-or-be-killed" situations -- has been banned 

from entering Britain. Officials say Tim larkin's presence "was not conducive to the public good. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20122:56:10 PM 

Wyo. farm investigated for kicking, twirling pigs 

Ig~~""lofficials are investigating allegations of animal abuse at a Wyoming pig farm after undercover video 
showed workers kicking pigs and tossing and twirling piglets - incidents that even a co-owner of the 

farm said looked like major abuses that warranted firings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20123:11:21 PM 

Cops: Man who abducted Tenn. family appears in video 

Ig~~""~hree days after a Tennessee mom and her three daughters went missing, the man suspected of killing 

two of them and kidnapping the other two appeared in a Guntown, Miss., convenience store surveillance 
videotape, his hair clipped short, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20124:05:16 PM 

For sale: Home where 'Deep Throat' was filmed 

Ig~~""~here are homes where famous films were shot that still enjoy a kind of real estate celebrity status all 

their own. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20124:29:51 PM 

Dad straps 4 kids to car hood and drives away, cops say 

Last week, grandparents were accused of using their SUV to tow their granddaughter down the street in her toy car. This 

week, a dad in Fort Wayne, Indiana, has been arrested after allegedly strapping four young children to the hood of his 

car after a liquor store stop. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20125:34:51 PM 

Should troops attacked in US be eligible for Purple Hearts? 

Should the Pentagon be allowed to award Purple Hearts not only to service members in battle abroad but to those who 

are victims of terror attacks at home? Legislation announced on Wednesday would allow that, and it has strong backing 

from both parties. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20125:53:53 PM 

Chest pain doesn't always merit stress test 

People who come to the emergency department complaining of chest pain often get a test that isn't helping them very 

much, according to a new study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20126:09:40 PM 

Kids left in running car while mom tans, cops say 

A Pennsylvania woman is accused of leaving her two young children in a car parked with its engine running while she 

went to a tanning salon, NBC station WGAL reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20126:22:47 PM 

Murder charges filed against Tenn. fugitive, wife 

Ig~~""IFirst-degree murder charges were filed Wednesday against fugitive Adam Mayes and his wife in the 

killing of Tennessee mother Jo Ann Bain and her teenage daughter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20126:29:39 PM 

Obama aide: I feared Edwards lied about affair 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's deputy communications director testifies that when she was an aide to former 

Sen. John Edwards, she suspected he was lying about Rielle Hunter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20126:48:48 PM 

Chikungunya disease in NYC due to warming? 

Ig~~""~he name of the disease, chikungunya, means "that which bends" in an African language, and it describes 

the posture of its victims, bent over by severe joint pain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:01:14 PM 

Obama backs same-sex marriage 

President Obama endorsed the right of same-sex couples to marry on Wednesday, a landmark pronouncement made in 

light of mounting pressure from gay right advocates. Obama became the first u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:48:59 PM 

Man euthanizes pet pit bull after it kills his father 

In the past week, Gavin Wright has lost two members of his household: Clifford, his father; then Achilles, the pit bull he 

had raised since puppyhood. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:49:36 PM 

Famed hairstylist Vidal Sassoon dead at age 84 

Noted hairstylist Vidal Sassoon, known for creating the "bob," was found dead on Wednesday at age 84. Police were 

dispatched to Sassoon's Los Angeles home on Mulholland Drive at 10:30 a.m. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:50:55 PM 

Fugitive in Tenn. killing-kidnap case on FBI Most Wanted List 

r-~he FBI adds Adam Mayes to its Ten Most Wanted Fugitives List. He is charged in the killing of a 
ennessee mother and her teen daughter and kidnapping of her two younger children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20127:56:55 PM 

NC protesters: Bank of America is 'worst of worst' 

Ig~~""IHundreds of protesters converge on the Bank of America shareholder meeting in Charlotte, N.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20128:13:48 PM 

In debt or jobless, many Italians choose suicide 

Ig~~""lscores of Italians have chosen to take their own lives in response to the strain of the economic crisis and 

the consequent austerity measures. NBC's Claudio Lavanga reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20128:43:56 PM 

Space Needle chooses future man in space 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Gregory Schneider is getting ready for law-school graduation this 
weekend, for the birth of his third child later this year - and now he'll have to get ready for a spaceflight 

as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20128:51:46 PM 

Bill would crack down on nasty overdraft fees 

Rep. Carolyn Maloney doesn't want you to unwittingly fork over $35 for a cup of coffee. Maloney (D-N.Y.) introduced 

the "Overdraft Protection Act," a bill that aims to crack down on overdraft fees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:09:36 PM 

N.Y. lawmakers seek to criminalize viewing of child porn 

A day after the state's top court found that simply viewing child pornography wasn't a crime in New York, two legislators 

said Wednesday that they would soon introduce a measure to make it one. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:14:33 PM 

Romney calls marriage 'tender' issue, reaffirms stance 

Mitt Romney reiterated his opposition to same-sex marriage on Wednesday but declined to condemn President 

Obama's endorsement of gay marriage, noting the sensitivity of the issue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:37:42 PM 

The 'evolution' of Obama's stance on gay marriage 

Ig~~""lsince stepping on to the national stage in 2004 when he ran for the Senate in Illinois, Barack Obama has 
shifted his views on whether same-sex couples should have the legal right to marry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/20129:56:02 PM 

Trial ordered for 2 Calif. cops in homeless man's death 

Two Southern California police officers must stand trial in the death of homeless Kelly Thomas, whose beating by cops 

was captured in a graphic video, a judge ruled Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 10:29:35 PM 

Terror group may have made more underwear bombs 

Just days before the news broke about the CIA's takedown of a plot involving a sophisticated new underwear bomb, al

Qaida's affiliate in Yemen publicly boasted that it had vastly expanded and improved its capabilities for making such 

devices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:04:54 PM 

Obama's backing of gay marriage sparks reaction 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:09:35 PM 

Calif. bill would ban gay teen 'conversion' therapy 

Ig~~""IA California lawmaker says he's optimistic about the prospects of a bill that would make it illegal for 
therapists in the state to try to "convert" gay youths to heterosexuality. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201211:11:13 PM 

FDA panel favors Pfizer's new arthritis drug 

Federal health advisers said Wednesday that a first-of-a-kind drug from Pfizer appears to be safe and effective for 

patients with rheumatoid arthritis, though they recommended follow-up studies to gauge the pill's long-term side 

effects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/201211:12:33 PM 

Bill would make digital snooping by employers illegal 

Legislation that would give workers broad protection from prying eyes of employers was introduced in both houses of 

the u.s. Congress on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:28:31 PM 

'Diet guru' pulled from cruise over bogus tweets 

A neurosurgeon turned "diet guru" was removed from Carnival Magic on Sunday after a Twitter account bearing his 

name referenced a bio-terrorist attack. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:32:29 PM 

Friend: Robin Gibb has 50-50 chance to recover 

Ig~~""IBee Gees star Robin Gibb, who awoke from a coma last month, has a "50-50" chance of recovering from 

the colon cancer which may have spread to his liver, a friend of the singer told British newspaper The 
Telegraph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/9/2012 11:59:55 PM 

Kim Jong Un rebukes 'pathetic' roller coaster 

Ig~~""~hiS just in: North Korea is not a paradise in some ways - and this news comes from Pyongyang's official 

mouthpiece, the Korean Central News Agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:29:34 AM 

Florida teacher suspended for making students wear 'cone of shame' 

A Florida high school teacher was suspended for allegedly making her students wear a wide-brimmed, plastic dog collar 

as a form of discipline, the Tampa Bay Times reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:10:21 AM 

Justice Dept. plans to sue Ariz. sheriff Arpaio 

Ig~~""IFederal authorities said Wednesday that they plan to sue Arizona sheriff Joe Arpaio and his office over 

allegations of civil rights violations, including the racial profiling of Latinos. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20122:06:19 AM 

Heat too strong, eliminate Knicks in 5 games 

Ig~~""ILeBron James had 29 points, eight rebounds and seven assists, and the Miami Heat beat the New York 

Knicks 106-94 on Wednesday night to win the Eastern Conference first-round series in five games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 2:35:32 AM 

Flood of emotion after Obama backs gay marriage 

From around the Web, many spoke personally about why the president's support of gay marriage touched them. Others 

were frustrated and felt betrayed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 2:47:23 AM 

Lichtenstein's 'Sleeping Girl' sells for $44.8M 

Ig~~""~he sale set a record for the pop artist at Sotheby's $267 million auction of postwar and contemporary 

art. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20123:00:12 AM 

Debris spotted in search for Russian jet missing in Indonesia 

Ig~~""IA helicopter searching for a missing Russian-made airliner south of Indonesia has spotted debris, a senior 

rescue official said, Reuters reported early Thursday. An airport spokesman said the wreckage was found 
on the edge of a cliff in a mountainous area at 5,500 feet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 3:04:38 AM 

PBT: Knicks revert to Melo ball, get KO'd by Heat 

Ig~~""lpBT: It's no surprise the Heat beat the Knicks to advance to the second round, but what's left in Miami's 

wake are a lot of offseason questions to be answered in New York. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 3:20:23 AM 

Hollie can't make 'Idol' judges 'love' her 

Ig~~""lsadIY for the young singer, performing Bonnie Raitt's "I Can't Make You Love Me" proved to be prophetic 

as far as the judges were concerned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 3:47:24 AM 

Capitals stifle Rangers, force deciding Game 7 

Ig~~""IAlex Ovechkin and Jason Chimera each scored and goaltender Braden Holtby made 30 saves as the 
Washington Capitals beat the New York Rangers 2-1 to force a deciding Game 7 in their second-round 

series on Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 3:51:31 AM 

NYT analysis: Obama's gay marriage move risky, inevitable 

By endorsing same-sex marriage, President Obama wades into a controversial issue, but one on which views are 

changing rapidly, polls show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20124:55:23 AM 

Grizzlies beat Clippers to stay alive in playoffs 

Ig~~""IMarc Gasol scored 23 points and Zach Randolph added 19 as the Memphis Grizzlies avoided elimination 

by beating the Los Angeles Clippers 92-80 on Wednesday night, forcing a Game 6 in the Western 
Conference first-round series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 5:03:07 AM 

Ventre: Sorry, NY and Boston - LA is it now 

Ig~~""lventre: The tired, poor, huddled masses of Gucci-clad sashimi-eaters longing for sports satisfaction in and 

around EI Lay might finally be enjoying their renaissance. Los Angeles is the sports capital of the universe 
right now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 7:57:37 AM 

Indonesian rescuers find bodies near jet wreckage 

Ig~~""llndonesian rescuers said Thursday that they had discovered bodies near the wreckage of a Russian-made 

airliner that disappeared from radar south of the capital Jakarta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20128:10:06 AM 

Bodies found near wreckage of jet that 'fell' from sky 

Ig~~""llndonesian rescuers said Thursday that they had discovered bodies near the wreckage of a Russian-made 

airliner that disappeared from radar south of the capital Jakarta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:41:31 AM 

'US Navy lit up the sky': Interceptor tested off Hawaii 

The United States destroyed a target missile near Hawaii in the first successful test of a new Raytheon Co interceptor 

designed for an anti-missile shield in Europe, the company and a witness said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:55:07 AM 

State TV: Dozens killed as blasts rock Damascus 

Twin bomb blasts in the Syrian capital Damascus killed 40 people and wounded more than 170, Syrian state television 

said on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 9:32:54 AM 

18 beheaded bodies found near Mexico tourist site 

Ig~~""lpolice found the decapitated and dismembered bodies of 18 people near Mexico's second-largest city on 

Wednesday, in what appeared to be the latest atrocity by the country's most brutal drug cartel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:22:10 AM 

Olympic torch lit by sun's rays at birthplace of Games 

Ig~~""~he London 2012 Olympics torch was kindled by the sun's rays in ancient Olympia on Thursday, sparking 

a relay that will culminate with the lighting of the Olympic stadium's cauldron at the Games opening 
ceremony on July 27. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 11:23:18 AM 

'Frustrated' dad of kidnapped US soldier takes action 

Ig~~""~he father of Bowe Bergdahl, a u.s. soldier held prisoner by the Taliban since 2009, is so frustrated that 

more than a year of covert diplomacy has been unable to free his son that he is learning the Pashto 
language so he can contact militants directly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 11:29:20 AM 

To get a job, consider a business degree 

Ig~~""llf you are heading off to college in the fall and looking to get the most bang for your buck, you may want 

to major in business. IBISWorld, an industry analysis firm, took a look at fields that are expected to see 
the most growth in the next five years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:02:26 PM 

Want a job? You have 60 seconds to convince me 

Just as speed dating adds more stress to the search for a mate, speed interviewing is sure to make the job hunt more 

tense. Yes, speed interviewing. In at least one extreme example, workers are being given just one minute to sell their 

skills to a hiring manager. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:13:48 PM 

Sony posts record annual loss of $5.7B 

Sony Corp. racked up its fourth straight year of red ink as the once-glorious maker of the Walkman and PlayStation 

struggles toward a turnaround. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:19:06 PM 

GOP plan cuts social programs to protect Pentagon 

Moving to protect the Pentagon, Republicans controlling the House are pressing cuts to food stamps, health care and 

pensions for federal workers as an alternative to an automatic 10 percent cut to the military come January. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:20:05 PM 

Pic of the day: Howard Stern kisses Matt 

Ig~~""IHoward Stern, the new "America's Got Talent" judge and Matt's longtime friend, ended his interview this 

morning by snuggling up close to the TODAY anchor and planting a wet one on his head. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:21:18 PM 

Super PACS: Follow the money - if you can 

Ever since the Supreme Court's 2010 decision in the Citizens United case paved the way for Super PACS, they have been 

a legitimate new tactic for political campaigns. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:41:43 PM 

Jobless claims slip slightly in latest week 

The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits edged marginally lower in the latest week, showing the job 

market is heading haltingly in the right direction. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:45:11 PM 

Suction cups hold up patients' fat during surgery 

Ig~~""IA team of bioengineering students, responding to an urgent request from a heart surgeon, has developed 

a device that can lift the abdomen of an obese patient undergoing surgery so the patient can breathe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:48:39 PM 

Russia: Winter Olympics missile terror plot foiled 

Russia's secret service claimed Thursday to have foiled plans to stage a terrorist attack in the Black Sea resort of Sochi 

during the 2014 Winter Games, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:51:23 PM 

Sorry, guys: We judge you by your facial hair 

Ig~~""IBad guy, or just bad facial hair? Our brains may not be able to tell, experts say. New research reveals that 

men and women alike view bearded men as more threatening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 12:59:41 PM 

Blow-up pool slides recalled after woman's death 

Ig~~""IAfter investigating the death of a 29-year-old woman and severe injuries in two other consumers, the 

u.s. Consumer Product Safety Commission has recalled 21,000 inflatable Banzai in-ground pool water 
slides. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:01:10 PM 

Rock blog uncovers the story behind album art 

Ig~~""IFor a little over a year, Bob Egan has been building out PopSpots, a blog devoted to exploring the back 

stories and locales of iconic album covers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:09:29 PM 

Obama who? Gay marriage foes seek to extend gains 

Fresh off their win in North Carolina, opponents of gay marriage are pushing forward to enact similar constitutional 

amendments in more states this fall - and to actually override pro-gay marriage legislation in two others. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:13:33 PM 

Obama walks thin line on same-sex marriage 

First Read: The president personally endorses same-sex marriage but is careful to leave it to the states; political impact 

could be on enthusiasm for both sides. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:50:20 PM 

Two kill selves, 2 others die in China home protests 

A woman killed at least two people and herself in a bomb blast and another woman took her own life by jumping from 

building in separate protests in China over the demolition of houses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:50:20 PM 

China woman kills self, 2 others over threat to home 

Several people were killed and more than a dozen injured when a woman blew herself up in a protest over the 

demolition of her house in southwest China, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 1:50:20 PM 

Chinese suicide bomb kills at least two, wounds 14 

Several people were killed and more than a dozen injured when a woman blew herself up in a protest over the 

demolition of her house in southwest China, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20122:07:15 PM 

Subject: Olympic flame for london Games lit in Greece 

O
·g~~..., 

he flame that will burn during the London Games was lit at the birthplace of the ancient Olympics on 
hursday, heralding the start of a torch relay that will culminate with the opening ceremony on July 27. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20122:13:02 PM 

Want economic success? N.J.'s better than Oklahoma 

Where you live may be hampering your economic potential. If you live in New York, New Jersey or Maryland, chances 

are your prospects are better than if your home is in Oklahoma, Louisiana or South Carolina. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 2:41:45 PM 

Mortgage rates keep dropping, hit record lows 

Average U.S. rates for 3D-year and 15-year fixed mortgages fell to fresh record lows this week. The 3D-year loan ticked 

down to 3.83 percent, the lowest since long-term mortgages began in the 195Ds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 3:08:52 PM 

Cyclist sees stolen bike on Craigslist, steals it back 

Danny Lesh is an avid cyclist, and when the bicycle he bought in 1998 was stolen, he became a vigilante. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20123:19:27 PM 

Relative: Kidnap suspect thinks Tenn. girls are his 

Ig~~""IA Mississippi man wanted for double murder thinks he might be the father of the two girls he's now 
accused of kidnapping, his mother-in-law told The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20123:49:17 PM 

Family to sue over suicide after Japan tsunami, nuke meltdown 

Ig~~""~he family of a 58-year-old Japanese woman who set herself on fire after the 2011 quake and tsunami 

will file a lawsuit against the operator of a nuclear plant that went into meltdown after the giant wave hit, 
local media reports say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20124:37:26 PM 

Bernanke: Even worthy borrowers can't get mortgages 

Ig~~""IBanks have become so restrictive in making mortgages that many worthy homebuyers are being frozen 

out of the u.s. housing market, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20124:50:37 PM 

City divided over disgraced Chinese leader's record 

Ig~~""IEVerYWhere you go in Chongqing, you can see traces of the complicated legacy of Bo Xilai, the former 

Communist party chief who ran this municipality of 30 million people until scandal derailed him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20124:56:40 PM 

Vast Antarctic ice sheet 'in play' with global warming 

Ig~~""lscientists have long focused on Antarctica's smaller ice sheet as being vulnerable to warming, but two 
new studies say part of the continent's much larger ice sheet is also at risk -- and that ice now held back 

on land there could add to sea level rise by 2100. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20124:58:59 PM 

US priests reportedly behind crackdown on nuns 

Ig~~""IA Vatican crackdown launched last month on the largest leadership organization for u.s. nuns reportedly 

was spurred on by American Catholic officials worried the nuns aren't vocal enough on conservative 
social issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 5:00:57 PM 

Romney apologizes for 'dumb things' during school years 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney took to the airwaves Thursday morning to apologize for "dumb things" he did as a prep 

school student, after a report revealed troubling alleged anecdotes of the Republican presidential 
candidate bullying other students in his youth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20125:18:32 PM 

Feds sue Sheriff Joe, alleging racial profiling 

Ig~~""IEscalating a long-running battle with the outspoken sheriff of Maricopa County, Arizona, the Justice 

Department has sued him, his office and the county over civil rights issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 5:57:04 PM 

Lead in unsolved art heist? FBI scours property 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcers in Connecticut are searching the yard of a reputed mobster, apparently in search of master 

paintings stolen in a massive 1990 museum heist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 6:04:05 PM 

Maya discovery marks time beyond 2012 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Archaeologists reveal a stunning array of 1,200-year-old Maya paintings 

and calendar markings that go well beyond the supposed doomsday deadline in 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 6:09:44 PM 

Spy who penetrated underwear bomb plot is British national, sources say 

The spy who helped Western intelligence agencies thwart a plot to bomb a U.S.-bound airliner was a British national of 

Middle Eastern origin, sources tell NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20126:38:18 PM 

TIME's breast-feeding toddler cover spurs shock, talk 

Ig~~""llt's a bold move to breast-feed a toddler in today's judgmental society, and it's the ultimate bold move to 

do it on the cover of TIME magazine. So what do moms really think about it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 6:55:40 PM 

Greek turmoil deepens Europe's debt crisis 

The deepening political turmoil in Greece has begun reverberating throughout the global financial markets as Athens' 

failure to form a government threatens to further undermine the battered European economy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 7:02:09 PM 

PBT: Stomach flu may sideline Kobe for Game 6 

Ig~~""lpBT: Kobe Bryant missed the Lakers' shootaround Thursday and might not play in a crucial Game 6 
because of a stomach virus, the team announced. He is formally a game-time decision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/20127:45:17 PM 

PBT: Home of Nuggets' Andersen searched 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 7:49:51 PM 

Rare twin waterspouts caught on camera 

Ig~~""IA scientist caught the birth of rare twin waterspouts on camera as the twisters churned to life over 

Louisiana waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 7:58:25 PM 

US 8th grade science scores up ... a bit 

Only a third of u.s. eighth-graders score as "proficient" on a national science test, and experts worry about what the 

results say about American competitiveness. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:09:26 PM 

High school forfeits baseball game over girl player 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:20:03 PM 

Marriage issue adds to Supreme Court election stakes 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama's words of personal support Wednesday for same-sex marriages don't change 

the laws in 38 states that define marriage as a union between one man and one woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:31:28 PM 

VolP call earns Delta passenger a police escort 

New technology and an old debate over whether to allow air travelers to make cell phone calls on flights prompted 

some mid-air tension on a recent Delta Air lines flight. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:38:01 PM 

Tiger in big trouble at Players 

Ig~~""IMell: Tiger Woods is in danger of consecutive missed cuts after shooting a sluggish 2-over 74 on Thursday 

at The Players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 8:42:41 PM 

Prosecution rests in Edwards trial; defense to seek dismissal 

Prosecutors rested their case against John Edwards on Thursday without calling his mistress, Rielle Hunter, to testify. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 9:26:30 PM 

Strong online support for Obama's same-sex marriage stance 

Ig~~""lonline reaction to President Barack Obama's endorsement of same-sex marriage is running 3-to-l in his 

favor, but commenters are sharply divided over whether it will help him or hurt him in November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 9:53:08 PM 

JPMorgan discloses $2B in losses in 'flawed' hedging strategy 

JPMorgan Chase, the nation's largest bank, said Thursday it has lost $2 billion in a complex hedging strategy over the 

past six weeks and could lose more. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:02:19 PM 

Pier collapses under teens headed for prom 

Ig~~""~eens at one Wisconsin high school made a big splash at their prom -- a wooden pier collapsed during a 

photo shoot, sending them into a lake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:23:13 PM 

Bachmann drops Swiss citizenship, says proud to be American 

Michele Bachmann doesn't want to be Swiss after all. On Thursday, the Minnesota senator and former GOP presidential 

candidate said she had sent the Swiss consulate a letter to withdraw her citizenship. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:28:06 PM 

Flight diverted after passenger tried opening exit door 

A Philadelphia-bound US Airways flight was diverted to Boston on Thursday after a disoriented passenger confused an 

airplane exit for a lavatory door. The passenger has been taken into custody. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:29:01 PM 

'Jackie' the Ripper: Was the infamous serial killer a woman? 

Ig~~""llt's history's most famous unsolved crime spree. In 1888, a serial killer who came to be known as Jack the 

Ripper gruesomely murdered five prostitutes in London's Whitechapel district. Now, a new book is 
arguing that Jack the Ripper was actually a woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 10:39:42 PM 

Biden apologizes to Obama 

Vice President Biden said he did not intend to distract from the president's announcement that he supports gay 

marriage. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 11:09:23 PM 

Horst Faas, legendary Vietnam combat photographer, dies 

Ig~~""IFaas was known not only for his talents as a war photographer but also as an advocate for other 

photographers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/10/2012 11:11:39 PM 

Woman fights for life against flesh-eating bacteria 

Ig~~""IA flesh-eating bacteria has cost a young woman her left leg and will result in more amputations, but she 
has defied the "slim to none" odds of survival that doctors gave her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 12:06:30 AM 

Egypt's first televised presidential debate is a hit 

Ig~~""lpeoPle died to make Egypt's first-ever presidential debate happen, and Said Ibrahim kept the victims of 
the country's revolution in mind as he watched them on TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 1:51:59 AM 

FBI: Tenn. murder, kidnap suspect dead, girls safe 

Adam Mayes, suspected of killing a mother and daughter and kidnapping two younger daughters, died from a self

inflicted gunshot wound. The two girls were found safe. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 2:43:48 AM 

Pros and cons in the bee debate 

Ig~~""IIS a widely used pesticide to blame for making bees disappear? Three videos from NBC's "Nightly News" 

take a look at both sides of the neonicotinoid debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 2:48:59 AM 

'American Idol' reveals its Top 3 

Ig~~""IAS Ryan Sea crest was about to announce the results, he noted that this was the week Chris Daughtry was 

shockingly sent home 10 those many (six) years ago. But much like the rest of the episode, that was just a 
tease. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20123:18:34 AM 

Iguodala, 76ers bounce Bulls in final seconds 

Ig~~""IAndre Iguodala made two free throws with 2.2 seconds left to lift the 76ers to a 79-78 win and eliminate 
the top-seeded Bulls in six games on Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20124:16:01 AM 

US-bound Chinese activist says relatives suffer police revenge 

Ig~~""lchen Guangcheng, the blind Chinese lawyer who escaped house arrest and now is expected to leave his 
country for the United States, says that police have detained his sister-in-law and a nephew in retaliation 

against his high-profile case, The Guardian reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20124:26:03 AM 

Garnett lifts Celtics past Hawks into 2nd round 

Ig~~""IKevin Garnett had 28 points and 14 rebounds, hitting a jumper to give Boston the lead with 31 seconds 
left in Game 6 on Thursday night, and the Celtics beat the Atlanta Hawks 83-80 to win their first-round 

playoff series and advance to the Eastern Conference semifinals for the fifth straight year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 6:07:51 AM 

Nuggets blast Lakers to force Game 7 

Ig~~...,~y Lawson scored 32 points, fellow spark plug Corey Brewer added 18 and the Denver Nuggets forced a 

Game 7 in their first-round playoff series with a dominating 113-96 win over the Los Angeles Lakers on 
Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 7:51:00 AM 

88,OOO-mile voyage? Plastic card found after 33 years 

Ig~~""IA plastic card dropped into the ocean 33 years ago has been found on the coast of Alaska, after a 

potential 88,OOO-mile journey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20129:27:17 AM 

Bad neighbors for Team USA? Occupy camp axed 

Ig~~""IAn eviction notice has been served on dozens of Occupy protesters who have set up camp in a park next 

to Team USA's Olympic track and field training base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20129:38:11 AM 

FBI removes server, then mysteriously returns it 

Ig~~""IEver wonder what it's like to have FBI agents knock on your door? Or to have them walk into your 

business unannounced and walk away with your computer? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20129:38:11 AM 

FBI removes server, then mysteriously replaces it 

Ig~~""IEver wonder what it's like to have FBI agents knock on your door? Or to have them walk into your 

business unannounced and walk away with your computer? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/201211:17:09 AM 

Tornado hits Texas high school, topples train 

Eight people were hospitalized after a Texas high school was hit by a tornado on Thursday, according to the National 

Weather Service. The tornado briefly touched down at Weimar High School at about 5:25 p.m. local time, NBC station 

KPRC reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 11:36:51 AM 

Murdoch confidante reveals ties to UK elite 

Ig~~""IReuters reports - British Prime Minister David Cameron was among top politicians who sent 

sympathetic messages to Rebekah Brooks when she was forced to resign as chief executive of Rupert 
Murdoch's U.K. newspaper group over phone-hacking, she told an inquiry on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 11:44:30 AM 

Tears as victim's brother throws shoe at Norway mass killer 

Ig~~""IA man identified as the older brother of one of the victims of Norwegian mass killer Anders Behring 

Breivik threw a shoe at him during his trial Friday, the first time the proceeding has been interrupted by a 
public outburst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 11:49:10 AM 

Tenn. murder-kidnap suspect dead, girls safe 

As a SWAT team closed in, a fugitive accused of killing a Tennessee mother and daughter before disappearing for nearly 

two weeks with her two other children killed himself Thursday evening, allowing authorities to safely recover the 

kidnapped girls, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 12:09:36 PM 

Two kids die in hot cars as risk rises 

Ig~~...,~wo young children have died this month in Texas and Missouri after their parents accidentally left them 

in hot vehicles. The tragedies underscore what experts say is typically a seasonal spike in fatalities from 
hyperthermia, or heat stroke, among kids left in cars and trucks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 12:22:27 PM 

Hell-raising holy men: Boozy monks caught gambling 

Ig~~""ISiX leaders from South Korea's biggest Buddhist order have quit after secret video footage showed some 

supposedly serene monks raising hell, playing high-stakes poker, drinking and smoking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 12:36:02 PM 

On Wall Street, a battle of hoodies vs. the suits 

Ig~~""IBut some style gurus believe Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg calculatedly donned his normal dorm-frumpy 
garb to send New York's financiers a crisp signal: "The West Coast techies truly fuel this economy." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 12:47:50 PM 

WWII fighter plane found preserved in Sahara 

A remarkably well-preserved fighter plane that crashed in the Sahara Desert during World War II has been found 70 

years later, shedding new light on the pilot's struggle to survive. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 1:11:39 PM 

Woman awarded $1M in lottery dispute: 'It's my money' 

The Arkansas woman who was awarded $1 million in a dispute over a lottery ticket has no sympathy for the woman who 

originally claimed the prize- and now says she is unable to pay it all back. "I don't feel bad for her," Sharon Duncan 

said Friday. "It's my money./I 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 1:19:03 PM 

Campaigns taken off script in wild week 

First Read: Obama's decision to endorse same-sex marriage and story of Romney's high school "pranks" knock 

campaigns off their messages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 1:31:58 PM 

Subject: FDA panel backs first pill to block HIV infection 

O
·g~~..., 

he first drug shown to prevent HIV infection won the endorsement of a panel of federal advisers 
hursday, clearing the way for a landmark approval in the 30-year fight against the virus that causes AIDS. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 1:43:56 PM 

Wall Street down sharply on JP Morgan news 

Stocks fell in early trading and were on track to extend the week's losses after JPMorgan Chase revealed a trading loss of 

at least $2 billion from a failed hedging strategy that weighed on bank shares. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/2012 2:44:01 PM 

Japan grapples with post-tsunami suicides 

Ig~~""~OKYOI Japan - More than 60 people have committed suicides related to last year's 9.0 quake and 

tsunami, the Japanese government says.The data comes as a family prepares to file the first lawsuit 
against the Tokyo Electric Power Co. over the suicide of a 58-year-old woman who set herself on fire in wake 
of the disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

msnbc.com: Top msnbc.com headlines 

5/11/20124:28:19 PM 

Judge rejects motion to dismiss charges against Edwards 

The judge in John Edwards' federal campaign finance trial rejected a defense motion to dismiss the charges against him 

Friday, a day after the prosecution rested its case. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

6/14/2012 5:44:43 PM 

Hurricane Tracker: Follow Isaac 

See the current location, forecast path and detailed stats for any active hurricane this season 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/3/20128:47:17 PM 

Video: First step to digital surgery: Virtual cadavers 

r-I~octors are adopting an array of new digital tools, from virtual cadavers to robotic cardiac catheters. 
aken together, these new applications could revolutionize healthcare. Richard Lui 

reports. (NBCNews.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 3:43:49 PM 

Hundreds pay respects to Sikh temple victims 

Ig~~""IAS prayer, music and chanting filled the building, hundreds streamed into an Oak Creek, Wis., gymnasium 

Friday morning to pay their final respects to the woman and five men killed in Sunday's rampage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 3:51:20 PM 

Vietnam veteran receives Silver Star 44 years after service 

Ig~~""IFortY-fOUr years ago, Frank Spink, a 22-year-old Army sergeant who had been drafted into the Vietnam 

War, spotted enemy forces approaching in the middle of the night and warned his sleeping platoon 
leader. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/20124:41:20 PM 

Romney camp: Polls can change 'next week' 

First Read: Top aides to the GOP's presumptive nominee Mitt Romney were at a loss Friday to explain the candidate's 

recent slide in a series of national polls. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/20124:43:26 PM 

A serious energy policy debate blows through 2012 campaign 

On the campaign trail in Colorado Thursday President Obama assailed Mitt Romney for opposing the tax break for wind 

energy production, saying the presumptive nominee would put tens of thousands of jobs at risk by letting them expire. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/20124:54:31 PM 

Grain prices soar as drought impact deepens 

Ig~~""~he worst American drought in more than half a century is driving up grain prices and deepening worries 

about global food shortages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 5:29:48 PM 

What to know about back-to-school vaccinations 

Back-to-school time means shopping for school or dorm room supplies, picking classes and savoring summer's waning 

days. But getting vaccinations is another item that should be on the to-do list. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 5:33:48 PM 

Charla's new face: Chimp-attack victim appears at public hearing 

Ig~~""lcharla Nash, the victim of a horrific attack by a friend's pet chimpanzee, appeared Friday at a legal 

hearing. Nash, who lost her face and hands in the 2009 attack, underwent a 20-hour surgery last year to 
give her a new face, and her remarkable recovery continues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 5:54:21 PM 

Human remains ID'd as missing La. college student 

Ig~~""lpolice in Louisiana confirmed Thursday that human remains found earlier this week are those of missing 

college student Mickey Shunick, NBC station NBC33 in Baton Rouge reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 5:55:25 PM 

Tainted wipe firms file for bankruptcy 

A pair of Wisconsin companies that made contaminated alcohol wipes blamed for the death of a toddler filed for 

bankruptcy this week after a flurry of lawsuits, their lawyers confirmed on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 6:02:29 PM 

In lieu of gold, pin traders seek Olympic brass 

Ig~~""lpin traders from across the globe have been gathering in London -- not just to watch the international 

competition, but to race after coveted pins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 6:04:27 PM 

What has Rio learned from London 20127 

Ig~~""IMore than 200 dancers and musicians will give an eight-minute performance designed to illustrate 
"multicultural embrace" during the closing ceremony in London's Olympic Stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 8:21:56 PM 

Weather delays, cancels flights in the Northeast 

Flight delays and cancellations are growing across the East Coast's busiest airports Friday, after showers and 

thunderstorms continue to pound the Northeast part of the country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/20129:34:12 PM 

American nuns call for more dialogue with Vatican 

Ig~~""IAmerican nuns under fire from the Vatican said they will continue their dialogue with Catholic bishops 

"for as long as possible," the group announced Friday in St. Louis, Mo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 10:29:30 PM 

Air Force relieves training commander over scandal 

A top commander has been relieved of his position in the wake of a sex scandal at lackland Air Force base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 10:52:58 PM 

Video: Aleppo outskirts: a damaged ghost town 

Ig~~""IMost of the people living in the towns near Syria's largest city have fled, and those without money to 

leave were killed, rebels say. The Syrian troops have created a no-man's land, reportedly so that rebels 
can't re-supply the fighters inside. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 11:18:29 PM 

Fast food finds fans in Africa; obesity problem grows 

Early one Friday evening at a McDonald's restaurant in Johannesburg, a large group of young executives enjoyed their 

post-work, pre-night-out dinner. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 11:23:26 PM 

McCallum: Familiarity makes US hoops win more impressive 

Ig~~""IMccallum: The u.s. men's basketball put Argentina away with a 34-point fourth quarter, which is all the 

more impressive because the Americans had won in similar fashion only five days ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 11:26:43 PM 

Abrahamson: Chemistry keys record-setting relay run 

Ig~~""IAbrahamson: This u.s. women's 4xl00 relay team put years of failures to rest by blowing away the field 

to set a world record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/10/2012 11:38:20 PM 

Mom's breastfeeding video ends up on porn sites 

Ig~~""lwhile conducting a Google search for her name, Maryann Sahoury came across a horrifying discovery. A 

video of herself breastfeeding her daughter had been edited into a pornographic video linked on 
numerous websites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 12:03:58 AM 

Two US women's teams go for gold 

Ig~~""~he US women's basketball and volleyball teams go for gold Saturday. Here's what else we'll be watching. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/201212:10:50 AM 

Are Pitt, Jolie getting married this weekend? 

Ig~~""IRumors of a weekend wedding sent photographers and reporters rushing to the couple's chateau in 

southern France. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 12:55:34 AM 

College busts student for service, then launches its own 

Ig~~""IAfter a university punished a student for creating a paid service to expedite registration, the school is 

launching its own improved registration program. On Friday, the University of Central Florida said its new 
system would "allow students to secure classes faster, more efficiently and free of charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 1:25:50 AM 

Ex-Border Patrol agents guilty in human smuggling case 

Ig~~""IA federal jury in San Diego on Friday convicted two former Border Patrol agents of human smuggling in 

one of the highest-profile corruption cases in the last decade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20122:21:12 AM 

Small plane crashes in West Los Angeles neighborhood; 1 dead 

A small fixed-wing aircraft crashed in a residential neighborhood on the westside of los Angeles on Friday evening, and 

one person has died, according to authorities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 3:56:01 AM 

CIA declassifies deep-sea spy satellite saga 

Ig~~""INeWIY declassified CIA documents detail how the u.s. Navy tried to recover spy satellite film that fell to 

the bottom of the Pacific in 1971. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20124:18:40 AM 

Romney to announce VP pick on Saturday 

The Romney campaign announced that it would announce its vice-presidential running mate at 9:00 am ET at Mitt 

Romney's event in Norfolk, VA. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 5:31:58 AM 

First Read: What is the Ryan budget? 

If you're already not familiar with the term, you'll certainly hear it over the next three months -- the Ryan budget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 6:25:26 AM 

Paul Ryan's strengths and weaknesses 

With all signs pointing to Mitt Romney selecting Paul Ryan as his VP running mate tomorrow in Norfolk, VA, Romney 

went bold. And here is First Read's look at the strengths and weaknesses Ryan would bring the GOP presidential ticket. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20129:13:16 AM 

Official: 3 more US Marines killed in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""~hree U.S. Marines were shot dead by an Afghan worker on a military base in southern Afghanistan, an 

Afghan official told NBC News, raising to six the number of American service members who died in rogue 
attacks in the country in 24 hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:21:02 AM 

Cops: Friends tried to free alleged Lamborghini thief 

Friends of a teenager accused of stealing a S200,OOO sports car in a spectacular escapade last year tried but failed on 

Friday to bust him out of a juvenile detention facility on his birthday, investigators said on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:42:40 AM 

Olympic jokers: Queen has 'a laugh,' empires compete 

Ig~~""IFun at the Olympics: Queen Elizabeth jumps out a helicopter, the Mongol Empire tops the medal table, 
thousands sing "YMCA," and sneaky cyclists use "specially round wheels." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 1:23:40 PM 

Romney introduces Paul Ryan as his running mate 

Presumptive GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney introduced his choice as running mate, House Budget Committee 

Chairman Paul Ryan Saturday morning at a campaign event in Norfolk, Va. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 2:36:34 PM 

US, France meet for women's basketball gold 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 3:33:24 PM 

IOC requests soccer player banned from medal ceremony 

A South Korean soccer player who displayed his country's flag with a political slogan after a victory against Japan should 

be barred from Saturday's medal ceremony, the IOC told team officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 3:57:07 PM 

Mexico shocks Brazil, wins first men's soccer gold 

Ig~~""loribe Peralta scored only 29 seconds into the final and added another goal in the second half to help 

Mexico upset Brazil 2-1 and win its first soccer gold Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:15:36 PM 

Two earthquakes strike Iran, killing 250 

Two powerful earthquakes struck northwest Iran Saturday, killing 250 people and injuring about 2,000 more, state 

media reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:15:36 PM 

Two earthquakes strike Iran, killing 220 

Two powerful earthquakes struck northwest Iran Saturday, killing 220 people and injuring about 1,500 more, state 

media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:15:36 PM 

Two earthquakes strike Iran, killing at least 180 

Two powerful earthquakes struck northwest Iran Saturday, killing at least 180 people and injuring about 1,500 more, 

state media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:15:36 PM 

Two earthquakes strike Iran, killing more than 150 

Two powerful earthquakes struck northwest Iran Saturday, killing at least 153 people and injuring hundreds more, state 

media reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:15:36 PM 

Powerful earthquakes strike Iran, killing dozens 

Two powerful earthquakes struck northwest Iran Saturday, killing 80 people and injuring about 400 more, state media 

reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:17:09 PM 

Obama gets his target with pick of Ryan 

For more than a year, President Obama has been trying to run against Paul Ryan and House Republicans. And now -

with Ryan's selection as Mitt Romney's running mate -- he is. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20125:57:17 PM 

15 technologies of today we'll still use in 2030 

Ig~~""IBack when I was growing up in the 1970s, we fully expected that, by 2012, we'd all be driving flying cars 

to our condos on the moon where robotic butlers awaited, ready to bring us the cure for cancer from the 
bathroom first-aid kit. How's all of that working out? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 6:08:32 PM 

US, Turkey explore no-fly zones over Syria 

Ig~~""~he United States and Turkey indicated on Saturday they might impose no-fly zones in Syria as battles 
between rebels and President Bashar al-Assad's forces shook Aleppo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20126:13:00 PM 

Photo site security hole may leave your nude photos exposed 

Ig~~""IA hole in Photobucket's privacy has made it so that private albums can be accessed with little work, using 
a "fusker" program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 6:26:49 PM 

Hudson River swimmer dies during lronman race 

FORT LEE, N.l (AP) - An athlete competing in the lronman u.s. Championship in the river between New York City and 

New Jersey has died after having a medical problem during the swimming portion of the grueling triathlon. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 6:28:48 PM 

Uncertainty lingers about future Mars efforts 

Ig~~""~hiS week's arrival of NASA's Mars rover Curiosity set the stage for a potentially game-changing quest to 

learn whether the planet most like Earth ever had a shot at developing life, but follow-up missions exist 
only on drawing boards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 7:35:46 PM 

US women win Olympic gold in 4x400 relay 

Ig~~""IAIlYSOn Felix won her third gold medal of the London Olympics, giving the United States a 20-meter lead 
after the second leg of the 4x400-meter relay and then watching teammate Sanya Richards-Ross bring 

home the victory Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 7:36:48 PM 

Romney tries to define Ryan before Democrats do 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney and his freshly minted running mate Paul Ryan refined their rhetoric and sharpened their 

attacks against President Barack Obama at their second joint stop of the day Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 7:36:49 PM 

US wins gold medal in women's 4x400 relay 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 7:43:25 PM 

Brazil upsets US to win women's volleyball gold 

r-~he U.S. women totally and utterly dominated the first set of Saturday's Gold Medal Match against Brazil. 
he final three sets couldn't have been any different. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 8:06:20 PM 

Bolt wins third London gold in record 4xlOO relay 

Ig~~""lusain Bolt led Jamaica to a gold medal in the men's 4xl00 relay on Saturday in a world record time of 

36.84 seconds for his third victory at the London Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 9:09:55 PM 

Updates from final round of PGA Championship 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/20129:30:19 PM 

Grandmother, boyfriend held in UK girl's disappearance 

Ig~~""~he grandmother of missing London schoolgirl Tia Sharp is among three people arrested in her 

disappearance, police and British media reported Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:10:48 PM 

US women win 5th straight basketball gold 

Ig~~""lcandace Parker scored 21 points as the u.s. women's basketball team dominated France 86-50 Saturday 

for their fifth straight Olympic gold medal in the event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:38:08 PM 

Mcilroy, Singh lead PGA before storms halt play 

Ig~~""IROry Mcilroy and Vijay Singh lead before storms halt play, pushing third-round action to Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:38:08 PM 

Mcilroy, Singh lead PGA before storms halt play 

Ig~~""IROry Mcilroy and Vijay Singh lead before storms halt play, pushing third-round action to Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/201210:45:47 PM 

NY cops kill knife-wielding man near Times Square 

Ig~~""INew York police officers shot dead a knife-wielding man they were chasing Saturday afternoon near 

crowded Times Square. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:55:14 PM 

Boudia gives US first diving gold since 2000 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 10:55:14 PM 

Boudia gives US first diving gold since 2000 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 11:05:44 PM 

Video: Enormous sinkhole a concern in La. 

Ig~~""~he sinkhole is swallowing up vegetation and a large cypress trees. NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/11/2012 11:07:08 PM 

Video: Meteor showers to light up skies 

Ig~~""~he Perseid meteor shower is expected to put on a show across much of the u.s. on Saturday night. 
NBC's Brian Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 12:04:36 AM 

Sobel: Aggressive approach has Rory in contention 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 12:37:55 AM 

Abrahamson: Felix as impressive as Bolt 

Ig~~""IAbrahamson: Allyson Felix turned in a performance every bit as impressive as Bolt's, and if that sounds 

grandiose, well facts are facts. He will be leaving London with three gold medals and a world record. So 
will she. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 12:57:30 AM 

Few fraud cases to back up voter ID laws 

A News21 analysis of 2,068 alleged election-fraud cases since 2000 shows that while fraud has occurred, the rate is 

infinitesimal, and in-person voter impersonation on Election Day, which prompted 37 state legislatures to enact or 

consider tough voter ID laws, is virtually non-existent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 1:07:30 AM 

Farah emerges as Britain's crown jewel 

Claiming gold in men's 5,000 and 10,000 turned runner into toast of Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 1:14:34 AM 

Plane crashes moments after skydivers jump 

A small airplane crashed into a Taylorville, III., neighborhood late Saturday morning moments after 12 skydivers safely 

jumped from the craft. The pilot died in the crash. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 1:57:49 AM 

PFT: Chad Johnson reportedly arrested for domestic violence 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20124:10:55 AM 

Romney campaign explains how it kept VP choice secret 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney's months-long vice presidential selection process came to a close one week ago in suburban 

Massachusetts in the dining room of chief vetter Beth Myers, the result of a process that began in April 
and wound through secrecy-cloaked months without major leaks before culminating in Saturday's rollout. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20128:17:47 AM 

Rebels carve out large enclave in north Syria 

Ig~~""IResidents of this north Syrian border town like to snap photos of their children atop the tank parked 

downtown, one of more than a dozen captured or destroyed by rebels in the battles last month that 
"liberated" the area from President Bashar Assad's army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 9:06:08 AM 

Olympic heroes turn tourists as London 2012 end nears 

Ig~~""ILONDON - Posing for photos in front of Tower Bridge and buying souvenirs on the sidewalks, they could 

be any other tourists among the summer crowds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 11:01:14 AM 

Is the Taliban softening its stance on girls' education? 

Ig~~""ILeaders of the Afghan Taliban have pledged to promote women's education in an apparent attempt to 

restart peace talks with the West, according to a document seen by a British newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 12:08:49 PM 

Uganda's Kiprotich wins men's marathon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 12:45:18 PM 

US destroyer collides with oil tanker in Gulf 

Ig~~""IAn oil tanker collided with a u.s. Navy destroyer near the Strait of Hormuz on Sunday but no one was 

hurt and shipping traffic in the waterway, through which 40 percent of the world's seaborne oil exports 
pass, was not affected, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 1:22:01 PM 

Man charged in connection with shooting at mosque 

A man was charged over the weekend with shooting at a Chicago-area mosque, in what an Islamic group described as a 

disturbing act of violence, according to a local report. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 1:37:51 PM 

Watch live: US vs. Spain for men's basketball gold 

Ig~~""lwatch live: LeBron James and the u.s. men's basketball team take on Spain for gold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 3:23:04 PM 

Campaign battle focuses on Ryan's Medicare redesign 

The day after Mitt Romney's selection of House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan of Wisconsin as his running 

mate, it was clear in the debate on Sunday talk shows that Ryan's plan to redesign Medicare for future retirees will be a 

primary focus of the campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 3:37:23 PM 

Stock market's bull run creates many skeptics 

When it comes to the stock market, either you're a believer - or you're not. Right now, the market has its fair share of 

both. The S&P 500 is up 12 percent so for this year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 3:39:50 PM 

Iran hospitals swamped by earthquake victims 

Overcrowded hospitals in northwestern Iran struggled to cope with thousands of earthquake victims on Sunday and 

rescuers raced to reach remote villages after two powerful quakes killed nearly 300 people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20123:55:19 PM 

How to do anything, according to eHow 

Ig~~""~ust follow these simple steps. The world's greatest website, ladies and gentlemen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20124:01:41 PM 

Dreamy ending! US survives Spain for gold 

Ig~~""IKevin Durant, LeBron James and the u.s. men survive a very close battle to beat Spain 107-100, giving the 

Americans their second consecutive basketball gold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20124:18:30 PM 

Perseid meteor shower wows stargazers 

Ig~~""IA weekend meteor shower lit up the night sky with a fiery shooting star display to delight of stargazers 

and space photographers around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20124:19:50 PM 

Billy Graham hospitalized with bronchitis 

Ig~~""IEVangelist Billy Graham is being treated at a North Carolina hospital for bronchitis, officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20124:38:39 PM 

'Bourne Legacy' tops box office with $40.3 million 

Ig~~""~he action movie along with the comedy "The Campaign" knocked three-time box office champ "The 

Dark Knight Rises" to third place over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 5:32:40 PM 

GM recalling 38,000 police cars due to crash risk 

General Motors is recalling more than 38,000 Chevrolet Impala police cars in the u.s. and Canada because a part in the 

front suspension can crack and cause a crash. The recall affects police cars from the 2008 through 2012 model years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 5:39:05 PM 

Social Security surplus dwarfed by future deficit 

Ig~~""IAS millions of baby boomers flood Social Security with applications for benefits, the program's $2.7 

trillion surplus is starting to look small. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20126:15:55 PM 

Hospital shooting: Mercy killing or murder? 

Ig~~""~ohn Wise watched a tear roll down his wife's face as he stood alongside her bed in the intensive care 

unit. She'd been unable to speak after suffering a stroke and seemed to be blinking to acknowledge him, 
Wise confided to a friend who had driven him to the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 6:56:51 PM 

Syria opposition leader calls for no-fly zone 

Ig~~""lsyrian rebels fighting to oust President Bashar ai-Assad need the protection of foreign-guarded no-fly 

zones and safe havens near the borders with Jordan and Turkey, a Syrian opposition leader said on 
Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 8:34:29 PM 

Crescent moon hides Venus in Monday AM sky 

Ig~~""IBefore the sun rises over North America on Monday, Venus will shine just below and to the left of the 

thin waning crescent moon in the eastern sky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/20128:50:10 PM 

Police: Mother kills 2 children, then shoots self 

Ig~~""lperla Morales, 25, survived the shooting. She was arrested and booked into the Pima County Jail on two 
counts of first-degree murder after her release from the hospital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 8:55:30 PM 

Olympics close with pop party extravaganza 

Ig~~""IWith a little British pomp and a lot of British pop, London brought the curtain down on a glorious Olympic 

Games on Sunday in a spectacular, technicolor pageant of landmarks, lightshows and lots of fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 10:08:27 PM 

New Egyptian president orders military chief to retire 

Ig~~""IEgYPt's Islamist President Mohammed Morsi dismissed Cairo's two top generals and quashed a military 

order that had curbed the new leader's powers, in a move that further stamped his authority on the 
country and its army. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 10:13:26 PM 

Olympics close with pop party extravaganza 

Ig~~""IWith a little British pomp and a lot of British pop, London brought the curtain down on a glorious Olympic 

Games on Sunday in a spectacular, technicolor pageant of landmarks, lightshows and lots of fun. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/201210:36:47 PM 

Sikh temple marks one week since shootings 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people gathered at a Sikh temple in suburban Milwaukee spoke of redemption, unity and 

strength during the first Sunday service there since a gunman killed six people before fatally shooting 
himself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 10:45:16 PM 

Obama gives Ryan a double-edged welcome to race 

Making his first public remarks since Romney announced his running mate, President Obama called Paul Ryan "an 

articulate spokesman for Gov. Romney's vision." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 10:59:53 PM 

At handover party, Brazil steps up to Rio 2016 challenges 

Ig~~""IA few miles from London's Olympic Stadium, partying Brazilians gathered Sunday night to watch the 
closing handover ceremony on giant screens - and to contemplate the work that still lies ahead of them 

before the 2016 Summer Games in Rio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 11:08:38 PM 

Rory roars to second major title at PGA 

Ig~~""IROry Mcilroy held off an early challenge by Ian Poulter and then rolled to his second career major title 

with a dominating, eight-stroke win at the PGA Championship on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 11:10:56 PM 

Video: Countdown to Sochi Games begins 

Ig~~""IAS the Olympics come to an end in London, there are the 2014 Sochi Games in Russia to look forward to. 
NBe's Jim Maceda reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/12/2012 11:54:19 PM 

Rory roars to second major title at PGA 

Ig~~""IROry Mcilroy held off an early challenge by Ian Poulter and then rolled to his second career major title 
with a record-setting eight-stroke win at the PGA Championship on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:01:51 AM 

Abrahamson: Maybe the best Olympics ever 

Ig~~""IAbrahamson: The u.s. won the medals count, the Brits did the home fans proud and Phelps, Bolt, the us 
soccer women and so many others delivered on their golden promises. And it was a great party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:03:30 AM 

Jennifer Aniston engaged to Justin Theroux 

Ig~~""lpeoPle magazine reports that the actress accepted a proposal from her actor boyfriend of more than a 

year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/201212:14:46 AM 

Women on the rise for Team USA 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in history the u.s. women outnumbered the men. Women also out-medaled men and 

provided some of the greatest moments of the Games, but to leave it at simple statistics and trivia would 
be hollow. Women dominated in ways you can't place on a pie chart. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:35:52 AM 

PFT: Dolphins cut Chad Johnson after arrest 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:26:29 AM 

Hoggard: Renewed attitude lifts Mcilroy to PGA win 

Ig~~""IHOggard: With a renewed positive attitude, Rory Mcilroy romped to his second career major at the PGA 

Championship on Kiawah Island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:34:43 AM 

Paul Ryan welcomed home with massive rally in Wisconsin 

Ig~~""~he largest crowd of the campaign so far for a Mitt Romney event welcomed home favorite son Rep. Paul 

Ryan at a massive rally in the congressman's district Sunday night, pushing the GOP's vice presidential 
nominee to tears. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 2:43:33 AM 

Obama hosts fundraising event at his Chicago home 

President Obama hosted some of his closest, $40,000 check-wielding friends, Sunday night, for the first-ever fundraiser 

at his home. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20124:56:41 AM 

Drought support: Feds to buy up to $170M of meat, fish 

President Barack Obama will announce on Monday that the Department of Agriculture intends to buy up to $170 million 

of pork, lamb, chicken and catfish to help support farmers suffering from the drought, a White House official said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 5:55:44 AM 

Family slain in Mexico, 3 kids among the dead 

A family of seven, including three young children, were found murdered with their throats slit in a ranch outside the Gulf 

port city of Veracruz, a local official said on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20128:11:05 AM 

180-pound chimp escapes in Las Vegas - again 

Ig~~""IA chimpanzee who rampaged through a Las Vegas neighborhood last month made a second escape from 

her backyard enclosure this weekend, but her caretaker thinks she had human help this time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 9:00:45 AM 

Brazilians party in London as focus shifts to Rio 2016 

Ig~~""lfew miles from London's Olympic Stadium, partying Brazilians gathered Sunday night to watch the closing 
handover ceremony on giant screens -- and to contemplate the work ahead of them before the 2016 

Summer Games in Rio de Janeiro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20129:18:10 AM 

'Home for good': Giffords moves back to Tucson 

Ig~~""lpHOENIX - Former Arizona Representative Gabrielle Giffords, gravely wounded in a mass shooting that 

killed six and injured 12 others, moved back home to Tucson on Sunday, her husband said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 10:06:43 AM 

London 2012: Who were the real winners, losers? 

Ig~~""ILONDON -- Following Sunday night's Olympic closing ceremony, NBCNews.com takes a tongue-in-cheek 
look at those who struck gold at London 2012 -- and some others who were left in the starting blocks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 10:55:51 AM 

Pirates grow wealthy - and get own letterhead 

Ig~~""lwelcome to the Pirate Action Group. Pirate commander Jamal wishes to congratulate you on being 

hijacked. Kindly speak to his negotiator about your ransom, bearing in mind that his demands are similar 
for every vessel he seizes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 11:40:19 AM 

Report: Most of Iran quake victims are women, kids 

Ig~~""~he death toll after twin earthquakes struck rural northwest Iran jumped to 306 on Monday -- with most 

of the victims women and children, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:10:37 PM 

Google to cut 4,000 jobs at Motorola 

Motorola Mobility, which was bought by Google Inc for $12.5 billion, will cut 20 percent of its workforce and shut nearly 

a third of its offices worldwide, Google said on Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:14:09 PM 

From javelins to light fixtures: Olympic sell-off 

Ig~~""IAS Britain awoke to post-Olympic reality on Monday, sports fans could find solace in the fact that they 

could buy a piece of the Games on various official sites. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:16:21 PM 

Back-to-school shoppers in no mood to splurge 

Ig~~""lcautious consumers could hurt retailers looking for a much-needed boost after a lackluster first half of 
the year. Back-to-school is the second-biggest selling time of the year for the industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:31:27 PM 

Surviving sepsis: Device IDs dangerous bacteria 

Ig~~""lwhitney Mitchell, 20, of Dallas, lost her limbs two years ago to a fast-moving bloodstream infection called 

sepsis. Experts say a new device approved by the Food and Drug Administration, the Verigene BC-GP test, 
can quickly identify certain bacteria that cause it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:40:53 PM 

Bismarck tops list of cities where job market is booming 

Ig~~""lwhile July's jobs report was more-or-Iess better than expectations, the nation's unemployment remains 
at a stubbornly high 8.3 percent. But the job market isn't bad everywhere in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:43:36 PM 

'Dancing With the Stars' reveals all-star pairings 

Ig~~""~he new, all-star season of "Dancing With the Stars" is still six weeks away, but fans of the ballroom bash 

now have a better idea of what to expect when those oh-so familiar hopefuls hit the dance floor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 12:51:00 PM 

Miley Cyrus shows off dramatic new haircut 

Ig~~""IAPparentIY, going blonde was just one part of the transformation as the singer decided to bring the 
scissors back for a much shorter 'do. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:16:23 PM 

Man arrested after BB gun pellets strike mosque 

Ig~~""lpolice say they've arrested a man who lives near a mosque in north suburban Morton Grove for firing a 

pellet rifle at the mosque Friday night while 500 people prayed inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:16:47 PM 

For some, the office has wheels - and beds 

Ig~~""IFor many Americans, summer is the time to hit the road in an RV, taking time off work to see the country 

from the relative comfort of a home on wheels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:27:35 PM 

Romney shakes up race with Ryan pick 

Ig~~""IFirst R~ad: Decision ~o pick Paul Ryan to be on his ticket signals that Romney needed to change the 

campaign conversation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:46:22 PM 

200-lb. Nike ad star, 12, says 'haters' are motivators 

The 12-year-old, 200-pound star of a Nike ad touting "greatness" during the Olympics said he's been surprised by critics 

who found the commercial exploitative. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:51:49 PM 

Avoiding 'fever phobia:' treat the kid, not the number 

Fever is the most common reason parents bring children to emergency rooms, especially in the middle of the night. It's 

responsible for 1.6 million pediatric ER visits and nearly one-third of pediatrician office visits. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:53:53 PM 

Under the covers, in the tub: We'll shop anywhere 

Ig~~"'l'ShOP 'til you drop" is so last-millennium. The proliferation of smartphones and tablets means that 
shoppers today are clicking "buy" even after they've dropped - into bed or the bathtub. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 1:55:48 PM 

Johnny Depp's ex speaks out on love, fame 

Ig~~""lvanessa Paradis tells Harper's Bazaar, "Nothing is ever for sure, but when something in love doesn't work 
from the beginning, it's never going to work. Don't push it." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 2:04:44 PM 

New travel guides target convention cities 

Ig~~""lover the next few weeks, thousands of delegates will pour in to Tampa, Fla., and Charlotte, N.C., for the 

presidential conventions. Moon Travel Guides hopes to make their stays a little easier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20122:42:12 PM 

School junk food bans may really curb obesity 

Ig~~""ILaws strictly curbing school sales of junk food and sweetened drinks may playa role in slowing childhood 

obesity, according to a study that seems to offer the first evidence such efforts could payoff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 2:43:25 PM 

Essential tech to throw in the kids' backpacks 

Ig~~""IHere are the tech items you should consider packing in your kids' backpacks when they head back to 

school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 2:59:05 PM 

Top 50 moments from London Games 

Ig~~""lusain Bolt burns down the track, Andy Murray breaks the British curse, Michael Phelps dominates ... here 

are the top memorable moments from the Games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 3:46:58 PM 

Commission: Norway cops botched Breivik response 

Ig~~""INorWegian authorities could have prevented or interrupted the bomb and gun attacks by a far-right 

fanatic that killed 77 people last year, a government appointed commission said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 3:52:01 PM 

Ex-congressman's wife is run over by her own car 

Ig~~""~he wife of former u.s. Representative Lee Hamilton from Indiana died Saturday after she was run over 

by her own car, Bloomington, Ind., police told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 3:58:35 PM 

Analysis: Egypt's Morsi shows he's a force to be reckoned with 

Ig~~""IMany observers had Egyptian President Mohammad Morsi pegged as the rather boring, mild-mannered 
sort who would not say "boo" to a goose, never mind take on the interests of the country's military. 

That's not so anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20124:36:09 PM 

Romney: Obama campaign using 'smear,' 'dirt,' 'deception' 

Mitt Romney returned to the campaign trail in this critical swing state Monday morning without his new running mate, 

but armed with new rhetoric accusing President Obama of running a dishonest campaign meant to deceive the 

American people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20124:47:22 PM 

Obama to rover team: Watch out for Martians 

Ig~~""lln a congratulatory phone call to the team behind NASA's Mars Curiosity rover, President Barack Obama 

made sure that if Martians are discovered, he'll be one of the first to know. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20125:14:02 PM 

Debt threatens security clearances for troops 

Nearly 36,000 active-military members who hold security clearances have recently sought urgent financial advice or aid 

because heavy debts and delinquent bills threatened to void their classified status, according to a nonprofit that helps 

troops and veterans solve money problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 5:25:02 PM 

Israeli rhetoric on Iran strike heats up 

Ig~~""llf the number of column inches in Israel's newspapers is any kind of accurate measure, the Middle East is 
in for a nerve-shredding few weeks. NBC's John Ray reports the talk of Israel making a pre-emptive strike 

against Iran heating up . 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20125:36:18 PM 

Report: Ex-Navy official faked death to get out of affair 

Ig~~""~he former commander of a Navy submarine -- who was relieved of duty on Friday after only a week on 
the job -- reportedly tried to fake his own death to get out of an extramarital affair with a Virginia 

woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20126:16:34 PM 

White House feels heat to waive ethanol mandate 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama announced emergency measures to ease the impact of the worst drought in half 

a century, but stopped short of waiving the government's requirement that a large portion of the now
shriveled corn crop be diverted to make ethanol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 6:31:33 PM 

WikiLeaks site attack continues into 10th day 

Ig~~""lcontroversial document-sharing website WikiLeaks remained down Monday, as a massive Distributed 
Denial of Service (0005) attack continued. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 6:41:59 PM 

After Olympics boost, it's austerity for Britons 

After the party, the hangover looms: London's golden Olympics may soon be a distant memory as Britain returns to the 

reality of its economic mess and years of more belt tightening. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20126:43:12 PM 

House Republicans sue Holder over 'Fast and Furious' 

u.s. House Republicans filed a federal lawsuit on Monday against Attorney General Eric Holder, the country's top law 

enforcement official, seeking to obtain documents on a botched operation nicknamed "Fast and Furious" that sought to 

link Arizona gun sales to Mexican drug cartels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 7:04:24 PM 

Three dead in shooting near Texas A&M campus 

Three people -- a police constable and two civilians -- were killed Monday when a gunman who opened fire Monday 

near the campus of Texas A&M University in College Station. The shooter was reportedly among the victims. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20127:05:14 PM 

Will world inaction help al-Qaida gain foothold in Syria? 

AI-Qaida units are already entering Syria and buying allegiance from the rebels who are desperate for the money and 

weapons they are offering. NBC's Richard Engel reports after three weeks in the war-torn nation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 7:37:29 PM 

Obama hits Ryan on the farm bill 

President Obama today kicked off his three-day Iowa campaign tour by taking on Paul Ryan directly, branding Mitt 

Romney's running mate as the embodiment of House Republican refusal to pass a farm bill that would help states like 

Iowa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 7:37:52 PM 

Google Earth pyramid claims stir controversy 

Ig~~""IAn archaeological researcher claims to have found two sets of what may be undiscovered pyramids in the 

Egyptian desert by using Google Earth, but experts say it's way too early to set the discovery in stone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 7:37:52 PM 

Google Earth pyramid claims stir controversy 

Ig~~""IAn archaeological researcher claims to have found two sets of what may be undiscovered pyramids in the 

Egyptian desert by using Google Earth, but experts say it's way too early to set the discovery in stone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 8:07:53 PM 

Ex-Cosmopolitan editor Helen Gurley Brown dies 

Ig~~""IHelen Gurley Brown, one of the world's most influential magazine editors, died Monday morning at New 

York-Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia, The Hearst Corporation confirmed. She was 90. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20128:10:24 PM 

Mormon church brings in $7 billion a year from tithing 

Ig~~""IAn analysis based on church records in countries that require more disclosure than the u.s. indicates that 

the Mormon church owns about $35 billion in real estate and brings in some $7 billion annually in tithes 
and other donations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20128:18:06 PM 

'Sgt. Rock' comics artist Joe Kubert dies at age 85 

Ig~~""~oe Kubert, an influential comic book artist best known for his dramatic war comics starring Sgt. Rock and 

superhero comics featuring Hawkman, has died at age 85. His legacy lives on through his sons and his 
renowned school for graphic and cartoon art. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 8:26:29 PM 

Jesse Jackson Jr. 'responding well' to bipolar treatment 

Ig~~""IRep. Jesse Jackson Jr. is "regaining his strength," following his admittance to the Mayo Clinic for bipolar 

disorder earlier this summer, the Rochester, Minn., facility said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 9:00:07 PM 

17-foot Burmese python found with 87 eggs 

Ig~~""IA double record-setting Burmese python has been found in the Florida Everglades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20129:09:19 PM 

Muslim woman sues Disney over wearing hijab at work 

Ig~~""IA former Disney employee on Monday sued the California-based entertainment giant, charging 

harassment and religious discrimination against her based on Muslim religion and ethnic origins in North 
Africa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/20129:19:32 PM 

Vatican says the 'butler did it,' orders trial 

Ig~~""lon Monday the Vatican charged Pope Benedict XVI's former butler with "aggravated theft" for stealing 

and leaking private documents from the pope's apartment to the Italian media. NBC's Claudio Lavanga 
reports from Rome. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 9:55:51 PM 

Oil boom sparks worker shortage in small towns 

Ig~~""IAlthough the expansion of drilling has breathed economic life into many small Oklahoma towns, the 

lucrative opportunities are also drawing people away from traditional service-sector jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 10:45:33 PM 

Video: Medicare becomes campaign flashpoint 

Ig~~""lln the days since Paul Ryan joined the Republican ticket, the spotlight has been on Ryan's proposal for 
government to give seniors money to buy their own insurance - part of a sweeping Medicare reform 

plan. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 11:12:22 PM 

Video: Saving Detroit's dogs 

Ig~~""IMembers of the Detroit Dog Rescue are scrambling to save the city's estimated 50,000 strays. NBC's 
Kevin Tibbles reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 11:14:03 PM 

Peregrine CEO charged with lying to regulators 

Peregrine Financial Group founder and CEO Russell Wasendorf Sr. was indicted on charges of lying to regulators 

Monday, a little over a month after his botched suicide attempt and his signed confession to bilking customers of his 

brokerage for years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 11:38:01 PM 

WikiLeaks website back up after attacks 

WikiLeaks.org went back online late Monday after a private company stepped in to help the doument-sharing site, 

which had been offline for more than a week as the result of a massive distributed denial-of-service attack. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/13/2012 11:51:37 PM 

Does your middle-schooler really need a phone? 

Ig~~""IDOUg Luce, father of two middle-school children in Seattle, long believed that kids needed a cellphone 

about as much as they needed a Wii or a handgun. But now that he has one child who has a cellphone, 
and one who doesn't, Luce firmly believes that middle school isn't too early to carry a phone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:55:16 AM 

Judge in Aurora shooting case: Gag order remains 

Ig~~""~he judge in the case of Colorado shooting suspect James Holmes ruled on Monday to keep nearly all 

relevant court documents sealed from public view, and keep a gag order in place, saying disclosure of 
records could damage the investigation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:02:53 AM 

Mars rover gets ready to roll with new brain 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover is almost fully reprogrammed for its two-year, 

$2.5 billion science mission on Mars, and mission managers say it should be ready to take its first short 
drive in about a week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 2:38:02 AM 

Romney struggles to square with Ryan's Medicare plan 

Stumping here on Monday, Mitt Romney told reporters he couldn't think of how he differs from running mate Paul Ryan 

when it comes to their views on Medicare. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 2:42:55 AM 

HBT: lowe notches save in Yankees' debut 

Ig~~""IHBT: Derek Lowe notched his first save in 11 years by throwing four scoreless innings in the Bombers' 8-2 
win over the Rangers on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 2:56:41 AM 

New Jersey cops find captive woman during drug raid 

New Jersey state troopers say a woman may have been padlocked in the bedroom of her boyfriend's northern New 

Jersey home for as long as 10 years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 3:35:44 AM 

Poll: Most favor Voter ID, but few know effects 

Despite widespread support for voter IDs, polling experts say the public is poorly informed about the controversial laws 

and their potential impact on the November presidential election. A new Washington Post poll found that 74 percent of 

respondents strongly agreed or somewhat agreed that voters should be required to show a government-issued ID when 

voting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20123:45:13 AM 

Neanderthal sex debate heats up again 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: One of the most titillating tales in the study of human origins - focusing 
on whether Neanderthals interbred with modern humans - is getting more tangled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20124:58:23 AM 

Accreditation warning issued to Penn State 

Ig~~""IAn accrediting organization has told Penn State that its status is "in jeopardy" based on recent 

developments in the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 8:48:40 AM 

Video: Take a virtual tour of next Olympic host city 

Ig~~""ILondon's Sochi Park offers a glimpse of the Russian resort that will take center stage as home of the 2014 
Winter Olympics. NBC News' Jim Maceda reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 9:04:53 AM 

'I've been alive,' says man listed by Stasi as killed 

Ig~~""IFor 31 years, Rene Seiptius had been counted among the thousands of people killed while trying to 

escape the confines of communist East Germany. As it turns out, he was alive all along. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 9:58:38 AM 

Officials: China fugitive killed after massive manhunt 

Ig~~""IA fugitive gunman thought to have shot dead nine people since 2004 was himself killed by police in 

southern China on Tuesday after a massive manhunt that has gripped the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:33:15 AM 

Bank penalties, not discounts, for some seniors 

A new report warns that so-called senior checking accounts may not be a good deal at all. In fact, in some cases, senior 

accounts cost much more than a basic checking account. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:43:55 AM 

Official: UK military to take 2-year hit from Olympics 

Britain's armed forces will take two years to recover from its deployment at the London 2012 Olympics, the country's 

chief military planner for the Games told a British newspaper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:58:29 AM 

Study: Japan nuke disaster caused mutated butterflies 

Ig~~""IResearchers in Japan have found signs of mutation in butterflies, signaling one of the first indications of 

change to the local ecosystem as a result of last year's nuclear accident in Fukushima, according to one of 
the first studies on the genetic effects of the incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:20:27 PM 

Luxury cars fare poorly in new crash tests 

Most midsize luxury cars - including the Mercedes-Benz C-Class - performed poorly in a new frontal crash test 

developed by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:28:11 PM 

Pattinson gets breakup advice on 'Daily Show' 

Ig~~""lln his first television interview since Kristen Stewart's "momentary indiscretion," "Twilight" star Robert 
Pattinson let "The Daily Show's" Jon Stewart do most of the talking. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:36:37 PM 

Retail sales rise for the first time in four months 

u.s retail sales rose in July for the first time in four months -- a sign that consumers could drive faster economic growth 

in the third quarter. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:49:42 PM 

New Jersey governor to headline Republican convention 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie will deliver keynote address when Republicans gather this month for their national 

convention before the November presidential election. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 12:55:10 PM 

Lone survivor recalls one of worst US plane crashes 

Twenty-five years ago this week, Cecelia Cichan was the only survivor of a plane crash that killed 154 others, including 

her parents and brother. Speaking out about it for the first time, she told documentary filmmakers, "I think about the 

accident every day." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:04:03 PM 

Syrian regime near collapse, ex-PM says 

Ig~~""lsyria'S former prime minister said Tuesday that Bashar Assad's regime was near collapse and urged other 

political and military leaders to tip the scales and join the rebel side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:11:38 PM 

With Ryan pick, the campaign conversation shifts 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Romney's vice presidential selection takes the campaign from the economy to a conversation 

over the role of government, at least for now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:14:04 PM 

Luke Russert: Like me, Paul Ryan is driven by personal loss 

Ig~~""11 first interviewed Paul Ryan one-an-one in January of 2010. When we were done, we exchanged 

pleasantries and he left. After about 15 seconds, he came back and asked me, "Howald was your dad 
when he passed from heart disease?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:17:26 PM 

Usain Bolt wins most Olympic mentions on Twitter 

The Jamaican sprinter - who repeatedly claimed legendary status after his phenomenal performance Saturday - was 

the most-mentioned Olympian on both Facebook and Twitter during the London Games, beating out American swimmer 

Michael Phelps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:37:09 PM 

Door-to-door scam operations on the rise 

The BBB expects has already received more than 1,000 complaints about magazine sales so far this year, compared with 

1,300 in all of 2011. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:41:55 PM 

Your absence on Facebook is holding you back 

When it comes to Facebook and other social media, you're damned if you do and damned if you don't. At least that's 

some career expects are saying. Job applicants long have known that what they post on social networks can hurt their 

chances of getting hired. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:45:22 PM 

$60,000 in gear heisted from Steve Jobs' home 

Ig~~""lcomputers and personal items worth more than $60,000 have been stolen from the Northern California 

home of the late Steve Jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:53:59 PM 

Militant: Libya fighters join Syria revolt 

Veteran fighters of last year's civil war in Libya have come to the front-line in Syria, a Libyan-Irish fighter has told 

Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 1:55:52 PM 

Blown plane tire forces emergency landing at JFK 

A Delta Air Lines connecting flight out of Boston made an emergency landing at John F. Kennedy International Airport 

Monday when the plane's front tire blew shortly after takeoff, officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 3:55:50 PM 

Restaurateur claims Games cost her business $140,000 

Ig~~""ILondonJs mayor has boasted that the city hosted the "best record-breaking Olympics Games ever," but 

his words seem unlikely to assuage an angry restaurateur who seeks $140,000 to make up for revenue 
lost during the two-week sporting festival. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20123:56:13 PM 

Firefighter dies, homes destroyed in Western wildfires 

Wildfires raged in several Western states on Tuesday, destroying dozens of homes and threatening hundreds more. In 

Idaho, one firefighter was killed by a falling tree. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20123:56:14 PM 

French president vows to impose order after riots 

Ig~~""IFrench police were preparing for another night of violence Tuesday after clashes struck the northern city 

of Amiens overnight, with rioters torching cars and a nursery school in a resurgence of urban unrest that 
has periodically roiled the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 3:58:33 PM 

Grocery prices may ease soon despite drought 

Ig~~""~hough severe drought conditions have raised the cost of food this summer, consumers may have seen 

the worst of the price impact at the grocery store. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20124:51:48 PM 

'Welcome Back, Kotter' star Ron Palillo dies 

Ig~~""~he actor who played Arnold Horshack on the 1970s television series died Tuesday at his home in Palm 

Beach Gardens, Fla. He was 63. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 5:02:28 PM 

Chasing a 'dream': Immigrant youth seek legal status 

Ig~~""~he "deferred action" program, outlined in a government memorandum in mid-June, will give certain 

young immigrants two-year work permits, allowing them to stay in the country and emerge from the 
underground economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20125:47:37 PM 

Emergency well drilling brings relief to farmers stricken by drought 

Ig~~""~herels a desperate search for water under way throughout Missouri where 95 percent of the state is 

enduring extreme levels of drought. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20126:09:17 PM 

Biden tells audience GOP, banks would put them 'back in chains' 

Vice President Joe Biden said Tuesday that a Republican-led effort to loosen new regulations on Wall Street would put 

voters "back in chains." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20126:10:37 PM 

Standard Chartered to pay $340M over Iran dealings 

NEW YORK -- Standard Chartered Pic has agreed to pay $340 million to settle allegations that it hid transactions with 

Iran from regulators, the New York Department of Financial Services said on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20126:19:47 PM 

Dozens killed in Afghan suicide bomber attacks 

Islamist suicide bombers targeted markets crowded with Ramadan shoppers and a major provincial hospital in 

Afghanistan on Tuesday, killing at least 38 and wounding close to 100. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 6:31:09 PM 

Wyden's Medicare collaboration with Ryan takes center stage 

Some Democrats are grumbling in dismay as the Romney camp uses last December's partnership between Rep. Paul 

Ryan, R-Wisc., and Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., to score points on the trail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 6:53:35 PM 

Farm expands melon recall to honeydews 

A North Carolina company that has recalled tens of thousands of cantaloupes because of potential food poisoning 

extended the recall to honeydew melons on Tuesday, the u.s. Food and Drug Administration said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20128:14:05 PM 

Auto bailout cost now upped to $25 billion 

American taxpayers could wind up losing as much as $25 billion on the auto bailout, according to a new report, a figure 

that has increased by 15 percent since an earlier forecast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 8:20:26 PM 

HBT: Mutiny in Boston? Players blast Valentine 

Ig~~""IHBT: Red Sox players rip manager Bobby Valentine in a meeting with ownership, with some players 

saying they don't want to play for him anymore. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 8:30:01 PM 

Julia Child founded 'cult of the kitchen,' her friend recalls 

Ig~~""IFrench culinary expert Ariane Daguin writes about her relationship with Julia Child, saying, "In our world 

of gastronomy, there are definitely two Americas: the one before Julia, and the one after." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 8:46:29 PM 

Romney draws on 2010 playbook in Medicare offensive 

The Romney campaign's newfound eagerness to engage President Obama on Medicare appears to draw more from 

Republicans' 2010 playbook than anything else. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/20129:22:12 PM 

37,000 files stacked on VA office cabinets 

Ig~~""lso many files were stacked in a Veterans Affairs regional office that there were fears that the floor could 
fail -- a stark example of the volume of cases the agency is dealing with. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:02:54 PM 

Girl's charity campaign raises $1.26 million, even after her death 

Ig~~""IRachel Beckwith's dream to provide clean drinking water to the developing world has continued, helping 

an entire community in Ethiopia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:22:09 PM 

Japanese spared of nuclear contamination, study suggests 

By Christopher Wanjek, LiveScienceResidents near the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Japan may have been 

spared the brunt of the deadly radiation that spewed from the failed reactors in March 2011, according to a study 

appearing tomorrow (Aug. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:44:44 PM 

Devo to release song about Mitt Romney's dog 

Ig~~""IDevo are set to release a track later this month entitled "Don't Roof Rack Me, Bra! {Remember Seamus}. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:51:12 PM 

Video: 'Best year ever' for some farmers outside drought region 

Ig~~""~he severe drought ruining crops around much of the United States has spared the Pacific Northwest. 

Farmers in Washington are enjoying high crop yields and high prices. (NBCNews.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/14/2012 10:57:43 PM 

Ecuador president: No decision on Assange asylum 

Ig~~""IEcuadorls president Rafael Correa on Twitter Tuesday denied reports in the British media that he has 

decided to offer Wikileaks founder Julian Assange asylum. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:37:00 AM 

2 million white Americans have celiac disease 

One percent of non-Hispanic whites in the u.s. - close to two million Americans - have celiac disease, but most are not 

aware they suffer the gluten-intolerance problem, according to a new study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:22:15 AM 

Mars rover survives 'brain transplant' 

Ig~~""INASA'S Mars rover Curiosity has survived its four-day "brain transplant" in fine shape and is now gearing 

up for its first Red Planet drive, scientists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:44:58 AM 

Biden on 'chains' comment: I was referencing GOP 

Vice President Joe Biden sought Tuesday evening to clarify language he used earlier in the day, saying his charge that the 

Republican ticket's banking policies would "put y'all back in chains" was merely a reference to the GOP's own rhetoric 

about the "unshackling" of economic forces. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 2:01:06 AM 

Australian court OKs logo ban on cigarette packs 

Ig~~""IAustralia's highest court upheld the world's toughest law on cigarette promotion on Wednesday despite 

protests from tobacco companies that argued the value of their trademarks will be destroyed under new 
rules that will strip all logos from cigarette packs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 2:03:44 AM 

HBT: Yanks' Kuroda blanks Rangers with 2-hitter 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Yankees need a healthy CC Sabathia if they hope to make a legitimate run at the World Series, 
but Hiroki Kuroda continues to prove that he's no slouch, either, tossing a two-hit shutout against the 

Rangers on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:10:28 AM 

Romney calls Obama presidency 'angry and desperate' 

Mitt Romney used the final rally on his five-state bus tour to paint President Obama as an "intellectually exhausted" 

leader resorting to "angry and desperate" tactics. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 2:20:35 AM 

Hypersonic aircraft taken out for a trial run 

Ig~~""IA U.S. Air Force bomber carried an experimental aircraft over the Pacific on Tuesday with the aim of 

putting it through a five-minute flight at six times the speed of sound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:12:20 AM 

Favorites headed to victory in four US state primaries 

Favored candidates for the u.s. Senate easily won primary contests in Florida and Connecticut on Tuesday, as 

Republicans and Democrats in four states picked candidates for the November 6 general election that will decide which 

party controls Congress. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:22:56 AM 

Australian court OKs logo ban on cigarette packs 

Ig~~""IAustralia's highest court upheld the world's toughest law on cigarette promotion on Wednesday despite 

protests from tobacco companies that argued the value of their trademarks will be destroyed under new 
rules that will strip all logos from cigarette packs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:45:09 AM 

Pedroia: 'I don't think Bobby should be fired' 

Ig~~""lspeaking after the Red Sox lost to the Baltimore Orioles 7-1 on Tuesday night, Dustin Pedroia denied a 

report that he complained to ownership about manager Bobby Valentine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:55:36 AM 

Will Voter ID hold down black vote in South? 

Obtaining certificates of birth, marriage and divorce needed to get a photo ID for voting can be an obstacle for otherwise 

eligible and longtime voters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20128:19:14 AM 

1,000 suicides linked to Britain's economic slump? 

A painful economic recession, rising unemployment and biting austerity measures may have already driven more than 

1,000 people in Britain to commit suicide, according to a study published on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:35:33 AM 

$500,000 for NJ kids forced to eat on gym floor 

Seven students forced to eat lunch on their New Jersey school's gymnasium floor for two weeks as punishment won a 

$500,000 legal settlement, their attorney said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:35:33 AM 

$500,000 for NJ kids forced to eat on gym floor 

Seven students forced to eat lunch on their New Jersey school's gymnasium floor for two weeks as punishment won a 

$500,000 legal settlement, their attorney said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 9:35:59 AM 

Study: Brazil wildlife vanishing at 'staggering rate' 

Ig~~""IAnimals living in patches of rainforest cut off from bigger expanses of jungle by farms, roads or towns are 

dying off faster than previously thought, according to an academic study published Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20129:58:10 AM 

Syrian state TV: Bomb rattles UN monitors' hotel 

Ig~~""IA bomb exploded in Damascus on Wednesday near a hotel used by United Nations monitors, Syrian state 

television reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 10:32:13 AM 

Russia punk rockers' case sparks protests 

Ig~~""lsecurity guards scuffled with masked protesters who demonstrated outside Moscow's main cathedral on 

Wednesday in support of three members of Pussy Riot, as a wave of global support for the Russian punk 
rockers gained speed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 10:45:30 AM 

Okla. executes man who killed ex-girlfriend, her 2 kids 

Ig~~""IA man convicted of killing his former girlfriend and her two young children in 1993 and burying them in a 
shallow grave was executed Tuesday in Oklahoma after an unsuccessful last-ditch challenge to the state's 

three-drug execution protocol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:11:25 AM 

4 million baby seats recalled after injuries 

Bumbo International Trust is voluntarily recalling about 4 million Bumbo Baby Seats after scores of injuries, including 

skull fractures. The baby seats are sold nationwide in Target, Toys R Us and Walmart. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:23:28 AM 

C-H-E-A-T-E-R: Scandal grips Scrabble world 

Ig~~""lone of the top young US Scrabble players has been kicked out of the game's national championship 

tournament after he was caught hiding blank letter tiles, organizers said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:50:52 AM 

Report: US weighs using blimps at Mexico border 

Ig~~""IDozens of surveillance blimps now being used on the battlefield in Afghanistan and Iraq could be 

deployed on the border with Mexico under a new joint initiative by the American military and border 
patrol officials, the Wall Street Journal reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:02:30 PM 

Ann Romney on taxes: 'There's nothing we're hiding' 

"We have been very transparent to what's legally required of us/' Ann Romney tells Natalie Morales of NBC's Rock 

Center. "There's going to be no more tax releases given." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:12:55 PM 

Unplug on your vacation and relax, really 

Ig~~""IAlthough it's almost unheard of these days, heading off on a vacation without access to Wi-Fi or email is 

achievable. And, believe it or not, it's worth doing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:19:23 PM 

Germany holds 4 suspected of busting Iran embargo 

German officials arrested four people Wednesday on suspicion that they supplied Iran with parts needed to build a 

nuclear reactor, in violation of the country's trade embargo on such items. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:22:05 PM 

75 sleep disorders? Expert tells why we can't get enough Zzs 

Ig~~""IDaVid K. Randall, author of a new book on the mysteries of sleep, talks to NBCNews.com about the state 

of sleep research, why some of us just can't seem to get enough Zzzzzs, and also about those sometimes 
humorous, but more often dangerous, nighttime rambles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:35:07 PM 

New York house explosion kills toddler, injures 17 

Ig~~""IAuthorities are investigating the cause of an explosion that leveled a house on Long Island, killing an 18-
month-old baby died and injuring another 17 people, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:36:44 PM 

'Price is Right' looking for its first male model 

Ig~~"'l'The Price is Right" is taking a step toward gender equality, at least for one week in October. The show 

announced it's searching for its first male model, with the winner being chosen by the audience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 12:52:20 PM 

Drought sends Mississippi into 'uncharted territory' 

Ig~~""~he drought of 2012 has humbled the mighty Mississippi River.The biggest impact may be on shipping. 
lilt's getting near critical," said Austin Golding, a third-generation co-owner of Vicksburg, Miss.-based 

Golding Barge Lines. NBC's John Yang reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:06:59 PM 

From government to gridiron: Condoleezza Rice models for the NFL 

Ig~~""lln a new campaign for women's NFL apparel, the former Secretary of State claims that she never misses a 

Cleveland Browns game or a chance to show off her team colors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:19:33 PM 

Presidential campaign turns toxic 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Debate about big ideas devolves into an exchange of nasty charges and countercharges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:20:35 PM 

Asia's biggest wildlife traffickers are untouchable 

Ig~~""~he kingpins of wildlife trafficking have proven masterful in taking advantage of pervasive corruption, 

appear immune to arrest and continue to orchestrate the decimation of wildlife across Asia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:26:10 PM 

'Smelled so good': Man allegedly steals pot from police 

A man in Pennsylvania who was arrested Saturday for allegedly stealing a bag of marijuana from a police station says he 

did so because he couldn't resist the drug's aroma. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:48:41 PM 

Woman in Aurora shooting: Leaving friend 'wasn't an option' 

Bleeding profusely after being hit by a gun blast in last month's movie theater shooting in Colorado, Allie Young made a 

simple request to her best friend - save yourself. But Stephanie Davies chose to risk her own life instead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:58:28 PM 

Rich kids overshare on social media; do yours? 

Ig~~""IAfter she shared a photo of her brother on their private plane en route to Fiji, Alexa Dell's Twitter account 

was shut down. She's not the only super-wealthy teen oversharing her conspicuous consumption on 
social media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 1:58:54 PM 

Skies friendlier, but air traveler complaints soaring 

Ig~~""15Poradic weather disruptions aside, this summer has been pleasantly devoid of the usual seasonal air 

travel snafus. 50 why are passenger complaints soaring? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:00:10 PM 

Pennsylvania judge won't block voter ID law 

A Pennsylvania judge denied a request Wednesday to block enforcement of the state's new voter identification law. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:09:10 PM 

Home builder confidence hits five-year high 

u.s. homebuilder sentiment rose in August to its highest level in more than five years, a fresh sign that the battered 

housing market is turning the corner, data from the National Association of Home Builders showed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:11:38 PM 

Man, 70, survives 6 days stuck in Alpine crevasse 

A 70-year old German man was rescued Tuesday from the Austrian Alps, where he was stuck for six days in a crevasse 

nearly lO,OOO-feet above sea level. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:14:02 PM 

'Crazy': Dozens of dead birds fall from NJ sky 

Ig~~""IResidents in a Cumberland County, N.J., community were left wondering what caused dozens of birds to 

drop dead from the sky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20122:16:39 PM 

CFT: Paterno cried uncontrollably after firing 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 3:02:36 PM 

Queen's husband, 91, hospitalized in UK 

Ig~~""lprince Philip, the husband of Queen Elizabeth II, has been taken to a Scottish hospital as "a precautionary 
measure," Buckingham Palace said Wednesday. The 91-year-old Duke of Edinburgh was taken to 

Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, the palace said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 3:02:54 PM 

J&J to remove harsh chemicals from baby products 

Ig~~""~ohnson & Johnson plans to remove potentially cancer-causing and other dangerous chemicals from 

nearly all its adult toiletries and cosmetic products worldwide within 3 1/2 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20123:19:57 PM 

'Missing swimmer' arrested after psychiatric care 

Ig~~""~he Long Island man suspected of trying to fake his own death in a scheme to collect on a life insurance 

policy has surrendered to law enforcement authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 3:24:35 PM 

Man drops gun in theater, shooting self in buttocks 

Police say a man accidentally shot himself in the buttocks at a Nevada movie theater during a showing of "The Bourne 

Legacy." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 3:43:52 PM 

10 soldiers struck by lightning at Fort Drum 

Ten New Jersey Army National Guard soldiers are expected to be OK after being struck by lightning at the base in 

northern New York. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 3:57:05 PM 

Drought expected to take toll at checkout 

Ig~~""~he lingering and pervasive drought that's taking its toll on farmers and ranchers across America's 

heartland now is expected to impact families across the country in the form of higher prices at the 
market soon. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports from Fort Worth, Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:38:02 PM 

Google feasts Julia Child on her lOOth birthday 

Ig~~""~ulia Child would have celebrated her lOOth birthday today, and for that, and all of her wonderful culinary 

accomplishments, the Internet sings her praise, most visibly in the form of a Google Doodle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:39:41 PM 

Slowing down is for sissies: The septuagenarians of Sturgis 

Ig~~""~he Sturgis Motorcycle Rally is in its 72nd year - about the same age as some of its most devoted 

attendees. These days the tough-as-nails rally features massages to help relax stiff joints, RVs equipped 
with comfortable beds, and biker goggles outfitted with bifocals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20124:43:12 PM 

Security guard shot at conservative group's DC office 

Police say a security guard at the Family Research Council office in Washington, D.C., was shot Wednesday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 5:29:40 PM 

UN investigators: War crimes perpetrated in Syria 

Ig~~""lsyrian government forces and allied shabbiha militia have committed war crimes and crimes against 

humanity, including murder and torture, United Nations human rights investigators said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 5:50:45 PM 

Did doctor waterboard daughter in experiment? 

Ig~~""IMeIVin Morse, a pediatrician who researched near-death experiences and is accused of waterboarding his 

daughter, faces personal and financial problems, court records show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20126:11:47 PM 

Dairy farmers 'just keep praying' for rain 

Ig~~""~he crumbling earth and burned out fields in Bolivar, Mo. are sad evidence of what has been a dry, hot 

and, at times, desperate summer. NBC's Jay Gray reports on how one dairy family is coping. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20126:14:23 PM 

Undocumented immigrants line up for chance to stay in US 

Ig~~""IForeign consulates, lawyers' offices and advocacy organizations were abuzz with activity as the federal 

government on Wednesday began allowing certain young undocumented immigrants who came to 
America as children to apply for the right to legally stay and work in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20126:14:23 PM 

Illegal immigrants line up for chance to stay in US 

Ig~~""IForeign consulates, lawyers' offices and advocacy organizations were abuzz with activity as the federal 

government on Wednesday began allowing certain young illegal immigrants who came to America as 
children to apply for the right to legally stay and work in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 6:29:54 PM 

Will baby boomers live as long as expected? 

Ig~~""lwhat if the generation that once rocked out to The Who's "hope I die before I get old" line actually does? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20126:36:13 PM 

William Shatner character returns from the dead 

Ig~~""~he Priceline Negotiator is back. You may recall that William Shatner's popular TV pitchman was 

supposedly killed off seven months ago in a fiery bus crash, but now he's back in a new TV spot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20126:49:18 PM 

Hypersonic craft breaks apart during test 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The u.s. Air Force says its most ambitious test of its X-51 WaveRider 

hypersonic aircraft ended in failure less than a minute after launch on Tuesday, due to a flaw in one of 
the craft's control fins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 6:53:00 PM 

HBT: Giants' Cabrera suspended 50 games for PED 

Ig~~""IHBT: Big, big news out of San Francisco that could have major playoff implications: Melky Cabrera has 

been suspended SO games for a positive testosterone test. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 7:35:37 PM 

Powerball jackpot climbs to $320 million 

Ig~~""~he estimated jackpot for Wednesday night's Powerball drawing has grown to $320 million, and players 

across the country hope to get lucky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 7:40:44 PM 

Airbnb rental allegedly used as 'temporary brothel' 

Two young women returned home to Stockholm from a four-week vacation to find that their private apartment, which 

they had rented out through Airbnb, had allegedly been used as a "temporary brothel. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 7:57:59 PM 

Hear it now! Devo unleashes Romney dog song 

Ig~~""~he band's Jerr~ Casale wants it to be known that their newest song, "Don't Roof Rack Me, Bro," isn't 

meant as a partisan statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:05:22 PM 

DHS official accused of sexual harassment 

Ig~~""IA top aide to Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano has stepped aside after department officials 

received new allegations that she made lewd and sexually charged comments to subordinates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20128:17:45 PM 

Americans tell their story of #Drought2012 

Ig~~""~he U.S. is currently in the throes of the worst drought in more than SO years. See some of the images 

and stories we have begun collecting from viewers and readers showing how the drought is affecting 
them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20128:44:13 PM 

Warrantless cell phone tracking is legal, federal court rules 

Ig~~""~he 6th u.s. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that law enforcement officials don't need a warrant to track 

suspects via cell phones. Here's what that means for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20128:44:13 PM 

Warrantless wiretapping is legal, federal court rules 

Ig~~""~he 6th u.s. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that law enforcement officials don't need a warrant to track 

suspects via cell phones. Here's what that means for you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:45:00 PM 

Nadal pulls out of US Open, citing sore knee 

Rafael Nadal's Grand Slam count will stay stuck at 11 for now, sidetracked by another knee problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:52:41 PM 

30 dead in Syrian air strike; strife spills into Lebanon 

An air strike by Syrian government forces killed 30 people in the rebel-held town of Azaz on Wednesday, a local doctor 

said, and a mass kidnapping linked to Syria in neighboring Lebanon raised the prospect of sectarian violence spreading. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 8:53:28 PM 

Nidal Hasan barred from pleading guilty to murder in 2009 Fort Hood shooting 

Ig~~""IMaj. Nidal Hasan, the Army psychiatrist accused of carrying out the November 2009 shooting spree at 

Fort Hood in Texas, sought to plead guilty Wednesday to 13 counts of premeditated murder but the 
judge said he could not accept the plea, the Temple Daily Telegram reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 9:00:46 PM 

Cops: Teens beat man because they were bored 

Ig~~""IA man in Ohio was severely beaten by six teenage boys who said they did so because they were bored, 

police allege. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/20129:18:58 PM 

Benefits of PSA testing may outweigh harms 

NEW YORK (Reuters Health) - The possible benefits and harms of prostate cancer screening have been hotly debated in 

recent years, but for the first time a new study tries to put a number on the balance of pluses and minuses for the 

average man. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 9:29:21 PM 

New pill helps prostate cancer patients live longer 

An experimental pill called enzalutamide helped men with advanced prostate cancer live longer, even after other 

treatments had stopped working for them. But it costs $6,000 a month and doesn't appear to be a cure. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 9:55:49 PM 

Ecuador: UK threatened to break Assange out of embassy 

Ig~~""IQUITO - Ecuador said on Wednesday that the British government had threatened to raid its embassy in 

London if Wikileaks founder Julian Assange was not handed over, and that Quito would make its decision 
on his asylum request on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 10:23:43 PM 

iPad mini to look more like iPhone than iPad: reports 

Apple's rumored iPad mini with a 7.8S-inch screen will look more like an iPhone than its larger-sized sibling iPad, 

according to various reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 10:32:35 PM 

Ex-Penn State officials' case renews Sandusky questions 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: If the case proceeds to trial, criminal charges against former Penn State officials Tim Curley and 

Gary Schultz will resurrect questions never answered during Jerry Sandusky's child sex abuse trial. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 10:46:08 PM 

Video: Poultry producers face soaring corn prices 

Ig~~""INorth Carolina, the second largest poultry producer in the nation, is facing big challenges as the price of 

grain rises. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:23:58 PM 

'Four more beers!' Obama serves White House home brew 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has stocked up on a newall-American campaign prop - White House-brewed 

beer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:26:14 PM 

Portland man travels to confront alleged bike thief 

If you've had your bike stolen, this story about a Portland, Ore. man confronting an alleged bike thief is for you. Jake 

Gillum, 28, recovered his bicycle after a slow-speed bike chase. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:47:11 PM 

Solar-powered robots to track sharks 

Ig~~""INOW sharks, too, will have easy access to Wi-Fi hot spots. But the wireless signal-transmitting hot spots 
aren't for the sharks to use - they're part of a network of robots that are being deployed in the Pacific 

Ocean to gather data about where sharks, whales and other ocean predators swim. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/15/2012 11:58:02 PM 

'Big Bang's' Mayim Bialik injured in car accident 

Ig~~""~he actress was injured and taken to a Los Angeles hospital after her white Volvo was struck near the 

intersection of Hollywood Boulevard and LaBrea Avenue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:00:07 AM 

Royal perfection: King Felix tosses perfect game 

Ig~~""lseattle Mariners ace Felix Hernandez pitched the 23rd perfect game in major-league history on 
Wednesday, beating the Tampa Bay Rays 1-0 at Safeco Field. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:20:17 AM 

See Mercury and Venus reach orbit milestones 

r-I~any skywatchers go through their entire lives without ever seeing the elusive planet of Mercury. 
hursday morning, Aug. 16, is one of the rare opportunities when you can catch a glimpse of it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:24:52 AM 

Missy Franklin's dilemma: Go pro, or go to college? 

Ig~~""IFrom a parenting perspective, it's a good problem to have: Do you let your extremely talented child go 
for the endorsement deals, the major-league contract or the Broadway auditions - or do you insist they 

go to college first? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:37:41 AM 

35 years after his death, Elvis is everywhere 

Ig~~"'l'EIViS is everywhere," went the lyrics of an old song. Those words might seem literal come Friday in rock 

'n' roll icon Elvis Presley's hometown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20122:17:49 AM 

Ryan on Medicare: 'We want this debate' 

Appearing at his alma mater Wednesday, Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan weighed in on the Medicare 

debate for the first time before voters on the campaign trail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20123:19:00 AM 

PST: Another signature win for Klinsmann, US 

Ig~~""lpST: Add Wednesday's historic, 1-0 victory over Mexico, the U.S.'s first win at Mexico City, to coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann's growing group of signature wins. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:24:14 AM 

HBT: M's don't want to trade Felix, but it'd make sense 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Mariners might be reluctant to trade star pitcher Felix Hernandez, but if they are sensible about 

rebuilding their last-place team, the time to strike is now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20125:31:14 AM 

One winner in Michigan in $320 million Powerball 

Ig~~""IA single ticket sold in Michigan matched all five numbers and the red Powerball to win the $320 million 

Powerbalilottery jackpot, the 10th largest prize in U.S. history, lottery officials said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 9:27:02 AM 

Bomb threat prompts jet to make emergency landing 

A passenger jet flying from New York to Moscow made an unscheduled landing in Iceland on Thursday after a phone call 

was made claiming there was a bomb on board, a spokeswoman for Russian airline Aeroflot said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20129:27:16 AM 

Skydiver survives plunge to ground after chute fails 

A skydiver in New Zealand suffered serious injuries Thursday when he plunged toward the ground after his main 

parachute failed, forcing him to turn to his reserve parachute, which only partially worked, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20129:27:16 AM 

NZ skydiver hits ground after parachute fails 

A skydiver in New Zealand suffered serious injuries Thursday when he plunged toward the ground after his main 

parachute failed, forcing him to turn to his reserve parachute, which only partially worked, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 10:07:30 AM 

Spain's 'Robin Hood' mayor begins 3-week march 

Ig~~""IA Spanish mayor who became a cult hero for staging supermarket robberies and giving stolen groceries 
to the poor on Thursday began a three-week march. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 10:19:48 AM 

Veterans highlight Paralympics' battlefield roots 

Ig~~""IFive U.S. wars and 64 years later, the Paralympics are set to complete a bittersweet roundtrip, in both 

place and purpose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/201210:47:42 AM 

Scuffles break out as Assange asylum showdown looms 

Ig~~""lprotesters chanting slogans in support of Julian Assange tussled with police outside the Ecuadorean 

Embassy in London on Thursday after Britain said it might enter the building to detain the WikiLeaks 
founder holed up inside. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 11:57:34 AM 

Winning $337 million Powerball ticket sold in Michigan 

Ig~~""IA single ticket sold at a gas station in Michigan matched all five numbers and the red Powerball to win the 

$337 million Powerbailiottery jackpot, the 10th largest prize in U.S. history, lottery officials said 
Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:03:25 PM 

Governments mull seizing underwater mortgages 

Ig~~""IWith millions of homeowners still "under water," some local governments are considering a novel 

solution: condemning their mortgages through the power of eminent domain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:22:58 PM 

Caring companies promote work-life balance 

In a fast-paced interconnected world, 25 caring companies offer a variety of perks to help employees strike a balance 

between their jobs and their personal lives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:36:39 PM 

Housing starts fell unexpectedly in July 

Groundbreaking on new U.S. homes unexpectedly fell in july and gains from the prior month were revised lower, a 

reminder of the housing market's weakness despite signs of recovery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 12:54:31 PM 

Fewer teen girls having oral sex, study finds 

A new report on teen sex contradicts a popular notion that teens are turning to oral sex as a way to delay "real" 

intercourse. The government study shows fewer teenage girls are having oral sex, compared to a few years ago. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:01:22 PM 

Ecuador grants asylum to Wikileaks' Assange 

Ig~~""IEcuador granted asylum to Julian Assange on Thurday, expressing fury at a threat by Britain to seize the 

Wikileaks founder at its London embassy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:05:53 PM 

Mom: Airline failed to track daughter, 10, flying alone 

When Phoebe Klebahn's parents sent her thousand of miles to summer camp, they paid United Airlines an extra fee of 

$99 to make sure she got there safely. But then Annie Klebahn got a frantic call: Her daughter had failed to arrive on her 

flight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:06:26 PM 

Families question Scientology-linked rehab after deaths 

Famous Scientologists like Tom Cruise and john Travolta have touted the value of Narconon, a drug rehabilitation 

program based on the teachings of Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard, but parents whose children died on the 

premises of Narconon caution anyone from sending their children there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:12:35 PM 

Campaign turns into Medicare debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Romney and Ryan continue to press the Medicare debate as attacks on Obama's economic 

record fade. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:25:22 PM 

Woman parasailing with husband dies after 200-ft. fall 

A Connecticut woman died in a parasailing accident in Florida Wednesday when she fell about 200 feet into the ocean, 

authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 1:35:14 PM 

Race car co-driver: Plunge off cliff 'a washing machine of pain' 

Rounding a treacherous corner known as Devil's Playground in the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb in Colorado on 

Sunday, driver Jeremy Foley lost control of his race car and went flying off the side of a steep cliff. Somehow, he 

survived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 2:08:26 PM 

Dozens killed when illegal mine shaft collapses in Congo 

At least 60 miners were killed when a shaft collapsed in a remote part of northeastern Democratic Republic of Congo, 

where local armed groups complicated rescue efforts, officials said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 2:26:08 PM 

More Americans seeking jobless aid 

The number of Americans filing new claims for jobless benefits edged higher last week although a trend reading fell 

close to a four-year low, pointing to healing in the struggling labor market. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 2:31:08 PM 

The case for shutting up: Wasted time at work 

Ig~~""~echnOIOgy may be revolutionizing the workplace, but old-fashioned distractions like meetings and 
chatting with co-workers are still considered the biggest office time-wasters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 2:53:35 PM 

7 US soldiers die in Afghan chopper crash 

Seven American soldiers were killed Thursday when their helicopter crashed in Kandahar Province in southern 

Afghanistan, u.S. officials told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20123:10:21 PM 

Has Teach for America betrayed its mission? 

Ig~~""~each for America will send thousands of recruits into the nation's classrooms this fall. But critics contend 

that policies it fosters might hurt the very schools it once set out to save. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20123:12:02 PM 

Report: Apple is pitching a set-top box to cable providers 

Ig~~""IAPPle reportedly wants you to purchase one of its devices rather than renting a set-top box from a cable 

provider for $10 to $15 a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 3:56:53 PM 

Elephant population dwindles as demand for ivory grows 

Ig~~""~onight, tune in to "Nightly News" for the final piece in Chelsea Clinton's two-part series about Africa's 
orphaned elephants, and click here to learn more about the David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust -- including 

how to foster a baby elephant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:00:12 PM 

100 Fed Ex employees treated after chili pepper leak 

More than 100 FedEx employees at the company's Memphis, Tenn., parcel hub were treated for exposure after a forklift 

punctured a barrel of concentrated chili peppers used to make pepper spray. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:05:17 PM 

2 Louisiana deputies killed, 2 injured in ambush 

Two deputies in Louisiana are are dead and two more were injured in a shootout early Thursday morning in the parking 

lot of a refinery, the Times-Picayune reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:10:54 PM 

Hang up and eat: Give up your cell phone and restaurant discounts your meal 

Hold that call: At Eva, a New American restaurant in Los Angeles, diners who give up their cell phones for the duration of 

the meal get a 5 percent discount. "When I first heard about it, I loved it," said Jaime Oikle, founder of 

RunningRestaurants.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:12:14 PM 

Gabby Douglas hires hairstylist to the stars Ted Gibson 

Ig~~""~ed Gibson, who is one of the most sought-after hairstylists in the business, has fashioned the locks of 

everyone from Angelina Jolie to Demi Moore and Anne Hathaway. He has now added Gabby Douglas to 
his A-list client roster after her team reached out to him following the teen athlete's hair controversy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:16:45 PM 

Penn State foots ex-officials' legal bills, not McQueary's 

Ig~~""lwhile Penn State continues to pay the legal expenses of former university officials Gary Shultz and Tim 

Curley, it is not footing the bills for a key witness against Jerry Sandusky at his child sex abuse trial, Mike 
McQueary, NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:38:25 PM 

Romney: 'I never paid less than 13 percent' in taxes 

First Read: Mitt Romney did not pledge to release any additional returns beyond what he had previously pledged, but 

essentially quashed rumors that he paid no taxes at some point. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:43:51 PM 

Guard joins wildfire battle in Idaho; more flee homes 

Ig~~""~he Idaho National Guard is joining the fight against at least nine wildfires burning across the state, 

including the 68,000-acre Trinity Ridge blaze, one of 60 large U.S. fires being fought in one of the worst 
U.S. fire seasons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:48:24 PM 

Some companies pay more to CEOs than to Uncle Sam 

Citigroup, Abbott Laboratories, and AT&T are among the 26 companies that paid more to their CEOs in 2011 than they 

did in federal taxes, according to a study released on Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20124:57:55 PM 

UK refuses Assange safe passage to Ecuador 

Ig~~""IBritain said it would not allow Julian Assange safe passage to leave the country Thursday, hours after the 

WikiLeaks founder was granted asylum by Ecuador amid an escalating diplomatic crisis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:07:59 PM 

A male birth control pill? New drug shows promise 

Researchers working to make a new cancer drug think it may have another use -- as a way to make men's bodies 

"forget" how to make sperm. Is this the male birth control pill we've been waiting for? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:09:52 PM 

Michael J. Fox eyeing return to prime-time TV 

Ig~~""~he news of Fox's return was first reported by Vulture, and confirmed to The Clicker by a spokesperson at 

Sony Pictures Television, the company developing the show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:42:07 PM 

Protest turns deadly as police fire at miners in South Africa 

WARNING: Graphic image published at the bottom of this post. South African police opened fire on O
·g~~..., 

hursday against thousands of striking miners armed with machetes and sticks at Lonmin's Marikana 
platinum mine, leaving several bloodied corpses lying on the ground. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:43:07 PM 

7 US troops die in Afghan chopper crash 

Seven American troops were killed Thursday when the Black Hawk helicopter they were traveling in crashed in southern 

Afghanistan, u.S. officials told NBC News. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:43:43 PM 

Attempted murder charge in DC guard's shooting 

Ig~~""IA Virginia man has been charged with attempted murder and illegally bringing a gun into Washington, 

D.C., after a guard was wounded at Family Research Council headquarters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 5:47:49 PM 

Ariz. ban on licenses for illegal immigrants could go to court 

Ig~~""ILegal experts say they expect a court challenge to Arizona's order denying public benefits to immigrants 

who qualify for temporary legal status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 6:03:27 PM 

Election year politics affects fate of farm bill and disaster relief 

With drought afflicting states from Florida to Oregon, President Obama is arguing that Congress must "pass a farm bill 

that not only helps farmers and ranchers respond to these kinds of disasters, but also makes necessary reforms." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 6:06:01 PM 

CDe: Boomers should be tested for hepatitis C 

All baby boomers should be tested for the hepatitis C virus, u.s. health officials said on Thursday, citing studies 

suggesting more than 2 million Americans born between 1945 and 1965 may be infected with the liver-destroying virus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20126:18:21 PM 

Iraqi who aided US now accused of sex assault 

Ig~~""IAS a boy, Jasim Mohammed Hassin Ramadan was praised for courage as an informant in Iraq's AI Anbar 

province in 2003. But he's been charged with sexual assault in his new country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 6:50:56 PM 

Driver swerves to avoid moose, hits bear 

A Norwegian driver who swerved his car on a rural road to avoid running into a moose hit a bear instead, authorities said 

on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 7:27:49 PM 

Kids flying solo: What age is appropriate? 

The story of a 10 year old who got lost by an airline that was supposed to escort her to her connecting flight has people 

debating when it's ok to let kids fly unaccompanied on airplanes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 7:39:03 PM 

What's leading Afghan troops to turn on coalition forces? 

Ig~~""lln the last week alone, a total of seven Americans lost their lives after Afghans they were working with 

turned their weapons on them.The recent spike in this type of attack has startled many and brought calls 
to find the catalyst for the deadly problem. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 7:56:38 PM 

'Smishing' texts seek your credit card info 

Ig~~""lscam text messages that try to lure you in by saying you've won free stuff are almost routine, and most 

people know to simply delete them. But the one that goes "You've won a free $1,000 Walmart gift card" 
is making the rounds again, now with Target also supposedly offering the gift. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 8:04:50 PM 

Yosemite river tragedy: 1 boy dead, 1 missing 

Ig~~""IA 10-year-old boy died and a 6-year-old is missing after they were swept away in the Merced River in 

Yosemite National Park, a park spokesman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 8:08:54 PM 

Facebook stock tanks on first day early investors can dump shares 

Facebook's stock price fell to an all-time low Thursday as the first part of a so-called "lockup" period for key investors in 

the company came to an end. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 8:25:06 PM 

Michael Phelps to be featured again on Wheaties boxes 

With another six Olympic medals around his neck, swimmer Michael Phelps is once again touting the breakfast of 

champions. General Mills Inc. on Thursday unveiled limited-edition boxes of its Wheaties cereal featuring Phelps, who 

now holds a record 22 Olympic medals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 8:33:54 PM 

Political campaign spending tops $500 million 

Campaign spending on political radio and television advertising has surpassed the half-billion-dollar mark. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 8:36:51 PM 

Council chief: Rights group shares DC shooting blame 

Ig~~""~he president of the Family Research Council, whose employee was shot in the group's Washington, D.C., 

office, says a civil rights group bears some responsibility for the shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/20129:19:46 PM 

Mars Curiosity rover team faces the masses 

Ig~~""IAfterfacing the "seven minutes of terror" and landing a car-sized rover on Mars, some of the stars of the 
NASA's Curiosity mission team faced thousands of questioners on Reddit - and they definitely delivered 

the geeky goods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 9:45:41 PM 

Six things to love (and hate) about the Nintendo 3DS XL 

Ig~~""IFor the second time in its history, Nintendo has taken its handheld gaming gadget and blown it up to an 

extra large size. And for the second time, it looks like Nintendo has made a smart move. We get our 
hands on the Nintendo 3DS XL - a gadget that launches Sunday - and take a look at some of the good and the 
not-so-good things about this 3-D gaming device. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 10:18:42 PM 

Hope Solo: 'DWTS' pro Maks 'slapped me ... hard' 

Ig~~""lln a section devoted to "Dancing," the Olympic gold medalist claims that during one particularly tough 

practice session, Maks got so angry with her that "he slapped me across the face. Hard." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 10:58:27 PM 

FBI 'backdoor' might be open to hackers 

Ig~~""[he proposed law would force companies such as Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Twitter to build 
"backdoors" into their software so that law-enforcement agencies could eavesdrop on communications. 

But privacy advocates say building backdoors into communications software and hardware may create more 
problems than it solves for law enforcement - and may make the country more vulnerable to cyber attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/201211:19:17 PM 

Philadelphia swim club discrimination case settled 

Ig~~""~he Justice Department announced a settlement agreement Thursday in a Philadelphia-area racial 

discrimination case dating back to June 2009. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 11:22:35 PM 

Army suicides reach all-time high in July 

There were 38 suspected suicides among active-duty and reserve soldiers in July, the u.s. Army reported -- a record 

since the Army started keeping track several years ago. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/16/2012 11:38:12 PM 

Powerball winner has a year to come forward 

The winning Powerball ticket was purchased at a local Sunoco gas station in Michigan, but the ticket holder remains 

anonymous. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20121:01:11 AM 

NASA gets closer look at Martian mountain 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Newly received images from NASA's Curiosity rover are filling out the 
high-resolution view of its surroundings at Gale Crater on Mars - and providing an up-close look at the 

six-wheeled craft's nuclear power source. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:08:58 AM 

Patrick Kennedy has 'emotional' meeting with Jesse Jackson Jr. 

Ig~~""IRep. Jesse Jackson Jr. (D-IL) received a special visit at the Mayo Clinic from a longtime friend and 
colleague on Thursday. Former Congressman Patrick Kennedy (D-RI) traveled to Minnesota to spend time 

with Jackson, Jr. who is undergoing treatment for bipolar disorder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:14:06 AM 

Houston is vibrant in upgraded 'Sparkle' remake 

Ig~~""~he look, styles, dialogue and attitudes all feel more 21st century than 1968, but this new "Sparkle" still 

sparkles more brightly than its 1976 namesake. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20121:30:19 AM 

Colo. shooting prompts gun bills in big states 

Ig~~""IDemocratic leaders in three big states have used this summer's mass shooting in Colorado to push bills 

that would crack down on assault weapons and ammunition sales, rekindling a debate that has not 
gained much traction in Congress or on the presidential campaign. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:59:33 AM 

PFT: Fan sues 'Boys after burning butt on bench 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20127:19:52 AM 

South African police fire on striking miners, killing at least 30 

WARNING: Graphic image published at the bottom of this post. South African police opened fire on O
·g~~..., 

hursday against thousands of striking miners armed with machetes and sticks at Lonmin's Marikana 
platinum mine, killing at least 30 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20128:58:38 AM 

Two US Special Forces killed by Afghan police 

Two US Special Forces service members and an Afghan police officer were shot dead by another policeman in the Farah 

province of western Afghanistan on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:08:21 AM 

Texas sprayed as West Nile Virus spreads 

Parts of northeast Texas were sprayed with insecticide early Friday in an aerial assault on mosquitoes as more cases of 

West Nile Virus were reported as far north as Illinois. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:29:05 AM 

Female head, foot found near Toronto park 

Canadian police are searching for body parts as well as answers after finding a female head in a local river on Thursday, 

near where hikers found a human foot the previous day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:07:10 AM 

Study: Global smoking pattern is 'alarming' 

Women in developing countries are starting to smoke at younger ages, according to a study that found "alarming 

patterns" of tobacco use around the world. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:29:14 AM 

Phones squeezing out game gadgets 'doesn't make sense' says Nintendo president 

Ig~~""IAS Nintendo prepares to launch its latest handheld gaming device -- the Nintendo 3DS XL -- the 

company's president takes on naysayers who predict that portable gadgets centered around gaming are 
going the way of the dinosaur. But is there really still room for gaming gadgets in the market ... and in our 
smartphone-filled pockets? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201210:31:10AM 

Lessons from Twitter revolt against insurance co. 

Ig~~""IAt the intersection of social media, consumer frustration, anxious lawyers and heavy-handed regulations 

you'll find a particularly tricky corner of the Web. Insurance firms, which have always been a magnet for 
complaints anyway, lie at precisely this crossroads. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201210:40:35 AM 

North Korea lets women ride bicycles 

In perhaps another sign that North Korean society is changing, Chinese media reported Friday that women are being 

allowed to ride bicycles for the first time for years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:58:29 AM 

Wildfire evacuees return to find homes gone 

Ig~~""lcrews in central Washington, rural Idaho and Southern California made gains on several wildfires, 

allowing some evacuees to return home and protecting two vacation towns from a massive encroaching 
blaze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201211:10:24AM 

Russian rockers face verdict in test of tolerance 

A Russian judge will deliver a verdict Friday against three members of a feminist punk band for staging an anti-Kremlin 

protest in a church, in a case their supporters say has put President Vladimir Putin's tolerance of dissent on trial. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201211:30:22 AM 

Syria diversion: Passengers asked for fuel money 

An emergency layover in Syria's war-torn capital was bad enough. Then passengers on Air France Flight 562 were asked 

if they had enough cash to pay for more fuel. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 11:39:23 AM 

Two US service members killed by Afghan police 

A newly recruited Afghan village police officer opened fire on his American allies on Friday, killing two u.s. service 

members and another Afghan policeman, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 11:59:32 AM 

Moms bearing recession's brunt, study shows 

Though the media has focused on plight of unemployed dads, it's moms who are suffering the most in the current 

recession, a new study shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 12:07:39 PM 

Sears, Dish Network among worst workplaces 

Ig~~""lcompanies often tout their workplaces as an inviting environment for employees. Yet many are far from 

it, and workers at many of the largest corporations dislike, or even hate, their jobs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 12:47:43 PM 

Eating walnuts daily can give sperm an extra boost 

Ig~~""IA couple of handfuls of walnuts a day can make a man's sperm stronger, faster and prettier, researchers 
said on Thursday -- and it's possible the nuts could provide a natural solution for some men with fertility 

problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:04:58 PM 

Lessons from the Ryan pick 

First Read: Paul Ryan has energized Romney's campaign and changed the conversation but hasn't given the 

presumptive GOP nominee a boost in the polls so far. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20121:16:07 PM 

Real estate website Trulia files for IPa 

Trulia, the operator of the Trulia.com real estate website, filed for a public stock offering Friday that could bring the 

company up to $75 million. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:23:26 PM 

Letters from camp: Mom, it's hell here! 

Ig~~""lwhen kids write letters home from camp, they're not thinking about the emotional impact of their words 
on their poor parents. That's clear from some of the dire-sounding missives collected by the author of 

"P.S. I Still Hate It Here: More Kids' Letters from Camp." Hilarious ... in hindsight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20121:23:27 PM 

As K-12 goes high-tech, colleges get more virtual 

Ig~~""~ec~no.logy and educational experts say new technology is shaking the foundations of educational 

institutions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 1:50:30 PM 

Doctors and parents speak different languages 

New research sheds light on what clinicians don't worry about enough: the fact that doctors and patients don't always 

communicate well, even in dire situations, writes Dr. Tyeese Gaines of theGrio.com. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20121:51:18 PM 

Chicago man mauled to death by his own pit bull 

An autopsy has found that a Chicago man was mauled to death earlier this week by his pet pit bull. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20122:48:14 PM 

Detroit hot-rod parade a blast from cruising past 

Ig~~""IMost of the time, Woodward Avenue is just another busy urban thoroughfare, but this weekend Detroit's 

main drag will be transformed into Memory Lane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20123:28:33 PM 

Kickstarter projects generate millions of dollars 

Ig~~""IA funny thing happens on Kickstarter, the website where people ask for money to finance their projects. 

Sometimes, they get more money than they ask for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20123:40:13 PM 

Court sentences Russia rockers to 2 years 

A judge sentenced three women who staged an anti-Kremlin protest on the altar of Moscow's main Russian Orthodox 

church to two years in jail each on Friday in a trial seen as test of President Vladimir Putin's tolerance of dissent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20123:43:53 PM 

Ex-butler who injected socialite gets 20 years 

The former butler who injected a Kent socialite with what he claimed was a lethal virus, then demanded $8.5 million for 

an antidote is sentenced to 20 years in prison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20123:43:53 PM 

Ex-butler who injected socialite faces sentencing 

The former butler who injected a Kent socialite with what he claimed was a lethal virus, then demanded $8.5 million for 

an antidote is being sentenced. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20123:50:36 PM 

Campaign 2012 descends into trench warfare 

Ig~~""IAUgUst has seen the presidential contest devolve into a protracted type of trench warfare between 

Democratic incumbent Barack Obama and Republican challenger Mitt Romney, as each campaign trades 
countervailing - and increasingly negative - blows with the other. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20124:08:14 PM 

Ex-Border Patrol union leader accused of fraud 

A retired president of the National Border Patrol Council has been indicted on federal charges that allege he diverted 

hundreds of thousands of dollars in union funds for personal use. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20124:08:43 PM 

Could teddy bears unsettle 'Europe's last dictator'? 

Ig~~""IAn imaginative pro-democracy protest that saw teddy bears dropped from the sky over Belarus has 
brought the country's regime some unwanted international attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20124:30:44 PM 

Seinfeld would host Oscars, under right conditions 

Ig~~""~erry Seinfeld would be up for hosting the Oscars, but only under very precise conditions, but that's OK 

because this declaration gives us not just a great fantasy of what the best Oscars ever could look like, but 
an excuse to discuss "Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20124:40:37 PM 

Lawyer must pay $4.5M to gay student he criticized 

Ig~~""IA jury on Thursday awarded a gay University of Michigan student body president $4.5 million in his 
lawsuit against a former Michigan assistant attorney general who posted about him in an anti-gay blog. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:11:06 PM 

PFT: Pats to sign Olympic silver medalist Demps? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:29:22 PM 

Baby elephant brings joy and concern to Berlin zoo 

Polar bear Knut has passed away. Long live baby elephant Anchali. This week, Berlin's zoo celebrated the birth of a 350-

pound Asian elephant, born to her Thai mother Pang Pha and 18-year old "proud father" Victor. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:29:31 PM 

College to segregate students with gun permits 

The University of Colorado will put students with concealed-weapons permits in special dorms, but their firearms will 

have to be locked up before bedtime, campus police say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:32:28 PM 

Is spraying for West Nile virus safe? 

Ig~~""~exas state health officials, alarmed by the worst outbreak of West Nile virus since the infection first hit 

the United States in 1999, started spraying insecticide from airplanes Thursday night. But it is safe? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:47:52 PM 

Sloth bear cub plays with family like a dog 

Ig~~""IIS there anything better on a Friday than adorable photos of a sloth bear acting like a dog? We don't think 

so! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:49:00 PM 

We're here without papers, and we want you to know 

Over the past few weeks, a group of nearly 40 undocumented immigrants has been making its way across the country in 

a ragtag caravan, chanting "no papers, no fear" and proudly declaring "I'm undocumented" in public gatherings. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:50:45 PM 

Wheelchair user furious at Paralympics over seating 

A disabled mother has begun a campaign that has attracted thousands of supporters after she was told she could not sit 

with her family at the 2012 Paralympic Games because she was in a wheelchair. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:51:41 PM 

Wounded warriors show grit, determination on journey to recovery 

Ig~~""ILieutenant Colonel Donald Gajewski swears he has the best job in the military. As an orthopedic surgeon 

and chief of the Center for the Intrepid at the Brooke Army Medical Center in San Antonio, Texas, Dr. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20125:57:23 PM 

Clown who had Jobs' stolen iPad isn't laughing 

Ig~~""~he clown who received Steve Jobs' stolen iPad isn't laughing about what happened. Kenneth Kahn, who 

professionally goes by Kenny the Clown, said in an interview with TODAY. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20126:08:30 PM 

US troops in Afghanistan to keep weapons loaded 

All U.S. military personnel in Afghanistan are to be required to have a fully loaded magazine in their weapons at all times 

in response to a spike in attacks by rogue Afghan government forces. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20126:16:27 PM 

Walter White sought for meth crimes in Alabama 

Ig~~""IA man by the name of Walter White is wanted in Tuscaloosa County, Ala., for violating the conditions of 

his probation related to manufacturing and possessing methamphetamine. No, you're not reading a 
recap for the latest episode of "Breaking Bad." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20126:18:01 PM 

Suit claims Heinz stole idea for ketchup packet 

Why should smartphone titans have all the fun when it comes to filing patent infringement lawsuits? An employee of 

the Chicago Housing Authority is suing H.J. Heinz Co. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20126:41:19 PM 

Mystery Powerball winner has Mich. town abuzz 

Ig~~""IWhO is the newest Michigan millionaire? That's the question on everyone's minds in the town of Lapeer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20126:50:05 PM 

Could you go 10 weeks without lying? 

Ig~~""lwe tell one, sometimes two, lies every day, sharing an average of 11 untruths per week. We tell lies to 
avoid hurt feelings, or we embellish to make a story more interesting. But whether it's a white or 

boldface lie, all these fibs harm our health. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20127:31:57 PM 

eBay bans magic potions, spells and curses 

Ig~~""lcome September, the online auction site will no longer truck in "advice; spells; curses; hexing; conjuring; 

magic; prayers; blessing services; magic potions; healing sessions." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20127:46:36 PM 

Immigrants confront author of anti-immigrant laws 

Ig~~""lprotesters opposed to strict state-level immigration laws confronted one of the key writers of such 

legislation as he testified at a u.s. Department of Justice civil rights hearing on Friday in Alabama's 
capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20127:50:06 PM 

Attacks on US mosques prompt security fears 

Ig~~""lon Sunday and Monday, when Muslims will celebrate the end of Ramadan, even many who are less 

observant the rest of the year will be at mosques to pray. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20128:14:57 PM 

Stocks close near a fresh four-year high 

Stocks closed Friday near a fresh four-year high, chalking up a sixth straight week of gains, as a drop in Wall Street's 'fear 

gauge' suggested stocks have room to move higher. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20128:31:50 PM 

Ryan plan sparks debate: let each state run its own Medicaid program? 

Since Mitt Romney picked Paul Ryan as the GOP vice presidential candidate, the congressman's budget proposals have 

become the campaign's most hotly debated issue. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20128:43:11 PM 

Dog rescued after 8 days in mountains; owner faces charges 

r-~ team of hikers saved the German shepherd, who was left in the mountains of Colorado by her owner. 
he owner wants the dog back, but now faces charges of animal cruelty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20128:45:11 PM 

Racy photo may get Michael Phelps in hot water 

Ig~~""~he mysterious release of a photo of Michael Phelps in a bathtub, shot for a Louis Vuitton ad campaign, 

threatens to cause a splash of a different kind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:01:10 PM 

'Real World' and 'Celebrity Rehab' star dies 

Ig~~""~oey Kovar was found dead in Chicago Friday morning, police confirm to E! News. Friend and coworker 

Jared Degado tells E! News he suspects Kovar died of a prescription drug overdose. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:38:09 PM 

Mars rover gets ready for its first laser blasts 

Ig~~""lsCientists have selected the first target for the laser blaster on NASA's Mars Curiosity rover, as well as the 
itinerary for the rover's first extended trek on the Red Planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:38:47 PM 

Pieces of Amelia Earhart's plane located? 

Ig~~""lpieces of Amelia Earhart's plane might have been located in the depths of the waters off Nikumaroro 

island in the southwestern Pacific republic of Kiribati, according to a preliminary review of high-definition 
video taken last month at the uninhabited coral atoll believed to be Earhart's final resting place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/20129:40:25 PM 

What to take? Couple pack to flee Wash. wildfire 

Ig~~""IAdrienne and Tom Blum busily pack necessities into their car, truck and trailer to evacuate from the 

nearby Taylor Bridge fire that has burned an estimated 70 homes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:04:41 PM 

Emory University: False academic data sent out 

For more than a decade, Emory University intentionally misreported data about students to groups that rank colleges, 

the president of private liberal arts college in Atlanta said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:18:44 PM 

Medical pot supporters sue to stop LA ban 

Ig~~""IA medical marijuana trade group sues the city of Los Angeles to keep officials from enforcing a new ban 

designed to shut down more than 1,000 pot dispensaries. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:54:52 PM 

Who needs a license? Self-driving cars coming 

Ig~~""lself-driVing cars have been on the drawing board for more than a half-century. But many auto executives 

say the industry is on the cusp of welcoming autonomous automobiles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 10:57:39 PM 

Jobless rate rose in 44 states last month 

Unemployment rates rose in July in almost every state, including those where the presidential election fight is expected 

to be fiercest, according to data released on Friday by the Labor Department. Altogether, jobless rates rose in 44 states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201211:13:28 PM 

Cost-wary Forest Service tries to douse each fire 

Ig~~""IForest Service officials say putting out every fire quickly, no matter how big or small, is cheaper as the 
cost of firefighting climbs. Critics say they're setting the stage for disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/201211:37:33 PM 

Paul Ryan releases 2 years of tax returns 

Presumptive Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan released two years of tax returns late Friday. They are 

posted on the Mitt Romney campaign's website. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/17/2012 11:59:25 PM 

Bye, A-list: There's a new definition of movie star 

Ig~~""~he era is long past when a star like Tom Cruise could launch a career with "Risky Business" and "Top 

Gun," then stay in the stratosphere for decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 12:03:09 AM 

Teacher gets 5 years in prison for sex with 5 students 

Ig~~""IBrittni Colleps, the Texas teacher accused of having improper sexual relationships with several of her 

students, has been found guilty on all counts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 3:36:05 AM 

Jeter hits 250th HR, Yankees beat Red Sox 

Ig~~""IDerek Jeter hit his 250th home run, Nick Swisher connected twice and the New York Yankees beat the 
Boston Red Sox 6-4 on a lightning-filled Friday night for their eighth win in 10 games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 6:03:06 AM 

Seven charged over shootings of 4 La. deputies 

Ig~~""ILouisiana police have charged seven people in connection with shootings near New Orleans on Thursday 

that killed two sheriff's deputies at a trailer park and wounded two others, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/20126:33:19 AM 

Iran leaders condemned over anti-Israel remarks 

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has sharply criticized Iran's supreme leader and president, describing their latest 

verbal attacks on Israel as "offensive and inflammatory." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 7:03:42 AM 

CSM: Support for jailed Russian rockers questioned 

Some are starting to question whether the outpouring of support for Russian rockers Pussy Riot is little more than a star

studded fad - and if it can do anything tangible to help them. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 7:40:59 AM 

Report: 211 die during drugs trials in India 

Some 211 people died during clinical trials for new drugs in just six months in India, an official reportedly said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 9:04:01 AM 

Romney slams Obama over Medicare 

Mitt Romney attacked President Barack Obama Saturday over the future of Medicare in his first weekly podcast ahead 

of the November election. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 10:53:59 AM 

US troops hacked to death by N. Korean guards honored 

Ig~~""lu.S. and South Korean soldiers laid wreaths Saturday in memory of two American Army officers who 

were hacked to death with axes by North Korean border guards in 1976. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/201211:17:35 AM 

Storms Helene and Gordon threaten Mexico, Azores 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Helene headed north along Mexico's Gulf coast early Saturday, posing a threat to areas 

where thousands of people were still recovering from Hurricane Ernesto. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 2:02:53 PM 

NYC taxi plan ruled unconstitutional 

New York City's plan to expand taxi service outside Manhattan is unconstitutional, a judge ruled Friday in a decision that 

could leave the city with a $1.46 billion hole in its budget. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 2:03:52 PM 

USC brushes off sanctions to be No.1 in AP Top 25 

Ig~~""lsouthern California is No.1 in the AP Top 25, tossing off the weight of NCAA sanctions and returning to a 
familiar place in the rankings - with a boost from LSU's problems. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 2:09:02 PM 

Teen shot in head with spear is recovering, meets rescuer 

Ig~~""lsixteen-year-Old Vasser Lopez was overcome with tears when he was reunited with the woman whose 

quick thinking may have saved his life after he was shot in the head with a spear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 4:00:05 PM 

Man, woman shot dead in La.; 2 kids unharmed 

Authorities in greater New Orleans say two young children have been recovered unharmed from a car where a male 

driver and female passenger were found dead with multiple gunshot wounds. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/20124:06:03 PM 

China wins Miss World beauty pageant 

Ig~~""IMiSS China, 23-year-old Wen Xia Yu, took the title of Miss World 2012 on Saturday, beating out 115 other 

contestants in the international competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/20124:52:35 PM 

Police seek suspect in killing of Philadelphia officer 

Authorities have identified a police officer who was shot and killed while off-duty in North Philadelphia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 4:54:59 PM 

Ryan campaigns with mom, pitches Medicare fix 

Campaigning with his retired mother in Florida, Congressman Paul Ryan made the Romney-Ryan ticket pitch for fixing 

Medicare Saturday at the world's largest senior citizens community. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 5:07:04 PM 

CFT: 5th Sooner suspended in past 3 months 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 5:40:34 PM 

Storm Helene slams Mexico coast 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Helene plowed up Mexico's Gulf coast Saturday, posing a threat to areas where thousands 

of people were still recovering from Hurricane Ernesto. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 5:56:27 PM 

Salmonella cantaloupe sickens 141, kills 2 

Federal and state health officials are warning consumers not to eat cantaloupe grown in southwestern Indiana after an 

outbreak of salmonella food poisoning that has led to 141 illnesses and two deaths in 20 states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 6:30:02 PM 

Judge rejects Facebook settlement over users appearing in ads 

A U.S. judge rejected Facebook Inc's proposed legal settlement to resolve allegations that the social networking 

company violated its members' rights through the its 'Sponsored Stories' advertising feature. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 7:20:42 PM 

Obama campaigns in NH, where voters know Romney 

Ig~~""lspeaking in a hot, crowded gymnasium in Windham, N.H., President Barack Obama kicked off a day of 
campaigning in this battleground state where he is neck-and-neck with Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 7:48:45 PM 

Gabby and lolo get a rousing homecoming 

It's been a brutal month for Lolo Jones. She's been dissected in the media and dissed by her own teammates. If that 

wasn't bad enough, Jones failed to even medal in the lOO-meter hurdles at the recent London Olympics after spending 

four years working to overcome her heartbreaking stumble in Beijing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 8:31:45 PM 

Russian clerics forgive Pussy Riot, ask for mercy 

Russian Orthodox Church clerics have asked the country's authorities to "show mercy" on the three members of the 

punk band Pussy Riot, who were sentenced to two years in jail each on Friday in a trial seen as a test of President 

Vladimir Putin's tolerance of dissent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/20128:54:18 PM 

Two 15-year-olds accused of school murder plot 

Less than a week before the school year is to begin, two 15-year-old students are arrested in an alleged murder plot 

against students and staff in Murrieta, Calif. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 8:55:09 PM 

Drug dealers say no to crack in Rio 

Ig~~""IBusiness was brisk in the Mandela shantytown on a recent night. In the glow of a weak light bulb, 

customers pawed through packets of powdered cocaine and marijuana priced at $5, $10, $25. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 9:56:42 PM 

Idaho town ordered evacuated as wildfire nears 

Ig~~""IAn Idaho town was evacuated as a wildfire closed in Saturday. Hundreds of Washington and California 

residents who earlierfled flames returned to see if their homes were spared. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 10:58:08 PM 

Mars rover sets its sights on a summit 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover has sent back its sharpest image of the 3-mile

high mountain it will climb on Mars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/18/2012 11:54:52 PM 

Obama says GOP would raise costs for seniors, cut taxes for wealthiest 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama blasted the GOP ticket on Saturday for proposing to raise costs for the elderly 

while slashing taxes for the wealthiest Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/201212:17:36 AM 

Mission: Reunite Purple Hearts with recipients' families 

Ig~~""IA National Guard captain has taken on the task of getting errant Purple Heart medals back where they 

belong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 12:34:03 AM 

Sale of Niger nomad's last camel is sign of hunger 

Ig~~""lln a part of the world where the worth of a man is measured by his animals, Tuareg nomad Soumaila 

Wantala has come to this market to do the unthinkable: Sell his last camel. He crouches in the shade of a 
thorn tree as traders haggle over the 4-year-old male animal, Yedi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 1:33:17 AM 

'Asking for prayers' in Yosemite river tragedy 

Ig~~""IA vigil was planned for Saturday evening to honor the memory of a lO-year-old boy from Yorba Linda, 

Calif., who died after being swept away in strong current at Yosemite National Park. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 2:27:24 AM 

John Lennon's killer to get new parole hearing 

Ig~~""IMark David Chapman, who shot and killed former Beatie John Lennon 32 years ago, will have his seventh 

parole hearing this week, New York state's Department of Corrections says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20124:02:44 AM 

Japanese landing on island may rile China 

Ig~~""lseveral Japanese nationalists land on a rocky island in the East China Sea at the heart of a territorial row 

with Beijing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20124:53:38 AM 

Body found off Palos Verdes is that of missing diver 

Ig~~""IA body found floating in the water off the Palos Verdes Peninsula coast is that of missing diver Rebecca 

Weiss, who disappeared a week ago, authorities confirmed late Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 8:53:35 AM 

Deadly car bombs rock Libyan capital 

Ig~~""IAt least two people were killed when three car bombs exploded in the Libyan capital Sunday, the first 
lethal attack of its kind since Moammar Gadhafi's fall last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20122:17:18 PM 

Assange asks Obama to relase leak suspect 

Ig~~""lln a bizarre address from the second-floor window of the Ecuadorean embassy, WikiLeaks founder Julian 

Assange asked President Obama to free leak suspect Bradley Manning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 3:28:33 PM 

Obama, Romney teams trade blame for negative bent 

Top surrogates for President Barack Obama and Mitt Romney traded blame on Sunday for the increasingly negative bent 

of the race for the White House. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20123:39:15 PM 

Idaho town emptied as wildfire nears 

Thick smoke enveloped the town of Featherville, Idaho, on Sunday, where residents had evacuated as the state's worst 

wildfire in years approached. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20124:16:06 PM 

Health panel likely to make HIV tests routine 

A U.S. health panel may soon make HIV testing as standard a practice as checking cholesterol levels, a move that would 

fundamentally change how the virus is detected and treated. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 5:34:56 PM 

How your phone's screen shatters 

Ig~~""IYOU/II know when it's over. Upon impact, a small amount of elastic energy is converted into acoustic 

energy - that resounding indication of breaking glass. But the majority of the elastic energy stored in the 
glass will be converted into two - or more - surface energies. A crack. You've just smashed your phone's 
screen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 5:41:06 PM 

Stocks' slow-motion rally could continue this week 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20127:10:00 PM 

Deutsche Bank probed over ties to Iran, Sudan 

u.s. prosecutors are investigating Deutsche Bank and several other global banks over business linked to Iran, Sudan and 

other nations currently under international sanctions, a report says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20127:16:02 PM 

Madonna to Russia: 'let Pussy Riot go free' 

Ig~~""IMadonna, who had already voiced her support for the Russian punk band Pussy Riot, on Saturday joined 

a chorus of celebrities in slamming a jail sentence handed down in Moscow to three women from the 
group over a protest against President Vladimir Putin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 8:02:35 PM 

American Airlines flight attendants OK contract 

Flight attendants at American Airlines on Sunday accepted the company's last and final contract offer, a decision that 

will help the bankrupt carrier in its bid to cut labor costs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/20128:13:23 PM 

Wynonna cancels concerts after hubby's crash 

Ig~~""lwynonna Judd has postponed her scheduled concerts in Canada next week due to a serious motorcycle 
accident involving her husband, Michael Scott "Cactus" Moser. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 9:24:03 PM 

Congressman: 'legitimate rape' doesn't cause pregnancy 

Republican Senate nominee Todd Akin, currently a Congressman, was in hot water Sunday after saying that "legitimate 

rape" rarely results in pregnancy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 9:39:07 PM 

As school bells ring, retailers listen for sleigh bells 

Retailers expect another solid showing this holiday season, as summertime surveys and shipments show that companies 

are placing big orders even as some remain cautious. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 10:21:37 PM 

Curiosity shoots Martian rock with laser 

Ig~~""INASA'S Curiosity rover has zapped its first Martian rock, aiming its laser for the sake of science. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 10:57:05 PM 

Libya arrests Gadhafi loyalists over Tripoli bombings 

Ig~~""ILibya says it arrested 32 supporters of Moammar Gadhafi in connection with bombings that killed two 

people in the capital earlier Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/19/2012 11:43:59 PM 

Video: Bloodhounds prove popular police pup 

Ig~~""~ragedY inspired Duke and Angela Snodgrass to train bloodhounds, gentle, enthusiastic dogs who whisk 

up scent with their ears. NBC's Kerry Sanders reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20122:17:22 AM 

Chinese leader's wife gets death sentence with reprieve 

Ig~~""~he wife of Bo Xilai, the former high-flying Chinese politician, was sentenced to death with a two-year 

reprieve after being found guilty Monday of murdering a British businessman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 3:04:00 AM 

HBT: Ichiro powers Yankees past Red Sox 

Ig~~""IHBT: Ichiro's multi-homer game backs Hiroki Kuroda's strong pitching performance as the Yankees top 
the Red Sox, 4-1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20123:31:43 AM 

USS Constitution sets sail again in Boston Harbor 

Ig~~""~he trip marked the day two centuries ago when the Constitution defeated the British frigate HMS 

Guerriere during the War of 1812. The Guerriere proved no match for the Constitution, which was 
heavier and longer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20124:29:29 AM 

'Top Gun' director dies after jumping off bridge 

Ig~~""~ony Scott, director of such Hollywood blockbusters as "Top Gun," "Days of Thunder" and "Beverly Hills 

Cop II," died Sunday after jumping from a Los Angeles County Bridge, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20124:47:26 AM 

Swimmer Nyad steady in Cuba-Fla. record attempt 

Ig~~""IEndurance athlete Diana Nyad forged ahead in the Straits of Florida with renewed vigor Sunday in pursuit 
of a record l03-mile (166-kilometer), unassisted swim in open waters without the aid of a shark cage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20127:10:25 AM 

Luck throws 2 INTs in loss to Steelers 

Ig~~""IAndrew Luck shook off a pair of early interceptions to put together three second-quarter scoring drives, 
giving the Indianapolis Colts a halftime lead before the Pittsburgh Steelers rallied for a 26-24 preseason 

victory Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20128:10:49 AM 

US 'insider' killings mount in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IA man in an Afghan police uniform shot and killed a u.s. service member on Sunday, raising the death toll 

to 10 in such attacks in the space of just two weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20128:47:41 AM 

Eyes in the sky aim to cut down illegal logging 

Ig~~""lln the two minutes it takes to read this story, an area the size of 60 football fields will have been clear-cut 

by illegal loggers globally, according to Chatham House, an independent policy institute in London. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:59:07 AM 

Lightning kills boy, 9, on Lake Superior boat 

A 9-year-old Wisconsin boy died from a lightning strike, one of eight boaters who sought shelter on a Lake Superior 

beach, Minnesota authorities said Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20129:45:51 AM 

Willie Nelson hospitalized with breathing problems 

Country musician Willie Nelson has been hospitalized with breathing problems, organizers told an audience in Colorado 

after the 79-year-old failed to show up for a concert. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 10:09:28 AM 

UK Queen's husband leaves hospital 

The Queen's husband, The Duke of Edinburgh, has left hospital in Scotland after receiving six days of treatment for a 

bladder infection. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 10:54:43 AM 

Slideshow: Migration in the Americas 

Ig~~""IFrom Colombians fleeing war to North American retirees moving to Nicaragua, a photographer's journey 

from Chile to Alaska explores both the expected and unexpected patterns of human migration in the 
Americas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/201211:22:57 AM 

The states that get the most federal money 

Ig~~""lln 2010, the federal government took the hundreds of billions of dollars it received in corporate, income 
and property taxes from each state and respent that money -- and then some -- on programs in each 

state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 12:05:56 PM 

Report: Pakistani girl with Down's arrested 

Pakistani police arrested a Christian girl with Down's Syndrome on charges of blasphemy after she allegedly burned 

pages inscribed with verses from the Muslim holy book. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/201212:17:50 PM 

Myanmar regime ends press censorship 

Myanmar abolished press censorship on Monday, the latest in a series of dramatic economic and political reforms by the 

quasi-civilian regime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 12:26:35 PM 

American anxiety: Why we're such a nervous nation 

Ig~~""lwe've become a very tense and anxious nation. Millions of us can't sleep at night and are so edgy during 
the day that our blood pressure skyrockets and our hearts race - even with no real threat in sight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 12:28:19 PM 

GM recalls 249,260 midsize SUVs 

General Motors Co will recall 249,260 midsize sport utility vehicles to correct a potential fire hazard, a u.s. government 

safety agency said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 12:44:45 PM 

Sightseeing boat runs aground in Alaska, 76 rescued 

Seventy-six people were rescued on Sunday from a sightseeing vessel that ran aground in Alaska's Glacier Bay and began 

filling with water, the u.S. Coast Guard said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 12:46:50 PM 

Hank Williams Jr. calls Obama 'Muslim' president 

Ig~~""~he country musician continued to criticize the president, this time at a state fair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 1:03:53 PM 

'San Francisco' singer Scott McKenzie dies 

Ig~~""lsinger Scott McKenzie, who performed "San Francisco (Be Sure to Wear Flowers in Your Hair)" - which 
became a hit in 1967 during the city's "Summer of Love" - has died. He was 73. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 1:13:51 PM 

Republican brand takes another hit with rape controversy 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Missouri candidate's comments on rape and abortion could make efforts to win over women 

voters even more difficult. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 1:26:46 PM 

Abandoned newborn girl found in New York City 

Ig~~""lpolice are searching for the parents of a newborn baby girl found behind a building project in New York 

City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 2:01:46 PM 

Courts flooded with Americans representing themselves 

Ig~~""IAmid a boom in foreclosures and other legal quagmires hitting the rising number of poor, there's a push 

to get lawyers to do more pro bono work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20122:12:06 PM 

Republican lawmaker skinny-dipped on Israel trip 

A group of Republican lawmakers and staff jumped into Israel's Sea of Galilee last year after a night of dining and 

drinking, and one freshman congressman swam naked, Republican aides confirmed late on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20123:03:11 PM 

Augusta National adding two female members 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in its 80-year history, Augusta National Golf Club has female members. The home of the 

Masters invites former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and South Carolina financier Darla Moore to 
become the first women in green jackets when the club opens for a new season in October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20123:03:11 PM 

Augusta National adding two female members 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in its 80-year history, Augusta National Golf Club has female members. The home of the 

Masters invites former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and South Carolina financier Darla Moore to 
become the first women in green jackets when the club opens for a new season in October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20123:12:05 PM 

After wife's conviction, what next for Bo Xilai? 

Ig~~""~he murder conviction for the wife of Bo Xilai may have brought to an end the probe into the death of 

Briton Neil Heywood but it left in question the fate of her husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20123:55:47 PM 

20 years after Ruby Ridge, there's forgiveness 

Ig~~""~wenty years later, Sara Weaver has left the anger behind, finding religion - and forgiveness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20124:46:28 PM 

Apple becomes most valuable company in history 

Apple, the maker of iPhones and iPads, has become the world's most valuable company -- ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20125:08:17 PM 

Nicki Minaj reportedly to join 'Idol' as judge 

Ig~~""~he 29-year-old rapper will be joining Mariah Carey at the judges' table on "American Idol," two sources 

confirm to Us Weekly exclusively. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 5:26:22 PM 

Valedictorian denied diploma for using 'hell' in speech 

An Oklahoma high school valedictorian who was denied her diploma because she used the world "hell" in her 

commencement speech doesn't plan to apologize for her choice of words, her father says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 5:51:53 PM 

Akin pledges to stay in race following rape comments 

Missouri Republican Rep. Todd Akin apologized Monday for comments he made about "legitimate rape" over the 

weekend, but rejected growing clamor even from fellow Republicans for him to abandon his Senate bid. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20126:18:02 PM 

Healthy recipes win kids a trip to the White House 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20126:18:14 PM 

Fire crews battle wildfires blazing across West 

Ig~~""IAS a flurry of wildfires rage across the Western United States, firefighters on Monday were trying to gain 
control of the is,OOO-acre Ponderosa fire in Northern California that began over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 6:28:39 PM 

HBT: Clemens will pitch again after all 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20126:38:18 PM 

Obama defends campaign, challenges GOP: 'You can't just make stuff up' 

President Barack Obama deflected Republican criticism of his campaign's negativity, challenging Republican opponent 

Mitt Romney: "You can't just make stuff up." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20126:51:43 PM 

Darla Moore no stranger to breaking glass ceilings 

Ig~~""IBanking and investment magnate Darla Moore shattered boardroom glass ceilings; now, she's moved 

onto the golf course. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/20127:15:45 PM 

Doctors: Rep. Akin rape comments from the 'dark ages' 

When Missouri Republican Senate nominee Todd Akin got himself in hot water by suggesting that "legitimate rape" 

rarely led to pregnancy, he insisted that doctors backed up his position. The question is: Which doctors? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 7:24:52 PM 

Tuskegee airman George Hickman, 88, dies 

Ig~~""IGeorge Hickman, a Tuskegee airman decorated as among the first black pilots to fly for the u.s. military 

during World War II, died over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 7:30:24 PM 

Comedy legend Phyllis Diller dies at 95 

Ig~~"'l'She was a true pioneer," the actress/comedian's agent said Monday. "The first female stand-up 

comedian. She paved the way for everybody." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 7:30:59 PM 

Augusta protest leader 'knew we could outlast them' 

Ig~~""~he woman who led a protest starting in 2002 calling for the Augusta National Golf Club to admit female 
members on Monday welcomed the club's decision to end its males-only policy, saying, "I knew we could 

outlast them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 7:32:51 PM 

Twitter maps show where rudest, friendliest are 

Ig~~""lsome who use Twitter are quite mannerly, others are totally rude - and a series of maps of Twitter users 
in the United States gives us an idea about who's naughty and who's nice, and where they're tweeting 

from. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:03:53 PM 

Handcuffed man's shooting death in cop car ruled a suicide 

A man's death from a gunshot wound to the head while his hands were handcuffed behind him in an Arkansas police 

patrol car has been ruled a suicide, The Associated Press reported on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:06:26 PM 

Zuckerberg draws fire as Facebook stock slides 

With Facebook's stock price hitting new lows daily, criticism of the social network's founder and Chief Executive Mark 

Zuckerberg is mounting. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:25:27 PM 

Germany forcing Greece's day of reckoning 

After a short, late-summer break, German officials are set to tighten the screws again on Greece, boosting the prospects 

that Athens would exit the eurozone and cause a painful shock to the global economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:26:04 PM 

Rosie O'Donnell says she had heart attack 

Ig~~""lln a post on her personal website in which she says she's lucky to be alive, the comedian urges women to 

know the symptoms for a heart attack and to call 911. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 8:30:26 PM 

State dropped violations, fine in workplace death 

Ig~~""IAfter Tina Hall was killed by a flash fire at a Toyo Automotive Parts plant in 2007, the 

Kentucky Department of Workplace Standards cited the firm for 16 "serious" violations and proposed a 
$105,500 fine. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 9:05:30 PM 

Obama draws 'red line' for Syria on chemical weapons 

President Barack Obama said he would have to rethink his current opposition to u.s. military engagement in Syria if the 

regime there were to use or move its chemical and biological weapons. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 9:36:25 PM 

University of Colorado-Denver found 28 credible campus threats in 2 years 

A team of University of Colorado-Denver staff members designated to assess potential threats on campus responded to 

337 "reported concerns" in the past two years, finding 28 credible, NBC News has learned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 9:38:44 PM 

Apple, Samsung go for KG in trial's final round 

Apple's secret sauce has always been its ability to make complex technology simple and user-friendly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 10:20:58 PM 

Feeding humpback whales mesmerize onlookers 

Ig~~""IBill Bouton, a retired high school biology teacher, was on an unsuccessful outing to photograph birds in 

San Luis Obispo, Calif. when he happened upon a breathtaking sight beneath the skyline: a pod of 
humpback whales feeding in shallow water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 10:25:19 PM 

Biggest health problem facing US kids? Inactivity 

Lack of exercise tops the list of the biggest concerns about kids' health, according to a new survey of American adults. 

The plight of young couch potatoes outranked teen pregnancy and drug abuse as problems that adults are concerned 

about, according to the survey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 10:57:18 PM 

Video: Younger Parkinson's patients opt for surgical treatment 

Ig~~""IWith Deep Brain Stimulation, an implanted device acts as a kind of pacemaker for the brain allowing 

some patients to go off their medications completely. NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/20/2012 11:39:44 PM 

Michael J. Fox's TV comedy is headed to NBC 

Ig~~""~he network has given a straight-to-series order to the former "Family Ties" star's comedy project that's 

inspired by the actor's real life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20122:10:40 AM 

Mars Curiosity rover flexes arm for first time 

Ig~~""INASA'S Mars rover Curiosity flexed its long robotic arm for the first time on the Red Planet on Monday, 

passing a critical health check with flying colors, mission managers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20122:29:10 AM 

US Muslims find 'love and camaraderie' on court 

Ig~~""IAngeVine: There are basketball players at the MIST-lots of them. For them, playing hoops is fun, but it's 

also a way to build brotherhood; a way to grow closer with others who share their Muslim faith, and get 
to know some who don't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20127:42:54 AM 

US seizes $150M in Hezbollah money laundering probe 

u.s. authorities said on Monday that they had seized $150 million from a Lebanese bank suspected of being at the heart 

of international money-laundering schemes linked to the Lebanese Shiite group Hezbollah. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20127:57:19 AM 

Ethiopia PM Meles Zenawi dies suddenly 

Ig~~""IEthioPian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, a senior Africa figurehead, has died of an infection while being 

treated abroad for an undisclosed illness. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20129:03:30 AM 

Judge dismisses sex-abuse case that accused Vatican 

A U.S. federal judge in Oregon on Monday dismissed a clergy sexual abuse case that was the first to try to hold the 

Vatican responsible for moving an offending priest into unsuspecting parishes, lawyers in the case said. U.S. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/20129:12:30 AM 

Five children die as SUV overturns in Texas 

A sports utility vehicle carrying 10 children overturned on its way to a water park in East Texas on Monday, killing five of 

the young people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 10:00:17 AM 

Police probe bacon scattered at Ramadan party 

Pieces of uncooked bacon were scattered at a New York field where Muslims gathered to celebrate the end of Ramadan 

- an incident police are investigating it as a hate crime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 10:18:00 AM 

Bolivia hopes for salt flats windfall from batteries 

Ig~~""lphotOjOUrnalist Kadir van Lohuizen traveled from the southern tip of South America to the far reaches of 

Alaska on the North American continent to explore migration in the Americas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 10:39:06 AM 

US general's plane attacked in Afghanistan 

An aircraft used by u.s. Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Martin Dempsey was damaged by rocket-fire at an airbase outside 

Kabul, Afghanistan, NATO said on Tuesday. The general was not on board at the time and no one was injured. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 10:41:03 AM 

Anti-tanning 'Facekinis' cause stir on China beach 

In China, some are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid getting a tan with a new item of beachwear -- dubbed the 

"Facekini" -- causing a stir at one resort. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/201210:47:43 AM 

Yankees win terror protection, but do you lose? 

Ig~~""IYankee Stadium is the first sports facility to earn the federal"Safety Act" designation, meaning the 

Yankees have immunity from possible lawsuits that might stem from terrorist attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 11:51:32 AM 

Video: Western wildfires visible from space 

Ig~~""~ODAYJS Natalie Morales takes a look at stunning images of the Trinity Ridge fire in Idaho that were 

captured from space by NASA. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 12:03:21 PM 

Diana Nyad suspends latest Florida-Cuba swim bid 

Endurance swimmer Diana Nyad suspended her latest attempt to swim from Florida to Cuba early Tuesday, after being 

hampered by more jellyfish stings and strong overnight storms. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/21/2012 1:18:44 PM 

Akin flap highlights GOP primary problems 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Conservatives like Todd Akin undercut Republican hopes for a Senate majority but the 

embattled candidate resists calls to drop out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20124:13:53 AM 

Romney campaign rolls out energy policy 

With just one week until Mitt Romney takes the stage at the GOP convention in Tampa, his campaign rolled out the 

candidate's energy policy -- one that they hope illustrates stark differences with President Obama, and which excites 

middle class voters looking for an economic boost. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 5:35:49 AM 

McCaskill avoids direct hit on Akin over abortion remarks 

One day after Rep. Todd Akin vowed to stay in the race for US Senate, dismissing calls from across the Republican party 

to step aside, Sen. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 7:58:53 AM 

Cues from Big Tobacco: Tanning industry retaliates 

Ig~~""~he $4.9 billion tanning industry has launched a defiant campaign to defend itself against mounting 

evidence of its questionable business practices and the harm caused by tanning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20128:24:11 AM 

Baby dies after being left in hot SUV; mom arrested 

Ig~~""lpolice arrested the mother of a 15-month-old baby who died after being left in the back seat of a hot SUV 

on Wednesday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 10:05:01 AM 

Migration in the Americas: US retirees flock to Nicaragua 

Ig~~""lcentral America is a growing destination for moderately wealthy Americans looking to leave the rat race 

behind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 10:33:16 AM 

Ex-ambassador: US, Pakistan should 'divorce' 

Ig~~""IWASHINGTON - The United States and Pakistan should stop pretending they are allies and amicably 
"divorce," Pakistan's former ambassador to Washington said on Wednesday, citing unrealistic 

expectations in both countries that include U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 11:36:08 AM 

Fuel tanker hit by freight train in fiery Texas crash 

r-~ road tanker carrying more than 8,000 galions of fuel was hit by a freighttrain in Wills Point, near Dalias, 
exas, early Thursday, causing an explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/201211:47:22 AM 

Report: More foreign fighters join rebels in Syria 

Ig~~""IMore foreign fighters claiming allegiance to al-Qaida have reportedly joined rebels in war-torn Aleppo, 

deepening the regional implications of the conflict in Syria. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 12:08:56 PM 

Tropical Storm Isaac threatens Puerto Rico, Haiti 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Isaac brought rain and gusty winds to Puerto Rico and the eastern Caribbean Islands and 

was expected to gradually strengthen as it moved west through the northeastern Caribbean on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 12:16:57 PM 

Lebanon militia stands by Syria despite crackdown 

Hezbollah's support for the government of Bashar Assad holds firm despite Sryia's bloody 18-month crackdown on a 

rebellion sparked by Arab Spring movements sweeping the region 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 12:32:29 PM 

Pair gets 2 days in jail for starting $83M Ariz. fire 

Ig~~...,~wo cousins who admitted to accidentally starting the largest wildfire in Arizona history by leaving a 

campfire unattended were each sentenced to 48 hours in jail on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 12:43:40 PM 

New jobless claims take surprise jump 

New claims for unemployment benefits took an unexpected jump in the latest week, raising more concerns about the 

struggling job market. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 1:07:14 PM 

Nine states that are likely to decide the election 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: NBC's electoral battleground unchanged since June; Romney faces high-wire act in the nine 

toss-up states that are likely to decide the presidential contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 1:30:57 PM 

No charges for husband who watched wife kill herself 

An 88-year-old man who was arrested shortly after the death of his ailing wife on suspicion of aiding in her suicide will 

not be charged with any crime. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 1:42:00 PM 

Four killed in Slovenia tourist balloon crash 

Ig~~""IFour people were killed and 28 injured when a hot-air balloon carrying tourists, including children, caught 

fire and came down near the Siovenian capital Ljubljana on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 1:42:20 PM 

Ryan lochte dishes on Vegas party with Prince Harry 

Ig~~""IWhO needs Michael Phelps? Prince Harry is all the swimming competition Ryan Lochte needs. And when 

the prince challenged Lochte to a race in a Las Vegas pool, the Olympian accepted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20122:18:19 PM 

Man bites snake to death in Nepal revenge attack 

A Nepali man who was bitten by a cobra bit it back and killed the reptile in a tit-far-tat attack, a newspaper said on 

Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 2:36:35 PM 

California school district sued over abstinence-only sex ed 

Two California moms are suing a Central Valley school district over its abstinence-only sex education, saying the policy 

puts students' health at risk by failing to give teens information about condoms and contraception and about how to 

prevent sexually transmitted diseases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 2:51:44 PM 

Bullied bus monitor using donations to fight bullying 

Ig~~""IKaren Klein, 68, the retired bus monitor made famous by viral videos showing middle school students 

viciously taunting her, is using a portion of the $700,000 raised on her behalf to start her own anti
bullying foundation and touring with Miss Teen USA to promote the cause. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 2:51:54 PM 

2 Good Samaritans electrocuted at car crash scene 

Ig~~...,~wo women were electrocuted Wednesday after trying to help the victims of a car accident in Los 

Angeles, fire department officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20123:03:11 PM 

Hotel thief's weapon of choice: hot coffee 

Police say a man robbed a hotel a mile from the Pentagon with an unusual weapon: a hot cup of coffee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 3:03:48 PM 

Lennon's killer denied parole for seventh time 

Ig~~""INew York corrections officials didn't say why John Lennon's killer, Mark David Chapman, was denied 

release from prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 3:49:26 PM 

Day at beach turns deadly when sand pit collapses 

A college exchange student in California was killed Wednesday after a sand pit he dug with friends collapsed on top of 

him. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 3:50:42 PM 

The battle for Aleppo: My 18 days with the Syrian rebels 

Ig~~""IBetween August 1 and August 17 Reuters photographer Goran Tomasevic documented some of the 
fiercest fighting of Syria's 17-month uprising as rebels and government forces battled for control of the 

northern city of Aleppo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 3:54:43 PM 

Plans set for private burial for Tony Scott 

Ig~~""IDirector Tony Scott will be remembered at a private, family-only burial this weekend in Los Angeles, a rep 

for the family confirms to NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20124:11:03 PM 

Costs of big wildfire season hurting some states 

Ig~~""IFires across the West have left some states with thin budgets to scramble to get people, planes, 

bulldozers and other tools on fire lines to beat back the flames. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20124:39:34 PM 

Ron Paul's presence to be felt in Tampa 

Ig~~""IRon Paul supporters will be flocking to Tampa, and his son Rand, will be speaking at the convention and 

there's also the possibility of a video tribute to the Texas congressman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20124:59:01 PM 

Weak recovery provides strong opportunity for GOP 

Ig~~""lone of the weakest recoveries in the last half century apparently remains on track. For many American 

voters, though, it feels like the recession never ended. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 5:00:08 PM 

Arctic sea ice shrinks to record low, estimates show 

* Ice area shrinks past 2007 low - Nansen Center 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 5:27:53 PM 

Close family ties boost men's mental health 

By MyHealthNewsDaily Staff Middle-age adults who have regular contact with a group of friends are psychologically 

better off than those who don't, but when it comes to having close ties with many family members, men benefit more 

than women, a new study from England says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 5:45:50 PM 

XCOR plans a spaceship center in Florida 

Ig~~""IXCOR Aerospace, one of a handful of firms developing suborbital spaceships, is planning to build its 

vehicles and fly passengers from NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20126:11:52 PM 

3 million bees seized from Queens man's home 

Ig~~""IAPproXimateIY 3 million bees were found swarming around a New York City home and were confiscated 
- to the relief of neighbors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20126:28:18 PM 

Will the GOP's counter-offensive on Medicare be enough? 

Anticipating having to play defense this fallon the issue of Medicare, Republicans have been preparing a strategy for the 

upcoming elections: punch back. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20126:47:05 PM 

Faith in Army's direction hits all-time low, survey shows 

The number of Army leaders who believe that the largest military branch is heading in the right direction has hit an all

time low, according to an independent survey of 17,000 commissioned and non-commissioned officers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 7:09:07 PM 

German state cracks down on neo-Nazi groups 

Ig~~""INearIY 1,000 police officers raided clubhouses and apartments of known neo-Nazis in western Germany 

after a ban was placed on three violent far-right groups. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 7:38:00 PM 

The Romney effect: Mormon church gets the spotlight 

Members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints say that their faith has experienced increased attention and 

scrutiny as one of their most prominent members, Mitt Romney, prepares to accept the Republican presidential 

nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 7:43:42 PM 

New Best Buy CEO is $6.25 million man 

Ig~~""lone condition of Hubert Joly's compensation package has raised eyebrows: A stipulation that if the 

French citizen can't get authorization to work in the U.S., he will receive a payout of $6.25 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/20128:00:12 PM 

Ex-Navy SEAL in legal jeopardy for book on bin Laden raid 

What legal consequences could a former u.s. Navy SEAL face for writing a book about the still-classified 2011 raid that 

killed Osama bin Laden? NBC's Pete Williams has the answer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 9:27:27 PM 

Former Iraq ambassador Crocker charged with DUI 

Ig~~""IRyan Crocker, the former u.s. ambassador to Afghanistan and Iraq, has been charged in Washington 

state with drunken driving and leaving the scene of an accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 10:41:12 PM 

Auction for sacred South Dakota land canceled 

Ig~~""~he planned auction of nearly 2,000 acres of land in South Dakota's picturesque Black Hills that is 

considered sacred by American Indian tribes has been canceled, though it wasn't immediately clear why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/23/2012 11:10:44 PM 

Prosecutor: Holmes made threats prior to shooting 

Ig~~""IDefense attorney for James Holmes called the prosecution's request for his client's university records a 

fishing expedition and said Holmes suffers from a mental illness and needs help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 12:04:06 AM 

King Richard Ill's grave may be under parking lot 

King Richard III of England had the honor of being memorialized in a William Shakespeare play after his death in battle in 

1485. Now, modern-day archaeologists are on the hunt for the medieval king's physical resting place. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 1:20:17 AM 

Amateurs show off Hubble's hidden gems 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Amateur photo wizards get their reward for bringing some of the Hubble 

Space Telescope's hidden treasures into the spotlight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20123:06:13 AM 

CSN: Eagles' Hall of Fame RB Van Buren dies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20123:30:15 AM 

Pompeii's final XXIV hours retweeted 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Pliny the Elder is retweeting the eruption of Mount Vesuvius and the 

destruction of Pompeii, just as it happened 1,933 years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 7:22:37 AM 

USADA to ban Armstrong for life, strip Tour titles 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Anti-Doping Agency said Thursday night it will strip Lance Armstrong of his seven Tour de France 

titles after he declared he was finished fighting the drug charges that threaten his legacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 7:37:56 AM 

Cops: Teen escapes, tot rescued after 2-year ordeal 

WASHINGTON PARK, III. -- A teenage girl reported missing more than two years ago escaped from a home in 

southwestern Illinois where she said she was held captive and repeatedly sexually assaulted, authorities said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20129:11:21 AM 

Oops! Rembrandt etching lost in the mail 

A Norwegian art gallery lost a Rembrandt etching worth up to $8,600 in the mail after trying to save money on courier 

and insurance costs, the gallery's chief said Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 9:59:21 AM 

Isaac nears Haiti; Fla. residents told to prepare now 

Tropical Storm Isaac headed toward the Dominican Republic and Haiti on Friday, continuing its march across the 

Caribbean and prompting Florida officials to urge residents to prepare now. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/201210:33:37 AM 

Mass killer Breivik ruled sane, gets 21-year sentence 

A Norwegian court ruled Friday that far-right gunman Anders Behring Breivik was sane, deciding he was criminally 

responsible for the massacre of 77 people last summer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/201210:46:11 AM 

Much at stake for US as tensions rise in China Seas 

Ig~~""lvast oil reserves, trillion-dollar trade routes, fervent nationalist sentiments, competing territorial claims 
and bitter histories - the waters off the east coast of China are a sea of money and a sea of trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 12:01:11 PM 

Israeli protesters warn against war with Iran 

Ig~~""IA persistent group of anti-war protesters gathered in front Israel's Ministry of Defense in Central Tel Aviv 
on Thursday, chanting "We don't want another war!" and warning the government against striking Iran's 

nuclear facilities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 12:51:30 PM 

How far back can you remember? Our first memories 

Some are as cozy as a lullaby, like the 52-year-old melodic, moving picture inside Scott Rubel's head of Joan Baez and her 

sister, Mimi, strumming guitars, "smiling like goddesses," and personally serenading away his tears. In that moment, he 

was 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 12:52:14 PM 

Undocumented mom risks life in US to join activists 

Ig~~""IMaria Cruz Ramirez thrust up a small banner reading "undocumented," interrupting a hearing on strict 

state immigration laws to share the impact that the legislation has had on her life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20121:07:04 PM 

Old-fashioned roller coasters stili offer thrills 

Ig~~""IWith the summer theme park season winding down, many park operators are turning their attention to 

the future, laying the groundwork for new thrill rides that promise to climb higher, drop faster and 
stimulate even more adrenaline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 3:24:31 PM 

Scholarships are in decline as tuition soars 

Ig~~""lcollege students have it tough these days with ever-increasing tuition bills and record levels of debt. But 

in recent years, there's been one bright spot for student finances: a deep pot of scholarship money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 3:32:26 PM 

Purse thief messes with wrong Holocaust survivor 

A 77-year-old Holocaust survivor is taking matters into her own hands after a thief snatched her purse from a shopping 

cart while at a market in a Queens neighborhood. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20124:17:16 PM 

Pastor: Drew Peterson's wife says he told her to lie 

A pastor testifies that Drew Peterson's fourth wife told him she was coached to lie about the death of his third wife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20124:32:35 PM 

Duggars start new season, going for baby 20 

Ig~~""~he Duggars are back with a new season of their hit show, and talk of trying for another little one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20124:49:10 PM 

Romney in Michigan: 'No one has ever asked to see my birth certificate' 

Mitt Romney cracked a joke about his own birth certificate while campaigning Friday here in his native Michigan, 

instantly and perhaps inadvertently inserting himself into one of the most divisive controversies in the Obama 

presidency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20126:11:47 PM 

Court: Embryonic stem cell research is legal 

The federal government may continue to pay for controversial human embryonic stem cell research, a federal appeals 

court ruled Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20126:14:19 PM 

Islamist websites threaten ex-Navy SEAL 

Users on several militant Islamic websites affiliated with al-Qaida have posted the name and photo of a former Navy 

SEAL identified as the author of an upcoming book on the commando raid that killed Osama bin laden and threatened 

him with "destruction." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 6:23:25 PM 

Mazda set to build its last car in the u.s. 

Sometime today, the very last Mazda6 sedan will roll off the AutoAliiance International assembly line in Flat Rock, 

Michigan. Mazda has been building cars in the facility in suburban Detroit for the last quarter century. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 6:48:26 PM 

Luck vs RGIII adds 'buzz' to Colts-Redskins game 

WASHINGTON (AP) - Even in the era of inflated ticket prices, it's a bit of a stretch to say there's $35 worth of 

entertainment value in a typical NFL preseason game. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 6:53:02 PM 

Jerry Nelson, 'Sesame Street's' Count, dies at 78 

Ig~~""lln a statement posted to Jim Henson Co's Facebook page, Lisa Henson writes, "Jerry Nelson imbued all his 

characters with the same gentle, sweet whimsy and kindness that were a part of his own personality." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 7:04:57 PM 

Gay NYC judge challenges father's will 

A gay man and his longtime partner decide to become parents using a surrogate mother. Shortly after their son is born, 

the couple gets married. But there's a catch for this modern family: A will left by the man's wealthy father decrees that 

he must marry the mother for the child to collect an inheritance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 7:05:20 PM 

Armstrong scandal hurts his endorsement career 

Ig~~""~he USADA says Lance Armstrong would be banned for life from the sport. The cycling hero's appeal as a 

pitchman has probably been dimmed, at least temporarily. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20128:14:39 PM 

Chasing perfection: Inside the world of preteen competitive cheerleading 

Ig~~""IA look behind the scenes of the pre-teen world of competitive cheerleading 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20128:52:18 PM 

Woman accused of poisoning 88-year-old with antifreeze 

A New Jersey woman is accused of fatally poisoning her husband's 88-year-old grandmother with antifreeze. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 8:53:56 PM 

'Accidental millionaire' sentenced to prison term 

A New Zealand man who fled to China after millions of dollars were accidentally deposited in his bank account is 

sentenced to four years and seven months in prison, TVNZ reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/20129:15:19 PM 

'Weird week' in Lubbock after 'civil war' comments 

Televised comments by Texas judge warning of civil war if President Barak Obama is reelected brought some unwanted 

attention to local Republicans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 9:33:03 PM 

Akin: 'We're going to be here through the November election' 

Missouri Rep. Todd Akin again rejected dropping out of the Missouri Senate rate amid Republican fears that he's 

become too politically toxic to win. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 9:40:56 PM 

Randy Travis cited for assault at Texas church 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to Plano Police Department spokesman David Tilley, Travis waded into the middle of an 

argument between an estranged husband and wife that turned physical at around 10:30 p.m. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 10:05:38 PM 

Video catches Israelis tasering Palestinian 

A Palestinian resident of East jerusalem has filed a complaint of police misconduct after an officer shocked him six times 

with an electric taser at a water park in Tel Aviv. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 10:32:34 PM 

UN to report Iran adds nuclear centrifuges 

The UN nuclear inspection agency is about to issue a report finding that Iran has made progress on installing hundreds of 

new uranium-enriching centrifuges, NBC News learned Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 10:45:18 PM 

Why do so many of us hate black licorice, anyway? 

Ig~~""lwhen Red Vines announced on Wednesday it was voluntarily recalling its black licorice because of high 

levels of lead, about half the country paused and thought, "Wait, people eat black licorice?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 10:47:12 PM 

Space elevator visions are on the rise again 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The space elevator concept has had its ups and downs - but this year, 
it's looks as if its proponents are definitely trying to push the "up" button again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 10:50:54 PM 

Document: Aurora suspect talked of 'killing people' 

Ig~~""~ames Holmes, the alleged shooter in the July 12 Aurora theater rampage, told a classmate in March that 

he wanted to kill people, according to court documents released by the court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/24/2012 11:24:53 PM 

Tampa soirees blur lines between lobbying, partying 

Big parties planned for Republican delegates, lawmakers and donors during the GOP convention in Tampa will once 

again provide a unique opportunity for lobbyists and big dollar donors to wine and dine lawmakers -- and press their 

agendas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 1:08:58 AM 

Woman in water-soaked wedding dress drowns 

A woman drowned after being pulled under the water by a strong current while she was having photos taken in her 

wedding dress near waterfalls, Quebec provincial police said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 1:21:48 AM 

Ailing Tiger closes in; Garcia, Watney lead 

Ig~~""IFighting an obvious case of back pain, Tiger Woods still manages a 69 and is three shots off The Barclays 

lead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20124:27:00 AM 

Red Sox-Dodgers megadeal offers fresh start for all 

Ig~~""IMcAdam: It's not official just yet, but if Josh Beckett, Adrian Gonzalez and Carl Crawford are in fact traded 

to the Dodgers, the Red Sox will be well on their way to the change they needed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20124:29:06 AM 

Taliban commander, 12 others killed by US drone strike 

The Pakistani Taliban has confirmed that one of their senior leaders and a dreaded militant commander, Mulla Dadullah, 

was killed in a u.s. drone attack along with 12 other fighters at Sheegal Darra in the Kunar province of Afghanistan on 

Friday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20124:35:23 AM 

Apple awarded $IB in Samsung patent case 

Apple scored a sweeping legal victory over Samsung on Friday as a jury found the Korean company had copied critical 

features of the hugely popular iPhone and iPad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 6:20:40 AM 

'Shameful': Sandusky victim sues Penn State 

Ig~~""IA man who testified against Jerry Sandusky is suing Penn State for its "deliberate and shameful" handling 
of complaints that the ex-assistant football coach behaved sexually toward boys. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 7:21:25 AM 

Fla. hurricane warnings issued as Isaac hits Haiti 

Tropical Storm Isaac dumped heavy rains on Haiti on Saturday, threatening floods and mudslides in a country where 

hundreds of thousands of people remain homeless. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20128:54:17 AM 

19 dead, 53 hurt in blast at Venezuela refinery 

A gas explosion at Venezuela's Amuay refinery killed 19 people and injured at least 53, a state governor said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/201210:03:14 AM 

USA's 'Nordic Thunder' wins world air guitar champs 

American Justin Howard, alias Nordic Thunder, was crowned world champion air guitar player in Finland late Friday, 

narrowly ahead of his compatriot Matt Burns, aka Airistotle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 10:41:24 AM 

Dallas man who killed himself had taken insomnia drug 

A Dallas businessman who tried to stab his sleeping wife before fatally stabbing himself last month was found to have 

traces of a drug used to treat insomnia in his bloodstream, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 10:58:30 AM 

Officials: 7-year-old shot 'loved' Conn. trash man 

Connecticut State Police are investigating after a child accidentally shot an adult inside a home in Prospect, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 2:09:59 PM 

South Florida on hurricane alert as Isaac exits Haiti 

Ig~~""IAt least three people died in Haiti as Tropical Storm Isaac triggered mudslides and flooding there before 

heading back over water and towards Cuba. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 2:44:09 PM 

Tiger at German zoo kills keeper, is then shot dead 

Ig~~""IA Siberian tiger attacked and killed a female keeper at Cologne zoo on Saturday before being shot dead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20122:47:51 PM 

Most annoying things you do on your cell phone 

Ig~~""llt's impossible to make hard rules about phone etiquette, since you might find annoying what I find 

perfectly acceptable, but at the very least, it's worthwhile to know that some people might be annoyed 
by your behavior. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 2:50:56 PM 

HBT: Red Sox-Dodgers mega deal finalized 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 2:55:44 PM 

Prince Harry keeps quiet on naked photographs 

Ig~~""~ust a week after Prince Harry was snapped having a little bit too much fun in Las Vegas last weekend, the 

red-headed royal popped up looking quite dapper in a suit for a video lauding the Paralympic Torch Relay. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 3:07:36 PM 

Dozens killed in explosion at Venezuela refinery 

The gas explosion at one of the world's largest refineries is among the worst disasters ever for Venezuela's oil industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 3:41:36 PM 

Romney, Ryan reach out to women voters ahead of convention 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney's mind was on President Obama's speech four years ago as he addressed a rally here in 

swing Delaware county today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20123:51:18 PM 

'Top Gun' director Tony Scott laid to rest 

Ig~~""IA private, family-only funeral for "Top Gun" director Tony Scott took place Friday in Los Angeles, five days 

after he jumped off the Vincent Thomas Bridge in San Pedro. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20124:22:40 PM 

New space weather video shows sun waking up 

Ig~~""IA new video from a sun-watching spacecraft shows just how much our star has woken up in the last three 

years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 6:09:27 PM 

Obama says Romney holds 'extreme positions' 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama says Mitt Romney has locked himself into "extreme positions" on economic and 

social issues, but the presumptive Republican nominee says the Democratic incumbent has left the 
American people no better off than they were four years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 6:59:30 PM 

Isaac hugs Cuba coast; Cat 2 hurricane likely in Gulf 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Isaac was hugging the coastline of northern Cuba on Saturday after claiming at least three 

lives in Haiti. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20127:27:18 PM 

Lance Armstrong: 'Nobody needs to cry for me' 

Ig~~""IFor a few hours, Lance Armstrong was back in his element - on a bike and in a race. There were only a 

handful of fans at the start of the Power of Four mountain bike competition, a 36-mile trek that includes 
plenty of climbing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/20127:57:17 PM 

Neil Armstrong, first man to walk on moon, dies 

Ig~~""IFirst moonwalker Neil Armstrong's death at the age of 82 marks the passing of a "reluctant American 

hero," as well as the dimming of the Space Age's brightest moment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 8:46:28 PM 

Grizzly kills hiker in Denali National Park; bear shot 

A backpacker hiking inside Denali National Park was killed by a grizzly bear after a violent struggle, the park said in a 

statement. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 10:02:03 PM 

NYPD confirms: All bystanders hit by police bullets 

New York police say ballistics evidence shows all nine people wounded in a confrontation outside the Empire State 

Building were struck by bullets fired by the two officers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 10:51:48 PM 

Video: Jay Barbree remembers Armstrong 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jay Barbree, who has covered every manned space mission in U.S. history, was first to break the 
news that Neil Armstrong had died. He discusses the astronaut's life with NBC's Lester Holt. (Nightly 

News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 10:53:31 PM 

Video: Where is Isaac going? 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Bryan Norcross tracks Tropical Storm Isaac's movement and predictions about 
where it is headed. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 11:03:03 PM 

Hurricane impending, Republicans cancel first day of convention 

Republicans announced Saturday that they had effectively canceled the first day of its convention for safety concerns 

associated with an impending hurricane. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/25/2012 11:32:39 PM 

Activists: Syrian troops kill at least 200 

The bodies of at least 200 people were found in a town close to Damascus, according to activists who said most 

appeared to have been killed by Syrian troops "execution style." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20122:00:15 AM 

Armstrong family request: Wink at the moon 

Ig~~""~here are just a couple of things that Neil Armstrong's family wants you to do to pay tribute to the first 

moonwalker's life and legacy: Honor his example, and wink at the moon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20123:17:08 AM 

Baby boy dies after being locked in hot car 

Police are investigating the death of a 9-month-old boy found in a parked car on a hot afternoon in Lowell, Mass. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20124:38:28 AM 

Chicago shootings: 6 dead, dozen wounded 

Ig~~""ISiX people are dead and at least a dozen wounded in shootings that started Friday afternoon in Chicago 

and continued Saturday, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 8:07:50 AM 

36 die as tanker, bus collide in China 

A bus collided with a methanol tanker in northwest China early on Sunday and burst into flames, killing 36 people, state 

media said, in the latest incident to highlight China's dangerous roads. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 10:08:53 AM 

Bulldozer wrecks mosque and graves in libya 

Ig~~""IAttackers bulldozed a mosque containing Sufi Muslim graves in Tripoli Saturday, in what appeared to be 
Libya's most blatant sectarian attack since the overthrow of Moammar Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 10:59:51 AM 

Airlines: You can't wear that 

Ig~~""IAiriines give many reasons for refusing to let you board, but none stir as much debate as this: How you're 

dressed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 11:37:49 AM 

Syria VP appears in public, ending defection rumor 

Syrian Vice President Farouk AI-Sharaa has made his first public appearance in several weeks, ending rumors that he 

defected. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 11:38:32 AM 

What will stocks do this week? 

Stocks' hot streak may have paused, but the trend remains intact as investors remain hopeful Fed's Bernanke will 

announce more help for the economy at a meeting of central bankers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 12:37:40 PM 

Isaac lashes Florida Keys with rain; New Orleans preps 

Isaac lashed south Florida with strong winds and heavy rain on Sunday after battering the Caribbean, and officials said 

the tropical storm could strengthen into a hurricane by midweek as it heads toward New Orleans and the Gulf Coast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 12:37:40 PM 

High wind, rains lash Florida Keys as Isaac strengthens 

High winds and rain began lashing the Florida Keys Sunda as Tropical Storm Isaac gained steam and approached Key 

West. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 12:37:40 PM 

Isaac set to hit Florida as Cat 2 hurricane 

Tropical Storm Isaac is likely to be a Category 2 hurricane when it hits the Florida Keys later Sunday, forecasters said, 

with a wide swath of the Gulf Coast now on full alert. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 1:21:08 PM 

Pussy Riot says two members flee Russia 

Ig~~...,[WO members of Russia's anti-Kremlin punk band Pussy Riot have fled the country to avoid prosecution 

for staging a protest against President Vladimir Putin at a church altar, the band said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20122:19:47 PM 

GOP officials describe high stakes for Romney in Tampa 

First Read: As GOP heavyweights gather in Florida for a hurricane-shortened convention, some of the party's most 

influential voices laid out the stakes for Romney on "Meet the Press." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20123:04:17 PM 

HBT: Scully will call Dodgers games in 2013 

Ig~~""IGOOd news! Vin Scully will be back calling Dodgers games again in 2013. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 3:40:54 PM 

Bootleggers take the big screen in 'Lawless' 

Ig~~""IBest Bets: Shia LaBeouf and Tom Hardy drink up in this Prohibition-era drama. Also out for home video 
this week: "The Pirates! Band of Misfits," and the second season of "The Walking Dead." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 3:43:30 PM 

Botched fresco repair becomes tourist attraction 

She became a viral Internet sensation last week, mocked for her botched restoration of a century-old fresco at her local 

church - but Cecila Giminez has still attracted a few fans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 3:51:04 PM 

Tennis.com: Open and shut - US Open predictions 

Ig~~""~ennis.com: We'll chant a few incantations and gaze deeply into the milky, mesmerizing orb to make 

some fearless predictions for the upcoming U.s. Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 5:43:24 PM 

'Expendables 2' punches to 2nd box office win 

Ig~~""IAction movie "Expendables 2" kept the No.1 spot at U.S. and Canadian box offices for a second week as 

two new films provided light competition during a slow movie-going weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 5:55:21 PM 

Bears not attracted to menstruating women 

Despite campfire fears dating back to at least 1967, black bears and grizzly bears are not attracted to the odors of 

menstruation, according to a recent Yellowstone National Park report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 5:57:21 PM 

Family of John Hinckley can't afford legal bills 

The family of the man who shot President Ronald Reagan tells NBC DFW they can no longer afford his legal bills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20126:11:35 PM 

Romney's path to the White House runs through Florida 

First Read: No state has loomed larger in presidential politics in recent years as Florida, and this year is no exception. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20126:14:23 PM 

PFT: Seahawks cut veteran receiver TO 

Ig~~""~he 5eahawks cut 38-year-old Terrell Owens. 50 is this the end of the road for the receiver? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/20126:36:12 PM 

Merkel tries to calm uproar over eurozone plans 

BERLIN/FRANKFURT - Angela Merkel tried to calm a growing storm over eurozone crisis strategy on Sunday after the 

Bundesbank likened ECB bond-buying plans to a dangerous drug and a conservative ally of the German leader said 

Greece should leave the currency bloc by next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 7:53:00 PM 

320 found killed in Syria; rebels blame Assad 

Ig~~""lsyrian opposition activists accused President Bashar Assad's army on Sunday of massacring hundreds of 

people in a town close to the capital that government forces recaptured from rebels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 8:05:21 PM 

Police: Empire State shooter was losing his apartment 

Ig~~""~he man who shot and killed a former co-worker before being killed by police near the Empire State 

Building was being booted out of his apartment, a law enforcement official says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 9:25:30 PM 

Japan dominates to win little League World Series 

Ig~~""INoriatsu Osaka hit three homers and tripled, and Japan limited Tennessee's potent lineup to two hits in a 
12-2 victory Sunday in the Little League World Series title game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 9:44:59 PM 

Ko, 15, wins LPGA tournament 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/26/2012 10:10:45 PM 

Reshuffled Republican convention set to proceed on Tuesday 

Republicans will convene their convention on Tuesday, squeezing their canceled Monday programming into the span of 

three days. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 12:33:52 AM 

Ex-South Carolina governor to marry former mistress 

Ig~~""IFormer South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford said on Sunday he is engaged to marry his Argentine 

girlfriend, Maria Belen Chapur. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 1:29:52 AM 

Dozens of earthquakes rattle Southern California 

A rash of up to 70 moderate earthquakes rattled Southern California on Sunday, shaking an area from rural Imperial 

County to the San Diego coast and north into the Coachella Valley. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 2:33:05 AM 

After Isaac slams tent camps, Haitians try to return to normal 

Ig~~""lsince Isaac stormed through this island country, streams of dirty water run through many of the tent 

camps earthquake refugees call home. Floods represent the main threat, aid workers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 3:04:00 AM 

Panthers capitalize on Jets' offensive woes 

Ig~~""~im Tebow got the fans fired up with a dazzling 20-yard run in the fourth quarter, but threw an 

interception three plays later and the Carolina Panthers held on for a 17-12 victory over the New York 
Jets on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 6:59:33 AM 

Quake hits off EI Salvador; tsunami warning canceled 

A strong magnitude-7.4 earthquake struck off the coast of EI Salvador late Sunday, temporaily sparking a tsunami 

warning. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20128:25:12 AM 

Lion reportedly on the loose near British village 

Armed police officers have been deployed in an English village after a member of the public reported seeing a lion 

roaming in a nearby field. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20129:15:42 AM 

17 beheaded after 'music party' in Afghanistan 

Officials told NBC News on Monday that Taliban insurgents beheaded 17 Afghan civilians, including two women, after 

reportedly taking part in a music event in southern Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:50:08 AM 

300-mile stretch of Gulf Coast on alert for Isaac 

Tropical Storm Isaac swirled into the Gulf of Mexico on Monday, threatening to strengthen into a powerful hurricane 

that could make landfall near Louisiana almost seven years to the day after Katrina struck. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:56:20 AM 

German police: Javelin kills athletics official 

BERLIN (AP) -A sports official in Germany has died after being struck in the throat by a javelin, police said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 11:18:41 AM 

GOP's gold standard idea comes up short 

Ig~~""~apPing a popular idea to restore confidence in the dollar, the Republican Party is expected to call for a 

commission to look at the idea of returning the u.s. to the gold standard. To make that happen, they're 
going to have to find a lot more gold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/201211:39:13 AM 

Reports: 37 people shot in Chicago since Friday 

At least nine people were killed and 28 others wounded in a spate of shootings since Friday night in Chicago, according 

to local reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 12:06:13 PM 

Ex-South Carolina governor to marry former mistress 

Ig~~""IFormer South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford said on Sunday he is engaged to marry his Argentine 

girlfriend, Maria Belen Chapur. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 12:18:14 PM 

Women withhold sex in bid to unseat Togo's leader 

Ig~~""~he female wing of a civil rights group is urging women in Togo to stage a week-long sex strike to demand 

the resignation of the country's president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 12:27:33 PM 

Panel: Circumcision benefits outweigh risks 

Ig~~""ICircumCiSing baby boys has clear health benefits and parents should feel free to have it done, but they 

shouldn't feel pressured to do so, the top u.s. pediatricians group said on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 1:06:09 PM 

Hertz to buy Dollar Thrifty for $2.3 billion 

Ig~~""IHertz Global Holdings agreed to buy rival Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group for about $2.3 billion in a deal 

that puts about 9S percent of the u.s. car rental market in the hands of three companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 1:11:00 PM 

Republicans battle yet another storm 

First Read: With a delayed convention, the GOP has now had to deal with two different kinds of storms in the past two 

weeks and the specter of Katrina looms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 1:44:30 PM 

300-mile stretch of Gulf Coast on alert for Isaac 

Tropical Storm Isaac swirled into the Gulf of Mexico on Monday, threatening to strengthen into a hurricane that could 

make landfall near louisiana almost seven years to the day after Katrina struck. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 1:53:27 PM 

Mirror, mirror: Woman reflects on month of not looking at herself 

Ig~~""IAutumn Whitefield-Madra no, 36, a freelance writer in Queens, New York, has embarked on two month

long "mirror fasts," where she went to such lengths as avoiding her reflection in the kitchen pots and 
pans and putting on her makeup by feel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 2:23:26 PM 

Downgraded from lion to cat? UK cops call off search 

Armed police officers called off a search for a lion that had been seen roaming in a field near a British village after they 

found no trace of the animal on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20122:31:14 PM 

Man seizes flag from Japan ambassador's car in Beijing 

A man ripped a Japanese flag from a car carrying Japan's ambassador in Beijing on Monday, triggering a protest from 

Tokyo in the latest flare-up of a territorial row that provoked the worst anti-Japanese protests in years. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 2:46:04 PM 

Don't let Facebook's design changes trick you into sharing more info 

Ig~~""lwhile a smidgen of lipstick won't make a pig win any beauty pageants, some design changes may affect 

how easily you hand information and control over to Facebook apps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 2:52:26 PM 

Seeking less destructive ways to rank employees 

More companies are eschewing stack ranking and other "rank and yank" systems. They're opting for evaluations that get 

employees to work with -- and not against -- one another. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 3:04:09 PM 

How Apple outplayed Samsung in patent battle case 

Samsung says it will seek to overturn the decision, and the worldwide patent battles among tech giants are hardly over. 

But for now at least the decision in what was widely seen as a critical case promises to re-set the competitive balance in 

the industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 3:05:43 PM 

PFT: Bills cut Young; where might he land? 

Ig~~""lpFT: Having landed Tarvaris Jackson in a trade, the Bills cut loose Vince Young. Where might the QB land? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 3:50:51 PM 

'American Taliban': let me pray with others in prison 

John Walker Lindh accuses the government of going too far in its drive for security by restricting group prayers among 

Muslim inmates in the Terre Haute, Ind., prison unit. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 4:00:20 PM 

Student shot at Md. high school on first day of class 

A student was shot Monday morning on the first day of school at a Baltimore County high school, county police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20124:02:55 PM 

Dozens hurt in los Angeles bus-train collision 

A transit bus and Metro Blue line train crashed near downtown Los Angeles on Monday morning, injuring dozens of 

people, Los Angeles Fire Department officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20124:25:30 PM 

17 beheaded after 'music party' in Afghanistan 

Afghan President Hamid Karzai accused the Taliban on Monday of beheading 17 villagers, including two women, in 

volatile Helmand province. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 4:30:35 PM 

NTSB: Doomed plane topped speed limits in race 

Ig~~""IA highly modified vintage aircraft was pushed beyond its structural limits before it crashed into 

spectators at last year's National Championship Air Races in Reno, according to the findings being 
presented to the National Transportation Safety Board on Monday in Washington. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 5:04:33 PM 

Afghan kills 2 US soldiers; official blasts account 

An Afghan soldier shot and killed two American soldiers on Monday during a dispute in Laghman province in 

Afghanistan. The Afghan soldier was then shot and killed by u.s. forces. A senior military official in Kabul strongly 

disputes an Afghan military account which claims the two Americans were killed accidentally when the Afghan tripped 

on his weapon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 5:08:33 PM 

Majority in US say rich pay too little in taxes 

A new survey by the Pew Research Center has found that a growing number of Americans believe that wealthy people 

are not paying their fair share of taxes. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 5:39:24 PM 

Gas prices may rise as Isaac slams Gulf Coast 

Oil rig evacuations as Tropical Storm Isaac lashes the Gulf of Mexico will have a slight impact on the price drivers pay at 

the pump. But gas prices could rise even more if the storm triggers flooding or power outages that shut down oil refining 

facilities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 5:41:44 PM 

New jury instructions explicit: No Facebook 

Ig~~""lwhile judges have always admonished jurors not to blab during a trial and deliberations, some people 

can't keep their mouths shut. The growth of social media like Facebook and Twitter have proven too 
tempting for some jurors, so a new set of guidelines for jurors in federal cases aims to make it crystal clear: 
Stay off the stuff. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20126:14:38 PM 

Russian punk band Pussy Riot appeals conviction 

Ig~~""IA lawyer for the jailed members of Russian punk band Pussy Riot on Monday appealed against the three 

women's conviction for a protest against President Vladimir Putin at a church altar, but said he had little 
hope the verdict would be overturned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20126:15:33 PM 

Childhood home of Muhammad Ali up for sale in Ky. 

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A big piece of Louisville history is up for sale: the house where boxing great Muhammad Ali spent 

his boyhood. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20126:17:39 PM 

Hotels on track to take in $2 billion in surcharges 

If you've found yourself fuming over fees and surcharges on your recent hotel bills, there's good news and bad news. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 6:21:22 PM 

Apple hits all-time high after court ruling 

Shares of Apple hit an all-time high Monday, approaching $700 per share, after the maker of iPhones and iPads won a 

bitter patent fight against Samsung Electronics. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20126:22:12 PM 

Republican convention opens, then goes into recess for the day 

Monday's official session of the Republican National Convention lasted just over 33 seconds, gaveled into recess until 

Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 6:37:36 PM 

Convention protest parades replace 'free speech zones' 

Ig~~""IYOU might not hear the phrase "First Amendment Zone" during the next two weeks, but protestors at the 
Democratic and Republican national conventions will be put in their respective places -- parade routes 

that pass within a block or two of the political events. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 6:56:25 PM 

America's most hated industries 

Ig~~""IAmericans are not happy with the government. But for the first time in a long while, it is not the most 

hated industry in the country. That honor now belongs to the oil and gas industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20126:57:10 PM 

Romney's task in Tampa: Sell voters on himself, not just against Obama 

The task before Mitt Romney as he accepts his party's presidential nomination this week in Florida is to convince the 

narrow segment of remaining undecided voters to boot President Obama from office. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 7:02:05 PM 

What Apple's $IB victory means for consumers 

Ig~~""IAPPlels $1 billion court victory over Samsung poses a lot of questions for consumers. Will Samsung 

phones still be available for sale? Will they be more expensive? Will owners of existing phones need to 
worry? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20127:46:13 PM 

Social media analysis: At the keyboard, Americans slightly prefer Romney 

President Barack Obama may lead former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney in most presidential polls, but in the social 

media campaign, Romney has had the edge for months, according to NBCPolitics.com's computer-assisted analysis of 2 

million campaign-related Twitter and Facebook posts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/20128:20:13 PM 

Teen pot use linked to decline in IQ 

Ig~~""~eens who smoked marijuana at least four times a week and used marijuana throughout their life saw 

their 10 drop an average of 8 points, the equivalent of going from an A to a B student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 8:56:43 PM 

SF archbishop-elect arrested for DUI, apologizes 

Rev. Salvatore Cordileone was arrested early Saturday morning, according to police. Authorities stopped him at a 

checkpoint near the San Diego State University campus. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 9:06:54 PM 

Mandatory evacuations outside New Orleans 

Ig~~""IResidents in unprotected, low-lying areas outside New Orleans were evacuating as Tropical Storm Isaac 

grew closer to becoming a hurricane. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 9:42:04 PM 

'Pop-up lobbying' a new trend in convention influence peddling 

The political conventions have always been open season for big money influence peddling. But this year, ever-creative 

Washington lobbyists have devised a nifty new technique to bypass pesky ethics rules that were supposed to bar them 

from throwing lavish convention parties for lawmakers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 9:46:07 PM 

CFT's Predictions 101: 'Bama to beat Michigan 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: The Wolverines are back on track under Brady Hoke, but the No.8 team won't be 

able to hold up in the trenches against standout center Barrett Jones and the defending champs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 9:59:06 PM 

'Runway's' real model: Show was 'adult bullying' 

Ig~~""lviewers saw designer Ven Budhu hurl insults at his client Terri Herlihy, but she says it was even worse 

during filming. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:05:48 PM 

'A less polar pole': Arctic sea ice at record low 

Ig~~""~he amount of summer sea ice in the Arctic has reached a record low in three decades of satellite data, 

scientists reported Tuesday, with one of them describing recent warm years there as creating a "less 
polar pole." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:15:52 PM 

Bizarre poodle moth sparks a mystery 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The Venezuelan poodle moth is no hoax, but exactly what kind of 

species is it? An inquiring cryptozoologist wants to know. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:27:29 PM 

Military vets on track to get high-demand education 

The Department of Veterans Affairs announced Monday that it has approved more than 36,000 applications for a 

training and education program designed for unemployed veterans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:49:48 PM 

Military punishes 6 soldiers for Quran burning 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 10:50:51 PM 

Man arrested in shooting of 2 deputies 

Authorities say a 35-year-old man who shot two deputies during a traffic stop in central North Carolina is in custody, 

according to local media reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/27/2012 11:46:32 PM 

GOP convention: 'Full speed' ahead 

The Romney campaign is monitoring the storm's path closely and leaving open the possibility of more changes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:35:05 AM 

PBT: Lakers finally honoring Kareem with statue 

Ig~~""lpBT: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar may finally get to relax now that he'll have a statue erected at the Staples 

Center along with the other legendary L.A. athletes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:42:23 AM 

Sharapova wins ... and, oh, she's 'not pregnant' 

Ig~~""IStar had ultrasound to make sure; Clijsters begins final tourney with easy win. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20123:08:51 AM 

NASA to beam new will.i.am song from Mars 

Ig~~""INASA plans to broadcast a tune titled "Reach for the Stars," written by rapper and songwriter will.i.am, 

from its Curiosity rover, newly landed on the surface of Mars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20124:28:46 AM 

HBT: Beckett's Dodgers debut not so hot 

Ig~~""IHBT: Ex-Red Sox ace allows mammoth homer to first batter, ends up taking loss and knocking L.A. to 2 

1/2 games back of Giants in NL West. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 5:00:49 AM 

Man killed during alleged Bigfoot stunt 

A 44-year-old Montana man wearing a military-style "ghillie" suit and apparently trying to provoke reports of a Bigfoot 

sighting, was struck by two cars and killed Sunday night, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 7:26:43 AM 

Israel court says US activist not unlawfully killed 

An Israeli court rejected on Tuesday accusations that Israel was at fault over the death of American activist Rachel 

Corrie, who was crushed by an army bulldozer during a 2003 pro-Palestinian demonstration in Gaza. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20129:16:16 AM 

Pakistan Christians in fear after blasphemy arrest 

The arrest of a young girl under Pakistan's blasphemy laws has raised fears among the country's Christian minority that 

they could face similar accusations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:49:25 AM 

Colombia government seeks peace with FARC rebels 

Colombia's government is seeking peace with the country's biggest rebel group, the FARC, and could consider also 

holding talks with a second guerrilla movement to end five decades of war, the country's president said on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 10:00:33 AM 

Isaac nears hurricane strength, heads for New Orleans 

Tropical storm Isaac was on the verge of becoming a hurricane as it approached the Gulf Coast early Tuesday morning, 

forecasters warned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 11:07:39 AM 

Teens held after 5-year-old found dead in trash can 

Two teenagers charged in connection with the death of a five-year-old New York girl whose body was dumped in a trash 

can were expected to make their first court appearance since their arrests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/201211:24:51 AM 

Olympic medalists beginning to rake in gold 

Ig~~""IOlympiC stars who sparkled in London are raking in millions in an unusually active endorsement season, 

reaping the benefits as Americans show a hunger for heroes after five years of tough economic news. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 11:59:43 AM 

Newly married gay couples face tax land mines 

Ig~~""IA large number of newly married same-sex couples are going to face a tax quagmire this year because of 

conflicts between federal and state tax laws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 12:08:12 PM 

Pudge won't budge after menopause? Try this 

Ig~~""IRobin Herman, 60, has always been slender. She eats right, exercises regularly and keeps an eye on her 

weight. But middle age and menopause have hit her right in the waistband, and she's frustrated. A new 
study sheds light on what may work in the long term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 12:30:05 PM 

Teens held after 5-year-old found dead in trash can 

Two teenagers charged in connection with the death of a five-year-old New York girl whose body was dumped in a trash 

can were expected to make their first court appearance since their arrests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:14:44 PM 

Overtime complaints common in US, worldwide 

It's no secret that many Americans feel like the weak economy has forced them to do more work for the same or even 

less pay. A new survey finds they have lots of company among workers around the world. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:34:06 PM 

Amazing artworks done with ballpoint pen 

Ig~~""~heY're breathtaking pictures -- a lovely red-headed young woman, a green-eyed housecat, a peaceful 
temple garden in Japan. But they're not photographs -- they're copies of photographs done with that 

most prosaic of artistic instruments, the simple ballpoint pen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:47:13 PM 

Cops: Md. school suspect had 21 rounds of ammo 

A 15-year-old sophomore at a suburban Baltimore high school who made references to murder-suicide on Facebook has 

been charged as an adult in the shooting of a classmate on the first day of school, authorities said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:47:13 PM 

Was teen charged with attempted murder bullied? 

A Baltimore County, Md., high school student who opened fire on the first day of classes, critically wounding a 

classmate, has been charged with attempted first-degree murder and assault. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 1:57:13 PM 

Attention fliers: FAA to study policies on electronic devices 

It's a routine as familiar to air travelers as taking off their shoes at security, and to some just as annoying: turn off all 

your favorite gadgets when the plane is preparing for takeoff or landing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20122:18:15 PM 

Consumer confidence lowest in nine months 

Consumer confidence unexpectedly weakened in August to its lowest in nine months as Americans turned more 

pessimistic about the short-term outlook. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20122:47:35 PM 

Chicago mayor pleads for help: 'You're not a snitch' 

After another violent weekend in his city, Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel has a message for anyone involved in the 

shootings that left nine people killed and 37 injured: Stop the culture of silence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 3:24:25 PM 

Pillar of fire rises as Texas gas line explodes; 2 hurt 

A gas pipeline explosion Tuesday in Collin County, Texas, sent flames 50 feet into the air and injured two construction 

workers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 3:50:08 PM 

Armed customer shoots dollar store robber, killing him 

A Jacksonville, Fla., dollar store customer shot and killed a robber Monday night, ActionNewsJax.com reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20124:27:19 PM 

Oops! Woman aims for skunk, shoots husband instead 

A Texas woman aiming for a pesky skunk that was feeding off cat food bowls outside her home wound up accidentally 

shooting her husband when the bullet ricocheted off the porch and struck him in the abdomen, a sheriff said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20124:37:08 PM 

Fuel efficiency rules will nearly double by 2025 

The Obama administration finalized the rule requiring automakers to roughly double the fuel efficiency of cars and light 

trucks by 2025, the White House announced on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20124:38:01 PM 

Aurora victims' families slam relief fund 

Ig~~""IFamiIY members of some of the victims killed or wounded in last month's movie theater massacre say a 

relief fund set up in their behalf isn't properly distributing money to them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20124:58:53 PM 

Villaraigosa: Republicans 'can't just trot out a brown face' 

Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa said that Republicans "can't just trot out a brown face" to make inroads with the 

Latino community, an increasingly important growing bloc. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 5:08:54 PM 

Arlen Specter: I'm fighting cancer for third time 

Ig~~""IFormer United States Sen. Arlen Specter confirms that he is again battling cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 5:23:35 PM 

View The Social Media Story of RNC '12 on Storify 

As an estimated 45,000 delegates, journalists, volunteers, staff and more descend upon Tampa, Florida for the 2012 

Republican National Convention, we'll collect the best stories, photos and reaction from the convention floor, behind

the-scenes and around the nation gathered via social media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 5:36:57 PM 

2nd Yosemite visitor dies of rodent-borne illness 

A second person has died of a rare, rodent-borne disease after visiting one of the most popular parts of Yosemite 

National Park earlier this summer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 5:48:20 PM 

For the GOP, the convention show must go on 

First Read: Ann Romney and Chris Christie are the headline speakers as convention organizers keep an eye on hurricane 

Isaac. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 6:08:30 PM 

New York AG taking aim at energy-drink industry 

First it was big sugary drinks. Now a report says New York is taking aim at the multibillion-dollar energy-drink industry, 

looking into whether it is misleading consumers with its statements about the ingredients and health value of its 

products. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 6:08:58 PM 

How pandas pick perfect spot to pee 

Ig~~""IWild giant pandas are endangered loners that roam remote bamboo forests in the mountains of China. 
When the bears actually want to find each other - typically during their short mating window - it's 

important that they pick the perfect place to leave their scent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20127:00:17 PM 

Convention seeks to repair GOP erosion with women and Latinos 

The Republican National Convention has kicked off, and the party's overtures to women and Latinos - two groups with 

whom the GOP has lagged in this election cycle - will make up the centerpiece of Tuesday's programming. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 7:20:28 PM 

Salmonella in mangoes may have sickened 100 

Ig~~""IHealth officials in the u.s. and Canada are investigating a possible outbreak of salmonella poisoning from 

mangoes imported from Mexico that may have sickened more than 100 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 7:38:23 PM 

Resurgent Pennsylvania GOP making the case for putting the state in play 

At this week's Republican convention in Tampa, one of the tasks of Gov. Tom Corbett and state party chairman Rob 

Gleason is to convince party activists that their state really is winnable for Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 7:46:35 PM 

Hate trial begins in Amish beard-cutting attacks 

Ig~~""IA hate-crimes trial begins federal court in Cleveland for an Amish leader and 15 followers accused of 

forcibly cutting the hair and beards of religious rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 8:54:00 PM 

GOP approves delegate rule changes over vocal objections 

Ig~~""IRepublican leaders pushed through contentious changes to delegate rules over the objection of 

conservatives and supporters of Texas Rep. Ron Paul. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20129:05:18 PM 

Federal court blocks Texas voting maps 

A federal court has found evidence of discrimination in Texas voting maps drawn by the state's Republican-controlled 

Legislature. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:06:38 PM 

French court opens murder inquiry into Arafat's death 

Following allegations by his widow that the late Palestinian leader might have been poisoned, a French court has opened 

an inquiry into the 2004 death of Vasser Arafat, prosecutors said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:33:34 PM 

Sheriff: Drunk causes death of 70,000 chickens 

Ig~~""IA man wandering around a Delmar, Md., poultry farm in a drunken stupor turned off the power to three 

chicken houses, causing the deaths of nearly 70,000 chickens, sheriff's officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/20129:40:15 PM 

Listen to the first song sent from Mars 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Hip-hop musician will.i.am's "Reach for the Stars" officially became the 

first song broadcast from Mars, thanks to a signal beamed from NASA's Curiosity rover. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:58:00 PM 

Hurricane makes landfall in southeastern Louisiana 

Hurricane Isaac made landfall at 8 p.m. CT Tuesday in southeastern Louisiana as a Category 1 hurricane. The slow

moving storm is expected to dump up to 20 inches of rain in some spots over two days. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:58:00 PM 

Hurricane to make landfall shortly near New Orleans 

Hurricane Isaac continued building strength, closing in as a slow-moving giant expected to make landfall shortly and then 

dump up to 20 inches of rain in some spots over two days. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 9:58:37 PM 

System-wide network outage cripples United Airlines 

Ig~~""~housands of United Airlines passengers are experiencing flight delays and long lines nationwide after the 
system-wide network outage took the airline offline for at least two hours on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 10:02:29 PM 

Republicans formally nominate Romney for president 

Ig~~""IRepublicans formally nominated Mitt Romney for president on Tuesday, minting the former 

Massachusetts governor as the party's official opponent this fall versus President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 10:09:38 PM 

Navy sought to quiet radiation concerns over ex-base 

Ig~~""IAS U.S. Navy officials readied a report this summer acknowledging a broader history of radioactive 

contamination at Treasure Island, they sought to prevent California health officials from documenting 
concerns that the cleanup had been mishandled, internal emails show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 10:57:28 PM 

Experts blow up SSO-pound WWII bomb found in Munich 

More than 2,500 residents were evacuated from the heart of Munich after construction workers found an unexploded 

550-pound World War II bomb. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/28/2012 11:36:40 PM 

Man's talk of jihad was just bravado, defense tells court 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:00:39 AM 

Specter defies the odds, leaves hospital 

Defying all medical expectations, Sen. Arlen Specter, D-Pa., has responded remarkably well to vigorous chemotherapy 

and has been moved to a rehabilitation facility. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:27:49 AM 

Egypt's 'Google Earth pyramids' revisited 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Remember that researcher who thought she spotted previously 

undiscovered Egyptian pyramids in Google Earth imagery? There really are some ruins in one of the 
pictures, but they're not pyramids. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:31:15 AM 

Deaf child's sign name too much like a gun? 

Ig~~""IDeaf 3-year-old Hunter Spanjer of Nebraska signs his first name with a gesture resembling a gun, and his 

parents say his school wants him to stop. His family is protesting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20121:00:14 AM 

Judge sets Dec. 6 hearing on Apple's injunction vs. Samsung 

A U.S. judge on Tuesday set a December 6 court date to hear Apple Inc's request for a permanent injunction against 

Samsung Electronics' smartphones. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 1:40:41 AM 

Republican convention focuses on diversity, jobs 

Hardscrabble roots and small business were in the spotlight during the first full night of proceedings at the Republican 

National Convention. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 1:52:47 AM 

Marlins 9, Nationals 0 

MIAMI (AP) - Pitching in air conditioning, Stephen Strasburg nonetheless soaked his jersey with perspiration after only a 

couple of innings. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 2:36:05 AM 

Santorum raises welfare, but lacks punch 

Former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santorum delivered a somber speech to the Republican National Convention that was 

more about his personal story than a ringing endorsement of Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 3:04:25 AM 

Djokovic, Roddick breeze in US Open matches 

Ig~~""IDefending champ Novak Djokovic needed just 73 minutes to win his first-round u.s. Open match, while 
Andy Roddick served 20 aces Tuesday to defeat 21-year-old American qualifier Rhyne Williams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 3:06:59 AM 

Rangers I, Rays 0 

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) - Yu Darvish finally feels like he's just pitching for the Texas Rangers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 3:39:06 AM 

Serena stays hot, Venus rolls in US Open return 

Ig~~""lvenus Williams rolled into the second round of the u.s. Open on Tuesday, flattening Bethanie Mattek
Sands 6-3,6-1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 5:34:53 AM 

GOP headliners cast Romney as relatable and decisive 

The two highest-profile speakers Tuesday night at the Republican National Convention sought to paint Mitt Romney as 

sensitive and relatable, but also resolute and decisive in a way that President Barack Obama is not. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 8:08:04 AM 

'Superhuman' Paralympians burst onto world stage 

Ig~~""IAn ad campaign portraying Paralympic athletes as "superhumans" has captured Britain's imagination and 

it appears 2012 will be the Games' breakout year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20129:15:10 AM 

Isaac makes 2nd landfall; 'deep flooding' expected 

The center of Hurricane Isaac made its second landfall in southeastern louisiana early Wednesday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 9:35:39 AM 

W.Va state trooper, suspect killed in shootout 

A West Virginia state trooper was shot dead, another was critically wounded while the suspect they confronted in a 

traffic stop was also killed in back-to-back exchanges of gunfire near Charleston on Tuesday night, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 9:55:30 AM 

12-foot flood as Isaac's surge overtops miles of levee 

Hurricane Isaac made its second landfall in southeastern Louisiana early Wednesday, sending up to 12 feet of water into 

people's homes as an IS-mile stretch of levee was overtopped. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:12:10 AM 

Video: 'Howling' hurricane winds, rain whip New Orleans 

Ig~~""~he Weather Channel's Jim Cantore and Stephanie Abrams, along with TODAY's AI Raker, reports from 
New Orleans, where Hurricane Isaac has made landfall. (Weather.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:35:39 AM 

Unexploded WWII bomb disrupts Amsterdam airport 

Parts of Amsterdam's Schiphol international airport - one of Europe's busiest aviation hubs - were shut down 

Wednesday after workers found an undetonated bomb during routine construction work. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:39:35 AM 

Red Cross halts most Pakistan aid after beheading 

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRe) said late Tuesday it was halting most aid programs in Pakistan due 

to fears over deteriorating security - a concern underscored early Wednesday when 19 soldiers and militants were killed 

in a clash at a military checkpoint. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 11:02:06 AM 

Controlled explosion of WWII bomb ignites fires 

Ig~~""INearIY 3,000 residents were evacuated from the heart of Munich on Tuesday before explosives experts 

detonated the remains of an undetonated, SSO-pound World War II bomb, Andy Eckardt of NBC News 
reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 11:37:37 AM 

Americans fret about health costs rather than reforms 

Although people may have deep partisan feelings about whether health reform is necessary, in their everyday lives 

they're more concerned with how they can afford the health care they need. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 11:42:02 AM 

Video: No other plan than to kill bin Laden? 

Ig~~""~he tell-all book by a former Navy SEAL on the Osama bin Laden raid raises questions as to whether there 

ever was a plan other than executing the terrorist leader on sight. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:42:24 PM 

Cluster of deadly hantavirus cases worries officials 

Ig~~""~he hantavirus that has killed two California park visitors and infected two others has only been known to 
science for 20 years. It's so rare that health officials say it's unusual and worrying for there to be more 

than one case of the virus carried by deer mice at a time in the same place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:43:40 PM 

Economy's growth rate revised upward, a bit 

The economy's pace was more like a turtle than a snail in the second quarter. The Commerce Department reported 

Wednesday that it had revised slightly upward its initial estimate for second quarter gross domestic product to a rate of 

1. 7 percent from 1.5 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 12:47:04 PM 

Reports: Police swarm Amsterdam jet over hijack fears 

Dutch military police reportedly surrounded a passenger plane at Amsterdam's Schiphol Airport on Wednesday amid 

fears that it had been hijacked. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 1:29:06 PM 

Facebook is mishandling its crisis, experts say 

Ig~~""IWith the value of its shares down over 50 percent since its highly anticipated lPG, is the company making 

a hash of the public relations disaster it is now facing; and, just as important, why has Zuckerberg 
remained quiet about the state of the company? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 1:29:53 PM 

Mixed messages from convention podium 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Prime time speeches from Ann Romney and Chris Christie accomplish what the campaign 

wanted but taken together proved a clash in tone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 2:03:50 PM 

Thanks, college kid! You're subsidizing my classes 

Scrutiny of record tuition and fees is drawing new attention to the cycle of subsidies on which American colleges and 

universities depend - but which they would rather not discuss. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 2:07:41 PM 

'Miscommunication' leads to Dutch plane hijack scare 

Miscommunication between a Spanish airline pilot and Dutch air traffic controllers caused a hijack scare that led the 

Netherlands to send F-16 fighters to intercept a plane. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20122:16:05 PM 

Pending home sales touch two-year high 

Contracts to buy previously owned homes rose to their highest level in more than two years in July, an industry group 

said on Wednesday, suggesting the housing market recovery was gaining traction. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 2:43:34 PM 

Latest 'ransomware' attacks are scarily sophisticated 

Imagine having all of your computer files - including taxes and other important data - kidnapped and held for ransom. 

It's happening more and more. Internet criminals are now targeting computers with online extortion attacks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 3:52:25 PM 

Rescues in works as Isaac's surge overtops levee 

Ig~~""INew Orleans' levees and pumps were holding up, but areas outside the defense network saw flooding, 
including an i8-mile stretch to the south where rescues were under way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 3:58:06 PM 

Worst drivers in America? Washington, D.C., takes the honor 

For those of us who live in and/or drive through major metropolitan areas, having to keep a watchful eye out for the 

antics of inattentive or even reckless drivers is a necessary part of our daily routine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20124:03:07 PM 

Clinton's Asia tour: Is North Korea capable of reform? 

Ig~~""lpossible change in North Koreais likely to be on the agenda when US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
meets Chinese leaders next month on her region-wide tour. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20124:52:41 PM 

Calif. moves toward banning 'gay cure' for teens 

Ig~~""lcalifornia has moved one step closer to becoming the first state in the nation to ban "gay cure" therapy 

for teens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 5:04:54 PM 

Consumer debt eases despite growing student debt 

A decrease in the amount owed on mortgages helped drive overall u.s. consumer debt lower in the second quarter, 

even as Americans kept piling up student loan debt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20125:18:43 PM 

Mpg rule to 'change the way this industry operates' 

Ig~~""lchrYSler CEO Sergio Marchionne believes the new rules "will change the way this industry operates." He 
warns high-performance muscle cars will become "as rare as white flies." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 5:26:09 PM 

As Republicans build their farm team, Latinos are in demand 

Ig~~""lsen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., will have a starring role at the Republican convention in Tampa Thursday night 

when he introduces Mitt Romney to accept the party's presidential nomination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 5:40:27 PM 

Foreign policy largely moves to the sidelines at GOP convention 

First Read: Out of all the speakers, all the proclamations, and all the political rhetoric, one topic was barely mentioned 

here last night, if at all: foreign policy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 5:44:42 PM 

Reunion with boat that crossed Atlantic - alone 

Ig~~""IFour years after a strong wave tossed them from their yellow fishing boat off the coast of Nantucket, 
Mass., Scott Douglas and his brother-in-law, Rich St. Pierre, climb aboard again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20125:57:14 PM 

Women of the RNC 

Ig~~""lwomen share their reasons for being at the Republican National Convention 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 6:02:02 PM 

Bobcat kitten found abandoned in Calif. wildfire 

Found abandoned, burned, and covered in soot, a bobcat kitten rescued from a Northern California wildfire over the 

weekend is recuperating just fine at a South Lake Tahoe wildlife shelter, officials said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 6:22:52 PM 

Gay couple sues United Continental over sex toy incident 

Ig~~""IA gay couple is accusing United Continental of "extreme and outrageous" conduct over an alleged 

incident involving a sex toy taped to their luggage, which the men say caused them severe emotional 
trauma. Christopher Bridgeman and Martin Borger of Norfolk, Va. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 6:28:26 PM 

Armstrong not backing down, says he's still a champ 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong introduced himself as a seven-time Tour de France champion at a cancer conference in 

Montreal on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20126:32:12 PM 

Texas mayor killed in apparent donkey attack 

The mayor of the South Texas town of Hollywood Park has died after apparently being attacked by a SOD-pound donkey 

on his ranch, according to The Associated Press. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20126:35:19 PM 

Future leaders on display at GOP convention 

Ig~~""~he Republican National Convention has in some ways become as much of a showcase for the GOP's 

potential 2016 contenders as it has for this year's nominee, Mitt Romney, through the first full day of 
speeches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 6:43:29 PM 

PFT: NFL to start season with replacement refs 

Ig~~""lweJre about to get at least 16 regular-season games for replacements to either show they can do the job, 

or that the NFL is jeopardizing the integrity of the game by refusing to finalize a deal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 8:04:56 PM 

NYC man gets 40 years to life for boy's murder 

Ig~~""IA New York man is sentenced to 40 years to life in prison, after he admitted to kidnapping and murdering 
an 8-year-old Brooklyn boy, Leiby Kletzky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 8:51:08 PM 

Obama does first presidential 'ask me anything' chat on Reddit 

Ig~~""IWith little advance notice, Obama held an "Ask Me Anything" (AMA) live chat, offering to take questions 

directly from the Reddit community. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 9:01:08 PM 

Rice and McCain prepare to draw foreign policy contrast with Obama 

Former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and 2008 presidential nominee Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz. will present the 

Republican case on national security and foreign policy to the Republican National Convention Wednesday evening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/20129:02:15 PM 

Isaac floods highways, homes in south Miss. 

Ig~~""llsaac dumped relentless rain on southern Mississippi as it moved north from the Gulf of Mexico on 

Wednesday, flooding low-lying homes and highways, washing away a pier and knocking out power to 
thousands of residents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 9:23:24 PM 

New tick-borne virus puts bite on Mo. farmers 

u.s. scientists have identified a new kind of tick-borne virus that infected two Missouri farmers, including one whose 

wife plucked a single critter off him with tweezers and another who figured he was bitten 20 times a day for two weeks 

on his 40-acre farm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 9:34:36 PM 

'Hitler' clothing store in India sparks row 

Ig~~""~he owner of an Indian men's clothing store in the western state of Gujarat said he only recently learned 

why the name Hitler would disturb people, the AFP news agency reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:18:34 PM 

'They were screaming away': Louisiana man recounts Isaac rescue 

A Louisiana father-and-son team is being credited with rescuing dozens of people in the low-lying Plaquemines Parish on 

Wednesday as Isaac made its way inland from the Gulf of Mexico. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:38:45 PM 

Parole board hears chilling details of lennon shooting 

Ig~~""IMark David Chapman told a parole board hearing he used hollow point bullets to shoot ex-Beatie John 
Lennon in 1980 "because they were more deadly." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:39:53 PM 

Zimmerman granted new judge by appeals court 

The former neighborhood watch volunteer charged in the fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin had said the judge presiding 

over his case has made disparaging remarks about him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 10:53:27 PM 

Gas prices spike even far from Isaac's path 

Ig~~""INEW YORK -- Drivers are being hit with the biggest one-day jump in gasoline prices in 18 months just as 

the last heavy driving weekend of the summer approaches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/29/2012 11:56:29 PM 

Clijsters' singles career comes to an end 

Ig~~""IFour-time Grand Slam champion Kim Clijsters played what she has said will be her last match, losing in 

the second round of the u.S. Open to Laura Robson. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:33:45 AM 

Ron Paul gets his moment as torch passes to son Rand 

The Republican National Convention played host Wednesday evening to a tribute to Rep. Ron Paul, and signaled a 

potential passing of the torch to his son, Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:36:28 AM 

Love, RNC-style: Staffers get engaged on stage 

Ig~~""IFOrget a beach at sunset or the site of their first date. Bradley Thomson had a much more romantic 

setting in mind when he proposed to his girlfriend of two years - the Republican National Convention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:42:24 AM 

Driver claiming he's 101 hits kids outside school 

Ig~~""IA driver who said he was 101 years old jumped a curb and crashed into a group of pedestrians 

Wednesday outside a south Los Angeles elementary school, mostly children, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 1:38:50 AM 

McCain returns to GOP convention in different role 

Four years after he accepted the Republican nomination for president, John McCain returned to the GOP convention. "I 

had hopes once of addressing you under different circumstances," McCain said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 2:24:52 AM 

Huckabee serves up red meat in Tampa 

Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee served up red meat to Republicans at their national convention, rallying 

conservatives behind the party's nominee-in-waiting, Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 2:36:28 AM 

Rice, McCain defend activist foreign policy 

Former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice gave a spirited defense of free trade, foreign aid, a welcoming immigration 

policy, and a robust national defense Wednesday night at the Republican convention. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, October 1, 2011 6:48 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 19-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 19 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You now have 19 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"youngheartsCill.unc.edu" <youngheaJtsCillunc.edu.~ 

Tuesday, October 4,2011 8: 17 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Adolescents and Young Adults Living with Congenital Heart Disease 

We're looking for adolescents and young adults (aged 19-29 years)to 
share their expenence ofhving with congenital heart disease. If you 
agree to particIpate, you will be asked to complete one intervIew and 3 
questionnaIres. The interview and questionnaires will take a bout 2 hours 
of your tIme. Dw-mg the interview you will be asked to talk about your 
personal experience of livmg with congenital heaIi disease. The 
interview will be tape recorded with your pem1ission. The study wIll be 
take place at the 
BioBehavioral Lab. UNC School of Nursing. NC Children's Hospital 
Pediatric Cardiology Clinics. and the lJNC Heart Center at Meadowmont. 
You may choose the site and time that is most convement for you. Yow· 
particIpation in this study IS completely voluntary. You don't have to 
answer any questions you don't want to and you may stop being in the 
study at any time. All the informatIOn I receIve from you, includmg 
your name will be totally private and will be kept under lock and key 
You will be receive a $25.00 American Express gift card to thank you for 
your time and to recognize your contribution to the research. You will 
receIve the gift card at the end of the study visit,even if you decide 
to withdraw or leave the study before completing the interview and/or 
questionnaires. To learn more and to volunteer to for this study, visit 
this emaIl address younghearts@unc.edu. 

*** Choosing or declmmg to partIcipate m tbiS study will not affect 
your class standmg, grades, or emp loyment at UNC-Chapel J-hll. You will 
not be offered nor receive special consideration if you take part In 

Your answers to tbe survey will 
tImes. 

*** This study bas been approved by the UNe Behavioral IRB (IRB Study 
No. 11-0687. Apnl26,2011) 

Researcher: Dr. Patricia Moreland. Postdoctoral Fellow i School of 
Nursmg 
Supervisor: Dr. SheIla Santacroce, Faculty Advisor I School of Nursing 

Tbis email is sponsored by: School of Nursing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emaIl preference. sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Szary, Stephanie L." <stephanie _ szary@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 4,2011 8:38 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: The MAP Brain Imaging Study [Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain Imaging Study 

Are you expecting or know someone who is? Do you have a neWbOlTI younger 
than one month old? 

As part of the Early Brain Development Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill's 
Department ofRadlOlogy, Psychiatry, and Psychology, \ve are recruiting 
newboms to parllcipate in the The l'vIAP* Brain Imagmg Study [*The 
Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain Imaging Study]. 

What is the purpose of thIs study? 
The purpose of this research is to docwnent the rapid and critical 
grovvth of nonnal brain development in the first three years of life. 
The information gathered is essential to shed light on our understandmg 
of brain development. This information not only offers profound 
sCIentific Implications regarding our understanding of how the brain 
functions but also provides great Insights into developmental disorders. 

What does this study involve? 
Your child wIll have magnetic resonance imaging (MR1) orbls/ber brain 
eigbt times between the ages of 2 - 4 weeks and 3 years at the IIIJR [ 
researcb center located at 106 Mason Farm Road. 

Scans will be performed while your cbIld sleeps. No medicines or 
sedation will be used. 

You will also be asked medical hIstOry questions by a study coordinator 
or nurse 

Will J be paid for particIpating? 
You will receIve $75 for each study MRJ (for a potential total of $600) 
You will also be reimbursed for reasonable travel/gas and parkmg 
expenses as well. 

Are tbere any nsks? 
J'vlIZl bas no known risks and does not use radiation or x-ray. 

Wby particIpate In tbls study? 
You and your cbIld's partIcipation In tbiS 
gaining new InsIgbts into our understanding 
development. It may also Increase our knowledge into the possible causes 
of neurodevelopmental dIsorders. 

Remember, 
* This is a voluntary study 
* You will be compensated 
* No medicines or sedation are involved 
* All information regarding you and your child's participation in this 
study will be kept strictly confidential. 

How can I learn more about joining this study? 
Please contact Stephanie Szary at stephanie_szaryccymed.unc.edu or call 
919-843-9245 for more infonnation. 

Weili Lin, PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Telephone: (919) 843-8120 

The M'\.P* Brain Imaging Study [*The Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain 
Imaging Study 1 is being conducted by the Departments of Radiology. 
Psychiatry, and Psychology in the UNC-Chapel Hill School of Medicine. 

Weili Lin, PhD 
Principal Investigator 

John Gilmore, MD 
1. KeIth Smith, MD 
Guido Gerig, PhD 
Hongyu An, PhD 
Yasheng Chem, PhD 
Robelt Hamer, PhD 
Research Team Members 

IRE Approval #: 08-1885 
Approval Body: Biomedical IRE 
Date of Approval September 16, 2010 



This email is sponsored by: UNC-Chapel Hill Department of RadlOlogy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

"Thorp, Holden" <holden _ thorp@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 5, 2011 8:42 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message from the Chancellor: You're Invited to University Day Ocl. 12 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

You're invited to help celebrate the University's history on Umversity 
Day, Oct 12. Ever~y year on that date we COl111nemorate the laying of the 
cornerstone of Old East and the birth of American public higher 
education 

This year's University Day convocation will be held on Wednesday. Oct. 
12, at 11 a.m. in Memonal Hall. Classes will be canceled from 9:30 a.m. 
untIl 12:30 p.m. so the campus commumty may attend. Attendance IS 

considered work time for staff, who are encouraged to seek advance 
approval from their supervisors 

UNC President Thomas W. Ross, who became the fifth president of the 
17-campus lJNC system last January, is our featured speaker. This 
marks the 40th anniversary of the 1971 consolidatlOn of North 
public mstitutions of higher education under one goveluing body and 
president 

President Ross wIll be maugurated tomorrow at N C. A&T State 
University. A natIve of Greensboro, be IS a DavIdson College alumnus and 
graduated with bonors from Carolina's School of Law in ] 975. 

During tbe convocation, we'll also present DistingUIsbed Alwnna and 
Alumnus Awards to Alan Bergman, Demse Jean JamIeson, Fredenck Olio 
Mueller, Linda Ellen Oxendine and Thomas Hart Sayre. David W. Owens. 
Gladys Hall Coates Professor of Public Law and Government, wIll receIve 
the first Edward KIdder Graham Faculty Service Award 

In keeping wIth a traditIOn of celebratmg milestones on Umversity Day, 
Carolma will dedicate a marker on the stone wall between J'v1cCorkle Place 
and Franklm Street to commemorate] 966 student protests that overturned 
the Speaker Ban Law. The marker recogmzes the student leaders wbo spoke 
out against the law and organized the protests, especially the late Paul 
DIckson Ill. then Student Body President. A publIc unveilmg ceremony 
will be held at the marker's site at 3 p.m., followed by a receptIOn in 
the Johnston Center. 

You'll fmd more mformation about University Day at 
http://www.unc.eduluniversnyday. 

I look forward to seeing you m JvJemorial Hall. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 6:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 8-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 8 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 119 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 119 

Incoming 

From 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

9 behavlOrs that make a bad HR manager 
Good Employees Go Bad: I-low Supervisors Can Turn Them Around 1111 () Webmar 

i Terminating Employees Without Lawsuits, October 19 Webmar 
I The Ten Commandments of an ERISA Fiduclary, November 8 Webinar 

I Intellectual Property 101, November 9 Webinar 
<plcasa1.velJalbUJms-nC"el)ly(d!f~oc'gl effectlightmg price list 

LawNewswaich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Thorp, Holden" <holden _ thorp@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 13, 2011 8:31 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Message fmm the Chancellor: Annual Address Video Posted Online 

Dear Students, Faculty and Staff: 

After celebrating UniversIty Day this week, now is a good time to look 
back at the past year's successes and to consider challenges ahead, 
including the budget - our #1 issue 

Carolina is a remarkable place because of\vhat students, faculty and 
staff have accomplished together. And none of those achievements would 
be possible WIthout the consIstently loyal and generous support from 
North Carolina taxpayers and legislators, along WIth our alumni and 
friends. 

I share my thoughts on these tOpICS In tbis year's annual address You 
can watch a briefvideo on the University's homepage at 
http://www.unc.edu/campus-updates/2011 annual address. You can also 
clIck a link on tbat posting to read a longer text-only verSIOn of the 
address 

I welcome your feedback VIa email at chancellor@unc.edu 

Thanks for all you do for Carolina. 

Smcerely, 

Holden Tborp 

Tbis email IS sponsored by Omce oftbe Cbancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Friday, October 14, 2011 6:51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 12-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 12 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 126 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 12 126 

Incoming 

From 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

VoIP Comparison Guide 
<webtickets@;uncaa.unc.eciu>llJNC vs C3ame Day Information 

I A Regulatory Update on Unclaimed Property Comphance, October 14, a Lorman live audio conference 
I Contracts 101, November 15 Webmar 

U~'Wj>UU'Hg for Finance: Evaluating Security, Risk and Value 
UajjYlep'.JllCUlIVI Overcome FIve Common Hurdles to Successful CompensatIOn Plannmg 

LnUepI,nUlem Contractors and Student Interns, November 16 Webinar 
I A Follow-up to nommatIOn 

I Submit to 2700+ dlfectories 

I 
Automate Your Recruitment and Hiring Program 

IUnautbonzed credit card use associated WIth your account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday, October 15, 2011 6:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'26 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 126 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

Newswatch tel"cc,nf,,,enc'''!2Yacocounltinl!m'WO;w,,tcll.c'Jm>1 IRS Form 1099 Reporting Update, October 17, a Lorman live audio conference 
Jordan phillips A Follow-up from the National Global Networking Association? 
Newswatch I ESOPs 101: Why an ESOP May Be Rigbt for Your Company, November 15 Webinar 
Strathmore's I TIa Your Invitation Into OUf Global Professional Directory 
Newswatch I Pension Plan Investments in Funds, December 6 Webinar 
Newswatch <conferencescq}lawnewswatcb.com> i R 1sk 11anagement Cballenges and SolutIOns Nov 3-4 Las Vegas 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 6: 52 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 7-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 7 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'21 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New' 121 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

***Nouflcation 
Inslde-ERP <nosearch0~focu:,m.'l1Is 
Dylan <I:lyLmC}orlzalez@,lreamim;esl:m"nt:!..n,et>1 ATTN: 2011 Notice - Please Review 
Blog Advertlsmg <admlJn(ajadv,ertlse··bz .. net> 
Connor Ross 
eBay Cash Macbme 
SwissLotto.cb.nl <s'wislsic,ttonIG'l!sJlfy.colm> 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

I How would you lIke 2 Million Sites linking to your ad ? 

i Your InvItation - Explore your benefIts 
11'v1ake money on eBay 99% automatically! 

IIII PRIVATE MEMO HIE SWISS-LOTrERY REVIEWCHNL iii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday, October 17, 2011 6: 51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 6-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 6 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 115 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New· 6 115 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

auntiesandiJo@;altelco.net i Year End Bonus. (CongratulatIons) 
Austm Ward I Final Nollce - please reVlew 
Jose Rogers <.!':lSe:Rclgers«1?hap)1yc:on1esea:;y I A Follow-up from tbe NatIonal Global Networkmg Association? 
audlO@e-elearningtraming.com Taxmg Fringe Benefits YVhat the IRS Expects of You: 11116 Webinar 
Newswatch I LawNewswatch 
Data Entry Job I Enter Data Online 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

Flies 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, October 18, 2011 6:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 14-New Spam, O-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 14 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 118 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New' 14 118 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

I Employee Handbooks for Multi-State Employers, Oct 18 Webinar Newswatcb <education@~avantresources.com> 
Newswatch <t"le(;orlfel,ence,;(allavm"w,;w;ltch i eDiscovery: Subpoenas and Non-Party ProductIon Issues, October 18, a Lorman lIve audIO conference 
Landon wood <LandOllW'OO(l(a!ig,'tlrlvestnlerlls'fu.loet> i CongratulatIons on Your 20] 0 NommatIon 
]-]R Daily Report Newsletter Reduce ApplIcant Process by 50% Using eSignatures 
Newswaicb :Lvlanagement Challenges and Solutions Nov 3-4 Las Vegas 
Pay Pal <norepl)'Cdjus.pay I Warning Nollflcation 
Jaden TP':@dre,alTlm'{eslment.z.nlet> I Your Invitation - Explore your benefits 

I Some extra vigor with ease 
Series LLC and Avoidmg Llabllily, October 25 Webinar 

I How like unlimited hits to your website] 5 minutes from now? 
<BiltmoreWhos\Alho@egroupblz.com>1 Pending your approval .. 

audio@;professionaltraintoday.com I 'Nomen's Leadership Summit 6 Critical Skills to Advance Your Career on November 16, 2011 
Newswatch I LawNewswalch 
John I From John Ubanga 

Viruses 

New: 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

IRB# 09-0939 

"Gillcrt Cody" <cody_gillen@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 18,2011 8:23 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study on Alcohol Consumption and Addiction 

Are you drinking too much? 

Have you tried to cut dmvn your alcohol use but can't? 
Have you increased the amount of alcohol you drink? 
Is your alcohol use creating problems in your life? 

The Umversity of North Carolina al Chapel Hill,s seekmg volunteers 
for a research study usmg an FDA approved medicatIOn for the treatment 
of heavy alcohol dnnkmg. Tbe research study will Involve a free 
evaluatIOn intelView and, if you quald)r, free counselmg seSSIOns. If 

study. 

between Ihe ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with 
you may be able to partIcipate In this new clinical research 

You are assured of stnct confidentiality 

lfmterested, please call Cody aI919-966-0011 or email at 
cody __ gillenCq;med.unc. edu 

This sludy was approved on 07/24/09 by Ihe Office of Human Research 
EthlCS, IRB # 09-0939. 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wlll only be sent to those who have indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, October 19, 20116:53 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 9-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 9 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed. You now have 1'21 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New' 9 121 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Avant Resources '2 <education@~avantresources.com> i Fringe Benefits: An Employer's Guide to Taxation, October 25 \Vebinar 
www.nfoura.org<system@nfoura.org> I [N4A] Subscription Digest Tuesday Oct 18, 2011 
audio@execcert.net Enforce Your Dress Code PolIcy: Avoid Annoying Conversation & LiabilIty, ] 111 5 Webmar 
Newswatch i Terminatmg Employees \VItbout LawsUIts, October 19 Webinar 
Newswatch I The Ten Commandments of an ERISA F1duCIary, November 8 Webinar 
Newswatch <teleconferences@;lawnewswatch.com> I Support for Paralegals, October 20, a Lorman live audio conference 
HR Dally Report Newsletter Court case sends warning to managers about F11L ... A leave 
audio@;excelbusmesscenteLcom I Jlv1astenng Excel 2007 & 20] 0 Charts: Tips & Tricks to CustomIze Clean Charts - 1] 11 \Vebinar 
Newswatch <editor@;lavvnewswatch.com> I LawNewswatch 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, October 20,2011 6:51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 11-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 11 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 122 messages 111 your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

New· 11 122 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

VoW-News I Experts CbIme 1n: TbIS Year's Top Picks in Telepbony 
Distinguisbed ,1\)le:""JI[2'" Onlme <info(@aunendle.com>1 TIa Your Invitation To Our Global Network Soon! 
Newswaich Harassment: \\That Ever.y Supervisor to ~now, October 20 Webinar 
Newswatch Bankruptcy Section 363: Purcbasmg Distressed Assets, October 20, a Lorman lrve audio conference 
HR Daily Report Newsletter Automate Your Recruitment and Hiring Program 
Newswatch i Using SocIal Networking Sites and Searcb Engines to Screen Applicants, Oct 20 Webinar 
Data Job I Enter Datl Online 

Newswatcb <w'ebin3crsG~];lwllevvsvvatcb.coln> 
Newswatcb <e,dIt()r«,)lawrle\\'sv.'a\{;h. 
Newswatcb <e,du,;alion@'lVlmtl'es<JUI·ce:s.c<Jm< 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

I Avoid DOL Sanctions: How to Tell Exempt from Non-Exempt Employees, October 27 Webinar 
I Contracts 10]' November 15 Webmar 

I LawNewswatcb 
i Addressing tbe Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and Global Anlr-Bribery Compliance, Oct 26 Webinar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Hart, Chayla" <hartcp@.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24,20119:06 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Now Enrolling Participants for Sleep Apnea and Memory Study 

The Clinical & Cognitive Sleep Research Lab (CCSRL) at TJNC-CH is 
conductmg a research study to investigate the effects of CPAP therapy 
on memory in people with sleep apnea 

If you currently use CPAP therapy. would you be interested in sleeping 
three nights in the sleep laboratory, completing brief questionnaires, 
and perfOlming a computer attention & learning activity? 

If so, you may be eligible to earn $75 per night, a total of $225, If 
you meet the following critena. 

EligIbility criteria 
1. You need to have a formal diagnOSIs of sleep apnea and have been on 
PAP therapy for at least 1 month. 
2. You need to be between 18 and 50 years of age. 
3. You must be right-handed. 
4. You cannot have any history of major brain neurological disorders 
or a major psychiatnc illness. 
5. You cannot be taking the following medications: 
Antidepressants that that mIght disrupt sleep (e.g. Prozac-fluoxetine. 
Wellbutrm-Bupropnon. Eflexor-Venlafaxme. or AmItryptaline-Ela\~l). 
1'v1edications that can suppress memory includmg muscle relaxants and 
anxiety medIcations (ValIum-DIazepam, Auvan-Lora7..epam., 
Klonopin-Clcma7..epam), 
Sleep ard medIcatIOns that can affect memory (ZolpIdem-Ambien, 
Eszopiclone-Lunesta, Trazodone-DesyreL J\lIrtazepme-Remeron), 
Beta blocker medications (e.g. Propranolol, Metoprolol, Atenolol). 
Bronchodilator medIcatlOns (albuterol or theophylline), 
StImulants (e.g. Ritalin, Adderall, Concerta. Modaf.1nil). or Prednisone. 
6. You may not have a dIagnosis of a learning dIsability or attention 
delicit dIsorder 
7. You cannot be a night ShIft worker 
8. You carmot be a user of recreational drugs, including marijuana. 

If you meet the above criteria. we would be veIY happy to hear from you. 
Please contact us at rothsleeplabi'§gmail.com to receive additional 
details for study enrollment. Include in your response, your name. 
e-mail and phone nwnber, as well as the best time to call you, so we are 
better able to reach you. 

This message was approved by the Biomedical IRE 10110/201 j 
(IRB# 09- j 944. "The Effect of Disrupted Sleep on Sleep Dependent Memmy 
Processes"). and is funded by the TJNC Department of Neurology. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Neurology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

heharris <heharri~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24,2011 9:27 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Needed: African American and White mothers with 3rd grade children 

Are you or someone you know a mother of a 3rd grader? Are you African 
American or Vlhite? 

Researchers at UNC-Chapel HIll and NCSU are looking to recruit mothers 
and children to participate in a study of children's understanding of 
emotions in dyadIc interactions. 

What's involved: Each mother and child pair wIll be asked to visit the 
Dnsp (Duke Interdisclplmary Imtiative in Social lab at 
Duke Umversity io complete a senes 2 emotion 
related conversations. Each VISIt will last approximately 2-2.5 hours. 

Compensation: Each family will receIve $55 for participating In this 
one-time lab VISIt. 

]fyou're interested in partIcipatmg, or If you have any questions, 
please contact Holly Harris at heharris@email.unc.edu or by phone (919) 
843-9699 

This is a collaborative study with UNC-Chapel Hill and NCSU. ThIs study 
was approved by the BehaviorallRB at NCSU (IRB #: 1822) on 07/0612011 

This emarlls sponsored by: Frank Porier Graham Child Development 
Institute 

"lNFORMATlONAL:'" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"hpdp@unc.edu" <hpdp@unc.ed~~ 

Monday, October 24,2011 10:01 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Free Weight Loss Study for Families with Diabetes 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is conducting a weIght 
loss research project for overweight adult African Americans with 
diabetes \vho want to lose weight with a family member who does NOT have 
diabetes. 

Have fun while losing weIght paIred with a close family member.. 
* A free program (wIth small payment for visits where we collect 
study informatIOn). Your only cost will be 111 getting to the sessions at 
the Stedman Center in Durham l 

* 20 weekly seSSIOns 

You may qualify If you are 
* Overweight African American adults wIth type 2 dIabetes (21-75 
years of age) 

* FamIly member without diabetes paired wIth an African American 
adult wIth dIabetes 

* Able to do moderate level physical activIty (like brisk walking) 

* Willing to lose 5-10% of your body weigbt (like losing 10-20 
pounds if you weigb 200 pounds) 

* English-speakmg 

For more mfonnatioll, please contact: 

Carmen Samuel-Hodge, PbD, MS. RD 
UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Pbone: (919) 966-0360 or Toll Free 877-3-14-1820 
Email: Cannen ___ samuel@;unc.edu. 

This study was reviewed and approved (l0101ll0) by the University of 
North Carolina Institutional Review Board: IRE #10- j 449 Title: Family 
PALS (PArtners in Lifestyle Support) 

Funded by: National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney 
Diseases (NIDDK). 

This email is sponsored by: lJNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease 
Prevention 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Greggs, Emily" <emily _gregg:o(i7lmed.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 24, 2011 10:13 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Blood Pressure Measurement Research Study 

Have you recently been told your blood pressw·e was '. a httle high" or 
"borderline?" Investigators from the lJNC School of Medicine are 
conducting a research study to learn about the differences in people's 
blood pressure when measured in the office setting compared to 111 theIr 
typical day-to-day activilles. 

Yau may be eligible to particIpate if: 
-you are 30 years of age or older 
-you are not currently taking any blood pressure medicmes 
-you do not have diabetes 
-you are not currently pregnant or trymg to become pregnant 

The researcb study requires 5 visits to the UNC Climcal TranslatIonal 
Researcb Center (CTRC). Your parllcipation would involve wearing a 24 
hour blood pressure monitor on two separate occasions. Participants will 
receive up to $150 for completIOn of the study. ]fyou are interested 
and tbink you might be ehgible, please contact Emily Greggs at 
(919)843-5234, or email emllyg@med.unc.edu 

All research on human volunteers IS reviewed by a committee that works 
to protect your nghts and welfare. If you have questions or concerns 
about your rights as a research subject you contact the 
Inslltutional Review Board at (919) 966-3113 email to 
lRB __ subJects@unc.edu. 

IRB #10-0595 
Reproducibihty and Clmical ImphcatlOns of Masked Hypertension 
Approved by UNC BiomedicallRB on 512512010 

This email is sponsored by. UNC Family MedIcine 

This email is sponsored by. UNC Family Medicine 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"frankmaynarel@uneaa.une.eelu" <frankmaynard(ill.uncaa. une.celu> 

Thurselay, Novembcr 3,2011 8: 17 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.eelu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uneaa.unc.eelu> 

INFORMATlONAL: UNC Finley Golf Course 

ATTENTION FACULTY/STAFF AND STUDENTS 

UNC Finley Golf Course is offering a GREENS FEE SPECIAL DURING TIffi MONTH 
OF NOVEc'v1BER 

Limited Tee Tunes!!! 

Email Frank Maynard HI Senior Assistant Golf Professional, for more 
Infonnation at frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu 

This emaI!ls sponsored by: UNe Fmley Go!fCourse 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emaI! preference, slgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Beattie, Jessica R" <~essica _ beattie@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 8:49 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you or is someone you know expecting twins? 

This is a bIlingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensa]e bilingle. Por favor, vea abaJo para el espaqol. 

Are you or is someone you know expecting Twins? 

The Early Brain Development 111 T\vins Study is a research study at the 
UniverSIty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Vie are currently recruiting 
women expecting same sex hvins for this study. 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third tnmester) 
- $50 for the prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 per cbild for each postnatal visit (potenllaltotal of $950). 
- Reimbursement for mileage and parking 
- Free testmg to deiennineiconfinn your twms are Identical or 
fraternal 

We need your helpl By partic1pating in this study you will be helpmg 
Improve our understanding about normal brain and cogmtive development 
in twins. Please sbare tbis message wIth friends or family. 

To learn more about this study please call Jess1ca Beattle (919) 
966-9290 or (866) 849-0541 (Toll Free), or send an email to 
jessica __ beattie@med.unc.edu wItb your name, phone nwnber and tunes that 
you can be reached. ThIs is a confIdential study: we will not share 
your email address wIth anyone outside of the study. VIsit our websIte 
at www.earlybrainresearch.org and click on "Twms" for more informatIOn. 

The principal investigator for tb,S study 1S Jobn G1lmore, I'vlD, UNC 
School of MedIcine, Department of Psychiatry & Co-Investigator, Honor 
Wolfe, MD, Scbool of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and C3ynecology. 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Study and this message have 
received approval from the UNC Bio Medical IRE on 10/2511 1, Study 
#03-PSYCH-198. 

?Esta esperando gemelos? 0, ?conoce alguien que este esperando gemelos? 

El Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro en Gemelos es un estudio 
de investigacisn realizado pm la Universidad de Carolina del Norte en 
Chapel Hill. Enla actualidad buscamos mu]eres esperando gemelos del 
mismo sexo para iste estudio. 

Las participantes reciben: 
-1 ultrasonido prenatal gratis (durante el tercero trimestre) 
-$50 para el ultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 para cada niqo para cada visita postnatal (suma posible de $950). 
-Reembolsamos 10 gastos de viaje y estacionamiento 
-Prueba gratis para determinar/confirmar si sus gemelos son identicos 0 

fraternales 

!Le necesitamos! Al participar en este estudio usted ayudara a mejorar 
nuestro entendimiento sobre el desarrollo normal y cognicisn del cerebro 
en gemelos. Por favor, comparte este mensaje con sus amigas y familia. 

Si desea averiguar mas sobre el estudio, por favor llama Jessica Beattie 
(919) 966-9290 or llama gratis al (866) 849-0541 0 envma un correo 
electrsmco a jessIca _ beattie@med.w1c.edu con su nombre, nllnero de 
telifono y horarios en los que podemos contactarle. No compartiremos su 
direccIsn de correo electrsmco con personas ajenas a esta 
investlgacisn. Para obtener mayor informacisn, visita nuestro sitio en 
Internet www.earlybraim-esearch.orgyhaceclic en FlT\vins." 

El investigador principal de este estudio es John GIlmore, 1v1D, 
Departamento de PSIquiatrma y Departamento de Obstetricla Ginecologma de 
la Escuela de J\1edicma, ambos pertenecientes a la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte. 

El estudlO del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebra en este mensa]e 
fueron aprobados por la Junta de Revisisn Institucional de 
Universidad de Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill (UNC), 1012511 L 
estudio #03-PSYCH-198. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 



"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To sei your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bups://dlr.unc.eduiciiriupciate. 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Thurlow, Katharine L" <katharine _ thurlow@med.unc.cdu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edn> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edn> 

INFORMATlONAL: Healthy Research Participants Needed for Study 

RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED for Food Sensillvity Study 

Do you suffer from frequent food-related stomach upset unrelated to 
allergies? 

Do expenence recurrent gastrointestinal problems after eating 
certam 

If no, then you may be eligible to particIpate as a healthy control in a 
research study investigating how certain kinds of foods may cause some 
people to have gastrointestmal problems. This study involves 1 visit to 
UNe Hospitals where parllcipants will provide a stool sample, blood 
sample, and complete a senes of questionnaires related to food 
sensitivIty and general health. 

Subjects wIll be compensated up to $75 for completing this study. 

If you are mterested m partiCIpating or want to learn more about this 
study and other studies, please call the study coordinator, Katharine 
Thurlow, at 919-843-1003 or email I-:athanne Thurlow@med.unc.edu 

Thank you for your interest in our study! 

Study 1111-1418 
Approved by the BiomedicallRB on 10114111 

This email IS sponsored by: DivIsion of Gastroenterology and Hepatology 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Young, Laura Atme" <Iaurayoung@mcd.unc.cdu> 

Thursday, November 17,2011 8:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Thriving with Diabetes Research Study 

Do you or someone you know: 

*have type 2 diabetes that IS not under optimal control? 
*feel stressed out by living with dIabetes? 

If your answer is yes ... you may qualify for the Thriving with Diabetes 
Research Study. This research involves attending a 2.5 hour class 
once a week for 8 consecutive at the Highgate Specialty Care 
Center in Durham. You will receIve a small amount of monetar)T 
compensation for your particIpation and travel in this research study 

]fyou would lIke to learn more about tbe research study and fmd out If 
you qualify, please call 919-484-0931 ext 273 or email 
youngl@med.unc.edu 

Tbis research study recelved approval from the UNe Omce ofl-Iuman 
Research Etbics Biomedlcal IRB on 3114111 
lRB STUDY Ii 11-0333 

Tbis emai11s sponsored by UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicme 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Szary, Stephanie L." <stephanie _ szary@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 17,2011 8:44 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: The MAP Brain Imaging Study [Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain Imaging Study 

Are you expecting or knmv someone who is? Do you have a newbon1 yow1ger 
than one month old? 

As part of the Early Brain Development Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill's 
Department of Radiology, Psychiatry, and Psychology, we are recruiting 
newboms to particIpate in the The l\1AP* Brain Imaging Study [*The 
Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain Imaging Study]. 

Wbat IS the purpose of this study? 
The purpose oftblS research IS to docwnent the rapid and critical 
growth of nonnal brain development in the first three years of life 
The information gathered IS essential to shed light on our understanding 
of brain development. This information not only offers profound 
scienti fie implications regardmg our understanding of how the bram 
functIOns but also provides great insights into developmental disorders. 

Wbat does this study involve? 
Your child will have magnetIc resonance imaging (11RJ) ofhisiher brain 
eIght times between tbe ages of 2 - 4 weeks and 3 years at tbe MRI 
research center located at 106 11ason Fann Road. 

Scans will be performed while your child sleeps No medicines or 
sedatIOn will be used. 

You wIll also be asked medIcal histor~y questions by a study coordmator 
or nurse. 

WIllI be pard for partIcipating') 
You will receive $75 for each study !vml a potenlraltotal of $600). 
You will also be rennbursed for >C<"UHd,nctraveligas and parking 
expenses as well. 

Are there any risks? 
lviRI has no known risks and does not use radiation or x-ray. 

Why participate in this study" 
You and your child's participation in this study may benefit society by 
gaining new insights into ow· understanding of in fantl early child brain 
development. It may also increase our knowledge into the possible causes 
of neurodevelopmental disorders. 

Remember, 
* This is a volwltmy study 
* You will be compensated 
* No medicines or sedation are involved 
* All information regarding you and your child's participation in this 
study will be kept strictly confidential. 

How can I learn more about joining this study? 
Please contact Stephanie Szary at stephanie_szary@med.unc.eduorcall 
919-843-9245 for more information. 

WeiliLm,PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Telephone (919) 843-8120 

The l\1AP* Brain Imaging Study [*The Multi-visit Advanced Pediatric Brain 
Imaging Study] IS being conducted by the Departments of Radiology, 
Psychiatry, and Psychology in the UNC-Chapel HIll School of Medicine. 

WeiliLm,PhD 
Principal Investigator 

John Gilmore, MD 
J. Keith Smith, MD 
Guido Geng, PhD 
Hongyu An, PhD 
Yasheng Chem, PhD 
Robert Hamer, PhD 
Research Team Nfembers 

IRE Approval #: 08-1885 
Approval Body: Biomedical IRE 
Date of Approval September 16, 20 I 0 



This email is sponsored by: UNC-Chapel Hill Department of RadlOlogy 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"cbt4bn@unc.edu" <cbt4bn@unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday, November 22,2011 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Bulimia Nervosa Treatment Study 

The U'NC Eating Disorders Program is conducting a research study to treat 
bulimia. Eligible participants receive 16 sessions of cognitive 
behavioral (CBT) group therapy specifically designed to reduce binge 
eating and purgmg. All sessions are offered at no cost 

You must 18 years or older and have a home computer with internet access 
to partIcIpate. 

Please call Sara at 919.966.2882 or email cbt4bn@unc.eduformore 
infonnatioTI. 

www.cbt4bn.unc.edu 

Tltle Optimizmg Technology m the Treatment of Bulimia Nervosa 
lRB 1i07-2002 
Renewed: 12/6/2010 
BiomedlcallRB 

This email is sponsored by: lINe Eating Disorders Program 

"lNFORMATlONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Schmbbe, Leah" <leah_schmbbe@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 22,2011 8:31 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Perimenopausal Women Needed for Research Study 

The Center for \\romen's lYfood Disorders at l.JN"C is conducting a study in 
perimenopausal women (women in the menopause tranSItion period) to 
examine the predIctors of who might benefit most from hormone therapy to 
prevent mood deterioratIOn and to lower cardiovascular nsk during the 
menopause transItIon 

ViE NlOED WOl'vlEN WHO ARE 

1) between 45 and 55 years of age 
2) in the menopause tranSItion (irregularl absent menstrual cycles or 
hot 

healthy 
4) not currently takmg antidepressant medIcatIOn 

You may qualify for a research study providing up to $1,275 In 

compensatIOn. 

For more information, please call (919) 843-9374. ThIs study is 
conducted by DavId Rubmow. M. D. and Susan Girdler. Ph.D., UNC 
Department of Psychiatry. 

The research study is IRB #10-0542. This email was approved by the 
UNC-CH BIomedicallRB on 511312010 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. November 28.2011 9:45 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have extreme PMS? 

Do you or someone you know have severe PMS mood symptoms? 
Have you ever thought you may have Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder 
(PMDD)? 

Some \vomen experience PMS mood symptoms that interfere \vith work, 
activities, and relationships. 

The l.J1\TC Department ofPsychwtry research team is conducting a clinical 
research study for women wIth severe P:LvlS and Premenstrual Dysphoric 
DIsorder (pJvlDD) to see whether combining an antI-depressant with an 
addltlOnal study-related medication aIds m the rehef of thIS 
reproductive 
mood disorder 

Volunteers must be: 
* At least 18 years old 
* In good health 
* Currently treated with an anti-depressant 

All office ViSIts, medical evaluations, and mvestigational medIcatIOns 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients. 

For more information, please call Brenda at 843-8084 
(bpearson@med.unc.edu). 

Approved 10/30/2006 by the Committee on tbe Protection of the Rigbts of 
Hwnan Subjects BiomedIcal Institutional ReVIew Board. 
IRE II 05-PSYCI-J-1418/05-3106 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

UNC Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29,2011 8:23 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Vote on the largest piece of art this Spring in the FedEx GEC Atrium 

Help pick the next piece of artwork to be hung in the FedEx Global 
Education Center atrium! 111is Spring semester, a photo taken by a UNC 
student, faculty member or alum will be blown up to IOxl4 feet and 
displayed for everyone to see. Click on the Imk to give someone the 
chance to have their photograph seen by hundreds of people a day 
Tomorrow is the last day to vote, so don't Walt! 

http://wVv\v.facebook.com/w1ccgi ?sk=app 162850930432266 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Global Imtiatives 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

"Howell, Amber M" <amber JlOwell@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 29,2011 8:42 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Type 2 Diabetes Study at UNC 

The lJNC Diabetes Care Center is now enrolling adult volw1teers mto the 
LEADER research study 

LEADER (Liraglutlde Effect and Action in Diabetes' 
Evaluation of Cardiovascular Outcome Results) alms to assess and confIrm 
the cardiovascular safety of Liraglutlde (Victoza). and potentially 
show 
the abIlity of Liraglutide to improve cardiovascular outcomes. 

ThIS is a long term cardiovascular research study 
may eitber recerve tbe study drug or a placebo (that 
study drug but is not actIve drug.) Your participation will last until 
2016 and 
consist of approximately 2-7 VIsits to the research site each year. 

You may be eligible for the research are age 50 years or 
older, bave type 2 drabetes, and are not 
currently takmg the diabetes drugs Vicioza or Byetta. 

are elIgible you wIll receive diabetes care through the research 
doctor, diabetes testing supplIes, and study medIcation at no cost 

to you 

For more infonnatlOn about tbiS trial please contact: 
Amber I-lowell 
ClImcal Researcb Assistant 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
919-484-0931 ext269 
ahowell@;med.unc.edu 

This study received IRE 
Etbrcs, lRB Full board on 
IRB study # 10-1701 

lrom tbe UNC offrce ofI-Iuman Research 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

This email is sponsored by: Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. December 5, 2011 8:22 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women who are 1 year postpartum ... 

Are you, or is someone you know 1 year postpartum ... ? 

Postpartum DepressIOn Research study seekmg healthy women, 12-'24 months 
postpartum. who are NOT currently depressed, not currently 
breastfeeding, have regular menstrual cycles. and fall into one of the 
followmg categories: 

1. Have expenenced Postpartum Depression 
2. Have expenenced depression in the past. but not after childblfth 
~. Have never expenenced depression 

All office ViSIts, medical evaluations, and mvestigational medIcatIOns 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients. This 
study requires 4 VIsits to UNe. $150 compensatIon upon completion. 

For more mformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 8127109 by the CommIttee on the Protection oftbe Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRE!! 07-1353 
CI1ZCii 2649 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ali Rozell, CREDO Action"<-act:@credoactionocom> 

Thursday, December 8,2011 9:10 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedn> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedn> 

Don't mbocall my cell phone! 

TExrohtm 

[https://actcredoactionocomlimages/email!rounded top e6e6e6 580px.pJ] 

[https:ilimages.credomobIle.comimobileiemail/spacer.gl[1 

[Take actionl ]<http://actcredoactlOnocom!ri''F2322()8&ld~ 31 777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~ 1 > 
Clicking bere will automatically add your name to this petition to the House Energy and Commerce Comm1ttee<http://actcredoactlOn.comir/'lF2322()9&id~31777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~2> 
PI] urge you to oppose any bill that would give corporatIons virtually free rein to call cell phones. 

As a member of the Energy and Commerce CommIttee, you have the ability to stop I-LR.3035, a bill that would end 20 years of consumer protectIon Take a stand for consumer privacy and 
protection and oppose this bill." <http://actcredoaction.com!r!?F232209&id~3l777-209966l-aP9brgx&t~3> 
Automatically add your name:<http://actcredoaction.com!r!?F232209&id~3l777-209966l-aP9brgx&tc=4> 
[Take action nowl]<http://actcredoaction.com!lnF232209&id~31 777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~5> 

Learn more about this campaign<http://actcredoaction.comir!?F232208&id~31777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~6> 

[CREDO Action i more than a network, a movement] 

Stop marketers from endlessly calling your cell phone I <http: /actcredoaction.com!r/?F232208&id~3l777-209966l-aP9brgx&t~7> 

Dear Friend, 

A bill being considered by the House Energy and Commerce Comrnittee would end 20 years of consumer protection preventing marketers from endlessly calling your cell phone D and using 
up minutes that you pay for. 

This proposed legislation is so far-reaching that Sen. Chuck Schumer said that ifit passes, "The floodgates would be open to telemarketers, who could call you on your cell phone during 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, no matter if you're at home, at school, at the office." 1 

Our best chance to stop the bill is in the House Energy and Conunerce Committee. If we can prevent the bill from coming to a full House vote, we can effectively kill it and preserve the 
traditional protections consumers enjoy from intrusive and unwanted robocalls to their cell phone. 

Tell the members of the Energy and Commerce Committee: Oppose any bill that would give corporations virtually free rein to call cell phones. Click here to automatically slgn the 
petition. <http://act.credoaction. com/r /?F23 2209&id~ 31 777 -2099661-aP9brgx&t~8 > 

It's unsurprising that this bill is being pushed by corporate interests like the u.s. Chamber of Commerce and the Amencan Bankers AssociatIOn 

And since b1g business already has lobbyists on Capitol H1ll whipping support for this legislation, it is even more important that the members of the Energy and Commerce Cormnittee hear 
!fom consumers that this harmful legislation should not even be brought up for a vote. 

This overreach by corporatIOns has to be stopped. It is unreasonable and unfaIr to expect consumers to pay when telemarketers make unwanted calls to their cell phones. But if the Energy 
and Commerce Committee doesn't stop this bill from coming to a vote, it will be harder to stop th1S harmful legislation. 

Tell the members of the Energy and Commerce COl1nnittee: Commit to vote against any bill that would give corporations vIrtually free rein to call cell phones. Click here to automatically sign 
the petition. <http://act.credoaction.com/r/?F232209&id~3l777-209966l-aP9brgx&t~9> 

If this infringement of privacy and abolishment of consumer protectIOn wasn't enough, the way the bill is written, you may opt-in to receive calls from marketers and bill collectors without 
even realIzing it 

Although telemarketers have to have" express consent" before they can call your cell phone, this bill \vould mean that if you ever give your phone number \vhen buying anything, you will 
have given busmesses the ability to call you endlessly D and use up minutes you paId for. 

This bill is anti-consumer and constitutes senous infringement on the nghts and privacy of cell phone users D and it has to be stopped. 

Tell the members of the Energy and Commerce Committee: Oppose any bill that would give corporations virtually free rein to call cell phones. Click here to automatically slgn the 
petition. <http://act.credoaction. com/r /?F23 2209&id~ 31 777 -2099661-aP9brgx&t~ 1 0> 

Thank you for speaking out against this anil-conswner bill. 

Ali Rozell, Campa1gn Manager 
CREDO Action from Working Assets <http://actcredoaction.com/r/?Fl1&ld~31777-2099661-aP9brg'&t~ll> 

1. "Telemarketers, Collectors Could Target Cells Under ":Lvlobile Infonnailon Call Act"· Chuck Schwner.<http://www.nvdailynews.com/blogsidailvpolitics/201] /] l/telemarketers-collectors
could-target-cells-under-mobile-informatlOn-call-act->" New York Daily News, 11-21-11. 

[Facebook ]<http://actcredoaclron.comir/'lF23221 0&id~31 777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~ 12> 

Share on Facebook 
Post to your wall <http://act.credoactlOn . comir/'lF23 221 O&i d~ 31 777 -2099661-aP9brgx&t~ 13 > 



[Twitter l<bltp:/ iacl.credoaction.comir!?F 232211 &ld~31777 -2099661-aP9brgx&t~ 14> 

Tweet this 
Post to TWltler<bttp!iacl.credoaction.comir/?F232211 &id~31777-2099661-aP9brgx&t~15> 

[https:!limages.credomobile.comlmobile/email/spacer.gifl 

[https:/ act.credoaction.comlimages!emaillrounded bottom e6e6e6 580px.gif] 

D 2011 CREDO. All rights reserved. 

To remove yourself eTta Overstreet) from this list, please visit our subscription management page at: http:! act.credoaction.comls?i=31777-2099661-aP9brgx 

To change your email addressorupdateyourcontactinfo.pleasevisit:http:iactcredoaction.comisubscripicoa.html?id~31777-2099661-aP9br9x 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Postpmium Couples <postpartumcouples@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 8,2011 9:13 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking Couples with Newborns 

Have you or your partner recently given birth, or are you pregnant with 
a due date soon? The UNC Couples Lab is seeking couples to particIpate 
in a research study of the roles you assume, your individual \vell-being, 
and your relationship dunng the postpartum period soon after you give 
birth. If you and your partner are 18 years or older, have given birth 
withm the last three months, and are married or livmg together in a 
committed relationship for 1'2 months or more, you may be eligible to 
partIcipate in thIS study. If you have not yet given birth but will 
soon, you can also get on our list to be contacted once you bave 
delivered. The study involves fi llmg out questIOnnaires one time m 
the comfort of your borne, in either paper fonnat or online Via 

Quallrics. II WIll take you and your partner eacb approximately 30 
minutes to complete the set of questionnaires. Each couple will be 
compensated wIth a $25 gIft card to Target for tbeir time. For more 
mfonnation contact the study coordmator, Sara Boeding, or her 
research at 919.962.2212 or email us at 
postpartumcouples@~unc.edu. The Postpartum Distress was 
approved(IRB #11-2226) by tbe UNC BehavlorallRB on 1. 

This email IS sponsored by: lJNC Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Baluyot, Kristine" <kristine _ baluyot@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 16. 2011 8:22 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have a Psychotic Spectrum Disorder? 

Do you have a Psychotic Spectrwn Disorder? 

The ASPIRE team is cun-ently conductmg a research study to examine if a 
computer program can help mdivlduals \vho have a Psychotic Spectrum 
Disorder. Participants must have a Psychotic Spectrum Disorder and must 
be 10-19 years old. Participants must be willing to play computer 
programs, undergo cogmtive and study doctor assessments, and complete 
six blood draws. 

PartIcipation wIll mclude 
* Fourteen appomtments at lINe Hospitals with the study doctor 

ParticIpants wIll be compensated for their tnne, up to $655 

Please contact our recruitment lme or email us for more mformation: 
Email: aspire@unc.edu 
Pbone l-800-708-0().13 

Approved Apnl 13. 2011. by the Office of Human Researcb Ethics 
BlOmedIcal Institullonal ReVIew Board. IRB #09-0637 

TbIS email is sponsored by: Department of PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Taylor, Elisha Starr" <taylores@emaiLunc.ed~~ 

Friday, December 16, 2011 8:42 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Winter Children's Programs at NC Botanical Garden 

Interested in chIldren's nature activities? Please viSIt our website 
for more infonnation: http://ncbg.unc.edu/pagesI24/. 

Bluets: Preschoolers Exploring Nature l 

Learnmg comes naturally for 4 and 5 year-olds during thIS fun-filled 
series that encourages exploratIOn and fosters a sense of\vonder for the 
natural world. This winter, preschoolers WIll learn about owls, winter 
weather, and how ammals and plants survive the cold through hands-on 
activities, nature walks, stones, crafts, puppet shows, and group play. 
Snack provided. 

Young Ecoscapers 
Young Ecoscapers is an eXCIting new two-part program desIgned for 
borne-educated 10 to 13 year-olds. Students will learn about pollmation 
and native pollinators, conduct soil studies, grow native plants, and 
deSIgn and install a pollinator garden in our new children's Wonder 
Garden. This project will provide participants with a unique 
opportunity to create an eco-friendly landscape from beginmng to end. 
Students will be leaders in every aspect of the crealIon of the garden, 
including the planmng, plantmg, maintaming, and interpretmg of this 
space. This course will teach baSIC tenets of ecology m an applied way, 
as well as tbe process of landscape deSIgn. Most importantly, students 
will produce a tangible product oftbelf learmng process that they feel 
a sense of pnde and ownershIp In - a garden designed by kids as well as 
for kIds. 

Elisha Taylor 
Coordmator for Children's and Family Education 
North Carolina Botanical Garden 
The of North Carolma - Chapel Hill 
Mailing CB 3375 1 Cbapel HIlL NC 27599 
GPS: 100 Old Mason Farm Rd 1 Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
91996205221 Fax 919.962.3531 
ncbg.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolina Botanical Garden 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Calingo, Ashley Marie" «-ashley _calingo@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 8:25 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Time-to-Pregnancy Research Study 

Are you or is someone you know trying to get pregnant or about to start 
trying? 

Time to ConceIve is a research study at the UniversIty of North Carolina 
at Chapel HIll that hopes to find a way to accmately measure a woman·s 
fertility. Women between 30 and 44 years of age who are trying to become 
pregnant or about to start trying are eligible to particIpate in the 
study. Women are not eligible to particIpate if they or their partner 
have a blstory of mfertihty or fertility treatment 

Researcb study particIpants only need to attend ONE brief, on-site study 
VlSlt m Chapel HIll or Ralelgb All otber study activilles are 
completed online 

Participants receIve 
- Free pregnancy tests 
- Free early pregnancy ultrasound 
- Free online fertIlity tracker 
- JvJonetary compensatIOn for study activIties 

There are no medIcines or pills to take and no cbanges to one's dai ly 
li festyle or eXIsting health care routine. 

]fyou or someone you know mIght be interested in learning more about 
tbis study, you can visit our website at www.med.unc.eduitimetoconcelve, 
call us at (919) 843-8246, or send an emarlto fertihty@unc.edu witb 
your name, pbone nwnber and times that you can be reached All 
information will be kept strictly confidentIal. 

We need your help! You can advance knowledge by simply shanng 
mformation about yourself while tr~ying to get pregnant. Please sbare 
this message with fnends or family. 

The principal investigator for this study is Anne Z. Steiner, MD. I\1PH, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of North Carolina. 

This study, Time to Conceive, and this message have received approval 
from the lJ"NC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 3/14/2008, study # 
08-0423. 

This email is sponsored by: OB/G YN 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Marron, James Stephen" <MARRON@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 8:30 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: FREE STATISTICAL CONSULTING 

Free Statistical Consultmg 

The U'NC Department of StatistIcs and Operations Research announces 
the availa bility of free statistical consulting. OUf goal is to 
teach this Important skill to graduate students, but you can get 
some free statistical assistance in the process 

The course format involves chents gIving a presentation about the 
problem at hand. This generates a question and answer dialog, whIch 
by itself bas proven to be useful in helpmg chents fonnulate their 
Ideas. Tben typically one student is assigned to work on the actual 
data, with a final written report expected 

]n the past we have worked with a very wide range of clients, from 
Masters students needing help with the statIstical end of thell 
dlssertatlOn, all the way up to dlstmguished professors. Wbi le 
there are limits to what can be done in the context of tbiS course, 
some contacts imtIally made through tbiS course have led to ongomg 
Joint research, grant proposals and published papers in very dIverse 
fIelds 

To sIgn up for this type of consulting, or to dISCUSS tbiS further, 
please contact Steve J'v1arron, Department of StatistIcs and OperatIOns 
Research. UNC, CB 3260, Email: marron@unc.edu. AdditlOnal 
mfonnation IS aVailable at the web address: 

http://www.stat-or.unc.eduiconsulting/statistical consulting 

ThIS email is sponsored by: StatIstics &; Operations Research 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Banas. Allyson" <banas@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 9:06 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Institute on Aging 2012 Pilot Research Program Announcement 

The UNC Institute on Aging's 2012 Pilot Research Program is now open and 
the submission deadline has been extended to January 31stl The goal of 
this '2012 research program is to facIlitate the success of junior 
InvestIgators 
currently engaged in aging research, or seekmg to change or expand 
their research into agmg. For detailed infonnation on the program 
please go to 
http://www.aging . ill1C. edu/links/IO A %20Pilot%20Research%20Program %2020 12.pdf. 

This emall,S sponsored by lINe Institute on Aging 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"karen _ mori@dentistry.unc.edu" <karen _ mori@den1istry.unc.ed~~ 

Monday, January 9, 2012 9:46 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: Do you have jaw pain? 

The U'NC Center for Neurosensory Disorders IS conductmg a research study 
investigating the biological, psychological, and genetic factors that 
may cause Temporomandibular Muscle and Joint Disorder (TMJD). We are 
lookmg for volunteers with chronic pain in the face and jaw. I}/e are 
seeking people with TMJD/TMDI TwIT to palticipate in a study lasting 
several years 

Participation will include 1 clinic appointment lasting 3 hours Dw-mg 
tbai tIme partIcipants fill out vanous questionnaires and receive a 
clmical exam and sensory' testing. IndIviduals who meet the study 
critena wIll be complete brief health updates for the next 4-5 years. 

You must be between the ages of 18 and 44, and not have diabetes, 
epIlepsy, hypertbyroidism, drug or alcobol abuse, cbronic respiratory 
diseases, bIgh blood pressure, heart disease, kIdney fmlure and bave 
not required hospitalization for a psychiatnc disorder within the last 
6 montbs. 

You sbould not partIcipate if you are pregnant, nursmg a baby, 
currently involved in orthodontic treatment chemotherapy or radiatIOn 
tberapy. 

People wbo complete all data collection aspects wIll be paid $270 (this 
includes $90 for the clinic appointment mentioned above). 

For more information about the study, visit the website at 
http://www. oppera. org 

Please contact us if you are interested In learning more about our study 
(BIOmedical IRB number 05-DENT-777). 
If interested or for furtber information please contact 
(919)966-1060 

Approved by the Biomedical IRE 09/02/2009 

This email is sponsored by: The Center for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research Center 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Neurosensory Disorders 

This email is sponsored by: The Center for Neurosensory Disorders, 
Dental Research Center 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
'IUpdate Personal Information'l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Steplowski, Tara A" <tara _ steplowski@med.unc.edu> 

Monday_ January 9, 2012 10:06 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Hearing Research Study 

Vie are cWTently recruitmg native English speakers who are 18-35 years 
old. Participants should have normal hearing, and no history of ear 
problems. 111e study will consist of one or hvo visits of one hour each 
There may also be other long-term studies that you qualify for 
Participants will sit in a soundproof room, listen to sounds, and make 
simple responses based on what they hear. Participants will be 
compensated for their tIme at a rate of $10 per hour. 

The purpose oftblS study is to obtam a better understandmg of 
bearing. -[he study takes place m MacNlder Hall (next to the Health 
Sciences Library). 

If you are interested in partIcipatmg in the study, please contact Tara 
Steplowski at hearinglab@med.unc.edu 

ThIS study has been approved by the UniversIty of North CarolIna at 
Chapel HIll's BIOmedical InstitutlOnal Review Board: Studyii 04-1095. 
The most recent approved IRE modification date IS] 2/08120] 1. 

This emarlls sponsored by: Otolaryngology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformatlOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 9:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women with depression who are 0-12 months postpartum 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartwn Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant 
medicatIOn 

This study is desIgned to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (rIMS), an FDA approved treatment for major 
depression in adults, for the treatment of postpartum depressIOn 

All offIce visits, medical evaluations, and rTJ'viS treatments related to 
this study will be provided at no cost to patients. 

For more mformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08111 by the CommIttee on the Protection oftbe Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB!! 11-0894 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"lNFORMAT10NAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Hopfinger Lab <hoplab@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 9:54 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Paid Brain Imaging Research Study 

Vie are currently recruiting healthy volunteer participants for magnetic 
resonance imaging (flviRI) and brain wave (EEG) studies of the neural 
mechamsms of attention and perfonnance. ParticIpants should be 18-30 

with 20120 (or corrected-to-20/20) vision, and sbould have 
of neurological mjury or disease 

Participants will be paid $10-20 per bour in studies rangmg 
from 14 
bours (dependmg on the study). For further information, please 
contact 
the Hopfinger Lab (919-843-4930 or hoplab@unc.edu) in tbe 
Department 0 f 
Psychology at tbe Umversity ofNortb Carolina at Cbapel I-lill. 

This study bas been approved on March 2, 2011 by the UNC Bebavioral 
InstitutlOnal Review Board (IRB) (study 09-0535). 

This emall is sponsored by UNC Psychology Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"stmkegait(illmed.unc.edu" <stmkegait:@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 12:37 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Individuals following Stmke Needed for Rehabilitation Research Study 

IndivIduals following Stroke Needed for Rehabihtation Research Study 

Vie are currently recruiting people who are post-stroke to partIcipate in 
a research study mtended to Improve walkmg speed and symmetly. 

18 sessions ofwalkmg retraining are provIded ('2-3X per \veek for 6-9 
\veeks) 111 one of three randomly assigned groups. All groups receive up 
to 20 minutes of treadmill training followed by 10-15 mmutes of 
overground gart training, as tolerated. All treadmill walking IS done on 
a dual-belt treadmill (one belt for the left foot, one belt lor tbe 
right foot). The groups will receive dIfferent forms offeedback by 
changmg the speeds of one belt relatIve to the other. All particIpants 
will wear a harness that attaches to an overhead support system during 
training. Rest breaks are permitted as necessary during all training 
seSSIOns 

A screenmg will be perfonned prior to begmnmg the study in order to 
ensure that participants qualify. Three comprehensive assessments will 
be perfonned (prior to training, following training, and at 4-week 
follow-up). Compensation will be provided up to $240 to those wbo 
complete all seSSIOns 

This research study is being conducted in the Interdisciplinal)T I-Iuman 
Movement Laboratory m tbe Division of Physical Therapy at lINC-Cbapel 
I-rill. Free parkmg adjacent to our building IS provided. 

You or someone you know may be eligIble if you: 
* have expenenced an ischemic or hemorrhagIc unilateral bram 
lesion at least six months ago 
* are able to walk wIthout someone assisting you (canes, walkers 
etc. 

or balance deficIts unrelated to the stroke 
no uncontrolled cardiorespiratory or metabolic diseases 
no total joint replacements 

This research study, Error -Based Learning for Restoring Gait Symmetry 
Post-Stroke (IRE #11-1240), has been approved by the l..JNC Biomedical 
Institutional Review Board on 8-1-2011. 

For more infonnation or to schedule an appointment, please contact Mike 
Lewek, PT, PhD at (919)966-9732 or strokegait@med.unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Division of Physical Therapy at UNC-Chapel 
Hill 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Howell, Amber M" <amber JlOwell@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 1 L 2012 9:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: A UNC Type 2 Diabetes Study 

Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 

The lJNC DIabetes Care Center IS currently seeking volunteers to 
particIpate in a research study of an investigational new msulin agent 
in combinatIon with hraglutide (Victoza) to see if it can provide more 
consistent blood sugar control in people with type 2 diabetes 

The length of the study rs approximately 6 months and vrsits will take 
place at the UNC Drabetes Care Center. 

Study related benefits at no cost to you include, study medication, 
related lab testmg, ECGs, physical exams, glucose monitoring and 
compensatIon for your time and travel. 

You may qualIfy if you: 

* Are IS or older 
* Have a diagnosIs 2 diabetes for at least 6 months 
* Are cWTently basal insulm Detenmr, NPH) and Metformin 
* Have an HbA 1c level between S.O and lO.O % 

For more information please call: 
Amber Howell 
Clinical Research ASsIstant 
UNC Drabetes Care Center 
919-434-0931 ext 269 
ahowell@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB approval from the UNC office of Human Research 
Ethics. IRB Full board on 1211612011 
IRE study # 11- 2150 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"broccolisprout@med.unc.edu" <broccolisprout@med.unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, January 11. 2012 9:53 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Smokers needed-research re interaction of broccoli shake & nasal flu vaccine 

Smokers needed for research study about interaction of broccoli sprout 
PI shake" and the FDA approved nasal spray flu vaccme 

The purpose of this research study is to learn about short term 
responses to the FDA approved Flumist nasal spray vaccme between 
smokmg and nonsmoking volunteers who are treated with broccoli sprout 
homogenates (BSH) or a placebo homogenate at each of 4 study visits. 
Currently, the study is in need of partIcipants who are smokers. 

Specific exclusIOn criteria will include: 
* history of no chronic illness, asthma, allergIes reqUInng medications 
to control or any type of immunodeficiency 

* current pregnancy; 
egg allergy; 
Expenencmg the flu or receIving of any type of influenza vaccine 

since August. 2009. 

PartIcipation wIillast 5-7 weeks, and will require 8 visits lasting 1-2 
hours 

For addItional informatIOn and a link to the study consent form, please 
go to http://w\vw.med.unc.eduicemalb/studiesilrb 10 1806 

Interested mdividuals may send an email to broccohsprout@~med.unc.edu 
or call (919) 966-2879 to contact tbe study coordinator. 

Approved January 3, 20 II by the BlOmedlcallnstitutional ReVIew Board. 
lRB # 10-1806 

Tbls e-marl is sponsored by the lINe Center for Environmental Medicine 
and Lung BIOlogy. This study is funded by the NatlOnal Heart, Lung and 
Blood Inslrtute 

This email is sponsored by: lJ1'.JC Center for Environmental 11edicine, 
Asthma and Lung Biology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, January 12, 20122:19 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20123:07:06 AM 

Ryan accepts VP nod: 'Let's get this done' 

Ig~~""lwisconsin congressman Paul Ryan formally accepted the Republican vice presidential nomination 

Wednesday as the party sought to refocus its campaign on big ideas during the second night of its 
national convention, deploying Ryan and other GOP heavyweights to make a broad appeal to independents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20124:19:08 AM 

CFT: Three games now postponed by Isaac 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 7:21:30 AM 

Secret Service gun left in Romney plane bathroom 

A member of the u.s. Secret Service detail assigned to Republican presidential contender Mitt Romney inadvertently left 

a firearm unattended in the bathroom of the candidate's chartered flight Wednesday from Tampa to Indianapolis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 8:22:23 AM 

Authorities: Militia plotter suspect in wife's death 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Army private accused of being the ringleader of an anti-government militia in Georgia was a 

suspect in the death of his wife, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 8:39:29 AM 

Jail for drifter who skinned cat, wore its tail 

An Arizona drifter who skinned a cat and wore its tail and innards around his neck was sentenced to two years in prison 

on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 9:35:50 AM 

Egypt's Morsi calls for intervention in Syria 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian President Mohammed Morsi criticized Syria's "oppressive regime" Thursday at an international 

conference in Iran and called for outside intervention to end the civil war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/201210:14:50 AM 

Video: Ex-Marine's journey from homeless to Paralympics 

Ig~~""IRetired U.S. Marine Angela Madsen once lived out of a locker at Disneyland. But the 52-year-old 

paraplegic turned her life around and has rowed across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. She's now 
competing for Team USA at the Paralympic Games in London. Madsen told her story to NBC's Jamieson 
Lesko. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 10:42:07 AM 

Dangerous US city plans to ditch its police force 

Ig~~""IAmid what they call a "public safety crisis," officials in Camden, N.J., plan to replace the city's 141-year

old police department with a non-union division of the Camden County Police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/201211:25:21 AM 

Bernanke unlikely to tip Fed hand in speech 

Ig~~""~he Fed chairman flies to Jackson Hole, Wyo., for a major address on monetary policy Friday. Don't hold 

your breath waiting for him to say what the Fed might do to spur the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/201211:44:17 AM 

More evacuations as Isaac brings record rainfall 

Ig~~""lslow-mOVing tropical storm Isaac was expected to weaken as it crawled north Thursday, but residents in 

parts of Louisiana were still being evacuated from rising flood waters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:00:17 PM 

Ex-Marine's journey from homelessness to Paralympics 

Angela Madsen's journey to the London 2012 London Paralympics is nothing short of extraordinary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:00:31 PM 

American cities losing the most jobs 

Ig~~""~he economy has begun its slow recovery from the Great Recession, and with it, the labor market is 

showing signs of improving as well. The unemployment rate fell from 9.5 percent in June 2009 to 8.2 
percent in June 2012. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:51:24 PM 

Jobless claims unchanged, but spending rises 

New claims for unemployment benefits were flat in the latest week, suggesting that hiring is still struglling to pick up 

momentum. Spending rose in July, however, despite the concerns about the job outlook, government data showed 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 12:53:44 PM 

Woman's non-stop orgasms: Too much of a good thing 

The other day, a few media outlets in the New York region covered the story of a woman who can't seem to stop having 

orgasms, which would seem joke-ready but can actually be a nightmare. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 1:11:51 PM 

Back-to-school gives retailers a good August 

Ig~~""IMost retailers, including Costco Wholesale Corp and Limited Brands Inc, posted better-than-expected 

sales gains at existing stores in August, in what is expected to be a healthy month as parents and students 
wrapped up back-to-school purchases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 1:24:24 PM 

Four objectives Romney must achieve in tonight's speech 

First Read: The stage is set for Romney to accept the Republican presidential nomination and there are four objectives 

he needs to meet with his speech. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 1:46:32 PM 

1 dead, 2 hurt in Connecticut home explosion 

One man was killed and two others were critically injured after an apparent propane explosion at a home in New 

Milford, Conn., on Wednesday evening. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 2:02:59 PM 

More 'penned in' by Isaac floods; rains pound Missisippi 

r-I~undreds of people were evacuated in darkness while new areas in southern Louisiana flooded as 
ropical Storm Isaac crawled north. Its heaviest rain bands were now moving over Mississippi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20122:09:04 PM 

Assad calm amid claims of bread-line slaughter 

Ig~~""lcalm. Defiant. Confident. That's how embattled Syrian President Bashar Assad appeared in a lengthy 

interview on Wednesday evening on the pro-government news channel, AI Donnya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20122:52:10 PM 

Suspect in Texas girl sex assault escapes 

Ig~~""lone of more than a dozen men and boys accused in the case escaped during a break in his trial after the 

girl tearfully testified about attacks that occurred when she was 11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 2:56:09 PM 

Cops: Marine wife died during sex attack by killers 

Ig~~""INew search warrants unsealed in the murder case of a Marine wife reveal that, according to detectives, 

Brittany Killgore was an unwilling participant in sadomasochistic sexual activity involving the three 
suspects accused of killing her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20123:06:31 PM 

Economy is running neither hot nor cold 

The economy tossed up more mixed signals on Thursday, continuing a pattern of lukewarm performance that could play 

into the hands of the Republicans as they assail President Barack Obama's record on the economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 3:31:30 PM 

Report: Nearly 50 killed or missing in Chinese mine blast 

Nineteen miners were killed and 28 are missing in China after a gas explosion in a coal shaft, the Xinhua news agency 

said on Thursday, marking one of the biggest disasters of the year in the accident-plagued industry. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/2012 4:00:41 PM 

Dam nears collapse due to Isaac; thousands reportedly flee 

r-I~p to 50,000 people in Louisiana's Tangipahoa Parish were ordered to evacuate when waterfrom 
ropical Storm Isaac threatened to overwhelm a dam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/20125:12:43 PM 

5 American beers for your Labor Day barbecue 

Ig~~""~he final barbecue holiday of the year is upon us, and nothing goes better with burgers, dogs or baby 

back ribs than a bubbly craft beer. Here are five craft beers that pair wonderfully with tasty grilled treats 
and to boot, they're also brewing up jobs! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/30/201211:02:40 PM 

Live updates on Top 25 college football games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 1:08:50 AM 

Lawyer: Ex-SEAL did seek advice about bin Laden book 

Ig~~""~he lawyer of "Mark Owen" -- the pen name of the former Navy SEAL who wrote "No Easy Day," a book 

describing the Osama bin Laden raid -- on Friday said that Owen did, indeed, seek legal advice before 
publishing the book and disputed other claims made by Pentagon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 2:40:52 AM 

Eastwood surprises GOP convention - maybe in more ways than one 

In a rather rambling speech that lasted for more than 10 minutes -- not delivered on TelePrompter -- actor and director 

Clint Eastwood criticized President Obama, in part by conducting an imaginary interview with the president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 3:29:27 AM 

Romney accepts nomination, projects forward-looking vision for nation 

Accepting the Republican presidential nomination, Mitt Romney vowed to move America past what he called the 

"disappointments" of President Barack Obama's first term in office if elected to the White House in November. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 3:30:35 AM 

Friends' anecdotes shed light on Romney's personal side 

Ig~~""~AMPAl Fla. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 12:00:16 PM 

Unions flex revived political might for labor Day 

Ig~~""IEven as their ranks thin, labor unions are swinging newfound political muscle, sending tens of thousands 

of activists into battleground states to canvass for President Obama this Labor Day weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 12:34:03 PM 

Breast cancer survivors may face second threat: heart failure 

Women who have survived breast cancer may have to fight another killer down the road -- heart failure, researchers 

report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 1:20:12 PM 

What Romney accomplished (and didn't) in Tampa 

First Read: In his acceptance speech, Mitt Romney achieved some of what he needed to but did he make the case for 

why he should be president? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 1:45:20 PM 

Thousands stuck as German airline crew strike 

A strike by flight attendants on German airline Lufthansa disrupted hundreds of flights on Friday, leading to long lines of 

stranded passengers at Germany's biggest airport. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20122:08:50 PM 

Busy parents outsource teaching their kids to ride a bike 

Ig~~""lparents can now hire someone to teach their children to balance and pedal, pedal, pedal. Some say it's no 

different than swimming or ballet lessons, but are they missing out on an important milestone in their 
child's life? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20122:09:29 PM 

AMR, US Airways agree to consider merger 

American Airlines parent AMR Corp. and US Airways Group said Friday the carriers have agreed to evaluate a potential 

merger. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20122:10:14 PM 

Consumer sentiment hits three-month high 

Consumer sentiment climbed to a three-month high in August as households made progress paying down debt, but 

future expectations remained grim, a survey on Friday showed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20123:02:38 PM 

Fan falls to his death at Texans' Reliant Stadium 

A man accidentally fell to his death from an escalator at Reliant Stadium in Houston on Thursday night during a 

preseason game between the Houston Texans and the Minnesota Vikings, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20123:19:31 PM 

Subject: He made the Web's day: Eastwood's wacky speech goes viral 

he actor and director, 82, has sparked jokes, imitators, and more after his "invisible guest" speech O
·g~~..., 

hursday night at the Republican National Convention. Here's a selection of the reactions online to Clint 
Eastwood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 3:22:22 PM 

Calif. OKs driving licenses for illegal immigrants 

California lawmakers send a bill to the governor to allow some young illegal immigrants who came to the United States 

as children to obtain driving licenses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 3:30:23 PM 

Winner of $337M Powerball jackpot revealed 

The winner of the $337 million Powerball jackpot earlier this month has been revealed: Donald Lawson, 44, of Lapeer, 

Mich., was introduced Friday by Michigan lottery officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20123:48:05 PM 

CDe: 10,000 Yosemite visitors at risk of hantavirus 

Two more Yosemite National Park visitors have been found with a mouse-borne virus blamed for the deaths of two 

people, bringing the total number of infections to six, state health officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20123:49:36 PM 

Obama orders VA to expand suicide prevention services 

President Obama will issue an executive order Friday tasking the Department of Veterans Affairs to expand its suicide 

prevention and mental health services. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20124:03:13 PM 

Did San Diego bus drivers ingest pot-laced brownies? 

SAN DIEGO -- San Diego police are investigating whether three Metropolitan Transit System bus drivers were under the 

influence of marijuana-laced brownies during their routes, officials say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20124:19:10 PM 

'Fix-a-Flat' butt injection suspect posts bond 

A South Florida woman who is accused of injecting people with Fix-a-Flat and other substances in a black market 

buttock-enhancing business was released on bond Friday. Oneal Morris, 31, posted $25,000 bond and walked out of the 

Broward County Main Jail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20124:41:24 PM 

Obama to visit storm disaster zone in Louisiana 

President Obama will visit Louisiana on Monday to meet with officials and view the damage from Hurricane Isaac, White 

House Press Secretary Jay Carney announced Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20124:59:05 PM 

Report: Missing tourist in Iceland joins search for herself 

A missing tour bus passenger in remote southern Iceland ended up joining her own search party last weekend without 

realizing the search teams were in fact looking for her, according to a report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 5:41:52 PM 

Man steals squad car, crashes into Starbucks 

A man who stole a police car in South Los Angeles and crashed it into a Starbucks coffee shop has lost his legs, according 

to local media reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 5:44:45 PM 

Bernanke: With unemployment this bad, Fed can do more 

Chairman Ben Bernanke made clear Friday that the Federal Reserve will do more to boost the economy because of high 

u.s. unemployment and an economic recovery that remains "far from satisfactory." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20125:48:29 PM 

German drug firm apologizes over birth defects 

The German manufacturer of thalidomide, an anti-morning sickness drug, has for the first time apologized to people 

who were born with congenital birth defects as a result of its use. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20126:17:31 PM 

Biden blasts Ryan at Ohio union rally 

Ig~~""~he morning after the Republican Party officially nominated its presidential standard-bearers, Vice 

President Joe Biden appeared in Ohio auto country to blast the Romney-Ryan convention speeches as 
"not on the level," accusing the GOP vice presidential nominee of fudging details of a closed auto plant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20126:21:05 PM 

Romney's health plan, war kept out of RNC spotlight 

Ig~~""IAmOng Mitt Romney's many virtues and accomplishments listed Thursday evening, one of his foremost 
achievements as governor - enacting sweeping health care reform - was noticeably absent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 6:26:22 PM 

Calif. lottery officials hunt for mystery winner 

Ig~~""lcalifornia Lottery officials release video and a photo of a man they believe is the state's latest millionaire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 6:57:52 PM 

Three dead in shooting at NJ supermarket 

Ig~~""~hree people are dead after an employee shot to death two coworkers before killing himself at a New 

Jersey supermarket Friday morning, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 8:28:34 PM 

Police: Russian killer wrote Pussy Riot message to mislead us 

A college teacher who confessed to killing two women in their Russian apartment says he scrawled "Free Pussy Riot" in 

blood on the wall to mislead investigators, police said Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 8:52:49 PM 

Why do we care about birthday coincidences? 

Ig~~""IRecentIYl a British mom made headlines after giving birth to a pair of twins -- four years after she gave 

birth to their twin brothers. What is it about shared birthdays that is so irresistible? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 8:58:32 PM 

Track coach, 2 men, 1 dog electrocuted in canal 

An assistant track and field coach for Idaho State University who tried to save the family dog from an irrigation ditch and 

two men who tried to rescue her were electrocuted, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 9:44:29 PM 

Isaac outages add to La. heat; twister alerts inland 

Ig~~""IHundreds of thousands of people in Louisiana suffered in humid heat due to power outages caused by 

Isaac, while tornado alerts were issued for five other states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/20129:47:58 PM 

Romney tours storm-damaged parish in louisiana 

With the Republican nomination in hand, Mitt Romney tours storm-damaged neighborhoods and meets with local 

officials in hurricane-battered southern Louisiana. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 9:52:36 PM 

Facebook cracks down on fake 'Likes' 

Ig~~""IFacebook is weeding out fake "Likes" on its social network that are being caused by spammers, malware 

and black marketeers as it strives to maintain credibility as an advertising platform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 10:09:25 PM 

Police dog dies after being left in patrol car 

Officials in Iowa are investigating the cause of a police dog that was left in a patrol car. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 10:46:40 PM 

NYT: When the price of shedding student debt is hopelessness 

Ig~~""INew York Times: Federal bankruptcy law requires those who wish to erase student debt to prove that 

repaying it will cause an "undue hardship," often having to convince a judge of the hopelessness to their 
financial lives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 11:41:12 PM 

Muslims hosting DNC run-up events face blowback 

Several hundred Muslims attended a special Friday prayer in a park in Charlotte, N.C., but their event sparked some of 

the negative reaction that the organizers were aiming to combat. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

8/31/2012 11:59:25 PM 

Video: Owner hunts for runaway sailboat in Gulf 

Ig~~""IA man, forced to abandon his sailboat during Tropical Storm Isaac, is now trying to find the vessel. 
WPMl's Darwin Singleton reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 12:41:57 AM 

Lunar pioneers and VIPs honor Neil Armstrong 

Ig~~""lu.s. flags flew at half-staff on Friday in memory of Neil Armstrong, the first man to walk on the moon, 
who was honored by fellow astronauts and other VIPs as a "brave, reluctant hero." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 12:44:28 AM 

Blue moon shines around the world 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A blue moon may not be as rare as it sounds, but it's still special - as is 

every glorious full moon, whichever color you use to describe it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20121:26:01 AM 

Feds end probe of Arizona's Arpaio; no charges 

Ig~~""~he federal government has closed a criminal probe into Arizona lawman Joe Arpaio, "America's toughest 

sheriff," and no charges will be filed, the u.s. Attorney's Office said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20121:27:43 AM 

Roddick not ready to retire just yet 

Ig~~""IAndY Roddick is not ready for retirement just yet. A day after surprisingly announcing the u.s. Open will 

be the last tournament of his career, Roddick dominated Australian teenager Bernard Tomic from start to 
finish Friday night in Arthur Ashe Stadium and reached the third round with a 6-3, 6-4, 6-0 victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20122:38:28 AM 

Still untested, Sharapova moves to 4th round 

Ig~~""INO. 3 seed Maria Sharapova won 12 of the last 13 points of her match Friday to defeat NCAA runner-up 
Mallory Burdette 6-1, 6-1 and advance to the fourth round of the u.s. Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:03:34 AM 

Gamers get a lightweight laptop with real muscle 

Ig~~""llf you own a serious gaming laptop then you know that the word "laptop" often seems more than a little 

inaccurate. You'd have to be a giant to comfortably hold one of these powerful machines on your lap and 
you'd have to be The Hulk to lug most of them around for any length of time. Gaming company Razer wants to 
change that with its new Razer Blade laptop -- a thin, lightweight computer that flexes a lot of gaming muscle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20127:41:38 AM 

ISAF: 2 US service members killed in Afghanistan 

Two U.S. service members were killed in an insurgent attack in Afghanistan on Saturday, the NATO-led International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20128:28:34 AM 

Teen on party bus hits head on overpass, dies 

A 16-year-old New Jersey boy was killed after sticking his head out of a party bus and hitting an overpass just after 

crossing the George Washington Bridge Friday, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20128:28:34 AM 

Teen on party bus hits head on underpass, dies 

A 16-year-old New Jersey boy was killed after sticking his head out of a party bus and hitting an overpass just after 

crossing the George Washington Bridge Friday, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:57:28 AM 

Isaac remnants dump rain across Missouri, Illinois 

Ig~~""~he remnants of Hurricane Isaac were grinding slowing northward early on Saturday with its center now 

deep into Missouri and the heavy rain stretching for hundreds of miles east into Illinois amid reports of 
tornadoes and high winds, meteorologists said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/201210:11:29 AM 

Fan falls from upper level of Ga. Dome 

Authorities say a 20-year-old man who plunged about 35 feet from the Georgia Dome's upper level and struck another 

fan during the Tennessee-North Carolina State game has died. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 10:58:41 AM 

Clinton says US can work with China in Pacific 

Ig~~""~he United States will buttress security partnerships across the Pacific as it strengthens ties with island 

nations, but also hopes to work more closely with China as Beijing expands its own influence in the 
region, U.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/201212:33:17 PM 

ISAF: 2 US service members killed in Afghanistan 

Two U.S. service members were killed in an insurgent attack in Afghanistan on Saturday, the NATO-led International 

Security Assistance Force (ISAF) said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 12:57:07 PM 

Bring home the bacon for International Bacon Day 

Ig~~""lwe all know we're celebrating a very important holiday this weekend. Labor Day? Well, sure. But we're 
thinking of a celebration that's a bit more international (and downright delicious) in its scope - Saturday 

is International Bacon Day! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20122:48:10 PM 

Penn State fans 'Still Proud' as new era begins 

Ig~~""lpenn State's football program may have been shaken by the scandal surrounding former assistant Jerry 

Sandusky and the ouster of Hall of Fame coach Joe Paterno, but it remains a Saturday staple for devoted 
fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20122:59:04 PM 

Fires, dry summer make for scorched Montana 

Ig~~""lwinds and high temperatures were expected to create critical wildfire conditions in several states 

including Montana, where three new large fires were reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20124:15:57 PM 

16 Kickstarter projects that could destroy civilization 

Ig~~""lsure, these projects seem quirky now, but that scrappy amateur fusion reactor might blow up the Earth. 

Fund at your own risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20124:16:43 PM 

Incredible storm photo that just won't die 

Ig~~""lsocial media and news sites have been abuzz over an amazing image supposedly showing Hurricane 

Isaac. The picture was actually taken by an amateur in Brunei, but that hasn't stopped people from using 
it to illustrate all kinds of weird things over the years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20124:53:58 PM 

Woman arrested 4 times in 26 hours for music, assault 

Ig~~""~oyce Coffey of Epping, N.H., just didn't seem to get it -- or care -- when she was arrested four times in 26 

hours earlier this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20124:54:02 PM 

Romney tackles economics in fall campaign kickoff 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney kicks off the fall campaign Saturday by comparing President Barack Obama to the coach of a 

faltering team whose losing record means he must be replaced. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:24:31 PM 

Verdict in: Drew Peterson jury united on clothes 

Ig~~""lone expects coordinated outfits from cheerleaders, fast-food workers, military units - clowns even. It 

fosters unity of purpose, team spirit. But color-coordinated jurors? And at a murder trial, no less? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:41:45 PM 

'Jonathan livingston Seagull' author crashes plane 

Ig~~""IRichard Bach, the author of the 1970s best-selling novella "Jonathan Livingston Seagull" among other 

spiritually oriented writings, was in serious condition after his small plane crashed in Washington state. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:51:36 PM 

Serena slams into 4th round of US Open 

Ig~~""lserena Williams reeled off the last eight games and reached the u.s. Open's fourth round with a 6-4, 6-0 

victory Saturday over 42nd-ranked Ekaterina Makarova of Russia, who upset the American at the 
Australian Open in January. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:56:07 PM 

Sex assault of girl, 11, divides Texas town 

Ig~~""~he divide that the sexual assault of a girl created in Cleveland, Texas, still lingers a year after the crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20126:59:40 PM 

Somali pirates kill hostage over ransom delay 

Ig~~""lsomali pirates who have been holding the hijacked MV Orna for nearly two years killed a Syrian hostage 

crew member to protest a delayed ransom payment, a pirate leader says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20127:24:22 PM 

Ale to the chief: White House reveals beer recipe 

Attention homebrewers, hipsters, and/or independent voters (they hope?): This beer is for you! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20128:19:15 PM 

21 whales beach selves in Florida, at least two die 

Ig~~""~wenty-one short-finned pilot whales beached themselves along Florida's Atlantic coast on Saturday, 

prompting rescue efforts and questions about what drove the creatures out of the water. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20128:42:21 PM 

Syrian rebels say they hit Assad's air power 

Ig~~""IRebels seized an air defense facility and attacked a military airport in eastern Syria on Saturday, a 

monitoring group said, hitting back at President Bashar al-Assad's air power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20128:55:20 PM 

9,OOO-year-old charms found in Israel 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Israeli archaeologists find 9,OOO-year-old figurines that apparently reflect 

the religious practices common in the region several millennia before Moses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:02:47 PM 

Paul Ryan says he misstated marathon claim 

Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan says he didn't run a marathon in less than three hours as he claimed in a 

nationally broadcast interview. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:05:53 PM 

Evacuations near New Orleans due to flood threat 

St. Tammany Parish, a community north of New Orleans on lake Pontchartrain, ordered the mandatory evacuation of 

hundreds of residents, saying the failure of a lock along the Pearl River was "imminent." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:24:42 PM 

'What's New Pussycat?' co-writer Hal David dies 

Ig~~""IHal David, who along with partner Burt Bacharach penned dozens of top 40 hits for a variety of recording 

artists in the 1960s and beyond, has died. He was 91. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:36:58 PM 

Eclipse chasers focusing on Kentucky town 

Ig~~""~he southwestern Kentucky town of Hopkinsville has hit the astronomical jackpot: It's the prime viewing 

area for a total solar eclipse in 2017, and fans are already making reservations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:37:44 PM 

Penn State's new start under O'Brien a loss to Ohio 

Ig~~""~he new era at Penn State is off to a disappointing start. The Nittany Lions let an ll-point halftime lead 

slip away and Ohio quarterback Tyler Tettleton accounted for three second-half touchdowns to hand Bill 
O'Brien a 24-14 loss in his debut as Penn State head coach. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/20129:59:16 PM 

ICE official resigns amid sex misconduct claims 

A senior Obama administration appointee resigned Saturday amid sexual misconduct allegations lodged by at least three 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement employees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/201210:37:13 PM 

Wambach delivers win as Sundhage says farewell 

ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) - Abby Wambach had a happy homecoming, and u.S. women's coach Pia Sundhage started saying 

her farewells in what proved to be an eventful kickoff to the gold-medal winning team's victory tour. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 10:46:54 PM 

Video: Road to DNC busy for Obama 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama kicked off his "Road to Charlotte" tour with stops in multiple states on Saturday. 
NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 10:48:56 PM 

Video: Patience runs thin in Louisiana 

Ig~~""~he Gulf Coast is struggling to recover from Hurricane Isaac as nearly 400,000 homes and businesses are 

without power. NBC's Gabe Gutierrez reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/201211:12:18 PM 

Romney, Ryan vow not to cut military budget 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney and Paul Ryan went to military country Saturday and promised those serving our country 

that if elected, they would not cut the military budget. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/1/2012 11:52:05 PM 

Melting glacier reveals World War I ammunition 

Ig~~""IMore than 200 pieces of World War I ammunition emerged from a melting glacier on a Trentino 

mountain peak in Italy after a recent heat wave. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:08:05 AM 

Pilot killed in Iowa air show crash 

Ig~~""IA Soviet-era Czech L-39 military training jet with the Hoppers Flight Jet Team crashed, killing the pilot 

during the Quad-City Airshow on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:22:55 AM 

Obama in Iowa slams 'backwards' GOP 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama began his "Road to Charlotte" tour Saturday in Iowa, the state that started it all 

back in 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:56:03 AM 

Reporter goes bowling for answers from Romney 

Ig~~""IWith the eyes of the press upon him, NBC News' Peter Alexander had to deliver an important question to 

the presidential candidate. Could he bowl a strike? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20123:46:32 AM 

No.2 'Bama begins title defense with rout of No.8 Michigan 

Ig~~""IAJ McCarron threw two touchdown passes and Alabama's retooled defense showed it could still 
dominate as the second-ranked Crimson Tide pounded No.8 Michigan 41-14 on Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20124:44:25 AM 

Alleged drug cartel leader extradited to US 

Nearly three years after his arrest in Mexico, alleged drug cartel member Eduardo Arellano-Felix, 55, is extradited to the 

United States. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20126:32:58 AM 

CFT's Fifth Quarter: Sorry USC, but 'Bama better 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Fifth Quarter: The Trojans have nothing to be ashamed about after picking apart Hawaii, but the 

Crimson Tide clearly proved it deserves to move up from No.2 to the top spot after toying with No.8 
Michigan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20129:04:47 AM 

Parents' Facebook sting helps catch sex offender 

A registered sex offender has been arrested after the mother of the girl he was dating set up a Facebook sting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/2012 10:54:47 AM 

US halts training of Afghans after 'insider' attacks 

Ig~~""~he U.S. has suspended the training of Afghan Local Police (ALP) in the wake of a deadly series of 'green 
on blue' attacks by local soldiers and police on their international allies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:01:19 PM 

Pakistan blasphemy girl may have been framed 

Ig~~""IRimsha Masih, the Christian Pakistani girl accused of blasphemy for burning holy Muslim texts may have 

been framed by a local Muslim cleric, police said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:11:12 PM 

Monster truck mishap: 3 in Ore. hospital 

A monster truck lost traction on a dirt Oregon race track Saturday before hitting a barrier and crossing into the spectator 

area, where three people were injured, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20121:48:13 PM 

Finding the ability in his disability 

Ig~~""~he first thing you notice about Blake Leeper is his megawatt smile. The second thing you notice are his 

prosthetic legs. Leeper was born without feet, ankles and lower leg bones, a congenital birth defect that's 
set him apart but never slowed him down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20122:47:15 PM 

Emanuel frames election as choice, not as referendum on Obama 

Ig~~""lchiCagO Mayor Rahm Emanuel, who served as President Barack Obama's chief of staff for the first two 

years of his presidency and helped guide President Bill Clinton to his second term victory in 1996, said on 
NBC's Meet the Press Sunday that Mitt Romney's speech last week at the GOP convention in Tampa, Fla. was 
"devoid and vacuous" of substantive ideas and noteworthy phrases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20123:27:23 PM 

Video: Roundtable reflects on RNC, campaign strategies 

Ig~~""IA Meet the Press panel of experts recaps last week's Republican National Convention and projects what 

issues will play out in the 2012 campaign. (Meet the Press) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20123:31:07 PM 

Flood threat at troubled La. canal lock eases 

Ig~~""IEngineerS on Sunday said the threat of a flood disaster at a lock along a storm-swollen canal north of New 

Orleans had eased significantly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20125:04:10 PM 

Obama stili a 'huge Clint Eastwood fan' 

Ig~~""IEven after the actor's chair skit at the Republican National Convention, the president wouldn't say a bad 

word about the legendary Hollywood figure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20125:32:18 PM 

Supernatural 'Possession' leads box office 

Ig~~""lsupernatural thriller "The Possession" ranked No.1 on U.S. and Canadian box office charts on Sunday, 
dethroning two-time champ "Expendables 2" and setting up for a likely win over the long U.S. holiday 

weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20126:07:48 PM 

Dying cardinal: Church '200 years out of date' 

The former archbishop of Milan and papal candidate Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini said the Catholic Church is "200 years 

out of date" in his final interview before his death. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20126:08:26 PM 

'March on Wall Street South' draws hundreds 

Ig~~""IHundreds of people chanting slogans and carrying an assortment of signs marched Sunday through the 

central business district in Charlotte, N.C., ahead of the Democratic National Convention to protest what 
they said was seedy corporate influence on politics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20127:03:25 PM 

Sun Myung Moon, founder of Unification Church, dies at 92 

Sun Myung Moon, the self-proclaimed messiah who founded the Unification Church, has died at age 92, The Associated 

Press and The Washington Times reported. He passed away just before 2 a.m. local time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20127:29:09 PM 

Pirate Bay co-founder detained in Cambodia 

Ig~~""~he co-founder of a controversial file-sharing website, Pirate Bay's Gottfrid Svartholm Warg, has been 

detained in Cambodia after skipping out on a Swedish prison sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20128:26:34 PM 

Pistorius stunned in 200 final at Paralympics 

LONDON (AP) - Oscar Pistorius lost his 200-meter title in the London Paralympics in a stunning upset Sunday, with Alan 

Oliveira overtaking the icon of the games at the finish line. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20128:43:22 PM 

Man has to try twice to get arrested 

A man suspected of fatally shooting two men and seriously wounding two others had to turn himself in twice before 

Detroit police would arrest him, authorities said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20129:10:01 PM 

Deputy kills 'violent' inmate at San Diego hospital 

A San Diego County sheriff's deputy shot an unruly inmate who was receiving treatment at the UCSD Medical Center, 

police officials confirmed. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20129:36:23 PM 

Oosthuizen races out to big lead in Boston 

NORTON, Massachusetts (AP) -Louis Oosthuizen combined one of the sweetest swings in golf with a putting stroke that 

was just as pure. That's all it took for him to race by Rory Mcilroy, leave Tiger Woods behind and seize control Sunday in 

the Deutsche Bank Championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/20129:52:17 PM 

HBT: Strasburg's last start set for Sept. 12 

Ig~~""IHBT: Stephen Strasburg pitches well as the Nats beat the Cards, then learns his last start will be Sept. 12 

before being shut down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/201210:10:03 PM 

Cops: Man, 69, throws acid in daughter's face 

A man hurled acid in his daughter's face in a gruesome attack that sent her into a street screaming for help as her skin 

peeled and her clothes disintegrated, police and witnesses said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/201210:16:10 PM 

Roddick prolongs career with another win 

Ig~~""lwinning a second consecutive match since announcing the u.s. Open will be the last tournament of his 

career, Andy Roddick stuck around at least a little longer by getting past 59th-ranked Fabio Fognini of 
Italy 7-5, 7-6 (1), 4-6,6-4 in the third round Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/201211:21:15 PM 

Video: Barbs exchanged as campaigns heat up 

Ig~~...,~wo days before the DNe convention, Republicans focus on the stagnant economy as Obama supporters 

spot holes in Romney's acceptance speech. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/201211:24:14 PM 

Video: West Nile cases skyrocket 

Ig~~""IWith 66 deaths, this could be the worst year in the u.s. for the West Nile Virus, which was introduced to 
the country in 1999. NBC's Nancy Snyderman reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/2012 11:24:58 PM 

Video: After summer of violence in Chicago, hope for cool and calm 

Ig~~""IFiftY-fiVe homicides were reported in August alone in Chicago, largely because of gang-related violence. 

Now the police and communities hope to take back the streets. NBC's Ron Allen reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/2/2012 11:54:58 PM 

Bestselling author Richard Bach improving, son says 

Ig~~""IBest-selling author Richard Bach remained in serious condition Sunday, recovering from injuries suffered 

when his small plane clipped power lines and crashed. But his son said he is making marked 
improvements. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20121:21:20 AM 

On Ryan turf, Biden delights in trains, football, debate 

In Green Bay, Wis., home of the Green Bay Packers, VP Joe Biden calls out GOP vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan on 

his take on the Simpson-Bowles recommendations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20121:23:53 AM 

Obama to Colorado students: Remember to vote 

In Colorado, President Barack Obama appeared before thousands of just-returning University of Colorado students here, 

making a play for the youth vote in this crucial Western state. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20121:56:39 AM 

NYT: US companies brace for exit from euro by Greece 

Ig~~""IEven as Greece desperately tries to avoid defaulting on its debt, American firms are preparing for what 

was once unthinkable: that Greece will soon be forced to leave the euro zone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20122:39:00 AM 

Go for a virtual spin on the moon and Mars 

Ig~~""~he death of moonwalker Neil Armstrong and the success of NASA's Curiosity rover have sparked fresh 

interest in 360-degree panoramas that let you take a virtual spin on the moon and Mars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20122:47:34 AM 

Rebels hit Syrian army headquarters 

Ig~~""lsyrian rebels said they planted bombs inside the Syrian army's General Staff headquarters in central 
Damascus on Sunday as President Bashar al-Assad's forces bulldozed buildings to the ground in parts of 

the capital that have backed the uprising. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:37:54 AM 

One suspect dead after Wash. SWAT team fired on 

Authorities searched for a possible second gunman after at least one shooter wounded one man, then opened fire on a 

SWAT team and police officers before being found dead during a manhunt in north of Seattle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:37:54 AM 

SWAT team fired on after man shot in Washington state 

SWAT team members and an armored vehicle came under fire Sunday afternoon, police in Arlington, Wash., said after a 

man reported being shot in the leg in his driveway and hearing multiple shots coming from nearby woods. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:39:32 AM 

Tigers sweep White Sox, forge AL Central tie 

Ig~~""~ustin Verlander shut down Chicago after the first inning and Delman Young hit a tiebreaking three-run 
homer in the sixth Sunday night to lift the Detroit Tigers to a 4-2 victory over the White Sox and a share of 

first place in the AL Central. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20124:29:10 AM 

Emails: Jackson out of shape, full of doubt 

Ig~~""lpromoters of Michael Jackson's planned 2009 comeback described in emails how they feared for the 
megastar's stability, saying he was out of shape and consumed with self-doubt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20127:40:57 AM 

US consulate workers hurt in Pakistan blast 

Ig~~""IFour U.S. consulate workers were seriously injured and five other people killed by a suicide bomb attack 

on a u.s. government vehicle in Pakistan on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20129:56:36 AM 

Wildfire chases thousands out of Calif. forest 

Ig~~""IA Southern California brushfire that was only five percent contained grew to 3,600 acres late Sunday, 

authorities said, forcing thousands of weekend campers to cut short their visits to the popular Angeles 
National Forest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/201210:09:13 AM 

Mission 'nearly impossible': Syria envoy downbeat 

Ig~~""IDiPlomatic attempts to end the conflict in Syria are "nearly impossible" and not enough is being done to 

end the fighting, the new U.N. and Arab League mediator Lakhdar Brahimi said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 10:37:02 AM 

Whales rescued after dozens stranded in Scotland 

Ig~~""~en pilot whales were rescued and refloated Monday after they became stranded on a Scottish beach, 

according to reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/201211:24:16 AM 

Russell Crowe gets lost kayaking off Long Island 

Ig~~""loscar-Winning actor Russell Crowe lost his way kayaking off New York's Long Island and was picked up by 

a u.s. Coast Guard boat and ferried to a harbor, officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 11:59:28 AM 

Video: Obama, Romney trade attacks heading into DNC 

Ig~~""lln preparation for the Democratic National Convention this week, President Obama has been blasting 

GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney, calling him out of touch. Meanwhile, Romney is criticizing 
Obama over unemployment numbers. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 12:00:33 PM 

Video: Obama campaign official: GOP is 'holding our progress' 

Ig~~""IStePhanie Cutter, the deputy manager for the Obama campaign, gives a preview of what to expect from 
President Obama at the Democratic National Convention, saying he will"lay out a road map" for 

economic recovery. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 12:46:56 PM 

S. Africa rocked by anger over mine shootings 

Ig~~""~he withdrawal of murder charges against 270 South African miners for the killings of 34 co-workers by 
police followed intense public pressure - including a report that the victims were shot execution-style or 

crushed by police vehicles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 12:59:27 PM 

Small earthquake jolts Beverly Hills, LA 

A magnitude-3.2 quake hit Beverly Hills, Calif., before dawn on Monday, according to the u.s. Geological Survey. There 

were no immediate reports of damage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20121:21:15 PM 

Democrats upbeat heading into Charlotte 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The president's party is feeling good on the eve of their convention but the race remains close 

and the pressure is on to perform this fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20122:41:17 PM 

Crackdown on free speech in birthplace of Arab Spring 

Ig~~""IAn international rights group called Monday for Tunisian prosecutors to drop charges against two 

sculptors for artworks deemed harmful to public order and good morals, a legal action seen as part of a 
clampdown on free speech in the country where the Arab Spring began. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20122:43:51 PM 

How secure are you online? The checklist 

Ig~~""lwe break down online security into four essential parts: passwords, browsers, at-home Wi-Fi and 
networking, and browsing on public Wi-Fi. Within those categories we'll give you a checklist of everything 

you should do, from the bare minimum to the tin-foil-hat best. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:05:38 PM 

Stocks' activity to pick up as Wall Street returns from vacation 

Marking the end of the summer doldrums, Wall Street is likely to kick off September with heavy trading volume while it 

hopes that the European Central Bank will hint at further stimulus measures to boost the global economy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:17:35 PM 

Red Bull heir held over deadly Ferrari hit-and-run 

A grandson of the creator of the Red Bull energy drink has been arrested for driving a Ferrari that struck a police officer 

and dragged his dead body down a Bangkok street in an early-morning hit-and-run, police said Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:20:19 PM 

Million-dollar home sales soar in Silicon Valley 

Ig~~""~he capital of high tech is now the capital of high-priced real estate. Silicon Valley currently leads the 

nation in the number of homes sold for $1 million or more, according to Realtytrac. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:20:37 PM 

The best job opportunities of the future 

Ig~~""IWith an unemployment rate still stuck above 8 percent and much talk about a mismatch between worker 

skills and the jobs available, many people are trying to scope out the fields that will have many job 
openings in the future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20123:41:52 PM 

2 dead, 6 injured in shooting at Sweet 16 party 

Police were searching for the gunman or gunmen who opened fire at a Sweet 16 birthday party in Riviera Beach, Fla., 

killing two teens and injuring six others. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20124:07:58 PM 

Asthma drug may stunt growth permanently 

An inhaled drug commonly used to treat children with asthma cuts about half an inch off their height permanently, 

researchers reported on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20124:15:21 PM 

6 weird allergies and how to beat them 

Ig~~""IAliergiC to beer? Shoes? The sun? Shrimp cocktail? Find out what causes weird allergies - and how you 

can beat them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20124:40:02 PM 

Pistorius sorry for timing of outburst at Paralympics 

Ig~~"'l'Blade Runner" Oscar Pistorius -- the unofficial face of the Paralympic Games -- was clearly still reeling 

Monday after losing a key race over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20125:20:37 PM 

Angeles National Forest fire grows to 4,000 acres 

Ig~~""~he fire, which broke out near a campground Sunday afternoon, was about 5 percent contained by 

Sunday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20125:25:45 PM 

Convention host NC finds itself as pivotal battleground 

The choice of location for any political convention speaks volumes about election-year strategy, and the goal for 

Democrats in choosing North Carolina was, put simply, to stay on offense. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20126:19:29 PM 

Police recover stolen Secret Service truck 

Ig~~""lpolice have recovered a stolen rental truck that was carrying equipment for Vice President Joe Biden's 

Labor Day visit to Detroit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20126:56:01 PM 

Some big-name Democrats will be skipping Charlotte 

The Democratic National Convention in Charlotte this week will feature an expansive roster of prominent elected 

officials and promising young stars, but there are some Democrats who find it more helpful, or necessary, to skip it all 

together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20126:59:01 PM 

RNC chairman: Romney would win if election were today 

Mitt Romney would be elected president if the election were held today, the Republican National Committee's 

chairman, Reince Priebus, boldly predicted Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20127:47:53 PM 

Video: Ryan: 'The president has no record to run on' 

Ig~~""IRepublican vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan compares President Obama to Jimmy Carter in a speech 

in Greenville, N.C. Watch is entire speech. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20129:05:02 PM 

Rays top Yankees, tighten Al East race 

Ig~~""~ames Shields pitched eight strong innings to outlast CC Sabathia and light-hitting Chris Gimenez drove in 

two runs Monday, helping the Tampa Bay Rays beat the New York Yankees 4-3 and further tighten the AL 
East race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20129:54:46 PM 

Serena pitches shutout to reach quarterfinals 

Ig~~""~hree-time U.S. Open champion Serena Williams won by a 6-0, 6-0 score for the first time in 62 career 

victories at Flushing Meadows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/20129:59:46 PM 

'Green Mile' actor Michael Clarke Duncan dies 

Ig~~""IMichael Clarke Duncan, the actor who earned an Oscar nomination for his role in "The Green Mile," has 

died after complications from a July heart attack, his fiancee says. He was 54. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/2012 10:29:25 PM 

Organic food no more nutritious than non-organic 

Ig~~""lorganiC produce and meat typically isn't any better for you than conventional varieties when it comes to 

vitamin and nutrient content, according to a new review of the evidence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/201211:13:01 PM 

Video: Ahead of convention, Dems on defense 

Ig~~""lln Charlotte, Democrats are poised to insist that their economic vision is better for America than that 

outlined by Mitt Romney; they insist the country is better off than it was four years ago. NBC's Chuck 
Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/3/201211:14:38 PM 

Video: Isaac leaves behind flooding, frustration 

Ig~~""IResidents struggle with the aftermath of Hurricane Isaac, which has left behind feet of standing water. In 

Louisiana, about 2,500 people are still in shelters. NBC's Gabe Gutierrez reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201212:11:23 AM 

Dancing, Revelry at New York's West Indian Day Parade 

Ig~~""INew York City's colorful, musical West Indian Day Parade is back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201212:20:10 AM 

Starship guitarist Mark Abrahamian dies at 46 

Starship guitarist Mark Abrahamian died Sunday after suffering a heart attack following a concert performance in 

Nebraska. He was 46. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20121:12:30 AM 

Obama talks storm recovery in louisiana 

President Barack Obama put politics aside to visit a Louisiana town hit by Hurricane Isaac and talk with local officials 

about the recovery effort. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20121:55:13 AM 

Green Day singer rushed to hospital 

Ig~~""IGreen Day lead singer Billie Joe Armstrong was rushed to the hospital this weekend, forcing the band to 

cancel a concert in Bologna, Italy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20121:57:23 AM 

Japanese man asks mayor to look for items lost in tsunami 

Ig~~""~he mayor of a small Washington state city was surprised when he received a postcard from a 77-year

old man in Japan asking him to look out for items he lost in the tsunami a year and a half ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:34:21 AM 

Bride stealing custom all the rage in Bucharest 

Ig~~""IA white limousine screeches to a halt and a bride, resplendent in frothy gown and veil, is hauled outside 

by her abductors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:12:22 AM 

'Godmother of Cocaine' gunned down in Colombia 

The convicted Colombian drug smuggler known as the "Godmother of Cocaine/, Griselda Blanco, 69, was gunned down 

by a motorcycle-riding assassin in Medellin, Colombian national police confirmed late Monday, according to the Miami 

Herald. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:19:11 AM 

Pacific micro-nations cash in on US-China aid rivalry 

CANBERRA, Australia -- Small South Pacific island nations are cashing in on new aid rivalry between China and the United 

States as both powers vie to boost their influence in a vast region of mostly micro-nations. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:19:50 AM 

Dozens of police hurt in N. Ireland rioting 

Ig~~""lpolice in Northern Ireland fired plastic bullets and water cannon on rioters late on Monday in a second 

night of sectarian clashes that have injured dozens of police officers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:26:22 AM 

'Jesus is a monkey' daubed on Israel monastery wall 

Ig~~""IHebrew graffiti, including the phrase "Jesus is a monkey," was daubed on the walls of a monastery near 
Jerusalem in what police suspect was a so-called 'Price Tag' attack by pro-settler extremists, according to 

reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201210:17:40 AM 

Firms' deletion of online critiques draws 'censorship' cries 

The First Amendment allows Americans to say almost anything without fear of being thrown in jail, but it does not 

guarantee your comments won't be thrown off a website. Still, those who "censor" consumers online quickly draw the 

ire of the Web. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 10:24:47 AM 

Pistorius brand 'destroyed' after Paralympics outburst? 

Ig~~"'l'Blade Runner" Oscar Pistorius -- the unofficial face of the Paralympic Games -- was clearly still reeling 

Monday after losing a key race over the weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 10:44:36 AM 

Chinese media: 'Many Chinese people dislike Hillary' 

It may be Hilary Clinton's final trip to China in her current role as Secretary of State, but China's state media has not held 

back in saying what they really feel about the former first lady and, by extension, the United States. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 11:08:50 AM 

Video games help NASA control robots, rovers 

Ig~~""lwe've got this story out of the Penny Arcade Expo -- It may not seem like the serious interplanetary 

science being done by NASA and the entertainment provided by video games would have much in 
common, but a team from NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory says that, more and more these days, the two go 
hand in hand. The team is not only using game technology to help us earthlings get an up close look at the 
latest mission to Mars, it's also using game technology to help better control NASA's robots and rovers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201212:11:27 PM 

America's disappearing jobs 

Between 2010 and 2020, the United States is expected to add nearly 20 million new jobs. That represents a 14.3 percent 

increase in labor. A good part of that change has to do with population growth, as well as the growth of several sectors. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201212:17:25 PM 

Isaac's remnants bring rain to East Coast 

The remnants of former Hurricane Isaac brought heavy rain and strong winds -- and the risk of localized flash flooding -

to the East Coast of the u.s. overnight Monday and into Tuesday, The Weather Channel reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 12:26:32 PM 

Norris: '1,000 years of darkness' if Obama wins 

Ig~~""IChUCk Norris and his wife Gena made a YouTube video encouraging evangelical Christians to oust 

President Obama, with the actor warning that the nation stands on the brink of "socialism or something 
much worse." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 12:36:49 PM 

Risky cooling therapy saves pregnant mom, baby 

Ig~~""ICindee Goodling was nearly 20 weeks pregnant when her heart stopped at a church event. Doctors 

bucked the rules and used a risky cooling therapy, hypothermia, to save her life and the life of her unborn 
son, Collin, now 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 12:46:27 PM 

Chrysler says sales rose 14% in August 

Americans may be worried that the economy isn't picking up enough momentum, but they aren't concerned enough to 

stop buying new cars and trucks. Chrysler said Tuesday that sales rose 14 percent in August amid strong demand for its 

Ram pickup truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 12:59:20 PM 

Cringe! UK finance chief booed at Paralympics 

If there's one sound nobody expects to hear at a Paralympic gold medal ceremony, it's booing - let alone the sound of 

the 80,OOO-seat Olympic Stadium crowd jeering in unison. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20121:15:08 PM 

Democrats try to narrow enthusiasm gap 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20121:17:48 PM 

PFT power rankings: Packers on top 

Ig~~""lpFT power rankings: From Packers (No.1) to Browns (dead last), we rank the 32 teams to start the 

season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20122:14:53 PM 

Auto sales rise as buyers replace old vehicles 

Ig~~""IAmericans may be worried that the economy isn't picking up enough momentum, but they aren't 

concerned enough to stop buying new cars and trucks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20122:21:44 PM 

Hackers leak 1 million Apple device IDs 

Ig~~...,~o cap off a summer of devastating corporate data breaches, hackers on Monday posted online what 

might be the crown jewel of data dumps: 1 million identification numbers for Apple iPhones, iPads and 
iPod Touch's, all purportedly stolen from the FBI. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20122:28:31 PM 

US Ryder Cup picks named 

Steve Stricker, Dustin johnson, jim Furyk, Brandt Snedeker named to the u.S. Ryder Cup team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20122:30:41 PM 

Manufacturing sector shrinks for third straight month 

Manufacturing shrank at its sharpest clip in more than three years in August, the third month of contraction in a row, 

and firms hired the fewest workers since late 2009. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:20:24 PM 

Drew Peterson slammed in closing arguments 

Ig~~""lcIOSing arguments in the first-degree murder trial against Drew Peterson, accused of killing his third wife, 

are under way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:20:24 PM 

Closing arguments in Drew Peterson trial begin 

Ig~~""lcIOSing arguments in the first-degree murder trial against Drew Peterson are under way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:23:00 PM 

Fla. mom accused of discarding infant in trash bin 

Police in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., have arrested a mother they say discarded her infant son in a hotel trash bin after she 

told hospital staff she had had an abortion. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:23:00 PM 

Fla. mom arrested for discarding infant in trash bin 

Police in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., have arrested a mother they say discarded her infant son in a hotel trash bin after she 

told hospital staff she had had an abortion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:23:00 PM 

Fla. mom arrested for discarding infant in dumpster 

Police in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., have arrested a mother they say discarded her infant son in a hotel dumpster after she 

told hospital staff she had had an abortion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20123:58:49 PM 

Iowa Democrats prepare for starring role in fall campaign 

Ig~~""IAn all-star cast of speakers is showing up at the Iowa delegation's breakfasts this week to flatter them, 

exhort them and remind them of how important they are to President Obama winning a second term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:15:14 PM 

Wildfire in hills near L.A. proving tough to fight 

Ig~~""IA brush fire in the San Gabriel Mountains that prompted the evacuation of campers and picnickers 

continued to rage and it could be several days before crews gain the upper hand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:33:03 PM 

Dead 'swamp rats' pile up on beaches after Isaac 

Ig~~""~he surge of water from Hurricane Isaac flushed out and drowned thousands of nutria - rodent-like 

aquatic mammals originally from South America that are eating away at marshlands acting as a barrier 
from storms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:41:43 PM 

It's official: Apple to hold event on Sept. 12 

Ig~~""IAS expected, Apple is holding an event at 10 a.m. PT/l p.m. ET, Wednesday, Sept. 12, at the Verba Buena 

Center for the Arts in San Francisco. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:54:14 PM 

Eurozone is running out of options and time 

Ig~~...,~wo years after eurozone began its downward financial spiral, officials are about to unveil a widely

anticipated plan to stem its debt crisis. It may be too little, too late ... again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20124:54:18 PM 

NYT: Electricity from waves to get US test 

Ig~~""~he first commercially licensed grid-connected wave-energy device in the nation is in its final weeks of 

testing before a planned launch in October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20125:46:06 PM 

In parts of China, BYO school supplies include desks 

Ig~~""lwhile millions of students allover the world return to school this month, youngsters in one part of China 

were expected to bring not just pencils and notebooks, but their own desks and chairs when school 
opened. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20126:42:20 PM 

Auto industry proving to be little engine that could 

Ig~~""IAt a time when housing starts are sputtering and there are few other solid signs of a recovering economy 

the u.s. auto industry has become the little engine that could. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20127:13:01 PM 

Colombia's Santos says rebel peace talks to start in October 

BOGOTA (Reuters) - Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos said on Tuesday peace talks with the Revolutionary Armed 

Forces of Colombia (FARe) guerrillas would start in Oslo in the first half of October before moving to Havana. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20127:49:10 PM 

McDonald's to open vegetarian restaurants in India 

NEW YORK -- McDonald's Corp., the fast food chain that brought the beef hamburger to the world, is opening its first 

company-operated vegetarian-only restaurants. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20127:54:08 PM 

Democrats aim to energize core on convention's first night 

Democrats are set to showcase their own diversity on the opening evening of their convention Monday in Charlotte, a 

week after Republicans put their rising women and Latino stars on display in Tampa. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20128:58:41 PM 

Illegal logging report gets Liberia's attention -- forestry chief suspended 

Ig~~""IEven before a report came out alleging that illicit deals gave a quarter of all of Liberia to foreign logging 

companies, Liberia's president suspended her forestry chief and promised to investigate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:36:23 PM 

Get a close look at the 'Google pyramids' 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A place that was touted as a potential Egyptian pyramid complex looks 

more like a series of mounds on the surface of Mars when you see it up close. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:41:43 PM 

'Teacher of the Year' accused of sex with student 

Ig~~""IA woman who was named Essex County, N.J.'s "Teacher of the Year" in 2011 has been suspended from 
her job after being accused of having sex with a 15-year-old student. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/20129:59:39 PM 

'EI Gordo,' alleged leader of Gulf Cartel, arrested 

Ig~~""IMexican marines have captured Mario Cardenas Guillen, "EI Gordo," the leader of the country's Gulf 

Cartel, Mexico's attorney general told Telemundo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/201210:18:34 PM 

Commander: Navy SEALs reveal too many secrets 

Ig~~""lon the same day that a book about the raid that killed Osama bin Laden was officially released, the 

Commander of Naval Special Warfare Command sent a letter to all members of the Special Operations 
community warning them to stop releasing details about their secretive world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 10:43:21 PM 

Cory Booker: The man you can't miss in Charlotte 

Ig~~""~he early returns are in and the winner as the Democratic convention's most ubiquitous and energetic 

politician so far is Newark, N.J. Mayor Cory Booker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/4/2012 11:57:30 PM 

PFT: RGIII is Vick+Brady+Peyton, teammate says 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/201212:01:13 AM 

Soldier who hit colleague with mallet disciplined 

An online video showing a u.s. soldier hitting a soldier of a lower rank in the chest with a wooden mallet has prompted 

shock and outrage -- and, ultimately, disciplinary action. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 12:38:40 AM 

Casino mogul denies threatening porn producer 

Steve Wynn has told a jury he never threatened the life of "Girls Gone Wild" founder Joe Francis and that if he had, it 

would destroy his upscale casino businesses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20121:22:43 AM 

Penn State's legal fees for Sandusky case at $16.8 million 

Ig~~""lpenn State University has paid out almost $17 million to cover legal bills, public relations fees and other 

costs related to the Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse scandal, the university said on its website on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:38:02 AM 

Rays drop Yankees into tie for first 

Ig~~""IEvan Longoria hit a go-ahead homer and the Tampa Bay Rays beat New York 5-2 on Tuesday night to drop 

the struggling Yankees into a tie for first place in the AL East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20123:06:24 AM 

First lady hails Obama's values as Democratic speakers assail Romney 

First lady Michelle Obama said her husband remains anchored by the same values he brought to the White House nearly 

four years ago, on a night devoted as much to tearing down Republican nominee Mitt Romney, as building up President 

Barack Obama and his record. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:12:55 AM 

Assange supporters lose $320K in bail money 

Ig~~""lsupporters who put up nearly $320,000 to bailout WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange have lost their 

money, the Guardian of London reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20125:36:53 AM 

Cops: Man kills mother-in-Iaw's husband, 19, and her ex, 70 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:09:47 AM 

Airlines face trial over 9/11 negligence claims 

Ig~~""IA U.S. judge ruled that AMR Corp's American Airlines and United Continental Holdings Inc must face trial 

over claims relating to the September 11 attacks that destroyed the landmark towers of the World Trade 
Center in New York almost 11 years ago, court documents showed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:59:41 AM 

Gunman kills 1 at rally for new Quebec premier 

Ig~~""IA masked gunman opened fire during a midnight victory rally for Quebec's new premier, killing one 

person and wounding another. The new premier, Pauline Marois of the separatist Parti Quebecois, was 
whisked off the stage by guards while giving her speech and uninjured. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20129:25:41 AM 

Hazing probe: Florida A&M suspends dance group 

Florida A&M University, shaken by the hazing death of a marching band drum major last year, suspended a student 

dance group on Tuesday after receiving a tip that members were involved in an off-campus hazing incident over the 

weekend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20129:26:43 AM 

Deadly shooting mars Quebec premier's victory rally 

Ig~~""IA masked gunman opened fire during a victory rally where the leader of Quebec's separatist Parti 

Quebecois was celebrating a narrow election win in the Canadian province, killing one person and 
wounding another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:51:35 AM 

China, US divided on Syria, sea spat, but vow goodwill 

Ig~~""lchina and the United States were divided over how to end the bloodshed in Syria and defuse tension in 

the South China Sea, but stressed hope for steady ties as they navigate political transitions at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:58:07 AM 

Couple held by pirates for 388 days set sail again 

Ig~~""IAlmost three years after Paul and Rachel Chandler were snatched at gunpoint and taken hostage by 
Somali pirates, they are returning to the high seas - in the same yacht. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/201211:14:17 AM 

Afghan soldiers held over 'links with insurgents' 

Hundreds of Afghan service members have been arrested and expelled after a string of rogue shootings killed dozens of 

NATO personnel, the country's Ministry of Defense said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 11:39:21 AM 

DNC courts corporate donors for convention help 

While publicly pledging to refuse corporate money, the official host committee for this week's Democratic National 

Convention has quietly and aggressively courted corporate donors - using a sister nonprofit that has been offering 

firms special "sponsorship opportunities" if they ponied up $1 million or more to help cover the costs of the event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 11:47:00 AM 

Video: First lady's speech highlights DNC's first night 

Ig~~""~he first night of the Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, N.C., struck a different tone than RNC 

in Tampa with First Lady Michelle Obama delivering an impassioned plea to women and disillusioned 
Democrats that her husband is still the same man he was four years ago. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 12:28:01 PM 

Smiling may lower your heart rate 

Ig~~""INext time you're stuck in traffic, quell your road rage by flashing a quick smile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 12:37:27 PM 

Tinged with contrast, Michelle Obama's personal pitch 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 12:43:59 PM 

Investors ask if another tech stock bubble is bursting 

Some suggest another dot-com bubble is brewing in the social media space. The most prominent example they point to 

is Facebook, whose shares hit a record low Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20121:28:45 PM 

Passion on display during DNe's first night 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Democrats check all the electoral boxes on their first night in Charlotte but they also brought a 
little something extra to the convention - passion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20121:48:19 PM 

Lance Armstrong teammate: I have 'smoking gun' he doped 

A former cycling teammate of Lance Armstrong said he is not surprised Armstrong continues to deny doping allegations, 

because he did it too. "I lied for a long, long time," Tyler Hamilton admitted Wednesday, but stood by his new cycling 

expose, "The Secret Race." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:01:30 PM 

PFT's picks: Will Cowboys beat champion Giants? 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Picks: Dallas visits the defending champions Thursday (on NBC), the 4gers play at the Packers and 

Peyton Manning and the Broncos host the Steelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:15:20 PM 

Obama will give acceptance speech indoors 

First Read has confirmed that Democrats are moving their convention -- including President Obama's acceptance speech 

-- indoors for Thursday night at the Time Warner Cable Arena. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:16:00 PM 

I planted what?! Farmer mistakenly grows dope 

A 74-year-old farmer in a small town in southern Germany planted more than 1,000 cannabis plants in the mistaken 

belief they were sunflowers, police told NBC News Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:52:51 PM 

Poll: Cellphone users dump apps to save privacy 

Consumers have grown so concerned about privacy on their mobile phones that most avoid downloading some apps, 

and many others have removed apps out of concerns about data sharing, according to a survey released Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20122:56:42 PM 

Cops: Man swallows $13,600 diamond at gem fair 

Sri Lankan police arrested a Chinese tourist suspected of swallowing a diamond worth $13,600 on Wednesday at the 

island nation's biggest international gem and jewelry exhibition. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20123:57:39 PM 

4 Marines arrested in possible gay hate crime 

Four U.S. Marines were arrested for assault after allegedly beating up a man outside a popular gay bar in southern 

California, and the attack was being investigated as a possible hate crime, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:11:06 PM 

Car crash politics: Laws don't touch rich in Thailand 

Ig~~""lshortIY before dawn on Monday in Bangkok, a 27-year-old Thai man driving a Ferrari crashed into a 

policeman on a motorcycle. The driver dragged the dead policeman more than 100 yards along the road 
before fleeing the scene. The furious reaction to the incident this week has shown one thing above all: most 
Thais have no faith in their justice system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:34:40 PM 

2016 hopefuls find footing, test waters in Charlotte 

The political world is firmly focused on this year's elections, but several of President Barack Obama's would-be 

successors may well find their launching pad at the Democratic National Convention. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:37:02 PM 

Spacewalkers fix pesky power system 

Ig~~...,~wo spacewalking astronauts successfully replaced a vital power unit on the International Space Station 

on Wednesday, defeating a stubborn bolt that originally delayed the fix with the help of some improvised 
tools made of spare parts and a toothbrush. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:37:19 PM 

Isaac leaves Gulf beaches littered with oil tar 

Weathered oil in the form of tar has washed up on some Louisiana beaches from Gulf waters churned by Hurricane 

Isaac, prompting restrictions of fishing in some waters and tests to determine whether the source is submerged oil from 

the 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:49:24 PM 

Companies boosted profits without hiring this spring 

Ig~~""IDesPite a virtual hiring freeze in the spring, U.S companies increased profits and the overall volume of 

goods and services they produced rose by 1.7 percent. How did they do it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:51:30 PM 

West Nile cases climb 25 percent in a week 

Ig~~""lwest Nile cases in the u.s. continue to climb, jumping 25 percent in a week, with 1,993 cases nationwide 
and 87 deaths in the country's worst outbreak for this time of year since the virus was detected here in 

1999, government health officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20124:56:42 PM 

BP accused of 'gross negligence' in Gulf oil spill 

Ig~~""IHopes that BP can settle early out of court on liability for its 2010 U.S. Gulf of Mexico oil spill looked 

forlorn on Wednesday after U.S. prosecutors laid out a legal case for gross negligence, on which tens of 
billions of dollars hang. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20125:21:54 PM 

Genes just part of the story, DNA project finds 

Ig~~""lln what many scientists say is a revolution in biology, a giant new project is rewriting our understanding 

not only of what causes diseases or what makes our eyes a certain color, but what makes us human. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20125:29:28 PM 

Democrats see complacency and 'crap' as barriers to repeat Florida win 

Challenging delegates to an interstate rivalry at the Florida delegation's breakfast on Tuesday in Charlotte, Sen. Mark 

Warner, D- Va., said, "The other side can't bring it home without Florida or Virginia. Here is our challenge: Who will be 

the state that puts Barack Obama over the top?" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20126:04:31 PM 

Judy Blume, 74, blogs, tweets about having breast cancer 

Ig~~""lon Wednesday, author Judy Blume announced to readers and longtime fans that she's recovering from 

surgery after being diagnosed with breast cancer over the summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20126:06:13 PM 

Report: 15% of Americans on food stamps 

Ig~~""~he number of Americans on food stamps hit a record high in June, and economists don't expect much 

improvement as long as unemployment remains high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20126:28:22 PM 

Bank robbers attach device to woman, police say 

Two armed men wearing ski masks kidnapped a bank employee in Huntington Park, attached a device to her and robbed 

an East Los Angeles bank, according to authorities. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20126:47:23 PM 

Motorola updates its RAZR line, emphasizes power and battery life 

Ig~~""~he Droid RAZR HD, the Droid RAZR MAXX and the Droid RAZR M, three new phones from Motorola, will 

run on Verizon's 4G LTE network, with the compact, large-screened $99 RAZR M available first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:03:43 PM 

Anti-abortion Democrats struggle to be heard at Charlotte convention 

Ig~~""lsmall and sometimes forgotten, the wing of the Democratic Party that wants to limit or ban abortions is 

still trying to assert some influence here at the Democratic convention in Charlotte, N.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:07:05 PM 

Bad medicine: Man admits robbing Bon Jovi 

Ig~~""IA New Jersey man will face five years in prison after pleading guilty to a string of burglaries at the Jersey 

shore, including the home of rocker Jon Bon Jovi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:28:08 PM 

Clinton takes center stage on day two of DNC 

Ig~~""IAlmost 12 years after leaving office, former President Bill Clinton is one of the stars of this year's 

presidential campaign, and he'll use his perch on Wednesday at the Democratic National Convention to 
forcefully make the case for President Barack Obama's re-election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20127:53:22 PM 

Leslie churns in Atlantic as season's sixth hurricane 

Tropical Storm Leslie gained steam over the Atlantic Ocean and was upgraded to a Category 1 hurricane - the sixth 

Atlantic hurricane of the season - the National Hurricane Center said Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20128:01:52 PM 

Stocks tread water ahead of Europe meeting 

Stocks closed Wednesday little changed, with investors reluctant to make big bets ahead of a crucial meeting of the 

European Central Bank. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20128:57:51 PM 

Teenager with Down syndrome not allowed to board American Airlines flight 

The parents of a teenager with Down syndrome say they suspect they were kept off an American Airlines flight because 

the pilot didn't want a disabled child in first class, while the carrier counters the decision was made for safety reasons. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20129:15:32 PM 

Clinton: No one could have restored economy to full health in 4 years 

Previewing his primetime speech tonight at the Democratic convention, former President Bill Clinton tells NBC's Brian 

Williams that he will explain why President Obama's economic approach "is right" and will "payoff" if he's re-elected. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/20129:31:06 PM 

Dems to reinstate language on Jerusalem 

NBC News has learned that the Democratic Party will reinstate the language recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of 

Israel. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:01:03 PM 

Warren's primetime speech affirms fans' faith in her star power 

Ig~~""INot just any first-time Senate candidate gets to address the Democratic National Convention in prime 

time. One must be a certifiable rising star in the party to get that kind of platform. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:20:36 PM 

What lies beyond the Higgs boson? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Now that a "Higgs-like particle" has been detected at Europe's Large 

Hadron Collider, is the hard part of the $10 billion quest for new physics finished? No way. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:27:27 PM 

Clinton to slam GOP for creating 'total mess,' trying to blame Obama 

Former President Bill Clinton is set to eviscerate Republicans for being responsible for policies that led to the 2008 

economic meltdown - and yet wanting voters to put them back in power. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:38:26 PM 

Michelle Rhee: How Obama should change education 

Ig~~""IMichelle Rhee, former chancellor of Washington, D.C's public schools, thinks Democrats have entered a 

new phase in their relationship with teachers unions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 10:47:26 PM 

Robo-cheetah can outrun Usain Bolt 

Ig~~""~he Cheetah robot from Boston Dynamics, makers of Big Dog, has set a new legged-robot speed record, 
and actually tops out at speeds that would leave Usain Bolt behind - barely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/201211:06:13 PM 

Key to a happy sex life? Communication 

Ig~~""IGetting comfortable with communicating about sex may translate to benefits in the bedroom -

especially if the lines of communication are open during the act. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/201211:22:16 PM 

4 slain in French Alps; girl clings to life 

Ig~~""IA cyclist in the French Alps foothills finds three dead bodies in a BMW registered in Britain. Nearby was 

the body of another cyclist, dressed in cycling gear, his bike nearby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/201211:24:14 PM 

Drowning in student loan debt? Here's help 

Ig~~""IAS college students start the fall semester, millions of graduates (and drop-outs) struggle to payoff a 

mountain of student loan debt - more than $1 trillion dollars, according to the Student Loan Debt Clock. 
That's more than all the credit card debt Americans owe. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 11:40:26 PM 

Judge OKs Arizona's show-me-your-papers law 

A federal judge ruled Wednesday that Arizona authorities can enforce the most contentious section of the state's 

immigration law, which critics have dubbed the "show me your papers" provision. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 11:41:52 PM 

Russia's Putin takes to sky to lead flight of cranes 

Ig~~""IRussian President Vladimir Putin took his love of wildlife to new heights Wednesday by flying with 

endangered cranes to help lead them on a migration route. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/5/2012 11:54:29 PM 

Porn 'Ben & Cherry's' DVD maker sued by Ben & Jerry's 

NEW YORK -- Ben & Jerry's is suing the maker of "Ben & Cherry's" X-rated DVDs, saying the "hardcore pornographic" 

films have smeared the ice cream maker's reputation. The trademark lawsuit was filed Wednesday in federal court in 

New York City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201212:14:17 AM 

Roddick's career ends with loss to Del Potro 

Ig~~""IAndY Roddick's tennis career ended with a 6-7 (1), 7-6 (4), 6-2, 6-4 loss to No.7 seed Juan Martin Del 

Potro on Wednesday at the u.s. Open. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 12:20:26 AM 

Serena cruises, Sharapova rallies to Open semis 

Ig~~""lserena Williams cruised into the u.s. Open semifinals, hammering No. 12 seed Ana Ivanovic 6-1,6-3 on 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:02:56 AM 

Murder spotlights Pakistan's 'heroin kingpin' 

Ig~~""IAfter President Obama described Imam Bheel as an international narcotics "kingpin," Bheellooked up 

online what that meant. Bheel continues to live quietly in Karachi, untroubled by police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:29:00 AM 

President Obama to appear at Democratic convention tonight 

President Obama will make an appearance at the Time Warner Cable Arena tonight, NBC News reports. Officials had put 

out word that the Time Warner Arena was "at capacity." But portions of the hall were shut off, and NBC reporters 

spotted a motorcade heading to the arena. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20122:36:02 AM 

Is skeleton in custody battle a 'Franken-saurus'? 

Ig~~""IA 70-million-year-old dinosaur at the center of an international fossil custody battle is a Frankenstein-like 

amalgam of parts of several creatures, a Manhattan federal court was told on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20122:43:45 AM 

Warren attacks 'rigged' political, economic system 

Ig~~""lln a denunciation of an American economic and political system that she said had become badly 

distorted, Massachusetts Senate hopeful Elizabeth Warren declared to the Democratic convention 
Wednesday night that lithe game is rigged" against many Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20123:33:42 AM 

Cowboys catch Giants off guard, win NFL opener 

Ig~~""~ony Romo threw for three touchdowns, two to new-found favorite receiver Kevin Ogletree, and the 

Dallas Cowboys beat the Super Bowl champion New York Giants 24-17 on Wednesday night in the NFL 
season opener. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20123:38:48 AM 

Video: Wednesday night's DNC speeches 

The NBC Politics team has compiled highlights from Wednesday night's Democratic National Convention speeches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20123:42:15 AM 

Ventre: 10 pressing questions for 2012 NFL season 

Ig~~""lventre: Only one question is irrelevant for the 2012 NFL season: "Are we happy to have it back?" The 

answer is so obviously in the affirmative that one would be laughed off the planet for asking it. But the 
season presents enough other questions to fill an Ivy League semester. And as we wait for it to get fully 
underway this weekend, here are 10 of the most pressing: 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:28:02 AM 

Video: Clinton: Obama will provide 'shared prosperity' 

Ig~~""IFormer U.S. President Bill Clinton addresses the DNC, Wednesday, while endorsing President Obama's 
policies on health care and the economy. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:44:17 AM 

Federer bounced in US Open quarterfinals 

r-I~oger Federer was bounced from the U.S. Open on Wednesday night, falling 7-6 (1),6-4,3-6,6-3 to 
omas Berdych in the quarterfinals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:45:53 AM 

Quake hits Costa Rica coast; at least 20 injured 

Ig~~""IA major earthquake hit northwestern Costa Rica on Wednesday, the u.s. Geological Survey said. Buildings 

were evacuated and others sustained structural damage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20125:05:23 AM 

Bill Clinton steps up to layout the case for Obama, Democrats 

Ig~~""IDemocrats formally nominated President Barack Obama for a second term following a rousing speech 

from former President Bill Clinton casting Obama as a centrist dealmaker and a candidate who did his 
best to avert a recession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:20:50 AM 

4 dead after school bus collides with semi-truck 

Four people have died following a fiery school bus crash in Nebraska, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:20:50 AM 

4 dead after school bus collides with semi-truck 

Four people have died following a fiery school bus crash in Nebraska, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20128:11:19 AM 

Pentagon OK with selling US drones to 66 countries 

Ig~~""IWASHINGTON -- As many as 66 countries would be eligible to buy u.s. drones under new Defense 

Department guidelines but Congress and the State Department, which have a final say, have not yet 
opened the spigots for exports, a senior Pentagon official said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20128:54:05 AM 

Girl, 7, battles bubonic plague 

Ig~~""IDENVER -- A seven-year-old girl is recovering at a Denver hospital from a rare case of bubonic plague she 

likely contracted from fleas feeding on a dead squirrel at a southwestern Colorado campground, hospital 
officials said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:02:33 AM 

Video: 100m showdown: Team USA guns for Oscar Pistorius 

Ig~~""~eam USA sprinters Jerome Singleton and Blake Leeper will take on South African Oscar Pistorius in the 
100-meter final at the Paralympics on Thursday. "I feel like I was meant for this moment," Leeper told 

NBC News. "Oscar, you'd better be ready because me and my teammates are coming for you." (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:03:03 AM 

3 anarchists plead guilty to Ohio bridge bomb plot 

Ig~~""~hree self-described anarchists pleaded guilty on Wednesday in an Ohio federal court to plotting to blow 

up a four-lane highway bridge near Cleveland in April, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:46:59 AM 

Cuba experiments with debit cards in dollar stores 

Cuba has begun an experimental program letting islanders use debit cards for their peso bank accounts to shop in so

called dollar stores. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 10:03:38 AM 

Rights group: US waterboarded Gadhafi opponents 

Ig~~""IA human rights organization says it has collected evidence of two previously unreported cases in which 

u.s. agents used waterboarding or a similar harsh interrogation technique on Libyan militants held by 
American forces in Afghanistan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201210:47:19 AM 

France sends cash to Syria rebels, source says 

Ig~~""IFrance has started providing direct aid and money to five rebel-held Syrian cities, the first such move by a 

Western power, a diplomatic source said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201211:30:11 AM 

London 2012 legacy under the spotlight as end nears 

Ig~~""ILONDON -- With the end of the Paralympic Games four days away, Londoners are being promised a 

bright Olympic legacy of new jobs, homes and park space - but some in the city's poorest neighborhoods 
are already questioning whether they will see any long-term benefit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:32:05 AM 

Nike Lebrons a case study in guerrilla marketing 

Ig~~""INike kicked up a media storm last month with news that its new LeBron X+ shoe would be the company's 

priciest sneakers yet, at an astonishing $315 a pair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:40:46 AM 

Hot jobs, careers defy sluggish economy 

Ig~~""IMore than three years into the recovery, the jobless rate remains persistently high at more than 8 

percent, and the economy is creating new jobs at an anemic pace. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:50:56 AM 

Video: New Romney ad takes aim at President Obama 

Ig~~""lln a new TV ad criticizing President Obama, Mitt Romney's campaign appears to be targeting single 

women voters who may like the president a great deal but are skeptical if he can deliver the type of 
change that he was talking about. NBC's David Gregory reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:53:51 AM 

How I saved my family $600 a month on groceries 

Ig~~""1 A few years ago I decided to add up my grocery receipts for one whole month. What I found was 

shocking. I was spending $1,200 a month for our (then) family of six, and I was grocery shopping nearly 
every day of the week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 12:44:33 PM 

More kids eating colorful detergent capsules 

Ig~~""~here have been 2,950 cases of kids aged 5 and younger swallowing the colorful packets, according to the 
American Association of Poison Control Centers. That's nearly 13 cases a day that are being reported 

nationwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201212:46:11 PM 

Jobless claims tumble, raising hopes for hiring 

New claims for unemployment insurance dropped more than expected, the government reported Thursday, boosting 

hopes that the job market would pick up some momentum after languishing for most of the summer. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201212:48:19 PM 

PFT: Former Browns, Ravens owner Modell dies 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 12:57:51 PM 

ECB agrees on new plan to help euro 

FRANKFURT - The European Central Bank agreed a new bond-buying program on Thursday to lower struggling euro zone 

countries' borrowing costs which would serve as a "fully effective backstop", ECB President Mario Draghi said on 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:15:44 PM 

France shootings: Girl, 4, spent hours in corpse-filled car 

Ig~~""IA 4-year-old girl huddled for eight hours under her slain mother's skirt in a car filled with corpses in the 
French Alps - while investigators stood nearby, unaware she was there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:16:42 PM 

Four challenges for Obama in tonight's speech 

First Read: The president looks to convince Americans he's on the right path as he gives his acceptance speech exactly 

two months before Election Day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:21:50 PM 

What Amazon is expected to reveal today 

Ig~~""~oday at at 1 p.m. ET/l0 a.m. PT, Amazon is expected to unveil its latest Kindle Fire tablet, a new backlit 

e-ink reader, and perhaps even a smartphone. And we'll be there covering it live! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:34:02 PM 

'Down in the Boondocks' songwriter dies at 72 

Ig~~""lsinger-SOngWriter Joe South, who penned hits like "Games People Play," and "Down in the Boondocks" in 

the 1960s and 70s, has died. He was 72. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20121:41:30 PM 

Dow up over 200 points on Europe plan 

Stocks moved sharply higher Thursday after European Central Bank President Mario Draghi unveiled details of a new 

bond-buying plan designed to ease the euro zone's debt crisis. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20122:08:09 PM 

US health care: It's officially a mess, report says 

The u.s. health care system wasted $750 billion in 2009, about 30 percent of all health spending, on unnecessary 

services, excessive administrative costs, fraud, and other problems, according to a new Institute of Medicine report that 

calls for coordination and accountability. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20123:21:28 PM 

Boy, 8, donates his $1,000 prize to girl with leukemia 

Ig~~""lwhen Illinois third-grader Wyatt Erber learned he had won an extensive, summer-long scavenger hunt 

that came with a cool cash prize, he asked, "How much chemotherapy will this buy Cara?" The toddler, 
who lives on his street, was diagnosed with cancer in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:17:45 PM 

Sex researcher's son charged with exposing self 

Ig~~""IA pioneering sex researcher's son who was cited for masturbating in New York's Central Park earlier this 

year was arrested in a rural Michigan sting operation for allegedly exposing himself to two female 
undercover investigators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:36:13 PM 

61 dead, including kids, after boat sinks off Turkey 

Ig~~""IAt least 61 migrants including Palestinians and Syrians, more than half of them children, died after their 

overcrowded boat sank just off Turkey's western Aegean coast on Thursday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20124:50:35 PM 

Judge: Fort Hood suspect can be forcibly shaved 

Ig~~""IA judge said the military can shave Maj. Nidal Hasan, the Army psychiatrist charged in a 2009 deadly 

shooting rampage at Fort Hood, before he appears in court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20125:18:11 PM 

Andy Warhol's estate to sell off all of his works 

Ig~~""~he Wall Street Journal is reporting that the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, which oversees 

the estate of iconic pop artist Andy Warhol, will sell off the remainder of his estate at an upcoming 
auction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20125:41:16 PM 

Romney camp dismisses Clinton as 'good soldier' 

Despite Bill Clinton's rousing defense of President Obama last night at the Democratic National Convention, the Romney 

campaign is doubling down on trying to use the former president to its advantage. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:03:36 PM 

Seniors supporting Obama talk Medicare and more at the DNC 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential nominee Mitt Romney has more support among seniors than President Barack 

Obama. At the Democratic National Convention, senior citizens explained why they prefer Obama even as 
their peers favor Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:07:18 PM 

85 mph! Texas to open fastest highway in US 

The claim that "everything is bigger in Texas" will likely gain further clout this year, when the speed limit on a new toll 

road hits 85 mph - fastest in the country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:13:21 PM 

World's richest woman lauds $2-a-day wages 

Ig~~""IAn Australian mining heiress who courted controversy last month for suggesting her countrymen were 

just too lazy to be rich is at it again. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:15:56 PM 

PFT: School bans Peyton jerseys over gang ties 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:27:50 PM 

Amazon reveals Kindle Fire HD, plus $159 entry-level Fire 

Ig~~""IAt a press conference in Santa Monica, Calif. Thursday, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos revealed a slightly 

upgraded $159 version of the first 7-inch tablet, then wowed the crowd with 7-inch and 8.9 inch versions 
of the all-new Kindle Fire HD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20126:35:55 PM 

Drew Peterson found guilty of murdering wife 

Ig~~""IFormer police officer Drew Peterson has been found guilty of killing his third wife, Kathleen Savio. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:00:48 PM 

Colorado shooting suspect raised flags in Alabama 

Ig~~""~ames Holmes' personality and behavior raised concerns at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, 

where he was rejected as a doctoral candidate, documents show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:14:49 PM 

Bank of America exec loses millions after court says you can't moon your boss 

You almost have to admire Jason Selch. Back in lOOS, Selch ended a meeting with his bosses at Bank of America by 

pulling down his pants and mooning them. Most of us would, at the very least, understand that this would be not just 

the end of the meeting but the end of our job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:27:33 PM 

Burial at sea: Neil Armstrong's final wish 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: It was Neil Armstrong's wish that he be buried at sea - a plan that sets 

off eerie echoes of the worst-case scenario drawn up for Apollo 11 in 1969. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:30:23 PM 

SEAL charity turns down proceeds from bin Laden book 

Ig~~""IAt least one nonprofit organization is saying they won't accept any donations from the proceeds 

generated by the new book about the deadly raid on Osama bin Laden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:39:51 PM 

With unique place in presidential politics, Biden to take the stage in Charlotte 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden occupies a unique place in the politics of 2012 and will get his moment in the 

spotlight Thursday night when he addresses the convention in Charlotte before President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20127:55:49 PM 

A fish tale you can believe: $736,700 for a tuna 

Ig~~""lon Aug. 21, The Telegraph newspaper reported that a fisherman had caught an extremely rare bahaba 

off the coast of Fujian Province in China. The fish weighed 176 pounds, and commanded more than 
$475,000 at market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20128:08:49 PM 

Obama faces another defining convention speech 

The Democratic National Convention comes to a close Thursday night with yet another defining moment for Barack 

Obama's presidency as he makes the case for his re-election to the nation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20128:09:57 PM 

Stocks soar to highest level in over four years 

The stock market leaped to its highest level in more than four years Thursday as investors lauded a new bond-buying 

program in Europe aimed at containing the region's debt crisis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20128:52:33 PM 

Hands on with Amazon's new Kindle HD 

Ig~~""IHOW does it feel? Is it speedy? Does it seem like something we might hold all day? Yes, yes, and yes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:00:37 PM 

Smoking ban leaves lebanese fuming 

Ig~~""lon Monday, a ban on smoking in Lebanon in closed places like restaurants, cafes, pubs and night went 
into effect -leaving many smokers and business owners fuming. NBC's Ayman Mohyeldin reports from 

Beirut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:20:49 PM 

VA won't cover costs of 'PTSD dogs' 

Ig~~""~he Department of Veterans Affairs will cover the costs of service dogs to help veterans with impaired 

vision, hearing or mobility, but will not cover canines assigned for mental disabilities, according to 
regulations published in the Federal Register. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:24:43 PM 

12,000 more at risk of hantavirus in Yosemite outbreak 

Yosemite National Park officials extended a hantavirus alert on Thursday to 12,000 more former visitors, warning them 

of possible exposure to the deadly disease after an eighth case was confirmed in a man who was apparently infected in 

the park's high country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:27:24 PM 

No fun! Non-alcoholic wine best for health benefits 

For those red wine drinkers who've been feeling morally superior about all the health benefits of the relaxing glass or 

two sipped during dinner, there's some bad news on the horizon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:31:46 PM 

Is Peyton the greatest comeback QB ever? 

Ig~~""IKacsmar: Another 4th-quarter rally will tie the new Denver QB with Dan Marino, and he's already ahead 

of Broncos top exec John Elway. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:37:41 PM 

Rover ready for rocks after month on Mars 

Ig~~""INASA'S Mars rover Curiosity has wrapped up its first full month on the Red Planet and is gearing up its 

robotic arm to reach out and touch Martian rocks for the first time, scientists say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/20129:56:44 PM 

It's a girl? Isaac may spawn Tropical Storm Nadine 

Ig~~""IIS a remnant of Hurricane Isaac about to give birth to a tropical storm? The National Hurricane Center 

says there's a 40 percent chance of that, and it plans to send a monitoring aircraft into the system Friday 
to get a better idea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 10:09:39 PM 

Syrian baby found alive in rubble 

In Syria, rescuers discovered a l-year-old baby named Hassan buried in a pile of chalky dust and broken concrete. He 

was unscathed, still cradled in his dead mother's arms. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 10:33:23 PM 

Obama to argue 'it will take a few more years' in case for re-election 

President Barack Obama will ask voters for another four years in office tonight, arguing that he needs more time in 

order to fully address some of the nation's deepest-rooted problems. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201210:49:15 PM 

Dem official: Arab-Americans 'got punched' over Jerusalem switch 

The Democratic party's abrupt platform reversal on Jerusalem -- reinstating language describing it as the capital of Israel 

despite loud objections from the Democratic National Convention floor -- stirred fresh and unexpected controversy 

Thursday in Charlotte as Arab-American and Muslim party officials expressed anger over how the issue was handled and 

predicted that it may suppress Democratic votes this fall among constituents in key swing states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 10:51:04 PM 

Tom Brokaw back on camera at convention 

Ig~~""IAfter a brief health scare earlier Thursday, former "NBC Nightly News" anchor Tom Brokaw was back on 

camera at the Democratic National Convention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:01:24 PM 

Radiation may up breast cancer risk in some women 

By Maria Cheng, AP LONDON -- Mammograms aimed at finding breast cancer might actually raise the chances of 

developing it in young women whose genes put them at higher risk for the disease, a study by leading European cancer 

agencies suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:30:28 PM 

So what happened to Stacy Peterson? 

Ig~~""IStacy Peterson, Drew Peterson's missing fourth wife, had a constant presence during his murder trial and 

conviction. Her case is next, say prosecutors and family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:31:24 PM 

Amy Poehler, Will Arnett separating after 9 years 

Ig~~""~he couple's rep confirms the separation to Us Weekly. The pair, who wed on Aug. 29, 2003, are parents 

to sons Archie, 3, and Abel, 2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/201211:54:17 PM 

Colorado woman arrested for shoving Chihuahua down her pants 

Police in longmont, Colo., have arrested a woman on suspicion of animal cruelty, after she allegedly stuffed a Chihuahua 

puppy down her pants during a domestic dispute. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/6/2012 11:54:52 PM 

Mcilroy, Tiger put on early show in BMW 

Ig~~""~iger Woods and Rory Mcilroy torch Crooked Stick, shooting 65 and 64, respectively, in Round 1 of the 

BMW Championship. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 12:56:43 AM 

Widow: Don't execute husband's killer 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania widow says she has forgiven the man who killed her husband decades ago and is urging 

Pennsylvania's governor to spare the murderer scheduled for execution Oct. 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/201212:59:15 AM 

Kansas City bishop guilty for not reporting sex abuse 

Kansas City Catholic Bishop Robert Finn is the highest-ranked member of the clergy to have been found guilty of not 

reporting sex abuse in the church. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20121:14:54 AM 

Distance record set for quantum teleportation 

Ig~~""lphYSicists say they have "teleported" quantum information farther than ever before, marking another 

step forward for a spooky phenomenon that could revolutionize communications and computing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20122:40:25 AM 

Biden tells convention recovery isn't complete, but 'we are on our way' 

Ig~~""IForty-two years after he first won elective office, Vice President Joe Biden accepted the nomination of 

the Democratic Party at its convention in Charlotte, N.C. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20122:56:20 AM 

Orioles beat Yankees to share AL East lead 

Ig~~""IMark Reynolds hit two of Baltimore's season-high six home runs, and the Orioles climbed back into a first

place tie with the Yankees in the AL East by defeating New York 10-6 Thursday night before a euphoric 
sellout crowd at Camden Yards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:07:47 AM 

UK boy band One Direction big winner at VMAs 

Ig~~""~he boy wonders edged out Rihanna and took home three prizes to crown their arrival on the u.s. pop 

scene. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:27:41 AM 

'Hopeful' Obama asks for four more years 

Ig~~""IAfter nearly four years in office, President Barack Obama asked America on Thursday night to give him a 

second term in a speech that reached back to the touchstone of "hope and change" that propelled him to 
the White House in 2008, while also acknowledging the unfinished work in achieving that promise. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:13:20 AM 

Djokovic gets job done against Del Potro 

Ig~~""lplaYing terrific defense and catching lines with his shots all night long, defending u.s. Open champ Novak 
Djokovic beat '09 champ Juan Martin del Potro 6-2, 7-6 (3), 6-4 on Thursday to reach the semifinals at a 

10th consecutive Grand Slam tournament. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:36:15 AM 

Yosemite doubles scope of hantavirus warning 

Ig~~""IA third person has died from the rare, rodent-carried hantavirus after visiting Yosemite National Park, 

bringing the total number of infected persons to eight and prompting warnings that the virus is not 
contained to just one area of the park, health officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:45:44 AM 

Top US officer visits Israel amid rift over Iran 

A top U.S. officer visited Israel's defense minister on Thursday and discussed Iran, in a display of solidarity after the two 

allies differed publicly over what they fear is Tehran's drive toward nuclear weapons capability. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:45:44 AM 

Top US officer visits Israel amid rift over Iran 

A top U.S. officer visited Israel's defense minister on Thursday and discussed Iran, in a display of solidarity after the two 

allies differed publicly over what they fear is Tehran's drive toward nuclear weapons capability. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20129:07:24 AM 

Family feud behind massacre in French Alps? 

Ig~~""lpolice are investigating whether a family feud led to the killings of three members of an Iraqi-British 

family in the French Alps, according to a report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20129:57:09 AM 

CEO says 'stupid' consumers deserve hefty fees 

Ryanair head Michael O'Leary called his customers "idiots" this week. The chief of the deep-discount, "gotcha"

dependent airline might be the first to say it, but he's hardly the first to think it. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 10:02:06 AM 

UK's Prince Harry returns to battle in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""IBritain's Prince Harry has returned to Afghanistan to begin a stint as an Apache helicopter pilot, the 
country's defense ministry said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 10:35:37 AM 

Quadruplets' haircuts make them easy to tell apart 

Ig~~""lsiX-year-Old quadruplets from Shenzhen in southern China had their hair shaved into various numbers 

before they went to school for the first time. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:02:00 AM 

Organic foods fight back against threat from study 

Finally, we can compare apples to apples. For the record, that's $2.99 per pound vs. $2.49 per pound -- the price 

difference between organic apples and regular, store-brand apples (as marked this week at a Denver Whole Foods 

store). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:20:03 AM 

Investors woefully illiterate about finances, study finds 

A new report from the Securities and Exchange Commission shows terrible things can happen when regular people try to 

invest like Wall Street bigwigs. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:34:03 AM 

Dismembered mom's torso found in floating suitcase 

Ig~~""~ORONTO -- Human remains found in a suitcase floating in Lake Ontario near Toronto this week belonged 

to a single mother who went missing early last month and whose body parts had been scattered 
throughout the city, police confirmed Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:46:06 AM 

Video: Afghan blast photographer back at work 

Ig~~""lonIY 18 months after losing both his legs and one of his arms in an lED explosion in Afghanistan, 

photographer Giles Duley has returned to work at the Paralympics. "I'm myself again," he tells NBC News' 
Baruch Ben-Chorin. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:50:28 AM 

Video: Obama closes DNC by asking for 4 more years 

Ig~~""IAS President Obama accepted the Democratic nomination for reelection, he pleaded with Americans to 

stick with him for another four years despite tough economic times. Beyond the president's speech, the 
convention's most powerful moment came from former Arizona U.S. Rep. Gabby Giffords, who was injured in 
an assassination attempt earlier this year. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/201212:13:09 PM 

Mom chases intruder out of house, pins him down 

A Connecticut woman confronted an intruder, chased him out her her home and held him down until police arrived. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/201212:19:51 PM 

Drug shortages down, but some linger longer 

Ig~~""IAmerica/s drug shortage crisis appears to be easing, with a big drop in new reports of vital medications in 

short supply, including those used to treat cancer and other illnesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 12:38:04 PM 

Holdout Drew Peterson juror reveals what swayed him 

By the end of the first day of deliberations in the Drew Peterson murder trial, juror Ron Supalo says there was just a 

single panelist preventing the group from making a unanimous decision -- him. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/201212:38:13 PM 

Is the American gamer population shrinking? 

Ig~~""lconsidering all the new smartphones and tablets, not to mention the Xbox 360, the PlayStation 3 and the 

Wii, and don't forget the Vita and the Nintendo 3DS ... considering just how many machines we have to 
play games on these days, the results of a new study are surprising: During the last year, the number of people 
who play games in the United States has shrunk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 12:44:20 PM 

Jobs growth grinds to a snail's pace in August 

Job creation slipped further into the doldrums last month, heightening worries about the state of the recovery and 

adding to the hurdle President Barack Obama needs to leap to win re-election in November. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/201212:45:14 PM 

Korean video boasts 117+ million YouTube views 

Ig~~""llf you haven't watched it yet, you're about to. If you haven't shared it with friends yet, that's coming, too. 

And if you don't already have this earworm playing a constant loop in your head, get ready! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 12:46:34 PM 

Pistorius loses battle of the 'Blade Runners' 

Ig~~""~he men's lOO-meter final was the most hyped race in Paralympic history, with all eyes on "Blade 
Runner" Oscar Pistorius fighting to defend his Beijing Paralympic gold medal in the event. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 1 :04:28 PM 

Jobs growth slows to a snail's pace in August 

Job creation slipped further into the doldrums last month, heightening worries about the state of the recovery and 

adding to the hurdle President Barack Obama needs to leap to win re-election in November. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20121:10:40 PM 

First Read analysis: little poetry but Obama's speech did its job 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: In acceptance speech, the president paints election as a choice between himself and Romney, 

not a referendum on his four years in office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20121:20:17 PM 

Priest rebuked for role in cousin's same-sex wedding 

A Catholic priest has been rebuked after performing a reading in his cousin's same-sex wedding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20121:39:01 PM 

Kathleen Savio sister: 'She was terrified' of Drew Peterson 

As convicted murderer Drew Peterson played to the cameras on his way out of the courtroom on Thursday, Anna 

Doman was not surprised. lilt was very typical Drew," Doman told Matt Lauer on TODAY Friday. "Typical sociopath, all 

full of himself." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20121:49:06 PM 

Cops: Dad nabs kids, flees on stolen yacht 

San Francisco police are searching for a man suspected of fleeing with his two kidnapped children aboard a stolen yacht. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 1 :50:54 PM 

365 days after blindness, swimming sailor claims gold 

Ig~~""IExactIY one year after stepping on an lED in Afghanistan and permanently losing his sight, Navy Lt. Brad 

Snyder dived blindly into a pool and earned a gold medal at the 2012 Paralympic Games in London. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 1 :50:54 PM 

365 days after blindness, sailor swims for gold 

Ig~~""~hiS evening in London, one year to the day after stepping on an lED in Afghanistan and permanently 

losing his sight, Navy Lt. Brad Snyder will dive blindly into a pool and sprint for gold at the 2012 
Paralympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20122:18:05 PM 

Girl returns $4,000, gets Justin Bieber tickets 

Ig~~""lwhat's the reward for turning in $4,000 found on the street? If you're 8-year-old Abbie Jacobson, it's a 

handful of tickets to see singer Justin Bieber, a prize that's, to her, every bit as valuable. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20122:42:01 PM 

Concord, Mass., bans sale of plastic water bottles 

Bans on plastic bags have taken root in communities across the country, but banning the sale of water in plastic bottles? 

The town of Concord, Mass., is in line to be the first in the nation to do just that, now that the state's attorney general 

has signed off. The bottled water industry, however, is considering a lawsuit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20122:49:17 PM 

Arab Spring is dead - and Syria writes its obituary 

Ig~~""~he Arab Spring is over. The days of the protesters with laptops and BlackBerrys in Tahrir Square are long 

gone. Instead it has been replaced by a regional religious struggle. Richard Engel, NBC News' Chief 
Foreign Correspondent, offers his analysis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:27:19 PM 

The mystery of the missing SpongeBob coins 

Ig~~""lwhat happened to the SpongeBob coins? Some 76 sets of silver coins with the image of cartoon 

character SpongeBob SquarePants have vanished from now-defunct financial firm Peregrine, according to 
a trustee's filing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:38:11 PM 

Back-to-back quakes shake central California 

Two earthquakes struck in Huron, Calif., Friday, registering magnitudes of 4.2 and 4.0, according to the u.s. Geological 

Survey. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:40:08 PM 

Report: Apple creating Pandora-like music streaming service 

Here's a rumor we haven't heard in a while: Apple might be working on a music streaming service. This service would be 

similar to the popular Pandora, which allows users to create virtual radio "stations" which play music similar to a 

particular song, artist or genre. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20123:52:48 PM 

Stocks waver after downbeat employment report 

Stock indexes were wavering Friday, hugging the flat line after a crucial report on the labor market showed the u.s. 
economy added 96,000 jobs in August, fewer than expected. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:01:44 PM 

PFT: Panel overturns NFL's bounty suspensions 

Ig~~""lpFT: In a stunning development, players suspended for their roles in the Saints' 2009-2011 bounty 

scandal have had their bans overturned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:03:35 PM 

MTV Awards Beat Obama and DNC on Twitter 

Ig~~""IAn already social-media-dominating Democratic National Convention hit its highpoint last night, 

culminating in a Twitter record-setting speech by President Barack Obama as he accepted the party 
nomination. But the hashtag #dnc2012, was no match for #vma, as MTV's Video Music Awards show, airing 
concurrently with the convention, easily took first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:08:41 PM 

Should you pre-order a Kindle Fire HD? 

Ig~~""IWith the latest announcements, Amazon asserts itself as a major hardware and media player. But by 

offering pre-orders before anybody has reviewed the products, or has seen what is coming from Apple 
and Microsoft, Amazon is daring early adopters to take the plunge. Here are the factors that should temper 
your decision. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:38:10 PM 

Haqqanis: Calling us terrorists could hurt captured GI 

Senior members of the Haqqani network said that the u.S. designation as a terrorist group could endanger the life of an 

American soldier thought to be in their custody. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:38:23 PM 

Weak job growth is beyond government's control 

Ig~~""INO matter who ends up occupying the White House in January, he won't be able to change many of the 

forces that have kept unemployment high and jobs growth slow. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20124:43:24 PM 

Germany's real crisis: Oktoberfest beer shortage looms 

Ig~~""IBeer brewers in Munich may not be able to supply enough beer for the annual Oktoberfest beer festival, 

local newspaper Munich TZ reported, but the problem is not a lack of the alcoholic beverage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20125:01:44 PM 

Gunfire hits bus full of kids, Chicago cops say 

Police say no one was injured when a bullet ripped through a school bus transporting students to a Catholic school in the 

South Deering neighborhood of Chicago on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 5 :04:38 PM 

Witness: Deli worker mistakenly killed by N.Y. cops 

A Bronx, N.Y., bodega worker may have been mistakenly shot and killed by police responding to a standoff with armed 

robbers inside the store early Friday morning, according to a law enforcement source and witness accounts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20125:36:57 PM 

Scholars may have 2nd photo of Emily Dickinson 

Ig~~""~he daguerreotype, dated around 1859, appears to show the poet, around age 3D, sitting next to friend 

Kate Scott Turner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20125:42:39 PM 

Cute hedgehogs spread salmonella, CDC says 

Ig~~""ISPikY pet hedgehogs may be adorable, but they're also a source of salmonella infections that have 

sickened at least 14 people in six states, government health officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20126:16:42 PM 

Clint Eastwood defends his empty-chair RNC speech 

Ig~~""IAS far as Clint Eastwood is concerned, when it comes to his headline-making speech involving an empty 

chair at the Republican National Convention last week, it made his day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20126:49:43 PM 

Pancakes for school lunch? Perfect when it's 9:45 a.m. 

Ig~~""~hanks to overcrowded schools, more and more kids are eating school lunch well before lunch time. As a 

result, parents and schools must rethink how to best nourish kids to get the through the school day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20127:12:43 PM 

Remote-control tech turns cockroaches into beasts of burden 

Ig~~""lscientists have outfitted a cockroach with a high-tech backpack that allows them to remotely control 

where it scurries. While the concept may sound terrifying, anyone buried alive under rubble in an 
earthquake will shout for joy at the sight of one of these bugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:14:17 PM 

Caribbean, Florida coral in sharp decline, experts find 

Ig~~""IReefs in the Caribbean and Florida Keys have live coral on just 8 percent of their surface area, down from 

more than 50 percent in the 1970s, a report found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:16:06 PM 

Stocks see best week since June despite jobs data 

A disappointing jobs report was not enough to knock the market off a four-year high Friday, as the poor figures boosted 

optimism that the Fed will act to stimulate the economy next week. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20128:53:17 PM 

Sex assault victim wants apology from judge 

Ig~~""IAn Arizona judge is under fire for telling a sexual assault victim: "If you wouldn't have been there that 

night, none of this would have happened to you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 9 :24:39 PM 

Yet another pig flu virus infects people 

There's yet another pig flu virus to watch out for. Federal health officials say the new strain has sickened three people in 

Minnesota. The new strain, called H1N2v, has only been found in people who had close contact with pigs at a state fair, 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/20129:33:54 PM 

Comics go far beyond the Higgs boson 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: If only there were a graphic novel that could guide you around the 

frontiers of physics! Hey, there is! 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 10:25:54 PM 

Dozens reported dead in China earthquake 

Ig~~...,~wo shallow 5.6 magnitude earthquakes that hit mountainous southwestern China also forced tens of 

thousands of people from damaged buildings, state media said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 10:48:06 PM 

Video: Fact-checking the DNC 

Ig~~""INBC'S Chuck Todd checks the facts mentioned in speeches at the Democratic National 
Convention. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 10:49:00 PM 

Why China's Yangtze River is running red 

Ig~~""IA stretch of China's longest river has abruptly turned the color of tomato juice, and officials say they don't 

know why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:34:34 PM 

It's Serena vs. Azarenka for US Open title 

Ig~~""~hanks to one more easy victory, Serena Williams is a match from her fourth u.S. Open title and 15th 

Grand Slam trophy overall. In Saturday night's final, Williams will face top-ranked Victoria Azarenka of 
Belarus, who beat Maria Sharapova 3-6, 6-2, 6-4 earlier Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/7/2012 11:37:41 PM 

Romney turns up intensity on day one of fall sprint 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney on Friday opened day one of the fall campaign sprint to Nov. 6 by launching himself out of 

the starting blocks like Usain Bolt at the Olympics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20121:34:44 AM 

PFT: Memo suggests NFL will re-issue bounty suspensions 

Ig~~""lpFT: An internal memo suggests the NFL will re-issue suspensions in the bounty scandal despite a panel 

ruling in favor of four players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20122:30:45 AM 

Yet another pig flu virus infects people 

There's yet another pig flu virus to watch out for. Federal health officials say the new strain has sickened three people in 

Minnesota. The new strain, called H1N2v, has only been found in people who had close contact with pigs at a state fair, 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20123:22:04 AM 

See the sun in a spacewalker's hand 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA spacewalker Sunita Williams looks as if she's reaching out to touch 

the sun in a hot new view from the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20123:23:31 AM 

Video: 'Drew Peterson: Deadly Intent', Part 1 

Ig~~""lln September 2012, a jury found Drew Peterson, a former Illinois police sergeant turned flamboyant 

criminal, guilty of the 2004 murder of his ex-wife Kathy Savio. Now, hundreds had gathered to celebrate. 
Dateline NBC's Hoda Kotb reports. (Dateline) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20124:02:59 AM 

Mexico detains suspect in 'Fast and Furious' killing 

Mexican police have detained a man accused of fatally shooting a u.s. Border Patrol agent almost two years ago in 

Arizona in a botched u.s. operation to track guns smuggled across the border, the government said Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20124:23:22 AM 

Coast Guard: 2 kids rescued after sailboat chase 

Two children believed to have been abducted by their father from South San Francisco were rescued by the Coast Guard 

after authorities spent most of the day tracking a stolen sailboat, NBCBayArea.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:03:59 AM 

Did OJ Simpson attorney tamper with glove? 

Nearly 17 years after O.J. Simpson walked away from his murder trial a free man, a prosecutor at the center of the case 

has alleged a defense lawyer tampered with a key piece of evidence. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:05:25 AM 

Mars rover snaps its own profile picture 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover has turned one of its 17 cameras around on itself 

to take a picture of its own "face on Mars," looking right into the lens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:19:36 AM 

Suicide bomber kills 6 near NATO's Afghan HQ 

A suicide bomber detonated explosives near the heavily barricaded NATO headquarters in Kabul on Saturday, killing six 

civilians, NATO and local officials said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20128:55:23 AM 

4 die as storms sweep Midwest, Plains 

Powerful storms rumbled across parts of the Midwest and the southern Plains late Friday evening, leaving a total of four 

people dead. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:33:38 AM 

Dallas mom charged with murdering infant son 

A 25-year-old Dallas mother is facing murder charges after the death of her l-year-old son, nbcdfw.com reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/201210:18:07 AM 

SUV explodes, engulfing man in flames in Conn. 

A 23-year-old man was in a critical condition in a hospital burn unit after his SUV exploded in flames, 

NBCConnecticut.com reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/201212:19:03 PM 

Hong Kong backs down on China patriotism plan 

Former U.K. colony Hong Kong - part of China since 1997 - has backed down from a plan to make elementary schools 

teach Chinese patriotism to students, according to reports. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/2012 12:48:25 PM 

Jerusalem reservoir dates back to First Temple 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists have found an ancient water reservoir in Jerusalem that may have been used by pilgrims 

coming to the Temple Mount, the Israeli Antiquities Authority says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20121:43:47 PM 

Pakistani girl accused of blasphemy freed on bail 

A Christian girl accused burning pages of the Islam's holy book has been freed from a jail near the capital, a Pakistani jail 

official says. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20123:39:03 PM 

20 Google search shortcuts to hone your Google-fu 

Ig~~""IHidden behind Google's search box are a slew of shortcuts leading to so-called IOneBox" results that 

provide awesome tools and display helpful information quickly and directly. You might think you know 
them all, but a few are more hidden than others. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20123:41:15 PM 

Paul Ryan holes up in Oregon for VP debate prep 

With a little more than a month to go before the vice presidential debate, Congressman Paul Ryan will endure his first 

full day of debate preparations Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20124:02:32 PM 

Armstrong banned from running Chicago Marathon 

CHICAGO (AP) -Lance Armstrong's lifetime ban by the u.s. Anti-Doping Agency will keep him from running next month's 

Chicago Marathon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20124:57:05 PM 

Body is Calif. freshman who vanished in June 

Ig~~""IA body discovered in Sacramento has been positively identified as 19-year-old Linnea Lomax, a distraught 

University of California, Davis freshman reported missing in June. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20126:32:33 PM 

CFT: Tulane safety suffers fractured spine 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20126:33:26 PM 

Mixed martial artist guilty in friend's grisly death 

A Northern California mixed-martial artist accused of ripping out his friend's heart and removing his tongue while the 

two were on hallucinogenic drugs has pleaded guilty to murder. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:05:35 PM 

Tornadoes touch down in Brooklyn and Queens 

Two tornadoes touched down in New York City late Saturday morning, causing damage, but no injuries were reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:14:44 PM 

Video: Book questions U.S. military recruiting practices 

Ig~~""IMatt Kennard, author of "Irregular Army," and Ret. Col. Jack Jacobs joins MSNBC to talk about u.s. 
military recruiting standards. (msnbc) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:18:55 PM 

2 bodies recovered from Mount Rainier 

Two bodies recovered from Mount Rainier's Paradise Glacier Friday are likely members of a group of four climbers that 

were lost in January, park officials say. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20127:59:48 PM 

Despite pleas, missing SC boy falls by wayside 

Ig~~""~he disappearance of an 18-month-old black boy with the wide smile has yet to grab the widespread 

attention given to other missing children's cases. Some advocates say the reason why may be as simple as 
the toddler's gender - and his race. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20128:41:08 PM 

Biden to press: 'Fact check me' 

Ig~~""IAS campaigns trade salvos over the accuracy of claims made by both parties, Vice President Joe Biden 

said on Saturday that he's happy to be under the microscope of fact checkers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20128:48:05 PM 

Evacuations under way as Nicaragua volcano belches 

Ig~~""INiCaragUals tallest volcano belched an ash cloud nearly a mile into the atmosphere on Saturday, 

prompting the evacuation of hundreds of nearby residents who heard explosions emanating from its 
crater. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:39:33 PM 

Rescuers press on after deadly China quake 

Rescuers in southwestern China tried Saturday to reach remote communities rocked by earthquakes, state media 

reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:50:25 PM 

Romney: Clinton helped 'elevate' Democratic convention 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential nominee Mitt Romney embraces Bill Clinton's speech this week at the 
Democratic National Convention - even though it was full of criticism of Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:52:27 PM 

Amazon's new high-end Kindle lacks FCC approval for sale 

Ig~~""IAmazon.com Inc trumpeted cutting-edge wireless technology as a key selling point for the fanciest of the 

new Kindle devices introduced by CEO Jeff Bezos on Thursday. There's just one problem: the devices have 
not yet been approved for sale by the Federal Communications Commission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:57:57 PM 

Chicago schools: 'Very close' to averting strike 

Ig~~""lchiCagO Public School officials said late Saturday they believed they were "very close" to an agreement 

with teachers to avert what would be the biggest u.S. labor strike in a year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:57:57 PM 

Chicago teachers resume talks to avoid major strike 

Ig~~""lcontract talks resumed between union leaders and the nation's third-largest school district to avert what 
would be the biggest u.s. labor strike in a year over Emanuel's demand for school reforms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/20129:58:06 PM 

Romney: 'Big mistake' by president, GOP on defense cuts 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney says his fellow Republicans were wrong to agree to a deal to raise the nation's debt ceiling 

that included automatic cuts to defense spending. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/2012 10:27:21 PM 

Obama targets Florida seniors, Hispanics 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama on Saturday tapped into what he hopes will be a winning coalition similar to but 

larger than the one he assembled in 2008. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/8/2012 11:04:56 PM 

Alps slaying victims each shot twice in head 

Ig~~""lpolice from two countries search the Surrey, England, house of a British man shot dead in the French Alps 

with his wife and another woman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/2012 12:21:07 AM 

Oregon St. 10, No. 13 Wisconsin 7 

CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) - It took 41 years for a Big Ten team to again visit Oregon State. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20121:17:27 AM 

No. 24 Florida spoils Texas A&M's SEC debut 

Ig~~""IMike Gillislee ran for 83 yards and two touchdowns and No. 24 Florida shut down Texas A&M's offense in 
the second half in a 20-17 win on Saturday in the Aggies' first Southeastern Conference game after 

moving from the Big 12. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20123:29:46 AM 

Obama's birther joke draws laughs in Florida 

Birther jokes? Even President Barack Obama is cracking them - he got some chuckles at a Florida sports bar and grill on 

Saturday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20123:38:07 AM 

Boeing 767'5 landing gear door falls into street 

Ig~~""~he landing gear door of a Boeing 767 fell from the sky and narrowly missed a car parked a couple of feet 

away in Kent, Wash., NBC station KING 5 of Seattle reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20124:29:34 AM 

Scene of an Amazon massacre? Not so, says Venezuela 

Ig~~"'l'we can tell the country that we have seen no evidence of death," said Nicia Maldonado, Venezuela's 

minister of government affairs, in televised comments. Native rights groups and some local politicians 
criticized the government, saying it reached that conclusion prematurely. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20125:06:40 AM 

Shocker! No.8 Arkansas falls to ULM in OT 

Ig~~""lwilson injured as Razorbacks blow lead, fall to lightly regarded Warhawks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20127:41:18 AM 

At least 24 killed as blasts sweep Iraq 

At least 24 people were killed in 10 blasts across Iraq on Sunday, including a car bomb outside a French consular 

building. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:35:35 AM 

Member of 0.1.'5 legal team rebuts glove tampering claims 

A member of O.J. Simpson's defense team has rebuffed claims that lead defense attorney Johnnie Cochran tampered 

with a key piece of evidence in order to help Simpson walk away from his los Angeles murder trial a free man 17 years 

ago, a newspaper reported on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/201210:28:11 AM 

At least 39 killed as attacks sweep across Iraq 

Insurgents killed at least 39 people in a wave of attacks against Iraqi security forces on Sunday, gunning down soldiers at 

an army post and bombing police recruits waiting in line to apply for jobs, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/2012 11:34:26 AM 

Clinton urges cool heads in Japan-SKorea dispute 

Ig~~""lu.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said on Sunday she believed Japan and South Korea were ready to 

tone down a row over a disputed island chain that has set two close u.S. allies at odds amid heightened 
regional tensions with China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20121:44:17 PM 

Romney: Voters know my principles 

Mitt Romney argued Sunday in an exclusive interview on Meet the Press that voters should have enough of a sense of 

his principles to have confidence in how he'd handle the nitty-gritty details of taxes, spending and health care as 

president. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20122:13:48 PM 

Cleanup after NYC twisters; power back in DC area 

Ig~~""IResidents from New England to Washington, D.C., were cleaning up after storms spawned two New York 

City tornadoes and toppled thousands of trees as well as power lines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20123:13:47 PM 

US couple tests new Guatemala adoption law 

Ig~~""IA U.S. couple that spent six years trying to adopt a Guatemalan boy made their 36th trip last month -

and this time, it appears to have worked. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20123:42:06 PM 

9/11 memorial $60 million a year to operate 

Ig~~""IWith its huge reflecting pools, ringed by waterfalls and skyscrapers, and a cavernous underground 

museum still under construction, the National Sept. 11 Memorial and Museum at the World Trade Center 
is an awesome spectacle that moved and inspired some 4.5 million visitors in its first year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20124:41:44 PM 

Testosterone marketing frenzy cues skepticism 

"Are you falling asleep after dinner?" "00 you have a decrease in libido?" "Have you noticed a recent deterioration in 

your ability to play sports?" "It could be Low-T." Welcome to the latest big marketing push by the nation's drug 

companies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20127:10:07 PM 

Obama slams Romney, Ryan for lack of specifics 

Hours after his opponents Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan did a Sunday morning TV show blitz, President Barack Obama 

criticized them for not offering more specifics on how they would keep revenue stable while not raising taxes on the 

wealthy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20127:20:09 PM 

Dozens killed in Iraq as VP gets death sentence 

Four car bombs hit mainly Shiite Baghdad neighborhoods, killing 24 people, police said, capping a day when earlier 

attacks killed 58 people and fugitive Vice President Tareq ai-Hashemi was sentenced to death. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:16:22 PM 

Private school vaccine opt-outs rise 

Parents who send their children to private schools in California are much more likely to opt out of immunizations than 

their public school counterparts, an Associated Press analysis has found, and not even the recent re-emergence of 

whooping cough has halted the downward trend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:24:08 PM 

In Arctic oil battle, Shell starts preliminary drilling 

Ig~~""IMore than 20 years after the last drill bit went into the Chukchi Sea floor off northern Alaska, a Shell 

drilling rig began work that the company hopes will lead to a bonanza. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:33:38 PM 

Amazon will let Kindle users pay to opt out of ads 

Amazon.com, in an apparent switch in its pricing policy, said over the weekend that it will allow purchasers of its new 

Kindle Fire tablets to pay $15 extra to turn off advertisements that are built into the devices. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:45:41 PM 

Griffin III debut dazzles to beat Saints 

Ig~~""IRobert Griffin III began his NFL career by connecting on 19 of 26 passes for 320 yards and two 
touchdowns, and the Washington Redskins handed the Saints a 40-32 loss in their first game since the 

bounty scandal that overshadowed New Orleans' offseason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20128:49:23 PM 

Luck throws 3 INTs in Colts debut 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20129:16:56 PM 

Iraq death toll tops 100 as VP gets death sentence 

Car bombs hit mainly Shiite Baghdad neighborhoods, killing 51 people, police said, capping a day when earlier attacks 

killed 58 people and fugitive Vice President Tareq ai-Hashemi was sentenced to death. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/20129:33:54 PM 

HBT: Yankees split with O's, stay atop East 

Ig~~""IHBT: There was nothing settled in Baltimore this weekend: The Yankees crushed the Orioles 13-3 on 
Sunday to earn a split of the four-game series and maintain a one-game lead in the AL East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/2012 10:23:38 PM 

Mcilroy takes BMW for 2nd PGA Tour win in a row 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/2012 10:54:31 PM 

Video: Obama gets post-convention lift 

Ig~~""lln Florida, President Obama slammed Romney, arguing the GOP candidate's math doesn't add up. 

Meanwhile, a pizza parlor owner swept the president off his feet. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly 
News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/9/2012 11:49:33 PM 

Serena holds off Azarenka to win US Open 

Ig~~""lserena Williams bounced back from down a break in third set and held on to beat Victoria Azarenka 6-2, 
2-6, 7-5 to win the u.s. Open on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:01:15 AM 

Florida officer in Obama motorcade struck, killed 

A motorcycle police officer escorting President Barack Obama's motorcade has died after being hit by a pickup truck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 3:09:30 AM 

Tropical Storm Leslie brushes past Bermuda 

Ig~~""~roPical Storm Leslie's outer bands buffeted Bermuda with gusty winds and rain, swirling to the east of 

the British enclave Sunday and then heading on a path expected to take it to Canada's Newfoundland 
later in the week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 3:28:39 AM 

Chicago teachers to strike Monday 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in 25 years, teachers in the Chicago school system will walk off the job Monday after 

failing to reach a contract deal with district officials, NBC Chicago reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 3:29:24 AM 

Ryan Reynolds, Blake Lively get married 

Ig~~"'l'The Green Lantern" co-stars tied the knot on Sunday in a private ceremony at Boone Hall Plantation in 

Mt. Pleasant, S.c., just outside of Charleston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 3:37:38 AM 

Broncos close strong, make Manning's debut a win 

Ig~~""lpeyton Manning made a successful NFL return from a year's sabbatical, leading the Broncos past the 
Pittsburgh Steelers 31-19 in his Denver debut Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20125:15:02 AM 

Cuba power cut plunges millions into darkness 

Ig~~""IA large swath of Cuba was plunged into darkness on Sunday night in a widespread power failure, the 

cause of which was not disclosed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 7:48:34 AM 

'Emergency red list' targets Syria's looted treasures 

An "emergency red list" detailing what kinds of archaeological artifacts are being looted in war-torn Syria is being drawn 

up to help prevent priceless treasures from being sold on the black market. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 7:59:23 AM 

Obama motorcade cop hit by pickup truck, killed 

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- A motorcycle police officer who was part of President Barack Obama's motorcade to a 

campaign event in Florida died Sunday after being struck by a pickup truck. Officer Bruce St. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20128:40:15 AM 

Generation Y battles to shape Pakistan's future 

Allover Pakistan, where the majority of the 18D-million-strong population is under the age of 3D, so-called "new 

radicals" are striking out on their own to work toward change in their country, at an age when most are still finding their 

footing in life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20129:26:19 AM 

Voice of hate or hero? s. Africa's poor put faith in Malema 

Ig~~""lsome see Julius Malema, who was once convicted of hate speech, as dangerous agitator and a threat to 

South Africa's delicate racial harmony. But he is also hailed as a mouthpiece for the boiling anger of many 
poor, black South Africans frustrated by the pace of progress since the birth of democracy in 1994. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20129:26:19 AM 

Agitator or hero? s. Africa's poor put faith in Malema 

Ig~~""lsome see Julius Malema, who was once convicted of hate speech, as dangerous agitator and a threat to 

South Africa's delicate racial harmony. But he is also hailed as a mouthpiece for the boiling anger of many 
poor, black South Africans frustrated by the pace of progress since the birth of democracy in 1994. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 9:51:56 AM 

Stars close Paralympics that 'lifted the cloud of limitation' 

Ig~~""lcoldPlay, Rihanna and Jay-Z rocked the Olympic Stadium on Sunday night to give the biggest-ever 

Paralympic Games a rousing send-off, wrapping up an unforgettable summer of sports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/201210:03:14 AM 

Elvis' personal Bible sells for $94,000 at auction 

Ig~~""IA Bible which once belonged to Elvis Presley and contains his handwritten notes and thoughts has sold 

for $94,600 at an auction in England, the auction house said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:16:26 AM 

Economy's slump pushing many down the ladder 

Ig~~""~he recession and weak recovery of the past five years have forced many Americans to take a financial 

step backward, from the security of a middle class life to the struggles of the working poor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:22:45 AM 

US: Records for $475M in Afghan fuel buys missing 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are probing reports of record-shredding by officials in the U.S.-led NATO command that 

trains the Afghan army after learning that records of fuel purchases for the Afghans totaling nearly $475 
million are gone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:41:33 AM 

Some dramatic tales of quitting jobs 

Most experts will tell you that the correct way to leave a job is to first secure a new one and then offer two weeks' 

notice. But sometimes you just want to moon the boss and walk out. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:45:09 AM 

Fall TV catch-up: Where favorite shows left off 

Ig~~""lwhere did the summer go? There's something about sun and fun that just makes the time fly by. But at 
least there's one good thing about the end of the toasty weather and long days: Fall TV is back. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/201211:47:48 AM 

Watch it! 7 best new fall shows to check out 

Ig~~""IAnother new TV season means another giant batch of new shows to consider adding to the DVR. But 
relax. You don't have to watch all the fresh offerings to figure out what looks great and what's not hot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:50:27 AM 

Race car driver who cheated death strikes gold 

Ig~~""ILONDON -- Eleven years after he was resuscitated seven times following a horrific 200 mph crash, former 

race car driver Alex Zanardi was among the athletes honored at the closing ceremony of the London 2012 
Paralympic Games on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 12:08:15 PM 

On the farm: A million-dollar rain 

Covering the news occasionally produces unexpected insights, as happened when a recent assignment to document the 

impact of a corporate meltdown turned into a lesson on the raw realities of farming and the weather, both drought and 

rain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 12:28:10 PM 

Smoking marijuana linked to testicular cancer 

Ig~~""lsome blunt advice for the young, male fans of marijuana: You may want to kill that joint and clutch your 
crotch -- self-check style, that is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 12:30:28 PM 

Should felons vote? In some states, it's easy 

A felon in Maine can vote from prison using an absentee ballot, while a felon convicted of the same crime in Florida, the 

state with the highest percentage of disenfranchised African Americans in the nation, might never regain the right to 

vote - even after release. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 12:46:07 PM 

Fugitive Iraqi VP denounces death sentence 

Fugitive Iraqi Vice President Tariq ai-Hashemi on Monday denounced a death sentence against him as politically 

motivated and issued by a "kangaroo court." 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 12:57:02 PM 

Study: Depressed moms might have shorter kids 

Moms suffering the blues in the months after giving birth may be more likely to end up with kids who are shorter than 

their peers, a new study shows 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:05:35 PM 

Mayor of NJ.'s capital city nabbed in corruption probe 

Ig~~""IFederal authorities arrested Trenton, N.J., Mayor Tony Mack and more than half a dozen other people 

early Monday in connection with an ongoing corruption probe, NBC 4 New York has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:06:56 PM 

US to slash its AIG stake to below 50 percent 

The u.s. government is moving to exit one of its most significant bailouts since the 2008 financial crisis, reducing its 

stake in insurer AIG to below 50 percent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:08:14 PM 

Team Romney raises $111 million in August 

Mitt Romney's campaign and its fundraising allies announced Sunday they had brought in $111.6 million dollars last 

month, making August the most lucrative fundraising month yet for the GOP nominee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:15:20 PM 

After conventions, Obama retains lead 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: After two weeks of speeches in Tampa and Charlotte, President Obama retain the edge 

heading into November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:16:56 PM 

PFT's Monday Morning After: RGIII is special 

Ig~~""lpFT'S Monday Morning After: The Redskins' rookie QB was terrific in his debut, while Andrew Luck wasn't. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 1:45:25 PM 

Splurge at Sin City's new $17 million mega buffet 

Ig~~""ILas Vegas, already famous for some of the most lavish, eye-popping and belt-busting buffets out there, is 
home to a new all-you-can-eat extravaganza. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20122:12:38 PM 

GM losing as much as $49,000 per Volt sold 

Ig~~""IGM sold a record number of Chevrolet Volt sedans in August - but that probably isn't a good thing. 

Nearly two years after the introduction of the hybrid, GM is losing as much as $49,000 on each Volt it 
builds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 2:20:05 PM 

Romney camp: 'Don't get too worked up about the latest polling' 

First Read: Responding to the early polling showing President Obama with a bounce - and lead - after the two 

conventions, Romney pollster Neil Newhouse responds in a memo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20123:50:14 PM 

Anonymous took Apple IDs from Fla. firm, not FBI 

A Florida publishing company says the million-record database of Apple gadget identifiers released last week by the 

hacker group Anonymous was stolen from its servers two weeks ago -- not from an FBI agent's laptop as the group had 

claimed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20124:33:57 PM 

Ford to add 1,200 workers at Detroit plant 

Ford is adding 1,200 workers to a suburban Detroit factory to build the Fusion, a sign of confidence that the revamped 

sedan will be a big seller. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20124:45:10 PM 

Iran's currency plumbs fresh low as sanctions bite 

Street traders in Iran say the country's currency has struck a new record low against the u.S. dollar, the second 

consecutive day it has fallen sharply. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20124:48:38 PM 

17-year-old girl invents heart exam for cell phones 

Ig~~""~he estimated 2 billion people in the world who lack access to basic health care may be heartened to 
hear about a 17-year-old girl from New Jersey who invented an inexpensive and portable 

electrocardiogram that transmits data via cellular networks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 5:06:23 PM 

Site helps you fib about your location on Twitter 

Ig~~""IAt this point, most security-conscious folks leave location information out of their tweets. But sometimes 
there's a reason to include those details - or to fib about them. A website called Please Don't Stalk Me 

can help you with that latter part. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20125:12:02 PM 

No negative impacts from repeal of DADT, study reveals 

Ig~~""~he repeal of the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy in 2011 has not had a negative impact on force 

readiness, recruitment or retention, contrary to predictions that it would, according to a new study 
published Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 5:30:33 PM 

Hollister lands in hot water in South Korea 

Surf-themed apparel brand Hollister, the self-proclaimed "coolest destination for genuine SoCal style clothes/' is riding a 

wave of consumer anger after its launch in South Korea was marred by reports of racial insensitivity. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20125:39:17 PM 

The National September 11 Memorial at dusk 

Ig~~""lview a 360 degree panoramic image of the National September 11 Memorial 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 5:41:31 PM 

Kid uses monster truck to pullout loose tooth 

Ig~~""~he latest viral You Tube video stars a brave little boy who uses a remote-controlled toy truck and some 

dental floss to extract his first wiggly tooth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 5:51:32 PM 

U.S. gun sales hotter than a pistol 

Ig~~""~he gun business is booming. The question is, why? Smith & Wesson stock was zooming Friday, thanks to 

a stellar earnings report. The firearms maker also boosted its outlook for the rest of the year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20125:58:19 PM 

Central banks strike out at spurring global economy 

Ig~~""IEconomics 101 says a massive dose of easy money is supposed to be a reliable cure for a sluggish 

economy. For the first time in decades, the prescription isn't working. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20126:04:16 PM 

States with the strongest housing markets 

Ig~~""~he housing market is showing signs of a recovery, albeit a halting one. In 10 states, median home prices 

increased by more than 5.5 percent from July 2011 to July of this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 6:33:52 PM 

'It's a dream': From orphanage to runway, model walks at Fashion Week 

Ig~~""~ust two months ago, Fior Mendez lived in an orphanage in the Dominican Republic, keeping close watch 

over her surrogate brothers and sisters. Despite her hardships, she always told friends that one day she 
would be a runway model. Now, she's made that dream a reality, having walked the runway on Friday night at 
Lincoln Center for New York Fashion Week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20126:54:14 PM 

Mars rover peeks at what lies beneath 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover takes a close look beneath its belly with the 

camera mounted on the end of its own robotic arm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20127:15:44 PM 

'Girls Gone Wild' founder loses in slander case 

Ig~~""IA jury says Joe Francis slandered Steve Wynn when he claimed the casino mogul threatened to kill him 

and bury him in the desert. A Los Angeles jury awarded Wynn $20 million. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20127:18:26 PM 

US adds cancer to list of illnesses linked to 9/11 attacks 

The federal government on Monday added 14 categories of cancer to the list of illnesses linked to the 9/11 terror 

attacks, which brings added coverage to rescue workers and people living near ground zero on Sept. 11, 2001. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20127:18:26 PM 

Certain cancers added to World Trade Center health program 

The federal government on Monday recognized 14 types of cancers linked to the 9/11 terror attacks, which will bring 

added coverage to rescue workers and people living near ground zero on September 11, 2001. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20127:21:11 PM 

No school for 350,000 students as Chicago teachers strike 

Ig~~""IFor the first time in 25 years, teachers in the country's third-largest public school system hit the picket 

line early Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 7:53:08 PM 

Coast Guard rescues father, son from downed plane 

The u.s. Coast Guard made a dramatic rescue Sunday off the coast of California, pulling a 77-year-old man and his adult 

son from a stalled, single-engine Cessna plane that had been forced to crash-land on water. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20128:15:07 PM 

LIVE: Updates from Djokovic-Murray US Open final 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20129:10:20 PM 

AI-Qaida deputy killed by air strike, us confirms 

Ig~~""IAn airstrike by an American drone missile has killed Saeed al-Shihiri, the second in command of al-Qaida 

in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and five others in Yemen, U.S. officials confirmed on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/20129:25:10 PM 

7-year-old survivor of Alps slayings speaks to police 

A 7-year-old British girl whose parents and grandmother were murdered in a shooting spree during a family vacation in 

the French Alps last week spoke to investigators on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 9:31:58 PM 

Romney tries to make hay of Chicago teachers' strike 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney led Republicans on Monday in trying to get political traction from the teachers' union strike 

in Chicago, which forced canceled classes in one of the nation's largest public school districts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 9:58:40 PM 

Officer arriving to Sikh temple shooting: 'Time to use deadly force' 

Police in Oak Creek, Wis., on Monday released chilling dash-cam video taken during the effort to apprehend shooter 

Wade Michael Page at a local Sikh Temple on Aug. 5, after a rampage that left six worshippers dead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:39:35 PM 

Galaxy Zoo project expands its menagerie 

Ig~~""lsCience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Galaxy Zoo has added another 250,000 galaxies to its menagerie, and is 

looking for hundreds of thousands of volunteers to put them in the right pigeonholes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/10/2012 11:56:15 PM 

Travelers arrested after hiding primates in underwear 

Three United Arab Emirates nationals have been arrested after security guards at India's capital airport found two of the 

men hiding slender lorises in pouches in their briefs, the BBe reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 1:20:05 AM 

Murray holds off Djokovic for US Open title 

Ig~~""IAndY Murray has won the u.s. Open in five grueling sets to become the first British man since 1936 to 

capture a Grand Slam title. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20122:15:49 AM 

Ravens run roughshod over Bengals in opener 

Ig~~""~oe Fiacco threw for 299 yards and two touchdowns, Ed Reed took an interception 34 yards for a score, 
and the Baltimore Ravens beat the Cincinnati Bengals 44-13 on Monday night for their 11th straight win 

at home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20123:45:16 AM 

Astronomers spot flash on Jupiter 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Astronomers are abuzz over sightings of a flash on Jupiter - which 

suggests that the giant planet has taken another bullet for the solar system team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:41:41 AM 

Chargers run past sloppy Raiders 

Ig~~""lphiliP Rivers threw a 6-yard touchdown pass to Malcom Floyd and Nate Kaeding kicked five field goals as 
the San Diego Chargers beat the mistake-prone Oakland Raiders 22-14 on Monday night in the season 

opener for both teams. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 7:25:54 AM 

Lamenting all of the 'lost art' of sports 

Ig~~""lwhat makes former athletes nostalgic for their particular good old days? Plenty. Jocks are never at a loss 

for words when you ask them about lost arts in their respective sports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 8:54:01 AM 

Genetically modified 'golden rice' tested on kids? 

China's health authorities will investigate allegations that genetically modified rice was tested on Chinese children as 

part of a Sino-U.S. research project, state media said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20129:02:10 AM 

China rebukes Oregon town over public mural 

A vivid mural in an Oregon town that depicts a Tibetan monk's immolation and promotes independence for Taiwan has 

created a dust-up with China. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20129:14:38 AM 

Where's China's heir-apparent? Rumors swirl 

Ig~~""~he presumed future leader of China has fallen off the radar -- sparking wild rumors on micro-blogging 

sites about his health and whereabouts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20129:18:28 AM 

Bagram airfield attacked hours after US handover 

Ig~~""IFour rockets hit Afghanistan's Bagram airfield, destroying a helicopter belonging to the NATO-led forces 

and killing three Afghan personnel inside, a spokesman for the coalition said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 10:39:15 AM 

Sanctions successful but Iran is undeterred 

Ig~~""IAre sanctions successful if the Iranian economy crashes but the regime continues developing its nuclear 

program? That is the dichotomy inside the Islamic state, evidence suggests. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 10:55:36 AM 

US marks 11th anniversary of 9/11 attacks 

Ig~~""~housands will gather Tuesday in New York, suburban Washington and rural Pennsylvania to mark the 

11th anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 11:11:03 AM 

Cops: Woman accidentally shoots husband dead 

A 57-year-old New Orleans man was accidentally shot and fatally injured by his wife who mistook him for an intruder, 

police said Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 11:44:08 AM 

World's most (and least) competitive economies 

Ig~~""IFor most of the 20th century, the United States has been considered the world's economic superpower. 

And up until four years ago, the World Economic Forum would agree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 11:53:06 AM 

Big retailers offering free pre-holidays layaways 

Ig~~""lsome big-name retailers -- such as Kmart, Toys R Us and Wal-Mart -- are taking steps to deal with what's 

sure to be another stressful holiday shopping season for many Americans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 12:20:03 PM 

Jolie visits 'horrific situation' on Syrian border 

Ig~~""IUN Special Envoy Angelina Jolie got a first-hand look at the lives of people fleeing the civil war in Syria as 

they crossed into Jordan when she visited a refugee camp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 12:20:03 PM 

Jolie visits 'horrific situation' on Syrian border 

Ig~~""IUN Special Envoy Angelina Jolie got a first-hand look at the lives of people fleeing the civil war in Syria as 

they crossed into Jordan when she visited a refugee camp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 12:26:39 PM 

Modern medicine: Lab-grown genitals, spray-on skin 

r-I~aboratories across the United States are working to literally make the blind see and the lame walk again. 
hey're perfecting spray-on skin and to mass-produce new body parts using bioprinters based on the jet 

printers attached to your home computer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 12:49:20 PM 

Will ex-cop Drew Peterson be eaten alive in prison? 

As a former police officer, Drew Peterson may have a tougher time behind bars than other inmates, according to prison 

experts. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 12:53:50 PM 

After climbing ladder, family falling backward 

Ig~~""IAfter five difficult years, Rich and Mary Conti are grappling with a fearful situation that many Americans 

have faced in recent years: The prospect of falling back down the economic ladder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 1:13:49 PM 

Romney unloads on Obama 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The Republican candidate hit a series of issues on the campaign trail, from the economy to the 
Democratic platform and Chicago's teacher's strike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 1:42:48 PM 

9/11 survivor 'surfed' debris: 'I couldn't believe it myself' 

Eleven years ago, Pasquale Buzzelli somehow survived the attacks of Sept. 11 when he rode a wave of debris while 

falling nearly 20 stories inside the collapsing North Tower of the World Trade Center. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 2:03:48 PM 

Health premiums rise a relatively modest 4 percent 

Health insurance premiums rose 4 percent for family coverage this year, well below last year's increase and half the 8 

percent average of the previous decade. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 2:08:59 PM 

PFT's power rankings: Patriots, 4gers 1-2 

Ig~~""lpFTIS power rankings: Meanwhile, Brandon Weeden and the Browns are last - no surprise, really. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20122:10:31 PM 

Moody's to cut US rating if budget talks fail 

The u.s. government's debt rating could be heading for the "fiscal cliff" along with the federal budget. Moody's said it 

would likely cut its "Aaa" rating on u.s. government debt if budget negotiations fail. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20122:19:45 PM 

What we expect from Apple's iPhone 5 event on Wednesday 

Ig~~""lon Wednesday, Apple is holding a special media event in San Francisco, and we'll be there to report live 

on all the latest news. For now, we're mulling over all the rumors and gossip to figure out what we can 
expect to hear from Apple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 2:27:48 PM 

'Fifty Shades' author's husband: I'm not Christian Grey 

Talk about expectations. The husband of best-selling author of "Fifty Shades of Grey" has come out with a book of his 

own. In an interview Tuesday on TODAY, Niall leonard answered questions everyone is asking - about his wife's erotic 

novel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20122:55:15 PM 

US, UK hushed up Soviet massacre of 22,000 Poles 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill hushed up evidence of the Soviet massacre 

of 22,000 Polish men in the Katyn forest in 1940 for fear of alienating ally Josef Stalin, declassified documents show. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20123:10:45 PM 

Once-jailed banker gets huge whistleblower payout 

Attorneys for jailed former Swiss banker Bradley Birkenfeld announced Tuesday that the IRS will pay him $104 million as 

a whistleblower reward for information he turned over to the US. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 3:24:25 PM 

Report lists world's 100 most endangered species 

Ig~~""lpriceless or worthless? That's the question posed in a report released Tuesday that lists the 100 most 

endangered animals, plants and fungi around the globe, as chosen by 8,000 experts for the Zoological 
Society of London and the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 3:43:42 PM 

Siblings among first cured of 'bubble boy disease' 

Ig~~""lcolton and Abbygail Ainslie are among three children successfully treated for their immune deficiency -
often called 'bubble boy disease' -- during an experiment detailed in Tuesday's issue of the journal Blood. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20124:27:42 PM 

'Titanic' screen test shows film could've sunk 

Ig~~""IFootage from star Kate Winslet's screen test reveal the earliest iterations of the film were not exactly 

pretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20124:32:24 PM 

GoDaddy's sites up after outage, cause not 'hack' 

Ig~~""lweb-hosting giant Go Daddy says its service was "fully restored" by 4 p.m. PT Monday, and that despite a 

purported member of Anonymous taking credit for the outage, it was "not caused by external influences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20124:53:45 PM 

Chicago teachers union on day two of strike: Deal not close 

Ig~~""lchiCagO teachers strike for a second day Tuesday as union and school district negotiators struggle over 

teacher evaluations and job security. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:08:44 PM 

Panetta: Punish ex-SEAL who wrote on bin laden raid 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said revelations in a book written by a retired Navy SEAL on the raid that killed al-Qaida 

leader Osama bin Laden could put future operations in jeopardy and suggested that the writer should be punished for 

writing the best-seller. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:34:47 PM 

Is it OK for a professor to breast-feed during lecture? 

A college professor who breast-fed her infant daughter during class doesn't think it's 'newsworthy' for the campus 

newspaper. But is it appropriate to breast-feed while on the job? 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:45:31 PM 

Boehner 'not confident at all' fiscal cliff can be avoided 

First Read: House Speaker John Boehner said he is "not confident at all" that Congress can reach a deal with President 

Barack Obama to avoid the effects of the so-called "fiscal cliff" before January. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:53:00 PM 

Chicago parents ask: How long will strike go on? 

Felicia O'Connor, a young mother with a child in tow, approached the picket line. She asked the picketing teachers if 

they "know how long this thing will be going on?" Of course, on day two of the Chicago's teachers strike, they didn't 

have an answer for her. NBC's Kevin Tibbles reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:54:23 PM 

11 things to do with your old iPhone 

Ig~~""IMillions of people will likely buy new iPhones once Apple announces a new model as expected on 

Wednesday. That leaves the question: What should you do with your old one? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 5:56:37 PM 

Afghan Taliban made $400 million last year, UN estimates 

The Taliban network in Afghanistan raised about $400 million last year from sources that included taxing local 

economies and extorting money, the U.N. reported Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20126:12:44 PM 

Fugitive rapist who fled during trial captured in Texas 

Ig~~""IA man who fled his Texas rape trial in late August was back in custody on Tuesday, after reportedly being 

found on the toilet in a Houston-area apartment, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 6:39:02 PM 

Romney election could create new scenario for EPA and coal 

Ig~~""INO matter who becomes president in 2013, one thing is certain: his appointment power and control of 
regulatory agencies such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are likely to become more 

important than they have been in the past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 7:07:53 PM 

Issue at heart of Chicago strike: Judging teachers 

Ig~~""IWith negotiators trying to hammer out an agreement that would end Chicago's teachers strike, one of 

the key sticking points is how to evaluate whether a teacher is doing a good job, an issue that has riled 
school boards across the u.s. in recent years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20127:12:37 PM 

American killed in libya during protests over video 

Ig~~""IA U.S. State Department officer was killed in Benghazi, Libya after armed protesters stormed the U.S. 

consulate there, furious about an amateur video allegedly produced in the u.s. that has been viewed as 
insulting to the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20127:12:37 PM 

US Embassy flag in Egypt torn down in Prophet Muhammad video protest 

Ig~~""lprotesters scaled the walls of the u.s. Embassy in Cairo and pulled down the American flag during a 

protest over what they said was a film that insulted the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 7:29:58 PM 

Is Microsoft making a gaming holodeck for your home? 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to a new patent filed by Microsoft, it looks like the video games of the future could take over 
our entire living rooms - holodeck style. Microsoft has filed a patent with the u.s. Patent and Trademark 

Office for "an immersive display experience" that would project the game you're playing on all four walls 
around you. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20127:37:13 PM 

Professor in Ala. university shootings pleads guilty 

A former professor accused of killing three people and wounding others at the University of Alabama at Huntsville on 

Feb. 12, 2010, has pleaded guilty to murder, it was reported Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20128:04:11 PM 

Can some asthma patients skip the daily inhaler? 

Ig~~""~ust about everyone with asthma knows the drill. Take a daily snort of a prescription inhaler filled with a 

steroid that helps fight inflammation, to prevent trouble. Not everyone actually does this, but patients 
with mild, persistent asthma know they are supposed to. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 8:05:26 PM 

Neanderthal to superdad: Evolution of TV fathers 

Ig~~""~he two baby-faced gay fathers of "The New Normal" exemplify the new breed of television's trying-too

hard superdad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 8:08:32 PM 

Dow near five-year high ahead of Fed meeting 

The Dow Jones industrial average closed Tuesday at its highest level in nearly five years ahead of possible policy action 

from the Federal Reserve and a key decision by a German court. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 8:50:20 PM 

Bush administration received many pre-9/11 warnings 

On the 11th anniversary of the worst terrorist attack on u.s. soil, there is mounting evidence that the Bush 

administration received more intelligence warnings than previously known prior to the Sept. 11 attacks that killed nearly 

3,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 8:52:06 PM 

US-Israel rift over Iran widens 

Ig~~""~ies between the United States and Israel showed new signs of strain on Tuesday, after Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu criticized the U.S. for not taking a harder line on Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 9:03:38 PM 

Science doesn't back singer Sheryl Crow's brain tumor worries 

Ig~~""lsinger Sheryl Crow says she believes her benign brain tumor was caused by frequent cellphone use, but 

the science to date does not support her theory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 9:25:31 PM 

AIG bailout earns the government another $2.7B 

WASHINGTON -- The Treasury Department says it has received an additional $2.7 billion from the sale of American 

International Group stock. The sale comes one day after the government reported a profit on its four-year investment in 

the bailed-out financial firm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/20129:45:18 PM 

Sony's newest 3-D goggles get their game on 

Ig~~""llf technology companies have anything to say about it, specialty eyewear is going to be a big part of our 
gaming and gadget-owning future. Sony has jumped into the gadget goggles game with its new HMZ-T2 

head-mounted display for watching movies and playing games in 3-D. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 10:06:14 PM 

Social media analysis: Democrats gain by redefining Ryan 

Ig~~""IAt their national convention last week, Democrats had significant success redefining Republican vice 

presidential nominee Paul Ryan as a flip-flopper the budget and the economy, his marquee issues, 
according to NBCPolitics. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 10:11:53 PM 

Dead Gitmo detainee cleared for release in 2009 

Ig~~""~he Guantanamo detainee found dead in his prison cell last weekend had been cleared for release three 

years ago by an Obama administration task force that concluded that his detention was no longer 
necessary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 10:31:28 PM 

Facebook's IPQ flop addressed by Zuckerberg 

Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg Tuesday said the 50 percent plunge in the company's stock price since its 

initial public offering "has obviously been disappointing." But Zuckerberg, speaking publicly for the first time since the 

May IPO, said he was confident the social networking giant is moving in the right direction with its focus on mobile 

applications. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/11/2012 11:43:18 PM 

Jury orders Joe Francis to pay another $20M 

Ig~~""IA jury says Joe Francis should pay Steve Wynn $20 million in punitive damages for claiming the casino 

mogul threatened to kill him and bury him in the desert. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/201212:17:31 AM 

US court takes issue with Idaho abortion laws 

A U.S. appeals court says an Idaho woman who aborted her pregnancy by taking pills instead of traveling to a clinic or 

hospital as required by state law should not have been criminally charged. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:07:59 AM 

Facebook apologizes for banning cartoon 

Ig~~""IFacebook said Tuesday that it mistakenly blocked a cartoon featuring bare female nipples and suspended 

an account used by the New Yorker. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:05:39 AM 

AP Exclusive: Knox boyfriend maintains innocence 

Ig~~""IRaffaele Sollecito, whose budding love affair with American exchange student Amanda Knox helped land 

him in an Italian prison for four years, maintains the couple's innocence in a new book but acknowledges 
that their sometimes bizarre behavior after her roommate's killing gave police reason for suspicion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:07:35 AM 

Gomez's goal gives US soccer revenge vs. Jamaica 

Ig~~""IHerculez Gomez curled a free kick in the 55th minute for the lone goal as the United States beat Jamaica 
1-0 in World Cup qualifying Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20123:14:31 AM 

PST: US back on track in World Cup qualifying 

Ig~~""lpST: The 1-0 win vs. Jamaica wasn't perfect, so here are 10 things to ponder - including Jurgen 

Klinsmann's perplexing player choices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20124:41:25 AM 

Tribute in Light shines above the World Trade Center 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 5:28:38 AM 

Pakistan factory fires kill 105 workers 

A fire raced through a garment factory in the Pakistani city of Karachi overnight killing up to 80 people, while another 

fire in a shoe factory in Lahore killed at least 25 people, police and government officials said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20128:09:16 AM 

Pakistan factory fires kill at least 125 

Ig~~""IFires swept through two factories in Pakistan, one in the city of Karachi and the other in Lahore, killing at 

least 125 people, officials said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 8:33:54 AM 

Romney slams Obama over libya, Egypt attacks 

Mitt Romney attacked the Obama administration late Tuesday over the attacks on the u.s. diplomatic missions in Egypt 

and Libya, claiming its first response was "to sympathize" with the attackers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 9:33:09 AM 

American killed in libya during protests over video 

Ig~~""IA U.S. State Department officer was killed in Benghazi, Libya after armed protesters stormed the U.S. 

consulate there, furious about an amateur video allegedly produced in the u.s. that has been viewed as 
insulting to the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 10:51:07 AM 

Report: US ambassador, 3 others killed in Libya 

The u.s. ambassador and three other Americans were killed in an attack on the u.s. consulate in Libya by protesters 

angry over a film that ridiculed the Prophet Muhammad, Libyan officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 10:59:24 AM 

Despite dark past, Israelis seek new lives in Berlin 

Ig~~""INearIY 70 years after the Holocaust was planned and executed in the German capital and Nazi atrocities 

nearly extinguished Jewish life on the European continent, an estimated 15,000 Israeli citizens now live in 
Berlin, thought to be the highest number in decades. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/201211:17:07 AM 

How to raise financially savvy kids 

Ig~~""lone lesson kids won't get in the classroom is arguably one of the most important for their future success: 

How to responsibly handle money. That is a course we leave to parents, who do not get a lesson plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:23:08 AM 

Retailers are readying for holiday hiring binge 

Ig~~""IRetailers are looking to staff up ahead of the holiday shopping season, according to the findings of a 

recent survey that suggests that the industry is betting on stronger sales this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:23:39 AM 

Deer mice being culled in Yosemite over hantavirus 

Yosemite National Park has begun trapping and killing deer mice whose growing numbers may have helped create the 

conditions that led to a hantavirus outbreak that has infected eight park visitors, killing three, public health officials said 

Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:32:16 AM 

Six percent of pursuit suspects escape Calif. cops 

A man who led police in California on a chase from Claremont to Pacoima Monday afternoon was still at large more than 

24 hours later, a situation that police say represents a small portion of chases that end with the suspect's successful 

escape. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:35:50 AM 

Banks lend more amid industry recovery 

The nation's banks continued to recover in the second quarter, as the volume of troubled assets on their books dropped 

to the lowest level in three years, according to data from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:57:01 AM 

US ambassador, 3 others killed in Libya 

The u.s. ambassador and three other Americans were killed in an attack on the u.s. consulate in Libya by protesters 

angry over a film that ridiculed the Prophet Muhammad, Libyan officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 12:09:29 PM 

Student gunned down walking to school in Maryland 

A high school junior was shot and killed Tuesday morning while walking to school in District Heights, Md. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 12:12:08 PM 

Report: Maker of anti-Islamic film in hiding 

A Calif. property developer who claims to be responsible for a film about the Prophet Muhammad, which sparked a 

deadly attack on the u.s. mission in Libya, has gone into hiding, The AP said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 12:23:40 PM 

Rapist's alleged taunt: Ha-ha, I just gave you HIV 

A rape victim was taunted as she was brutally attacked -- possibly for hours -- near her Philadelphia, Pa., home, the 

victim's sister tells NBCI0. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 12:35:14 PM 

West Nile outbreak stresses lab testing limits 

Ig~~""IA spike in West Nile virus infections in the u.s. this summer has strained the nation's laboratory testing 

capabilities, creating brief shortages of diagnostic test kits and forcing lab staffers in some states to work 
extra shifts or rely on temporary hires for help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 12:42:54 PM 

Pakistan factory fires kill at least 261 

Fires swept through two factories in Pakistan, one in the city of Karachi and the other in lahore, killing at least 261 

people, officials said Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:05:57 PM 

German court gives OK to euro bailout fund 

Germany's Constitutional Court gave tis OK for the country to ratify the eurozone's new bailout fund, but insisted the 

German parliament have veto powers over any increases in the fund. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:10:54 PM 

Secret papers released on 1989 UK stadium tragedy 

British police tried to blame soccer fans to cover up mistakes that contributed to the deaths of 96 supporters who were 

crushed at a stadium in 1989, according to secret documents released Wednesday following a lengthy campaign by 

families of the victims. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:25:52 PM 

Shirley, 'Airplane' can't be funniest movie 

Ig~~""IHumor is subjective, but that doesn't mean certain comedies don't strike a chord with almost everyone. 

Our staffers share some favorites, and we want your input, too. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:27:11 PM 

Romney camp jumps the gun on criticism 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: A statement criticizing the Obama administration on embassy attacks strikes over-the-top 

tone as foreign policy emerges as a campaign issue. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 1:50:58 PM 

Drew Peterson fires one of his defense attorneys 

Drew Peterson has fired one of the member of his defense team who argued against calling Kathleen Savio's divorce 

lawyer as a defense witness, testimony that jurors later said convinced them to render a guilty verdict. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20122:16:24 PM 

CFT: ND to play 5 games annually against ACC teams 

Ig~~""ICFT: The ACC announced the news today in a release which states that the Irish, as a partner, will play 

five games annually against league programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:21:20 PM 

Floods hit parts of Vegas, Navajo land, other areas 

Ig~~""~hunderstorms flooded Las Vegas streets, stranded Navajo families in northern Arizona, left two mobile 

home communities in Southern California deep in water and caused a dike to fail in a Utah town. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:31:55 PM 

Battle-scarred skeleton may be King Richard III 

Ig~~""IRessearchers say a human skeleton with a cleaved skull discovered beneath a parking lot in England may 

belong to King Richard III, though they have a long way to go to determine the identity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:48:20 PM 

Obama: US Ambassador Stevens was 'courageous' 

J. Christopher Stevens, the u.s. Ambassador to libya who was among four Americans killed amid protests in libya, was a 

"courageous and exemplary representative of the United States," President Obama said in a statement on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 2:55:58 PM 

Eat the Beatles: 'Abbey Road' in breakfast food 

Ig~~""lvegetarian Paul McCartney is made out of mushrooms, John Lennon out of eggs, Ringo Starr with bacon 

and George Harrison with sausages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20123:10:29 PM 

Census: More Americans got health insurance in 2011 

More Americans got health insurance coverage in 2011, as young adults jumped onto their parent's health insurance 

plans, the u.s. government said Wednesday. More also got public health insurance under the Medicare and Medicaid 

programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20123:14:36 PM 

Romney ratchets up criticism of Obama on initial response to embassy attacks 

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney on Wednesday condemned a statement made by the American embassy 

in Cairo Tuesday which had sharply criticized a video made by an American which portrayed the prophet Muhammad in 

a disparaging way and sparked mob attacks on the American embassy in Cairo and the consulate in Benghazi, libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 3:46:57 PM 

Chicago teachers union: Don't hold your breath 

Chicago's teacher strike entered its third day Wednesday, and beyond outstanding "sticking points/' negotiators can't 

seem to agree on whether they're close to a deal. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20124:22:22 PM 

15 cars torched in Harlem, apparently at random 

Police are looking for a suspect who set 15 vehicles on fire in New York City's Harlem neighborhood, leaving charred 

hoods and shattered windshield glass in nearly a dozen locations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20124:28:04 PM 

Kathy Bates recovering from double mastectomy 

Ig~~""IFilm and television star Kathy Bates took to Twitter explained to her fans why they haven't seen or heard 
from her lately. It turns out the Oscar-winning actress has been fighting breast cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20124:39:20 PM 

US incomes fell last year, Census says 

After three straight years of increases, the number of Americans living below the poverty line remained the same in 

2011 versus the prior year, but overall Americans' incomes dropped. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20125:14:17 PM 

Market observers ask if rally has staying power 

With the major indexes at levels not seen since the financial crisis, market observers are starting to ask if the three

month-plus rally in stock prices has staying power. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 5:20:53 PM 

Where to trade in your old iPhone 

Ig~~""IYOU were happy enough with your iPhone 4S until today, when the new iPhone 5 was announced. What 

to do? Trade it in, of course, if you must have the new one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 5:44:37 PM 

Senators vie to keep same-sex marriage off military bases 

Ig~~...,~wo U.S. Senators have introduced legislation to ban same-sex marriages from occurring on military 

bases, following approval of a similar bill by the House of Representatives. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 5:48:04 PM 

Ricotta salata cheese tied to 3 listeria deaths 

At least three people are dead among 14 people sickened in 11 states by an outbreak of listeria food poisoning linked to 

contaminated ricotta salata cheese, health officials said late Tuesday. All of the victims have been hospitalized. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 5:54:29 PM 

Poll: 1 in 3 Americans think most Hispanics are undocumented 

A new poll finds over 30 percent of non-Hispanics believe a majority (over half) of Hispanics are undocumented even 

though the actual figure of undocumented Hispanics in the u.s. is 18 percent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20126:10:14 PM 

Federal Reserve's mood swings may clear way for more action 

Ig~~""IHas the Federal Reserve watched the u.s. recession and painfully slow recovery through rose-colored 

glasses? A look at the u.s. central bank's economic forecasts over the past five years suggest it has. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 6:21:29 PM 

Portland, Ore., last big city to add fluoride to water 

The City Council approved a plan Wednesday to add fluoride to Portland's water, meaning Oregon's biggest city is no 

longer the largest holdout in the u.s. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 6:40:51 PM 

Great Recession stili slamming the middle class 

The poor stayed poor and the rich got richer, but the middle slipped a few more rungs down the economic ladder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 6:53:57 PM 

Apple announces iPhone 5, new iPods 

Ig~~""lwelre here at San Francisco's Moscone Center, where Apple unveiled the new iPhone 5 and new iPods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20127:00:14 PM 

Texas mom gets go-ahead for historic double-arm transplant 

Ig~~""IKaty Hayes, the Texas mom who lost all four limbs to a childbed infection, has been okayed for a double 
arm transplant by doctors at Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston. She'll be the first person in the 

u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 7:00:53 PM 

Tom who? 'Radiant' Katie Holmes makes Fashion Week debut 

Ig~~""IAS the spotlight shone brightly, newly-divorced Katie Holmes made her Fashion Week debut with the 

focus not on her personal life, but on the clothes. The collection reminded several observers of Holmes 
herself - low-key. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20127:14:14 PM 

US Muslims wary of possible retaliatory attacks 

u.s. Muslims are seeing a spike in hate calls and are concerned about possible retaliatory attacks on domestic mosques 

following attacks on the u.s. consulate in Libya and protests at the u.s. Embassy in Cairo. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20127:15:12 PM 

TIMElINE: Political fallout from the attack on diplomats in Libya 

The political fallout associated with the attacks Tuesday on a u.s. diplomatic mission in Benghazi that left four dead, 

including an American ambassador, was the product of a fluid and quickly evolving situation on the ground in Egypt and 

Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 7:54:38 PM 

Russia PM Medvedev: Pussy Riot members should be freed 

Ig~~""IRussian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev said on Wednesday he thought that three female members of 

punk band Pussy Riot who were sentenced to two years in jail for a political protest in a Moscow 
cathedral should be freed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 7:59:20 PM 

Ben & Jerry's porn parody shelved after ice-cream makers sue 

NEW YORK -- A California company that produced X-rated films based on popular Ben & Jerry's ice cream flavors has 

agreed to pull the movies from store shelves and destroy materials related to them. A federal consent order was filed 

Tuesday in Manhattan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20128:06:13 PM 

Stocks extend rally after German court ruling 

Stocks inched higher Wednesday, adding to a recent rally, after a German Constitutional Court permitted the ratification 

of the euro zone's new bailout fund. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20128:38:15 PM 

Obama responds: Romney tends to 'shoot first and aim later' 

President Obama responded to Mitt Romney's attack on him for his administration's handling of the violence in Egypt 

and Libya, saying the Republican presidential nominee has "a tendency to shoot first and aim later." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 8:43:04 PM 

Levi Johnston has new daughter: Breeze Beretta 

Ig~~""IWith the birth of his second child, Bristol Palin's ex celebrated his Constitutional right to bear .... babies 

named after arms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 8:46:59 PM 

Chicago mayor: Kids should be in class during talks 

As Chicago teachers picketed for the third day Wednesday, Mayor Rahm Emanuel said there's no reason students can't 

return to classrooms while union representatives and school officials hammer out the final contract issues. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 8:48:57 PM 

Slideshow: Guinness World Records 2013 

Ig~~""IHere are eye-popping images of the biggest, fastest, longest, weirdest and wackiest record breakers 

recognized in 2012 and featured in the 2013 edition of "Guinness World Records." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 9:23:00 PM 

iPhone 5 hands-on: Slim is in 

Ig~~""lwhile the iPhone 5 rumors were popping, I couldn't help think this was just some kind of stretched out 

iPhone 45. During the keynote presentation, I was impressed by the features but couldn't help continuing 
on this path: Would it just be the same? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/20129:46:14 PM 

The attack on the libyan consulate, as it happened 

Ig~~""INBC News reconstruction of the assault on the u.s. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, after a briefing from a 

senior U.S. official. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 9:58:54 PM 

Gamers mourn death of American killed in Libya 

Ig~~""lonline gamers, especially EVE Online players, are mourning the death of Sean Smith, an American killed 

during an attack on the u.S. consulate in Libya Tuesday and an avid player. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 10:15:40 PM 

NYC passes ban on large sugary drinks 

Ig~~""~he New York City Board of Health voted in support of the ban on large, sugary drinks on Thursday. The 

ban is an unprecedented 16-ounce limit on sodas and other sugary drinks at restaurants, delis and movie 
theaters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 10:28:12 PM 

New, colorful monkey species discovered 

Ig~~""IA shy, brightly colored monkey species has been found living in the lush rain forests at the heart of the 

Democratic Republic of Congo, a find that utterly surprised the researchers who came upon it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 10:29:30 PM 

CBT: UConn's Calhoun to retire after 26 years 

Ig~~""ICBT: Hall of Fame coach ends with three national titles, fifth on all-time wins list and built Huskies into 

national power. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:19:44 PM 

Bolivian park is most diverse place on Earth 

Ig~~""IMadidi National Park, in northwest Bolivia, may be the most biologically diverse place on earth, according 
to the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/12/2012 11:28:06 PM 

Gas prices hit $9.99 in protest by station owners 

More than SO Lukoil franchise owners in New Jersey and Pennsylvania jacked up gas prices to $9.99 a gallon Wednesday 

to protest what they consider to be the unfair practices of the Russian-owned oil company. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 12:53:32 AM 

Clinton: Republican party controlled by most extreme members 

Former President Bill Clinton on Wednesday painted Republicans as a party controlled by its most extreme members, 

unwilling to compromise and too conservative for former GOP leaders like Richard Nixon and Dwight D. Eisenhower. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 1:57:01 AM 

Tributes to Neil Armstrong go on the air 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Public tributes to first moonwalker Neil Armstrong are being streamed 

online on Thursday, with a private burial at sea and half-staff honors set for Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 2:57:32 AM 

Orioles 3, Rays 2 

BALTIMORE (AP) - It was just over a month ago when the Baltimore Orioles summoned 20-year-old Manny Machado 

from the minor leagues and thrust him into the middle of a pennant race. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20123:15:14 AM 

Yankees 5, Red Sox 4 

BOSTON (AP) - Derek Jeter doesn't even want to miss one inning of the New York Yankees' playoff push. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 3:23:44 AM 

Obama: Egypt not an ally of US, but not an enemy 

President Barack Obama said on Wednesday that while he does not believe Egypt is an ally of the United States, nor 

does he consider the country an enemy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 3:23:44 AM 

Obama: Egypt not an enemy of US, but not an ally 

President Barack Obama said on Wednesday that while he does not believe Egypt is an ally of the United States, nor 

does he consider the country an enemy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 7:24:56 AM 

Birdwatcher, 73, says she was raped in Central Park 

A 73-year-old birdwatcher said she was raped Wednesday in New York's Central Park, possibly by a man angered 

because she photographed him exposing himself there, NBCNewYork.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:30:06 AM 

Clandestine dentist arrested after filing teen's teeth 

An elderly man, his wife and daughter are in custody after authorities discovered a clandestine dental office in their 

Little Havana home, police told NBCMiami.com Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20129:12:24 AM 

Protesters storm US Embassy in Yemeni capital 

Protesters angry over an obscure film critical of Islam's Prophet Muhammad stormed the u.s. Embassy in Sanaa, Yemen, 

on Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 10:05:36 AM 

US aid worker held by al-Qaida pleads for Israel's help 

A U.S. aid worker held by al-Qaida in Pakistan for more than a year has appealed to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu to help meet the demands of his captors and secure his release, a group that monitors Islamist websites said 

Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 10:42:32 AM 

'A lot of progress' in Chicago teachers strike talks 

Ig~~""~he Chicago Teachers Union and the nation's third-largest school district expressed optimism for the first 

time late on Wednesday that a strike could end soon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 11:09:04 AM 

Medical jobs among best-paying future careers 

Ig~~""IKnOWing which jobs will be in high demand and pay the most is important for career planning. To serve as 

a guide, 24/7 Wall st. identified the best-paying jobs of the future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 11:10:42 AM 

19 killed as elevator plunges 30 floors in China 

A platform elevator at a construction site in southern China dropped 30 floors in a free fallon Thursday, killing 19 

workers, Chinese state media reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 11:25:07 AM 

Most expensive trucks of 2012 

Ig~~""IFerruccio Lamborghini, founder of the high-performance car company that bears his surname, built 

tractors before he built sports cars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 12:14:19 PM 

Yemen protesters repelled from US Embassy 

Angry protesters stormed the u.s. Embassy in Yemen on Thursday as unrest that led to the death of a u.s. ambassador 

in Libya spread to other countries in the region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 12:33:00 PM 

Controversial movie reportedly tied to anti-Muslim group 

"Innocence of Muslims" -- the anti-Islam film blamed for a wave of deadly violence against u.s. diplomatic outposts -

was promoted by a small band of Christian extremists, according to reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 12:42:29 PM 

Tropical Storm Isaac pushes up jobless claims 

More Americans than expected filed for jobless benefits in the latest week, with at least a portion of the increase due to 

Tropical Storm Isaac, the government reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 12:47:05 PM 

Energy, food prices lift inflation in August 

Producer prices rose by the most in three years in August as the cost of energy surged, a government report showed on 

Thursday, but underlying inflation pressures were contained. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 1:21:06 PM 

Obama faces growing foreign policy crisis 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The president faces many questions as the Middle East unrest continues while Mitt Romney 

faces backlash for his criticism. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 1:26:56 PM 

PFT's picks: 4gers will tame Lions on Sunday 

PFT's picks: Also, Giants will finally win and the Ravens will win in Philadelphia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 1:50:18 PM 

John McCain: Obama's 'feckless foreign policy' fuels Mideast violence 

Ig~~""IA day after he and many fellow Republicans showed restrained reaction to the White House's response to 

the deadly attacks against American diplomats in Libya, Sen. John McCain ripped into President Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20123:12:20 PM 

Castrodale: The guy who ruined the Red Sox and Liverpool 

Ig~~""lcastrodale: The Red Sox and Liverpool are fighting for the ventricles of FSG owner John W. Henry's heart, 

and they both desperately need his full attention. Both teams are making the wrong kind of history, the 
kind that requires repeated use of the phrase "the worst season since." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 3:43:49 PM 

Nation bids farewell to moonwalker Neil Armstrong 

Ig~~""~he nation bid farewell to Neil Armstrong, the first man to take a giant leap on the moon, at a service that 

also called for rekindling the spirit of exploration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20124:45:46 PM 

Fed announces new steps to boost economy 

Ig~~""~he Federal Reserve said Thursday it was taking new steps to boost the sluggish recovery through a 

program to purchase $40 billion of mortgage debt per month for the foreseeable future. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 5:26:26 PM 

Protests over Islam film spread in Middle East 

Angry protesters stormed the u.s. Embassy in Yemen on Thursday as unrest that led to the death of a u.s. ambassador 

in Libya spread to other countries in the region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 5:41:47 PM 

Starving polar bears a sign of warming Arctic 

Ig~~""IWildlife biologist Ian Bullock says shrinking areas of sea ice are forcing polar bears into smaller areas and 

more intense competition. Tourists and researchers on a summer cruise to the Arctic saw evidence when 
a starving female polar bear, with cub in tow, unsuccessfully challenged a much bigger, stronger male for food. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 5:43:31 PM 

Romney puts softer edge on Libya criticism 

Mitt Romney kept up with his criticism of President Barack Obama's handling of a diplomatic crisis in Libya, but softened 

his tone ever so slightly amid scrutiny of the GOP presidential nominee's initial criticism of the president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20126:10:08 PM 

Bosnia candidate uses porn clips to pimp for votes 

A mayoral candidate in Bosnia's fourth-largest city is using one of the Internet's greatest lures - pornography - to 

draw attention to his campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 6:33:29 PM 

Libya arrests four in hunt for US consulate killers 

Ig~~""ILibyan authorities have made four arrests in the investigation into the attack on the u.s. consulate in 

Benghazi in which the u.s. ambassador and three embassy staff were killed, the deputy interior minister 
said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 7:06:26 PM 

Why films and cartoons of Muhammad spark violence 

Ig~~""lwhile the motivation behind the low-budget video "Innocence of Muslims" remains unclear, the reasons 

it has helped fuel attacks and protests at u.s. diplomatic missions in the Middle East and Africa are both 
emotional and political, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 7:31:39 PM 

Pastor's unusual 'get out the vote' effort: lynching photo 

Ig~~""IA pastor in Indiana has put up a sign that uses a historical image of the 1930 lynching of two black 

teenagers in an effort to recharge the black vote. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:09:00 PM 

Bernanke takes aims at job market with Fed move 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said the central bank's decision to unleash another flood of 

money on the economy was motivated by the need to get more Americans back to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:09:00 PM 

Bernanke takes aims at job market with Fed move 

Ig~~""IFederal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke said the central bank's decision to unleash another flood of 

money on the economy was motivated by the need to get more Americans back to work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:36:45 PM 

33,000 told to flee as volcano erupts in Guatemala 

Ig~~""IA Guatemalan volcano erupting for the sixth time this year triggered evacuations of several towns, with 

more than 33,000 expected to flee. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:39:29 PM 

Man behind anti-Islam movie ID'd as Egypt-born ex-con 

"Innocence of Muslims" - the anti-Islam film blamed for sparking violence against u.s. diplomatic missions - has been 

traced to a producer with Egyptian Christian roots and drug and financial crime convictions. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 8:51:50 PM 

4 dead, 8 hurt when car slams into Vegas bus stop 

At least four pedestrians are dead after a speeding driver crashed into a Las Vegas bus stop on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/20129:04:15 PM 

Polls: Obama holds the edge in Florida, Ohio and Virginia 

After two political conventions and heading into the post-Labor Day sprint, President Barack Obama leads Republican 

nominee Mitt Romney in the key battlegrounds of Florida, Ohio and Virginia, according to new NBC News/Wall Street 

Journal/Marist polls of each of these three states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 9:54:44 PM 

Chicago teacher strike to go into fifth day 

Ig~~""lclasses for the nation's third-largest school district were canceled for Friday as the Chicago teachers set 

out to strike for a fifth day, according to NBCChicago.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 10:41:22 PM 

House passes stopgap government funding plan 

The House of Representatives on Thursday approved a stopgap measure to fund the government for six months and 

eliminate any threat of a shutdown fight that could damage lawmakers' re-election hopes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 10:55:07 PM 

Two killed in libya attack identified as ex-Navy SEALs 

Ig~~...,~wo former Navy SEALs were identified Thursday as the third and fourth victims of the attack on a u.S. 

consulate in Libya this week that also killed the u.S. ambassador. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/13/2012 10:55:07 PM 

Two killed in libya attack identified as ex-Navy SEALs 

Ig~~...,~wo former Navy SEALs were identified Thursday as the third and fourth victims of the attack on a u.S. 

consulate in Libya this week that also killed the u.S. ambassador. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 12:37:36 AM 

Boston doctor arrested for having child porn 

Ig~~""IA prominent Boston physician, who was medical director of the famed prep school Phillips Academy for 

nearly two decades, was arrested on Thursday for receiving child pornography. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 3:59:07 AM 

Packers get back on track, beat Bears 

Ig~~""IAfter first-game flop, Green Bay gets solid defense play to defeat rival 23-10. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:34:53 AM 

'I don't want to die': NJ shooting 911 calls 

Ig~~""IEmpIOyees at a New Jersey supermarket hid in storage spaces and ran through parking lots as they 
begged 911 dispatchers to hurry when a co-worker started shooting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:55:33 AM 

Cops set up cameras ... to watch their cameras 

Police in Prince George's County, Maryland, are installing cameras ... to watch their cameras. Six speed cameras in 

Maryland have been vandalized since April, WTOP reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 9:20:09 AM 

Family of woman, 77, dragged from car seek apology 

The family of a 77-year-old woman dragged from her car during a traffic stop by police in Texas says a formal apology 

and anger-management training for the officer is needed to make things right, NBCDFW.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 9:46:35 AM 

US missions brace for anti-Islam film protests 

American missions across the Arab world and beyond tightened security Friday in expectation of anti-U.S. 

demonstrations on the Muslim day of prayer. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/201211:19:00 AM 

Wages dropped in 2011 for men and women 

Ig~~""~he gap between women's and men's pay remained the same for the fourth straight year in 2011, as 

both genders got slammed by lower wages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:26:13 AM 

Man after 4 months adrift at sea: Get me a 'smoke' 

A fisherman who was found alive after drifting in the Pacific Ocean for nearly four months had one request, according to 

a report on Friday: Get me a "smoke." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:30:11 AM 

Kate, William file lawsuit after French magazine publishes topless photo 

Britain's Duke and Duchess of Cambridge said Friday their privacy has been "invaded in a grotesque and totally 

unjustifiable manner" after topless pictures of Kate were printed by a French magazine. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:34:06 AM 

Tech IPa market tries to put Facebook behind it 

Tech investors are sidling up to the bar again after the "Facebook hangover/' only this time they are minding their p's 

and Q's. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:35:16 AM 

Kenya police: Imminent suicide attack thwarted 

Kenyan police seized a cache of explosive-laden vests, grenades and automatic rifles in an overnight raid on a Nairobi 

apartment Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:45:24 AM 

China surveillance ships enter waters claimed by Japan 

Ig~~""ISiX Chinese surveillance ships entered waters near disputed islands claimed by Tokyo and Beijing on 
Friday, raising the stakes in a long-running territorial row between Asia's two biggest economies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 12:07:02 PM 

Pet funeral business beginning to boom 

Ig~~""IDOgS have long been recognized as man's best friend, and we have no problem opening up our wallets to 

let our furry friends know just how much we love them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 1:13:27 PM 

After conventions, advantage Obama 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With leads in three key swing states, President Obama starts the fall campaign with a decided 

advantage over Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 1:25:50 PM 

Mother of 6 ditches SUV for super-sized bike 

Ig~~""lpedal power! Emily Finch gets her six kids around town with a special mega-bike-wheelbarrow 

contraption called a bakfiets. "I was at a time in my life when something had to change," she says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20122:06:14 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

Protesters in several Muslim countries vented anger against the West with a KFC torched in Lebanon, attacks on U.K. 

and Germany embassies in Sudan, and violent demonstrations in Egypt. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 2:27:26 PM 

Consumer sentiment at highest level in four months 

Consumer sentiment unexpectedly rose in early September to its highest level in four months as Americans were more 

upbeat about their economic and job prospects, a survey showed on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20122:55:11 PM 

Apple's iPhone 5 pre-orders now shipping in 2 weeks 

Ig~~""lshipment dates for Apple Inc's new iPhone slipped by a week on the first day of sales on Friday, 

suggesting strong demand for the slimmer, lighter and faster version of the smartphone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20123:18:37 PM 

'Super typhoon' heading for Okinawa, South Korea 

Ig~~""IA storm packing 170 mph winds was bearing down on the southern end of Japan's Okinawa Island, where 

locals and u.s. military personnel stationed at several bases were quickly stocking up and battening 
down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 3:22:29 PM 

UT-Austin evacuates all buildings after bomb threat 

The University of Texas at Austin has ordered an immediate evacuation of all of its buildings after a threat was 

reportedly phoned in. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 3:45:52 PM 

University of Texas Austin, NDSU reopen after bomb threats 

Two big universities -- the University of Texas at Austin and North Dakota State in Fargo -- closed Friday due to bomb 

threats, but reopened hours later. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 3:45:52 PM 

Texas, North Dakota evacuate campuses after threats 

Two big universities -- University of Texas at Austin and North Dakota State University in Fargo -- evacuated all of their 

buildings early Friday after receiving bomb threats. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 3:45:59 PM 

Greenpeace takes wrong side in GM rice issue, bioethicist says 

Greenpeace, perhaps best known for its battles at sea to protect whales and the oceans, has gotten itself involved in a 

huge controversy over genetically modified food. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:00:47 PM 

GOP Rep. calls Planned Parenthood 'racist' baby killers 

A Republican member of Congress equated Planned Parenthood to "slavery forces" and called it a "racist organization" 

that was "created with the sole purpose of killing children that look like mine." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:16:06 PM 

Fla. mailman accused of delivering cocaine on route 

A postal employee was arrested in Orlando, Fla., on charges he was delivering cocaine while on his mail route, the 

Orlando Sentinel reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:26:08 PM 

Ex-cop, 72, convicted of slaying Illinois girl in 1957 

Ig~~""INearIY 55 years after the remains of 7-year-old Maria Ridulph were found in Illinois, Jack Daniel 

McCullough, 72, was convicted Friday for the girl's kidnap and murder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:27:55 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

u.s. and other Western interests were targeted by angry crowds across much of the Muslim world on Friday, as rage 

spread over an anti-Islamic video produced in California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:27:55 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

u.s. and other Western interests were targeted by angry crowds across much of the Muslim world on Friday, as rage 

spread over an anti-Islamic video produced in California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:27:55 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

u.s. and other Western interests were targeted by angry crowds across much of the Muslim world on Friday, as rage 

spread over an anti-Islamic video produced in California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:27:55 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

u.s. and other Western interests were targeted by angry crowds across much of the Muslim world on Friday, as rage 

spread over an anti-Islamic video produced in California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:27:55 PM 

Violent anti-West protests in Muslim countries 

u.s. and other Western interests were targeted by angry crowds across much of the Muslim world on Friday, as rage 

spread over an anti-Islamic video produced in California. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:40:18 PM 

See sound waves levitate drops of liquid 

Ig~~""lscientists have figured out how to use sound waves to levitate droplets of liquid. While the phenomenon 

is gee-whiz cool in its own right, the technique could lead to the development of new drugs that the body 
efficiently absorbs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20124:49:35 PM 

Green coffee bean extract diet: Fat burner or lame buzz? 

Ig~~""lon a recent episode of "The Dr. Oz Show," green coffee bean extract - a supplement created from green 
(unroasted) coffee beans - was touted as a "fat burner that helps women lose weight. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20125:10:52 PM 

Tsunami debris adds new element to 'Coastal Cleanup' day 

Ig~~""lwhen thousands of volunteers take to West Coast beaches on Saturday for the 27th annual "Coastal 

Cleanup" they'll have a new instructions: keep any eye out for Japanese tsunami debris. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 6:00:06 PM 

New Fed action could rival the size of huge first stimulus 

CHICAGO -- The Federal Reserve's third round of bond-buying could ultimately rival the size of its first huge quantitative 

easing, which was widely seen as boosting growth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 6:04:25 PM 

Closure of nation's busiest freeway drives 'Carmageddon II' fears 

Ig~~""IAS officials in Los Angeles get ready for another weekend closure of a section of the famously-crowded 

405 freeway in late September, they're doing things a little differently this time around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 6:08:43 PM 

Man guilty of attempted bigamy in Facebook case 

A Washington state jailer whose wife discovered through Facebook that he had married a second woman pleads guilty 

to attempted bigamy. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20126:14:44 PM 

Gas prices fuel biggest inflation jump in years 

More expensive gas drove up consumer prices in August by the most in three years. But outside energy, inflation was 

tame. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20126:26:12 PM 

Psychopath traits make good presidents 

Ig~~""IWith its long days and endless pressures to restore everything from economic crises to world peace, the 

job of President of the United States is stressful and usually thankless. And yet, every four years, plenty of 
candidates are crazy enough to devote their lives to getting votes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 6:37:23 PM 

Justin Bieber's mom on why she didn't abort 

Ig~~""lln an incredibly frank interview with TODAY's Kathie Lee Gifford, Pattie Mallette opens up about some of 

the difficult circumstances and decisions she was forced to make as a teenage girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20126:45:18 PM 

Whoa, now THAT's a big dog! 

Ig~~""IWith a name like Zues, this dog was born to tower over all others, and now he's officially being 
recognized as the world's tallest by Guinness World Records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20126:56:19 PM 

Americans killed in US consulate attack honored 

Four Americans killed in an attack on the u.s. consulate in Benghazi, Libya, earlier in the week were returned to the 

United States and honored in a somber ceremony at Andrews Air Force Base, Md., on Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20127:13:59 PM 

'Super typhoon' heading for Okinawa, South Korea 

Ig~~""IA storm packing 170 mph winds was bearing down on the southern end of Japan's Okinawa Island, where 

locals and u.s. military personnel stationed at several bases were quickly stocking up and battening 
down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 7:30:47 PM 

'Framework' of strike deal in place, Chicago schools official say 

Chicago Public Schools officials said Friday they left negotiations with the "framework" of a deal in place meant to get 

kids back in school by Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20127:31:16 PM 

Video: Cardboard bicycle gets rolling thanks to origami 

Ig~~""IAn Israeli inventor set out to build a bicycle using cardboard. With the help of a little origami, he now has 

a cheap, paper bike that can ride around town. Yara Borgal reports. (NBCNews.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/20128:18:48 PM 

'Bucket List Bandit' nabbed in Oklahoma traffic stop 

Ig~~""IA suspect in a series of bank robberies that earned the perpetrator the nickname "Bucket List Bandit" is 

under arrest after a routine traffic stop by Roland, Okla., police, the FBI says Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:21:24 PM 

How much are taxpayers spending on Egypt and Libya? 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama is proposing that American taxpayers spend about $1.55 billion on aid to Egypt 
and another $1.5 million - not billion - on aid to Libya in the fiscal year that starts the first of October. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:24:00 PM 

Dig for Mona Lisa turns up a skeleton 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists digging for the remains of the real-life Mona Lisa have found a female skeleton, but they 

say it doesn't belong to the mysterious Florentine noblewoman, according to news reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:49:42 PM 

Pet jerky treat death toll: 360 dogs, 1 cat 

Ig~~""IAt least 360 dogs and one cat reportedly have died in the u.s. after eating chicken jerky pet treats made 

in China, even as claims of illnesses tied to the products have topped 2,200, federal veterinary health 
officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 8:57:38 PM 

Typhoon heads for Okinawa and South Korea 

Ig~~""IA storm packing 145 mph winds was bearing down on the southern end of Japan's Okinawa Island. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 9:35:27 PM 

Bedard: Sunday will show if lions are for real 

Ig~~""IBedard: Everyone knows about the 4gers. They are tested and true contenders to represent the NFC in 

the Super Bowl. The Lions? No one is quite sure what to make of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 10:11:45 PM 

2 Americans dead at Prince Harry's Afghan camp 

Two US members of the NATO force in Southern Afghanistan were reported killed Friday night in an attack on Camp 

Bastion/Leatherneck - where Britain's Prince Harry is based - sources told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 10:20:29 PM 

Judge strikes down Wisconsin law restricting union rights 

A Wisconsin judge on Friday struck down the state law championed by Gov. Scott Walker that effectively ended 

collective bargaining rights for most public workers. It was not clear if the ruling means the law is immediately 

suspended. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 10:33:27 PM 

Lebanese hope pope can 'bring peace' to the region 

Ig~~""ILebanese of all faiths welcome Pope Benedict XVI's visit to Beirut and hope that he can help 'bring peace' 
to Syria and the troubled Middle East region caught in a wave of anti-Western violence. NBC's Claudio 

Lavanga reports from Beirut. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 10:45:26 PM 

Awkward baby passport photo goes viral 

Ig~~""IAnYOne who has ever been stuck with what seems like the world's most awkward passport photo, 

prompting giggles from customs officials at borders around the globe, will get a smile out of this 5-
month-old boy's first try at looking suave for his passport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/14/2012 11:19:33 PM 

Autopsy: Widow of Flight 93 pilot died of overdose 

The widow of the pilot of United Flight 93 on Sept. 11, 200l, died of heart failure caused by accidental alcohol and drug 

overdose, according to an autopsy released Friday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 2:42:09 AM 

Report: China's VP appears in public for first time in two weeks 

Ig~~""lchina's leader-in-waiting Xi Jinping appeared in public on Saturday for the first time in about two weeks, 

state news agency Xinhua reported, following rumors about his health or the state of the country's 
leadership succession. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20128:17:39 AM 

Suspected anti-Islam filmmaker questioned by Feds 

The man said to be the filmmaker behind an anti-Islam video blamed for sparking violent unrest in the Mideast and 

beyond was escorted by deputies from his home shortly after midnight Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 10:39:16 AM 

S. Africa cops raid miners' hostels to seize arms 

Ig~~""lsouth African police on Saturday fired tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse miners rallying in Marikana 

after raids on their hostels to seize arms, witnesses said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 1:22:38 PM 

Study: 144,000 wind turbines at sea could power East Coast 

Ig~~""lplaCing wind turbines off the East Coast could meet the entire demand for electricity from Florida to 

Maine, according to engineering experts at Stanford University. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 2:29:09 PM 

Ryan's debate practice partner is chosen 

Ig~~""~ed Olson, the u.s. solicitor general under President George W. Bush will serve as the debate partner for 

Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 3:22:03 PM 

Two NATO soldiers killed by man thought to be Afghan cop 

A man thought to be an Afghan policeman killed two NATO soldiers in southern Afghanistan's Helmand Profince on 

Saturday before he was himself shot dead, security and coalition officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20124:11:35 PM 

NYT: Banks eyed in drug, terror money laundering 

Authorities are investigating a handful of major American banks for failing to monitor cash transactions in and out of 

their branches, according to officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20124:29:52 PM 

Pro sports more gay-friendly as athletes speak out 

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - NFL punters are only seen on fourth down and heard from less than that. But with Minnesota 

voters weighing whether to ban gay marriage this fall, Vikings punter Chris Kluwe has emerged as a high-profile gay 

rights champion - and a symbol of changing attitudes toward homosexuality in the sports world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20124:38:39 PM 

Irish tabloid publishes topless Duchess Kate photos 

Ig~~""IAn Irish tabloid newspaper broke ranks with its British and Irish rivals to publish topless pictures of the 
wife of Prince William on Saturday, angering its British co-owners and risking legal action from the royal 

family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 4:44:05 PM 

Green Beret guilty of killing family in 1970 looks to DNA 

Ig~~""~effrey MacDonald, a clean-cut Green Beret and doctor convicted of killing of his pregnant wife and their 

two daughters 40 years ago, is getting another chance at trying to prove his innocence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20124:58:52 PM 

NYC rape suspect feared in his W.Va. hometown 

The man accused of raping an elderly woman in New York's Central Park frightened people for years in his tiny West 

Virginia hometown. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 5:22:47 PM 

Anti-Japan protests erupt in China 

Ig~~""~housands of Chinese besieged the Japanese embassy in Beijing on Saturday, hurling rocks, eggs and 

bottles. Protests spread to other cities in a dispute over a group of remote islands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20125:38:16 PM 

Santorum says Obama shares blame for anti-US violence 

Former presidential candidate Rick Santorum tells the Value Voters Summit that the Obama administration shares the 

blames for ongoing violence in post-Arab Spring nations. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20125:55:10 PM 

Halliburton misplaces mystery radioactive device 

Ig~~""lsomewhere in West Texas is a 7-inch radioactive cylinder that Halliburton would like to find. Anyone who 

comes across it is advised to keep their distance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20126:01:15 PM 

Pope: Multi-faith Lebanon should be Mideast model 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict urged multi-faith Lebanon on Saturday to be a model of peace and religious coexistence 

for the Middle East, which he called a turbulent region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20126:22:11 PM 

Zimbabwe PM marries woman under polygamy custom 

Ig~~""IHARARE (Reuters) - Zimbabwean Prime Minister Morgan Tsvangirai, whose wedding plans appeared to 

have been thwarted when a court ruled he was already wed to a former flame, pressed ahead with his 
marriage on Saturday under a custom that permits polygamy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 6:37:25 PM 

Topless scene 'didn't bother' Kristen Stewart 

Ig~~""IKristen Stewart goes topless in her latest film, liOn The Road" (a big screen adaptation of Jack Kerouac's 

famed book), but the actress says she wasn't nervous about the on-screen nudity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20126:43:18 PM 

Sudan rejects addition of Marines at US Embassy 

Sudan has rejected a u.S. request to send a platoon of Marines to bolster security at the u.S. embassy outside 

Khartoum, the state news agency SUNA said on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 7:28:44 PM 

Invasion orders found wrapped around cigars in field led to bloodiest day in U.S. history 

Ig~~""lwhen dawn broke along Antietam Creek on Sept. 17, 1862, cannon volleys launched a Civil War battle 

that would leave 23,000 casualties on the single bloodiest day in U.S. history and mark a crucial pivot 
point in the war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/20128:18:52 PM 

Shuttle Endeavour on 747 for flight to LA 

Ig~~""IFor the last time in space shuttle history, a NASA orbiter has been mounted to the top of a jumbo jet to 

be flown to its next destination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 8:51:27 PM 

Teen charged with 'jihad' plot to blow up Chicago bar 

An 18-year-old from Chicago was arrested during an undercover operation in which agents pretending to be extremists 

provided him with a phony car bomb, the u.s. District Attorney's office in Chicago said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 9:08:51 PM 

Libya president: 'Foreigners' involved in consulate attack 

Libyans and "foreigners" carried out the attack on the u.s. Consulate in Benghazi that killed the u.s. ambassador and 

three other Americans, Libyan President Mohamed Magariaf told NBC News on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/15/2012 9:42:45 PM 

Typhoon Sanba hits Manila, Okinawa with heavy rain 

Ig~~""~YPhOOn Sanba was lashing southwest Okinawa Island on Sunday after earlier contributing to monsoon 

rains that flooded parts of Manila in the Philippines. The storm was moving towards South Korea, where 
it was expected to make landfall by Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 12:52:52 AM 

No.1 Crimson Tide rolls all over Arkansas 

Ig~~""IEddie Lacy ran for three touchdowns and No.1 Alabama forced five turnovers as the No.1 team routed 
struggling SEC rival 52-0; Razorbacks shut out at home for first time since '66. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 2:26:53 AM 

Netanyahu: Iran guided by 'unbelievable fanaticism' 

Ig~~""lln a preview of his interview Sunday on Meet the Press, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu talks 

with NBC's David Gregory about why he believes containment is not the best strategy to take with Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20123:51:15 AM 

Notre Dame upsets No. 10 Michigan State 

Ig~~""INotre Dame made a bold statement about where their season and program may be headed on Saturday 
night, upsetting No. 10 Michigan State 20-3 for their first win over a top-10 team since 2005 and their 

first 3-0 start since 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20124:15:42 AM 

PHT: NHL lockout officially begins 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20124:53:13 AM 

NATO: 4 foreign troops killed in 'insider' attack in Afghanistan 

Four foreign troops fighting with the NATO-led alliance were killed in an "insider" attack suspected to involve members 

of the Afghan police in southern Afghanistan on Sunday, NATO said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 5:09:47 AM 

Shocker! Stanford stuns No.2 USC 

Ig~~""IStePfan Taylor ran for 153 yards and scored two touchdowns as No. 21 Stanford upset second-ranked 
USC 21-14 on Saturday night for its fourth straight win in this series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 9:08:53 AM 

Four NATO troops killed in Afghan 'insider' attack 

Four soldiers fighting with the NATO-led alliance near u.s. military bases were killed in an apparent 'insider' shooting 

early Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 10:48:15 AM 

Chicago teachers strike: 3 pm vote on deal 

Chicago teachers' union delegates will vote 3pm Sunday on whether to end their week-long strike after a deal was 

hammered out late Saturday night. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 11:21:18 AM 

Iran: 'Nothing will remain' of Israel if war starts 

Ig~~""~he top commander in Iran's powerful Revolutionary Guard warned Sunday that his country's missiles 
will ensure "nothing will remain" of Israel if it takes military action against Tehran over its controversial 

nuclear program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 11:33:37 AM 

One year later, what ever happened to Occupy Wall Street? 

Ig~~""locCUpy Wall Street took center stage last fall, galvanizing thousands of people across the country to 

protest against the abuses of what they called the "one percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 12:12:16 PM 

Pope tells Christians in Beirut: 'Be peacemakers' 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict XVI held a huge open-air Mass on Beirut's waterfront on Sunday, urging Christians to be 

peacemakers around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 1:18:30 PM 

Amish shunning is key to Ohio hair cut trial 

Ig~~""lln the stern, self-regulating world of the Amish, those who act out time and again by wearing the wrong 

clothing, going to movies or otherwise flouting the church's doctrine can find themselves utterly alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 2:22:51 PM 

States that have lost the most jobs to China 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 2:25:28 PM 

Stocks may calm as buzz from Fed fades this week 

Comparing the Federal Reserve to a rehab clinic offering addicted investors a synthetic high has been a favorite of Wall 

Street wags ever since the first round of Fed stimulus nearly four years ago. The punch line is that you always need more 

and more to get the same high and each bout of euphoria is followed by a crashing comedown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 3:22:22 PM 

Israeli PM tries to strike more neutral pose in US election 

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu sought Sunday to assume a more neutral posture toward the American 

presidential election, distancing himself from Mitt Romney's suggestion that President Barack Obama has thrown Israel 

"under the bus." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 3:39:24 PM 

Kate topless pics: Paper preps spread amid legal threats 

Lawyers for Britain's royal family will go to court in France on Monday in a bid to stop further publication in that country 

of topless photos of William's wife Kate, the prince's office said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20124:09:10 PM 

Four US troops killed in Afghan 'insider' attack 

Four U.S. soldiers fighting with the NATO-led alliance were killed in an apparent insider shooting in southern Afghanistan 

on Sunday, the Pentagon confirmed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20125:20:12 PM 

Ambassador Rice: Benghazi attack began spontaneously 

The attack that killed four Americans at the u.s. Consulate in Benghazi, libya, apparently began as a spontaneous 

protest against an anti-Islam film before turning violent, Susan Rice, u.s. ambassador to the United Nations, said Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 6:34:53 PM 

NYT: Deals blur line between debt collectors, D.A.s 

Ig~~""INew York Times: They bear the seal and signature of the local district attorney's office. But there is a 

catch: the letters are from debt-collection companies, which the prosecutors allow to use their 
letterhead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 7:33:35 PM 

Hezbollah leader urges film protests in Lebanon 

Ig~~""[he head of Lebanon's Shi'ite militant group Hezbollah on Sunday called for nationwide protests over a 

film about the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20128:18:54 PM 

Zombies under attack in counterterror training 

Zombies may have a tougher time taking over the world after a counterterrorism training program scheduled next 

month in San Diego. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 8:21:31 PM 

Disorganized Saints (0-2) fall to Panthers 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/20129:14:46 PM 

Cardinals hand Patriots rare home-opening loss 

Ig~~""IBackuP quarterback Kevin Kolb threw for one touchdown and ran for another, Stephen Gostkowski 

missed a potential winning field goal in the final seconds, and the Arizona Cardinals upset the New 
England Patriots 20-18 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 10:05:48 PM 

Islamists attack Egypt's Sinai security headquarters 

Islamist militants attacked Egypt's security headquarters in northern Sinai with machineguns and mortar bombs on 

Sunday and fought troops elsewhere in the desert region. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.eom: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 10:10:04 PM 

Manning's banner day rallies Giants past Bues 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning threw for 510 yards, and Andre Brown's 2-yard run with 31 seconds left lifted the New York 
Giants from a 14-point deficit to a wild 41-34 victory Sunday over the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/16/2012 11:41:55 PM 

Chicago teachers 'not happy' with proposed contract 

Delegates from the Chicago Teachers Union told their bargaining team Sunday that they want to meet with the schools 

they represent before making a decision about whether to end their weeklong strike. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 12:46:59 AM 

Jews around world celebrate new year 

Ig~~""IMillions of Jews around the world began ushering in the new year, 5773, when the holiday Rosh Hashana 
began Sunday at sunset. Rosh Hashana translates from Hebrew to mean "head of the year," said Karen 

Lewin, education and youth director at Beth EI in Lower Makefield, Penn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:07:49 AM 

Richer cities get more funds for toxic cleanups 

Hundreds of thousands of polluted properties known as "brownfields" mar communities across the country. Larger and 

middle-class communities are doing better at getting federal funds to clean up the mess. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:36:25 AM 

4gers cage Lions, leave little doubt about NFC's best 

Ig~~""lsan Francisco's stingy defense denied Matthew Stafford another milestone, Vernon Davis caught 
touchdown passes of 21 and 23 yards from Alex Smith, and the 4gers beat the Detroit Lions 27-19 on 

Sunday night in a September showdown of NFC powers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:51:09 AM 

PFT: Patriots may not have Hernandez for 6 weeks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:27:15 AM 

US-Russian space crew lands safely in Kazakhstan 

Ig~~""IA Russian Soyuz capsule landed on the Kazakh steppe on Monday, delivering a trio of astronauts from a 
four-month stint on the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20126:48:40 AM 

Panetta: US-Japan agree on new defense system 

Ig~~""lu.S. Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said Monday that u.S. and Japanese officials have agreed to put a 

second defense system in Japan aimed at protecting the country from the threat of a missile attack from 
North Korea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20127:50:09 AM 

Iran boosts price on author Rushdie's head to $3.3M 

An Iranian religious foundation has increased its reward for the killing of British author Salman Rushdie, in response to a 

U.S.-made film that mocks the Prophet Muhammad, sparking protests across the Muslim world. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20128:04:25 AM 

US-Japan OK new defenses against N. Korea 

Ig~~""lu.s. and Japanese officials have agreed to put a second defense system in Japan aimed at protecting the 

country from the threat of a missile attack from North Korea. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20128:26:20 AM 

Panasonic, Canon shutter China factories amid protests 

Major electronics firms Panasonic and Canon have temporarily suspended production at factories in China after a 

territorial dispute over a group of uninhabited islets in the East China Sea triggered violent anti-Japanese protests. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20129:48:55 AM 

Anti-US protests in Kabul; missions tighten security 

Ig~~""~housands of protesters took to the streets of the Afghan capital, Kabul, on Monday, setting cars ablaze 
and shouting "death to America". 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201210:05:05 AM 

US analysts: Benghazi a wellspring for al-Qaida 

Counterterrorism experts say Benghazi, Libya, region is a crucial wellspring for al-Qaida that rivals even its historic 

breeding ground - Saudi Arabia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 10:54:58 AM 

Salman Rushdie opens up about his life under a fatwa 

Ig~~""lcondemned to death in 1989 by Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini over the novel, "The Satanic Verses," revered 

author Salman Rushdie and his family spent almost a decade living underground under the threat of 
murder. In his new memoir, "Joseph Anton," Rushdie writes candidly about the experience. Read an excerpt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 11:07:44 AM 

National Zoo's giant panda has cub 

Ig~~""[he National Zoo's giant panda, Mei Xiang, gave birth to a panda cub Sunday night -- her second, 

following five false alarms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 11:07:44 AM 

National Zoo's giant panda has cub 

Ig~~""[he National Zoo's giant panda, Mei Xiang, gave birth to a panda cub Sunday night -- her second, 

following five false alarms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201211:28:09 AM 

Ultrarich spend big bucks on trips, home improvements 

Ig~~""~he spending of the super-rich is no longer just about stuff and status. It's more about memories and 

moments ... and lots of home renovations, study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 12:07:42 PM 

Occupy protesters blast 'criminality' of Wall Street 

Looking to reignite their movement, Occupy Wall Street activists are planning a sit-down protest around the iconic New 

York Stock Exchange on Monday to mark their one-year anniversary. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201212:17:16 PM 

The crazy reason your brain is shrinking 

Ig~~""INeed another reason to take a break from your hectic 9-to-S? All that work could be bad for your brain. 

Stress and depression can shrink your brain by blocking the formation of new nerve connections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 12:34:02 PM 

Salman Rushdie: Film that sparked Mideast unrest 'disgraceful' 

As an Iranian religious foundation raises the bounty on his head, British author Salman Rushdie speaks out about the 

controversial film. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201212:51:34 PM 

Why we get a kick out of deceiving retailers 

We're happy when we extract a discount, refund or other concession from a store. We're even happier when we lie to 

get it. Why? Because it takes more work to fib. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:11:06 PM 

Romney and Obama face challenges in home stretch 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With SO days left before Election Day, both candidates are in a less-than-comfortable spot 

with debates yet to come. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 1:34:43 PM 

Female bloc seeks impact on Palestinian poll 

A new group running for municipal elections in Hebron is offering residents an alternative to politics as usual in the 

conservative West Bank city: Women at the helm, instead of men. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:37:33 PM 

Italian magazine publishes 26 pages of topless Kate pics 

An Italian gossip magazine owned by former Premier Silvio Berlusconi published a 26-page spread of topless photos of 

Prince William's wife Kate on Monday despite legal action in France against the French magazine that published them 

first. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:41:57 PM 

Will 'Idol' lose its edge with flashy new panel? 

Ig~~""lwhen "American Idol" first arrived on the Fox airwaves, its judges weren't big news. There was an '80s 

pop singer, a former Journey bassist and that angry British guy. Now it's a star-studded affair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:42:53 PM 

Facebook's Winklevoss twins back social network 

Their pockets bulging with roughly $65 million from a legal settlement with Facebook's founder and CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg, the Winklevoss twins are backing a new social network. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:43:56 PM 

Reports: Pakistan tests nuclear-capable missile 

Pakistan test-fired a Hatf-VII or Babur missile cruise missile capable of carrying a nuclear warhead, reports said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20121:57:18 PM 

Credit card debt transformed into art lesson 

Ig~~""IEriC Leppanen's story is all too familiar: After being laid off from a major bank a few years ago, his family 

income is now a little more than half of what it was before he lost his job. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20122:09:55 PM 

Obama says China trade practices harm US auto parts workers 

The United States threw down the gauntlet against China on Monday, accusing the country of distorting trade by 

subsidizing exports of auto parts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20122:09:55 PM 

US starts trade case against China over auto parts 

The United States threw down the gauntlet against China on Monday, accusing the country of distorting trade by 

subsidizing exports of auto parts. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20122:34:08 PM 

Strange but easy ways to make up to $1,000 a month 

It goes without saying that we could all use some additional income these days. The trick is finding the time and figuring 

out where to start. Well, if you have even just a few extra hours a week to spare and are open to some odd gigs, you're 

in luck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:02:05 PM 

Report: US likely created computer viruses for espionage, warfare 

Researchers have found evidence suggesting that the United States may have developed three previously unknown 

computer viruses for use in espionage operations or cyber warfare. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:11:45 PM 

Fresh anti-US protests as missions tighten security 

Ig~~""IHundreds of protesters demonstrating against an anti-Islam film torched a press club and a government 

building in northwest Pakistan on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:13:08 PM 

Millionaires hurting (a bit), but billionaires sitting pretty 

Would you believe that despite everything that's happened in the economy, there are more billionaires this year than 

last? 9.4 percent more of them, according to new research. But there are fewer millionaires. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:31:14 PM 

Typhoon Sanba rocks South Korea with huge waves 

Ig~~""~YPhOOn Sanba, packing winds of 137 kilometers (85 miles) per hour, slammed into South Korea on 

Monday, bringing torrential rains across the country and shutting down flights and ferry services. Tens of 
thousands of people were forced to evacuate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20123:40:00 PM 

Spacecraft detects snow falling on Mars 

Ig~~""IA spacecraft orbiting Mars has detected carbon dioxide snow falling on the Red Planet, making Mars the 

only body in the solar system known to host this weird weather phenomenon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20124:04:51 PM 

Retired California firefighter missing from Amtrak train 

A retired San Francisco firefighter was reported missing after he disappeared from an Amtrak train headed to Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20124:18:17 PM 

Hezbollah chief leads calls for protests over video 

Ig~~""IHeZbollah leader Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah made a rare public appearance in Beirut on Monday, calling for 
sustained protests against an anti-Islam film made in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 4:30:24 PM 

Outside groups make up almost half of all presidential campaign ads 

First Read: Outside groups have accounted for almost half of all ad spending during this presidential general election, 

according to a First Read analysis of data provided by ad-buying firm SMG Delta. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20124:33:53 PM 

iPhone 5 pre-orders pass 2 million in 24 hours 

Ig~~""IAPPle announced today that iPhone 5 pre-orders hit 2 million within 24 hours, while AT&T declared it the 
fastest-selling iPhone to date. But what does that success mean for people who want to pre-order now? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20124:49:06 PM 

Auto industry in middle of US-China trade conflict 

China and the u.s. began squabbling over trade earlier this year. But the debate has been heating up for a number of 

years, especially over concerns about China's lackadaisical attitude towards American intellectual property. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:13:38 PM 

As many as 100 arrested at Occupy protest 

Looking to reignite their movement on its one-year anniversary, several hundred Occupy Wall Street activists protested 

in lower Manhattan Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:16:24 PM 

Army veteran's essay: 'I have PTSD ... So what?' 

It began with an Army veteran's exasperated affirmation and a purposely casual question, just 22 keystrokes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:20:33 PM 

Medicare patients billed at higher rates, report finds 

Thousands of doctors and other medical professionals have added $11 billion or more to fees for elderly Medicare 

patients over the last decade by choosing to use more expensive billing codes and ignoring cheaper ones, a new study 

says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:23:16 PM 

Judge holds off order to end Chicago teacher strike 

Ig~~""IA Cook County Circuit Court judge on Monday declined a request to hold a same-day hearing for an 
injunction to immediately end Chicago's teacher strike. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:36:00 PM 

Clemency hearing could stop Pennsylvania execution 

Ig~~""lpennSYIVanials first execution in more than a decade could be stopped by a clemency hearing for a man 

convicted of killing his alleged sexual abusers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:51:44 PM 

Under increasing scrutiny, Romney campaign turns to details 

Ig~~""IWith his campaign strategy under increasing scrutiny, Mitt Romney will pivot toward offering more 

specifics about his policy proposals, a top adviser to the GOP presidential nominee said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20125:54:00 PM 

LSU campus evacuated after bomb threat, university says 

A bomb threat forced the evacuation of the Louisiana State University campus in Baton Rouge on Monday, according to 

the university. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20126:02:16 PM 

'Mr. Fixit': How to recover from a disaster like the Benghazi attack 

Ig~~""IA veteran Foreign Service emergency officer details how to recover from a disaster like the deadly attack 

on the u.S. Consulate in Libya. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20126:04:42 PM 

Family saves eight kids from drowning in Ore. lake 

Six family members in Oregon are credited with saving eight children from drowning in a lake over the weekend, 

investigators say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20126:25:23 PM 

Robot on Mars blazes a trail on Earth 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The robotic arm on NASA's Curiosity rover should set a new standard for 
robotic operations on Mars - and it could revolutionize robotics on Earth as well. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20126:48:37 PM 

Like, Californians totally do have accents 

The 1982 movie "Fast Times at Ridgemont High" introduced the world to surfer dude Jeff Spicoli and his laidback lingo. 

Every time Spicoli appears, he treats the audience to some aaawesomes and duudes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20127:05:15 PM 

Court to rule on topless Duchess Kate photos Tuesday 

Ig~~""IA French court will announce on Tuesday whether it will enforce an injunction that Britain's Prince 

William and his wife Kate have sought against magazine Closer to prevent further publication of topless 
photos of her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20127:07:06 PM 

Christmas Creep coming to your inbox earlier this year 

Fifteen percent of top online retailers have already started the holidays in their email campaigns as of September 6. 

That's up from 11 percent at this same time in the past two years 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20127:46:25 PM 

Space shuttle Endeavour stuck in Florida 

Ig~~""lspace shuttle Endeavour apparently doesn't want to leave home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20128:17:33 PM 

Awkward! Your world-weary passport pics 

r-~he late humorist Erma Bombeck once wrote a book titled, "When You Look Like Your Passport Photo, It's 
ime to Go Home." After seeing some of your passport mug shots, we'd have to agree. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20128:21:56 PM 

McDonald's placing holiday bet on McRib 

According to AdAge, McDonald's will delay the release of its cult classic "McRib" sandwich until December to help boost 

sales. CNBC's Phil LeBeau, and Howard Penney, Hedgeye Risk Management, weigh in. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20128:33:12 PM 

Samsung attacks iPhone 5 with new 'genius' ad 

Ig~~""lsamsung started a new print ad over the weekend - "It doesn't take a genius" - that takes a direct shot 
at the iPhone 5, just announced last Wednesday and not yet even in consumers' hands. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20129:38:41 PM 

HBT: Escobar suspended for anti-gay eye black 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Blue Jays have suspended Yunel Escobar for three games over his anti-gay eye black. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/20129:58:45 PM 

$7 million in gold found in dead man's home 

When Walter Samaszko Jr. died at his home in Carson City, Nev., he had $200 in a bank account. But as officials later 

discovered, Samaszko had about $7 million stored neatly around his home. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 10:01:57 PM 

Shaun White arrested for vandalism, hospitalized 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201210:17:05 PM 

HBT: White Sox clip Tigers, lead Central by 3 

HBT: It wasn't exactly a classic duel, but the White Sox put themselves another game up in the AL Central by beating the 

Tigers 5-4 in Monday's makeup game. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 10:35:26 PM 

Military needs to address growing substance abuse: report 

Substance abuse among the nation's military has grown and top military leadership should address this "crisis," 

according to a new report. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201210:47:13 PM 

Video: In Benghazi, where was the security? 

Ig~~""IAt the consulate where four Americans died security consisted of one u.s. regional security officer and a 

local militia. Ambassador Chris Stevens often had little or no personal security detail. NBC's Lisa Myers 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 10:48:30 PM 

Video: Romney fund raiser video stirs controversy 

Ig~~""IA surreptitious recording of Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney speaking at a private 

fundraiser raised questions as to whether or not Romney was saying what he believed or what he 
thought the audience wanted to hear. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 10:49:09 PM 

How China can build a $7,000 'good-enough' car 

Ig~~""lchina keeps getting better at making cars. One reason: It's getting better at cutting corners. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 11:00:45 PM 

'General Hospital' star John Ingle dies at 84 

Ig~~""~ohn Ingle, who taught acting to eventual Oscar winners Richard Dreyfuss and Nicolas Cage, then starred 

as stately patriarch Edward Quartermaine for two decades on ABC's "General Hospital," died Sept. 16, his 
family reported. He was 84. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/2012 11:40:46 PM 

More than 180 arrested at Occupy anniversary protest 

Looking to reignite their movement on its one-year anniversary, several hundred Occupy Wall Street activists protested 

in lower Manhattan Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/17/201211:43:11 PM 

Microsoft urges customers to install security tool 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft urged Windows users on Monday to install a free piece of security software to protect PCs 

from a newly discovered bug in the Internet Explorer browser. The security flaw, which researchers say 
could allow hackers to take remote control of an infected PC, affects Internet Explorer browsers used by 
hundreds of millions of consumers and workers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 12:18:08 AM 

US-Afghan military operations suspended 

Most joint U.S.-Afghan military operations have been suspended following what authorities believe was an insider attack 

Sunday that left eight NATO troops dead, including four Americans. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 12:36:21 AM 

Usher and Shakira to coach 'The Voice' season 4 

Ig~~""~ust one week into season three, NBC is announcing big changes for cycle four. Coaches Christina Aguilera 

and Cee Lo Green will be taking next season off. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 3:25:27 AM 

Romney: Secretly recorded remarks 'not elegantly stated' 

Mitt Romney said Monday evening that his comments about voters who don't pay income taxes were "not elegantly 

stated," but did not distance himself from the substance of his surreptitiously-recorded remarks at a closed-door 

fundraiser in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20124:10:29 AM 

Falcons pick off Peyton, handle Broncos 

Ig~~""IMatt Ryan threw his 100th career touchdown pass, Roddy White had 102 yards receiving and the Atlanta 
Falcons defeated the Denver Broncos and error-prone quarterback Peyton Manning 27-21 on Monday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20124:41:23 AM 

Deadly suicide blast hits mini-bus in Afghan capital 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber blew up a mini-bus carrying foreign and local contract workers near Kabul airport in 

Afghanistan on Tuesday, with at least nine bodies lying near the wreckage, a Reuters witness at the scene 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 7:50:30 AM 

7 held, 2 hunted in $165,000 scam targeting elderly 

Seven people have been arrested and warrants were issued for two others in a lottery scam that targeted elderly people 

across the United States, NBCConnecticut.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 8:46:32 AM 

CEO admits $100 million embezzlement scheme 

Ig~~""lperegrine Financial Group's former Chief Executive Russell Wasendorf Sr. pleaded guilty on Monday to 

embezzling more than $100 million from customers of his futures brokerage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20129:09:17 AM 

132 tunnel out of Mexico prison near US border 

Ig~~""IMore than 130 inmates escaped through a tunnel from a Mexican prison on the border with the United 

States in one of the worst jailbreaks in recent years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:21:21 AM 

Foreign workers dead in Kabul airport suicide blast 

Ig~~""IA suicide bomber attacked a minibus near Kabul airport in Afghanistan on Tuesday, killing at least nine 

people including eight foreign civilians working for an aviation company. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:33:07 AM 

Watchdog: Democracy declined worldwide in 2011 

Democratic governance declined throughout the world in 2011, showing that gains made in the Middle East and North 

Africa during the Arab Spring are very fragile, a watchdog said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20129:38:16 AM 

Airlines charging 'you-get-to-sit-with-your-kid' fee 

Complaints about children being separated from parents are increasingly common as airlines turn to premium tiers and 

other fees for seating arrangements. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:44:22 AM 

Anti-Japan protests reignite in Chinese cities 

Ig~~""IAnti-Japan protests reignited across China on Tuesday, the emotional anniversary marking Tokyo's 

occupation of its giant neighbor, escalating a maritime dispute. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:02:59 AM 

French court rules in favor of William, Kate 

A French court on Tuesday ordered the publisher of a magazine to hand over all copies of topless photos of Kate, the 

Duchess of Cambridge and wife of Prince William, and blocked the further publication of the images. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:20:22 AM 

The poorest countries in the world 

Ig~~""IAccOrding to 2011 data released recently by the u.s. Census Bureau, 15 percent of individuals in the 

United States live below the poverty line. While down from 15.1 percent last year, it remains statistically 
unchanged and near a record high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:46:15 AM 

Video: Watch Romney's comments on the '47 percent' 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney defended his unguarded comments, secretly recorded at a 

private fundraising event in May and provided to the liberal magazine Mother Jones, that shows him 
speaking frankly about Obama's supporters. NBC's Michaellsikoff reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:46:23 AM 

'Walking Dead' star: Prison is 'claustrophobic' 

Ig~~""~hiS season the gang of survivors will have to survive life behind bars as they battle zombies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:54:34 AM 

Court: Ex-top cop in China scandal admits defection bid 

A former police chief at the center of a major China political scandal admitted attempting to defect to the United States, 

and did not contest charges of bribery and illegal surveillance at his trial on Tuesday, a court official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 12:02:32 PM 

Slideshow: What home buyers can get for $400,000 

Ig~~""IEach week, TODAY real estate expert Barbara Corcoran looks around the u.s. to see what home buyers 

can get for their money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 12:25:23 PM 

Vandals release 27 Chicago police horses 

Two Chicago police horses were injured late Sunday night after a vandal or vandals broke into their stables at the South 

Shore Cultural Center. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 12:51:25 PM 

Benetton's new ads seek 'unemployees of the year' 

Ig~~""IAlessandro Benetton is on a mission to find a cure for the ailing global economy and he's asking 100 
million or so jobless young people to chip in with ideas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 1:11:22 PM 

Leaked video is the latest hit for Romney 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Surreptitiously recorded fundraising remarks are the latest blow to a campaign that has gone 

through a brutal three weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 1:23:43 PM 

Why did woman, 21, falloff cruise ship? 

A woman who is believed to have fallen overboard from a cruise ship off Florida Sunday night is still missing, and u.S. 

Coast Guard crews are combing the Atlantic for her, officials told NBC News Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 1:26:39 PM 

A peek at famous Indiana Jones movie props 

Ig~~""lwe grabbed a rare glimpse of the Ark of the Covenant, the Holy Grail, and other famed props from the 
"Indiana Jones" film series. The original"Raiders of the Lost Ark" is playing on the big screen again, and 

the four films come out in Blu-ray for the first time 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 1:34:09 PM 

Convicted killer: I'm too obese to be executed 

A condemned Ohio inmate who weighs 480 pounds and has a history of difficulty losing weight argues he would face a 

"torturous and lingering death" if executed in January. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 1:59:11 PM 

Researchers tag great white sharks off Cape Cod 

Ig~~""~he scientists and fishermen on board the Ocearch are attaching tracking beacons to track the top 

predators. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 2:02:57 PM 

Carter grandson helped expose tape 

The self-described Atlanta-based "oppo researcher" who helped broker the release of the secret video that has rocked 

the Romney campaign got a congratulatory email today from his famous grandfather - former President Jimmy Carter. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 2:07:34 PM 

If you think we're fat now, wait till 2030 

Ig~~""~hink Americans are fat now? After all, a third of us are overweight and another 35 percent are obese. 

But a report out Tuesday projects 44 percent of Americans will be obese by 2030. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20122:08:15 PM 

Zombies, Ewoks and 70,000 gamers celebrate games 

Ig~~""IEVery year, video game enthusiasts of all sorts converge in Seattle to attend the Penny Arcade Expo. 

Among the crowd are a special type in costume. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20122:08:15 PM 

Zombies, Ewoks and 70,000 gamers celebrate games 

Ig~~""IEVery year, video game enthusiasts of all sorts converge in Seattle to attend the Penny Arcade Expo. 

Among the crowd are a special type in costume. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20122:16:59 PM 

Shares of Apple top $700 for the first time 

Shares of Apple moved above $700 for the first time ever Tuesday morning, boosted by a strong reception for the latest 

version of its popular iPhone. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 3:09:49 PM 

PFT's power rankings: 4gers No.1, or are they? 

r-I~FT'S power rankings: The most complete team in the NFL looks even better than last year, but the 
exans get one first-place vote this week. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20124:09:26 PM 

Tornado watches for NYC, other East Coast areas 

Ig~~""~ornado watches were issued for much of the Northeast and mid-Atlantic, part of a forecast for high 

winds, heavy rain and flooding. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 4:20:59 PM 

School: 'Father-daughter' dance breaks the law 

The school system in Cranston, R.I., announced it is banning traditional father-daughter and mother-son activities, saying 

they are a violation of the state law, the Providence Journal reported late Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20124:53:08 PM 

Soldier takes aim at thriving Purple Heart market 

Ig~~""IArmy National Guard captain uses his online detective skills to return wayward Purple Hearts to service 

members' families as part of his fight against the market in vintage military medals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:03:04 PM 

Poll: Optimism in Obama presidency increases 

First Read: The percentage of voters believing that the country is better off since Barack Obama became president 

jumped seven points after the two political conventions, according to a new NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:05:29 PM 

Shaun White: 'Truly sorry for my poor behavior' 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - Two-time Olympic snowboarding champion Shaun White has apologized for the "unwise 

choices" he made that left him facing charges of public intoxication and vandalism. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:06:21 PM 

Father dreams up app to communicate with disabled son 

Ig~~""lwhen his son Victor was diagnosed with a rare developmental and cognitive condition, software 

engineering professor Paul Pauca created an iPad app to help the family communicate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:06:35 PM 

Google+ reports 100 million active monthly users 

Ig~~""IGoogle says its one-year-old social network now has more than 100 million monthly active users, but if 

you think you remember hearing a higher number recently, you're right. The search giant said at its 
Google I/O developers conference in June that it had 150 million users who sign on once or more a month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20125:20:10 PM 

Here's who pays no federal income tax 

Just who are the 47 percent of Americans (actually about 46 percent) who GOP candidate Mitt Romney says don't pay 

income taxes? Here's a quick primer on where that number comes from. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:27:33 PM 

LifeWatch phone is pocket-sized doc's office 

Ig~~""~he phone in your pocket may be smart enough to give directions and play games, but when was the last 

time it took your temperature? The LifeWatch is a new Android-based phone with the ability to monitor 
vital statistics like heart rate and blood sugar. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 5:32:31 PM 

Federal chopper used for son's dance invitation 

u.s. Customs and Border Patrol officials are investigating claims that one of its helicopters was used to help a teenager 

invite a girl to homecoming. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20126:18:28 PM 

New Andy Warhol exhibit opens in N.Y. museum 

Ig~~""IArtist Andy Warhol, creator of now legendary paintings of Campbell's soup cans, is the inspiration for a 

major new exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, opening Sept. 18. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20126:18:29 PM 

Kacsmar: Can't laugh at NFC West anymore 

Ig~~""IKacsmar: On Sunday, all four NFC West teams won for only the second time since 2002, and they each 

beat an opponent that was 1-0. What has caused the turnaround, and is it real enough to sustain itself? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 6:23:33 PM 

Romney: Peace between Palestinians, Israelis 'almost unthinkable' 

First Read: Peace in the Middle East - probably not going to happen, and it's Palestinians' fault, according to Mitt 

Romney. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 6:34:01 PM 

NYT: Historian says papyrus refers to Jesus' wife 

Ig~~""IA historian of early Christianity at Harvard Divinity School has identified a scrap of papyrus that she says 

was written in Coptic in the fourth century and contains a phrase never seen in any piece of scripture: 
"Jesus said to them, 'My wife ... "' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 6:54:50 PM 

No soft retirement for this former NFL QB 

Ig~~""IMost former NFL players don't dive into a post-football retirement of algebra teaching and high school 

coaching. But Jon Kitna is different. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 8:03:26 PM 

Stocks end flat as rally runs out of steam 

Stocks closed Tuesday flat, as last week's central bank stimulus rally lost steam after bellwether FedEx cut its profit 

forecast. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 8:04:46 PM 

BioWare founders leave game biz for charity, beer 

Ig~~""~he two men who created the famed game development company BioWare - the company that brought 
us the "Mass Effect" and "Dragon Age" games just to name a few - have announced that they are not 

only retiring from the company they created, but from the game business all together. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20128:06:12 PM 

Egypt issues arrest warrants for Terry Jones, Coptic Christians 

Ig~~""IEgYPtian authorities on Tuesday ordered the arrest of seven Egyptian Coptic Christians and a u.s. pastor 

for alleged involvement in the production of an anti-Islam video tied to protests across the Middle East 
and North Africa, the BBC reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20128:17:00 PM 

Ease US sanctions on Myanmar, Suu Kyi says 

At the start of her landmark tour of America, Myanmar opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi warned on Tuesday that 

reforms in her country had cleared only the "first hurdle" and said she supported an easing of u.S. sanctions. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 8:40:41 PM 

Mind-bending display uses foam blocks as pixels 

Ig~~""IMovie theaters might promise the illusion of 3-D, but this one-of-a-kind screen actually extends outward, 

using thousands of mechanically controlled foam cubes. Called Hyper-Matrix, the installation is hypnotic 
to watch, even in video form. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20128:49:12 PM 

Judge: Police to enforce Arizona immigration law 

Police in Arizona can immediately start enforcing the most contentious section of the state's immigration law -- to 

question the immigration status of those suspected of being in the country illegally. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 8:56:37 PM 

Romney stands his ground on fundraiser comments 

Mitt Romney continued to stand Tuesday behind his suggestion that he would have a tough time winning over those 

who pay no income taxes, pivoting in an afternoon interview to accusing President Barack Obama of supporting 

redistribution of wealth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/20128:58:18 PM 

Report: Comrade killed soldier with rocket launcher 

The Army is pursing manslaughter charges against a soldier in connection with the January death of a comrade in 

Afghanistan. The Army initially said Pfc. Neil Turner, 21, of Tacoma, Wash., was killed in a "training accident. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:27:33 PM 

US Muslims denounce both sides in Islam film furor 

Ig~~""IAmerican Muslims, sometimes accused of failing to speak out against terrorist attacks carried out in the 
name of their religion, have forcefully condemned both the amateurish anti-Islam film that triggered 

recent riots and protest and the violence that it engendered. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:27:36 PM 

Full video and transcript of leaked Romney fundraiser remarks 

The surreptitiously recorded video was first obtained by Mother Jones magazine and published on its website. The full 

video of Romney's remarks has also been obtained by NBC News and is included here, along with the full transcript. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 9:35:37 PM 

Tornado alerts on East Coast; thousands lose power 

Ig~~""~ornado watches were issued for much of the Northeast and mid-Atlantic, while thousands lost power 

and air travel was disrupted across the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 10:31:01 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama leads Romney nationally by 5 points 

Fueled by increased optimism about the economy and nation's direction, President Barack Obama leads Mitt Romney by 

5 points among likely voters and now sees his job-approval rating reaching the 50 percent threshold for the first time 

since March. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 10:36:24 PM 

Killer who targeted sex offenders gets life in prison 

Ig~~""IA Washington state man convicted of fatally shooting two men "because they were sex offenders" was 

sentenced Tuesday to life in prison without possibility of parole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 10:41:36 PM 

Chicago teachers vote to end strike 

Ig~~""lunion officials have agreed to end the Chicago teachers strike, and classes will resume on Wednesday in 
the nation's third-largest school district. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 10:49:15 PM 

Obama rips Romney for '47%' slam on Letterman 

Ig~~"'l'one of the things I've learned as president is you represent the entire country," the president said on 

CBS's "Late Show With David Letterman." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/201211:55:47 PM 

Still in touch with Amanda Knox, ex-boyfriend pens book 

Ig~~""IAmanda Knox, the former college student cleared of murder by an Italian court last year, remains in 
touch with the ex-boyfriend with whom she was initially convicted of killing her roommate in Italy, the 

former boyfriend said on Tuesday. Raffaele Sollecito's book about the case and his relationship with Knox, 
"Honor Bound," was published the same day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/18/2012 11:58:24 PM 

Neanderthals may have worn dark feathers 

Ig~~""IA new analysis of bird bones at Neanderthal sites suggests our extinct human cousins adorned 

themselves with dark feathers plucked from vultures, jackdaws, eagles and other species. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 12:20:29 AM 

Reality check on Jesus and his 'wife' 

Ig~~""IA fourth-century fragment of papyrus that quotes Jesus telling his disciples about "my wife" has set off a 
buzz among scriptural scholars - but this is no "Da Vinci Code" come true. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 2:26:36 AM 

HBT: Cabrera homers twice, his 40 for 1st time 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 2:47:20 AM 

White Sox 3, Royals 2 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Gavin Floyd is healthy again and hoping to help the Chicago White Sox get back to the playoffs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 7:39:05 AM 

Top Colombian drug lord 'Crazy Barrera' captured 

Ig~~""lone of Colombia's most wanted drug traffickers was captured in neighboring Venezuela on Tuesday with 

the help of Caracas as well as British and u.s. intelligence agencies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 8:41:34 AM 

Horse trainer fined for caustic chemical cruelty 

Ig~~""IFormer Tennessee walking horse hall of fame trainer Jackie McConnell was fined $75,000 Tuesday for 

using a banned practice that involving putting caustic chemicals on horses' ankles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:05:36 AM 

Russia tells US: We don't want your aid money 

Ig~~""IRussia accused the u.s. of using its aid mission in Moscow to try to influence Russian elections, a day 
after Washington announced Moscow had ordered the mission's closure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:13:55 AM 

Thousands feel sting a year after DADT repeal 

Ig~~""IEven though the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy was repealed a year ago, thousands of men and 

women kicked out for the sexual orientation still feel the sting of the policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/201210:36:47 AM 

Christian activist: I was deceived over film 

Ig~~""IAn American Coptic Christian activist whose California TV facility was used to make an anti-Islam film that 

touched off protests across the Muslim world said he was deceived by the film's producer about its 
inflammatory content. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:39:13 AM 

State Dept: No secret plan to invade Canada 

The u.s. and Mexico are not secretly planning to invade Canada, a State Department spokeswoman confirmed to 

laughter during a daily press briefing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:46:09 AM 

France to shut embassies over Muhammad cartoon 

France said it would temporarily close its embassies and schools in 20 countries after a satirical magazine in Paris 

published insulting cartoons of the Muslim prophet Muhammad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:46:09 AM 

France shuts embassies over Muhammad cartoon 

France has temporarily closed its embassies and schools in 20 countries after a satirical magazine in Paris published 

insulting cartoons of the Muslim prophet Muhammad. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:32:59 AM 

Rossen Reports: Arsenic levels in rice trouble experts 

A consumer alert for everyone who eats rice or rice products: Is there a dangerous chemical in it that could cause 

cancer? TODAY National Investigative Correspondent Jeff Rossen reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 12:18:21 PM 

American Airlines sends thousands of layoff notices 

American Airlines has told over 11,000 workers they could lose their jobs as part of its reorganization in bankruptcy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 12:39:49 PM 

Chef: I slow-cooked wife's body for four days 

A Southern California chef on trial for allegedly killing his wife told police he slow-cooked her body then dumped it out 

as kitchen waste, according to an interview that was played in court on Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/201212:40:47 PM 

Lohan arrested after hitting pedestrian in NYC 

Ig~~""~he actress was arrested early Wednesday morning for "leaving the scene of an accident and causing 

physical injury," a police spokesperson told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 12:41:14 PM 

Rabid animals up as human vaccine dwindles 

Ig~~""llt/s been a wild year for rabies in the U.S, with rising reports of the disease in animals -- think rabid 

skunks, bats, even beavers -- just as supplies of the vaccine used to treat humans for the deadly virus are 
down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 12:50:42 PM 

Thousands feel sting a year after DADT repeal 

Ig~~""IEven though the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy was repealed a year ago, thousands of men and 

women kicked out for the sexual orientation still feel the sting of the policy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:06:19 PM 

Medical care can extend lives, but should it? 

Ig~~""IA study conducted by The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice found that seven out 

of 10 Americans die from chronic disease and, as Americans live longer and longer, many families have no 
end of life game plan in place. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:14:10 PM 

Housing starts rise less than expected 

Ig~~""IHoUSing starts rose a lower-than-expected 2.3 percent in August, boosted by single-family home 

construction, but permits for future construction slipped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:15:22 PM 

Obama hits 50 percent 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll has the president at the magic 50 percent as 

Romney continues answering questions about his 47 percent remarks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:42:37 PM 

Girl, 7, honored for fighting off would-be abductor 

A 7-year-old girl who wrestled off a man at least twice her size was honored by Miami police on Tuesday for being one of 

the city's youngest crime fighters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:49:14 PM 

NYT: NYC tower is a haven for billionaires 

Ig~~""lone57, a l,004-foot tower under construction in Midtown Manhattan, will soon hold the title of New 

York's tallest building with residences. But without fanfare from its ultra private future residents, it is 
cementing a new title: the global billionaires' club. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 1:59:00 PM 

350,000 students return to class in Chicago 

More than 350,000 Chicago Public School students returned to class Wednesday after seven days off during the city's 

first teacher strike in 25 years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 2:01:55 PM 

The iPhone 5 reviews reviewed: It's a hit (but ... ) 

Ig~~""IEVery time an Apple product comes out, a select few reviewers get first dibs on testing it out. On Tuesday 

night, the iPhone 5 reviews went live, and by and large, they were positive. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20122:12:49 PM 

Home sales jump to highest since May 2010 

u.s. sales of previously occupied homes jumped in August to the highest level in more than two years, adding 

momentum to the housing recovery. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20122:19:03 PM 

Celtics star goes from rebounds to runway as GQ intern 

Ig~~""llt's a safe bet that during New York Fashion Week this month, there was only one unpaid intern signing 

autographs at the end of his shift: Boston Celtics star Rajon Rondo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 2:35:04 PM 

Retro brands, boy-band dolls are Toys R Us 'hot toys' 

Ig~~...,~OYS R Us has come out with its annual "hot toy" list that includes tablets for kids, fashion dolls in the 

likeness of boy-band sensation One Direction, and retro hits like Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Furby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 3:03:35 PM 

Romney's '47 percent' tape is comedy gold 

Ig~~""~he release of a tape from a Mitt Romney fund raising talk, wherein he said that 47 percent of the 

population paid no income taxes and would never vote for, him proved to be a gift for late-night talkers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 3:35:33 PM 

NYT: China eyes Arctic's mineral, energy riches 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20123:41:11 PM 

Check out exclusive first look at 'Hobbit' trailer 

Ig~~""~herels good news for "Lord of the Rings" fans who've waited for an extended peek at what director 

Peter Jackson has in store for them with "The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey." The trailer is here. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 3:48:33 PM 

Romney faces pressure to shake things up 

Mitt Romney has stumbled recently in his quest to unseat President Barack Obama, but GOP stalwarts argue that his 

presidential campaign isn't a lost cause and say their nominee still has time to turn things around. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 3:49:00 PM 

At 102, she changes oil, spark plugs on her 82-year-old car 

Ig~~""lpOP math quiz: If you cherished and maintained the same vehicle for 63 years and you changed your own 

oil every 3,000 miles, how much money would you save? Answer: A lot. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20124:17:27 PM 

Chick-fil-A says it will stop funding anti-gay groups 

Ig~~""IChiCk-fil-A has agreed to stop funding groups with anti-same-sex marriage stances, according to a 

statement released Wednesday by LGBT advocacy group The Civil Rights Agenda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20124:21:51 PM 

Microsoft plans stopgap patch for IE hole 

Microsoft says it will push out an out-of-cycle Windows patch to temporarily fix the critical Internet Explorer flaw 

revealed earlier this week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20124:48:18 PM 

Flight cancellations surge at American Airlines 

Ig~~""IFlight cancellations have spiked at American Airlines, which is fighting with unhappy pilots. The Wall 

Street Journal's veteran travel reporter, Scott McCartney, on Tuesday told travelers to avoid the carrier 
because "American's operation is in shambles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20124:49:36 PM 

No Martin DNA found on Zimmerman's gun grip 

Another round of evidence was released Wednesday in the second-degree murder case against George Zimmerman, 

including forensic tests showing that Zimmerman's DNA was the only one that could be identified on the grip of the gun 

used to shoot 17-year-old Trayvon Martin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20124:55:08 PM 

Houston, we have a shuttle ... for a day 

Ig~~""[he space shuttle Endeavour landed in Houston on Wednesday for a one-day stopover while en route 

from NASA's Kennedy Space Center in Florida to its new museum home in California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 5:01:25 PM 

Choosy lenders holding back housing recovery 

Ig~~""IDon't let the data fool you, it's going to be a long road back to anything like "normal" for the nation's 

housing market. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20125:19:34 PM 

Anti-jihad ad to appear at NYC subway stations 

An ad initially rejected in New York City for its "demeaning" language about Islam is expected to appear at 10 subway 

stations next week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 5:55:57 PM 

Bankrupt city's mayor resigns, to plead guilty to corruption 

The mayor of Central Falls, R.I. -- a city that made news over its bankruptcy and teacher firings -- resigned on Wednesday 

and was set to plead guilty to corruption 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 5:59:59 PM 

White House: 'Redistribution' video a 'desperate effort' by GOP 

White House press secretary Jay Carney said there was little damaging about a video edited circulated by Republicans 

and the Romney campaign which purportedly features Obama, then a state senator, speaking about "redistribution." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 6:05:06 PM 

'Fast and Furious' investigation clears Holder 

Ig~~""IA long-awaited report on the u.s. government's controversial gun-trafficking operation known as "Fast 
and Furious" released Wednesday found no evidence that Attorney General Eric Holder knew of the 

botched effort to trace the flow of guns to Mexico's drug cartels prior to its public unraveling in January 2011. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 6:09:59 PM 

Obama leads in two Wisconsin polls, with third on the way 

Two polls out Wednesday show President Barack Obama on top of GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney in the swing 

state of Wisconsin. Obama leads, 54 percent to 40 percent, in a Marquette University law poll released Wednesday 

afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 6:47:46 PM 

Five Wii U games you'll want to play 

Ig~~""llt's official, Nintendo's new game machine will arrive in two months. The question is, which games are 

going to most make you want to drop the $300 (or perhaps $350) it'll cost to buy the Wii U? We take a 
look at five of the best. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20127:15:41 PM 

iOS 6 now available, here's what you need to know 

Ig~~""IAS Apple promised it would be, iOS 6 is here. We gave it - and the 200 or so new features it brings - a 

close look. Here's are the key things you need to know about the latest version of Apple's mobile 
operating system. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 7:27:01 PM 

Click your heels and GPS-enabled shoes guide you home 

Ig~~""IA British artist has created a pair of shoes that, like Dorothy's ruby slippers in "The Wizard of Oz," take 
you home with a click of the heels. But unlike Dorothy, you'll still have to walk - while the shoes point 

the way with GPS and a clever LED array. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 7:40:01 PM 

Video: Video: Dashcam: Cop saves woman from road wreck 

Ig~~""IAn officer's dashboard camera captured a van slamming into an police vehicle and then nearly running 
over a bystander and several cops. NBCNews.com's Dara Brown reports. (NBCNews.com) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 8:00:25 PM 

Doubts arise over claims for 'Jesus' Wife' papyrus 

Ig~~""IIS a scrap of papyrus suggesting that Jesus had a wife authentic? Scholars at a conference in Rome voice 

doubts about the authenticity of the controversial fragment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 8:29:53 PM 

CFT's Predictions 101: No.4 FSU will win, barely 

Ig~~""ICFT'S Predictions 101: No. 10 Clemson will give the Seminoles a battle, while No. 11 Notre Dame will beat 
No. 18 Michigan to improve to 4-0. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 8:54:39 PM 

Suu Kyi honored with Congress' highest award 

Ig~~""lu.S. officials hailed Myanmar opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi as a "heroine" and praised her 
"implacable resistance" and "quiet resolve" Wednesday in a Congressional Gold Medal ceremony at the 

u.S. Capitol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 8:57:22 PM 

Owner gives up dog left stranded in mountains 

Ig~~""IA man charged with animal cruelty for abandoning his dog on a Colorado mountain last month has 

agreed to give up ownership of the canine to one of her rescuers while pleading guilty to a lesser charge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/20129:19:01 PM 

New MS drug helps reduce 'flare-ups,' researchers say 

Multiple sclerosis is a horrible disease afflicting an estimated 400,000 Americans. There is no cure and little 

understanding of the cause, but researchers reported Wednesday that an experimental new drug helps reduce the 

number of "flare-ups," writes N Be's Robert Bazel!. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 9:24:22 PM 

Unemployment mounts as Iran's economy falters 

Ig~~""llranians are reeling under tough economic sanctions imposed by Western countries since the start of the 

year over the Islamic Republic's pursuit of its nuclear program, which Washington says is a drive to 
develop a weapons capability. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 9:29:34 PM 

Missing man may have fallen from Amtrak train 

Ig~~""IA retired San Francisco firefighter missing nearly a week may have fallen off an Amtrak train he was riding 

from California to Chicago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 9:49:06 PM 

Who's Molly? Hip-hop's newest designer drug 

References to Molly in hip-hop lyrics leaves listeners wondering who or what she is, but Molly isn't as innocent as she 

sounds: white powder-filled capsules that could contain anything from MDMA to methylone. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 9:57:52 PM 

Arctic sea ice hits new low, breaking record set just 3 weeks ago 

Ig~~""INew sea ice is finally starting to form again in the Arctic, scientists reported, but not before reaching 

another record low last Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:34:06 PM 

Report: Iran ships arms, troops to Syria via Iraq 

Iran flies military personnel and weapons in civilian aircraft across Iraqi airspace to Syria to aid President Bashar al

Assad, says a Western intelligence report seen by Reuters. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Richardson, Erin" <erin _ richardson@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, JanuaJY 13. 2012 8:27 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you sufter from severe PMS? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation from depression, 
anxiety, Irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with nonnal functioning or interpersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstrual syndrome (Pl'vfS) and 
quality for research studies conducted 111 the lJNC Center for 'Nomen's 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., DIrector) 

WE "N'EED WOMEN 1NHO 

1 )bave mood symptoms only pre-menstrually but not after the onset of 
menstruatlon 
2)are medically healthy and not currently suffering from some other 
chrome psychiatnc condItIOn 
3)are 18 - 50 years of age wIth regular menstrual cycles 

You may guah(y for researcb studies that give you feedback 
on your symptoms and medical evaluations. You may qualifY for 
treatment studies and studies provIdmg up to $420 in compensation. 

If you would Irke to particIpate, call Erin (919) 966-2547 

The research study is IRB #05-3000 This emarl was approved by the 
UNC-CI-l BiomedIcal IRB on 6/5/07. 

This email is sponsored by: \Vomen's Stress and Healtb Researcb Program 

TbiS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
IIUpdate Personal Information ll 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"IVF study@unc.edu" <IVF study@unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considering IVF? 

Are you and your partner having trouble getting pregnant and considering 
IVF (in vitro fertihZ:ltion)? 

lJNC Feltility Clinic is working on a research study for infertile 
couples \vho are considering IVF to help them conceive. Qualifying 
couples will receIve an IVF cycle at a discounted rate 

Study Detmls: 
* You and your partner will have a consultation appomtment with a 
physicIan In our UNC FertilIty Clinic to determme are a good 
candidate for IVF and for tb,S study. Note tbat this is consldered 
part of routme medIcal care 
* Female partner must be <41 years old to partlcipate m tb,S study. 

]fyou (your partner) are a good candIdate for the study, you will 
undergo an IVF cycle with ovanan stimulation and egg retrieval, wIth 
the same methods that we routinely use for IVF 
* For the study, we will dlvide the eggs mto two groups - half will be 
ferlllized immediately, and the other half will be fr07",n and 
lmmedlately thawed, and then fertihzed. We will perform an embryo 
transfer using embryos denved from the freeze/thaw cycle 
* Note that couples planning IVF with an egg donor may qualif)T for the 
study as well. Female partner must be <48 years old m IVF cycles with 
an egg donor. 
BenefIts of participahon 
* Enrolled couples will receIve an IVF cycle at a dIscounted cost. 

To learn if you (your partner) would qualify for tbis study. call us for 
a consultation appointment at (919-966-1150) or send an emarlto 
(JVFstudy@unc.edu) wIth your name, phone number and hmes that you can 
be reached. \Ve will not share your email address wIth anyone outside of 
tbe study. 

The principal investigator for this study_ "Clinical evaluation of egg 
cryopreservation", is Jennifer JVIersereau, JVID, Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, University of North Carolina. This study has received 
approval from the UNC Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 
12116/2010, study # 10-1911. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Fertility Clinic 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into JVIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Ali Rozell, CREDO Action"<-act:@credoaction_com> 

Wednesday, January 18, 201210:37 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc_edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa_unc_edu> 

Tell Sens_ Burr and Hagan: Oppose internet censorship! 

TExr_htm 
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[Take Action l ] <http://actcredoaction_com/r!?F657881 &id~33630-2099661-yCrVNo'&t~ I> 

Right now, only a small number of Democratlc senators are standing up to corporate interests and vOIcing opposition to this censorship bill. 

And the only way we can stop this outnght attack on the free internet IS to have more senators commit to vote against the legislation. <http://act.credoaction.comJri?r=657881&id=33630-
2099661-yCjVNox&t~2> 

Take action:<http://actcredoaction_com/r!?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~3> 
[Take action now l ]<http://actcredoaction_comil-!?F6578 81 &id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~4> 

Learn more about this campaign<http://actcredoaction_comlr!?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~5> 

[CREDO Action i more than a network, a movement] 

Stop internet censorshipl<http://actcredoaction_com/r!?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCjVNox&t~6> 

Dear Friend, 

The Senate is poised to vote on a bill that would end the internet as we know it. 

If it passes, the "Protect IP Act" (and its companion bill in the House_ "SOPA") could put people inJail for uploading a video to YouTube_ and would severely limit our right to free speech_ 

This legislation is so potentially damaging that today we are blacking out the CREDO Action website in protest and urging our website visitors to tell Congress to vote no on these bills_ 

CREDO's joining our allies like 1v1oveOn, the Progressive Change Campaign Committee, Electronic Frontier FOWldation, and Public Knowledge as well as internet companies like \;Vikipedia, 
Mozilla, and Wordpress (among hundreds of other sites) in this national day of action against this legislation_ 

CREDO members have already made over 8,000 calls and sent over 40,000 petition signatures to the Senate, but we can't let up nmv. On this national day of action, we need to make sure the 
Senate knows that we need them to protect the internet 

Tell your senators to protect our free and open internet and oppose the Protect IP Act Click here to take action_<http l/actcredoaction_comlr!?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~7> 

There have been rumors that this legislation has been shelved. But those rumors aren't true 

This legislation IS still being mshed through Congress because big corporate interests like Comcast, pfizer, and the us_ Chamber of Commerce have spent millions of dollars lobbying for 
this censoring legislatIOn. 1 

This legislation gives corporations and the goven1ment the ability to determine what mformation you can consume on the internet D a dangerous practice which, when committed by the 
Chinese and Iraman governments, is denounced by the American people and almost all of our elected representatives. 

Internet companies includmg Google, Mozilla, Facebook, and TWItter, say that "the bills as drafted \vould expose law-abiding U. S. internet and technology companies to new uncertain 
liabilities, pnvate rights of action, and technology mandates that would require momtoring of web sites. "2 

Tell your senators to protect our ffee and open mternet and oppose the Protect IP Act. Click here to take actlOn.<http://act.credoaction.comir/?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~8> 

Right now, only a small nwnber of DemocratIc senators are standing up to corporate interests and voicing opposItion to the legislation. And the only \vay we can stop this outright attack 
on the free internet IS to have more senators commit to vote against the legislation. No matter whether your senators are Republicans or Democrats, it IS important that you urge them to take 
a stand for mternet freedom 

We need your senators to come out in opposItion to this bill and vote against mternet censorship. 

Tell your senators to protect our ffee and open mternet and oppose the Protect IP Act Click here to take actlOn.<http://act.credoaction.comir/?F657881&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~9> 

Tbank you for iakmg a siand against internet censorshIp. 

Ali Rozell, Campaign Manager 
CREDO Action Irom Workmg Assets <bttp/ actcredoaction_comir/'lFll &id~33630-2099661-yCrVNo,&t~IO> 

P.s. On tbiS national day of action against miernet censorship, ii is Important tbai as many people get involved as possible. Can you forward tbiS email to three fnends to belp us spread the 
word? They can take actron here_<bttp //acl.credoaction_com/r!?F657881 &id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~II> 

L"Five things to know about S()PA,<bttp/lactcredoaction_com!r!?F232157&id~33630-2099661-yCfVNox&t~12>" Tbe Washington Post, 11-16-2011 
2_ "Mozlila FIghts for the Internet's Future,<http://actcredoaction_com!r!?F232158&id~3363()-2()99661-yCfVN'''&t~13>''MozlllaBlog,II-15-201 L 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Gillcrt Cody" <cody_gillen@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18.20128:28 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Study on Alcohol Consumption and Addiction 

BlOmeclical IRB# 09-0939 

Are you drinking too much? 

Have you tried to cut dmvn your alcohol use but can't? 
Have you increased the amount of alcohol you drink? 
Is your alcohol use creating problems in your life? 

The Umversity of North Carolina al Chapel Hill,s seekmg volunteers 
for a research study usmg an FDA approved medicatIOn for the treatment 
of heavy alcohol dnnkmg. Tbe research study will Involve a free 
evaluatIOn intelView and, if you quald)r, free counselmg seSSIOns. If 

study. 

between Ihe ages of 18 and 65 and are having problems with 
you may be able to partIcipate In this new clinical research 

You are assured of stnct confidentiality 

1fmterested, please call Cody aI919-966-0011 or email at 
cody __ gillenCq;med.unc. edu 

This sludy was approved on 07/24/09 by Ihe Office of Human Research 
EthlCS, IRB # 09-0939. 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wlll only be sent to those who have indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Postpmium Couples <postpartumcouples@unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 20.20129: 10 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: New Parents Needed for Postpartum Couples Study 

Have you or your partner recently given birth, or are you pregnant with 
a due date soon? The UNC Couples Lab is seeking couples to particIpate 
in a research study of the roles you assume, your individual \vell-being, 
and your relationship dunng the postpartum period soon after you give 
birth 

If you and your partner are 18 years or older, have given birth wIthin 
the last three months, and are married or hving together 111 a 
commItted relatIOnship for 12 months or more, you may be eligIble to 
parllcipate in tbls study. If you bave not yet gIven blfth but WIll 
soon, you can also get on our list to be contacted once you have 
delivered. 

The study Involves filling out questionnaires one tune in the comfort of 
your home, in either paper fonnat or online via Qualtrics. It will take 
you and your partner each approximately ~o minutes to complete the set 
of questionnaires. Each couple will be compensated with a $25 gift card 
to Target for their tIme. 

For more information please contact the study coordmator, Sara Boedmg, 
or her research assistants at 919.962.2212 or emaIl us at 
postpartumcouplescq}unc.edu 

Tbe Postpartum Distress study was approved(lRB #11-2226) by the UNC 
BehavlorallRB on 12/1/2011. 

Tbls email is sponsored by: The Couples Lab 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, sign into l'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"FRStudy@unc_cdu" «-FRStudy@unc_cdu> 

Monday_ January 23, 2012 9:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc_edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa_unc_edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Study: Chemicals in Pregnancy 

Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill want to 
learn about the levels of organophosphate flame retardants in the body. 
This research study is for pregnant women. 

Research IS always voluntary! 

Would the study be a good fit for me? 
This study might be a good fit for you if: 

You are at least 18 years old 
You are less than] 8 weeks pregnant 
You lIve wlthm 20 lmles of UNC-CH 

What would happen If [ took part m the study? 

If you decIde to take part m the study, you will provide urine 
samples at 3 time pomts dunng your pregnancy 

Women who take part get $30 to thank them for theIr time_ 

To take part in the Harne retardants research study or for more 
informatIOn, please contact Kate Hollman at 919-966-3527 or 
FRStudy@~unc.edu 

The principal researcher for this study is Dr Kate ]-]oJTman at the 
University of North Carolina C3illings School of Global Public Health_ 

ThIS study has been reviewed and approved by the lINC PublIc 
Health-Nursing IRE (11-1365) Study Title: Organophosphate flame 
retardant measurement and variability in pregnant women. 
Approved 7/281] L 

This email is sponsored by: Epidemiology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"ocdtreatment@uncoedu" <ocdtreatment@uncoedu> 

Tuesday, January 24,20129:36 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: OeD treatment study 

Are you arLXiOliS about germs, mistakes, harm, numbers, or unpleasant 
obsessive thoughts? Do you have problems \vith compulsive checking, 
\vashing, askmg for reassurance, or repeating rituals? 

If you have been experiencing any of these problems for the past year 
and are 18 years of age or older, you might be eligible to parllcipate 
in a research study on therapy for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OeD). 
We are testing the effectiveness of a psychological intervention for 
oeD. Tbe treatment that we are testing is ojTered at no cost through a 
researcb study bemg conducted by tbe UNC-Chapel Hill OCD!Amlety 
Disorders Clinic 0 The study wlll mclude 16 sessions of 
cogmtive-behavIOral therapy and will not reqUIre you to go on any 
medication, or change any existmg medication. 

For more infonnatlOn, please contact the study coordinator, Ryan Jacoby 
at 

Tbe UNC Anxiety and Stress Dlsorders Clmic 
ChapelI-lill, NC 
ocdtreatmeni(@unc.edu 

All emails are confidentIal 

Non Biomedical IRB!! 11-1544 (Study Title: Psychosoclal Treatment ofOCD) 
Approval date November 10, 20 II 

Tb,s email is sponsored by: Psycbology Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
'IUpdate Personal Information'l 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Adams, JessicaL" <jladams2@.emaiLuncoed~~ 

Monday. January 30,201210:50 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy women age 18-35 needed for research study 

Are You a Healthy Woman Age 18 to 351 

Interested in Participating in a Clinical Research Study??? 

Investigators at U'NC are looking for healthy women to partIcipate 111 a 
new drug study! 

2 Month Commitment - 7 Days of Study Dmg 
J'viust be willing io provide vagmal and cervIcal biopsies 
1'v1oneiary compensatIOn provided 

Please contact Jessica Adams, PbannD at 
Jladams2@email.unc.eduor(9l9)962-0029 
If you would like to learn more! 

IRE 1111-1011 
Approved by tbe UNC BiomedicallRB 1 Oil Oil 1 

This email is sponsored by: Eshelman School ofPbarmacy 

"1NFORMAT10NAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 
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From: 

Sent: 

"Gildner, Paula L" <pgildner@unc.ed~~ 

Tuesday, January 31,20128:26 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Bilingual Message - MenS1!ie Bilingue 

Attention Latino parents! 
--Do you have a teen between 13 and 15 years old? 
--Do you want to help prevent dating abuse among Latino teens? 

If you answered "yes" to the above, you and your teen may be eligible to 
partIcipate in an important teen dating abuse prevention study. 

Your family can earn up to $155 far being in the study. 
--You and your teen wIll be asked to complete two 30-mmute mterviews 
each. 
--You may also be selected to receive tbe NOVIOlencia 
program-whIch consIsts ] Instruction booklet and 5 booklets offun 
activities for you and your teen to do together at borne. The activIties 
wlll help you prepare your teen for bealthy and safe datmg 

If you'd like more infonnation about the study or would like to enrolL 
please contact Paula Gildner at 1-877-658-1619 

This study titled, "Family-Based Datmg Abuse PreventIOn for Latmo 
Teens," was approved by UNC Public Health Nursing IRE on 5-29-11 
PrincIpal Investigator: Vangie Foshee 

!Atenclsn padres latmos! 

--?Tiene un Joven entre los 13 y los 15 
--?Les gustarma ayudar a prevemr durante el noviazgo en 
los jsvenes latinos? 

Si contests "sm" a estas preguntas, usted y sUJoven pueden ser elegidos 
para participar en un estudio importante sobre la prevenClsn del 
maltrato en el nOVIazgo. 

Su familia podnna recibir hasta $155 par participar en el estudio. 

--Se Ie pedira a usted y a su adolescente que completen dos entrevistas 
de 30 minutos cada una. 
--Asimismo, es posible que sea seleccionado al azar para recibir el 
programa NO VIO lencia, que incluye 5 falletos can actividades 
entretenidas que usted y su adolescente pueden hacer juntos en casa. 
Estas actividades Ie ayudaran a preparar a su adolescente para que sus 
nOVlazgos sean sanos y seguros. 

Si Ie gustarma obtener mas infonnacisn sobre el estudio 0 desea 
participar, por favor llame a Paula Gildner all-877-568-16l9. 

Este estudio se llama "Family-Based Dating Abuse Prevention for Latino 
Teens" fue autorizado por el IRB de Salud Publica y Enfermeras de UNC en 
5-29-11. 
Investigadora Principal: Dr. Vangie Foshee 
N: de estudio del IRB: 09-1230 

!Gracias! 

IRB study #: 09-1230 
Thank you. 

This emarlls sponsored by: !PRC 

"INFORlvli\TIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, sIgn into MylJNC at http"ilmy.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Almond, Martha A" <martha_almond@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 31,20129:27 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: A study ofthe effect of interleukin-l receptor antagonist on in 

IRE # 11-1026: A study of the effect ofinterleukin-I receptor 
antagonist on mhalation of20,000 ED Climcal Center Reference 
Endotoxin in NOlmal Volunteers 

Endotoxin is a component of outdoor air pollution, an aIr contaminant 
found in a number of different workplaces, and is even found in homes. 
Anakinra is a medication that is used by people who have rheumatoid 
arthritis to decrease the infammation in theIr jomts from the disease. 
The purpose of tbi s research study IS to see If 2 doses of the Anakinra 
wlll decrease the changes in the cells in the sputum and blood caused by 
tbe mhaled endotoxin in bealthy people. 

Subjects must be healthy, nonsmokers, and have no allergIes or astbma. 
Pregnant or nursing females are excluded. Individuals with a recent 
resplfator.y mfectIOn will be deferred untIl about 4 weeks after they 
are well. Study particIpatIon will Include 8 VISItS over a 6 week to 3 
month period based on partIcipants' avaIlability 

Interested mdlviduals may call 919-966-0759 or send an emarlto the 
following link for addItional infonnation: marrt@;med.unc.edu 

Approved August 03, 20 II by the BlOmedlcal Institutional Review Board 
IRB# 11-1026 

This e-mail is sponsored by the UNC Center for EnvIronmental Jlv1edicme, 
Asthma and Lung BIOlogy and IS funded by the National Inslltutes of 
Healtb 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: CEMALB 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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You have 8 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 76 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Sparn 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

lnside-ERP I Our Updated CbecklIst for Cboosing ERP 
Know your benefIts I E-Book for Free - TIPS 2 Reduce Your Taxes 
HR Daily Report Newsletter <weekly@hrdailyreportcom>1 Free Job and more with TheLadders 
HIZ Daily Report Newsletter <weekly(@hrdailyreport.com>1 Tbe can gIve new managers 

Private Sale Heys USA EXCLUSIVE 
& FunctIOns Instructor Led + Labs for I-ligh-lmpact Learning 2115 Webinar 

I LawNewswatch 
Newswatch <educatlOncq}avantresources.com> I Unconscious Bias, Stereotypes and Discrimination, Feb. 2 \Vebinar 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FlIes 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febmary 1,2012 8:22 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you have extreme PMS? 

Do you or someone you know have severe PMS mood symptoms? 
Have you ever thought you may have Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder 
(PMDD)? 

Some \vomen experience PMS mood symptoms that interfere \vith work, 
activities, and relationships. 

The l.J1\TC Department ofPsychwtry research team is conducting a clinical 
research study for women wIth severe P:LvlS and Premenstrual Dysphoric 
DIsorder (pJvlDD) to see whether combining an antI-depressant with an 
addltlOnal study-related medication aIds m the rehef of thIS 
reproductive 
mood disorder 

Volunteers must be: 
* At least 18 years old 
* In good health 
* Currently treated with an anti-depressant 

All office ViSIts, medical evaluations, and mvestigational medIcatIOns 
related to this study will be provided at no cost to patients. 

For more information, please call Brenda at 843-8084 
(bpearson@med.unc.edu). 

Approved 10/30/2006 by the Committee on tbe Protection of the Rigbts of 
Hwnan Subjects BiomedIcal Institutional ReVIew Board. 
IRE II 05-PSYCI-J-1418/05-3106 

TbiS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"carolinachallenge@unc.edu" <carolinachallenge@unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, Febmary 1,2012 8:44 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Stmtup Challenge Applications due Febmmy 5 

CAROLINA CHALLENGE I $50,000 STARTUP COMPETITION 
Deadline for entries: Sunday, February 5 
Apply at: www.carolinachallenge.orgiapphcatlOll 

Carolina Challenge is UNC's startup competition, welcoming all UNC 
students, faculty, staff and now alumni to showcase their startup Ideas 
to an audIence of successful entrepreneurs and investors, while 
competing for $50,000 in prize money 

This year the competitlOn will be splIt mto FOUR tracks. three for UNC 
students and one for UNC f.1culty, staff and alumm The three STUDENT 
tracks are 

- TradItional or Low Tech 
- HIgh Tech 
- SocIal 

Both undergraduate and graduate students are encouraged to apply. 

The faculty, staff and alumni track will include all types of startups. 

The Drst round of the Challenge will be the "Pitch Round" on February 
15-16. No busmess plan is necessary for the fIrst round. Teams must 
submIt an applIcatIOn by February 5 at www.carolinachallenge.org/apply 
and reCleve an invitation to compete. 

The second round of the Challenge IS tbe Semlfmals March 21-22, for 
which teams will submit a complete business plan. Track Finals take 
place March 28, with the Final Four and $50,000 being dlstnbuted on 
AprilS. 

1'v1ore mfonnation at wv/\v.carolinacballenge.org 

Follow Carolina Challenge at: v/\vw.twitier.com/unc _challenge 

This email is sponsored by: Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into :l'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, February 2,20122:25 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 
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Sent: 
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Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Satnrday. Febmary 4,20126:50 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 4-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 
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Spam 

Incoming 
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I Wbat tbe NLRB '[hinks About Your Company's Social MedIa Pohcy, February 9 Webmar 
i Unique Invitation Inside for Associate 

I I AM CONTACTINC3 YOU FOR INVESTMENT 
Irving Hutton <penadd@;newventurezone.com> I Tr.Y and give her mtense banging 

Viruses 

New: () 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Sunday. Februmy 5, 2012 6:51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 9-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 9 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 86 messages in your quarantine 
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Sparn 

9 86 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

InsIde CRM <researcb@focusmails.com> IOn-Demand CRM Takes OJT 
Chief Morgan Zbang <inf@Jedcs.org> I Dear Friend, 
Makayla scott <Makayla15707scott36293@newyourpublication.net>1 Unique Invitation InsIde mtended for Buddy 
Diego Hill <Diego15714Hi1l1754250@socialloveonlme.net>i ATTN: Visitors tbis year Realize 
CbIefMorgan Zhang I Dear Friend, 
Jose Hams Umque Invitation Within Very fmal Note 
Rosemane Comer <p ___ miller@;wallacemontgomery.com> i Pllules for hardcore mght actIon 
Xavier martin <Xavierl5756martm1754250@thelinkedsocIal.net>1 Buddy Last Discover - please evaluatIOn 
MackenzIe Tbompson <MackenzIeI576S'Inompson 1754250@newyourpublication.net>1 Presently this IS going to be your last note 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Monday. February 6,20122:36 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Monday. February 6,20126:51 AM 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 5-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXThtm 

You have 5 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 80 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'245:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

VoW-News <n,search(21lfc,cusmaIl,;.c()m> i Battle oftbeBesl: VoIP's Top Vendors Reviewed 
Cody -Ihomas 
Taylor torres 
JeremIah Gray 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

Sun Feb 2012 ATTN: this year Observe -- Please Evaluate. 
<7'JO',,-~o175'~2';()«j?n,ewycnlfpublic"llcm.rrel>i Sun Feb 2012 Exclusive Invitation Inside for Friend 

Mon Feb 2012 ATTN: 20 II Nollce - Please RevIew. 
Taxation & Reporting: Step By Step Guidance for IRS Compliance, 2/21 CPE Webmar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Chanon, Vicki West" <vmwe~'alemail.unc.edu> 

Monday. Febmary 13,20128:30 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: SMOKERS AND NON-SMOKERS WANTED FOR STUDY 

Vie are currently looking for cigarette smokers between the ages of 18 
and 20 and non-smokers between 24 and 40 to participate in a study 
exploring the role of attention in nicotme addIction. Your 
participation \vould require you to come to our laboratory in Howell Hall 
on the Umversity of North Carolina campus and complete 
attention-related tasks on the computer for about 1 hour. For your 
participatIOn, you will be compensated with $1 O/hour. 

If you think you may be interested in particIpating AND ARE NOT 
CURRENT!> Y TAKING PSYCHOACTIVE MEDICATIONS please send an e-marl to 
vmwest@emai1.unc.edu and include the followmg infonnation 

Name 
2. Are you a smoker? 
3. Average number of cigarettes smoked/day 
]f no, you ever smoked on a regular baSIS 
4. Age 
5. Are you currently taking any medication for neurological or 
psychological purposes? 
6. E-mail address 
7. Times wbicb are generally best for you to participate 

Thank 
Dr. W. Chanon 
Dept. of Psychology 

This study tItled" Smokmg, FamilIanty, and AttentIon" bas been 
approved by the UNC BehavlOrallnstitutional Review Board (IRB) (study 
#07-1639; approved 09/10/2011). 

TbIS email is sponsored by: Dept. of Psychology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Matthew Gfeller Center <tbicenter@unc.edu> 

Monday. Febmary 13,20128:55 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Mild Brain Injury Rehabilitation Study 

Researchers in the Matthew Gfeller Center for Sport-Related Trawnatic 
Brain Injur~y Research Center are conducting a research study examining a 
traming progression to help potentially rehabilitate mild trawnatic 
brain injury. For the study we are seeking two groups of people. 

The study involves three assessment sessions and a training progression 
intervention consistmg of balance and cognitIve (memory, thinking, etc) 
training. If you partIcipate in intervention trainmg, there will be 
compensation for your participation. 

You may qualifY in one oftbese two ways. 

Group 1 
1) Are you between the ages of 18-30 years old? 
2 )Do you exercise regularly for three or more days per week for 30 
minutes each time? 
3 )Are you mterested in training your balance and cognition? 

Group 2 
1) Have you had a concussIOn/mild traumatic bram mJul)' and are still 
experiencing symptoms for at least three weeks after the injury? 
2) DId the concussion/mild traumatic brain inJul)' occur within the last 
two years? 
~) Are you looking for 
Improve your balance 

to decrease your symptoms and potentially 
cognitIon? 

If you think you qualIfy and are mterested m particIpation, please 
contact .Tohna Register J\lIhalik at tbicenter@;unc.edu to set up a time to 
discuss the study further. You will be compensated for your time. 

Thank you for your interest. 

IRE Study# 1 j -0499 
Approved, 4/6/20ll, lJNC-CH Institutional Review Board (Biomedical IRB) 

Sponsored By: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, February 16,20122: 15 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

"Goto, Shiho" <sgoto@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23,20129:00 PM 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL 

Subject: Research Opportunity: Research Study for Chronic Knee Pain 
We are lookmg for participants bet\veen 18-35 years of age to 
participate in a study comparing trunk, hip, and knee movement, muscle 
actIvations during functional tasks and lower extremity flexibIlity 
between people with patellofemoral pain syndrome and a healthy group of 
individuals 
Healthy individuals are considered to be those with 

no history or diagnosis of knee pain or injw1' wIthin the past six 
months 

blp. or injury wltbm the past six months that 
resulted m more tban two days of actIvity modification 
* no history of a neurological condItion 
Tbose individuals wltb patellofemoral pain syndrome are defmed as those 
with 

pam In the froni of the knee for at least two month 
pain during at least two oftbe followmg aCllvities 

o ascending/descending staIrs 
o hopping(joggmg 
o prolonged silting with knees bent 
o kneeling 
o squattmg 
Subjects witb patellofemoral pain syndrome will be excluded from tbe 
study if 
* knee pain is due to trawna 

blStOry of knee surgery 
hlStOry of low back, hip, or ankle 

that resulted in more than two days 
history of a neurological condition 

within tbe past SIX months 
modification 

currently involved in physIcal therapy or bas undergone pbysical 
tberapy within the past three montbs 
]fyou are eligible and wIllmg to particIpate, you will come to the 
Sports Medicine Research Laboratory in Fetzer Hall (Fetzer 32) on the 
campus ofl)NC-CH. Testing consists of one session lasting approximately 
two hours. Testing will involve a postural assessment; strength tests; 
muscle activation assessment; flexibility assessment, and 
stair-stepping, single leg squat, and double leg squat tasks. Please 
contact Shiho Goto at sgoto@email.unc.edu if you are interested in 
participating or have any questions or concerns. 
Approved by Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 9113/20 II. Study 
number: 10- j 671 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
'IUpdate Personal Information'l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"fomm _ office@unc.edu" «-fomm _ office@unc.ed~·< 

Monday_ Febmary 27, 201210:18 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Employee Fomm Delegate Nominations 

CALL FOR NOlvlINATIONS 

February 25.2012 

Dear Fellow UNC-Chapel Hill Employee: 

It's time to elect new delegates to the Employee Forum. The Forum, 
which began in 1992, is the collective voice for SPA and EPA non-faculty 
employees on our campus, and its effectIveness depends on 
participation and support. Chancellor Tborp bas expressed support 
for the Forum and its work on behalf oftbe University's staff, stating 
tbat be believes: 

"For Carolina to be the best place to teach, learn and discover It must 
be a great place to work for our employees. Servmg on the Employee 
Forum is an opportunity to contnbute to that process and make a 
dIfrerence on behalf of your fellow workers. PI 

Please talk wIth your colleagues about particIpation in the Forum, and 
send us the names oftbose would like to represent your interests. 
Each of nine electoral elects representatives based on the 

in the division. If you have questIOns 
contact tbe Forum OffIce at 

The process of electing delegates begins in F ebrumy to allow time for 
new delegate orientation prior to the assumption of duties. In late 
J'vIarch, you will receive a ballot asking you to vote for your new Forum 
representatlves. 

Delegate Responsibility 

Employee Forum meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month, 
and there is an attendance policy designed to encourage participation 
and true representation. If a delegate misses three unexcused 
consecutive meetings or five in a nine-month period, he or she is 
automatically replaced. Tenn in otTice is from May 20 1 2-June 2014. 
Delegate participation will be considered work time. 

It is an honor and a privilege to selve as a Forwn delegate. Effective 
service requires dedication, enthusiasm, and time. :Nlonthly meetings are 
two and a half hours in length. In addition, delegates are likely to 
spend additional time up to six hours per month on committee and other 
essential work (more for officers and committee chairs). Employees who 
accept nominations should verify that their managers will approve the 
time to support this important service to the University. 

Nominations 
We need your help in identifying people who are willing to selve on the 
Fonun. You may nominate any permanent llNC-Chapel Hill employee. 
includmg yourself, from any electoral divIsion. Please verify that 
your nommees are willing to serve. Vie accept nominations via e-mail to 
forum_office@unc.edu (please "\-vnte "Nominations" m the subject line). 

Print and electronic nominations must by received by J'vIarch 14. Please 
return your nommatIOns to: 

2012 Norrnnatlons, Employee Forum, CB# 3488, llNC-CH Campus. 

Elections 

The Forum will be composed of approximately 60 elected delegates This 
we will elect 42 new delegates from across all nine electoral 

If you have any questions about the nomination or election process or 
about Forum Issues, please feel free to contact the Forum office at 
962-3779 or the Forum Web site at htlp://forum.unc.edu 

Sincerely, 
Jackie Overton, Forum Chair 

This email is sponsored by: Employee Forum 



"lNFORMATlONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, February 28,2012 1 :57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, March 2,20122:42 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Kelm. Katie" <katie_kelm@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 8:28 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Decision-making research study now recruiting pmticipants. 

Vie are conducting a study to examine the role of and serotonm 
in the decision-making Your particIpation would require you to 
come to the UniversIty Carolina campus for 2 seSSIOns, which 
will last up to 7 hours per session. Each seSSIOn will Involve drinkmg 
an amino acid beverage, two fmger pncks for blood samples, and 
completIOn of questiom1a1reS and computerized tasks 

You are eligible if 
1. You are between the ages of 22-40 years old 
2. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 
3. You are NOT takmg psychoactive medications 
4. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
5. You are NOT pregnant or breastfeedmg 
6. You are a native English speaker 
7. You have graduated high school or earned a C3ED 
8. You do NOT have phenylketonuria (PKU) 

For your partlcipation, you wIll be compensated wlth $1 Olhour plus a 
completion bonus for completing both sessions. 

If interested, please contact us at katie _kelm@~unc.edu with the 
following mfonnailon 

Name 
Ii-marl address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 

This study tItled "Neuromodulation of Immediate Reward Bias" has been 
approved by the UNC Behavioral lnstltutional ReVlew Board (study 
#09-2266 approved 11128111). 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"aspire@unc.edu" <aspire@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 8:39 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you know a child who takes medication to help with his or her behavior? 

Do you know a child who takes medication to help with his or her 
behavior? 

The ASPIRE Research program at the UNC-Chapel Hill's Department of 
Psychiatry is looking for study participants who: 
* are 8-19 years old, 
* are currently taking 

* Zyprexa 
* Seroquel 
* Rlsperdal. 
* C3eodon. 
* Abilrfy 
* Sapbris. 
* Zomaril 
* Latuda. 

* AND have gamed weIght while taking one of these medicines 

We are lookmg at three different ways m order to reduce weIght gain 
that is associated wIth these types of medIcines. Study particIpation 
wlillast up to 7 months. 

All study-related evaluatIOns and treatments are provIded at no cost to 
particIpants. CompensatIOn for partIcipation is also provided. Subjects 
would earn a minimum of $375 for completing the entire study. 

]fyou are a doctor and think one of your patients might be eligIble, 
please let them know about this study. 

If you are a parent and you think tbiS study may be appropriate for your 
chrld, please contact us 

For more mfonnailon 
ASPIRE Research Hotline (1-800-708-0048) 
Email us at aspire@unc.edu. 

This message was approved by the UNC Biomedical IRB on 11-2-2011 for 
IRB#08-1082 Improving Metabolic Parameters of Antipsychotic Child 
Treatment-Multi-site Study (IMPACT-MS) 

PI: Lin Sikich, l"AD 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
'IUpdate Personal Information'l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"urd@unc.edu" <urd@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 8. 2012 8:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Call for Submissions: University Research Day 2012 

Vie are pleased to invite all undergraduate and graduate students at the 
University of North Carolma at Chapel HIll to submit abstracts for 
University Research Day 2012. UniversIty Research Day provides a venue 
for students, faculty, and staff from all discIplines to share their 
research with the campus community via poster or oral presentations. 

The second abstract submission period begms on Thursday, JVfarch 8th at 
12:00 
AM and closes on Friday, March 16th, al115959 PM. VISIt 
bUp://gpsfunc.eduiurd to submIt your abstract. 

For more infonnation, please visit bUp://gpsfunc.eduiurd or email 
urd@;unc.edu wIth any questIOns you may have. We look forward to seeing 
your research! 

This email is sponsored by: GPSF 

"INFORMATIONAL:'" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <jobs@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, March 9,20122:46 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewsWatch Job Board 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Dear Colleagues, 

"Waddell, Stan Adolphus" <stall_ waddell@.unc.edu> 

Monday. March 12,2012 8:20 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Security 

Over the past fe\v months, the campus has seen a marked increase in 
attacks on computers that can be controlled via remote desktop tools. 
AdditlOnally, vendors have identified new risks to networked printers 
Two ne\v efforts in this area will prevent off-campus connections to 
on-campus computers using remote desktop tools and prevent off-campus 
printing to on-campus printers. These changes wIll take effect on lYfarch 
30th. After that time, individuals wishing to connect to these types of 
services from off-campus wIll be required to fIrst connect to the campus 
network via VPN. 

A VIrtual Private Network (VPN) provIdes an encrypted connectIOn (secure 
tunnel) from outsIde networks or Internet Service Providers (lSPS) to 
the UNC-Cbapel Hill internal network UNC bas mstalled a Cisco VPN 
concentrator that allows authorized users to access lJNC network 
resources from off-campus using an ISP dIal-m, DSL or cable modem 
service with ONYI~N authentIcatIOn You can work securely, Just as if you 
were physically on campus. 

If on or after 11arch 30th you are unable to connect to your campus 
computer from off-campus or are unable to print to your campus pnnter 
from ofr-campus then it is lIkely you need to use the campus VPN 
software. ThIs software wIll let you create a secure connection to the 
campus network usmg your Onyen and Onyen-password. A help page 
(http://belp.unc.edulCCM3 (35705) has been created tbat wIll provide 
detaIled informatIOn regarding VPN use and link to download the 
necessary software 

Tbe VPN client software can be downloaded at 
https:llshareware.unc.edu/soflware.html#V 

Your local IT support or the lJNC ITS Help Desk (9 I 9-962-HELP) can 
assist you with the installation and configuration ofthe \iPN 
client. 
You may also submit a help request by visiting http:!help.unc.edu 
<http://help.unc.edu> 

Please remember that data security here at the University is a 
partnership. \Vhile we continue to look for ways to reduce our 
vulnerability to outside attacks from hack.ers, we rely on all of you 
as 
well. We appreciate your continued efforts of not clicking on links 
m 
phishing emails, not sharing your passwords, and keeping your 
antIvIrus 
up to date. The use of VPN is Just another important step to reduce 

outside threats to the university. 

Best Regards. 

Stan Waddell, PMP, CISSP, ABD 
ISO and Executive Director ITS Security 
wk 919-445-9397 
2800 ITS Marming 
211 Marming Dr 
Chapel HIll NC 27599 

Remember, UNC-CH will not ask you to reveal your account password Via 

the phone or email. If you receive an email or phone request for that 
information, the request is a phishing attempt 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Security 

"INFORlvlATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into JVfyl.JN"C at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

IRE# 11-1386 

"Begalle, Becky" <rbegalle@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, March 12,2012 8:40 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Previous Knee Injury Research Study 

UNC Biomedical IRE approval on 1010312011 

Title: The Effects of a Previous Internal Knee Derangement Injury on 
Lower Extremity Biomechanics dunng FW1ctional Tasks. 

The UNC Department of Exercise and Sport Sciences is conducting a 
research study to examine lower extremity movement patterns after 
sustaining an ACL inJUljl, knee meniscus injury, or combined ACL/memscus 
inJury. In addition, healthy physically acllve mdivlduals with no prior 
history of knee injury are needed for this study. 

If you meet the cnteria, you wIll particIpate in a single testing 
session that takes place in the Sports 1'v1edicme Research Laboratory 

You may be eliglble for tbis study, if you meet the followmg cnteria: 

Previously Injured Subjects 
* Between the ages of 7-50 years 

Have surgical conflnnailon of either 
1) Isolated ACL mJury, 
2) Isolated J'v1eniscus injury, or 
3) Combination ACL & Meniscus injury 

Have full medical clearance greater than 6 months ago 
Current physical activity 

- 5 x 30 minutes per week OR 150 total minutes per week 
No musculoskeletal injury wltbm the past 6 months that limited 

physical activity for > 2 days 
* I-lave no known history of vestibular or balance dIsorders 

Are not pregnant at the time of testing and trammg 

Healthy Subjects: 
* Between the ages of 7-50 years 

No previous histOlY of knee injury, including surgery 
No musculoskeletal mjury within the past 6 months that limited 

physical activity for> 2 days 
* Have no known history of vestibular or balance disorders 

Are not pregnant at the time of testing and training 

For additional information about this study, please email 
* Rebecca Begalle at rbegallec2Yemail.tffic.edu 

Or call the Neuromuscular Research Laboratory at 919-843-2014. 
Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This email is sponsored by: l)NC Department of Exercise and Sport 
Sciences 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Shen, Jenny" <jenny _shen@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. March 12,2012 8:59 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do you or someone you know have children with stomachaches? 

Does your chIld suffer from stomachaches or "nerves"? 

Vie \vant to knmv what factors make children's stomachaches worse or 
better during the school year. 

Vie are looking for parents of children/adolescents who: 
o Have frequent stomachaches - does not have to be diagnosed 
o Attend school from fall to spnng and have summers oj1 

This IRB-approved research study will involve 2 online questIOnnaires. 
No visits to UNC are required. PartIcipants completing the wIll be 
automatically entered in a drawmg of a $50 or $100 card 
redeemable online 

For more mfonnation and/or to partIcipate, please go to 
bitp://www.uncmedresearcb.com/stomacbacbes or call 919 843 0688. 

Tb,S study 1S bemg conducted by the UNC Center for Functional GI and 
Molllity Disorders. This study was approved by the IRB on 316/2012 Tbe 
lRB approval number for tb,S study 1S 12-0361. 

This email is sponsored by: lINC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
DIsorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIonal mass 
ematl preference, slgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 1:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Bardone-Cone, Anna Marie" <bardonec@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14,20128:45 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Recmiting Latina and Black female students who binge eat 

RESEARCH VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: LatmaIHispanic & Black (African-Amencan or 
African) female students, ages 18-25, with symptoms of binge eating are 
needed for a study of health behaviors involving portable sw-vey devices 
(devices provIded for the duratlOn of the study). 

Monetary compensation (the opportw1ity to earn $180) will be provided 
for completing this study, run by Dr Anna Bardone-Cone of the 
Department of Psychology, University of North Carolina at Chapel HilL 

For more mformatlOn please call 919-843-0974 or email us at 
bardoneconelab@unc.edu 

This mesage and study have been approved by the UNC Behavioral IRB> 
IRB # 10-1391 
IRB approval date: 9/16/11 

This email IS sponsored by: Department ofPsycbology 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, March 15,20122:20 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Yucel, Gunes" <gunesyucel@medouncoed~o> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 8:18 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Volunteer Teenagers Needed for Imaging Research Stndy 

Healthy Volunteer Teenagers Needed for Imaging Research Study 

(Are you interested in hmv the bram works? Are you between the ages of 
12and 167 
We are looking for young Caucasian (white) MALE pmticipants for 
research studies of vIsual, language, and sensory functions during 
magnetlc resonance imaging (l'vIRI) 

ElIgibilIty ReqUlrements 
Particlpants should 
Be between 12 and 16 years old, 
Have nonnal VISIOn, 

Right handed 
Have no history of psychiatric or neurological Illness or injury 
!-lave no metal objects in the body 
Parental approval is required for particIpatIon 

Compensation 
ParticIpants will receive $10 per hour for the first session and $20 
per hour for tbe imagmg session. 
This researcb study wIll take approxImately two hours. 

For more information, 
Please contact Dr. Gunes Yucel from the Bram Imaging and Analysis 
Center at Duke Universliy Medlcal Center and UNC I-Iospltals via email: 
gyucel@medouncoedu 

Tb,S study was approved by UNC-CJ-j IRB ill May 31 sl, 2011 (UNC lRB 
reglstary # 01-0995) 

TbiS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Monday. March 19, 20121:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Beattie, Jessica R" <~essica _ beattie@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 19,20129:34 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you or is someone you know expecting twins? 

This is a bIlingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensa]e bilingle. Por favor, vea aba]o para el espaqol. 

Are you or is someone you know expecting Twins? 

The Early Brain Development 111 T\vins Study is a research study at the 
UniversIty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Vie are currently recruiting 
women expecting same sex hvins for this study. 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third tnmester) 
- $50 for the prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 per cbild for each postnatal visit (potenllaltotal of $950). 
- Reimbursement for mileage and parking 
- Free testmg to deiennineiconfinn your twms are Identical or 
fraternal 

We need your helpl By partic1pating in this study you will be helpmg 
Improve our understanding about normal brain and cogmtive development 
in twins. Please sbare tbis message wIth friends or family. 

To learn more about this study please call Jess1ca Beattle (919) 
966-9290 or (866) 849-0541 (Toll Free), or send an email to 
jessica __ beattie@med.unc.edu wItb your name, phone nwnber and tunes that 
you can be reached. ThIs is a confIdential study: we will not share 
your email address wIth anyone outside of the study. VIsit our websIte 
at www.earlybrainresearch.org and click on "Twms" for more informatIOn. 

The principal investigator for tb,S study 1S Jobn G1lmore, I'vlD, UNC 
School of MedIcine, Department of Psychiatry & Co-Investigator, Honor 
Wolfe, MD, Scbool of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and C3ynecology. 

The Early Brain Development in Twins Study and this message have 
received approval from the UNC Bio Medical IRE on 1011211 1, Study 
#03-PSYCH-198. 

?Esta usted 0 alguien que conoce esperando gemelos? 

El estudio del Desanollo Temprano del Cerebro en Gemelos es un estudio 
de investigacisn que esta conduciendo Ia Universidad de Carolina del 
Norte en Chapel Hill. Estamos reclutando a mujeres que estan esperando 
gemelos del mismo sexo para que pmticipen en el estudio. 

Los Participantes recibinnan: 
-1 ultrasonido prenatal (durante el tercer trimestre) 
-$50 par su ultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 por cada niqo por cada visita postnatal (una suma potencial de 
$950) 
-Rembolso del millaje y estacionamiento 
-Una prueba gratis para determinar!confinnar si sus gemelos son 
idinticos 0 fraternales 

!Necesitamos su ayuda! Al participar en este estudio usted ayudanna a 
mejorar nuestro entendimiento sobre el desanollo normal del cerebro y 
de cognicisn en los gemelos. Por favor comparta este mensaje con sus 
amigos y familiares. 

Si desea aprender mas sobre este estudio por favor comumnquese con 
Jessica Beatt1evma telifono al (919) 966-9290 a sin costa al 
849-0541, 0 por coneD electrsnico a con su 
nombre, numero telefsnico, y el tiempo que es mejor para poder de 
comunicamos con usted. Este es un estudio confidencial: no 
compartiremos su coneo electrsnico con seres fuera del estudio. Vislte 
nuestra pagina de web para mas informacisn w\vw.earlybrainresearch.org y 
haz clic "Twins. " 

El principal invest1gador del estudio es John Gilmore, l'vlD, Departamento 
de psiquiatnca y el Co-investigador del estudlO es Honor Wolfe, lvlD, 
Departamento de Obstetncia Ginecologma. 

El Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro en Gemelos y este mensa]e 
han recibido aprobacisn del UNC Bio-Medico IRE el (Date of approval), 
Estudio #03-PSYCH-198 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 



"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emall preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, March 20,20122:09 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Fuller, Gail Patricia" <gaiUuIlCl@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8: 18 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: A UNC Type 2 Diabetes Study 

Do you have Type 2 Diabetes? 
If so, you may qualifY to participate in a clinical research study 

The U1'JC Diabetes Care Center is now enrolling adult volunteers into a 
Type 2 Dia betes Research study 
This is a long term cardiovascular research study of an investIgational 
medicatIOn. You \vill receive either the investigatIOnal medication or a 
comparator medIcatIOn along wIth a placebo (inactive substance) during 
the study. 

Your particIpation may require up io 32 office ViSIts to the research 
site over a 7 3/4 year period. 

You may be eligible for the research study if you are: 
- aged between 40-85 years 
- have type 2 diabetes 
- have one or more cardIOvascular risk factors 
- are having trouble controlling your blood sugar 

are elIgIble you may receive diabetes care tbrough the research 
doctor, diabetes testing supplIes, and study medIcatIOn. 

If you are mterested in this climcal tnal and belIeve you may be 
elIgible, or for more mformation please contact: 

Gail Fuller, CCRC 
Clinical Research Coordinator 
UNC Dlabetes Care Center: 919-484-0931 ext272 
gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRE approval irom the UNC omce ofl-Iuman Research 
EthICS, IRE Full board on 0312312012 IRB study II 11- 2115 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: "freshstart@unc.edu" <freshstart@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27. 2012 8:37 PM Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Stmggling with your weight? Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at l.J1\TC's DepaItment of Nutntion want to compare diets in an 
18-month weight loss research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently 
recruiting 18 to 40 year aids, who are overweight (BMI>30) and otherwise 
healthy. Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be 
eligIble to particIpate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating SolutlOns for 
Health) Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include· 
* Private nutntion counselmg sessions (in-person and by pbone) 

Group nutrition worksbops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and reCIpes 
GIft bags contammg healthy foods 
Possible weIght loss 
You wIll not be asked to take any medication 

CompensatlOn is a total of $300, provided at6 months ($50), 12 montbs 
($50), and 18 montbs ($200) 

For more information. please call Chandra at (9]9) 408-3320, ext. 27 or 
send an email to freshstartcq}unc.edu 

Tbls study has been revIewed and approved (04/04/20]1) by the UNC 
BIomedical IRE (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Body Weigbt 
Funded by NIDDK (I RO] DK085lO9-0l) 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Dept of Nutritton 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"ocdtreatment@uncoedu" <ocdtreatment@uncoedu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 8:48 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Treatment for oeD 

Are you arLxious about germs, mistakes, harm, numbers, or unpleasant 
obsessive thoughts? Do you have problems \vith compulsive checking, 
\vashing, askmg for reassurance, or repeating rituals? 

If have been expenencing any of these problems for the past year and 
are 18 of age or older, you might be elIgible to participate in a 

study on therapy for Obsessive Compulsive DIsorder (OCD)o We 
are testing the effectIveness of a psychological intervention for oeD. 
The treatment that we are testmg is offered at no cost througb a 
researcb study bemg conducted by tbe UNC-Chapel Hill OCD/Anxlety 
Disorders Clinic 0 The study WIll mclude 16 sessions of 
cogmtive-behavIOral tberapy and will not reqUIre you to go on any 
medication, or change any existmg medication. 

For more mformatIOn, please contact the study coordmator, Ryan Jane 
Jacoby at 

Tbe UNC Anxiety and Stress DIsorders Clmic 
Chapell-lill, NC 
919-843-3951 
ocdtreatment@unc.edu 

All calls and emarls are confidential 

Non-BlOmedical IRE!! 11-1544 "PsychosocIal Treatment of OCD" 
Approval date: 11 October 2011 

This ema1ils sponsored by: Psychology Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Wednesday, March 28,20122:22 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 1: 56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Thorp, Holden" <holden _ thorp@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 8:24 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Sexual Assault Awareness Month 

Dear Carolina Commw1ity: 

April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month. I}/e have organized a senes of 
programs and events at U'NC to raise public awareness about sexual 
violence and to educate communities and individuals on hmv to prevent 
sexual violence 

Every person can make a difference \vhen it comes to preventing sexual 
violence and creating a Carolina commumty that is supportive io 
survivors. Please join me by partIcipatmg in Sexual Assault Awareness 
month. JvJore infonnailon can be found at http://saam.web.unc.edul. 

Thank you to tbe dedicated students and staff from the following olIices 
and orgamzatIOns who have worked on these events: Counseling and 
Wellness, Office ofFratemity & Sorority Life and Community 
Involvement, Carolina Women's Center, Project Dinah, Carolina Against 
Slavery and Trafflckmg, and our commumty friends at the Orange County 
Rape Cnsis Center 

If you or someone you know has experienced sexual violence and needs 
help, consider calling the Orange County Rape Crisis Center hotline at 
1-866-We-Lisien or go online io safe.unc.edu 

Smcerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"lNFORMAT10NAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
IIUpdate Personal Information ll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday. April 3, 20122:03 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday. April 10, 2012 2:16 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Spiker, Danielle" <danielle _spiker@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11,2012 8:24 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you or someone you know pregnant? 

This is a bIlingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensaje bilingle. Por favor, yea abajo para el espanol. 

Are you or IS someone you know pregnant? 

The Early Brain Development Study is a research study at the 
UniversIty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Vie are currently recruiting 
pregnant women as normal controls. 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third tnmester) 
- $50 for your prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 for each postnatal visit (potenllal total of $500) 
- Reimbursement for mileage and parking 

We need your helpl By partic1pating in this study you will be helpmg 
Improve our understanding about normal brain and cogmtive development. 
Please share this message witb friends and family. 

To learn more about th1s study please call Damelle Spiker (919) 
843-3608 or 
D,anne Evans (919) 843-2389 or at (866) 849-0541 croll Free), or send an 
email to one of them: danielle ___ spikerCq;med.unc.edu; ddevans@;med.unc.edu 
WIth your name, phone number and times that you can be reacbed. 

Tbis is a confidential study: we will not share your email address with 
anyone outside oftbe study. VIsit our websIte at 
www.earlybraimesearch.organdclickon "Normal Controls" for more 
mfonnation 

The Pnncipallnvestigator for this study is John Gilmore, MD, UNC 
School of Med1cine. Department of Psychiatry & the Scbool of Medic me, 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

The Early Brain Development Study and this message have 
received approval from the UNC Bio Medical IRE on 2114112. Study 
#02-1057. 

Esta embarazada? Conoce alguien que este embarazada? 

E1 Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro es un estudio 
de investigacisn realizado por la Universidad de Carolina del Norte en 
Chapel Hill. En la actualidad buscamos mUJeres embarazada para 
este estudio. 

Las participantes reciben: 
-1 ultrasonido prenatal gratis (durante el tercer trimestre) 
-$50 para tu cultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 para cada visita postnatal posible de $500). 
-Reembolsamos 10 gastos estaclOnamlento 

!Necesitamos su ayuda! Al participar en este estudio usted ayudara a 
meJorar 
nuestro entendimiento sobre el desarrollo normal y cognitivo del 
cerebro. Por favor, comparte este mensaje con sus amigos y familia. 

SI desea averiguar mas sobre el estudio, por favor llama Danielle Spiker 
(919) 843-3608 or Dianne Evans (919) 843-2389 llama gralls al (866) 
849-05410 envie un correo electronico a danielle_spiker@imed.unc.eduo 
ddevans@med.unc.edu con su nombre, numero de telefono y horarios en los 
que podemos contactarle. 

No compartiremos su correo electronico con personas ajenas a esta 
investigacion. Para 
obtener mas informacion, visita nuestro sitio en Internet 
\vw\v.earlybrainresearch.org y hace clic en "Nonnal Controls. F' 

El investigador principal de este estudio es John GIlmore, 1v1D, 
Departamento de PSlquiatrma y Departamento de Obstetricla Ginecologma de 
la Escuela de J\1edicma, ambos pertenecientes a la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte. 

El estudlO del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebra y este mensa]e 
fueron aprobados por la Junta de Revisisn Institucional de la 
Universidad de Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill (lJNC). 1412112, estudio 
#02-1057 



This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Persona] InformatIOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday. April 12, 2012 1:58 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Thorp, Holden" <holden _ thorp@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 8:51 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Message irom the Chancellor: National Undergraduate Research Week 

Dear Carolina Commw1ity: 

National Undergraduate Research Week is April 16-20,2012. I am 
delighted that undergraduate participation in research on our campus is 
at an all-time high, thanks to the hard work by our undergraduates. 
mentorship by faculty, postdoctoral scholars and graduate students, and 
leadership from the Carolina's Olhce for Undergraduate Research (OTJR). 

Please take this opportunity to vislt the OUR website 
[htip://www.unc.edu/depis./our] and plan io partiCIpate in the upcommg 
campus-wIde Celebration of Undergraduate Research. Learn more about the 
Carolma Research Scholar Program, research-intensive courses, 
Innovative research-exposure courses with Graduate Research Consultants, 
and other mitiatives 

] am confIdent that Carolma undergraduates will continue to make 
Important contributIOns to answering some of the defmmg questions of 
ourinne 

Smcerely, 

Holden Thorp 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 

"INFORMATIONAL:'" email wlll only be sent to those who have indicated 
ibai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at hup:iimv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personallnformailon" 
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Sent: 

To: 
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"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, April 13. 20122:29 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday. April 17, 2012 1:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

"iungsCill.unc.edu" <iungsCill.ullc.edu> 

Tuesday. Aprii17, 2012 8:51 PM 

To: 

Bee: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Children & Teens with Asthma, CF, or flCD Needed tor Research Study 

Children & Teens with Asthma, CF, or PCD Needed 
for Research Study on Lung FunctIOn Testmg 

Objective: Compare a new fonn of lung functIOn testmg (MEW) to 
currently available lung functlOn testmg (spirometry, or PFTs) 

Subjects: children & teens aged 3 to 21 
doctor-diagnosed asthma or "reactive 
(CF) or pnmary clliary dyskinesla (PCD) 

with a history of 
dIsease," cystIc fibrosis 

Study ActivIties: partIcipants will undergo a brief physical exam, then 
perfonn muillple breath washout (lvillW) lung function testing, wbich 
consists of nonnal breathing of a gas mIxture through a facemask or 
moutbpiece, and spirometric lung function testing, which consists of 
deep breathing maneuvers using eqUIpment that measures air:l1ow. The 
VIsit should take 1-2 hours 

CompensatlOn: $20 Target gift card, parking costs 

Ifmterested, contact JeSSlca Pittman, MD, MPH 
at lungs@unc.eduor(919) 966-1055 

This fonn has been approved by the IRB for use until () 7/3012012 
BiomedicallRB Study #09-1260 
Approval date 2127/2012 
PI: Jessica Plttman, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Pediatnc Pulmonology 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Sent: 
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"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, April 20, 20122:44 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday. April 24, 2012 1:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"LaytofL Jennifer A." <jenniferJayton@medouncoedu> 

Tuesday_ April 24, 2012 8: 16 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS-D Research Study seeks subjects between 18-70 Years Old 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motihty Disorders IS now 
recruitmg partIcipants aged 18-70 years old to partIcipate 111 a 
research study of the a new drug LXI033 for treating dIarrhea 
predominant Irntable Bowel Syndrome eIBS) 

The study is 10 weeks long and requires 5 visits to the UNC CIRC clinic 
You may be eligible to participate if you are between 18 and 70 years of 
age and 
have been diagnosed with diarrhea-predommant Irritable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS-D) Participants will receIve all tests associated with the study 
at no cost and will receive up to $375 for completmg the study 

For more mfonnation about this triaL please contact 
Renuka Kelapure or Jenmfer 
UNC Center for Functional G 1 
Motility DIsorders 
919-843-7892 or 919-966-2259 
renuka ___ kelapure@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRE approval on 0212412012 from the UNC Offrce of 
]-Iwnan 
Research EthIcs, IRE study II 12-01730 

This email is sponsored by: lINC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
DIsorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at hltp!!mYouncoedu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Wednesday, May 2,20121:59 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: "freshstart@unc.edu" <freshstart@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 2,2012 8:38 PM Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Stmggling with your weight? Are you looking for a FRESH Start? 

Researchers at l.J1\TC's DepaItment of Nutntion want to compare diets in an 
18-month weight loss research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently 
recruiting 18 to 40 year aIds, who are overweight (BMI>30) and otherwise 
healthy. Please go to http://FreshStartStudv.com to see if you may be 
eligIble to particIpate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating SolutlOns for 
Health) Start Study. 

Research Study Benefits Include' 
* Private nutntion counselmg sessions (in-person and by pbone) 

Group nutrition worksbops conveniently located at Eastowne Office Park 
Cooking demonstrations, food tastings, and reCIpes 
GIft bags contammg healthy foods 
Possible weIght loss 
You wIll not be asked to take any medication 

Compensation is a total of $300, provIded at 6 months ($50), 12 months 
($50). and 18 months ($200). 

For more mformatlOn, please call Chandra at: (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or 
send an email to freshstart@unc.edu 

This study has been reviewed and approved (04/04120 II) by the UNC 
BiomedlcallRB (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype InteractlOn Affectmg Body WeIght 
Funded by NIDDK (I ROI DK085109-0l) 

This email is sponsored by: UNC- Department of NutritlOn 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

"Bramlett, Rebecca" <bramlett@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 2,2012 8:49 PM 

To: Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FORMAL NOTICE: 2012 Faculty-Staff Campaign 

Dear Carolina Colleagues, 

I encourage you to Join me in 
Faculty-Staff Campaign to 

Carolina during the 2012 
excellence 

Each of you contnbutes significantly to creating an unrivaled Carolina 
experience. UNC is a leader in public higher education and a world-class 
research unIversity where talented students, esteemed scholars and 
extraordmary staff come together to accomplish great thmgs 

The Faculty-Staff Campaign IS no exception. Last year. 1,804 employees 
contributed more than $] .7 million to support programs at Carolina 

ThIS is a resoundmg vote of confIdence In our Umversity and a strong 
testament io your collectrve commitment to Its success. 

Your gifts also make a dIfference eacb and every day at Carolina. 
Support from faculty and stall provIdes scholarships and emergency 
financial assistance to students (http://go.unc.edulb8B6X)~ bnngs 
renowned scholars, artists and performers to campus; advances scienti fic 
mquiry; and helps furtber our mission of teaching, research and 
servIce 

What's more, your gIfts support programs that benefIt Carolina faculty 
and staff, such as the Carolina FamIly Scholarship Fund 
(http://go.unc.edu/]9RQt), the Employee AssIstance Fund 
(bUp://go.unc.edw'd5C:Lvh) and the Carolina Campus Community Garden 
(http://sl tes. google. c om/ si te/uncgarden/). 

You can support any oftbese areas--and many more--in tbiS year's 
Faculty-Stafl Campaign. 

I know that we are asking you to give in a time of great economic 
challenges. But I also know that, in typical Carolina fashion, you have 
continued to give your support and get the job done, and that's why we 
continue to do great things. I thank you for yom hard work, and I hope 
you'll make 2012 another exceptional year for the Faculty -Staff 
Campaign. 

Visit http:i annualfund.unc.edu/facultystaffto learn more about the 
campaign, as well as to see an honor roll of last year's campaign 
donors. To give online or by payroll deduction. go to 
http://giving.unc.edu/gift. 

Go Heels l 

Chancellor Holden Thorp 

FACG'LTY-STAFF CAMPAIGN\VEB SITE 
http://annualfWld. unc. eduifacultystaff 

20 II FACULTY -STAFF CAlVlP AIGN HONOR ROLL 
http://go.unc.edule9Y 4J 

lVlAKE A GIFT 
http://giving. unc .edu/gift 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina AImual FW1d 

This email is sponsored by: V Chancellor-Univ Advancement 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 2:47 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Attention: 

heharris <heharri~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4,2012 8:28 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: NEEDED: AFRICAN AMERICAN MOTHERS WITH INFANTS 

Are you or IS someone you know an African American mother? 

Is your child between 2 and 12 months old? 

If so, you may qualIfY for a new research study that \vill examine the 
sleep patterns of infants over the first year of hfe 

What's involved: A one-time 60-90 mmute VISIt In your borne. We will ask 
you to belp us monitor your baby at bedtime and througb tbe nigbt for 
one 
week. \Ve will instruct you on bow to video record your bedtime routme 
and to monitor your baby's heart rate and movement during this time. 

CompensatIOn: You will be compensated up to $150 forparticipatmg. 

]fyou are interested in partIcipating, please contact Holly Harris at: 
hebarns@email.unc.edu or 919-962-1538. 

This study was approved by the UNC-CH IRE on 3/23/2012, lRBi!: 11-2375. 

This emai11s sponsored by: Center for Developmental SCIence 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emall preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Sent: 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Wednesday, May 9,20122:08 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"LaytofL Jennifer A." <jenniferJayton@medouncoedu> 

Wednesday, May 9,2012 8: 17 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS Research Study seeks women age 18-79 years 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motihty Disorders IS now 
recruiting women aged 18-79 old to participate in a research study 
of the drug Milnacipran for treatmg Imtable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS) 

The study is 15 weeks long and requires 8 visits to the UNC CIRC clinic 
You may be eligible to partIcipate if you are a woman between 18 and 79 
years and have been diagnosed with Irritable Bowel Syndrome eIBS} 
PartIcipants will receive all tests associated with the study at no 
cosl, wIll be reimbursed for Iravel, and will receive up to $200 for 
completing the study 

For more mfonnation about this triaL please contact 

Renuka Kelapure or Jennifer 
UNC Center for FuncllOnal G I 
919-843-7892 or 919-966-2259 
renuka ___ kelapure@med.unc.edu 

Disorders 

Tbis study received IRB approval from the UNC office of Human Research 
Elhics, IRB study # 11-1105, on 06/03/2011 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: UNC Center for FuncllOnal GI and Molliity 
Disorders 

"1NFORMAT10NAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, sign into 1'v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update PersonallnformailOn" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Wilber, Kathleen P" <kathy _ wilber@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9,2012 8:36 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Volunteers Needed for Medical Imaging Study 

Vi auld you or someone you know like to partIcipate 111 a medical imaging 
study, using the newest state-of-the-art equipment on UNC's campus? 

The BlOmedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) at UNC-Chapel HIll is 
recruiting healthy adults to partIcipate in a study entitled "Imaging of 
NOlmal Healthy Adults Using a Novel Hybrid l'vIRIPET Scanner" 

What is the purpose of thIs study? 
The purpose of ihis research study is to develop Improved imaging 
approaches usmg the new FDA approved }AR/PET scanner located at the BRIC 
facIlity. This hybrid l'vlRJPET scanner IS a new technology, requiring 
additional development/refmement from a tecbnical aspect so as to 
maXlmlze its full potential 

Wbat does this study involve? 
You will receIve a one-time injectIOn of an FDA approved radlOtracer, 
followed by a simultaneous I'vlR!PET scan at the BR IC facility at MedIcal 
Researcb Building D, 124 Mason Farm Road on the campus of UNC-Chapel 
I-Iill. You may also receIve an JvlRI contrast agent during your scan. 
You're completion of tbiS study should take no than] 0 hours 
total and wIll require only one VISIt to the BR IC 

Will J be paid for particIpating? 
You will receive $50 for completing this study 

Remember: 
*TbiS study is completely voluntary. 
*Ifyou are 18 years or older, you may be eligIble to participate in 
tbls study. 
*You wIll be asked medical history questIOns by a study coordinator or a 
radiologic tecbnologist. Your answers to tbese questions will determine 
whether or not you qualifY to particIpate In this study. ]fyou bave any 
contraindications to PET scans, 11RI scans or J'vlRI contrast agents, you 
may not be eligible to participate in this study. 
* You will be compensated if you complete your pOltion of the study. 
* All information regarding your participation in this study will be kept 
strictly confidential. 

If you are interested in participating in this study, please contact 
Kathy Wilber at kwilber@med.unc.edufor more infOlmation. 

Weili Lin, PhD 
Principal Investigator 

"Imaging of Normal Healthy Adults Using a Novel Hybrid l'vIRIPET Scanner" 
and this message received approval from the UNC BioMedical IRB on 
512/2012, (IRE Study #12-0688). 

This email is sponsored by: Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu and select 
'IUpdate Personal Information'l 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Monday. May 14,20126:01 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"LaytofL Jennifer A." <jenniferJayton@medouncoedu> 

Monday. May 14,20128:28 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Pmticipate in an internet-based research study for Irritable Bowel Syndrome! 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is developing an 
internet-based 
program to help individuals manage mitable bowel syndrome eIES} We 
are seeking 
indivIduals to partIcipate in a research study that assesses this online 
program. 

* To be eligible, you must be between the ages of 18-80, have been 
diagnosed by a doctor 
wltb IDS, speak Ouent English, and have basic computer skillso 

* If you particIpate we would ask you to use the onlme IBS 
self-management website however 
and however often you lIke for a ] 2-week penod. Before and after the 
12-week 
would be to complete a senes of short questionnaires about you 
and IBS 

Participants will receive up to $200 upon completmg tbe study 

If you may be interested please contact Renuka Kelapure bye-mail 
(renukakelapure@medouncoedu)919-966-22590 

Tbis study received IRB approval from the UNC office of Human Research 
Ethics, IRB study # 12-0297, on 031l 2/201 2 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: UNC Center for FunctlOnal GI and Molliity 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wlll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Sent: 
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"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 
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Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, May 17,20122: 12 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Taico, Colie" <chrysecolla _ taico@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 8:19 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: A New Relationship with Food 

If binge eating or loss of control over eating is something that you 
struggle wIth the Balance therapy group could offer you the support you 
need to develop a more healthy relationship with food 

This group will focus on understanding the role of binge eatmg in your 
life and how to practice the balance needed to overcome it. CognitIve 
Behavioral Therapy (CBT) will be used throughout this 16 week group to 
strengthen your a\vareness of your thoughts and feelings as they relate 
to binge eating. Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) and Relational 
Therapy will also been woven 111 to enhance mmdfulness skills and io 
help improve your relationshIp with yourself and with others. 

Group begms June 6th and WIll meet from 100-2:30 atUNC in the 
Neurosciences hospital. Please contact Colie Taico, LCSW at 919-843-9207 
or ctaico@;med.unc.edu for more infonnation. 

Smile! 

This email IS sponsored by: UNC Eatmg Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 
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"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, May 18, 20122:57 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Haney, Ariel" <haneya(ilJ.email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18,20128:35 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Instmmentation: Development, Testing, & Revision 

Instrwnentation: Development, Testing, & Revision 
with Mary R Lynn, PhD, RN 

Dr. Lynn, Professor at the University ofNOlth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Nursing, has developed and published a number of instruments 
in additIOn to receivmg NIH: funding for mstrument refinement and 
testmg. 

This four-and-a-half day mstitute is designed to belp 
doctorally-prepared researcbers or educators, post-doctoral fellows and 
doctoral students apply the of instrumentatIOn development and 
testmg to new measures as as tbose to be revised or evaluated for 
use. ParticIpants will learn the similanties and differences in 
instrument development using traditional and qualItative approaches, 
along with explonng bow each IS used in instrument revision. 

DiscussIOns will mclude 
*Classical measurement theory', 
*ReliabilIty 
*ValidIty 
*Types 0 f scalmg 
*Item writmg 
*]nstrument components 
*Pilot and fIeld testing 
*Factor analysIs 
* An assortment of other tOpICS. 

By blending real life examples and humor witb theorellcal knowledge, Dr 
Lynn wIll enable course particIpants to understand the process and 
issues aSSOCiated with instrument development and revisIOn, exploratory 
and confIrmatory analysis, various scalIng methods, and critiquing 
e:nstmg mstruments. 

For more information please visit http://nursing.unc.edu/lifelong 
or ca119l9.966.3638 

This email is sponsored by: SON Center for Lifelong Learning 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 
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Sent: 
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From: "sherrillyhillips(fildentistry.unc.edu" <sherril1jJhillipS::i7ldentislly.unc.edu.~ 

Tuesday, May 22,20128:18 PM Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: CTRC: Pilot Feasibility Study of Aggressive Periodontitis 

Have you ever been told you had gum disease? 

The GO Health Center is currently recruiting particIpants for a pilot 
study focused on aggressive pen odontitis in young Adults. Upon 
qualifying to participate, 2 visits to the GO Health Center. located 
within the lJNC School of Dentistry, will be reqmred. 

You may be eligible to paIticipate in thIS research study if you: 

are 18 io 35 years old. 
don't reqUIre antibIOtIcs prior to dental treatment 
have 6 or more teeth 
are not weanng orthodontic braces 
are willing to have a blood draw 
have gum disease 

ParticIpants wIll receIve $50.00 for completing the study. 

*lfyou are currently a pallent of any dental clmic wltbm the UNe 
Scbool of denllstry. Please consult witb your dental bealth provider 
pnor to enrollment In 

this study 

To learn more about this study. please call 919-966-5271 

Approved by UNC BlOmedicalIRB: 12122/2011 
IRB Study #11-2199 
Tbis email IS sponsored by Tbe Dental Researcb Center, UNC-Scbool of 
Dentistry 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: (30 Healtb Center, UNC Scbool of Dentistry 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Fuller, Gail Patricia" <gaiUuIlCl@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22,20128:44 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: A UNC Type 2 Diabetes Study 

Do you have Type 2 Diabetes? 
If so, you may qualifY to participate in a clinical research study 

The U1'JC Diabetes Care Center is now enrolling adult volunteers into a 
Type 2 Dia betes Research study 
This is a long term cardiovascular research study of an investIgational 
medicatIOn. You \vill receive either the investigatIOnal medication or a 
comparator medIcatIOn along wIth a placebo (inactive substance) during 
the study. 

Your particIpation may require up io 32 office ViSIts to the research 
site over a 7 3/4 year period. 

You may be eligible for the research study if you are: 
- aged between 40-85 years 
- have type 2 diabetes 
- have one or more cardIOvascular risk factors 
- are having trouble controlling your blood sugar 

are elIgIble you may receive diabetes care tbrough the research 
doctor, diabetes testing supplIes, and study medIcatIOn. 

If you are mterested in this climcal tnal and belIeve you may be 
elIgible, or for more mformation please contact: 

Gail Fuller. CCRC 
Clinical Research Coordinator 
UNC Dlabetes Care Center: 919-484-0931 ext272 
gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRE approval lrom the UNC omce ofl-Iuman Research 
EthICS, IRE Full board on 0312312012 IRB study II 11- 2115 

This email is sponsored by: ueN Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, May 24,2012 1:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 2:40 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 10:44:05 PM 

Video: Video: Romney seizes on 1998 Obama 'redistribution' video 

Ig~~""ICiting a 14-year-old tape featuring Obama's comments about redistribution, Republican presidential 

candidate Mitt Romney accused Obama of wanting to redistribute wealth instead of creating it. The 
Obama campaign dismissed those remarks, and Democrats launched TV ads replaying hidden camera clips 
from Romney's headline-grabbing fundraiser. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:16:52 PM 

Syrian rebels seize border crossing to Turkey 

Syrian rebels seized a third border crossing with Turkey on Wednesday, a Turkish official said, after fierce overnight 

battles with Syrian government troops that sent bullets flying into Syria's northern neighbor. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:21:02 PM 

Steven Tyler: I'd go back on 'American Idol' 

Ig~~"'l'l wouldn't go back and be a judge, but I'd be a mentor," he tells E! News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:22:13 PM 

New Yorkers grumble over Macy's makeover 

Ig~~""IA $400 million makeover is giving New York's iconic Macy's store a sleek, new 21st-century style. And 

some preservationists aren't happy about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:33:30 PM 

Fed dissident says latest easing won't help economy 

The u.s. economy does not need more liquidity in the form of Federal Reserve bond purchases because it will not induce 

businesses to borrow, invest and hire, a top Fed official said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:41:40 PM 

Mars rover takes aim at a rock called Jake 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The first rock that NASA's Mars Curiosity rover will touch for science's 

sake is a pyramid-shaped chunk that's been named in honor of a top rover engineer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:46:32 PM 

Seriously, stop stalking your ex on Facebook 

Ig~~""llf you continue to Facebook-stalk your ex like a creepy weirdo, you will never ever get over him or her, a 

new study shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/19/2012 11:56:59 PM 

Colorado man wins $7 million in 'popcorn lung' case 

A suburban Denver man who was diagnosed with "popcorn lung/' possibly from inhaling the artificial butter smell of the 

microwave popcorn he regularly ate, has won a $7.2 million verdict against various food companies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 12:54:50 AM 

Actress sues for being fooled into anti-Muslim movie 

An actress who appeared briefly in a movie that parodied the Prophet Muhammad and that triggered protests across 

the Islamic world sued a California man believed to have produced the video. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 2:51:30 AM 

Yankees 2, Blue Jays 1 

NEW YORK (AP) - The chants of "Ich-i-ro" swelled in the eighth inning as the wiry batter with the slashing swing walked 

to home plate. With six hits already in this doubleheader, fans expected something special from the Japanese star. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 2:52:42 AM 

Romney: 'This is a campaign about the 100 percent' 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney said his campaign is about "100 percent" of Americans as his campaign continued trying to 

contain the fallout from controversial comments he made at a private fundraiser in May. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20123:00:17 AM 

In rest of '98 clip, Obama speaks of 'competition' and 'the marketplace' 

Mitt Romney's campaign this week has pounced on a 14-year-old clip of Obama speaking about "redistribution" in 

October 1998 at a conference in Chicago, in which the future president seems to extol the virtues of redistributing 

wealth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20124:15:44 AM 

Reds' Baker diagnosed with irregular heartbeat 

CHICAGO (AP) - Cincinnati Reds manager Dusty Baker was diagnosed with an irregular heartbeat on Wednesday night 

and was expected to stay overnight in a Chicago hospital. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20125:48:10 AM 

Morgan helps US to 6-2 win over Australia 

COMMERCE CITY, Colo. (AP) - Abby Wambach broke a tie early in the second half and Alex Morgan added two goals and 

two assists, helping the u.s. women's national soccer team beat Australia 6-2 on Wednesday night in an international 

friendly that was coach Pia Sundhage's farewell game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20128:16:23 AM 

Analysis: 'Manufactured' fury behind Muslim protests 

Ig~~""ICAIRO -It's been just over a week since hundreds of offended Egyptians gathered outside the u.s. 
Embassy's gates in Cairo. Within 48 hours the world would witness similar scenes unfolding in more than 

20 countries. But what, really, began in Cairo? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20129:05:13 AM 

Can secrets of Black Death pits help fight diseases? 

LONDON -- They were the final resting place for victims of the Black Death, but London's underground medieval plague 

pits are now unlocking the secrets of modern-day infectious diseases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 9:08:22 AM 

Study: Mosquitoes try to avoid anti-malaria nets 

After two African villages started using mosquito nets to fight malaria, the local mosquitoes seemed to change their 

biting habits to avoid the barriers, according to a French study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:09:23 AM 

Flight attendants' argument causes 4-hour delay 

An American Airlines flight departing from New York's JFK airport was delayed nearly four hours Wednesday after two 

flight attendants got into a verbal altercation. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:27:26 AM 

Shots fired, 13 hurt during 'New Folsom' prison riot 

A prisoner was shot and wounded and 12 others were sent to the hospital with "stab and slash wounds and head 

trauma" after a riot involving 60 inmates broke out Wednesday at a prison in Folsom, California, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 11:20:28 AM 

$10M burglary: Thieves steal paintings, wine, Porsche 

A $100,000 reward is being offered after a haul of art, vehicles and jewelry worth an estimated $10 million was stolen in 

a burglary in Santa Monica, Calif. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 11:32:34 AM 

Back to school and burdened with debt 

Ig~~""~he weak economy has prompted many adults to head back to school. But some are learning that just 
earning a degree isn't a guarantee of a good paycheck -- or any paycheck. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 12:14:46 PM 

Ex-priest sues Catholic church to clear his name 

A one-time leading Bronx priest is suing the Archdiocese of New York for libel, claiming the sex abuse allegations he once 

faced are false, and that church officials knew it when they repeated them in a public news release. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 12:30:02 PM 

Obama, Romney vacation home tastes differ 

Ig~~""IAfter weeks of kissing babies' heads, shaking hands and staying one step ahead of the opponent, it's no 

wonder that both candidates have some favored vacation spots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 12:45:13 PM 

Jobless claims drop, but hiring remains sluggish 

Fewer Americans filed for jobless benefits in the latest week, government data showed Thursday, but overall the trend 

of weak hiring remained in place. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 12:50:18 PM 

Amusement park riders stranded 300 feet in air for hours 

For the second time in as many weeks, a thrill ride has malfunctioned at Knott's Berry Farm leaving riders stuck 

hundreds of feet in the air.The Knotts Berry Farm Wind Seeker stopped working around 4 p.m. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 1:05:12 PM 

Economy has bottomed out, census data suggests 

New 2011 census data being released Thursday offer glimmers of hope in an economic recovery that technically began 

in mid-2009. But don't sound the all-clear yet. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 1:16:39 PM 

A more moderate Romney returns 

First Read: After controversy over his 47 percent comments, Romney softens tone on the campaign trail. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 1:21:08 PM 

Syria: Army chopper hits airliner with 200 aboard 

A Syrian military helicopter that crashed near Damascus Thursday hit the tail of a commercial airliner with 200 

passengers on board, media reports citing Syria's information ministry said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 2:48:21 PM 

Madoff victims get $2.48 billion more in payout 

Victims of Bernard Madoff's fraud will soon receive $2.48 billion to help cover their losses, more than tripling their total 

recovery to about $3.63 billion, the trustee liquidating the imprisoned swindler's firm said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20122:50:14 PM 

Mom who 'smooshed' son's alleged bully: No regrets 

A Florida mother who faces child abuse charges after a school bus brawl was caught on camera says she has no regrets 

about going after a teenager she says was bullying her son. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20122:53:13 PM 

Mom: Substitute teacher duct-taped kid's mouth shut 

A mother in Louisiana is pursuing legal action against a substitute teacher she says put duct tape across her child's 

mouth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20122:56:11 PM 

Shakedown or public service? Mug shot websites spread 

Now, on the spur of the moment, anybody can access digital secrets, including criminal records, thanks to a proliferation 

of personal data Internet sites. One subset of these sites features mug shots that can be removed for a fee. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20123:29:14 PM 

Woman yelling 'I'm Jack Sparrow!' hijacks ferry 

Ig~~""~aCk Sparrow, as played so memorably by Johnny Depp in the "Pirates of the Caribbean" movie series, 

might be a pirate, but we kind of doubt he'd steal a passenger ferry and randomly crash it into other 
boats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 3:30:27 PM 

CFT: Additional bowl added to postseason mix? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 3:50:22 PM 

Flying, burning bark triggers Wash. evacuations 

Ig~~""lcrews were battling a fire that forced dozens of eastern Washington residents to flee overnight with their 
valuables -- and some even with livestock in trailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 3:50:32 PM 

Police: Chrysler worker kills another, self 

A Detroit Chrysler plant worker fatally stabbed a co-worker Thursday and then killed himself, police said. The stabbing 

victim was involved with the assailant's wife, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 3:57:49 PM 

Wal-Mart no longer selling Amazon's Kindle 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. will no longer sell Amazon.com Inc's Kindle products, making the world's largest retailer the second 

major chain to stop selling Amazon's devices, Reuters reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20124:32:56 PM 

Prosecutors give up fight for James Holmes' notebook 

Prosecutors in the case against James Holmes, the suspected Colorado theater gunman, gave up their pursuit of the 

notebook Holmes mailed to his psychiatrist before the July 20 massacre, the Denver Post reported Thursday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20124:45:23 PM 

Did Supreme Court justice tip hand on gay marriage? 

When Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg said the Supreme Court would likely hear challenges during its upcoming term to the 

Defense of Marriage Act, she confirmed what many observers were thinking: the nation's high court is poised to weigh 

in on same-sex marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 4:50:01 PM 

Nixon's 'Checkers' speech reverberates in 2012 campaign 

Seeking to save his place on the Republican ticket, Richard Nixon - 60 years ago this weekend - took to the airwaves 

and delivered his "Checkers" speech, one of the most famous in American political history. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 4:54:45 PM 

Fiona Apple concert postponed after hash arrest 

Ig~~""lsinger Fiona Apple, who was arrested Wednesday in Texas for possession of hashish and marijuana, was 

released from jail Thursday after posting a $10,000 bond, the Hudspeth County Sheriff's Office said. Her 
Austin concert planned for Thursday night will be rescheduled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 4:54:45 PM 

Fiona Apple arrested for hash possession 

Ig~~""~he singer was arrested Wednesday night for hashish possession and is being held in the Hudspeth 

County Jail in Sierra Blanca, Texas, a jail official confirmed to TODAY.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 5:06:30 PM 

Syria activist: Hundreds feared dead in airstrikes 

Scores of people were killed and wounded in a series of airstrikes -- including one that hit a gas station -- across Syria 

Thursday, according to activists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 5:48:00 PM 

The emoticon is 30 years old ;-) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 6:01:42 PM 

Sex.com says 'pins' banned from Pinterest 

Ig~~""llf you visit Sex.com, and we're not recommending you do, you'll notice the site looks like a Pinterest for 

porn. Users can "add any picture or video from the Web" to their personal, virtual pinboard. Now the site 
says its pins have been banned from being shared on Pinterest, one of the fastest growing social networks 
around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 6:06:36 PM 

Kacsmar: NFL's 2-0 teams couldn't be more different 

Ig~~""IKacsmar: For the first time since 1997, just six NFL teams have started 2-0: Arizona, Atlanta, Houston, 

Philadelphia, San Diego, and San Francisco. Not every 2-0 start is created equally, nor do they carry the 
same expectations. So. Philadelphia at Arizona: Worst 2-0 matchup ever? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20126:10:31 PM 

David letterman: 'I don't hate Mitt' Romney 

Ig~~""IRomney said that he thought Letterman was angry at him for appearing more often on Jay Lena's 
"Tonight Show," but that's simply not the case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 6:20:25 PM 

Evolutionary Dr Pepper ad spurs religious kerfuffle 

Dr Pepper marched directly into controversy a week ago when it launched its "March of Progress" ad campaign. And the 

uproar has not abated. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20127:17:57 PM 

D'oh! Homer Simpson votes for president 

Ig~~""lln a new "Simpsons" short, the doughnut-loving goofball heads to the polls to decide whether to vote for 

Barack Obama or Mitt Romney ... and he's not pleased. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20127:17:58 PM 

Watch video of Lohan's alleged hit-and-run 

Ig~~""IDebate continues about whether Lindsay Lohan actually hit a man with her Porsche SUV early 

Wednesday morning, and the New York City Police Department has now released surveillance video 
showing the incident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 7:23:50 PM 

Biggest losers of Chicago's strike? The students 

As the dust settles on Chicago's first teachers strike in 25 years, one critic says the biggest loser of the labor standoff is 

the students. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 7:27:37 PM 

Chicago strike reveals a broken system 

In the wake of the Chicago teacher's strike, what if more time were spent thinking about what students and the country 

gained from this strike? NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 7:32:58 PM 

Empty chair 'lynchings': Anti-Obama protests? 

Ig~~...,~wo incidents in which empty chairs were hung from trees by rope have critics decrying what they say 

are displays meant to symbolize the "lynching" of President Barack Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 8:04:46 PM 

Myanmar's Suu Kyi calls for release of Pussy Riot 

Celebrated democracy activist speaks out on behalf of imprisoned musicians from the band Pussy Riot 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20128:17:21 PM 

US: libya consulate siege was 'terrorist attack' 

Ig~~""~he siege of the u.s. consulate in Benghazi, Libya, that left four dead, including Ambassador Chris 

Stevens, was a "terrorist attack," a White House spokesman says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/20128:51:19 PM 

Shuttle Endeavour returns to California roots 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Endeavour returned to its California roots Thursday after a wistful cross-country 

journey that paid homage to NASA workers and former Arizona Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and her astronaut 
husband. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 9:00:56 PM 

IUDs, implants best for birth control - teens, too 

Ig~~""lwhen women think birth control, pills and condoms might be their first choice, but new guidelines from 

the nation's leading group of obstetricians and gynecologists advise that all women, including teenagers, 
should look to IUDs and implants instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 9:39:52 PM 

Three Mile Island reactor shuts down unexpectedly 

r-~ rea eta r at Th ree Mile Isla nd, the site of the natio n' s wo rst n uclea r aecide nt, sh ut down unexpected lyon 

hursday afternoon when a coolant pump tripped and steam was released. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 9:42:55 PM 

Romney casts himself as candidate of 'change' 

Mitt Romney seized on remarks delivered by President Obama today, attempting to seize the role of "change" candidate 

after the president seemed to suggest in a televised forum that he could not change Washington from the inside. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:10:34 PM 

Iran seen behind cyber attacks on US banks 

Experts in the u.s. say they believe Iran's government is behind this week's cyber attacks on American banks, not 

hackers who blamed an anti-Islam film. NBC's Robert Windrem and Jim Miklaszewski have the story. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:25:37 PM 

Tiger makes statement at Tour Championship 

Ig~~""~iger Woods shoots a 4-under 66 that gives him a share of the Tour Championship lead with Justin Rose. 

Rory Mcilroy, Woods' playing partner, finishes with 69. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:25:41 PM 

China's netizens outraged over caged beggars 

Ig~~""lpictures of beggars being placed in a cage during a temple fair have caused an outpouring of criticism of 

the government on Chinese social media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:27:14 PM 

Didn't pre-order? How to get an iPhone 5 as soon as possible 

Ig~~""llf you didn't stay up until 3 a.m. to pre-order an iPhone 5 last week, you were probably too late to get 

one confirmed for shipment by Friday morning. So what do you do now? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:30:46 PM 

Polls: Obama ahead in Colorado, Iowa and Wisconsin 

President Barack Obama leads Mitt Romney in Colorado, Iowa and Wisconsin, reaching the key 50 percent support 

threshold in all three battlegrounds, according to the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist polls of these states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:45:56 PM 

Photographer brings Civil War to life with centuries-old technology 

Ig~~""IRichard Barnes uses laborious wet plate photography to record battle reenactments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:46:20 PM 

Amish sect leader guilty in beard-cutting case 

Ig~~""IAn Amish leader and 15 followers are convicted of hate crimes in connection with the forcible cutting of 

the hair and beards of religious rivals last fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 10:55:32 PM 

New Maps app is rare Apple flub 

Ig~~""IAPPle released an update to its iPhone and iPad operating system on Wednesday that replaces Google 

Maps with Apple's own application. Early upgraders are reporting that the new maps are less detailed, 
look weird and misplace landmarks. It's shaping up to be a rare setback for Apple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 11:09:00 PM 

Video: Inspired by son, 64-year-old heads to Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lwhen orthopedic surgeon Dr. Lawrence Bone heard the Army had a great need for surgeons, he made 

the decision to put himself in harm's way to help men like his son, who was injured in Iraq. NBC's Rehema 
Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/20/2012 11:10:10 PM 

CBT: Gillispie resigns as Texas Tech coach 

r-I~BT: Texas Tech men's basketball coach Billy Gillispie has resigned due to health concerns, the school said 
hursday, ending a bizarre and disappointing one-year run at the program he took over with designs on 

building a West Texas powerhouse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:04:51 AM 

Last of 33,000 US surge troops leave Afghanistan 

Nearly two years after President Barack Obama ordered 33,000 more U.S. troops to Afghanistan to tamp down the 

escalating Taliban violence, the last of those surge troops have left the country, U.S. officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:28:21 AM 

Ambassador's mom: 'He was trying to do something much bigger' 

Ig~~""lwhen Chris Stevens was in high school, he would regularly chat with an Iraqi neighbor, a state 

department employee who dubbed the teenager "the ambassador" for his love of conversation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:40:21 AM 

Amid cultural clash, louvre honors Islamic art 

Ig~~""lln its boldest development in a generation, the Louvre Museum has a new wing dedicated to Islamic art, 

a nearly $130 million project that comes at a tense time between the West and the Muslim world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 1:01:53 AM 

Speech-jamming device wins Ig Nobel glory 

Ig~~""IA Japanese speech-jamming device and a scientific analysis of sloshing coffee were among the seemingly 

silly innovations honored with Ig Nobel prizes on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 1:56:10 AM 

Mystery ballot fails to solve primary race in Connecticut 

Two recounts and a mystery absentee ballot have failed to produce a winner in a deadlocked Democratic primary race 

in Connecticut's 5th General Assembly District. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 3:07:52 AM 

Video: Video: Town's trust broken after treasurer allegedly took millions 

Ig~~""IRita Crundwell was indicted on 60 felony theft counts for allegedly funneling tens of millions of dollars 

from the town of Dixon, III., a town where she served as the treasurer comptroller for decades. 
Prosecutors allege that for years Crundwell, a champion quarter horse breeder, kept a $53 million secret. Rock 
Center correspondent Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 3:20:44 AM 

Video: Steve Buscemi: The life and many deaths of a leading man 

Ig~~""ISteve Buscemi has played the weasly guy, the skeevy guy, a ton of both borderline and full-on 

psychopaths. He has probably been killed more than any other big-name actor of the modern era but life 
may never be the same for Steve Buscemi. He's now a leading man in HBO's "Boardwalk Empire." Brian 
Williams visits the "Boardwalk" set. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20125:11:42 AM 

CFT: No. 24 Boise St. benefits from BYU's gamble 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 5:34:32 AM 

Giants run roughshod over Panthers 

Ig~~""IEIi Manning didn't need a big comeback Thursday night, not with Andre Brown running for a career-high 
113 yards and two touchdowns in the New York Giants' 36-7 victory over the Carolina Panthers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:01:25 AM 

Nats bring playoffs to DC for first time since '33 

Ig~~""~he Washington Nationals brought postseason baseball back to the nation's capital for the first time since 

1933, clinching a playoff spot Thursday night with a 4-1 win over the Los Angeles Dodgers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20128:45:49 AM 

Ga. teen: Stepdad gave me $200, put me on bus to LA 

LOS ANGELES -- A scrawny Georgia teen who was discovered at a bus station told police his abusive stepfather gave him 

$200 and a list of homeless shelters before he was put on a bus to Los Angeles on this 18th birthday, authorities said 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:52:50 AM 

Australia deputy PM criticizes 'crazies' in GOP 

Australia's deputy prime minister said Friday that the greatest threat to the u.s. economy are "cranks and crazies" in the 

Republican Party. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:02:36 AM 

Video: Video: Protesters greet iPhone 5 shoppers in France 

Ig~~""IAPPle Store workers in France say they want a 13th month of pay each year, water fountains and meal 

vouchers. But while an expected walkout by some union members didn't materialize in Paris on Friday, 
ex-employees of a former Apple supplier protested outside one shop. NBC News' Michelle Kosinski 
reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:19:18 AM 

Village's experiment with Chinese democracy sours 

Ig~~""lone of China's most celebrated experiments in democracy showed signs of faltering on Friday, as 

frustrations with elected officials in the village of Wukan triggered a small, angry protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:59:43 AM 

Pakistan cinemas torched over film on 'Day of Love' 

Ig~~""IISLAMABAD, Pakistan - Pakistani police opened fire on rioters who were torching a cinema during a 

protest against an anti-Islam film Friday, killing one man on a holiday declared by the government so that 
people could demonstrate against the video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 11:38:31 AM 

Officials: 200 inmates brawl at Arizona prison 

About 200 inmates at an Arizona prison fought each other for up to a half hour Thursday, injuring several inmates and a 

guard, correction officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:06:08 PM 

Video: Video: Volcano hunter: Standing near lava 'like a drug' 

Ig~~""IAdventurer, volcanologist and news cameraman Geoff Mackley chases natural disasters and weather 
stories for a living and tells msnbc's Willie Geist that standing 30 yards away from an active volcano was 

"indescribable." (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/201212:09:47 PM 

Deserter or conscientious objector? US soldier held 

Ig~~""~he first female American soldier to seek refuge in Canada rather than return to duty in Iraq was arrested 

at the u.s. border Thursday after losing her appeal against deportation, according to an advocacy group 
that had campaigned on her behalf. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:20:03 PM 

GM recalling almost 474,000 cars over gear shift 

General Motors Co is recalling 473,841 Chevrolet, Pontiac and Saturn sedans globally to fix a condition that could lead 

the cars to roll when the drivers think they are in park, the No.1 U.S. automaker said on Friday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:36:40 PM 

Young jobless on the rise in Europe's rich north 

Ig~~""IYouth unemployment is notoriously a problem of southern Europe. What is less obvious, as the eurozone 

slips into its second recession in just three years, is the scale of the problem in the north. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 12:42:22 PM 

Couple charged with selling neighbor's dog on Craigslist 

A couple in Pennsylvania is facing criminal charges for selling their neighbor's lost puppy on Craigslist instead of 

returning it, according to police. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 1:14:21 PM 

Obama's battleground advantage grows 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Recent polling shows Obama with an edge in key states and the president appears favored in 

states that total 243 Electoral Votes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 1:43:35 PM 

Outrage after liquor ban in land of heavy drinkers 

Czech spirit makers on Friday slammed a government decision to freeze all sales and exports of hard alcohol following a 

health scare, saying it would unfairly damage their reputations and cost millions in sales. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 2:00:25 PM 

Young rapper tells world to 'Pull Ya Pants Up' 

Ig~~""INine-year-Old Brooklyn rapper Amor "Lilman" Arteaga has a message for the saggy-drawered Americans 
out there: "Pull Va Pants Up!" 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 2:06:52 PM 

With $20M income per year, CBS still loves 'Lucy' 

Ig~~""llt may be over 50 years since "I Love Lucy" went off the air, but it's still a nice little earner for the network 

that originally broadcast it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 2:43:36 PM 

Pakistan 'Day of love' protests over film turn deadly 

Ig~~""lprotests by tens of thousands of Pakistanis infuriated by an anti-Islam film descended into deadly 

violence on Friday, with police firing tear gas and live ammunition in an attempt to subdue rioters who 
hurled rocks and set fire to buildings in some cities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20123:07:08 PM 

400-year-old marble loot revealed by drought in Poland 

Ig~~""IA huge cargo of elaborate marble stonework that sank to the bottom of Poland's Vistula River four 
centuries ago has re-appeared after record-low water levels revealed the masonry lying in the mud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20123:30:10 PM 

Good news for clumsy folks: iPhone 5 'easier than ever' to repair 

Ig~~""llf you live in constant fear of dropping your iPhone and damaging the device, you'll be happy to know 

that the latest generation of Apple's smartphone is "easier than ever" to repair, according to a teardown 
conducted by a gadget repair team. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 3:44:41 PM 

Pro hoofer Maks quitting 'Dancing With the Stars' 

Ig~~""IMaksim Chmerkovskiy danced his way into our hearts, but he's ready to move on. He will not return to 

"Dancing With the Stars" after his contract expires, his rep confirms. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 3:46:58 PM 

Wal-Mart to hire 50,000 to meet holiday rush 

Wal-Mart Stores Inc said on Friday that it plans to give current workers the chance to work more hours and will hire 

more than SO,OOO seasonal employees as it gets ready for the winter holiday season, its busiest time of year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 3:53:37 PM 

Chick-fil-A waffles on gay marriage, fries brand image 

Ig~~""IChiCk-fil-A is playing a high-stakes game of chicken, as both fans and foes of the food chain question what 

its new stance on gay rights really means. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20124:00:45 PM 

You have a favorite child? Fine, just don't admit it! 

Plenty of parents secretly have a favorite child, but blogging about it is another thing. One dad is facing criticism for 

writing about how his older child is his favorite. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20124:14:23 PM 

School bus kills 7-year-old girl in Arkansas 

Officials sayan elementary student is dead after a school bus hit her west of Hot Springs, Ark., on Friday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20124:27:53 PM 

Post offices to Fla. drivers: Stop crashing into us 

Eight motorists have run their vehicles into post office buildings in Florida so far this year, so Postal Service officials are 

sending a special message to customers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20124:30:03 PM 

For 1st time, gay marriage may win statewide vote 

Advocates of lesbian and gay couples are encouraged by polls showing they have a good chance of finally notching their 

first victory in a statewide popular vote. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 5:09:53 PM 

Goodyear offers driving lessons to Lohan, Bynes 

Ig~~""ILindSay Lohan and Amanda Bynes seem to constantly be in trouble for their behind-the-wheel activities. 

But now Goodyear is offering to help the actresses out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 5:54:08 PM 

'Military friendly' colleges list cuts through 'noise' 

The fourth annual list of "military friendly" colleges is as fascinating to peruse to see which schools earn that title as it is 

for noting which universities are absent. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 5:56:27 PM 

Wal-Mart escalates war with Amazon; bans Kindle 

Ig~~""lsparks are flying between Wal-Mart and Amazon.com. Earlier this week, Wal-Mart said it would stop 
carrying Amazon's Kindle e-readers, two weeks after the online bookseller announced a new line of the 

devices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:02:51 PM 

Ax-wielding man kills 3 kids, wounds 13 in China 

An ax-wielding man burst into a day care center in China and attacked the children, killing three and wounding another 

13 before police subdued him. The incident took place Friday in China's southern province of Guangxi. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20126:09:42 PM 

Hostage-taker surrenders in Pittsburgh, police say 

An armed man who took a hostage inside a Pittsburgh high-rise building has surrendered and has released his hostage, 

according to NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:25:52 PM 

National monument created, with bipartisan push 

Ig~~""IGetting Republicans and Democrats to agree on anything isn't easy, especially when they're in campaign 

mode. Protecting an ancient rock formation in southwest Colorado is an exception. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:33:56 PM 

Romney paid 14.1 percent effective tax rate in 2011 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney paid an effective tax rate of about 14 percent last year and paid an average annual effective 

tax rate of about 20.2 percent between 1990 and 2009, his campaign said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:58:22 PM 

Suu Kyi: 'I just didn't know how to give up' 

Ig~~""IMyanmar's pro-democracy leader Aung San Suu Kyi sat down with NBC News' Ann Curry on Friday 

morning and discussed her emergence from house arrest, her new political role and what kept her going 
all those years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 6:58:24 PM 

HBT: Cabrera ineligible for Nl batting title 

Ig~~""IHBT: Suspended Giants outfielder Melky Cabrera is ineligible for the NL batting title after asking to be 

removed from the running. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20127:15:49 PM 

Dennis Hopper's lost prints on show in Berlin 

Ig~~""ILYing hidden away in Dennis Hopper's home until their discovery months after the artist's death in 2010, 
this collection of photographs is a testament to Hopper's prolific and enormous talent behind the 

camera. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20127:18:58 PM 

No God in football? Cheerleaders defend biblical banners 

Ig~~""IA group of Texas high school cheerleaders is at the center of a spat over religious speech after the school 
district told them they had to stop using Christian-themed banners at school football games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20127:19:43 PM 

Ancient land of 'Beringia' gets protection from US, Russia 

Ig~~""IYOU might have missed it, but the ancient land of Beringia has become the protectorate of superpowers 

Russia and the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:09:21 PM 

Stocks end the day flat as early-session rally fades 

Stocks ended mixed Friday on the day Apple's iPhone went on sale worldwide, driving the company's shares up to a 

lifetime high, and Spain looked closer to seeking a bailout. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:25:58 PM 

Kids gain less if they skip sugary drinks 

Ig~~""IGOOd news for parents worried about their kids' weight - it's possible to get them to stop drinking sugary 

drinks, and the kids gain less weight when they stop, new research shows. The bad news is it takes a lot 
of work. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:27:00 PM 

'Gangnam Style' is most 'liked' video in YouTube history 

Ig~~""lon a day that shattered records - and perhaps the confidence of electro-pop duo LMFAO - Guinness 

World Records announced that the video for "Gangnam Style," by Korean rapper PSY is the most liked 
video in YouTube history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:30:40 PM 

Booze and bullets? Firing range/bar irks neighbor 

Owners of a Georgia gun shop have received the go-ahead from local officials to serve alcohol at a proposed indoor 

firing range, riling one neighbor who says booze with bullets is a bad mix. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20128:42:44 PM 

Man badly mauled in tiger attack at Bronx Zoo 

A man is in critical condition after he was attacked by a tiger at the Bronx Zoo, police sources tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 8:50:53 PM 

Romney doctor attests to his excellent health 

Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney and his vice presidential pick, Paul Ryan, released letters from their 

physicians that confirmed the pair are in excellent health. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 9:03:30 PM 

'God's creatures': Religions unite against ivory trade 

Religious leaders are the latest recruits in the war by conservationists against those slaughtering thousands of elephants 

and rhinos across Africa each year. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 9:05:36 PM 

House adjourns after few fall work days, punting on unfinished business 

The House adjourned Friday at its earliest date before an election, finishing legislative business 46 days before Election 

Day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20129:10:31 PM 

Furyk races out to a 64 and the lead at East Lake 

ATLANTA (AP) - Jim Furyk, the only American on the Ryder Cup team without a win this year, now has another chance to 

change that. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/20129:42:44 PM 

Endeavour ends its flying days in California 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Endeavour finished its flying days for good on Friday with a sightseeing tour that 

crisscrossed California and ended up at Los Angeles' airport. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 9:50:43 PM 

Ann Romney's plane makes emergency landing 

Ann Romney's airplane made an emergency landing in Colorado on Friday after its cabin filled with smoke, the campaign 

of her husband said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/201210:17:24 PM 

Three Aurora theater shooting victims suing Cinemark 

Ig~~""~hree injured victims of the Colorado movie theater massacre that left 12 dead are suing the company 

that owns the theater, NBC-affiliate KUSA reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:18:23 PM 

Disabled gamer shows off unusual play style for charity 

Ig~~"'l'l don't want to see more of my friends pass away," Keith Knight tells me. And this, he explains, is why 
you can find him on Twitch.tv showing the world how he plays computer games -- belly down on a bed, 

keyboard at his chin, pen in mouth, mouse propped against his cheek. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:45:21 PM 

Video: Campaign talk gets personal 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Republican Vice Presidential candidate Paul Ryan sell their views on 

Medicare to AARP, but members of the seniors' group walk out on Ryan in New Orleans. NBC's Ron Matt 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 10:59:54 PM 

Raise a glass (or beer mug) to Oktoberfest 

Ig~~""INO need to worry if you can't make it to Munich; there are plenty of u.s. cities where you can celebrate 

Oktoberfest with bratwurst and sauerkraut, oompah music, polka dancing and, of course, beer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/21/2012 11:46:32 PM 

Amanda Bynes charged for driving illegally 

Ig~~""lwhile some obliging paparazzi were more than happy to prove that Bynes remained behind the wheel 

after the DMV pulled her license, it was getting pulled over near Bob Hope Airport on Sept. 16 that 
resulted in her car being impounded. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20122:52:11 AM 

HBT: Yankees, Orioles keep it tight in AL East 

Ig~~""IHBT: CC Sabathia shines - 11 strikeouts, 3 hits allowed - but Russell Martin plays the hero in 2-1, 10-
inning win vs. A's, while Baltimore beats Boston for its fifth win a row. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 3:49:20 AM 

Mars rover spots mini-moon's transit 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover has sent back more snapshots of Martian mini

eclipses, the pyramid-shaped rock it's studying up close, and its own star-spangled hardware. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 5:45:48 AM 

Senate passes funding bill to avoid October 1st government shutdown 

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A deeply divided and unproductive Congress wrapped up its final business before November's 

elections early on Saturday as the u.S. Senate passed a stopgap measure to fund federal programs and avoid an October 

1 government shutdown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20128:00:12 AM 

Court: III. pharmacists don't have to give 'Plan B' 

An Illinois appellate court Friday affirmed a lower court finding that the state cannot force pharmacists to sell 

emergency contraceptives - also known as "morning after" pills - if they have religious objections. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 8:03:08 AM 

Bedard: Six matchups that'll determine Ravens-Patriots 

Ig~~""IBedard: When the Patriots and Ravens meet, it's nearly always a battle to the final possession. The 

matchup between the two teams on Sunday Night Football should be no exception. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 9:09:00 AM 

322 Turkish military officers jailed over coup plot 

A Turkish court sentenced more than 300 military officers to jail for plotting to overthrow Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan 

almost a decade ago, ending a trial that underscored civilian dominance over the once all-powerful military. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 10:23:05 AM 

Party invite on Facebook sparks melee in Dutch town 

Ig~~""IRiot police broke up crowds of youths who turned violent in a tiny Dutch town late on Friday after 
thousands descended on the community after a schoolgirl's Facebook invitation to her sixteenth birthday 

party went viral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 1:10:54 PM 

Protesting Libyans overrun militant compound 

Ig~~""IAn Islamist militia was driven out of the city of Benghazi early on Saturday in a surge of protest against 

the armed groups that control large parts of Libya more than a year after the overthrow of Moammar 
Gadhafi. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 2:22:23 PM 

Afghanistan bans Pakistani newspapers 

Afghanistan has banned all Pakistani newspapers over what security officials say is anti-government propaganda aimed 

at Kabul. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 3:09:25 PM 

HBT: Death row inmate's last words: 'God bless the Texas Rangers' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20123:17:33 PM 

Cops: Shoplifter kills Wal-Mart employee 

A man who tried to steal undershirts valued at $16 from a Wal-Mart in Margate, Fla., shot and killed a loss prevention 

employee there Friday evening, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 3:34:34 PM 

Drones capture mountain scenery in Pakistan 

Ig~~""~he use of drones in Pakistan normally brings to mind images of u.s. spy planes attacking tribal areas. But 
drones now are being used to capture a different kind of picture in the country - showing some of the 

world's highest mountains being scaled by world-class climbers through some of Earth's thinnest air. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20124:16:11 PM 

Sheriff: Mother kills 2 kids, then hangs self 

A 34-year-old Florida woman apparently killed her two children in their house and then committed suicide by hanging 

herself from a ceiling fan, the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office said Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20124:48:49 PM 

Florida politicians help Ryan woo Hispanics 

Ig~~""lpaul Ryan made a direct appeal to the large Hispanic population in south Florida on Saturday morning as 

he spoke inside the popular Versailles Restaurant with a couple prominent Florida politicians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 5:07:33 PM 

Facebook posts in hostage case worry police 

Ig~~""lpittsbUrgh police said they had serious concerns when an armed man took a business owner hostage in a 
downtown high-rise office building - and not just because he had a knife. The suspect, 22-year-old Klein 

Michael Thaxton, made Facebook posts during the five-hour ordeal Friday, authorities said, and they feared 
that responses from friends, family and others might goad him into violence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 5:43:29 PM 

Photo leads to man's reunion with daughters 

Ig~~""lwhen a Florida man saw a news photo of a man rescued from Hurricane Isaac's floodwaters, he was sure 
it was his brother. It wasn't - but the mistaken identity started a search that ultimately reunited that 

homeless man with the two daughters he hadn't seen in 16 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 6:04:02 PM 

After LA landing, Endeavour has one last journey 

Ig~~""~he space shuttle Endeavour has touched down for the last time, but its travels aren't over just yet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 6:54:57 PM 

Zoo mauling: Man wanted to be 'one with the tiger' 

The man who jumped out of the Bronx Zoo's monorail into the tiger exhibit is expected to face criminal charges, 

according to law enforcement officials. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/20127:10:08 PM 

Many US stores report being sold out of iPhone 5 

Ig~~""llt was possible to walk into a store Saturday and buy an iPhone 5. But it took some hunting. Some stores 

reported having Apple's newest phone available for walk-up customers. But a random check of about a 
dozen stores indicated that most were sold out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 7:24:26 PM 

Trader Joe's peanut butter recalled for salmonella 

Federal health officials are warning consumers not to eat Trader Joe's Valencia Creamy Salted Peanut Butter after the 

product was linked to salmonella infections that have sickened 29 people in 18 states. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 8:01:58 PM 

Many Muslims denouncing anti-Islam film decry violent protests, too 

Ig~~""~he headline of Lebanon's leading English Newspaper read "Calm reigns as protests condemn film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 8:21:07 PM 

Anti-Muslim film: Pakistan minister offers bounty 

Ig~~""IA Pakistani government minister on Saturday announced a $100,000 bounty for the killing of the person 

who produced a film that denigrates the Prophet Muhammad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 9:05:52 PM 

Body of man who vanished from train found 

Ig~~""~he body of a retired San Francisco firefighter who was reported missing after possibly falling off an 

Amtrak train to Chicago has been found in Nebraska, his family said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 10:15:00 PM 

In Arizona desert, a charter school computes 

Ig~~""lcarpe Diem Collegiate High School and Middle School is trying to upend the way students are taught: a 

four-day week, with concepts learned through a computer program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 10:44:36 PM 

Video: GOP urges Romney to shake up campaign 

Ig~~""IRepublican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan held events in Florida Saturday, trying to reverse what 
has been a seemingly difficult week for Mitt Romney's campaign. NBC's Ron Mott reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 11:23:36 PM 

Shawn Johnson joins TODAY.com to blog 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""lshe's back in more ways than one! The Olympic gold medalist, who was our special correspondent for the 
London Games, will be blogging with us once again -- this time about "Dancing With the Stars: All-Stars." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/22/2012 11:39:43 PM 

Hoggard: Mcilroy, Tiger have shot at title, $10 million 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 12:18:28 AM 

Syrian rebels move command to Syria from Turkey 

Ig~~""IFree Syrian Army leaders said Saturday they moved their command center from Turkey to Syria with the 

aim of uniting rebels and speeding up the fall of President Bashar ai-Assad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 12:22:33 AM 

Apple, Samsung demand changes to $IB verdict 

Ig~~""INeither side in a bitter patent battle is satisfied with Apple's $1 billion jury verdict over Samsung after a 
three-week trial this summer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 12:35:18 AM 

Italian police: Fake airline pilot rode in cockpit 

A man who posed as an airline pilot and traveled in the cockpit of at least one plane has been arrested in the Turin 

airport using forged identity cards and wearing a pilot's uniform, Italian police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 12:51:04 AM 

Report: U.S. bars 20 Iranians from U.N. meet 

The u.s. has denied visas to about 20 Iranian officials hoping to attend next week's United Nations General Assembly, 

Iran's Fars news agency reported on Saturday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20123:13:12 AM 

Sulfuric acid thrown into face of woman in Calif. 

A man was arrested in San Diego after he allegedly threw sulfuric acid on a woman who was walking into a laundromat, 

police confirmed. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20124:21:29 AM 

Video: Freedom delayed for wrongly convicted man 

Because the judge was sick on Friday, a man who has spent 19 years in prison for a crime he did not commit has to 

spend an extra weekend in jail. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20124:55:56 AM 

State Dept. slams report on ambassador's diary 

Ig~~""IA State Department spokesman says the network reported on the diary of American ambassador 

Christopher Stevens after his death despite the objections of his family. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 9:02:36 AM 

Imelda Marcos' vast shoe collection ruined 

Ig~~""~ermites, storms and neglect have damaged part of former Philippine first lady Imelda Marcos' legendary 

stash of shoes and other vanity possessions, left behind after she and her dictator husband were driven 
into U.S. exile by a 1986 popular revolt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:24:03 AM 

Macho image fades as Russia's Putin nears 60 

Ig~~""IAS Vladimir Putin's 60th birthday approaches, a wave of biting satire is starting to hurt his macho image. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 11:42:07 AM 

Houston cop kills double amputee in wheelchair 

A Houston police officer shot and killed a one-armed, one-legged man in a wheelchair Saturday inside a group home 

after police say the double amputee threatened the officer and aggressively waved a metal object that turned out to be 

a pen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 1:15:34 PM 

Nine swept to death in Nepal avalanche 

Ig~~""IAn avalanche swept away climbers and their camps on the world's eighth highest mountain in 

northwestern Nepal on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 1:53:22 PM 

In Cincinnati, cradle-to-career support network 

Ig~~""IAn innovative program in Cincinnati that creates a "cradle to career pipeline" intended to guide every 

child though college and, ultimately, into a job is gaining national attention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 1:56:07 PM 

Texting blamed for rising teen pedestrian injuries 

Ig~~""IMany of us have done it -- checked our phones to read a new text or send a quick tweet as we stroll 
down the street. While we know we should watch where we're going, we think, worst case: we'll bump 

into the person in front of us, or trip. But experts are blaming texting and walking on the rising number of 
pedestrian injuries and deaths among teens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 3:22:09 PM 

Romney, Obama surrogates clash over '47 percent' comments 

Surrogates for Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama clashed Sunday on NBC's 

Meet the Press over Romney's comment at a fundraiser that he cannot win 47 percent of the voters because they see 

themselves as "victims" and have become so dependent on government entitlements that they'll vote for Obama "no 

matter what." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 3:48:47 PM 

GDP data, weak profits could weigh on stocks 

Stocks could struggle to stay close to nearly five-year highs this week as worries mount about third-quarter earnings and 

the market appears primed for a pullback from recent stimulus-driven gains. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20124:28:33 PM 

CFT: Ducks, Wildcats make big jumps in latest AP poll 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20124:51:32 PM 

Cattle enjoy sweet life amid corn shortages 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Mike Yoder's herd of dairy cattle are living the sweet life. With corn feed scarcer and costlier than 

ever, Yoder increasingly is looking for cheaper alternatives -- and this summer he found a good deal on ice cream 

sprinkles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20124:51:32 PM 

Tax hikes a threat to charitable giving, say billionaires 

When billionaires are asked why they give, they usually talk about their desire to apply their business skills to social 

change, and the responsibilities of wealth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 5:23:55 PM 

Week-old giant panda cub born at the National Zoo dies 

Ig~~""~he giant panda cub born a week ago at the National Zoo in Washington has died, and it was not 

immediately known why the animal died, zoo officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20126:19:28 PM 

Dog given up during Hurricane Katrina turns up in NC 

A dog given up in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina seven years ago has been found wandering along a road in North 

Carolina, and its original owners in louisiana say they want him back. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 6:43:28 PM 

NYC landmark getting $177 million facelift 

St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York City, arguably one of the most famous cathedrals in the world, is now undergoing a 

two-year, multimillion-dollar renovation after years of decline. NBC's Craig Stanley reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 7:50:08 PM 

Los Angeles preps for 'Carmageddon II' 

"Carmageddon II" - the sequel - is coming to one of the nation's most crowded freeways, and authorities are hoping 

its subtitle won't be "The Traffic Strikes Back. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 8:09:08 PM 

NASCAR: Hamlin takes New Hampshire for 5th win 

LOUDON, N.H. (AP) - Denny Hamlin has won the NASCAR race in New Hampshire, getting the mistake-free trip he 

needed to win for the series-leading fifth time this year. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20129:11:50 PM 

PFT: Titans' 44-41 OT win as thrilling as it sounds 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 9:37:00 PM 

Weekend box office winner: It's too close to call 

Ig~~""IHOIIYWOOd is in photo-finish mode with three new movies bunched up tightly for the No.1 spot during a 

sleepy weekend at the box office. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 9:37:53 PM 

Return of the Aints? KC keeps New Orleans winless 

Ig~~""~he winless New Orleans Saints drop another one, this time in overtime at home to the previously inless 

Kansas City Chiefs as Drew Brees goes without a completion through the fourth quarter and OT. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/20129:59:18 PM 

Gas prices dip, breaking nine-week run-up 

Gasoline prices in the United States dropped four-tenths of a cent over the past two weeks as crude oil prices fell, 

ending a long stretch of sustained price increases, according to a widely followed survey. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:04:06 PM 

Report: Riots at Foxconn factory in China 

Reports early Monday from China suggest that a mass disturbance or riots may have broken out at a Foxconn factory in 

the Chinese city of Taiyuan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:18:34 PM 

Vikings take shine off 4gers' claim as top team 

Ig~~""~he Vikings' Christian Ponder threw two touchdown passes to tight end Kyle Rudolph and ran for another 
score as Minnesota gave the 4gers their first loss, 24-13. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:24:53 PM 

'Modern Family,' 'Homeland' win big at Emmys 

Ig~~"'l'Modern Family," "Homeland" and political miniseries "Game Change" dominated the Emmy Awards 

Su nday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:24:53 PM 

'Modern Family,' 'Homeland' win big at Emmys 

Ig~~"'l'Modern Family," "Homeland" and political miniseries "Game Change" dominated the Emmy Awards 

Sunday night, claiming three awards apiece. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:24:53 PM 

'Modern Family' off to winning start at Emmys 

Ig~~""~Ulie Bowen and Eric Stonestreet claimed acting awards for their roles in the comedy, and Steve Levitan 

won for directing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:24:53 PM 

'Mad Men,' Bryan Cranston eye Emmy records 

Ig~~""lsundayIS ceremony gives "Mad Men" a chance to snare its fifth best drama award, surpassing fellow 

record holders "Hill Street Blues," "L.A. Law" and "The West Wing," while Cranston has a shot at his 
fourth best drama actor victory 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/23/2012 10:46:27 PM 

Video: How the Afghnistan war has changed 

Ig~~""IAfter 11 long years, Afghan forces are taking the lead in the war in Afghanistan. That's good and bad 

news for u.s. forces serving there. NBC's Richard Engel reports from Marja, Afghanistan, where he's 
embedded with u.s. Marines. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 1:19:17 AM 

Sea sirens dominate the Emmy Awards red carpet fashion 

Ig~~""IBlues, greens and shimmering seafoam shades dominated celebrities' fashion choices, with everyone 

from Sofia Vergara to Nicole Kidman channeling the aquatic trend. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 1:51:13 AM 

Gene clues offer new hope for treating breast cancer 

Scientists reported a major breakthrough in the genetics of breast cancer, finding four major classes of the disease. They 

hope their work will lead to more effective treatments, perhaps with some drugs already in use. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 3:36:35 AM 

N.M. spaceport is built, but who will come? 

Ig~~""ILagging development, along with competition from Florida and Texas, is raising new questions about the 

viability of New Mexico's $209 million taxpayer-funded Spaceport America. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20124:02:29 AM 

Which Emmys comedy skit stole the show? 

Ig~~""lln between the big zingers from host Jimmy Kimmel and all those gold-dipped statuettes finding their 

new owners, the 2012 Primetime Emmy Awards featured several skits worth their weight in comedy gold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 4:30:49 AM 

Trampolines no place for kids, docs warn 

r-~rampolines are too dangerous for children to use, the American Academy of Pediatrics warned Monday. 
here were nearly 100,000 trampoline injuries in 2009 -- and safety nets don't offer much protection, 

doctors say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 5:35:53 AM 

Ravens rally past Patriots, 31-30 

Ig~~""~ustin Tucker kicked a 27-yard field goal as time expired, giving the Baltimore Ravens a 31-30 victory over 

the New England Patriots on Sunday night in a rematch of the AFC championship game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:29:30 AM 

China closes in on Bo Xilai after jailing ex-police chief 

BEIJING -- China's ruling Communist Party took a big step towards sealing the fate of fallen politician Bo Xilai on Monday, 

when a court jailed his former police chief for 15 years over charges that indicated Bo tried to derail a murder inquiry. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:35:01 AM 

Report: Iran commander warns of 'World War III' 

Iran could launch a pre-emptive strike on Israel if it was sure the Jewish state were preparing to attack it, a senior 

commander of its elite Revolutionary Guards was quoted as saying on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:35:01 AM 

Report: Iran commander warns of 'World War Three' 

Iran could launch a pre-emptive strike on Israel if it was sure the Jewish state were preparing to attack it, a senior 

commander of its elite Revolutionary Guards was quoted as saying on Sunday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20129:11:07 AM 

Up to 2,000 workers brawl at iPhone firm's dorm 

Ig~~""IFoxconn, the company that makes Apple's iPhones, suspended production at a factory in China on 

Monday after a brawl by as many as 2,000 employees at a dormitory injured 40 people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20129:28:18 AM 

Video: Syria rebels kill up to 40 soldiers daily 

Ig~~""INBC News' Bill Neely visits a hospital where Syrian government soldiers are being treated after fighting in 
a war that has claimed an estimated 27,000 lives and shows no signs of abating. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 9:33:53 AM 

UN issues global alert over new SARS-like virus 

A new virus belonging to the same family as the SARS virus that killed 800 people in 2002 has been identified in a Qatari 

man who had recently been in Saudi Arabia, experts warned. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/201210:12:42 AM 

Flight attendant's gun goes off at airport security 

A Republic Airlines flight attendant showed up to work Sunday at Philadelphia International Airport with a loaded gun in 

her bag that accidentally discharged, US Airways told NBCPhiladelphia.com. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 10:34:39 AM 

Cops: UK teen thought to have run away with teacher 

A 15-year-old British girl is believed to have run away to France with her 30-year-old math teacher, Britain's lTV News 

reported on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:22:59 AM 

America's 10 favorite snacks 

Ig~~""IAmericans love their salty snacks, but some are more favored than others. YouGov Brandlndex on 

Monday released its list of the top 10 items we like to crunch on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 12:05:27 PM 

Brain training may help elderly drive better 

Can elderly drivers exercise their brains to prevent or delay age-related declines? Studies show that they can. Now, 

scientists want to figure out how to apply that knowledge to driving to help retirees preserve driving skills in their golden 

years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 12:19:20 PM 

Religious pilgrimages: a multi-billion dollar industry 

International religious pilgrimage: the business of devotion and divinity, miracles and mysticism for millions of 

worshippers. It is both a life-affirming contemplation for the faithful and the lifeblood of the communities surrounding 

popular shrines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 1:12:50 PM 

Too holy' for sex? The problem of a married Jesus 

Ig~~""~he Bible contains no explicit mentions of Jesus being either married or not married, but few churches 

have room for the idea of a sexual Jesus. If a fourth-century fragment of papyrus that purportedly quotes 
Jesus telling his disciples about "my wife" is authenticated, how would modern churches deal with it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 1:21:59 PM 

Why Ohio is a 2012 battleground 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Obama leads Romney in the Buckeye state as Paul Ryan kicks off a bus tour and new ads seek 

to bring home both messages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20122:18:44 PM 

Looking for item to steal, man finds body in trunk 

A passing motorist found a body in the trunk of a car parked in a ditch in northeast Houston, Texas, The Houston 

Chronicle reported. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 2:31:00 PM 

When parents become mentors, they learn, too 

Ig~~""IA parent mentor program started in one Chicago neighorhood in 1995 has been adopted by other 

neighborhood groups and the city's school district, spreading to 29 schools. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20122:36:12 PM 

Cops: US couple slain on Caribbean island 

St. Maarten police on Sunday arrested a suspect in the slayings of a South Carolina couple whose slashed bodies were 

found in their beachfront condominium on the tiny Dutch Caribbean territory. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20123:33:18 PM 

Bank fees soar, free-checking offers decline 

A just-released study finds that checking account fees have hit unprecedented highs. At the same time, it's becoming 

harder to get a truly free checking account, one with no strings attached. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20123:45:15 PM 

National Zoo: Week-old panda cub who died had fluid in abdomen 

Ig~~""INational Zoo officials said preliminary necropsy results from the recently deceased panda cub show that 

that the cub had fluid in its abdomen and some discoloration in the liver. Full necropsy results should be 
back in two weeks, at which time Chief Veterinarian Suzan Murray said the zoo would know definitively why 
the cub died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20123:50:17 PM 

Injured vet's inspiring love story goes viral in 22 photos 

The photographs documenting the recovery of 23-year-old Taylor Morris from a bomb blast in Afghanistan and the love 

of high school sweetheart Danielle Kelly have captivated people online. "She's a wonderful caretaker," Morris said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 3:50:28 PM 

Ex-professor Amy Bishop due in court over shooting spree 

Ig~~""IA former university professor who pleaded guilty to shooting six people during a faculty meeting in 

Alabama was scheduled to appear in court for what is expected to be an abbreviated trial on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20124:03:39 PM 

Lesbian teen shooting survivor: 'Buy pepper spray!' 

Ig~~""~he lone survivor of a shooting that left her girlfriend dead in a South Texas park says she has learned 
that "life is so fragile" and she thanks those who are praying for her, in the first comments posted to her 

Facebook page since the attack three months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20124:12:08 PM 

'Risky' charter partnership helps students read 

Ig~~""~hough the classroom at Veterans Memorial Elementary School in Central Falls, R.I., may seem like any 

other, it has one key distinction: It's part of a rare charter school-traditional school partnership. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20124:58:25 PM 

Mom furious male vice principal spanked her daughter 

A Texas mother is furious that male vice principal left her daughter bruised and blistered after a spanking, which the girl 

opted for over another day of in-school suspension for cheating in class. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20125:39:12 PM 

Ex-professor Amy Bishop in court over shooting spree 

Ig~~""IA former university professor who pleaded guilty to shooting six people during a faculty meeting in 

Alabama was scheduled to appear in court for what is expected to be an abbreviated trial on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 6:02:51 PM 

Teen pranked for homecoming gets town's support 

Ig~~""IA tiny farming town in Michigan is rallying around a 16-year-old girl who was voted to be on a high school 

homecoming court as part of a prank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20126:13:10 PM 

Romney seizes on Obama's Middle East comment 

Mitt Romney today attempted to shift focus to what he called President Obama's lack of leadership in the Middle East, 

as world leaders began to gather in New York City for the opening of the United Nations General Assembly. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20126:19:07 PM 

Upside to castration? Eunuchs lived longer, study finds 

A study of eunuchs in Korea's royal court has found men without testicles live longer. Researchers looking at the court of 

the Chosun Dynasty found eunuchs lived to 70 on average, or 14 to 19 years longer than "intact" men of similar socio

economic status. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 6:31:48 PM 

As Clinton sounds interest rate alarm, does Congress think it's for real? 

Ig~~""IFormer President Bill Clinton has renewed his warning about the importance of reducing the federal 

deficit before inevitable interest rate hikes push the nation into a debt crisis with profound, long-lasting 
consequences. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20127:10:52 PM 

Trader Joe's supplier expands salmonella recall 

Ig~~""lsunland Inc., the New Mexico maker of Trader Joe's peanut butter tied to a multi-state salmonella 

outbreak, has pulled dozens of additional peanut and almond products because of possible 
contamination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20127:41:19 PM 

SF to vote on apartments the size of 2 prison cells 

San Francisco may soon give new meaning to the word "downsizing." Supervisors are set to vote on Tuesday on a 

proposed change to the city's building code that would allow construction of among the tiniest apartments in the 

country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 7:58:09 PM 

Busted: Housekeeper nabbed with $3 million sculpture of Ben Franklin 

Ig~~""lpolice in Maryland have arrested a housekeeper accused of stealing a rare porcelain bust of Ben Franklin 

worth $3 million, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported on Monday. The authorities caught up with Andrea 
Lawton on Friday as she was getting off a bus in Elkton, Md. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:34:25 PM 

More countries restrict Internet to stifle critics: report 

Ig~~""IGovernment restrictions on the Internet have risen over the past year around the world as regimes use 

violence against bloggers and turn to censorship and arrest to squelch calls for reform, a new report from 
a u.s. advocacy group has found. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:35:37 PM 

2 Marines charged for allegedly urinating on corpses 

Two Marines are facing criminal charges for allegedly urinating on the corpses of Taliban fighters last year in Afghanistan 

and posing for unofficial photos with casualties, Marine officials announced on Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:41:44 PM 

Yahoo employees to get taste of new CEO's 'radical transparency' 

Despite an impressive track record during her 13-year tenure at Google, Marissa Mayer is still an unknown quantity in 

her leadership role at Yahoo. On Tuesday, investors should get a better sense of how the rookie CEO plans to turn 

around the Internet giant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 8:48:08 PM 

Iranian president rips Israel, US ahead of final UN speech 

Ig~~""lln a meeting with reporters in New York ahead of his final address to the UN General Assembly, Iranian 
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on Monday attacked Israel's legitimacy and warned that an Israeli 

attack on his country could have ramifications for U.s. bases in the region. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 9:40:57 PM 

Waterspouts across Great Lakes part of record year 

Ig~~""~he Cleveland Browns football team hosted a special pregame show on Sunday: a waterspout seen from 

the lakeside stadium before sputtering out harmlessly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/20129:50:13 PM 

Family feud: Detroit tries to win mid-size sedan battle 

r-~he recovery of Detroit's automakers is about to face its stiffest challenge yet on an unlikely battlefield: 
he sizzling market for midsize family sedans, as General Motors and Ford square off against Japanese, 

Korean and German rivals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 10:05:12 PM 

'DWTS' gives judges option to dish out 1/2 points 

Ig~~""IStarting with Monday night's premiere, judges Len Goodman, Bruno Tonioli and Carrie Ann Inaba will be 

able to give whole and half points up to the usual 10. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 10:05:35 PM 

'Broken heart' syndrome can be triggered by stress, grief 

Ig~~""lln 2005, Joel Bizon went into Maine Medical Center in Portland for a routine surgery. When the surgeon 

came out to report that the procedure was a success, Joel's wife Cyndy was relieved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:05:50 PM 

Obamas discuss attacks, honeymoon, their future 

In a pre-taped interview for ABC's The View, President Obama declined to call the lethal attacks on the u.s. Consulate in 

Libya terrorism despite his administration's assertion that it was. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:06:57 PM 

Video: Working to save pandas 

Ig~~""~he two-month-old panda at the San Diego Zoo has captured hearts and hope for an endangered species 

that has driven Chinese scientists to extremes. NBC's Anne Thompson reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:10:18 PM 

The Apple Maps furor is overblown 

Ig~~""IDO not, I repeat, do not use Apple's new Maps app for iDS 6 ... if you live on the Falkland Islands, or plan 

on visiting in the near future. Seriously, you will be lost. If you're in Seattle, or any other major u.S. city, 
you should be fine. That Maps thing that everyone and their mom seems to be yowling about? The criticism is 
out of proportion to the actual flaws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:44:54 PM 

Live scoreboard from Sunday's NFL games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/24/2012 11:44:54 PM 

Live scoreboard from Sunday's NFL games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 12:20:49 AM 

Katie Couric: 'I wrestled with bulimia' 

Ig~~""IKatie Couric revealed on her talk show today during an interview with "X Factor" judge Demi Lovato that 

she once struggled with an eating disorder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 2:00:44 AM 

Appeals court tosses landmark Katrina ruling 

A federal appeals court has reversed itself and thrown out a judge's landmark ruling that the Army Corps of Engineers is 

liable for billions of dollars in damage that property owners blame on its maintenance of a New Orleans shipping 

channel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 3:42:39 AM 

Mwah! Kirstie gives Tom a big kiss on 'Dancing' 

Ig~~""~he wait is finally over! For years ballroom fans have clamored for an all-star season of "Dancing With the 

Stars," and on Monday night, they got it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20124:42:19 AM 

Hail, yes! Sea hawk last-gasp pass downs Pack 

Ig~~""~he Seattle Sea hawks completed an improbable Hail Mary pass on the last play of the game to top the 
Packers 14-12. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 5:07:55 AM 

Mars rover touches first rock, then takes off 

Ig~~""INASA'S Curiosity rover reached out and touched a Martian rock with its huge robotic arm for the first 

time, then took off on its longest Red Planet drive to date. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 5:30:41 AM 

PFT: Tate insists he caught ball 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 5:39:57 AM 

PFT: Carroll, McCarthy disagree on final play 

Ig~~""lpFT: As would be expected, Pete Carroll and Mike McCarthy don't agree on what happened on the final 

play of the Sea hawks' victory on Monday night. What do you think? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 9:43:53 AM 

LA man cleared of shooting, freed after 19 years 

A Los Angeles man imprisoned for 19 years for a murder he didn't commit was exonerated and set free from prison on 

Monday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 9:49:33 AM 

Taiwanese, Japanese ships clash over disputed islands 

Ig~~""IAbout 50 Taiwanese vessels on Tuesday entered waters near a group of uninhabited islands at the center 

of a bitter territorial dispute involving Japan, China and Taiwan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 10:39:14 AM 

Why your next 'PasswOrd' might not be a password 

Ig~~""lltls quite possible that 2012 will be a turning point in the history of passwords; or rather, it may be the 

point that passwords become history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 11:30:19 AM 

Listing of the Week: Twin island retreats 

Ig~~""lln Connecticut's idyllic Thimble Islands, there are not one, but two islands for sale, each with its own 

rustic beach retreat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 11:39:17 AM 

Tattoos from dot-com boom linger on 

Ig~~""~he dotcom bubble may have burst long ago, but some of its lingering effects are permanently etched on 

the backsides, forearms and foreheads of a few human billboards. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 11:44:46 AM 

Zombie alert! Checking accounts rise from the grave 

Ig~~""llf you close your bank account, don't think that's necessarily the last you'll hear about it. In certain cases, 

closed checking accounts have reopened when triggered by external charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 11:46:08 AM 

Class wars: 'Gate-gate' scandal swamps UK PM 

Ig~~""ILONDON - We've had Watergate, Irangate and even Weinergate. And now, in London, there's a new hot
potato controversy that double-dips nicely the neat scandal-enhancing suffix "gate." It's called "Gate

gate." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 12:36:46 PM 

Juvenile murderer ruling reopens 'traumatic wounds' 

Ig~~""lwhen the Supreme Court struck down mandatory life-without-parole sentences for juveniles as cruel and 

unusual punishment, it set off a series of battles over what to do with around 2,100 convicted murderers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 1:11:45 PM 

Home prices rise for 6th straight month 

Single-family home prices rose for a sixth month in a row in july, though the improvement was not as strong as 

expected, a closely watched survey shows. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 1:22:52 PM 

China joins 9-nation club with first aircraft carrier 

Ig~~""lchina brought its first aircraft carrier into service Tuesday, raising the country's military capability amid 

heightened tensions with its regional neighbors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 1:24:12 PM 

Campaign whirlwind hits New York 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Candidates deliver major speeches in the Big Apple and prepare to consume plenty of airtime 

but the president is taking heat for not meeting with any foreign leaders at the U.N. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 1:54:41 PM 

Morning-after pills offered to NYC high school students 

New York City quietly launched a pilot program last year that allows a school nurse or doctor to dispense free 

emergency contraceptive pills and birth control pills to girls at 13 public high schools. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 2:21:58 PM 

Consumer confidence jumps to seven-month high 

Consumer confidence jumped to its highest level in seven months in September as Americans were more optimistic 

about the job market and income prospects. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 2:29:38 PM 

Girl on homecoming court: It was done 'to make fun of me' 

Ig~~""IBusinesses and neighbors in a tiny farming town in Michigan are rallying around a 16-year-old girl who 

was voted to be on a high school homecoming court as part of a prank. Whitney Kropp, a sophomore at 
Ogemaw Heights High School in West Branch, Mich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 2:49:40 PM 

Saving 'little animals' lives': How a school retooled 

Ig~~""lworcester Tech in Massachusetts is redefining what career and technical education can be - what any 

high school education can be, in fact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20123:43:16 PM 

Home price bounce will help boost US economy 

Ig~~""~he ongoing rise in home prices is bringing some badly-needed support for an ailing U.S. economy. The 

road back to economic health, though, is going to be a long one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 3:46:58 PM 

'Dangerous' prison escapee captured in Georgia 

Michael Dowda, the escaped inmate from the Mississippi State Penitentiary that officials described as "armed and 

dangerous," has been captured, prison officials said Tuesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 3:52:21 PM 

Bacon shortage worldwide 'unavoidable,' group says 

Might want to get your fill of ham this year, because "a world shortage of pork and bacon next year is now unavoidable," 

according to an industry trade group. Blame the drought conditions that blazed through the corn and soybean crop this 

year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20124:33:59 PM 

Obama: US to 'do what we must' to stop nuclear Iran 

Barack Obama told the United Nations General Assembly Tuesday that the United States will "do what we must" to stop 

Iran from getting nuclear weapons. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20124:49:33 PM 

Two wolves killed in Wash. state for preying on cattle 

Two gray wolves in Washington state have been killed from a state helicopter after officials decided the entire pack -

believed to be at least eight wolves -- needed to be killed because of repeated attacks on cattle. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 4:54:22 PM 

Hiring plans show retailers are confident about the holidays 

Toys R Us is joining Wal-Mart and other major retailers making bets that they'll need extra staff for the holiday shopping 

season. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20125:10:54 PM 

Teen on homecoming prank: I felt like 'trash' 

Ig~~""IBusinesses and neighbors in a tiny farming town in Michigan are rallying around a 16-year-old girl who 

was voted to be on a high school homecoming court as part of a prank. Whitney Kropp, a sophomore at 
Ogemaw Heights High School in West Branch, Mich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20125:14:01 PM 

Illinois man, his family tackle Asperger's diagnosis 

Ig~~""lwhen things didn't go exactly as planned, David Finch would obsess endlessly. A doctor confirmed his 

Asperger's diagnosis and, at age 31, David finally had a reason for his behaviors, and an idea of what may 
be causing his marriage to suffer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 6:34:05 PM 

Cops: Carjacker drives pregnant girlfriend to hospital 

Ig~~""IA central Florida man carjacked a driver in a desperate attempt to get his pregnant girlfriend to the 

hospital, the Volusia County Sheriff's Office said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20127:17:31 PM 

Madonna: I was being 'ironic' about Obama 

Ig~~""lpop star Madonna said on Tuesday she was being deliberately "ironic on stage" when she erroneously 
referred to President Barack Obama during her concert in the nation's capital as a "black Muslim." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20127:17:31 PM 

Madonna calls Obama a 'Black Muslim' 

Ig~~""IMaYbe it was a slip of the tongue or maybe it was misguided sarcasm, but Madonna called President 
Obama a "black Muslim" Monday night at a tour stop in Washington D.C. in what otherwise resembled a 

message of support. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 7:21:00 PM 

'Blind sheik' will stay in US prison, White House says 

Ig~~""~he blind sheik who supported the 1993 World Trade Center bombing and other terror plots that 

targeted New York landmarks will stay in a U.S. prison, Obama administration officials said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 7:27:50 PM 

Conservatives warily ponder prospect of an 'Obama court' 

Ig~~""~here are still 42 days and four debates left before the presidential election and many signs point to a 

close outcome, but recent polling both nationally and in key battleground states like Ohio has 
conservatives concerned about the impact President Obama could have on the judiciary in a second term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20128:12:11 PM 

Adults may paddle students of opposite sex in Texas district 

School administrators will be allowed to paddle students of the opposite sex under a rule approved unanimously 

Monday night by the school board in the North Texas community of Springtown. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 8:25:54 PM 

Hubble telescope reveals farthest view of universe 

Ig~~""~he Hubble Space Telescope has captured the farthest-ever view into the universe, a photo that reveals 
thousands of galaxies billions of light-years away. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 8:58:25 PM 

US: Iran missile test is 'pure fabrication' 

u.s. officials tell NBC News that Iran's claim it conducted missile tests in the Strait of Hormuz Tuesday is "pure 

fabrication" and that there is no evidence to back up Iran's claims. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/20129:13:12 PM 

HBT: Dusty Baker suffered a mini-stroke 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/25/2012 11:15:52 PM 

Suicide now kills more Americans than car crashes 

By Megan Gannon, LiveScienceSuicide has surpassed car accidents as the No.1 cause of injury-related death in the 

United States, according to new research. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:06:32 AM 

Romney camp trusts its own data, not public polls 

Before Mitt Romney's plane touched down at the Dayton airport today, two top aides were dispatched to the press 

cabin to put out possible fires the numbers might have sparked. "The public polls are what the public polls are," Romney 

Political Director Rich Beeson told reporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 1:26:15 AM 

Texas puts to death man who received three stays of execution 

Ig~~""~exas executed a man on Tuesday who had received three stays of execution from the u.s. Supreme 

Court because of questions about how forcefully his lawyers defended him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:06:23 AM 

HBT: Giants not expected to welcome back Melky 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:45:04 AM 

Freeman propels Braves into playoffs 

Ig~~""IFreddie Freeman hit a two-run homer in the bottom of the ninth inning to put the Atlanta Braves back in 
the playoffs with a 4-3 victory over the Miami Marlins on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:01:40 AM 

Yahoo CEO fleshes out plans, new CFO named 

Ig~~""INew Yahoo Inc CEO Marissa Mayer laid out broad goals for the Internet giant in her first companywide 

address Tuesday, and received an enthusiastic reception from a workforce that has faced years of 
uncertainty and management turmoil. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:02:25 AM 

No more chances: 'Dancing' cuts its first 'All-Star' 

Ig~~""IAfter only a single dance, one returning celeb hoofer has already gotten the ballroom boot ... and it was 

deserved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:04:32 AM 

Fish food: Wakeboarder's finger found in lake trout 

When Hans Galassi lost four of his fingers in a wakeboarding accident in Idaho, he joked, wryly, that they had become 

fish food. He wasn't surprised, then, when he finger was found in a trout. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20124:05:42 AM 

Take 360-degree tours of the Great Barrier Reef 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Thousands of images from Australia's Great Barrier Reef and other coral 
locales are being stitched together into an eye-popping array of 360-degree panoramas - but this 

project isn't just about pretty pictures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 7:00:40 AM 

Libya leader to NBC: Film not behind consulate attack 

An anti-Islam film that sparked violent protests in many countries had "nothing to do with" a deadly attack on the u.s. 
Consulate in Benghazi earlier this month, Libya's president told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 7:09:39 AM 

HBT: Angels tie record, strike out 20 M's 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 9:02:43 AM 

Rage against austerity: Spain violence, Greece strike 

Ig~~""IDozens of anti-austerity protesters were arrested after violent clashes in Spain on Tuesday and riot police 

were on standby in Greece as workers on walked off their jobs on Wednesday over the European Union's 
policy of imposing austerity on countries mired in debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 9:28:05 AM 

Oil giant's CEO: Risks of Arctic drilling too high 

LONDON -- Energy companies should not drill for crude oil in Arctic waters because the environmental risks are too high, 

Total SA Chief Executive Officer Christophe de Margerie told the Financial Times on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:05:54 AM 

4 high schoolers held over alleged sexual hazing 

Four L.A.-area high school students were arrested in an investigation into complaints that soccer players sexually abused 

younger team members in hazing rituals that victims said were conducted with the complicity of a coach. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:13:32 AM 

Tornadoes, golf ball-sized hail hit III. towns 

Tornadoes and golf ball-sized hail hit several small towns in far southern Illinois on Tuesday. Dash cam video from a 

police squad car caught one funnel cloud as it rolled through Washington County. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 11:04:10 AM 

Qatari leader: Arab nations should intervene in Syria 

UNITED NATIONS -- Arab nations should intervene in Syria given the U.N. Security Council's failure to stop the civil war in 

the country, Qatari Emir Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani said Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 11:33:57 AM 

World largest oil trader flouts Iran sanctions 

Ig~~""IVitol, the world's largest oil trader, is buying and selling Iranian fuel oil, undermining Western efforts to 

choke the flow of petrodollars to Tehran and put pressure on Iran's suspected nuclear weapons program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 11:42:46 AM 

Job seekers find warm welcome in Plains states 

Ig~~""IFrustrated with Minneapolis' tight job market, Pam Perleberg sold her house and moved next door to 

North Dakota, where the wind-chill factor might be higher but unemployment is just 3 percent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 11:51:45 AM 

S. Africa's Malema accused of money laundering 

POLOKWANE, South Africa -- Firebrand South African politician Julius Malema appeared in a regional court Wednesday 

on a charge of money laundering in connection with a $6.5 million government contract awarded to a company his 

family trust partly owns. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:00:16 PM 

Libya leader to NBC: Film not behind consulate attack 

An anti-Islam film that sparked violent protests in many countries had "nothing to do with" a deadly attack on the u.s. 
Consulate in Benghazi earlier this month, Libya's president told NBC News. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:01:12 PM 

Used-car clunkers to avoid 

With used-car values already out of whack, shoppers need to be extra cautious by avoiding more problematic models 

that could require costly out-of-warranty repair work. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:05:19 PM 

Cities where home prices not rebounding 

Ig~~""lsince home prices peaked in the beginning of 2006, the u.s. median home price is down by a third. And 

though the market has begun to show signs of bottoming out, prices are still down nationally by 1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:19:36 PM 

World's largest oil trader flouts Iran sanctions 

Ig~~""IVitol, the world's largest oil trader, is buying and selling Iranian fuel oil, undermining Western efforts to 

choke the flow of petrodollars to Tehran and put pressure on Iran's suspected nuclear weapons program. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:29:31 PM 

Voice control may cut drivers' gizmo distractions 

Ig~~""IAS personal electronic devices have proliferated in cars, automakers have touted voice control as the 

solution that will permit drivers to safely text and tweet while driving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:46:22 PM 

Death penalty activist charged with wife's murder 

Ig~~""~osePh Green Brown was on Florida's death row for 13 years before his convictions on rape and murder 
were overturned in 1986, but he has been charged with murder in his wife's death. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 12:56:20 PM 

Rage against austerity: Violent clashes in Athens 

Demonstrators wearing helmets and gas masks and armed with sticks clashed with police in the Greek capital on 

Wednesday, as a general strike was held to protest the government's austerity drive. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 1:14:06 PM 

Romney feels impact of bad month 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: New polls show a steeper climb for Romney both nationally and in the battleground states in 
the wake of "47 percent" remarks, other troubles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 1:37:47 PM 

BBC 'sorry' for daring to report queen's comments 

Ig~~""ILONDON - Imagine this: President Barack Obama makes an indiscreet remark to a reporter. The White 

House complains after the journalist reports the newsworthy encounter. The reporter and his network 
apologize. Hard to visualize, isn't it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:02:27 PM 

Baby dies after dad forgets day care drop-off 

A 6-month-old baby in Florida was discovered dead in a car Tuesday after the father forgot to drop her off at day care, 

police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:08:33 PM 

Signs of progress on NFL refs 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:08:33 PM 

PFT: Could regular NFL refs be back this Sunday? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:08:33 PM 

PFT: Referee lockout isn't close to ending soon 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20122:15:12 PM 

'Moon River' singer Andy Williams dies at 84 

Ig~~""~he silky-voiced, clean-cut crooner, whose hit recording "Moon River" and years of popular Christmas TV 

shows brought him fans the world over has died after a battle with cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 2:53:03 PM 

Gay couple sues after photo used in anti-gay flyer 

Tom Privitere and Brian Edwards posed for their engagement photo, holding hands and kissing, in front of the Brooklyn 

Bridge in 2010. The image captured one of the happiest days of their lives. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:36:03 PM 

Libyan who helped capture Gadhafi dies 

Ig~~""lone of the young Libyan rebels credited with capturing Moammar Gadhafi in a drainage ditch nearly a 

year ago died Tuesday of injuries he allegedly sustained after he was kidnapped by the late dictator's 
supporters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:50:47 PM 

Dunkin' Donuts to begin using cage free eggs 

Dunkin' Donuts says it will start using cage-free eggs in its breakfast sandwiches and eliminate "gestation crates" from its 

pork supply chain. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 3:58:53 PM 

Gay couple sues after photo used in anti-gay flier 

Tom Privitere and Brian Edwards posed for their engagement photo, holding hands and kissing, in front of the Brooklyn 

Bridge in 2010. The image captured one of the happiest days of their lives. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 5:03:09 PM 

RadioShack's CEO quits after one year 

Struggling electronic retailer RadioShack said Wednesday James F. Gooch, its chief executive officer, will step down from 

his role, effective immediately. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20125:12:42 PM 

Big payout to 21 pepper-sprayed students 

Ig~~""~he University of California has agreed to pay about $1 million to settle a lawsuit filed by UC-Davis 

students pepper-sprayed by campus police during an Occupy-style protest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 5:33:56 PM 

Playboy's No.1 party school: We want a recount 

Officials at the University of Virginia aren't thrilled with Playboy's listing of the nation's oldest public university as the 

No.1 party school in America. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20125:41:11 PM 

PFT: Belichick fined $50K for ref grab - 'I apologize' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 6:20:49 PM 

Video: Post-revolution, Egypt pyramids back in business 

Ig~~""INBC'S Jim Maceda reports from Saqqara, where Egyptians are turning to their ancient civilization to 
retrigger tourism and get through these revolutionary times. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20127:01:13 PM 

DC's not-50-reflecting pool is full of algae after $34 million renovation 

Ig~~""~he Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool reopened to the public at the end of August, after an almost two

year renovation costing $34 million. After being recently filled back up with water, it is now full of algae. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 7:24:24 PM 

Army general hit with sex, adultery charges 

An Army general has been charged with forced sodomy, multiple counts of adultery and inappropriate relationships with 

female subordinates while serving in Afghanistan. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 7:47:24 PM 

Texas learns from West Nile virus outbreak 

Ig~~""~hiS year has proved the worst u.s. outbreak of West Nile virus on record, with nearly 40 percent of cases 

in Texas alone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 8:06:33 PM 

Dueling Ohio events set stage for campaign's home stretch 

Ig~~""~ust about 22 miles along 1-75 separated President Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee 
Mitt Romney's events Wednesday in northwest Ohio, the corner of a well-worn swing state that could 

foretell the outcome of November's election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 8:20:09 PM 

'We are hungry': Kids lament new school lunches 

Ig~~""IAlreadY there's been push back from students who insist that healthier, scaled-down school lunches don't 

provide enough calories to power them through the afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 8:35:52 PM 

Jailed for faking cancer to pay for breast implants 

Ig~~""IA Phoenix woman accused of pretending to have cancer to raise money for breast implants was 

sentenced to one year in jail, local media reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 8:38:56 PM 

Yankees 8, Twins 2 

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - This hasn't been the smoothest of seasons for c.c. Sabathia. He's still coming through when it 

counts for the New York Yankees. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 8:58:44 PM 

See a crescent moon in a Martian sky 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A fresh picture from NASA's Curiosity rover shows the Martian moon 

Phobos as a crescent shining over the Red Planet at dusk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 9:00:25 PM 

Perjury counts against ex-Penn State officials retained 

Ig~~""IA judge in Pennsylvania on Wednesday rejected a bid by two former Penn State administrators to dismiss 

perjury charges against them arising from their testimony before a grand jury investigating child sex 
abuse allegations against former assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/20129:19:54 PM 

Is Jimmy Hoffa's body buried at Detroit-area home? 

Ig~~""~he FBI and local police in Michigan plan to take soil samples from the backyard of a house in the Detroit 

suburb of Roseville on Friday, acting on a dying man's tip that the body of former Teamsters President 
Jimmy Hoffa might be buried there. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:03:40 PM 

No fix for 'Jesus rifles' deploying to Afghanistan 

Ig~~""lwhen the so-called "Jesus rifle" in Jan. 2010, it sparked constitutional and security concerns, and a 

maelstrom of media coverage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:21:52 PM 

Orbital debris sets off space station alert 

Ig~~""lspace officials are keeping a watchful eye on two different pieces of space junk that may force the 

International Space Station to steer away from potential impact threats. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:35:05 PM 

Romney: Massachusetts health care law is proof of empathy 

TOLEDO, OH -- Mitt Romney on Wednesday pointed to the health care reform law he enacted as governor of 

Massachusetts as proof of his empathy and care for the American people. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:36:28 PM 

Vets with disabilities get virtual roadmap for VA navigation 

A packed convention center - even a place staffed with PTSD experts - is precisely the type of environment most 

service members and veterans are likely to avoid. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:37:10 PM 

One-in-five households now owe student debt, study shows 

Forty percent of u.s. households headed by someone younger than age 35 owed student debt in 2010 - double the 

percentage from 20 years ago, according to a new analysis. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 10:50:35 PM 

Video: Marines dive for cover in Afghanistan firefight 

Ig~~""IAS the American mission in Afghanistan winds down, dangers still abound for u.s. troops - the most 
recent incident involved a Taliban gunman who fired on a u.s. Marine outpost in Afghanistan's Helmand 

Province. NBC's Richard Engel reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/2012 11:22:32 PM 

US reportedly declares Assange, WikiLeaks 'enemy' 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Defense Department has formally declared WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange an enemy on par 

with al-Qaida, according to documents that an Australian newspaper said Wednesday it had obtained 
under freedom of information laws. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/26/201211:58:17 PM 

Surprise! 102-year-old receives gift of college tuition 

Ig~~""IA devoted car enthusiast who still changes her own oil got the shock of a lifetime on Wednesday: 
Donations of free tuition at the University of Michigan and free car-care products for life. She's already 

excitedly plotting out her commute to school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:10:31 AM 

3 more US banks report possible cyber attacks 

u.s. Bank and PNC reported problems with their customer websites Wednesday after a financial services security group 

warned about possible cyberattacks.Meanwhile, SecurityNewsOaily reported that on Tuesday, Wells Fargo may have 

also been the victim of a sophisticated campaign of distributed denial-of-service (0005) attacks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:30:49 AM 

Obama reminds Ohio voters: Romney opposed bailout 

Ig~~""IAt two stops in Ohio on Wednesday, President Obama criticized Mitt Romney for his lack of support for 

the auto industry bailout and for investing in companies that moved jobs to China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:47:22 AM 

Younger version of 'Mona Lisa' to be presented 

Ig~~""IA younger vision of Leonardo da Vinci's "Mona Lisa" will be presented in Geneva on Thursday with the 

suggestion that it is the original version of what has been called the world's most famous painting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 3:07:43 AM 

PFT: NFL, referees reportedly reach a deal 

PFT: NFL, referees reportedly reach a deal after much-debated pension issue reportedly resolved. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20126:36:15 AM 

Free speech? Egypt cleric burns Bible pages 

Ig~~""IAn ultra-conservative Islamist cleric in Egypt faces charges of blasphemy after he allegedly tore up and 

burned copies of the New Testament at a protest in front of the American Embassy in Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20126:36:15 AM 

Egypt grapples with freedom of speech 

Ig~~""IAn ultra-conservative Islamist cleric in Egypt faces charges of blasphemy after he allegedly tore up and 

burned copies of the New Testament at a protest in front of the American Embassy in Cairo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20128:10:22 AM 

Mexico nabs high-ranking cartel member 'EI Taliban' 

Ig~~""~he Mexican navy said on Wednesday it had captured one of the leaders of the Zetas drug cartel, a 

notoriously brutal gang reported to be breaking apart due to an internal feud. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20128:50:15 AM 

Australians richer after statistician 'finds' $338 billion 

SYDNEY - Australians are suddenly a whole lot better off after the government statistician "found" A$325 billion ($338 

billion) in share assets previously unrecognized. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 9:22:56 AM 

'Like a puppy mill': 39 emaciated horses rescued 

SEATILE -- Animal control officers seized 39 emaciated and sickly horses from inhumane conditions in dark stalls filled 

with feces on a breeding farm outside of Tacoma on Wednesday, authorities said. u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 9:57:57 AM 

New Zealand admits illegally spying on Kim Dotcom 

Ig~~""INew Zealand's spy agency illegally carried out surveillance on Megaupload founder Kim Dotcom, an 

official report showed Thursday, prompting an apology from the prime minister and dealing a possible 
blow to a u.s. bid to extradite him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 10:43:53 AM 

Study: Black youths exposed to more alcohol ads 

Ig~~""IAfrican American youth culture is steeped in alcohol. References to booze have long been rife in rap 
music, and Jay Z, Sean liP. Diddy" Combs and Ludacris are among the hip-hop luminaries who have 

promoted alcohol. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/201211:11:12 AM 

NFL, refs reach agreement 

Ig~~""lpFT: The NFL and the officials' union have announced that a new collective bargaining agreement has 
been reached, and that the regular officials will return for Thursday night's game between the Browns 

and the Ravens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/201211:12:27 AM 

Powerful earthquake rocks remote Alaska island 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska - A powerful earthquake rocked one of the few inhabited islands in Alaska's Aleutian chain on 

Wednesday, but no damage has been found, federal and local officials said. The magnitude 6.9 quake, centered 80 miles 

southwest of Adak, struck at 3:40 p.m. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/201211:24:51 AM 

Canadians, Chinese buying into the American Dream 

Ig~~""IWith many U.S. consumers still lukewarm about buying into the American dream, Canadians, Chinese and 

Mexicans are burning up Realtors' cell phones and emails. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:34:30 AM 

Safety complaints plague many popular auto models 

Ig~~""ILast year, the government received nearly 30,000 complaints from car owners concerned about 

potentially dangerous defects with their vehicle. Since 2007, the department responsible for auto safety 
- the u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:41:39 AM 

Upstarts a big worry for the big burger chains 

Ig~~""lover the next couple of decades, much of the burger advantage will swing to the upstarts, setting up an 
increasingly pitched battle for the shrinking value-burger audience. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:52:42 AM 

Soldier's death shines light on Afghan insider killings 

Ig~~""~he death of 21-year-old Mabry Anders at the hands of an Afghan soldier shines a light on the surge in so

called insider attacks that has prompted NATO to temporarily curtail some joint operations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:26:54 PM 

Harvard's endowment shrinks, but still massive 

Harvard University's endowment shrank slightly during the last fiscal year to $30.7 billion, slightly less than the annual 

GDP of Ethiopia, but it remains the wealthiest in the nation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:29:26 PM 

Grenade-launcher 'hoax' gets filmmaker arrested 

Police have arrested an Arizona man who allegedly filmed his 16-year-old nephew walking city streets dressed in a sheet 

and carrying a fake grenade launcher, authorities said on Wednesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:39:53 PM 

Jobless claims drop to lowest in two months 

New claims for unemployment benefits dropped sharply in the latest week, raising hopes for the state of the job market. 

The Labor Department reported that jobless claims fell 26,000 to a seasonally-adjusted 359,000, the lowest since July. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:44:38 PM 

Herbert Lom, boss in Pink Panther movies, dies 

Ig~~""~he actor played the increasingly crazed Chief Inspector Charles Dreyfus alongside Peter Sellers' hapless 

Inspector Clouseau in the film series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:55:56 PM 

Drought slowed economic growth in second quarter 

Ig~~""IEconomic growth was much weaker than previously estimated in the second quarter as a drought cut 

into inventories, setting the platform for an even more sluggish performance in the current quarter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 12:58:07 PM 

NFL reaches tentative agreement with refs 

Ig~~""~he NFL's regular officiating crews are back. Their return couldn't have come soon enough for many 

players, coaches and fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 1:07:11 PM 

After chief resigns, town's only certified officer is a dog 

VAUGHN, N.M.-- A drug-sniffing dog now is the only certified member of the police force in the small eastern New 

Mexico town of Vaughn. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 1:18:59 PM 

Obama unveils closing ad 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With early voting already underway in 30 states, President Obama releases a two-minute ad 

describing his economic plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20122:00:19 PM 

'Bacon shortage' is a fat load of bull 

Ig~~""IEven though headlines for the past couple of days screamed, "Bacon shortage!" and social media blew up 
with jokes about the impending "porkocalypse," it's all a lot of oinking over nothing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20122:11:21 PM 

Actor falls to death after apparent murder 

Ig~~""~ohnny Lewis, an actor who played Kip "Half Sack" Epps on the cable TV show "Sons of Anarchy," has 

fallen to his death after apparently beating to death his elderly landlady at a hillside home, authorities 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20122:47:18 PM 

Civil rights dominate Supreme Court term 

Ig~~""~he U.S. Supreme Court term that begins Monday promises to be one of the most important for civil 

rights in decades, with the potential for blockbuster decisions on issues from race in classrooms and the 
voting booth to legal recognition for same-sex marriage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 3:04:09 PM 

'Anarchy' actor dies in fall, is suspect in death 

Ig~~""~ohnny Lewis, an actor who played Kip "Half Sack" Epps on the cable TV show "Sons of Anarchy," has 

fallen to his death after apparently beating to death his elderly landlady at a hillside home, authorities 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 3:50:01 PM 

Rape victims in military: Pleas for justice often ignored 

Ig~~""ILast year, 3,192 service members across all branches of the military reported sexual assaults. Based on 
anonymous surveys of active-duty service members conducted in 2010, the Department of Defense says 

the number of incidents was closer to 19,000. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20124:32:19 PM 

D.C. budget bomb restrains job growth 

Even as the u.s. economy begins to push up "green shoots" of recovery, businesses worried about the deep dysfunction 

paralyzing the political process have begun to hunker down. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20125:09:13 PM 

It's not too early to book Thanksgiving travel, experts say 

Ig~~""lwhile your barbecue grill hasn't completely cooled off from heavy use this summer, travel experts say it's 

not too early to book your Thanksgiving travel plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20125:13:37 PM 

PFT: Goodell 'sorry' for replacement ref fiasco 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20126:35:13 PM 

Passenger accused of grabbing women on flight restrained 

Passengers used belts to restrain a man who was taken into custody Tuesday night after allegedly harassing people -

including a woman who said he grabbed her hair and asked her to kiss him - aboard a flight from Chicago to Santa Ana, 

Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 6:36:28 PM 

GOP donor among 2 indicted in alleged resort scam 

Ig~~...,~wo figures at the center of an alleged $164 million real estate scam marketed out of South Florida have 

been indicted by a federal grand jury in San Francisco on mail fraud and conspiracy charges. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 6:47:46 PM 

Lavish CEO pay doesn't work as intended: study 

The arms race in CEO pay doesn't help performance or retention, according to a new study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20126:57:12 PM 

Debate will be Romney's chance to alter trajectory of the race 

Ig~~""IWith weeks to go until the election, what are the lessons of debate seasons past that Mitt Romney (and 
Barack Obama) should be keenly aware? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 7:03:03 PM 

Netanyahu: Draw 'clear red line' to stop Iran 

In a speech to the U.N. General Assembly, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu demands that a "clear red line" be 

set to stop Iran from gaining a nuclear weapon. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20127:13:09 PM 

Kelly Osbourne: I'm (sort of) sorry for $250K Emmy manicure 

Ig~~""IKeIIY Osbourne is sorry if you were offended by her Emmys manicure - but she's not sorry for rocking a 
small fortune's worth of black diamonds on her nails. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 7:37:30 PM 

Ark. first Southern state to vote on medical pot 

Ig~~""lcome November, Arkansas voters will be faced with a question unprecedented in the South: Should 

qualified patients be allowed to buy medical marijuana? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 7:40:21 PM 

Report: Facebook deleting fake accounts and likes without mercy 

Ig~~""IAbout a month ago, the folks at Facebook announced that they've increased their efforts to delete fake 

accounts and likes. And now, according to a report, the results of this mission are really starting to show. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 8:06:02 PM 

Mars rover driving through ancient riverbed 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A close look at pebble-filled layers of rock has convinced scientists that 
NASA's Curiosity rover is driving through an ancient stream bed on Mars. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 8:34:53 PM 

RNC cuts ties with firm over voter registration allegations 

The Republican National Committee has fired a controversial consulting firm it was paying millions of dollars to conduct 

voter registration in five battleground states, NBC News has learned. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 8:45:22 PM 

Australia state to kill sharks before they attack 

Ig~~""IFoIiOWing a record number of attacks this year, and retracting his earlier stand, the leader of a state on 
Australia's west coast announced Thursday that any great white sharks seen near beachgoers would be 

killed in order to prevent attacks on humans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/20129:30:15 PM 

Occupy protester can't keep tweets from DA 

Ig~~""IAn Occupy Wall Street protester has lost his latest bid to prevent the Manhattan district attorney's office 

from using his tweets against him, clearing the way for the judge overseeing the case to unseal the 
tweets and give them to prosecutors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 10:04:49 PM 

Boy Scouts: Response to sex abuse was 'insufficient' 

Ig~~""~he Boy Scouts acknowledge in an open letter that its response in some cases involving accusations of sex 

abuse by leaders had been "plainly insufficient, inappropriate, or wrong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 10: 14:30 PM 

New virus in Africa looks like rabies, acts like Ebola 

Ig~~""IA virus that killed two teenagers in Congo in 2009 is a completely new type, related to rabies but causing 

the bleeding and rapid death that makes Ebola infection so terrifying, scientists reported on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 10:29:21 PM 

Luring engineers, math whizzes into the classroom 

Ig~~""IA program developed at the University of Texas-Austin seeks to entice talented math and science majors 

who might otherwise become doctors or engineers to choose teaching instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 10:32:19 PM 

Polls: Obama leads in NH, tighter in Nev., NC 

President Barack Obama leads Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney in New Hampshire, and the two are locked 

in tight contests in Nevada and North Carolina, according to a new series of NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist polls 

released Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:00:23 PM 

Anti-Muslim film producer ordered jailed in probation case 

Nakoula Besseley Nakoula, suspected of producing the anti-Islam film that sparked riots in the Mideast and North Africa, 

was arrested and ordered to remain in custody for violating the therms of his probation. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:00:23 PM 

Anti-Muslim film producer arrested in probation case 

Nakoula Besseley Nakoula, suspected of producing the anti-Islam film that sparked riots in the Mideast and North Africa, 

appears in federal court for a probation violation hearing. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:34:24 PM 

Google obeys Brazilian order, blocks video 

Ig~~""~he Brazilian unit of Google, the world's No. 1 Internet search engine, said on Thursday it had obeyed a 

court order to remove a video attacking a candidate in Brazilian municipal elections from its YouTube 
service after legal appeals were exhausted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:44:19 PM 

Police: 'Several' dead in Minneapolis workplace shooting 

Police say "several" people were killed and at least four others injured Thursday afternoon in a workplace shooting at a 

sign company in Minneapolis, KARE 11 reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:53:32 PM 

Yosemite workers offered hantavirus test 

Yosemite National Park will offer testing to all employees at the site to determine if they have ever been infected with a 

deadly mouse-borne virus, officials said Thursday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/27/2012 11:57:48 PM 

PFT: Baltimore fans give officials a standing ovation 

Ig~~""lpFT: Ravens-Browns to feature first group of regular officials since lockout was settled. And fans love it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 2:34:27 AM 

Video: Fifty Shades of Maine: Steamy novel boosts town's paper mill 

Ig~~""~he popularity of the Fifty Shades of Grey novels has helped revive East Millinocket, Maine. The city, 

once dubbed the town that paper made, had fallen on hard times. A few months after reopening its 
largest paper mill, Random House enlisted the mill to print the trilogy to keep up with growing demand. Rock 
Center's Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20122:45:19 AM 

Video: True Grit: Teaching character skills in the classroom 

Ig~~""IA growing 'grit' movement is taking hold in schools. Teachers at some schools, including Kipp schools, are 

emphasizing the importance of character skills like persistence and resilience as being crucial parts of a 
child's education. Rock Center Anchor and Managing Editor Brian Williams reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20124:05:32 AM 

Ravens outlast Browns in regular refs' NFL return 

Ig~~""~he Baltimore Ravens outlasted the Cleveland Browns 23-16 on Thursday night in a game that was just as 

notable for who was officiating as it was for the players. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20124:47:47 AM 

Washington 17, No.8 Stanford 13 

SEATILE (AP) - All night, Steve Sarkisian felt if he could just get the ball past the first, stout wave of Stanford's defense, 

the opportunity was there for Washington to make big plays. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 7:50:54 AM 

Tourists among 19 killed in fiery Nepal plane crash 

Ig~~""IKATMANDUI Nepal -- A plane carrying trekkers to the Everest region crashed and caught fire just after 

takeoff Friday in Nepal's capital, killing 19 people. The victims included British, Chinese and Nepali 
passengers, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20128:46:13 AM 

Cops: 5 dead in Minneapolis workplace shooting 

Ig~~""IA gunman killed four people inside a Minneapolis sign-making business before turning the weapon on 

himself, authorities said early Friday. The victims' bodies were found shortly after officers arrived at 
Accent Signage Systems Inc. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20128:47:31 AM 

Ban axed: Sororities return to Swarthmore College 

Ig~~""lpHILADELPHIA -- Nearly 80 years after women at Swarthmore College voted to ban sororities because 

they were too exclusive, a group of female students will reinstate Greek life this spring after weathering 
months of polarizing debate on campus. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 8:47:38 AM 

Art or not? Cabbie snaps topless female passengers 

Ig~~""IA Berlin taxi driver whose pictures of women exposing their breasts in the back of his cab are being 
displayed at a local art gallery insists that the black-and-white photographs are nice not naughty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:21:23 AM 

FBI probes $7 flea market Renoir over theft report 

Ig~~""IA Renoir painting that caused a sensation when it was bought at a flea market for $7 may have been 

stolen from a museum six decades ago, and an auction house has put its sale on hold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:36:09 AM 

Video: 15-year-old girl serves as West Bank town's mayor 

Ig~~""llnstead of a regular summer holiday, Bashaer Othman got a real-life civics lesson. As temporary mayor of 

Allar, she learned that helping people was easy compared to changing attitudes. NBC News' Lawahez 
Jabari reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 10:05:44 AM 

Cops: Dad mistakes teen son for burglar, kills him 

NEW FAIRFIELD, Conn. -- During what appeared to be an attempted late-night burglary, a man fatally shot a masked 

teenager in self-defense outside his neighbor's house and then discovered it was his son, state police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 10:35:14 AM 

TSA pays mom $3.99 for seized peanut butter 

Stephanie Lambert wasn't intending to pick a fight with the TSA when she packed peanut butter and jelly ahead of a 

cross-country flight in June, but after a security line argument, she felt she had no choice. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 10:35:46 AM 

D-Day for al-Qaida in Somalia? last bastion attacked 

MOGADISHU, Somalia -- Troops launched an amphibious assault before dawn Friday on the al-Qaida militant group al

Shabab's last stronghold in Somalia. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 11:43:39 AM 

Downward sales spiral plagues Europe's automakers 

Ig~~""~he European Automobile Manufacturers Association expects 2012 to bring the market's worst sales in 

17 years. Industrywide, car registrations dipped 8.5 percent for August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 12:16:27 PM 

Live scoreboard from Day 1 of the Ryder Cup 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 12:20:23 PM 

Move over kids, this camp is only for grown women 

Ig~~""lltls all about support at the South Carolina Wildlife Federation's annual women's retreat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:07:16 PM 

BofA settles Merrill lawsuit, will pay $2.43 billion 

Bank of America said Friday it will pay $2.43 billion to settle a class action lawsuit with investors who owned or bought 

its shares when it purchased Merrill lynch in 2008. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:11:10 PM 

Nine states, nine Obama leads 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: NBC News/Marist polls taken over the past three weeks, in nine states, show Obama ahead in 
all as Romney looks toward the debates for a game-changer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:17:46 PM 

France wants to slap rich with 75% 'super-tax' 

President Francois Hollande's Socialist government unveiled sharp tax hikes on business and the rich on Friday in a 2013 

budget aimed at showing France has the fiscal rigour to remain at the core of the euro zone. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:21:45 PM 

Apple CEO Tim Cook apologizes for lousy iPhone Maps app 

Ig~~""IAfter a week filled with complaints about the new Maps app found in iOS 6, the latest version of Apple's 

mobile operating system, the company's CEO, Tim Cook, has issued an apology to customers along with a 
list of alternative apps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:24:14 PM 

China seals fate of disgraced politician Bo Xilai 

Ig~~""lchinals ruling Communist Party accused disgraced politician Bo Xilai of abusing power, taking huge bribes 

and other crimes on Friday, sealing the fate of a once powerful figure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 1:45:35 PM 

In Iran, sanctions bite and currency collapses 

Ig~~""IEven though threats of war with Israel are almost a daily occurrence, what's really on people minds in this 

city is the economy. NBC News' Ali Arouzi reports from Tehran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 2:44:04 PM 

Dozens of al-Qaida convicts flee in Iraq jailbreak 

Dozens of prisoners, including convicted al-Qaida members, escaped an Iraqi prison after militants dressed in police 

uniform attacked and released them, security sources said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 2:46:29 PM 

Syria's capital strangely calm despite civil war 

Ig~~""~hough rebels are encroaching on President Bashar Assad's stronghold of Damascus, normal life 

continues in many neighborhoods. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 2:50:25 PM 

Cops: 6 girls make video of attack on woman 

A group of teenage girls beat up a mentally disabled woman in Delaware County, Pa., made video of the attack and 

posted the clip to Facebook, according to Chester police. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 2:52:34 PM 

Lesbian on 'loving terms' with dad despite dowry offer 

Ig~~""~he daughter of a flamboyant Hong Kong tycoon -- who has offered $65 million to any man who can woo 
her away from her lesbian partner -- said she's not upset with her father. Still, it's unlikely she will be 

accepting any of the marriage proposals flooding in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 3:01:23 PM 

Soil samples taken in new search for Jimmy Hoffa 

Ig~~""lpolice in Roseville, Mich., drilled into the ground Friday and took soil samples in the latest effort to find 

the remains of notorious Teamsters boss Jimmy Hoffa. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 3:04:33 PM 

Body of missing Northwestern student found in harbor 

r-~he body of a Northwestern University student missing since early Saturday morning was recovered 
hursday evening from Lake Michigan's Wilmette Harbor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20123:17:30 PM 

Prosecutors: Holmes threatened prof before theater attack 

Ig~~""~he suspect in a deadly movie theater attack in Colorado threatened a professor before the shooting, 

leading the university to ban him from campus, prosecutors said in court documents released Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 3:28:00 PM 

Royals won't lodge a complaint over nude pics of Prince Harry 

Ig~~""IAn official statement from Prince Harry's office in St. James Palace said the royals have decided against 

pursuing a formal complaint over the publication of photographs of the prince cavorting naked in a Las 
Vegas hotel room in August. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 3:48:45 PM 

Michael Richards still 'busted up' after 'n-word' tirade 

Ig~~""~erry Seinfeld's web series "Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee" has been a reliably hilarious glimpse into 

the world of Seinfeld and his comedian-type friends. But the recent installment, starring former 
"Seinfeld" co-star Michael Richards takes a decidedly more serious turn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 3:58:32 PM 

Judge halts execution of man who killed alleged abuser 

A Philadelphia judge has halted Wednesday's scheduled execution of death-row inmate Terrance "Terry" Williams and 

granted him a new sentencing hearing. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20124:44:16 PM 

Xanax, Valium may increase dementia risk in older adults 

Older adults taking psychiatric medications such as Valium or Xanax may be at increased risk of dementia, a new French 

study suggests. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 5:02:05 PM 

US immigration chief: Same-sex ties are family ties 

Same-sex couples will be considered "family relationships" in immigration proceedings, according to Department of 

Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, a move that could help stem the deportation of those in gay or lesbian 

binational relationships. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 5:06:43 PM 

More details on Afghan firefight video 

By Eric Zuckerman, NBC NewsA dramatic video posted Wednesday on YouTube shows a u.s. soldier surviving a firefight 

with the Taliban in Afghanistan's Kunar Province. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20125:15:28 PM 

FEMA trailer lawsuit settled for $42.6 million 

Ig~~""IMore than seven years after Hurricane Katrina, a federal judge in New Orleans has given his final 

approval to a $42.6 million settlement of a class-action lawsuit alleging that travel trailers provided by the 
federal government as temporary housing emitted hazardous levels of the toxic chemical formaldehyde. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20125:58:19 PM 

FDA warns about risks of online pharmacies 

The Food and Drug Administration is warning u.s. consumers that the vast majority of Internet pharmacies are 

fraudulent and likely are selling counterfeit drugs that could harm them. The agency on Friday launched a national 

campaign, called BeSafeRx, to alert the public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 6:25:43 PM 

UK teacher who fled with teen student to France arrested 

Ig~~""IAn English man has been arrested on suspicion of child abduction after he was found in France with a 15-
year-old high school student, police said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 6:48:22 PM 

Lawsuit: Pentagon denied rape victims their rights 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 7:32:21 PM 

Prominent SMU student accused of sex assault 

A fourth-generation Southern Methodist University student was arrested on charges he sexually assaulted another male 

student on campus late Saturday night. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20128:05:14 PM 

Stocks notch best third quarter since 2010 

Wall Street closed its best third quarter since 2010 Friday after a wave of central bank actions sparked a dramatic 

reversal in equity markets. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 8:38:04 PM 

Man apparently shoots self on TV after chase 

A man apparently shot himself in the head on live television at the end of a high-speed chase that began in Phoenix. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 8:45:52 PM 

Obama blocks Chinese wind farms purchase near base 

Ig~~""ICiting national security risks, President Barack Obama on Friday blocked a Chinese company from owning 

four wind farm projects in northern Oregon near a Navy base. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:03:43 PM 

Wolf pack that killed cattle taken out by sharpshooters 

Ig~~""lsharpshooters taking aim from a helicopter shot dead six gray wolves this week, wrapping up Washington 

state's strategy of killing off the pack because it had become accustomed to eating cattle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:34:34 PM 

WWII weapons in Gulf of Mexico a concern, experts warn 

Ig~~""IOil and bombs don't mix, yet there's millions of pounds of unexploded World War II munitions dumped in 

the Gulf of Mexico that pose a risk to offshore drilling and the environment, researchers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:44:04 PM 

'Smiles:' New street drug tied to 'Sons of Anarchy' death 

Ig~~""~ohnny Lewis, an actor in the popular 'Sons of Anarchy' drama, died Wednesday in Los Angeles, suspected 
of killing his 81-year-old former landlord and possibly himself. Police think he may have been under the 

influence of the new street drug called 'Smiles.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 9:44:31 PM 

Four leopards a week being killed in India for skins, experts estimate 

Ig~~""lwhile India has struggled to protect its declining tiger population, its leopards have been getting even 

less protection, or attention for that matter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/20129:53:18 PM 

Parisian hotel 'won't be open to Chinese tourists'? 

The founder of the French fashion label Zadig & Voltaire was initially quoted as saying a Parisian hotel the company 

plans to open in 2014 will not be open to Chinese tourists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 10:44:12 PM 

Video: Intelligence officials: Libya attack organized, not spontaneous 

Ig~~""lln a statement from the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, officials said they are revising their 
initial assessment of the attack in Benghazi to reflect new information indicating that it was a "deliberate 

and organized terrorist attack carried out by extremists." NBC's Pete Williams reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/28/2012 11:42:23 PM 

US takes 5-3 lead after Day 1 of Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""IDesPite an 0-2 mark from Tiger Woods, the Americans have the early edge over the Europeans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 1:37:37 AM 

Russians face up to their outer-space crisis 

Ig~~""lln the wake of a string of setbacks, Russia's top space officials acknowledge that the country's aerospace 

industry is in deep, deep trouble. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 3:36:44 AM 

No-hitter! Reds' Bailey brilliant against Pirates 

Ig~~""IHomer Bailey of the Cincinnati Reds threw the season's seventh no-hitter, beating the Pittsburgh Pirates 
1-0 on Friday night. The seven no-hitters matches the modern record for most in a season, tying 1990 and 

1991. There were eight no-hitters in 1884. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20125:15:35 AM 

Winless Tiger ... benched! Good move? 

Ig~~""IAfter going winless Friday, Tiger Woods will be benched Saturday morning for the first time in his Ryder 

Cup career. Golf Channel's experts debate the move. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 6:33:40 AM 

AI-Qaida group withdraws from its last Somali bastion 

Somalia's al-Shabab rebels withdrew from the Somali city of Kismayo, the rebel group said Saturday, a day after Kenyan 

and Somali forces attacked the militants' last bastion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 8:37:55 AM 

Trial of pope's ex-butler over leaked papers begins 

Ig~~""lpope Benedict's former butler, Paolo Gabriele, went on trial Saturday for allegedly stealing and leaking 

papal correspondence to the media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20129:41:15 AM 

Carmageddon 2, the sequel: Serious this time? 

The sequel to Carmageddon has had its midnight premiere, and Los Angeles transportation officials are hoping the 

weekend proves as successful as last year's first edition. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 10:08:35 AM 

Israelis are prepared - and not - for an Iran attack 

Ig~~""~he latest opinion polls showing that half of Israelis fear for the continued existence of their state if war 

breaks out with Iran. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 10:32:21 AM 

Libyan president Magarief ready to die for democracy 

He was wanted by Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi for years and survived seven assassination attempts, but the new 

president of Libya says he is ready to die for his country. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 12:30:29 PM 

Friend: Masked teen slain by dad seemed 'fine' before 

Tyler Giuliano seemed happy playing an online game with friends, but hours later, authorities say, he was outside 

wearing a ski mask and wielding a knife when he was shot by his father. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 2:06:53 PM 

PFT: Referees officially ratify new deal with NFL 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20122:19:14 PM 

The small towns where home price gains are big 

Ig~~""~he advantages of small-town living are well known to Americans - and not just because of Norman 

Rockwellesque cliches about values, neighborliness and pace of life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 2:43:03 PM 

Ex-NY Times publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger dies 

Ig~~""IFormer New York Times publisher Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, who led the newspaper to new levels of 

influence and profit amid some of the most significant moments in 20th-century journalism, died 
Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 3:05:28 PM 

Amber Alert for 2 children after Tenn. fire 

Ig~~""IAuthorities in Tennessee issued a statewide Amber Alert for two siblings missing since their 
grandparent's home was destroyed by a fire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20124:43:48 PM 

Gitmo's youngest detainee returned to Canada 

Ig~~""IA onetime teen al-Qaida fighter who was also Guantanamo Bay's youngest prisoner and last Westerner 

has been transferred to his native Canada on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 5:28:57 PM 

9 steps to the perfect online dating message 

Ig~~"=lNh: are so many online come-ons so terrible? Find out how to send a semi-decent online dating message 

In nine easy steps. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20125:45:18 PM 

Well-dressed robbers sought in brazen NYC heist 

Police are looking for a pair of armed robbers behind a brazen jewelry store heist in midtown Manhattan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20125:52:15 PM 

Ancient Syrian market set on fire by fighting 

Ig~~""IHundreds of shops in the ancient covered market in Aleppo, Syria, were burning Saturday as fighting 
between rebels and state forces in Syria's largest city threatened to destroy the U.N. World Heritage Site. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/20126:14:22 PM 

Maya prophecies: What were they thinking? 

Ig~~""IAS the clock winds down to Dec. 21, experts on the Maya calendar have been racing to convince people 

that the Maya didn't predict an apocalypse for the end of this year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 6:22:42 PM 

Paul Ryan readies for 3-day debate camp 

ON THE CAMPAIGN CHARTER HEADING TO OHIO -- The same day as the first presidential debate of the 2012 election, 

Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan will begin a three-day debate camp. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 6:28:04 PM 

Wolf pack killing criticized by key Wash. state lawmaker 

The chairman of the state Senate committee that oversees Washington's Department of Fish & Wildlife tells NBC News 

that the killing of a gray wolf pack in recent days was "inexcusable". 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 7:08:00 PM 

Spain, Portugal hit with anti-austerity protests 

Ig~~""lspaniards and Portuguese rallied in the streets of their countries' capitals Saturday to protest enduring 

deep economic pain from austerity cuts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 7:56:00 PM 

NYT: Supreme Court faces crucial rulings 

NYT: The justices, starting on Monday, are expected to take up same-sex marriage, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and 

affirmative action in higher education 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 9:53:23 PM 

Cops: Teen mom left 3-week-old baby along road 

A 19-year-old mother is charged with dumping her 3-week-old daughter along a rural road for 12 hours and lying about 

the baby's whereabouts, prompting an Amber Alert. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 9:57:55 PM 

SpaceX tests rocket engines for liftoff 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: SpaceX says it successfully test-fired the engines on its Falcon 9 rocket in 

preparation for Oct. 7's liftoff of a space station resupply mission. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 10:03:06 PM 

Wild horses sold by US going to slaughterhouses? 

Ig~~""IAnimal activists fear that a major buyer of wild horses from the u.s. government is sending them off to 

slaughterhouses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 10:59:02 PM 

Fox: Airing of suicide due to 'severe human error' 

Fox News apologized for a "severe human error" that resulted in viewers seeing a suspected carjacker fatally shoot 

himself after a police chase. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 11:23:23 PM 

US routing Europe in Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""IDustin Johnson and Matt Kuchar beat Nicolas Colsaerts and Paul Lawrie 1 up, ensuring that the 
Americans will have at least a four-point lead going into Sunday's singles matches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 11:28:36 PM 

Hypodermic needle robber may have struck again 

Ig~~""IA robber who threatened his victim with a hypodermic needle in a subway train in Manhattan may be the 

same suspect wanted in a string of similar robberies in the Bronx. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/29/2012 11:43:28 PM 

Onion article cited as fact by Iran news agency 

Ig~~""IA joke by the satirical website The Onion appears to have gotten lost in translation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/201212:27:11 AM 

Woman who won $1 million but got welfare dies 

Ig~~""IA drug overdose may have killed Amanda Clayton, a Detroit-area woman who won a $1 million lottery 

prize but kept collecting welfare benefits, police say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 12:40:38 AM 

US routing Europe in Ryder Cup 

Ig~~""~iger Woods hasn't won a match this week but the Americans have built a commanding 10-6 lead over 

Europe after two days at the Ryder Cup. Go figure. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/201212:47:22 AM 

Santorum: Back Akin in Missouri to take Senate 

Rick Santorum saysthe entire Republican Party should voice its support for Senate candidate Todd Akin of Missouri -

including the top of the party's presidential ticket. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 1:21:31 AM 

Ryan hunts for support at sportsmen's banquet 

On the opening day of bow hunting season in Ohio, Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan proclaimed he is a 

hunting and fishing enthusiast. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 1:39:04 AM 

Could asteroid dust counter climate change? 

Ig~~...,~o combat global warming, scientists in Scotland now suggest an out-of-this-world solution - a giant 

dust cloud in space, blasted off an asteroid, which would act like a sunshade for Earth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 2:58:39 AM 

NYT: More suspicious voter forms found in Fla. 

NYT: The number of Florida counties reporting suspicious voter registration forms tied to a GOP-hired firm has grown to 

lD, officials said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 3:20:23 AM 

Fatal chemical blasts may cut global diaper output 

Explosions at a chemical plant in Japan kill a firefighter and injure dozens of people - and global diaper output may be 

crippled because the plant made a key resin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 3:20:23 AM 

Fatal chemical blasts may cut global diaper output 

Explosions at a chemical plant in Japan kill a firefighter and injure dozens of people - and global diaper output may be 

crippled because the plant made a key resin. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/20125:18:52 AM 

3.4 earthquake rattles Dallas-Fort Worth 

A small earthquake shook the Dallas-Fort Worth area late Saturday night, but there were no reports of injury or damage, 

NBCDFW.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 8:21:43 AM 

Grim milestone for US troop deaths in Afghanistan 

An apparent insider attack by Afghan forces killed a u.s. service member, bringing the total number of u.s. troops killed 

inside Afghanistan to 2,000 according to some measures. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 10:16:23 AM 

Frat house alcohol enema case worries experts 

Ig~~""IBefore an unruly Tennessee party ended with a student hospitalized for a dangerously high blood alcohol 

level, most people had probably never heard of alcohol enemas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/201211:18:40 AM 

LA drivers steer clear of freeway 'Carmageddon' 

Ig~~""lcarmageddOn II, the sequel to last year's shutdown of one of the nation's busiest freeways, appeared 

early Sunday to be going according to script as many Los Angeles drivers heeded warnings to stay off the 
road. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:53:04 AM 

San Jose, Costa Rica installs first street signs 

Ig~~""lsan Jose, Costa Rica, unveiled plans on Thursday to install its first street signs, so residents will not have 
to cite local landmarks like fast-food chains or gas stations when giving directions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 1:41:36 PM 

Paul Ryan: 'We've had some missteps' in campaign 

Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan admitted in an interview Sunday morning the Mitt Romney campaign 

has made "missteps" with just 37 days to go until the Election Day. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 2:38:40 PM 

Christie: Romney debate performance will reshape race 

New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie predicted on NBC's Meet the Press that Republican nominee Mitt Romney will change the 

dynamic of the presidential race in Wednesday's debate with President Barack Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 2:45:33 PM 

HBT: Cabrera in position to win Triple Crown 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/20123:18:08 PM 

Low expectations may start busy week for Wall Street 

Wall Street will open October with a busy week, highlighted by low expectations but that could set the stage for positive 

surprises that help lift the market. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/20123:35:12 PM 

Investors prepare for Obama victory, more gridlock 

NEW YORK -- As President Barack Obama widened his lead over Mitt Romney in polls this month, traders at hedge funds 

and investment firms began shooting e-mails to clients with a similar theme: It's time to start preparing for an Obama 

victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 3:38:05 PM 

Europe needs historic comeback to win Ryder Cup 

MEDINAH, Illinois (AP) -Backed by the deafening roar of the crowd, Bubba Watson has led off the Ryder Cup for an 

American team carrying a 10-6 lead. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 3:44:46 PM 

California bans 'gay cure' therapy for children 

Ig~~""lcalifornia has become the first state in the nation to ban therapy that tries to turn gay teens straight. 

Gov. Jerry Brown announced Sunday that he has signed Senate Bill 1172, which prohibits children under 
age 18 from undergoing "sexual orientation change efforts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/20124:29:11 PM 

Long toxic, mortgages now boosting some banks 

One of the few businesses working well for the biggest banks these days is the same one that got them in trouble just 

five years ago: mortgages. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 5:02:05 PM 

7.1 magnitude earthquake strikes Colombia 

A 7.2-magnitude earthquake struck southwestern Colombia on Sunday, the u.S. Geological Survey reported. There were 

no immediate reports of damage or injuries. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 6:41:02 PM 

2 killed, 1 wounded at VFW lodge shooting 

Two people were fatally shot and one was wounded Sunday morning at a Veterans of Foreign Wars lodge where 

motorcyclists had gathered for a charity ride to raise money for injured bikers, WESH.com reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 7:47:27 PM 

Historic ships dear to vets but costly for museums 

Ig~~""~he Patriots Point Naval and Maritime Museum, a popular tourist spot in South Carolina's Charleston 

Harbor, is facing the same challenge as other u.S. Navy ship museums: keeping retired, once-storied 
warships afloat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 8:38:48 PM 

HBT: Angels' Trout youngest member of 30-30 club 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 8:40:24 PM 

Iran's swipe at the Web brings angry reply 

Ig~~""llran's cyber monitors often tout their fight against the West's "soft war" of influence through the Web, 

but trying to block Google's popular Gmail appeared to be a swipe too far. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 8:47:39 PM 

Family demands answers in Border Patrol shooting 

The family of a 32-year-old woman killed by a u.s. Customs and Border Protection agent in Chula Vista on Friday is 

outraged by what they believe was an unjustified shooting. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 8:53:29 PM 

Sharing housework may not save a marriage, study finds 

Ig~~""IA new study is challenging the conventional wisdom that sharing household duties such as scrubbing the 

kitchen and toilets will reduce your odds of divorce. But, the researchers caution, the findings are not an 
excuse for men or women to start shirking their chores. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 9:07:44 PM 

PFT: Saints' Brees ties NFL's 'DiMaggio record' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 10:13:36 PM 

New Calif. law gives teen murderers second chance 

Ig~~""lcalifornia Gov. Jerry Brown signed into law on Sunday a measure that grants juvenile offenders 

sentenced to life in prison without parole the chance to petition for their release after serving 25 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 10:44:22 PM 

Falcons (4-0) shock Panthers with late rally 

Ig~~""IMatt Ryan took the snap in his own end zone and threw it about as far as he could. Roddy White went up 

and got it. Matt Bryant took it from there, giving the Atlanta Falcons another victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 10:49:34 PM 

Europe stuns US with historic Ryder Cup rally 

Ig~~""IAmericans blow 10-6 lead entering Sunday as Germany's Martin Kaymer clinches Cup with clutch putt in 

singles match. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 10:49:34 PM 

Europe stuns US with historic Ryder Cup rally 

Ig~~""IAmericans blow 10-6 lead entering Sunday as Germany's Martin Kaymer clinches Cup with clutch putt in 

singles match. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:06:24 PM 

Video: In Afghanistan, who is in charge? 

Ig~~""lon Saturday night, an Afghan soldier approached Americans, killing a soldier and a contractor; with that, 
the number of soldiers killed in Afghanistan is around 2,100 in the United States' ll-year-war in the 

country. Insider attacks have become increasingly common - and no one seems to have a good answer about 
how to stop them. NBC's Lester Holt and Richard Engel report from Kabul. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:07:15 PM 

Video: In Syria, rebels do not relent 

Ig~~""IAS Rebels in Syria have launched a massive attack on the country's largest city, Aleppo, which is 40 miles 

from the Turkish border, calling it a decisive battle. Fighting raged in the treasured marketplace and a 
World Heritage site from the 14th century was burned to ashes. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:08:50 PM 

Video: Todd: Debate must fire up Republican troops 

Ig~~""IRomney is increasingly behind in the national public polls, which means the Republican GOP candidate 

must focus on succeeding at the first presidential debate in order to rally his troops. NBC's Chuck Todd 
provides analysis. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:09:37 PM 

Video: Third Infantry Division: Old hands at war 

Ig~~""~he Third Infantry Division is used to being deployed. For the last 10 years, it has virtually been on the 

Pentagon's speed dial; now, after multiple deployments to Iraq, the Third I-D has been sent to 
Afghanistan for the first time. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/201211:11:03 PM 

Albright: 'There's just nothing going on' with Romney 

Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said her impression after watching Mitt Romney speak recently was that 

he lacked depth and that his understanding of foreign policy diminishes u.S. standing abroad. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

9/30/2012 11:54:33 PM 

Bonnie and Clyde guns sell for $504,000 

The guns include a snub-nosed .38 special found attached to the inside of Bonnie Parker's thigh. As a letter obtained by 

the auction house explained: "In those days, no gentleman officer would search a woman where she had it taped and 

there were very few women police officers." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 12:03:06 AM 

Packers 'showed up big' to beat Saints 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers threw a go-ahead touchdown to Jordy Nelson in the fourth quarter, and the Green Bay 
Packers shook off a week's worth of controversy with a rally to beat the New Orleans Saints 28-27 on 

Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:08:22 AM 

Amazon's Kindle Paperwhite is the new king of e-readers 

Ig~~""IAmazonls new e-reader solves two of e-ink's biggest problems - lousy contrast and lack of integrated 

lighting - while preserving the e-reader's core advantages: readability, affordability and insanely long 
battery life. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 3:05:43 AM 

Mell: 'Stunned' hardly sums up US loss 

Ig~~""IMell: Wonderful golf spectacle - few could've seen Europe's rally coming - turns into one of the worst 

days the United States has ever seen in the Ryder Cup. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20123:39:17 AM 

Eagles' late gamble pays off in win vs. Giants 

Ig~~""IGiVen a second chance, Lawrence Tynes couldn't make the Philadelphia Eagles pay for a tactical gamble 
that nearly backfired. Tynes missed two field-goal tries from 54 yards with 15 seconds left and 

Philadelphia held on for a 19-17 victory over the New York Giants on Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 3:54:29 AM 

PFT: Time to rethink expectations for Eagles, Giants 

Ig~~""lpFT: Eli Manning's mistakes sink the Giants (2-2), while LeSean McCoy's brilliance continues to boost 
Philadelphia (3-1). If the Eagles really kick this thing into gear, they could be the one ruling the NFC East. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:15:47 AM 

Abuse of smallest babies may have risen, study finds 

A new look at child abuse reports suggests there may have been a small but worrying rise in injuries to babies over the 

past decade or so. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 5:28:34 AM 

'Carmageddon' freeway in Los Angeles reopens early 

All lanes of the 405 Freeway were set to open hours ahead of schedule late Sunday night, in plenty of time for the 

Monday morning commute, the Los Angeles Mayor's Office said. Ramps along the Santa Monica Freeway that connect 

with the 405 began to reopen by 8:45 p.m. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 8:53:42 AM 

Colonial sins return to haunt former world powers 

Ig~~""ILONDON -- It is a court case that could reverberate round the world: Three elderly Kenyans are suing the 
U.K. government for torture inflicted by the colonial regime during the African country's struggle for 

independence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20129:54:19 AM 

Reuters sources: Azerbaijan mulls aiding Israel vs Iran 

BAKU, Azerbaijan -- Israel's "go-it-alone" option to attack Iran's nuclear sites has set the Middle East on edge and 

unsettled its main ally at the height of a U.s. presidential election campaign. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/201211:17:54 AM 

Exploring home abroad: Afghan-Americans in Kabul 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 12:07:33 PM 

Video: Could another Kennedy be headed to Congress? 

Ig~~""IA congressional battle brews in Massachusetts as Joe Kennedy III, the first of his generation to enter the 

business of politics, vies for an open seat representing suburban Boston in Congress. NBC's Kelly 
O'Donnell reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/201212:17:05 PM 

Three US soldiers among 14 killed by Afghan blast 

A suicide bomber detonated a device in Afghanistan on Monday, killing three u.s. soldiers, one interpreter and four 

members of the Afghan National Police, a military official told NBC News. The u.s. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 12:27:49 PM 

No charges in alleged Lohan hotel dispute 

Ig~~""~he actress told police she was assaulted by a man in her Manhattan hotel room early Sunday, but 

charges were dropped. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:05:57 PM 

PFT: Colts coach Pagano diagnosed with leukemia 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:05:57 PM 

PFT: Colts coach seriously ill, out several games 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:10:44 PM 

Romney looks for big October 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With three debates and one month to go, Mitt Romney needs a good October to turn the 

presidential race around. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:12:46 PM 

Facebook's new ad pitch: forget about clicks 

Facebook is preparing to unveil data to counter its critics and show that "clicks/' the current metric of choice, tell only 

half the story. The world's No. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:30:56 PM 

'Bag City' is a key to China's economic future 

Ig~~""lchinese luggage magnate Karohy Shi wants to add another name to the list of chic cities synonymous 

with style. Move over Milan, look out London, forget Paris. Say hello International Bag City, Pinghu. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:50:41 PM 

LA's 'Carmageddon' freeway reopens early 

The closure of a lO-mile stretch of the 405 Freeway in California came and went during the weekend as demolition 

crews completed work on the Mulholland Bridge in time to reopen the freeway for the Monday morning commute and a 

high-speed pursuit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 1:53:18 PM 

Police: No foul play in missing NJ teen Kara Alongi case 

Ig~~""lpolice say they don't believe a missing New Jersey girl who tweeted that someone was in her home is in 

any physical danger, but her cry for help continues to draw global attention on Twitter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 2:03:00 PM 

BlackBerry maker RIM remains under a cloud 

Once left for dead, BlackBerry-maker Research In Motion is showing signs of life. But analysts say it's still losing market 

share and could yet flatline. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20122:10:29 PM 

Theme parks offer frightfully good fun for Halloween 

Ig~~""IHalloween is still a month away, but it seems the bloodsuckers and flesh munchers are already on the 

prowl. For now, though, they're not showing up on people's doorsteps, but rather, in theme parks from 
Orlando to Anaheim. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20122:15:16 PM 

Unemployment in euro zone at record 18.2 million 

Ig~~""~he EU warned on Monday of an "economic and social disaster" if joblessness among young Europeans 

continued to rise, calling for a joint effort to combat record high unemployment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 2:20:35 PM 

Pranked teen shines at homecoming ceremony 

Ig~~""lln a red, ruffled dress and flowers in her hair, Whitney Kropp, the Michigan high school student picked by 
her classmates to be on her school's homecoming court as a prank, took to her school's football stadium 

Friday for the ceremony. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 2:35:26 PM 

Iran apologizes for citing Onion story as fact 

An Iranian news agency issued a bizarre apology on Monday for citing as fact a spoof story about President Barack 

Obama from satirical newspaper, The Onion. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 3:08:05 PM 

Honda recalls 573,000 Accords to fix faulty hoses 

Honda is recalling 573,000 Accord midsize cars in the u.s. to fix a defective power steering hose that can leak fluid and 

catch fire. The recall affects Accords from the 2003 through 2007. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20123:10:41 PM 

For US soldiers, repeat deployments 'definitely take a toll' 

Ig~~""INBC'S Lester Holt reports on repeat deployments for u.s. soldiers - particularly the Army's Third Infantry 

Division which is currently on its first deployment to Afghanistan, but it's fifth to a war zone in the last 10 
years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20123:17:09 PM 

Skull in stomach: Woman makes a remarkable recovery 

Ig~~""lln June, former beauty queen Jamie Hilton suffered from a severe brain injury, which required doctors to 

store part of her skull in her abdomen. Today, Hilton has almost no after-effects of the injury. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 3:24:31 PM 

Calif. Gov. vetoes bill that OK'd towns freeing undocumented immigrants 

Ig~~""lcaliforniaJs governor late Sunday vetoed a bill that would have allowed local authorities to free 

undocumented immigrants from custody despite requests by immigration officials to hold them for 
possible deportation proceedings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 3:57:52 PM 

Billionaire fights pro-West incumbent in Georgia 

Voters went to the polls on Monday in Georgia, a key ally of the United States neighboring Russia. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:25:04 PM 

Why your money may be at risk after bank cyberattacks 

For the past two weeks, an unknown attacker or group of attackers has disrupted access to the websites of five major 

American banks. It's not clear exactly who's behind the disruptions or even what sort of methods they're using, but 

here's what we do know. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:35:56 PM 

Hollywood, Persian Gulf oil barons have common foe: fracking 

The times they are a-changing. Who would have thought that Hollywood environmentalists would find themselves 

aligned with Persian Gulf oil barons? 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:39:00 PM 

Peanut butter recall spreads to major retailers 

A New Mexico company has expanded its recall of peanut butter and almond butter to include cashew butters, tahini 

and blanched and roasted peanut products. Sunland Inc. sells its nuts and nut butters to large groceries and other food 

distributors around the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:43:55 PM 

Seth MacFarlane named next Oscars host 

Ig~~""~he Oscars are still more than five months away, but the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is 

getting the show ready, announcing perhaps the most important element: the host. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20124:45:28 PM 

At least 8 dead in Hong Kong ferry collision 

Ig~~""lsearchers were scrambling to locate survivors in the waters off Hong Kong after a ferry carrying more 

than 120 passengers collided with another vessel late Monday, reports from the Chinese territory said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 5:22:59 PM 

1 in 10 smartphones returned, says study 

Ig~~""lone out of 10 smartphone buyers returned their phones in the past year, with many buyers saying the 

reason was because the device was defective. The return rate is the highest of consumer electronic 
devices, says The NPD Group in a new report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20125:47:42 PM 

Billionaire claims surprise victory in Georgia poll 

One of the world's richest businessmen claimed to have inflicted a surprise narrow defeat on the incumbent pro

Western party in Monday's elections in Georgia. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 5:58:44 PM 

Cops: Boy, 10, steals van, crashes into 5 cars 

A lO-year-old boy who swiped a van and then crashed it into five parked cars in West Philadelphia is expected to be 

charged with auto theft, police say. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 6:29:47 PM 

Drew Barrymore gives birth to a baby girl 

Ig~~""IDrew Barrymore is now a mom. The actress gave birth to daughter Olive Barrymore Kopelman on Sept. 

26, Life & Style Weekly reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 6:37:42 PM 

Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer gives birth to boy 

Yahoo says CEO Marissa Mayer gave birth to a baby boy on Sunday night and expects to be back at work revamping the 

struggling company in about a week. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 6:53:23 PM 

Cops: Teacher tried to hire hit man to kill another teacher 

Ig~~""IA high school history teacher in Florida has been arrested for attempting to hire a hit man to kill a former 

colleague, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 7:26:47 PM 

Households face tax hit if Congress can't avoid 'fiscal cliff' 

Ig~~""INearIY 90 percent of Americans will see their taxes increase in 2013 if Congress and President Barack 

Obama can't find a way to renew tax policies that are scheduled to expire at the end of this year, the 
nonpartisan Tax Policy Center said in a report issued Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/20128:12:38 PM 

Glitch may have led supercomputer to historic chess victory 

Ig~~""IA computer glitch might have led to the supercomputer Deep Blue's famous upset victory over chess 

grand master Garry Kasparov in 1997, according to an IBM employee quoted in a new book. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 8:34:37 PM 

Study: HPV vaccine safe but linked to fainting 

Researchers found that fainting was six times more likely to occur on the day of vaccination, compared with a period 

many months after vaccination. And skin infections were nearly twice as likely to occur. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 8:49:26 PM 

Scientists report 'major decline' of Great Barrier Reef coral 

Ig~~""lcalling it the most extensive review of how coral on Australia's Great Barrier Reef is faring, scientists on 

Monday reported some alarming news: The amount of coral covering reefs there has been cut in half 
since 1985 and will likely continue to decline unless steps are taken to at least attack the easiest of several 
factors. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 10:27:59 PM 

Northern lights shine amid the moonglow 

Ig~~""lsCience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The good news is that the northern lights hit the heights this weekend, 
with auroral displays visible as far south as Illinois - and the bad news wasn't all that bad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 10:50:46 PM 

Lawyer: Father who shot masked son 'in state of anguish' 

A father who fatally shot what he thought was a masked prowler outside his home only to discover it was his 15-year

old boy is "in a state of anguish," his lawyer says. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 10:52:11 PM 

Video: Lessons learned in Afghanistan 

Ig~~""INBC'S Richard Engel examines America's progress after fighting for more than a decade in Afghanistan. Is 

there any evidence that the American plan to hand over a credible, stable Afghan government will 
work? (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 10:55:05 PM 

Video: Syria's deadly battle claims priceless landmark 

Ig~~""lln the outskirts of Aleppo, scenes of devastation fueled by the Syrian regime's warplanes have prompted 
new rebels to volunteer - some still in their teens. NBC's Ann Curry reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 11:00:08 PM 

Video: Loose seats add to American Airlines' woes 

Ig~~""[he bankrupt airline is struggling to boost their on-time arrivals and continues to blame the pilots union 

for allegedly orchestrating delays based on trivial maintenance issues. NBC's Tom Costello 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 11:05:03 PM 

70-year-old Oregon farmer eaten by his hogs 

Several hours after Terry V. Garner, a 70-year-old Oregon farmer, went to feed his animals, his family went looking for 

him. In the hog enclosure, they found his dentures on the ground. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 11:10:20 PM 

Video: Children thrive in Afghanistan orphanage 

Ig~~""IAS the security in Afghanistan crumbles, 'Nightly' returns to an orphanage that Brian Williams first visited 
in 2009 to find girls with big dreams who are focused on getting into college. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/1/2012 11:59:16 PM 

Alien planets circle pulsing stars, leave electric trail 

Ig~~""IAlien worlds that orbit the energetic dead stars known as pulsars may leave electric currents behind them 
- anomalies that could help researchers find more of these strange planets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 12:10:49 AM 

Hong Kong ferry rams party boat, kills 25 

Ig~~""lpassenger ferry rams a boat carry more than 120 people on a company outing, sinking the vessel leaving 

25 dead and dozens hospitalized 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:21:23 AM 

Postage stamps celebrate the planet 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A new postage-stamp set celebrates America's landscapes, as seen from 

heights ranging from several hundred feet to several hundred miles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:16:55 AM 

HBT: DC rejoices! Nationals clinch Nl East 

Ig~~""IHBT: Washington loses to Philly, but an Atlanta loss ensures D.C. will have playoff baseball for the first 

time since 1933. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20123:13:13 AM 

In second debate, Brown and Warren engage in a slugfest 

Republican u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20123:18:42 AM 

At least 36 dead after Hong Kong ferry hits party boat 

Ig~~""IAt least 36 people died and dozens were injured when a ferry carrying more than 120 people on a 

company outing collided with another ferry and sank near an island south of Hong Kong on Monday night 
in one of the city's worst maritime accidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20123:35:47 AM 

Bears give Cowboys a Monday night mauling 

Ig~~""ILance Briggs and Charles Tillman returned interceptions for touchdowns and the Chicago Bears beat the 
Dallas Cowboys 34-18 on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20124:03:24 AM 

Pfft ... 1/2 points! 'DWTS' panel gives odd scores 

Ig~~""IFor some of the dancers, it was hard to be much of a mover or a shaker when the judges just lumped so 

many of the them together on the scoreboard, regardless of their moves. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20124:25:43 AM 

NYT: Senate leaders at work on plan to avoid 'fiscal cliff' 

A bipartisan group is coalescing around an ambitious three-step process to avert a series of automatic tax increases and 

deep spending cuts facing the country in January. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20124:42:30 AM 

PFT: Everything went wrong for Romo vs. Bears 

Ig~~""lpFT: Dallas QB threw for more than 300 yards, but his five interceptions - and an amazing inability to 
maintain momentum - were a direct contrast to Chicago's big night from Marshall and Cutler. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 6:29:57 AM 

Nationals, Tigers, A's all clinch playoff berths 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 8:20:36 AM 

Cops: 10-year-old crashes stolen van into parked cars 

A lO-year-old boy who police say stole and then crashed a van, damaging several parked cars, has been charged with 

theft and criminal mischief. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 8:28:24 AM 

Gold, gems stolen in $2 million mining museum heist 

Ig~~""IRobbers wearing masks and goggles broke into a mining museum in California in broad daylight and stole 

gold and gems valued at up to $2 million, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 8:31:34 AM 

Study: More pesticides used on 'superweeds' 

u.s. farmers are using more hazardous pesticides to fight weeds and insects due largely to adoption of genetically 

modified crop technologies, according to a newly released study. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 8:31:34 AM 

Study: More pesticide used on 'superweeds' 

u.s. farmers are using more hazardous pesticides to fight weeds and insects due largely to adoption of genetically 

modified crop technologies, according to a newly released study. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/201210:10:42 AM 

US: Missing American believed held by Syria regime 

Ig~~""~he U.S. believes missing American journalist Austin Tice is in the hands of the Syrian government, a State 

Department spokeswoman said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 10:35:26 AM 

Social media hones cynical edge in presidential politics 

Ig~~""lwhen you're watching the first presidential debate Wednesday night, don't believe what you see. Online, 

that is. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 10:59:46 AM 

Six arrested after Hong Kong boat collision kills 38 

Ig~~""lpolice on Tuesday arrested six crew members from two boats carrying partygoers that collided, killing at 

least 38 people in one of Hong Kong's deadliest maritime accidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 10:59:46 AM 

Six arrested after Hong Kong boat collision kills 37 

Ig~~""lpolice on Tuesday arrested six crew members from two boats carrying partygoers that collided, killing at 

least 37 people in one of Hong Kong's deadliest maritime accidents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/201211:13:22 AM 

UN: Syria pushes global refugee count toward record 

With tens of thousands fleeing Syria every month, the number of refugees worldwide in 2012 is set to be the highest this 

century, according to a senior United Nations official. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 11:21:25 AM 

Election turns personal for swing-state voters 

Ig~~""~he economy is one of the top concerns heading into the election, and for some swing-state voters who 

have fallen down the prosperity ladder it's personal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 11:33:19 AM 

Justin Bieber is not a role model; go home if you're sick 

Ig~~""lwe may not all be pop stars, but most of us can relate to the feeling that you have to power through your 

work day even when it's the last place you want to be. Resist the temptation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 11:55:22 AM 

Holiday sales forecast is good news for retailers 

The best that can be said about the 2012 holiday shopping season is that it will be about average, according to the latest 

forecast from the National Retail Federation (NRF), a retail trade group. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 12:26:26 PM 

Chrysler posts best September sales in five years 

r-l~hrySler said Tuesday its U.s. sales rose nearly 12 percent last month - its best September in five years. 
he company says the increase was due to new models, low interest rates and a stable u.s. economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 12:46:10 PM 

Consumer Reports names best products of the year 

Ig~~""lconsumer Reports put a dizzying array of products through a battery of grueling tests and culled from 

that their 475 Best Products of the Year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:00:43 PM 

US border agent killed in Ariz. shooting 

A U.S. Border Patrol agent was killed and another wounded in a shooting near Naco, Ariz., authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:02:13 PM 

Autistic ballerina dances her way into hearts 

Ig~~""lln a popular YouTube video, the beaming little ballerina dances an entire four-minute routine seemingly 

perfectly, matching the steps of the professional Australian ballet dancer whose image is seen in the 
video's lower corner. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:19:32 PM 

Shawn Johnson's ready to break rules on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""lwatch out, "Dancing With the Stars" judges! Next week, Shawn Johnson and partner Derek Hough plan to 

push boundaries and possibly even break the rules in order to deliver the best dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:27:56 PM 

Cops probe video of officer striking woman in Pa. 

Police chiefs are investigating an incident, recorded on cell phone video, in which woman was struck by an officer at the 

Festival de las Americas after the city's Puerto Rican Day Parade. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 1:40:46 PM 

New York couple busted for guns, alligator 

Ig~~""lpolice in New York arrested a man and woman for allegedly stashing illegal handguns, drugs and an 

alligator in their Brooklyn home, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:03:15 PM 

NY mother charged with murder of son, 4 

Police have charged a 46-year-old Westchester, N.Y., woman with murder after they found her 4-year-old son dead in a 

bedroom Monday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:07:02 PM 

Winter storms to be named by Weather Channel 

Ig~~""IDuring the upcoming 2012-13 winter season, The Weather Channel will name noteworthy winter storms. 

Our goal is to better communicate the threat and the timing of the significant impacts that accompany 
these events. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:17:55 PM 

Get Michelle Obama's winning chocolate chip cookie recipe 

Ig~~""IAS their husbands battle each other in a mad dash for the White House, the two contenders for first lady 

waged a heated contest of their own in the kitchen. On Tuesday, the incumbent claimed victory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:29:17 PM 

Judge blocks Pennsylvania voter ID law 

Ig~~""IA Pennsylvania judge has blocked enforcement of the voter identification law which the legislature 

enacted and Republican Gov. Tom Corbett signed last year, meaning the law will not be in effect for the 
Nov. 6 election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20122:47:30 PM 

Pope's ex-butler: My eyesight was hurt in Vatican cell 

Ig~~""~he pope's former butler Paolo Gabriele testified Tuesday that he was held in isolation in a tiny cell with 

the light on 24 hours a day after he was accused of stealing private documents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 2:52:31 PM 

Car sales rise in September, but truck sales dip 

r-~he Big Three U.S. automakers, Ford, Chrysler and GM, reported a mixed bag of sales in September on 
uesday, with car sales revving up, but truck sales moving into lower gear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 3:29:33 PM 

Weaknesses for both candidates heading into debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: President Obama needs to explain what a second term would look like while Mitt Romney 

must explain how his policies differ from the past. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 3:50:43 PM 

Rape inquiry into ex-IMF head Strauss-Kahn dropped 

Ig~~""IFrancels public prosecution service said on Tuesday it was shelving an investigation into allegations that 
disgraced former IMF chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 3:52:02 PM 

Energy firm uses 'land grabs' to secure fracking rights 

Ig~~""lchesapeake Energy Corp., the second-largest natural gas producer in the United States, is aggressively 
using "land grabs" to secure the rights to drain gas and oil from beneath private property -- without 

having to pay the landowners a penny. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20124:16:36 PM 

'Parent trigger' fight: No Hollywood ending in sight 

Ig~~""IDoreen Diaz left the movie premiere of "Won't Back Down" in New York feeling encouraged. Then she 

got home, where the real battle over the "parent trigger" law drags on. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20124:45:08 PM 

India races to protect rhino from death 

Ig~~""IHad it not been for the slaughter of seven rhinos in India's Assam state last week, a rhino swept out of a 

wildlife reserve by floodwaters might now be the eighth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 6:23:27 PM 

National trends at work in battleground Colorado 

Ig~~""~he state of Wednesday's first presidential debate has offered Democrats a blueprint toward future 

political success as Colorado turns away from the attitudes and demographics that once made it a 
Republican stronghold. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 7:38:41 PM 

Safety concerns, labor issues take toll on American Airlines 

When it comes to describing the state of American Airlines these days, travelers have lots of aviation-themed metaphors 

to choose from -- experiencing severe turbulence; in the midst of a bumpy ride; trouble in the skies. But the bottom line 

is American is a carrier with mounting difficulties, some that were in place well before the recent scheduling problems 

and tensions with pilots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20127:42:42 PM 

No human remains found at site of Jimmy Hoffa tests 

Ig~~""ISOil tests indicate that no human remains are buried beneath a shed in Roseville, Mich., where 

authorities were investigating the possibility that the late Teamsters President Jimmy Hoffa might have 
been buried, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 8:31:23 PM 

Teacher makes $1 million by selling lesson plans 

Deanna Jump is a first-grade teacher in Georgia who made $1 million by selling her upbeat lesson plans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 9:02:01 PM 

Mark Zuckerberg confirms: 'I wear the same thing every day' 

Ig~~""IFacebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg sat down last week with TODAY's Matt Lauer for his first television 
interview since the social network's IPO. The interview will air on Oct. 4 on TODAY and Rock Center with 

Brian Williams, but we already know exactly which moment will make you chuckle the most. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/20129:36:47 PM 

Auto sales, home prices are bright spots in dim recovery 

WASHINGTON -- The u.S. economy is looking more resilient, thanks in part to encouraging signs for the two most 

expensive purchases most Americans make: cars and homes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 9:38:09 PM 

Penn State aide McQueary files $4 million suit 

Former Penn State football assistant Mike McQueary, who said he witnessed coach Jerry Sandusky having sex with a boy 

in the locker room, filed a whistleblower lawsuit against the university on Tuesday, seeking $4 million. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 9:38:26 PM 

Somali troops retake al-Shabab stronghold 

Ig~~""ILOUd explosions shook the Somali port city of Kismayo as Somali government troops and African Union 

forces took control of the last major stronghold of the militia group, the BBe reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 9:48:23 PM 

Anchor criticized for weight: It was 'totally inappropriate' 

Ig~~""IA Wisconsin television anchor's bold retort to a viewer who suggested she was too fat to be on TV has 
spurred a heartwarming response -- and a new discussion about the boundaries of bullying. Jennifer 

Livingston, 37, an anchor/reporter at WKBT-TV in LaCrosse, Wis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 10:30:13 PM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama maintains lead, Romney within striking distance 

On the eve of the first presidential debate, President Barack Obama maintains his national lead over Mitt Romney, but 

the Republican nominee is well within striking distance, according to the latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 11:08:41 PM 

Video: Texas losing its twang 

Ig~~""~hat distinctive drawl is dying out, according to a new study out of the University of Texas where they're 
studying the slow demise of this slice of southern identity. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/2/2012 11:41:45 PM 

Dave Grohl confirms Foo Fighters hiatus 

Ig~~""IDave Grohl took to the Foo Fighters Facebook page Tuesday with a note confirming the band will take a 

hiatus just a few days after his onstage comments at the Global Citizen Festival in New York led to rumors 
of a break-up. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 12:05:49 AM 

Homeland Security 'fusion' centers called intrusive, ineffective 

The Department of Homeland Security has spent hundreds of millions of dollars on a network of 77 so-called "fusion" 

intelligence centers that have collected personal information on some u.S. citizens while producing "shoddy" reports 

and making no contribution to thwarting any terrorist plots, a new Senate report states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 1:17:37 AM 

Ann Romney 'excited' about Wednesday's debate 

On the eve of the first presidential debate, Ann Romney said Tuesday that the debate will highlight the "contrast" 

between her husband and President Barack Obama. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20122:15:52 AM 

Michelle Obama to Ohio supporters: Vote; a second term isn't certain 

CINCINNATI, OH - A marching band took to the streets of downtown here Tuesday, leading the crowd to a destination 

not usually associated with much fanfare: the voting booth. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 2:46:59 AM 

Royals 4, Tigers 2 

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Miguel Cabrera had two hits, drove in two runs and pressed ever closer to the first Triple Crown 

in 45 years Tuesday night. Now, the question facing the Detroit Tigers star is whether to play in the regular-season finale 

against Kansas City. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 2:50:42 AM 

'DWTS' cut proves fan votes top judges' scores 

Ig~~""~he show proved once again on Tuesday night that the judges can critique until they're blue in the face 

and bust out the lowest paddles they dare, but it's the viewers who matter most. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 2:51:27 AM 

UFO case solved in Cincinnati 

Ig~~""~he strange case of the Cincinnati Lights intrigued UFO fans, but it looks as if the person who took the 

original video has come up with the likeliest explanation: They were skydivers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 3:45:27 AM 

Minaj curses out Carey during 'Idol' auditions 

Ig~~""lln a video obtained by TMZ, when the two ladies disagreed over a contestant, Minaj unleashed a flood of 

expletives at Carey. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20124:12:07 AM 

Yankees 4, Red Sox 3(12) 

NEW YORK (AP) - Raul Ibanez and the New York Yankees are quite fond of their position - leaving the chasing to the 

Birds. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20124:16:51 AM 

European cargo spaceship plunges to its doom 

Ig~~""IAn unmanned European cargo craft the size of a bus burned up during atmospheric re-entry, four days 

after undocking from the International Space Station with a load of trash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 5:31:25 AM 

HBT: Amazing! A's win, play Rangers for Al West title Wed. 

Ig~~""IHBT: Surprising Oakland did it again Tuesday, defeating Texas 3-1 to set up a showdown for the division 

title on the final day of the season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 8:50:33 AM 

Slaughtered 'one by one': 25 slain at Nigeria college 

Gunmen shot dead at least 25 students in an attack on their college residence in northeast Nigeria, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 9:06:52 AM 

NBC/WSJ poll: Obama leads in Ohio; statistical tie in Va., Fla. 

As President Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney prepare to square off for their first 

debate Wednesday night, the Democratic incumbent maintains a significant lead in one key battleground state while the 

contests in two others have tightened, according to a new round of NBC NewsjMaristjWall Street Journal polls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20129:15:32 AM 

Detroit's top cop suspended over alleged affair 

Ig~~""IDetroitls police chief has been suspended amid an investigation into claims he dated a female internal 

affairs officer in the department. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 9:51:34 AM 

Knocked out: Mike Tyson barred from New Zealand 

Retired boxer and convicted rapist Mike Tyson has been barred from New Zealand by government ministers who 

revoked an entry permit for his forthcoming speaking tour. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 10:38:59 AM 

Russia: US 'reset' in relations 'cannot last forever' 

Ig~~""IMOSCOW - Russia and the United States must do more to strengthen relations because the "reset" in ties 

cannot continue forever, Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said in an interview published Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 10:56:05 AM 

Dozens die as five blasts devastate Syria's largest city 

Ig~~""IFour explosions ripped through a government-controlled district of Syrian's largest city early Wednesday, 

causing widespread destruction and killing at least 40 people, according to activists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 10:58:36 AM 

Philippines takes on Catholic church over birth control 

Ig~~""lphiliPPine President Benigno Aquino is squaring off against his country's powerful Catholic church in a bid 

to give people free access to the means to limit the size of their families. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:05:03 AM 

Corporate lawyer admits stealing $lOM from clients 

A Manhattan corporate lawyer pleaded guilty on Tuesday to stealing more than $10 million in clients' money, which 

prosecutors said he spent on strip clubs and buying businesses. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:28:56 AM 

Women economists see things differently 

Economics is becoming less of a man's world, and new research implies that as more women enter the profession that 

could lead to changes in economic policy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:40:42 AM 

'Enough!' Protester perches atop Vatican basilica 

Ig~~""IAn Italian man clambered onto a ledge on the huge dome of St Peter's Basilica on Tuesday to stage a 

precarious protest against Prime Minister Mario Monti and the European Union. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 12:04:33 PM 

Pablo Escobar's son cashing in on cocaine culture? 

MEXICO CITY -- Nearly two decades after Colombian cocaine kingpin Pablo Escobar died in a hail of bullets, his eldest son 

is conquering new markets in Mexico -- with a fashion line in his father's image. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 12:06:05 PM 

Credit card swipe fee deal far from done 

Ig~~""~he final approval of a proposed multi-billion dollar legal settlement over credit card "swipe fees" could 
be in jeopardy - or at least delayed - by more legal wrangling. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 12:19:57 PM 

Happy hour blues: How your cocktail may be linked to cancer 

Ig~~""lltls not exactly breaking news: Drinking too much alcohol can increase your chances of getting cancer. But 

now researchers may have finally figured out one of the reasons why your favorite vice is deadly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 12:33:06 PM 

Private businesses hire more than expected in Sept. 

u.s. private employers added 162,000 jobs in September, topping economists' expectations, a widely-watched report by 

a payrolls processor shows. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 1:12:10 PM 

First debate crucial for Romney 

First Read: Latest NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll shows the race is still an uphill climb for Mitt Romney and tonight's 

debate may be his last chance to change the direction of the race. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 1:13:00 PM 

Recession contraception: US birth rate down for 4th year 

u.s. births fell for the fourth year in a row, the government reported Wednesday, with experts calling it more proof that 

the weak economy has continued to dampen enthusiasm for having children. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 1:32:27 PM 

Injured baseball player on big-league dreams: 'I'm not done' 

Ig~~""IAdam Greenberg, the outfielder who was injured seven years ago as a rookie and got a second chance 

with the Marlins Tuesday night, told TODAY that this is just the beginning. "Last night was the start of my 
career again," he said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 1:45:50 PM 

'Take a Letter, Maria' singer dies at 68 

Ig~~""IR. B. Greaves, an R&B singer whose 1969 hit "Take a Letter, Maria" reached No.2 on the Billboard pop 

chart, died on Thursday in Los Angeles. He was 68. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 2:26:25 PM 

Service sector grows at fastest pace in six months 

u.s. service companies, which employ nearly 90 percent of the work force, grew in September at the fastest pace since 

March, driven by more activity and an increase in new orders. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20122:33:18 PM 

US special forces create strike teams in N. Africa 

Ig~~""IBefore militants launched the attack that killed the u.s. ambassador in Libya, u.s. forces were setting up 

a network to quickly strike a terrorist target or rescue a hostage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20123:11:56 PM 

Global slowdown 'becoming a genuine possibility' 

The eurozone's economic woes increased last month and China's slowdown looked likely to extend to a seventh quarter, 

surveys show, but there was better-than-expected news on u.s. jobs. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20124:19:09 PM 

JetBlue: Free flights for disgruntled voters in presidential election 

In a marketing gimmick that piggybacks on next month's presidential election, JetBlue is offering a way for Americans to 

make good on threats to leave the country if "the other guy" wins. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20124:22:24 PM 

Online schools face backlash as states question results 

Virtual public schools, which allow students to take all their classes online, have exploded in popularity across the United 

States, offering what supporters view as innovative and affordable alternatives to the conventional classroom. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20124:32:57 PM 

Turkey strikes targets in Syria after mortar attack kills 5 

Ig~~""~urkey'S military struck targets inside Syria on Wednesday in response to a mortar bomb fired from 

Syrian territory which killed five Turkish civilians, Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan's office said in a 
statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20125:22:13 PM 

Mile-high stakes for first presidential debate 

Ig~~""lvoters will have their chance to size up President Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee 
Mitt Romney side-by-side, when both men take the stage at the University of Denver Wednesday night 

for their first of three debates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20126:16:05 PM 

Oddly named man's walking stick prompts evacuation 

It happens virtually every day somewhere in America: A suspicious object is found in a public building. The building is 

evacuated. The object turns out to be innocuous. Everybody goes back to work. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 7:09:28 PM 

1,OOO-mile-per-hour rocket car clears preliminary test 

Ig~~""~he British team behind a project to build a l/OOO-mph car have cleared a key hurdle with a successful 

test of the rocket they hope will push the vehicle well beyond the sound barrier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20127:38:13 PM 

Jihadi group claims responsibility for Aleppo blasts 

Ig~~""IFour explosions ripped through a government-controlled district of Syrian's largest city early Wednesday, 

causing widespread destruction and killing at least 40 people, according to activists. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20127:48:11 PM 

Fungal meningitis suspected in 4 deaths 

Ig~~""IFour people have died from meningitis linked to a rare infection with a fungus called aspergillus, health 
officials said on Wednesday, with a total of 26 cases in five states. They are "almost certain" more will be 

identified before it's over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20128:01:13 PM 

Facebook: Pay up if you want more friends to see your status updates 

Ig~~""lwant more friends to see your Facebook status updates? Grab your wallet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 8:08:28 PM 

Biological hunters find treasures in Borneo 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: An expedition to Borneo turns up more than 160 new species, and 

thousands of DNA samples that scientists hope will trace the course of evolution in a hot spot for 
biodiversity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/20128:15:57 PM 

Generic antidepressant pulled off the market 

Teva Pharmaceuticals is pulling its generic version of a popular antidepressant off the market after a federal analysis 

showed the pill does not work properly. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 8:36:59 PM 

Calif. hunters upset with agency's name change 

Ig~~""lcall them words of war between hunters and wildlife activists: Starting Jan. 1, California's Department of 

Fish and Game will become Department of Fish and Wildlife. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 8:52:41 PM 

HBT: Red Sox to fire Valentine after rocky season 

Ig~~""IHBT: Manager came under fire from players and media from the outset in Boston. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 9:51:31 PM 

Sensitive documents left behind at US consulate in Libya 

Ig~~""IDocuments including the itinerary of Ambassador Christopher Stevens's trip to Benghazi and the 

personnel records of Libyans employed to secure the u.S. official's mission were left behind. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 10:41:39 PM 

U.S. works to shut down tech support scam 

The United States has taken steps to shut down several fake tech support scams that have cost consumers tens of 

millions of dollars, the Federal Trade Commission said on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 10:57:44 PM 

Mexico arrests 2 in killing of Border Patrol agent 

Mexican troops have arrested two suspects in the killing of a u.s. Border Patrol agent and the wounding of a second 

officer in Arizona, Mexican security officials said on Wednesday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:00:04 PM 

Video: Not all smoke detectors created equal 

Ig~~""~he most common type of smoke detector, used in 90 percent of homes, may not save you from a 

smoldering fire because they work better when in the vicinity of fast flames. NBC's Jeff Rossen 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:04:56 PM 

Amazing A's sweep Rangers, win Al West 

Ig~~""~he Oakland Athletics, who were 13 games behind the Texas Rangers on June 30, completed a three
game season-ending sweep their division rivals on Wednesday with a 12-5 victory to claim the AL West 

crown. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/3/2012 11:59:10 PM 

Moon visits bright star clusters this week 

Ig~~""lln its monthly trip around the Earth, the moon often passes close to many interesting objects. These 

juxtapositions are often beautiful to look at, and help beginning stargazers to find some of the sky's 
hidden treasures. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 12:22:02 AM 

Candidates square off in first presidential debate 

Most of the American political universe descended Wednesday on the University of Denver's campus for the highly

anticipated opening debate between President Barack Obama and Republican presidential hopeful Mitt Romney. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 1:59:34 AM 

Candidates battle over tax plans in first debate 

Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney's tax cut proposals consumed the opening moments in his first debate 

versus President Barack Obama, as the two candidates sparred over whether the math behind the Republican 

presidential nominee's plans matched his rhetoric. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:15:04 AM 

Yankees pound way to AL East crown 

Ig~~""IWith an Orioles loss, the New York Yankees clinch the division and then finish a pounding of the Red Sox 

for punctuation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:15:49 AM 

HBT: Tigers' Cabrera dons Triple Crown 

Ig~~""IDetroit third baseman leads AL in HR, RBI and average, a feat not accomplished since 1967. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 2:24:39 AM 

Truth Squad: The presidential debate 

Ig~~""INBC News looks at the statements made by President Barack Obama and Mitt Romney during the Denver 

debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 2:28:58 AM 

Man arrested for arson of Ohio Islamic center 

Ig~~""lpolice have arrested a man they believe set fire to the Islamic Center of Greater Toledo, the latest in a 

string of vandalism and arsons targeting U.S. mosques. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:45:58 AM 

Video: Presidential candidates square off 

Ig~~""IGOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney and President Barack Obama square off in the first presidential 
debate. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 3:36:29 AM 

Policy differences take center stage in first presidential debate 

Policy largely trumped "zingers" in the first debate between President Barack Obama and Republican presidential 

nominee Mitt Romney as the two sparred on issues as varied as taxes and spending, entitlements, education and more. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20123:42:10 AM 

Tiny jar identifies mighty Maya queen 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Glyphs carved into a jar lead archaeologists to conclude that the tomb in 

Guatemala where the jar was found belonged to one of the greatest Maya queens. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 8:28:25 AM 

Chicago teachers back 17.6 percent, 4-year pay deal 

Members of the Chicago Teachers Union have ratified a new contract, ending a bitter dispute that prompted the first 

strike of city teachers in 25 years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 8:36:50 AM 

Egypt accuses boys of urinating on Quran 

Ig~~""ICAIRO -- Two Coptic Christian boys in Egypt accused of tearing up a copy of the Quran and urinating on it 

have been placed in juvenile detention, a lawyer for the boys told Reuters on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 9:35:39 AM 

Libya attack victim's dad to US: Admit mistakes 

Ig~~""~he father of an American bodyguard injured in the deadly attack on the u.s. mission in Libyan city of 

Benghazi said Wednesday the State Department should own up to what he said were its mistakes and 
release more information about what occurred. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 9:54:30 AM 

Turkey strikes back at Syria for second day 

Ig~~""~urkish artillery hit targets near Syria's Tel Abyad border town for a second day on Thursday after a 

mortar bomb fired from the area killed five Turkish civilians. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:15:33 AM 

Ex-Philippines president arrested in lottery case 

Ig~~""IFormer Philippine President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo was detained on Thursday on charges of plunder -

one of a series of corruption cases brought against her. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:15:33 AM 

Ex-Philippines president faces arrest in lottery case 

Ig~~""IMANILA -- A Philippine court has ordered the arrest of former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo on 

plunder charges, meaning a likely return to detention after she posted bail in July following about seven 
months of confinement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:43:35 AM 

Karzai: US war targeting Afghan militants will fail 

KABUL -- Afghanistan's President Hamid Karzai said on Thursday that the U.S.-led war on militancy would "not be 

successful," and accused Western media of waging "psychological warfare" on his country. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:05:14 AM 

Zuckerberg defends Facebook as network reaches 1 billion users 

Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced Thursday that his company has reached an unprecedented 

milestone: one billion users 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:10:15 AM 

Facebook hits 1 billion users 

Ig~~""IYOU know what's cooler than a million users? A billion users. And now Facebook has just that. Yep, the 

social network birthed in a Harvard dorm grew in eight short years to a membership that it says accounts 
for nearly one seventh of the world's population. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 11:31:36 AM 

Only in Canada? Maple syrup gets police protection 

KEDJWICK, New Brunswick -- Police in Canada have recovered more than 600 barrels of maple syrup as part of an 

investigation into a multi-million dollar heist. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:45:17 AM 

For many, the road to a job is long, winding 

Ig~~""lso many people have given up looking for work that the official jobless rate fell to 8.1 percent last month 

from 8.3 percent. Many of them may never return to the work force. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:48:15 AM 

Video: First debate highlights: Can one night change the race? 

Ig~~""lln a fiercely substantive first debate, Mitt Romney performed as if his campaign may have depended on it 

while a surprisingly subdued President Obama seemed to allow his challenger to dictate the terms of the 
discussion. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 11:56:23 AM 

4th Calif. city faces bankruptcy as 'disease' spreads 

Municipal bankruptcies are spreading like a "disease" in California, one public finance expert warned Wednesday as the 

city of Atwater declared a fiscal emergency with a budget gap of more than $3 million. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:58:01 AM 

Use credit cards wisely to safeguard credit rating 

Ig~~""IMY husband and I recently refinanced our mortgage, and the bank sent us our credit scores during the 

process. Both scores were good, but my husband's was 30 points higher than mine. This puzzled me, 
because we share the same spending and bill-payment practices. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 12:15:48 PM 

Insurers - who praised Obamacare - donate to kill it 

The health insurance industry presented itself as a key ally of President Barack Obama's health care law while at the 

same time making hefty contributions to members of Congress who are trying to get rid of it, according to contribution 

records studied by The Center for Public Integrity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 12:46:01 PM 

Jobless claims rise slightly, hiring at sluggish pace 

The number of Americans filing for jobless benefits rose slightly in the latest week, indicating a labor market that 

remains in the doldrums. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 1:14:22 PM 

Romney helps his cause in first debate 

First Read: With an energetic and detail-focused performance, Romney took advantage of his opportunity to reach 

voters while President Obama was off his game. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 1:23:44 PM 

Pa. student in Romney shirt told to 'get out of the class' 

A Philadelphia high schooler says she was humiliated after her teacher told her to remove a Mitt Romney T-shirt she was 

wearing, comparing it to "wearing a KKK shirt." 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 1:25:19 PM 

US: Smuggling ring sent electronics to Russia spies 

Ig~~""IA network aimed at acquiring U.S.-made microelectronic components for Russian spy agencies has been 
broken up, the Justice Department said on Wednesday - but Russia denied any link. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 1:37:44 PM 

HBT: Cabrera's Triple Crown may be best one yet 

Ig~~""IHBT: Tigers slugger posted great numbers - .330,44 HRs, 139 RBI - but that's not the full measure of 

how good he was this season. He also did it against more competition than ever before. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:02:37 PM 

KitchenAid apologizes for Obama grandma Tweet 

KitchenAid is famous for its mixers, but the brand learned the hard way about the perils of mixing personal political 

views with official company messaging on social media. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:07:57 PM 

Experience fall colors - without leaving the city 

Ig~~""~ravelers in search of the rich and vibrant colors of autumn often head to the country. But some city 

slickers don't have the time to get away for a long weekend or prefer urban vacations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:29:48 PM 

Body language can be great equalizer for women 

Ig~~""lwant to be more successful in your next business meeting? Try striking a "power pose," by standing tall 

and straight with an open posture, suggests a viral TED video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20122:36:45 PM 

New Yorkers dining at home more than eating out 

Put down your forks and listen to this: New Yorker's at-home meals surpassed dining out for the first time in 30 years. 

That's the news from the Zagat 2013 NYC Restaurant Survey. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20123:19:50 PM 

Exclusive peek: 'Myth busters' take on 'Titanic' 

Ig~~""IEver since the saddest scene from "Titanic" first played on the big screen, fans have wondered: Did Jack 

really have to die? They may soon have their answer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 3:28:25 PM 

Fungal meningitis death toll may rise 

Health officials have traced an outbreak of rare fungal meningitis to a Massachusetts specialty pharmacy that distributes 

a steroid injection commonly used to treat back pain. So far, 35 people have been diagnosed with fungal meningitis in 

six states and five of them have died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20123:29:15 PM 

Prepping kids for school: Solution in poorest state? 

Ig~~""lln the poorest state in the country, Mississippi Building Blocks has helped transform a wildly uneven and 

scattered network of some 1,685 early childhood centers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20123:46:34 PM 

UN Security Council condemns Syria shelling of Turkey 

Ig~~""~he United Nations Security Council on Thursday condemned a mortar attack by Syria on a Turkish border 

town that killed five people and demanded that "such violations of international law stop immediately 
and are not repeated." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20123:46:34 PM 

Turkey OKs further military action against Syria 

Ig~~""~urkey stepped up retaliatory artillery strikes on a Syrian border town on Thursday while its parliament 

approved further future military action. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20124:42:48 PM 

7 bears killed in Mont. after becoming human dependent 

It was unusual even by standards in Montana, where black bears have to be euthanized every so often after incidents 

with humans: 7 bears, including 2 cubs, had to be put down over the last week because an individual had been feeding 

them and many others -- reportedly for years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20125:14:15 PM 

Missing for 3 days: UK cops search for 5-year-old girl 

Ig~~""~he search for a missing five-year-old girl in a rural area of Wales was stepped up on Thursday, three days 

after she went missing. Jones was last seen getting into a vehicle on Monday near her home in the rural 
market town of Machynlleth. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 5:28:34 PM 

Susan G. Komen rejects porn site's fundraising offer 

A pornographic website says it has launched a fundraising effort for Susan G. Komen for the Cure, but the nonprofit says 

it wants nothing to do with the campaign. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 6:04:08 PM 

Energized Obama tries to rebound after last night's debate 

A fired-up President Obama spoke to a crowd of more than 12,000 at a Denver campaign event Thursday and seemed to 

exude the energy and aggressiveness that many of his supporters felt was missing at last night's presidential debate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20126:09:42 PM 

Psychological toll of wars mounts as veterans return home 

Last year the Veterans Administration treated almost 100,000 Iraq and Afghanistan veterans for PTSD. But many agree 

that the numbers could be higher because not everyone who suffers seeks treatment. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 6:35:22 PM 

PHT: NHL cancels first two weeks of schedule 

Ig~~""~he league announced its canceling the schedule from October 11-24 thanks to the lockout. In all, that 

makes 82 games to be canceled by the league. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 7:04:03 PM 

Teen denied Eagle Scout award because he is gay 

Ig~~""IRyan Andresen recently completed the requirements to earning his Eagle Scout award, but the Boy 

Scouts say that because of his sexual orientation, he can no longer be a member. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 7:04:03 PM 

Scout denied award because he is gay, mom says 

Ig~~""IRyan Andresenhad recently completed the requirements to earning his Eagle Scout award, including a 
"tolerance wall" for victims of bullying like himself, but his Scoutmaster would not sign off on honoring 

him with the Boy Scouts' highest ranking because he is gay, his mother said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20128:37:19 PM 

Free birth control cuts abortion rate dramatically, study finds 

A surprising new study with implications for next month's presidential election finds that offering women free birth 

control can reduce unplanned pregnancies -- and send the abortion rate spiraling downward. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20128:49:25 PM 

Republicans out Democrat in 'World of Warcraft' witch hunt 

Ig~~""lcolleen Lachowicz is a Democratic candidate running for State Senate in Maine. She's also a level 85 orc 

in the massively popular online game "World of Warcraft." And for that, the Republican party says she is 
unfit for office. Maine's GOP has accused her of living a "bizarre double life" and set up a website meant to out 
her participation in the popular online game. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20129:17:03 PM 

Mars rover gets set for its first scoop of sand 

Ig~~""INASA'S Curiosity rover will scoop up its first batch of Martian soil samples this weekend, scientists 

announced Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/20129:46:35 PM 

Blue and green honey tied to M&M's factory waste? 

Bees at a cluster of apiaries in France have been producing honey in mysterious shades of blue and green, alarming their 

keepers who now blame residue from containers of M&M's candy. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201210:34:47 PM 

Report: White powder sent to 'DWTS' for Bristol 

Ig~~""lsources confirm to The Hollywood Reporter that law enforcement investigated a suspicious package that 

arrived at the CBS Studios set of the ABC competition. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:35:36 PM 

Edison seeks to fire up San Onofre nuclear reactor 

The operator of California's troubled San Onofre nuclear power plant propose to restart one of the plant's 

shuttered reactors, despite an outcry from activists. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:50:50 PM 

Loose-seat fix could delay, cancel American flights 

American Airlines on Thursday said it is taking preventative measures to ensure seats on its Boeing 757 aircraft remain 

attached to the floor. "American has instructed mechanics to pay particular attention to the seat lock plunger 

mechanism that secures the seat to the aircraft floor," airline spokesperson Andrea Huguely said in a statement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/2012 10:56:12 PM 

Video: Gas prices jump in California 

Ig~~""~he average price per gallon went up by 8 cents, and in some places, the price increased by ten. NBC's 
Kristen Dahlgren reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/4/201211:13:54 PM 

Could 'friendly fire' have killed Border Patrol agent? 

Federal investigators have told NBC News they are examining whether the shootings of Border Patrol agents this week 

were the result of friendly fire. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 12:09:49 AM 

Former Manson follower recommended for parole 

Ig~~""IFormer Charles Manson associate Bruce David, who was convicted of murdering two men, has been 

recommended for parole. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 2:31:36 AM 

Video: Still Debating: The hunt for the undecided voter 

Ig~~""IAfter last night's debate between Gov. Mitt Romney and Pres. Barack Obama, it seems likely that the 
razor-tight presidential race could become even tighter in the coming days. But the candidates are really 

fighting over a tiny part of the population - about 5 percent of voters have yet to make up their minds. Rock 
Center's Harry Smith reports. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 2:40:29 AM 

Scientists track how a rat changes its mind 

Ig~~""IA team of mind readers can now pinpoint exactly when a rat feels uncertain about its choices, simply by 

measuring its brain activity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 2:45:24 AM 

Romney, Ryan rally to build on debate momentum 

Capitalizing on momentum from Wednesday night's debate, Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan whipped up their base here in 

rural Virginia with a raucous rally complete with fireworks, live music and pointed new attack lines aimed at their 

Democratic opponents. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20122:57:11 AM 

Romney on '47 percent': I was 'completely wrong' 

Ig~~""IRepublican presidential candidate Mitt Romney has described his disparaging remarks about the 47 
percent of Americans who don't pay federal income taxes as "not elegantly stated." Now he's calling 

them "just completely wrong." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 3:50:39 AM 

PFT: Rams shut down Cardinals, give them first loss 

Ig~~""IArizona's offense couldn't do much of anything Thursday night in St. Louis against the Rams' ferocious 

pass rush, and St. Louis knocked the Cardinals from the ranks of the unbeaten, 17-3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:08:24 AM 

HBT: Do Cards stand a chance in wild card? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20125:10:02 AM 

HBT: Can Rangers snap out of it? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20128:10:33 AM 

Lawyer: Whistleblower collects $2M reward from IRS 

WASHINGTON - A tax whistleblower received a $2 million reward from the Internal Revenue Service for his role 

uncovering an alleged multimillion-dollar tax-avoidance scheme attempted by Illinois Tool Works Inc in the late 1990s, 

the whistleblower's lawyer said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20128:15:24 AM 

'King of Clout' jailed in last trial linked to Blagojevich 

Ig~~""IA federal judge sentenced former Illinois powerbroker William Cellini to a year in prison Thursday for 

conspiring to shake down a movie producer, capping off the last trial to stem from the investigation of 
former Gov. Rod Blagojevich. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 8:35:09 AM 

Cops: US tourist opens fire in Israel hotel; 1 dead 

A U.S. tourist opened fire in an Israeli hotel in the Red Sea resort city of Eilat on Friday, killing at least one person, police 

said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 9:03:20 AM 

NJ teachers accused of 'hooking up' with students 

Three New Jersey high school teachers have been arrested and accused of having inappropriate sexual relations with 

three female students, while two school administrators face charges for allegedly covering up the scandal, authorities 

said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 9:22:50 AM 

Venezuela vote: Oil wealth to trump calls for change? 

Ig~~""~here/s a rule that holds true in Venezuela's capital: Five miles equals one hour. Caracas traffic seems to 

be in constant gridlock because gasoline, at 24 cents a gallon, is cheap. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 9:45:04 AM 

Tourists fined amid Rome's 'War on the Sandwich' 

Ig~~""IROME -- It's one of the highlights of any trip to Rome: Sitting on the Spanish Steps eating a real Italian 

gelato. But on Oct. 1, it became a potentially costly vacation memory. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 11:05:27 AM 

Up for grabs: $300M estate of heiress Huguette Clark 

More than $300 million is on the table as copper heiress Huguette Clark's extended family prepares for a court battle 

with her nurse and others for the last whispers of one of the great fortunes from America's Gilded Age. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 11:18:27 AM 

Retirement made easy: Here's the magic number 

Ig~~""llt/s the impossible dream to many people: coming up with enough money to retire well. But Fidelity 

investments has come up with a new strategy to figure out if you are saving enough and not just making 
it a race to The Number. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 11:32:27 AM 

Black Friday prediction: Killer deals on electronics 

Ig~~""~he shopping frenzy some people wait for all year long is still seven weeks away. And yet, we already 

have the first predictions about Black Friday sales prices. The shopping experts at dealnews. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/201211:44:16 AM 

Prenups aren't impossible to break, but ... 

Though it's relatively rare, there are ways to break a prenup. Agreements are just agreements, after all, says Paul 

Talbert, a matrimonial lawyer in New York. "The most common way is paperwork mistakes," adds Talbert. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 12:13:33 PM 

Troubled kids in ER: Psych illness or just unruly? 

Ig~~""lchildren in the United States visit emergency rooms as often as 825,000 times a year to urgently see a 

psychiatrist. Yet, many are actually there for behavioral issues, such as disruptive classroom behavior and 
running away, research shows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 12:32:33 PM 

Mourning, relief in Turkish town shelled by Syria 

Ig~~""IAKCAKALEI Turkey -- The residents of a Turkish town allowed themselves to relax a little even as they 

mourned neighbors killed after a mortar from across the border in Syria slammed into a house, killing two 
women and three children. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 12:45:36 PM 

Unemployment rate falls to 7.8 percent 

Ig~~""~he nation's unemployment rates dropped to the lowest it has been since early in 2009 in September, 

providing a potential upbeat talking point for President Barack Obama in the few days left before the 
presidential election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 12:56:25 PM 

Kenyans tortured by colonial regime can sue UK 

Ig~~""IA U.K. court decided Friday that three elderly Kenyans who were victims of torture during British rule of 

their country in the 1950s can claim compensation despite the passage of time, in a landmark ruling that 
could clear the way for thousands of other cases. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 1:22:49 PM 

Unemployment drop could impact campaign 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Jobs report shows tepid growth but unemployment rate drops below eight percent which 

could add psychological impact. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 1:40:33 PM 

Israeli cops kill US gunman in hotel shoot-out 

Israeli forces killed an American man Friday who had earlier shot dead one person when he opened fire in a seaside 

hotel packed with tourists, police said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 1:47:03 PM 

Wolves likely real target of poison that killed dog 

Ig~~""IFearing that someone is trying to kill gray wolves in central Idaho, an environmental group and a sheep 

ranch this week put up a $1,000 reward for information leading to the arrest of whoever laced meat with 
poison that instead killed one dog and sickened another. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 1:51:31 PM 

Unarmed man shot dead by police in NYC 

An unarmed man was shot and killed by a New York police detective early Thursday after the man had been pulled over 

by two police cars in Queens, N.Y., authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 2:00:21 PM 

A year after his passing, Steve Jobs remains larger than life 

Ig~~""lour fascination with the "modern-day Thomas Edison" has not ebbed in the year since his death, all too 

soon, at age 56. If anything, it has grown larger. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20122:06:19 PM 

Americans go to Pakistan to protest US drone strikes 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -- Dozens of anti-drone activists have traveled to Pakistan to join a march to the country's tribal 

areas, where more than 300 strikes have killed thousands of people in the last eight years. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 2:36:20 PM 

14 inches! Rare Oct. snowstorm hits Minn., N.D. 

Ig~~""IA rare early October snowstorm dumped snow across parts of Minnesota and North Dakota, including 14 

inches in one Minnesota county, snapping tree lines and cutting power to residents who worked to dig 
out and clean up on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20123:00:11 PM 

Debate focuses attention on what Social Security 'tweak' might mean for workers 

Ig~~""lpresidential debate moderator Jim Lehrer steered the conversation back to Social Security by prompting 

President Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney to discuss the future of the 
program on which 55 million Americans rely for monthly payments. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20123:19:36 PM 

Jobless rate drop no big surprise, despite the political racket 

The news Friday that the unemployment rate fell sharply to 7.8 percent just one month before the next presidential 

election heartened some observers and shocked others. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 3:29:48 PM 

Teen to 911: 'I hate the feeling of killing someone' 

Ig~~""IA Parker County, Texas, teen has been arrested on suspicion of double murder after he called 911 and 

said he shot and killed his mother and sister, authorities say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 3:34:22 PM 

Video: California short on gas? 

Ig~~""lcar-IOVing Californians might soon find out the state is running a little short on gas due to refinery issues 

throughout the state, reports CNBC's Jane Wells. (CNBC) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 3:57:27 PM 

Lanai to be eco-Iab running on solar, billionaire vows 

Ig~~""IAfter snapping up Lanai, billionaire Larry Ellison has presented his vision of paradise: an eco-Iab based on 

solar power, with electric cars replacing gas guzzlers and sea water transformed into fresh water for an 
organic farm export industry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20124:28:51 PM 

Obama uses positive jobs report to make case against Romney 

First Read: President Barack Obama used Friday's new jobs report showing that the unemployment rate had fallen 

below 8 percent to warn voters in battleground Virginia against electing Mitt Romney as president. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20124:39:50 PM 

Skydiver ready to leap into record books 

Ig~~""lon Monday morning, Austrian daredevil Felix Baumgartner will attempt to break the world record for 
highest-ever skydive, leaping from a balloon nearly 23 miles above Earth's surface. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20125:19:53 PM 

Platinum mining firm fires 12,000 strikers in South Africa 

Ig~~""IAngIO American Platinum fired 12,000 wildcat strikers on Friday, a high-stakes attempt by the world's 

biggest platinum producer to push back at a wave of illegal stoppages sweeping through South Africa's 
mining sector and beyond. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20125:20:13 PM 

LAPD chief: We'll reject some deportation requests 

The Los Angeles police chief has decided he won't comply with federal requests to hold onto undocumented immigrants 

in low-level cases. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:24:07 PM 

Meningitis outbreak death toll rises to 7, CDC reports 

Federal health officials have widened their recall of drugs suspected of giving people an unusual type of meningitis that 

has so far killed seven people across nine states, and identified two different types of fungus they believe are infecting 

people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:24:07 PM 

Second fungus linked to growing meningitis outbreak 

Federal health officials have widened their recall of drugs suspected of giving people an unusual type of meningitis that 

has killed five so far, and identified two different types of fungus they believe are infecting people. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:24:30 PM 

2,000 gone in Afghanistan: Is nation taking note? 

When No. 2,000 fell last weekend in Afghanistan, journalists were keeping count. But is the nation keeping up? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:36:50 PM 

Offline parenting: Why some parents don't post anything about their kids 

Ig~~""INO baby photos in the status update, no "my kid said the cutest thing" tweets. Some parents are 

responding to concerns about privacy and safety by keeping their children's photos and stories offline, 
totally. Do they have the right idea? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 5:59:32 PM 

24 venomous snakes at home: Man dies after bite 

A Virginia man found dead in his home, surrounded by 24 caged snakes, died of complications from a snakebite, the 

state medical examiner's office concludes. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20126:14:45 PM 

Romney downplays jobs report in VA rally 

First Read: Mitt Romney down played the importance of new, positive jobs data released Friday, telling a crowd of 

supporters here in rural Virginia the drop in the unemployment rate had more to do with workers dropping out of the 

labor force than with any real expansion of hiring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20126:43:12 PM 

Groom sues after stripper's pole dance injures him 

A Pennsylvania man is suing a strip club after a rough pole dance ruptured his bladder during his bachelor party. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/20128:22:19 PM 

No matter who wins election, tax deductions might be in jeopardy 

Millions of Americans use deductions to lighten their tax burden. But one lesson of Wednesday night's debate between 

President Barack Obama and Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney is that those deductions might be in 

jeopardy - no matter who wins the election. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 8:28:50 PM 

Sources: Friendly fire killed Border Patrol agent 

Ig~~""llnvestigators are preparing to announce that the death of Border Patrol Agent Nicholas Ivie in Arizona 

earlier this week was the result of friendly fire, state and federal officials say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 8:48:28 PM 

Picasso painting to sell for at least $35 million 

Ig~~""IA 1932 portrait by Pablo Picasso of his young lover and a pioneering 3-D Andy Warhol painting of the 

Statue of Liberty are expected to sell for at least $35 million each. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 8:53:04 PM 

Fewer vets jobless, but not ex-servicewomen 

American businesses are carving out more room for veterans who served in Iraq and Afghanistan - finally driving the 

overall unemployment rate for that group into single digits in September. But joblessness for the u.S. women home 

from war continued to climb, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 9:01:37 PM 

Daughter has right to die against parents' wishes, bioethicist says 

When your time comes to die, you probably hope that you will be surrounded by loving family members and friends 

who will support you and help you leave this earth at peace with one another. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 10:47:59 PM 

Years after scandal, Costco adds fine art to lineup 

Ig~~""IQuietIY and cautiously, Costco has begun selling fine art again after quitting the business six years ago 

when questions were raised about the authenticity of two Picasso drawings it sold online. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/5/2012 10:59:46 PM 

Welch: 'I have no evidence' for jobs conspiracy theory, but 'I don't take it back' 

In a heated appearance on MSNBC's Hardball Friday, Jack Welch doubled down on his unsupported conspiracy theory 

that the Obama administration cooked the books on today's improved jobs numbers. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 12:42:00 AM 

'Idol' producers: Reports of feuds 'inaccurate' 

Ig~~""IRelaXl fans! Everything is fine despite all the reports about judges Nicki Minaj and Mariah Carey feuding! 

Well, that's what the show's producers are saying on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 2:35:07 AM 

Controversial call overshadows Cards' win 

Ig~~""~he St. Louis Cardinals won the NL wild card game Friday, taking out Atlanta 6-3 in a game marred by 
three Braves errors and an i8-minute delay as angry fans threw debris on the field after a controversial 

call. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 3:04:40 AM 

Congressman scoffs at evolution, big bang 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: U.S. Rep. Paul Broun, R-Ga., criticizes evolution and big bang theory as 
"lies straight from the pit of Hell" - and the video sets off a firestorm in some circles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20124:19:53 AM 

Why David Blaine's stunt is shockingly safe 

Ig~~""IMagician David Blaine's latest stunt boasts lots of high-voltage snap, crackle and pop - but experts say 
he'll be safe from electrocution as long as he wears his chain-mail suit and metal headgear. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20124:36:31 AM 

Highest free-fall jump postponed due to winds 

Ig~~""lweather concerns have pushed back an Austrian daredevil's attempt to break the world record for 
highest-ever skydive by one day, to Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 6:28:52 AM 

Official: N. Korean soldier kills 2, defects to South 

A North Korean soldier killed two of his officers and defected to South Korea across their heavily armed border, a South 

Korean official said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 6:47:59 AM 

Syria, Turkey exchange more cross-border fire 

Another mortar shell from Syria struck Turkish territory on Saturday, prompting a fourth day of retaliatory artillery fire 

from Turkey, the state-run Anadolu Agency reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 9:22:54 AM 

Good Samaritans lift car to rescue woman, kids 

About 20 Good Samaritans rushed to rescue a woman and her two grandchildren when they were run over by a driver in 

a busy section of New York Friday, authorities and witnesses said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 10:37:34 AM 

'Vatileaks' case: Pope's ex-butler gets 18-month sentence 

The pope's former butler was convicted in the "Vatileaks" case Saturday and sentenced to 18 months in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 1:17:38 PM 

'Vatileaks' case: 18-month sentence for pope's ex-butler 

The pope's former butler was convicted in the "Vatileaks" case Saturday and sentenced to 18 months. His lawyer, 

however, said a papal pardon might be in the works. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 1:17:38 PM 

'Vatileaks' case: Pope's ex-butler gets 18-month sentence 

The pope's former butler was convicted in the "Vatileaks" case Saturday and sentenced to 18 months in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 1:34:55 PM 

Tsunami boat found by Hawaii fishermen 

u.s. Coast Guard officials in Hawaii say fishermen have found a 16-foot Japanese skiff swept out to sea by last year's 

tsunami and brought it to Honolulu. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 1:59:23 PM 

Bear cubs now poster children to end bile farms 

Ig~~...,~wo brother bear cubs rescued from suspected smugglers in Vietnam have become poster children for a 

campaign against the use of capturing and harvesting bears for their bile. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 2:28:09 PM 

Video: Survivor of 'internal decapitation': 'I'm ready to take on the world' 

Ig~~""IA car accident left Rachel Bailey, 23, fighting for her life and partially paralyzed, with a type of injury 
that's usually fatal. Doctors have called her recovery "nothing short of amazing." Bailey spoke with 

TODAY's Jenna Wolfe in an exclusive interview. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20122:28:11 PM 

The 12 top terrific technologies you didn't buy 

Ig~~""lunfortunateIY, in this universe, the best products don't always win when you vote with your wallets -- for 

the wrong candidates. Thanks a lot everyone, you've ruined it for ... everyone. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20123:17:18 PM 

Amber Alert issued for Colorado girl, 10 

Ig~~""IDozens of police, firefighters and volunteers were searching a neighborhood in Westminster, Colo., after 
a 10-year-old girl vanished Friday morning on her way to school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20124:09:01 PM 

Abu Hamza, 4 others arrive in US to face charges 

An extremist preacher and four other men accused of terrorism by the u.s government arrived in New York overnight 

after they lost a years-long battle to remain in the United Kingdom. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20124:19:51 PM 

Suspicion of poll, jobs numbers takes hold on right 

As the presidential election reaches its apex in intensity, so have arguments from the right that polls and economic 

statistics - the numbers used to explain the 2012 campaign - are not to be trusted. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 5:09:30 PM 

Video: 'Peace march' heads to Pakistan's tribal region 

Ig~~""IDesPite security concerns, presidential candidate Imran khan leads an anti-drone rally, including 30 
Americans, into Pakistan's badlands. Amna Nawaz reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 5:36:27 PM 

9 things you must do when an online date goes IRl 

Ig~~""lcongratulationS! You've written an excellent online dating profile, sent a really nice message and another 

human being responded (positively!) Now what? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 6:24:22 PM 

Bus overturns on NJ exit ramp; 19 hurt 

Ig~~""IA tour bus from Canada carrying about 60 people bound for a New York City church event overturned on 

a highway exit ramp in northern New Jersey and slid down an embankment early Saturday, injuring about 
a dozen who were aboard, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 6:24:38 PM 

Video: Facebook cools data center using cold Oregon air 

Ig~~""IFacebook is using crisp Oregon air to help power users' status updates and likes. The Weather Channel's 
Dave Malkoff reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 7:04:39 PM 

France arrests 11, kills one in anti-terror operation 

Ig~~""IFrench authorities raided homes in cities across France on Saturday, arresting 11 terror suspects and 
killing one who reportedly first opened fire on police. "A vast anti-terrorist operation was conducted this 

morning," Paris Prosecutor Francois Molins told a news conference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/20128:15:37 PM 

Cougars killing pets, residents of Seattle-area city fear 

Cougar sightings are concerning neighbors of a city north of Seattle, Wash., including one woman who lost her two dogs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 9:08:28 PM 

Israel shoots down unidentified drone 

Israeli air force tracked aircraft, then shot it down over a forest near border of West Bank, the military said Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 9:09:56 PM 

Bear cub enters home, tries chocolate cake 

Ig~~""IA hungry, orphaned black bear cub that entered an Arizona home -- eating chocolate cake before being 
discovered by the awakened homeowners -- has been sent to a local zoo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 9:50:25 PM 

Toddler's remains found buried in long Island backyard 

Police have discovered what they believe to be the remains of Justin Kowalczik, a missing 17-month-old boy in 

Farmingdale, Long Island. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 10:10:48 PM 

Gas prices roar to Calif. record: $4.614 per gallon 

Ig~~""IGas prices in California hit an all-time average high of $4.6140 per gallon. And prices may climb in the 

next couple days, according to the Automobile Club of Southern California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 10:50:31 PM 

Video: Calif. endures more pain at pump 

Ig~~""IAS Californians' wallets are being hit hard at the gas pump, the national average continues to climb. Diana 
Alvear reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 10:58:39 PM 

Video: Spider has Texas traffic in tangled web 

Ig~~""IA major construction project has come to a complete and sudden halt due to an underground discovery 
that's pitting conservation efforts against frustrated drivers. NBC's Janet Shamlian reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 11:02:46 PM 

Video: New US destroyer named after Navy SEAL 

Ig~~""~he U.S.S. Michael Murphy is officially commissioned, named after a Navy SEAL who died in a fierce 2005 
battle. NBC's Lester Holt reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/6/2012 11:12:04 PM 

CFT: No. 10 Gators top No.4 LSU, shake up SEC, BCS 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 12:34:53 AM 

How good are you at remembering a face? New test tells 

Are you good at remembering faces and names? There's a quick test you can take to find out, while helping a group of 

memory researchers at the same time. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20121:03:15 AM 

How Border Patrol 'friendly-fire' incident unfolded 

Ig~~""llnvestigators say the Border Patrol shooting that left one agent dead was likely the result of three agents 

all responding separately to a tripped sensor on the U.s.-Mexico border. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 1:34:26 AM 

Verlander puts clamps on A's 

Ig~~""~ustin Verlander shut down Oakland after a leadoff homer, and Alex Avila went deep in the fifth inning to 

lift the Detroit Tigers over the Athletics 3-1 in the opener of their AL playoff Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 2:03:36 AM 

Police: Man planned to bomb 48 churches in Okla. 

Family members say a 23-year-old man arrested after the discovery of bomb-making materials and notes about 

destroying churches in Oklahoma is mentally ill. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20122:22:14 AM 

Naked freshman shot to death by campus officer 

A campus police officer shot a naked freshman who repeatedly chased, threatened and rushed him, a University of 

South Alabama spokesman said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20122:39:18 AM 

No.6 South Carolina 35, No.5 Georgia 7 

Ig~~""lconnor Shaw threw two touchdown passes and ran for another, Ace Sanders had a dazzling 70-yard punt 
return touchdown and No.6 South Carolina's defense dominated fifth-ranked Georgia in a 35-7 victory 

Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 3:44:31 AM 

Two Americans killed in Afghanistan fighting 

Insurgents killed two special operations troops in eastern Afghanistan, an area that has seen heavy fighting in recent 

months, the u.s. military said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
rC~~~I~~~I~~:1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 3:50:34 AM 

No.3 FSU says loss 'not the end of the world' 

Ig~~""IMike Glennon found Bryan Underwood for a 2-yard touchdown pass on fourth down with 16 seconds 
left, helping North Carolina State rally to beat third-ranked Florida State 17-16 Saturday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:01:45 AM 

CFT: So much for F5U being all the way back 

Ig~~""~he Seminoles' - and thus the ACe's - hopes at a shot at a BCS championship went down in flames as 

North Carolina State shockingly upended the No.3 team in the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 5:07:05 AM 

HBT: Phillips' star turn carries Reds in Game 1 

Ig~~""IHBT: Second baseman delivered big hits - including 2-run HR - and made slick fielding plays as 
Cincinnati took Game 1 of NLDS against San Francisco, 5-2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20126:14:29 AM 

Commercial spaceship set for ice cream delivery 

Ig~~""lspacex is due to launch its Dragon capsule into orbit on Sunday, carrying freezers, treats and other cargo 

to the International Space Station. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20128:19:51 AM 

US, South Korea agree to boost missile capability 

South Korea has reached a landmark agreement with the United States to extend the reach of Seoul's ballistic missiles 

by more than twice the current limit to counter the threat from North Korea, the government said on Sunday. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 9:33:01 AM 

Philippines, rebels agree to end 40-year conflict 

The Philippine government and Muslim rebels have agreed a peace deal to end a 40-year conflict that has killed more 

than 120,000 people, President Benigno Aquino said on Sunday, paving the way for a political and economic revival of 

the country's troubled south. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 10:35:34 AM 

Chavez's socialist rule at stake as Venezuela votes 

As Venezuelans streamed to the polls, President Hugo Chavez said Sunday he will accept the results of the country's 

election, whether he wins or loses. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 10:35:34 AM 

Chavez's socialist rule at risk as Venezuelans vote 

Venezuelans vote on Sunday with President Hugo Chavez facing the biggest electoral challenge yet to his socialist rule 

from a young rival tapping into discontent over crime and cronyism. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:47:40 AM 

Glimpses of North Korean life exposed 

Associated Press photographer David Guttenfelder captures the secretive life of North Korea again with a series of 

images shot this August and September. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 12:26:33 PM 

Chargers can't overlook winless Saints 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 2:29:36 PM 

Clock ticking on election, campaigns look to next debates 

Mitt Romney is fighting to earn a new look from voters with 30 days remaining until the election, as President Barack 

Obama looks to close the window on his Republican challenger. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 3:42:29 PM 

Student loans, backed by government, crushing families 

Ig~~""IFederal student loans, dished out virtually without limit to parents desperate to pay the rising costs of 

college, can sometimes hurt the very families they are intended to help. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:18:11 PM 

Foxconn denies China iPhone plant hit by strike 

Ig~~""IFoxconn, the Taiwanese made-to-order electronics giant that assembles Apple's products, denied reports 

that a plant in China was crippled by a strike, saying on Saturday that its production is on schedule at an 
important time for Apple. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:27:26 PM 

Earnings may not matter to new breed of investor 

Earnings season begins Tuesday and will test whether the stock market can continue to gain ground even as financial 

results stagnate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:27:45 PM 

Fill 'er up! States with the cheapest gas 

Ig~~""IGas prices have soared since June, but in these Southern states fuel for cars can be had at much less than 

the national average. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:29:36 PM 

SpaceX rocket launch visible from US East Coast tonight 

Skywatchers in the eastern United States have an opportunity to spot the launch of the SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket on an 

International Space Station resupply flight on Sunday night, weather permitting. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20124:52:36 PM 

Author sees blueprints for social change in Internet design 

Principles that created the Internet such as decentralization and peer-to-peer networks should be used much more to 

tackle some of society's most pressing issues, technology writer Steven Johnson argues in his new book. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/20125:18:59 PM 

Report: Mother was drunk when she killed 4 kids, self 

A Florida woman who fatally shot her four children before killing herself in May was drunk at the time, according to 

autopsy reports. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 6:46:33 PM 

Case count rises to 91 in fungal meningitis outbreak 

At least 91 people have been infected with an unusual type of meningitis caused by contaminated steroid injections, 

federal health officials said Sunday, with seven deaths. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 7:00:01 PM 

Naked student shooting: Mother asks why 

A day after a naked student at the University of South Alabama was fatally shot in the chest by a campus security guard, 

his mother and friends are asking why no other means were used to subdue the 18-year-old. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 8:56:34 PM 

NYT: Meningitis outbreak reveals lack of oversight 

NYT: The growing fungal meningitis outbreak is highlighting poor federal oversight when it comes to drug safety from 

compound pharmacies. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 9:21:51 PM 

Miss Manners on sentiments in the digital age 

Ig~~""lln an age when people can choose among text messages, email, Facebook and old-fashioned stamps and 

printed cards, the chance to use the wrong method when sending your very best is quite high. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 9:21:59 PM 

Romney gets personal at Florida rally 

Mitt Romney concluded a three-day Florida campaign swing with one of his largest crowds of the campaign season 

packing a town square to hear his retooled stump speech, which now highlights the sometimes-rigid candidate's 

personal side. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 9:27:31 PM 

Wasps that eat maggots from inside out discovered 

Little is known about tropical parasitic wasps in the subfamily Orthocentrinae besides their gruesome lifestyle. They lay 

their single egg in the body of a fly maggot and as the baby wasp larva grows, it eats the body of its host from the inside 

out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 10:38:30 PM 

Video: Summer's over: Canada blasts down arctic chill 

Ig~~""llt will be a cold week for millions as arctic blasts continue to move in from Canada. Expect record lows, 

stormy weather and perhaps even some snow from the Northern Plains to the Great Lakes. NBC's 
Michelle Franzen and The Weather Channel's Julie Martin report. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 10:49:12 PM 

Nats 'just keep swinging,' rally past Cards in Game 1 

Ig~~""~he Washington Nationals broke through in the eighth inning against the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday to 
take a 3-2 victory and a 1-0 lead in the National League Division Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:03:18 PM 

Stewart triggers 2S-car crash, Kenseth wins 

Ig~~""~ony Stewart tried to block his way to victory at Talladega Superspeedway. It backfired, badly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:14:44 PM 

Video: Obama 'taken aback' by Romney in debate 

Ig~~""IDayS after the first presidential debate, Obama supporters say the president was surprised and that he 

will likely review the debate tape to prep for the next two. They also called Romney's comments during 
the debate, "dishonest." Meanwhile, PBS's Big Bird stopped by Saturday Night Live to discuss his newfound 
fame, courtesy of the Republican nominee. NBC's Kristen Welker reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:20:47 PM 

Video: Doctor: Scrap football, save brains 

Ig~~""IA New Hampshire school board member wants to shut down the high school football program, saying 

that football is too dangerous for high school boys. The board member, a retired physician, points to the 
risk of concussions and long-term brain injuries. His proposal has triggered a passionate debate. NBC's 
Stephanie Gosk reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:24:15 PM 

Video: No longer forte: Piano's grand tradition winds down 

Ig~~""IStatistics show that piano sales have decreased by 80 percent in the last century and increasingly more 

pianos are winding up in landfills or, as some say whimsically, piano heaven. NBC's Kevin Tibbles 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/7/2012 11:46:57 PM 

Brady bests Peyton in latest showdown 

Ig~~""~om Brady won his latest showdown with Peyton Manning with the help of a career-high 151 yards 
rushing from Stevan Ridley, and the New England Patriots beat the Denver Broncos 31-21 on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:50:25 AM 

SpaceX liftoff begins the new normal for NASA 

Ig~~""lspacexls commercial Dragon cargo ship rocketed into orbit Sunday in pursuit of the International Space 

Station, the first of a dozen routine supply runs under a $1.6 billion contract with NASA. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 2:25:35 AM 

Obama urges supporters not to lose enthusiasm 

With a touch of humor and at one point admonition, President Obama urged supporters at a Los Angeles fundraiser 

here not to lose enthusiasm for his campaign just because he had one lousy debate performance. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 2:48:58 AM 

Venezuela's Chavez wins re-election, officials say 

Venezuela's socialist President Hugo Chavez won re-election in Sunday's vote with 54 percent of the ballot to beat 

opposition challenger Henrique Capriles. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20123:38:14 AM 

Brees passes Unitas' TD record as Saints stop Chargers 

Ig~~""IDrew Brees broke a half-century-old NFL record by throwing a touchdown pass in his 48th straight game, 
and the New Orleans Saints won for the first time this season, 31-24 over the San Diego Chargers on 

Sunday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20124:24:14 AM 

Romney will encourage military spending, Syria intervention 

In a major foreign policy speech Monday Mitt Romney will attempt to portray himself as a leader firmly in the peace

through-strength tradition of Harry Truman and Ronald Reagan, while casting President Barack Obama as an ineffective 

leader on a dangerous and constantly-evolving world stag. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20124:29:43 AM 

HBT: What slump? Sabathia baffles Orioles in Game 1 

HBT: After issues during 2010 and 2011 postseasons, Yankees ace allows just two runs in 8 2/3 innings as N.Y. takes 

Game 1 of AlDS 7-2. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20125:10:00 AM 

Bronson baffles 

Ig~~""IAfter 13 years in the bigs, Arroyo finally earns a postseason win with a performance to remember against 

the Giants. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20126:46:51 AM 

Cops: Lamborghini destroyed in 100 mph crash 

SAN DIEGO -- A 35-year-old male driver sustained major injuries, including burns to his face, after crashing his 

Lamborghini on northbound Interstate 15. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20127:16:41 AM 

Analysis: What to expect at Sandusky's sentencing 

Ig~~""IBased on the jury's finding of guilt on 45 of the 48 counts, former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry 

Sandusky could be sentenced to a maximum of over 400 years on Tuesday. But the judge is not required 
to sentence him to anything near that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20129:55:18 AM 

Victorious Chavez vows to deepen socialist revolution 

Ig~~""lpresident Hugo Chavez scored a comfortable election victory that could extend his rule to 20 years and 
vowed to deepen his self-styled socialist revolution. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:12:37 AM 

Romney's English roots surprise long-lost cousins 

Ig~~""IRecords show that retired factory worker Jennie Iveson is Mitt Romney's fourth cousin. "He looks like our 
Mike. Same sort of face and everything," says the 69-year-old from an industrial town in northwest 

England. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:24:38 AM 

How NJ schools are using Zuckerberg's millions 

Ig~~""llt's been two years since Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg announced a $100 million gift to Newark, N.J.'s 

public schools. NBC News looks at what's been done and what remains to be accomplished. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/201211:26:57 AM 

Israeli forces strike Gaza targets after rocket salvo 

Israel said it struck targets in the Gaza Strip on Monday after Palestinian militants fired rockets at southern Israel in what 

they said was a response to an Israel airstrike that wounded two militants and eight bystanders. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 11:44:08 AM 

Middle class, whatever it is, targeted by candidates 

What is the middle class, anyway? There's no official definition, but Americans and their leaders seem to know it when 

they see it. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 11:44:58 AM 

Infertile after rape at age 8, she's now miracle mom-to-be 

Ig~~""ILeft infertile after being abducted and raped as an 8-year-old back in 1990, Jennifer Schuett despaired of 

ever having a baby. But thanks to a fertility doctor who offered his services for free, she is now expecting 
a girl in November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 11:51:02 AM 

Video: Early winter weather hits across US 

Ig~~""lwinter season comes early for much of the country as an Arctic blast from Canada blew in across the 

Plains and parts of the Midwest. Frost and freeze advisories are out for several states. NBC's Kevin Tibbles 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 12:41:54 PM 

Anne-Marie Slaughter to critics: Get over it 

For everyone who may have interpreted Anne-Marie Slaughter's Atlantic article as a narrative meant to inspire women 

to give up their careers for motherhood, she says those people are wrong. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 12:59:33 PM 

Calif. Governor takes action as gas prices surge 

California Governor Jerry Brown is taking action in an effort to drive down the cost of gasoline as the state's drivers cope 

with record-breaking prices at the pump. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:00:42 PM 

Report: Imprisoned van der Sioot impregnates woman 

Joran van der Sioot, who is serving a 28-year-sentence for murdering a young Peruvian woman, has impregnated a 

woman while imprisoned in lima, according to a Dutch newspaper. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:12:14 PM 

Nobel Prize awarded for stem cell breakthroughs 

Ig~~""lscientists from Britain and Japan shared a Nobel Prize on Monday for the discovery that adult cells can be 
transformed back into embryo-like stem cells that may one day regrow tissue in damaged brains, hearts 

or other organs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:16:01 PM 

'KONY 2012' filmmaker on naked meltdown: 'I was not in control of my mind' 

Ig~~""lwhen his "KONY 2012" video exposing the atrocities of African warlord Joseph Kony went viral, 

filmmaker Jason Russell realized a dream 10 years in the making. But it only took 10 minutes for his life to 
publicly unravel. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:19:20 PM 

Foreign policy emerges as race appears to tighten 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Body language suggests presidential contest is closer as Romney seeks to draw distinctions 

with Obama on Syria and broader foreign policy issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 1:45:07 PM 

Debt-choked Greece looks to sell off islands, marinas 

As Greece is struggling to appease international lenders and live up to the conditions of its bailout, the debt-choked 

nation is speeding up the sale of state assets by expanding its privatization program. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 2:27:20 PM 

Subject: Japan's newest tour guide: Hello Kitty 

O
·g~~..., 

In the wake of last year's devastating earthquake and nuclear disaster in Japan, Tokyo-based Japan 
ourism Agency has collaborated with Sanrio, creator of Hello Kitty, to develop a special iPhone app. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 2:49:59 PM 

'An artistic statement': Vandal defaces Rothko painting 

LONDON -- British police are investigating the defacing of a painting by Russian-American artist Mark Rothko at London's 

leading contemporary art museum. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 3:58:59 PM 

Romney: Risk of conflict higher in Mideast after Obama policies 

Ig~~""IMitt Romney accused President Barack Obama of leading a rudderless foreign policy, saying Monday that 

the threat of conflict in the Middle East is greater than it was four years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20124:33:51 PM 

Danny DeVito, Rhea Perlman split after 30 years 

Ig~~""~he couple married in 1982 and have three children together -- Lucy, 29, Grace, 27, and Jacob, 25. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20124:48:16 PM 

Teen has stomach removed after liquid nitrogen cocktail 

British surgeons removed a teenager's stomach to save her life after she drank a cocktail made with liquid nitrogen 

during a night out with friends, police said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 4:50:54 PM 

HBT: Trooper blooper in Yankee dugout? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 4:50:54 PM 

CSN: Trooper blooper in Yankee dugout? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20125:23:12 PM 

From Tetris to Halo: Marching band's game tribute goes viral 

Ig~~""~he crowds at the Ohio State vs. Nebraska game Saturday may have been there to see some football, but 

it was the marching band that stole the show. During the game's half time, the Ohio State University 
Marching Band put on a stunning video game-themed performance that was caught on video and has since 
gone viral. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 5:33:03 PM 

California's policies behind state's soaring gas prices 

Ig~~""llf Californians want to know who's to blame for sky-high gas prices, they need to look in the mirror. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20125:47:44 PM 

13,000 may be at risk for fungal meningitis 

The number of people infected with a rare type of meningitis tied to contaminated steroid injections has climbed to 105, 

federal health officials said Monday. Eight people have died. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20126:46:09 PM 

NYT: Developer of the LP vinyl record dies at 92 

Ig~~""IHoward H. Scott, who was part of the team at Columbia Records that introduced the long-playing vinyl 

record in 1948, has died at age 92. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20126:52:15 PM 

Wedding brawl: Man faces charges of assaulting cop 

A New Jersey man who wound up being Tased by police has been identified as one of the main troublemakers in a brawl 

between two wedding parties at a Philadelphia hotel, authorities said. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 6:53:03 PM 

SpaceX launch problems come to light 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Although SpaceX's Falcon 9 succeeded in putting a Dragon cargo capsule 

in orbit, questions are being raised about an engine failure and a satellite that was deployed as a 
secondary payload. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20127:09:05 PM 

Detroit police chief resigns amid sex scandal 

Ig~~""~he chief of the Detroit Police Department has resigned from the force amid allegations of a sex scandal. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20127:21:47 PM 

Apple 'shortage' unlikely despite crop damage 

Ig~~""IFirst bacon, now apples. The crispy, sweet, tart treat is the latest food that headlines suggest is in danger 

of going missing from your supermarket due to crimped supplies, but don't fret. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 7:48:41 PM 

More weapons in Syria could trigger 'all-out war' 

Ig~~""IEscalating the Syria conflict with more weapons isn't necessarily good news for ordinary Syrians who are 
struggling to live along the 600-mile border - or for the U.s., given the potential for a larger regional 

conflagration. NBC's Jim Maceda reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20128:07:37 PM 

Ex-NFL cheerleader pleads guilty to student sex 

A former Cincinnati Bengals cheerleader pleaded guilty Monday to having sex with her 17-year-old former student while 

she was a teacher at a northern Kentucky high school, a move that will allow her to avoid jail time. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20128:15:19 PM 

Sandusky prepares for worst, his lawyer says 

Jerry Sandusky, the ex-Penn State assistant football coach, will assert his innocence during his sentencing hearing on 

Tuesday, his lawyer said. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 8:40:52 PM 

Bristol walks out on 'DWTS' practice and Mark 

Ig~~""IA new video on People.com of a recent rehearsal shows the reality TV personality really upset with pro 

partner Mark Ballas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/20129:19:02 PM 

Former cop gets life sentence for raping woman 

Ig~~""IA former Houston police officer was sentenced to life in prison Monday for raping a woman he abducted 

while on duty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:16:18 PM 

Obama names Cesar Chavez home national monument 

Taking a break from fundraising in California, President Barack Obama traveled to this vast, rural Northern California 

reserve to designate the home of Cesar Chavez a national monument. 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:23:48 PM 

GOP optimistic about poll showing Romney lead 

A new national poll released Monday prompted wagging tongues in Washington for its result, which showed Mitt 

Romney leading President Barack Obama on the heels of last week's presidential debate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:24:16 PM 

Fate of missing grad student baffles family, friends 

Fliers were posted allover Boston on Monday as police, family and friends continued to search for a 23-year-old 

graduate student who vanished without a trace last Tuesday night, NBC station WHDH reported. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:37:36 PM 

Sandusky insists he's innocent, alleges conspiracy 

Former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky insisted Monday that "I did not do these alleged disgusting 

acts" and blamed a systematic conspiracy among police, Penn State administrators and the media for his conviction on 

45 counts of child sexual abuse. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 10:51:34 PM 

Military studies if fish oil can cut suicide risk 

The Defense of Department is hoping that two new weapons - big money and little oil - can curb the rising military 

suicide rate. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/201211:07:40 PM 

GM now hiring - 10,000 computer workers 

General Motors plans to hire up to 10,000 computer professionals in the next three-to-five years as it tries to lead the 

auto industry with cutting-edge technology. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/8/2012 11:14:08 PM 

Video: Beagle Brigade sniffs out prohibited items 

Ig~~""~here are 115 Beagle Brigade teams across the country that patrol America's ports of entry, finding fruits, 

meats and plants that could potentially devastate u.s. Agriculture. NBC's Katy Tur reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 12:32:55 AM 

Cardinals put away Nats in 'must-win game' 

Ig~~""~he Cardinals struck early and often against the Washington Nationals on Monday in St. Louis, hitting four 
home runs to win 12-4 and even the NLDS at 1-1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20121:47:04 AM 

Mars rover distracted by shiny object 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: NASA's Curiosity rover started digging into Martian sand, but the 

operation had to be put on hold when scientists spotted a mysterious bright object nearby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 2:44:29 AM 

Man dies after winning cockroach-eating contest 

Ig~~""IEdward Archbold was, according to those who met him on Friday night, the life of the party - a bit of a 
showoff who was so game to win an ivory-ball python that he entered a cockroach eating contest. He 

won. And then, tragically, he died. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:46:41 AM 

Texans hold off Jets, delighted by 'best start' 

Ig~~""~he Houston Texans knocked off the New York Jets 23-17 Monday night to remain undefeated, with Arian 

Foster running for 152 yards and a TO. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:59:01 AM 

Shawn loses 'DWTS' points for 'best dance ever' 

Ig~~""lshe put on a fast-paced reinterpretation of Helio's quickstep, and in addition to breaking hold, the 
gymnast worked in a couple gravity-defying moves, lifts and a stair-falling finish. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20124:02:43 AM 

Orioles strike back, tie ALDS at 1-1 

Ig~~""~he Baltimore Orioles held on in a nail-biter in Game 2 of the ALDS, topping the Yankees 3-2 to take the 
series to New York tied 1-1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20124:39:41 AM 

NYT: Exits of centrists weigh on Congress 

Ig~~""IA combination of redistricting, retirements and campaign spending by special interests is pushing out 

moderate Democrats and Republicans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 7:55:22 AM 

Mexican official: Body of slain Zetas drug lord stolen 

Ig~~""IAn armed group stole the body of the slain leader of Mexico's brutal Zetas drug cartel from a funeral 

home in northern Mexico, just hours after he was killed in a gun battle with Marines, a state prosecutor 
said on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 7:55:22 AM 

Mexico: Zetas cartel capo probably killed by marines 

Ig~~""IMexican marines may have killed the leader of the brutal Zetas drug cartel in a gun battle in northern 
Mexico, in what would be one of the biggest victories yet in the government's six-year war on organized 

crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 8:44:22 AM 

North Korea claims US within range of its missiles 

Ig~~""llsolated North Korea claimed Tuesday that the u.s. mainland is "within the scope" of its missiles, two 

days after South Korea struck a deal with the United States to extend the range of its ballistic missiles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 9:40:04 AM 

IMF: Global economic slowdown getting worse 

International Monetary Fund said the global economic slowdown is worsening and warned u.s. and European 

policymakers that failure to fix their economic ills would prolong the slump. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 9:50:07 AM 

More migrants dying on illegal journey to US 

In the freezer of a small funeral home nearly 13 miles from the Texas-Mexico border, 22 bodies are stacked on plywood 

shelves, one on top of the other. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 11:28:19 AM 

theGrio: State Rep. wrote slavery 'a blessing' for blacks 

Arkansas Republican Rep. Jon Hubbard -- currently running for a state House seat -- once wrote that slavery may "have 

been a blessing in disguise" for blacks. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 11:31:59 AM 

Ex-soldiers enlist Afghans to craft 'Combat Flip Flops' 

West Point graduate-turned beachwear entrepreneur Matthew Griffin, a brother-in-arms and a brother-in-law deliver a 

new twist on beach footwear - Combat Flip Flops. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 12:10:14 PM 

Listing of the week: A castle in Massachusetts 

Ig~~""1112 Trapelo Rd, Lincoln, Mass.For sale: $1.295 million The castle rising between the trees in Lincoln, 

Mass., may look medieval but the technology behind it is anything but that. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 12:33:42 PM 

McCain: Obama's Big Bird ad shows 'paucity of ideas' 

Ig~~""IA new anti-Romney television ad sarcastically portraying Big Bird as a corporate villain shows a lack of 

ideas by the Obama campaign, John McCain said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 12:39:13 PM 

Pakistani girl on Taliban hit list shot outside her school 

Ig~~""IMalala Yousafzai, a 14-year old Pakistani activist who won international acclaim for her work promoting 

peace, and two other young girls were shot and seriously injured Tuesday, police and hospital officials 
said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 1:02:59 PM 

Jerry Sandusky gets 30 to 60 years for child sex abuse 

Ig~~""IFormer Penn State University assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky was sentenced to 30 to 60 years in 

prison Tuesday for abusing 10 boys he met over 15 years through his charity for troubled children, NBC 
News reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 1:10:51 PM 

China rebuffs US charges telecoms are security threat 

China rejected on Tuesday as "groundless" u.s. accusations that two top Chinese telecoms equipment makers posed a 

security risk. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 1:11:16 PM 

Election focus shifts to Ohio 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With one national poll showing Romney in the lead, attention turns to key battleground states 

like Ohio where both candidates campaign on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 1:19:29 PM 

'E.T.' star recalls leaving Spielberg in tears 

Ig~~""~hirty years ago, an audition by a 9-year-old Henry Thomas for "E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial" was enough to 

get everyone in the audition room to break down crying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 2:05:24 PM 

Is it possible to be too clean? Researchers say yes 

Ig~~""llf you've been feeling guilty because you can't keep your house spotless, stop. As it turns out, allowing 

the odd germ to flourish here or there just might be saving your kid from a lifetime of allergies, Dr. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20122:47:07 PM 

Survey: 1 in 5 Americans are religiously unaffiliated 

One in five Americans -- and one in three of adults under 30 -- is religiously unaffiliated, the highest percentage ever, 

according to a Pew Research Center study released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20122:47:07 PM 

Survey: 1 in 5 Americans are religiously unaffiliated 

One in five Americans -- and one in three of adults under 30 -- are religiously unaffiliated, the highest percentage ever, 

according to a Pew Research Center study released Tuesday. 

rc~~~~r~~~~1 
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View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:04:08 PM 

HBT: Giants, A's have their backs to wall today 

Ig~~""IHBT: Today marks the first day when a team could be eliminated from the division series. The Athletics 
and the Giants are both in action and both face 0-2 deficits. It's do or die time, Bay Area baseball fans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20123:07:13 PM 

Hulk Hogan 'devastated' by release of sex tape 

Ig~~"'l'l'm not making excuses, I'm accountable, I was the guy, I was there, I made the choice," the pro

wrestling great tells TODAY. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:30:09 PM 

County considers 'violence tax' on guns and ammo 

A proposed new "violence tax" in Cook County, ilL, home of violence-plagued Chicago, targets gun and ammunition 

sales, and gun rights activists aren't happy about it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:40:55 PM 

'Coffin' apartments offer wooden box homes for the living 

Ig~~""lln Hong Kong, affordable apartments are so scarce that people are living in spaces much like an enclosed 
bunk bed. These so called "coffin homes" fit a single bed and aren't high enough to stand in. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 3:57:21 PM 

Mom who glued tot's hands to wall could get life 

The Dallas mother who confessed to gluing her toddler to the wall then beating her as potty training punishment is in 

court or a second day of her sentencing hearing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 4:54:06 PM 

Nobel physics prize highlights quantum optics 

Ig~~""IA French-American duo shared the 2012 Nobel Prize in physics Tuesday for experiments on quantum 

particles that have already resulted in ultra-precise clocks and may one day lead to computers many 
times faster than those in use today. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 5:06:42 PM 

Thousands of Greeks protest Angela Merkel visit 

Tens of thousands of angry Greek protesters filled the streets of Athens on Tuesday to greet German Chancellor Angela 

Merkel, who offered sympathy but no promise of further aid on her first visit since the euro crisis erupted three years 

ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 5:50:26 PM 

Logic and reason prevail in Sandusky sentencing 

Courtrooms are in many ways public theaters. Parties come to court to resolve disputes, but there's another aspect to 

their work. They also show how the power of the state is appropriately used. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 5:56:09 PM 

Body identified: Missing grad student 

For the second straight day, a body has been dragged from the Charles River in Boston. A missing student's family has 

been asked to provide dental records. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20127:18:23 PM 

Trash Talk: Fans' behavior is getting uglier 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 7:34:01 PM 

Wall Street expects bigger bonuses this year 

Ig~~""IRevenue is down on Wall Street but expectations for bonuses are up - at least for some workers who 

have seen their pay shrink since the financial crisis explosion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 7:43:26 PM 

Gay Scouts come out, rally around teen's Eagle Scout bid 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20128:12:08 PM 

Sandusky victims satisfied with his sentence 

Several victims of child sexual abuse by Jerry Sandusky are "satisfied" and "happy" to know that the former Penn State 

assistant football coach will almost certainly die in prison, their attorneys told NBC News on Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20128:15:33 PM 

Ryan supplies Biden with a big target 

It will be a tall order for Paul Ryan to match the strong debate performance delivered by his ticket mate, Mitt Romney, 

last week in Denver. But that's just what the Republican vice presidential nominee is tasked with doing on Thursday, 

when he meets the Democratic incumbent veep, Joe Biden, at his first (and only) debate of the 2012 election season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/20128:19:02 PM 

PFT: Three bounty suspensions altered I Not Vilma's 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 8:30:28 PM 

'Warmest year' looking more likely for US in 2012 

Ig~~""IWith less than three months left this year, it's looking increasingly likely that 2012 will go down as the 

warmest year on record in the continental United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 10:11:05 PM 

In suitcase at LAX: Smoke grenade, leg irons ... 

A Massachusetts man has been charged with illegally transporting a smoke grenade in his checked suitcase while 

returning from a trip to Japan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 10:16:17 PM 

Graco recalling classic wood highchairs due to fall risk 

Ig~~""IGraco is voluntarily recalling its Classic Wood Highchairs after reports of children falling from the chairs, 

the u.s. Consumer Product Safety Commission announced Tuesday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 10:40:43 PM 

CIA's secret bin Laden training site revealed 

Ig~~""IA whistleblowing website has uncovered satellite images of what looks like a mockup of the compound 

where u.s. SEALs killed Osama bin Laden. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 10:49:08 PM 

Video: Benghazi security: an explosive campaign issue 

Ig~~""IState Department documents obtained by NBC News list 230 separate security incidents in Libya over 11 
months, indicating that the environment was fragile. NBC's Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 10:53:41 PM 

Video: Taliban targets 14-year-old Pakistani girl 

Ig~~""IGunmen hunted down young Malala Yousafzai at her school, shooting her in the head after she dared to 
criticize the extremists who are ravaging her country. NBC's Amna Nawaz reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 11:18:40 PM 

Your weird attraction to Prince Harry: a theory 

Ig~~""IA new study published in the journal Evolutionary Psychology finds that women like their men to have a 

little blush to their faces. Who knew? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 11:33:45 PM 

Microsoft trims CEO Ballmer's bonus 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft Chief Executive Steve Ballmer got a lower bonus this year than last year's, partly because of flat 

sales of Windows. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/9/2012 11:59:35 PM 

Facebook cancer scam breaks teen hearts 

Ig~~""IA family's battle with cancer and the way they publicly chronicled it all on a blog and Facebook captured 
the attention and imagination of hundreds and the hearts of a few. The family's story elicited an 

outpouring of support, tears and even some balloons - despite the fact that none of it was real. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201212:11:32 AM 

Cummins plans to cut 1,500 jobs by year-end 

Indiana-based engine maker Cummins Inc. said Tuesday it plans to cut as many as 1,500 jobs by the end of the 

year. Cummins CEO Tom Linebarger said in a statement Tuesday that the company made the decision because of 

"uncertainty regarding the direction of the global economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 12:43:53 AM 

Sesame Street to Obama: Big Bird ad doesn't fly 

Feathers were ruffled on Sesame Street on Tuesday when the Obama campaign launched a campaign ad starring Big 

Bird. Sesame Workshop objected to the ad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20121:36:08 AM 

Reports: South Korea says defector is spy 

Ig~~""lprosecutors in South Korea have filed spying charges against a North Korean who they say was involved in 
plotting to assassinate Kim Jong Nam - the wayward son of former dictator Kim Jong II. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20121:37:44 AM 

HBT: Giants go extra to stay alive in NLDS 

Ig~~""IHBT: San Francisco outlasts Cincinnati in Game 3 of NLDS with 2-1 win, forces a Game 4 on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:05:21 AM 

'Dancing' eliminates two former champions 

Ig~~""~here can be only one winner each season, and with the all-stars competing for a second shot at mirror 

ball glory, it was inevitable that the mighty would fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:53:39 AM 

HBT: Anderson dazzles as A's top Tigers in Game 3 

Ig~~""IHBT: Lefty silences any worries about his health to allow just 2 hits over six innings as Oakland wins 2-0 

and stays alive in ALDS. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:31:24 AM 

US officials say frantic search failed to find envoy in Benghazi 

Ig~~""IWASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. State Department officials on Tuesday offered their most detailed 

description yet of the dramatic events in Benghazi that led to the death of a U.S. ambassador, but they 
backed away from earlier assertions that the events were triggered by protests against an anti-Islam video. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20127:02:37 AM 

Teen blogger shot by Taliban 'critical' after surgery 

Ig~~""IMalala Yousafzai, the 14-year Pakistani girl shot by the Taliban for writing a blog that criticized them, was 

in a critical condition after surgery to remove a bullet, her surgeon told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20128:00:36 AM 

Toyota to hold world's biggest car recall for 16 years 

Japan's car giant Toyota will voluntarily recall 7.4 million vehicles globally, including certain Vitz, Yaris and Corolla 

models, due to malfunctioning power window switches, the company said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:20:20 AM 

Americans win Nobel prize for chemistry 

Two American scientists won the 2012 Nobel Prize for chemistry for ground breaking work on a key family of receptors 

that enable cells to sense their environment, the prize committee said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:49:56 AM 

Sheriff reinstated despite domestic-abuse conviction 

Ig~~""IA divided San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to reinstate Ross Mirkarimi to his elected post as 
sheriff late Tuesday after he was suspended by the mayor following a domestic-abuse conviction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:50:49 AM 

Source: Suspect in coach's slashing death flees US 

Ig~~""IA man suspected of slashing a 25-year-old youth soccer coach to death and slicing off his ear last 

weekend on a New York City street fled to Mexico City on Tuesday, a law enforcement official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201211:14:28 AM 

'We are not finished,' says freed Pussy Riot member 

Ig~~""IA Russian appeals court on Wednesday upheld the two-year jail sentences handed down to two members 

of punk band Pussy Riot for a protest against Vladimir Putin in a cathedral, but freed a third member by 
suspending her sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201211:14:28 AM 

Russia court frees 1 of 3 jailed punk band members 

Ig~~""IA Russian appeals court on Wednesday upheld the two-year jail sentences handed down to two members 

of punk band Pussy Riot for a protest against Vladimir Putin in a cathedral, but freed a third member by 
suspending her sentence. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201211:49:32 AM 

Space station pulls in SpaceX cargo ship 

Ig~~""IA privately built robotic space capsule arrived at the International Space Station early Wednesday, 

making the first routine commercial cargo delivery to the orbiting lab. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 11:54:59 AM 

Beyonce quits Clint Eastwood's 'A Star Is Born' 

Ig~~""~he singer says she and the two-time Oscar winner couldn't coordinate their schedules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201212:20:19 PM 

Bankers growing more worried about student loans 

Bankers seem pretty confident that most Americans will continue to payoff most of their consumer debt on time. 

They're not nearly as optimistic about ballooning student loan debt. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201212:31:11 PM 

Syrians flee across river to escape fighting 

Ig~~""lscores of Syrian civilians, many of them women with screaming children clinging to their necks, crossed a 

narrow river marking the border with Turkey as they fled the fighting in Azmarin and surrounding villages. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 12:34:30 PM 

EADS, BAE call off world's biggest arms merger 

EADS and BAE Systems will not extend their merger talks, calling an end - for now - to a plan to create the world's largest 

defense and aerospace group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 12:35:54 PM 

Counterfeit air bags may not inflate, safety watchdog says 

The nation's traffic safety regulator on Wednesday issued a warning to consumers with repaired vehicles that they may 

have air bags that don't inflate in an accident. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20121:08:16 PM 

Suicide is epidemic for American Indian youth 

Native American teens and young adults are killing themselves at more than triple the rate of other young Americans, 

and from Arizona to Alaska, tribes are declaring states of emergency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20121:27:32 PM 

Rape victim 'shocked' when court ordered her computer records 

Ig~~""IAfter being raped and beaten on a date, Jennifer Bennett pursued charges against her attacker. But then 

his attorneys sought her Google search history to learn what information she had looked up before and 
after her assault. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20121:50:50 PM 

Biden and Ryan face debate pressures 

First Read: Obama campaign needs a strong performance from Joe Biden Thursday night while Ryan has to defend his 

past proposals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20122:42:28 PM 

Zumba studio prostitution arrests rock town 

This upscale southern Maine town is known for its ocean beaches, old sea captains' mansions and the neighboring town 

of Kennebunkport, home to the Bush family summer compound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20122:42:28 PM 

Prostitution arrests rock Maine tourist town 

This upscale southern Maine town is known for its ocean beaches, old sea captains' mansions and the neighboring town 

of Kennebunkport, home to the Bush family summer compound. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:12:13 PM 

Ex-NFL great and 'Webster' actor Karras dies at 77 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:22:10 PM 

CEO to workers: You'll be fired if Obama is re-elected 

Ig~~""IDaVid Siegel, the owner of Westgate Resorts, sent a surprising email to his employees Monday. It said 
that if President Barack Obama wins re-election and raises Siegel's taxes, he will have to layoff workers 

and downsize his company - or even shut it down. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:31:28 PM 

Florida woman fends off attack from 'Mystery Monkey' 

A woman who fended off an attack by a celebrity simian known as the 'Mystery Monkey of Tampa Bay' was recovering 

from her injuries on Wednesday as authorities searched for the wild animal, Florida wildlife officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:36:58 PM 

Doping agency claims proof of cheating by Armstrong 

Ig~~""IAmerican cyclist Lance Armstrong's career was "fueled from start to finish by doping," according to a 
detailed report of evidence against the seven-time Tour de France winner released Wednesday by the 

u.s. Anti-Doping Agency. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:36:58 PM 

Doping agency claims proof of cheating by Armstrong 

Ig~~""IAmerican cyclist Lance Armstrong was part of "the most sophisticated, professionalized and successful 

doping program that sport has ever seen," the u.s. Anti-Doping Agency said Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20123:44:40 PM 

Governor gives out sex hotline, not meningitis line 

Florida Gov. Rick Scott mistakenly sent Floridians seeking information on a deadly fungal meningitis outbreak to a sex 

hotline. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:18:51 PM 

Jack Welch fires back over jobs report flap 

Ig~~""~ack Welch has fired back over his widely-criticized tweet, writing in an op-ed in The Wall Street Journal 

Wednesday that the reported 7.8 percent jobless rate is 'downright implausible.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:27:42 PM 

Skunks add to sights and smells of drought 

Ig~~""IFrom the Dakotas to Oklahoma, city folks are more often seeing skunks thanks to the drought covering 

most of the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:28:05 PM 

Obama wins by landslide in coffee cup survey 

Ig~~...,~o figure out whether President Barack Obama will win re-election, don't bother consulting costly 

scientific polls. Just check out the self-serve coffee at your local 7-Eleven convenience store. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:50:57 PM 

High court hears biggest race case in six years 

On Wednesday morning the United States Supreme Court hears oral arguments in the most important civil rights case to 

come before the justices in the past six years: a challenge to the use of race as a factor in admissions at the University of 

Texas. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:53:47 PM 

Live updates from Cards-Nationals Game 3 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20124:58:39 PM 

Security at libya consulate 'weak,' officer testifies 

A Special Forces soldier, a former u.S. security officer in Libya and others testify on Capitol Hill about security at the u.S. 

Consulate at the time of an attack that killed the ambassador. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20125:01:23 PM 

Obama says he was 'too polite' toward Romney in first debate 

First Read: President Barack Obama engaged in some post-debate self-analysis Wednesday morning, and said people 

"will see a little more activity" in the next debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20125:06:11 PM 

US chemists win Nobel for study of receptors 

Ig~~...,~wo American researchers won the Nobel Prize in chemistry Wednesday for studies of protein receptors 

that let body cells sense and respond to outside signals like danger or the flavor of food. Such studies are 
key for developing better drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20125:08:10 PM 

Magazine teaches kids to build a Molotov cocktail 

Ig~~""IA guide on putting together a Molotov cocktail is not something you would expect in a children's 

magazine, but that is exactly what recently ran in a popular Tunisian publication. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20125:09:04 PM 

2 killed when Fla. college parking garage collapses 

One person remained trapped Wednesday afternoon after a portion of a newly-constructed six-floor parking garage at 

Miami-Dade Community College's west campus in Doral collapsed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20125:46:52 PM 

Death in cockroach-eating contest puzzles experts 

Ig~~""llt could be weeks before autopsy results can determine why a 32-year-old Florida man collapsed and died 
after winning a cockroach-eating contest. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20126:02:56 PM 

12 deaths now linked to fungal meningitis 

By NBCNews.com staff and wireThe outbreak of fungal meningitis linked to steroid shots for back pain has now claimed 

12 people, with 137 confirmed cases, according to the latest numbers from the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20126:15:46 PM 

Compounding pharmacies -- heroes or outlaws? 

A single compounding pharmacy, one that mixes up drugs to order, appears to be the source of contamination that has 

killed 12 people and made more than 100 sick with a rare form of fungal meningitis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20126:58:33 PM 

JPMorgan CEO Dimon: I'll pay more taxes 

The chief executive of JPMorgan Chase & Co, Jamie Dimon, waded into the u.s. fiscal debate on Wednesday when he 

said he was willing to pay a higher individual tax rate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20127:26:28 PM 

Despite age gap, some similarities between Biden and Ryan 

Ig~~""IDesPite the nearly 28-year gap between Biden and Ryan, the two are similar in important ways. Both are 

politicians who earned their electoral success at an early age and then settled themselves into long 
careers on Capitol Hill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20127:55:21 PM 

Verizon privacy settings: Check 'em now 

Ig~~""lwireless carriers get their monthly take from you, but they're cashing in on you in other ways, too -

unless you tell them otherwise: Carriers sell information about your mobile Web searches and other data 
to marketing companies. The good news is, you can easily opt out of providing such info. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20128:50:55 PM 

Wheeled wedding unites couple with cerebral palsy 

Ig~~""~he bride wore white and used a wheelchair; the groom looked handsome as he steered a Segway in his 

tuxedo. Over the weekend, Melissa Crisp and Owen Cooper, both of whom have cerebral palsy, had a 
wedding on wheels - including their first dance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

"iungsCill.unc.edu" <iungsCill.ullc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 8: 17 PM 

To: 

Bee: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Children & Teens with Asthma, CF, or flCD Needed tor Research Study 

Children & Teens with Asthma, CF, or PCD Needed 
for Research Study on Lung FunctIOn Testmg 

Objective: Compare a new fonn of lung functIOn testmg (MEW) to 
currently available lung functlOn testmg (spirometry, or PFTs) 

Subjects: children & teens aged 3 to 21 
doctor-diagnosed asthma or "reactive 
(CF) or pnmary clliary dyskinesla (PCD) 

with a history of 
dIsease," cystIc fibrosis 

Study ActivIties: partIcipants will undergo a brief physical exam, then 
perfonn muillple breath washout (lvillW) lung function testing, wbich 
consists of nonnal breathing of a gas mIxture through a facemask or 
moutbpiece, and spirometric lung function testing, which consists of 
deep breathing maneuvers using eqUIpment that measures air:l1ow. The 
VIsit should take 1-2 hours 

CompensatlOn: $20 Target gift card, parking costs 

Ifmterested, contact JeSSlca Pittman, MD, MPH 
at lungs@unc.eduor(919) 966-1055 

This fonn has been approved by the IRB for use until () 7/3012012 
BiomedicallRB Study #09-1260 
Approval date 2127/2012 
PI: Jessica Plttman, MD 

This email is sponsored by: Pediatnc Pulmonology 

This email is sponsored by: Pediatric Pulmonology 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"iungsCill.unc.edu" <iungsCill.ullc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29,20128:35 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Children & Teens Needed for Research Study on Lung Function Testing 

Healthy Infants, ChIldren & Teens Needed 
for Research Study on Lung FunctIOn Testmg 

Objective: Compare a new fonn of lung functIOn testmg (MEW) to 
currently available lung functlOn testmg (spirometry, or PFTs) 

Subjects: healthy infants, chIldren and teens aged 4 months to 21 years, 
with no hIstory of lung disease 

Study Activities: particIpants will undergo a brief pbysical exam, then 
perform multiple breath washout (MEW) lung function testing, which 
consists of nonna] breathmg of a gas mixture through a facemask or 
mouthpIece, and spirometnc lung function testmg, which consIsts of 
deep breathmg maneuvers usmg equipment that measures airflow The 
visit sbould take 1 - 2 hours. 

Compensation: $20 Target gIft card, parking costs 

If interested, contact Jessica PIttman, 1',,1D .. MPH 
at lungs@unc.eduor(919) 966-1055 

Tbis form has been approved by the IRE for use unlll 07/30/2012 
BlOmedicallRE Study #09-1260 
Approval date: 2/2712012 
PI: Jessica Pittman, MD 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Pediatric Pulmonology 

This email is sponsored by: Pediatric Pulmonology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"freshstart@unc.edu" <freshstart@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29,20128:53 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you an 18-40 year old male who is healthy but overweight? 

Maybe it's time for a FRESH Start I 
Researchers at UNC's Department of Nutrition want to compare diets in an 
IS-month research study. The FRESH Start Study is currently recruitmg 
18 to 40 year old males, who are overweight (BMI>30) and otherwIse 
healthy. Please go to hUp:/lFreshStartStudy.com to see if you may be 
eligible to partIcipate in the FRESH (Finding Real Eating Solutions for 
Health) Start Study 

Researcb Study BenefIts Include: 
7 One-on-one nutntion educatIOn (m-person and by phone) 
7 Group nutntion workshops convemently located at Eastowne Office Park 
7 Taste tests of healtby foods 
7 GIlt bags containing healthy foods 
7 POSSIble weight loss 
7 You will not be asked to take any medIcatIOn 
CompensatlOn is a total of $300, provided at6 months ($50), 12 montbs 
($50), and 18 montbs ($200) 

For more information. please call Chandra at (919) 408-3320, ext. 27 or 
send an email to freshstartcq}unc.edu 

Tbls study has been revIewed and approved (04/04/20 II) by the UNC 
BIomedical IRB (10-0743) 
Study Title: A Novel Diet-Phenotype Interaction Affecting Body Weigbt 
Funded by NIDDK (I ROI DK085109-0l) 

TbiS email is sponsored by: Department of Nutrition 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 20121:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, May 31, 20121:55 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <jobs@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, June 1,20122:21 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewsWatch Job Board 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, June 1,20123:03 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 1:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 1:56 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Van Cappellen, Patty" <pattyv@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 8:35 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Experiment - come with a ±nend and get 6 dollars each! 

PARTICIPANTS WANTED FORA RESEARCH STUDY ON FRIENDSHIP AND WORLDVIEW 

VlHATWILL YOUDG? 
The study involves completing online questiom1a1reS, heanng an 
audio-recording and playing a short game 

\\lHO IS ELIGIBLE? 
**To take part in this need to bnng a good friend. ** This 
could be someone from or outside UNC. By good friend we mean a 
person of the same sex as you thai you see at least twice per week 
outsIde of school activities. You and your fnend wIll both take part m 
each step oflhe study. 

HOW LONG IS THE STUDY? 
The study will take a maximwn of 60 minutes to complete. 

COMPENSATION? 
Each particIpant will receIve $6 for participating! 

]fyou and a friend are mterested in participating m tbis study, 
please send an email to pattyv(@emaIl.unc.edu. 

The study bas already started and will contmue till mid-July. 
Tb,S study is being conducted by Dr. Patty Van Cappellen and has been 
approved by the lINC Office of Human Research Etb,CS BebaviorallRB, 
study 12-0928, on 05/2412012. 

Tb,S email is sponsored by: Psycbology Department 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into J'vIyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <jobs@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, June 8, 20122:10 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewsWatch Job Board 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Friday, June 8, 20122:45 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"WoldeghebrieL Meley" <meley _ woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu> 

Saturday. June 9, 20128:16 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS Research Study seeks women age 18-79 Years 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motihty Disorders IS now 
recruiting women aged 18-79 old to participate in a research study 
of the drug Milnacipran for treatmg Imtable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS) 

The study is 15 weeks long and requires 8 visits to the UNC CIRC clinic 
You may be eligible to partIcipate if you are a woman between 18 and 79 
years and have been diagnosed with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). 
PartIcipants will receive all tests associated with the study at no 
cost, WIll be reimbursed for travel, and will receive up to $200 for 
completing the study 

For more infonnatlOn about tbiS trial, please contact: 
Renuka Kelapure or Jennifer 
UNC Center for FunctIonal G I Disorders 
919-843-7892 or 919-966-2259 
renuka ___ kelapure@med.unc.edu 

This study receIved IRB approval on 312812012 from the UNC office of 
Human Research Etblcs, IRB study II 11-1105. 

This email is sponsored by: lINC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
DIsorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
emarl preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

"kristiJaan@dentistlY.unc.edu" <kristiJaan@dentisttyunc.edu> 

Sunday. June 10,20128:16 PM 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Dental Implant Study 

Do you want to particIpate in a Dental Implant Study? 

A research study that will evaluate the effect of a locally delivered 
antibiotic 
around dental implant(s) is looking for volunteers 

The study will last 6 months and require 4-5 study visIts. PartIcipants 
may receIve up to $150 for successful study completion. 

You may be eligible to participate in thIs research study if you: 
* Have a minimwn of one Implant WIth inflammation and bone loss around 
the implant. Bone loss will be confirmed by a denial exammer WIth an 
oral exammation and the use of a recent (6 months or less) x-ray. ]f a 
recent x-ray is not available, an x-ray will be taken at the Screemng 
VIS]t 

At least 21 years of age and in good general health 

You will not be eligIble to participate in this researcb study if you 
* Have a loose dental implant 

Are allergic to a tetracycline or minocychne 
ReqUIre antibIOtics prior to dental procedures 
Have any active mfectIOus disease such as hepatitIs, HIV, or 

tuberculosIs 
Have an unstable dIsease or condition 
Are undergoing treatment or have a conditIOn or dIsease tbat affects 

bealing 
* Are tak ing any antibiotics 

Take chrome (defined as more tban 13 
antI-inHammator)T drugs such as Ibuprofen or 
Aspirin daily 
* Use systemIcally admimstered steroids 

or longer) non-steroidal 
take >81 mg of 

Have taken any investIgatIonal drug within ~o days of enro llmg in 
this study or have participated in a dental clinical trial within 30 
days of enrollment 
* Have untreated advanced gum disease 

You or your partner are pregnant, nursing, or planning to become 
pregnant in the next 6 months 

To learn how you can be in this study, please call The GO Health Center 
at 919-966-5271 or visit our website at htlp://www.gohealthcenter.coml 
to become part of our participant registly. 

IRE # 11-2095, Approved by UNC Biomedical IRE: March 28, 2012 
This email is sponsored by: The Dental Research Center 

This email is sponsored by: Dental Research 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into 1v1yUNC at http://mv.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Monday. June 11,20122:03 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, June 12,20122:01 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Pearson, Brenda" <brendayearson@med.unc.edu> 

Monday. June 18,20128:26 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking women with depression who are 0-12 months postpartum 

Are you, or is someone you know, suffering from postpartum depression? 

Postpartwn Depression Research study seeking healthy women, 0-12 months 
postpartum, who are depressed, but not currently on antidepressant 
medicatIOn 

This study is desIgned to assess the efficacy of repetitive transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (rIMS), an FDA approved treatment for major 
depression in adults, for the treatment of postpartum depressIOn 

All offIce visits, medical evaluations, and rTJ'viS treatments related to 
this study will be provided at no cost to patients. 

For more mformation, please call Brenda at 843-8084 

Approved 7/08111 by the CommIttee on the Protection oftbe Rights of 
Human Subjects Biomedical Institutional Review Board. IRB!! 11-0894 

ThIS email is sponsored by: PsycbIatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
emall preference, sIgn into MyUNC at bltp!!my.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Infonnation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

"Dwy, Amy Lynn" <amy _ dwy@medouncoedu> 

Monday, June 18,20128:43 PM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@emaiLuncoedu> 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you or is someone you Imow pregnant? 

This is a bIlingual message. Please see below for Spanish. 
Este es un mensaje bilingle. Por favor, yea abajo para el espanol. 

Are you or IS someone you know pregnant? 

The Early Brain Development Study is a research study at the University 
of North Carolma at Chapel HilL We are currently reclUitmg pregnant 
women as normal controls 

Participants receive: 
- 1 free prenatal ultrasound (during the third tnmester) 
- $50 for your prenatal ultrasound 
- $50 for each postnatal visit (potenllal total of $550) 
- Reimbursement for mileage and parking 

We need your helpl By partic1pating in this study you will be helpmg 
Improve our understanding about normal brain and cogmtive development. 
Please share this message witb friends and family. 

To learn more about th1s study please call Damelle Spiker (919) 
843-3608 or 
D,anne Evans (919) 843-2389 or at (866) 849-0541 croll Free), or send an 
email to danielle ___ spiker@;med.unc.edu witb your name, phone number and 
tImes tbat you can be reached. This IS a confidentIal study: we will 
not sbare your email address witb anyone outside oftbe study. VIsit 
our webSIte at www.earlybramresearch.org and clIck on "Nonnal Controls" 
for more infonnation. 

The Pnncipallnvestigator for this study is John Gilmore, MD, UNC 
School of 1'v1edicine, Department ofPsycbiatry & Co Investigator, Honor 
Wolfe, MD, Scbool of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

The Early Brain Development Study and this message have received 
approval from the l)NC Bio Medical IRE on 3114111, Study #02-PSYCH-23T 

Esta embarazada? Conoce alguien que este embarazada? 

El Estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro es un estudio de 
investigacisn realizado por la Universidad de Carolina del Norte en 
Chapel HilL En la actualidad buscamos mu]eres embarazada para este 
estudio. 

Las participantes reciben: 
-1 ultrasonido prenatal gratis (durante el tercer trimestre) 
-$50 para tu cultrasonido prenatal 
-$50 para cada visita postnatal (suma posible de $550} 
-Reembolsamos 10 gastos de viaje y estacionamiento 

!Necesitamos su ayuda! Al participar en este estudio usted ayudara a 
mejorar nuestro entendimiento sobre el desarrollo nonnal y cognitivo del 
cerebro. Por favor, comparte este mensaje con sus amigos y familia. 

Si desea averiguar mas sobre el estudio, por favor llama Danielle Spiker 
(919) 843-3608 or llama gratis al (866) 849-0541 0 envie un correo 
electronico a danielle _spiker@med.tffic.edu con su nombre, numero de 
telefono y horanos en los que podemos contactarle. No compartiremos su 
correo electr0111co con personas ajenas a esta investigacion. Para 
obtener mas informacion, visita nuestro sItio en Internet 
w\vw.earlybraim'esearch.org y hace clic en "NOlmal Controls." 

El investigador principal de este estudio es John Gilmore, lVID, 
Departamento de Psiquiatnna y Departamento de Obstetncia Ginecologma de 
la Escuela de l'vfedIcina, ambos pertenecientes a la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte 

El estudio del Desarrollo Temprano del Cerebro y este mensaje fueron 
aprobados por la Junta de Revisisn Instltucional de la Universidad de 
Carolina del Norte en Chapel Hill (UNC), 14/3/11, estudlO #02-PSYCH-23T 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORlvli\TIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, SIgn into MylJNC at http"ilmy.unc.edu and select 
"Update Personal Information" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Tuesday, June 19,20122:02 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

"Newswatch" <editor@lawnewswatch.com> 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 2:41 AM 

Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LawNewswatch 

TEXThtm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Tuesday, Febmary 2,2010 7:47 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 9-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 9 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up 0 messages were removed. You now have 9 messages in your quarantine 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

New' 9 9 0 

Incoming 

From 

"Weekly N.EnqUlrerPi 
"Tbe Enquirer - CS" 

i Subject 

"N.Enquirer Weekly" <TheNallOllaI2@)exea.coln> 
Pie-Rewards" <erewards@e-rewards.net> Your Tune - Study about Consumers 
1'v1useum of Contemporary Afncan Diasporan Arts ?vIoCAI "'The Gentrification of Brooklyn PI Opening Reception UPDATE Feb. 4th6-9! 
"Steph" I RIO 
Prime Time God <cglmaIl@churcbgrowth.org> I Deep Things 
"SF DaIly DevotlOnal" <daIlydevotionals@reply.broni SF Daily Devotional - Ehmmalmg Doubt 
"Masba Halpern" <masha@masbahalpem.com> I New Homes LIst from Masba Halpern For: for Tia Overstreet found on Tuesday, February 02, 201 () 4:02 AM 

VIruses 

New 0 0 0 

Files 

New: 0 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Thursday, February 4,2010 7:47 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 2-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 2 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up 0 messages were removed. You now have 11 messages in your quarantine. 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

2 11 o 

Incoming 

From i Subject 

"BETcom" <bet@?mms.beLcom> i Tyler Perry 1'v1akes Big Donation to Halti 
"PaperDirect" <paperciirectcq}e.paperdlrect.com> I Save 20% on our new Custom Post-ItCR) Notes 

Viruses 

New: () 0 0 

FIles 

New 0 0 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, Fcbrumy 26,2010 8: 17 PM 

Maynard III, Frank <frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Faculty/StaffGolfLeague 

A TIENIION ALL lJNC F ACUL TY /STAFF 

UNC Finley Golf Camse is offering a FACULTY/STAFF GOLF LEAGUE 

Limited space!!! FIrst come, first serve 

Email Frank Maynard III Senior Assistant Golf Prafessianal, for mare 
information at frankmaynard@uncaa.unc.edu 

This emall is sponsored by: UNC Finley Golf Comse 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bups://dlr.unc.eduiciiriupciate. 



From: «-anne _ whisnant@unc.edu> 

Monday. March L 2010 9:01 PM Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

anne _ whisnant@unc.edu; Overstreet. Tia <overslre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Call fiJr Nominations: Thomas Jefferson Award 

March 1, 2010 

Dear Co lleagues· 

On behalf of the faculty Committee on Honorary Degrees and Special 
Awards, I mvite your nominatIOns for the '2010 Thomas Jefferson A\vard. 

The Thomas Jefferson Award was established in 1961 by the Robert Earll 
McConnell Foundation. It is presented annually to "that member of the 
academic community who through personal influence and performance of 

in teaching, wTiting, and scholarshIp has best exemphfred the 
and objectives of Thomas Jefferson." 

Any actIve member of the faculty is eligible, including those who are 
partlcipatmg in the phased-retirement program. 

Nominations, together with supporting statements, should be submItted to 
me no later than Wednesday, March 31, 2010. Materials may be sent by 
email to jsfenel@email.unc.edu or maIled to CB# 9170 

Tbe Award will be presented at the Apnl23 meeting of the General 
Faculty and Faculty CouncIl. 

The roster offonner reCIpIents IS included below 

InformatIOn about the award may also be found online at 
hUp:/ iwww.unc.eduifaculty/faccoun/honorary/JefTersonA ward!2 0 1 OJ effawardinviie. shtml 

Sincerely yours, 

Joseph S Ferrell 
Secretary of the Faculty 
919-962-2146 
J sferrel(@email.unc.edu 

1962 Maurice T Van Hecke 
1963 Rupert 13. Vance 
1964 Henry P. Brandis, Jf. 
1965 Fletcher M. Green 
1966 William L WIley 
1967 WIlliam B. Aycock 
1968 Dougald MacMillan 
1969 Charles B. Robson 
1970 Frederic N. Cleveland 
1971 E. Maynard Adams 
1972 Eugen Merzbacher 
1973 Daniel A Okun 
1974 Daniel T Young 
1975 C. Hugh Holman 
1976 Joseph C. Sloane 
1977 J Dickson Phillips 
1978 Walter S. Spearman 
1979 Lyle V Jones 
1980 William F Little 
1981 Richard l-I Fogle 
1982 Daniel H Pollitt 
1983 George A Kennedy 

Cecil G. Sheps 
1984 Janet J Fischer 

Nev,rton D. Fischer 
1985 John Charles Morrow III 
1986 Frederick P. Brooks, JI. 
1987 Richard J Richardson 
1988 John L Sanders 
1989 William B. Blythe 
1990 Mary Ellen Jones 
1991 EmestEliel 
1992 Frank Wilson, Jr. 
1993 [No award] 
1994 Harry Gooder 
1995 James L Peacock III 
1996 Raymond Dmvson 
1997 Donald JIcha 
1998 Stuart Bondurant 
1999 Dons Waugh Betts 
2000 Lawrence L Gilbert 

Beverly Long 
2001 Royce W. Murray 
2002 Charles S Stone JI. 

Rue! W. Tyson Jr 



2003 Joseph S Ferrell 
2004 Charles E. Daye 
200S Madeline Levme 
2006 Michael Stegman 
2007 Stephen F. Weiss 
2008 Henry Shelton Earp III 
2009 George Lensing. Jr 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Faculty Governance 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To sct your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
haps:! /dir. line. edu!dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<focus _group@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 2,2010 9:55 PM 

focus_group@unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Are you pregnant & want to help us design a new intervention for pregnant women? 

Are you pregnant and want to help us desIgn a new intervention for 
pregnant women? 

Vie are interested in your feedback of a potential multI-media 
intervention program for pregnant women that will promote healthy 
eating, bemg physically active, reducmg stress and promotmg positIve 
parenting skills 

We need women \vho are: 
*Less than 20 weeks pregnant with their first child 
*English speakers 
*Between the ages of 18 and 35 
* African-Amencan and Caucasian 
*Free of any chrome medical condition (such as diabetes, hypertension, 
or heart disease) 

If eligIble, you \vill be asked to participate in one individual 
interview seSSIOn that \villiast 90 minutes. Drinks and refreshments 
will be provided and 
you will receIve $20 at the completion of the session. 

If you would like to partic1pate, call CHA] Core at (919 )843-9612. 

This research is being conducted by the Department of NutritlOn and 
Epidemiology (Drs. Siega-Riz and Bentley). 

The research study 1S lRE # 09-1693. Th,S email was approved by the 
UNC-CI-I Biomed1callRB on 10/01109 

This email,s sponsored by Dr. Siega-Riz and Dr Bentley 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bUps:/ /dlr. unc. edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<ncbg@uncoed~~ 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 9:15 PM 

ncbg@uncoedu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Nature Exploration for Children 

This spnng and summer, the North Carolina Botanical Garden IS grmving 
educational enrichment opportunIties for young children. From an 
after-school nature club for Kindergarten and 1st Graders, to weekly 
exploration tunes for pre-schoolers, the Botanical Garden is welcoming 
young ones to Join our environmental educators for fun and learning in 
our gardens and along our nature trails. Classrooms 111 the 
Education Center welcome children on ramy days. Followmg 
list of opportunIties to foster your child's sense of wonder Visit our 
website for registratIOn and other infoffi1ation: 
http://ncbgouncoedu!pages!24! or ca11962-05220 

"BLTJETS--PRESCHOOLERS EXPLORING NATURE" For ages 4 to 5, on Wednesday 
afternoons (fee). Preschoolers learn about amphibians, sOlIs, 
plants, pollinators, and more through hands-on activities, nature 
stories, crafts, and group play. Two instructors guide activities for a 
group of 1 0 chIldren. Snack providedo 

"BLAZING STARS AFTER-SCHOOL NAT1JRE CLUB" For Kmdergarten through 1st 
Grade, on Tuesday afIernoons (fee). Calling all young nature 
enthusiasts! Join us for a new after-school series on Tuesday 
afternoons deSIgned for children interested in learning about nature 
first-hando We'll explore habItats, trek the 
trails, discover native plants and animals, play games, conduct 
experiments, and create nature-inspired art projects. An excIting 
complement to your child's educatIon 

"2010 NATURE EXPLORERS SUMIvJER CAMP" Full-day (830 a.m -430p.m) 
program 
of outdoor exploration fostering a sense of wonder and appreciation of 
life's forces--fire, water, earth, air, spIrit. We still have room m 
the ~ week-long seSSIOns for 6 to 8 year olds VISIt our website for 
more 
infonnation: http //ncbg.unc.edu/pages/24/ 

This email is sponsored by: North Carolma Botanical Garden 

"lNFORMAT10NAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<cbt4bn@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 4. 2010 8:19 PM 

cbt4bn@unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Bulimia Treatment Research Study 

The lJNC Eatmg Disorders Program is conducting a research study to treat 
bulImia. EligIble participants receive 16 sessions of cognitIve 
behavlOral (CBT) group therapy specifically designed to reduce bmge 
eating and pw-ging. All sessions are offered at no cost. 

You must 18 years or older and have a home computer with mternet access 
to partIcIpate 

Please call Stephanie at 919.966.2882 or emml cbt4bn@unc.edu for more 
infom1ation 

\vw\v.cbt4bn.unc.edu 

IRB#07 -2002 
Title: OptimIzing Technology in the Treatment afBulimia Nervasa 
Renewed: 12114/2009 

This emalllS sponsored by: lJNC Eating Disorders Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicaled 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bups:/idlr.unc.eduidiriupciate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<-darsh@email.unc.edu.> 

Friday, March 5, 2010 8: 17 PM 

dpatel@co.orange.nc.us; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu.> 

INFORMATIONAL: Summer Internship Opportuni lies 

The AssocIation for Carolma Emergency Response and Injury Prevention 
(ACERIP) in conJunction with the Orange County Emergency Support Unit is 
lookmg for individuals interested in summer internshIps \vith Orange 
County Emergency Services. 

Orange County Emergency Services is the agency dedicated to ensuring the 
appropriate and efficient response to throughout Orange 
County operatmg twenty-four hours each year round 
Orange County Emergency Services consists of: 

* 9-1-1 CommunIcations 
* Emergency Management (Planning and LogistIcs) 
* Emergency I\1edical Services 
* Life Safety Management (Fire Marshal) 

In addition, Emergency Services also plans for the Orange County 
response to a disaster and other complex emergencies. DIsaster planning 
integrates all of the cntical Orange County departments with the local 
mUnIcipalities as well as state and federal agencies. 

The internshIps would last the length of the summer and allow 
mdividuals to learn more about Emergency SelVices, EI'v1S, 
Logistics/Planning, Telecommunications, and Emergency 11anagemeni. For 
more mformation please email DarshanPatelatdpatel@;co.orange.nc.us or 
919-245-6138 

Tbank you! 

This email is sponsored by: ACERIP 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-mindfulness@lmed.unc.edu> 

Monday. March 8. 2010 8:41 PM 

mindfulness@lmed.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: MINDFULNESS-BASED COURSES FOR STRESS & PAIN MANAGEMENT-REGISTER NOW!'! 

Do you want to learn to slow dmvn and enjoy yow· life? 

Are you looking for a ne\v way to deal with stress, arLxiety, pam, 
diffIcult interactions wIth others? 

Mindfulness can make a difference. 

The lJNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow down, set pnorities and stay calm, focused and relaxed in the 
midst of a busy life. These practices will enhance your body's natural 
adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind's and 
insIght This program follows Jon Kabat-Zinn's model is offered by 
the Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical 
Medicine & Rehabilitation) 

SPruNG 201 0 MINDFlJLNlOSS COu"RSES ON CAMPUS 
1) Thursday evenings beginning April 15 (required orientation) through 
Iune 10, taught by Paula Huffman 

2) Tuesday evenings beginning 11ay 4 (reqUIred onentatIOn) through June 
29, taught by Mary Love May 

SPRING 2010 MINDFULNESS COURSES ATUNC \vHLNESS CENrER ATIvJEADmVMONT 
1) Fnday mornings, begmmng Apri116 (required orientatIon) through 
June 11, taught by Paula 1-luJTman (Location TBD) 

2) Tuesday mornings, beginmng 1'v1ay 4 (required orientation) through June 
29, taught by Mary Love May 

Two graduate courses wIll be offered this spring for those who have 
taken the basic foundation course 
1) "MINDFUL PARENTING" will be held at Balanced Movement StudlO on 
Tuesday mornings. begmnmg Marcb 23 tbrougb April 13, 2010 

2) ·Our newest graduate course*. "NAVIGATING RELATIONSHIPS TI-IROUGH 
MINDFULNESS" will be held on campus at the Tate-Turner-I.:uralt Building 
(Scbool of SocIal Work) on Tuesday evemngs, beginning Marcb 23 tbrough 
April 13. 2010 

Botb classes are taught by Mary Love May. 

For additional mformatIOn about classes, tUItion, and tuitIOn 
reductIons for research participatIon, VIsit the Program on Integrative 
1v1edicine website at http://pim.med.tffic.edu/mindfulness.html 

To register for these mindfulness courses, complete the registration 
form on the Program on Integrative 1v1edicine website, 
http://pim.med.unc.edu/mindfulness.htmL Contact the Program by phone 
at 919-966-8586 or by email at mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
haps:! Idir. unc. edu!dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<kward@schsLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 10,2010 8:42 PM 

kward@schsr.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Study of Home Lighting and Aging 

UNC Study of Home LIghting and Aging 

Research has shown that lighting can improve mood and sleep for adults 
In order to learn more about the effects of home lighting for older 
adults with Alzheimer's disease and other memory problems, researchers 
at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill are conducting a four 
month study of home lightmg 

To participate 111 this 
someone with Alzheimer's 

must be the hve-in caregiver for 
or a related memory disorder. 

PartIcipants will receive reimbursement for all study-related costs, and 
also will receive $300 for !herr time 

To learn more about this study, please call the project office toll-free 
at 
(866) 687-9342 or locally at (919) 843-7811. 

The study 'Home Lighting and Agmg' (IRE # 08-1249) was reviewed and 
approved by the Office of Human Research Ethics at the University of 
Nortb Carolina at Chapel Hill on January 5, 2010, 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: The Cecil (3. Sheps Center for Health 
SerVIces Research 

"INFORMATIONAL:'" email WIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<-Liseanne _ hammonds@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 11. 2010 8:23 PM 

Liseanne _ hammonds@med.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <over,tre@uncaa.unc.ed~> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Subjects Needed 

Is yow· infant healthy or has your infant been diagnosed with cow's mIlk 
allergy or atopic dermatitis? 

Vie are conducting a study to lean1 more about the causes of cow milk 
allergy and atopIc dermatitis in chIldren. This information will help 
us understand the processes in the body that might contribute to these 
dIseases 

Your child may qualify If 
Your child is newborn-l years of age 
Your child has cO\v mIlk allergy or atopic dermatitis or 
Your child is a healthy infant 

If yes, then you may be eligIble to participate in a research study 
looking to IdentifY biological factors that may be linked to cow milk 
allergy or atopic dermatitis. 

Participation includes a one-time ViSIt to U'NC hospital 

Subjects will receive $35 for their participation 

If you are Interested in partIcipating or to learn more about this study 
and other studIes call the program coordinator, Liseanne 
Fedor-Hammonds 919-843-1003. -[hank You for your interest m our 
study. 

IRB 08-0666 
IRB Approval Date: 3/0412010 

Tbis emarlls sponsored by: Maternal and Cblld Healtb UNC Gillings 
School of Global Pubhc Health 

"INFORMATIONAL:'· email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your Informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-amessina@medouncoedu> 

Monday. March 15,2010 8:45 PM 

amessina@medouncoedu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Research Study For Healthy Individuals 

Are you a generally healthy person without significant medical problems? 
Would you like to participate as a healthy subject in a research study? 
If you answered yes to the above questions, you may qualifY as a healthy 
subject for a research study. 111e study involves completmg a short 
survey and S10.00 in compensation. To learn more about this study and/or 
see if you qualify to participate, call or email Ashley I\1essina at 
(919)966-0147 or amessina@medouncoeduoPleaseuseHEALTIIYCONTROL STUDY 
as the subject line of the email. 

Study TItle: Partner Burden in Irritable Bowel Syndrome (JRB#08-l698) 
This message was approved by the lJNC Biomedical InstitutlOnal Review 
Board on 3110/2010 

This email is sponsored by: Medicine-G! 

"INFORlvli\TIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass emaIl. To set your informatIOnal mass 
email preference, logon io the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bups://dlr.unc.eduiciiriupciate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 8:46 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: I-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 1 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 1 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'246:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From i Subject 
---------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------

Kale Meeks <katesully81@hotmail.com> I DJonesFF 15MarlO attacbment 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-norma _ daugherty@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17,2010 8:22 PM 

nomm _ daugherty@med.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: INFORMATIONAL: UNC Research Study 

Research SubJects Needed 

Are you concerned about esophageal conditIOns? (I.e. acid reflux, famIly 
history or other possible reasons) 

If you are 111 good health and between the ages of 40 and 85, you may be 
elIgible for a research study involving a free screening of your 
esophagus to rule out any abnormalities. Study participation will last 
about 1-2 hours. Compensation may be included for eligIble 
partIcIpants. 

If you are mterested in learning more about this study, please call 
919-843-9616 or e-111ml norma _ daugherty@med.w1c.edu 

IRE# 09-0300. Approved by TJNC Biomedical IRE on March 15, 2010. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 
Swallowing 

This email IS sponsored by: Gastroenterology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<bbrady@email.unc.ed~~ 

Wednesday, March 17,2010 8:49 PM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.ed~>; unc.brainmap@gmai1.com 

INFORMATIONAL: Paid Brain Imaging Research Studies 

We are currently recruiting healthy volw1teer participants for magnetic 
resonance imaging (flvIRI) studies of the neural mechanisms of attention 
and performance. Participants should be 18-30 years of age, with 
20!20( or corrected-to-20!20) vision, and should have no known hIstory of 
neurological injury or disease. PartIcipants will be paid $10-20 
hour 111 studIes ranging from 1-4 hours (depending on the 

For further infonnation, please contact the UNC Neuroimaging Lab: 
(919)-843-4930 or w1c.braimnap@gmail.com 

Department of Psychology at the Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. This study has been approved by the UNC Behavioral Institutional 
ReVIew Board (IRE) (study #09-0535; approved March 32010. 

This email is sponsored by: U'NC Cognitive Neuroimaging Lab 

"INFORlvlATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-msteffen@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 17,2010 9:36 PM 

mstefIen@emaiLunc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstTe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Reservation Requests for Memorial Hall and GelT'drd Hall 

Beginning at 8:00am on Thursday, April 1, 2010, requests to reserve 
Memorial Hall and Gerrard Hall for University departments and 
officially-recognized UNC-CH student orgamzatlOns for the 2010-2011 
academic year (September 2010-August 2011) will be accepted hom the 
online request form fOW1d at www.eda.ul1c.edul?q=reservations. 
Please ViSIt this page for more information, including informatIOn about 
cost. 

Reservation requests for dates dunng this time period that are 
submitted before 8:00am on Thursday, April 1, 2010 WIll not be accepted 
or considered. If you do not receive a return e-mail with a date stamp 
after 8 :OOam, you must resubmit your request. 
requests are filled in the order in which they are 

Rehearsals in general may only be accommodated on the same day as your 
event All events must be scheduled at least thIrty days out Due to 
high demand, groups will be allowed only one Friday or Saturday use of 
Memorial Hall per semester. 

For more infonnaiton or to inqUIre about tbe availability of specific 
dates before placing a reguest, please contact Mark Stellen at 
msteffen@emaiLunc.eduor 962-0957. 

This emarlls sponsored by: Omce of the Executrve Director for the 
Arts 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email WIll only be sent to those who have indicated 
tbat they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: «-gpfulle!@med.unc.cdu> 

Sent: Monday. March 22,2010 9:21 PM 

To: 

Subjed: 

gpfuller@med.unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <over,tre@ul1caa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Do You Have Type 2 Diabetes? 

The lJNC DIabetes Care Center IS currently seeking volunteers to 
particIpate in a research study of an investigational new generation of 
insulin to see if it can provide more consistent blood sugar control in 
people with type 2 diabetes. 

The length of the study is approximately 6 months and VIsits will take 
place at the UNC Diabetes Care Center. 
As a study particIpant you will receive study related VIsits, study 
medication, diabetes supplies and compensation for your time and travel. 

You may qualifY uyou· 

Are 18 years or older 
Have had a diagnosis of Type 2 diabetes for at least 6 months 
Are not in treatment wIth insulin 
Have taken oral antIdiabetic treatment at stable dose for at least 

3 months 
Have an HbAI c level between 7.0 and 10.0 % 

For more mformation please call 

Gall Fuller Climcal Research Coordmator 
UNC Diabetes Care Center 
484 0931 ext 272 
gpfuller@med.unc.edu 

This emml!s sponsored by the UNC Diabetes Care Center. This study has 
been approved by the UNC BlOmed!cal Inslltutional Review Board (IRB) 
IRE STUDY NO ]()-0140 Approved on March 16th 20]() 

This emai1Is sponsored by· UNC Diabetes Care Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
hups://dlr.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

<cablab@.uncoedu.~ 

Monday. March 22,2010 9:49 PM 

cablab@uncoedu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaaouncoedu> 

INFORMATIONAL: SMOKERS WANTED FOR STUDY 

We are currently looking for cIgarette smokers between the ages of 18 
and 40 to participate in a study explonng the role of attention in 
nicotme addictIOn. Your participation would require you to come to our 
laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of North Carolina campus and 
complete attention-related tasks on the computer for about 1 hour. For 
your participation. you will be compensated with $IOlhour 

If you think you may be interested in particIpating AND ARE NOT 
CTJRRENTL Y TAKING PSYCHOACTIVE MEDICATIONS please send an e-marl to 
cablab@unc.edu and include the following infonnation: 

1. Name 
2. Are you a smoker? 
3. If yes, Average number of cigarettes smoked/day 
If no, have ever smoked on a regular basIs 
4. E-mail 
5. Times which are generally best for you to participate 

Thank you, 
Dr. Vicki West Chan on 
Dept. of Psychology 

Tbls study titled ., Smoking, Familiarity, and Attention" has been 
approved by tbe UNC Behavioral Instltutional Review Board (IRB) (study 
#07-1639; approved ]()/05/2009) 

This emarlls sponsored by: Dept. ofPsycbology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email wIll only be sent to those wbo bave indicated 
tbai they do want to receive mass email. To set your mfonnational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-lme directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-anne _ whisnant@unc.edu> 

Monday. March 22, 201010:58 PM 

anne _ whisnant@unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overslre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Call for Nominations 2010 AWFP Mary Turner Lane Award 

Dear Faculty, Staff, and Students: 

It is time to send your nominations for the 2010 l'vfary Turner Lane Award, 
given annually by the Association for 'vVomen Faculty and Professionals to 
a \voman who has made an outstanding contribution to the lives of women 
on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. "Outstandmg contributlOn" is interpreted 
broadly, touching all areas of the hves of women, including students, 
faculty, staff, and administrators, on ow· campus. It includes, but is 
not limited to, achIevements that enhance women's lives through the 
following: scholarship, teaching, leadership, health services, social 
services, political actIvism, professional advancement, program 
development, and staff support 

The a\vard is named to honor J\1a1)T Turner Lane, founding dIrector of the 
Curriculum in \Vomen's Studies and the first recipient of the award 

The nomination deadline is Friday, April 9, 2010. Please send 
nominations by email to Brooke Church at brooke_church@iunc.edu that 
include: 

* Tbe nominee's name 
* A paragraph (or two) descnbing tbe nommee's contributions to 
women at lJNC and why she is deserving oftbe award 
* Nominator's name, department name and contact information (email, 
phone) 

TbiS year's recipient will be honored at our annual AWFP Spnng 
Luncbeon, wbich wIil be beld on Tbursday, Apn129, 2010 from 1130 am 
to I :30 p.m. m the Carolina Inn, J-lIll Ballroom 

Past RecipIents of the Mary Turner Lane Award: 
2009 Laune McNeil 
2008 Elmira Mangum 
2007 Jan Boxill 
2006 DIane KjefVIk 
200S Bernadette Gray-Little 
2004 Lmda 
2003 Sue 
2002 Anne Dellinger 
date unknown JvJarsha Co llms 
date unknown Noelle Granger 
1997 Laurie Charest 
1996 Jane Brown 
date unknown Carol Reuss 
1994 Barbara Harris 
date unknown Margaret Anne O'Connor 
1992 Laura 
1991 Beverly 
1990 Shirley Weiss 
1988 Judith Wegner 
date unknown Ellen Jones 
date unknown \Vallace 
1986 Mary Tiliner Lane 

Please address any questions to either Brook.e Church or me. 

Sincerely, 

Anne Whisnant 
2009-10 A \,\/FP President 

This email is sponsored by: Association for \Vomen Faculty and 
Professionals 

"INFORlv1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
emaIl preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
https:f/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

Attach: 

<Administrator> 

Wednesday, March 31,2010 7:46 AM 

Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edn> 

M+ Guardian Quarantine: 3-New Spam, 0- Blocked Content 

TEXT.htm 

You have 3 new messages in your quarantine. During the latest quarantine clean-up messages were removed You nmv have 4 messages in your quarantme 
Go to http://152.2.'228.'248:80to manage your quarantine. 

Spam 

Incoming 

From 

VIruses 

New 0 0 

Files 

New: () 0 

Content 

New: 0 0 

i Subject 

I Blue and Bond 3-29-10 
I Re: Meeting Follow-Up 

I rNFORMAT[ONAL G,ve a j-jair Sample for a Research Study 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

«-fomm _ office@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 31, 2010 8:36 PM 

fomm _ office@unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Presidential Search Staff Survey 

Dear Fellow Staff Member: 

I'm wnting at the request ofl.J1\TC Staff Assembly leaders to ask you to 
participate in an upcoming survey regarding the criteria relatmg to 
experience, skills, characteristics, and phIlosophy/Values that should 
gmde the selection of the next TJNC system president 

The TJNC "LeadershIp Statement Committee" has begun the process of 
mapping the critena that should gUIde the search for a new lJNC system 
president to succeed the current presIdent, Erskme Bmvles. I}/e are 
happy that for the first time m a Presidentral Search, we are 
represented on thIs committee by the lJNC Staff Assembly Chair, Kelley 
N 
Eaves-Boykin, from l..lNC Charlotte. Other members of thIs committee 
include leaders of the lJNC Board of Governors, leaders of various TJNC 
campus Boards of Trustees, Chancellors, and representatives ofUNC 
faculty and students 

The staff representatives have now completed and launched a survey 
desIgned io seek insights from all staff on all campuses. Responses 
must be submitted no later than Thursday, Apnl 8 atS p.m. in order to 

be considered. Because materials related to tbe search fall withm 
state public records reqUIrements, data collected may be subject to 

disclosure upon request. You may therefore include your name and 
affilIatIOn witb your response, or you may respond wIthout doing so to 
preserve confidentiality. 

The survey can be accessed at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s!lvJZCJ6QK.1t 
is Important that we have a strong staff response and I urge you to 
particIpate so that we can convey tbe message tbat staff members are 
deeply committed to helpmg guide the mission on our campuses, and very 
much wisb to be heard. 

Please help us gUIde thIS important search process ]fyou bave 
can contact UNC Stafl Assembly Chair Kelley N 

concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Torrnny Griffin, 
Employee Forum Charr 

or you can contact me at 
so that I can address any of your 

Behavioral IRE Determined that Research or Research-Like Activity does 
not require IRE Approval on March 31. 20 I 0 
Study # 10-0593 

This email is sponsored by: Employee Fonun 

"INFORl\1ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:!/dir.unc.edu!dir/update. 



From: <kendra@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 31, 2010 9:00 PM 

To: kendraf41unc.edu; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjed: lNFORMA TIONAL: Funding Available: Community-Campus Partnership Offers Small Grants 

CHAPEL HILL, NC - The Community-Campus PartnershIp (CCP) seeks proposals 
for projects that align with local prioritIes in Caswell and/or Lenoir 
c0U11ties. Projects must bmld local skills, or knowledge to 
address CWTent and future challenges 111 areas of c0l111TIw1ity and 
economic development, education, infrastructure, or public health; 
and/or improve the livability and viabIlity of local communities 

Small grants hom $500 to $20,000 are available to full-time faculty, 
staff, or students ofUNC-Chapel Hill. 111e funds will support applied 
research, assistantships, internships, workshops, consulting, course 
expenses, and other costs associated with qualifymg projects An 
application and guidelines are available at 
W\Vw.sog.unc.eduiprograms/ccpi 

The COl111nunity-Campus Partnership is a campus-wIde mitiative to test 
whether multI-disciplinary teams of faculty, students, and staff from 
Carolina can form effective partnerships wIth economically dIstressed 
(Tier I) commumties 111 North Carolina. TIer I communities face complex 
challenges involving public health, education, economic development, 
leadership capacity, and tbe environment, among otbers. Tn response, CCP 
brings together commumty-based orgamzatIOns and teams of UNC-Chapel 
Hill faculty, students, and staff, to belp meet these challenges in a 
comprehensive way. CCP provides commumty-based with easy 
access to a wide range of umversity resources. CCP to be a 
dynamic learning laboratory' for improving communities through meaningful 
engagement between communitIes and university partners. 

To learn more about funding opportunitIes available tbrough CCP, visit 
www.sog.unc.eduiprograms/ccpi, or contact h.endra Cotton, project 
director oftbe Commumty-Campus Partnership, at 919.843.7736 or 
kendra@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Scbool of Govemment, Community-Campus 
Partnersblp 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to tbose who have mdicated 
that they do want to receIve mass email. To set your informatIonal mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line dIrectory web site at 
bups://dlr.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20128:51:39 PM 

Romney vows 'I'll be a pro-life president' after newspaper interview 

First Read: Mitt Romney vowed he would govern as a "pro-life president" after telling an Iowa newspaper on Tuesday 

that he wouldn't seek legislation affecting access to abortion. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20129:02:05 PM 

HBT: Don't blame Strasburg absence for Nats' flops 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Nationals are in big trouble because of a total team failure, not because they shut down their 

ace weeks ago. Oh, and the Cardinals are also pretty good. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20129:24:43 PM 

College: Hackers stole 300,000 IDs 

Officials at a Florida Panhandle college say hackers accessed nearly 300,000 records in the school's computer systems 

that contains names, Social Security and bank routing numbers of students, teachers, staff and retirees. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20129:43:54 PM 

Bears rescued from bile farms face eviction 

Ig~~""IDozens of bears rescued from farms that harvest their bile face eviction, according to a wildlife group that 

operates the rescue center in Vietnam. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/20129:49:38 PM 

More strokes occurring in younger age groups 

More young and middle-aged adults are having strokes, a new study suggests. In 1994, 12.9 percent of strokes occurred 

in adults between ages 20 and 55, whereas in 2005, 18.6 percent of strokes occurred in this age group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/201210:10:02 PM 

Skydiver's supersonic jump reset for Sunday 

Ig~~""IAn Austrian adventurer will have to wait at least until Sunday to skydive from a balloon flying 23 miles 
above New Mexico in an attempt to break a long-standing freefall record and the sound barrier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:32:09 PM 

Mom who glued daughter's hands: 'I'm not a monster' 

Ig~~""IA 23-year-old Texas mother who beat her daughter and glued her hands to a wall told a Dallas judge on 

Wednesday that she was a monster a year ago, but she has changed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:51:59 PM 

'Breaking Bad' star: I learned how to cook meth 

Ig~~""~herels a reason why Bryan Cranston is so convincing as meth cook Walter White on "Breaking Bad." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 10:53:43 PM 

University official on leave for signing anti-gay marriage petition 

The chief diversity officer at Gallaudet University was put on administrative Wednesday after the school learned she had 

signed a petition supporting efforts to reverse Maryland's same-sex marriage law, media reports say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/10/2012 11:58:20 PM 

Giants ensure 'there will be a tomorrow' vs. Reds 

Angel Pagan led off the game with a home run, Gregor Blanco and Pablo Sandoval connected later and O
·g~~..., 

im Lincecum came out of the bullpen to help the San Francisco Giants beat the Cincinnati Reds 8-3 on 
Wednesday, evening their NL division series at 2-all. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201212:49:12 AM 

Stonehenge scan shows importance of solstice 

Ig~~""IA cutting-edge laser scan of Stonehenge has shown how Britain's enigmatic neolithic monument was built 

to enhance the dramatic passage of sunlight through the circle of stones at midsummer and midwinter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20121:06:33 AM 

Libya attacks become embroiled in election year politics 

During Wednesday's hearing by the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform on the Sept. 11, 2012 

terrorist attack in libya, Regional Security Office Eric Nordstrom explained that, sometimes, he felt as though he was 

being attacked from within. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20123:02:26 AM 

How will Nobel Prize handle Higgs hassle? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: Next year, the committee behind the Nobel Prize for physics could have 
a huge Higgs hassle on its hands. And maybe that's a good thing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20123:19:13 AM 

HBT: Ibanez's HRs save, then win Game 3 for Yanks 

Ig~~""IHBT: Slugger's pinch-hit homer for A-Rod in 9th inning sends game to extra innings, then he wins it with 
solo dinger in 12th inning as N.Y. takes 2-1 series lead vs. O's. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:03:27 AM 

NBC/WSJ/Marist poll: Romney gains in key swing states 

A week after President Barack Obama's lackluster debate performance, Republican challenger Mitt Romney has made 

some gains in three key swing states among those most likely to vote, according to the latest round of NBC News/Wall 

Street Journal/Marist polis. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:45:17 AM 

After 'gut feeling,' Ibanez delivers in pinch for Yankees 

Ig~~""IRaullbanez lined a tying home run while pinch hitting for slumping Alex Rodriguez in the ninth inning, 
then hit a leadoff homer in the 12th, giving the New York Yankees a stunning 3-2 win over the Baltimore 

Orioles on Wednesday night for a 2-1 lead in their AL division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:24:53 AM 

'Amazing' A's top Tigers with 9th-inning rally, force Game 5 

Ig~~""lseth Smith hit a game-tying two-run double off Detroit closer Jose Valverde in the ninth inning and Coco 

Crisp capped Oakland's most dramatic comeback yet with an RBI single as the Athletics staved off 
elimination for a second straight night with a 4-3 victory over the Detroit Tigers in Game 4 of the AL division 
series Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20128:45:01 AM 

Cops looking for missing girl find body, unclear if her 

Ig~~""lpolice searching for missing Colorado girl Jessica Ridgeway said late Wednesday that they had found a 
body, but it was unclear whether it was the 10-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20129:35:41 AM 

Ex-Peace Corps worker jailed for Africa child abuse 

A former Peace Corps volunteer, who pleaded guilty to sexually abusing several children under the age of 6 while 

working at an AIDS center in South Africa, has been sentenced to 15 years in prison. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201210:10:30 AM 

AP: Security chief at US Embassy in Yemen killed - officials 

A gunman assassinated the Yemeni chief of security at the u.s. Embassy in Sanaa Thursday, Yemeni security officials told 

The Associated Press. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201210:16:56 AM 

Buzkashi: World's toughest sport or source of hope? 

Ig~~""lln sports, there's tough, and then there's Afghan tough. In a country where war has been a way of life for 

decades, it only makes sense that Afghanistan's national sport is a fierce one. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 10:40:56 AM 

Foxconn tells brain-damaged worker to quit hospital 

Ig~~""IAPPlels largest contract manufacturer has been pushing for a Chinese worker left brain-damaged in a 

factory accident to be removed from hospital in a case that throws a harsh new spotlight on labor rights 
in China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 10:52:36 AM 

Video: Hidden Planet: Church of the Resurrection 

Ig~~""INBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel visits the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in 

Jerusalem. The church was built to wrap around the holy sites where Christians believe Jesus Christ was 
crucified, buried, and resurrected. In this edition of Hidden Planet, Engel takes cameras inside Christ's burial 
tomb and visits more than 30 chapels inside the church. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201211:16:38 AM 

Chinese author Mo Van wins Nobel Prize in literature 

Ig~~""lchinese writer Mo Van was named the winner of the Nobel Prize in literature on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201211:16:38 AM 

Chinese author Mo Van wins Nobel Prize in literature 

Ig~~""lchinese writer Mo Van was named the winner of the Nobel Prize in literature on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201211:19:07 AM 

Foreclosure filings hit 5-year low in Sept. 

Ig~~""lu.S. foreclosure filings dropped to a five-year low in September as fewer homes were on track to be 

seized by lenders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 11:31:41 AM 

NYC denizen shows how to live in tiny apartment 

Ig~~""lln some big cities, there is a growing trend toward shrinking the size of apartments. Sherry Smith in New 
York lives in a jam-packed 242-square-foot flat that is a walk-in work of art. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201211:42:58 AM 

How to boost productivity at work ... really 

Forget face time, meetings and spending your nights and weekends in the office. There's a growing movement to dump 

the stereotypical signs that you're working hard in favor of actually working hard - and getting stuff done. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 11:52:23 AM 

Video: David Gregory: VP debate could be 'explosive' 

Ig~~""INBC'S David Gregory weighs in on what to expect at the tonight's high-stakes vice presidential debate 

between Joe Biden and Paul Ryan as the vice president tries to slow the Romney campaign's momentum 
following last week's presidential debate. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201212:16:10 PM 

Video: Egypt's Pyramid of Kefra re-opens to tourists 

Ig~~""lln an effort to revive tourism in Egypt, the Egyptian government is re-opening one of the great pyramids 

of Giza, while concerns linger about security. NBC's Stephanie Gosk reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201212:29:11 PM 

'Pinktober' ignores late-stage breast cancer 

Ig~~""ILaura Wells and other Stage IV cancer patients say October's Breast Cancer Awareness month focuses too 
much on pink ribbons, pizza parties and prevention -- and ignores those living with late-stage breast 

cancer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 12:31:00 PM 

'Bad News Bears' remake actress dies in crash 

Ig~~""IReal-life athlete Sammi Kane Kraft's baseball skills and 70 mph fastball landed her a role in the 2005 film. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 12:44:35 PM 

Security official at US Embassy in Yemen killed - officials 

A masked gunman assassinated a Yemeni security official who worked for the u.s. Embassy in a drive-by shooting near 

his home in the capital Sanaa Thursday, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 12:45:54 PM 

Jobless claims drop to lowest level since 2008 

The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits dropped to a 4-1/2 year low last week, suggesting that hiring 

may be picking up after stalling since the spring. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 12:51:50 PM 

Environmental nonprofit's donation tough to figure 

Why did the Energy Foundation, a San Francisco-based organization that funds the Sierra Club, the National Resources 

Defense Council, the Environmental Defense Fund and Earthjustice give the conservative pro-coal American Action 

Forum a six-figure donation last year? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20121:08:16 PM 

How to raise a happy geek kid 

Ig~~""lproud geek parents face a host of vexing questions that aren't answered in the standard oarenting books: 

When should you give your child his first lightsaber? What if her love of J-pop excludes her from the 
Disney Princess conversations on the playground? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20121:10:40 PM 

HBT: 4 playoff games, and 4 possible clinchers 

Ig~~""IHBT: It will be another great day of playoff baseball, and we might know the ALCS and NLCS foes by day's 

end. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20121:45:24 PM 

3 dead, 1 rescued in college parking garage collapse 

Police rescued a badly injured construction worker early Thursday and continued to hunt for one other man after a 

portion of a newly-constructed six-floor parking garage at Miami-Dade Community College's west campus in Doral 

collapsed, killing 3. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20121:54:25 PM 

3 dead, worker rescued in parking garage collapse 

Ig~~""IRescue workers who pulled a badly injured worker from the wreckage of a collapsed college parking 

garage in Florida early Thursday were continuing to search for the last person believed to have been in 
the structure when it collapsed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:00:35 PM 

Marginal battleground improvement for Romney 

First Read: New NBC!WSJ!Marist polls in three key states show debate helped Romney but few persuadable voters 

remain. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:12:33 PM 

Seniors face a tiny Social Security raise next year 

Last October seniors got some really good news about their Social Security cost-of-living adjustment. This October? Not 

so much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:19:30 PM 

Photojournalist documents child marriage around the world 

Ig~~""IMarried at the age of 8. That fact alone is hard to fathom. It's even more difficult to stomach when you 

think of the resulting forced sex, physical abuse and early pregnancies that often result. But for girls in 
more than SO countries around the world and in the u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:34:03 PM 

Paying $2 million to get your kid into Harvard? 

A Hong Kong couple's claims that a former professor bilked them of $2 million on promises he would get their sons into 

Harvard is a cautionary tale for parents, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:35:51 PM 

Zoo releases baby panda death findings 

Ig~~""~he six-day-old cub's lungs were not fully formed, the zoo said Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:42:20 PM 

PFT's picks: 4gers over Giants, Texans over Pack 

Ig~~""lpFT: No amount of Rodney Dangerfield cliches from coach Tom Coughlin will overcome the fact that the 
4gers are hungrier and, for now, better. There's a chance it will get ugly. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20122:54:52 PM 

10 things to watch in tonight's Biden-Ryan debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: If one thing is certain about Thursday's vice presidential debate between Joe Biden and 

Republican challenger Paul Ryan, it's that their lone showdown this fall is shrouded in uncertainty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20123:08:47 PM 

Billionaires get 'low income' tax breaks in NYC condo 

Ig~~""~he billionaires paying more than $90 million for top apartments at the new One57 tower in New York 

have some very special amenities, incuding tax breaks of more than $150,000 a year from a program 
aimed at low-income housing. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20123:28:33 PM 

BP, Justice Dept. reportedly near spill deal 

BP and the Obama administration have made progress toward a criminal and civil settlement over the 2010 Gulf of 

Mexico oil spill, but Gulf Coast lawmakers from both parties are wary. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20123:58:19 PM 

Dottie Sandusky to judge: 'Jerry is not the monster' 

Ig~~""lln a letter that Jerry Sandusky's wife sent to the judge before her husband was sentenced, she says: "1 
never saw him doing anything inappropriate to any child." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:02:54 PM 

Hunt for schoolgirl continues after body found 

Ig~~""lpolice searching for missing Colorado schoolgirl Jessica Ridgeway found a body late Wednesday near the 

spot where she vanished, but at a brief press conference Thursday they said they were continuing to hunt 
for the 10-year-old. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:18:12 PM 

Space diamond, larger than Earth, spotted by astronomers 

Ig~~""IMove over, Hope Diamond. The most famous gems on Earth have new competition in the form of a 

planet made largely of diamond, astronomers say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:22:02 PM 

Turkey: Syria plane carried Russian-made munitions 

Ig~~""~urkish Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan said on Thursday that a Syrian passenger plane forced to land in 
Ankara was carrying Russian-made munitions destined for Syria's defense ministry. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:46:47 PM 

Watch the debate with NBC News 

Ig~~""lweJIl carry the debate live on NBC News along with post-debate analysis, but you can also get the full 

debate experience away from the television. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:54:16 PM 

Pair cleared of theft in 'M-A-S-H' hot dog feud 

The grandson of an Ohio man who founded a hot dog eatery made famous on the TV series "M-A-S-H" was acquitted 

Thursday of scheming with a company controller to steal nearly $250,000 from the restaurant. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20124:57:34 PM 

Armstrong fallout will be longlasting, wide-ranging 

Ig~~""IFormer cyclist's ex-teammates and charities will bear the brunt of doping investigation 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:03:36 PM 

Washington must avoid 'fiscal cliff,' Blankfein warns 

Ig~~""~he U.S. is heading towards fiscal disaster and no one in Washington is doing anything about it, the 

authors of the Simpson-Bowles reform plan and Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein told CNBC Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:09:20 PM 

Live updates of Giants-Reds deciding Game 5 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:09:20 PM 

Live updates of Giants-Reds deciding Game 5 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:25:34 PM 

Video: A history of vice presidential debates 

Ig~~""~he Daily Rundown's Chuck Todd shares memorable moments from VP debates and discusses whether 
they have any impact on the election. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:48:15 PM 

Professional clown gets 10 years for child rape 

Ig~~""IA professional clown is sentenced to 10 years in state prison after DNA evidence matched the Southern 
California man to the 2002 rape of a 12-year-old girl. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20125:53:01 PM 

Firefighters in pink? Mayor now OK with fund raiser 

Ig~~""IFor weeks, the mayor of Bristol, Conn., and the firefighters' union have been battling over allowing 

firefighters to wear pink shirts for breast cancer awareness. Now the battle is over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20126:15:47 PM 

Officials: We didn't have power to stop meningitis 

State and federal health officials called for new legislation on Thursday giving them clearer power to regulate 

pharmacies like the Massachusetts facility whose products are suspected of killing 14 people and making at least 170 

sick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20127:37:29 PM 

HBT: Girardi to manage tonight after father's death 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20127:42:37 PM 

Foreclosure slowdown pushing up home prices 

Ig~~""IHome buyers looking for bargains on foreclosed houses are having a harder time finding them. When the 

housing market crashed in 2007, a wave of foreclosures accelerated the plunge in prices, which lopped 
roughly a third off the median price of a home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20127:45:07 PM 

Free returns can increase online purchases 357% 

Ig~~""llt may not be fair for online retailers to pay for returns that aren't their fault, but it makes them more 

money, a new study finds. A lot more money. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20128:05:16 PM 

Fight night: More jabs expected in VP showdown 

Ig~~""lln contrast to the presidential debates, the running mates often serve as the unofficial "attack dog" for 
the top of the ticket, raising the prospect for fireworks in the gO-minute affair. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20128:15:13 PM 

Body found in hunt for schoolgirl 'not intact' 

Ig~~""IA body found in Arvada, Colo., during the search for missing schoolgirl Jessica Ridgeway is not intact, 

delaying the official identification of the remains, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20128:43:13 PM 

7 UK marines arrested in Afghan murder probe 

Seven Royal Marines have been arrested on suspicion of murder in connection with an incident in Afghanistan last year, 

the U.K.'s Ministry of Defense announced Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/20129:01:58 PM 

Reaching NLCS an 'unbelievable feeling' for Giants 

Ig~~""IBuster Posey hit the third grand slam in Giants' postseason history, and San Francisco completed its 
startling comeback by holding off the Cincinnati Reds 6-4 Thursday in the decisive Game 5 of the NL 

division series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201210:36:10 PM 

Eagles' Michael Vick owns 'pet' 

Michael Vick does own a 'pet'. In a statement released by his publicist Thursday, the NFL's number one overall draft pick 

in 2001 admitted what many already suspected. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/201210:46:15 PM 

Giant eyeball found - but whose is it? 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A giant eyeball that washed ashore and was found by a beachcomber in 

Pompano Beach, Fla., is mystifying wildlife officials - but probably not for long. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 10:48:01 PM 

Man cooking squirrel sparks 8-apartment fire 

A fire that destroyed eight units at an apartment complex in Holland Township, Mich., is believed to have been sparked 

by a man using a propane torch to cook a squirrel for lunch, the fire chief said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 10:49:51 PM 

Video: CDC: 14 deaths linked to rare fungal meningitis 

Ig~~""~he International Academy of Compounding Pharmacists estimates there are 3,000 pharmacies in the 

United States providing medicines like the steroid injection that is believed to be the source of a fungal 
meningitis outbreak. NBC's Rehema Ellis reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 10:51:06 PM 

Spot where Caesar was stabbed discovered 

Ig~~""IArchaeOIOgists believe they have found the first physical evidence of the spot where Julius Caesar died, 

according to a new Spanish National Research Council report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 11:04:49 PM 

Washington's Werth wins it with a walk-off 

Ig~~""~ayson Werth hit a home run in the bottom of the ninth to send the Washington Nationals to a 2-1 victory 

over the Cardinals and force a Game 5 in the NLDS. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/11/2012 11:30:32 PM 

Post Office to add new global 'Forever' stamps 

The cost of sending a letter in the United States will go up by a penny next year, the cash-strapped U.S. Postal Service 

said Thursday. The agency also is added a global "Forever" stamp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:29:06 AM 

Video: Biden: Ryan's foreign policy criticism 'malarkey' 

Ig~~""IDuring Thursday's debate, Vice President Joe Biden and GOP vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan spar 
over the Obama administration's foreign policy. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:48:09 AM 

Panetta: Cyber intruders have already infiltrated US 

Defense Secretary Leon Panetta warned that a cyber attack by a nation state or terrorists on the u.S. could be America's 

"cyber Pearl Harbor" and "be just as destructive as the terrorist attack of 9/11." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:04:39 AM 

Video: Biden and Ryan clash on Medicare 

Ig~~""~he vice presidential candidates get heated talking about overhaul proposals of the nation's Medicare 
system. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:40:31 AM 

Video: Ryan and Biden spar in contentious debate 

Ig~~""~he vice presidential candidates discuss their views on the main topics of the campaign. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:17:21 AM 

Video: Vice presidential candidates fight to draw 

Ig~~""IAnaIYSis: Joe Biden and Paul Ryan made their points in the only vice presidential debate but no clear 
winners as voters await the next presidential clash. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:35:41 AM 

Truth Squad: The vice presidential debate 

Ig~~""INBC News takes a deep dive into the statements make by Vice President Joe Biden and Republican vice 

presidential nominee Paul Ryan in their first and only debate of the 2012 election cycle. From Libya to 
Medicare, we put their comments to the test. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:51:02 AM 

Biden plays aggressor in debate as Ryan makes GOP case 

Ig~~""lvice President Joe Biden came out swinging against Republican opponent Paul Ryan in Thursday's lone 

vice presidential debate, seemingly determined to avoid repeating President Barack Obama's laconic 
performance in last week's presidential debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:59:04 AM 

Lowly Titans smite Steelers 

Ig~~""IROb Bironas nailed a 40-yard field goal as time expired Thursday to give the Titans an improbable win 

over the Pittsburgh Steelers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:11:05 AM 

Orioles score in 13th, force Game 5 with Yankees 

r-~.J. Hardy drove in Manny Machado with a double in the top of the 13th inning in Yankee Stadium 
hursday night, and closer Jim Johnson made the 2-1 lead stand up to even the American League Division 

Series 2-2 and force a deciding Game 5 on Friday afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:38:22 AM 

Tigers ride Verlander into ALCS 

Ig~~""IDetroit's Justin Verlander threw a complete-game shutout Thursday night to eliminate the Oakland A's 6-

o and move on to the American League Championship Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20127:56:39 AM 

Boy, 4, hurt but alive after fall from ninth floor 

A child fell out a window on the ninth floor of an apartment building in Silver Spring, Md., Thursday afternoon, according 

to Montgomery County police. A tree helped break the four-year-old boy's fall. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20127:57:35 AM 

Endeavour sets off on final trip, through LA 

Ig~~""IA space shuttle set off on the first-ever parade through city streets late Thursday, and anyone in the Los 
Angeles area can get a front-row seat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20129:00:36 AM 

Hope fades for worker missing after building collapse 

Ig~~""lone man remained missing in the rubble of a collapsed parking garage at Miami Dade College Thursday 

as firefighters pulled out of the school's west campus for the night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20129:32:19 AM 

European Union wins Nobel Peace Prize 

The European Union was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts to promote peace and democracy in Europe, in 

the midst of the union's biggest crisis since the 1950s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201210:59:15 AM 

European Union wins Nobel Peace Prize 

Ig~~""~he European Union was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for its efforts to promote peace and democracy 

in Europe, in the midst of the union's biggest crisis since the 1950s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201211:13:20 AM 

Pakistan: 3 arrested over teen peace activist shooting 

Three suspects in the shooting of 14-year old Pakistani peace campaigner Malala Yousafzai have been arrested, police in 

Swat Valley claimed Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 11:53:49 AM 

Political robocalls irritating but unstoppable 

With less than 30 days until the election, the campaigns and their supporters are pulling out all the stops to bring in 

donations and get out the vote. One way to do that is through automated calls - those dreaded robocalls. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201212:05:18 PM 

JPMorgan posts record profit on home loan surge 

JPMorgan Chase & Co said third-quarter earnings jumped 34 percent as the largest u.s. bank made more home loans. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 12:41:39 PM 

Inflation rises again, thanks to higher gas prices 

u.s. producer prices rose more than expected in September as the cost of energy surged, a government report showed 

on Friday, but underlying inflation pressures were muted. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 12:58:43 PM 

Amazon.com down for some, sporadically 

Ig~~""IBad news for folks who are rushing to do some online shopping right now: Amazon.com appears to be 

down for some. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:01:47 PM 

Biden's smirks, Ryan's thirst: Web weighs in on VP debate 

r-~ou didn't need a television to get a readout on the performance of the vice presidential candidates 
hursday night, so long as there was Internet access. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:04:26 PM 

Video: Hidden Planet: Underwater Eden in land that time forgot 

Ig~~""IRichard Engel heads to a land that time forgot. Raja Ampat, the four main islands off the West Papuan 

mainland in Indonesia surrounded by 1,500 smaller islands, spans 10 million acres of land and sea that 
explode with brilliant green forests and vibrant blue waters. NBC News' Chief Foreign Correspondent takes a 
dive into these waters, known to many as an underwater Eden, that have the most biodiversity on the 
planet. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:13:54 PM 

Nobel win celebrated -- and panned -- in China 

Ig~~""IState media gave the official stamp of approval Friday over the decision to award the Nobel Prize for 

literature to Chinese novelist Mo Van, giving him front-page coverage across the country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:24:15 PM 

Abuse claims taint legacy of iconic UK kids' entertainer 

Ig~~""ISit down children and let me tell you a story. Once upon a time there was an eccentric disc-jockey and TV 

presenter with long golden hair who became a favorite with families all around the United Kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:26:20 PM 

Minn. woman files lawsuit over meningitis outbreak 

One of the nearly 14,000 patients given potentially tainted injections of pain medicine sued the maker of the treatment 

in what may be the first of a wave of lawsuits over a deadly u.s. meningitis outbreak that shows no signs of abating. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:30:37 PM 

Biden brings the heat while Ryan holds his own 

First Read: In the first and only vice presidential debate, Joe Biden energized Democratic base with aggressive 

performance but Ryan turned in solid performance in the free-wheeling encounter. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:37:17 PM 

Video: Chinese knock off 'Made in Italy' brand name 

Ig~~""IAt the center of Italian textile production in Prato, Italy, NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard 

Engel uncovers a sweatshop full of illegal and legal Chinese immigrants. They are preparing clothing, 
sewing on buttons, and shipping it back to China with a "Made in Italy" stamp. Italian law doesn't specify how 
much must be made in the country to be considered local. So if a few buttons are sewn on in Italy, Presto! It's 
made in Italy. (Rock Center) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20121:46:27 PM 

Ex-Connecticut firefighter pleads guilty to fatal 1986 arson 

Ig~~""IA former Connecticut volunteer firefighter has been sentenced to eight years and eight months in prison 

after pleading guilty to setting a fatal 1986 fire in East Windsor. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:05:57 PM 

When you and employer split, sparks can fly over social media 

A controversial court ruling last week has shined a light on this made-in-the-digital age problem: Who owns Twitter 

followers, Facebook friends and Linkedln connections when employers and employees part ways? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:09:49 PM 

Lohan - not (yet) registered - backs Romney 

Ig~~""~he actress, who thinks "unemployment is very important for now," is "in the process" of registering, her 

publicist says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:18:32 PM 

Mother-daughter bonding makes mom a Belieber 

Ig~~""IDon/t let anyone tell you that there is no way through the jungle of hormones, sass and indifference that 

comes with having a teen daughter. Because there is. In four words: Justin Bieber concert tickets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:28:43 PM 

Chicago public schools chief out in wake of teachers strike 

Ig~~""~ean-Claude Brizard, plucked last year from Rochester, N.Y., to lead Chicago Public Schools, is out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20122:35:32 PM 

Consumer sentiment jumps to highest in five years 

Consumer sentiment unexpectedly rose in October to its highest level in five years as optimism about the overall 

economy improved, a survey released on Friday showed. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:07:43 PM 

Jerry Sandusky in letter to judge: 'Goliath won' 

Jerry Sandusky perceived himself as David, fighting Goliath as the sex scandal unfolded, rewriting the history of one of 

the country's greatest college football programs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:09:00 PM 

US: Hackers in Iran responsible for cyberattacks 

Ig~~""lu.s. authorities believe that Iranian-based hackers were responsible for cyberattacks that devastated 
Persian Gulf oil and gas companies, as well as denial-of-service attacks on u.s. banks in recent months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:10:33 PM 

76-carat diamond could top more than $15 million 

Ig~~""IA flawless 76.02 carat diamond of noble lineage and originating from the world's oldest and most 

prestigious diamond mine is hitting the auction block next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:18:06 PM 

Standing desks make 'huge difference' for workers 

Ig~~""loffice workers who spent an hour or so a day at stand-up workstations felt more energized, productive 

and even happier, researchers report. And if they keep it up, they may help reduce the damage done by 
sitting at a desk all day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:20:37 PM 

DeMarco: Pressure on Yanks, Nats to come through in Game 5 

Ig~~""IDeMarco: New York should beat Baltimore because of Sabathia; St. Louis scary in elimination games. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:46:05 PM 

Apple pays up for Swiss railway clock design 

Ig~~""IAPPle, sensitive about protecting its own designs, has struck a deal to use Swiss railway operator SBB's 

trademark station clock design on iPads and iPhones, a design it had already implemented in iDS 6. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20123:51:33 PM 

MasterCard for Muslims points way to Mecca 

A Gulf state-owned bank has rolled out a new MasterCard that not only complies with Islamic laws banning loans with 

interest but also includes an embedded compass pointing the way to Mecca. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:10:56 PM 

Mom who glued toddler's hands gets 99 years 

Ig~~""IElizabeth Escalona, the 23-year-old mother of five who admitted to gluing her daughter's hands to the 

wall and beating her as potty training punishment, was sentenced Friday to 99 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:28:14 PM 

ANC descends from moral high ground to bloody politics 

Ig~~""lpolitically-motivated killings represent the bloody reality of local politics for some in the African National 

Congress, and shows how far Nelson Mandela's liberation movement has strayed from the moral high 
ground it once occupied. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:46:18 PM 

Bullet-riddled corpse unnoticed for hours in running car 

A man's body sat slumped over for hours in a parked car as passersby, including school children, came and went 

throughout the day, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20124:52:36 PM 

Romney: Biden 'doubling down on denial' in explanation of Libya response 

First Read: Mitt Romney seized on Vice President Joe Biden's characterization of the administration's handling of last 

month's terrorist attack in Libya, accusing the administration of contradicting itself. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20125:03:27 PM 

Mysterious elk-shaped structure discovered in Russia 

Ig~~""IA huge geoglyph in the shape of an elk or deer discovered in Russia may predate Peru's famous Nazca 

Lines by thousands of years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20125:05:10 PM 

Teen steals Cleveland city bus for early morning joyride 

A teen in Ohio is in police custody after he stole a city bus early Thursday and took it for a five-mile joyride before he 

was arrested, according to local reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20125:46:24 PM 

Western intel: 'Small signs of wavering' on Iran nuke policy 

Western intelligence has begun to detect tension within the Iranian regime over the country's nuclear program, officials 

told NBC News on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20125:52:30 PM 

Police: Secret Service agent found drunk in street 

A Secret Service agent was arrested for disorderly intoxication in Miami after he was found passed out on a street hours 

after President Barack Obama left town, police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20126:25:54 PM 

Madonna strips in tribute to girl shot by Taliban 

Ig~~""~he Material Girl used her performance in L.A. to draw attention to Malala Yousafzai, a 14-year-old 

Pakistani girl attacked over a blog she runs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20126:49:57 PM 

Female vets coming home: Will US welcome them? 

Ig~~""lwomen compose 15 percent of homecoming u.s. troops and 15 percent of the u.s. armed forces, yet 

many Americans are unsure how to accept them, female veterans say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20126:54:05 PM 

Cookie Monster spotted on Mercury? NASA thinks so 

Ig~~""IAn impact basin spotted on Mercury with two smaller craters above it looks remarkably like the sweet 
treat-loving Cookie Monster muppet of "Sesame Street" fame - at least to the eyes of scientists working 

on NASA's Messenger mission to the small planet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20127:11:03 PM 

Meningitis cases grow to 185 

A few more people have been diagnosed with a rare form of fungal meningitis linked to contaminated back pain 

injections, federal health officials said Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20127:22:16 PM 

Gay teen denied Eagle Scout: 'Change is happening' 

On his 18th birthday, Ryan Andresen received a symbol of the Boy Scouts' highest honor, which the national 

organization had denied him because he is gay: an Eagle Scout pin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20127:50:07 PM 

Social media analysis: love him or hate him, vice presidential debate was all about Biden 

Social media commentary was fairly closely divided on who did better in Thursday night's vice presidential debate, 

according to NBC Politics' computer-assisted analysis of more than half a million Twitter and Facebook posts during and 

after the debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20128:51:00 PM 

'Friday Night Lights' creator: Romney plagiarized 

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can't Use My Phrase! This is basically what Peter Berg told Romney in a letter, asking the 

politician to stop using the phrase "Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can't lose." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/20129:15:05 PM 

Live updates: ALCS berth on line as O's face Yanks 

Ig~~""ILive updates: ALes berth on line as O's face Yanks 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 10:03:23 PM 

'Rich Dad, Poor Dad' author files for bankruptcy 

Ig~~""IRobert Kiyosaki, author of the bestselling "Rich Dad, Poor Dad" series, reportedly has filed for Chapter 7 
bankruptcy protection. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201210:19:39 PM 

Body is that of missing Colorado girl, police confirm 

Ig~~""lpolice in Colorado say that a dismembered body discovered earlier this week is that of 10-year-old 

schoolgirl Jessica Ridgeway, who went missing a week ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 10:48:36 PM 

Video: Cyberspace: the world's next battlefield? 

Ig~~""lln a national call-to-arms, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta warned the threat of significant cyber attacks 
against America is already here. NBC's Jim Miklaszewski reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 10:53:49 PM 

Jesse Jackson Jr. faces federal investigation 

Ig~~""IFederal prosecutors and FBI agents have launched a new criminal investigation of Rep. Jesse Jackson, Jr. 

involving alleged financial improprieties, law enforcement sources tell NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201211:06:52 PM 

'OctoNovemCember'? Retailers speed holiday calendar 

Ig~~""IEVery year it seems the retail frenzy around Christmas creeps in a bit earlier, and it may be that we have 

only ourselves to blame, as a recent study has found that nearly four in 10 parents with children under 
the age of 18 begin their holiday shopping before November. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/201211:07:26 PM 

New US visa rush: Build charter school, get green card 

It's been a turbulent period for charter schools in the United States, with financial analysts raising concerns about their 

stability and regulators in several states shutting down schools for poor performance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/12/2012 11:20:58 PM 

App aims to connect military families with faster help 

Ig~~""IA free app, launched by the National Military Family Association, is meant to tame a well-intentioned 

tangle of cyber care and advice. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/2012 12:00:23 AM 

Sabathia hurls Yankees into ALCS 

Ig~~""~he big man on the mound for the New York Yankees came up big Friday night in the Bronx, shutting 

down the Baltimore Orioles 3-1 and sending the Yankees to the American League Championship Series 
against Detroit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20121:00:16 AM 

HBT: Get ready for more A-Rod benchings 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20121:46:09 AM 

Shot fired at Obama campaign office in Denver 

Denver police were looking for a person who shot at a campaign office for President Barack Obama on Friday, NBC 

station KUSA reported. Police say there were people inside at the time of the 3 p.m. shooting, but no one was hit. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20122:08:22 AM 

PST: US finds hero in win over Antigua 

Ig~~""INot even the most ardent Eddie Johnson fan would have predicted he would be the man to pull the u.s. 
national team back from its World Cup qualifying ledge. But he scored both goals in the 2-1 victory over 

Antigua and Barbuda. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:10:07 AM 

Cards score 4 in 9th, devastate Nats 

Ig~~""~he St. Louis Cardinals fought all the way back from a 6-0 deficit, scoring four runs with two out in the 
ninth inning to win Game 5 of the National League Division Series 9-7 and stun the Washington Nationals. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20126:36:00 AM 

Two foreigners feared kidnapped in Afghanistan 

Two foreigners, thought to be a Canadian and a u.s. citizen, were reported missing Saturday in Afghanistan and were 

feared to have been kidnapped, Afghan police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20127:32:17 AM 

Murdered man encased in concrete was ex-journalist 

Authorities on Friday identified the body of a man who was found entombed in concrete in the backyard of a northeast 

Georgia home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20128:36:50 AM 

Bachelor party rescued after wine cruise hits rocks 

A bachelor party had to be rescued after a wine-tasting cruise boat hit rocks near Alcatraz Island and began taking on 

water late Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20129:20:20 AM 

Federal deficit cut, but tops $1 trillion for 4th year 

The federal budget deficit topped $1 trillion for a fourth straight year. But an improvement in economic growth helped 

narrow the gap by $207 billion compared with last year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20129:51:57 AM 

Woman dining with family dies after car hits pizzeria 

A woman died after a car crashed into a pizza restaurant in Anna, Texas, Friday, while she was eating with her daughter 

and grandson, NBCDFW.com reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/2012 10:40:46 AM 

Suicide bomber kills at least 14 in Pakistan 

Ig~~""IAt least 14 people were killed and 25 wounded in a suicide car bomb attack in western Pakistan Saturday, 

local officials reportedly said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/2012 12:03:35 PM 

Severe thunderstorms, tornadoes threaten central US 

Severe thunderstorms and isolated tornadoes are threatening a swath of the central United States from Iowa to parts of 

Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas, forecasters warned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20121:33:57 PM 

Tropical Storm Rafael forms in Atlantic 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20122:40:07 PM 

NYT: Benghazi attacks had no private security backup 

Ig~~""~he Benghazi, Libya, attack includes a back story involving resentment against heavily armed u.s. security 

contractors and mounting frustration among diplomats over ever-tighter protections. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20124:47:44 PM 

Ryan hits administration's China policy in Ohio campaign 

Speaking in a heavily democratic area of Ohio Saturday morning, Republican vice presidential nominee Paul Ryan 

attacked how President Barack Obama's administration's is dealing with China. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:06:23 PM 

Howa Martian meteorite rocked the world 

Ig~~""lon July 18, 2011, at 2 a.m. local time, nomads living in a desert valley in southern Morocco near the 

Algerian border reported seeing a fireball light up the sky followed by two sonic booms. This was a truly 
rare event, not just the arrival of a Martian meteorite, but a meteorite fall that had witnesses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:08:37 PM 

What question would you ask the candidates at Tuesday's debate? 

NBC News wants to know what you'd ask the candidates and why. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:27:58 PM 

Scandal hurts Armstrong, but doesn't destroy image 

Ig~~""lltls not so much that the Lance Armstrong story was too good to be true. Now it might just be too good 

to let go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:32:03 PM 

Lake drained for LA water at center of dust lawsuit 

Ig~~""~he powerful Los Angeles Department of Water and Power sued air regulators Friday over demands to 

control dust from Owens Lake nearly a century after the exploding metropolis siphoned water to quench 
its growing thirst. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20125:56:48 PM 

California may set trend easing '3 strikes' law 

Ig~~""IMore than a decade after California set a national trend its three-strikes law, Golden State crime is down, 

prison costs are up - and voters are poised to soften the hardline stance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20126:09:11 PM 

'Gangnam Style' (and spoofs) hit 1.2 billion views 

Ig~~""lonIY about a third of those "Gangnam Style" plays, 438 million, have been of the original video. The rest 

come from more than 600 user-created versions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20126:33:41 PM 

Bruce Springsteen to campaign for Obama in Ohio 

Ig~~""IBruce Springsteen will hit the campaign trail on President Barack Obama's behalf Thursday, joining 

former President Bill Clinton at a Parma, Ohio, rally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20126:35:00 PM 

Texas Rangers hunt Twitter trolls, taxpayers are not amused 

Ig~~""~he Texas Rangers flash the baddest badge in the Lone Star State. They're the top cops working the 
biggest crimes beneath iconic white cowboy hats. They're the bodyguards for the governor. All of which 

raises the question: Why are they investigating a Twitter prank poking fun at a small-town city council. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20127:08:27 PM 

No. 13 Oklahoma 63, No. 15 Texas 21 

DALLAS (AP) - Damien Williams broke off a 95-yard touchdown run for the longest rush in Red River Rivalry history, Blake 

Bell powered his way in for four TDs and No. 13 Oklahoma beat No. 15 Texas 63-21 Saturday for its second straight 

blowout in the series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20127:41:22 PM 

Painting sold by Clapton nets record $34 million 

Ig~~""IAn abstract painting by German artist Gerhard Richter has a set a new record for the price paid at auction 

for the work of a living artist, after selling for $34.2 million, Sotheby's auction house in London said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20127:43:05 PM 

Actor, TV host Gary Collins dead at 74 

Ig~~""IGary Collins, actor, TV host and former master of ceremonies for the Miss America Pageant, died 

Saturday in Mississippi of natural causes at the age of 74, officials told NBC News. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20128:14:07 PM 

Space shuttle Endeavour ending journey 

Landing day has come for the space shuttle Endeavour, but instead of returning to a NASA landing strip after circling the 

Earth, the shuttle's runway is the streets of Los Angeles leading to its final museum display. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20128:48:14 PM 

CDC reports 15th death from meningitis outbreak 

A 15th person has died from fungal meningitis linked to possibly tainted vials of a steroid medication, the u.s. Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20129:23:11 PM 

Video: Pakistani teen moves hands, feet after shooting 

Ig~~""lpositive developments have been reported regarding the recovery of 14-year-old Malala Yousufzai, who 
was shot by the Taliban near her school on Tuesday. NBC'S Amna Nawaz reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/20129:37:07 PM 

Muppet March planned for 'Sesame Street' 

Ig~~""lplans to save Big Bird, the fuzzy yellow character from possible extinction are taking shape in the form of 

a puppet-based protest next month. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/2012 10:56:38 PM 

It's the Irish by inches in OT 

Ig~~""~J Jones made a reaching 7-yard touchdown catch in overtime and No.7 Notre Dame stopped Stanford 
inches from the goal line - or did they? - to beat the 17th-ranked Cardinal 20-13 Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/13/201211:15:18 PM 

Lemonade stand vs. cancer: Boy raises $80,000 

When Max Igoe was 5 years old, breast cancer claimed the life of his mother's best friend. He expressed his pain with an 

idea only a kindergartner might conceive: a lemonade stand. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 12:00:51 AM 

Satellite left stranded by SpaceX rocket falls from space 

Ig~~""lsatellite messaging service provider Orbcomm on Oct. 11 said its prototype second-generation satellite, 

launched Oct. 7 into a bad orbit by a Space Exploration Technologies Corp. (SpaceX) Falcon 9 rocket, had 
fallen out of orbit but had provided enough data to proceed with the launch of the full constellation starting 
next year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 12:01:42 AM 

Navy nuclear submarine, Aegis cruiser collide 

A U.S. Navy submarine and an Aegis cruiser collided during routine training off the U.S. East Coast on Saturday 

afternoon, NBC News has learned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 12:06:31 AM 

Scientists attack planned British badger cull 

Ig~~""IA controversial British plan to cull thousands of wild badgers to control the spread of bovine tuberculosis 

is a "costly distraction" that risks increasing incidences of the disease, wildlife experts said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 12:06:31 AM 

Scientists attack planned British badger cull 

Ig~~""IA controversial British plan to cull thousands of wild badgers to control the spread of bovine tuberculosis 

is a "costly distraction" that risks increasing incidences of the disease, wildlife experts said on Saturday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 12:30:24 AM 

Woman survives hours in sea after plane crash 

A woman who survived a plane crash spent hours in the ocean off the u.s. Virgin Islands before being rescued and crews 

were searching for three other people, the Coast Guard said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:33:00 AM 

No.9 LSU hangs on to top No.3 South Carolina 

Ig~~""IRunning back Jeremy Hill bolted 50 yards for a touchdown late in the fourth quarter, and No.9 LSU hung 
on against a comeback by No.3 South Carolina to win 23-21 in Tiger Stadium. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:45:00 AM 

Western defense budget cuts may be unstoppable 

Ig~~""lwhether or not America's politicians can find a way to sidestep the brutal automatic military cuts of 

sequestration, the era of rising Western spending on weapons is over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:45:00 AM 

Western defense budget cuts may be unstoppable 

Ig~~""lwhether or not America's politicians can find a way to sidestep the brutal automatic military cuts of 

sequestration, the era of rising Western spending on weapons is over. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20124:24:50 AM 

Body may be slain University of Florida student 

Ig~~""~he parents of missing University of Florida student Christian Aguilar believe that the body found in Levy 

County is their son, his father said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20124:55:53 AM 

HBT: It just won't be the same without Jeter 

Ig~~""IHBT: Derek Jeter was the immovable object. The Yankees have played in 158 postseason games since 

1996, and Jeter has started every single one of them. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20124:55:53 AM 

HBT: Yanks' Jeter out for postseason 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20125:17:23 AM 

Tigers lose 4-0 lead, then top Yanks in 12th 

Ig~~""IDelmon Young doubled home the go-ahead run in the 12th inning after New York's Raul Ibanez hit 
another stunning game-tying home run during a four-run rally in the ninth, and the Detroit Tigers topped 

the Yankees 6-4 Saturday night in Game 1 of the ALes. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20125:19:06 AM 

Peanut plant closed; feds find more salmonella 

Health officials found salmonella in bulk raw and roasted peanuts produced by a New Mexico supplier and in an 

associated nut butter facility, all tied to an outbreak of food poisoning that has sickened nearly three dozen people and 

sent potentially tainted products to major retailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20126:13:19 AM 

Taipei Assassins triumph in 'league of legends' world finals 

r-~he world's most-played video game has a brand new world champion. The Taipei Assassins, a team from 
aiwan, has won the "League of Legends" world finals and the $1 million prize that goes with it. The 

Taipei Assassins were the surprise victor, taking out the powerful Korean team many had expected to win as 
10 thousand people watched the match-up live in Los Angeles and more than 900,000 people watched online 
around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20129:38:22 AM 

Police clash with skateboarders in Hollywood 

Skateboarders took over part of Hollywood Boulevard and clashed with police on Saturday night after hundreds 

gathered for the movie premier in central Hollywood, NBC's Lost Angeles affiliate reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/201211:15:15 AM 

Cluster bombs used on Syrian civilians, group says 

Syrian government forces have dropped Soviet-made cluster bombs over civilian areas in the past week as they battle to 

push back rebel gains, Human Rights Watch said on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 11:41:06 AM 

Gunmen kill 20 at mosque in northern Nigeria 

Gunmen opened fire on Muslim worshippers as they were leaving a mosque in northern Nigeria on Sunday, killing at 

least 20 people, a local official said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20121:17:01 PM 

Thousands of UK troops to quit Afghanistan in '13 

Ig~~""IBritain plans to withdraw thousands of troops from Afghanistan next year, Defence Secretary Philip 

Hammond said on Sunday, as pressure mounts to end British involvement in the costly and unpopular 
war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20121:26:35 PM 

Navy nuclear submarine, Aegis cruiser collide 

A U.S. Navy submarine and an Aegis cruiser collided during routine training off the U.S. East Coast on Saturday 

afternoon. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:04:14 PM 

Top 10 ways to deal with the Internet's biggest morons 

Ig~~""IAnYOne who's spent a few minutes on the internet can tell you its full of unsavory folk. Some are jerks 

that incite arguments and hate, while others could be our best friends that just don't know how to handle 
themselves on Facebook. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:07:29 PM 

Reddit's Internet 2012 bus campaigns for Web freedom 

Ig~~""IReddit, which hit 3.4 billion pageviews in August, has become a leader and rallying force in the fight for 
Internet rights. Now, it's co-founder is touring the United States to ensure you realize that the Internet is 

a political issue worth fighting for. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:29:42 PM 

Supporters say Obama has crucial task in second debate 

Previewing Tuesday night's debate between President Barack Obama and Republican rival Mitt Romney, Democratic 

Mayor Kasim Reed of Atlanta said on NBC's Meet the Press Sunday that Obama must "step up" in his confrontation with 

Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20123:59:52 PM 

Thousands rally for Malala, girl shot by Taliban 

Ig~~""~ens of thousands rallied in Pakistan's largest city Sunday in support of a 14-year-old girl who was shot 

and critically wounded by the Taliban for promoting girls' education and criticizing the militant group. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20124:54:45 PM 

America's richest and poorest cities 

The gulf that separates how much people make, depending on where they live, hasn't changed much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20125:04:22 PM 

Longtime GOP Senate moderate Arlen Specter dies 

Former U.S. Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, the Republican-turned-Democrat who played a key role in many 

Supreme Court nominations, has died. He was 82. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20125:53:54 PM 

Stock investors wary as profit picture dims 

Central bank-fueled gains took markets within reach of five-year highs in September, but market participants are shifting 

their focus to corporate outlooks, and the picture is not pretty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20125:57:50 PM 

Sneezy from fall allergies? Hit the beach! (Seriously) 

Ig~~""IBY Emily MainPrevention Fall means apple cider, back to school, the fresh smell of fallen leaves--and the 

return of allergy season. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20127:34:53 PM 

More than 200 diagnosed in fungal meningitis outbreak 

Ig~~""IMore than 200 people in 14 states have either died or shown symptoms in an outbreak of rare fungal 

meningitis linked to contaminated pain injections, federal health officials said Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20127:39:16 PM 

Card fee 'settlement' just start of big legal battle 

Visa, Mastercard and a group of retailers plan to ask a judge this week to approve a landmark settlement of a lawsuit 

over credit card fees, setting the stage for a battle with retailers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20127:59:35 PM 

Worker cooked to death at seafood plant 

California workplace safety officials are investigating how a worker at a Bumble Bee Foods seafood plant wound up 

being cooked to death in an industrial oven. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20128:26:50 PM 

Whew! Ravens barely survive Cowboy ambush 

Ig~~""~he Dallas Cowboys' Dan Bailey missed a last-second 51-yard field goal, leaving the Baltimore Ravens 
with a breathless 31-29 victory over Dallas. to go 5-1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20128:45:04 PM 

Falcons stumble to win, stay undefeated 

Ig~~""IAtlantals Matt Bryant kicked a 55-yard-field goal with one second left to beat the Oakland Raiders 23-20 

on a day when quarterback Matt Ryan threw interceptions for the still-undefeated Falcons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20128:52:25 PM 

Specter legacy resonates on Supreme Court 

Ig~~""IFormer Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen Specter, who died Sunday of cancer at age 82, leaves a complex political 
legacy behind - one that has flummoxed both parties in a career that spanned nearly 50 years. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20128:59:20 PM 

Search for UNH student's body put on hold 

The search for the body of a 19-year-old University of New Hampshire student was suspended Sunday ahead of the 

arraignment for a martial arts instructor who's been charged in her death, a prosecutor said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20129:12:20 PM 

Lions 26, Eagles 23, OT 

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Nnamdi Asomugha sat at his locker stall in full uniform with his head down long after the 

Philadelphia Eagles blew one they had in their grasp. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/20129:23:47 PM 

Skydiver breaks sound barrier 

Ig~~""IAn Austrian daredevil leapt into the stratosphere from a balloon hovering near the edge of space 24 miles 

(38 km) above Earth on Sunday, breaking as many as three world records including the highest skydive 

ever, project sponsors said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/201210:18:26 PM 

Supersonic skydiver breaks YouTube record 

Ig~~""IEight million viewers watched Felix Baumgartner's leap on the video sharing network, making it the 

biggest event in live Web video ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 11:36:28 PM 

Giants' win vs. 4gers their 'most complete game' 

Ig~~""~he New York Giants spotted the San Francisco 4gers a three-point lead I then reeled off 26 straight 
points to even the two teams' records at 4-2. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 11:42:57 PM 

Wilson helps Sea hawks drop bombshell on Patriots 

Ig~~""IRookie Russell Wilson hit Sidney Rice for a 46-yard touchdown with 1:18 left, and the Sea hawks knocked 
off the New England Patriots 24-23 Sunday in Seattle. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/14/2012 11:55:25 PM 

Tigers put Yankees in a 2-0 hole 

Ig~~""IAnibal Sanchez threw seven shutout innings, and the Detroit bullpen shut down the Yankees' bats the 
rest of the way, giving the Tigers a 3-0 win and a 2-0 lead over New York in the best-of-seven American 

League Championship Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201212:27:15 AM 

CNBC: Softbank to buy majority stake in Sprint 

Softbank and Sprint have reached a deal under which Softbank will pay $20 billion for a 70 percent stake in the wireless 

telecom operator, according to people close to the situation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 12:54:57 AM 

Crews search for two hikers in Glacier National Park 

Ig~~""lcrews searching for two hikers who went missing in Glacier National Park in Montana have found tracks 
and a recently-used fire ring they believe are connected to the two men. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:03:14 AM 

Endeavour rolls into new L.A. home at museum 

Ig~~""~he retired space shuttle Endeavour rolled into its retirement home at a museum early on Sunday, in the 
conclusion of a slow-motion parade through the narrow streets of Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:34:14 AM 

CFT: First BCS rankings have SEC flavor 

Ig~~""ICFT: Alabama, Florida are 1-2 in initial rankings, followed by Oregon, Kansas State and Notre Dame. Four 

more SEC schools are in the top 11. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 3 :40: 17 AM 

Packers pick apart Texans thanks to Rodgers 

Ig~~""IAaron Rodgers set a career high and tied a franchise record with six touchdown passes, three to Jordy 
Nelson, and the Green Bay Packers routed the previously unbeaten Houston Texans 42-24 on Sunday 

night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20123:47:42 AM 

HBT: Cards start fast, then hold off Giants in Game 1 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20124:17:12 AM 

HPV vaccine doesn't spur teen sex 

Ig~~""~he HPV vaccine does not send teenage girls out seeking sex, contrary to the protests of some parents 

who worried about immunizing young girls against a sexually transmitted virus, researchers reported 
Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20124:17:59 AM 

Pakistani girl shot by Taliban en route to UK 

Ig~~""~he Pakistani schoolgirl shot and critically wounded by the Taliban for promoting education for girls and 

criticizing the militant group is en route to the UK for further medical treatment, Pakistan military officials 
told NBC News on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20126:09:30 AM 

HBT: Where's the hitting in the playoffs? 

Ig~~""IHBT: We've seen dramatic games during baseball's postseason, but the hitting has been beyond 

atrocious. One can only credit good pitching so much. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20128:19:20 AM 

Girl shot by Taliban in Pakistan en route to UK 

Ig~~""~he Pakistani schoolgirl shot and critically wounded by the Taliban for promoting education for girls and 

criticizing the militant group is en route to the UK for further medical treatment, Pakistan military officials 
told NBC News on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20129:13:42 AM 

Woman loses second grandchild to Chicago violence 

Two Chicago teens were shot dead Saturday night - one of them the second grandchild of a South Side woman to die in 

just six months, NBCChicago reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20129:43:31 AM 

Leader of Mauritania shot by his own troops 

Ig~~""~he president of coup-prone Mauritania was flown to France for medical treatment on Sunday after 
officials said he was accidentally shot by "jumpy" soldiers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201210:25:12 AM 

Musician in Jerry lee lewis' band shot dead 

A member of music legend Jerry lee lewis' band was shot and killed in a Memphis shootout on Sunday morning, police 

told WMCTV.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201211:11:32 AM 

Girl shot by Taliban can recover, UK doctors say 

A Pakistani schoolgirl shot in the head by the Taliban has every chance of making a "good recovery," British doctors said 

on Monday as 14-year-old Malala Yousufzai arrived at a hospital in central England for treatment of her severe wounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201211:11:32 AM 

Girl shot by Taliban en route to UK 

The 14-year-old Pakistani girl shot and wounded by the Taliban for promoting education for girls and criticizing the 

militant group traveled to Britain on Monday for further medical treatment, officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201211:15:59 AM 

Paul strengthens into hurricane in Pacific 

Tropical Storm Paul grew into a hurricane early Monday, and a tropical storm watch was issued for parts of Baja 

California, according to the National Hurricane Center. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 11:20:08 AM 

Texas schools using chips to track students 

Two San Antonio schools have turned to radio frequency identification (RFID) technology to help administrators count 

and track the whereabouts of students on campus 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 11:49:39 AM 

Clapton-owned Richter painting sells for $34m 

Ig~~""IBY selling the abstract painting by Gerhard Richter, musician Eric Clapton helped set a record for the 
highest-selling work by a living artist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201212:19:43 PM 

Undocumented hit GED barrier in quest for legal status 

The government's new program offering young undocumented immigrants a reprieve from deportation presents many 

challenges for an estimated 350,000 youths who didn't finish high school, experts say. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201212:27:16 PM 

After MS diagnosis, I decided to simplify my life 

Ig~~""luntil 2006, I lived a pretty normal life with my husband and daughter in Utah. I was working full time (and 

then some) in advertising sales and had racked up $40,000-$50,000 in debt from student loans, car loans 
and credit cards, not to mention my mortgage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 12:27:58 PM 

Cops: Two held over tot's drive-by shooting 

Two people have been arrested in connection with the drive-by shooting of a 16-month-old boy last week, New Haven 

police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 12:51:29 PM 

Xbox Music to offer on-demand music free on tablet 

Ig~~""IBUyerS of tablets that run Microsoft's newest operating system, Windows 8, are in for a pleasant musical 

surprise: they'll be able to handpick from a selection of millions of songs and stream them for free as long 
as they put up with an audio ad every 15 minutes. The new feature, called Xbox Music, is not on offer 
anywhere else at the moment. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 12:52:36 PM 

Retail sales point to stronger consumer spending 

u.s. retail sales rose in September as Americans bought more cars and gasoline, while a gauge of consumer spending 

pointed to stronger-than-expected economic growth in the third quarter. Retail sales increased 1. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:13:25 PM 

Sense of urgency for Tuesday debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: Race narrows ahead of second presidential debate and stakes couldn't be higher, especially 

for President Obama. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:42:13 PM 

PFT's Morning After: Just another crazy Sunday 

Ig~~""lpFTIS Morning After: This was an amazing Sunday of NFL action, but that's what we've grown accustomed 

to. Week in and week out, the NFL is the best program on television. The NFL's drama is more compelling 
than anything anyone could script. And we've still got 11 more regular-season Sundays to go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:46:39 PM 

Gitmo hearings resume for alleged 9/11 plotters 

The alleged plotters behind the September 11 terrorist attacks appeared before a u.S. military judge Monday in 

Guantanamo Bay as part of a week of pretrial hearings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:46:39 PM 

Gitmo hearings set to begin for alleged 9/11 plotters 

The alleged plotters behind the September 11 terrorist attacks are set to appear before a u.S. military judge Monday in 

Guantanamo Bay as part of a week of pretrial hearings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20121:47:43 PM 

Swiss army prepares for euro zone unrest 

With anti-austerity protests across Europe resulting in civil unrest, Switzerland -- famed for its neutrality -- is taking 

unusual precautions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20122:26:53 PM 

Skateboarders, riot police clash after movie premiere 

A mob of skateboarders and skate fans who ran amok through Hollywood Saturday night attracted a swift crackdown by 

riot police. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20122:33:17 PM 

Giant eyeball mystery solved in Florida 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: The giant eyeball from Florida that captured the world's attention came 

from a swordfish, researchers report. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20123:01:56 PM 

Rolling Stones announce upcoming tour 

Ig~~""~he classic rock band will perform near London and New York as part of their 50th anniversary 

celebration. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20123:21:24 PM 

Packed court as Costa captain hears evidence 

Ig~~""~he captain of the Costa Concordia cruise ship that crashed into an Italian reef appeared in court Monday 

to hear the evidence against him. NBC's Claudio Lavanga reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20125:35:00 PM 

Report: Military recruiters shot paintbalis at homeless 

Military recruiters with the Arizona Army National Guard engaged in a pattern of systemic misbehavior over the past 

decade that included instances of sexual abuse, forgery, embezzlement and assaults, according to a five-month 

investigation by The Arizona Republic newspaper. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20125:44:27 PM 

Why voters are right to be dubious about economy 

Nearly half of Americans think that no matter who is elected president -- Obama or Romney -- neither will have much of 

an effect on the u.s. economy. They have reason to be skeptical. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20126:34:26 PM 

More drugs implicated in fungal meningitis outbreak 

Two more drugs have been implicated in the ongoing outbreak of fungal meningitis linked to contaminated pain 

injections, federal health officials said Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20127:09:05 PM 

Koch brothers to workers: Vote for Romney or else 

Employees of a paper company owned by the outspoken billionaire Koch brothers received a mailing warning that they 

could "suffer the consequences" if they voted for candidates not supported by Koch-owned companies or its political 

fund-raising arm. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20127:44:50 PM 

Demand for palm oil leaves orangutans at risk 

One of the Sumatran orangutan's richest habitats, an area of swampland containing the highest density of the red apes 

on the planet, is being illegally slashed and burned by palm oil companies to make way for palm oil plantations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20128:33:02 PM 

'Walking Dead' shatters cable ratings record 

Ig~~""lsundayIS season three premiere collected a whopping 10.9 million total viewers, making it the highest

rated episode in series history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20128:33:26 PM 

Team Romney raises over $170 million in September 

Mitt Romney's campaign and its allies announced their best fundraising month ever in September, raising $170 million 

dollars and reporting more than $191 million in cash on hand as the campaign turns enters its final stretch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20129:06:12 PM 

Recycled heart devices offer new life to poor 

Ig~~""IReCYcied ICDs -- the devices that jolt a failing heart back into rhythm -- can be collected safely from u.s. 
patients and funeral homes, transported, sterilized and re-implanted in people who otherwise would not 

be able to afford them, says a Pittsburgh heart specialist. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20129:34:24 PM 

Endeavour's next job: Get ready for visitors 

Ig~~""llnside the California Science Center display pavilion, Endeavour will remain atop the modified NASA 

overland transporter that served as the shuttle's chariot during its traverse of Los Angeles and Inglewood 
streets. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/20129:36:46 PM 

World matches record for hottest September 

Ig~~""llf you thought September felt a bit warmer than usual, you weren't alone. Scientists with the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) said Monday that last month tied a 2005 record for the 

warmest September on record worldwide. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/201210:14:10 PM 

A teenager meets her 'hearing angels' 

Ig~~""IStePhanie Montalvo, 15, had all but given up on the ability to hear clearly and focused primarily on 

making the best of her circumstances. That was until she met Bill Austin, founder and CEO of Starkey 
Hearing Technologies. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 11:47:07 PM 

Hulk Hogan files $100M suits over sex tape leak 

Ig~~""~he WWE legend filed two civil lawsuits Monday in Tampa, Fla., in connection to the release of his sex 

tape that leaked on the internet, and was allegedly done without his knowledge or consent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/15/2012 11:58:01 PM 

Murdoch executive got $11 million payout - report 

Former newspaper executive Rebekah Brooks received a payout totaling more than $11 million following her resignation 

from Rupert Murdoch's British newspaper group, the Financial Times reported. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:02:35 AM 

Alternative therapies offer pain relief to cancer patients 

Ig~~""IAIOng with the standard treatments of chemotherapy and radiation for cancer, patients are routinely 

being offered complementary therapies such as acupuncture, massage and yoga in major cancer centers 
around the country, according to a report by NBC's Dr. Nancy Snyderman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:02:49 AM 

Courts haven't yet resolved Ohio election fights 

Legal battles have yet to be resolved in the pivotal state of Ohio over early voting and how to deal with mishandled 

ballots. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:36:58 AM 

Officials: 2 missing hikers found alive in Montana 

Ig~~...,~wo Virginia veterinarians reported missing while hiking in Glacier National Park were found alive 

Monday, elated family members and park officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20122:05:45 AM 

Clinton refuses to assign blame for Benghazi attacks 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Monday that she worked day and night following the fatal attacks on the Benghazi 

consulate to ensure the safety of other government workers abroad. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:19:09 AM 

Giants strike back, even NlCS vs. Cardinals 

Ig~~""~he Giants' Angel Pagan hit a solo homer in the first and San Francisco added four runs in the fourth with 

the help of two Cardinals errors to give the Giants a lead they'd never relinquish in Game 2 of the NLCS 
on Monday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:48:49 AM 

Broncos storm back from 24-0 to stun Chargers 

Ig~~""~he first half belonged to the Chargers. The second half was stolen lock, stock and lightning bolt logo by 
Peyton Manning and the Broncos defense as Denver roared back from a 24-0 deficit to win 35-24 Monday 

night in San Diego. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:49:40 AM 

'DWTS' pro breaks down after mid-dance fall 

Ig~~""~he tumble Karina took during her hip-hop routine alongside Apolo had nothing to do with the dance 
style - a stray mic pack set the stage for that slip. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:55:14 AM 

PFT: QBs made all the difference on MNF 

Ig~~""lpFT: While Peyton Manning was busy rallying Denver with 35 unanswered points, Philip Rivers was 
throwing away San Diego's chance to win on Monday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20128:56:33 AM 

Maine Zumba sex case: John suspect names released 

The first batch of more than 100 men accused of paying a fitness instructor for sex were laying low after police began 

releasing their names in a small New England town where rumors have run rampant for weeks. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:33:26 AM 

Man killed, partially eaten by brown bear 

The body of a man who had been killed and partially eaten by a bear was discovered over the weekend on an island near 

the southeast Alaska city of Sitka, local police and state officials said on Monday 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:52:11 AM 

Shrinking cell phone bill claim may not be accurate 

An industry group says cellphone bills are shrinking. Is yours? Bob Sullivan investigates. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:56:00 AM 

FBI: Man stuffs ATMs with fake cash 

A man accused of stuffing two ATMs in Manhattan with counterfeit cash to replace stolen notes was arrested Monday 

afternoon, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 10:27:00 AM 

Mystery disease decimates sugarcane workers 

Ig~~""lln the past 10 years, it's believed that hundreds, if not thousands, of Nicaraguans - mostly male 
sugarcane workers - have died from chronic kidney disease, or CKD. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 10:48:43 AM 

Readers weigh in on debate questions 

Tuesday night's presidential debate will feature a town hall-style format, where the two candidates will answer 

questions from a selected group of voters on a wide range of issues. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/201211:22:14 AM 

Workers with flex hours are more affluent 

People who work from home some of the time tend to make more money than people who work exclusively at home or 

at the office, according to new data from the Census Bureau. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 11:46:35 AM 

Video: Jesse Jackson Jr. under federal investigation 

Ig~~""ILaw enforcement sources tell NBC News the FBI is in the final stages of an investigation into whether 

Illinois Congressman Jesse Jackson Jr. used campaign funds for personal expenses. NBC's Michaellsikoff 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 11:48:34 AM 

UK PM urges Israel to give Iran sanctions time 

Ig~~""ILONDON - British Prime Minister David Cameron urged Israel on Monday evening not to strike Iran in the 
immediate future, citing growing evidence that sanctions are having an effect on Iran's economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 11:49:43 AM 

Video: Narrow escape from reckless train stunt 

Ig~~""IDramatic video shows a young woman, egged on by friends, sticking her head out of a train window as 

another train approaches. She appears visibly shaken by her near-tragedy, which has gone viral on 
YouTube. TODAY's Natalie Morales reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:22:49 PM 

Video: Michelle Obama: At dinner, the president is just 'dad' 

Ig~~""IAIl eyes will be on the presidential debate tonight, where first lady Michelle Obama will be in a front-row 

seat. She sat down with TODAY's Ryan Seacrest to talk about the experience of voting for her husband, 
the ways they encourage each other, and their lives at home with their children. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:29:59 PM 

Citigroup's CEO Vikram Pandit steps down 

Ig~~""ICitigrOUP/s CEO Vikram Pandit is stepping down from his role at the bank and as a member of its board of 

directors. He will be replaced by Michael Corbat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:39:56 PM 

Debate planners: We want it to be 'good television' 

Ig~~""IDetails for Tuesday's debate, from the type of chairs on stage to whether candidates will use hand-held 

microphones, were worked out months ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 12:57:24 PM 

7 world-renowned paintings stolen in Dutch heist 

Ig~~""lseven paintings, including several by modern masters Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, and Claude Monet, 
were stolen from Rotterdam's Kunsthal museum early Tuesday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20121:01:52 PM 

HBT: Verlander vs. Yankees - it's just not fair 

Ig~~""IHBT: The Tigers are up 2-0 in the ALes. They are back home in Detroit. The Yankees offense is sending 

scribes to the thesaurus to find new words to describe their anemic offense ( feeble, infirm, pallid, sickly, 
wan, impotent, debilitated, decrepit, enervated, faint, flaccid, forceless, frail, impuissant). And, oh yeah, Justin 
Verlander is on the mound for the Tigers. Should we even bother playing this game? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20121:21:20 PM 

President faces a crucial moment in second debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: With momentum on Romney's side, the president needs to reassure his base and those on the 

fence that he will fight to close the campaign out. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20121:37:21 PM 

PST: US can get to Cup, but they're nervous 

Ig~~""lpST: The United States could pay the ultimate price for a slip tonight against Guatemala in the final match 

of semifinal round CONCACAF qualifying. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20121:50:39 PM 

Video: Boy with Down Syndrome is homecoming king 

Ig~~""IA Georgia high school voted a teen with Down Syndrome to be their homecoming king. WSAV's Meredith 
Ley reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20122:17:03 PM 

Video: Deep Dive: Town hall debates 

Ig~~""~he Daily Rundown's Chuck Todd takes a look at past town hall style presidential debates, and talks with 
veteran journalist Carole Simpson who moderated the 1992 town hall style debate. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20122:20:27 PM 

Whole peanuts recalled for salmonella fears 

The salmonella outbreak linked to a New Mexico peanut supplier has expanded again with the voluntary recall of 

thousands of bags of whole peanuts by Hines Nut Co. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20122:39:35 PM 

UK hacker wins 10 year fight against US extradition 

Ig~~""IA British computer hacker has won his lO-year fight against extradition to the u.s. with the U.K. 

government saying he was unfit to face the charges against him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20122:52:41 PM 

Hurricane Paul to hit Baja California soon 

Ig~~""IHurricane Paul was expected to make landfall Tuesday afternoon along a lightly populated area of 
Mexico's Baja California. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:03:41 PM 

PFT's power rankings: Giants vault to No.3 

Ig~~""lpFTIS power rankings: They play down to the level of the competition, and they play up to the level of the 

competition (like the 4gers). 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:11:32 PM 

Uncle Sam gives retired workers a 1.7% raise 

More than 56 million Social Security recipients will see their monthly payments go up by 1.7 percent next year. The 

increase, which starts in January, is tied to a measure of inflation released Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:15:14 PM 

Surface tablet pre-ordering starts now at $499; ships Oct. 26 

Ig~~""IMicrosOft'S Surface RT, the company's surprise entrance into the tablet world, will start at $499 when it 
ships on Oct. 26. Pre-ordering starts today at Surface.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:18:51 PM 

Bin Laden driver's conviction thrown out by court 

The u.s. Court of Appeals tossed out the conviction of Osama bin Laden's former driver for supporting terrorism, saying 

the law under which he was tried did not apply to his crime. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:27:50 PM 

University wants anti-gay marriage official back on job 

Gallaudet University would like to work with its chief diversity officer, who was put on leave after signing a petition to 

reverse Maryland's same-sex marriage law, so she can return to her post, its president said Tuesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:34:14 PM 

Watch tonight's presidential debate with NBC News 

Ig~~""IWith only 14 days until Election Day, President Barack Obama and Republican challenger Mitt Romney 

debate for the second time Tuesday in a town hall setting live from Hempstead, N.Y. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20123:56:54 PM 

ADHD drug becomes popular 'academic steroid' for students 

Ig~~""IAdderall is the prescription medication commonly prescribed to treat Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder, but the stimulant has become increasingly popular among ambitious high school and college 
students looking to focus for extended periods of time and perform better academically. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:01:34 PM 

California city bans smoking in multi-unit housing 

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. - A San Francisco suburb on Monday banned smoking in duplexes, condominiums and other multi

family homes, with city leaders saying they hoped to lead a wave of such regulations across California and ultimately the 

country. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:19:12 PM 

Lobbyists rake in $14 million for Romney 

More than five-dozen lobbyist-bundlers have raised at least $14 million for Mitt Romney's election efforts, according to 

new campaign finance reports analyzed by The Center for Public Integrity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:19:35 PM 

'Rare' McJordan BBQ sauce sells for nearly $10,000 

Ig~~""IHOW much would you pay for a piece of Michael Jordan history? Not a game ball or a signed jersey. A 

circa-1992 plastic jug of McJordan BBQ sauce from the Bulls star's namesake burger at McDonalds. The 
one-gallon jub was marked sold Tuesday on an eBay auction for $9,995. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:43:11 PM 

Apple event on Oct. 23 may include 'iPad Mini' 

Ig~~""IAS expected, Apple will hold a press event on Oct. 23. "We've got a little more to show you," the 
Cupertino-based company's invitation to the press declares, hinting that the rumored "iPad Mini" may be 

unveiled. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:53:26 PM 

Obama seeks to end Romney revival in second debate 

President Barack Obama enters his second debate Tuesday against Mitt Romney looking to regain his footing and 

determined to prevent the Republican challenger from scoring another strong debate performance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:53:51 PM 

High Court refuses to weigh in on early voting in Ohio 

First Read: Ohio asked the court to block lower court orders that directed the state to let individual counties decide if 

they want to permit early voting for all registered voters. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20124:58:25 PM 

Halloween costumes from China seized for lead contamination 

Ig~~""~he federal government has seized nearly 1,400 Chinese-made pirate costumes being shipped to Seattle 

after high levels of lead were found in the buttons and the trim.The costumes, worth about $10,000, had 
11 times the legal limit for lead, said Mike Milne, a spokesman for u.S. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20125:28:09 PM 

Sept. 11 hearing: Haggling over rights, secrecy 

The military tribunal focused on whether 9/11 terrorism suspect Sheikh Khalid Mohammed and four alleged co

conspirators can talk about their harsh interrogation in secret CIA prisons. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20125:56:56 PM 

Citi's Pandit denies being forced out as CEO: CNBC 

Vikram Pandit denied that he was forced out as Citigroup's CEO, telling CNBC that it was his decision to step down after 

five years at the bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20126:04:58 PM 

Bronx teacher banned over racy photos of student 

A history teacher for the nation's largest school district has been banned from teaching in New York City for forcing a 

student to pose for explicit photos, according to authorities. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20127:31:16 PM 

AI-Qaida, Taliban struggle to justify attack on Malala 

Ig~~""~he Taliban, al-Qaida and conservative groups in Pakistan have launched an unprecedented effort to 

justify the attack on teenager Malala Yousufzai and to calm the reaction against her shooting. Yousufzai, 
14, and two other girls were shot Oct. 9 after they left school. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20127:59:36 PM 

Follow the Obama-Romney rematch in real-time 

Ig~~""~he stakes are high as President Obama looks to rebound from a sub-par debate performance against 

Republican nominee Mitt Romney tonight in Hempstead, N.Y. NBC Politics takes you behind the scenes 
and captures the social media reaction using Storify. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20128:05:24 PM 

Obama, gearing up for debate: 'I feel fabulous' 

It's carbo-loading for President Barack Obama as he gears up for tonight's townhall style debate at Hofstra University 

here on long Island. A campaign aide said the president had chicken and pasta for lunch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20128:11:40 PM 

Blackface beating skit criticized 

Three white high school students in Waverly, New York, performed a satirical "re-enactment" of Chris Brown's infamous 

beating of his then-girlfriend Rihanna, in blackface, at a pep rally. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20128:44:53 PM 

NYT: Cuba to allow free travel abroad 

Ig~~""~he Cuban government announced Tuesday that it would terminate the exit visa requirement as of Jan. 

13, letting many Cubans depart for vacations, or forever, with only a passport and a visa from the country 
where they plan to go. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20128:47:02 PM 

US-funded battery maker files for bankruptcy 

A123 Systems, which had received a $249 million grant from the u.S. government, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

protection on Tuesday, giving Republicans fresh ammunition to attack the Obama administration's subsidies for green 

energy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:31:28 PM 

Algae bloom caused by salmon 'fertilization' test 

A 3,800-square-mile algae bloom in the Pacific Ocean off Canada's British Columbia has been traced to a California 

businessman who promised a local tribe he could help their salmon runs by fertilizing the ocean with iron. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:33:38 PM 

Both female officers fail Marine infantry course 

Both volunteers in a study to see if women could become Marine ground combat leaders have dropped out of the 

rigorous Infantry Officer Course, the Marine Corps Times reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/20129:55:51 PM 

A-Rod, Swisher benched by Yankees 

DETROIT (AP) - Alex Rodriguez and Nick Swisher were benched by the Yankees for Game 3 of the AL championship series 

at Detroit on Tuesday night, the latest attempt by New York to reverse a deep hitting slump that threatens to knock New 

York out of the postseason. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/201210:03:16 PM 

Criminal probe into firm tied to meningitis outbreak 

Criminal investigators from the Food and Drug Administration were reportedly at the offices of the Massachusetts 

compounding pharmacy at the center of a nationwide fungal meningitis outbreak, even as u.s. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 10:37:26 PM 

Canada border agent shot, assailant dead 

A Canadian border agent has been shot and her assailant killed at the main border crossing from Washington state to 

Canada, according to Canadian law enforcement officials. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/201210:55:18 PM 

PST: Germany, Spain shocked in Cup qualifiers 

Ig~~""lpST: Sweden pulls off a rally that will have the Germans shaking their heads, while France manages to 

take pint off Spain for first time in 24 matches. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/201211:21:19 PM 

The two new hosts of 'The X Factor' are ... 

Ig~~""IKhloe Kardashian confirmed on her blog Tuesday that she'll be hosting "The X Factor" alongside Mario 

Lopez. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/16/2012 11:37:00 PM 

4.0-magnitude earthquake shakes New England 

A 4.0-magnitude earthquake struck west of Portland, Maine, on Tuesday evening, the u.s. Geological Survey said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20121:30:01 AM 

Video: Candidates clash on energy 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Republican candidate Mitt Romney have testy exchange over domestic 
energy. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:04:12 AM 

PST: US can relax after 3-1 win vs. Guatemala 

Ig~~""lpST: After a tougher-than expected second round, the u.s. men's team sorted out enough issues for the 

win, but things still aren't perfect. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:05:53 AM 

Low scores finally lead to elimination on 'DWTS' 

Ig~~""~ud.ging by the pairs left standing under the spotlights of shame Tuesday, the competition is finally getting 

serious. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:25:37 AM 

Obama, Romney bicker over the debate clock 

Ig~~""~ueSday'S presidential debate was a football fan's dream, turning into a battle over time of possession 

between President Barack Obama and former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:35:33 AM 

Jogger killed in police shootout in California 

Family members and friends left photos and messages at a memorial Monday in honor of a jogger who was shot and 

killed during an officer-involved shooting Saturday after a brief pursuit in Oxnard, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/2012 2 :44:30 AM 

Video: Watch the second presidential debate in full 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Republican candidate Mitt Romney spar on the issues in the second 
presidential debate. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:14:32 AM 

Video: Truth Squad: Candidates flub some facts 

Ig~~""INBC News analysis: Mitt Romney takes a limited view on oil and gas production on federal lands while 
Barack Obama is mistaken about Romney's stance on Detroit auto makers. NBC's Andrea Mitchell 

reports. (NBC News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:36:25 AM 

Verlander baffles Yanks; Tigers 1 win from World Series 

Ig~~""~ustin Verlander took a shutout into the ninth inning and the Detroit Tigers held on to beat the New York 
Yankees 2-1 Tuesday night for a 3-0 lead in the AL championship series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20124:03:46 AM 

Kacsmar: NFL rookie QBs off to unprecedented start 

Ig~~""IKacsmar: This could be the year the book was rewritten on rookie expectations. When you look at all 

rookie quarterbacks since 1960 through their first six games, these five from 2012 are among the most 
prolific ever. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20124:08:27 AM 

'Everyone's little girl': Thousands mourn Jessica 

Ig~~""~hree thousand people gather to mourn Jessica Ridgeway, the 10-year-old kidnapped girl whose body 

was found in a mine shack. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20124:16:45 AM 

Sharp exchanges between candidates at second debate 

President Barack Obama took the stage at Tuesday's presidential debate determined to play offense against Republican 

presidential nominee Mitt Romney, taking every opportunity to put his GOP challenger on the defensive, defend his four 

years in office, and make the case for one more term in the White House. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:26:52 AM 

Obama vs. Romney: How the Web saw the rematch 

Ig~~""~he stakes were high as President Obama looked to rebound from a sub-par debate performance against 

Republican nominee Mitt Romney on Tuesday in Hempstead, N.Y. NBC Politics takes you behind the 
scenes and captures the social media reaction using Storify. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20128:28:31 AM 

Prisoner sues after inmate bites off part of his nose 

Ig~~""IA gay man sued a Kentucky jail and a fellow inmate Tuesday, saying the other prisoner bit off part of his 

nose after harassing him for days. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:06:38 AM 

Can social media propel Imran Khan to power? 

Ig~~""lln a country known for its constant chaos, nobody can make a crowd stop and listen quite like Imran 

Khan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:37:48 AM 

Top cats snap: Fur flies outside UK PM's home 

Ig~~""llf you thought the Romney v Obama debate was testy, see this political catfight between UK PM David 
Cameron's offical moggy and the feline next door. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:14:15 AM 

Congress seeks probe of pharmacy in fungal meningitis outbreak 

By The Associated Press Two members of Congress have asked the u.s. Department of Justice to investigate whether a 

specialty pharmacy linked to a nationwide meningitis outbreak violated any federal laws or regulations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:24:49 AM 

Australia 'misogyny' row prompts dictionary change 

Ig~~""IA fiery speech against sexism by Australia's first woman prime minister has prompted the textbook of 
Australian English to broaden the definition of "misogyny" to better fit the heated political debate raging 

downunder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:39:45 AM 

Video: Highlights from presidential town hall debate 

Ig~~""IBarack Obama looked energized at the second presidential debate, but GOP candidate Mitt Romney 

mostly stayed with him as the two confronted one another over issues involving immigration, foreign 
policy, the economy and more. NBC's Chuck Todd reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:40:43 AM 

9 creative ways to boost your income 

Ig~~""lso, you're looking to make a little extra cash? As a parent, any additional income you bring in for your 

family will definitely be put to good use for, say, a college fund or rainy day savings. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:54:38 AM 

Five bodies found at scene of Denver bar fire 

Firefighters responding to bar fire in Denver, Colo. discovered five people dead inside, officials said early Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201212:45:18 PM 

Housing starts jump to fastest pace in 4 years 

Groundbreaking on new U.S. homes surged in September to its fastest pace in more than four years, a sign the housing 

sector's budding recovery is gaining traction. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201212:49:11 PM 

Anti-military vibes emerge as vets go to college 

Ig~~""IAnti-veteran sentiments - though sporadic and scattered - are emerging at some American colleges just 
as thousands of veterans enroll with their tuition fees fully covered by the post-g/11 GI Bill. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20121:18:57 PM 

Armstrong loses Nike contract, announces resignation 

Lance Armstrong's long-time sponsor Nike Inc. said was terminating its contract with the cyclist after "insurmountable 

evidence" that he took performance enhancing drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/2012 1 :24:20 PM 

Obama offensive pays off in second debate 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The president controlled the terms of the town hall debate and put Romney on the defensive 

for much of the evening. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20121:50:01 PM 

Legal battle with ex-husband doesn't slow Tory Burch 

International fashion mogul Tory Burch and her eponymous company are at the center of a bitter lawsuit filed by her 

former husband, venture capitalist Chris Burch. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/2012 1 :54:39 PM 

Video: Student, worried about jobs, decided after town hall 

Ig~~""~eremy Epstein, the 20-year-old student who asked the first question at the second presidential debate at 

Hofstra University, speaks with NBC's Chuck Todd about how the candidates answers impacted his 
decision on Election Day. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:06:15 PM 

Baseball previews: Do or die for Yankees 

Ig~~""IHBT: It's win-or-go home for the Bombers in Wednesday's Game 4 in Detroit, and it's up to CC Sabathia 

and their quiet bats to rescue them from elimination. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:15:48 PM 

Fly free faster by mixing miles and money 

Ig~~""ILast week, MileWise.com unveiled Combo Fares, which allow travelers to use a combination of cash and 
miles (or points) to purchase two one-way fares on separate airlines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:56:14 PM 

Judge sets June start date for Zimmerman murder trial 

A Florida judge has set June lD, 2013 as the start date of the murder trial of George Zimmerman. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20122:57:49 PM 

Racist crowd monkey noises taint European soccer 

Ig~~""IBritain's government has written to European soccer authorities demanding "tough sanctions" against 
Serbia after racist chants - including monkey noises - were heard at an international match with England 

on Tuesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:12:08 PM 

Shoppers to splurge on themselves this holiday season 

Ig~~""IHoliday shoppers plan to deck the halls and splurge a bit more on themselves this year, but overall 

spending will remain cautious this holiday season as shoppers hunt for bargains a new survey says. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:15:03 PM 

Over 1 billion smartphones are in use right now 

Ig~~""II'11 skip the "A million isn't cool, you know what's cool?" joke and tell you the news: There are currently 

over one billion smartphones in use around the world. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:25:41 PM 

Multivitamin cuts men's cancer risk 8 percent 

Ig~~""IAfter years of research showing dietary supplements failed to prevent cancer, a new study of 

multivitamin use in men has a surprising message: This one worked. A daily dose of Centrum Silver 
multivitamins reduced the total cancer risk by 8 percent in nearly 15,000 men over 50. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:37:43 PM 

Confession time: Panty liner ads aren't real 

A Facebook rant sarcastically poked fun at a feminine hygiene company's upbeat commercials. Not to be outdone, the 

company posted a parody video in which the company's fake CEO fesses up about all those joyful ads. "I'm sorry to be 

the one to tell you this, but there's no such thing as a happy period." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:45:19 PM 

Bugs invade town, covering kids, dogs, food 

In Portage, Utah, they're everywhere: on children, on dogs, in food, in basements and along window sills. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20123:47:53 PM 

Boy kicked out of school because he has gene for cystic fibrosis 

Ig~~""IA California boy was ordered to transfer to another middle school because he carries the gene for cystic 

fibrosis, even though he doesn't actually have the incurable disease. His parents are fighting the move in 
court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20124:45:03 PM 

Wildfire threatens homes outside Santa Barbara 

Emergency officials make reverse 911 calls ordering residents to flee a rapidly growing wildfire in the foothills above 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20124:49:58 PM 

Ad spending tops $800 million, on pace for $1 billion 

Ig~~""IAd spending in the presidential campaign has now topped $800 million and is on pace to reach or come 

close to $1 billion, according to an NBC analysis of data provided by ad-buying firm SMG Delta. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20125:05:52 PM 

Man pleads guilty in plot to kill Saudi ambassador 

Ig~~""~he man charged with plotting to assassinate the Saudi ambassador to the United States in Washington, 

D.C., pleaded guilty Wednesday in Manhattan federal court. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20126:07:42 PM 

Romney: Obama failed to layout second term agenda in debate 

Republican presidential nominee Mitt Romney was eager to play up his Tuesday night showdown with President Barack 

Obama, accusing the president of failing to outline a second term agenda in their debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20126:11:58 PM 

UK police sorry for using Taser on blind man 

British police apologized on Wednesday for using a stun gun on a blind man after officers mistook his white cane for a 

samurai sword. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20126:23:31 PM 

Obama mocks Romney's 'binders' comment at post-debate rally 

President Barack Obama seized on Republican nominee Mitt Romney's rhetoric and record on Wednesday with the 

same aggression he displayed during his second face-to-face meeting with Romney at last night's town hall debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/2012 6 :50:46 PM 

Snakes (and bears) alive! Teen takes photos with 840 wild animals 

Ig~~""lwhat started out as something fun for a father and son to do together has evolved into a quest for a 

Colorado teenager to be photographed with every member of the animal kingdom. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:03:00 PM 

4 more die in fungal meningitis outbreak 

Four more people have died in an outbreak of fungal infections traced back to contaminated back pain injections, raising 

the new toll to 19 dead and 247 people are confirmed infected in 15 states, federal health officials said on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:05:24 PM 

Fossil dealer in dinosaur case arrested 

Ig~~""IFederal officials have arrested a Florida fossil dealer who is embroiled in an ownership dispute over a 

dinosaur skeleton, charging him with crimes related to a scheme to illegally import dinosaur fossils into 
the United States. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:08:55 PM 

Video: Flight helps find missing yachtsman 

Ig~~""llt started as a routine flight for Air Canada flight 033, a Boeing 777, but the flight's path was diverted to 

help locate a vessel in distress in the Tasman Sea, between Australia and New Zealand. NBC's John Irvine 
reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:34:31 PM 

Five key issues omitted from first two debates 

Ig~~""~he first two debate meetings between President Barack Obama and GOP presidential nominee Mitt 

Romney have covered a broad array of issues, but some of the most pressing matters they would 
encounter as commander in chief were left unmentioned. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:37:20 PM 

Cops: Huge 'bomb' in Federal Reserve plot was fake 

Federal authorities say a man accused of plotting to attack the Federal Reserve in New York City thought he had a 1,000-

pound bomb in a van he parked outside the bank. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:37:20 PM 

Plot to attack Federal Reserve in NYC alleged 

Federal authorities have arrested a man they say was plotting to attack the Federal Reserve in New York City, 

NBCNewYork.com reports. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:53:17 PM 

Who has a better pension: Romney or Obama? 

When it comes to the presidential candidates' pensions, size matters in more ways than one. Retirement packages 

sparked one of a series of confrontations during the Tuesday debate between President Obama and Republican 

challenger Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20127:55:16 PM 

Flavor Flav arrested on suspicion of assault 

Ig~~""~he Public Enemy rapper was arrested on Wednesday on suspicion of assault with a deadly weapon and 

battery, after his fiancee reported the pair had a fight, Las Vegas police said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20128:06:44 PM 

Armstrong leaves foundation to ride rocky road 

Ig~~""ILance Armstrong's Livestrong Foundation may require a substantial rebranding and even a name change 
because the 16-year-old group is so closely tied to the identity of its disgraced founder. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20128:22:39 PM 

Presidents have little control over gas prices 

When you pull up to that gas pump and nearly faint from how much it costs you to fill 'er up, you may be tempted blame 

the government for not doing enough to keep a lid on prices. Resist the temptation. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20128:35:17 PM 

Rowling: 'People have sex in my book but no one enjoys it' 

Ig~~""lpromoting her new "adult" novel "The Casual Vacancy," Harry Potter creator J.K. Rawling finds it amusing 
that the most famous "adult" fiction of the moment is the erotic trilogy "Fifty Shades of Grey." But, she 

says, there's a big difference. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20128:49:00 PM 

Syrian helicopter reportedly downed by rebels 

Ig~~""IA video reportedly shot by an amateur in the Syrian city of Idlib Wednesday shows a crippled Syrian 

military helicopter spiraling down before it explodes in flames. Syrian rebels say they shot down the 
helicopter, according to The Telegraph. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20129:11:35 PM 

Ratto: Lance will resurface, and we'll let him 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/20129:25:06 PM 

Police: Gunman killed after shooting 5 people 

A man fatally shot his ex-girlfriend and their 3-year-old son and wounded three others at a northwest Ohio apartment 

complex before being killed by police, authorities said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:06:57 PM 

HBT: A-Rod, Granderson benched for Game 4 

Ig~~""IAnother day, another set of changes to the Yankees' lineup as Joe Girardi has decided to have Curtis 
Granderson join Alex Rodriguez on the bench against right-hander Max Scherzer. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:07:19 PM 

Police spotters to catch texting drivers in test 

Ig~~""~he federal government is giving $550,000 to Connecticut and Massachusetts for pilot projects to crack 

down on people who text while driving. One strategy: Police spotters on overpasses. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:08:16 PM 

HBT: Rain washes out Yankees-Tigers Game 4 

It will be made up at 4:07 p.m. ET on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:11:09 PM 

France's 'rich tax' means Paris mansions for sale 

Ig~~""IFrance/s new 75 percent income tax on the rich may not be popular with millionaires. But it's being 

cheered by another group: Paris real-estate buyers. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:48:17 PM 

Video: Undecided voters dismayed at candidates' aggression 

Ig~~""IAS President Barack Obama and GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney sparred at the Hofstra town hall 
on Tuesday, voters who are still undecided told NBC News that they didn't like all the bickering. NBC's 

Andrea Mitchell reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201210:53:59 PM 

NY brothers wait 6 years to claim $5 million lottery 

Two brothers from central New York have claimed a $5 million lottery prize for a scratch-off ticket they bought at their 

parents' Syracuse store six years ago, state officials said. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:06:21 PM 

Medical malware 'rampant' in US hospitals 

Ig~~""IMedical devices are at risk from computer attacks and malware, government experts say. The problem, in 

part, stems from fears that updating or modifying existing software could break U.S.Food and Drug 
Administration rules. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/17/201211:15:49 PM 

Warehouse operator faces new labor complaint 

Ig~~""IMonths after settling complaints of unfair labor practices, a big warehouse operator in Southern 

California is facing new charges accusing it of illegally firing or reducing the hours of workers who took 
part in a strike and protest march. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 12:56:58 AM 

Obama: Romney still vague on women's issues 

A day after the second presidential debate, which included a robust discussion about women's healthcare and equal 

pay, President Barack Obama aimed to build momentum with women voters as he campaigned in key battleground 

states on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:18:02 AM 

Romney focuses on economy; no mention of Libya 

In appearances Wednesday in Virginia, Mitt Romney focused on what he called the president's lack of a second term 

agenda, while avoiding Libya, a major flashpoint from Tuesday night's debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20123:52:30 AM 

Cardinals chase the rain, then the Giants 

Ig~~""IMatt Carpenter hit a two-run homer after subbing for an injured Carlos Beltran and the St. Louis Cardinals 

chased Matt Cain before a 3 1/2 hour rain delay in the seventh inning of a 3-1 victory over the San 
Francisco Giants for a 2-1 series lead Wednesday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:18:19 AM 

Vote-by-mail fail? Experts register concern 

Ig~~""lscience editor Alan Boyle's blog: A new report notes huge improvements in voting technology since 2000 
- but warns that the rise of early voting by mail could erode those gains. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20129:34:19 AM 

Bullet tax proposal to curb Chicago crime 

Ig~~""IAS Chicago struggles to quell gang violence that has contributed to a jump in homicides, a top elected 
official wants to tax the sale of every bullet and firearm - an effort even she acknowledges could spark a 

legal challenge. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/201210:18:25 AM 

Naming, shaming: Group targets Iran sanction busters 

Ig~~""lcompanies doing business with Iran are being targeted by a u.s. non-profit organization that threatens to 

name and shame those getting around sanctions, as NBC's Richard Engel and Robert Windrem 
investigate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 10:30:41 AM 

Syria rebels carry fury born of marginalization 

Most of the rebels fighting government forces in the Syrian city of Aleppo fit a specific mold: They're poor, religiously 

conservative and usually come from the underdeveloped countryside nearby. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/201211:14:24 AM 

Auto bailouts on firing line at presidential debate 

Ig~~""~hiS week's second presidential debate focused on a wide variety of issues from the economy to foreign 

policy, and the health of the auto industry was one of the most significant topics touched on by President 
Barack Obama and his GOP challenger Mitt Romney. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/201211:16:56 AM 

Ark., Miss. tornadoes leave thousands without power 

Thousands were left without power after at least five tornadoes touched down in Mississippi and Arkansas as a band of 

extreme weather swept through the region on Wednesday night, according to the National Weather Service. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 11:30:57 AM 

Snakes in an SUV: Thief steals vehicle full of reptiles 

An SUV stolen from outside a Colo. Walmart contained a 3-legged tortoise, a 13-foot Burmese python, a rattlesnake, five 

non-poisonous snakes, three scorpions, five lizards and a tarantula. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 12:04:48 PM 

Newsweek ceasing print edition, going all-digital 

After 80 years in print, Newsweek will publish its last print edition in the u.s. on Dec. 31 and will go all-digital starting in 

the new year. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 12:23:37 PM 

The case for raising the minimum wage 

Proponents of the Fair Minimum Wage Act argue that raising the minimum wage to $9.80, and then "indexing" it to 

inflation would help ensure that low-wage earners take home enough salary to live on. Critics say it will cost jobs, 

instead. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/201212:26:10 PM 

Fungal meningitis outbreak isn't the first 

Ig~~""~he growing illnesses and deaths blamed on tainted pain shots from a Massachusetts compounding 
pharmacy may be the worst such outbreak of fungal meningitis in U.S. history -- but it's not the first. Five 

people were sickened and one died in a similar outbreak in 2002. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 12:45:50 PM 

Jobless claims take big jump in latest week 

The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits leapt to the highest level in four months in the latest week, 

erasing the large drop reported last week and then some. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20121:16:13 PM 

Obama, Romney focus on women voters 

First Read: After Romney's "binder" comment in Tuesday's debate, both campaigns focus on a critical segment of the 

electorate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20121:33:51 PM 

Castro statement released amid health rumors 

Ig~~""IAmid rumors that Fidel Castro's health had deteriorated, a message from the Cuban revolutionary leader 

was read out on his behalf at an event in Havana on Wednesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20121:36:27 PM 

Opponents fear large war chest of same-sex marriage supporters 

Ig~~""lsame-sex marriage advocates have outraised their opponents in many state ballots but have ended up on 

the losing end in every case. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20121:47:48 PM 

Freelancer growth giving rise to 'slasher' careers 

Ig~~""INearIY one-third of the nation's workers are contract or freelance employees rather than traditional 
workers. That gives rise to some unusual "slasher" careers, like comedian-slash-computer technician. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:04:18 PM 

Ocelots, pro pitcher, pipeline builder tied up in lawsuit 

Ig~~""IHOW did a pro baseball pitcher (Josh Beckett of the L.A. Dodgers), ocelots and a natural gas pipeline 

builder make it into the same news headline? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:07:38 PM 

Video: Deep Dive: 269/269 Ties 

Ig~~""IA 269/269 electoral tie could happen in the 2012 presidential election. If it did, how would we determine 
who would win the election? The Daily Rundown's Chuck Todd breaks down the 269 possibilities with the 

decision app and talks with NBC's Pete Williams about how the u.s. Supreme Court would determine the 
winner. (The Daily Rundown) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:11:06 PM 

PFT's picks: Can Bengals escape Steelers? 

Ig~~""lpFT'S picks: Pittsburgh's defense slowing down, but it's still good enough to harass Andy Dalton and beat 

Cincinnati on Sunday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:15:31 PM 

Binders full of funny: Romney meme spurs joke Amazon reviews 

Ig~~"'l'There are some problems with this binder," complains Ruth from New Hampshire. "First, there are no 

women in it." A remark made by Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney during Tuesday's debate 
brought us a me me that just keeps on giving. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:32:29 PM 

Dating 'Rules' get social media reboot 

Ig~~""~he women behind "The Rules," the dating Bible on how to play hard-to-get, have given their guidebook 

a reboot to help single ladies take back control of love lives lost to social media. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20122:41:15 PM 

Mortified: Van with bodies stolen during drivers' break 

Drivers taking a van loaded with 12 occupied coffins to a German crematorium returned from a bathroom break to 

discover the vehicle had been stolen. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20123:15:37 PM 

Ore. barista vanishes during five-minute commute 

r-I~olice in Oregon are investigating the disappearance of a woman who went missing on her way to work 
uesday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20123:21:22 PM 

Fungal meningitis can destroy brain fast, first case history shows 

She had a history of pain, the 51-year-old woman who showed up at the emergency room with a headache so bad it 

made her face hurt. Within 10 days she was dead, one of the first victims of an outbreak of fungal meningitis that has 

killed 19 people and made more than 240 sick. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20123:33:16 PM 

Study IDs the worst sounds in the world 

Ig~~""IWhiCh sounds drive our ears absolutely bonkers? A British study rated the screechy scrape of a sharp 

knife along the surface of a ridged metal bottle as the most unpleasant sound. It earned the top spot in a 
recent ranking of 75 different sounds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20123:57:30 PM 

Curses! Dalai Lama misunderstood in speech 

The Dalai Lama didn't curse at a Brown University event, the school swears - even if closed captioning being shown 

with a live video stated differently. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:09:43 PM 

Siblings take same annual wacky photo for 23 years 

Ig~~""~he family that takes goofy photos together, stays together. In a tradition they believe started in 1989, 

the four Kinsella siblings, all now in their 50s, gather together once a year to take the same picture. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:42:25 PM 

3 dead, 1 hurt in Fla. salon; gunman then kills self 

Four women have been shot, three fatally, after a gunman opened fire inside a central Florida hair salon, authorities 

said. The suspect left the salon and then fatally shot himself at a nearby home. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:42:25 PM 

Report: Gunman kills 3 in Fla. salon, then kills self 

Three people have been fatally shot inside a central Florida hair salon, authorities say. The gunman left the salon and 

then fatally shot himself, according to WESH-TV. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:44:33 PM 

Abuse survivor on Scouts' files: This 'empowers us' 

Ig~~""~ohn Buckland was 12 years old when his Scout leader sexually abused him on an Air Force base in 

California. He has been waiting years for the day when a secret Boy Scouts file documenting that abuse 
three decades ago would be made public. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20124:55:45 PM 

Google shares drop after surprise earnings miss 

Shares of Google tumbled more than 9 percent after the Internet giant surprised investors with an early release of its 

earnings report that fell short of Wall Street expectations. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20125:03:40 PM 

2nd appeals court rejects Defense of Marriage Act 

A federal appeals court in New York rules that the Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutionally denies federal benefits to 

lawfully married same-sex couples. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20125:40:06 PM 

Awful clips: Teacher fired for cutting girls' bare hair 

An Egyptian school teacher was fired on Wednesday for cutting the hair of two 12-year-old girl pupils because they were 

not wearing Islamic headscarves, an act condemned as an illegal violation of human rights by a leading woman's 

organization. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20125:57:52 PM 

FACT CHECK: Romney incorrect on women's jobs at debate 

Both campaigns are wooing women after the debate, including the Romney campaign launching a bus tour in Iowa with 

women who worked with him. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20126:19:59 PM 

Democratic rock stars -- Clinton and Springsteen -- stump for Obama in Ohio 

Ig~~""IFormer President Bill Clinton joined forces with Bruce Springsteen for a high-profile appearance on 
Obama's behalf in the Cleveland area, a key region in a key battleground state that could make-or-break 

the president's bid for a second term. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:03:20 PM 

Teen's death shows how flu can kill in a flash 

Ig~~""IAustin Booth was a 17-year-old all-round athlete when flu killed him in 2011. He's one of more than 800 
U.S. kids who have died of flu in the past eight years and his case illustrates the findings of a new study 

that shows 40 percent of children who die from flu were perfectly healthy to start with. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:08:38 PM 

Boy Scouts release secret child abuse files 

More than 1,200 formerly secret files detailing accusations of child sex abuse within the Boy Scouts were published 

online by lawyers who said they offered lessons in the battle against pedophiles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:14:03 PM 

Meningitis outbreak deaths rise to 20, CDC says 

The number of deaths from fungal meningitis linked to potentially contaminated steroid injections has risen to 20 and 

the outbreak has reached a 16th state, New York, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said on Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:31:37 PM 

Judge: Cheerleaders' Christian banners OK for now 

A judge rules that cheerleaders fighting to display Biblical-themed banners during high school football games can do so 

at least until the battle goes to court next June. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:37:49 PM 

Rwanda wins seat on UN Security Council 

Rwanda - along with Australia, Argentina, Luxembourg and South Korea - won a seat on the U.N. Security Council on 

Thursday, despite accusations by a U.N. panel that Rwanda's defense minister commands a rebellion in Democratic 

Republic of Congo. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20127:46:59 PM 

As others skimp, rich splurge on holiday gifts 

Ig~~""lscrooge-like spending patterns for the holidays appear to be a thing of the past for wealthy Americans, 

who are preparing to open their wallets this year after sitting on piles of cash. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20128:11:14 PM 

Google error triggers 'Pending Larry' Twitter meme 

R.R. Donnelley handles thousands of securities filings a year for corporate clients in a routine process that is invisible to 

most investors. On Thursday Google and its shareholders found out just what happens when that process goes wrong. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20128:51:54 PM 

FACT CHECK: Obama wrong on 'model for the nation' debate claim 

During Tuesday night's debate, President Obama and Mitt Romney sparred over a lot, including immigration. At one 

point, Obama said of Romney, "He called the Arizona law a model for the nation." That isn't true. The issue has its roots 

in a GOP primary debate. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20129:14:22 PM 

3 arrested in deadly Denver bar fire 

Police in Denver arrested three suspects in connection with the bar fire that was started to cover up the murders of five 

people. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/20129:36:35 PM 

Puppies kept lost boy warm, rescuer says 

Ig~~""IAn Alabama man credits a dog and her four puppies for helping rescue a 10-year-old boy with Down 

syndrome who was lost in the woods for 18 hours. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 10:27:54 PM 

2 convicted of massive asbestos dumping 

Where to dump 60 million pounds of demolition debris, much of it containing asbestos? How about an upstate New York 

farm that also has wetlands and runs along a river? That act led to the conviction this week of two men who now face 

years in prison and hefty fines. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 10:36:41 PM 

Polls: Obama holds his lead in Iowa, Wisconsin 

Less than three weeks until Election Day, new NBC News/Wall Street Journal/Marist polls show President Barack Obama 

maintaining his lead over former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney in the battleground states of Iowa and Wisconsin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 10:57:22 PM 

Video: In Ohio, a modern day gold rush fueled by oil 

Ig~~""~he rush is on to tap newly discovered oil and natural gas in Ohio where land sits atop the newly 

discovered Utica Shale deposit. NBC's Phil LeBeau reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/201211:03:12 PM 

UK to recruit teens as next generation of spies 

Ig~~""lln a departure from the norm, British intelligence agencies are aiming to hire future cyber spies from 
'Generation Xbox.' 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/18/2012 11:25:21 PM 

Why brain tumors are so hard to destroy 

The most common and aggressive brain tumor grows by turning normal brain cells into stem celis, which can 

continuously replicate and regrow a tumor with only a handful of cells left behind, new research finds. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 12:04:52 AM 

Court overturns Howard K. Stern acquittal 

Ig~~""IAn appellate court says a trial judge erred in dismissing conspiracy convictions against Anna Nicole 
Smith's psychiatrist and manager at the end of a contentious trial centering on celebrities' use of 

prescription drugs. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/201212:15:55 AM 

Court: Fort Hood shooting suspect must shave beard 

Ig~~""lsaid a majority of judges on a military court of appeals: "In front of a military panel, it is undeniable that 

failure to comply with Army grooming regulations would cast him in a negative light." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 12:54:38 AM 

Grandson of N. Korea's late leader in TV debut 

The 17-year-old grandson of late North Korean dictator Kim Jong II granted a TV interview providing a rare look at a 

member of the secretive ruling dynasty. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20121:48:20 AM 

Libyan Islamist says he was at Benghazi attacks 

A Libyan militia commander who u.s. officials say is under investigation in connection with the attacks on the American 

consulate in Benghazi which led to the death of the ambassador said he was present during the incident but was not one 

of the ringleaders. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:22:42 AM 

Gay boxer set for first fight since coming out 

Ig~~""IFeatherWeight boxer Orlando Cruz is eager to get back to work in his first bout since publicly declaring his 

homosexua lity. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20123:06:54 AM 

Campaigns take a break for a night of laughs 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama and Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney took a break from their 

often rancorous campaigns to poke fun at each other and themselves at the annual Alfred E. Smith 
Memorial Dinner in New York, Thursday night. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20123:15:59 AM 

Tigers sweep Yankees, reach World Series 

Ig~~""~he Tigers finished off the Yankees in bold fashion in Thursday's ALCS Game 4, chasing Yanks ace CC 
Sabathia in the 4th before rolling to an 8-1 win and their first World Series berth since 2006. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20123:27:32 AM 

Cardinals crush Giants, close in on World Series 

Ig~~""IAdam Wainwright baffled San Francisco batters, while St. Louis roughed up Tim Lincecum during an 8-3 

Game 4 victory in the NLCS and moved one victory from reaching its second consecutive World Series. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20123:33:24 AM 

PFT: Gore carries 4gers past Sea hawks 

Ig~~""lpFT: As QB Alex Smith struggles, running back racks up 131 rushing yards and ensures defense has 
enough cushion to hold off NFC West rival, 13-6. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20127:37:26 AM 

Suspected al-Qaida attack on Yemen base kills 26 

At least 13 soldiers and 13 suspected al-Qaida militants were killed in an attack on an army base in the southern 

province of Abyan on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20129:57:49 AM 

Governments start scrutinizing credit card records 

In Argentina, the government has demanded banks report all credit card transactions, saying the data would be used to 

find tax cheats. Could the same happen in the US? 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 10:41:49 AM 

Murdered girl: Cops seek ties to prior abduction bid 

Police investigating the slaying of a lO-year-old Colorado girl released on Thursday the description of a man who 

attempted to abduct a woman in the same area months earlier. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 11:04:46 AM 

North Korea threatens South over propaganda balloons 

Impoverished North Korea threatened on Friday to open fire on South Korea if it allows activists to go ahead with plans 

to drop anti-North leaflets on its territory, its most strident warning against its long-time foe in months. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/201211:14:30 AM 

Girl shot by Taliban able to stand, communicate 

Malala Yousufzai, the Pakistani schoolgirl shot in the head by the Taliban, is able to stand and communicate, British 

doctors treating her severe wounds said on Friday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/201211:25:14 AM 

Amazon vs. retailers, with shoppers in the middle 

Ig~~""llt's shaping up to be a battle of Amazonian proportions. As retailers gear up for the holiday shopping 

season, analysts expect brick-and-mortar merchants to deploy a variety of tactics to help them compete 
with online-only companies like Amazon.com. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 11:41:27 AM 

After the fire: Resident returns to devastated ND town 

Ig~~""IEVelyn Krug looked over the smoldering remains of her home of nearly 45 years on Thursday, the 
morning after the tiny town of Bucyrus in southwestern North Dakota was all but destroyed by a wind

fueled wildfire. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 11:56:07 AM 

Video: Candidates trade jabs, get laughs at charity dinner 

Ig~~""lpresident Obama and GOP challenger Mitt Romney let off steam, laughing at each other and the 

tribulations of the campaign trail at a Catholic charity dinner in New York City. NBC's Chuck Todd 
reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 12:05:58 PM 

Social Security's rate of return is tough to beat 

Some workers might beat Social Security's returns in some years if they took risks in the stock market. But over a 

lifetime, Social Security's consistent, risk-free and inflation-adjusted returns would be very tough to beat. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/201212:16:17 PM 

Video: Ex-Bengals cheerleader, former student 'in love' 

Ig~~""~hough former NFL cheerleader and teacher Sarah Jones denied for months that she was guilty of felony 

sex crime charges for having an inappropriate relationship with a student, she and the now 18-year-old 
student are speaking out, saying they are a couple. NBC's Jeff Rossen reports. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 12:37:34 PM 

Suspect held after 'Molotov' blast at Va. mall 

Police have a suspect in custody after a Molotov cocktail-type device was thrown in the Ballston Common Mall mid-day 

Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 12:38:08 PM 

Diet soda may be doing these 7 bad things to your body 

r-I~hat's the single biggest source of calories for Americans? White bread? Big Macs? Actually, try soda. 
he average American drinks about two cans of the stuff daily. Diet soda may have no calories, but it can 

come with its own set of side effects. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20121:20:35 PM 

Romney looks to break through Obama's firewall 

Ig~~""IFirst Read: The battleground focus shifts heavily towards Midwest states like Iowa, Ohio and Wisconsin 

where the president maintains leads, at least for now. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 1 :30: 17 PM 

12 unsolved murders may be tied to Manson family 

LOS ANGELES - The LAPD on Thursday announced it has open investigations on a dozen unsolved homicides near known 

Manson Family hangouts around Los Angeles. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20121:36:32 PM 

GOP registration worker charged with voter fraud 

A campaign worker linked to a controversial Republican consulting firm has been arrested in Virginia and charged with 

throwing voter registration forms that had been at least partly filled out into a dumpster. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20121:56:04 PM 

Video: Disney introduces first latina princess 

Ig~~""lprincess Sofia will debut in a TV-movie followed by a show, but critics are saying she doesn't look very 

Latina. The TODAY anchors, along with comedian Finesse Mitchell, chat about it and other hot topics of 
the day. (TODAY) 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:05:18 PM 

Beirut bomb kills top intel official, 7 others 

A huge car bomb explosion in Beirut on Friday killed a top Lebanese security official whose investigations implicated 

Syria and Hezbollah in the assassination of former Lebanese prime minister Rafik al-Hariri seven years ago. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:05:18 PM 

8 killed in huge bomb blast in Beirut 

At least eight people were killed and 78 wounded by a huge blast that exploded in central Beirut Friday, raising fears 

that sectarian violence in Syria had spread to the Lebanese capital. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:12:49 PM 

Existing home sales fall as inventories drop 

Home resales fell in September as the stock of properties on the market fell, a reminder that America's housing sector is 

a long way from a full recovery despite recent signs of improvement. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:20:40 PM 

'Black Monday' could happen again, expert says 

Ig~~""~wentY-fiVe years after 'Black Monday' - when the Dow Jones industrial average lost 22 percent in a 
single trading session - one market expert believes we could still see a repeat of the worst one-day 

plunge in history. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20122:35:38 PM 

Okla. dust storm causes highway pile-ups, injuries 

A dust storm swirling reddish-brown clouds over northern Oklahoma triggered multiple crashes involving about three 

dozen vehicles on Thursday, forcing police to shut down part of the heavily traveled Interstate 35 for several hours amid 

near blackout conditions. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20123:09:18 PM 

Gun industry thrives during Obama's term in office 

Ig~~""lpresident Barack Obama has presided over a heyday for the gun industry despite predictions by the 
National Rifle Association four years ago that he would be the "most anti-gun president in American 

history." 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20124:44:42 PM 

'Big Tex,' icon of Texas state fair, burns up 

Ig~~""IStunned attendees at the State Fair of Texas witnessed the iconic Big Tex go up in flames Friday morning. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20124:57:13 PM 

WHO agency partners with soft drink, snack makers in obesity fight 

Ig~~...,~o fight chronic ailments such as diabetes and heart disease in Mexico, the World Health Organization's 

regional office is partnering with the very companies whose sugary drinks and salty foods are linked to 
many of the maladies it's trying to prevent. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20125:00:49 PM 

Rolling Stones sellout two shows in 7 minutes 

Ig~~""IHigh traffic caused Ticketmaster to crash before the tickets had sold out, and resale websites were 

already listing tickets for as much as $20,050. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20125:11:42 PM 

Battleground state job markets may decide election 

The health of the job markets in the key "battleground" states will likely have a greater impact than the national, 

headline number. Here's a look at 10 key states. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 5 :24: 17 PM 

Boxers, not briefs, says Abercrombie jet steward rules 

Ig~~""~he jet-setting eccentricities of Michael Jeffries have been laid bare in a discrimination lawsuit filing, 
exposing the Abercrombie & Fitch Co. CEO's exacting dress code for the flight attendant-slash-models 

that accompanied him on his Gulfstream jet. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20125:28:31 PM 

Islamic group: No-fly list strands US man in Europe 

Ig~~""IA New York City man who traveled to Europe to visit relatives has been stranded there since Oct. 1, an 

advocacy group says, because his name allegedly appears on the no-fly list. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20125:33:52 PM 

Greenest gas? Synthetic fuel made from air and water 

A small British company has developed a way to create petrol from air and water, technology it hopes may one day 

contribute to large-scale production of green fuels. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20125:42:58 PM 

Obama: GOP nominee suffering from 'Romnesia' 

President Barack Obama has been hitting GOP nominee Mitt Romney for weeks over what he says is Romney's shifting 

to more moderate general-election policies, but now he has a new catchphrase for it. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:11:27 PM 

Orionid meteor show reaches its climax 

Ig~~""llt has been 26 years since Halley's Comet last passed through the inner solar system - but this weekend, 

skywatchers have a chance to see leftover bits of the comet light up the night sky in the Orionid meteor 
shower. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:25:44 PM 

Woman rescued from tree on edge of cliff 

Officials in western New York rescued an elderly woman they found clinging to a tree branch on the edge of a cliff over a 

creek Thursday. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:27:40 PM 

Judge: Zimmerman can see Trayvon school records 

Ig~~""IA judge says that attorneys for George Zimmerman can have access to the dead teen's school records and 

social media accounts. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:31:59 PM 

Justin Timberlake and Jessica Biel wed in Italy 

Ig~~""lsome fans were expecting a weekend wedding, but Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake surprised them and 

tied the knot early, PEOPLE Magazine is reporting. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:42:49 PM 

Fungal meningitis toll climbs to 21 dead, 271 cases 

The toll of a growing outbreak of fungal meningitis continued to rise Friday, with 21 deaths and 271 confirmed infections 

linked to contaminated steroid shots from a Massachusetts pharmacy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:54:40 PM 

It's suddenly cool to be a cheap date 

A lackluster economy plus ubiquitous mobile technology are behind a surprising date-night trend: More than a quarter 

of people say they've used a coupon to pay for a first date.A survey conducted by Harris Interactive for CouponCabin. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20126:57:04 PM 

TV reporter keeps cool as roach crawls on him 

Ig~~""IFOrget extreme weather. For NBC LA's Robert Kovacik, no hurricane or wildfire conditions were necessary 

for a truly unnerving piece of footage. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20127:19:59 PM 

For Romney and Obama, early voting key campaign focus 

Ig~~""IBoth President Barack Obama and Republican nominee Mitt Romney's campaign are working to bank as 

many early votes as they possibly can, using some states' options to cast a ballot before Nov. 6 to build an 
advantage headed into Election Day. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20127:56:46 PM 

Sandusky sex abuse victim: 'It is better to come forward' 

Ig~~""IKnown as "Victim 1," Aaron Fisher, 18, is identifying himself publicly in advance of his book, telling news 

outlets about the abuse he suffered from former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20128:23:09 PM 

Afghan woman beheaded for refusing to become prostitute 

The decapitation of a young woman who resisted being forced into prostitution by her own family has led to the arrests 

of four Afghans, and shocked a country that has seen its share of violence over decades of war. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20129:24:02 PM 

Missing Oregon barista's cell phone found 

Ig~~""~he cell phone of a missing Oregon woman was recovered Friday, and police hope it will provide clues in 

the Starbucks barista's disappearance. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/20129:31:49 PM 

PFT: Tebow obtains 'Tebowing' trademark 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 10:05:56 PM 

'Topless teacher' on iPad? District denies it 

Ig~~""lwhen middle-schoolers in Indiana say they spotted a topless photo of their teacher on a school-issued 
iPad - and then were suspended as a result of "unauthorized" use of the device - the case got national 

attention. However, the school district says it's not true. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/201210:15:45 PM 

Banks responding slowly to mortgage demand 

Ig~~""IBig U.S. banks are hiring mortgage bankers to meet a surge in demand for home loans and refinancings, 

but they are still struggling to process applications, which could undermine the Federal Reserve's 
attempts to stimulate the economy. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 10:21:48 PM 

Syrian opposition skeptical of 'feeble' ceasefire plan 

Ig~~""lunited Nations peace envoy Lakhdar Brahimi hopes to persuade Syria's President Bashar ai-Assad to 
comply with a four-day truce during the Muslim holiday marking the Hajj, which begins Oct. 25, but many 

in the opposition remain skeptical about his plan. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 10:40:47 PM 

First human ancestor looked like a squirrel 

Ig~~""INeWIY discovered fossilized bones for the world's oldest and most primitive known primate, Purgatorius, 

reveal a tiny, agile animal that spent much of its time eating fruit and climbing trees, according to a study. 

View article ... 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NBCNews.com: Top NBCNews headlines 

10/19/2012 10:50:41 PM 

Video: Candidates fire up their bases 

Ig~~""luSing tough rhetoric, President Obama and Vice President Biden tossed out zingers on the trail today, 

while Congressman Paul Ryan made the case for GOP presidential nominee Mitt Romney in Florida. NBC's 
Chuck Todd reports. (Nightly News) 

View article ... 
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